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Preface

Equivariant stable homotopy theory has a long tradition, starting from geo-

metrically motivated questions about symmetries of manifolds. The homotopy

theoretic foundations of the subject were laid by tom Dieck, Segal and May

and their students and collaborators in the 70’s, and during the last decades

equivariant stable homotopy theory has been very useful to solve computa-

tional and conceptual problems in algebraic topology, geometric topology and

algebraic K-theory. Various important equivariant theories naturally exist not

just for a particular group, but in a uniform way for all groups in a specific

class. Prominent examples of this are equivariant stable homotopy, equivariant

K-theory or equivariant bordism. Global equivariant homotopy theory studies

such uniform phenomena, i.e., the adjective ‘global’ refers to simultaneous and

compatible actions of all compact Lie groups.

This book introduces a new context for global homotopy theory. Various

ways to provide a home for global stable homotopy types have previously

been explored in [100, Ch. II], [68, Sec. 5], [18] and [19]. We use a differ-

ent approach: we work with the well-known category of orthogonal spectra,

but use a much finer notion of equivalence, the global equivalences, than what

is traditionally considered. The basic underlying observation is that an orthog-

onal spectrum gives rise to an orthogonal G-spectrum for every compact Lie

group G, and the fact that all these individual equivariant objects come from

one orthogonal spectrum implicitly encodes strong compatibility conditions as

the group G varies. An orthogonal spectrum thus has G-equivariant homotopy

groups for every compact Lie group, and a global equivalence is a morphism

of orthogonal spectra that induces isomorphisms for all equivariant homotopy

groups for all compact Lie groups (based on ‘complete G-universes’, compare

Definition 4.1.3).

The structure on the equivariant homotopy groups of an orthogonal spec-

trum gives an idea of the information encoded in a global homotopy type in

our sense: the equivariant homotopy groups πG
k

(X) are contravariantly func-

v
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torial for continuous group homomorphisms (‘restriction maps’), and they are

covariantly functorial for inclusions of closed subgroups (‘transfer maps’). The

restriction and transfer maps enjoy various transitivity properties and interact

via a double coset formula. This kind of algebraic structure has been studied

before under different names, e.g., ‘global Mackey functor’, ‘inflation func-

tor’, . . . . From a purely algebraic perspective, there are various parameters here

than one can vary, namely the class of groups to which a value is assigned and

the classes of homomorphisms to which restriction maps respectively transfer

maps are assigned, and lots of variations have been explored. However, the

decision to work with orthogonal spectra and equivariant homotopy groups on

complete universes dictates a canonical choice: we prove in Theorem 4.2.6 that

the algebra of natural operations between the equivariant homotopy groups of

orthogonal spectra is freely generated by restriction maps along continuous

group homomorphisms and transfer maps along closed subgroup inclusion,

subject to explicitly understood relations.

We define the global stable homotopy category GH by localizing the cat-

egory of orthogonal spectra at the class of global equivalences. Every global

equivalence is in particular a non-equivariant stable equivalence, so there is a

‘forgetful’ functor U : GH −→ SH on localizations, where SH denotes the

traditional non-equivariant stable homotopy category. By Theorem 4.5.1 this

forgetful functor has a left adjoint L and a right adjoint R, both fully faithful,

that participate in a recollement of triangulated categories:

GH+ i∗ // GH U //

i!

hh

i∗

vv
SH

R

hh

L
vv

HereGH+ denotes the full subcategory of the global stable homotopy category

spanned by the orthogonal spectra that are stably contractible in the traditional,

non-equivariant sense.

The global sphere spectrum and suspension spectra are in the image of the

left adjoint (Example 4.5.11). Global Borel cohomology theories are the im-

age of the right adjoint (Example 4.5.19). The ‘natural’ global versions of

Eilenberg-MacLane spectra (Construction 5.3.8), Thom spectra (Section 6.1),

or topological K-theory spectra (Sections 6.3 and 6.4) are not in the image of

either of the two adjoints. Periodic global K-theory, however, is right induced

from finite cyclic groups, i.e., in the image of the analogous right adjoint from

an intermediate global homotopy categoryGH cyc based on finite cyclic groups

(Example 6.4.27).

Looking at orthogonal spectra through the eyes of global equivalences is

like using a prism: the latter breaks up white light into a spectrum of colors,
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and global equivalences split a traditional, non-equivariant homotopy type into

many different global homotopy types. The first example of this phenomenon

that we will encounter refines the classifying space of a compact Lie group

G. On the one hand, there is the constant orthogonal space with value a non-

equivariant model for BG; and there is the global classifying space BglG (see

Definition 1.1.27). The global classifying space is analogous to the geometric

classifying space of a linear algebraic group in motivic homotopy theory [123,

4.2], and it is the counterpart to the stack of G-principal bundles in the world

of stacks.

Another good example is the splitting up of the non-equivariant homotopy

type of the classifying space of the infinite orthogonal group. Again there is

the constant orthogonal space with value BO, the Grassmannian model BO

(Example 2.4.1), a different Grassmannian model bO (Example 2.4.18), the

bar construction model B◦O (Example 2.4.14), and finally a certain ‘cofree’

orthogonal space R(BO). The orthogonal space bO is also a homotopy colimit,

as n goes to infinity, of the global classifying spaces BglO(n). We discuss these

different global forms of BO is some detail in Section 2.4, and the associated

Thom spectra in Section 6.1.

In the stable global world, every non-equivariant homotopy type has two ex-

treme global refinements, the ‘left induced’ (the global analog of a constant or-

thogonal space, see Example 4.5.10) and the ‘right induced’ global homotopy

type (representing Borel cohomology theories, see Example 4.5.19). Many

important stable homotopy types have other natural global forms. The non-

equivariant Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum of the integers has a ‘free abelian

group functor’ model (Construction 5.3.8), and another incarnation as the Eilen-

berg-Mac Lane spectrum of the constant global functor with value Z (Remark

4.4.12). These two global refinements of the integral Eilenberg-MacLane spec-

trum agree on finite groups, but differ for compact Lie groups of positive di-

mensions.

As already indicated, there is a great variety of orthogonal Thom spectra, in

real (or unoriented) flavors as mO and MO, as complex (or unitary) versions

mU and MU, and there are periodic versions mOP, MOP, mUP and MUP

of these; we discuss these spectra in Section 6.1. The theories represented by

mO and mU have the closest ties to geometry; for example, the equivariant

homotopy groups of mO receive Thom-Pontryagin maps from equivariant bor-

dism rings, and these are isomorphisms for products of finite groups and tori

(compare Theorem 6.2.33). The theories represented by MO are tom Dieck’s

homotopical equivariant bordism, isomorphic to ‘stable equivariant bordism’.

Connective topological K-theory also has two fairly natural global refine-

ments, in addition to the left and right induced ones. The ‘orthogonal sub-

space’ model ku (Construction 6.3.9) represents connective equivariant K-
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theory on the class of finite groups; on the other hand, global connective K-

theory kuc (Construction 6.4.32) is the global synthesis of equivariant con-

nective K-theory in the sense of Greenlees [66]. The periodic global K-theory

spectrum KU is introduced in Construction 6.4.9; as the name suggests, KU is

Bott periodic and represents equivariant K-theory.

The global equivalences are part of a closed model structure (see Theorem

4.3.18), so the methods of homotopical algebra can be used to study the sta-

ble global homotopy category. This works more generally relative to a class

F of compact Lie groups, where we define F -equivalences by requiring that

πG
k

( f ) is an isomorphism for all integers and all groups in F . We call a class

F of compact Lie groups a global family if it is closed under isomorphisms,

subgroups and quotients. For global families we refine the F -equivalences to

a stable model structure, the F -global model structure, see Theorem 4.3.17.

Besides all compact Lie groups, interesting global families are the classes of

all finite groups, or all abelian compact Lie groups. The class of trivial groups

is also admissible here, but then we just recover the ‘traditional’ stable cate-

gory. If the family F is multiplicative, then the F -global model structure is

monoidal with respect to the smash product of orthogonal spectra and satis-

fies the monoid axiom (Proposition 4.3.28). Hence this model structure lifts

to modules over an orthogonal ring spectrum and to algebras over an ultra-

commutative ring spectrum (Corollary 4.3.29).

Ultra-commutativity. A recurring theme throughout this book is a phe-

nomenon that I call ultra-commutativity. I use this term in the unstable and

stable context for the homotopy theory of strictly commutative objects un-

der global equivalences. An ultra-commutative multiplication is significantly

more structure than just a coherently homotopy-commutative product (usu-

ally called an E∞-multiplication). For example, the extra structure gives rise

to power operations that can be turned into transfer maps (in additive nota-

tion) respectively norm maps (in multiplicative notation). Another difference

is that an unstable global E∞-structure would give rise to naive deloopings

(i.e., by trivial representations). As I hope discuss elsewhere, a global ultra-

commutative multiplication, in contrast, gives rise to ‘genuine’ deloopings

(i.e., by non-trivial representations). As far as the objects are concerned, ultra-

commutative monoids and ultra-commutative ring spectra are not at all new

and have been much studied before; so one could dismiss the name ’ultra-

commutativity’ as a mere marketing maneuver. However, the homotopy theory

of ultra-commutative monoids and ultra-commutative ring spectra with respect

to global equivalences is new and, in the authors opinion, important. And im-

portant concepts deserve catchy names.
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Global homotopy types as orbifold cohomology theories. I would like to

briefly mention another reason for why one might be interested in global stable

homotopy theory. In short, global stable homotopy types represent genuine co-

homology theories on stacks, orbifolds, and orbispaces. Stacks and orbifolds

are concepts from algebraic geometry respectively geometric topology that al-

low us to talk about objects that locally look like the quotient of a smooth ob-

ject by a group action, in a way that remembers information about the isotropy

groups of the action. Such ‘stacky’ objects can behave like smooth objects

even if the underlying spaces have singularities. As for spaces, manifolds and

schemes, cohomology theories are important invariants also for stacks and orb-

ifolds, and examples such as ordinary cohomology or K-theory lend them-

selves to generalization. Special cases of orbifolds are ‘global quotients’, often

denoted M// G, for example for a smooth action of a compact Lie group G on

a smooth manifold M. In such examples, the orbifold cohomology of M//G is

supposed to be the G-equivariant cohomology of M. This suggests a way to

define orbifold cohomology theories by means of equivariant stable homotopy

theory, via suitable G-spectra EG. However, since the group G is not intrinsic

and can vary, one needs equivariant cohomology theories for all groups G, with

some compatibility.

Part of the compatibility can be deduced from the fact that the same orbifold

can be presented in different ways; for example, if G is a closed subgroup of K,

then the global quotients M//G and (M ×G K)//K describe the same orbifold. So

if the orbifold cohomology theory is represented by equivariant spectra {EG}G
as indicated above, then necessarily EG ≃ resK

G
(EK), i.e., the equivariant ho-

motopy types are consistent under restriction. This is the characteristic feature

of global equivariant homotopy types, and it suggest that the latter ought to

define orbifold cohomology theories.

The approach to global homotopy theory presented in this book in particu-

lar provides a way to turn the above outline into rigorous mathematics. There

are different formal frameworks for stacks and orbifolds (algebro-geometric,

smooth, topological), and these objects can be studied with respect to various

notions of ‘equivalence’. The approach that most easily feeds into our present

context are the notions of topological stacks respectively orbispaces as devel-

oped by Gepner and Henriques in their paper [61]. Their homotopy theory of

topological stacks is rigged up so that the derived mapping spaces out of the

classifying stacks for principal G-bundles detect equivalences. In our setup, the

global classifying spaces of compact Lie groups (see Definition 1.1.27) play

exactly the same role, and this is another hint of a deeper connection. In fact,

the global homotopy theory of orthogonal spaces as developed in Chapter 1 is a

model for the homotopy theory of orbispaces in the sense of Gepner and Hen-

riques. For a formal comparison of the two models we refer the reader to the
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author’s paper [145]. The comparison proceeds through yet another model, the

global homotopy theory of ‘spaces with an action of the universal compact Lie

group’. Here the universal compact Lie group (which is neither compact nor

a Lie group) is the topological monoid L of linear isometric self-embeddings

of R∞, and in [145] we establish a global model structure on the category of

L-spaces.

If we now accept that one can pass between stacks, orbispaces and orthog-

onal spaces in homotopically meaningful way, a consequence is that every

global stable homotopy type (i.e., every orthogonal spectrum) gives rise to

a cohomology theory on stacks and orbifolds. Indeed, by taking the unre-

duced suspension spectrum, every unstable global homotopy type is transferred

into the triangulated global stable homotopy category GH . In particular, tak-

ing morphisms in GH into an orthogonal spectrum E defines Z-graded E-

cohomology groups. The counterpart of a global quotient M// G in the global

homotopy theory of orthogonal spaces is the semifree orthogonal space LG,V M

introduced in Construction 1.1.22. By the adjunction relating the global and G-

equivariant stable homotopy categories (see Theorem 4.5.24), the morphisms

JΣ∞+ LG,V M, EK in the global stable homotopy category biject with the G-equi-

variant E-cohomology groups of M. In other words, when evaluated on a

global quotient M// G, our recipe for generating an orbifold cohomology the-

ory from a global stable homotopy type precisely returns the G-equivariant

cohomology of M, which was the original design criterion.

The procedure sketched so far actually applies to more general objects than

our global stable homotopy types: indeed, all that was needed to produce the

orbifold cohomology theory was a sufficiently exact functor from the homo-

topy theory of orbispaces to a triangulated category. If we aim for a stable ho-

motopy theory (as opposed to its triangulated homotopy category), then there

is a universal example, namely the stabilization of the homotopy theory of

orbispaces, obtained by formally inverting suspension. Our global theory is,

however, richer than this ‘naive’ stabilization. Indeed, the global stable homo-

topy category forgets to the G-equivariant stable homotopy category based on a

complete G-universe; the equivariant cohomology theories represented by such

objects are usually called ‘genuine’ (as opposed to ‘naive’). Genuine equiv-

ariant cohomology theories have much more structure than naive ones; this

structure manifests itself in different forms, for example as transfer maps, sta-

bility under ‘twisted suspension’ (i.e., smash product with linear representation

spheres), an extension of theZ-graded cohomology groups to an RO(G)-graded

theory, and an equivariant refinement of additivity (the so called Wirthmüller

isomorphism). Hence global stable homotopy types in the sense of this book

represent genuine (as opposed to ‘naive’) orbifold cohomology theories.
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Organization. In Chapter 1 we set up unstable global homotopy theory us-

ing orthogonal spaces, i.e., continuous functors from the category of finite-

dimensional inner product spaces and linear isometric embeddings to spaces.

We introduce global equivalences (Definition 1.1.2), discuss global classify-

ing spaces of compact Lie groups (Definition 1.1.27), and set up the global

model structures on the category of orthogonal spaces (Theorem 1.2.21). In

Section 1.3 we investigate the box product of orthogonal spaces from a global

equivariant perspective. Section 1.4 introduces a variant of unstable global ho-

motopy theory based on a global family, i.e., a class F of compact Lie groups

with certain closure properties. We discuss the F -global model structure and

record that for multiplicative global families, it lifts to category of modules

and algebras (Corollary 1.4.15). In Section 1.5 we discuss the G-equivariant

homotopy sets of orthogonal spaces and identify the natural structure between

them (restriction maps along continuous group homomorphisms). The study

of natural operations on πG
0

(Y) is a recurring theme throughout this book; in

the later chapters we return to it in the contexts of ultra-commutative monoids,

orthogonal spectra and ultra-commutative ring spectra.

Chapter 2 is devoted to ultra-commutative monoids (a.k.a. commutative mo-

noids with respect to the box product, or lax symmetric monoidal functors),

which we want to advertise as a rigidified notion of ‘global E∞-space’. In Sec-

tion 2.1 we establish a global model structure for ultra-commutative monoids

(Theorem 2.1.15). Section 2.2 introduces and studies global power monoids,

the algebraic structure that an ultra-commutative multiplication gives rise to

on the homotopy group Rep-functor π0
(R). Section 2.3 contains a large col-

lection of examples of ultra-commutative monoids and interesting morphisms

between them. In Section 2.4 we discuss and compare different global refine-

ments of the non-equivariant homotopy type BO, the classifying space for the

infinite orthogonal group. Section 2.5 discusses ‘units’ and ‘group comple-

tions’ of ultra-commutative monoids. As an application of this technology we

formulate and prove a global, highly structured version of Bott periodicity, see

Theorem 2.5.41.

Chapter 3 is a largely self-contained exposition of many basics about equiv-

ariant stable homotopy theory for a fixed compact Lie group, modeled by or-

thogonal G-spectra. In Section 3.1 we recall orthogonal G-spectra and equiv-

ariant homotopy groups and prove their basic properties, such as the suspen-

sion isomorphism and long exact sequences of mapping cones and homotopy

fibers, and the additivity of equivariant homotopy groups on sums and prod-

ucts. Section 3.2 discusses the Wirthmüller isomorphism and the closely re-

lated transfers. In Section 3.3 we introduce and study geometric fixed point

homotopy groups, an alternative invariant to characterize equivariant stable

equivalences. Section 3.4 contains a proof of the double coset formula for the
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composite of a transfer followed by the restriction to a closed subgroup. We re-

view Mackey functors for finite groups and show that after inverting the group

order, the category of G-Mackey functors splits as a product, indexed by con-

jugacy classes of subgroups, of module categories over the Weyl groups (The-

orem 3.4.22). A topological consequence is that after inverting the group or-

der, equivariant homotopy groups and geometric fixed point homotopy groups

determine each other in a completely algebraic fashion, compare Proposition

3.4.26 and Corollary 3.4.28. Section 3.5 is devoted to multiplicative aspects of

equivariant stable homotopy theory.

Chapter 4 sets the stage for stable global homotopy theory, based on the

notion of global equivalences for orthogonal spectra (Definition 4.1.3). We

discuss semifree orthogonal spectra and identify certain morphisms between

semifree orthogonal spectra as global equivalences (Theorem 4.1.29). In Sec-

tion 4.2 we investigate global functors, the natural algebraic structure on the

collection of equivariant homotopy groups of a global stable homotopy type.

Among other things, we explicitly calculate the algebra of natural operations

on equivariant homotopy groups (Theorem 4.2.6). In Section 4.3 we comple-

ment the global equivalences of orthogonal spectra by a stable model structure

that we call the global model structure. Its fibrant objects are the ‘global Ω-

spectra’ (Definition 4.3.8), the natural concept of a ‘global infinite loop space’

in our setting. Here we work more generally relative to a global family F and

consider the F -equivalences (i.e., equivariant stable equivalences for all com-

pact Lie groups in the family F ). We follow the familiar outline: a certain

F -level model structure is Bousfield localized to an F -global model structure

(see Theorem 4.3.17). In Section 4.4 we develop some basic theory around the

global stable homotopy category; since it comes from a stable model structure,

this category is naturally triangulated and we show that the suspension spectra

of global classifying spaces form a set of compact generators (Theorem 4.4.3).

In Section 4.5 we vary the global family: we construct and study left and right

adjoints to the forgetful functors associated to a change of global family (The-

orem 4.5.1). As an application of Morita theory for stable model categories we

show that rationally the global homotopy category for finite groups has an alge-

braic model, namely the derived category of rational global functors (Theorem

4.5.29).

Chapter 5 focuses on ultra-commutative ring spectra, i.e., commutative or-

thogonal ring spectra under multiplicative global equivalences. Section 5.1 in-

troduces ‘global power functors’, the algebraic structure on the equivariant

homotopy groups of ultra-commutative ring spectra. Roughly speaking, global

power functors are global Green functors equipped with additional power op-

erations, satisfying various properties reminiscent of those of the power maps

x 7→ xm in a commutative ring. The power operations give rise to norm maps
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(‘multiplicative transfers’) along finite index inclusions, and in our global con-

text, the norm maps conversely determine the power operations, compare Re-

mark 5.1.7. As we show in Theorem 5.1.11, the 0-th equivariant homotopy

groups of an ultra-commutative ring spectrum form a global power functor.

In Section 5.2 we develop a description of the category of global power func-

tors via the comonad of ‘exponential sequences’ (Theorem 5.2.13) and dis-

cuss localization of global power functors at a multiplicative subset of the

underlying ring (Theorem 5.2.18). In Section 5.3 we give various examples

of global power functors, such as the Burnside ring global power functor, the

global functor represented by an abelian compact Lie group, free global power

functors, constant global power functors, and the complex representation ring

global functor. In Section 5.4 we establish the global model structure for ultra-

commutative ring spectra (Theorem 5.4.3) and show that every global power

functor is realized by an ultra-commutative ring spectrum (Theorem 5.4.14).

Chapter 6 is devoted to interesting examples of ultra-commutative ring spec-

tra. Section 6.1 discusses two orthogonal Thom spectra mO and MO. The

spectrum mO is globally connective and closely related to equivariant bor-

dism. The global functor π
0
(mO) admits a short and elegant algebraic presen-

tation: it is obtained from the Burnside ring global functor by imposing the

single relation trC2
e = 0, compare Theorem 6.1.44. The Thom spectrum MO

was first considered by tom Dieck and it represents ‘stable’ equivariant bor-

dism; it is periodic for orthogonal representations of compact Lie groups, and

admits Thom isomorphisms for equivariant vector bundles. The equivariant ho-

mology theory represented by MO can be obtained from the one represented

by mO in an algebraic fashion, by inverting the collection of ‘inverse Thom

classes’, compare Corollary 6.1.35. Section 6.2 recalls the geometrically de-

fined equivariant bordism theories. The Thom-Pontryagin construction maps

the unoriented G-equivariant bordism ring NG
∗ to the equivariant homotopy

ring πG
∗ (mO), and that map is an isomorphism when G is a product of a finite

group and a torus, see Theorem 6.2.33. We discuss global K-theory in Sections

6.3 and 6.4, which comes in three interesting flavors as connective global K-

theory ku, global connective K-theory kuc and periodic global K-theory KU

(and in the real versions ko, koc and KO).

We include three appendices where we collect material that is mostly well-

known, but that is either scattered through the literature or where we found

the existing expositions too sketchy. Appendix A is a self-contained review of

compactly generated spaces, our basic category to work in. Appendix B deals

with fundamental properties of equivariant spaces, including the basic model

structure in Proposition B.7. We also provide an exposition of the equivariant

Γ-space machinery, culminating in a version of the Segal-Shimakawa deloop-
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ing machine. In Appendix C we review the basic definitions, properties and

constructions involving categories of enriched functors.

While most of the material in the appendices is well-known, there are a

few results I could not find in the literature. These results include the fact that

compactly generated spaces are closed under geometric realization (Proposi-

tion A.35 (iii)), fixed points commute with geometric realization and latching

objects (Proposition B.1 (iv)), and compactly generated spaces are closed un-

der prolongation of Γ-spaces (Proposition B.26). Also apparently new are the

results that prolongation of G-cofibrant Γ-G-spaces to finite G-CW-complexes

is homotopically meaningful (Proposition B.48), and that prolongation of G-

cofibrant Γ-G-spaces to spheres gives rise to G-Ω-spectra (for very special Γ-

G-spaces, see Theorem B.61) respectively positive G-Ω-spectra (for special Γ-

G-spaces, see Theorem B.65). Here the key ideas all go back to Segal [155] and

Shimakawa [157]; however, we formulate our results for the prolongation (i.e.,

categorical Kan extension), whereas Segal and Shimakawa work with a bar

construction (also known as a homotopy coend or homotopy Kan extension) in-

stead. We also give a partial extension of the machinery to compact Lie groups,

whereas previous papers on the subject restrict attention to finite groups. As we

explain in Remark B.66, there is no hope to obtain a G-Ω-spectrum by evalu-

ation on spheres for compact Lie groups of positive dimension. However, we

do prove in Theorem B.65 that evaluating a G-cofibrant special Γ-G-space on

spheres yields a ‘G◦-trivial positive G-Ω-spectrum’, where G◦ is the identity

component of G. Our Appendix B substantially overlaps with the paper [115]

by May, Merling and Osorno that provides comparisons of prolongation, bar

construction and the operadic approach to equivariant deloopings.

Relation to other work. The idea of global equivariant homotopy theory

is not at all new and has previously been explored in different contexts. For

example, in Chapter II of [100], Lewis and May define coherent families of

equivariant spectra; these consist of collections of equivariant coordinate free

spectra in the sense Lewis, May and Steinberger, equipped with comparison

maps involving change of groups and change of universe functors.

The approach closest to ours are the globalI∗-functors introduced by Green-

lees and May in [68, Sec. 5]. These objects are ‘global orthogonal spectra’ in

that they are indexed on pairs (G,V) consisting of a compact Lie group and a

G-representation V . The corresponding objects with commutative multiplica-

tion are called global I∗-functors with smash products in [68, Sec. 5] and it is

for these that Greenlees and May define and study multiplicative norm maps.

Clearly, an orthogonal spectrum gives rise to a global I∗-functors in the sense

of Greenlees and May. In the second chapter of her thesis [18], Bohmann com-
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pares the approaches of Lewis-May and Greenlees-May; in the paper [19] she

also relates these to orthogonal spectra.

Symmetric spectra in the sense of Hovey, Shipley and Smith [81] are another

prominent model for the (non-equivariant) stable homotopy category. Much of

what we do here with orthogonal spectra can also be done with symmetric

spectra, if one is willing to restrict to finite groups (as opposed to general com-

pact Lie groups). This restriction arises because only finite groups embed into

symmetric groups, while every compact Lie group embeds into an orthogonal

group. Hausmann [72, 73] has established a global model structure on the cat-

egory of symmetric spectra, and he showed that the forgetful functor is a right

Quillen equivalence from the category of orthogonal spectra with the F in-

global model structure to the category of symmetric spectra with the global

model structure. While some parts of the symmetric and orthogonal theories

are similar, there are serious technical complications arising from the fact that

for symmetric spectra the naively defined equivariant homotopy groups are not

‘correct’, a phenomenon that is already present non-equivariantly.

Prerequisites. This book assumes a solid background in algebraic topology

and (non-equivariant) homotopy theory, including topics such as singular ho-

mology and cohomology, CW-complexes, homotopy groups, mapping spaces,

loop spaces, fibrations and fiber bundles, Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces, smooth

manifolds, Grassmannian and Stiefel manifolds. Two modern references that

contain all we need (and much more) are the textbooks by Hatcher [71] and

tom Dieck [180]. Some knowledge of non-equivariant stable homotopy theory

is helpful to appreciate the equivariant and global features of the structures and

examples we discuss; from a strictly logical perspective, however, the non-

equivariant theory is a degenerate special case of the global theory for the

global family of trivial Lie groups. In particular, by simply ignoring all group

actions, the examples presented in this book give models for many interesting

and prominent non-equivariant stable homotopy types.

Since actions of compact Lie groups are central to this book, some famil-

iarity with the structure and representation theory of compact Lie groups is

obviously helpful, but we give references to the literature whenever we need

any non-trivial facts. Many of our objects of study organize themselves into

model categories in the sense of Quillen [134], so some background on model

categories is necessary to understand the respective sections. The article [48]

by Dwyer and Spalinski is a good introduction, and Hovey’s book [80] is still

the definitive reference. Some acquaintance with unstable equivariant homo-

topy theory is useful (but not logically necessary). In contrast, we do not as-

sume any prior knowledge of equivariant stable homotopy theory, and Chapter

3 is a self-contained introduction based on equivariant orthogonal spectra. The
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last two sections of Chapter 4 study the global stable homotopy category, and

here we freely use the language of triangulated categories. The first chapter of

Neeman’s book [128] is a possible reference for the necessary background.

Throughout the book we work in the category of compactly generated spaces

in the sense of McCord [118], i.e., a k-spaces (also called Kelley spaces) that

satisfy the weak Hausdorff condition, see Definition A.1. Since the various

useful properties of compactly generated spaces are scattered through the lit-

erature, we include a detailed discussion in Appendix A.
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1

Unstable global homotopy theory

In this chapter we develop a framework for unstable global homotopy the-

ory via orthogonal spaces, i.e., continuous functors from the linear isometries

category L to spaces. In Section 1.1 we define global equivalences of orthog-

onal spaces and establish many basic properties of this class of morphisms.

We also introduce global classifying spaces of compact Lie groups, the basic

building blocks of global homotopy types. In Section 1.2 we complement the

global equivalences by a global model structure on the category of orthogonal

spaces. The construction follows a familiar pattern, by Bousfield localization

of an auxiliary ‘strong level model structure’. Section 1.2 also contains a dis-

cussion of cofree orthogonal spaces, i.e., global homotopy types that are ‘right

induced’ from non-equivariant homotopy types. In Section 1.3 we recall the

box product of orthogonal spaces, a Day convolution product based on or-

thogonal direct sum of inner product spaces. The box product is a symmetric

monoidal product, fully homotopical under global equivalences, and globally

equivalent to the cartesian product. Section 1.4 introduces an important vari-

ation of our theme, where we discuss unstable global homotopy theory for a

‘global family’, i.e., a class of compact Lie groups with certain closure prop-

erties. In Section 1.5 we introduce the G-equivariant homotopy set πG
0

(Y) of

an orthogonal space and identify the natural structure on these sets (restriction

maps along continuous group homomorphisms). The study of natural oper-

ations on the sets πG
0

(Y) is a recurring theme throughout this book, and we

will revisit and extend the results in the later chapters for ultra-commutative

monoids, orthogonal spectra and ultra-commutative ring spectra.

Our main reason for working with orthogonal spaces is that they are the

direct unstable analog of orthogonal spectra, and in this unstable model for

global homotopy theory the passage to the stable theory in Chapter 4 is espe-

cially simple. However, there are other models for unstable global homotopy

theory, most notably the topological stacks and the orbispaces as developed

by Gepner and Henriques in their paper [61]. For a comparison of these two

1
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models to our orthogonal space model we refer to the author’s paper [145]. The

comparison proceeds through yet another model, the global homotopy theory

of ‘spaces with an action of the universal compact Lie group’. Here the uni-

versal compact Lie group (which is neither compact nor a Lie group) is the

topological monoidL of linear isometric self-embeddings of R∞, and in [145]

we establish a global model structure on the category of L-spaces.

1.1 Orthogonal spaces and global equivalences

In this section we introduce orthogonal spaces, along with the notion of global

equivalences, our setup to rigorously formulate the idea of ‘compatible equiv-

ariant homotopy types for all compact Lie groups’. We introduce various ba-

sic techniques to manipulate global equivalences of orthogonal spaces, such as

recognition criteria by homotopy or strict colimits over representations (Propo-

sitions 1.1.7 and 1.1.17), and a list of standard constructions that preserve

global equivalences (Proposition 1.1.9). Theorem 1.1.10 is a cofinality re-

sult for orthogonal spaces, showing that fairly general changes in the linear

isometries indexing category do not affect the global homotopy type. Defini-

tion 1.1.27 introduces global classifying spaces of compact Lie groups, the ba-

sic building blocks of global homotopy theory. Proposition 1.1.30 justifies the

name by explaining in which sense the global classifying space BglG ‘globally

classifies’ principal G-bundles.

Before we start, let us fix some notation and conventions. By a ‘space’ we

mean a compactly generated space in the sense of [118], i.e., a k-space (also

called Kelley space) that satisfies the weak Hausdorff condition, see Definition

A.1. We denote the category of compactly generated spaces by T and review

the basic properties in Appendix A.

An inner product space is a finite-dimensional real vector space equipped

with a scalar product, i.e., a positive definite symmetric bilinear form. We de-

note by L the category with objects the inner product spaces and morphisms the

linear isometric embeddings. The category L is a topological category in the

sense that the morphism spaces come with a preferred topology: if ϕ : V −→ W

is one linear isometric embedding, then the action of the orthogonal group

O(W), by postcomposition, induces a bijection

O(W)/O(ϕ⊥) � L(V,W) , A · O(ϕ⊥) 7−→ A ◦ ϕ ,

where ϕ⊥ = W − ϕ(V) is the orthogonal complement of the image of ϕ. We

topologize L(V,W) so that this bijection is a homeomorphism, and this topol-

ogy is independent of ϕ. If (v1, . . . , vk) is an orthonormal basis of V , then for
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every linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W the tuple (ϕ(v1), . . . , ϕ(vk))

is an orthonormal k-frame of W. This assignment is a homeomorphism from

L(V,W) to the Stiefel manifold of k-frames in W.

An example of an inner product spaces is the vector space Rn with the stan-

dard scalar product

〈x, y〉 = x1y1 + . . . + xnyn .

In fact, every inner product space V is isometrically isomorphic to the inner

product space Rn, for n the dimension of V . So the full topological subcategory

with objects the Rn is a small skeleton of L.

Definition 1.1.1. An orthogonal space is a continuous functor Y : L −→
T to the category of spaces. A morphism of orthogonal spaces is a natural

transformation. We denote by spc the category of orthogonal spaces.

The use of continuous functors from the category L to spaces has a long

history in homotopy theory. The systematic use of inner product spaces (as op-

posed to numbers) to index objects in stable homotopy theory seems to go back

to Boardman’s thesis [15]. The category L (or its extension that also contains

countably infinite dimensional inner product spaces) is denoted I by Board-

man and Vogt [16], and this notation is also used in [112]; other sources [102]

use the symbol I. Accordingly, orthogonal spaces are sometimes referred to

as I -functors, I -spaces or I-spaces. Our justification for using yet another

name is twofold: on the one hand, our use of orthogonal spaces comes with a

shift in emphasis, away from a focus on non-equivariant homotopy types, and

towards viewing an orthogonal space as representing compatible equivariant

homotopy types for all compact Lie groups. Secondly, we want to stress the

analogy between orthogonal spaces and orthogonal spectra, the former being

an unstable global world with the latter the corresponding stable global world.

Now we define our main new concept, the notion of ‘global equivalence’ be-

tween orthogonal spaces. We let G be a compact Lie group. By a G-represen-

tation we mean a finite-dimensional orthogonal representation, i.e., a real in-

ner product space equipped with a continuous G-action by linear isometries.

In other words, a G-representation consists of an inner product space V and a

continuous homomorphism ρ : G −→ O(V). In this context, and throughout

the book, we will often use without explicit mentioning that continuous ho-

momorphisms between Lie groups are automatically smooth, see for example

[28, Prop. I.3.12]. For every orthogonal space Y and every G-representation V ,

the value Y(V) inherits a G-action from the G-action on V and the functoriality

of Y. For a G-equivariant linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W the induced

map Y(ϕ) : Y(V) −→ Y(W) is G-equivariant.
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We denote by

Dk = {x ∈ Rk : 〈x, x〉 ≤ 1} and ∂Dk = {x ∈ Rk : 〈x, x〉 = 1}

the unit disc in Rk respectively its boundary, a sphere of dimension k − 1. In

particular, D0 = {0} is a one-point space and ∂D0 = ∅ is empty.

Definition 1.1.2. A morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spaces is a global

equivalence if the following condition holds: for every compact Lie group G,

every G-representation V , every k ≥ 0 and all continuous maps α : ∂Dk −→
X(V)G and β : Dk −→ Y(V)G such that β|∂Dk = f (V)G ◦ α, there is a G-

representation W, a G-equivariant linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W

and a continuous map λ : Dk −→ X(W)G such that λ|∂Dk = X(ϕ)G ◦ α and such

that f (W)G ◦ λ is homotopic, relative to ∂Dk, to Y(ϕ)G ◦ β.

In other words, for every commutative square on the left

∂Dk α //

incl

��

X(V)G

f (V)G

��

∂Dk α //

incl

��

X(V)G
X(ϕ)G

// X(W)G

f (W)G

��
Dk

β
// Y(V)G Dk

β
//

λ

44❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
Y(V)G

Y(ϕ)G

// Y(W)G

there exists the lift λ on the right hand side that makes the upper left triangle

commute on the nose, and the lower right triangle up to homotopy relative

to ∂Dk. In such a situation we will often refer to the pair (α, β) as a ‘lifting

problem’ and we will say that the pair (ϕ, λ) solves the lifting problem.

Example 1.1.3. If X = A and Y = B are the constant orthogonal spaces with

values the spaces A respectively B, and f = g the constant morphism associated

to a continuous map g : A −→ B, then g is a global equivalence if and only if

for every commutative square

∂Dk //

incl

��

A

g

��
Dk //

λ

<<③
③

③
③

③

B

there exists a lift λ that makes the upper left triangle commute, and the lower

right triangle up to homotopy relative to ∂Dk. But this is one of the equivalent

ways of characterizing weak equivalences of spaces, compare [114, Sec. 9.6,

Lemma]. So g is a global equivalence if and only if g is a weak equivalence.

Remark 1.1.4. The notion of global equivalence is meant to capture the idea

that for every compact Lie group G, some induced morphism

hocolimV f (V) : hocolimV X(V) −→ hocolimV Y(V)
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is a G-weak equivalence, where ‘hocolimV ’ is a suitable homotopy colimit over

all G-representations V along all equivariant linear isometric embeddings. This

is a useful way to think about global equivalences, and it could be made pre-

cise by letting V run over the poset of finite-dimensional subrepresentations of

a complete G-universe and using the Bousfield-Kan construction of a homo-

topy colimit over this poset. Since the ‘poset of all G-representations’ has a

cofinal subsequence, called an exhaustive sequence in Definition 1.1.6, we can

also model the ‘homotopy colimit over all G-representations’ as the mapping

telescope over an exhaustive sequence. However, the actual definition we work

with has the advantage that it does not refer to universes and we do not have to

define or manipulate homotopy colimits.

In many examples of interest, all the structure maps of an orthogonal space

Y are closed embeddings. When this is the case, the actual colimit (over the

subrepresentations of a complete universe) of the G-spaces Y(V) serves the

purpose of a ‘homotopy colimit over all representations’, and it can be used to

detect global equivalences, compare Proposition 1.1.17 below.

We will now establish some useful criteria for detecting global equivalences.

We call a continuous map f : A −→ B an h-cofibration if it has the homotopy

extension property, i.e., given a continuous map ϕ : B −→ X and a homotopy

H : A× [0, 1] −→ X starting with ϕ f , there is a homotopy H̄ : B× [0, 1] −→ X

starting with ϕ such that H̄◦( f×[0, 1]) = H. Below we will write Ht = H(−, t) :

A −→ X. All h-cofibrations in the category of compactly generated spaces

are closed embeddings, compare Proposition A.31. The following somewhat

technical lemma should be well known, but I was unable to find a reference.

Lemma 1.1.5. Let A be a subspace of a space B such that the inclusion A −→
B is an h-cofibration. Let f : X −→ Y be a continuous map and

H : A × [0, 1] −→ X and K : B × [0, 1] −→ Y

homotopies such that K|A×[0,1] = f H. Then the lifting problem (H0,K0) has a

solution if and only if the lifting problem (H1,K1) has a solution.

Proof The problem is symmetric, so we only show one direction. We suppose

that the lifting problem (H0,K0) has a solution consisting of a continuous map

λ : B −→ X such that λ|A = H0 and a homotopy G : B × [0, 1] −→ Y such that

G0 = f ◦ λ , G1 = K0 and (Gt)|A = f ◦ H0

for all t ∈ [0, 1]. The homotopy extension property provides a homotopy H′ :

B × [0, 1] −→ X such that

H′0 = λ and H′|A×[0,1] = H .
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Then the map λ′ = H′
1

: B −→ X satisfies

λ′|A = (H′1)|A = H1 .

We define a continuous map J : B × [0, 3] −→ Y by

Jt =



f ◦ H′
1−t

for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1,

Gt−1 for 1 ≤ t ≤ 2, and

Kt−2 for 2 ≤ t ≤ 3.

In particular,

J0 = f ◦ λ′ and J3 = K1 ;

so J almost witnesses the fact that λ′ solves the lifting problem (H1,K1), except

that J is not a relative homotopy.

We improve J to a relative homotopy from f ◦ λ′ to K1. We define a contin-

uous map L : A × [0, 3] × [0, 1] −→ Y by

L(−, t, s) =



f ◦ H1−t for 0 ≤ t ≤ s,

f ◦ H1−s for s ≤ t ≤ 3 − s, and

f ◦ Ht−2 for 3 − s ≤ t ≤ 3.

Then L(−,−, 0) is the constant homotopy at the map f ◦ H1, and

L(−,−, 1) = J|A×[0,3] : A × [0, 3] −→ Y .

Since the inclusion of A into B is an h-cofibration, the inclusion of B×{0}∪A×{0}
A × [0, 1] into B × [0, 1] has a continuous retraction; hence the inclusion

B × {0} × [0, 1] ∪A×{0}×[0,1] A × [0, 1] × [0, 1] −→ B × [0, 1] × [0, 1]

also has a continuous retraction. We abbreviate D = [0, 3]×{1}∪ {0, 3}× [0, 1];

the pair of spaces ([0, 3]×[0, 1], D) is pair homeomorphic to ([0, 1]×[0, 1], {0}×
[0, 1]). So the inclusion

B × D ∪A×D A × [0, 3] × [0, 1] −→ B × [0, 3] × [0, 1]

has a continuous retraction. The map L and the map

J ∪ const fλ ∪ constK1
: B × D = B × ([0, 3] × {1} ∪ {0, 3} × [0, 1]) −→ Y

agree on A × D, so there is a continuous map L̄ : B× [0, 3]× [0, 1] −→ Y such

that

L̄(−,−, 1) = J , L̄|A×[0,3]×[0,1] = L ,

and

L̄(−, 0, s) = f ◦ λ and L̄(−, 1, s) = K1
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for all s ∈ [0, 1]. The map J̄ = L̄(−,−, 0) : B × [0, 3] −→ Y then satisfies

J̄|A×[0,3] = L̄(−,−, 0)|A×[0,3] = L(−,−, 0) ,

which is the constant homotopy at the map f◦H1; so J̄ is a homotopy (parametrized

by [0, 3] instead of [0, 1]) relative to A. Because

J̄0 = L̄(−, 0, 0) = f ◦ λ and J̄3 = L̄(−, 3, 0) = K1 ,

the homotopy J̄ witnesses that λ′ solves the lifting problem (H1,K1). �

Definition 1.1.6. Let G be a compact Lie group. An exhaustive sequence is a

nested sequence

V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vn ⊂ . . .

of finite-dimensional G-representations such that every finite-dimensional G-

representation admits a linear isometric G-embedding into some Vn.

Given an exhaustive sequence {Vi}i≥1 of G-representations and an orthogonal

space Y, the values at the representations and their inclusions form a sequence

of G-spaces and G-equivariant continuous maps

Y(V1) −→ Y(V2) −→ · · · −→ Y(Vi) −→ · · · .

We denote by

teli Y(Vi)

the mapping telescope of this sequence of G-spaces; this telescope inherits a

natural G-action.

We recall that a G-equivariant continuous map f : A −→ B between G-

spaces is a G-weak equivalence if for every closed subgroup H of G the map

f H : AH −→ BH of H-fixed points is a weak homotopy equivalence (in the

non-equivariant sense).

Proposition 1.1.7. For every morphism of orthogonal spaces f : X −→ Y, the

following three conditions are equivalent.

(i) The morphism f is a global equivalence.

(ii) For every compact Lie group G, every G-representation V, every finite

G-CW-pair (B, A) and all continuous G-maps α : A −→ X(V) and β :

B −→ Y(V) such that β|A = f (V)◦α, there is a G-representation W, a G-

equivariant linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W and a continuous

G-map λ : B −→ X(W) such that λ|A = X(ϕ) ◦ α and such that f (W) ◦ λ
is G-homotopic, relative to A, to Y(ϕ) ◦ β.
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(iii) For every compact Lie group G and every exhaustive sequence {Vi}i≥1 of

G-representations the induced map

teli f (Vi) : teli X(Vi) −→ teli Y(Vi)

is a G-weak equivalence.

Proof At various places in the proof we use without explicit mentioning that

taking G-fixed points commutes with formation of the mapping telescopes; this

follows from the fact that taking G-fixed points commutes with pushouts along

closed embeddings and sequential colimits along closed embeddings, compare

Proposition B.1.

(i)=⇒(ii) We argue by induction over the number of the relative G-cells in

(B, A). If B = A, then λ = α solves the lifting problem, and there is nothing

to show. Now we suppose that A is a proper subcomplex of B. We choose a

G-CW-subcomplex B′ that contains A and such that (B, B′) has exactly one

equivariant cell. Then (B′, A) has strictly fewer cells, and the restricted equiv-

ariant lifting problem (α : A −→ X(V), β′ = β|B′ : B′ −→ Y(V)) has a solution

(ϕ : V −→ U, λ′ : B′ −→ X(U)) by the inductive hypothesis.

We choose a characteristic map for the last cell, i.e., a pushout square of

G-spaces

G/H × ∂Dk
χ //

incl

��

B′

incl

��
G/H × Dk

χ
// B

in which H is a closed subgroup of G. We arrive at the non-equivariant lifting

problem on the left:

∂Dk
(λ′)H◦χ̄ //

incl

��

X(U)H

f (U)H

��

∂Dk
(λ′)H◦χ̄ //

incl

��

X(U)H
X(ψ)H

// X(W)H

f (W)H

��
Dk

Y(ϕ)H◦βH◦χ̄
// Y(U)H Dk

Y(ϕ)H◦βH◦χ̄
//

λ

44❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
Y(U)H

Y(ψ)H

// Y(W)H

Here χ̄ = χ(eH,−) : Dk −→ BH. Since f is a global equivalence, there is

an H-equivariant linear isometric embedding ψ : U −→ W and a continuous

map λ : Dk −→ X(W)H such that λ|∂Dk = X(ψ)H ◦ (λ′)H ◦ χ̄ and f (W)H ◦ λ is

homotopic, relative ∂Dk, to Y(ψ)H ◦Y(ϕ)H ◦βH ◦χ̄, as illustrated by the diagram

on the right above. By enlarging W, if necessary, we can assume without loss of

generality that W is underlying a G-representation and ψ is even G-equivariant.

The G-equivariant extension of λ

G/H × Dk −→ X(W) , (gH, x) 7−→ g · λ(x)
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and the map X(ψ) ◦ λ′ : B′ −→ X(W) then agree on G/H × ∂Dk, so they glue

to a G-map λ̃ : B −→ X(W). The pair (ψϕ : V −→ W, λ̃ : B −→ X(W)) then

solves the original lifting problem (α, β).

(ii)=⇒(iii) We suppose that f satisfies (ii), and we let G be any compact Lie

group and {Vi}i≥1 an exhaustive sequence of G-representations. We consider an

equivariant lifting problem, i.e., a finite G-CW-pair (B, A) and a commutative

square:

A
α //

incl

��

teli X(Vi)

teli f (Vi)

��
B

β
// teli Y(Vi)

We show that every such lifting problem has an equivariant solution. Since B

and A are compact, there is an n ≥ 0 such that α has image in the truncated

telescope tel[0,n] X(Vi) and β has image in the truncated telescope tel[0,n] Y(Vi)

(see Proposition A.15 (i)). There is a natural equivariant homotopy from the

identity of the truncated telescope tel[0,n] X(Vi) to the composite

tel[0,n] X(Vi)
proj
−−−→ X(Vn)

incl−−→ tel[0,n] X(Vi) .

Naturality means that this homotopy is compatible with the same homotopy for

the telescope of the G-spaces Y(Vi). Lemma 1.1.5 (or rather its G-equivariant

generalization) applies to these homotopies, so instead of the original lifting

problem we may solve the homotopic lifting problem

A
α′ //

incl

��

X(Vn)
in //

f (Vn)

��

teli X(Vi)

teli f (Vi)

��
B

β′
// Y(Vn)

in

// teli Y(Vi)

where α′ is the composite of the projection tel[0,n] X(Vi) −→ X(Vn) with α,

viewed as a map into the truncated telescope, and similarly for β′.

Since f satisfies (ii), the lifting problem (α′ : A −→ X(Vn), β′ : B −→
Y(Vn)) has a solution after enlarging Vn along some linear isometric G-em-

bedding. Since the sequence {Vi}i≥1 is exhaustive, we can take this embedding

as the inclusion i : Vn −→ Vm for some m ≥ n, i.e., there is a continuous G-

map λ : B −→ X(Vm) such that λ|A = X(i)G ◦ α′ and such that f (Vm)G ◦ λ is
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G-homotopic, relative A, to Y(i)G ◦ β′, compare the diagram:

A
α′ //

incl

��

X(Vn)
X(i) // X(Vm)

f (Vm)

��
B

β′
//

λ

44❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤ Y(Vn)
Y(i)

// Y(Vm)

The composite

X(Vn)
X(i) // X(Vm)

im // teli X(Vi)

does not agree with in : X(Vn) −→ teli X(Vi); so the composite in ◦ λ : B −→
teli X(Vi) does not quite solve the (modified) lifting problem (in◦α′, in◦β′). But

there is a G-equivariant homotopy H : X(Vn) × [0, 1] −→ teli X(Vi) between

im ◦ X(i) and in, and a similar homotopy K : Y(Vn) × [0, 1] −→ teli Y(Vi) for Y

instead of X. These homotopies satisfy

K ◦ ( f (Vn) × [0, 1]) = (teli f (Vi)) ◦ H ,

so Lemma 1.1.5 implies that the modified lifting problem, and hence the orig-

inal lifting problem, has an equivariant solution.

(iii)=⇒(i) We let G be a compact Lie group, V a G-representation, k ≥ 0

and (α : ∂Dk −→ X(V)G, β : Dk −→ Y(V)G) a lifting problem, i.e., such that

β|∂Dk = f (V)G◦α. We choose an exhaustive sequence {Vi} of G-representations;

then we can embed V into some Vn by a linear isometric G-map and thereby

assume without loss of generality that V = Vn.

We let in : X(Vn) −→ teli X(Vi) and in : Y(Vn) −→ teli Y(Vi) be the canonical

maps. Since teli f (Vi) : teli X(Vi) −→ teli Y(Vi) is a G-weak equivalence, there

is a continuous map λ : Dk −→ (teli X(Vi))
G such that λ|∂Dk = iGn ◦ α and

(teli f (Vi))
G◦λ is homotopic, relative ∂Dk, to iGn ◦β. Since fixed points commute

with mapping telescopes and since Dk is compact, there is an m ≥ n such that

λ and the relative homotopy that witnesses the relation (teli f (Vi))
G ◦λ ≃ iGn ◦β

both have image in tel[0,m] X(Vi)
G, the truncated telescope of the G-fixed points.

The following diagram commutes

X(Vn)G
can

//

f (Vn)G

��

X(incl)G

--
tel[0,n] X(Vi)

G

incl
//

tel f (Vi)
G

��

tel[0,m] X(Vi)
G

proj
//

tel f (Vi)
G

��

X(Vm)G

f (Vm)G

��
Y(Vn)G can //

Y(incl)G

11tel[0,n] Y(Vi)
G incl // tel[0,m] Y(Vi)

G
proj // Y(Vm)G

where the right horizontal maps are the projections of the truncated telescope to
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the last term. So projecting from tel[0,m] X(Vi)
G to X(Vm)G and from tel[0,m] Y(Vi)

G

to Y(Vm)G produces the desired solution to the lifting problem. �

We establish some more basic facts about the class of global equivalences.

A homotopy between two morphisms of orthogonal spaces f , f ′ : X −→ Y is a

morphism

H : X × [0, 1] −→ Y

such that H(−, 0) = f and H(−, 1) = f ′.

Definition 1.1.8. A morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spaces is a homotopy

equivalence if there is a morphism g : Y −→ X such that g f and f g are

homotopic to the respective identity morphisms. The morphism f is a strong

level equivalence if for every compact Lie group G and every G-representation

V the map f (V)G : X(V)G −→ Y(V)G is a weak equivalence. The morphism

f is a strong level fibration if for every compact Lie group G and every G-

representation V the map f (V)G : X(V)G −→ Y(V)G is a Serre fibration.

If f , f ′ : X −→ Y are homotopic morphisms of orthogonal spaces, then

the maps f (V)G, f ′(V)G : X(V)G −→ Y(V)G are homotopic for every com-

pact Lie group G and every G-representation V . So if f is a homotopy equiv-

alence of orthogonal spaces, then the map f (V)G : X(V)G −→ Y(V)G is a

non-equivariant homotopy equivalence for every G-representation V . So ev-

ery homotopy equivalence is in particular a strong level equivalence. By the

following proposition, strong level equivalences are global equivalences.

A continuous map ϕ : A −→ B is a closed embedding if it is injective and

a closed map. Such a map is then a homeomorphism of A onto the closed

subspace ϕ(A) of B. If a compact Lie group G acts on two spaces A and B

and ϕ : A −→ B is a G-equivariant closed embedding, then the restriction

ϕG : AG −→ BG to G-fixed points is also a closed embedding.

We call a morphism f : A −→ B of orthogonal spaces an h-cofibration if

it has the homotopy extension property, i.e., given a morphism of orthogonal

spaces ϕ : B −→ X and a homotopy H : A×[0, 1] −→ X starting with ϕ f , there

is a homotopy H̄ : B×[0, 1] −→ X starting with ϕ such that H̄◦( f ×[0, 1]) = H.

Proposition 1.1.9. (i) Every strong level equivalence is a global equiva-

lence.

(ii) The composite of two global equivalences is a global equivalence.

(iii) If f , g and h are composable morphisms of orthogonal spaces such that

hg and g f are global equivalences, then f , g, h and hg f are also global

equivalences.

(iv) Every retract of a global equivalence is a global equivalence.

(v) A coproduct of any set of global equivalences is a global equivalence.
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(vi) A finite product of global equivalences is a global equivalence.

(vii) For every space K the functor − × K preserves global equivalences of

orthogonal spaces.

(viii) Let en : Xn −→ Xn+1 and fn : Yn −→ Yn+1 be morphisms of orthogonal

spaces that are objectwise closed embeddings, for n ≥ 0. Let ψn : Xn −→
Yn be global equivalences of orthogonal spaces that satisfy ψn+1 ◦ en =

fn ◦ ψn for all n ≥ 0. Then the induced morphism ψ∞ : X∞ −→ Y∞
between the colimits of the sequences is a global equivalence.

(ix) Let fn : Yn −→ Yn+1 be a global equivalence of orthogonal spaces that

is objectwise a closed embedding, for n ≥ 0. Then the canonical mor-

phism f∞ : Y0 −→ Y∞ to the colimit of the sequence { fn}n≥0 is a global

equivalence.

(x) Let

C

γ

��

A
goo

α

��

f // B

β

��
C′ A′

g′
oo

f ′
// B′

be a commutative diagram of orthogonal spaces such that f and f ′ are

h-cofibrations. If the morphisms α, β and γ are global equivalences, then

so is the induced morphism of pushouts

γ ∪ β : C ∪A B −→ C′ ∪A′ B′ .

(xi) Let

A
f //

g

��

B

h

��
C

k
// D

be a pushout square of orthogonal spaces such that f is a global equiva-

lence. If in addition f or g is an h-cofibration, then the morphism k is a

global equivalence.

(xii) Let

P
k //

g

��

X

f

��
Z

h
// Y

be a pullback square of orthogonal spaces in which f is a global equiva-
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lence. If in addition f or h is a strong level fibration, then the morphism

g is also a global equivalence.

Proof (i) We let f : X −→ Y be a strong level equivalence, G a compact

Lie group, V a G-representation and α : ∂Dk −→ X(V)G and β : Dk −→
Y(V)G continuous maps such that f (V)G ◦ α = β|∂Dk . Since f is a strong level

equivalence, the map f (V)G : X(V)G −→ Y(V)G is a weak equivalence, so

there is a continuous map λ : Dk −→ X(V)G such that λ|∂Dk = α and f (V)G ◦ λ
is homotopic to β relative ∂Dk. So the pair (IdV , λ) solves the lifting problem,

and hence f is a global equivalence.

(ii) We let f : X −→ Y and g : Y −→ Z be global equivalences, G a compact

Lie group, (B, A) a finite G-CW-pair, V a G-representation and α : A −→ X(V)

and β : B −→ Z(V) continuous G-maps such that (g f )(V)◦α = β|A. Since g is a

global equivalence, the equivariant lifting problem ( f (V) ◦ α, β) has a solution

(ϕ : V −→ W, λ : B −→ Y(W)) such that

λ|A = Y(ϕ) ◦ f (V) ◦ α = f (W) ◦ X(ϕ) ◦ α ,

and g(W)◦λ is homotopic to Z(ϕ)◦β relative A. Since f is a global equivalence,

the equivariant lifting problem (X(ϕ) ◦ α, λ) has a solution (ψ : W −→ U, λ′ :

B −→ X(U)) such that

λ′|A = X(ψ) ◦ X(ϕ) ◦ α

and such that f (U)◦λ′ is G-homotopic to Y(ψ)◦λ relative A. Then (g f )(U)◦λ′
is G-homotopic, relative A, to

g(U) ◦ Y(ψ) ◦ λ = Z(ψ) ◦ g(W) ◦ λ

which in turn is G-homotopic to Z(ψϕ) ◦ β, also relative A. So the pair (ψϕ, λ′)

solves the original lifting problem for the morphism g f : X −→ Z.

(iii) We let f : X −→ Y, g : Y −→ Z and h : Z −→ Q be the three compos-

able morphisms such that g f : X −→ Z and hg : Y −→ Q are global equiv-

alences. We let G be a compact Lie group and {Vi}i≥1 an exhaustive sequence

of G-representations. Evaluating everything in sight on the representations and

forming mapping telescopes yields three composable continuous G-maps

teli X(Vi)
teli f (Vi)−−−−−−→ teli Y(Vi)

teli g(Vi)−−−−−−→ teli Z(Vi)
teli h(Vi)−−−−−−→ teli Q(Vi) .

Proposition 1.1.7 shows that the G-maps

(teli g(Vi)) ◦ (teli f (Vi)) = teli(g f )(Vi) and

(teli h(Vi)) ◦ (teli g(Vi)) = teli(hg)(Vi)
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are G-weak equivalences. Since G-weak equivalences satisfy the 2-out-of-6-

property, we conclude that the G-maps teli f (Vi), teli g(Vi), teli h(Vi) and

(teli h(Vi)) ◦ (teli g(Vi)) ◦ (teli f (Vi)) = teli(hg f )(Vi)

are G-weak equivalences. Another application of Proposition 1.1.7 then shows

that f , g, h and hg f are global equivalences.

(iv) Let g be a global equivalence and f a retract of g. So there is a commu-

tative diagram

X
i //

f

��

X̄
r //

g

��

X

f

��
Y

j
// Ȳ

s
// Y

such that ri = IdX and s j = IdY . We let G be a compact Lie group, V a G-

representation, (B, A) a finite G-CW-pair and α : A −→ X(V) and β : B −→
Y(V) continuous G-maps such that f (V) ◦ α = β|A. Since g is a global equiva-

lence and

g(V) ◦ i(V) ◦ α = j(V) ◦ f (V) ◦ α = ( j(V) ◦ β)|A ,

there is a G-equivariant linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W and a contin-

uous G-map λ : B −→ X̄(W) such that λ|A = X̄(ϕ) ◦ i(V) ◦ α and g(W) ◦ λ is

G-homotopic to Ȳ(ϕ) ◦ j(V) ◦ β relative A. Then

(r(W) ◦ λ)|A = r(W) ◦ X̄(ϕ) ◦ i(V) ◦ α = X(ϕ) ◦ r(V) ◦ i(V) ◦ α = X(ϕ) ◦ α

and

f (W) ◦ r(W) ◦ λ = s(W) ◦ g(W) ◦ λ

is G-homotopic to

s(W) ◦ Ȳ(ϕ) ◦ j(V) ◦ β = Y(ϕ) ◦ s(V) ◦ j(V) ◦ β = Y(ϕ) ◦ β

relative A. So the pair (ϕ, r(W) ◦ λ) solves the original lifting problem for the

morphism f : X −→ Y; thus f is a global equivalence.

Part (v) holds because the disc Dk is connected, so any lifting problem for a

coproduct of orthogonal spaces is located in one of the summands.

For part (vi) it suffices to consider a product of two global equivalences

f : X −→ Y and f ′ : X′ −→ Y′. Because global equivalences are closed under

composition (part (ii)) and f × f ′ = ( f × Y′) ◦ (X × f ′), it suffices to show

that for every global equivalence f : X −→ Y and every orthogonal space Z

the morphism f × Z : X × Z −→ Y × Z is a global equivalence. But this is

straightforward: we let G be a compact Lie group, V a G-representation, (B, A)
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a finite G-CW-pair and α : A −→ (X × Z)(V) and β : B −→ (Y × Z)(V)

continuous G-maps such that ( f × Z)(V) ◦ α = β|A. Because

(X × Z)(V) = X(V) × Z(V)

and similarly for (Y × Z)(V), we have α = (α1, α2) and β = (β1, β2) for con-

tinuous G-maps α1 : A −→ X(V), α2 : A −→ Z(V), β1 : B −→ Y(V) and

β2 : B −→ Z(V). The relation ( f × Z)(V) ◦ (α1, α2) = (β1, β2)|A shows that

α2 = (β2)|A. Since f is a global equivalence, the equivariant lifting problem

(α1, β1) for f (V) has a solution (ϕ : V −→ W, λ : B −→ X(W)) such that

λ|A = X(ϕ) ◦ α1 and f (W) ◦ λ is G-homotopic to Y(ϕ) ◦ β1 relative A. Then the

pair (ϕ, (λ, Z(ϕ) ◦ β2)) solves the original lifting problem, so f × Z is a global

equivalence.

(vii) If X is an orthogonal space and K a space, then X × K is the product of

X with the constant orthogonal space with values K. So part (vii) is a special

case of (vi).

(viii) We let G be a compact Lie group, V a G-representation, (B, A) a finite

G-CW-pair and α : A −→ X∞(V) and β : B −→ Y∞(V) continuous G-maps

such that ψ∞(V) ◦ α = β|A : A −→ Y∞(V). Since A and B are compact and

X∞(V) respectively Y∞(V) are colimits of sequences of closed embeddings,

the maps α and β factor through maps

ᾱ : A −→ Xn(V) respectively β̄ : B −→ Yn(V)

for some n ≥ 0, see Proposition A.15 (i). Since the canonical maps Xn(V) −→
X∞(V) and Yn(V) −→ Y∞(V) are injective, ᾱ and β̄ are again G-equivariant.

Moreover, the relation ψn(V) ◦ ᾱ = β̄|A : A −→ Yn(V) holds because it holds

after composition with the injective map Yn(V) −→ Y∞(V).

Since ψn is a global equivalence, there is a G-equivariant linear isometric

embedding ϕ : V −→ W and a continuous G-map λ : B −→ Xn(W) such that

λ|A = Xn(ϕ) ◦ ᾱ and ψn(W) ◦ λ is G-homotopic to Yn(ϕ) ◦ β̄ relative A. We let

λ′ : B −→ X∞(W) be the composite of λ and the canonical map Xn(W) −→
X∞(W). Then the pair (ϕ, λ′) is a solution for the original lifting problem, and

hence ψ∞ : X∞ −→ Y∞ is a global equivalence.

(ix) This is a special case of part (viii) where we set Xn = Y0, en = IdY0

and ψn = fn−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f0 : Y0 −→ Yn. The morphism ψn is then a global

equivalence by part (ii), and Y0 is a colimit of the constant first sequence. Since

the morphism ψ∞ induced on the colimits of the two sequences is the canonical

map Y0 −→ Y∞, part (viii) proves the claim.

(x) Let G be a compact Lie group. We consider an exhaustive sequence

{Vi}i≥1 of finite-dimensional G-representations. Since α, β and γ are global

equivalences, the three vertical maps in the following commutative diagram
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of G-spaces are G-weak equivalences, by Proposition 1.1.7:

teli C(Vi)

telγ(Vi)

��

teli A(Vi)
tel g(Vi)oo

telα(Vi)

��

tel f (Vi) // teli B(Vi)

telβ(Vi)

��
teli C′(Vi) teli A′(Vi)

tel g′(Vi)
oo

tel f ′(Vi)
// teli B′(Vi)

Since mapping telescopes commute with product with [0, 1] and retracts, the

maps teli f (Vi) and teli f ′(Vi) are h-cofibrations of G-spaces. The induced map

of the horizontal pushouts is thus a G-weak equivalence by Proposition B.6.

Since formation of mapping telescopes commutes with pushouts, the map

teli(γ ∪ β)(Vi) : teli(C ∪A B)(Vi) −→ teli(C
′ ∪A′ B′)(Vi)

is a G-weak equivalence. The claim thus follows by another application of the

telescope criterion for global equivalences, Proposition 1.1.7.

(xi) In the commutative diagram

C A
goo A

f

��
C A

g
oo

f

// B

all vertical morphisms are global equivalences. If f is an h-cofibration, we

apply part (x) to this diagram to get the desired conclusion. If g is an h-

cofibration, we apply part (x) after interchanging the roles of left and right

horizontal morphisms.

(xii) We let G be a compact Lie group, V a G-representation, (B, A) a finite

G-CW-pair and α : A −→ P(V) and β : B −→ Z(V) continuous G-maps such

that g(V) ◦ α = β|A. Since f is a global equivalence, there is a G-equivariant

linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W and a continuous G-map λ : B −→
X(W) such that λ|A = X(ϕ) ◦ k(V) ◦ α and such that f (W) ◦ λ is G-homotopic,

relative to A, to Y(ϕ) ◦ h(V) ◦ β. We let H : B × [0, 1] −→ Y(W) be a relative

G-homotopy from Y(ϕ) ◦ h(V) ◦ β = h(W) ◦ Z(ϕ) ◦ β to f (W) ◦ λ. Now we

distinguish two cases.

Case 1: The morphism h is a strong level fibration. We can choose a lift H̄

in the square

B × 0 ∪A×0 A × [0, 1]

∼
��

(Z(ϕ)◦β)∪K // Z(W)

h(W)
����

B × [0, 1]
H

//

H̄

44❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
Y(W)
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where K : A×[0, 1] −→ Z(W) is the constant homotopy from g(W)◦P(ϕ)◦α to

itself. Since the square is a pullback and h(W) ◦ H̄(−, 1) = H(−, 1) = f (W) ◦λ,

there is a unique continuous G-map λ̄ : B −→ P(W) that satisfies

g(W) ◦ λ̄ = H̄(−, 1) and k(W) ◦ λ̄ = λ .

The restriction of λ̄ to A satisfies

g(W) ◦ λ̄|A = H̄(−, 1)|A = g(W) ◦ P(ϕ) ◦ α and

k(W) ◦ λ̄|A = λ|A = X(ϕ) ◦ k(V) ◦ α = k(W) ◦ P(ϕ) ◦ α .

The pullback property thus implies that λ̄|A = P(ϕ) ◦ α.

Finally, the composite g(W) ◦ λ̄ is homotopic, relative A and via H̄, to

H̄(−, 0) = Z(ϕ) ◦ β. This is the required lifting data, and we have verified

the defining property of a global equivalence for the morphism g.

Case 2: The morphism f is a strong level fibration. The argument is similar

as in the first case. Now we can choose a lift H′ in the square

B × 1 ∪A×1 A × [0, 1]

∼
��

λ∪K′ // X(W)

f (W)
����

B × [0, 1]
H

//
H′

33❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
Y(W)

where K′ : A× [0, 1] −→ X(W) is the constant homotopy from X(ϕ) ◦ k(V) ◦α
to itself. Since the square is a pullback and f (W) ◦ H′(−, 0) = H(−, 0) =

h(W) ◦ Z(ϕ) ◦ β, there is a unique continuous G-map λ̄ : B −→ P(W) that

satisfies

g(W) ◦ λ̄ = Z(ϕ) ◦ β and k(W) ◦ λ̄ = H′(−, 0) .

The restriction of λ̄ to A satisfies

g(W) ◦ λ̄|A = Z(ϕ) ◦ g(V) ◦ α = g(W) ◦ P(ϕ) ◦ α and

k(W) ◦ λ̄|A = H′(−, 0)|A = X(ϕ) ◦ k(V) ◦ α = k(W) ◦ P(ϕ) ◦ α .

The pullback property thus implies that λ̄|A = P(ϕ)◦α. Since g(W)◦ λ̄ = Z(ϕ)◦
β, this is the required lifting data, and we have verified the global equivalence

criterion of Proposition 1.1.7 (ii) for the morphism g. �

� The restriction to finite products is essential in part (vi) of the previous

Proposition 1.1.9, i.e., an infinite product of global equivalences need

not be a global equivalence. The following simple example illustrates this. We

let Yn denote the orthogonal space with

Yn(V) =


∅ if dim(V) < n, and

{∗} if dim(V) ≥ n.
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The unique morphism Yn −→ Y0 is a global equivalence for every n ≥ 0. How-

ever, the product
∏

n≥0 Yn is the empty orthogonal space, whereas the product∏
n≥0 Y0 is a terminal orthogonal space. The unique morphism from the initial

(i.e., empty) to a terminal orthogonal space is not a global equivalence.

The following proposition provides a lot of flexibility for changing an or-

thogonal space into a globally equivalent one by modifying the input variable.

We will use it multiple times in this book.

Theorem 1.1.10. Let F : L −→ L be a continuous endofunctor of the linear

isometries category and i : Id −→ F a natural transformation. Then for every

orthogonal space Y the morphism

Y ◦ i : Y −→ Y ◦ F

is a global equivalence of orthogonal spaces.

Proof In a first step we show an auxiliary statement. We let V be an inner

product space and z ∈ F(V) an element that is orthogonal to the subspace

iV (V), the image of the linear isometric embedding iV : V −→ F(V). We claim

that for every linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W the element F(ϕ)(z) of

F(W) is orthogonal to the subspace iW (W). To prove the claim we write any

given element of W as ϕ(v) + y for some v ∈ V and y ∈ W orthogonal to ϕ(V).

Then

〈F(ϕ)(z), iW(ϕ(v))〉 = 〈F(ϕ)(z), F(ϕ)(iV(v))〉 = 〈z, iV (v)〉 = 0

by the hypotheses on z. Now we define A ∈ O(W) as the linear isometry that is

the identity on ϕ(V) and the negative of the identity on the orthogonal comple-

ment of ϕ(V). Then A ◦ ϕ = ϕ and

〈F(ϕ)(z), iW(y)〉 = 〈F(A)(F(ϕ)(z)), F(A)(iW(y))〉
= 〈F(Aϕ)(z), iW(A(y))〉 = −〈F(ϕ)(z), iW(y)〉 ,

and hence 〈F(ϕ)(z), iW(y)〉 = 0. Altogether this shows that 〈F(ϕ)(z), iW(ϕ(v) +

y)〉 = 0, which establishes the claim.

Now we consider a compact Lie group G, a G-representation V , a finite G-

CW-pair (B, A) and a lifting problem α : A −→ Y(V) and β : B −→ Y(F(V))

for (Y ◦ i)(V). Then β|A = Y(iV )◦α by hypothesis, and we claim that Y(iF(V))◦β
is G-homotopic to Y(F(iV )) ◦ β = (Y ◦ F)(iV) ◦ β, relative A; granting this for

the moment, we conclude that the pair (iV : V −→ F(V), β) solves the lifting

problem.

It remains to construct the relative homotopy. The two embeddings

F(iV ) , iF(V) : F(V) −→ F(F(V))
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are homotopic, relative to iV : V −→ F(V), through G-equivariant isometric

embeddings, via

H : F(V) × [0, 1] −→ F(F(V))

(v + w, t) 7−→ F(iV )(v) + t · iF(V)(w) +
√

1 − t2 · F(iV )(w) ,

where v ∈ iV (V) and w is orthogonal to iV (V). The verification that H(−, t) :

F(V) −→ F(F(V)) is indeed a linear isometric embedding for every t ∈ [0, 1]

uses that iF(V) = F(iV ) on the subspace iV (V) of F(V), and that iF(V)(w) is

orthogonal to F(iV)(w), by the claim proved above. The continuous functor

Y takes this homotopy of equivariant linear isometric embeddings to a G-

equivariant homotopy Y(H(−, t)) from Y(F(iV )) to Y(iF(V)), relative to Y(iV ).

Composing with β gives the required relative G-homotopy from Y(F(iV )) ◦ β
to Y(iF(V)) ◦ β. �

Example 1.1.11 (Additive and multiplicative shift). Here are some typical

examples where the previous theorem applies. Every inner product space W

defines an ‘additive shift functor’ and a ‘multiplicative shift functor’ on the

category of orthogonal spaces, defined by precomposition with the continuous

endofunctors

− ⊕W : L −→ L respectively − ⊗W : L −→ L .

In other words, the additive respectively multiplicative W-shift of an orthogo-

nal space Y have values

(shW
⊕ Y)(V) = Y(V ⊕W) respectively (shW

⊗ Y)(V) = Y(V ⊗W) .

Here, and in the rest of the book, we endow the tensor product V ⊗W of two

inner product spaces V and W with the inner product characterized by

〈v ⊗ w, v̄ ⊗ w̄〉 = 〈v, v̄〉 · 〈w, w̄〉

for all v, v̄ ∈ V and w, w̄ ∈ W. Another way to say this is that for every or-

thonormal basis {bi}i∈I of V and every orthonormal basis {d j} j∈J of W the fam-

ily {bi ⊗ d j}(i, j)∈I×J forms an orthonormal basis of V ⊗W. Theorem 1.1.10 then

shows that the morphism Y −→ shW
⊕ Y given by applying Y to the first summand

embedding V −→ V ⊕W is a global equivalence. To get a similar statement for

the multiplicative shift we have to assume that W , 0; then for every vector

w ∈ W of length 1 the map

V −→ V ⊗W , v 7−→ v ⊗ w

is a natural linear isometric embedding. So Theorem 1.1.10 shows that the

morphism Y(− ⊗ w) : Y −→ shW
⊗ Y is a global equivalence.
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For the following discussion of universes we recall that a finite group has

finitely many isomorphism classes of irreducible orthogonal representations,

and a compact Lie group of positive dimension has countably infinitely many

such isomorphism classes. I have not yet found an explicit reference with a

proof of this well-known fact, but one can argue as follows.

We first consider unitary representations of G. If G is finite, then the charac-

ters of irreducible unitary representations form a basis of the C-vector space of

conjugation invariant C-valued functions on G. So the number of isomorphism

classes of irreducible unitary representations agrees with the number of conju-

gacy classes of elements of G, and is thus finite. If G is of positive dimension,

then the characters of irreducible unitary representations form an orthonor-

mal basis of the complex Hilbert space of square integrable (with respect to

the Haar measure), conjugation invariant functions on G, see for example [91,

§11, Thm. 2]. Since G is compact and of positive dimension, this Hilbert space

is infinite dimensional and separable, so there are countably infinitely many

isomorphism classes of irreducible unitary representations.

To treat the case of orthogonal representations of G, we recall from [28,

II Prop. 6.9] that complexification can be used to construct a map from the

set of isomorphism classes of irreducible orthogonal representations to the set

of isomorphism classes of irreducible unitary representations of G. There is a

caveat, however, namely that the complexification of an irreducible orthogonal

representation need not be irreducible. More precisely, the reducibility behav-

ior under complexification depends on the ‘type’ of the irreducible orthogonal

representation λ. By Schur’s lemma, the endomorphism algebra HomG
R

(λ, λ) is

a finite-dimensional skew-field extension of R, hence isomorphic to R, C or H.

• If HomG
R

(λ, λ) is isomorphic to R, then λ is of real type. In this case the

complexification λC is irreducible as a unitary G-representation.

• If HomG
R

(λ, λ) is isomorphic to C or H, then λ is of complex type respec-

tively of quaternionic type. In this case there is an irreducible unitary G-

representation ρ such that λC is isomorphic to the direct sum of ρ and its

conjugate ρ̄. If λ is of complex type, then ρ is not isomorphic to its conju-

gate; if λ is of quaternionic type, then ρ is self-conjugate, i.e., isomorphic to

its conjugate.

Since the underlying orthogonal representation of λC is isomorphic to the di-

rect sum of two copies of λ, two non-isomorphic irreducible orthogonal rep-

resentations cannot become isomorphic after complexification. So the above

construction gives an injective map from the set of irreducible orthogonal rep-

resentations to the set of irreducible unitary representations. Altogether this

shows that there at most countably many isomorphism classes of irreducible

orthogonal representations of a compact Lie group.
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Definition 1.1.12. Let G be a compact Lie group. A G-universe is an orthogo-

nal G-representationU of countably infinite dimension with the following two

properties:

• the representationU has non-zero G-fixed points,

• if a finite-dimensional G-representation V embeds intoU, then a countable

infinite direct sum of copies of V also embeds intoU.

A G-universe is complete if every finite-dimensional G-representation embeds

into it.

A G-universe is characterized, up to equivariant linear isometry, by the set of

irreducible G-representations that embed into it. We let Λ = {λ} be a complete

set of pairwise non-isomorphic irreducible G-representations that embed into

U. The first condition says that Λ contains a trivial 1-dimensional representa-

tion, and the second condition is equivalent to the requirement that

U �
⊕

λ∈Λ

⊕

N

λ .

Moreover,U is complete if and only if Λ contains (representatives of) all irre-

ducible G-representations. Since there are only countably many isomorphism

classes of irreducible orthogonal G-representations, a complete G-universe ex-

ists.

Remark 1.1.13. We let H be a closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G.

We will frequently use that the underlying H-representation of a complete G-

universeU is a complete H-universe. Indeed, if U is an H-representation, then

there is a G-representation V and an H-equivariant linear isometric embed-

ding U −→ V , see for example [131, Prop. 1.4.2] or [28, III Thm. 4.5]. Since

V embeds G-equivariantly into U, the original representation U embeds H-

equivariantly intoU.

In the following we fix, for every compact Lie group G, a complete G-

universeUG. We let s(UG) denote the poset, under inclusion, of finite-dimensio-

nal G-subrepresentations ofUG.

Definition 1.1.14. For an orthogonal space Y and a compact Lie group G we

define the underlying G-space as

Y(UG) = colimV∈s(UG) Y(V) ,

the colimit of the G-spaces Y(V).

Remark 1.1.15. The underlying G-space Y(UG) can always be written as a
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sequential colimit of values of Y. Indeed, we can choose a nested sequence of

finite-dimensional G-subrepresentations

V0 ⊆ V1 ⊆ V2 ⊆ · · ·

whose union is all of UG. This is then in particular an exhaustive sequence in

the sense of Definition 1.1.6. Since the subposet {Vn}n≥0 is cofinal in s(UG),

the colimit of the functor V 7→ Y(V) over s(UG) is also a colimit over the

subsequence Y(Vn).

If the group G is finite, then we can define a complete universe as

UG =
⊕

N

ρG ,

a countably infinite sum of copies of the regular representation ρG = R[G],

with G as orthonormal basis. ThenUG is filtered by the finite sums n · ρG, and

we get

Y(UG) = colimn Y(n · ρG) ,

where the colimit is taken along the inclusions n · ρG −→ (n + 1) · ρG that miss

the last summand.

Definition 1.1.16. An orthogonal space Y is closed if it takes every linear iso-

metric embedding ϕ : V −→ W of inner product spaces to a closed embedding

Y(ϕ) : Y(V) −→ Y(W).

In particular, for every closed orthogonal space Y and every G-equivariant

linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W of G-representations, the induced

map on G-fixed points Y(ϕ)G : Y(V)G −→ Y(W)G is also a closed embedding.

Proposition 1.1.17. Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism between closed orthogo-

nal spaces. Then f is a global equivalence if and only if for every compact Lie

group G the map

f (UG)G : X(UG)G −→ Y(UG)G

is a weak equivalence.

Proof The poset s(UG) has a cofinal subsequence, so all colimits over s(UG)

can be realized as sequential colimits. The claim is then a straightforward con-

sequence of the fact that fixed points commute with sequential colimits along

closed embeddings (see Proposition B.1 (ii)) and continuous maps from com-

pact spaces such as Dk and ∂Dk to sequential colimits along closed embeddings

factor through a finite stage (see Proposition A.15 (i)). �

Now we turn to semifree orthogonal spaces. Important special cases of this
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construction are the global classifying spaces of compact Lie groups (Defini-

tion 1.1.27), the basic building blocks of global homotopy theory. Free and

semifree orthogonal spaces are made from spaces of linear isometric embed-

dings, so we start by recalling various properties of certain spaces of linear

isometric embeddings. We consider two compact Lie groups G and K, a finite-

dimensional G-representation V , and a K-representationU, possibly of count-

ably infinite dimension. If U is infinite dimensional, we topologize the space

L(V,U) of linear isometric embeddings as the filtered colimit of the spaces

L(V,U), taken over the poset of finite-dimensional subspaces U of U. The

space L(V,U) inherits a continuous left K-action and a compatible continuous

right G-action from the actions on the target and source, respectively. We turn

these two actions into a single left action of the group K ×G by defining

((k, g) · ϕ)(v) = k · ϕ(g−1 · v) (1.1.18)

for ϕ ∈ L(V,U) and (k, g) ∈ K × G. We recall that a continuous (K × G)-

equivariant map is a (K ×G)-cofibration if it has the right lifting property with

respect to all morphisms of (K × G)-spaces f : X −→ Y such that the map

f Γ : XΓ −→ YΓ is a weak equivalence and Serre fibration for every closed

subgroup Γ of K ×G.

Proposition 1.1.19. Let G and K be compact Lie groups, V a finite-dimensional

G-representation, and U a K-representation of finite or countably infinite di-

mension.

(i) For every finite-dimensional K-subrepresentation U of U, the inclusion

induces a (K ×G)-cofibration

L(V,U) −→ L(V,U)

and a K-cofibration of orbit spaces

L(V,U)/G −→ L(V,U)/G .

(ii) The (K×G)-space L(V,U) is (K×G)-cofibrant. The K-space L(V,U)/G

is K-cofibrant.

Proof (i) We consider two natural numbers m, n ≥ 0. The space L(V,Rm+n)

is homeomorphic to the Stiefel manifold of dim(V)-frames in Rm+n, hence a

compact smooth manifold, and the action of O(m)×O(n)×G is smooth. Illman’s

theorem [84, Cor. 7.2] thus provides an (O(m) × O(n) × G)-CW-structure on

L(V,Rm+n). In particular, L(V,Rm+n) is cofibrant as an (O(m)×O(n)×G)-space.

The group N = e × O(n) × e is a closed normal subgroup of O(m) × O(n) ×G,
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so the inclusion of the N-fixed points into L(V,Rm+n) is an (O(m)×O(n)×G)-

cofibration (compare Proposition B.12). The map

L(V,Rm) −→ L(V,Rm+n) , (1.1.20)

induced by the embedding Rm −→ Rm+n as the first m coordinates, is a home-

omorphism from L(V,Rm) onto the N-fixed points of L(V,Rm+n); so the map

(1.1.20) is an (O(m) × O(n) ×G)-cofibration.

Now we can prove the proposition when U is finite-dimensional. We can

assume thatU is Rm+n with the standard scalar product, and that U is the sub-

space where the last n coordinates vanish. The K-action onU is given by a con-

tinuous homomorphismψ : K −→ O(m+n). Since U is a K-subrepresentation,

the image of ψ must be contained in the subgroup O(m) × O(n). The (K ×G)-

action on the map (1.1.20) is then obtained by restriction of the (O(m)×O(n)×
G)-action along the homomorphism

ψ × Id : K ×G −→ O(m) × O(n) ×G .

Restriction along any continuous homomorphism between compact Lie groups

preserves cofibrations by Proposition B.14 (i), so the map (1.1.20) is a (K×G)-

cofibration by the first part.

Now we treat the case when the dimension of U is infinite. We choose an

exhausting nested sequence of K-subrepresentations

U = U0 ⊂ U1 ⊂ U2 ⊂ . . . .

Then all the morphisms L(V,Un−1) −→ L(V,Un) are (K × G)-cofibrations by

the above. Since cofibrations are closed under sequential composites, the mor-

phism

L(V,U0) −→ colimn L(V,Un) = L(V,U)

is also a (K ×G)-cofibration.

Applying Proposition B.14 (iii) to the normal subgroup e×G of K×G shows

that the functor

(e ×G)\− : (K ×G)T −→ KT

takes (K ×G)-cofibrations to K-cofibrations. This proves the second claim.

(ii) This is the special case U = {0}. The space L(V, 0) is either empty or

consists of a single point; in any case L(V, {0}) is (K×G)-cofibrant. Part (i) then

implies that L(V,U) is (K ×G)-cofibrant and L(V,U)/G is K-cofibrant. �

The following fundamental contractibility property goes back, at least, to

Boardman and Vogt [16]. The equivariant version that we need can be found

in [100, Lemma II 1.5].
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Proposition 1.1.21. Let G be a compact Lie group, V a G-representation and

U a G-universe such that V embeds intoU. Then the space L(V,U), equipped

with the conjugation action by G, is G-equivariantly contractible.

Proof We start by showing that the space LG(V,U) of G-equivariant linear

isometric embeddings is weakly contractible. We let U be a G-representation

of finite or countably infinite dimension. Then the map

H : [0, 1] × LG(V,U) −→ LG(V,U ⊕ V)

defined by

H(t, ϕ)(v) = (t · ϕ(v),
√

1 − t2 · v)

is a homotopy from the constant map with value i2 : V −→ U ⊕ V to the map

i1 ◦ − (postcomposition with i1 : U −→ U ⊕ V).

Since V embeds into U and U is a G-universe, it contains infinitely many

orthogonal copies of V . In other words, we can assume that

U = U′ ⊕ V∞

for some G-representationU′. Then

LG(V,U) = LG(V,U′ ⊕ V∞) = colimn≥0 LG(V,U′ ⊕ Vn) ;

the colimit is formed along the postcomposition maps with the direct sum em-

beddingU′ ⊕ Vn −→ U′ ⊕ Vn+1. Every map in the colimit system is a closed

embedding and homotopic to a constant map, by the previous paragraph. So

the colimit is weakly contractible.

Applying the previous paragraph to a closed subgroup H of G shows that

the fixed point space LH(V,U) is weakly contractible; in other words, L(V,U)

is G-weakly contractible. The space L(V,U) comes with a (G × G)-action as

in (1.1.18), and it is (G×G)-cofibrant by Proposition 1.1.19 (ii). Then L(V,U)

is also cofibrant as a G-space for the diagonal action, by Proposition B.14 (i).

Since L(V,U) is G-cofibrant and weakly G-contractible, it is actually equiv-

ariantly contractible. �

Now we turn to semifree orthogonal spaces.

Construction 1.1.22. Given a compact Lie group G and a G-representation V ,

the functor

evG,V : spc −→ GT

that sends an orthogonal space Y to the G-space Y(V) has a left adjoint

LG,V : GT −→ spc . (1.1.23)
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To construct the left adjoint we note that G acts from the right on L(V,W) by

(ϕ · g)(v) = ϕ(gv)

for ϕ ∈ L(V,W), g ∈ G and v ∈ V . Given a G-space A, the value of LG,V A at an

inner product space W is

(LG,V A)(W) = L(V,W) ×G A = (L(V,W) × A) /(ϕg, a) ∼ (ϕ, ga) .

We refer to LG,V A as the semifree orthogonal space generated by A at (G,V).

We also denote by LG,V the orthogonal space with

LG,V (W) = L(V,W)/G .

So LG,V is isomorphic to the semifree orthogonal space generated at (G,V) by

a one-point G-space.

The ‘freeness’ property of LG,V A is a consequence of the enriched Yoneda

lemma, see Remark C.2 or [90, Sec. 1.9]; it means explicitly that for every or-

thogonal space Y and every continuous G-map f : A −→ Y(V) there is a unique

morphism f ♭ : LG,V A −→ Y of orthogonal spaces such that the composite

A
[Id,−]−−−−−→ L(V,V) ×G A = (LG,V A)(V)

f ♭(V)
−−−−→ Y(V)

is f . Indeed, the map f ♭(W) is the composite

L(V,W) ×G A
Id×G f
−−−−−→ L(V,W) ×G Y(V)

[ϕ,y]7→Y(ϕ)(y)
−−−−−−−−−−→ Y(W) .

Example 1.1.24. For every compact Lie group G, every G-representation V

and every G-space A the semifree orthogonal space LG,V A is closed. To see

that we let ϕ : U −→ W be a linear isometric embedding. Since L(V,U) is

compact, the continuous injection

L(V, ϕ) : L(V,U) −→ L(V,W)

is a closed embedding. So the map L(V, ϕ) × A is a closed embedding as well.

The orbit map

L(V, ϕ) ×G A : L(V,U) ×G A −→ L(V,W) ×G A

is then a closed embedding by Proposition B.13 (iii).

The next proposition identifies the fixed point spaces of a semifree orthogo-

nal space LG,V . A certain family F (K; G) of subgroups of K × G arises natu-

rally, which we call ‘graph subgroups’.

Definition 1.1.25. Let K and G be compact Lie groups. The family F (K; G)

of graph subgroups consists of those closed subgroups Γ of K×G that intersect

1 ×G only in the neutral element (1, 1).
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The name ‘graph subgroup’ stems from the fact that F (K; G) consists pre-

cisely of the graphs of all ‘subhomomorphisms’, i.e., continuous homomor-

phisms α : L −→ G from a closed subgroup L of K. Clearly, the graph

Γ(α) = {(l, α(l)) | l ∈ L} of every such homomorphism belongs to F (K; G).

Conversely, for Γ ∈ F (K; G) we let L ≤ K be the image of Γ under the projec-

tion K ×G −→ K. Since Γ ∩ (1 ×G) = {(1, 1)}, every element l ∈ L then has a

unique preimage (l, α(l)) under the projection, and the assignment l 7→ α(l) is

a continuous homomorphism from L to G whose graph is Γ.

We recall that a universal G-space for a family F of closed subgroups is a

cofibrant G-space E such that

• all isotropy groups of E belong to the family F , and

• for every H ∈ F the fixed point space EH is weakly contractible.

If V and W are G-representations, then restriction of a linear isometry from

V ⊕W to V defines a G-equivariant morphism of orthogonal spaces

ρV,W : LV⊕W −→ LV .

If U is a K-representation, then we combine the left K-action and the right

G-action on L(V,U) into a left action of K ×G as in (1.1.18).

Proposition 1.1.26. Let G and K be compact Lie groups and V a faithful G-

representation.

(i) The (K×G)-space LV (UK) = L(V,UK) is a universal space for the family

F (K; G) of graph subgroups.

(ii) If W is another G-representation, then the restriction map

ρV,W(UK) : L(V ⊕W,UK) −→ L(V,UK)

is a (K ×G)-homotopy equivalence. For every G-space A, the map

(ρV,W ×G A)(UK) : (LG,V⊕W A)(UK) −→ (LG,V A)(UK)

is a K-homotopy equivalence and the morphism of orthogonal spaces

ρV,W ×G A : LG,V⊕W A −→ LG,V A

is a global equivalence.

Proof (i) We let Γ be any closed subgroup of K × G. Since the G-action on

V is faithful, the induced right G-action on L(V,UK) is free. So if Γ intersects

1×G non-trivially, then L(V,UK)Γ is empty. On the other hand, if Γ∩(1×G) =

{(1, 1)}, then Γ is the graph of a unique continuous homomorphism α : L −→
G, where L is the projection of Γ to K. Then

L(V,UK)Γ = LL(α∗V,UK)
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is the space of L-equivariant linear isometric embeddings from the L-represen-

tation α∗V to the underlying L-universe of UK . Since UK is a complete K-

universe, the underlying L-universe is also complete (Remark 1.1.13), and

so the space LL(α∗V,UK) is contractible by Proposition 1.1.21. The space

L(V,UK) is cofibrant as a (K ×G)-space by Proposition 1.1.19 (ii).

(ii) Since G acts faithfully on V , and hence also on V ⊕ W, the (K × G)-

spaces L(V ⊕ W,UK) and L(V,UK) are universal spaces for the same family

F (K; G), by part (i). So the map ρV,W(UK) : L(V ⊕ W,UK) −→ L(V,UK) is

a (K × G)-equivariant homotopy equivalence, see Proposition B.11 (ii). The

functor − ×G A preserves homotopies, so the restriction map (ρV,W ×G A)(UK)

is a K-homotopy equivalence.

The orthogonal spaces LG,V⊕W A and LG,V A are closed by Example 1.1.24, so

Proposition 1.1.17 applies and shows that ρV,W×G A is a global equivalence. �

Definition 1.1.27. The global classifying space BglG of a compact Lie group

G is the semifree orthogonal space

BglG = LG,V = L(V,−)/G ,

where V is any faithful G-representation.

The global classifying space BglG is well-defined up to preferred zigzag of

global equivalences of orthogonal spaces. Indeed, if V and V̄ are two faith-

ful G-representations, then V ⊕ V̄ is yet another one, and the two restriction

morphisms

LG,V ←−− LG,V⊕V̄ −−→ LG,V̄

are global equivalences by Proposition 1.1.26 (ii).

Example 1.1.28. We make the global classifying space more explicit in the

smallest non-trivial example, i.e., for the cyclic group C2 of order 2. The sign

representation σ of C2 is faithful, so we can take BglC2 to be the semifree

orthogonal space generated by (C2, σ); its value at an inner product space W is

(BglC2)(W) = LC2 ,σ(W) = L(σ,W)/C2 .

Evaluation at any of the two unit vectors in σ is a homeomorphism L(σ,W) �

S (W) to the unit sphere of W, and the C2-action on the left becomes the an-

tipodal action on S (W). So the map descends to a homeomorphism between

L(σ,W)/C2 and P(W), the projective space of W, and hence

(BglC2)(W) � P(W) .

So for a compact Lie group K, the underlying K-space of BglC2 is P(UK), the
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projective space of a complete K-universe. In particular, the underlying non-

equivariant space is homeomorphic to RP∞.

Remark 1.1.29 (BglG globally classifies principal G-bundles). The term ‘glo-

bal classifying space’ is justified by the fact that BglG ‘globally classifies prin-

cipal G-bundles’. We recall that a (K,G)-bundle, also called a K-equivariant

G-principal bundle, is a principal G-bundle in the category of K-spaces, i.e., a

G-principal bundle p : E −→ B that is also a morphism of K-spaces and such

that the actions of G and K on the total space E commute (see for example

[179, Ch. I (8.7)]). For every compact Lie group K, the quotient map

q : L(V,UK) −→ L(V,UK)/G = LG,V (UK) = (BglG)(UK)

is a principal (K,G)-bundle. Indeed, the total space L(V,UK) is homeomorphic

to the Stiefel manifold of dim(V)-frames in R∞, and hence it admits a CW-

structure. Every CW-complex is a normal Hausdorff space (see for example

[71, Prop. A.3] or [57, Prop. 1.2.1]), hence completely regular. So L(V,UK) is

completely regular. Since the G-action on L(V,UK) is free, the quotient map q

is a G-principal bundle by [131, Prop. 1.7.35] or [26, II Thm. 5.8]. Moreover,

this bundle is universal in the sense of the following proposition. Every G-

space that admits a G-CW-structure is paracompact, see [125, Thm. 3.2] (this

reference is rather sketchy, but one can follow the non-equivariant argument

spelled out in more detail in [57, Thm. 1.3.5]). So the next proposition applies

in particular to all G-CW-complexes.

Proposition 1.1.30. Let V be a faithful representation of a compact Lie group

G. Then for every paracompact K-space A the map

[A,L(V,UK)/G]K −→ Prin(K,G)(A) , [ f ] 7−→ [ f ∗(q)]

from the set of equivariant homotopy classes of K-maps to the set of isomor-

phism classes of (K,G)-bundles is bijective.

Proof I do not know a reference for the result in precisely this form, so I

sketch how to deduce it from various results in the literature about equivariant

fiber bundles. A principal (K,G)-bundle p : E −→ B is equivariantly triv-

ializable if there is a closed subgroup L of K, a continuous homomorphism

α : L −→ G, an L-space X and an isomorphism of (K,G)-bundles between p

and the projection

(K ×G) ×L X −→ K ×L X ;

here the source is the quotient space of K × G × X by the equivalence rela-

tion (k, g, lx) ∼ (kl, gα(l), x) for all (k, g, l, x) ∈ K × G × L × X. A principal

(K,G)-bundle p : E −→ B is numerable if B has a trivializing (in the above
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sense) open cover by K-invariant subsets, such that moreover the cover admits

a subordinate partition of unity by K-invariant functions.

A universal (K,G)-principal bundle is a numerable (K,G)-bundle pu : Eu −→
Bu such that for every K-space A the map

[A, Bu]K −→ Prinnum
(K,G)(A) , [ f ] 7−→ [ f ∗(pu)]

is bijective, where now the target is the set of isomorphism classes of nu-

merable principal (K,G)-bundles. Over a paracompact base, every principal

(K,G)-bundle is numerable by [94, Cor. 1.5]. So we are done if we can show

that q : L(V,UK) −→ L(V,UK)/G is a universal (K,G)-principal bundle in the

above sense.

Universal (K,G)-principal bundles can be built in different ways; the most

common construction is a version of Milnor’s infinite join [120], see for ex-

ample [174, 3.1 Satz] or [179, I Theorem (8.12)]. Another method is via bar

construction, compare [183]. I do not know of a reference that explicitly iden-

tifies the projection q : L(V,UK) −→ L(V,UK)/G as a universal bundle in

the present sense, so we appeal to Lashof’s criterion [94, Thm. 2.14]. The base

space L(V,UK)/G is the union, along h-cofibrations, of the compact spaces

L(V,Wi)/G, where {Wi}i≥1 is any exhausting sequence of subrepresentations of

UK . Since compact spaces are paracompact, the union L(V,UK)/G is para-

compact, see for example [57, Prop. A.5.1 (v)]. Since L(V,UK)/G is also nor-

mal, hence completely regular, the bundle q is numerable by Corollaries 1.5

and 1.13 of [94]. Moreover, the fixed points of L(V,UK) under any graph sub-

group of (K × G) are contractible by Proposition 1.1.26 (i), so Theorem 2.14

of [94] applies and shows that q : L(V,UK) −→ L(V,UK)/G is strongly uni-

versal, and hence a universal principal (K,G)-bundle. �

As another example we look at the case G = O(n), the n-th orthogonal group.

The category of principal O(n)-bundles is equivalent to the category of eu-

clidean vector bundles of rank n, via the associated frame bundle. By the same

construction, principal (K,O(n))-bundles can be identified with K-equivariant

euclidean vector bundles of rank n over K-spaces. The space L(Rn,UK)/O(n)

is homeomorphic to Grn(UK), the Grassmannian of n-planes in UK . When K

is a trivial group, the fact that Grn(R∞) is a classifying space for rank n vec-

tor vector bundles over paracompact spaces is proved in various textbooks.

Since O(1) is a cyclic group of order 2, this gives another perspective on Ex-

ample 1.1.28.
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1.2 Global model structure for orthogonal spaces

In this section we establish the global model structure on the category of

orthogonal spaces, see Theorem 1.2.21. Towards this aim we first discuss a

‘strong level model structure’, which we then localize. In Proposition 1.2.27

we use the global model structure to relate unstable global homotopy theory

to the homotopy theory of K-spaces for a fixed compact Lie group K. We also

show that global classifying spaces of compact Lie groups with abelian iden-

tity component are ‘cofree’, i.e., right induced from non-equivariant classify-

ing spaces, see Theorem 1.2.32. At the end of this section we briefly discuss

the realization of simplicial orthogonal spaces in Construction 1.2.34; we show

that the realization takes levelwise global equivalences to global equivalences,

under a certain ‘Reedy flatness’ condition (Proposition 1.2.37).

There is a functorial way to write an orthogonal space as a sequential col-

imit of orthogonal spaces which are made from the information below a fixed

dimension. We refer to this as the skeleton filtration of an orthogonal space.

The word ‘filtration’ should be used with caution because the maps from the

skeleta to the orthogonal space need not be injective.

The skeleton filtration is in fact a special case of a more general skeleton

filtration on certain enriched functor categories that we discuss in Appendix C.

Indeed, if we specialize the base category to V = T, the category of spaces

under cartesian product, and the index category to D = L, then the functor

category D∗ becomes the category spc of orthogonal spaces. The dimension

function needed in the construction and analysis of skeleta is the vector space

dimension.

We denote by L≤m the full topological subcategory of the linear isometries

category L with objects all inner product spaces of dimension at most m. We

denote by spc≤m the category of continuous functors from L≤m to T. The re-

striction functor

spc −→ spc≤m , Y 7−→ Y≤m = Y |L≤m

has a left adjoint

lm : spc≤m −→ spc

given by an enriched Kan extension as follows. The extension lm(Z) of a con-

tinuous functor Z : L≤m −→ T is a coequalizer of the two morphisms of

orthogonal spaces

∐
0≤ j≤k≤m L(Rk,−) × L(R j,Rk) × Z(R j) ////

∐
0≤i≤m L(Ri,−) × Z(Ri)

(1.2.1)
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One morphism arises from the composition morphisms

L(Rk,−) × L(R j,Rk) −→ L(R j,−)

and the identity on Z(R j); the other morphism arises from the action maps

L(R j,Rk) × Z(R j) −→ Z(Rk)

and the identity on the free orthogonal space L(Rk,−). Colimits in the category

of orthogonal spaces are created objectwise, so the value lm(Z)(V) at an inner

product space can be calculated by plugging V into the variable slot in the

coequalizer diagram (1.2.1).

It is a general property of Kan extensions along a fully faithful functor (such

as the inclusion L≤m −→ L) that the values do not change on the given subcat-

egory, see for example [90, Prop. 4.23]. More precisely, the adjunction unit

Z −→ (lm(Z))≤m

is an isomorphism for every continuous functor Z : L≤m −→ T.

Definition 1.2.2. The m-skeleton, for m ≥ 0, of an orthogonal space Y is the

orthogonal space

skm Y = lm(Y≤m) ,

the extension of the restriction of Y to L≤m. It comes with a natural morphism

im : skm Y −→ Y, the counit of the adjunction (lm, (−)≤m). The m-th latching

space of Y is the O(m)-space

LmY = (skm−1 Y)(Rm) ;

it comes with a natural O(m)-equivariant map

νm = im−1(Rm) : LmY −→ Y(Rm) ,

the m-th latching map.

We agree to set sk−1 Y = ∅, the empty orthogonal space, and L0Y = ∅, the

empty space. The value

im(V) : (skm Y)(V) −→ Y(V)

of the morphism im is an isomorphism for all inner product spaces V of dimen-

sion at most m.

The two morphisms im−1 : skm−1 Y −→ Y and im : skm Y −→ Y both restrict

to isomorphisms on L≤m−1, so there is a unique morphism jm : skm−1 Y −→
skm Y such that im ◦ jm = im−1. The sequence of skeleta stabilizes to Y in a very

strong sense. For every inner product space V , the maps jm(V) and im(V) are

homeomorphisms as soon as m > dim(V). In particular, Y(V) is a colimit, with
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respect to the morphisms im(V), of the sequence of maps jm(V). Since colimits

in the category of orthogonal spaces are created objectwise, we deduce that

the orthogonal space Y is a colimit, with respect to the morphisms im, of the

sequence of morphisms jm.

We denote by

Gm : O(m)T −→ spc

the left adjoint to the functor Y 7→ Y(Rm). So Gm is a shorthand notation

for LO(m),Rm , the semifree functor (1.1.23) indexed by the tautological O(m)-

representation. Proposition C.17 specializes to:

Proposition 1.2.3. For every orthogonal space Y and every m ≥ 0 the com-

mutative square

GmLmY
Gmνm //

��

GmY(Rm)

��
skm−1 Y

jm

// skm Y

(1.2.4)

is a pushout of orthogonal spaces. The two vertical morphisms are adjoint to

the identity of LmY respectively Y(Rm).

Example 1.2.5. As an illustration of the definition, we describe the skeleta and

latching objects for small values of m. We have

sk0 Y = const(Y(0)) ,

the constant orthogonal space with value Y(0); the latching map

ν1 : L1Y = (sk0 Y)(R) = Y(0)
Y(u)−−−→ Y(R)

is the map induced by the unique linear isometric embedding u : 0 −→ R. Now

we evaluate the pushout square (1.2.4) for m = 1 at an inner product space V;

the result is a pushout square of O(1)-spaces

P(V) × Y(0) //

proj

��

L(R,V) ×O(1) Y(R)

��
Y(0) // (sk1 Y)(V)

where P(V) is the projective space of V . Here we exploit that O(1) acts trivially

on L1Y = Y(0) and we can thus identify

(G1L1Y)(V) = L(R,V) ×O(1) Y(0) � P(V) × Y(0) , [ϕ, y] 7−→ (ϕ(R), y) .

The upper horizontal map sends (ϕ(R), y) to [ϕ, Y(u)(y)].
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Example 1.2.6 (Latching objects of free orthogonal spaces). We let V be an

n-dimensional representation of compact Lie group G, and A a G-space. Then

the semifree orthogonal space (1.1.23) generated by A in level V is ‘purely

n-dimensional’ in the following sense. The evaluation functor

evG,V : spc −→ GT

factors through the category L≤n as the composite

spc −→ spc≤n
evG,V−−−−→ GT .

So the left adjoint semifree functor LG,V can be chosen as the composite of the

two individual left adjoints

LG,V = ln ◦ lG,V .

Here lG,V : GT −→ spc≤n is given at a G-space A and an inner product space

W of dimension at most n by

(lG,V A)(W) =


L(V,W) ×G A if dim(W) = n,

∅ if dim(W) < n.

The space (LG,V A)m is trivial for m < n, and hence the latching space Lm(LG,V A)

is trivial for m ≤ n. For m > n the latching map νm : Lm(LG,V A) −→ (LG,V A)m

is an isomorphism. So for m < n the skeleton skm(LG,V A) is trivial, and for

m ≥ n the skeleton skm(LG,V A) = LG,V A is the entire orthogonal space.

Now we work our way towards the strong level model structure of orthog-

onal spaces. Proposition C.23 is a fairly general recipe for constructing level

model structures on a category such as orthogonal spaces. We specialize the

general construction to the situation at hand. We recall from Definition 1.1.8

that a morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spaces is a strong level equivalence

(respectively strong level fibration) if for every compact Lie group G and every

G-representation V the map f (V)G : X(V)G −→ Y(V)G is a weak equivalence

(respectively a Serre fibration).

Lemma 1.2.7. For every morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spaces, the

following are equivalent.

(i) The morphism f is a strong level equivalence.

(ii) For every compact Lie group G and every faithful G-representation V the

map f (V) : X(V) −→ Y(V) is a G-weak equivalence.

(iii) The map f (Rm) : X(Rm) −→ Y(Rm) is an O(m)-weak equivalence for

every m ≥ 0.
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Proof Clearly, condition (i) implies condition (ii), and that implies condi-

tion (iii) (because the tautological action of O(m) on Rm is faithful). So we

suppose that f (Rm) is an O(m)-weak equivalence for every m ≥ 0, and we

show that f is a strong level equivalence. Given a G-representation V of di-

mension m, we choose a linear isometry ϕ : V � Rm; conjugation by ϕ turns

the G-action on V into a homomorphism ρ : G −→ O(m), i.e.,

ρ(g) = ϕ ◦ (g · −) ◦ ϕ−1 .

The homeomorphism X(ϕ) : X(V) −→ X(Rm) then restricts to a homeomor-

phism

X(V)G
� X(Rm)ρ(G) .

This homeomorphism is natural for morphisms of orthogonal spaces, so the

hypothesis that f (Rm)ρ(G) : X(Rm)ρ(G) −→ Y(Rm)ρ(G) is a weak equivalence

implies that also the map f (V)G : X(V)G −→ Y(V)G is a weak equivalence. �

The same kind of reasoning as in Lemma 1.2.7 shows:

Lemma 1.2.8. For every morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spaces, the

following are equivalent.

(i) The morphism f is a strong level fibration.

(ii) For every compact Lie group G and every faithful G-representation V the

map f (V) : X(V) −→ Y(V) is a fibration in the projective model structure

of G-spaces.

(iii) The map f (Rm) : X(Rm) −→ Y(Rm) is an O(m)-fibration for every m ≥ 0.

Definition 1.2.9. A morphism of orthogonal spaces i : A −→ B is a flat cofi-

bration if the latching morphism

νmi = i(Rm) ∪ νB
m : A(Rm) ∪Lm A LmB −→ B(Rm)

is an O(m)-cofibration for all m ≥ 0. An orthogonal space B is flat if the unique

morphism from the empty orthogonal space to B is a flat cofibration. Equiv-

alently, for every m ≥ 0 the latching map νm : LmB −→ B(Rm) is an O(m)-

cofibration.

We are ready to establish the strong level model structure.

Proposition 1.2.10. The strong level equivalences, strong level fibrations and

flat cofibrations form a topological cofibrantly generated model structure, the

strong level model structure, on the category of orthogonal spaces.

Proof We apply Proposition C.23 as follows. We let C(m) be the projective

model structure on the category of O(m)-spaces (with respect to the set of
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all closed subgroups of O(m)), compare Proposition B.7. The classes of level

equivalences, level fibrations and cofibrations in the sense of Proposition C.23

then precisely become the strong level equivalences, strong level fibrations and

flat cofibrations.

In this situation the consistency condition (see Definition C.22) is a conse-

quence of a stronger property, namely that the functor

L(Rm,Rm+n) ×O(m) − : O(m)T −→ O(m + n)T

takes acyclic cofibrations to acyclic cofibrations (in the two relevant projective

model structures). Since the functor is a left adjoint, it suffices to prove the

claim for the generating acyclic cofibrations, i.e., the maps

O(m)/H × jk

for all k ≥ 0 and all closed subgroups H of O(m), where jk : Dk × {0} −→ Dk ×
[0, 1] is the inclusion. The functor under consideration takes this generator to

the map L(Rm,Rm+n)/H× jk, which is an acyclic O(m+n)-cofibration because

L(Rm,Rm+n)/H is cofibrant as an O(m + n)-space, by Proposition 1.1.19 (iii).

We describe explicit sets of generating cofibrations and generating acyclic

cofibrations. We let Istr be the set of all morphisms Gmi for m ≥ 0 and for

i in the set of generating cofibrations for the projective model structure on

the category of O(m)-spaces specified in (B.8). Then the set Istr detects the

acyclic fibrations in the strong level model structure by Proposition C.23 (iii).

Similarly, we let Jstr be the set of all morphisms Gm j for m ≥ 0 and for j in the

set of generating acyclic cofibrations for the projective model structure on the

category of O(m)-spaces specified in (B.9). Again by Proposition C.23 (iii),

Jstr detects the fibrations in the strong level model structure.

The model structure is topological by Proposition B.5, where we take G as

the set of orthogonal spaces LH,Rm for all m ≥ 0 and all closed subgroups H of

O(m), and we takeZ = ∅. �

For easier reference we make the generating (acyclic) cofibrations of the

strong level model structure even more explicit. Using the isomorphism

Gm(O(m)/H) = L(Rm,−) ×O(m) (O(m)/H) � L(Rm,−)/H = LH,Rm ,

we can identify Istr with the set of all morphisms

LH,Rm × ik : LH,Rm × ∂Dk −→ LH,Rm × Dk

for all k,m ≥ 0 and all closed subgroups H of O(m). The tautological action of

H on Rm is faithful; conversely every pair (G,V) consisting of a compact Lie

group and a faithful representation is isomorphic to a pair (H,Rm) for some
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closed subgroup H of Rm. We conclude that Istr is a set of representatives of

the isomorphism classes of morphisms

LG,V × ik : LG,V × ∂Dk −→ LG,V × Dk

for G a compact Lie group, V a faithful G-representation and k ≥ 0. Similarly,

Jstr is a set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of morphisms

LG,V × jk : LG,V × Dk × {0} −→ LG,V × Dk × [0, 1]

for G a compact Lie group, V a faithful G-representation and k ≥ 0.

Proposition 1.2.11. Let K be a compact Lie group and ϕ : W −→ U a linear

isometric embedding of K-representations, where W is finite-dimensional, and

U is finite-dimensional or countably infinite dimensional.

(i) For every flat cofibration of orthogonal spaces i : A −→ B the maps

i(U) : A(U) −→ B(U) and

i(U) ∪ B(ϕ) : A(U) ∪A(W) B(W) −→ B(U)

are K-cofibrations of K-spaces.

(ii) For every flat orthogonal space B the map B(ϕ) : B(W) −→ B(U) is a

K-cofibration of K-spaces and the K-space B(U) is K-cofibrant.

(iii) Every flat orthogonal space is closed.

Proof (i) The class of those morphisms of orthogonal spaces i such that the

map i(U) ∪ B(ϕ) is a K-cofibration of K-spaces is closed under coproducts,

cobase change, composition and retracts. Similarly, the class of those mor-

phisms of orthogonal spaces i such that the map i(U) is a K-cofibration of

K-spaces is closed under coproducts, cobase change, composition and retracts.

So it suffices to show each of the two claims for a set of generating cofibra-

tions. We do this for the morphisms LG,V × ik for all k ≥ 0, all compact Lie

groups G and all G-representations V , where ik : ∂Dk −→ Dk is the inclusion.

In this case the first map specializes to L(V,U)/G × ik. The map ik is a cofi-

bration and L(V,U)/G is cofibrant as a K-space by Proposition 1.1.19 (ii). So

L(V,U)/G × ik is a K-cofibration of K-spaces.

The second map in question becomes the pushout product of the sphere

inclusion ik with the map

L(V, ϕ)/G : L(V,W)/G −→ L(V,U)/G .

The map ik is a cofibration and L(V, ϕ)/G is a K-cofibration by Proposition

1.1.19 (i). So their pushout product is again a K-cofibration.

Part (ii) is the special case of part (i) where A = ∅ is the empty orthogonal

space. Part (iii) is the special case of (ii) where K is a trivial group, using
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that cofibrations of spaces are in particular h-cofibrations (Corollary A.30) and

hence closed embeddings (Proposition A.31). �

Now we proceed towards the global model structure on the category of or-

thogonal spaces, see Theorem 1.2.21. The weak equivalences in this model

structure are the global equivalences and the cofibrations are the flat cofibra-

tions. The fibrations in the global model structure are defined as follows.

Definition 1.2.12. A morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spaces is a global fi-

bration if it is a strong level fibration and for every compact Lie group G, every

faithful G-representation V and every equivariant linear isometric embedding

ϕ : V −→ W of G-representations, the map

( f (V)G, X(ϕ)G) : X(V)G −→ Y(V)G ×Y(W)G X(W)G

is a weak equivalence.

An orthogonal space X is static if for every compact Lie group G, every

faithful G-representation V , and every G-equivariant linear isometric embed-

ding ϕ : V −→ W the structure map

X(ϕ) : X(V) −→ X(W)

is a G-weak equivalence.

Equivalently, a morphism f is a global fibration if and only if f is a strong

level fibration and for every compact Lie group G, every faithful G-representa-

tion V and equivariant linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W the square of

G-fixed point spaces

X(V)G

f (V)G

��

X(ϕ)G

// X(W)G

f (W)G

��
Y(V)G

Y(ϕ)G

// Y(W)G

(1.2.13)

is homotopy cartesian.

Clearly, an orthogonal space X is static if and only if the unique morphism

to a terminal orthogonal space is a global fibration; the static orthogonal spaces

will thus turn out to be the fibrant objects in the global model structure. The

static orthogonal spaces are those which, roughly speaking, don’t change the

equivariant homotopy type once a faithful representation has been reached.

Proposition 1.2.14. (i) Every global equivalence that is also a global fibra-

tion is a strong level equivalence.

(ii) Every global equivalence between static orthogonal spaces is a strong

level equivalence.
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Proof (i) We let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of orthogonal spaces that is both

a global fibration and a global equivalence. We consider a compact Lie group

G, a faithful G-representation V , a finite G-CW-pair (B, A) and a commutative

square:

A
α //

incl

��

X(V)

f (V)

��
B

β
// Y(V)

We will exhibit a continuous G-map µ : B −→ X(V) such that µ|A = α and

such that f (V) ◦ µ is homotopic, relative A, to β. This shows that the map f (V)

is a G-weak equivalence, so f is a strong level equivalence.

Since f is a global equivalence, there is a G-equivariant linear isometric

embedding ϕ : V −→ W and a continuous G-map λ : B −→ X(W) such that

λ|A = X(ϕ) ◦ α : A −→ X(W) and such that f (W) ◦ λ : B −→ Y(W) is G-

homotopic, relative to A, to Y(ϕ) ◦ β. Since f is a strong level fibration, we can

improve λ into a continuous G-map λ′ : B −→ X(W) such that λ′|A = λ|A =
X(ϕ) ◦ α and such that f (W) ◦ λ′ is equal to Y(ϕ) ◦ β.

Since f is a global fibration the G-map

( f (V), X(ϕ)) : X(V) −→ Y(V) ×Y(W) X(W)

is a G-weak equivalence. So we can find a continuous G-map µ : B −→ X(V)

such that µ|A = α and ( f (V), X(ϕ)) ◦ µ is G-homotopic, relative A, to (β, λ′) :

B −→ Y(V) ×Y(W) X(W):

A
α //

incl

��

X(V)

( f (V),X(ϕ))

��
B

(β,λ′)
//

µ

66♠
♠

♠
♠

♠
♠

♠
♠

Y(V) ×Y(W) X(W)

This is the desired map.

(ii) We let f : X −→ Y be a global equivalence between static orthogonal

spaces. We let G be a compact Lie group, V a faithful G-representation, (B, A)

a finite G-CW-pair and α : A −→ X(V) and β : B −→ Y(V) continuous G-

maps such that f (V) ◦ α = β|A. Since f is a global equivalence, there is a

G-equivariant linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W and a continuous G-

map λ : B −→ X(W) such that λ|A = X(ϕ) ◦ α and f (W) ◦ λ is G-homotopic

to Y(ϕ) ◦ β relative A. Since X is static, the map X(ϕ) : X(V) −→ X(W) is a

G-weak equivalence, so there is a continuous G-map λ̄ : B −→ X(V) such that

λ̄|A = α and X(ϕ) ◦ λ̄ is G-homotopic to λ relative A. The two G-maps f (V) ◦ λ̄
and β : B −→ Y(V) then agree on A and become G-homotopic, relative A, after
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composition with Y(ϕ) : Y(V) −→ Y(W). Since Y is static, the map Y(ϕ) is a

G-weak equivalence, so f (V) ◦ λ̄ and β : B −→ Y(V) are already G-homotopic

relative A. This shows that f (V) : X(V) −→ Y(V) is a G-weak equivalence,

and hence f is a strong level equivalence. �

Construction 1.2.15. We let j : A −→ B be a morphism in a topological

model category. We factor j through the mapping cylinder as the composite

A
c( j)
−−−−→ Z( j) = (A × [0, 1]) ∪ j B

r( j)
−−−−→ B ,

where c( j) is the ‘front’ mapping cylinder inclusion and r( j) is the projec-

tion, which is a homotopy equivalence. In our applications we will assume that

both A and B are cofibrant, and then the morphism c( j) is a cofibration by the

pushout product property. We then defineZ( j) as the set of all pushout product

maps

c( j)�ik : A × Dk ∪A×∂Dk Z( j) × ∂Dk −→ Z( j) × Dk

for k ≥ 0, where ik : ∂Dk −→ Dk is the inclusion.

Proposition 1.2.16. Let C be a topological model category, j : A −→ B a

morphism between cofibrant objects and f : X −→ Y a fibration. Then the

following two conditions are equivalent:

(i) The square of spaces

map(B, X)
map( j,X) //

map(B, f )

��

map(A, X)

map(A, f )

��
map(B, Y)

map( j,Y)
// map(A, Y)

(1.2.17)

is homotopy cartesian.

(ii) The morphism f has the right lifting property with respect to the setZ( j).

Proof The square (1.2.17) maps to the square

map(Z( j), X)
map(c( j),X) //

map(Z( j), f )

��

map(A, X)

map(A, f )

��
map(Z( j), Y)

map(c( j),Y)
// map(A, Y)

(1.2.18)

via the map induced by r( j) : Z( j) −→ B on the left part and the identity on the

right part. Since r( j) is a homotopy equivalence, the map of squares is a weak

equivalence at all four corners. So the square (1.2.17) is homotopy cartesian if

and only if the square (1.2.18) is homotopy cartesian.
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Since A is cofibrant and f a fibration, map(A, f ) is a Serre fibration. So the

square (1.2.18) is homotopy cartesian if and only if the map

(map(Z( j), f ),map(c( j), X)) : (1.2.19)

map(Z( j), X) −→ map(Z( j), Y) ×map(A,Y) map(A, X)

is a weak equivalence. Since c( j) is a cofibration and f is a fibration, the map

(1.2.19) is always a Serre fibration. So (1.2.19) is a weak equivalence if and

only if it is an acyclic fibration, which is equivalent to the right lifting property

for the inclusions ik : ∂Dk −→ Dk for all k ≥ 0. By adjointness, the map

(1.2.19) has the right lifting property with respect to the maps ik if and only if

the morphism f has the right lifting property with respect to the setZ( j). �

The set Jstr was defined in the proof of Proposition 1.2.10 as the set of mor-

phisms Gm j for m ≥ 0 and for j in the set of generating acyclic cofibrations

for the projective model structure on the category of O(m)-spaces specified in

(B.9). The set Jstr detects the fibrations in the strong level model structure. We

add another set of morphisms K that detects when the squares (1.2.13) are ho-

motopy cartesian. Given any compact Lie group G and G-representations V

and W, the restriction morphism

ρG,V,W = ρV,W/G : LG,V⊕W −→ LG,V

restricts (the G-orbit of) a linear isometric embedding from V ⊕ W to V . If

the representation V is faithful, then this morphism is a global equivalence by

Proposition 1.1.26 (ii). We set

K =
⋃

G,V,W

Z(ρG,V,W) ,

the set of all pushout products of boundary inclusions ∂Dk −→ Dk with the

mapping cylinder inclusions of the morphisms ρG,V,W ; here the union is over a

set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of triples (G,V,W) consisting

of a compact Lie group G, a faithful G-representation V and an arbitrary G-

representation W. The morphism ρG,V,W represents the map of G-fixed point

spaces X(iV,W)G : X(V)G −→ X(V ⊕W)G; every G-equivariant linear isometric

embedding is isomorphic to a direct summand inclusion iV,W , so by Proposition

1.2.16, the right lifting property with respect to the union Jstr∪K characterizes

the global fibrations, i.e., we have shown:

Proposition 1.2.20. A morphism of orthogonal spaces is a global fibration if

and only if it has the right lifting property with respect to the set Jstr ∪ K.

Now we are ready for the main result of this section.
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Theorem 1.2.21 (Global model structure). The global equivalences, global

fibrations and flat cofibrations form a model structure, the global model struc-

ture on the category of orthogonal spaces. The fibrant objects in the global

model structure are the static orthogonal spaces. The global model structure

is proper, topological and cofibrantly generated.

Proof We number the model category axioms as in [48, 3.3]. The category of

orthogonal spaces is complete and cocomplete, so axiom MC1 holds. Global

equivalences satisfy the 2-out-of-6 property by Proposition 1.1.9 (iii), so they

also satisfy the 2-out-of-3 property MC2. Global equivalences are closed under

retracts by Proposition 1.1.9 (iv); it is straightforward that cofibrations and

global fibrations are closed under retracts, so axiom MC3 holds.

The strong level model structure shows that every morphism of orthogonal

spaces can be factored as f ◦ i for a flat cofibration i followed by a strong

level equivalence f that is also a strong level fibration. For every G-equivariant

linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W between faithful G-representations,

both vertical maps in the commutative square of fixed point spaces (1.2.13) are

then weak equivalences, so the square is homotopy cartesian. The morphism f

is thus a global fibration and a global equivalence, so this provides one of the

factorizations as required by MC5. For the other half of the factorization axiom

MC5 we apply the small object argument (see for example [48, 7.12] or [80,

Thm. 2.1.14]) to the set Jstr ∪ K. All morphisms in Jstr are flat cofibrations and

strong level equivalences. Since LG,V⊕W and LG,V are flat, the morphisms in

K are also flat cofibrations, and they are global equivalences because the mor-

phisms ρG,V,W are (Proposition 1.1.26 (ii)). The small object argument provides

a functorial factorization of every morphism X −→ Y of orthogonal spaces as

a composite

X
i−−→ W

q
−−→ Y

where i is a sequential composition of cobase changes of coproducts of mor-

phisms in Jstr ∪ K, and q has the right lifting property with respect to Jstr ∪ K.

Since all morphisms in Jstr ∪ K are flat cofibrations and global equivalences,

the morphism i is a flat cofibration and a global equivalence by the closure

properties of Proposition 1.1.9. Moreover, q is a global fibration by Proposi-

tion 1.2.20.

Now we show the lifting properties MC4. By Proposition 1.2.14 (i) a mor-

phism that is both a global equivalence and a global fibration is a strong level

equivalence, and hence an acyclic fibration in the strong level model structure.

So every morphism that is simultaneously a global equivalence and a global

fibration has the right lifting property with respect to flat cofibrations. Now we

let j : A −→ B be a flat cofibration that is also a global equivalence and we
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show that it has the left lifting property with respect to all global fibrations. We

factor j = q◦ i, via the small object argument for Jstr∪K, where i : A −→ W is

a (Jstr ∪K)-cell complex and q : W −→ B a global fibration. Then q is a global

equivalence since j and i are, and hence an acyclic fibration in the strong level

model structure, again by Proposition 1.2.14 (i). Since j is a flat cofibration, a

lifting in

A
i //

j

��

W

q∼
��

B

??

B

exists. Thus j is a retract of the morphism i that has the left lifting property

with respect to global fibrations. But then j itself has this lifting property. This

finishes the verification of the model category axioms. Alongside we have also

specified sets of generating flat cofibrations Istr and generating acyclic cofibra-

tions Jstr ∪K. Sources and targets of all morphisms in these sets are small with

respect to sequential colimits of flat cofibrations. So the global model structure

is cofibrantly generated.

Left properness of the global model structure follows from Proposition 1.1.9

(xi) and the fact that flat cofibrations are h-cofibrations (Corollary A.30 (iii)).

Right properness follows from Proposition 1.1.9 (xii) because global fibrations

are in particular strong level fibrations.

The global model structure is topological by Proposition B.5, with G the set

of semifree orthogonal spaces LG,V indexed by a set of representatives (G,V)

of the isomorphism classes of pairs consisting of a compact Lie group G and a

faithful G-representation V , and withZ the set of mapping cylinder inclusions

c(ρG,V,W) of the morphisms ρG,V,W . �

The global model structure of orthogonal spaces is also monoidal, even with

respect to two different monoidal structures. Indeed, the categorical product

of orthogonal spaces has the pushout product property for flat cofibrations, by

Proposition 1.3.9 below. Moreover, Proposition 1.4.12 (iii) (for the global fam-

ily of all compact Lie groups) shows that global model structure of orthogonal

spaces satisfies the pushout product property with respect to the box product

of orthogonal spaces.

We also introduce a ‘positive’ version of the global model structure for or-

thogonal spaces; our main use of this variation is for the global model structure

of ultra-commutative monoids in Section 2.1. As is well known from similar

contexts (for example, the stable model structure for commutative orthogonal

ring spectra), model structures cannot usually be lifted naively to multiplicative

objects with strictly commutative products. The solution is to lift a ‘positive’
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version of the global model structure in which the values at the trivial inner

product space are homotopically meaningless and where the fibrant objects are

the ‘positively static’ orthogonal spaces.

Definition 1.2.22. A morphism f : A −→ B of orthogonal spaces is a pos-

itive cofibration if it is a flat cofibration and the map f (0) : A(0) −→ B(0)

is a homeomorphism. An orthogonal space Y is positively static if for every

compact Lie group G, every faithful G-representation V with V , 0 and every

G-equivariant linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W the structure map

Y(ϕ) : Y(V) −→ Y(W)

is a G-weak equivalence.

If G is a non-trivial compact Lie group, then any faithful G-representation

is automatically non-trivial. So a positively static orthogonal space is static (in

the absolute sense) if the structure map Y(0) −→ Y(R) is a non-equivariant

weak equivalence.

Proposition 1.2.23 (Positive global model structure). The global equivalences

and positive cofibrations are part of a cofibrantly generated, proper, topolog-

ical model structure, the positive global model structure on the category of

orthogonal spaces. A morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spaces is a fibra-

tion in the positive global model structure if and only if for every compact Lie

group G, every faithful G-representation V with V , 0 and every equivariant

linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W the map f (V)G : X(V)G −→ Y(V)G

is a Serre fibration and the square of G-fixed point spaces

X(V)G

f (V)G

��

X(ϕ)G

// X(W)G

f (W)G

��
Y(V)G

Y(ϕ)G

// Y(W)G

is homotopy cartesian. The fibrant objects in the positive global model struc-

ture are the positively static orthogonal spaces.

Proof We start by establishing a positive strong level model structure. We call

a morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spaces a positive strong level equiv-

alence (respectively positive strong level fibration) if for every inner product

space V with V , 0 the map f (V) : X(V) −→ Y(V) is an O(V)-weak equiva-

lence (respectively an O(V)-fibration). Then we claim that the positive strong

level equivalences, positive strong level fibrations and positive cofibrations

form a topological model structure on the category of orthogonal spaces.

The proof is another application of the general construction method for level
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model structures in Proposition C.23. Indeed, we let C(0) be the degenerate

model structure on the category T of spaces in which every morphism is a

weak equivalence and a fibration, but only the isomorphisms are cofibrations.

For m ≥ 1 we letC(m) be the projective model structure (for the set of all closed

subgroups) on the category of O(m)-spaces, compare Proposition B.7. With

respect to these choices of model structures, the classes of level equivalences,

level fibrations and cofibrations in the sense of Proposition C.23 become the

positive strong level equivalences, positive strong level fibrations and posi-

tive cofibrations. The consistency condition (Definition C.22) is now strictly

weaker than for the strong level model structure, so it holds.

We obtain the positive global model structure for orthogonal spaces by ‘mix-

ing’ the positive strong level model structure with the global model structure

of Theorem 1.2.21. Every positive strong level equivalence is a global equiv-

alence and every positive cofibration is a flat cofibration. The global equiv-

alences and the positive cofibrations are part of a model structure by Cole’s

mixing theorem [38, Thm. 2.1], which is our first claim. By [38, Cor. 3.7] (or

rather its dual formulation), an orthogonal space is fibrant in the positive global

model structure if and only if it is weakly equivalent in the positive strong level

model structure to a static orthogonal space; this is equivalent to being posi-

tively static.

Cofibrant generation, properness and topologicalness of the positive global

model structure are proved in much the same way as for the absolute global

model structure in Theorem 1.2.21. �

Remark 1.2.24. We can relate the unstable global homotopy theory of orthog-

onal spaces to the homotopy theory of G-spaces for a fixed compact Lie group

G. Then evaluation at a faithful G-representation V and the semifree functor at

(G,V) are a pair of adjoint functors

LG,V : GT // spc : evG,Voo

between the categories of G-spaces and orthogonal spaces. This adjoint pair is

a Quillen pair with respect to the global model structure of orthogonal spaces

and the ‘genuine’ model structure of G-spaces (i.e., the projective model struc-

ture with respect to the family of all subgroups, compare Proposition B.7). The

adjoint total derived functors

L(LG,V ) : Ho(GT) // Ho(spc) : R(evG,V )oo

are independent of the faithful representation V up to preferred natural isomor-

phism, by Proposition 1.1.26 (ii).

Every G-space is G-weakly equivalent to a G-CW-complex, and these are

built from the orbits G/H. So the derived left adjoint L(LG,V ) : GT −→ spc is
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essentially determined by its values on the coset spaces G/H. Since LG,V (G/H)

is isomorphic to LH,V = BglH, the derived left adjoint takes the homogeneous

space G/H to a global classifying space of H.

The derived right adjoint also has a more explicit description, at least for

closed orthogonal spaces Y, as the underlying G-space Y(UG). Indeed, we can

choose a fibrant replacement of Y in the global model structure, i.e., a flat

cofibration j : Y −→ Z that is also a global equivalence, and such that Z

is globally fibrant (i.e., static). Then Z is also closed, and so the induced map

j(UG) : Y(UG) −→ Z(UG) is a G-weak equivalence by Proposition 1.1.17. We

may assume that V is a subrepresentation ofUG; we choose a nested sequence

V = V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Vn ⊂ . . .

of finite-dimensional G-subrepresentations that exhaustUG. Since V is faithful

and Z is closed and static, the induced maps

Z(V) = Z(V1) −→ Z(V2) −→ . . . −→ Z(Vn) −→ . . .

are all closed embeddings and G-weak equivalences. So the canonical map

Z(V) −→ colimn≥1 Z(Vn) = Z(UG)

is also a G-weak equivalence. Since Z is a globally fibrant replacement of Y, the

G-space Z(V) calculates the right derived functor of evG,V at Y. This exhibits a

chain of two G-weak equivalences

R(evG,V )(Y) = Z(V)
≃−−→ Z(UG)

≃←−− Y(UG) .

Construction 1.2.25 (Cofree orthogonal spaces). For every compact Lie group

K, we will now define a right adjoint to the functor that takes an orthogonal

space Y to the underlying K-space Y(UK). We refer to the right adjoint RK as

the cofree functor. We consider the continuous functor

L(−,UK) : L −→ (KT)op , V 7−→ L(V,UK) ,

with functoriality by precomposition with linear isometric embeddings. The

group K acts on the values of this functor through the action on the complete

universeUK . The cofree orthogonal space RK(A) associated to a K-space A is

then the composite

L
L(−,UK )−−−−−−−→ KTop

mapK (−,A)
−−−−−−−→ T .

The unit of the adjunction is the morphism

ηY : Y −→ RK(Y(UK)) (1.2.26)
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whose value at an inner product space V is the adjoint of the action map

L(V,UK) × Y(V) −→ Y(UK) , (ϕ, y) 7−→ Y(ϕ)(y) .

The counit of the adjunction is the continuous K-map

ǫA : RK(A)(UK) −→ A

assembled from the compatible K-maps

RK(A)(V) = mapK(L(V,UK), A) −→ A , f 7−→ f (iV ) ,

for V ∈ s(UK), where iV : V −→ UK is the inclusion. This data makes the

functors

(−)(UK) : spc // KT : RKoo

into an adjoint pair.

Proposition 1.2.27. Let K be a compact Lie group.

(i) The adjoint functor pair ((−)(UK),RK) is a Quillen pair for the global

model structure of orthogonal spaces and the projective model structure

of K-spaces.

(ii) For every K-space A the orthogonal space RK(A) is static.

(iii) For every closed orthogonal space Y the map

(ηY )∗ ◦ RK : Ho(KT)(Y(UK), A) −→ Ho(spc)(Y,RK(A))

is bijective.

Proof (i) We let f : X −→ Y be a fibration of K-spaces. We let G be an-

other compact Lie group and V a faithful G-representation. Then the K-space

L(V,UK)/G is K-cofibrant by Proposition 1.1.19 (ii). The projective model

structure on K-spaces is topological, so mapK(L(V,UK)/G,−) takes fibrations

of K-spaces to fibrations of spaces. Because

mapK(L(V,UK)/G, X) = (RK(X)(V))G ,

this means that RK takes fibrations of K-spaces to strong level fibrations of

orthogonal spaces. By the same argument, RK takes acyclic fibrations of K-

spaces to acyclic fibrations in the strong level model structure, which coincide

with the acyclic fibrations in the global model structure of orthogonal spaces.

Now we let ϕ : V −→ W be a G-equivariant linear isometric embedding.

Then the map

ρV,W(UK)/G : L(V ⊕W,UK)/G −→ L(V,UK)/G
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is a K-homotopy equivalence by Proposition 1.1.26 (ii). So the induced map

(RK(X)(ϕ))G : (RK(X)(V))G −→ (RK(X)(V ⊕W))G

is a homotopy equivalence. So in the commutative square

(RK(X)(V))G
RK(X)(ϕ)G

//

(RK ( f )(V))G

��

(RK(X)(V ⊕W))G

(RK ( f )(V⊕W))G

��
(RK(Y)(V))G

RK (Y)(ϕ)G

// (RK(Y)(V ⊕W))G

both vertical maps are Serre fibrations and both horizontal maps are weak

equivalences. The square is then homotopy cartesian, and so the morphism

RK( f ) : RK(X) −→ RK(Y) is a global fibration of orthogonal spaces. Altogether

this shows that the right adjoint RK preserves fibrations and acyclic fibrations,

so ((−)(UK),RK) is a Quillen pair.

(ii) Every K-space A is fibrant in the projective model structure. So RK(A) is

fibrant in the global model structure of orthogonal spaces; by Theorem 1.2.21

these fibrant object are precisely the static orthogonal spaces.

(iii) We choose a global equivalence f : Yc −→ Y with flat source. Then

Yc and Y are both closed, the former by Proposition 1.2.11 (iii). So the map

f (UK) : Yc(UK) −→ Y(UK) is a K-weak equivalence by Proposition 1.1.17.

So the morphism f induces bijections on both sides of the map in question, and

it suffices to prove the claim for Yc instead of Y. But Yc is cofibrant and A is

fibrant, so in this case the claim is just the derived adjunction isomorphism. �

For K = e the trivial group we drop the subscript and abbreviate the cofree

functor Re to R.

Definition 1.2.28. An orthogonal space Y is cofree if it is globally equivalent

to an orthogonal space of the form RA for some space A.

We will now develop criteria for detecting cofree orthogonal spaces, and

then recall some non-tautological examples. One criterion involves the unit of

the adjunction, the special case

ηY : Y −→ R(Y(R∞))

of (1.2.26) forUK = R
∞. The next proposition shows that the morphism ηY is

always a non-equivariant weak equivalence, provided Y is closed.

Proposition 1.2.29. For every closed orthogonal space Y the morphism ηY :

Y −→ R(Y(R∞)) induces a weak equivalence

ηY (R∞) : Y(R∞) −→ R(Y(R∞))(R∞)
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on underlying non-equivariant spaces.

Proof We start with a general observation about cofree orthogonal spaces.

Since RA is static (Proposition 1.2.27 (ii)) and closed, the map (RA)(ϕ) :

(RA)(V) −→ (RA)(W) induced by any linear isometric embeddingϕ : V −→ W

is a weak equivalence and a closed embedding. So the canonical map

A � map(L(0,R∞), A) = (RA)(0) (1.2.30)

−→ colimW∈s(R∞)(RA)(W) = (RA)(R∞)

is a weak equivalence as well. The adjunction counit ǫA : (RA)(R∞) −→ A is a

retraction to the map (1.2.30), so ǫA is also a weak equivalence.

Now we turn to the proof of the proposition. Even though the map ηY (R∞)

under consideration is not the same as the canonical map (1.2.30) for A =

Y(R∞), the counit ǫY(R∞) : R(Y(R∞))(R∞) −→ Y(R∞) is also a retraction to

ηY (R∞). Since ǫY(R∞) is a weak equivalence, so is ηY (R∞). �

While the morphism ηY : Y −→ R(Y(R∞)) tends to be a non-equivariant

equivalence, it is typically not a global equivalence. We will now see that for a

closed orthogonal space Y the morphism ηY is a global equivalence if and only

if Y is cofree.

We recall that a universal free K-space, for a compact Lie group K, is a

K-cofibrant free K-space whose underlying space in non-equivariantly con-

tractible. Any two universal free K-spaces are K-homotopy equivalent, see

Proposition B.11. We call a K-space A cofree if for some (hence any) universal

free K-space EK the map

const : A −→ map(EK, A)

that sends a point to the corresponding constant map is a K-weak equivalence.

Proposition 1.2.31. For a closed orthogonal space Y the following three con-

ditions are equivalent.

(i) The orthogonal space Y is cofree.

(ii) For every compact Lie group K the K-space Y(UK) is cofree.

(iii) The adjunction unit ηY : Y −→ R(Y(R∞)) is a global equivalence.

Proof In a first step we show that for every space A and every compact Lie

group K, the K-space (RA)(UK) is cofree. We choose a faithful K-representa-

tion W. Then L(W,R∞) is a universal free K-space by Proposition 1.1.26 (i).

So the projection from EK ×L(W,R∞) to the second factor is a K-weak equiv-

alence between cofibrant K-spaces, hence a K-homotopy equivalence. So the
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induced map

const : (RA)(W) = map(L(W,R∞), A)

−→ map(EK × L(W,R∞), A) � map(EK, (RA)(W))

is a K-homotopy equivalence. Hence the K-space (RA)(W) is cofree as soon

as K acts faithfully on W. Since RA is static (by Proposition 1.2.27 (ii)) and

closed, the canonical map

(RA)(W) −→ (RA)(UK)

is a K-weak equivalence. So (RA)(UK) is K-cofree. Now we prove the equiv-

alence of conditions (i), (ii) and (iii).

(i)=⇒(ii) The global equivalences are part of the global model structure on

the category of orthogonal spaces, compare Theorem 1.2.21. Moreover, the

orthogonal space RA is static, hence fibrant in the global model structure. So if

Y is globally equivalent to RA, then for some (hence any) global equivalence

p : Yc −→ Y with cofibrant (i.e., flat) source, there is a global equivalence

f : Yc −→ RA.

Now we let K be any compact Lie group. The orthogonal space Yc is closed

by Proposition 1.2.11 (iii). Since Y and RA are also closed, the global equiva-

lences induce K-weak equivalences

Y(UK)
p(UK )
←−−−−−
∼

Yc(UK)
f (UK )
−−−−−→
∼

(RA)(UK)

by Proposition 1.1.17. Since (RA)(UK) is K-cofree by the introductory remark,

so is Y(UK).

(ii)=⇒(iii) We start with a preliminary observation. We let Y and Z be two

closed orthogonal spaces such that the K-spaces Y(UK) and Z(UK) are cofree

for all compact Lie groups K. We claim that every morphism f : Y −→ Z of

orthogonal spaces such that f (R∞) : Y(R∞) −→ Z(R∞) is a non-equivariant

weak equivalence is already a global equivalence. Indeed, for every compact

Lie group K the two vertical maps in the commutative square of K-spaces

Y(UK)

const

��

f (UK ) // Z(UK)

const

��
map(EK, Y(UK))

map(EK, f (UK ))

≃ // map(EK, Z(UK))

are K-weak equivalences by hypothesis. Since UK is non-equivariantly iso-

metrically isomorphic to R∞, the K-map f (UK) : Y(UK) −→ Z(UK) is a

non-equivariant weak equivalence by hypothesis. So the lower horizontal map
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is a K-weak equivalence. We conclude that the upper horizontal map is a K-

weak equivalence. Since Y and Z are closed, the criterion of Proposition 1.1.17

shows that f is a global equivalence.

Now we apply the criterion to the morphism ηY : Y −→ R(Y(R∞)). The

map ηY (R∞) is a weak equivalence by Proposition 1.2.29. Moreover, for every

compact Lie group K the space Y(UK) is K-cofree by hypothesis (ii), and

R(Y(R∞))(UK) is K-cofree by the introductory remark. The criterion of the

previous paragraph thus applies and shows that the morphism ηY : Y −→
R(Y(R∞)) is a global equivalence.

Condition (i) is a special case of (iii). �

We recall now that the global classifying spaces of certain compact Lie

groups are cofree, namely of those with abelian identity path component. Said

differently, the group must be an extension of a finite group by a torus. The fol-

lowing theorem is a reinterpretation of the main result of Rezk’s paper [138],

who calls these groups ‘1-truncated’ because the homotopy groups of the un-

derlying spaces vanish in dimensions larger than 1. The special case of abelian

compact Lie groups was proved earlier by Lashof, May and Segal [95]. The

case of finite groups seems to be folklore, going all the way back to Hurewicz

[82] who proved that for finite groups G, homotopy classes of continuous

maps BK −→ BG biject with conjugacy classes of continuous group homo-

morphisms from K to G.

Theorem 1.2.32. Let G be a compact Lie group whose identity path compo-

nent is abelian. Then the global classifying space BglG is cofree.

Proof We let V be any faithful G-representation, so that BglG = LG,V . Then

LG,V (UK) = L(V,UK)/G is a classifying space for principal (K,G)-bundles, by

Proposition 1.1.26. Since G has abelian identity component, it is 1-truncated in

the sense of Rezk, and so the K-space LG,V (UK) is cofree by [138, Thm. 1.4].

So criterion (ii) of Proposition 1.2.31 is satisfied; since the orthogonal space

LG,V is closed, we have thus shown that it is cofree. �

Remark 1.2.33. The global classifying space BglG is not cofree in general, i.e.,

when the identity component of G is not abelian. Indeed, for another compact

Lie group K, the homotopy set πK
0

(BglG) (to be introduced in Definition 1.5.5

below) bijects with conjugacy classes of continuous homomorphisms from K

to G, by Proposition 1.5.12 (ii). On the other hand, the set πK
0

(R(BG)) bijects

with homotopy classes of continuous maps from BK to BG. However, there

are continuous maps BK −→ BG that are not homotopic to Bα for any con-

tinuous homomorphism α : K −→ G. Whenever this happens, the adjunction

unit ηBglG : BglG −→ R(BG) is not surjective on πK
0

, and hence not a global

equivalence (by Corollary 1.5.7 below). The first examples of such ‘exotic’
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maps between classifying spaces of compact Lie groups were constructed by

Sullivan and appeared in his widely circulated and highly influential MIT lec-

ture notes; an edited version of Sullivan’s notes was eventually published in

[168]. Indeed, Corollary 5.11 of [168] constructs ‘unstable Adams operations’

ψp : BU(n) −→ BU(n) for a prime p and all n < p; for n > 1 these maps are

not induced by any continuous homomorphism.

Construction 1.2.34 (Realization of simplicial objects). We will occasionally

want to realize simplicial objects, so we quickly recall the necessary back-

ground. We let C be a cocomplete category tensored over the category T of

spaces. We let ∆ denote the simplicial indexing category, with objects the fi-

nite totally ordered sets [n] = {0 ≤ 1 ≤ · · · ≤ n} for n ≥ 0. Morphisms in ∆ are

all weakly monotone maps. We let

∆n = {(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ [0, 1]n | t1 ≤ t2 ≤ · · · ≤ tn}

be the topological n-simplex. As n varies, these topological simplices assemble

into a covariant functor

∆ −→ T , [n] 7−→ ∆n ;

the coface maps are given by

(di)∗(t1, . . . , tn) =



(0, t1, . . . , tn) for i = 0,

(t1, . . . , ti, ti, . . . , tn) for 0 < i < n,

(t1, . . . , tn, 1) for i = n.

For 0 ≤ i ≤ n−1, the codegeneracy map (si)∗ : ∆n −→ ∆n−1 drops the entry ti+1.

A simplicial object in C is functor X : ∆op −→ C, i.e., a contravariant functor

from∆. We use the customary notation Xn = X([n]) for the value of a simplicial

object at [n]. The realization of X is the coend

|X| =
∫ [n]∈∆

Xn × ∆n

of the functor

∆
op × ∆ −→ C , ([m], [n]) 7−→ Xm × ∆n .

We also need to recall the latching objects of a simplicial object. We let ∆(n)

denote category with objects the weakly monotone surjections σ : [n] −→ [k];

a morphism from σ : [n] −→ [k] to σ′ : [n] −→ [k′] is a morphism α :

[k] −→ [k′] in ∆ (necessarily surjective as well) with α ◦ σ = σ′. We let ∆(n)◦
denote the full subcategory of ∆(n) with all objects except the identity of [n].

A simplicial object X can be restricted along the forgetful functor

∆(n)
op
◦

u−−→ ∆
op , (σ : [n] −→ [k]) 7−→ [k] .
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The n-th latching object of X is the colimit over∆(n)
op
◦ of the restricted functor:

L∆n (X) = colim∆(n)
op
◦

(X ◦ u) . (1.2.35)

The morphisms

σ∗ : Xk = (X ◦ u)(σ : [n] −→ [k]) −→ Xn

assemble into a latching morphism

ln : L∆n (X) −→ Xn

from the n-th latching object of X to the value at [n]. For example, the category

∆(0)◦ is empty, so L∆
0
(X) is an initial object of C. The category ∆(1)◦ has a

unique object s0 : [1] −→ [0], so L∆
1
(X) = X0 and the latching morphism is

given by s∗
0

: X0 −→ X1. The category ∆(2)◦ has three objects and two non-

identity morphisms, and L∆
2
(X) is a pushout of the diagram

X1

s∗0←−−− X0

s∗0−−−→ X1 .

We specialize the above to realizations of simplicial orthogonal spaces, i.e.,

simplicial objects in the category of orthogonal spaces. For orthogonal spaces,

coends and product with ∆n are objectwise, and hence

|X|(V) = |X(V)| ,

i.e., the value of |X| at an inner product space V is the realization of the sim-

plicial space [n] 7→ Xn(V), as discussed in Construction A.32. By Proposition

A.35, the realization can be formed in the ambient category of all topological

spaces, and the result is automatically compactly generated.

Definition 1.2.36. A simplicial orthogonal space X is Reedy flat if the latching

morphism ln : L∆n (X) −→ Xn is a flat cofibration of orthogonal spaces for every

n ≥ 0.

The terminology ‘Reedy flat’ stems from Reedy’s theorem [136] that the

simplicial objects in any model category admit a certain model structure, nowa-

days called the ‘Reedy model structure’, in which the equivalences are the level

equivalences of simplicial objects. Reedy’s paper – albeit highly influential –

remains unpublished, but an account of the Reedy model structure can for ex-

ample be found in [63, VII Prop. 2.11]. If we form the Reedy model structure

starting with the global model structure of orthogonal spaces, then the cofibrant

objects are precisely the Reedy flat simplicial orthogonal spaces.

The most important consequence of Reedy flatness for our purposes is that

for these simplicial orthogonal spaces, realization is homotopical. Indeed, the

global model structure of orthogonal spaces is a topological model structure by
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Theorem 1.2.21. We can turn this into a simplicial model structure by defining

the tensor of an orthogonal space X with a simplicial set A as

X ⊗ A = X × |A| ,

the objectwise product with the geometric realization of A. The following

proposition is then a special case of the fact that realization is a left Quillen

functor for the Reedy model structure on simplicial orthogonal spaces, see

[63, VII Prop. 3.6].

Proposition 1.2.37. (i) The realization of every Reedy flat simplicial or-

thogonal space is flat.

(ii) Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of Reedy flat simplicial orthogonal

spaces. If fn : Xn −→ Yn is a global equivalence for every n ≥ 0, then the

morphism of realizations | f | : |X| −→ |Y | is a global equivalence.

1.3 Monoidal structures

This section is devoted to monoidal products on the category of orthogonal

spaces, with emphasis on global homotopical features. Our main focus is the

box product of orthogonal spaces, a special case of a Day type convolution

product, and the ‘good’ monoidal structure for orthogonal spaces. We prove in

Theorem 1.3.2 that the box product is fully homotopical with respect to global

equivalences. While the box product is the most useful monoidal structure for

orthogonal spaces, the cartesian product is also relevant for our purposes. We

show in Proposition 1.3.9 that the categorical product, too, satisfies the pushout

product property for flat cofibrations. In particular, the product of two flat or-

thogonal spaces is again flat.

The last part of this section introduces complex analogues LC
G,W of the semi-

free orthogonal spaces, indexed by unitary G-representations W, see Construc-

tion 1.3.10. While these complex versions are not (semi)free in any categorical

sense, they are similar to the semifree orthogonal spaces in many ways; for ex-

ample, the orthogonal spaces LC
G,W are flat (Proposition 1.3.11 (ii)) and behave

well multiplicatively under box and cartesian product (Proposition 1.3.12).

We define a bimorphism b : (X, Y) −→ Z from a pair of orthogonal spaces

(X, Y) to another orthogonal space Z as a collection of continuous maps

bV,W : X(V) × Y(W) −→ Z(V ⊕W),

for all inner product spaces V and W, such that for all linear isometric embed-
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dings ϕ : V −→ V ′ and ψ : W −→ W′ the following square commutes:

X(V) × Y(W)
bV,W //

X(ϕ)×Y(ψ)

��

Z(V ⊕W)

Z(ϕ⊕ψ)

��
X(V ′) × Y(W′)

bV′ ,W′
// Z(V ′ ⊕W′)

We define a box product of X and Y as a universal example of an orthogonal

space with a bimorphism from X and Y. More precisely, a box product is a pair

(X ⊠ Y, i) consisting of an orthogonal space X ⊠ Y and a universal bimorphism

i : (X, Y) −→ X ⊠ Y, i.e., such that for every orthogonal space Z the map

spc(X ⊠ Y, Z) −→ Bimor((X, Y), Z) , f 7−→ f i = { f (V ⊕W) ◦ iV,W}V,W

is bijective. We will often refer to this bijection as the universal property of

the box product of orthogonal spaces. Very often only the object X ⊠ Y will

be referred to as the box product, but one should keep in mind that it comes

equipped with a specific, universal bimorphism.

The existence of a universal bimorphism out of any pair of orthogonal spaces

X and Y, and thus of a box product X ⊠ Y, is a special case of the existence of

Day type convolution products on certain functor categories; the construction

is an enriched Kan extension of the ‘pointwise’ cartesian product of X and Y

along the direct sum functor ⊕ : L × L −→ L (see Proposition C.5), or more

explicitly an enriched coend (see Remark C.6).

Also by the general theory of convolution products, the box product X ⊠ Y

is a functor in both variables (Construction C.8) and it supports a preferred

symmetric monoidal structure (see Theorem C.10); so there are specific natural

associativity and symmetry isomorphisms

(X ⊠ Y) ⊠ Z −→ X ⊠ (Y ⊠ Z) respectively X ⊠ Y −→ Y ⊠ X

and a strict unit, the terminal orthogonal space 1, i.e., such that 1 ⊠ X = X =

X⊠1. The upshot is that the associativity and symmetry isomorphisms make the

box product of orthogonal spaces into a symmetric monoidal product with the

terminal orthogonal space as unit object. The box product of orthogonal spaces

is closed symmetric monoidal in the sense that the box product is adjoint to an

internal Hom orthogonal space. We won’t use the internal function object, so

we do not elaborate on it.

The next result proves a key feature, namely that up to global equivalence,

the box product of orthogonal spaces coincides with the categorical product.

Given two orthogonal spaces X and Y, the maps

X(V) × Y(W)
X(i1)×Y(i2 )−−−−−−−−→ X(V ⊕W) × Y(V ⊕W) = (X × Y)(V ⊕W)
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form a bimorphism (X, Y) −→ X×Y as V and W vary through all inner product

spaces; here i1 : V −→ V⊕W and i2 : W −→ V⊕W are the two direct summand

embeddings. This bimorphism is represented by a morphism

ρX,Y : X ⊠ Y −→ X × Y (1.3.1)

of orthogonal spaces that is natural in both variables.

Theorem 1.3.2. Let X and Y be orthogonal spaces.

(i) The morphism ρX,Y : X ⊠ Y −→ X × Y is a global equivalence.

(ii) The functor X ⊠ − preserves global equivalences.

Proof (i) For an orthogonal space Z we denote by sh Z the orthogonal space

defined by

(sh Z)(V) = Z(V ⊕ V) and (sh Z)(ϕ) = Z(ϕ ⊕ ϕ) ;

thus sh Z is isomorphic to shR
2

⊗ (Z), the multiplicative shift of Z byR2 as defined

in Example 1.1.11. We define a morphism of orthogonal spaces

λ : X × Y −→ sh(X ⊠ Y)

at an inner product space V as the composite

X(V) × Y(V)
iV,V−−→ (X ⊠ Y)(V ⊕ V) = (sh(X ⊠ Y))(V) .

Now we consider the two composites λ ◦ ρX,Y and sh(ρX,Y ) ◦ λ:

X ⊠ Y
ρX,Y // X × Y

λ // sh(X ⊠ Y)
sh(ρX,Y ) // sh(X × Y)

We claim that the composite λ ◦ ρX,Y : X ⊠ Y −→ sh(X ⊠ Y) is homotopic to

the morphism (X ⊠ Y) ◦ i1, where i1 is the natural linear isometric embedding

V −→ V ⊕ V as the first summand. Indeed, for every t ∈ [0, 1] we define a

natural linear isometric embedding

jt : V ⊕W −→ V ⊕W ⊕ V ⊕W by jt(v,w) = (v, t · w, 0,
√

1 − t2 ·w) .

Then the maps

X(V) × Y(W)
iV,W−−→ (X ⊠ Y)(V ⊕W)

(X⊠Y)( jt)−−−−−−−→ (X ⊠ Y)(V ⊕W ⊕ V ⊕W) = (sh(X ⊠ Y))(V ⊕W)

form a bimorphism as V and W vary; the universal property of the box product

turns this into a morphism

ft : X ⊠ Y −→ sh(X ⊠ Y)

of orthogonal spaces. The linear isometric embeddings jt vary continuously
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with t, hence so do the morphisms ft. Moreover, f0 = λ ◦ ρX,Y and f1 = (X ⊠

Y) ◦ i1, so this is the desired homotopy. The morphism (X ⊠ Y) ◦ i1 is a global

equivalence by Theorem 1.1.10, hence so is the morphism λ ◦ ρX,Y .

The shift functor preserves products, and under the canonical isomorphism

sh(X × Y) � (sh X) × (sh Y) the morphism sh(ρX,Y) ◦ λ becomes the product of

the two morphisms

X ◦ i1 : X −→ sh X and Y ◦ i2 : Y −→ sh Y .

The morphisms X ◦ i1 and Y ◦ i2 are global equivalences by Theorem 1.1.10,

hence so is their product (by Proposition 1.1.9 (vi)). The global equivalences

satisfy the 2-out-of-6 property by Proposition 1.1.9 (iii); since λ ◦ ρX,Y and

sh(ρX,Y) ◦ λ are global equivalences, so is the morphism ρX,Y .

(ii) The cartesian product X×− preserves global equivalences by Proposition

1.1.9 (vi). Together with part (i) this implies part (ii). �

Example 1.3.3 (Box product of semifree orthogonal spaces). We show that the

box product of two semifree orthogonal spaces is another semifree orthogonal

space. This can be deduced from the general fact that a convolution product of

two representable functors is again representable (see Remark C.11); however,

the argument is simple enough that we make it explicit for orthogonal spaces.

We consider two compact Lie groups G and K, representations V and W of

G respectively K, a G-space A and a K-space B. Then V ⊕ W is a (G × K)-

representation via

(g, k) · (v,w) = (gv, kw) ,

and A × B is a (G × K)-space in much the same way. The map

A × B
(IdV ·G,−)×(IdW ·K,−)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (LG,V A)(V) × (LK,W B)(W)

iV,W−−−−−−−→ ((LG,V A) ⊠ (LK,W B))(V ⊕W)

is (G×K)-equivariant, so it extends freely to a morphism of orthogonal spaces

LG×K,V⊕W (A × B) −→ (LG,V A) ⊠ (LK,W B) . (1.3.4)

The maps

(L(V,U) ×G A) × (L(W,U ′) ×K B) −→ L(V ⊕W,U ⊕ U ′) ×G×K (A × B)

([ϕ, a], [ψ, b]) 7−→ [ϕ ⊕ ψ, (a, b)]

form a bimorphism from (LG,V A,LK,W B) to LG×K,V⊕W (A×B) as the inner prod-

uct spaces U and U ′ vary. The universal property of the box product translates

this into a morphism

(LG,V A) ⊠ (LK,W B) −→ LG×K,V⊕W (A × B) .
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These two morphisms are mutually inverse isomorphisms, i.e., the box product

(LG,V A) ⊠ (LK,W B) is isomorphic to LG×K,V×W (A × B). A special case of this

shows that the box product of two global classifying spaces is another global

classifying space. Indeed, if G acts faithfully on V and K acts faithfully on W,

then the (G × K)-action on V ⊕W is also faithful, and hence

(BglG) ⊠ (BglK) = LG,V ⊠ LK,W � LG×K,V⊕W = Bgl(G × K) . (1.3.5)

If we compose the inverse of the isomorphism (1.3.5) with the global equiv-

alence ρLG,V ,LK,W
from (1.3.1), we obtain a global equivalence of orthogonal

spaces

Bgl(G × K)
∼−−→ (BglG) × (BglK) .

Now we show that the categorical product of orthogonal spaces has the

pushout product property for flat cofibrations, see Proposition 1.3.9 below. In

particular, the product of two flat orthogonal spaces is again flat, which is not

completely obvious from the outset. To this end we establish a useful suffi-

cient condition for flatness; the criterion is inspired by a flatness criterion for

I-spaces proved by Sagave and Schlichtkrull in [141, Prop. 3.11]. The condi-

tions may seem technical at first sight, but we give two examples where they

are easily verified, see Propositions 1.3.8 and 1.3.11. The linear isometries cat-

egory L does not have very many limits; however, for property (b) of the next

proposition we note that it does have pullbacks.

Proposition 1.3.6. Let Y be an orthogonal space.

(i) Suppose that Y satisfies the following conditions.

(a) For every inner product space V, the space Y(V) is compact.

(b) As a functor from the category L to sets, Y preserves pullbacks.

Then for all m ≥ 0 the canonical morphism im : skm Y −→ Y from the

m-skeleton is objectwise a closed embedding.

(ii) Let G be a compact Lie group acting continuously on Y through automor-

phisms of orthogonal spaces. Suppose that in addition to the conditions

(a) and (b), the following also hold for all inner product spaces V:

(c) The (G × O(V))-space Y(V) admits a (G × O(V))-CW-structure.

(d) If an element of Y(V) is fixed by a reflection in O(V), then it is in the

image of Y(U) for some proper subspace U of V.

Then the orthogonal orbit space Y/G is flat.

Proof We let V be any inner product space and consider the composite

∐
0≤i≤m

L(Ri,V) × Y(Ri) −→ (skm Y)(V)
im(V)−−−−→ Y(V) , (1.3.7)
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where the first map is from the definition of skm Y as a coequalizer (1.2.1). The

first map in (1.3.7) is a quotient map, and its source is compact by hypothe-

sis (a) and because the spaces L(Ri,V) are all compact. So the space (skm Y)(V)

is quasi-compact. Since Y(V) is Hausdorff, the map im(V) is a closed map. So

all that remains is to show that im(V) is injective.

We consider two pairs

(ϕ, x) ∈ L(Ri,V) × Y(Ri) and (ϕ′, x′) ∈ L(R j,V) × Y(R j)

with i, j ≤ m, such that

Y(ϕ)(x) = Y(ϕ′)(x′) ∈ Y(V) .

We show that the two pairs represent the same element in the coequalizer

(skm Y)(V). We choose a pullback square in the category L:

Rk h′ //

h

��

R j

ϕ′

��
Ri

ϕ
// V

Condition (b) provides an element z ∈ Y(Rk) such that Y(h)(z) = x and

Y(h′)(z) = x′. Then

(ϕ, x) = (ϕ, Y(h)(z)) ∼ (ϕh, z) = (ϕ′h′, z) ∼ (ϕ′, Y(h′)(z)) = (ϕ′, x′) .

So the pairs (ϕ, x) and (ϕ′, x′) describe the same element in (skm Y)(V).

Now we let G act on Y and also assume conditions (c) and (d). By the first

part, the latching morphism

νY
m = im−1(Rm) : Lm(Y) = (skm−1 Y)(Rm) −→ Y(Rm)

is a closed embedding for every m ≥ 0, and the space Y(Rm) admits a (G ×
O(m))-CW-structure by hypothesis (c). We claim that νY

m is a (G × O(m))-

cofibration; to this end we characterize its image by a stabilizer condition. An

element of y ∈ Y(Rm) is in the image of the latching map if an only if it is in the

image of the map Y(U) −→ Y(Rm) for some (m − 1)-dimensional subspace U

of Rm. Then the orthogonal reflection in the hyperplane U fixes y. Conversely,

if y is fixed by a reflection, then it is in the image of Y(U) for some proper sub-

space U, by hypothesis (d). So the image of the latching morphism coincides

with the subspace of all elements of Y(Rm) whose stabilizer group contains the

reflection in some hyperplane of Rm.

If K is any compact Lie group and X a K-CW-complex, then the elements

of X whose stabilizer group contains a conjugate of some fixed subgroup is

automatically a K-CW-subcomplex. In the situation at hand this means that the
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image of the latching map νY
m is a (G × O(m))-subcomplex in any (G × O(m))-

CW-structure on Y(Rm). So the latching map is a (G × O(m))-cofibration.

The latching space construction commutes with colimits, so the canonical

map

(LmY)/G −→ Lm(Y/G)

is a homeomorphism, and the latching map for Y/G is obtained from the latch-

ing map for Y by passage to G-orbits. Since the latching map for Y is a (G ×
O(m))-cofibration, the induced map on G-orbits is then an O(m)-cofibration by

Proposition B.14 (iii). This shows that the orthogonal space Y/G is flat. �

We apply the flatness criterion to show that the product of two semifree

orthogonal spaces is flat.

Proposition 1.3.8. Let G and K be compact Lie groups and let V and W be

faithful representations of G respectively K. Then the orthogonal space LG,V ×
LK,W is flat.

Proof We verify the conditions (a)-(d) of Proposition 1.3.6 for the orthogonal

space LV×LW with the action of (G×K) by precomposition on linear isometric

embeddings. The space L(V,U) is compact and a Stiefel manifold, so it comes

with a ‘standard’ smooth structure; moreover, the action of G × O(U) by pre-

respectively postcomposition is smooth. By the same argument, L(W,U) ad-

mits the structure of a smooth closed (K ×O(U))-manifold. Hence the product

L(V,U) × L(W,U) underlies a closed smooth (G × K × O(U))-manifold. So

Illman’s theorem [84, Cor. 7.2] provides a finite (G×K ×O(U))-CW-structure.

This verifies conditions (a) and (c).

Conditions (b) is straightforward. Finally, if a pair

(ϕ, ψ) ∈ L(V,U) × L(W,U)

is fixed by the reflection in some hyperplane U ′ of U, then the images of ϕ and

ψ are contained in U ′, and hence (ϕ, ψ) lies in the image of L(V,U ′)×L(W,U ′).

This verifies condition (d). Proposition 1.3.6 thus applies, and shows that the

orthogonal space (LV×LW )/(G×K) is flat. So the isomorphic orthogonal space

LG,V × LK,W is flat as well. �

Since the semifree orthogonal spaces LG,V ‘generate’ the flat cofibrations,

the previous Proposition 1.3.8 is the key input for the pushout product property

for the categorical product of orthogonal spaces.

Proposition 1.3.9. Let f : A −→ B and g : X −→ Y be flat cofibrations of

orthogonal spaces. Then the pushout product morphism

f�g = ( f × Y) ∪ (B × g) : A × Y ∪A×X B × X −→ B × Y
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is a flat cofibration. In particular, the product of two flat orthogonal spaces is

again flat.

Proof Since the cartesian product preserves colimits in both variables, it suf-

fices to show the claim for two generating flat cofibrations

LG,V × ik : LG,V × ∂Dk −→ LG,V × Dk

and LK,W × im, where G and K are compact Lie groups, V and W are faithful

representations of G respectively K, and k,m ≥ 0. The pushout product (LG,V×
ik)�(LK,W × im) of two such generators is isomorphic to the morphism

LG,V × LK,W × ik+m .

This morphism is a flat cofibration since the strong level model structure of

orthogonal spaces is topological and LG,V×LK,W is flat (Proposition 1.3.8). �

In Definition 1.1.27 we introduced global classifying spaces as the semifree

orthogonal spaces defined from faithful orthogonal representations of com-

pact Lie groups. As we shall explain in Proposition 1.3.11 below, we can also

use faithful unitary representations instead. This extra flexibility will come in

handy when we study global objects with an intrinsic complex flavor, such as

global classifying spaces of unitary groups, complex Grassmannians, or com-

plex Bott periodicity. The next construction introduces the orthogonal space

LC
G,W for a unitary G-representation W. In contrast to their orthogonal cousins

LG,V , the unitary analogs are not representable nor semifree in any sense. How-

ever, the unitary versions also enjoy various useful properties, for example that

they are flat (see Proposition 1.3.11 (ii)) and behave well under box product

(see Proposition 1.3.12).

Construction 1.3.10. To define the orthogonal space LC
G,W for a unitary G-

representation W, we introduce notation for going back and forth between eu-

clidean inner product spaces over R and hermitian inner product spaces over

C. Throughout, we shall denote euclidean inner products on R-vector spaces

by pointy brackets 〈−,−〉, and hermitian inner products on C-vector spaces by

round parentheses (−,−). For a euclidean inner product space V we let

VC = C ⊗R V

be the complexification; the euclidean inner product 〈−,−〉 on V induces a her-

mitian inner product (−,−) on the complexification VC, defined as the unique

sesquilinear form that satisfies

(1 ⊗ v, 1 ⊗ v′) = 〈v, v′〉
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for all v, v′ ∈ V . For a hermitian inner product space W, we let uW denote the

underlying R-vector space, equipped with the euclidean inner product

〈w,w′〉 = Re(w,w′) ,

the real part of the given hermitian inner product. Every C-linear isometric

embedding is in particular an R-linear isometric embedding of underlying eu-

clidean vector spaces; so U(W) ⊆ O(uW), i.e., the unitary group of W is a

subgroup of the orthogonal group of uW. We thus view a unitary representa-

tion on W as an orthogonal representation on uW. If V and W are two finite-

dimensional C-vector spaces equipped with hermitian inner products, we de-

note by LC(V,W) the space of C-linear isometric embeddings. We topologize

this as a complex Stiefel manifold, i.e., homeomorphic to the space of complex

dimC(V)-frames in W.

Now we can define complex analogs of semifree orthogonal spaces. We let

G be a compact Lie group and W a finite-dimensional unitary G-representation.

We define the orthogonal space LC
G,W by

LCG,W (V) = LC(W,VC)/G .

We define a morphism of orthogonal spaces

fG,W : LG,uW −→ LCG,W

as follows. The map

jW : W −→ C ⊗R W = (uW)C , jW (w) = 1/
√

2 · (1 ⊗ w − i ⊗ (iw))

is a G-equivariantC-linear isometric embedding. At a real inner product space

V , we can thus define

fG,W (V) : L(uW,V)/G −→ LC(W,VC)/G by fG,W (V)(ϕG) = (ϕC◦ jW )G .

Proposition 1.3.11. Let G be a compact Lie group and W a faithful unitary

G-representation.

(i) The morphism fG,W : LG,uW −→ LC
G,W is a global equivalence.

(ii) The orthogonal space LC
G,W is flat.

Proof (i) Both source and target of f are closed orthogonal spaces; so by

Proposition 1.1.17 we may show that for every compact Lie group K the map

fG,W (UK) : L(uW,UK)/G −→ LC(W,C ⊗RUK)/G

is a K-weak equivalence. We consider the (K ×G)-equivariant continuous map

f̃ : L(uW,UK) −→ LC(W,C ⊗RUK ) , ϕ 7−→ ϕC ◦ jW

that ‘covers’ fG,W (UK). The source of f̃ is a universal (K × G)-space for the
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familyF (K; G) of graph subgroups, by Proposition 1.1.26 (i). SinceC⊗RUK is

a complete complex G-universe, the complex analog of Proposition 1.1.26 (i),

proved in much the same way, shows that the target of f̃ is also such a universal

space for the same family of subgroups of K×G. So f̃ is a (K×G)-equivariant

homotopy equivalence, compare Proposition B.11. The map fG,W (UK) = f̃ /G

induced on G-orbit spaces is thus a K-equivariant homotopy equivalence.

(ii) We verify conditions (a)-(d) of Proposition 1.3.6 for the orthogonal

G-space LC
W

. The space LC(W,VC) is compact and a complex Stiefel mani-

fold, so it comes with a ‘standard’ smooth structure; moreover, the action of

G × O(V) by pre- respectively postcomposition is smooth. So Illman’s theo-

rem [84, Cor. 7.2] provides a (G×O(V))-CW-structure on LC
W

(V). This verifies

conditions (a) and (c).

For condition (b) we observe that complexification takes pullback squares

in L to pullback squares of hermitian inner product spaces and complex linear

isometric embeddings. So the functor LC(W, (−)C) preserves pullbacks. Finally,

if ϕ ∈ LC(W,VC) is fixed by the reflection in some hyperplane U of V , then the

image of ϕ is contained in UC, and hence ϕ lies in the image of LC(W,UC).

This verifies condition (d). Proposition 1.3.6 thus applies, and shows that the

orthogonal space LC
W
/G = LC

G,W is flat. �

Now we explain in which way the orthogonal spaces LC
G,W are multiplicative

in the pair (G,W). We let K be another compact Lie group and U a unitary K-

representation. The maps

LC(W,VC)/G × LC(U,V ′C)/K −→ LC(W ⊕ U, (V ⊕ V ′)C)/(G × K)

(ϕ ·G, ψ · K) 7−→ (ϕ ⊕ ψ) · (G × K)

form a bimorphism from (LC
G,W ,L

C
K,U) to LC

G×K,W⊕U
as the inner product spaces

V and V ′ vary. The universal property of the box product translates this into a

morphism of orthogonal spaces

ζG,K;W,U : LCG,W ⊠ LCK,U −→ LCG×K,W⊕U .

The analogous morphism for semifree orthogonal spaces (i.e., for orthogonal

representations and without the superscript C) is an isomorphism, see Example

1.3.3. For the complex analogs, an isomorphism would be too much to hope

for, but the next best thing is true:

Proposition 1.3.12. Let G and K be compact Lie groups, W a unitary G-

representation and U a unitary K-representation. Then the morphism ζG,K;W,U

is a global equivalence.

Proof The global equivalences discussed in Proposition 1.3.11 (i) make the
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following square commute:

LG,uW ⊠ LK,uU
�

(1.3.5)
//

fG,W⊠ fK,U ≃
��

LG×K,u(W⊕U)

≃ fG×K,W⊕U

��
LC

G,W ⊠ LC
K,U ζG,K;W,U

// LC
G×K,W⊕U

The left vertical morphism is a global equivalence because these are stable un-

der box product (Theorem 1.3.2 (ii)). Since the vertical morphisms are global

equivalences and the upper horizontal one is an isomorphism, the lower hori-

zontal morphism ζG,K;W,U is also a global equivalence. �

1.4 Global families

In this section we explain a variant of unstable global homotopy theory based

on a global family, i.e., a class F of compact Lie groups with certain closure

properties. We introduce F -equivalences, a relative version of global equiv-

alences, and establish an F -relative version of the global model structure in

Theorem 1.4.8. We also discuss the compatibility of the F -global model struc-

ture with the box product of orthogonal spaces, see Proposition 1.4.12. Finally,

we record that for multiplicative global families, the F -global model structure

lifts to category of modules and algebras, see Corollary 1.4.15.

Definition 1.4.1. A global family is a non-empty class of compact Lie groups

that is closed under isomorphisms, closed subgroups and quotient groups.

Some relevant examples of global families are: all compact Lie groups; all

finite groups; all abelian compact Lie groups; all finite abelian groups; all finite

cyclic groups; all finite p-groups. Another example is the global family 〈G〉
generated by a compact Lie group G, i.e., the class of all compact Lie groups

isomorphic to a quotient of a closed subgroup of G. A degenerate case is the

global family 〈e〉 of all trivial groups. In this case our theory specializes to the

non-equivariant homotopy theory of orthogonal spaces.

For a global family F and a compact Lie group G we write F ∩ G for the

family of those closed subgroups of G that belong toF . We also writeF (m) for

F ∩O(m), the family of closed subgroups of O(m) that belong to F . We recall

that an equivariant continuous map of O(m)-spaces is an F (m)-cofibration if

it has the right lifting property with respect to all morphisms q : A −→ B of

O(m)-spaces such that the map qH : AH −→ BH is a weak equivalence and

Serre fibration for all H ∈ F (m).

The following definitions of F -level equivalences, F -level fibrations and
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F -cofibrations are direct relativizations of the corresponding concepts in the

strong level model structure of orthogonal spaces.

Definition 1.4.2. Let F be a global family. A morphism f : X −→ Y of

orthogonal spaces is

• an F -level equivalence if for every compact Lie group G in F and every G-

representation V the map f (V)G : X(V)G −→ Y(V)G is a weak equivalence;

• an F -level fibration if for every compact Lie group G in F and every G-

representation V the map f (V)G : X(V)G −→ Y(V)G is a Serre fibration;

• anF -cofibration if the latching morphism νm f : X(Rm)∪Lm X LmY −→ Y(Rm)

is an F (m)-cofibration for all m ≥ 0.

Every inner product space V is isometrically isomorphic to Rm with the stan-

dard scalar product, where m is the dimension of V . So a morphism f : X −→ Y

of orthogonal spaces is an F -level equivalence (respectively F -level fibration)

precisely if for every m ≥ 0 the map f (Rm) : X(Rm) −→ Y(Rm) is an F (m)-

equivalence (respectively F (m)-projective fibration). The formal argument is

analogous to Lemmas 1.2.7 and 1.2.8 which treat the case F = All. Clearly,

the classes of F -level equivalences, F -level fibrations and F -cofibrations are

closed under composition, retracts and coproducts.

Now we discuss the F -level model structures on orthogonal spaces. When

F = All is the global family of all compact Lie groups, then All(m) is the

family of all closed subgroups of O(m). For this maximal global family, an

All-level equivalence is just a strong level equivalence in the sense of Defi-

nition 1.1.8. Moreover, the All-level fibrations coincide with the strong level

fibrations. The All-cofibrations coincide with the flat cofibrations. So for the

global family of all compact Lie groups the All-level model structure on or-

thogonal spaces is the strong level model structure of Proposition 1.2.10.

Proposition 1.4.3. Let F be a global family. The F -level equivalences, F -

level fibrations and F -cofibrations form a topological and cofibrantly gener-

ated model structure, the F -level model structure, on the category of orthogo-

nal spaces.

Proof We specialize Proposition C.23 by letting C(m) be the F (m)-projective

model structure on the category of O(m)-spaces, compare Proposition B.7.

With respect to these choices of model structures C(m), the classes of level

equivalences, level fibrations and cofibrations in the sense of Proposition C.23

precisely become the F -level equivalences, F -fibrations and F -cofibrations.

Every acyclic cofibration in the F (m)-projective model structure of O(m)-

spaces is also an acyclic cofibration in the All-projective model structure of

O(m)-spaces. So the consistency condition (see Definition C.22) in the present
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situation is a special case of the consistency condition for the strong level

model structure that we established in the proof of Proposition 1.2.10.

We describe explicit sets of generating cofibrations and generating acyclic

cofibrations for the F -level model structure. We let IF be the set of all mor-

phisms Gmi for m ≥ 0 and for i in the set of generating cofibrations for the

F (m)-projective model structure on the category of O(m)-spaces specified in

(B.8). Then the set IF detects the acyclic fibrations in the F -level model struc-

ture by Proposition C.23 (iii). Similarly, we let JF be the set of all morphisms

Gm j for m ≥ 0 and for j in the set of generating acyclic cofibrations for the

F (m)-projective model structure on the category of O(m)-spaces specified in

(B.9). Again by Proposition C.23 (iii), JF detects the fibrations in the F -level

model structure. The F -level model structure is topological by Proposition

B.5, where we take G as the set of orthogonal spaces LH,Rm for all m ≥ 0 and

all H ∈ F (m). �

Now we proceed towards the construction of the F -global model structure,

see Theorem 1.4.8 below. The weak equivalences in this model structures are

the F -equivalences of the following definition, the direct generalization of

global equivalences in the presence of a global family.

Definition 1.4.4. Let F be a global family. A morphism f : X −→ Y of

orthogonal spaces is an F -equivalence if the following condition holds: for

every compact Lie group G in F , every G-representation V , every k ≥ 0 and

all maps α : ∂Dk −→ X(V)G and β : Dk −→ Y(V)G such that f (V)G ◦α = β|∂Dk

there is a G-representation W, a G-equivariant linear isometric embedding ϕ :

V −→ W and a continuous map λ : Dk −→ X(W)G such that λ|∂Dk = X(ϕ)G ◦α
and such that f (W)G ◦ λ is homotopic, relative to ∂Dk, to Y(ϕ)G ◦ β.

When F = All is the maximal global family of all compact Lie groups, then

All-equivalences are precisely the global equivalences. The following propo-

sition generalizes Proposition 1.1.7, and it is proved in much the same way.

Proposition 1.4.5. Let F be a global family. For every morphism of orthogo-

nal spaces f : X −→ Y, the following three conditions are equivalent.

(i) The morphism f is an F -equivalence.

(ii) Let G be a compact Lie group, V a G-representation and (B, A) a finite G-

CW-pair all of whose isotropy groups belong to F . Then for all continu-

ous G-maps α : A −→ X(V) and β : B −→ Y(V) such that β|A = f (V)◦α,

there is a G-representation W, a G-equivariant linear isometric embed-

ding ϕ : V −→ W and a continuous G-map λ : B −→ X(W) such that

λ|A = X(ϕ) ◦ α and such that f (W) ◦ λ is G-homotopic, relative to A, to

Y(ϕ) ◦ β.
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(iii) For every compact Lie group G in the family F and every exhaustive

sequence {Vi}i≥1 of G-representations the induced map

teli f (Vi) : teli X(Vi) −→ teli Y(Vi)

is a G-weak equivalence.

Definition 1.4.6. A morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spaces is an F -

global fibration if it is an F -level fibration and for every compact Lie group G

in the family F , every faithful G-representation V and every equivariant linear

isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W of G-representations, the map

( f (V)G, X(ϕ)G) : X(V)G −→ Y(V)G ×Y(W)G X(W)G

is a weak equivalence.

The next proposition contains various properties ofF -equivalences that gen-

eralize Proposition 1.1.9 and Proposition 1.2.14 (i).

Proposition 1.4.7. Let F be a global family.

(i) Every F -level equivalence is an F -equivalence.

(ii) The composite of two F -equivalences is an F -equivalence.

(iii) If f , g and h are composable morphisms of orthogonal spaces such that

g f and hg areF -equivalences, then f , g, h and hg f are alsoF -equivalences.

(iv) Every retract of an F -equivalence is an F -equivalence.

(v) A coproduct of any set of F -equivalences is an F -equivalence.

(vi) A finite product of F -equivalences is an F -equivalence.

(vii) For every space K the functor −×K preserves F -equivalences of orthog-

onal spaces.

(viii) Let en : Xn −→ Xn+1 and fn : Yn −→ Yn+1 be morphisms of orthogonal

spaces that are objectwise closed embeddings, for n ≥ 0. Let ψn : Xn −→
Yn be F -equivalences of orthogonal spaces that satisfy ψn+1◦en = fn◦ψn

for all n ≥ 0. Then the induced morphism ψ∞ : X∞ −→ Y∞ between the

colimits of the sequences is an F -equivalence.

(ix) Let fn : Yn −→ Yn+1 be an F -equivalence and a closed embedding of

orthogonal spaces, for n ≥ 0. Then the canonical morphism f∞ : Y0 −→
Y∞ to the colimit of the sequence { fn}n≥0 is an F -equivalence.

(x) Let

C

γ

��

A
goo

α

��

f // B

β

��
C′ A′

g′
oo

f ′
// B′
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be a commutative diagram of orthogonal spaces such that f and f ′ are

h-cofibrations. If the morphisms α, β and γ are F -equivalences, then so

is the induced morphism of pushouts

γ ∪ β : C ∪A B −→ C′ ∪A′ B′ .

(xi) Let

A
f //

g

��

B

h

��
C

k
// D

be a pushout square of orthogonal spaces such that f is anF -equivalence.

If in addition f or g is an h-cofibration, then the morphism k is an F -

equivalence.

(xii) Let

P
k //

g

��

X

f

��
Z

h
// Y

be a pullback square of orthogonal spaces in which f is anF -equivalence.

If in addition one of the morphisms f or h is an F -level fibration, then

the morphism g is also an F -equivalence.

(xiii) Every F -equivalence that is also an F -global fibration is an F -level

equivalence.

(xiv) The box product of two F -equivalences is an F -equivalence.

Proof The proofs of (i) through (xii) are almost verbatim the same as the cor-

responding parts of Proposition 1.1.9, and we omit them. Part (xiii) is proved

in the same way as Proposition 1.2.14 (i).

(xiv) The product of orthogonal spaces preserves F -equivalences in both

variables by part (vi). The morphism ρX,Y : X ⊠ Y −→ X × Y is a global

equivalence, hence an F -equivalence, for all orthogonal spaces X and Y, by

Theorem 1.3.2 (i); this implies the claim. �

Now we establish the F -global model structures on the category of orthogo-

nal spaces. We spell out sets of generating cofibrations and generating acyclic

cofibrations for the F -global model structures. In Proposition 1.4.3 we intro-

duced IF as the set of all morphisms Gmi for m ≥ 0 and for i in the set of gen-

erating cofibrations for the F (m)-projective model structure on the category

of O(m)-spaces specified in (B.8). The set IF detects the acyclic fibrations in
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the F -level model structure, which coincide with the acyclic fibrations in the

F -global model structure.

Also in Proposition 1.4.3 we defined JF as the set of all morphisms Gm j

for m ≥ 0 and for j in the set of generating acyclic cofibrations for the F (m)-

projective model structure on the category of O(m)-spaces specified in (B.9).

The set JF detects the fibrations in theF -level model structure. We add another

set of morphisms KF that detects when the squares (1.2.13) are homotopy

cartesian for G ∈ F . We set

KF =
⋃

G,V,W : G∈F
Z(ρG,V,W) ,

the set of all pushout products of sphere inclusions ik : ∂Dk −→ Dk with

the mapping cylinder inclusions of the morphisms ρG,V,W , compare Construc-

tion 1.2.15; here the union is over a set of representatives of the isomorphism

classes of triples (G,V,W) consisting of a compact Lie group G in F , a faith-

ful G-representation V and an arbitrary G-representation W. By Proposition

1.2.16, the right lifting property with respect to the union JF ∪ KF character-

izes the F -global fibrations.

The proof of the following theorem proceeds by mimicking the proof in the

special case F = All, and all arguments in the proof of Theorem 1.2.21 go

through almost verbatim. Whenever the small object argument is used, it now

has to be taken with respect to the set JF ∪KF (as opposed to the set Jstr ∪ K).

Theorem 1.4.8 (F -global model structure). Let F be a global family.

(i) TheF -equivalences,F -global fibrations andF -cofibrations form a model

structure, the F -global model structure, on the category of orthogonal

spaces.

(ii) The fibrant objects in the F -global model structure are the F -static or-

thogonal spaces, i.e., those orthogonal spaces X such that for every com-

pact Lie group G in F , every faithful G-representation V and every G-

equivariant linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W the map of G-fixed

point spaces X(ϕ)G : X(V)G −→ X(W)G is a weak equivalence.

(iii) A morphism of orthogonal spaces is:

• an acyclic fibration in the F -global model structure if and only if it

has the right lifting property with respect to the set IF ;

• a fibration in theF -global model structure if and only if it has the right

lifting property with respect to the set JF ∪ KF .

(iv) The F -global model structure is cofibrantly generated, proper and topo-

logical.
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Example 1.4.9. In the case F = 〈e〉 of the minimal global family of triv-

ial groups, the 〈e〉-global homotopy theory of orthogonal spaces just another

model for the (non-equivariant) homotopy theory of spaces. Indeed, the evalu-

ation functor ev0 : spc −→ T is a right Quillen equivalence with respect to the

〈e〉-global model structure. So the total derived functor

Ho(ev0) : Ho〈e〉(spc) −→ Ho(T)

is an equivalence of homotopy categories.

In fact, for the global family F = 〈e〉, most of what we do here has al-

ready been studied before: The 〈e〉-global model structure and the fact that it

is Quillen equivalent to the model category of spaces were established by Lind

[102, Thm. 1.1]; in [102], orthogonal spaces are called ‘I-spaces’ and 〈e〉-
global equivalences are called ‘weak homotopy equivalences’ and are defined

as those morphisms that induce weak equivalences on homotopy colimits.

Corollary 1.4.10. Let f : A −→ B be a morphism of orthogonal spaces and

F a global family. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(i) The morphism f is an F -equivalence.

(ii) The morphism can be written as f = w2 ◦ w1 for an F -level equivalence

w2 and a global equivalence w1.

(iii) For some (hence any) F -cofibrant approximation f c : Ac −→ Bc in

the F -level model structure and every F -static orthogonal space Y the

induced map

[ f c, Y] : [Bc, Y] −→ [Ac, Y]

on homotopy classes of morphisms is bijective.

Proof (i)⇐⇒(ii) The F -equivalences contain the global equivalences by def-

inition, and the F -level equivalences by Proposition 1.4.7 (i), and are closed

under composition by Proposition 1.4.7 (ii); so all composites w2 ◦ w1 as in

the claim are F -equivalences. On the other hand, every F -equivalence f can

be factored in the global model structure of Theorem 1.2.21 as f = q j where

j is a global equivalence and q is a global fibration. Since f and j are F -

equivalences, so is q by Proposition 1.4.7 (iii); so q is an F -equivalence and a

global fibration, hence an F -level equivalence by Proposition 1.4.7 (xiii).

(i)⇐⇒(iii) The morphism f is an F -equivalence if and only if the F -co-

fibrant approximation f c : Ac −→ Bc is an F -equivalence. Since Ac and Bc are

F -cofibrant, they are cofibrant in the F -global model structure. So by general

model model category theory (see for example [78, Cor. 7.7.4]), f c is an F -

equivalence if and only if the induced map [ f c, X] is bijective for every fibrant

object in the F -global model structure. By Theorem 1.4.8 (ii) these fibrant

objects are precisely the F -static orthogonal spaces. �
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Remark 1.4.11 (Mixed global model structures). Cole’s ‘mixing theorem’ for

model structures [38, Thm. 2.1] allows to construct many more ‘mixed’ F -

global model structures on the category of orthogonal spaces. We consider

two global families such that F ⊆ E. Then every E-equivalence is an F -

equivalence and every fibration in the E-global model structure is a fibration

in the F -global model structure. By Cole’s theorem [38, Thm. 2.1] the F -

equivalences and the fibrations of the E-global model structure are part of a

model structure, the E-mixed F -global model structure on the category of or-

thogonal spaces. By [38, Prop. 3.2] the cofibrations in the E-mixed F -global

model structure are precisely the retracts of all composites h◦g in which g is an

F -cofibration and h is simultaneously an E-equivalence and an E-cofibration.

In particular, an orthogonal space is cofibrant in the E-mixed F -global model

structure if it is E-cofibrant and E-equivalent to an F -cofibrant orthogonal

space [38, Cor. 3.7]. The E-mixed F -global model structure is again proper

(Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 of [38]).

WhenF = 〈e〉 is the minimal family of trivial groups, this provides infinitely

many E-mixed model structures on the category of orthogonal spaces that are

all Quillen equivalent to the model category of (non-equivariant) spaces, with

respect to weak equivalences.

The next topic is the compatibility of the F -global model structure with the

box product of orthogonal spaces. Given two morphisms f : A −→ B and

g : X −→ Y of orthogonal spaces we denote by

f�g = ( f ⊠ Y) ∪ (B ⊠ g) : A ⊠ Y ∪A⊠X B ⊠ X −→ B ⊠ Y

the pushout product morphism. We recall that a model structure on a symmetric

monoidal category satisfies the pushout product property if the following two

conditions hold:

• for every pair of cofibrations f and g the pushout product morphism f�g is

also a cofibration;

• if in addition f or g is a weak equivalence, then so is the pushout product

morphism f�g.

We let E and F be two global families. We denote by E×F the smallest global

family that contains all groups of the form G × K for G ∈ E and K ∈ F . So

a compact Lie group H belongs to E × F if and only if H is isomorphic to a

closed subgroup of a group of the form (G × K)/N for some groups G ∈ E and

K ∈ F , and some closed normal subgroup N of G × K.

Proposition 1.4.12. Let E and F be two global families.

(i) The pushout product of an E-cofibration with an F -cofibration is an (E×
F )-cofibration.
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(ii) The pushout product of a flat cofibration that is also an F -equivalence

with any morphism of orthogonal spaces is an F -equivalence.

(iii) Let F be a multiplicative global family, i.e., F × F = F . Then the F -

global model structure satisfies the pushout product property with respect

to the box product of orthogonal spaces.

(iv) The positive global model structure satisfies the pushout product property

with respect to the box product of orthogonal spaces.

Proof (i) It suffices to show the claim for sets of generating cofibrations. The

E-cofibrations are generated by the morphisms

LG,V × ik : LG,V × ∂Dk −→ LG,V × Dk

for G ∈ E, V a G-representation and k ≥ 0. Similarly, the F -cofibrations

are generated by the morphisms LK,W × im for K ∈ F , W a K-representation

and m ≥ 0. The pushout product of two such generators is isomorphic to the

morphism

LG×K,V⊕W × ik+m : LG×K,V⊕W × ∂Dk+m −→ LG×K,V⊕W × Dk+m ,

compare Example 1.3.3. Since G×K belongs to the family E×F , this pushout

product morphism is an (E × F )-cofibration.

(ii) We let i : A −→ B and j : K −→ L be morphisms of orthogonal spaces

such that i is a flat cofibration and an F -equivalence. Then i ⊠ K and i ⊠ L are

F -equivalences by Proposition 1.4.7 (xiv). Moreover, i is an h-cofibration by

Corollary A.30 (iii), hence so is i ⊠ K : A ⊠ K −→ B ⊠ K. Thus its cobase

change, the canonical morphism

A ⊠ L −→ A ⊠ L ∪A⊠K B ⊠ K

is an F -equivalence by Proposition 1.4.7 (xi). Since i ⊠ L : A ⊠ L −→ B⊠ L is

also an F -equivalence, so is the pushout product map, by 2-out-of-6 (Proposi-

tion 1.4.7 (iii)).

(iii) The part of the pushout product property that refers only to cofibrations

is true by part (i) with E = F and the hypothesis that F × F = F . Every

cofibration in the F -global model structure is in particular a flat cofibration, so

the part of the pushout product property that also refers to acyclic cofibrations

in the F -global model structure is a special case of (ii).

Part (iv) is proved in the essentially the same way as (iii), for the global

family of all compact Lie groups. �

Finally, we will discuss another important relationship between theF -global

model structures and the box product, namely the monoid axiom [146, Def. 3.3].

We only discuss a slightly weaker form of the monoid axiom in the sense that
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we only cover sequential (as opposed to more general transfinite) composi-

tions.

Proposition 1.4.13 (Monoid axiom). We let F be a global family. For every

flat cofibration i : A −→ B that is also an F -equivalence and every orthogonal

space Y the morphism

i ⊠ Y : A ⊠ Y −→ B ⊠ Y

is an h-cofibration and anF -equivalence. Moreover, the class of h-cofibrations

that are also F -equivalences is closed under cobase change, coproducts and

sequential compositions.

Proof Every flat cofibration is an h-cofibration (Corollary A.30 (iii) applied

to the strong level model structure), and h-cofibrations are closed under box

product with any orthogonal space (Corollary A.30 (ii)), so i ⊠ Y is an h-

cofibration. Since i is an F -equivalence, so is i ⊠ Y by Proposition 1.4.7 (xiv).

Proposition 1.4.7 shows that the class of h-cofibrations that are also F -

equivalences is closed under cobase change, coproducts and sequential com-

positions. �

We let F be a multiplicative global family, i.e., F × F = F . The constant

one-point orthogonal space 1 is the unit object for the box product of orthogo-

nal spaces, and it is ‘free’, i.e., 〈e〉-cofibrant. So 1 is cofibrant in the F -global

model structure. So with respect to the box product, the F -global model struc-

ture is a symmetric monoidal model category in the sense of [80, Def. 4.2.6]. A

corollary is that the unstable F -global homotopy category, i.e., the localization

of the category of orthogonal spaces at the class of F -equivalences, inherits a

closed symmetric monoidal structure, compare [80, Thm. 4.3.3]. This ‘derived

box product’ is nothing new, though: since the morphism ρX,Y : X⊠Y −→ X×Y

is a global equivalence for all orthogonal spaces X and Y, the derived box prod-

uct is just a categorical product in HoF (spc).

Definition 1.4.14. An orthogonal monoid space is an orthogonal space R

equipped with unit morphism η : 1 −→ R and a multiplication morphism

µ : R ⊠ R −→ R that is unital and associative in the sense that the diagram

(R ⊠ R) ⊠ R
�

associativity //

µ⊠R

��

R ⊠ (R ⊠ R)
R⊠µ // R ⊠ R

µ

��
R ⊠ R

µ
// R

commutes. An orthogonal monoid space R is commutative if moreover µ ◦
τR,R = µ, where τR,R : R ⊠ R −→ R ⊠ R is the symmetry isomorphism of
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the box product. A morphism of orthogonal monoid spaces is a morphism of

orthogonal spaces f : R −→ S such that f ◦ µR = µS ◦ ( f ⊠ f ) and f ◦ ηR = ηS .

One can expand the data of an orthogonal monoid space into an ‘external’

form as follows. The unit morphism η : 1 −→ R is determined by a unit ele-

ment 0 ∈ R(0), the image of the map η(0) : 1(0) −→ R(0). The multiplication

map corresponds to continuous maps µV,W : R(V) × R(W) −→ R(V ⊕ W) for

all inner product spaces V and W that form a bimorphism as (V,W) varies and

such that

µV,0(x, 0) = x and µ0,W(0, y) = y .

Put another way, the data of an orthogonal monoid space in external form is

that of a lax monoidal functor. The commutativity condition can be expressed

in terms of the external multiplication as the commutativity of the diagrams

R(V) × R(W)
µV,W //

twist

��

R(V ⊕W)

R(τV,W )

��
R(W) × R(V)

µW,V

// R(W ⊕ V)

where τV,W : V ⊕W −→ W ⊕ V interchanges the summands. So commutative

orthogonal monoid spaces in external form are lax symmetric monoidal func-

tors. We will later refer to commutative orthogonal monoid spaces as ultra-

commutative monoids.

Every F -cofibration is in particular a flat cofibration, so the monoid axiom

in the F -global model structure holds. If the global family F is closed under

products, Theorem 4.1 of [146] applies to the F -global model structure of

Theorem 1.4.8 and shows:

Corollary 1.4.15. Let R be an orthogonal monoid space and F a multiplica-

tive global family.

(i) The category of R-modules admits the F -global model structure in which

a morphism is an equivalence (respectively fibration) if the underlying

morphism of orthogonal spaces is an F -equivalence (respectively F -

global fibration). This model structure is cofibrantly generated. Every

cofibration in this F -global model structure is an h-cofibration of un-

derlying orthogonal spaces. If the underlying orthogonal space of R is

F -cofibrant, then every cofibration of R-modules is an F -cofibration of

underlying orthogonal spaces.

(ii) If R is commutative, then with respect to ⊠R the F -global model struc-

ture of R-modules is a monoidal model category that satisfies the monoid

axiom.
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(iii) If R is commutative, then the category of R-algebras admits the F -global

model structure in which a morphism is an equivalence (respectively

fibration) if the underlying morphism of orthogonal spaces is an F -

equivalence (respectively F -global fibration). Every cofibrant R-algebra

is also cofibrant as an R-module.

Proof Almost of the statements are in Theorem 4.1 of [146]. The only ad-

ditional claims that require justification are the two statements in part (i) that

concern the behavior of the forgetful functor on the cofibrations in theF -global

model structure.

Since the forgetful functor from R-modules to orthogonal spaces preserves

all colimits and the classes of h-cofibrations and of F -cofibrations of orthogo-

nal spaces are both closed under coproducts, cobase change, sequential colim-

its and retracts, it suffices to show each claim for the generating cofibrations in

the F -global model structure on the category of R-modules. These are of the

form

(R ⊠ LH,Rm ) × ik

for some k,m ≥ 0 and H a closed subgroup of O(m) that belongs to the global

family F ; as usual ik : ∂Dk −→ Dk is the inclusion. Since ik is an h-cofibration

of spaces, the morphisms (R ⊠ LH,Rm ) × ik are h-cofibrations of orthogonal

spaces. This concludes the proof that every cofibration of R-modules is an h-

cofibration of underlying orthogonal spaces.

Now we suppose that the underlying orthogonal space of R is F -cofibrant.

Because H belongs to F , the orthogonal space LH,Rm is F -cofibrant. Hence

the orthogonal space R ⊠ LH,Rm is F -cofibrant by Proposition 1.4.12 (iii). So

(R ⊠ LH,Rm ) × ik is an F -cofibration of orthogonal spaces. This concludes the

proof that every cofibration of R-modules is an F -cofibration of underlying

orthogonal spaces. �

Strictly speaking, Theorem 4.1 of [146] does not apply verbatim to the F -

global model structure because the hypothesis that every object is small (with

respect to some regular cardinal) is not satisfied, and our version of the monoid

axiom in Proposition 1.4.13 is weaker than Theorem 3.3 of [146] in that we do

not close under transfinite compositions. However, in our situation the sources

of the generating cofibrations and generating acyclic cofibrations are small

with respect to sequential compositions of flat cofibrations, and this suffices to

run the countable small object argument (compare also Remark 2.4 of [146]).

Proposition 1.4.16. Let R be an orthogonal monoid space and N a right R-

module that is cofibrant in theAll-global model structure of Corollary 1.4.15 (i).

Then for every global family F , the functor N ⊠R − takes F -equivalences of

left R-modules to F -equivalences of orthogonal spaces.
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Proof For the course of this proof we call an R-module N homotopical if

the functor N ⊠R − takes F -equivalences of left R-modules to F -equivalences

of orthogonal spaces. Since the All-global model structure on the category of

right R-modules is obtained by lifting the global model structure of orthogonal

spaces along the free and forgetful adjoint functor pair, every cofibrant right

R-module is a retract of an R-module that arises as the colimit of a sequence

∅ = M0 −→ M1 −→ . . . −→ Mk −→ . . . (1.4.17)

in which each Mk is obtained from Mk−1 as a pushout

Ak ⊠ R
fk⊠R //

��

Bk ⊠ R

��
Mk−1

// Mk

for some flat cofibration fk : Ak −→ Bk of orthogonal spaces. For example, fk

can be chosen as a disjoint union of morphisms in the set Istr of generating flat

cofibrations. We show by induction on k that each module Mk is homotopical.

The induction starts with the empty R-module, where there is nothing to show.

Now we suppose that Mk−1 is homotopical, and we claim that then Mk is ho-

motopical as well. To see this we consider an F -equivalence of left R-modules

ϕ : X −→ Y. Then Mk ⊠R ϕ is obtained by passing to horizontal pushouts in

the following commutative diagram of orthogonal spaces:

Mk−1 ⊠R X

Mk−1⊠Rϕ

��

Ak ⊠ X

Ak⊠ϕ

��

oo fk⊠X // Bk ⊠ X

Bk⊠ϕ

��
Mk−1 ⊠R Y Ak ⊠ Yoo

fk⊠Y
// Bk ⊠ Y

Here we exploit that (Ak⊠R)⊠R X is naturally isomorphic to Ak⊠X. In the dia-

gram, the left vertical morphism is an F -equivalence by hypothesis. The mid-

dle and right vertical morphisms are F -equivalences because box product is

homotopical for F -equivalences (Proposition 1.4.7 (xiv)). Moreover, since the

morphism fk is a flat cofibration, it is an h-cofibration (by Corollary A.30 (iii)),

and so the morphisms fk⊠X and fk⊠Y are h-cofibrations. Proposition 1.4.7 (x)

then shows that the induced morphism on horizontal pushouts Mk⊠Rϕ is again

an F -equivalence.

Now we let M be a colimit of the sequence (1.4.17). Then M⊠R X is a colimit

of the sequence Mk ⊠R X. Moreover, since fk : Ak −→ Bk is an h-cofibration,

so is the morphism fk ⊠ R, and hence also its cobase change Mk−1 −→ Mk.

So the sequence whose colimit is M ⊠R X consists of h-cofibrations, which

are objectwise closed embeddings by Proposition A.31. The same is true for
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M⊠R Y. Since each Mk is homotopical and colimits of orthogonal spaces along

closed embeddings are homotopical (by Proposition 1.4.7 (viii)), we conclude

that the morphism M ⊠R ϕ : M ⊠R X −→ M ⊠R Y is an F -equivalence, so that

M is homotopical. Since F -equivalences are closed under retracts, the class of

homotopical R-modules is closed under retracts, and so every cofibrant right

R-module is homotopical. �

1.5 Equivariant homotopy sets

In this section we define the equivariant homotopy sets πG
0

(Y) of orthogonal

spaces and relate them by restriction maps defined from continuous homo-

morphisms between compact Lie groups. As the Lie groups vary, the resulting

structure is a ‘Rep-functor’ π
0
(Y), i.e., a contravariant functor from the cate-

gory of compact Lie groups and conjugacy classes of continuous homomor-

phisms. The Rep-functor π
0
(BglG) associated to a global classifying space is

the Rep-functor represented by G, by Proposition 1.5.12. We identify the cat-

egory of all natural operations with the category Rep of conjugacy classes of

continuous homomorphisms, compare Corollary 1.5.14. Construction 1.5.15

introduces a pairing of equivariant homotopy sets × : πG
0

(X) × πG
0

(Y) −→
πG

0
(X ⊠ Y) for any pair of orthogonal spaces, and Proposition 1.5.17 summa-

rizes its main properties.

We recall that UG is a chosen complete G-universe and s(UG) denotes the

poset, under inclusion, of finite-dimensional G-subrepresentations ofUG.

Definition 1.5.1. Let Y be an orthogonal space, G be a compact Lie group and

A a G-space. We define

[A, Y]G = colimV∈s(UG) [A, Y(V)]G ,

the colimit over the poset s(UG) of the sets of G-homotopy classes of G-maps

from A to Y(V).

The canonical G-maps Y(V) −→ Y(UG) induce maps from [A, Y(V)]G to

[A, Y(UG)]G and hence a canonical map

[A, Y]G −→ [A, Y(UG)]G . (1.5.2)

In general there is no reason for this map to be injective or surjective. If Y is

closed and A is compact, the situation improves:

Proposition 1.5.3. Let G be a compact Lie group.

(i) For every closed orthogonal space Y and every compact G-space A the

canonical map (1.5.2) is bijective.
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(ii) Let F be a global family and f : X −→ Y an F -equivalence of orthogo-

nal spaces. Then for every finite G-CW-complex A all of whose isotropy

groups belong to F , the induced map

[A, f ]G : [A, X]G −→ [A, Y]G

is bijective.

(iii) For every pair of orthogonal spaces X and Y and every G-space A, the

canonical map

([A, pX]G, [A, pY]G) : [A, X × Y]G −→ [A, X]G × [A, Y]G

is bijective, where pX and pY are the projections.

Proof (i) Since the poset s(UG) contains a cofinal subsequence, Y(UG) is

a sequential colimit of values of Y along closed embeddings. By Proposition

A.15 (i), every continuous G-map A −→ Y(UG) thus factors through Y(V)

for some finite-dimensional V ∈ s(UG), which shows surjectivity. Injectivity

follows by the same argument applied to the compact G-space A × [0, 1].

(ii) We let β : A −→ Y(V) be a continuous G-map, for some V ∈ s(UG),

that represents an element of [A, Y]G. Together with the unique map from the

empty space this specifies an equivariant lifting problem on the left:

∅ //

��

X(V)

f (V)

��

∅ //

��

X(V)
X(ϕ) // X(W)

f (W)

��
A

β
// Y(V) A

β
//

λ

44❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤ Y(V)
Y(ϕ)

// Y(W)

Since (A, ∅) is a finite G-CW-pair with isotropy in F and f an F -equivalence,

Proposition 1.4.5 (ii) provides a G-equivariant linear isometric embedding ϕ :

V −→ W and a continuous G-map λ on the right hand side such that f (W) ◦ λ
is G-homotopic to Y(ϕ) ◦ β. We choose a G-equivariant linear isometric em-

bedding j : W −→ UG extending the inclusion of V . Then the class in [A, X]G

represented by the G-map

X( j) ◦ λ : A −→ X( j(W))

is taken to [β] by the map [A, f ]G. This shows that [A, f ]G is surjective.

For injectivity we consider two G-maps g, g′ : A −→ X(V), for some V ∈
s(UG), such that [A, f ]G[g] = [A, f ]G[g′]. By enlarging V , if necessary, we

can assume that the two composites f (V)◦g and f (V)◦g′ are G-homotopic. A
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choice of such a homotopy specifies an equivariant lifting problem on the left:

A × {0, 1} g,g′ //

��

X(V)

f (V)

��

A × {0, 1} g,g′ //

��

X(V)
X(ϕ) // X(W)

f (W)

��
A × [0, 1]

β
// Y(V) A × [0, 1]

β
//

λ

44❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
Y(V)

Y(ϕ)
// Y(W)

Proposition 1.4.5 (ii) provides a G-equivariant linear isometric embedding ϕ :

V −→ W and a lift λ on the right hand side such that λ(−, 0) = g, λ(−, 1) = g′

and f (W)◦λ is G-homotopic, relative A×{0, 1}, to Y(ϕ)◦β. As in the first part,

we use a G-equivariant linear isometric embedding j : W −→ UG, extending

the inclusion of V , to transform λ into the G-homotopy

X( j) ◦ λ : A × [0, 1] −→ X( j(W))

that connects the images of g and g′ in X( j(W)). This shows that [g] = [g′] in

[A, X]G, so [A, f ]G is also injective.

(iii) Products of orthogonal spaces are formed objectwise, so the canonical

map

[A, (X × Y)(V)]G −→ [A, X(V)]G × [A, Y(Y)]G

is bijective for every G-representation V . Filtered colimits commute with finite

products, so the claim follows by passage to colimits over the poset s(UG). �

Example 1.5.4. We specialize to the case where Y = BglG is the global

classifying space of a compact Lie group G. Proposition 1.1.30 above al-

ready gave an explanation for the name ‘global classifying space’ by exhibiting

(BglG)(UK) as a classifying space for principal (K,G)-bundles over paracom-

pact K-spaces. We now reinterpret this result as follows.

We choose a faithful G-representation V , so that BglG = LG,V . We let A be a

compact K-space and consider the composite

[A, BglG]K �−−→ [A, (BglG)(UK)]K �−−→ Prin(K,G)(A) ,

where the first map is the bijection of Proposition 1.5.3 (i), exploiting that the

orthogonal space LG,V is closed. The second map is the bijection provided by

Proposition 1.1.30. The composite bijection

[A, BglG]K
� Prin(K,G)(A)

sends the class represented by a continuous K-equivariant map f : A −→
L(V,W)/G to the class of the pullback principal (K,G)-bundle f ∗q over A,

where q : L(V,W) −→ L(V,W)/G is the projection.

Now we specialize the equivariant homotopy sets [A, Y]G to the case A = {∗}
of a one-point G-space, and then give it a new name.
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Definition 1.5.5. Let G be a compact Lie group. The G-equivariant homotopy

set of an orthogonal space Y is the set

πG
0 (Y) = colimV∈s(UG) π0(Y(V)G) . (1.5.6)

Specializing Proposition 1.5.3 to a one-point G-space yields:

Corollary 1.5.7. Let G be a compact Lie group.

(i) For every closed orthogonal space Y the canonical map

πG
0 (Y) −→ π0(Y(UG)G)

is bijective.

(ii) Let F be a global family and f : X −→ Y an F -equivalence of orthogo-

nal spaces. Then for every compact Lie group G in F the induced map

πG
0 ( f ) : πG

0 (X) −→ πG
0 (Y)

of equivariant homotopy sets is bijective.

As the group varies, the homotopy sets πG
0

(Y) have contravariant functo-

riality in G: every continuous group homomorphism α : K −→ G between

compact Lie groups induces a restriction map α∗ : πG
0

(Y) −→ πK
0

(Y), as we

shall now explain. We denote by α∗ the restriction functor from G-spaces to

K-spaces (or from G-representations to K-representations) along α, i.e., α∗Z

(respectively α∗V) is the same topological space as Z (respectively the same

inner product space as V) endowed with K-action via

k · z = α(k) · z .

Given an orthogonal space Y, we note that for every G-representation V , the

K-spaces α∗(Y(V)) and Y(α∗V) are equal (not just isomorphic).

The restriction α∗(UG) is a K-universe, but if α has a non-trivial kernel, then

this K-universe is not complete. When α is injective, then α∗(UG) is a com-

plete K-universe (by Remark 1.1.13), but typically different from the chosen

complete K-universe UK . To deal with this we explain how a G-fixed point

y ∈ Y(U)G, for an arbitrary G-representation U, gives rise to an unambigu-

ously defined element 〈y〉 in πG
0

(Y). The point here is that U need not be a

subrepresentation of the chosen universe UG and the resulting class does not

depend on any additional choices.

To construct 〈y〉we choose a G-equivariant linear isometry j : U −→ V onto

a G-subrepresentation V ofUG. Then Y( j)(y) is a G-fixed point of Y(V), so we

obtain an element

〈y〉 = [Y( j)(y)] ∈ πG
0 (Y) .
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It is crucial, but not completely obvious, that 〈 f 〉 does not depend on the choice

of isometry j.

Proposition 1.5.8. Let Y be an orthogonal space, G a compact Lie group, U

a G-representation and y ∈ Y(U)G a G-fixed point.

(i) The class 〈y〉 in πG
0

(Y) is independent of the choice of linear isometry

from U to a subrepresentation ofUG.

(ii) For every G-equivariant linear isometric embedding ϕ : U −→ W the

relation

〈Y(ϕ)(y)〉 = 〈y〉 holds in πG
0 (Y).

Proof (i) We let j : U −→ V and j′ : U −→ V ′ be two G-equivariant

linear isometries, with V,V ′ ∈ s(UG). We choose a third G-equivariant linear

isometry j′′ : U −→ V ′′ such that V ′′ ∈ s(UG) and V ′′ is orthogonal to both

V and V ′. We let W be the span of V,V ′ and V ′′ insideUG. We can then view

j, j′ and j′′ as equivariant linear isometric embeddings from U to W.

Since the images of j and j′′ are orthogonal, they are homotopic through

G-equivariant linear isometric embeddings into W, via the homotopy H : U ×
[0, 1] −→ W given by

H(u, t) =
√

1 − t2 · j(u) + t · j′′(u) .

By the same argument, j′ and j′′ are homotopic through G-equivariant linear

isometric embeddings. In particular, j and j′ are homotopic to each other. If

H(−, t) : U −→ W is a continuous 1-parameter family of G-equivariant linear

isometric embeddings from j to j′, then

t 7−→ Y(H(−, t))(y)

is a path in Y(W)G from Y( j)(y) to Y( j′)(y), so [Y( j)(y)] = [Y( j′)(y)] in πG
0

(Y).

(ii) If j : W −→ V is an equivariant linear isometry with V ∈ s(UG), we

define V̄ = j(ϕ(U)) and we let k : U −→ V̄ be the equivariant linear isometry

that is defined by k(u) = j(ϕ(u)) (i.e., k is essentially j ◦ ϕ, but with range V̄

instead of V). Then

〈Y(ϕ)(y)〉 = [Y( j)(Y(ϕ)(y))] = [Y( jϕ)(y)] = [Y(k)(y)] = 〈y〉 . �

We can now define the restriction map associated to a continuous group

homomorphism α : K −→ G by

α∗ : πG
0 (Y) −→ πK

0 (Y) , [y] 7−→ 〈y〉 . (1.5.9)

This makes sense because every G-fixed point of Y(V) is also a K-fixed point
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of α∗(Y(V)) = Y(α∗V). For a second continuous group homomorphism β :

L −→ K we have

β∗ ◦ α∗ = (αβ)∗ : πG
0 (Y) −→ πL

0(Y) .

Clearly, restriction along the identity homomorphism is the identity, so we have

made the collection of equivariant homotopy sets πG
0

(Y) into a contravariant

functor in the group variable.

An important special case of the restriction homomorphisms are conjugation

maps. Here we consider a closed subgroup H of G, an element g ∈ G and

denote by

cg : H −→ Hg , cg(h) = g−1hg

the conjugation homomorphism, where Hg = {g−1hg | h ∈ H} is the conjugate

subgroup. As any group homomorphism, cg induces a restriction map

g⋆ = (cg)∗ : πHg

0 (Y) −→ πH
0 (Y)

of equivariant homotopy sets. For g, ḡ ∈ G we have cgḡ = cḡ ◦ cg : H −→ Hgḡ

and thus

(gḡ)⋆ = (cgḡ)∗ = (cḡ ◦ cg)∗ = (cg)∗ ◦ (cḡ)∗ = g⋆ ◦ ḡ⋆ .

A key fact is that inner automorphisms act trivially, i.e., the restriction map g⋆

is the identity on πG
0

(Y). So the action, by the restriction maps, of the automor-

phism group of G on πG
0

(Y) factors through the outer automorphism group.

Proposition 1.5.10. For every orthogonal space Y, every compact Lie group

G, and every g ∈ G, the conjugation map g⋆ : πG
0

(Y) −→ πG
0

(Y) is the identity.

Proof We consider a finite-dimensional G-subrepresentation V of UG and a

G-fixed point y ∈ Y(V)G that represents an element in πG
0

(Y). Then the map

lg : c∗g(V) −→ V given by left multiplication by g is a G-equivariant linear

isometry. So

g⋆[y] = (cg)∗[y] = [Y(lg)(y)] = [g · y] = [y] ,

by the very definition of the restriction map. The third equation is the definition

of the G-action on Y(V) through the G-action on V . The fourth equation is the

hypothesis that y is G-fixed. �

We note that because inner automorphisms act as the identity, the restriction

map α∗ only depends on the homotopy class of α. More precisely, suppose that

α, α′ : K −→ G are homotopic through continuous group homomorphisms.

Then α and α′ belong to the same path component of the space hom(K,G) of

continuous homomorphisms, and so they are conjugate by an element of G,

compare Proposition A.25.
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We denote by Rep the category whose objects are the compact Lie groups

and whose morphisms are conjugacy classes of continuous group homomor-

phisms. We can summarize the discussion thus far by saying that for every

orthogonal space Y the restriction maps make the equivariant homotopy sets

{πG
0

(Y)} into a functor

π
0
(Y) : Repop −→ (sets) .

We will refer to such a functor as a Rep-functor.

Our next aim is to show that the homotopy Rep-functor π
0
(BglG) of a global

classifying space is represented by G. For every G-representation V we define

the tautological class

uG,V ∈ πG
0 (LG,V ) (1.5.11)

as the path component of the G-fixed point

IdV ·G ∈ (L(V,V)/G)G = (LG,V (V))G ,

the G-orbit of the identity of V .

Proposition 1.5.12. Let G and K be compact Lie groups and V a faithful G-

representation.

(i) The K-fixed point space
(
LG,V (UK)

)K
is a disjoint union, indexed by con-

jugacy classes of continuous group homomorphisms α : K −→ G, of

classifying spaces of the centralizer of the image of α.

(ii) The map

Rep(K,G) −→ πK
0 (LG,V ) , [α : K −→ G] 7−→ α∗(uG,V )

is bijective.

Proof Part (i) works for any universal (K×G)-space E for the familyF (K; G)

of graph subgroups, for example for E = L(V,UK). The argument can be found

in Theorem 2.17 of [94] or Proposition 5 of [99]. We repeat the proof for the

convenience of the reader. For a continuous homomorphism α : K −→ G, we

let C(α) denote the centralizer, in G, of the image of α, and we set

Eα = {x ∈ E | (k, α(k)) · x = x for all k ∈ K} ,

the space of fixed points of the graph of α. Since the G-action on the universal

space E is free, Proposition B.17 provides a homeomorphism
∐

α♭ :
∐

〈α〉
Eα/C(α) −→ (E/G)K ,
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where the disjoint union is indexed by conjugacy classes of continuous homo-

morphisms. The graph of α belongs to the family F (K; G), so Eα is a con-

tractible space. The action of C(α) on Eα is a restriction of the G-action on E,

hence free. Since E is (K ×G)-cofibrant, the fixed point space Eα is cofibrant

for the action of the normalizer (inside K×G) of the graph of α, by Proposition

B.12. Hence Eα is also cofibrant as a C(α)-space, by Proposition B.14 (i). So

for every homomorphism α the space Eα/C(α) is a classifying space for the

group C(α). This shows part (i).

(ii) Since the classifying space of a topological group is connected, part (i)

identifies the path components of
(
LG,V (UK)

)K
with the conjugacy classes of

continuous homomorphisms α : K −→ G. The bijection sends the class of α

to α∗(uG,V ). The claim then follows by applying Corollary 1.5.7 (i). �

Now we show that the restriction maps along continuous group homomor-

phisms give all natural operations between equivariant homotopy sets of or-

thogonal spaces. We will want to do similar calculations several other times

in this book, so we state the argument in the more general situation of a cate-

gory C related to the category of orthogonal spaces by an adjoint functor pair.

Our present context is the degenerate case C = spc and the identity functors.

Later we will also consider the cases of the categories of ultra-commutative

monoids, of orthogonal spectra and of ultra-commutative ring spectra.

We recall that the restriction morphism

ρG,V,W = ρV,W/G : LG,V⊕W = L(V ⊕W,−)/G −→ L(W,−)/G = LG,W

restricts the orbit of a linear isometric embedding from V ⊕ W to the second

summand W. This morphism is a global equivalence of orthogonal spaces by

Proposition 1.1.26 (ii), as long as G acts faithfully on W.

Proposition 1.5.13. Let C be a category and

Λ : spc // C : Uoo

an adjoint functor pair such that the composite functor UΛ : spc −→ spc

is continuous. Suppose in addition that for every compact Lie group G, all G-

representations V and all non-zero faithful G-representations W, the morphism

of Rep-functors

π
0
(UΛ(ρG,V,W)) : π

0
(UΛ(LG,V⊕W )) −→ π

0
(UΛ(LG,W))

is an isomorphism. Let W be a non-zero faithful G-representation, and set

uCG,W = η∗(uG,W) ∈ πG
0 (UΛ(LG,W)) ,

where η : LG,W −→ UΛ(LG,W ) is the adjunction unit. Then for every compact
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Lie group K, evaluation at the class uC
G,W is a bijection

NatC→(sets)(π
G
0 ◦ U, πK

0 ◦ U) −→ πK
0 (UΛ(LG,W)) , τ 7−→ τ(uCG,W )

between the set of natural transformations from the functor πG
0
◦ U to πK

0
◦ U,

and the set πK
0

(UΛ(LG,W)).

Proof To show that the evaluation map is injective we show that every natural

transformation τ : πG
0
◦ U −→ πK

0
◦ U is determined by the element τ(uC

G,W ).

We let X be any object of C and [x] ∈ πG
0

(UX) a G-equivariant homotopy class,

represented by a G-fixed point

x ∈ (UX)(V)G ,

for some G-representation V . We can stabilize with the representation W and

obtain another representative

(UX)(i)(x) ∈ (UX)(V ⊕W)G ,

where i : V −→ V ⊕ W is the embedding of the first summand. This G-fixed

point is adjoint to a morphism of orthogonal spaces

x̂ : LG,V⊕W −→ UX

and hence adjoint to a C-morphism

x♭ : Λ(LG,V⊕W ) −→ X

that satisfies

πG
0 (Ux♭)(uCG,V⊕W) = [x] in πG

0 (UX) .

The restriction morphism of orthogonal spaces ρG,V,W : LG,V⊕W −→ LG,W

sends uG,V⊕W to uG,W . The morphism of orthogonal spaces

UΛ(ρG,V,W) : UΛ(LG,V⊕W) −→ UΛ(LG,W )

then sends uC
G,V⊕W

to uC
G,W . The diagram

πG
0

(UΛ(LG,W ))

τ

��

πG
0

(UΛ(LG,V⊕W ))

τ

��

πG
0

(UΛ(ρG,V,W ))

�

oo
πG

0
(Ux♭)

// πG
0

(UX)

τ

��
πK

0
(UΛ(LG,W)) πK

0
(UΛ(LG,V⊕W ))

πK
0

(UΛ(ρG,V,W ))

�oo
πK

0 (Ux♭ )

// πK
0

(UX)

commutes and the two left horizontal maps are bijective by hypothesis. Since

[x] = πG
0 (Ux♭)(πG

0 (UΛ(ρG,V,W))−1(uCG,W)) ,
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naturality yields that

τ[x] = τ(πG
0 (Ux♭)(πG

0 (UΛ(ρG,V,W))−1(uCG,W)))

= πK
0 (Ux♭)(πK

0 (UΛ(ρG,V,W))−1(τ(uCG,W))) .

This shows that the transformation τ is determined by the value τ(uC
G,W ).

It remains to construct, for every element z ∈ πK
0

(UΛ(LG,W )), a natural trans-

formation τ : πG
0
◦ U −→ πK

0
◦ U with τ(uC

G,W ) = z. The previous paragraph

dictates what to do: we represent a given class in πG
0

(UX) by a G-fixed point

x ∈ (UX)(V ⊕W)G and set

τ[x] = πK
0 (Ux♭)(πK

0 (UΛ(ρG,V,W))−1(z)) .

We must verify that the element τ[x] is independent of the representative. If

y ∈ (UX)(V ⊕W)G is in the same path component as x, then any path adjoins

to a homotopy of morphisms of orthogonal spaces

H : LG,V⊕W × [0, 1] −→ UX

from x̂ to ŷ. Since the functor UΛ is continuous, the composite morphisms

UΛ(LG,V⊕W )
UΛ(H(−,t))−−−−−−−−→ UΛ(UX)

U(ǫX )−−−−→ UX

form a continuous 1-parameter family of morphisms for t ∈ [0, 1], where

ǫX : Λ(UX) −→ X is the counit of the adjunction. This witnesses that the

morphism Ux♭ is homotopic to the morphism Uy♭. So πK
0

(Ux♭) = πK
0

(Uy♭),

and the class τ[x] is independent of the representative in the given path com-

ponent of (UX)(V ⊕W)G.

Now we let V ′ be another G-representation and ϕ : V −→ V ′ a G-equivariant

linear isometric embedding. Then

y = (UX)(ϕ⊕W)(x) in (UX)(V ′ ⊕W)G

is another representative of the class [x]. The restriction morphism

ϕ♯ = L(ϕ ⊕W,−)/G : LG,V ′⊕W −→ LG,V⊕W

makes the following diagram of orthogonal spaces commute:

LG,W LG,V ′⊕W

ϕ♯

��

ŷ //ρG,V′ ,Woo UX

LG,V⊕W

x̂

88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
ρG,V,W

gg◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆
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Passing to adjoints and applying U yields another commutative diagram:

UΛ(LG,W ) UΛ(LG,V ′⊕W )

UΛ(ϕ♯ )

��

Uy♭ //UΛ(ρG,V′ ,W )oo UX

UΛ(LG,V⊕W)

Ux♭

77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥UΛ(ρG,V,W )

ii❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘❘

So

πK
0 (Ux♭) ◦ πK

0 (UΛ(ρG,V,W))−1 = πK
0 (Ux♭) ◦ πK

0 (UΛ(ϕ♯)) ◦ πK
0 (UΛ(ρG,V ′,W))−1

= πK
0 (Uy♭) ◦ πK

0 (UΛ(ρG,V ′,W ))−1 ,

and hence the class τ[x] remains unchanged upon stabilization of x along ϕ.

Altogether this shows that τ[x] is well-defined.

Naturality of τ is straightforward: if ψ : X −→ Y is a C-morphism and

x ∈ (UX)(V⊕W)G is as above, then (Uψ)(V⊕W)(x) ∈ (UY)(V⊕W)G represents

the class πG
0

(Uψ)[x]. Moreover, the adjoint of (Uψ)(V ⊕W)(x) coincides with

the composite

Λ(LG,V⊕W )
x♭−−−→ X

ψ
−−→ Y .

So naturality follows:

τ(πG
0 (Uψ)[x]) = πK

0 (Uψ ◦ Ux♭)(πK
0 (UΛ(ρG,V,W))−1(z))

= πK
0 (Uψ)

(
πK

0 (Ux♭)(πK
0 (UΛ(ρG,V,W))−1(z))

)
= πK

0 (Uψ)(τ[x]) .

Finally, the class uC
G,W is represented by the G-fixed point

ηLG,W
(IdW ·G) ∈ (UΛ(LG,W))(W)G ,

which is adjoint to the identity ofΛ(LG,W ). Hence τ(uC
G,W ) = πK

0
(Id)(z) = z. �

Corollary 1.5.14. Every natural transformation πG
0
−→ πK

0
of set valued func-

tors on the category of orthogonal spaces is of the form α∗ for a unique conju-

gacy class of continuous group homomorphism α : K −→ G.

Proof We let W be any non-zero faithful G-representation. The composite

Rep(K,G)
[α]7→α∗−−−−−→ Nat(πG

0 , π
K
0 )

ev−−−→ πK
0 (LG,W )

is bijective by Proposition 1.5.12 (ii), where the second map is evaluation at the

tautological class uG,W . The evaluation map is bijective by Proposition 1.5.13,

applied to C = spc and the identity adjoint functor pair. So the first map is

bijective as well. �
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Construction 1.5.15. Given two orthogonal spaces X and Y, we endow the

equivariant homotopy sets with a pairing

× : πG
0 (X) × πG

0 (Y) −→ πG
0 (X ⊠ Y) , (1.5.16)

where G is any compact Lie group. We suppose that V and W are G-represen-

tations and x ∈ X(V)G and y ∈ Y(W)G are fixed points that represent classes in

πG
0

(X) respectively πG
0

(Y). We denote by x × y the image of the G-fixed point

(x, y) under the G-map

iV,W : X(V) × Y(W) −→ (X ⊠ Y)(V ⊕W)

that is part of the universal bimorphism. If ϕ : V −→ V ′ and ψ : W −→ W′ are

equivariant linear isometric embeddings, then

X(ϕ)(x) × Y(ψ)(y) = iV ′,W′ (X(ϕ)(x), Y(ψ)(y))

= (X ⊠ Y)(ϕ ⊕ ψ)(iV,W(x, y)) = (X ⊠ Y)(ϕ ⊕ ψ)(x × y) .

So by Proposition 1.5.8 (ii) the classes 〈x×y〉 and 〈X(ϕ)(x)×Y(ψ)(y)〉 coincide

in πG
0

(X ⊠ Y). The upshot is that the assignment

[x] × [y] = 〈x × y〉 ∈ πG
0 (X ⊠ Y)

is well-defined.

The pairings of equivariant homotopy sets have several expected properties

that we summarize in the next proposition.

Proposition 1.5.17. Let G be a compact Lie group and X, Y and Z orthogonal

spaces.

(i) (Unitality) Let 1 ∈ πG
0

(1) be the unique element. Then 1 × x = x = x × 1

for all x ∈ πG
0

(X).

(ii) (Associativity) For all classes x ∈ πG
0

(X), y ∈ πG
0

(Y) and z ∈ πG
0

(Z) the

relation

a∗((x × y) × z) = x × (y × z)

holds in πG
0

(X ⊠ (Y ⊠ Z)), where a : (X ⊠ Y) ⊠ Z � X ⊠ (Y ⊠ Z) is the

associativity isomorphism.

(iii) (Commutativity) For all classes x ∈ πG
0

(X) and y ∈ πG
0

(Y) the relation

τ∗(x × y) = y × x

holds in πG
0

(Y ⊠ X), where τ : X ⊠ Y −→ Y ⊠ X is the symmetry isomor-

phism.
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(iv) (Restriction) For all classes x ∈ πG
0

(X) and y ∈ πG
0

(Y) and all continuous

homomorphisms α : K −→ G the relation

α∗(x) × α∗(y) = α∗(x × y)

holds in πK
0

(X ⊠ Y).

Proof The unitality property (i), the associativity property (ii) and compat-

ibility with restriction (iv) are straightforward from the definitions. Part (iii)

exploits that the square

X(V) × Y(W)
iV,W //

twist

��

(X ⊠ Y)(V ⊕W)

τ(χV,W )

��
Y(W) × X(V)

iW,V

// (Y ⊠ X)(W ⊕ V)

commutes. The image of (x, y) under the upper right composite represents

τ∗(x × y), whereas the image of (y, x) under the lower left composite repre-

sents y × x, so τ∗(x × y) = y × x. �

Remark 1.5.18 (External versus internal products). If G and K are two com-

pact Lie groups, we can define an ‘external’ form of the pairing (1.5.16) as the

composite

πG
0 (X) × πK

0 (Y)
p∗

1
×p∗

2−−−−−−→ πG×K
0 (X) × πG×K

0 (Y)
×−−→ πG×K

0 (X ⊠ Y) , (1.5.19)

where p1 : G × K −→ G and p2 : G × K −→ K are the two projections.

These external pairings also satisfy various naturality, unitality, associativity

and commutativity properties that we do not spell out. On the other hand, the

internal pairing (1.5.16) can be recovered from the external products (1.5.19)

by taking G = K and restricting along the diagonal embedding ∆G : G −→
G ×G. Indeed, the p1 ◦ ∆G = p2 ◦ ∆G = IdG, and hence

∆∗G(p∗1(x) × p∗2(y)) = ∆∗G(p∗1(x)) × ∆∗G(p∗2(y)) = x × y .

Theorem 1.3.2 (i) and the fact that the functor πG
0

commutes with finite prod-

ucts (Proposition 1.5.3 (iii) for A = ∗) imply:

Corollary 1.5.20. For every compact Lie group G and all orthogonal spaces

X and Y the three maps

πG
0 (X)× πG

0 (Y)
×−−→ πG

0 (X ⊠ Y)
(ρX,Y )∗−−−−→ πG

0 (X × Y)
((pX )∗ ,(pY )∗)−−−−−−−−−→ πG

0 (X)× πG
0 (Y)

are bijective, where pX : X×Y −→ X and pY : X×Y −→ Y are the projections.

Moreover, the composite is the identity.
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Construction 1.5.21 (Infinite box products). We end this section with a gen-

eralization of the previous corollary to ‘infinite box products’ of based orthog-

onal spaces, but we first have to clarify what we mean by that. We let I be an

indexing set and {Xi}i∈I a family of based orthogonal spaces, i.e., each equipped

with a distinguished point xi ∈ Xi(0). If K ⊂ J are two nested, finite subsets of

I, then the basepoints of Xk for k ∈ J − K provide a morphism

⊠k∈K Xk −→ ⊠ j∈J X j . (1.5.22)

In terms of the universal property of the box product, this morphism arises

from the maps
∏

k∈K
Xk(Vk) −→

∏
k∈K

Xk(Vk) ×
∏

j∈J−K
X j(0) −→ (⊠ j∈J X j) (⊕k∈K Vk) ,

where the second map is part of the universal multi-morphism. We can thus

define the infinite box product as the colimit of the finite box products over the

filtered poset of finite subsets of I:

⊠
′
i∈I Xi = colimJ⊂I,|J|<∞ ⊠ j∈JX j .

If I happens to be finite, then this recovers the iterated box product.

The distinguished basepoint of Xi represents a distinguished basepoint in the

equivariant homotopy set πG
0

(Xi) for every compact Lie group G. In fact, these

points all arise from the basepoint in πe
0
(Xi) by restriction along the unique

homomorphism G −→ e. The weak product
∏′

i∈Iπ
G
0

(Xi) is the subset of the

product consisting of all tuples (yi)i∈I with the property that almost all yi are the

distinguished basepoint. Equivalently, the weak product is the filtered colimit,

over the poset of finite subsets of I, of the finite products.

If we iterate the pairing (1.5.16), it provides a multi-pairing
∏

j∈J
πG

0 (X j) −→ πG
0 (⊠ j∈J X j)

for every finite set J. Passing to colimits over finite subsets of I on both sides

yields a map
∏′

i∈I
πG

0 (Xi) −→ πG
0 (⊠′i∈I Xi) . (1.5.23)

Proposition 1.5.24. Let I be a set and {Xi}i∈I a family of based orthogonal

spaces. Then for every compact Lie group G the map (1.5.23) is bijective.

Proof For every k ∈ I we define a ‘projection’

Πk : ⊠′i∈I Xi −→ Xk

as follows. Since the infinite box product is defined as a colimit, we must spec-

ify the ‘restriction’ of Πk to ⊠ j∈JX j for every finite subset J of I, compatibly
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as J increases. For k < J we define this restriction as the constant morphism

factoring through the basepoint of Xk. For k ∈ J we define the restriction

⊠ j∈JX j −→ Xk

as the morphism corresponding, under the universal property of the box prod-

uct, to the multi-morphism with components

∏
j∈J

X j(V j)
projk−−−→ Xk(Vk)

Xk(incl)−−−−−→ Xk(⊕ j∈J V j) .

Then the composite

∏′

i∈I
πG

0 (Xi)
(1.5.23)−−−−−→ πG

0 (⊠′i∈I Xi)
πG

0
(Πk)

−−−−−→ πG
0 (Xk)

is the projection onto the k-th factor. So if two tuples in the weak product have

the same image under the map (1.5.23), they coincide. This shows injectivity.

Now we show surjectivity. Every element of πG
0

(⊠′
i∈I Xi) is represented by a

G-fixed point of (⊠′
i∈IXi)(V) for some G-representation V . Colimits of orthog-

onal spaces are formed objectwise, so (⊠′
i∈I Xi)(V) is a colimit of the spaces

(⊠ j∈JX j)(V), formed over the filtered poset of finite subsets J of I. For every

nested pair of finite subsets K ⊂ J of I the morphism (1.5.22) has a retraction,

by ‘projection’. So at every inner product space V , the map

(⊠k∈K Xk)(V) −→ (⊠ j∈J X j)(V)

is a closed embedding by Proposition A.12. For fixed V , the colimit (⊠′
i∈I Xi)(V)

in the category T of compactly generated spaces can thus be calculated in

the ambient category of all topological spaces, by Proposition A.14 (ii). In

particular, every G-fixed point of (⊠′
i∈I Xi)(V) arises from a G-fixed point of

(⊠ j∈JX j)(V) for some finite subset J of I. In other words, the canonical map

colimJ⊂I,|J|<∞ π
G
0 (⊠ j∈JX j) −→ πG

0 (⊠′i∈I Xi)

is surjective. For finite sets J the map
∏

j∈J π
G
0

(X j) −→ πG
0

(⊠ j∈JX j) is bijective

by Corollary 1.5.20, so this shows surjectivity. �
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Ultra-commutative monoids

Orthogonal monoid spaces are the lax monoidal continuous functors from the

linear isometries category L to the category of spaces. Orthogonal monoid

spaces with strictly commutative multiplication (i.e., the lax symmetric monoi-

dal functors) play a special role, and we honor this by special terminology,

referring to them as ultra-commutative monoids. This chapter is devoted to the

study of ultra-commutative monoids, including a global model structure, an

algebraic study of their homotopy operations, and many examples.

I want to motivate the adjective ‘ultra-commutative’. In various contexts of

homotopy theory, highly structured multiplications that are only associative or

commutative up to higher coherence homotopies can in fact be rigidified to

multiplications that are strictly associative or possibly strictly commutative.

One example is the fact that E∞-spaces can be rigidified to strictly commuta-

tive I-space monoids [141, Thm. 1.3]; another example is the fact that E∞-ring

objects internal to symmetric spectra can be rigidified to strictly commutative

symmetric ring spectra, see for example [51, Thm. 1.4] and the paragraph im-

mediately following thereafter. More to the point of our present discussion,

in [102, Thm. 1.3] Lind establishes a Quillen equivalence between the non-

equivariant homotopy theory of E∞-spaces (i.e., spaces with an action of the

linear isometries operad) and the non-equivariant homotopy theory of commu-

tative orthogonal monoid spaces (there called ‘commutative I-FCPs’).

Our use of the word ‘ultra-commutative’ is intended as a reminder that the

slogan ‘E∞=commutative’ is no longer true in equivariant or global contexts.

More specifically, one can consider orthogonal monoid spaces with an action

of an E∞-operad; up to non-equivariant equivalence, these objects model E∞-

spaces, and they can be replaced by equivalent strictly commutative orthogo-

nal monoid spaces. The analogous statement for global equivalences is false,

i.e., E∞-orthogonal spaces cannot in general be replaced by globally equiva-

lent ultra-commutative monoids. In fact, the definition of power operations and

92
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transfer maps requires strict commutativity, and Remark 2.4.25 illustrates how

the lack of transfers obstructs ultra-commutativity.

The study of orthogonal monoid spaces goes back to Boardman and Vogt

[16], who introduce them as a delooping machine in a non-equivariant con-

text. More precisely, they show that for every ultra-commutative monoid R the

space R(R∞) has the structure of an ‘E-space’ (nowadays called an E∞-space),

and if in addition π0(R(R∞)) is a group, then R(R∞) is an infinite loop space.

Ultra-commutative monoids also appear, with an extra pointset topological hy-

pothesis and under the name I∗-prefunctor, in [112, IV Def. 2.1]; in [102],

they are studied under the name ‘commutative I-FCPs’.

In Section 2.1 we formally define ultra-commutative monoids and establish

the global model structure. Section 2.2 is devoted to the algebraic structure on

the homotopy Rep-functor π
0
(R) of an ultra-commutative monoid. We refer

to this structure as a ‘global power monoid’; it consist of an abelian monoid

structure on the set πG
0

(R) for every compact Lie group G, natural for restriction

along continuous homomorphisms, and additional structure that can equiva-

lently be encoded as power operations (see Definition 2.2.8) or as transfer maps

(see Construction 2.2.29). In this section we also show that these operations

are the entire natural structure (see Theorem 2.2.24). Section 2.3 collects vari-

ous examples of ultra-commutative monoids: among these are examples made

from the infinite families of classical Lie groups (orthogonal, special orthogo-

nal, unitary, special unitary, symplectic, spin and spinc); examples consisting of

Grassmannians under direct sum of subspaces (in real, oriented, complex and

quaternionic flavors); examples made from Grassmannians under tensor prod-

uct of subspaces (in a real and complex version); and ultra-commutative mul-

tiplicative models for global classifying spaces of abelian compact Lie groups.

Section 2.4 is a case study of how non-equivariant homotopy types can ‘fold

up’ into many different global homotopy types. We define, discuss and com-

pare different ultra-commutative and E∞-orthogonal monoid spaces whose un-

derlying non-equivariant homotopy type is BO, a classifying space for the in-

finite orthogonal group; in all examples we also identify the associated global

power monoids and fixed point spaces. Section 2.5 discusses ‘units’ and ‘group

completion’ of ultra-commutative monoids. The two constructions are dual to

each other, and they are homotopically right adjoint respectively left adjoint

to the inclusion of group-like ultra-commutative monoids. On the algebraic

level of global power monoids, the topological constructions pick out the in-

vertible elements and perform the algebraic group completion respectively. A

naturally occurring example of a global group completion is the morphism

from the additive Grassmannians to the periodic global version of BO. As an

application we end the section with a global, highly structured version of Bott
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periodicity: Theorem 2.5.41 shows that BUP is globally equivalent, as an ultra-

commutative monoid, to ΩU.

2.1 Global model structure

In this section we formally define ultra-commutative monoids and establish

various formal properties of the category umon of ultra-commutative monoids.

We introduce free ultra-commutative monoids in Example 2.1.5. The main re-

sult is the model structure with global equivalences as the weak equivalences,

see Theorem 2.1.15.

Definition 2.1.1. An ultra-commutative monoid is a commutative orthogonal

monoid space. We write umon for the category of ultra-commutative monoids.

As we explained after Definition 1.4.14, the data of an ultra-commutative

monoid is the same as that of a lax symmetric monoidal continuous functor

from the linear isometries category L (under orthogonal direct sum) to the

category T of spaces (under cartesian product).

Remark 2.1.2. One can think of an ultra-commutative monoid as encoding

a collection of E∞-G-spaces, one for every compact Lie group G, compatible

under restriction. If R is a closed orthogonal space and G a compact Lie group,

then the G-equivariant homotopy type encoded in R can be accessed as the

underlying G-space

R(UG) = colimV∈s(UG) R(V) .

The additional structure of an ultra-commutative monoid gives rise to an action

of a specific E∞-G-operad on this G-space, namely the linear isometries operad

of the complete G-universe UG. The n-th space of this operad is the space

L(Un
G
,UG) of linear isometric embeddings (not necessarily equivariant) ofUn

G

into UG. The group G acts on L(Un
G
,UG) by conjugation, and the operad

structure is by direct sum and composition of linear isometric embeddings.

The symmetric group Σn permutes the summands in the source. The space

L(Un
G
,UG) is G-equivariantly contractible by [100, II Lemma 1.5], and the Σn-

action is free; in fact, L(Un
G
,UG) even has the (G × Σn)-equivariant homotopy

type of a universal space for (G,Σn)-bundles.

By simultaneous passage to colimit over s(UG) in all n variables, the iterated

multiplication maps

R(V1) × · · · × R(Vn) −→ R(V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vn)

give rise to a map µ(n) : R(UG)n −→ R(Un
G

). A linear isometric embedding
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ψ : U −→ U′ between countably infinite dimensional inner product spaces

induces a map R(ψ) : R(U) −→ R(U′); the resulting ‘action map’

L(U,U′) × R(U) −→ R(U′) , (ψ, y) 7−→ R(ψ)(y)

is continuous. The operadic action map is then simply the composite

L(Un
G,UG) × R(UG)n

L(Un
G
,UG)×µ(n)−−−−−−−−−−−→ L(Un

G,UG) × R(Un
G)

act−−−→ R(UG) .

Now we work towards the main result of this section, the global model struc-

ture for ultra-commutative monoids. Before we start with the homotopical con-

siderations, we get some of the necessary category theory out of the way. For a

moment we consider more generally any symmetric monoidal category C with

monoidal product ⊠ and unit object I. We can then study operads in C and al-

gebras over a fixed operad. The following (co-)completeness and preservation

results can be found in [137, Prop. 2.3.5] or [55, Prop. 3.3.1].

Proposition 2.1.3. Let (C,⊠, I) be a complete and cocomplete symmetric monoidal

category such that the monoidal product preserves colimits in each variable.

Let P be an operad in C. Then the category of P-algebras is complete and

cocomplete. Moreover, the forgetful functor from the category of P-algebras

to the underlying category C creates all limits, all filtered colimits and those

coequalizers that are reflexive in the underlying category C.

We let Com denote the incarnation of the commutative operad internal to the

category of orthogonal spaces, under box product. So for every n ≥ 0 the or-

thogonal space Com(n) of n-ary operations is constant with value a one-point

space. Equivalently, Com is a terminal operad in orthogonal spaces. Endow-

ing an orthogonal space with an ultra-commutative multiplication is the same

as giving it an algebra structure over the commutative operad Com. More for-

mally, the category of ultra-commutative monoids is isomorphic to the cate-

gory of Com-algebras. So Proposition 2.1.3 has the following special case:

Corollary 2.1.4. The category of ultra-commutative monoids is complete and

cocomplete. The forgetful functor from the category of ultra-commutative mo-

noids to the category of orthogonal spaces creates all limits, all filtered colimits

and those coequalizers that are reflexive in the category of orthogonal spaces.

Example 2.1.5 (Free ultra-commutative monoids). We quickly recall that ultra-

commutative monoids are monadic over the category of orthogonal spaces; this

is not particular to our context, and the analogous fact holds for commutative

monoids in any cocomplete symmetric monoidal category. For every orthogo-

nal space Y and m ≥ 0 we denote by

Pm(Y) = Y⊠m/Σm
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the m-symmetric power, with respect to the box product, of Y. In particular,

P0(Y) is the terminal, constant one-point orthogonal space, and P1(Y) = Y.

Then the orthogonal space

P(Y) =
∐

m≥0
Pm(Y) =

∐
m≥0

Y⊠m/Σm

is an ultra-commutative monoid under the concatenation product, and it is in

fact the free ultra-commutative monoid generated by Y. More precisely, the

functor

P : spc −→ umon

becomes a left adjoint to the forgetful functor with respect to the morphism

ηY : Y = P1(Y) −→ PY, the inclusion of the ‘linear’ summand, as the ad-

junction unit. In other words, the following composite is bijective for every

ultra-commutative monoid R:

umon(PY,R)
forget
−−−−→ spc(PY,R)

η∗
Y−−−→ spc(Y,R) .

Moreover, this adjunction is monadic, i.e., the category of ultra-commutative

monoids is isomorphic to the category of algebras over the monad P.

Construction 2.1.6. We will also exploit that the category of ultra-commu-

tative monoids is tensored and cotensored over the category T of spaces, so

we spend a few words explaining this enrichment. In fact, the constructions

work more generally for algebras over continuous monads on any category

enriched in spaces, see for example [117, Lemma 2.8]. We only spell out the

case of ultra-commutative monoids, which are the algebras over the free ultra-

commutative monoid monad P : spc −→ spc.

The mapping space of morphisms between two orthogonal spaces X and Y is

defined as follows. Since every inner product space is isometrically isomorphic

to Rn for some n, the map

spc(X, Y) −→
∏

n≥0
map(X(Rn), Y(Rn)) , f 7−→ { f (Rn)}n≥0

is injective with closed image. So we endow spc(X, Y) with the subspace topol-

ogy of the product (which is taken internal to the category T of compactly

generated spaces, i.e., it is the Kelleyfied product topology).

If R and S are ultra-commutative monoids, then the set umon(R, S ) of mor-

phisms of ultra-commutative monoids is a closed subset of the space spc(R, S ),

and we give it the subspace topology. We omit the verification that composi-

tion is continuous in this topology, so we have indeed defined an enrichment

of the category of ultra-commutative monoids in spaces.

The cotensors of ultra-commutative monoids are defined ‘pointwise’. In
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more detail, we consider an ultra-commutative monoid R and a space A. Then

the orthogonal space map(A,R) inherits an ultra-commutative multiplication

map(A,R) ⊠map(A,R) −→ map(A,R)

from the bimorphism with (V,W)-component

map(A,R(V))×map(A,R(W)) −→ map(A,R(V⊕W)) , ( f , g) 7−→ µV,W◦( f , g) .

The multiplicative unit is the constant map A −→ R(0) with value the unit of

R.

The tensor of an ultra-commutative monoid R with a space A is, however,

not pointwise. To avoid confusion with the objectwise product we denote this

tensor by R ⊗ A; its defining property is that it represents the functor

map(A, umon(R,−)) : umon −→ (sets) .

So R ⊗ A comes equipped with a continuous map i : A −→ umon(R,R ⊗ A)

such that the map

umon(R ⊗ A, S ) −→ map(A, umon(R, S )) , f 7−→ umon(R, f ) ◦ i

is bijective. One way to construct a tensor R ⊗ A is as a coequalizer, in the

category of ultra-commutative monoids, of the two morphisms:

P((PR) × A)
P(α×A) //

ν
// P(R × A)

Here α : PR −→ R is the structure morphism (i.e., the counit of the free-

forgetful adjunction) and ν is adjoint to the morphism of orthogonal spaces

(PR) × A −→ P(R × A)

that in turn is adjoint to the composite

A
a7→(−,a)−−−−−−→ map(R,R × A)

P−−→ map(PR, P(R × A)) .

The above coequalizer defining R ⊗ A is reflexive in the underlying category

of orthogonal spaces, so it can be calculated in the underlying category, by

Proposition 2.1.3.

In our discussion of global group completions in Section 2.5 we will want to

realize simplicial ultra-commutative monoids. We refer to Construction 1.2.34

for generalities about realization of simplicial objects. For a simplicial ultra-

commutative monoid B : ∆op −→ umon, the term ‘geometric realization’ ac-

tually has two potentially different interpretations, and we take some time to

clarify this issue. On the one hand we can form the geometric realization |B|un
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in the underlying category of orthogonal spaces; this is, by definition, a coend,

in the category of orthogonal spaces, of the functor

∆
op × ∆ −→ spc , ([m], [n]) 7−→ Bm × ∆n .

We call this the underlying realization of B. Coends of orthogonal spaces are

calculated objectwise, so |B|un(V) is a realization of the simplicial space [m] 7→
Bm(V). It is not a priori obvious, however, whether this realization inherits any

multiplication.

On the other hand, we explained in Construction 2.1.6 that the category of

ultra-commutative monoids is tensored over the category T of spaces. We con-

tinue to write R ⊗ A for the tensor of an ultra-commutative monoid R with

a space A, in order to distinguish it from the (objectwise) product of the un-

derlying orthogonal space of R with A. We can also consider the realization

|B|in internal to ultra-commutative monoids, i.e., a coend, in the category of

ultra-commutative monoids, of the functor

∆
op × ∆ −→ umon , ([m], [n]) 7−→ Bm ⊗ ∆n .

We call this the internal realization. The internal realization is, by definition,

an ultra-commutative monoid, but it is not immediately clear how it relates to

the underlying realization of |B|un as an orthogonal space. As we shall now

show, the forgetful functor from a category of ultra-commutative monoids to

orthogonal spaces commutes with realization of simplicial objects. We do not

claim any originality here, and many results of this kind can be found in the lit-

erature, see for example [110, Thm. 12.2], [50, VII Prop. 3.3], [117, Prop. 4.5],

[106, Prop. 12.4] or [62, Thm. 2.2].

Proposition 2.1.7. Let B be a simplicial object in the category of ultra-commu-

tative monoids. Then the canonical morphism |B|un −→ |B|in from the under-

lying realization to the internal realization is an isomorphism of orthogonal

spaces.

Proof We adapt an argument given by Mandell in an unpublished preprint

[106, Prop. 12.4]. We start by considering two simplicial orthogonal spaces

X, Y : ∆op −→ spc. We denote by X ⊠ Y the diagonal of the external box

product, i.e., the composite simplicial orthogonal space

∆
op

diagonal
−−−−−−→ ∆

op × ∆op X×Y−−−→ spc × spc
⊠−−→ spc .

For every n ≥ 0 we consider the composite

(Xn ⊠ Yn) × ∆n
Id×diag
−−−−−−→ (Xn ⊠ Yn) × (∆n × ∆n)

shuffle−−−−−−→ (Xn × ∆n) ⊠ (Yn × ∆n) −→ |X| ⊠ |Y | ,
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where the last morphism is the box product of the two canonical morphisms

Xn ×∆n −→ |X| and Yn ×∆n −→ |Y |. These composites are compatible with the

coend relations, so they assemble into a morphism of orthogonal spaces

|X ⊠ Y | −→ |X| ⊠ |Y | .

We claim that this morphism is an isomorphism. Indeed, since ⊠ preserves

colimits in each variable, the right hand side is a coend of the functor

(∆2)op × ∆2 −→ spc , ([k], [l], [m], [n]) 7−→ (Xk ⊠ Yl) × ∆m × ∆n .

Coends of orthogonal spaces are calculated objectwise, and for bisimplicial

spaces the bi-realization is homeomorphic to the realization of the diagonal

(see [135, p. 94, Lemma] or Proposition A.37 (iii)).

By iterating, we obtain a Σm-equivariant isomorphism of orthogonal spaces

|X⊠m| � |X|⊠m

for every m ≥ 0. Since coends commute with colimits, we can pass to Σm-orbits

and take coproduct over m ≥ 0, resulting in an isomorphism

|P(X)|un = | ∐m≥0 (X⊠m)/Σm| � ∐m≥0 |X|⊠m/Σm = P|X| .

On the other hand, the ultra-commutative monoid P|X| has the universal prop-

erty of the internal realization of the simplicial ultra-commutative monoid P◦X.

This shows the claim in the special case where B is freely generated by a sim-

plicial orthogonal space.

Now we treat the general case. The diagram

P(PB)
Pα //
µ

// PB
α // B

is a coequalizer diagram of simplicial ultra-commutative monoids. Here α :

PR −→ R is the adjunction counit and µ is the monad structure of the free

functor. Moreover, the coequalizer is reflexive in the underlying category of

orthogonal spaces, by the morphisms

P(PB) PB
ηPBoo B

ηBoo

where η : R −→ PR is the unit of the free-forget adjunction, i.e., the inclusion

as the ‘linear’ summand P1(R).

Applying the two functors under consideration gives a commutative diagram

of orthogonal spaces

|P(PB)|un
////

��

|PB|un
//

��

|B|un

��
|P(PB)|in //// |PB|in // |B|in

(2.1.8)
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We claim that both rows are coequalizer diagrams of orthogonal spaces. For

the upper row we argue as follows. For every n ≥ 0 the diagram

P(PBn) //// PBn
// Bn

is a coequalizer in the category of ultra-commutative monoids. Since the di-

agram splits in the underlying category of orthogonal spaces, it is also a co-

equalizers diagram there, by Proposition 2.1.3 or [105, IV.6, Lemma]. So the

diagram

P(PB) //// PB // B

is also a coequalizer diagram of simplicial orthogonal spaces. Since prod-

uct with ∆n and coends commute with colimits in the category of orthogo-

nal spaces, the diagram stays a coequalizer after (underlying) geometric re-

alization. Since coends commute with all colimits, the bottom row of (2.1.8)

is a coequalizer diagram of ultra-commutative monoids. Again the diagram

splits in the underlying category of orthogonal spaces, so the lower diagram

is also a coequalizer diagram of orthogonal spaces. Since the two left vertical

morphisms in (2.1.8) are isomorphisms of orthogonal spaces by the special

case above, this proves that the morphism |B|un −→ |B|in is an isomorphism as

well. �

Ultra-commutative monoids form a pointed category: the constant one-point

orthogonal monoid space is a zero object. The enrichment, tensors and coten-

sors over spaces extend to enrichment, tensors and cotensors over the category

of based topological spaces. We shall write R ⊲ A for the tensor of an ultra-

commutative monoid R with a based space (A, a0), in order to distinguish it

from the (objectwise) smash product of the underlying based orthogonal space

of R with A. Thus R ⊲ A is a pushout, in the category of ultra-commutative

monoids, of the diagram

∗ ←−−−−− R ⊗ {a0}
R⊗incl−−−−→ R ⊗ A . (2.1.9)

As may be familiar from similar contexts, the bar construction B(R) of an ultra-

commutative monoid R can be interpreted as R⊲S 1, the based tensor of R with

the based space S 1, see (2.5.30) below. Another way to say this is that the bar

construction is the internal suspension, in the category of an ultra-commutative

monoids. We show a more general statement and consider a based simplicial

set A. We define a simplicial object of ultra-commutative monoids by

Bm(R, A) = R ⊲ Am ,

with simplicial structure induced by that of A. Since Am is a based set, R ⊲ Am
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is in fact a categorical coproduct (i.e., box product) of copies of R, indexed by

the non-basepoint elements of Am.

The next proposition constructs an isomorphism of ultra-commutative mo-

noids between R ⊲ |A| and |B•(R, A)|in, the internal geometric realization. By

Proposition 2.1.7, we can (and will) confuse the internal realization with the

underlying realization of B•(R, A) in the category of orthogonal spaces. Varia-

tions of the following proposition appear in various places in the literature, and

they go back, at least, to the interpretation, by McClure, Schwänzl and Vogt

[117], of topological Hochschild homology of a commutative ring spectrum as

the tensor with S 1.

Proposition 2.1.10. Let R be an ultra-commutative monoid and A a based

simplicial set. Then R ⊲ |A| is an internal realization of the simplicial ultra-

commutative monoid B•(R, A).

Proof The geometric realization |A| is a coend of the functor

∆
op × ∆ −→ T∗ , ([m], [n]) 7−→ Am ∧ ∆n

+ .

Since the functor R ⊲ − preserves colimits, R ⊲ |A| is a coend, in the category

of ultra-commutative monoids, of the functor

∆
op × ∆ −→ umon , ([m], [n]) 7−→ R ⊲ (Am ∧ ∆n

+) .

The isomorphisms

R ⊲ (Am ∧ ∆n
+) � (R ⊲ Am) ⊲ ∆n

+ � (R ⊲ Am) ⊗ ∆n = Bm(A,R) ⊗ ∆n

are natural in ([m], [n]) ∈ ∆op × ∆, and they show that R ⊲ |A| is an internal

realization of the simplicial ultra-commutative monoid B•(R, A). �

Now we approach the global model structure on the category of ultra-commu-

tative monoids. We will establish this model structure as a special case of a

lifting theorem for model structures to categories of commutative monoids that

was formulated by White [188, Thm. 3.2]. Like its predecessor for associative

monoids [146, Thm. 4.1 (3)], the input is a cofibrantly generated symmetric

monoidal model category that satisfies the monoid axiom. However, lifting a

model structure to commutative monoids is more subtle and needs extra hy-

potheses; the essence of the additional condition is that, loosely speaking,

symmetric powers must be ‘sufficiently homotopy invariant’. Before White,

Gorchinskiy and Guletskii [64] also studied symmetric power constructions in

a symmetric monoidal model category, and there is a substantial overlap in the

arguments of [64] and [188].

We let C be a symmetric monoidal category with monoidal product ⊠. To
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simplify the exposition we follow the common abuse to suppress the asso-

ciativity and unit isomorphisms from the notation, i.e., we pretend that the

underlying monoidal structure is strict (i.e., a permutative structure). We let

i : A −→ B be a C-morphism and arrange the n-fold ⊠-power of i into an

n-dimensional cube Kn(i) in C, i.e., a functor

Kn(i) : P(n) −→ C

from the poset category of subsets of {1, 2, . . . , n} and inclusions to C. More

explicitly, if S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} is a subset, then the vertex of the cube at S is

Kn(i)(S ) = C1 ⊠C2 ⊠ · · · ⊠ Cn with C j =

{
A if j < S

B if j ∈ S .

All morphisms in the cube Kn(i) are ⊠-products of identities and copies of the

morphism i : A −→ B. The initial vertex of the cube is Kn(i)(∅) = A⊠n and the

terminal vertex is Kn(i)({1, . . . , n}) = B⊠n.

We denote by Qn(i) the colimit of the punctured cube, i.e., the cube Kn(i)

with the terminal vertex removed, and by i�n : Qn(i) −→ Kn(i)({1, . . . , n}) =
B⊠n the canonical morphism, an iterated pushout product morphism. Indeed,

for n = 2 the cube K2(i) is a square and looks like

A ⊠ A
A⊠i //

i⊠A

��

A ⊠ B

i⊠B

��
B ⊠ A

B⊠i
// B ⊠ B

Hence

i�2 = i�i = (B ⊠ i) ∪ (i ⊠ B) : B ⊠ A ∪A⊠A A ⊠ B −→ B ⊠ B .

Similarly, i�3 is the morphism from the colimit of the punctured cube to the

terminal vertex of the following cube:

A ⊠ A ⊠ A
A⊠A⊠i //

A⊠i⊠A ''❖❖
❖❖

❖❖
❖❖

❖❖
❖

i⊠A⊠A

��

A ⊠ A ⊠ B

A⊠i⊠B

''❖❖
❖❖

❖❖
❖❖

❖❖
❖

i⊠A⊠B

��

A ⊠ B ⊠ A
A⊠B⊠i

//

i⊠B⊠A

��

A ⊠ B ⊠ B

i⊠B⊠B

��

B ⊠ A ⊠ A

B⊠i⊠A ''❖❖
❖❖

❖❖
❖❖

❖❖
❖

B⊠A⊠i // B ⊠ A ⊠ B

B⊠i⊠B

''❖❖
❖❖

❖❖
❖❖

❖❖
❖

B ⊠ B ⊠ A
B⊠B⊠i

// B ⊠ B ⊠ B

We observe that the symmetric group Σn acts on Qn(i) and B⊠n by permuting
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the factors, and the iterated pushout product morphism i�n : Qn(i) −→ B⊠n is

Σn-equivariant. We recall from [64] the notions of symmetrizable cofibration

and symmetrizable acyclic cofibration.

Definition 2.1.11. [64, Def. 3] Let C be a symmetric monoidal model cate-

gory. A morphism i : A −→ B is a symmetrizable cofibration (respectively a

symmetrizable acyclic cofibration) if the morphism

i�n/Σn : Qn(i)/Σn −→ B⊠n/Σn = P
n(B)

is a cofibration (respectively an acyclic cofibration) for every n ≥ 1.

Since the morphism i�1/Σ1 is the original morphism i, every symmetrizable

cofibration is in particular a cofibration and every symmetrizable acyclic cofi-

bration is in particular an acyclic cofibration. We will now proceed to prove

that in the category of orthogonal spaces, all cofibrations and acyclic cofibra-

tions in the positive global model structure are symmetrizable with respect to

the box product. The next proposition will be used to verify this for the gen-

erating acyclic cofibrations. We recall from Construction 1.2.15 that given a

morphism j : A −→ B, the setZ( j) consists of all pushout product maps

c( j)�ik : A × Dk ∪A×∂Dk Z( j) × ∂Dk −→ Z( j) × Dk

of the mapping cylinder inclusion c( j) : A −→ Z( j) with the sphere inclusions

for k ≥ 0.

Proposition 2.1.12. Let C be a symmetric monoidal topological model cate-

gory.

(i) For every n ≥ 1 the functor Pn preserves the homotopy relation on mor-

phisms and it preserves homotopy equivalences.

(ii) Let j : A −→ B be a symmetrizable acyclic cofibration between cofibrant

objects. Then for every k ≥ 0, the pushout product map

j�ik : A × Dk ∪A×∂Dk B × ∂Dk −→ B × Dk

is a symmetrizable acyclic cofibration.

(iii) Let j : A −→ B be a morphism between cofibrant objects such that

the morphism Pn( j) : Pn(A) −→ Pn(B) is a weak equivalence for every

n ≥ 1. Then every morphism in the set Z( j) is a symmetrizable acyclic

cofibration.

Proof (i) This is the topological version of [64, Lemma 1]. For every object

A of C and every space K the morphism

A⊠n × K
A⊠n×∆−−−−−→ A⊠n × Kn

� (A × K)⊠n
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is Σn-equivariant (with respect to the trivial Σn-action on K in the source) and

factors over a natural morphism

∆̃ : Pn(A) × K = (A⊠n × K)/Σn −→ (A × K)⊠n/Σn = P
n(A × K) .

If H : A× [0, 1] −→ B is a homotopy from a morphism f = H(−, 0) to another

morphism g = H(−, 1), then the composite

Pn(A) × [0, 1]
∆̃−→ Pn(A × [0, 1])

Pn(H)−−−−→ Pn(B)

is a homotopy from the morphism Pn( f ) to Pn(g). So Pn preserves the homo-

topy relation, and hence also homotopy equivalences.

(ii) We argue by induction on k. For k = 0 the pushout product map j�i0

is isomorphic to j, hence a symmetrizable acyclic cofibration by hypothesis.

Now we assume the claim for some k, and deduce it for k + 1. Since j is

a symmetrizable acyclic cofibration between cofibrant objects, the morphism

Pn( j) is a weak equivalence for every n ≥ 1 by [64, Cor. 23]. Since the functors

Pn preserve the homotopy relation and the projections A × Dk −→ A and B ×
Dk −→ B are homotopy equivalences, the morphism Pn( j × Dk) is a weak

equivalence for every n ≥ 1. So j×Dk : A×Dk −→ B×Dk is a symmetrizable

acyclic cofibration, again by [64, Cor. 23]. We write ∂Dk+1 = Dk
+ ∪∂Dk Dk

− as

the union of the upper and lower hemisphere along the equator. The upper

morphism in the pushout square

Dk
+ × A

Dk
+× j //

��

Dk
+ × B

��
∂Dk+1 × A // ∂Dk+1 × A ∪Dk

+×A Dk
+ × B

is a symmetrizable acyclic cofibration by the previous paragraph. The class

of symmetrizable acyclic cofibrations is closed under cobase change by [64,

Thm. 7 (A)]; the lower morphism is thus a symmetrizable acyclic cofibration.

The square

A × Dk
− ∪A×∂Dk B × ∂Dk

��

j�ik // B × Dk
−

��
A × ∂Dk+1 ∪A×Dk

+
B × Dk

+ j�incl
// B × ∂Dk+1

is a pushout. The upper morphism is a symmetrizable acyclic cofibration by

the inductive hypothesis, hence so is the lower morphism, again by stability

under cobase change. The morphism j × ∂Dk+1 : A × ∂Dk+1 −→ B × ∂Dk+1
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is thus the composite of two symmetrizable acyclic cofibrations, hence a sym-

metrizable acyclic cofibration itself, by [64, Thm. 7 (C)]. As a cobase change,

the morphism

A × Dk+1 −→ A × Dk+1 ∪A×∂Dk+1 B × ∂Dk+1

is then a symmetrizable acyclic cofibration by [64, Thm. 7 (A)]. The induced

morphism

Pn(A × Dk+1) −→ Pn(A × Dk+1 ∪A×∂Dk+1 B × ∂Dk+1)

is then a weak equivalence by [64, Cor. 23]. Since Pn( j × Dk+1) : Pn(A ×
Dk+1) −→ Pn(B × Dk+1) is a weak equivalence, so is the morphism

Pn( j�ik+1) : Pn(A × Dk+1 ∪A×∂Dk+1 B × ∂Dk+1) −→ Pn(B × Dk+1) .

One more time by [64, Cor. 23], this shows that j�ik+1 is a symmetrizable

acyclic cofibration. This completes the induction step.

(iii) Since A and B are cofibrant, the mapping cylinder inclusion

c( j) : A −→ (A × [0, 1]) ∪ j B = Z( j)

is a cofibration. Moreover, the projection Z( j) −→ B is a homotopy equiva-

lence, hence so is Pn(Z( j)) −→ Pn(B) for every n ≥ 1. Since Pn( j) is a weak

equivalence by hypothesis, the morphism Pn(c( j)) : Pn(A) −→ Pn(Z( j)) is a

weak equivalence for every n ≥ 1. So c( j) is a symmetrizable acyclic cofibra-

tion by [64, Cor. 23]. Applying (ii) to the morphism c( j) yields the claim. �

Now we can verify the symmetrizability of cofibrations and acyclic cofibra-

tions for the positive global model structure of orthogonal spaces. The cofibra-

tion part (i) is in fact slightly stronger in that it does not need any positivity

hypothesis.

Theorem 2.1.13. (i) Let i : A −→ B be a flat cofibration of orthogonal

spaces. Then for every n ≥ 1 the morphism

i�n/Σn : Qn(i)/Σn −→ B⊠n/Σn

is a flat cofibration. In other words, all cofibrations in the global model

structure of orthogonal spaces are symmetrizable.

(ii) Let i : A −→ B be a positive flat cofibration of orthogonal spaces that is

also a global equivalence. Then for every n ≥ 1 the morphism

i�n/Σn : Qn(i)/Σn −→ B⊠n/Σn

is a global equivalence. In other words, all acyclic cofibrations in the

positive global model structure of orthogonal spaces are symmetrizable.
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Proof (i) We recall from the proof of Proposition 1.2.10 the set

Istr = { Gm(O(m)/H × ik) | m, k ≥ 0,H ≤ O(m)}

of generating flat cofibrations of orthogonal spaces, where ik : ∂Dk −→ Dk

is the inclusion. The set Istr detects the acyclic fibrations in the strong level

model structure of orthogonal spaces. In particular, every flat cofibration is a

retract of an Istr-cell complex. By [64, Cor. 9] or [188, Lemma A.1], it suffices

to show that the generating flat cofibrations in Istr are symmetrizable.

The orthogonal space Gm(O(m)/H × K) is isomorphic to LH,Rm × K, so we

show more generally that every morphism of the form

LG,V × ik : LG,V × ∂Dk −→ LG,V × Dk

is a symmetrizable cofibration, where V is any representation of a compact Lie

group G. The symmetrized iterated pushout product

(LG,V × ik)�n/Σn : Qn(LG,V × ik)/Σn −→ (LG,V × ik)⊠n/Σn (2.1.14)

is isomorphic to

LΣn≀G,Vn (i�n
k ) : LΣn≀G,Vn (Qn(ik)) −→ LΣn≀G,Vn ((Dk)n) ,

where

i�n
k : Qn(ik) −→ (Dk)n

is the n-fold pushout product of the inclusion ik : ∂Dk −→ Dk, with respect to

the cartesian product of spaces. Here the wreath product Σn ≀G acts on Vn by

(σ; g1, . . . , gn) · (v1, . . . , vn) = (gσ−1(1)vσ−1(1), . . . , gσ−1(n)vσ−1(n)) .

The map i�n
k

is Σn-equivariant, and we claim that i�n
k

is a cofibration of Σn-

spaces. One way to see this is to exploit that ik is homeomorphic to the geo-

metric realization of the inclusion ιk : ∂∆[k] −→ ∆[k] of the boundary of the

simplicial k-simplex. So i�n
k

is Σn-homeomorphic to the geometric realization

of the inclusion ι�n
k

: Qn(ιk) −→ ∆[k]n of Σn-simplicial sets. The geometric

realization of an equivariant embedding of simplicial sets is always an equiv-

ariant cofibration of spaces, so altogether this shows that i�n
k

is a cofibration

of Σn-spaces. Proposition B.14 (i) then shows that i�n
k

is also a cofibration of

(Σn ≀G)-spaces via restriction along the projection Σn ≀G −→ Σn. So the mor-

phism (2.1.14) is a flat cofibration.

(ii) Theorem 1.2.21 describes a set Jstr∪K of generating acyclic cofibrations

for the global model structure on the category of orthogonal spaces. From this

we obtain a set J+∪K+ of generating acyclic cofibration for the positive global

model structure of Proposition 1.2.23 by restricting to those morphisms in Jstr∪
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K that are positive cofibrations, i.e., homeomorphisms in level 0. So explicitly,

we set

J+ = { Gm(O(m)/H × jk) | m ≥ 1, k ≥ 0,H ≤ O(m)} ,

where jk : Dk × {0} −→ Dk × [0, 1] is the inclusion, and

K+ =
⋃

G,V,W : V,0

Z(ρG,V,W) ,

the set of all pushout products of sphere inclusions ik with the mapping cylinder

inclusions of the global equivalences ρG,V,W : LG,V⊕W −→ LG,V . Here (G,V,W)

runs through a set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of triples con-

sisting of a compact Lie group G, a non-zero faithful G-representation V and an

arbitrary G-representation W. By [64, Cor. 9] or [188, Lemma A.1] it suffices

to show that all morphisms in J+ ∪ K+ are symmetrizable acyclic cofibrations.

We start with a morphism Gm( jk × O(m)/H) in J+. For every n ≥ 1, the

morphism

(Gm(O(m)/H × jk))�n/Σn

is a flat cofibration by part (i), and a homeomorphism in level 0 because m ≥ 1.

Moreover, the map jk is a homotopy equivalence of spaces, so Gm(O(m)/H× jk)

is a homotopy equivalence of orthogonal spaces; the morphismPn(Gm(O(m)/H×
jk)) is then again a homotopy equivalence for every n ≥ 1, by Proposition

2.1.12 (i). Then [64, Cor. 23] shows that Gm(O(m)/H × jk) is a symmetrizable

acyclic cofibration. This takes care of the set J+.

Now we consider the morphisms in the set K+. Since G acts faithfully on

the non-zero inner product space V , the action of the wreath product Σn ≀G on

Vn is again faithful. So the morphism

ρΣn≀G,Vn ,Wn : LΣn≀G,Vn⊕Wn −→ LΣn≀G,Vn

is a global equivalence by Proposition 1.1.26 (ii). By the isomorphism

Pn(LG,V ) = L⊠n
G,V/Σn � LΣn≀G,Vn ,

the morphism ρΣn≀G,Vn,Wn is isomorphic to Pn(ρG,V,W) : Pn(LG,V⊕W ) −→ Pn(LG,V ),

which is thus a global equivalence. Proposition 2.1.12 (iii) then shows that all

morphisms inZ(ρG,V,W) are symmetrizable acyclic cofibrations. �

� The hypothesis in Theorem 2.1.13 (ii) that i is a positive flat cofibration

is really necessary. Indeed, the unique morphism ρ : LR −→ ∗ to the

terminal orthogonal space is a global equivalence, and source and target of

ρ are flat, but only the source is positively flat. Then the mapping cylinder

inclusion c(ρ) : LR −→ C(LR) is a global equivalence between flat orthogonal

spaces, but it is not a homeomorphism at 0. And indeed, for no n ≥ 2 is the
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morphism Pn(LR) −→ Pn(C(LR)) a global equivalence, because the source is

isomorphic to LΣn,Rn = BglΣn, whereas the target is homotopy equivalent to the

terminal orthogonal space.

Now we put all the pieces together and prove the global model structure for

ultra-commutative monoids. We call a morphism of ultra-commutative monoids

a global equivalence (respectively positive global fibration) if the underlying

morphism of orthogonal spaces is a global equivalence (respectively fibration

in the positive global model structure).

Theorem 2.1.15 (Global model structure for ultra-commutative monoids).

(i) The global equivalences and positive global fibrations are part of a cofi-

brantly generated, proper, topological model structure on the category of

ultra-commutative monoids, the global model structure.

(ii) Let j : R −→ S be a cofibration in the global model structure of ultra-

commutative monoids.

(a) The morphism of R-modules underlying j is a cofibration in the global

model structure of R-modules of Corollary 1.4.15 (i).

(b) The morphism of orthogonal spaces underlying j is an h-cofibration,

and hence a closed embedding.

(c) If the underlying orthogonal space of R is flat, then j is a flat cofibra-

tion of orthogonal spaces.

Proof (i) The positive global model structure of orthogonal spaces estab-

lished in Proposition 1.2.23 is cofibrantly generated and monoidal (by Proposi-

tion 1.4.12 (iv)). The ‘unit axiom’ also holds: we let f : I −→ ∗ be any positive

flat replacement of the monoidal unit, the constant one-point orthogonal space.

Then for every orthogonal space Y the induced morphism f ⊠X : I⊠Y −→ ∗⊠Y

is a global equivalence by Theorem 1.3.2 (ii). The monoid axiom holds by

Proposition 1.4.13. Cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations are symmetrizable by

Theorem 2.1.13, so the model structure satisfies the ‘commutative monoid ax-

iom’ in the sense of [188, Def. 3.1]. The symmetric algebra functor P com-

mutes with filtered colimits by Corollary 2.1.4. Theorem 3.2 of [188] thus

shows that the positive global model structure of orthogonal spaces lifts to the

category of ultra-commutative monoids.

The global model structure is topological by Proposition B.5, where we take

G as the set of free ultra-commutative monoids P(LH,Rm ) for all m ≥ 1 and all

closed subgroups H of O(m), and we take Z as the set of acyclic cofibrations

P(c(ρG.V.W)) for the mapping cone inclusions c(ρG,V,W) of the global equiva-

lences ρG,V,W : LG,V⊕W −→ LG,V , indexed by representatives as in the defini-

tion of the set K+. Since weak equivalences and fibrations of ultra-commutative
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monoids are defined on underlying orthogonal spaces, and since pullbacks of

ultra-commutative monoids are created on underlying orthogonal spaces, right

properness is inherited from the positive global model structure of orthogonal

spaces (Proposition 1.2.23). We defer the proof of left properness until after

the proof of part (ii).

(ii) For (a) we recall that the global model structure on the category of R-

modules is lifted, via the free and forgetful adjoint functor pair, from the abso-

lute global model structure of Theorem 1.2.21. By Corollary 1.4.15 (i) and (ii)

this model structure of R-modules is a cofibrantly generated monoidal model

category that satisfies the monoid axiom. Moreover, the unit object R is cofi-

brant; for this it is relevant that we have lifted the absolute model structure

(as opposed to the positive model structure). We claim that all cofibrations in

this model structure are symmetrizable with respect to the box product of R-

modules. By [64, Cor. 9] or [188, Lemma A.1] it suffices to show this for a set

of generating cofibrations, which can be taken of the form R ⊠ i for i in a set

of flat cofibrations of orthogonal spaces (for example the set Istr defined in the

proof of the strong level model structure, Proposition 1.2.10). A box product,

over R, of free R-modules induced from orthogonal spaces is isomorphic to the

free R-module generated by the box product of underlying orthogonal spaces:

(R ⊠ X) ⊠R (R ⊠ Y) � R ⊠ (X ⊠ Y)

Since R ⊠ − is a left adjoint, it commutes with pushouts and orbits by Σn-

actions. Hence the analogous statement carries over to symmetrized iterated

box products. In other words, for every morphism i : A −→ B of orthogo-

nal spaces there is a natural isomorphism in the arrow category of R-modules

between

(R ⊠ i)�Rn/Σn : Qn
R(R ⊠ i)/Σn −→ Pn

R(R ⊠ B)

and

R ⊠ (i�n/Σn) : R ⊠ (Qn(i)/Σn) −→ R ⊠ Pn(B) .

If i is a flat cofibration of orthogonal spaces, then so is the morphism i�n/Σn,

by Theorem 2.1.13 (i). So the morphism R ⊠ (i�n/Σn) is a cofibration of R-

modules, hence so is the morphism (R ⊠ i)�Rn/Σn. This completes the proof

that all cofibrations in the global model structure for R-modules of Corollary

1.4.15 (i) are symmetrizable with respect to ⊠R.

Now we apply Corollary 3.6 of [188]; there is a slight caveat here, because

the hypotheses ask for the validity of the ‘strong commutative monoid axiom’

(Definition 3.4 of [188]), which requires the symmetrizability of both the cofi-

brations and the acyclic cofibrations. Since the model structure on R-modules

was lifted from an absolute model structure, it is not the case that all acyclic
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cofibrations are symmetrizable. However, [188, Cor. 3.6] and its proof are only

about cofibrations, and don’t involve the weak equivalences at all. So the proof

of [188, Cor. 3.6] only needs the symmetrizability of the cofibrations, which

we just established for the global model category of R-modules of Corollary

1.4.15 (i). Since R is cofibrant as an R-module, [188, Cor. 3.6] shows that for

every cofibrant commutative R-algebra S , the structure morphism i : R −→ S

is a cofibration of R-modules. Part (i) now follows because commutative R-

algebras are morphisms of ultra-commutative monoids with source R. More

precisely, the category of commutative R-algebras is isomorphic to the cat-

egory of ultra-commutative monoids under R. Moreover, a commutative R-

algebra S is cofibrant if and only if the structure morphism i : R −→ S is a

cofibration of ultra-commutative monoids.

(b) This is a combination of part (a) and the fact, proved in Corollary 1.4.15 (i),

that all cofibrations of R-modules are h-cofibrations of orthogonal spaces.

(c) This is a combination of part (a) and the fact, also proved in Corollary

1.4.15 (i), that if R itself is flat, then all cofibrations of R-modules are flat

cofibrations of orthogonal spaces.

If remains to prove left properness of the model structure. Pushouts in a

category of commutative algebras are given by the relative monoidal product.

For ultra-commutative monoids this means that a pushout square has the form

R

j

��

f

≃
// T

j⊠RT

��
S

S⊠R f

// S ⊠R T

where S and T are considered as R-modules by restriction along j respec-

tively f . For left properness we now suppose that j is a cofibration and f is

a global equivalence. By part (a) of (ii), the morphism j is then a cofibration

of R-modules in the global model structure of Corollary 1.4.15 (i). Since R is

cofibrant in that model structure, also S is cofibrant as an R-module. Proposi-

tion 1.4.16 then shows that the functor S ⊠R − preserves global equivalences.

So the cobase change S ⊠R f of f is a global equivalence. This shows that the

global model structure of ultra-commutative monoids is left proper. �

2.2 Global power monoids

In this section we investigate the algebraic structure that an ultra-commutative

multiplication produces on the Rep-functor π
0
(R). Besides an abelian monoid

structure on πG
0

(R) for every compact Lie group G, this structure includes
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power operations and transfer maps. We formalize this algebraic structure un-

der the name ‘global power monoid’, see Definition 2.2.8. Theorem 2.2.24 then

says that global power monoids are precisely the natural algebraic structure,

i.e., they parametrize all natural operations on π
0
(R) for ultra-commutative

monoids. In Construction 2.2.29 we introduce the transfer maps, which are an

equivalent way of packaging the power operations in a global power monoid;

the main properties of the transfers are summarized in Proposition 2.2.30.

Given an orthogonal monoid space R (not necessarily commutative) with

multiplication morphism µ : R ⊠ R −→ R and a compact Lie group G, we

define a binary operation

+ : πG
0 (R) × πG

0 (R) −→ πG
0 (R) (2.2.1)

on the G-equivariant homotopy set of R as the composite

πG
0 (R) × πG

0 (R)
×−−→ πG

0 (R ⊠ R)
µ∗−−−→ πG

0 (R) .

The pairing × was defined in Construction 1.5.15. If we expand the definition,

it boils down to the following explicit recipe: if V and W are G-representations

and x ∈ R(V)G and y ∈ R(W)G are G-fixed points that represent two classes in

πG
0

(R), then [x] + [y] is represented by the G-fixed point

µV,W(x, y) ∈ R(V ⊕W) .

� We write the pairing on the equivariant homotopy sets of R additively

because we will mostly be interested in commutative orthogonal monoid

spaces. Obviously, the additive notation is slightly dangerous for non-commu-

tative orthogonal monoid spaces, because there the pairing need not be com-

mutative.

The following properties of the operation ‘+‘ are direct consequences of

the corresponding properties of the pairings ‘×’, compare Proposition 1.5.17;

a direct proof from the explicit definition of the operation ‘+’ above is also

straightforward.

Corollary 2.2.2. Let R be an orthogonal monoid space.

(i) For every compact Lie group G the binary operation + makes the set

πG
0

(R) into a monoid.

(ii) If the multiplication of R is commutative, then so is the operation +.

(iii) The restriction map α∗ : πG
0

(R) −→ πK
0

(R) associated to a continuous

homomorphism α : K −→ G between compact Lie groups is a monoid

homomorphism.
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Now we turn to special features that happen for ultra-commutative monoids.

If the multiplication on an orthogonal monoid space R is commutative, then

this does not only imply commutativity of the monoids πG
0

(R); strict commu-

tativity of the multiplication also gives rise to additional power operations that

we discuss now. An important special case will later be the multiplicative ultra-

commutative monoidΩ•R arising from an ultra-commutative ring spectrum R.

In this situation the power operations satisfy further compatibility conditions

with respect to the addition and the transfer maps on π
0
(Ω•R) = π

0
(R); al-

together this structure makes altogether makes the 0-th equivariant homotopy

groups of an ultra-commutative ring spectrum into a global power functor.

Construction 2.2.3. We let R be an ultra-commutative monoid, G a compact

Lie group and m ≥ 1. We construct a natural power operation

[m] : πG
0 (R) −→ πΣm≀G

0
(R) (2.2.4)

that is an equivariant refinement of the map x 7−→ m · x.

We recall that the wreath product Σm ≀ G of a symmetric group Σm and a

group G is the semidirect product

Σm ≀G = Σm ⋉Gm

formed with respect to the action of Σm by permuting the factors of Gm. So the

multiplication in Σm ≀G is given by

(σ; g1, . . . , gm) · (τ; k1, . . . , km) = (στ; gτ(1)k1, . . . , gτ(m)km) .

For every G-space E, the wreath product Σm ≀G acts on the space Em by

(σ; g1, . . . , gm) · (e1, . . . , em) = (gσ−1(1)eσ−1(1), . . . , gσ−1(m)eσ−1(m)) .

For every G-representation V , this action even makes Vm into a (Σm ≀ G)-

representation. We let

µV,...,V : R(V) × · · · × R(V) −→ R(V ⊕ · · · ⊕ V)

denote the (V, . . . ,V)-component of the iterated multiplication map of R, and

we observe that this map is (Σm ≀G)-equivariant because the multiplication of R

is commutative. If x ∈ R(V)G is a G-fixed point representing a class in πG
0

(R),

then (x, . . . , x) ∈ R(V)m is a (Σm ≀ G)-fixed point. So its image under the map

µV,...,V is a (Σm ≀G)-fixed point of R(Vm), representing an element

[m]([x]) = 〈µV,...,V (x, . . . , x)〉 ∈ πΣm≀G
0

(R) .

If we stabilize x along a G-equivariant linear isometric embeddingϕ : V −→ W

to R(ϕ)(x) ∈ R(W)G, then µV,...,V (x, . . . , x) changes into

µW,...,W (R(ϕ)(x), . . . ,R(ϕ)(x)) = R(ϕm)(µV,...,V (x, . . . , x)) ∈ R(Wm)Σm≀G .
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Since ϕm : Vm −→ Wm is a (Σm ≀ G)-equivariant linear isometric embedding,

this element represents the same class in πΣm≀G
0

(R) as µV,...,V (x, . . . , x), so the

class [m]([x]) only depends on the class of x in πG
0

(R). We have thus constructed

a well-defined power operation (2.2.4).

The power operations are clearly natural for homomorphismsϕ : R −→ S of

ultra-commutative monoids, i.e., for every compact Lie group G, every m ≥ 0

and all x ∈ πG
0

(R) the relation

[m](ϕ∗(x)) = ϕ∗([m](x))

holds in πΣm≀G
0

(S ).

The power operations [m] satisfy various properties reminiscent of the map

x 7→ m · x in an abelian monoid. We formalize these properties into the concept

of a global power monoid. In the definition we need certain homomorphisms

between different wreath products, so we fix notation for these now. We use

the plus symbol for the ‘concatenation’ group monomorphism

+ : Σi × Σ j −→ Σi+ j

defined by

(σ + σ′)(k) =


σ(k) for 1 ≤ k ≤ i, and

σ′(k − i) + i for i + 1 ≤ k ≤ i + j.

This operation is strictly associative, so we will leave out parentheses. The

operation + is not commutative, but the permutations σ + σ′ and σ′ + σ differ

by conjugation with the (i, j)-shuffle. An embedding of a product of wreath

products is now defined by

Φi, j : (Σi ≀G) × (Σ j ≀G) −→ Σi+ j ≀G (2.2.5)

((σ; g1, . . . , gi), (σ′; gi+1, . . . , gi+ j)) 7−→ (σ + σ′; g1, . . . , gi+ j) .

Another group monomorphism

♮ : Σk ≀ Σm −→ Σkm

is defined by

(σ♮(τ1, . . . , τk))((i − 1)m + j) = (σ(i) − 1)m + τi( j) ,

for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and 1 ≤ j ≤ m. This yields an embedding of an iterated wreath

product

Ψk,m : Σk ≀ (Σm ≀G) −→ Σkm ≀G (2.2.6)

(σ; (τ1; g1), . . . , (τk; gk)) 7−→ (σ♮(τ1, . . . , τk); g1 + · · · + gk) .
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Here each gi = (gi
1
, . . . , gi

m) is an m-tuple of elements of G, and

g1 + · · · + gk = (g1
1, . . . , g

1
m, g

2
1, . . . , g

2
m, . . . , g

k
1, . . . , g

k
m)

denotes the concatenation of the tuples.

Remark 2.2.7. The formula for the homomorphism ♮ : Σk ≀ Σm −→ Σkm may

seems slightly ad hoc, but it can be motivated in a more conceptual way as a

composite

Σk ≀ Σm −→ Σ{1,...,k}×{1,...,m} � Σkm .

The first monomorphism sends (σ; τ1, . . . , τk) to the permutation of the prod-

uct set {1, . . . , k} × {1, . . . ,m} defined by

(i, j) 7−→ (σ(i), τi( j)) .

The second isomorphism is conjugation by the lexicographic ordering

{1, . . . , k} × {1, . . . ,m} � {1, . . . , km} , (i, j) 7−→ (i − 1)m + j .

The use of the lexicographic ordering (and hence the precise formula for the

homomorphism ♮) is not essential here: if we use a different bijection between

the sets {1, . . . , k} × {1, . . . ,m} and {1, . . . , km}, then the homomorphisms ♮ and

Ψk,m change by inner automorphisms. So the conjugacy classes of ♮ and Ψk,m

(but not the actual homomorphisms) are canonical. Since we will always hit

Ψk,m with functors that are invariant under conjugation, this should motivate

that the construction is reasonably natural.

Definition 2.2.8. A global power monoid is a functor

M : Repop −→ AbMon

from the opposite of the category Rep of compact Lie groups and conjugacy

classes of continuous homomorphisms to the category of abelian monoids,

equipped with monoid homomorphisms

[m] : M(G) −→ M(Σm ≀G)

for all compact Lie groups G and m ≥ 1, called power operations, that satisfy

the following relations.

(i) (Identity) The operation [1] is restriction along the preferred isomor-

phism Σ1 ≀G � G, (1; g) 7→ g.

(ii) (Naturality) For every continuous homomorphism α : K −→ G between

compact Lie groups and every m ≥ 1 the relation

[m] ◦ α∗ = (Σm ≀ α)∗ ◦ [m]

holds as homomorphisms M(G) −→ M(Σm ≀ K).
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(iii) (Transitivity) For all compact Lie groups G and all k,m ≥ 1 the relation

Ψ∗k,m ◦ [km] = [k] ◦ [m]

holds as homomorphisms M(G) −→ M(Σk ≀ (Σm ≀ G)), where Ψk,m is the

monomorphism (2.2.6).

(iv) (Additivity) For all compact Lie groups G, all m > i > 0 and all x ∈ M(G)

the relation

Φ∗i,m−i([m](x)) = p∗1([i](x)) + p∗2([m − i](x))

holds in M((Σi ≀G)×(Σm−i ≀G)), whereΦi,m−i is the monomorphism (2.2.5)

and

p1 : (Σi≀G)×(Σm−i≀G) −→ Σi≀G and p2 : (Σi≀G)×(Σm−i≀G) −→ Σm−i≀G

are the two projections.

A morphism of global power monoids is a natural transformation of abelian

monoid valued functors that also commutes with the power operations [m] for

all m ≥ 1.

Remark 2.2.9. In any abelian Rep-monoid M we can define external pairings

⊕ : M(G) × M(K) −→ M(G × K) by x ⊕ y = p∗G(x) + p∗K(y) ,

where pG : G×K −→ G and pK : G×K −→ K are the two projections. In this

notation, the additivity requirement in Definition 2.2.8 becomes the relation

Φ∗i,m−i([m](x)) = [i](x) ⊕ [m − i](x) . (2.2.10)

In a global power monoid, the power operations are also additive with respect

to the external addition: for all compact Lie groups G and K and all m ≥ 1, and

all classes x ∈ M(G) and y ∈ M(K) the relation

[m](x ⊕ y) = ∆∗([m](x) ⊕ [m](y))

holds in M(Σm ≀ (G × K)), where ∆ is the ‘diagonal’ monomorphism

∆ : Σm ≀ (G × K) −→ (Σm ≀G) × (Σm ≀ K) (2.2.11)

(σ; (g1, k1), . . . , (gm, km)) 7−→ ((σ; g1, . . . , gm), (σ; k1, . . . , km)) .

Indeed, ∆ factors as the composite

Σm ≀ (G × K)
∆Σm ≀(G×K)−−−−−−→ (Σm ≀ (G × K)) × (Σm ≀ (G × K))

(Σm≀pG )×(Σm ≀pK )
−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (Σm ≀G) × (Σm ≀ K) .
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So

[m](x ⊕ y) = [m](p∗G(x) + p∗K(y)) = [m](p∗G(x)) + [m](p∗K(y))

= (Σm ≀ pG)∗([m](x)) + (Σm ≀ pK)∗([m](y))

= ∆∗Σm≀(G×K)((Σm ≀ pG)∗([m](x)) ⊕ (Σm ≀ pK)∗([m](y)))

= ∆∗Σm≀(G×K)(((Σm ≀ pG) × (Σm ≀ pK))∗([m](x) ⊕ [m](y)))

= ∆∗([m](x) ⊕ [m](y)) .

The class [m](x) is an equivariant refinement of m·x = x+. . .+x (m summands)

in the following sense. Applying the relation (2.2.10) repeatedly shows that

[m](x) restricts to the external m-fold sum

x ⊕ . . . ⊕ x ∈ M(Gm)

on the normal subgroup Gm of Σm ≀G. Restricting further to the diagonal takes

the m-fold external sum to m · x in M(G).

We will soon discuss that the power operations of an ultra-commutative

monoid define a global power monoid. One aspect of this is the additivity

of the power operations, which could be shown directly from the definition.

However, we will use this opportunity to establish a very general (and rather

formal) additivity result that we will use several times in this book. We let C
be a category with a zero object and finite coproducts. We let X ∨ Y be a co-

product of two objects X and Y with universal morphisms i : X −→ X ∨ Y and

j : Y −→ X ∨ Y. If f : X −→ A and g : Y −→ A are two morphisms with

common target, we denote by f + g : X ∨ Y −→ A the unique morphism that

satisfies ( f + g)i = f and ( f + g) j = g.

We call a functor from C to the category of abelian monoids reduced if

it takes every zero object in C to the trivial monoid. We call the functor F

additive if for every pair of objects X, Y of C the map

(F(IdX +0), F(0 + IdY )) : F(X ∨ Y) −→ F(X) × F(Y)

is bijective (and hence an isomorphism of monoids).

Proposition 2.2.12. Let C be a category with a zero object and finite coprod-

ucts and

F,G : C −→ AbMon

two reduced functors to the category of abelian monoids. Suppose that the

functor G is additive. Then every natural transformation of set valued functors

from F to G is automatically additive.

Proof We let τ : F −→ G be a natural transformation of set valued functors.
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We consider two classes x, y ∈ F(X). We let i, j : X −→ X ∨ X be the two

inclusions into the coproduct. We claim that

τX∨X(F(i)(x) + F( j)(y)) = G(i)(τX(x)) +G( j)(τX(y)) (2.2.13)

in the abelian monoid G(X ∨ X). Indeed,

G(IdX +0)(τX∨X(F(i)(x) + F( j)(y))) = τX(F(IdX +0)(F(i)(x) + F( j)(y)))

= τX(F(IdX)(x) + F(0)(y)) = τX(x)

= G(IdX)(τX(x)) +G(0)(τX(x))

= G(IdX +0)(G(i)(τX(x)) +G( j)(τX(y)))

in G(X). Similarly,

G(0+ IdX)(τX∨X(F(i)(x)+F( j)(y))) = G(0+ IdX)(G(i)(τX(x))+G( j)(τX(y))) .

Since G is additive, this shows the relation (2.2.13). We let ∇ = (Id+ Id) :

X ∨ X −→ X denote the fold morphism, so that

F(∇)(F(i)(x) + F( j)(y)) = F(∇i)(x) + F(∇ j)(y) = x + y .

Then

τX(x + y) = τX(F(∇)(F(i)(x)+ F( j)(y)))

= G(∇)(τX∨X(F(i)(x) + F( j)(y)))

(2.2.13) = G(∇)(G(i)(τX(x)) +G( j)(τX(y)))

= G(∇i)(τX(x)) +G(∇ j)(τX(y)) = τX(x) + τX(y) . �

Proposition 2.2.14. Let R be an ultra-commutative monoid. Then the binary

operations (2.2.1) and the power operations (2.2.4) make the Rep-functorπ
0
(R)

into a global power monoid.

Proof Corollary 2.2.2 shows that the binary operations (2.2.1) make the Rep-

functor π
0
(R) into a functor to the category of abelian monoids. The coproduct

of ultra-commutative monoids is given by the box product, so the two reduced

functors

πG
0 , π

Σm≀G
0

: umon −→ AbMon

are additive by Corollary 1.5.20. Since the power operation [m] : πG
0

(R) −→
πΣm≀G

0
(R) is natural in R, Proposition 2.2.12, applied to the category of ultra-

commutative monoids, shows that [m] is additive. The identity (i), natural-

ity (ii), transitivity (iii) and additivity property (iv) in Definition 2.2.8 of global

power monoids are straightforward, and we omit the proofs. �
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Example 2.2.15. We let M be a commutative topological monoid. Then the

constant orthogonal space M is naturally an ultra-commutative monoid. More-

over, the equivariant homotopy functor π
0
(M) is constant with value π0(M),

and monoid structure induced from the multiplication of M. The power opera-

tion

[m] : π0(M) = πG
0 (M) −→ πΣm≀G

0
(M) = π0(M)

then sends an element x to m · x.

Example 2.2.16 (Naive units of an orthogonal monoid space). Every orthog-

onal monoid space R contains an interesting orthogonal monoid subspace Rn×,

the naive units of R. The value of Rn× at an inner product space V is the union

of those path components of R(V) that are taken to invertible elements, with

respect to the monoid structure on π0(R), under the map

R(V) −→ π0(R(V)) −→ πe
0(R) .

In other words, a point x ∈ R(V) belongs to Rn×(V) if and only if there is an

inner product space W and a point y ∈ R(W) such that

µV,W(x, y) ∈ R(V ⊕W) and µW,V (y, x) ∈ R(W ⊕ V)

are in the same path component as the respective unit elements. We omit the

verification that the subspaces Rn×(V) indeed form an orthogonal monoid sub-

space of R as V varies. The induced map

π
0
(Rn×) −→ π

0
(R)

is also an inclusion, and the value πe
0
(Rn×) at the trivial group is, by construc-

tion, the set of invertible elements of πe
0
(R). For a general compact Lie group

G,

πG
0 (Rn×) = { x ∈ πG

0 (R) | resG
e (x) is invertible in πe

0(R)}

is the submonoid of πG
0

(R) of elements that become invertible when restricted

to the trivial group. So contrary to what one could suspect at first sight, πG
0

(Rn×)

may contain non-invertible elements and the orthogonal monoid space Rn× is

not necessarily group-like; this is why we use the adjective ‘naive’.

Example 2.2.17 (Units of a global power monoid). Every global power mo-

noid M has a global power submonoid M× of units. The value M×(G) at a

compact Lie group G is the subgroup of invertible elements of M(G). Since

the restriction maps and the power operations are homomorphisms, the sets

M×(G) are closed under restriction maps and power operations. So for varying

G, the subgroups M×(G) indeed form a global power submonoid of M.

We call a global power monoid N group-like if the abelian monoid N(G) is
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a group for every compact Lie group G. If f : N −→ M is a homomorphism

of global power monoids and N is group-like, then the image of f is contained

in M×. So the functor M 7→ M× is right adjoint to the inclusion of the full

subcategory of group-like global power monoids.

If R is an ultra-commutative monoid, then we introduce a global topological

version R× of the units in Construction 2.5.18 below. This construction comes

with a homomorphism of ultra-commutative monoids R× −→ R that realizes

the inclusion of the units of π
0
(R), compare Proposition 2.5.19.

Example 2.2.18 (Group completion of a global power monoid). A morphism

j : M −→ M⋆ of global power monoids is a group completion if for every

group-like global power monoid N the map

j∗ : (global power monoids)(M⋆,N) −→ (global power monoids)(M,N)

is bijective. Since the pair (M⋆, j) represents a functor, it is unique up to pre-

ferred isomorphism under M. Every global power monoid M has a group

completion, which can be constructed ‘objectwise’. We define a global power

monoid M⋆ at a compact Lie group G by letting M⋆(G) be a group com-

pletion (Grothendieck construction) of the abelian monoid M(G), with j(G) :

M(G) −→ M⋆(G) the universal homomorphism. Since the restriction maps

α∗ : M(G) −→ M(K) and the power operations [m] : M(G) −→ M(Σm ≀ G)

are monoid homomorphisms, the universal property provides unique homo-

morphisms α∗ : M⋆(G) −→ M⋆(K) and [m] : M⋆(G) −→ M⋆(Σm ≀ G) such

that

α∗ ◦ j(G) = j(K) ◦ α∗ and [m] ◦ j(G) = j(Σm ≀G) ◦ [m] .

The functoriality of the restriction maps α∗ and the additional relations re-

quired of a global power monoid are relations between monoid homomor-

phism; so they are inherited by M⋆ via the universal property of group com-

pletion of abelian monoids.

If R is an ultra-commutative monoid, then in Construction 2.5.20 below we

introduce a global topological version R⋆ of the group completion. This con-

struction comes with a homomorphism of ultra-commutative monoids R −→
R⋆ that realizes the algebraic group completion, compare Proposition 2.5.21.

Example 2.2.19 (Free ultra-commutative monoid of a global classifying space).

We look more closely at the free ultra-commutative monoid P(BglG) gener-

ated by the global classifying space BglG of a compact Lie group G. For ev-

ery G-representation V , Example 1.3.3 provides an isomorphism of orthogonal

spaces

L⊠m
G,V � LGm ,Vm .
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At an inner product space W, the permutation action of Σm on the left hand

side becomes the action on

LGm ,Vm (W) = L(Vm,W)/Gm

by permuting the summands in Vm. Passage to Σm-orbits gives an isomorphism

Pm(LG,V ) = L⊠m
G,V/Σm � LGm ,Vm/Σm � LΣm ≀G,Vm .

Thus

P(LG,V ) =
∐

m≥0
LΣm≀G,Vm .

If G acts faithfully on V and V , 0, then the action of Σm ≀ G on Vm is again

faithful. So in terms of global classifying spaces the free ultra-commutative

monoid generated by BglG is given by

P(BglG) =
∐

m≥0
Bgl(Σm ≀G) . (2.2.20)

The tautological class uG ∈ πG
0

(BglG) is represented by the orbit of the identity

of V in

(LG,V (V))G = (L(V,V)/G)G ,

compare (1.5.11). So the class [m](uG) ∈ πΣm≀G
0

(P(BglG)) is represented by the

orbit of the identity of Vm in

(LΣm≀G,Vm (Vm))G = (L(Vm,Vm)/Σm ≀G)Σm≀G ;

so with respect to the identification (2.2.20) we have

[m](uG) = uΣm≀G . (2.2.21)

Example 2.2.22 (Coproducts of ultra-commutative monoids). The category of

ultra-commutative monoids is cocomplete; in particular, every family {Ri}i∈I of

ultra-commutative monoids has a coproduct that we denote ⊠′
i∈I Ri. We claim

that the functor

π
0

: umon −→ (global power monoids)

preserves coproducts. Indeed, if the indexing set I is finite, then the underlying

orthogonal space of the coproduct ⊠′
i∈I Ri is simply the iterated box product of

the underlying orthogonal spaces. The functor π
0

takes box products of orthog-

onal spaces to the objectwise product of Rep-functors, by Corollary 1.5.20. In

the category of abelian monoids, finite products are also finite coproducts. Co-

products of global power monoids are formed objectwise, so a finite product

of global power monoids is also a coproduct. This proves the claim whenever

the indexing set I is finite.
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In any category, an infinite coproduct is the filtered colimit of the finite co-

products. Moreover, filtered colimits of ultra-commutative monoids are formed

on underlying orthogonal spaces, compare Corollary 2.1.4. So if the set I is in-

finite, then the underlying orthogonal space of the coproduct is the ‘infinite box

product’ in the sense of Construction 1.5.21, i.e., the filtered colimit, formed

over the poset of finite subsets of I, of the finite coproducts,

⊠
′
i∈I Ri � colimJ⊂I,J finite ⊠ j∈JR j .

Proposition 1.5.24 thus provides a bijection
∏′

i∈I
πG

0 (Ri) −→ πG
0 (⊠′i∈IRi)

from the weak product of the abelian monoids πG
0

(Ri) to the abelian monoid

πG
0

(⊠′
i∈IRi). For abelian monoids, the weak product is also the direct sum, i.e.,

the categorical coproduct. Since colimits of global power monoids are calcu-

lated objectwise, this proves the claim in general.

Here is another family of global power monoids, with underlying Rep-func-

tor represented by an abelian compact Lie group A. In fact, the next proposition

shows that Rep(−, A) is a free global power monoid subject to a specific set

of explicit ‘power relations’. In Construction 2.3.23 below we exhibit a multi-

plicative model for the global classifying space of A, i.e., an ultra-commutative

monoid that realizes the global power monoid Rep(−, A) on π
0
.

Proposition 2.2.23. For every abelian compact Lie group A, the Rep-functor

Rep(−, A) has a unique structure of global power monoid. The monoid struc-

ture of Rep(G, A) is given by pointwise multiplication of homomorphisms. The

power operation

[m] : Rep(G, A) −→ Rep(Σm ≀G, A)

is given by

[m](α) = pm ◦ (Σm ≀ α) ,

where pm : Σm ≀ A −→ A is the homomorphism defined by pm(σ; a1, . . . , am) =

a1 · . . . · am. Moreover, for every global power monoid M the map

(global power monoids)(Rep(−, A), M) −→ M(A) , f 7−→ f (A)(IdA)

is injective with image those x ∈ M(A) that satisfy [m](x) = p∗m(x) for all

m ≥ 1.

Proof Since A is abelian, conjugate homomorphisms into A are already equal,

i.e., we can ignore the difference between homomorphisms and conjugacy

classes. We establish the monoid structure and power operations first, which
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also shows the uniqueness. Since Rep(e, A) has only one element, it is the

additive unit. Since restriction maps are monoid homomorphisms, the trivial

homomorphism is the neutral element of Rep(G, A). The sum

q1 + q2 ∈ Rep(A × A, A)

of the two projections is a homomorphism from A × A to A whose restriction

along the two maps (−, 1), (1,−) : A −→ A × A is the identity. The only such

homomorphism is the multiplication µ : A × A −→ A, so we conclude that

q1 + q2 = µ .

Naturality now gives

α+β = (α, β)∗(q1)+ (α, β)∗(q2) = (α, β)∗(q1+q2) = (α, β)∗(µ) = µ◦ (α, β) .

Since power operations refine power maps, the element

[m](IdA) ∈ Rep(Σm ≀ A, A)

restricts to the sum of the m projections on Am ≤ Σm ≀ A. We let 1 : e −→ A be

the unique homomorphism and claim that the composite

Σm ≀ e
Σm≀1−−−→ Σm ≀ A

[m](IdA)−−−−−−→ A

is trivial. Indeed,

[m](IdA) ◦ (Σm ≀ 1) = (Σm ≀ 1)∗([m](IdA)) = [m](1∗(IdA)) = [m](1) = 1 ,

using that the operation [m] is a monoid homomorphism. Thus

[m](IdA)(σ; a1, . . . , am) = [m](IdA)(σ; 1, . . . , 1) · [m](IdA)(1; a1, . . . , am)

= a1 · . . . · am .

In other words, [m](IdA) = pm. Naturality now gives

[m](α) = [m](α∗(IdA)) = (Σm ≀ α)∗([m](IdA))

= (Σm ≀ α)∗(pm) = pm ◦ (Σm ≀ α) .

It remains to show the existence of the global power monoid structure.

Clearly, pointwise multiplication of homomorphisms makes Rep(G, A) into an

abelian monoid (even an abelian group), and the monoid structure is contravari-

antly functorial in G. When we define [m](α) by the formula of the proposi-

tion, then the remaining axioms of a global power monoid (compare Definition

2.2.8) are similarly straightforward. The identity property (i) is clear, and nat-

urality (ii) follows from the relation

[m](α) = (Σm ≀ α)∗([m](IdA)) .
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The transitivity relation (iii) holds by inspection:

Ψ∗k,m([km](α))(σ; (τ1; h1), . . . , (τk, h
k))

= ([km](α))(Ψk,m(σ; (τ1; h1), . . . , (τk, h
k)))

=

k∏

i=1


m∏

j=1

hi
j

 =
k∏

i=1

([m](α))(τ1; hi))

= ([k]([m](α)))(σ; (τ1; h1), . . . , (τk, h
k)) ,

and so does the additivity relation (iv):

Φ∗i,m−i([m](α))((σ; g1, . . . , gi), (σ
′; gi+1, . . . , gm))

= ([m](α))(σ + σ′; g1, . . . , gm)

= α(g1) · · · · · α(gm)

= ([i](α))(σ; g1, . . . , gi) · ([m − i](α))(σ′; gi, . . . , gm)

= ([i](α) ⊕ [m − i](α))((σ; g1, . . . , gi), (σ
′; gi+1, . . . , gm)) .

It remains to identify the global power morphisms out of Rep(−, A). Since the

class IdA generates Rep(−, A) as a Rep-functor, the evaluation map in injective.

For surjectivity we consider a class x ∈ M(A) such that [m](x) = p∗m(x) for all

m ≥ 1. The Yoneda lemma then provides a unique morphism of Rep-functors

f : Rep(−, A) −→ M

such that f (A)(IdA) = x, and this morphism is given by f (G)(α) = α∗(x), for

α : G −→ A. We need to show that f is a morphism of global power monoids,

i.e., additive and compatible with power operations. For additivity we recall

that

α + β = µ ◦ (α, β) = p2 ◦ inclΣ2≀A
A2 ◦ (α, β) .

Hence

f (G)(α + β) = (p2 ◦ inclΣ2≀A
A2 ◦ (α, β))∗(x)

= (α, β)∗(resΣ2≀A
A2 (p∗2(x))) = (α, β)∗(resΣ2≀A

A2 ([2](x)))

= (α, β)∗(x ⊕ x) = α∗(x) + β∗(x) = f (G)(α) + f (G)(β) .

This shows that f is a morphism of abelian Rep-monoids. Finally, given a

continuous homomorphism α : G −→ A, we have

[m]( f (G)(α)) = [m](α∗(x)) = (Σm ≀ α)∗([m](x)) = (Σm ≀ α)∗(p∗m(x))

= (pm ◦ (Σm ≀ α))∗(x) = ([m](α))∗(x) = f (Σm ≀G)([m](α)) .

So the morphism f is also compatible with power operations. �
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Now we are going to show that the restriction maps along continuous group

homomorphisms and the power operations give all natural operations between

equivariant homotopy sets of ultra-commutative monoids. The strategy is the

same as in the analogous situation for orthogonal spaces, see Corollary 1.5.14:

natural operations for ultra-commutative monoids from the functor πG
0

to the

functor πK
0

biject with the K-equivariant homotopy set of P(BglG), the free

ultra-commutative monoids generated by a global classifying space of G. So

ultimately we need to calculate πK
0

(P(BglG)).

The tautological class uG in πG
0

(BglG) was defined in (1.5.11). We set

uumon
G = η∗(uG) ∈ πG

0 (P(BglG)) ,

where η : BglG −→ P(BglG) is the adjunction unit, i.e., the inclusion of the

homogeneous summand for m = 1. The next theorem says in particular that

the global power monoid π
0
(P(BglG)) is freely generated by the element uumon

G
.

Theorem 2.2.24. Let G and K be compact Lie groups.

(i) Every class in πK
0

(P(BglG)) is of the form α∗([m](uumon
G

)) for a unique

m ≥ 0 and a unique conjugacy class of continuous homomorphisms α :

K −→ Σm ≀G.

(ii) For every global power monoid M and every x ∈ M(G) there is a unique

morphism of global power monoids f : π
0
(P(BglG)) −→ M such that

f (G)(uumon
G ) = x .

(iii) Every natural transformation πG
0
−→ πK

0
of set valued functors on the cat-

egory of ultra-commutative monoids is of the form α∗ ◦ [m] for a unique

m ≥ 0 and a unique conjugacy class of continuous group homomor-

phisms α : K −→ Σm ≀G.

Proof For the course of the proof we abbreviate u = uumon
G

.

(i) By (2.2.20) the underlying orthogonal space of P(BglG) is the disjoint

union of global classifying spaces for the wreath product groups Σm ≀G; more-

over, the class [m](u) lies in the m-th summand of P(BglG) and is a univer-

sal element for Bgl(Σm ≀ G), by (2.2.21). So part (i) follows from Proposition

1.5.12 (ii) and the fact that πK
0

commutes with disjoint unions.

(ii) By (i) every element of πK
0

(P(BglG)) is of the form α∗([m](u)); every

morphism of global power monoids f : π0
(P(BglG)) −→ M satisfies

f (K)(α∗([m](u))) = α∗([m]( f (G)(u))) ,

so f is determined by its value on the class u. This shows uniqueness.

Conversely, if x ∈ M(G) is given we define f (K) : πK
0

(P(BglG)) −→ M(K)
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by the formula

f (K)(α∗([m](u))) = α∗([m](x)) .

Then f (G)(u) = x. It remains to show that f is indeed a morphism of global

power monoids. This is a routine – but somewhat lengthy – calculation as

follows. Given α : K −→ Σm ≀G and ᾱ : K −→ Σn ≀G, we have

α∗([m](u)) + ᾱ∗([n](u)) = (α, ᾱ)∗(p∗1([m](u)) + p∗2([n](u)))

= (α, ᾱ)∗(Φ∗m,n([m + n](u)))

= (Φm,n ◦ (α, ᾱ))∗([m + n](u)) .

So f (K) is additive because

f (K)(α∗([m](u)) + ᾱ∗([n](u))) = f (K)((Φm,n ◦ (α, ᾱ))∗([m + n](u)))

= (Φm,n ◦ (α, ᾱ))∗([m + n](x))

= (α, ᾱ)∗(Φ∗m,n([m + n](x)))

= (α, ᾱ)∗(p∗1([m](x)) + p∗2([n](x)))

= α∗([m](x)) + ᾱ∗([n](x))

= f (K)(α∗([m](u))) + f (K)(ᾱ∗([n](u))) .

For a continuous homomorphism β : L −→ K we have

(β∗ ◦ f (K))(α∗([m](u))) = β∗(α∗([m](x))) = (α ◦ β)∗([m](x))

= f (L)((α ◦ β)∗([m](u))) = ( f (L) ◦ β∗)(α∗([m](u))) ;

so the homomorphisms f (K) form a natural transformation of Rep-functors.

For k ≥ 1 we have

[k](α∗([m](u))) = (Σk ≀ α∗)([k]([m](u)))

= (Σk ≀ α∗)(Ψ∗k,m([km](u))) = (Ψk,m ◦ (Σk ≀ α))∗([km](u)) ;

hence

f (Σk ≀ K)([k](α∗([m](u)))) = (Ψk,m ◦ (Σk ≀ α))∗([km](x))

= (Σk ≀ α)∗(Ψ∗k,m([km](x))) = (Σk ≀ α)∗([k]([m](x)))

= [k](α∗([m](x))) = [k]( f (K)(α∗([m](u)))) .

So the homomorphisms f (K) are compatible with power operations.

(iii) We apply the representability result of Proposition 1.5.13 to the category

of ultra-commutative monoids and the free and forgetful adjoint functor pair:

P : spc // umon : Uoo

If G is a compact Lie group, V a G-representation and W a non-zero faith-

ful G-representation, then the restriction morphism ρG,V,W : LG,V⊕W −→ LG,W
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is a global equivalence between positive flat orthogonal spaces. We showed

in the proof of Theorem 2.1.13 (ii) that the induced morphism of free ultra-

commutative monoids P(ρG,V,W) : P(LG,V⊕W ) −→ P(LG,W ) is a global equiva-

lence; in particular, the morphism of Rep-functors π
0
(P(ρG,V,W)) is an isomor-

phism. So Proposition 1.5.13 applies and shows that evaluation at the tautolog-

ical class is a bijection

Natumon(πG
0 , π

K
0 ) −→ πK

0 (P(BglG)) , τ 7−→ τ(u) .

Part (i) then completes the argument. �

Remark 2.2.25 (Natural n-ary operations). By similar arguments as in the pre-

vious theorem we can also identify the natural n-ary operations on equivariant

homotopy sets of ultra-commutative monoids. For every n-tuple G1, . . . ,Gn of

compact Lie groups the functor

Ho(umon) −→ (sets) , X 7−→ πG1

0
(X) × · · · × πGn

0
(X)

is represented by the free ultra-commutative monoid P(BglG1 ∐ . . . ∐ BglGn).

So the set of natural transformations from the functor πG1

0
× · · · × πGn

0
to the

functor πK
0

, for another compact Lie group K, bijects with the K-equivariant

homotopy set of this representing object. Because

P(BglG1 ∐ . . . ∐ BglGn) � P(BglG1) ⊠ · · · ⊠ P(BglGn)

�

∐
j1,..., jn≥0

Bgl(Σ j1 ≀G1) ⊠ · · · ⊠ Bgl(Σ jn ≀Gn)

�

∐
j1,..., jn≥0

Bgl((Σ j1 ≀G1) × · · · × (Σ jn ≀Gn)) ,

the group πK
0

(P(BglG1∐ . . .∐ BglGn)) bijects with the disjoint union of the sets

πK
0 (Bgl((Σ j1 ≀G1) × · · · × (Σ jn ≀Gn))) � Rep(K, (Σ j1 ≀G1) × · · · × (Σ jn ≀Gn)) .

So every natural operation from πG1

0
× · · · × πGn

0
to πK

0
is of the form

(x1, . . . , xn) 7−→ α∗([ j1](x1) ⊕ · · · ⊕ [ jn](xn))

for a unique tuple ( j1, . . . , jn) of non-negative integers and a unique conjugacy

class of continuous homomorphisms α : K −→ (Σ j1 ≀G1) × · · · × (Σ jn ≀Gn). In

particular, the n-ary operations are generated by unary operations and external

sum.

Construction 2.2.26. We describe an alternative (but isomorphic) way to or-

ganize the book keeping of the natural operations between the 0-th equivariant

homotopy sets of ultra-commutative monoids. We denote by Natumon the cat-

egory whose objects are all compact Lie groups and where the morphism set

Natumon(G,K) is the set of all natural transformations, of functors from the
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ultra-commutative monoids to sets, from πG
0

to πK
0

. We define an isomorphic

algebraic category A+, the effective Burnside category. Both Natumonand A+

are ‘pre-preadditive’ in the sense that all morphism sets are abelian monoids

and composition is biadditive. In Natumon, the monoid structure is objectwise

addition of natural transformations.

The category A+ has the same objects as Natumon, namely all compact Lie

groups. In the effective Burnside category, the morphism setA+(G,K) is the set

of isomorphism classes of those K-G-spaces that are disjoint unions of finitely

many free right G-orbits. This set is an abelian monoid via disjoint union of

K-G-spaces. Composition is induced by the balanced product over K:

◦ : A+(K, L) × A+(G,K) −→ A+(G, L) , [T ] ◦ [S ] = [T ×K S ] .

Here T has a left L-action and a commuting free right K-action, whereas S

has a left K-action and a commuting free right G-action. The balanced product

T ×K S then inherits a left L-action from T and a free right G-action from S .

We define a functor

B : Natumon −→ A+

as the identity on objects; on morphisms, the functor is given by

B : Natumon(G,K) −→ A+(G,K) , B(α∗ ◦ [m]) = [α∗({1, . . . ,m} ×G)G] .

In the definition we use the characterization of the natural operations given by

Theorem 2.2.24 (iii). Also, we consider {1, . . . ,m} × G as a right G-space by

translation; the wreath product Σm ≀G acts from the left on {1, . . . ,m} ×G by

(σ; g1, . . . , gm) · (i, γ) = (σ(i), gi · γ) . (2.2.27)

Then we let K act by restriction of the (Σm ≀G)-action along α.

Proposition 2.2.28. The functor B : Natumon −→ A+ is additive and an iso-

morphisms of categories.

Proof We start by showing that the map B : Natumon(G,K) −→ A+(G,K) is

additive. The map

({1, . . . , k} ×G) ∐ ({1, . . . ,m} ×G) −→ Φ∗k,m({1, . . . , k + m} ×G)

that is the inclusion on the first summand and given by ( j, g) 7→ (k + j, g) on

the second summand is an isomorphism of ((Σk ≀ G) × (Σm ≀ G))-G-bispaces.

Restriction along the homomorphism (β, α) : K −→ (Σk ≀G)× (Σm ≀G) provides

an isomorphism of K-G-spaces between

β∗({1, . . . , k}×G)G ∐ α∗({1, . . . ,m}×G)G and (Φk,m◦(β, α))∗({1, . . . , k+m}×G)G .
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This shows that

B((β∗◦[k])+(α∗◦[m])) = B((Φk,m◦(β, α))∗◦[k+m]) = B(β∗◦[k]) + B(α∗◦[m]) .

The identity operation in Natumon(G,G) can be written as Id∗G ◦[1]; on the other

hand, the G-bispace Id∗G({1} × G)G is isomorphic to G under left and right

translation. Since the isomorphism class of GGG is the identity of G in A+, the

construction B preserves identities.

For the compatibility of B with composition we consider another operation

β∗ ◦ [k] ∈ Natumon(K, M) and observe that

(β∗ ◦ [k]) ◦ (α∗ ◦ [m]) = (Ψk,m ◦ (Σk ≀ α) ◦ β)∗ ◦ [km] .

Moreover, an isomorphism of M-G-spaces

β∗({1, . . . , k}×K)×K α
∗({1, . . . ,m}×G) � (Ψk,m◦ (Σk ≀α)◦β)∗({1, . . . , km}×G)

is given by

[(i, κ), ( j, γ)] 7−→ ((i − 1)m + σ( j) − 1, g j · γ) ,

where

α(κ) = (σ; g1, . . . , gm) ∈ Σm ≀G .

So B is a functor, which is bijective on objects by definition.

To see that B is full we let S be any K-G-space that is a disjoint union of m

free right G-orbits. We choose a G-equivariant homeomorphism

ψ : S −→ {1, . . . ,m} ×G .

We transport the left K-action from S to {1, . . . ,m} ×G along ψ, so that ψ be-

comes an isomorphism of K-G-spaces. The (Σm ≀G)-action on {1, . . . ,m}×G de-

fined in (2.2.27) identifies the wreath product with the group of G-equivariant

automorphisms of {1, . . . ,m}×G; so the K-action on {1, . . . ,m}×G corresponds

to a continuous homomorphism α : K −→ Σm ≀G. Altogether, S is isomorphic

to α∗({1, . . . ,m} ×G)G.

If the K-G-spaces constructed from α∗ ◦ [m] and β∗ ◦ [n] are isomorphic,

then we must have m = n. Moreover, a K-G-isomorphism

α∗({1, . . . ,m} ×G)G � β∗({1, . . . ,m} ×G)G

is given by the action of a unique element ω ∈ Σm ≀G, and then the homomor-

phisms α, β : K −→ Σm ≀G are conjugate by ω. So the functor B is faithful. �

Now we define transfer maps trG
H

: M(H) −→ M(G) in global power

monoids, for every subgroup H of finite index in a compact Lie group G. As

we will see in Proposition 2.2.30 below, the set of operations from πG
0

to πK
0

is

a free abelian monoid with an explicit basis involving transfers.
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Construction 2.2.29 (Transfer maps). In the following we let M be a global

power monoid, G a compact Lie group and H a closed subgroup of G of finite

index m. We choose an ‘H-basis’ of G, i.e., an ordered m-tuple ḡ = (g1, . . . , gm)

of elements in disjoint H-orbits such that

G =
⋃m

i=1
giH .

The wreath product Σm ≀ H acts freely and transitively from the right on the set

of all such H-bases of G, by the formula

(g1, . . . , gm) · (σ; h1, . . . , hm) = (gσ(1)h1, . . . , gσ(m)hm) .

We obtain a continuous homomorphismΨḡ : G −→ Σm ≀ H by requiring that

γ · ḡ = ḡ ·Ψḡ(γ) .

We define the transfer trG
H

: M(H) −→ M(G) as the composite

M(H)
[m]−−−→ M(Σm ≀ H)

Ψ∗ḡ−−−→ M(G) .

Any other H-basis is of the form ḡω for a unique ω ∈ Σm ≀ H. We have

Ψḡω = cω ◦ Ψḡ as maps G −→ Σm ≀ H, where cω(γ) = ω−1γω. Since inner

automorphisms induce the identity in any Rep-functor, we conclude that

Ψ∗ḡ = Ψ
∗
ḡω : M(Σm ≀ H) −→ M(G) .

So the transfer trG
H

does not depend on the choice of basis ḡ.

The various properties of the power operations imply certain properties of

the transfer maps. Moreover, the last item of the following proposition shows

that power operations in a global power monoid are determined by the transfer

and restriction maps.

Proposition 2.2.30. The transfer homomorphisms of a global power monoid

M satisfy the following relations, where H is any subgroup of finite index in a

compact Lie group G.

(i) (Transitivity) We have trG
G
= IdM(G) and for nested subgroups H ⊆ G ⊆ F

of finite index the relation

trF
G ◦ trG

H = trF
H

holds as maps M(H) −→ M(F).

(ii) (Double coset formula) For every subgroup K of G (not necessarily of

finite index) the relation

resG
K ◦ trG

H =
∑

[g]∈K\G/H
trK

K∩gH ◦(cg)∗ ◦ resH
Kg∩H
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holds as homomorphisms M(H) −→ M(K). Here [g] runs over a set of

representatives of the finite set of K-H-double cosets.

(iii) (Inflation) For every continuous epimorphism α : K −→ G of compact

Lie groups the relation

α∗ ◦ trG
H = trK

L ◦(α|L)∗

holds as maps from M(H) to M(K), where L = α−1(H).

(iv) For every m ≥ 1 the m-th power operation can be recovered as

[m] = tr
Σm≀G
K
◦q∗ ,

where K is the subgroup of Σm ≀ G consisting of all (σ; g1, . . . , gm) such

that σ(m) = m and q : K −→ G is defined by q(σ; g1, . . . , gm) = gm.

Proof (i) For G = H we can choose the unit 1 as the G-basis, and with this

choice Ψ1 : G −→ Σ1 ≀ G is the preferred isomorphism that sends g to (1; g).

The restriction of [1](x) along this isomorphism is x, so we get trG
G

(x) = x.

For the second claim we choose a G-basis f̄ = ( f1, . . . , fk) of F and an

H-basis ḡ = (g1, . . . , gm) of G. Then

f̄ ḡ = ( f1g1, . . . , f1gm, f2g1, . . . , f2gm, . . . , fkg1, . . . , fkgm)

is an H-basis of F. With respect to this basis, the homomorphismΨ f̄ ḡ : F −→
Σkm ≀ H equals the composite

F
Ψ f̄−−−→ Σk ≀G

Σk≀Ψḡ−−−−→ Σk ≀ (Σm ≀ H)
Ψk,m−−−−→ Σkm ≀ H

where the monomorphismΨk,m was defined in (2.2.6). So

trF
H = Ψ

∗
f̄ ḡ
◦ [km] = Ψ∗

f̄
◦ (Σk ≀Ψḡ)∗ ◦ Ψ∗k,m ◦ [km]

= Ψ∗
f̄
◦ (Σk ≀Ψḡ)∗ ◦ [k] ◦ [m] = Ψ∗

f̄
◦ [k] ◦ Ψ∗ḡ ◦ [m] = trF

G ◦ trG
H .

(ii) We choose representatives g1, . . . , gr for the K-H-double cosets in G.

Then we choose, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r, a (K ∩ gi H)-basis

k̄i = (ki
1, . . . , k

i
si

)

of K, where si = [K : K ∩ gi H]. Then s1 + · · · + sr = m = [G : H] is the index

of H in G, and this data provides an H-basis of G, namely

ḡ = (k1
1g1, . . . , k

1
si

g1, k2
1g2, . . . , k

2
s2

g2, . . . , k
r
1gr, . . . , k

r
sr

gr) .
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The following diagram of group homomorphisms then commutes:

K
incl //

(Ψ
k̄1 ,...,Ψk̄r )

��

G
Ψḡ // Σm ≀ H

∏r
i=1 Σsi

≀ (K ∩ gi H) ∏
Σsi
≀cgi

// ∏r
i=1 Σs1

≀ H

Φs1 ,...,sr

OO

The right vertical morphism is the generalization of the embedding (2.2.5) to

multiple factors. From here the double coset formula is straightforward:

resG
K ◦ trG

H = resG
K ◦Ψ∗ḡ ◦ [m]

= ((Σs1
≀ cg1

) ◦ Ψk̄1 , . . . , (Σsr
≀ cgr

) ◦ Ψk̄r )∗ ◦ Φ∗s1,...,sr
◦ [m]

(2.2.10) = ((Σs1
≀ cg1

) ◦ Ψk̄1 , . . . , (Σsr
≀ cgr

) ◦ Ψk̄r )∗ ◦ ([s1] ⊕ · · · ⊕ [sr])

=

r∑

i=1

Ψ∗
k̄i ◦ (Σsi

≀ cgi
)∗ ◦ [si]

=

r∑

i=1

Ψ∗
k̄i ◦ [si] ◦ (cgi

)∗ =
r∑

i=1

trK
K∩gi H ◦(cgi

)∗ ◦ resH
Kgi∩H .

(iii) If k̄ = (k1, . . . , km) is an L-basis of K, then α(k̄) = (α(k1), . . . , α(km)) is

an H-basis of G. With respect to these bases we have

Ψα(k̄) ◦ α = (Σm ≀ (α|L)) ◦Ψk̄ : K −→ Σm ≀ H .

So

α∗ ◦ trG
H = α∗ ◦Ψ∗

α(k̄)
◦ [m] = Ψ∗

k̄
◦ (Σm ≀ (α|L))∗ ◦ [m]

= Ψ∗
k̄
◦ [m] ◦ (α|L)∗ = trK

L ◦(α|L)∗ .

(iv) The subgroup K has index m in Σm ≀G and a K-basis of Σm ≀G is given by

the elements τ j = (( j,m); 1, . . . , 1) for j = 1, . . . ,m. In order to determine the

monomorphismΨτ̄ : Σm ≀G −→ Σm ≀ K associated to this K-basis, we consider

any element (σ; g1, . . . , gm) of Σm ≀G. The permutation (σ( j),m)·σ·( j,m) ∈ Σm

fixes m, so the element

l j = τσ( j) · (σ; g1, . . . , gm) · τ j ∈ Σm ≀G

in fact belongs to the subgroup K. Then

(σ; g1, . . . , gm) · τ j = τσ( j) · l j

in the group Σm ≀G, by definition. This means that

(σ; g1, . . . , gm) · (τ1, . . . , τm) = (τ1, . . . , τm) · (σ; l1, . . . , lm) ,
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and hence

Ψτ̄(σ; g1, . . . , gm) = (σ; l1, . . . , lm) .

Because

(Σm ≀ q)(Ψτ̄(σ; g1, . . . , gm)) = (Σm ≀ q)(σ; l1, . . . , lm) = (σ; g1, . . . , gm) ,

we conclude that the composite (Σm ≀ q) ◦ Ψτ̄ is the identity of Σm ≀G. So

trΣm≀G
K
◦q∗ = Ψ∗τ̄ ◦ [m] ◦ q∗ = Ψ∗τ̄ ◦ (Σm ≀ q)∗ ◦ [m]

= ((Σm ≀ q) ◦ Ψτ̄)∗ ◦ [m] = [m] . �

Theorem 2.2.24 (iii) gives a description of the set of natural operations, on

the category of ultra-commutative monoids, from πG
0

to πK
0

. The next propo-

sition gives an alternative description that also captures the monoid structure

given by pointwise addition of operations.

Proposition 2.2.31. Let G and K be compact Lie groups. The monoid Natumon(πG
0
, πK

0
)

is a free abelian monoid generated by the operations trK
L
◦α∗ where (L, α) runs

over all (K ×G)-conjugacy classes of pairs consisting of

• a subgroup L ≤ K of finite index, and

• a continuous group homomorphism α : L −→ G.

Proof This a straightforward algebraic consequence of the calculation of the

category Natumon given in Proposition 2.2.28. Every K-G-space with finitely

many free G-orbits is the disjoint union of transitive K-G-spaces with the same

property. So A+(G,K) is a free abelian monoid with basis the isomorphism

classes of the transitive K-G-spaces. A transitive K-G-space with finitely many

free G-orbits is isomorphic to one of the form

K ×α G = (K ×G)/(kl, g) ∼ (k, α(l)g)

for a pair (L, α : L −→ G), with L of finite index in K. Moreover, K ×α G

is isomorphic to K ×α′ G if and only if (L, α) is conjugate to (L′, α′) by an

element of K ×G. So A+(G,K) is freely generated by the classes of the K-G-

spaces K ×α G, where (L, α) runs through the (K ×G)-conjugacy classes of the

relevant pairs.

The claim then follows from the verification that the isomorphism of cate-

gories B : Natumon −→ A+ established in Proposition 2.2.28 takes the operation

trK
L
◦α∗ to the class of K×αG. Indeed, if k̄ = (k1, . . . , km) is an L-basis of K and

Ψk̄ : K −→ Σm ≀ L the classifying homomorphism, then

B(trK
L ◦α∗) = B(Ψ∗

k̄
◦ [m] ◦ α∗) = B(Ψ∗

k̄
◦ (Σm ≀ α)∗ ◦ [m]) .
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On the other hand, the map

((Σm ≀ α) ◦ Ψk̄)∗({1, . . . ,m} ×G)G −→ K ×α G , (i, γ) 7−→ [ki, γ]

is an isomorphism of K-G-bispaces, so B(trK
K
◦α∗) = [K×αG] in A+(G,K). �

2.3 Examples

In this section we discuss various examples of ultra-commutative monoids,

mostly of a geometric nature, and several geometrically defined morphisms

between them. We start with the ultra-commutative monoids O and SO (Ex-

ample 2.3.6), U and SU (Example 2.3.7), Sp (Example 2.3.9) and Spin and

Spinc (Example 2.3.10), all made from the corresponding families of classical

Lie groups. All of these are examples of ‘symmetric monoid valued orthogonal

spaces’ in the sense of Definition 2.3.4, a more general source of examples of

ultra-commutative monoids. The additive Grassmannian Gr (Example 2.3.12),

the oriented variant Gror (Example 2.3.15) and the complex and quaternionic

analogs GrC and GrH (Example 2.3.16) consist – as the names suggest – of

Grassmannians with monoid structure arising from direct sum of subspaces.

The multiplicative Grassmannian Gr⊗ (Example 2.3.18) is globally equiva-

lent as an orthogonal space to Gr, but the monoid structure arises from tensor

product of subspaces; the global projective space P is the ultra-commutative

submonoid of Gr⊗ consisting of lines (1-dimensional subspaces). The global

projective space P is a multiplicative model of a global classifying space for

the cyclic group of order 2, and Example 2.3.23 describes multiplicative mod-

els of global classifying spaces for all abelian compact Lie groups. Example

2.3.24 introduces the ultra-commutative monoid F of unordered frames, with

monoid structure arising from disjoint union. The ultra-commutative ‘multi-

plicative monoid of the sphere spectrum’Ω•S is introduced in Example 2.3.26;

this a special case of the multiplicative monoid of an ultra-commutative ring

spectrum, and we return to the more general construction in Example 4.1.16.

Construction 2.3.1 (Orthogonal monoid spaces from monoid valued orthog-

onal spaces). Our first series of examples involves orthogonal spaces made

from the infinite families of classical Lie groups, namely the orthogonal, uni-

tary and symplectic groups, the special orthogonal and unitary groups, and the

pin, pinc, spin and spinc groups. These orthogonal spaces have the special fea-

ture that they are group valued; we will now explain that a group valued (or

even just a monoid valued) orthogonal space automatically leads to an orthog-

onal monoid space. In the cases of the orthogonal, special orthogonal, unitary,

special unitary, spin, spinc and symplectic groups, these multiplications are

symmetric, so those examples yield ultra-commutative monoids.
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Definition 2.3.2. A monoid valued orthogonal space is a monoid object in the

category of orthogonal spaces.

Since orthogonal spaces are an enriched functor category, monoid valued

orthogonal spaces are the same thing as continuous functors from the category

L to the category of topological monoids and continuous monoid homomor-

phisms (i.e., monoid objects in the category T of compactly generated spaces).

Now we let M be a monoid valued orthogonal space. In (1.3.1) we intro-

duced a lax symmetric monoidal natural transformation

ρX,Y : X ⊠ Y −→ X × Y

from the box product to the cartesian product of orthogonal spaces. For X =

Y = M we can form the composite

M ⊠ M
ρM,M−−−−→ M × M

multiplication
−−−−−−−−−→ M (2.3.3)

with the objectwise multiplication of M. Since ρX,Y is lax monoidal, this com-

posite makes M into an orthogonal monoid space with unit the multiplicative

unit 1 ∈ M(0). The morphism (2.3.3) corresponds, via the universal property

of ⊠, to the bimorphism whose (V,W)-component is the composite

M(V) × M(W)
M(iV )×M(iW )−−−−−−−−−→ M(V ⊕W) × M(V ⊕W)

multiply
−−−−−−→ M(V ⊕W) ,

where iV : V −→ V⊕W and iW : W −→ V⊕W are the direct summand embed-

dings. If f : M −→ M′ is a morphism of monoid valued orthogonal spaces (i.e.,

a morphism of orthogonal spaces that is objectwise a monoid homomorphism),

then f is also a homomorphism of orthogonal monoid spaces with respect to

the multiplications (2.3.3).

If M is a commutative monoid valued orthogonal space, then the associ-

ated ⊠-multiplication is also commutative, simply because the transformation

ρX,Y is symmetric monoidal. However, there is a more general condition that

provides M with the structure of an ultra-commutative monoid.

Definition 2.3.4. A monoid valued orthogonal space M is symmetric if for all

inner product spaces V and W the images of the two homomorphisms

M(iV ) : M(V) −→ M(V ⊕W) and M(iW ) : M(W) −→ M(V ⊕W)

commute.

We emphasize that the objectwise multiplications in a symmetric monoid

valued orthogonal space need not be commutative – we’ll discuss many inter-

esting examples of this kind below. The proof of the following proposition is

straightforward from the definitions, and we omit it.
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Proposition 2.3.5. Let M be a symmetric monoid valued orthogonal space.

Then the multiplication (2.3.3) makes M into an ultra-commutative monoid.

Example 2.3.6 (Orthogonal group ultra-commutative monoid). We denote by

O the orthogonal space that sends an inner product space V to its orthogonal

group O(V). A linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W induces a continuous

group homomorphism O(ϕ) : O(V) −→ O(W) by conjugation and the identity

on the orthogonal complement of the image of ϕ. Construction 2.3.1 then gives

O the structure of an orthogonal monoid space. The (V,W)-component of the

bimorphism

µV,W : O(V) ×O(W) −→ O(V ⊕W)

is direct sum of orthogonal transformations. The unit element is the identity of

the trivial vector space, the only element of O(0). So O is a symmetric group

valued orthogonal space, and hence it becomes an ultra-commutative monoid.

If G is a compact Lie group and V a G-representation, then the G-action on

the group O(V) is by conjugation, so the fixed points O(V)G are the group

of G-equivariant orthogonal automorphisms of V . Moreover, O(UG) is the

orthogonal group of UG, i.e., R-linear isometries of UG (not necessarily G-

equivariant) that are the identity on the orthogonal complement of some finite-

dimensional subspace; the G-action is again by conjugation. Any G-equivariant

isometry preserves the decomposition of UG into isotypical summands, and

the restriction to almost all of these isotypical summands must be the identity.

The G-fixed subgroup is thus given by

O(UG)G = OG(UG) =
∏′

[λ]
OG(Uλ) ,

where the weak product is indexed by the isomorphism classes of irreducible

orthogonal G-representations λ, and Uλ is the λ-isotypical summand. If the

compact Lie group G is finite, then there are only finitely many isomorphism

classes of irreducible G-representations, so in that case the weak product coin-

cides with the product.

Irreducible orthogonal representations come in three different flavors, and

the group OG(Uλ) has one of three different forms. If λ is an irreducible or-

thogonal G-representation, then the endomorphism ring HomG
R

(λ, λ) is a finite-

dimensional skew field extension of R, so it is isomorphic to either R, C or

H; the representation λ is accordingly called ‘real’, ‘complex’ respectively

‘quaternionic’. We have

OG(Uλ) � OG(λ∞) �



O if λ is real,

U if λ is complex, and

S p if λ is quaternionic.
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So we conclude that the G-fixed point space O(UG)G is a weak product of

copies of the infinite orthogonal, unitary and symplectic groups, indexed by the

different types of irreducible orthogonal representations of G. Since the infinite

unitary and symplectic groups are connected, only the ‘real’ factors contribute

to π0(O(UG)G) = πG
0

(O), which is a weak product of copies of π0(O) = Z/2

indexed by the irreducible G-representations of real type.

There is a straightforward ‘special orthogonal’ analog: the property of hav-

ing determinant 1 is preserved under conjugation by linear isometric embed-

dings and under direct sum of linear isometries, so the spaces S O(V) form

an ultra-commutative submonoid SO of O. Here, SO(UG) is the group of R-

linear isometries ofUG (not necessarily G-equivariant) that have determinant 1

on some finite dimensional subspace V of UG and are the identity on the or-

thogonal complement of V .

Example 2.3.7 (Unitary group ultra-commutative monoid). There is a straight-

forward unitary analog U of O, defined as follows. We recall that

VC = C ⊗R V

denotes the complexification of an inner product space V . The euclidean inner

product 〈−,−〉 on V induces a hermitian inner product (−,−) on VC, defined as

the unique sesquilinear form that satisfies

(1 ⊗ v, 1 ⊗ w) = 〈v,w〉

for all v,w ∈ V . We now define an orthogonal space U by

U(V) = U(VC) ,

the unitary group of the complexification of V . The complexification of every

R-linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W preserves the hermitian inner

products, so we can define a continuous group homomorphism

U(ϕ) : U(V) −→ U(W)

by conjugation with ϕC : VC −→ WC and the identity on the orthogonal com-

plement of the image of ϕC. The ⊠-multiplication on U produced by Construc-

tion 2.3.1 is by direct sum of unitary transformations; this multiplication is

symmetric, and hence ultra-commutative. There is a straightforward ‘special

unitary’ ultra-commutative submonoid SU of U; the value SU(V) is the group

of unitary automorphisms of VC of determinant 1.

If G is a compact Lie group, then the identification of the G-fixed points of U

also works much like the orthogonal analog. The outcome is an isomorphism

between U(UG)G and UG(UC
G

). HereUC
G
= C⊗RUG is the complexified com-

plete universe for G, which happens to be a ‘complete complex G-universe’
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in the sense that every finite-dimensional complex G-representation embeds

into it. The complete complex G-universe breaks up into (unitary) isotypical

summandsUCλ , indexed by the isomorphism classes of irreducible unitary G-

representations λ, and the group UG(UC
G

) breaks up accordingly as a weak

product. In contrast to the orthogonal situation above, there is only one ‘type’

of irreducible unitary representation, and the group UG(UCλ ) is always isomor-

phic to the infinite unitary group U, independent of λ. So in the unitary context,

we get a decomposition

U(UG)G = UG(UCG) =
∏′

[λ]
UG(UCλ ) �

∏′

[λ]
U .

This weak product is indexed by the isomorphism classes of irreducible unitary

G-representations. Since the unitary group U is connected, the set πG
0

(U) =

π0(U(UG)G) has only one element, and so U is globally connected.

The orthogonal monoid space U comes with an involution

ψ : U −→ U

by complex conjugation that is an automorphism of ultra-commutative monoids.

The value of ψ at V is the map

ψ(V) : U(VC) −→ U(VC) , A 7−→ ψV ◦ A ◦ ψV ,

where

ψV : VC −→ VC , λ ⊗ v 7−→ λ̄ ⊗ v

is the canonical C-semilinear conjugation map on VC.

The complexification morphism is the homomorphism of ultra-commutative

monoids given by

c : O −→ U , c(V) : O(V) −→ U(VC) , ϕ 7−→ ϕC .

Complexification is an isomorphism onto the ψ-invariant ultra-commutative

submonoid of U, and it takes SO to SU.

Every hermitian inner product space W has an underlying R-vector space

equipped with the euclidean inner product defined by

〈v,w〉 = Re(v,w) ,

the real part of the given hermitian inner product. Every C-linear isometric

embedding is in particular an R-linear isometric embedding of underlying eu-

clidean vector spaces. So the unitary group U(W) is a subgroup of the special

orthogonal group of the underlying euclidean vector space of W. We can thus

define the realification morphism

r : U −→ sh⊗
C

(SO) (2.3.8)
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at V as the inclusion r(V) : U(VC) −→ O(C ⊗ V). Here sh⊗
C

denotes the multi-

plicative shift by C as defined in Example 1.1.11.

Example 2.3.9 (Symplectic group ultra-commutative monoid). There is also a

quaternionic analog of O and U, the ultra-commutative monoid Sp made from

symplectic groups. Given an R-inner product space V , we denote by

VH = H ⊗R V

the extension of scalars to the skew field H of quaternions. The extension

comes with a H-sesquilinear form

[−,−] : VH × VH −→ H characterized by [1 ⊗ v, 1 ⊗ w] = 〈v,w〉

for all v,w ∈ V . The symplectic group

Sp(V) = S p(VH)

is the compact Lie group of H-linear automorphisms A : VH −→ VH that leave

the form invariant, i.e., such that

[Ax, Ay] = [x, y]

for all x, y ∈ VH. The H-linear extension ϕH = H ⊗R ϕ : VH −→ WH of an

R-linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W preserves the new inner products,

so we can define a continuous group homomorphism

Sp(ϕ) : Sp(V) −→ Sp(W)

by conjugation with ϕH and the identity on the orthogonal complement of the

image of ϕH. As for O and U, the ⊠-multiplication on Sp produced by Con-

struction 2.3.1 is by direct sum of symplectic automorphisms; so Sp is sym-

metric, hence ultra-commutative.

If G is a compact Lie group, then the identification of the G-fixed points

of Sp also works much like the orthogonal case. Quaternionic representations

decompose canonically into isotypical summands, and this results in a product

decomposition for the G-fixed subgroup

Sp(UG)G = (S p(UHG))G =
∏′

[λ]
(S p(UHλ ))G ,

where the weak product is indexed by the isomorphism classes of irreducible

quaternionic G-representationsλ, andUHλ is the λ-isotypical summand inUH
G
=

H ⊗R UG. As in the real case, irreducible quaternionic representations λ come

in three different flavors, depending on whether HomG
H

(λ, λ) – again a finite-

dimensional skew field extension of R – is isomorphic to R, C or H. As for O,

the G-fixed point space Sp(UG)G is a weak product of copies of the infinite

orthogonal, unitary and symplectic groups, indexed by the different types of

irreducible quaternionic representations of G.
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Example 2.3.10 (Pin and Spin group orthogonal spaces). Given a real inner

product space V we denote by Cl(V) the Clifford algebra of the negative defi-

nite quadratic form on V , i.e., the quotient of the R-tensor algebra of V by the

ideal generated by v⊗v+ |v|2 ·1 for all v ∈ V . The Clifford algebra is Z/2-graded

with the even (respectively odd) part generated by an even (respectively odd)

number of vectors from V . The composite

V
linear summand−−−−−−−−−−−→ TV

proj
−−−→ Cl(V)

is R-linear and injective, and we denote it by v 7→ [v].

We recall that orthogonal vectors of V anti-commute in the Clifford algebra:

given v, v̄ ∈ V with 〈v, v̄〉 = 0, then

[v][v̄] + [v̄][v] = (|v|2 · 1 + [v]2) + [v][v̄] + [v̄][v] + (|v̄2| · 1 + [v̄]2)

= |v + v̄|2 · 1 + [v + v̄]2 = 0 .

In Cl(V) every unit vector v ∈ S (V) satisfies [v]2 = −1, so all unit vectors of V

become units in Cl(V). The pin group of V is the subgroup

Pin(V) ⊂ Cl(V)×

generated inside the multiplicative group of Cl(V) by −1 and all unit vectors

of V . A linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W induces a morphism of Z/2-

graded R-algebras Cl(ϕ) : Cl(V) −→ Cl(W) that restricts to ϕ on V . So Cl(ϕ)

restricts to a continuous homomorphism

Pin(ϕ) : Cl(ϕ)|Pin(V) : Pin(V) −→ Pin(W)

between the pin groups. The map Pin(ϕ) depends continuously on ϕ and satis-

fies Pin(ψ) ◦ Pin(ϕ) = Pin(ψ ◦ ϕ), so we have defined a group-valued orthogo-

nal space Pin. Construction 2.3.1 then gives Pin the structure of an orthogonal

monoid space.

Since the group Pin(V) is generated by homogeneous elements of the Clif-

ford algebra, all of its elements are homogeneous. The Z/2-grading of Cl(V)

provides a continuous homomorphism Pin(V) −→ Z/2 whose kernel

Spin(V) = Cl(V)ev ∩ Pin(V)

is the spin group of V . The map Pin(ϕ) induced by a linear isometric embed-

ding ϕ : V −→ W is homogeneous, so it restricts to a homomorphism

Spin(ϕ) = Pin(ϕ)|Spin(V) : Spin(V) −→ Spin(W)

between the spin groups. The spin groups thus form an orthogonal monoid sub-

space Spin of Pin. We claim that Spin is symmetric, i.e., for all inner product
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spaces V and W the images of the two group homomorphisms

Spin(V)
Spin(iV )
−−−−−→ Spin(V ⊕W)

Spin(iW )
←−−−−−− Spin(W)

commute. Indeed, Spin(V) is generated by −1 and the elements [v][v′] for

v, v′ ∈ S (V), and similarly for W. The elements −1 map to the central ele-

ment −1 in Spin(V ⊕W), and

[v, 0] · [v′, 0] · [0,w] · [0,w′] = [0,w] · [0,w′] · [v, 0] · [v′, 0]

because [v, 0] and [v′, 0] anti-commute with [0,w] and [0,w′]. So Spin is an

ultra-commutative monoid with respect to the ⊠-multiplication of Construction

2.3.1.

� In contrast to Spin, the group valued orthogonal space Pin is not sym-

metric; equivalently, the continuous map

µV,W : Pin(V) × P(W) −→ Pin(V ⊕W)

is not a group homomorphism. The issue is that for v ∈ S (V) and w ∈ S (W)

the elements [v, 0] and [0,w] anti-commute in Pin(V ⊕W).

Now we turn to the groups pinc and spinc, the complex variations on the pin

and spin groups. These arise from the complexified Clifford algebraC⊗RCl(V),

where V is again a euclidean inner product space. The complexified Clifford

algebra is again Z/2-graded, and functorial for R-linear isometric embeddings.

The pinc group of V is the subgroup

Pinc(V) ⊂ (C ⊗R Cl(V))×

generated inside the multiplicative group by the unit scalars λ ⊗ 1 for all λ ∈
U(1) and the elements 1 ⊗ [v] for all unit vectors v ∈ S (V). The pinc-groups

form a group valued orthogonal space Pinc, and hence an orthogonal monoid

space, in much the same way as for the pin groups above. As for Pin, the

monoid valued orthogonal space Pinc is not symmetric, so the associated ⊠-

multiplication of Pinc is not commutative.

Since the group Pinc(V) is generated by homogeneous elements of the com-

plexified Clifford algebra, all of its elements are homogeneous. So the Z/2-

grading of C⊗R Cl(V) provides a continuous homomorphism Pinc(V) −→ Z/2
whose kernel

Spinc(V) = (C ⊗R Cl(V))ev ∩ Pinc(V)

is the spinc group of V . As V varies, the spinc groups from a group val-

ued orthogonal subspace Spinc of Pinc. As for Spin, the images of the ho-

momorphisms Spinc(iV ) and Spinc(iW ) commute, so Spinc is even an ultra-

commutative monoid.
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We embed the real Clifford algebra Cl(V) as an R-subalgebra of its com-

plexification by

ι(V) = 1 ⊗ − : Cl(V) −→ C ⊗R Cl(V) .

This homomorphism restricts to embeddings

ι(V) : Pin(V) −→ Pinc(V) and ι(V) : Spin(V) −→ Spinc(V) ;

as V varies, these maps form morphisms of group valued orthogonal spaces

ι : Pin −→ Pinc and ι : Spin −→ Spinc, and hence morphisms of orthogonal

monoid spaces. These morphisms extend to isomorphisms

Pin ×{±1} U(1) � Pinc and Spin ×{±1} U(1) � Spinc

of orthogonal monoid spaces.

We let α : Cl(V) −→ Cl(V) denote the unique R-algebra automorphism of

the Clifford algebra such that α[v] = −[v] for all v ∈ V . The map α is the

grading involution, i.e., it is the identity on the even part and −1 on the odd

part of the Clifford algebra. We also denote by α the automorphism of the

complexification C ⊗R Cl(V) obtained by complexifying the real version. For

every element x ∈ Pinc(V) the twisted conjugation map

cx : C ⊗R Cl(V) −→ C ⊗R Cl(V) , cx(y) = α(x)yx−1

is an automorphism of Z/2-gradedC-algebras. We let v ∈ S (V) be a unit vector.

Then twisted conjugation by [v] takes [v] to −[v], and it fixes the elements

[w] for all w ∈ V that are orthogonal to v. So twisted conjugation by [v] ‘is’

reflection in the hyperplane orthogonal to v, hence a linear isometry of V of

determinant −1. The complex scalars are central in C⊗R Cl(V), so conjugation

by elements λ⊗1 with λ ∈ U(1) is the identity. So for all elements x ∈ Pinc(V),

the conjugation map cx restricts to a linear isometry on V , in the sense that there

is a unique ad(x) ∈ O(V) satisfying

α(x)[v]x−1 = [ad(x)(v)]

for all v ∈ V . We thus obtain a continuous group homomorphism

ad(V) : Pinc(V) −→ O(V) , x 7−→ ad(x) ,

the twisted adjoint representation. The kernel of the twisted adjoint represen-

tation is the subgroup U(1) · 1, compare [4, Thm. 3.17]. This homomorphism

takes the spinc group to the special orthogonal group, and restricts to the ad-

joint representation

ad(V) : Spinc(V) −→ S O(V) . (2.3.11)
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These homomorphisms form morphisms of group valued orthogonal spaces

ad : Pinc −→ O and ad : Spinc −→ SO.

Via Construction 2.3.1 we can interpret these as morphisms of orthogonal

monoid spaces.

There is yet another interesting morphism of group valued orthogonal spaces

l : U −→ sh⊗
C

(Spinc)

that lifts the forgetful realification morphism (2.3.8) through

sh⊗
C

(ad) : sh⊗(Spinc) −→ sh⊗
C

(SO) .

The definition of l(VC) is a coordinate free description of the homomorphism

U(n) −→ Spinc(2n) that is defined for example in [4, §3, p.10]. Since we don’t

need this, we won’t go into any details. Since both U and Spinc are symmetric

group valued orthogonal spaces, l : U −→ sh⊗
C

(Spinc) is also a homomor-

phism of ultra-commutative monoids. The morphism l takes the special uni-

tary group S U(VC) to the group Spin(C ⊗ V), so it restricts to a morphism of

ultra-commutative monoids l : SU −→ sh⊗
C

Spin.

Most of the examples discussed so far can be summarized in the commuta-

tive diagram of orthogonal monoid spaces:

SU
incl //

l

��✤
✤

✤ U

l

��✤
✤

✤

r

""❋
❋

❋
❋

❋

Spin

incl

��

ι // Spinc

incl

��

ad
// SO

incl

��
Pin

ι
// Pinc

ad
// O

The two dotted arrows mean that the actual morphism goes to a multiplica-

tive shift of the target. With the exception of Pin and Pinc, all the orthogonal

monoid spaces are ultra-commutative.

Example 2.3.12 (Additive Grassmannian). We define an ultra-commutative

monoid Gr, the additive Grassmannian. The value of Gr at an inner product

space V is

Gr(V) =
∐

m≥0
Grm(V) ,

the disjoint union of all Grassmannians in V . The structure map induced by

a linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W is given by Gr(ϕ)(L) = ϕ(L). A

commutative multiplication on Gr is given by direct sum:

µV,W : Gr(V) ×Gr(W) −→ Gr(V ⊕W) , (L, L′) 7−→ L ⊕ L′
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The unit is the only point {0} in Gr(0). The orthogonal space Gr is naturally

N-graded, with degree m part given by Gr[m](V) = Grm(V). The multiplication

is graded in that it sends Gr[m](V) ×Gr[n](W) to Gr[m+n](V ⊕W).

As an orthogonal space, Gr is the disjoint union of global classifying spaces

of the orthogonal groups. Indeed, the homeomorphisms

L(Rm,V)/O(m) � Gr[m](V) , ϕ · O(m) 7−→ ϕ(Rm)

show that the summand Gr[m] is isomorphic to the semifree orthogonal space

LO(m),Rm . Since the tautological action of O(m) on Rm is faithful, this is a global

classifying space for the orthogonal group. So as orthogonal spaces,

Gr =
∐

m≥0
BglO(m) .

Proposition 1.5.12 (ii) identifies the equivariant homotopy set πG
0

(BglO(m))

with the set of conjugacy classes of continuous homomorphisms from G to

O(m); by restricting the tautological O(m)-representation on Rm, this set bi-

jects with the set of isomorphism classes of m-dimensional G-representations.

In the union over all m ≥ 0, this becomes a bijection between πG
0

(Gr) and

RO+(G), the set of isomorphism classes of orthogonal G-representations.

We make the bijection more explicit, showing at the same time that it is

an isomorphism of monoids. We let V be a finite-dimensional orthogonal G-

representation. The G-fixed points of Gr(V) are the G-invariant subspaces of

V , i.e., the G-subrepresentations. We define a map

Gr(V)G =
∐

m≥0
(Grm(V))G −→ RO+(G)

from this fixed point space to the monoid of isomorphism classes of G-re-

presentations by sending L ∈ Gr(V)G to its isomorphism class. The isomor-

phism class of L only depends on the path component of L in Gr(V)G, and the

resulting maps π0(Gr(V)G) −→ RO+(G) are compatible as V runs through the

finite-dimensional G-subrepresentations ofUG. So they assemble into a map

πG
0 (Gr) = colimV∈s(UG) π0(Gr(V)G) −→ RO+(G) , (2.3.13)

and this map is an isomorphism of monoids with respect to the direct sum of

representations on the target. Moreover, the isomorphism is compatible with

restriction maps, and it takes the transfer maps induced by the commutative

multiplication of Gr to induction of representations on the right hand side; so

as G varies, the maps (2.3.13) form an isomorphism of global power monoids.

An interesting morphism of ultra-commutative monoids

τ : Gr −→ O (2.3.14)

is defined at an inner product space V as the map

τ(V) : Gr(V) −→ O(V) , L 7−→ pL⊥ − pL ,
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sending a subspace L ⊂ V to the difference of the orthogonal projection onto

L⊥ = V − L and the orthogonal projection onto L. Put differently, τ(V)(L)

is the linear isometry that is multiplication by −1 on L and the identity on

the orthogonal complement L⊥. We omit the straightforward verification that

these maps do define a morphism of ultra-commutative monoids. The induced

monoid homomorphism

πG
0 (τ) : πG

0 (Gr) −→ πG
0 (O)

is easily calculated. The isomorphism (2.3.13) identifies the source with the

monoid RO+(G) of isomorphism classes of orthogonal G-representations, un-

der direct sum. By Example 2.3.6 the group πG
0

(O) is a direct sum of copies

of Z/2, indexed by the isomorphism classes of irreducible orthogonal G-rep-

resentations of real type. If λ is any irreducible orthogonal G-representation,

then πG
0

(τ) sends its class to the automorphism − Idλ. The group O(λ)G is iso-

morphic to O(1), U(1) or S p(1) depending on whether λ is of real, complex

or quaternionic type. In the real case, the map − Idλ lies in the non-identity

path component; in the complex and quaternionic cases, the group O(λ)G is

path connected. So under the previous isomorphisms, πG
0

(τ) becomes the ho-

momorphism

RO+(G) −→
⊕

[λ] real

Z/2

that sends the class of λ to the generator of the λ-summand if λ is of real

type, and to the trivial element if λ is of complex or quaternionic type. Since

the classes of irreducible representations freely generate RO+(G) as an abelian

monoid, this determines the morphism πG
0

(τ). Moreover, this also shows that

πG
0

(Gr) −→ πG
0

(O) is surjective.

Example 2.3.15 (Oriented Grassmannian). A variation of the previous exam-

ple is the orthogonal monoid space Gror of oriented Grassmannians. The

value of Gror at an inner product space V is

Gror(V) =
∐

m≥0
Gror

m (V) ,

the disjoint union of all oriented Grassmannians in V . Here a point in Gror
m (V)

is a pair (L, [b1, . . . , bm]) consisting of an L ∈ Grm(V) and an orientation, i.e.,

a GL+(L)-equivalence class [b1, . . . , bm] of bases of L. The structure map in-

duced by ϕ : V −→ W sends (L, [b1, . . . , bm]) to (ϕ(L), [ϕ(b1), . . . ϕ(bm)]). A

multiplication on Gror is given by direct sum:

µV,W : Gror(V) ×Gror(W) −→ Gror(V ⊕W)

((L, [b1, . . . , bm]), (L′, [b′1, . . . , b
′
n])) 7−→

(L ⊕ L′, [(b1, 0), . . . , (bm, 0), (0, b′1), . . . , (0, b′n)]) .
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The unit is the only point ({0}, ∅) in Gror(0).

As an orthogonal space, Gror is the disjoint union of global classifying

spaces of the special orthogonal groups, via the homeomorphisms

(BglS O(m))(V) = L(Rm,V)/S O(m) � Gror
m (V)

ϕ · S O(m) 7−→ (ϕ(Rm), [ϕ(e1), . . . ϕ(em)]) .

� The multiplication of Gror is not commutative. The issue is that when

pushing a pair around the two ways of the square

Gror
m (V) ×Gror

n (W)
µV,W //

twist

��

Gror
m+n(V ⊕W)

Gror
m+n(τV,W )

��
Gror

n (W) ×Gror
m (V)

µW,V

// Gror
n+m(W ⊕ V)

then we end up with the same subspaces of W⊕V , but they come with different

orientations if m and n are both odd.

We can arrange commutativity of the multiplication by passing to the or-

thogonal submonoid Gror,ev of even-dimensional oriented Grassmannians, de-

fined as

Gror,ev(V) =
∐

n≥0
Gror

2n(V) ;

the multiplication of Gror,ev is then commutative. Moreover, the forgetful map

Gror,ev −→ Gr to the additive Grassmannian is a homomorphism of ultra-

commutative monoids.

Example 2.3.16 (Complex and quaternionic Grassmannians). The complex

additive Grassmannian GrC and the quaternionic additive Grassmannian GrH

are two more ultra-commutative monoids, the complex respectively quater-

nionic analogs of Example 2.3.12. The underlying orthogonal spaces send an

inner product space V to

GrC(V) =
∐

m≥0
GrCm(VC) respectively GrH(V) =

∐
m≥0

GrHm(VH) ,

the disjoint union of all complex (respectively quaternionic) Grassmannians in

the complexification VC = C⊗RV (respectively in VH = H⊗RV). As in the real

analog, the structure maps are given by taking images under (complexified re-

spectively quaternified) linear isometric embeddings; direct sum of subspaces,

plus identification along the isomorphism VC ⊕WC � (V ⊕W)C (respectively

VH ⊕WH � (V ⊕W)H), provides an ultra-commutative multiplication on GrC

and on GrH.

The homogeneous summand GrC,[m] is a global classifying space for the
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unitary group U(m). Indeed, in Construction 1.3.10 we introduced the ‘com-

plex semifree’ orthogonal space LC
U(m),Cm associated to the tautological U(m)-

representation on Cm. This orthogonal space is isomorphic to GrC,[m] via

LC(Cm,VC)/U(m) � GrC,[m](V) , ϕ · U(m) 7−→ ϕ(Cm) .

Proposition 1.3.11 (i) then exhibits a global equivalence

BglU(m) = LU(m),u(Cm )

∼−−→ LCU(m),Cm � GrC,[m] .

Although Proposition 1.3.11 (i) does not literally apply to GrH,[m], it has an

H-linear analog for symplectic representations, showing that the homogeneous

summand GrH,[m] is a global classifying space for the symplectic group S p(m).

The ultra-commutative monoid GrC comes with an involutive automorphism

ψ : GrC −→ GrC

given by complex conjugation. Here we exploit that the complexification of an

R-vector space V comes with a preferred C-semilinear morphism

ψV : VC −→ VC , λ ⊗ v 7−→ λ̄ ⊗ v .

The value of ψ at V takes a C-subspace L ⊂ VC to the conjugate subspace L̄ =

ψV (L). Complexification of subspaces defines a morphism of ultra-commutative

monoids

c : Gr −→ GrC , Gr(V) −→ GrC(V) , L 7−→ LC

from the real to the complex additive Grassmannian. A complex subspace

of VC is invariant under ψV if and only if it is the complexification of an R-

subspace of V (namely the ψV -fixed subspace of V). So the morphism c is an

isomorphism of Gr onto the ψ-invariant ultra-commutative submonoid (GrC)ψ.

Realification defines a morphism of ultra-commutative monoids

r : GrC −→ shC⊗(Gror,ev)

to the multiplicative shift (see Example 1.1.11) of the even part of the oriented

Grassmannian of Example 2.3.15. The value r(V) : GrC(V) −→ Gror,ev(VC)

takes a complex subspace of VC to the underlying real vector space, endowed

with the preferred orientation [x1, ix1, . . . , xn, ixn], where (x1, . . . , xn) is any

complex basis.

The isomorphism (2.3.13) between πG
0

(Gr) and RO+(G) has an obvious

complex analog. For every compact Lie group G an isomorphism of commu-

tative monoids

πG
0 (GrC) = colimV∈s(UG) π0(GrC(V)G) � RU+(G) (2.3.17)
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is given by sending the class of a G-fixed point in GrC(V)G, i.e., a complex

G-subrepresentation of VC, to its isomorphism class. The isomorphism is com-

patible with restriction maps, takes the involution πG
0

(ψ) of πG
0

(GrC) to the

complex conjugation involution of RU+(G), and it takes the transfer maps in-

duced by the commutative multiplication of GrC to induction of representa-

tions. So as G varies, the maps form an isomorphism of global power monoids

π
0
(GrC) � RU+. The isomorphisms are also compatible with complexification

and realification, in the sense of the commutative diagram:

π
0
(Gr)

π0(c) //

(2.3.13) �

��

π
0
(GrC)

π0(r) //

(2.3.17)�

��

π
0
(sh⊗
C

(Gror,ev))
� // π

0
(Gror,ev)

forget // π
0
(Gr)

(2.3.13)�

��
RO+

c
// RU+

r
// RO+

The lower horizontal maps are complexification and realification of represen-

tations. The isomorphism in the upper row is inverse to the one induced by the

homomorphism Gror,ev ◦ i : Gror,ev −→ sh⊗
C

(Gror,ev), i.e., precomposition with

the natural linear isometric embedding

iV : V −→ VC , v 7−→ 1 ⊗ v ;

the morphism Gror,ev ◦ i is a global equivalence by Theorem 1.1.10.

Example 2.3.18 (Multiplicative Grassmannians). We define an ultra-commuta-

tive monoid Gr⊗, the multiplicative Grassmannian. We let

Sym(V) =
⊕

i≥0
Symi(V) =

⊕
i≥0

V⊗i/Σi

denote the symmetric algebra of an inner product space V . If W is another

inner product space, then the two direct summand inclusions induce algebra

homomorphisms

Sym(V) −−→ Sym(V ⊕W) ←−− Sym(W) .

We use the commutative multiplication on Sym(V ⊕W) to combine these into

an R-algebra isomorphism

Sym(V) ⊗ Sym(W) � Sym(V ⊕W) . (2.3.19)

These isomorphisms are natural for linear isometric embeddings in V and W.

The value of Gr⊗ at an inner product space V is then

Gr⊗(V) =
∐

n≥0
Grn(Sym(V)) ,

the disjoint union of all Grassmannians in the symmetric algebra of V . The
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structure map Gr⊗(ϕ) : Gr⊗(V) −→ Gr⊗(W) induced by a linear isometric

embedding ϕ : V −→ W is given by

Gr⊗(ϕ)(L) = Sym(ϕ)(L) ,

where Sym(ϕ) : Sym(V) −→ Sym(W) is the induced map of symmetric alge-

bras. A commutative multiplication on Gr⊗ is given by tensor product, i.e.,

µV,W : Gr⊗(V) ×Gr⊗(W) −→ Gr⊗(V ⊕W)

sends (L, L′) ∈ Gr⊗(V) × Gr⊗(W) to the image of L ⊗ L′ under the isomor-

phism (2.3.19). The multiplicative unit is the point R in Gr⊗(0) = R. As the

additive Grassmannian Gr, the multiplicative Grassmannian Gr⊗ is N-graded,

with degree n part given by Gr
[n]
⊗ (V) = Grn(Sym(V)). The multiplication sends

Gr
[m]
⊗ (V) ×Gr

[n]
⊗ (W) to Gr

[m·n]
⊗ (V ⊕W).

� As orthogonal spaces, the additive and multiplicative Grassmannians are

globally equivalent. For an inner product space V we let i : V −→
Sym(V) be the embedding as the linear summand of the symmetric algebra.

Then as V varies, the maps

Gr(V) =
∐

n≥0
Grn(V) −→

∐
n≥0

Grn(Sym(V)) = Gr⊗(V)

sending L to i(L) form a global equivalence Gr −→ Gr⊗. Indeed, for each

n ≥ 0, Gr
[n]
⊗ (V) is a sequential colimit, along closed embeddings, of a sequence

of orthogonal spaces

Gr[n] −→ Gr
[n]
≤1
−→ Gr

[n]
≤2
−→ . . . −→ Gr

[n]
≤k
−→ . . . ,

where Gr
[n]
≤k

(V) = Grn(
⊕k

i=0
Symi(V)). Each of the morphisms Gr[n] −→

Gr
[n]
≤k

is a global equivalence by Theorem 1.1.10; so all morphisms in the se-

quence are global equivalences, hence so is the map from Gr[n] to the colimit

Gr
[n]
⊗ , by Proposition 1.1.9 (ix). This global equivalence induces a bijection

πG
0 (Gr) � πG

0 (Gr⊗)

for every compact Lie group G, hence both are isomorphic to the set RO+(G) of

isomorphism classes of orthogonal G-representations. The commutative mo-

noid structures and transfer maps induced by the products of Gr respectively

Gr⊗ are quite different though: the monoid structure of πG
0

(Gr) corresponds to

direct sum of representations, and the transfer maps are additive transfers; the

monoid structure of πG
0

(Gr⊗) corresponds to tensor product of representations,

and the transfer maps are multiplicative transfers, also called norm maps.

The orthogonal subspace P = Gr
[1]
⊗ of the multiplicative Grassmannian Gr⊗

is closed under the product and contains the multiplicative unit, hence P is an
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ultra-commutative monoid in its own right. Because

P(V) = Gr
[1]
⊗ (V) = P(Sym(V))

is the projective space of the symmetric algebra of V , we use the symbol P and

refer to it as the global projective space. The multiplication is given by tensor

product of lines, and application of the isomorphism (2.3.19). Since P = Gr
[1]
⊗

is globally equivalent to the additive variant Gr[1], it is a global classifying

space for the group O(1), a cyclic group of order 2,

P ≃ Gr[1] ≃ BglO(1) = BglC2 .

In other words, P is an ultra-commutative multiplicative model for BglC2.

There is a straightforward complex analog of the multiplicative Grassman-

nian, the ultra-commutative monoid GrC⊗ with value at V given by

GrC⊗(V) =
∐

n≥0
GrCn (Sym(V)C) ,

the disjoint union of all Grassmannians in the complexified symmetric algebra

of V . The structure maps and multiplication (by tensor product) are as in the

real case. The orthogonal subspace PC = Gr
C,[1]
⊗ consisting of 1-dimensional

subspaces is closed under the product and contains the multiplicative unit;

hence PC is an ultra-commutative monoid in its own right, the complex global

projective space. As an orthogonal space, PC is globally equivalent to the ad-

ditive variant GrC,[1], and hence a global classifying space for the group U(1),

PC ≃ GrC,[1] ≃ BglU(1) . (2.3.20)

� Since the multiplication in the skew field of quaternions H is not com-

mutative, there is no tensor product of H-vector spaces; so there is no

multiplicative version of the quaternionic Grassmannian GrH.

Construction 2.3.21 (Bar construction). For the next class of examples we

quickly recall the bar construction of a topological monoid M. This is the

geometric realization of the simplicial space M• whose space of n-simplices is

Mn, the n-fold cartesian power of M. For n ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ i ≤ n, the face map

di : Mn −→ Mn−1 is given by

di(x1, . . . xn) =



(x2, . . . , xn) for i = 0,

(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi · xi+1, xi+2, . . . , xn) for 0 < i < n,

(x1, . . . , xn−1) for i = n.

For n ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 the degeneracy map si : Mn−1 −→ Mn is given by

si(x1, . . . , xn−1) = (x1, . . . , xi, 1, xi+1, . . . , xn−1) .
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The bar construction is the geometric realization (see Construction A.32)

BM = |M• | = |[n] 7→ Mn|

of this simplicial space; the construction M 7→ BM is functorial in continuous

monoid homomorphisms. The bar construction commutes with products in the

sense that for a pair of topological monoids M and N, the canonical map

(BpM, BpN) : B(M × N) −→ BM × BN (2.3.22)

is a homeomorphism, where pM : M × N −→ M and pN : M × N −→ N are

the projections. Indeed, this map factors as the composite of two maps

|(M × N)•|
|(p•

M
,p•

N
)|

−−−−−−→ |M• × N• |
(|pM• |,|pN• |)−−−−−−−−→ |M• | × |N•| .

The first map is the realization of an isomorphism of simplicial spaces, given

levelwise by shuffling the factors. The second map is a homeomorphism be-

cause realization commutes with products, see Proposition A.37 (ii).

Construction 2.3.23 (Multiplicative global classifying spaces). As we dis-

cuss now, all abelian compact Lie groups admit multiplicative models of their

global classifying spaces. We use the bar construction, giving a non-equivariant

classifying space, followed by the cofree functor R (see Construction 1.2.25).

The cofree functor takes a space A to the orthogonal space RA with values

(RA)(V) = map(L(V,R∞), A) .

We endow the cofree functor with a lax symmetric monoidal transformation

µA,B : RA ⊠ RB −→ R(A × B) .

To construct µA,B we start from the continuous maps

map(L(V,R∞), A) ×map(L(W,R∞), B)
×−−→ map(L(V,R∞) × L(W,R∞), A × B)

(resV,W )∗

−−−−−−→ map(L(V ⊕W,R∞), A × B)

that constitute a bimorphism from (RA,RB) to R(A × B). Here

resV,W : L(V ⊕W,R∞) −→ L(V,R∞) × L(W,R∞)

restricts an embedding of V⊕W to the summands V and W. The morphism µA,B

is associated to this bimorphism via the universal property of the box product.

The bar construction preserves products in the sense that for every pair of

compact Lie groups G and K the canonical map

(BpG, BpK) : B(G × K) −→ BG × BK
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is a homeomorphism, compare (2.3.22). So the composite G 7→ R(BG) is a lax

symmetric monoidal functor via the morphism of orthogonal spaces

R(BG) ⊠ R(BK)
µBG,BK−−−−−−→ R(BG × BK) � R(B(G × K)) .

The bar construction is functorial in continuous group homomorphisms, so for

an abelian compact Lie group A the composite

R(BA) ⊠ R(BA) −→ R(B(A × A))
R(BµA)
−−−−−→ R(BA)

is an ultra-commutative and associative multiplication on the orthogonal space

R(BA), where µA : A × A −→ A is the multiplication of A. Theorem 1.2.32

shows that for abelian A the cofree orthogonal space R(BA) is a global classi-

fying space for A. In particular, the Rep-functor π
0
(R(BA)) is representable by

A. We saw in Proposition 2.2.23 that there is then a unique structure of global

power monoid on π
0
(R(BA)), and the power operations are characterized by

the relation

[m](uA) = p∗m(uA)

where uA ∈ πA
0
(R(BA)) is a tautological class and pm : Σm ≀ A −→ A is the

homomorphism defined by

pm(σ; a1, . . . , am) = a1 · . . . · am .

Example 2.3.24 (Unordered frames). The ultra-commutative monoid F of un-

ordered frames sends an inner product space V to

F(V) = {A ⊂ V | A is orthonormal} ,

the space of all unordered frames in V , i.e., subsets of V that consist of pairwise

orthogonal unit vectors. Since V is finite-dimensional, such a subset is neces-

sarily finite. The topology on F(V) is as the disjoint union, over the cardinality

of the sets, of quotient spaces of Stiefel manifolds. The structure map induced

by a linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W is given by F(ϕ)(A) = ϕ(A). A

commutative multiplication on F is given, essentially, by disjoint union:

µV,W : F(V) × F(W) −→ F(V ⊕W) , (A, A′) 7−→ iV (A) ∪ iW (A′) ;

here iV : V −→ V ⊕W and iW : W −→ V ⊕W are the direct summand embed-

dings. The unit is the empty set, the only point in F(0). The orthogonal space F

is naturally N-graded, with degree m part F[m] given by the unordered frames

of cardinality m; the multiplication sends F[m](V) × F[n](W) to F[m+n](V ⊕W).

As an orthogonal space, F is the disjoint union of global classifying spaces

of the symmetric groups. We let Σm act on Rm by permuting the coordinates,

which is also the permutation representation of the tautological Σm-action on
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{1, . . . ,m}. This Σm-action is faithful, so the semifree orthogonal space LΣm ,Rm

is a global classifying space for the symmetric group. The homeomorphisms

L(Rm,V)/Σm � F[m](V) , ϕ · Σm 7−→ {ϕ(e1), . . . , ϕ(em)}

show that the homogeneous summand F[m] is isomorphic to LΣmR
m = BglΣm;

here e1, . . . , em is the canonical basis of Rm. So as orthogonal spaces,

F =
∐

m≥0
BglΣm .

Proposition 1.5.12 (ii) identifies the equivariant homotopy set πG
0

(BglΣm) with

the set of conjugacy classes of continuous homomorphisms from G to Σm; by

restricting the tautological Σm-representation on {1, . . . ,m}, this set bijects with

the set of isomorphism classes of finite G-sets of cardinality m.

As m varies, this gives an isomorphism of monoids from πG
0

(F) to the set

A+(G) of isomorphism classes of finite G-sets that we make explicit now. We

let V be a G-representation. An unordered frame A ∈ F(V) is a G-fixed point

if and only if it is G-invariant. So for such frames, the G-action restricts to an

action on A, making it a finite G-set. We define a map

F(V)G −→ A+(G) , A 7−→ [A]

from this fixed point space to the monoid of isomorphism classes of finite

G-sets. The isomorphism class of A as a G-set only depends on the path com-

ponent of A in F(V)G, and the resulting maps π0(F(V)G) −→ A+(G) are com-

patible as V runs through the finite-dimensional G-subrepresentations of UG.

So they assemble into a map

πG
0 (F) = colimV∈s(UG) π0(F(V)G) −→ A+(G) , (2.3.25)

and this map is a monoid isomorphism with respect to the disjoint union of G-

sets on the target. Moreover, the isomorphisms are compatible with restriction

maps, and they take the transfer maps induced by the commutative multiplica-

tion of F to induction of equivariant sets on the right hand side.

� It goes without saying that actions of compact Lie groups are required to

be continuous and that the use of the term ‘set’ (as opposed to ‘space’)

implies the discrete topology on the set; so the identity path component G◦

acts trivially on every G-set. Hence the monoids πG
0

(F) and A+(G) only see the

finite group π0(G) = G/G◦ = Ḡ of path components, i.e., for every compact

Lie group G, the inflation maps

p∗ : πḠ
0 (F) −→ πG

0 (F) and p∗ : A+(Ḡ) −→ A+(G)

along the projection p : G −→ Ḡ are isomorphisms. So if G has positive di-

mension, then the group completion of the monoid A+(G) need not be isomor-
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phic to what is sometimes called the Burnside ring of G (the 0-th G-equivariant

stable stem).

A morphism of N-graded ultra-commutative monoids

span : F −→ Gr is defined by span(V)(A) = span(A) ,

i.e., a frame is sent to its linear span. The induced morphism of global power

monoids is linearization: the square of monoid homomorphisms

πG
0

(F)

(2.3.25) �

��

πG
0

(span)
// πG

0
(Gr)

(2.3.13)�

��
A+(G)

[S ] 7−→ [RS ]
// RO+(G)

commutes, where the lower map sends the class of a G-set to the class of its

permutation representation.

Example 2.3.26 (Multiplicative monoid of the sphere spectrum). We define

an ultra-commutative monoid Ω•S, the ‘multiplicative monoid of the sphere

spectrum’. The notation and terminology indicate that this is a special case

of a more general construction that associates to an ultra-commutative ring

spectrum R its multiplicative monoid Ω•R, see Example 4.1.16 below.

The values of the orthogonal space Ω•S are given by

(Ω•S)(V) = map∗(S
V , S V) ,

the space of continuous based self-maps of the sphere S V . A linear isometric

embedding ϕ : V −→ W acts by conjugation and extension by the identity, i.e.,

the map

(Ω•S)(ϕ) : map∗(S
V , S V) −→ map∗(S

W , S W)

sends a continuous based map f : S V −→ S V to the composite

S W
� S V ∧ S W−ϕ(V) f∧S W−ϕ(V)

−−−−−−−→ S V ∧ S W−ϕ(V)
� S W .

The two unnamed homeomorphisms between S V ∧ S W−ϕ(V) and S W use the

map ϕ on the factor S V . In particular, the orthogonal group O(V) acts on

map∗(S
V , S V) by conjugation.

The multiplication of Ω•S is by smash product, i.e., the map

µV,W : (Ω•S)(V) × (Ω•S)(W) −→ (Ω•S)(V ⊕W)

smashes a self-map of S V with a self-map of S W and conjugates with the

canonical homeomorphism between S V∧S W and S V⊕W . The unit is the identity

of S V .
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The equivariant homotopy set πG
0

(Ω•S) is equal to the stable G-equivariant

0-stem πG
0

(S), compare Construction 4.1.6 below. The monoid structure on

πG
0

(Ω•S) arising from the multiplication on Ω•S is the multiplicative (rather

than the additive) monoid structure of πG
0

(S). The set πG
0

(Ω•S) thus bijects with

the underlying set of the Burnside ring A(G) of the group G (compare Exam-

ple 4.2.7), which is additively a free abelian group with basis the conjugacy

classes of closed subgroups of G with finite Weyl group. The multiplication on

πG
0

(Ω•S) corresponds to the multiplication (not the addition !) in the Burnside

ring A(G). When G is finite, πG
0

(Ω•S) bijects with the underlying set of the

Grothendieck group of finite G-sets, and the multiplication corresponds to the

product of G-sets. The power operations in π
0
(Ω•S) are thus represented by

‘raising a G-set to the cartesian power’, and the transfer maps are known as

‘norm maps’ or ‘multiplicative induction’.

Example 2.3.27 (Exponential homomorphisms). The classical J-homomor-

phism fits in nicely here, in the form of a global refinement to a morphism of

ultra-commutative monoids

J : O −→ Ω•S

defined at an inner product space V as the map

J(V) : O(V) −→ map∗(S
V , S V)

sending a linear isometry ϕ : V −→ V to its one-point compactification S ϕ :

S V −→ S V . The fact that these maps are multiplicative and compatible with

the structure maps is straightforward. The induced map

πG
0 (J) : πG

0 (O) −→ πG
0 (Ω•S) = πG

0 (S) ,

for G a compact Lie group, can be described as follows. By Example 2.3.6,

the group πG
0

(O) is a direct sum of copies of Z/2, indexed by the isomorphism

classes of irreducible orthogonal G-representations of real type. If λ is such an

irreducible G-representation, then the image of the λ-indexed copy of Z/2 is

represented by the antipodal map of S λ.

In (2.3.14) we defined a morphism of ultra-commutative monoids τ : Gr −→
O. The composite morphism

Gr
τ−−→ O

J−−→ Ω•S (2.3.28)

realizes an ‘exponential’ homomorphism from the real representation ring to

the multiplicative group of the Burnside ring of a compact Lie group G. The ex-

ponential homomorphism was studied by tom Dieck and is sometimes called

the ‘tom Dieck exponential map’. Tom Dieck’s definition of the exponential
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homomorphism in [178, 5.5.9] is completely algebraic: we start from the ho-

momorphism

s : RO+(G) −→ Cl(G,Z)× , s[V](H) = (−1)dim(VH )

that sends an orthogonal representation V to the class function s(V) that records

the parities of the dimensions of the fixed point spaces. The Burnside ring

embeds into the ring of class functions by ‘fixed point counting’

Φ : A(G) −→ Cl(G,Z) , Φ[S ](H) = |S H | ,

i.e., a (virtual) G-set S is sent to the class function that counts the number of

fixed points. This map is injective, and for finite groups the image can be char-

acterized by an explicit system of congruences [178, Prop. 1.3.5]. The image of

s satisfies the congruences, so there is a unique map exp : RO+(G) −→ A(G)×

such that Φ ◦ exp = s. The map s sends the direct sum of representations

to the product of the parity functions, so exp is a homomorphism of abelian

monoids, and thus extends to a homomorphism from the orthogonal repre-

sentation ring RO(G). The morphism of ultra-commutative monoids (2.3.28)

realizes the exponential morphism in the sense that the following diagram of

monoid homomorphisms commutes:

πG
0

(Gr)

(2.3.13) �

��

πG
0

(J◦τ)
// πG

0
(Ω•S) (πG

0
(S))×

RO+(G)
exp

// A(G)×

�α

OO

To show the commutativity of this diagram we may compose with the degree

monomorphism

deg : (πG
0 (S))× −→ Cl(G,Z) , deg[ f ](H) = deg( f H : S VH −→ S VH

)

that takes the class of an equivariant self-map f : S V −→ S V of a representa-

tion sphere to the class function that records the fixed point dimensions. The

composite deg ◦α : A(G) −→ Cl(G,Z) coincides with the fixed point counting

map Φ, so

deg ◦α ◦ exp = Φ ◦ exp = s : RO+(G) −→ Cl(G,Z) .

On the other hand, the map πG
0

(J ◦ τ) sends the class of a G-representation V

to the involution S − IdV : S V −→ S V . The diagram thus commutes because

deg
(
(S − IdV )H

)
= (−1)dim(VH ) = s[V](H) .
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2.4 Global forms of BO

In this section we discuss different orthogonal monoid spaces whose underly-

ing non-equivariant homotopy type is BO, a classifying space for the infinite

orthogonal group. Each example is interesting in its own right, and as a whole,

the global forms of BO are a great illustration of how non-equivariant homo-

topy types ‘fold up’ into many different global homotopy types. The different

forms of BO have associated orthogonal Thom spectra with underlying non-

equivariant stable homotopy type MO; we will return to these Thom spectra

in Section 6.1. The examples we discuss here all come with multiplications,

some ultra-commutative, but some only E∞-commutative; so our case study

also illustrates the different degrees of commutativity that arise ‘in nature’.

We can name five different global homotopy types that all have the same

underlying non-equivariant homotopy type, namely that of a classifying space

of the infinite orthogonal group:

• the constant orthogonal space BO with value a classifying space of the infi-

nite orthogonal group;

• the ‘full Grassmannian model’ BO, the degree 0 part of the periodic global

Grassmannian BOP (Example 2.4.1);

• the bar construction model B◦O (Construction 2.4.14);

• the ‘restricted Grassmannian model’ bO that is also a sequential homotopy

colimit of the global classifying spaces BglO(n) (Example 2.4.18);

• the cofree orthogonal space R(BO) associated to a classifying space of the

infinite orthogonal group (Construction 1.2.25).

These global homotopy types are related by weak morphisms of orthogonal

spaces:

BO //

��

bO

��
B◦O // BO // R(BO)

The orthogonal spaces B◦O and BO come with ultra-commutative multiplica-

tions. The global homotopy type of R(BO) also admits an ultra-commutative

multiplication; we will not elaborate this point, but one way to see it is to

extend the cofree functor R to a lax symmetric monoidal functor on the cat-

egory of orthogonal spaces, so that R(BO) is an ultra-commutative monoid

within this global homotopy type. The orthogonal spaces BO and bO admit

E∞-multiplications; for BO this is a consequence of the non-equivariant E∞-

structure of BO. All weak morphisms above can be arranged to preserve the
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E∞-multiplications, so they induce additive maps of abelian monoids on πG
0

for

every compact Lie group G.

As we explain in Example 2.4.17, the bar construction model makes sense

more generally for monoid valued orthogonal spaces; in particular, applying

the bar construction to the ultra-commutative monoids made from the fami-

lies of classical Lie groups discussed in the previous section provides ultra-

commutative monoids B◦SO, B◦U, B◦SU B◦Sp, B◦Spin and B◦Spinc. Exam-

ple 2.4.33 introduces the complex and quaternionic analogs of BO and bO, i.e.,

the ultra-commutative monoids BU and BSp and the E∞-orthogonal monoid

spaces bU and bSp.

Example 2.4.1 (Periodic Grassmannian). We define an ultra-commutative monoid

BOP that is a global refinement of the non-equivariant homotopy type Z×BO,

and at the same time a global group completion of the additive Grassmannian

Gr introduced in Example 2.3.12. The orthogonal space BOP comes with tau-

tological vector bundles whose Thom spaces form the periodic Thom spectrum

MOP, discussed in Example 6.1.7 below.

For an inner product space V we set

BOP(V) =
∐

m≥0
Grm(V2) ,

the disjoint union of the Grassmannians of m-dimensional subspaces in V2 =

V ⊕V . The structure map associated to a linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→
W is given by

BOP(ϕ)(L) = ϕ2(L) + ((W − ϕ(V)) ⊕ 0) ,

the internal orthogonal sum of the image of L under ϕ2 : V2 −→ W2 and the

orthogonal complement of the image of ϕ : V −→ W, viewed as sitting in the

first summand of W2 = W ⊕W. In particular, the orthogonal group O(V) acts

on BOP(V) through its diagonal action on V2.

We make the orthogonal space BOP into an ultra-commutative monoid by

endowing it with multiplication maps

µV,W : BOP(V) × BOP(W) −→ BOP(V ⊕W) , (L, L′) 7−→ κV,W(L ⊕ L′) ,

where

κV,W : V2⊕W2
� (V⊕W)2 is defined by κV,W(v, v′,w,w′) = (v,w, v′,w′) .

The unit is the unique element {0} of BOP(0).

The orthogonal space BOP is naturally Z-graded: for m ∈ Z we let

BOP[m](V) ⊂ BOP(V)

be the path component consisting of all subspaces L ⊂ V2 such that dim(L) =
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dim(V)+m. For fixed m the spaces BOP[m](V) form a subfunctor of BOP, i.e.,

BOP[m] is an orthogonal subspace of BOP. The multiplication is graded in the

sense that µV,W takes BOP[m](V) × BOP[n](W) to BOP[m+n](V ⊕W). We write

BO = BOP[0] for the homogeneous summand of BOP of degree 0, which

is thus an ultra-commutative monoid in its own right. The underlying non-

equivariant homotopy type of BO is that of a classifying space of the infinite

orthogonal group.

� While BOP and the additive Grassmannian Gr are both made from Grass-

mannians, one should beware of the different nature of their structure

maps. There is a variation Gr′ of the additive Grassmannian with values Gr′(V) =∐
n≥0 Grn(V2) and structure maps Gr′(ϕ)(L) = ϕ2(L). This orthogonal space is

a ‘multiplicative shift’ of Gr in the sense of Example 1.1.11, it admits a com-

mutative multiplication in much the same way as Gr, and the maps

Gr(V) −→ Gr′(V) , L 7−→ L ⊕ 0

form a global equivalence of ultra-commutative monoids by Theorem 1.1.10.

A source of possible confusion is the fact that Gr′(V) and BOP(V) are equal

as spaces, but they come with very different structure maps making them into

two different global homotopy types.

Example 2.4.2 (Gr versus BOP). In Example 2.3.12 we explained that for

every compact Lie group G, the monoid πG
0

(Gr) is isomorphic to the monoid

RO+(G), under direct sum, of isomorphism classes of orthogonal G-represen-

tations. In Theorem 2.4.13 we will identify the monoid πG
0

(BOP) with the or-

thogonal representation ring RO(G). The latter is the algebraic group comple-

tion of the former, and this group completion is realized by a morphism of

ultra-commutative monoids

i : Gr −→ BOP . (2.4.3)

The morphism i is given at V by the map

Gr(V) =
∐

m≥0
Grm(V) −→

∐
n≥0

Grn(V2) = BOP(V) , L 7−→ V ⊕ L .

The morphism is homogeneous in that it takes Gr[m] to BOP[m].

As we will now show, the morphism i : Gr −→ BOP induces an algebraic

group completion of abelian monoids upon taking equivariant homotopy sets

from any equivariant space. This fact is the algebraic shadow of a more re-

fined relationship: as we will show in Theorem 2.5.33 below, the morphism

i : Gr −→ BOP is a group completion in the world of ultra-commutative

monoids, i.e., ‘homotopy initial’, in the category of ultra-commutative monoids,

among morphisms from Gr to group-like ultra-commutative monoids.
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We recall from Definition 1.5.1 the equivariant homotopy set

[A,R]G = colimV∈s(UG) [A,R(V)]G ,

where R is an orthogonal space, G is a compact Lie group and A a G-space.

If R is an ultra-commutative monoid, then this set inherits an abelian monoid

structure defined as follows. We let α : A −→ R(V) and β : A −→ R(W) be two

G-maps that represent classes in [A,R]G. Then their sum is defined as

[α] + [β] = [µV,W(α, β)] , (2.4.4)

where µV,W : R(V) × R(W) −→ R(V ⊕W) is the (V,W)-component of the mul-

tiplication of R. The monoid structure is contravariantly functorial for G-maps

in A, and covariantly functorial for morphisms of ultra-commutative monoids

in R. When A = ∗ is a one-point G-space, then [A,R]G becomes πG
0

(R), and the

addition (2.4.4) reduces to the addition as previously defined in (2.2.1).

Proposition 2.4.5. For every compact Lie group G and every G-space A, the

homomorphism

[A, i]G : [A,Gr]G −→ [A,BOP]G

is a group completion of abelian monoids.

Proof We start by showing that the abelian monoid [A,BOP]G is a group. We

consider a G-representation V . For a linear subspace L ⊆ V2 we consider the

1-parameter family of linear isometric embeddings

HL : [0, 1] × L⊥ −→ V2 ⊕ V2 , (t, x) 7−→ (t · x,
√

1 − t2 · x) .

For every t ∈ [0, 1], the image of HL(t,−) is isomorphic to L⊥ and orthogonal

to the space L ⊕ 0 ⊕ 0. We can thus define a G-equivariant homotopy

K : [0, 1] ×Gr(V2) −→ Gr(V2 ⊕ V2) by K(t, L) = (L ⊕ 0 ⊕ 0) + HL(t, L⊥) .

Then

K(0, L) = (L ⊕ 0 ⊕ 0) + HL(0, L⊥) = (L ⊕ 0) + (0 ⊕ L⊥) = L ⊕ L⊥

and

K(1, L) = (L ⊕ 0 ⊕ 0) + HL(1, L⊥)

= (L ⊕ 0 ⊕ 0) + (L⊥ ⊕ 0 ⊕ 0) = V ⊕ V ⊕ 0 ⊕ 0 .

We recall that the multiplication of BOP is given by

µBOP
V,V : BOP(V)×BOP(V) −→ BOP(V ⊕V) , µBOP

V,V (L, L′) = κV,V(L⊕ L′) ,
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where κV,V(v, v′,w,w′) = (v,w, v′,w′). So the equivariant homotopy Gr(κV,V) ◦
K interpolates between the composite

BOP(V)
(Id,(−)⊥)−−−−−−→ BOP(V) × BOP(V)

µBOP
V,V−−−→ BOP(V ⊕ V)

and the constant map with value

κV,V(V ⊕ V ⊕ 0 ⊕ 0) = V ⊕ 0 ⊕ V ⊕ 0 .

The subspace V ⊕ 0 ⊕ V ⊕ 0 lies in the same path component of BOP(V2)G =

(Gr(V2 ⊕V2))G as the subspace V ⊕V ⊕0⊕0. So altogether this shows that the

composite µBOP
V,V ◦ (Id, (−)⊥) is G-equivariantly homotopic to the constant map

with value V ⊕ V ⊕ 0 ⊕ 0.

Now we let α : A −→ BOP(V) be a G-map, representing a class in [A,BOP]G.

The composite of α and the orthogonal complement map (−)⊥ : BOP(V) −→
BOP(V) represents another class in [A,BOP]G, and

[α] + [(−)⊥ ◦ α] = [µBOP
V,V ◦ (Id, (−)⊥) ◦ α] = [cV⊕V⊕0⊕0 ◦ α] = 0

in the monoid structure of [A,BOP]G, because the subspace V ⊕ V ⊕ 0 ⊕ 0 is

the neutral element in BOP(V ⊕ V). So the class [α] has an additive inverse,

and this concludes the proof that the abelian monoid [A,BOP]G is a group.

To show that the homomorphism [A, i]G is a group completion we show two

separate statements that amount to the surjectivity, respectively injectivity, of

the extension of [A, i]G to a homomorphism on the Grothendieck group of the

monoid [A,Gr]G.

(a) We show that every class in [A,BOP]G is the difference of two classes

in the image of i∗ = [A, i]G : [A,Gr]G −→ [A,BOP]G. To see this, we repre-

sent a given class x ∈ [A,BOP]G by a G-map α : A −→ BOP(V), for some

G-representation V . Because BOP(V) = Gr(V ⊕ V), the same map α also rep-

resents a class in [A,Gr]G; to emphasize the different role, we write this map

as α♯ : A −→ Gr(V ⊕ V). We let cV : A −→ Gr(V) denote the constant map

with value V and χ : V4 −→ V4 the linear isometry defined by

χ(v1, v2, v3, v4) = (v2, v3, v1, v4) .

We observe that the following diagram commutes:

BOP(V)
(i(V)◦cV ,Id) // BOP(V) × BOP(V)

µBOP
V,V

��
Gr(V ⊕ V)

i(V⊕V)
// BOP(V ⊕ V)

Gr(χ)
// BOP(V ⊕ V)

Since χ is equivariantly homotopic, through linear isometries, to the identity,
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this shows that the composite µBOP
V,V ◦(i(V)◦cV , Id) is G-equivariantly homotopic

to i(V ⊕ V). Thus

i∗[cV ] + x = [µBOP
V,V ◦ (i(V) ◦ cV , α)]

= [µBOP
V,V ◦ (i(V) ◦ cV , Id) ◦ α] = [i(V ⊕ V) ◦ α♯] = i∗[α

♯] .

Thus x = i∗[α
♯] − i∗[cV ], which shows the claim.

(b) Now we consider two classes a, b ∈ [A,Gr]G such that i∗(a) = i∗(b)

in [A,BOP]G. We show that there exist another class c ∈ [A,Gr]G such that

c + a = c + b. We can represent a and b by two G-maps α : A −→ Gr(V) and

β : A −→ Gr(V) such that the two composites

i(V) ◦ α , i(V) ◦ β : A −→ BOP(V)

are equivariantly homotopic. As before we let cV : A −→ Gr(V) be the con-

stant map with value V . The map i(V) : Gr(V) −→ BOP(V) = Gr(V ⊕ V)

factors as the composite

Gr(V)
(cV ,Id)−−−−→ Gr(V) ×Gr(V)

µGr
V,V−−−→ Gr(V ⊕ V) ,

so

[cV] + a = [cV ] + [α] = [µGr
V,V ◦ (cV , α)]

= [µV,V ◦ (cV , Id) ◦ α] = [i(V) ◦ α] .

Similarly, [cV]+b = [i(V)◦β]. So [cV ]+a = [cV ]+b in [A,Gr]G, as claimed. �

Our next aim is to show that the ultra-commutative monoid Gr represents

equivariant vector bundles, and BOP represents equivariant K-theory, at least

for compact G-spaces.

Construction 2.4.6. We let G be a compact Lie group and A a G-space. We

recall that a G-vector bundle over A consists of a vector bundle ξ : E −→ A

and a continuous G-action on the total space E such that

• the bundle projection ξ : E −→ A is a G-map,

• for every g ∈ G and a ∈ A the map g · − : Ea −→ Ega is R-linear.

We let VectG(A) be the commutative monoid, under Whitney sum, of isomor-

phism classes of G-vector bundles over A. We define a homomorphism of

monoids

〈−〉 : [A,Gr]G = colimV∈s(UG) [A, Gr(V)]G −→ VectG(A) (2.4.7)

that will turn out to be an isomorphism for compact A and that specializes to the

isomorphism (2.3.13) from πG
0

(Gr) to RO+(G) when A is a one-point G-space.

We let f : A −→ Gr(V) be a continuous G-map, for some G-representation
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V . We pull back the tautological G-vector bundle γV over Gr(V) and obtain a

G-vector bundle f ⋆(γV) : E −→ A over A with total space

E = {(v, a) ∈ V × A | v ∈ f (a)} .

The G-action and bundle structure are as a G-subbundle of the trivial bundle

V × A. Since the base Gr(V) of the tautological bundle is a disjoint union of

compact spaces, the isomorphism class of the bundle f ⋆(γV) depends only on

the G-homotopy class of f , see for example [151, Prop. 1.3]. So the construc-

tion yields a well-defined map

[A, Gr(V)]G −→ VectG(A) , [ f ] 7−→ [ f ⋆(γV )] .

If ϕ : V −→ W is a linear isometric embedding of G-representations, then the

restriction along Gr(ϕ) : Gr(V) −→ Gr(W) of the tautological G-vector bun-

dle over Gr(W) is isomorphic to the tautological G-vector bundle over Gr(V).

So the two G-vector bundles f ⋆ and (Gr(ϕ) ◦ f )⋆ over A are isomorphic. We

can thus pass to the colimit over the poset s(UG) and get a well-defined map

(2.4.7). The map (2.4.7) is a monoid homomorphism because all additions in

sight arise from direct sum of inner product spaces.

Now we ‘group complete’ the picture. We denote by KOG(A) the G-equi-

variant K-group of A, i.e., the group completion (Grothendieck group) of the

abelian monoid VectG(A). The composite

[A,Gr]G 〈−〉−−−→ VectG(A) −→ KOG(A)

of (2.4.7) and the group completion map is a monoid homomorphism into an

abelian group. The morphism [A, i]G : [A,Gr]G −→ [A,BOP]G is a group

completion of abelian monoids by Proposition 2.4.5, where i : Gr −→ BOP

was defined in (2.4.3). So there is a unique homomorphism of abelian groups

〈−〉 : [A,BOP]G = colimV∈s(UG ) [A, BOP(V)]G −→ KOG(A) (2.4.8)

such that the following square commutes:

[A,Gr]G

[A,i]G

��

〈−〉 // VectG(A)

��
[A,BOP]G

〈−〉
// KOG(A)

(2.4.9)

We can make the homomorphism (2.4.8) more explicit as follows. We let f :

A −→ BOP(V) be a G-map for some G-representation V . We pull back the

tautological G-vector bundle over BOP(V) = Gr(V2) and obtain a G-vector

bundle f ⋆(γV2 ) : E −→ A over A with total space

E = {(v, a) ∈ V2 × A | v ∈ f (a)} .
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Again the G-action and bundle structure are as a G-subbundle of the trivial

bundle V2 × A. The homomorphism (2.4.8) then sends the G-homotopy class

of f to the class of the virtual G-vector bundle

[ f ⋆(γV2)] − [V × A] ∈ KOG(A) .

In contrast to the definition of the earlier map (2.4.7), we now subtract the class

of the trivial G-vector bundle V ×A over A. The class in KOG(A) only depends

on the class of f in [A,BOP]G, and this recipe defines the map (2.4.8).

Theorem 2.4.10. For every compact Lie group G and every compact G-space

A the homomorphisms

〈−〉 : [A,Gr]G −→ VectG(A) and 〈−〉 : [A,BOP]G −→ KOG(A)

defined in (2.4.7) respectively (2.4.8) are isomorphisms. As G varies the iso-

morphisms are compatible with restriction along continuous homomorphism.

Proof The Grassmannian Gr is the disjoint union of the homogeneous pieces

Gr[n], and the latter is isomorphic to the semifree orthogonal space LO(n),Rn , via

L(Rn,V)/O(n) −→ Gr[n](V) , ϕ · O(n) 7−→ ϕ(Rn) .

Since the tautological action of O(n) on Rn is faithful, LO(n),Rn is a global clas-

sifying space for O(n); Example 1.5.4 thus provides a bijection

[A,Gr[n]]G −→ Prin(G,O(n))(A)

to the set of isomorphism classes of G-equivariant principal O(n)-bundles over

A, by pulling back the (G,O(n))-principal bundle L(Rn,V) −→ Gr[n](V), the

frame bundle of the tautological vector bundle over Gr[n](V). On the other

hand, we can consider the map

Prin(G,O(n))(A) −→ Vect[n]
G

(A)

to the set of isomorphism classes of G-vector bundles of rank n over A, send-

ing a (G,O(n))-bundle γ : E −→ A to the associated G-vector bundle with

total space E ×O(n) R
n. Since A is compact, every G-vector bundle admits a G-

invariant euclidean inner product, so it arises from a (G,O(n))-bundle; hence

the latter map is bijective as well. Altogether this shows that map

[A,Gr[n]]G −→ Vect
[n]
G

(A) (2.4.11)

given by pulling back the tautological vector bundles is bijective.

A general G-vector bundle need not have constant rank, so it remains to

assemble the results for varying n. We let ξ be any G-vector bundle over A, not

necessarily of constant rank. Then the subset

A(n) = {a ∈ A | dim(ξa) = n}
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of points over which ξ is n-dimensional is open by local triviality of vector

bundles. So A is the disjoint union of the sets A(n) for n ≥ 0, and each sub-

set A(n) is also closed and hence compact in the subspace topology. Moreover,

A(n) is G-invariant, so the restriction ξ(n) of the bundle to A(n) is classified by a

G-map f(n) : A(n) −→ Gr[n](Vn) for some finite-dimensional G-representation

Vn. Since A is compact, almost all A(n) are empty, so by increasing the repre-

sentations, if necessary, we can assume that the classifying maps have target in

Gr[n](V) for a fixed finite-dimensional G-representation V , independent of n.

Then

∐n≥0 f(n) : ∐n≥0 A(n) = A −→ ∐n≥0 Gr[n](V) = Gr(V)

is a classifying G-map for the original bundle ξ. This shows that the map (2.4.7)

is surjective.

The argument for injectivity is similar. Any pair of classes in [A,Gr]G can

be represented by G-maps f , f̄ : A −→ Gr(V) for some finite-dimensional G-

representation V . Since Gr(V) is the disjoint union of the subspaces Gr[n](V)

for n ≥ 0, their inverse images under f and f̄ provide disjoint union decompo-

sitions of A by fiber dimension. If the bundles f ⋆(γV ) and f̄ ⋆(γV ) are isomor-

phic, the decompositions of A induced by f and f̄ must be the same. The rank

n summands f(n), f̄(n) : A(n) −→ Gr[n](V) become equivariantly homotopic

after increasing the representation V , because the map (2.4.11) is injective.

Moreover, almost all summands are empty, one more time by compactness. So

there is a single finite-dimensional representation W and a G-equivariant linear

isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W such that f , f̄ : A −→ Gr(V) become equiv-

ariantly homotopic after composition with Gr(ϕ) : Gr(V) −→ Gr(W). Hence

f and f̄ represent the same class in [A,Gr]G, so the map (2.4.7) is injective.

This completes the proof that the map is an isomorphism for compact A.

The left vertical map in the commutative square (2.4.9) is a group comple-

tion by Proposition 2.4.5, and the right vertical map is a group completion by

definition. So the lower horizontal map (2.4.8) is also an isomorphism. �

We take the time to specialize Theorem 2.4.10 to the one-point G-space.

This special case identifies the global power monoid π0
(BOP) with the global

power monoid RO of orthogonal representation rings. For every compact Lie

group G the abelian monoid RO(G) is the Grothendieck group, under direct

sum, of finite-dimensional G-representations. The restriction maps are induced

by restriction of representations, and the power operation [m] : RO(G) −→
RO(Σm ≀G) takes the class of a G-representation V to the class of the (Σm ≀G)-

representation Vm. The resulting transfer trG
H

: RO(H) −→ RO(G) of Con-

struction 2.2.29, for H of finite index in G, is then the transfer (or induc-

tion), sending the class of an H-representation V to the class of the induced
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G-representation mapH(G,V). A G-vector bundle over a one-point space ‘is’ a

G-representation and the map

RO(G) −→ KOG(∗)

that considers a (virtual) representation as a (virtual) vector bundle is an iso-

morphism of groups and compatible with restriction along continuous homo-

morphisms of compact Lie groups.

For easier reference we spell out the isomorphism (2.4.8) in the special

case A = ∗ more explicitly. We let V be a finite-dimensional orthogonal G-

representation. The G-fixed points of BOP(V) are the G-invariant subspaces

of V2, i.e., the G-subrepresentations W of V2. Representations of compact

Lie groups are discrete (compare the example after [151, Prop. 1.3]), so two

fixed points in the same path component of BOP(V)G are isomorphic as G-

representations. Hence we obtain a well-defined map

π0(BOP(V)G) −→ RO(G)

by sending W ∈ BOP(V)G to [W] − [V], the formal difference in RO(G) of

the classes of W and V . These maps are compatible as V runs through the

finite-dimensional G-subrepresentations ofUG, so they assemble into a map

πG
0 (BOP) = colimV∈s(UG) π0(BOP(V)G) −→ RO(G) . (2.4.12)

Theorem 2.4.13. For every compact Lie group G the map (2.4.12) is an iso-

morphism of groups. As G varies, these isomorphisms form an isomorphism of

global power monoids

π
0
(BOP) � RO .

Proof The special case A = ∗ of Theorem 2.4.10 shows that the map (2.4.12)

is an isomorphism and compatible with restriction along continuous homomor-

phisms. We have to argue that in addition, the maps (2.4.12) are also compat-

ible with transfers (or equivalently, with power operations). The compatibil-

ity with transfers can either be deduced directly from the definitions; equiva-

lently it can be formally deduced from the compatibility of the isomorphisms

π
0
(Gr) � RO+ with transfers by the universal property of a group comple-

tion. �

The bijection (2.4.12) sends elements of πG
0

(BOP[k]) to virtual representa-

tions of dimension k, so we can also identify the global power monoid of the

homogeneous degree 0 part BO = BOP[0]. Indeed, the map (2.4.12) restricts

to an isomorphism of abelian groups

πG
0 (BO) � IO(G)
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to the augmentation ideal IO(G) ⊂ RO(G) of the orthogonal representation

ring, compatible with restriction maps, power operations and transfer maps.

Example 2.4.14 (Bar construction model B◦O). Using the functorial bar con-

struction we define another global refinement B◦O of the classifying space of

the infinite orthogonal group. This ultra-commutative monoid is globally con-

nected, and it comes with a weak homomorphism to BO that ‘picks out’ the

path components of the neutral element in the G-fixed point spaces BO(UG)G.

We define B◦O by applying the bar construction (see Construction 2.3.21)

objectwise to the monoid valued orthogonal space O of Example 2.3.6. So the

value at an inner product space V is

(B◦O)(V) = B(O(V)) ,

the bar construction of the orthogonal group of V . The structure map of a linear

isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W is obtained by applying the bar construction

to the continuous homomorphism O(ϕ) : O(V) −→ O(W). We make B◦O into

an ultra-commutative monoid by endowing it with multiplication maps

µV,W : (B◦O)(V) × (B◦O)(W) −→ (B◦O)(V ⊕W)

defined as the composite

B(O(V)) × B(O(W))
�−−→ B(O(V) × O(W))

B⊕−−−→ B(O(V ⊕W)) ,

where the first map is inverse to the homeomorphism (2.3.22).

Now we let G be a compact Lie group and V an orthogonal G-representation.

Taking fixed points commutes with geometric realization (see Proposition B.1

(iv)) and with products, so

((B◦O)(V))G = |O(V)•|G � |(O(V)G)•| = B(OG(V)) .

Taking colimit over the poset s(UG) gives

((B◦O)(UG))G
� colimV∈s(UG) B(OG(V)) � B(OG(UG)) �

∏

[λ]

′
B(OG(Uλ)) .

Here the last weak product is indexed by isomorphism classes of irreducible

G-representations, and each of the groups OG(Uλ) is either an infinite orthog-

onal, unitary or symplectic group, depending on the type of the irreducible

representation, compare Example 2.3.6. In particular, the space ((B◦O)(UG))G

is connected, so the equivariant homotopy set πG
0

(B◦O) has one element for

every compact Lie group G; the global power monoid structure is then neces-

sarily trivial. In particular, B◦O is not globally equivalent to BO.

However, the difference seen by π
0

is the only difference between B◦O and

BO, as shall now explain. We construct a weak morphism of ultra-commutative
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monoids that exhibits B◦O as the ‘globally connected component’ of BO. We

define an ultra-commutative monoid B′O by combining the constructions of

B◦O (bar construction) and BO (Grassmannians) into one definition. The value

of B′O at an inner product space V is

(B′O)(V) = |B•(L(V,V2),O(V), ∗)| ,

the two-sided bar construction (homotopy orbit construction) of the right O(V)-

action on the space L(V,V2) by precomposition. Here B•(L(V,V2),O(V), ∗) is

the simplicial space whose space of n-simplices is L(V,V2)×O(V)n. For n ≥ 1

and 0 ≤ i ≤ n, the face map di is given by

di(ϕ, A1, . . . An) =



(ϕ ◦ A1, A2, . . . , An) for i = 0,

(ϕ, A1, . . . , Ai−1, Ai ◦ Ai+1, Ai+2, . . . , An) for 0 < i < n,

(ϕ, A1, . . . , An−1) for i = n.

For n ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 the degeneracy map si is given by

si(ϕ, A1, . . . , An−1) = (ϕ, A1, . . . , Ai, Id, Ai+1, . . . , An−1) .

Then (B′O)(V) is the realization of the simplicial space B•(L(V,V2),O(V), ∗).
To define the structure map associated to a linear isometric embedding ϕ :

V −→ W we recall that the structure map O(ϕ) : O(V) −→ O(W) of the or-

thogonal space O is given by conjugation by ϕ and direct sum with the identity

on W − ϕ(V). We define a continuous map

ϕ♯ : L(V,V2) −→ L(W,W2)

by

(ϕ♯ψ)(ϕ(v) + w) = ϕ2(ψ(v) + (w, 0)) ;

here v ∈ V and w ∈ W − ϕ(V) is orthogonal to ϕ(V). The map ϕ♯ is compatible

with the actions of the orthogonal groups, i.e., the following square commutes:

L(V,V2) ×O(V)
ϕ♯×O(ϕ) //

◦
��

L(W,W2) ×O(W)

◦
��

L(V,V2)
ϕ♯

// L(W,W2)

This equivariance property of ϕ♯ ensures that it passes to the two-sided bar

construction, i.e., we can define the structure map (B′O)(ϕ) : (B′O)(V) −→
(B′O)(W) as the geometric realization of the morphism of simplicial spaces

B•(ϕ♯,O(ϕ), ∗) : B•(L(V,V2),O(V), ∗) −→ B•(L(W,W2),O(W), ∗) .
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A commutative multiplication

µV,W : (B′O)(V) × (B′O)(W) −→ (B′O)(V ⊕W)

is obtained by combining the multiplications of B◦O and BO. The construction

comes with two collections of continuous maps:

(B◦O)(V)
α(V)←−−− B(L(V,V2),O(V), ∗) = (B′O)(V)

β(V)
−−−→ L(V,V2)/O(V) = BO(V)

The left map α(V) is defined by applying the bar construction to the unique

map from L(V,V2) to the one-point space. The right map β(V) is the canonical

map from homotopy orbits to strict orbits. As V varies, the α and β maps form

morphisms of ultra-commutative monoids

B◦O
α←−− B′O

β
−−→ BO ,

essentially by construction. As we shall now see, the morphism α is a global

equivalence; so we can view the chain as a weak morphism of ultra-commuta-

tive monoids from B◦O to BO. The ultra-commutative monoid B◦O is globally

connected, whereas BO is not, so the morphism β cannot be a global equiva-

lence. However, the second part of the next proposition shows that it is as close

to a global equivalence as it can be.

Proposition 2.4.15. (i) The morphism α : B′O −→ B◦O is a global equiv-

alence of ultra-commutative monoids.

(ii) For every compact Lie group G, the morphism β : B′O −→ BO induces

a weak equivalence from the G-fixed point space (B′O(UG))G to the path

component of the unit element in the G-fixed point space (BO(UG))G.

Proof (i) We let V be a representation of a compact Lie group G and compare

the two-sided bar constructions for the O(V)-equivariant map from L(V,V2) to

the one-point space

α̃(V) : |B•(L(V,V2),O(V),O(V))| −→ |B•(∗,O(V),O(V))| = EO(V) .

The group G acts by conjugation on L(V,V2) and on O(V). The group O(V)

acts freely from the right on the last factor in the bar construction, and this right

O(V)-action then commutes with the G-action. The map α̃(V) is (G × O(V))-

equivariant. The map α(V) : B′O(V) −→ BO(V) is obtained from α̃(V) by

passage to O(V)-orbits. So Proposition B.17 allows us to analyze and com-

pare the G-fixed points of α(V). Indeed, the proposition shows that the G-fixed

points of B′O(V) = |B•(L(V,V2),O(V),O(V))|/O(V) are a disjoint union, in-

dexed by conjugacy classes of continuous homomorphisms γ : G −→ O(V) of
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the spaces

|B•(L(V,V2),O(V),O(V))|Γ(γ)/C(γ) ,

where Γ(γ) is the graph of γ. Since fixed points commute with geometric real-

ization (see Proposition B.1 (iv)) and with products, we have

|B(L(V,V2),O(V),O(V))|Γ(γ) = |B•(LG(V,V2),OG(V),LG(γ∗(V),V))| .

If γ∗(V) and V are not isomorphic as G-representations, then LG(γ∗(V),V) and

hence also the bar construction is empty. So there is in fact only one summand

in the disjoint union decomposition of (B′O(V))G, namely the one indexed

by the representation homomorphism G −→ O(V) that specifies the given G-

action on V . We conclude that the inclusions of G-fixed points

LG(V,V2) −→ L(V,V2) and OG(V) −→ O(V)

induce a homeomorphism

|B•(LG(V,V2),OG(V), ∗)| �−−→ |B•(L(V,V2),O(V), ∗)|G = (B′O(V))G .

The same argument identifies the G-fixed points of the bar construction B(O(V)) =

B◦O(V), and we arrive at a commutative square

|B•(LG(V,V2),OG(V), ∗)|

�

��

// B(OG(V))

�

��
(B′O(V))G

α(V)G

// (B◦O(V))G

in which both vertical maps are homeomorphisms. The space LG(V,V2) be-

comes arbitrarily highly connected as V exhausts the complete G-universe

UG. So the upper horizontal quotient map also becomes arbitrarily highly con-

nected as V grows. Hence the map α(V)G becomes an equivalence

teli α(Vi)
G : teli (B′O(Vi))

G −→ teli (B◦O(Vi))
G

on the mapping telescopes over an exhaustive sequence {Vi}i≥1 of G-represen-

tations. Fixed points commute with mapping telescopes, so we conclude that

the map

teli α(Vi) : teli B′O(Vi) −→ teli B◦O(Vi)

is a G-weak equivalence. The mapping telescope criterion of Proposition 1.1.7

thus shows that the morphism α : B′O −→ B◦O is a global equivalence.

(ii) We let V be a G-representation, specified by a continuous homomor-

phism ρ : G −→ O(V). We show that the map

β(V)G : (B′O(V))G = |B(L(V,V2),O(V), ∗)|G −→ BO(V)G
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is a weak equivalence of the source onto the path component of BO(V)G that

contains the neutral element of the addition. The claim then follows by passing

to colimits over V in s(UG).

We showed in part (i) that the inclusions of G-fixed points LG(V,V2) −→
L(V,V2) and OG(V) −→ O(V) induce a homeomorphism

|B•(LG(V,V2),OG(V), ∗)| �−−→ |B•(L(V,V2),O(V), ∗)|G = (B′O(V))G .

Since the precomposition action of OG(V) on LG(V,V2) is free, and LG(V,V2)

is cofibrant as an OG(V)-space, the homotopy orbits map by a weak equiva-

lence to the strict orbits,

(B′O(V))G = |B(L(V,V2),O(V), ∗)|G ≃−−→ LG(V,V2)/OG(V) .

The map β(V)G factors as the composite

(B′O(V))G ≃−−→ LG(V,V2)/OG(V) −→
(
L(V,V2)/O(V)

)G
= BO(V)G ,

where the second map is induced by the inclusion LG(V,V2) −→ L(V,V2). The

space BO(V)G is the Grassmannian of G-invariant subspaces of V2 of the same

dimension as V , and the space LG(V,V2)/OG(V) consists of those subspaces

that are G-isomorphic to V . This is precisely the path component of BO(V)G

containing the neutral element. �

We have now identified the G-equivariant path components of the three

ultra-commutative monoids B◦O, BO and BOP, and they are isomorphic to

the trivial group, the augmentation ideal IO(G) respectively the real represen-

tation ring RO(G). Now we determine the entire homotopy types of the G-fixed

point spaces of the three ultra-commutative monoids B◦O, BO and BOP.

Corollary 2.4.16. Let G be a compact Lie group.

(i) The G-fixed point space of B◦O is a classifying space of the group OG(UG)

of G-equivariant orthogonal isometries of the complete G-universe:

(B◦O(UG))G ≃ B(OG(UG))

(ii) The G-fixed point space of BO is a disjoint union, indexed by the aug-

mentation ideal IO(G), of classifying spaces of the group OG(UG):

(BO(UG))G ≃ IO(G) × B(OG(UG))

(iii) The G-fixed point space of BOP is a disjoint union, indexed by RO(G),

of classifying spaces of the group OG(UG):

(BOP(UG))G ≃ RO(G) × B(OG(UG))
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Proof (i) This is almost a tautology. Since G-fixed points commute with ge-

ometric realization (see Proposition B.1 (iv)) and with products, they com-

mute with the bar construction. So the space (B◦O(V))G is homeomorphic

to B(OG(V)) for every finite-dimensional G-representation V . Since G-fixed

points also commute with the filtered colimit at hand (see Proposition B.1 (ii)),

we have

(B◦O(UG))G =
(
colimV∈s(UG) B◦O(V)

)G

� colimV∈s(UG ) (B◦O(V))G

� colimV∈s(UG ) B
(
OG(V)

)

� B
(
colimV∈s(UG) OG(V)

)
= B

(
OG(UG)

)
.

(ii) As we explained in Remark 2.1.2, the commutative multiplication of BO

makes the G-space BO(UG) into an E∞-G-space; so the fixed points BO(UG)G

come with the structure of a non-equivariant E∞-space. The abelian monoid of

path components π0(BO(UG)G) is isomorphic to πG
0

(BO) � IO(G), hence an

abelian group. So all path components of the space BO(UG)G are homotopy

equivalent. Proposition 2.4.15 identifies the zero path component of BO(UG)G

with B◦O(UG)G, so part (i) finishes the proof.

The proof of part (iii) is the same as for part (ii), the only difference being

that π
0
(BOP(UG)G) is isomorphic to the abelian group RO(G). �

The fixed point spaces described in Corollary 2.4.16 can be decomposed

even further. As we explained in Example 2.3.6, the group OG(UG) is a weak

product of infinite orthogonal, unitary and symplectic groups, indexed by the

isomorphism classes of irreducible G-representations λ. The classifying space

construction commutes with weak products, which gives a weak equivalence

B(OG(UG)) ≃
∏′

B(OG(Uλ)) .

Moreover, the group OG(Uλ) is isomorphic to an infinite orthogonal, unitary

or symplectic group, depending on the type of the irreducible representation λ.

Example 2.4.17 (More bar construction models). Since the bar construction

is functorial and continuous for continuous homomorphisms between topolog-

ical monoids, we can apply it objectwise to every monoid valued orthogonal

space M in the sense of Definition 2.3.2; the result is an orthogonal space B◦M.

The bar construction is symmetric monoidal, so if M is symmetric (and hence

an ultra-commutative monoid), then B◦M inherits an ultra-commutative mul-

tiplication. By the same argument as for B◦O, the orthogonal space B◦M is

globally connected.

So the ultra-commutative monoid B◦O has variations with O replaced by
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SO, U, SU, Sp, Pin, Spin, Pinc and Spinc. We can also apply the bar con-

struction to morphisms of monoid valued orthogonal spaces, i.e., morphism of

orthogonal spaces that are objectwise monoid homomorphisms. So hitting all

the previous examples with the bar construction yields a commutative diagram

of globally connected orthogonal spaces:

B◦SU
B◦incl //

B◦l

��✤
✤

✤ B◦U

B◦l

��✤
✤

✤

B◦r

''❖
❖

❖
❖

❖
❖

B◦Spin

B◦incl

��

B◦ι // B◦Spinc

B◦incl

��

B◦ ad
// B◦SO

B◦incl

��
B◦Pin

B◦ι
// B◦Pinc

B◦ ad
// B◦O

As before, the two dotted arrows mean that the actual morphism goes to a

multiplicative shift of the target. With the exception of B◦Pin and B◦Pinc, all

these orthogonal spaces inherit ultra-commutative multiplications.

Example 2.4.18. We define an orthogonal space bO; its values come with

tautological vector bundles whose Thom spaces form the global Thom spec-

trum mO, compare Example 6.1.24 below. For finite and abelian compact

Lie groups G, the equivariant homotopy groups of mO are isomorphic to the

bordism groups of smooth closed G-manifolds, compare Theorem 6.2.33; so

bO and mO are also geometrically relevant. In Remark 2.4.25 we define an

E∞-multiplication on bO and show, using power operations, that this E∞-

multiplication cannot be refined to an ultra-commutative multiplication.

For an inner product space V of dimension n we set

bO(V) = Grn(V ⊕ R∞) ,

the Grassmannian of n-dimensional subspaces in V ⊕ R∞. The structure map

bO(ϕ) : bO(V) −→ bO(W) is given by

bO(ϕ)(L) = (ϕ ⊕ R∞)(L) + ((W − ϕ(V)) ⊕ 0) ,

the internal orthogonal sum of the image of L under ϕ ⊕ R∞ : V ⊕ R∞ −→
W ⊕ R∞ and the orthogonal complement of the image of ϕ : V −→ W, viewed

as sitting in the first summand of W ⊕ R∞.

We want to describe the equivariant homotopy sets πG
0

(bO) and the homo-

topy types of the fixed point spaces bO(UG)G, for every compact Lie group G.

We denote by RO♯(G) the abelian submonoid of RO+(G) consisting of the iso-

morphism classes of G-representations with trivial G-fixed points. We let V be

a G-representation. The G-fixed points of bO(V) are the G-subrepresentations
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L of V ⊕ R∞ of the same dimension as V . Since G acts trivially on R∞, the

‘non-trivial summand’ L⊥ = L − LG is contained in V⊥ = V − VG. So V⊥ − L⊥

is a G-representation with trivial fixed points. We can thus define a map

(bO(V))G =
(
Gr|V |(V ⊕ R∞)

)G −→ RO♯(G)

from this fixed point space by sending L ∈ bO(V)G to [V⊥−L⊥]. As before, the

isomorphism type of L only depends on the path component of L in bO(V)G.

Moreover, for every linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W the relation

(bO(ϕ)(L))⊥ = ((ϕ ⊕ R∞)(L) + (W − ϕ(V)) ⊕ 0)⊥

=
(
ϕ(L⊥) + (W⊥ − ϕ(V⊥))

)
⊕ 0 =

(
W⊥ − ϕ(V⊥ − L⊥)

)
⊕ 0

shows that

[W⊥ − (bO(ϕ)(L))⊥] = [ϕ(V⊥ − L⊥)] = [V⊥ − L⊥] .

So the class in RO♯(G) depends only on the class of L in πG
0

(bO), and the

assignments assemble into a well-defined map

πG
0 (bO) = colimV∈s(UG ) π0

(
bO(V)G

)
−→ RO♯(G) . (2.4.19)

For the description of the G-fixed points of bO we introduce the abbreviation

GrG,⊥
j
=

(
Gr j(U⊥G)

)G

for the space of j-dimensional G-invariant subspaces of U⊥
G
= UG − (UG)G.

The space GrG,⊥
j

can be decomposed further: before taking G-fixed points,

Gr j(U⊥G) is G-equivariantly homeomorphic to L(R j,U⊥
G

)/O( j). So Proposi-

tion B.17 provides a decomposition of Gr
G,⊥
j

as the disjoint union, indexed

over conjugacy classes of continuous homomorphisms α : G −→ O( j), of the

spaces

LG(α∗(R j),U⊥G)/C(α) ,

where C(α) is the centralizer, in O( j), of the image of α. Conjugacy classes of

homomorphism from G to O( j) biject – by restriction of the tautological O( j)-

representation – with isomorphism classes of j-dimensional G-representations.

If V = α∗(R j) is such a G-representation, then the space LG(V,U⊥
G

) is empty

if V has non-trivial G-fixed points, and contractible otherwise. Moreover, the

centralizer C(α) is precisely the group of G-equivariant linear self-isometries

of V , which acts freely on LG(V,U⊥
G

). So if VG = 0, then the orbit space

LG(V,U⊥
G

)/C(α) is a classifying space for the group LG(V,V) = OG(V). So

altogether,

Gr
G,⊥
j
≃

∐

[V]∈RO♯(G), |V |= j

B(OG(V)) . (2.4.20)
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Every G-representation V is the direct sum of its isotypical components Vλ, in-

dexed by the isomorphism classes of irreducible orthogonal G-representations.

If VG = 0, then only the non-trivial irreducibles occur, and the group OG(V)

decomposes accordingly as a product

OG(V) �
∏

[λ]
OG(Vλ) ,

indexed by non-trivial irreducible G-representations. The irreducibles come in

three flavors (real, complex or quaternionic), and so the group OG(Vλ) is iso-

morphic to one of the groups O(m), U(m), and S p(m), where m is the multiplic-

ity of λ in V . So altogether, Gr
G,⊥
j

is a disjoint union of products of classifying

spaces of orthogonal, unitary and symplectic groups.

Proposition 2.4.21. Let G be a compact Lie group.

(i) The G-fixed point space bO(UG)G is weakly equivalent to the space

∐
j≥0

GrG,⊥
j
× BO .

(ii) The map (2.4.19) is a bijection from πG
0

(bO) to RO♯(G).

(iii) If U is a G-representation with trivial fixed points, then the path com-

ponent of bO(UG)G indexed by U is a classifying space for the group

OG(U) × O.

Proof (i) We let V be a G-representation with VG = 0 and W a trivial G-

representation. Then every G-invariant subspace L of V ⊕ W ⊕ R∞ is the in-

ternal direct sum of the fixed part LG (which is contained in W ⊕ R∞) and its

orthogonal complement L⊥ = L − LG (which is contained in the summand V).

This canonical decomposition provides a homeomorphism

bO(V⊕W)G = (Gr|V |+|W |(V⊕W⊕R∞))G
�

∐

j=0,...,|V |

(
Gr j(V)

)G
×Gr j+|W |(W⊕R∞)

sending L to the pair (V − L⊥, LG). Every G-invariant subspace of UG is the

direct sum of its fixed points and their orthogonal complement, so the poset

s(UG) is the product of the two posets s(U⊥
G

) and s((UG)G). We can thus cal-

culate the colimit over s(UG) in two steps. For fixed W, passing to the colimit

over s(U⊥
G

) gives a homeomorphism

colimV∈s(U⊥
G

) bO(V ⊕W)G
�

∐
j≥0

Gr
G,⊥
j
×Gr j+|W |(W ⊕ R∞) .

The factor Gr j+|W |(W ⊕ R∞) is a classifying space for the group O( j + |W |).
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Passing to the colimit over s((UG)G) then provides a weak equivalence

bO(UG)G = colimW∈s((UG )G ) colimV∈s(U⊥
G

) bO(V ⊕W)G

≃ colimW∈s((UG )G )

(∐
j≥0

GrG,⊥
j
× BO( j + |W |)

)

≃
∐

j≥0
Gr

G,⊥
j
× BO .

(ii) Since the orthogonal space bO is closed, we can calculate πG
0

(bO) as the

set of path components of the space bO(UG)G, by Corollary 1.5.7 (i). Since the

space BO is path connected, part (i) allows us to identify π0(bO(UG)G) with

the disjoint union, over j ≥ 0, of the path components of GrG,⊥
j

. As we ex-

plained in the weak equivalence (2.4.20), the set π0(GrG,⊥
j

) bijects with the set

of isomorphism classes of j-dimensional G-representations with trivial fixed

points. Altogether this identifies π0(bO(UG)G) with RO♯(G), and unraveling

all definitions shows that the combined bijection between πG
0

(bO) and RO♯(G)

is the map (2.4.19).

(iii) This is a direct consequence of part (i) and the description (2.4.20) of

the path components of the space GrG,⊥
j

. �

� If H is a closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G and V a G-represen-

tation with VG = 0, then V may have non-zero H-fixed points. So the re-

striction homomorphism resG
H

: RO+(G) −→ RO+(H) does not in general take

RO♯(G) to RO♯(H). So the monoids RO♯(G) do not form a sub Rep-functor

of RO, and Proposition 2.4.21 does not describe π
0
(bO) as a Rep functor. We

will give a description of π
0
(bO) as sub-Rep monoid of the augmentation ideal

global power monoid IO in Proposition 2.4.29 below.

As we shall now explain, the global homotopy type of the orthogonal space

bO is that of a sequential homotopy colimit, in the category of orthogonal

spaces, of global classifying spaces of the orthogonal groups O(m):

bO ≃ hocolimm≥1 BglO(m)

The homotopy colimit is taken over morphisms BglO(m) −→ BglO(m + 1) that

classify the homomorphisms O(m) −→ O(m+1) given by A 7→ A⊕R. To make

this relation rigorous, we define a filtration

∗ � bO(0) ⊂ bO(1) ⊂ . . . ⊂ bO(m) ⊂ . . . (2.4.22)

of bO by orthogonal subspaces. At an inner product space V we define

bO(m)(V) = Gr|V |(V ⊕ Rm) ; (2.4.23)

here we considerRm as the subspace of vectors of the form (x1, . . . , xm, 0, 0, . . . )

inR∞. The inclusion of bO(m) into bO(m+1) is a closed embedding, so the global
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invariance property of Proposition 1.1.9 (viii) entitles us to view the union bO

as a global homotopy colimit of the filtration.

The tautological action of O(m) onRm is faithful, so the semifree orthogonal

space BglO(m) = LO(m),Rm is a global classifying space for O(m). We define a

morphism γm : BglO(m) −→ bO(m) by

γm(V) : L(Rm,V)/O(m) −→ Gr|V |(V ⊕ Rm) = bO(m)(V) ,

ϕ · O(m) 7−→ (V − ϕ(Rm)) ⊕ Rm .

We omit the straightforward verification that these maps indeed form a mor-

phism of orthogonal spaces. The semifree orthogonal space BglO(m) comes

with a tautological class uO(m),Rm , defined in (1.5.11), which freely generates

the Rep-functor π
0
(BglO(m)). We denote by

um = (γm)∗(uO(m),Rm ) ∈ πO(m)

0

(
bO(m)

)

the image in bO(m) of the tautological class. The following proposition justifies

the claim that bO is a homotopy colimit of the orthogonal spaces BglO(m).

Proposition 2.4.24. For every m ≥ 0 the morphism

γm : BglO(m) −→ bO(m)

is a global equivalence of orthogonal spaces. The inclusion bO(m) −→ bO(m+1)

takes the class um to the class

res
O(m+1)

O(m)
(um+1) ∈ πO(m)

0

(
bO(m+1)

)
.

Proof The morphism γm factors as the composite of two morphisms of or-

thogonal spaces

LO(m),Rm

LO(m),Rm◦i
−−−−−−−→ shR

m

⊕ (LO(m),Rm )
(−)⊥−−−−→
�

bO(m) .

For the first morphism we let i : V −→ V ⊕ Rm denote the embedding of

the first summand, and shR
m

⊕ is the additive shift by Rm as defined in Example

1.1.11; the first morphism is a global equivalence by Theorem 1.1.10. At an

inner product space V , the second morphism is the map

(shR
m

⊕ LO(m),Rm )(V) = L(Rm,V ⊕ Rm)/O(m) −→ Gr|V |(V ⊕ Rm) ,

ϕ · O(m) 7−→ ϕ(Rm)⊥ ,

the orthogonal complement of the image. This is a homeomorphism, so the

second morphism is an isomorphism. Altogether this shows that γm is a global

equivalence.

The second claim is also reasonably straightforward from the definitions,

but it needs one homotopy. We let j : Rm −→ Rm+1 denote the linear isometric
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embedding defined by j(x1, . . . , xm) = (x1, . . . , xm, 0). The tautological class

uO(m),Rm is defined as the path component of the point

IdRm ·O(m) ∈ (L(Rm,Rm)/O(m))O(m) ,

the O(m)-orbit of the identity of Rm. So the classes

incl∗(um) and res
O(m)

O(m+1)
(um+1) in πO(m)

0
(bO(m+1))

are represented by the two subspaces

(Rm+1 − j(Rm)) ⊕ j(Rm) respectively 0 ⊕ Rm+1

of Rm+1 ⊕ Rm+1. These two representatives are not the same. However, the

O(m + 1)-action on bO(m+1)(R
m+1), and hence also the restricted O(m)-action,

is through the first copy of Rm+1 (and not diagonally!). So there is a path of

O(m)-invariant subspaces of Rm+1 ⊕ Rm+1 connecting the two representatives.

The two points thus represent the same class in πO(m)

0
(bO(m+1)), and this proves

the second claim. �

Remark 2.4.25 (Commutative versus E∞-orthogonal monoid spaces). Non-

equivariantly, every E∞-multiplication on an orthogonal monoid space can be

rigidified to a strictly commutative multiplication. We will now see that this is

not the case globally, with power operations being an obstruction.

To illustrate the difference between a strictly commutative multiplication

and an E∞-multiplication, we take a closer look at the orthogonal space bO. If

we try to define a multiplication on bO in a similar way as for BO, we run into

the problem that R∞ ⊕R∞ is different from R∞; even worse, althoughR∞ ⊕R∞
and R∞ are isometrically isomorphic, there is no preferred isomorphism. The

standard way out is to use all isomorphisms at once, i.e., to parametrize the

multiplications by the E∞-operad of linear isometric self-embeddings of R∞.

We recall that the n-th space of the linear isometries operad is

L(n) = L((R∞)n,R∞) ,

with operad structure by direct sum and composition of linear isometric em-

beddings (see for example [112, Def. 1.2] for details). For all n ≥ 0 and all

inner product spaces V1, . . . ,Vn we define a linear isometry

κ : (V1 ⊕ R∞) ⊕ · · · ⊕ (Vn ⊕ R∞) � V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vn ⊕ (R∞)n

by shuffling the summands, i.e.,

κ(v1, x1, . . . , vn, xn) = (v1, . . . , vn, x1, . . . , xn) .

We can then define a continuous map

µn : L(n) × bO(V1) × · · · × bO(Vn) −→ bO(V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vn)
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by

µn(ϕ, L1, . . . , Ln) = ((V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vn) ⊕ ϕ) ◦ κ)(L1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ln) .

For fixed ϕ these maps form a multi-morphism, so the universal property of

the box product produces a morphism of orthogonal spaces

µn(ϕ,−) : bO ⊠ · · · ⊠ bO −→ bO .

For varying ϕ, these maps define a morphism of orthogonal spaces

µn : L(n) × (bO ⊠ · · · ⊠ bO) −→ bO .

As n varies, all these morphism together make the orthogonal space bO into

an algebra (with respect to the box product) over the linear isometries operad

L. Since the linear isometries operad is an E∞-operad, we call bO, endowed

with this L-action, an E∞-orthogonal monoid space.

Now we explain why the E∞-structure on bO cannot be refined to an ultra-

commutative multiplication. An E∞-structure gives rise to abelian monoid struc-

tures on the equivariant homotopy sets. In more detail, we let R be any E∞-

orthogonal monoid space, such as for example bO. We obtain binary pairings

πG
0 (R) × πG

0 (R)
×−−→ πG

0 (R ⊠ R)
πG

0
(µ2(ϕ,−))

−−−−−−−−→ πG
0 (R) ,

where ϕ ∈ L(2) is any linear isometric embedding of (R∞)2 into R∞. The

second map (and hence the composite) is independent of ϕ because the space

L(2) is contractible. In the same way as for strict multiplications in (2.2.1), this

binary operation makes πG
0

(R) into an abelian monoid for every compact Lie

group G, such that all restriction maps are homomorphisms. In other words,

the E∞-structure provides a lift of the Rep-functor π
0
(R) to an abelian Rep-

monoid, i.e., a functor

π
0
(R) : Repop −→ AbMon .

This structure is natural for homomorphisms of E∞-orthogonal monoid spaces.

An ultra-commutative monoid can be viewed as an E∞-orthogonal monoid

space by letting every element ofL(n) act as the iterated multiplication. Equiv-

alently: we let the linear isometries operad act along the unique homomor-

phism to the terminal operad (whose algebras, with respect to the box product,

are the ultra-commutative monoids). For E∞-orthogonal monoid spaces aris-

ing in this way from ultra-commutative monoids, the products on π
0

defined

here coincide with those originally defined in (2.2.1). For ultra-commutative

monoids R, the abelian Rep-monoid π
0
(R) is underlying a global power monoid,

i.e., it comes with power operations and transfer maps that satisfy various re-

lations. We show in Proposition 2.4.29 below that the abelian Rep-monoid

π
0
(bO) cannot be extended to a global power monoid whatsoever; hence bO
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is not globally equivalent, as an E∞-orthogonal monoid space, to any ultra-

commutative monoid. A curious fact, however, is that after global group com-

pletion the E∞-multiplication of bO can be refined to an ultra-commutative

multiplication, compare Remark 2.5.36.

We compare the E∞-orthogonal monoid space bO to the ultra-commutative

monoid BO in the most highly structured way possible. Every ultra-commuta-

tive monoid can be viewed as an E∞-orthogonal monoid space, and we now de-

fine a ‘weak E∞-morphism’ from bO to BO. The zigzag of morphisms passes

through the orthogonal space BO′ with values

BO′(V) = Gr|V |(V
2 ⊕ R∞) . (2.4.26)

The structure maps of BO′ are a mixture of those for bO and BO, i.e.,

BO′(ϕ)(L) = (ϕ2 ⊕ R∞)(L) ⊕ ((W − ϕ(V)) ⊕ 0 ⊕ 0) ,

where now the orthogonal complement of the image of ϕ is viewed as sitting

in the first summand of W ⊕W ⊕R∞. The linear isometries operad acts on BO′

in much the same way as for bO, making it an E∞-orthogonal monoid space.

Postcomposition with the direct summand embeddings

V ⊕ R∞ (v,x)7→(v,0,x)−−−−−−−−−→ V2 ⊕ R∞ (v,v′,0)←[(v,v′)←−−−−−−−−−− V2

induces maps of Grassmannians

bO(V)
a(V)−−−−→ BO′(V)

b(V)←−−−− BO(V)

that form morphisms of E∞-orthogonal monoid spaces

bO
a−−→ BO′

b←−− BO . (2.4.27)

Proposition 2.4.28. The morphism b : BO −→ BO′ is a global equivalence

of orthogonal spaces.

Proof We define an exhaustive filtration

BO = BO′(0) ⊂ BO′(1) ⊂ . . . ⊂ BO′(m) ⊂ . . .

of BO′ by orthogonal subspaces by setting

BO′(m)(V) = Gr|V |(V
2 ⊕ Rm) .

We denote by sh = sh⊕
R

the additive shift functor defined in Example 1.1.11,

and by iX : X −→ sh X the morphism of orthogonal spaces given by applying X

to the direct summand embeddings V −→ V ⊕ R. The morphism iX is a global
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equivalence for every orthogonal space X, by Theorem 1.1.10. We define a

morphism

j : BO′(m+1) −→ sh(BO′(m))

at an inner product space V by

j(V) : BO′(m+1)(V) = Gr|V |(V ⊕ V ⊕ Rm+1)

−→ Gr|V |+1(V ⊕ R ⊕ V ⊕ R ⊕ Rm) = sh(BO′(m))(V)

by applying the linear isometric embedding

V ⊕ V ⊕ Rm+1 −→ V ⊕ R ⊕ V ⊕ R ⊕ Rm

(v, v′, (x1, . . . , xm+1)) 7−→ (v, 0, v′, x1, (x2, . . . , xm+1))

and adding the first copy of R (the orthogonal complement of this last embed-

ding). Then the following diagram commutes:

BO′(m)

incl //

iBO′
(m) ''❖❖

❖❖
❖❖

❖❖
❖❖

❖❖
BO′(m+1)

j

��

iBO′
(m+1)

((◗◗
◗◗

◗◗
◗◗

◗◗
◗◗

◗

sh(BO′(m)) sh(incl)
// sh(BO′(m+1))

The two diagonal morphisms are global equivalences, hence so is the inclu-

sion BO′(m) −→ BO′(m+1), by the 2-out-of-6 property for global equivalences

(Proposition 1.1.9 (iii)). The inclusion of BO′(m) into BO′(m+1) is also object-

wise a closed embedding, so the inclusion

BO = BO′(0) −→
⋃

m≥0
BO′(m) = BO′

is a global equivalence, by Proposition 1.1.9 (ix). �

We recall that IO(G) denotes the augmentation ideal in the real represen-

tation ring RO(G) of a compact Lie group G. In the same way as for BO we

define a monoid homomorphism

γ : πG
0 (BO′) −→ IO(G)

by sending the path component of W ∈ BO′(V)G to the class [W] − [V]. Then

the triangle of monoid homomorphisms on the right of following diagram com-

mutes:

πG
0

(bO)
a∗ //

%%❑❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑
πG

0
(BO′)

γ �

��

πG
0

(BO)
�

b∗oo

�

(2.4.12)yysss
ss
ss
ss

IO(G)
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The two maps on the right are isomorphisms, hence so is the map γ.

The following proposition says that πG
0

(bO) is isomorphic to the free abelian

submonoid of IO(G) generated by dim(λ) · 1 − [λ] as λ runs over all isomor-

phism classes of non-trivial irreducible G-representations. We emphasize that

for non-trivial groups G, the monoid πG
0

(bO) does not have inverses, so bO is

not group-like.

Proposition 2.4.29. The composite morphism of abelian Rep-monoids

π
0
(bO)

a∗−−−→ π
0
(BO′)

γ
−−→ IO

is a monomorphism. For every compact Lie group G the image of πG
0

(bO) in the

augmentation ideal IO(G) consists of the submonoid of elements of the form

dim(U) · 1 − [U], for G-representations U. The abelian Rep-monoid π
0
(bO)

cannot be extended to a global power monoid.

Proof If L ⊂ V ⊕ R∞ is a G-invariant subspace of the same dimension as V ,

then

[L] − [V] = (dim(L) − dim(L⊥)) · 1 + [L⊥] − (dim(V) − dim(V⊥)) · 1 − [V⊥]

= dim(V⊥ − L⊥) · 1 − [V⊥ − L⊥]

in the group IO(G). This show that the following square commutes:

πG
0

(bO)
a∗ //

(2.4.19)

��

πG
0

(BO′)

γ

��
RO♯(G)

[U] 7→ dim(U)·1−[U]
// IO(G)

The left vertical map is bijective by Proposition 2.4.21 (ii). The right vertical

map is an isomorphism as explained above. This shows the first two claims

because the lower horizontal map is injective and has the desired image.

Now we argue, by contradiction, that the abelian Rep-monoid π
0
(bO) can-

not be extended to a global power monoid. The additional structure would in

particular specify a transfer map

tr
Σ3

A3
: πA3

0
(bO) −→ πΣ3

0
(bO) (2.4.30)

from the alternating group A3 to the symmetric group Σ3. Since the monoid

πe
0
(bO) has only one element, the double coset formula shows that

resΣ3

(12)
◦ trΣ3

A3
= tr(12)

e ◦ resA3
e = 0 : πA3

0
(bO) −→ π(12)

0
(bO) .

The group Σ3 has two non-trivial irreducible orthogonal representations, the
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1-dimension sign representation σ and the 2-dimensional reduced natural rep-

resentation ν. So πΣ3

0
(bO) ‘is’ (via γ◦a∗) the free abelian submonoid of IO(Σ3)

generated by

1 − σ and 2 − ν .

We abuse notation and also write σ for the 1-dimensional sign representation

of the cyclic subgroup of Σ3 generated by the transposition (12). Then

res
Σ3

(12)
(1 − σ) = 1 − σ and res

Σ3

(12)
(2 − ν) = 2 − (1 + σ) = 1 − σ ;

so the only element of πΣ3

0
(bO) that restricts to 0 in π(12)

0
(bO) is the zero ele-

ment. Hence the transfer map (2.4.30) must be the zero map. However, another

instance of the double coset formula is

res
Σ3

A3
◦ tr
Σ3

A3
= Id + (c(12))

∗ = 2 · Id : πA3

0
(bO) −→ πA3

0
(bO) .

The second equality uses that conjugation by the transposition (12) is the non-

trivial automorphism of A3, which acts trivially on RO(A3). Since bO(A3) is

a non-trivial free abelian monoid, this contradicts the relation trΣ3

A3
= 0. So the

abelian Rep-monoid π
0
(bO) cannot be endowed with transfer maps that satisfy

the double coset formulas. �

Example 2.4.31 (Periodic bO). The E∞-orthogonal monoid space bO also has

a straightforward ‘periodic’ variant bOP that we briefly discuss. For an inner

product space V we set

bOP(V) =
∐

n≥0
Grn(V ⊕ R∞) ,

the disjoint union of all the Grassmannians in V ⊕ R∞. The structure maps of

bOP are defined in exactly the same way as for bO. The orthogonal space bOP

is naturally Z-graded: for m ∈ Z we let

bOP[m](V) ⊂ bOP(V)

be the path component consisting of all subspaces L ⊂ V ⊕ R∞ such that

dim(L) = dim(V) + m. For fixed m these spaces form an orthogonal subspace

bOP[m] of bOP. The E∞-multiplication of bO extends naturally to a Z-graded

E∞-multiplication on bOP, taking bOP[m]
⊠ bOP[n] to bOP[m+n]. Moreover,

bO = bOP[0], the homogeneous summand of bOP of degree 0.

We offer two descriptions of the global homotopy type of the orthogonal

space bOP in terms of other global homotopy types previously discussed. As

we show in Proposition 2.4.32 below, each of the homogeneous summands

bOP[m] is in fact globally equivalent to the degree 0 summand bO, and hence

bOP ≃ Z × bO
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globally as orthogonal spaces. When combined with Proposition 2.4.21, this

yields a description of the homotopy types of the fixed point spaces bOP(UG)G.

To compare the different summands of bOP we choose a linear isometric

embedding ψ : R∞ ⊕ R −→ R∞ and define an endomorphism ψ♯ : bOP −→
bOP of the orthogonal space bOP at an inner product space V as the map

ψ♯(V) : bOP(V) −→ bOP(V) , L 7−→ (V ⊕ ψ)(L ⊕ R) .

The morphism ψ♯ increases the dimension of subspaces by 1, so it takes the

summand bOP[k] to the summand bOP[k+1]. Any two linear isometric embed-

dings from R∞ ⊕R to R∞ are homotopic through linear isometric embeddings,

so the homotopy class of ψ♯ is independent of the choice of ψ.

Proposition 2.4.32. For every linear isometric embedding ψ : R∞ ⊕R −→ R∞
the morphism of orthogonal spaces ψ♯ : bOP −→ bOP is a global equiva-

lence. Hence for every m ∈ Z the restriction is a global equivalence

ψ♯ : bOP[m] −→ bOP[m+1] .

Proof We let sh = shR⊕ denote the additive shift of an orthogonal space as

defined in Example 1.1.11, and i : Id −→ − ⊕ R is the natural transformation

given by the embedding of the first summand. The morphism ψ♯ factors as the

composite

bOP
bOP◦i−−−−→ sh bOP

ψ!−−−→ bOP .

The second morphism is defined at V as the map

(sh bOP)(V) = bOP(V ⊕ R) −→ bOP(V)

that sends a subspace of V ⊕ R ⊕ R∞ to its image under the linear isometric

embedding

V ⊕ R ⊕ R∞ −→ V ⊕ R∞ , (v, x, y) 7−→ (v, ψ(y, x)) .

The morphism bOP ◦ i : bOP −→ sh bOP is a global equivalence by The-

orem 1.1.10. Any two linear isometric embeddings from R∞ ⊕ R to R∞ are

homotopic through linear isometric embeddings; in particular, the linear iso-

metric embeddingψ is homotopic to a linear isometric isomorphism. Thus ψ! is

homotopic to an isomorphism, hence a global equivalence. Since both bOP ◦ i

and ψ! are global equivalences, so is the composite ψ♯. �

Another description of the global homotopy type of bOP is as a global ho-

motopy colimit of a sequence of self-maps of Gr:

bOP ≃ hocolimm≥1 Gr .

The homotopy colimit is taken over iterated instances of a morphism Gr −→
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Gr that classifies the map ‘add a trivial summand R’. To make this relation

rigorous, we use the filtration

∗ � bOP(0) ⊂ bOP(1) ⊂ . . . ⊂ bOP(m) ⊂ . . .

of bOP by orthogonal subspaces, analogous to the filtration (2.4.22) for bO.

In other words,

bOP(m)(V) =
∐

n≥0
Grn(V ⊕ Rm) ;

as before we consider Rm as the subspace of R∞ of all vectors of the form

(x1, . . . , xm, 0, 0, . . . ).

We write shm for shR
m

⊕ , the additive shift by Rm in the sense of Example

1.1.11. We define a morphism γm : shm Gr −→ bOP(m) by

γm(V) : (shm Gr)(V) = Gr(V ⊕ Rm) −→ bOP(m)(V)

L 7−→ L⊥ = (V ⊕ Rm) − L ,

the orthogonal complement of L inside V ⊕ Rm. We omit the straightforward

verification that these maps indeed form a morphism of orthogonal spaces.

Since each map γm(V) is a homeomorphism, the morphism γm is in fact an

isomorphism of orthogonal spaces.

The morphism

im : Gr −→ shm Gr

induced by the direct summand embedding V −→ V ⊕ Rm is a global equiv-

alence by Theorem 1.1.10. The inclusion of bOP(m) into bOP(m+1) is a closed

embedding, so the global invariance property of Proposition 1.1.9 (ix) entitles

us to view the union bOP as a global homotopy colimit of the filtration. This

justifies the interpretation of bOP as a global homotopy colimit of a sequence

of copies of Gr. For this description to be useful we should identify the global

homotopy classes of the morphisms in the sequence, i.e., the weak morphisms

Gr
γm◦im−−−−−→
∼

bOP(m)

incl−−−−→ bOP(m+1)

γm+1◦im+1←−−−−−−−−
∼

Gr .

As is straightforward from the definition, this weak morphism models ‘adding

a summand R with trivial action’.

Finally, we compare the E∞-orthogonal monoid space bOP to the ultra-

commutative monoid BOP. In analogy with the non-periodic version in (2.4.26),

we introduce the orthogonal space BOP′ with values

BOP′(V) =
∐

n≥0
Grn(V2 ⊕ R∞) .

The structure maps of BOP′ are defined in the same way as for BO′, and they
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mix the structure maps for bOP and BOP. Postcomposition with the direct

summand embeddings

V ⊕ R∞ (v,x)7→(v,0,x)−−−−−−−−−→ V2 ⊕ R∞ (v,v′,0)←[(v,v′)←−−−−−−−−−− V2

induces morphisms of E∞-orthogonal monoid spaces

bOP
a−−→ BOP′

b←−− BOP .

These morphisms preserve the Z-grading; the restrictions to the homogeneous

degree 0 summand are precisely the morphisms with the same names intro-

duced in (2.4.27). The same argument as in Proposition 2.4.28 also shows that

the morphism b : BOP −→ BOP′ is a global equivalence of orthogonal spaces.

We define a monoid homomorphism

γ : πG
0 (BOP′) −→ RO(G)

by sending the path component of W ∈ BOP′(V)G to the class [W] − [V].

Then the triangle of monoid homomorphisms on the right of following diagram

commutes:

πG
0

(bOP)
a∗ //

&&▲▲
▲▲

▲▲
▲▲

▲▲
πG

0
(BOP′)

γ �

��

πG
0

(BOP)
�

b∗oo

�

(2.4.12)xxqqq
qq
qq
qq
q

RO(G)

The two maps on the right are isomorphisms, hence so is the map γ. The

same argument as in Proposition 2.4.29 shows that the composite morphism

of abelian Rep-monoids γ◦a∗ : π
0
(bOP) −→ RO is a monomorphism, and for

every compact Lie group G the image of πG
0

(bOP) in the representation ring

RO(G) consists of the submonoid of elements of the form n ·1− [U], for n ∈ Z
and U any G-representation.

Example 2.4.33 (Complex and quaternionic periodic Grassmannians). The

ultra-commutative monoids BO and BOP and the E∞-orthogonal monoid spa-

ces bO and bOP have straightforward complex and quaternionic analogs; we

quickly give the relevant definitions for the sake of completeness. We define

the periodic Grassmannians BUP and BSpP by

BUP(V) =
∐

m≥0
GrCm(V2

C) respectively BSpP(V) =
∐

m≥0
GrHm(V2

H) ,

the disjoint union of the respective Grassmannians, with structure maps as

for BOP. External direct sum of subspaces defines a Z-graded ultra-commu-

tative multiplication on BUP and on BSpP, again in much the same way as for
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BOP. The homogeneous summands of degree zero are closed under the mul-

tiplication and form ultra-commutative monoids BU = BUP[0] respectively

BSp = BSpP[0]. More explicitly,

BU(V) = GrC|V |(V
2
C) respectively BSp(V) = GrH|V |(V

2
H) .

The complex and quaternionic analogues of Theorem 2.4.13 provide isomor-

phisms of global power monoids

π
0
(BUP) � RU and π

0
(BSpP) � RSp ;

here RU(G) and RSp(G) are the Grothendieck groups, under direct sum, of

isomorphism classes of unitary respectively symplectic G-representations. The

isomorphisms above match the Z-grading of BUP and BSpP with the grading

by virtual dimension of representations, so they restrict to isomorphisms of

global power monoids from π
0
(BU) respectively π

0
(BSp) to the augmentation

ideal global power monoids inside RU respectively RSp.

Theorem 2.4.10 also generalizes to natural group isomorphisms, compatible

with restrictions,

〈−〉 : BUPG(A) −→ KUG(A) and 〈−〉 : BSpPG(A) −→ KSpG(A)

to the equivariant unitary respectively symplectic K-groups, where G is any

compact Lie group and A a compact G-space.

Example 2.4.18 can be modified to define E∞-orthogonal monoid spaces bU

and bSp with values

bU(V) = GrC|V |(VC ⊕ C∞) respectively bSp(V) = GrH|V |(VH ⊕ H∞) .

The structure maps and E∞-multiplication are defined as for bO. As orthogo-

nal spaces, bU and bSp are global homotopy colimits of the sequence of global

classifying spaces BglU(m) respectively BglSp(m). Periodic versions bUP and

bSpP are defined by taking the full Grassmannian inside VC ⊕ C∞ respec-

tively VH ⊕ H∞, as in the real case in Example 2.4.31. As orthogonal spaces,

the periodic versions bUP and bSpP are global homotopy colimits of iterated

instances of the self-maps of GrC respectively GrH that represent ‘adding a

trivial 1-dimensional representation’.

2.5 Global group completion and units

For every orthogonal monoid space R and every compact Lie group G, the op-

eration (2.2.1) makes the equivariant homotopy set πG
0

(R) into a monoid, and

this multiplication is natural with respect to restriction maps in G. If the mul-

tiplication of R is commutative, then so is the multiplication of πG
0

(R). In this
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section we look more closely at the group-like ultra-commutative monoids, i.e.,

the ones where all these monoid structures have inverses. There are two univer-

sal ways to make an ultra-commutative monoid group-like: the ‘global units’

(Construction 2.5.18) are universal from the left and the ‘global group com-

pletion’ (Construction 2.5.20 and Corollary 2.5.31) is universal from the right.

In the homotopy category of ultra-commutative monoids, these constructions

are right adjoint respectively left adjoint to the inclusion of group-like objects.

On πG
0

both constructions have the expected effect: the global units pick out

the invertible elements of πG
0

(see Proposition 2.5.19), and the effect of global

group completion is group completion of the abelian monoids πG
0

(see Propo-

sition 2.5.21). Naturally occurring examples of global group completions are

the morphism i : Gr −→ BOP from the additive Grassmannian to the periodic

global version of BO, and its complex and quaternionic versions, see Theorem

2.5.33. At the end of this section we use global group completion to prove a

global, highly structured version of Bott periodicity: Theorem 2.5.41 shows

that BUP is globally equivalent, as an ultra-commutative monoid, to ΩU.

The category of ultra-commutative monoids is pointed, and product respec-

tively box product are the categorical product respectively coproduct in the

category of ultra-commutative monoids. These descend to product and respec-

tively coproduct in the homotopy category Ho(umon) of ultra-commutative

monoids, with respect to the global model structure of Theorem 2.1.15. The

morphism ρR,S : R⊠ S −→ R× S is a global equivalence by Theorem 1.3.2 (i),

so in Ho(umon) the canonical morphism from a coproduct to a product is an

isomorphism. Various features of units and group completions only depend on

these formal properties, and work just as well in any pointed model category

in which coproducts and products coincide up to weak equivalence. So we

develop large parts of the theory in this generality.

Construction 2.5.1. LetD be a category which has finite products and a zero

object. We write A × B for any product of the objects A and B and leave the

projections A×B −→ A and A×B −→ B implicit. Given morphisms f : T −→
A and g : T −→ B we write ( f , g) : T −→ A × B for the unique morphism that

projects to f respectively g. We write 0 for any morphism that factors through

a zero object.

We call the categoryD pre-additive if ‘finite products are coproducts’; more

precisely, we require that every product A × B of two objects A and B is also a

co-product, with respect to the morphisms

i1 = (IdA, 0) : A −→ A × B and i2 = (0, IdB) : B −→ A × B .

In other words, we demand that for every object X the map

D(A × B, X) −→ D(A, X) ×D(B, X) , f 7→ ( f i1, f i2)
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is bijective. The main example we care about isD = Ho(umon), the homotopy

category of ultra-commutative monoids.

In this situation we can define a binary operation on the morphism setD(A, X)

for every pair of objects A and X. Given morphisms a, b : A −→ X we let

a⊥b : A × A −→ X be the unique morphism such that (a⊥b)i1 = a and

(a⊥b)i2 = b. Then we define

a + b = (a⊥b)∆ : A −→ X ,

where ∆ = (IdA, IdA) : A −→ A × A is the diagonal morphism.

The next proposition is well known, but I do not know a convenient refer-

ence.

Proposition 2.5.2. LetD be a pre-additive category. For every pair of objects

A and X ofD the binary operation + makes the setD(A, X) of morphisms into

an abelian monoid with the zero morphism as neutral element. Moreover, the

monoid structure is natural for all morphisms in both variables, or, equiva-

lently, composition is biadditive.

Proof The proof is lengthy, but completely formal. For the associativity of

‘+’ we consider three morphisms a, b, c : A −→ X. Then a+(b+c) respectively

(a + b) + c are the two outer composites around the diagram:

A
∆

ww♥♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥

∆

''PP
PP

PP
PP

A × A

Id×∆ ��

A × A

∆×Id��
A × (A × A)

a⊥(b⊥c) ''❖❖
❖❖

❖❖
❖❖

α // (A × A) × A

(a⊥b)⊥cww♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦

X

Here α is the associativity isomorphism. The upper part of the diagram com-

mutes because the diagonal morphism is coassociative. The lower triangle then

commutes since the two morphisms

a⊥(b⊥c) , ((a⊥b)⊥c) ◦ α : A × (A × A) −→ X

have the same ‘restrictions’, namely a, b respectively c.

The commutativity is a consequence of two elementary facts: first, b⊥a =

(a⊥b)τ where τ : A × A −→ A × A is the automorphism that interchanges

the two factors; this follows from τi1 = i2 and τi2 = i1. Second, the diagonal

morphism is cocommutative, i.e., τ∆ = ∆ : A −→ A × A. Altogether we get

a + b = (a⊥b)∆ = (a⊥b)τ∆ = (b⊥a)∆ = b + a .
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As before we denote by 0 ∈ D(A, X) the unique morphism that factors through

a zero object. We let p1 : A×A −→ A be the projection to the first factor. Then

(a⊥0)i1 = a = ap1(Id, 0) = ap1i1 and

(a⊥0)i2 = 0 = ap1(0, Id) = ap1i2 .

So we have a⊥0 = ap1 in D(A × A, X). Hence a + 0 = (a⊥0)∆ = ap1∆ = a;

by commutativity we also have 0 + a = a.

Now we verify naturality of the addition. To check (a + b)c = ac + bc for

a, b : A −→ X and c : A′ −→ A we consider the commutative diagram

A′

∆

��

c // A
∆ //

∆

��

A × A

a⊥b

��
A′ × A′

ac⊥bc

44c×c // A × A
a⊥b // X

in which the composite through the upper right corner is (a + b)c. We have

(a⊥b)(c × c)i1 = (a⊥b)(c, 0) = ac = (ac⊥bc)i1

and similarly for i2 instead of i1. So (a⊥b)(c×c) = ac⊥bc since both sides have

the same ‘restrictions’ to the two factors of A′×A′. Since the composite through

the lower left corner is ac + bc, we have shown (a + b)c = ac + bc. Naturality

in X is even easier. For a morphism d : X −→ Y we have d(a⊥b) = da⊥db :

A× A −→ Y since both sides have the same ‘restrictions’ da respectively db to

the two factors of A × A. Thus d(a + b) = da + db by the definition of ‘+’. �

Now we introduce the group-like objects in a pre-additive category.

Proposition 2.5.3. Let D be a pre-additive category. For every object A of D
the following two conditions are equivalent:

(a) The shearing morphism ∆⊥i2 = (∆p1) + i2 p2 : A × A −→ A × A is an

isomorphism.

(b) The identity of A has an inverse in the abelian monoidD(A, A).

We call A group-like if it satisfies (a) and (b). If A is group-like, then more-

over for every object X of D the abelian monoids D(A, X) and D(X, A) have

inverses.

Proof (a)=⇒(b) Since the shearing map is an isomorphism, there is a mor-

phism (k, j) : A −→ A × A such that

(IdA, 0) = (∆⊥i2) ◦ (k, j) = (k, k + j) .

So k = IdA and IdA + j = 0, i.e., j is an additive inverse of the identity of A.
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(b)=⇒(a) If j ∈ D(A, A) is an inverse of the identity of A, then the morphism

(p1, j⊥ IdA) = (IdA, j)⊥i2 : A × A −→ A × A

is a two-sided inverse to the shearing morphism, which is thus an isomorphism.

If j ∈ D(A, A) is an additive inverse to the identity of A, then for all f ∈
D(X, A)

f + ( j f ) = (IdA ◦ f ) + ( j ◦ f ) = (IdA + j) ◦ f = 0 ◦ f = 0 ;

so j ◦ f is inverse to f . Similarly, for every g ∈ D(A, X) the morphism g ◦ j is

additively inverse to g. �

In the next definition and in what follows, we denote by M× the subgroup of

invertible elements in an abelian monoid M.

Definition 2.5.4. LetD be a pre-additive category. A morphism u : R× −→ R

is a unit morphism if for every object T the map

D(T, u) : D(T,R×) −→ D(T,R)

is injective with image the subgroup D(T,R)× of invertible elements. A mor-

phism i : R −→ R⋆ inD is a group completion if for every object T the map

D(i, T ) : D(R⋆, T ) −→ D(R, T )

is injective with image the subgroupD(R, T )× of invertible elements.

Remark 2.5.5. If u : R× −→ R is a unit morphism then the abelian monoid

D(R×,R×) is a group, by the defining property; so the object R× is in particular

group-like. Since the pair (R×, u) represents the functor

D −→ (sets) , T 7−→ D(T,R)× ,

it is unique up to preferred isomorphism. A formal consequence is that if we

choose a unit morphism uR : R× −→ R for every object R, then this extends

canonically to a functor

(−)× : D −→ D

and a natural transformation u : (−)× −→ Id. Since the functor (−)× takes

values in group-like objects, it is effectively a right adjoint to the inclusion of

the full subcategory of group-like objects.

A categoryD is pre-additive if and only if its opposite categoryDop is pre-

additive. Moreover, in that situation D(A, X) and Dop(X, A) are not only the

same set (by definition), but they also have the same monoid structure. Thus

the concepts of unit morphism and group completion are ‘dual’ (or ‘opposite’)

to each other: a morphism is a unit morphism in D if and only if it is a group
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completion in Dop. This is why many properties of unit maps have a corre-

sponding ‘dual’ property for group completions, and why most proofs for unit

maps have ‘dual’ proofs for group completions. Since the identity of any ob-

ject ofD is also the identity of the same object in Dop, part (b) of Proposition

2.5.3 shows that ‘group-like’ is a self-dual property: an object is group-like in

D if and only if it is group-like inDop.

So the above properties of unit morphisms dualize: if i : R −→ R⋆ is a group

completion, then R⋆ is in particular group-like. The pair (R⋆, i) is unique up to

preferred isomorphism, and if we choose a group completion iR : R −→ R⋆ for

every object R, then this extends canonically to a functor

(−)⋆ : D −→ D

and a natural transformation i : Id −→ (−)⋆, producing a left adjoint to the

inclusion of group-like objects.

Example 2.5.6 (Unit morphisms and group completion for abelian monoids).

The category of abelian monoids is the prototypical example of a pre-additive

category, and the general theory of units and group completions is an abstrac-

tion of this special case. So we take the time to convince ourselves that the

concepts of ‘unit morphism’ and ‘group completion’ have their familiar mean-

ings in the motivating example.

A basic observation is that in the category of abelian monoids, the abstract

addition of morphism as in Proposition 2.5.2 is simply pointwise addition of

homomorphisms. So an abelian monoid is group-like in the abstract sense of

Proposition 2.5.3 if and only if every element has an inverse; so the group-like

objects are precisely the abelian groups.

A given homomorphism f : M −→ N of abelian monoids is invertible if

and only if it is pointwise invertible in N, which is the case if any only if the

image of f lies in the subgroup N× of invertible elements. So the inclusion

u : N× −→ N of the subgroup of invertible elements is a unit morphism in the

sense of Definition 2.5.4.

We recall the Grothendieck group of an abelian monoid M. An equivalence

relation ∼ on M2 is defined by declaring (x, y) equivalent to (x′, y′) if and only

if there is an element z ∈ M with

x + y′ + z = x′ + y + z .

The componentwise addition on M2 is well-defined on equivalence classes, so

the set of equivalence classes

M⋆ = M2/ ∼

inherits an abelian monoid structure. We write [x, y] for the equivalence class
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in M⋆ of a pair (x, y). The pair (x + y, y + x) is equivalent to (0, 0), so

[x, y] + [y, x] = [x + y, y + x] = 0

in the monoid M⋆. This shows that every element of M⋆ has an inverse, and

M⋆ is an abelian group. We claim that the monoid homomorphism

i : M −→ M⋆ , i(x) = [x, 0]

is a group completion in the sense of Definition 2.5.4. Indeed, given a monoid

homomorphism h : M −→ N that is pointwise invertible, then we can define

f : M⋆ −→ N by

f [x, y] = h(x) − h(y) .

A routine verification shows that f is indeed a well-defined homomorphism

and that sending h to f is inverse to the restriction map

AbMon(i,N) : AbMon(M⋆,N) −→ AbMon(M,N)× .

A slightly different way to summarize the construction of the Grothendieck

group is to say that the group completion of an abelian monoid M is a cokernel,

in the category of commutative monoids, of the diagonal morphism ∆ : M −→
M × M.

We observe that

[x, y] = [x, 0] + [0, y] = i(x) − i(y) ,

so every element in M⋆ is the difference of two elements in the image of

i : M −→ M⋆. Moreover, if x, x′ ∈ M satisfy i(x) = i(x′), then the pairs (x, 0)

and (x′, 0) are equivalent, which happens if and only if there is an element

z ∈ M such that x+ z = x′+ z. Conversely, these properties of the Grothendieck

construction characterize group completions of abelian monoids: a homomor-

phism j : M −→ N of abelian monoids is a group completion if and only if the

following three conditions are satisfied:

• the monoid N is a group;

• every element in N is the difference of two elements in the image of j;

• if x, x′ ∈ M satisfy j(x) = j(x′), then there is an element z ∈ M such that

x + z = x′ + z.

Indeed, the first condition guarantees that j extends (necessarily uniquely) to a

homomorphism M⋆ −→ N; the second and third conditions guarantee that the

extension is surjective respectively injective, hence an isomorphism.

We mostly care about the situation whereD = Ho(C) is the homotopy cate-

gory of a pointed model category C, such as the category of ultra-commutative
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monoids. As we shall now proceed to prove, in this situation units and group

completions always exist.

We consider two composable morphisms f : A −→ B and g : B −→ C

in a pointed category D. We recall that f is a kernel of g if g f = 0 and for

every morphism β : T −→ B such that gβ = 0, there is a unique morphism

α : T −→ A such that fα = β. Dually, g is a cokernel of f if g f = 0 and for

every morphism β : B −→ Y such that β f = 0, there is a unique morphism

γ : C −→ Y such that γg = β.

Proposition 2.5.7. Let R be an object of a pre-additive categoryD.

(i) Let e : R× −→ R × R be a kernel of the codiagonal morphism Id⊥ Id :

R × R −→ R. Then the composite

u = (Id⊥0) ◦ e : R× −→ R

is a unit morphism and

e = (u,−u) : R× −→ R × R .

Conversely, if u : R× −→ R is a unit morphism, then the morphism

(u,−u) : R× −→ R × R is a kernel of the codiagonal morphism Id⊥ Id :

R × R −→ R.

(ii) Let d : R × R −→ R⋆ be a cokernel of the diagonal morphism (Id, Id) :

R −→ R × R. Then the composite

i = d ◦ (Id, 0) : R −→ R⋆

is a group completion and

d = i⊥(−i) : R × R −→ R⋆ .

Conversely, if i : R −→ R⋆ is a group completion, then the morphism

i⊥(−i) : R × R −→ R⋆ is a cokernel of the diagonal morphism (Id, Id) :

R −→ R × R.

Proof We prove part (ii). Part (i) is dual, i.e., equivalent to part (ii) in the

opposite categoryDop. We let T be any objectD. Then the map

{( f , g) ∈ D(R, T )2 | f + g = 0} −→ D(R, T )× , ( f , g) 7−→ f

is bijective because inverses in abelian monoids, if they exist, are unique. A

cokernel of the diagonal morphism is a morphism d : R × R −→ R⋆ that

represents the left hand side of this bijection; a group completion is a morphism

i : R −→ R⋆ that represents the right hand side of this bijection. Hence d :

R × R −→ R⋆ is a cokernel of the diagonal if and only if d ◦ (Id, 0) is a group

completion.
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The relation d ◦ (Id, 0) = i holds by definition. The relation

(d ◦ (0, Id)) + i = d ◦ ((0, Id) + (Id, 0)) = d ◦ (Id, Id) = 0

holds in the monoid D(R,R⋆), and thus d ◦ (0, Id) = −i. This shows that d =

i⊥(−i). �

The previous characterization of unit morphisms and group completions as

certain kernels respectively cokernels formally implies the following corollary.

Corollary 2.5.8. Let F : D −→ E be a functor between pre-additive cate-

gories that preserves products.

(i) If F preserves kernels of splitable epimorphisms, then for every unit mor-

phism u : R× −→ R in D, the morphism Fu : F(R×) −→ FR is a unit

morphism.

(ii) If F preserves cokernels of splitable monomorphisms, then for every

group completion i : R −→ R⋆ inD, the morphism Fi : FR −→ F(R⋆) is

a group completion.

Now we consider a pointed model category C whose homotopy category is

pre-additive. The main example we have in mind is C = umon, the category of

ultra-commutative monoids with the global model structure of Theorem 2.1.15.

The homotopy category Ho(C) then comes with an adjoint functor pair (Σ,Ω)

of suspension and loop, compare [134, I.2].

Proposition 2.5.9. Let C be a pointed model category whose homotopy cate-

gory is pre-additive.

(i) For every object R of C, the loop object ΩR and the suspension ΣR are

group-like in Ho(C).

(ii) If u : R× −→ R is a unit morphism, then its loop Ωu : Ω(R×) −→ ΩR is

an isomorphism in Ho(C).

(iii) If i : R −→ R⋆ is a group completion, then its suspension Σi : ΣR −→
Σ(R⋆) is an isomorphism in Ho(C).

Proof (i) This is a version of the Eckmann-Hilton argument. For every object

T of C, the set [T,ΩR] has one abelian monoid structure via Construction 2.5.1,

coming from the fact that Ho(C) is pre-additive. A second binary operation on

the set [T,ΩR] arises from the fact thatΩR is a group object in Ho(C), compare

[134, I.2]. This operation makes [T,ΩR] into a group. The monoid structure

of Construction 2.5.1 is natural for morphisms in the second variable ΩR, in

particular for the group structure morphismΩR×ΩR −→ ΩR. This means that

the two binary operations satisfy the interchange law. Since they also share
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the same neutral element, they coincide. Since one of the two operations has

inverses, so does the other.

The argument that ΣR is group-like is dual, using that ΣR is the loop object

of R in Ho(C)op = Ho(Cop), and that ‘group-like’ is a self-dual property.

(ii) Since the functorΩ : Ho(C) −→ Ho(C) is right adjoint to Σ, it preserves

products and kernels. So Ωu : Ω(R×) −→ ΩR is a unit morphism by Corol-

lary 2.5.8. Since ΩR is already group-like by part (i), Ωu is an isomorphism.

Part (iii) is dual to part (ii); so it admits the dual proof, or can be obtained by

applying part (ii) to the opposite model category. �

Proposition 2.5.10. Consider a commutative square

A
f //

��

B

g

��
C // D

in a pointed model category C such that the object C is weakly contractible.

(i) If the square is homotopy cartesian and g admits a section in Ho(C), then

the morphism f is a kernel of g in Ho(C).

(ii) If the square is homotopy cocartesian and f admits a retraction in Ho(C),

then the morphism g is a cokernel of f in Ho(C).

Proof We prove part (i). Part (ii) can be proved by dualizing the argument or

by applying part (i) to the opposite category with the opposite model structure.

Since the square is homotopy cartesian and C is weakly contractible, the object

A is weakly equivalent to the homotopy fiber, in the abstract model category

sense, of the morphism g. As Quillen explains in Section I.3 of [134], there is

an action map (up to homotopy)

A × (ΩD) −→ A ,

by an abstract version of ‘fiber transport’. For every other object T of C, Propo-

sition 4 of [134, I.3] provides a sequence of based sets

[T,ΩB]
[T,Ωg]
−−−−−→ [T,ΩD]

[T,∂]−−−→ [T, A]
[T, f ]
−−−→ [T, B]

[T,g]
−−−→ [T,D]

that is exact in the sense explained in [134, I.3 Prop. 4], where [−,−] denotes

the morphism sets in the homotopy category of C. In particular, the image of

[T, f ] is equal to the preimage of the zero morphism under the map [T, g].

So in order to show that f is a kernel of g it remains to check that the map

[T, f ] is injective. So we consider two morphisms α1, α2 ∈ [T, A] such that

f ◦ α1 = f ◦ α2. Then by Proposition 4 (ii) of [134, I.3], there is an element

λ ∈ [A,ΩD] such that α2 = α1 · λ. Since the morphism g : B −→ D has
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a section, so does the morphism Ωg : ΩB −→ ΩD. So there is a morphism

λ̄ ∈ [T,ΩB] such that λ = (Ωg) ◦ λ̄. But all elements in the image of [T,Ωg]

act trivially on [T, A], so then

α2 = α1 · λ = α1 · ((Ωg) ◦ λ̄) = α1 . �

Theorem 2.5.11. LetC be a pointed model category whose homotopy category

is pre-additive.

(i) Every object of C has a unit morphism and a group completion in Ho(C).

(ii) If C is right proper, then every object R admits a C-morphism u : R× −→
R that becomes a unit morphism in the homotopy category Ho(C).

(iii) If C is left proper, then every object R admits a C-morphism i : R −→ R⋆

that becomes a group completion in the homotopy category Ho(C).

Proof (i) We let R be any object of C. It suffices to show, by Proposition 2.5.7,

that the codiagonal morphism Id⊥ Id : R × R −→ R has a kernel in Ho(C) and

the diagonal morphism (Id, Id) : R −→ R × R has a cokernel in Ho(C). The

arguments are again dual to each other, so we only show the first one.

We can assume without loss of generality that R is cofibrant and fibrant.

Then the fold map ∇ : R ∐ R −→ R in the model category C becomes the

codiagonal morphism of R in Ho(C). We factor ∇ = q ◦ j for some weak

equivalence j : R ∐ R
∼−→ Q followed by a fibration q : Q −→ R. Then we

choose a pullback, so that we arrive at the homotopy cartesian square:

P
f //

��

Q

q

��
∗ // R

The morphism q still becomes a codiagonal morphism in Ho(C), and so it has

a section. By Proposition 2.5.10 (i) the morphism f becomes a kernel of q in

Ho(C). So the codiagonal morphism of R has a kernel.

(ii) We choose a weak equivalence q : R −→ R̄ to a fibrant object. A unit

morphism R̄× −→ R̄ exists in Ho(C) by part (i). By replacing the source R̄× by

a weakly equivalent object, if necessary, we can assume that it is cofibrant as an

object in the model category C. Every morphism in Ho(C) from a cofibrant to a

fibrant object is the image of some C-morphism under the localization functor,

i.e., there is a C-morphism ū : R̄× −→ R̄ that becomes a unit morphism in

Ho(C). By factoring ū as a weak equivalence followed by a fibration we can

moreover assume without loss of generality that ū is a fibration. We form a
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pullback

R×
u //

p

��

R

q∼
��

R̄×
ū

// R̄

Since q is a weak equivalence, ū a fibration and C is right proper, the base

change p of q is also a weak equivalence. So u is isomorphic to ū in the arrow

category in Ho(C), hence u is also a unit morphism of Ho(C). Part (iii) is dual

to part (ii). �

Remark 2.5.12. We claim that unit morphisms and group completions also

behave nicely on derived mapping spaces. We explain this in detail for unit

morphisms, the other case being dual, one more time. Model categories have

derived mapping spaces (i.e., simplicial sets) maph(−,−), giving well-defined

homotopy types such that

π0(maph(T,R)) � Ho(C)(T,R) , (2.5.13)

compare [80, Sec. 5.4] or [78, Ch. 18]. We let u : R× −→ R be a C-morphism

that becomes a unit morphism in Ho(C), and T any other object of C. Because

of the bijection (2.5.13) the map

u∗ : maph(T,R×) −→ maph(T,R)

lands in the subspace maph,×(T,R), defined as the union of those path compo-

nents that represent invertible elements in the monoid Ho(C)(T,R). We claim

that u∗ is a weak equivalence onto the subspace maph,×(T,R). To see this we

exploit that both maph(T,R×) and maph,×(T,R) are group-like H-spaces, the

multiplication arising from the fact T is a comonoid object up to homotopy.

Moreover, the map u∗ is an H-map and bijection on path components (by the

universal property of unit morphisms and the bijection (2.5.13)). So it suffices

to show that the restriction of u to the identity path components is a weak

equivalence. For this it suffices in turn to show that the looped map

Ω(u∗) : Ω(maph(T,R×)) −→ Ω(maph,×(T,R))

is a weak equivalence. But this map is weakly equivalent to

(Ωu)∗ : maph(T,Ω(R×)) −→ maph(T,ΩR) .

Since Ωu is an isomorphism in Ho(C) (by Proposition 2.5.9 (ii)) it is a weak

equivalence in C, hence so is the induced map on derived mapping spaces.

The next proposition will be used to show that loops on the bar construction

provide functorial global group completions of ultra-commutative monoids.
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Proposition 2.5.14. Let C be a pointed model category whose homotopy cat-

egory is pre-additive. Suppose that for every group-like object R of C the ad-

junction unit η : R −→ Ω(ΣR) is an isomorphism in Ho(C). Then for every

object R of C the adjunction unit η : R −→ Ω(ΣR) is a group completion.

Proof We let i : R −→ R⋆ be a group completion, which exists by Theorem

2.5.11. In the commutative square in Ho(C)

R
ηR //

i

��

Ω(ΣR)

Ω(Σi)�

��
R⋆

ηR⋆

� // Ω(Σ(R⋆))

the lower horizontal morphism is an isomorphism by hypothesis because R⋆ is

group-like. The morphism Σi : ΣR −→ Σ(R⋆) is an isomorphism by Proposi-

tion 2.5.9 (iii), hence the right vertical morphismΩ(Σi) is also an isomorphism.

So ηR is isomorphic, as an object in the comma category R ↓ Ho(C), to i, and

hence also a group completion. �

The previous proposition also has a dual statement (with the dual proof): if

for every group-like object R of C the adjunction counit ǫ : Σ(ΩR) −→ R is

an isomorphism in Ho(C), then ǫ is a unit morphism. In practice, however, this

dual formulation is less useful: in the important examples that arise ‘in nature’,

for example for ultra-commutative monoids, the adjunction unit η : R −→
Ω(ΣR) is an isomorphism for all group-like objects R, whereas the adjunction

counit ǫ : Σ(ΩR) −→ R is not always an isomorphism.

Now we specialize the theory of units and group completions to ultra-commu-

tative monoids. We recall that the category of ultra-commutative monoids has

the trivial monoid as zero object, and the canonical morphism ρR,S : R⊠ S −→
R×S from the coproduct to the product of two ultra-commutative monoids is a

global equivalence by Theorem 1.3.2 (i). So the homotopy category Ho(umon)

is pre-additive.

Definition 2.5.15. An ultra-commutative monoid R is group-like if it is group-

like as an object of the pre-additive category Ho(umon). A morphism u :

R× −→ R of ultra-commutative monoids is a global unit morphism if it is a unit

morphism in the pre-additive category Ho(umon). A morphism i : R −→ R⋆

of ultra-commutative monoids is a global group completion if it is a group

completion in the pre-additive category Ho(umon).

The global model structure on the category of ultra-commutative monoids is

proper, see Theorem 2.1.15. Theorem 2.5.11 thus guarantees that every ultra-
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commutative monoid R admits a global unit morphism u : R× −→ R and a

global group completion i : R −→ R⋆.

As a reality check we show that for ultra-commutative monoids R, the ab-

stract definition of ‘group-like’ is equivalent to the requirement that all the

abelian monoids πG
0

(R) are groups. This part works more generally for all or-

thogonal monoid spaces, not necessarily commutative. A monoid M (not nec-

essarily abelian) is a group if and only if the shearing map

χ : M2 −→ M2 , (x, y) 7−→ (x, xy)

is bijective. Indeed, if M is a group, then the map (x, z) 7→ (x, x−1z) is inverse to

χ. Conversely, if χ is bijective, then for every x ∈ M there is a y ∈ M such that

χ(x, y) = (x, 1), i.e., with xy = 1. Then χ(x, yx) = (x, xyx) = (x, x) = χ(x, 1),

so yx = 1 by injectivity of χ. Thus y is a two-sided inverse for x.

For orthogonal monoid spaces R (not necessarily commutative), the group-

like condition has a similar characterization as follows. The shearing mor-

phism is the morphism of orthogonal spaces

χ = (ρ1, µ) : R ⊠ R −→ R × R

whose first component is the projection ρ1 to the first factor and whose second

component is the multiplication morphism µ : R ⊠ R −→ R.

� The multiplication morphism µ : R ⊠ R −→ R, and hence the shearing

morphism χ, is a homomorphism of orthogonal monoid spaces only if R

is commutative.

Proposition 2.5.16. Let R be an orthogonal monoid space. Then the following

two conditions are equivalent:

(i) The shearing morphism χ : R ⊠ R −→ R × R is a global equivalence of

orthogonal spaces.

(ii) For every compact Lie group G the monoid πG
0

(R) is a group.

For commutative orthogonal monoid spaces, conditions (i) and (ii) are more-

over equivalent to being group-like in the pre-additive homotopy category of

ultra-commutative monoids.

Proof (i)=⇒(ii) The vertical maps in the commutative diagram

πG
0

(R ⊠ R)

(πG
0

(ρ1),πG
0

(ρ2)) �

��

πG
0

(χ)
// πG

0
(R × R)

(πG
0

(p1),πG
0

(p2))�

��
πG

0
(R) × πG

0
(R)

(x,y) 7−→ (x,xy)
// πG

0
(R) × πG

0
(R)

(2.5.17)
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are bijective by Corollary 1.5.20. If the shearing morphism is a global equiva-

lence, then the map πG
0

(χ) is bijective, hence so is the algebraic shearing map

of the monoid πG
0

(R). This monoid is thus a group.

(ii)=⇒(i) Now we assume that all the monoids πG
0

(R) are groups. We assume

first that R is flat as an orthogonal space; then R ⊠R is also flat, by Proposition

1.4.12 (i) for the global family of all compact Lie groups. The product R × R

is also flat, by Proposition 1.3.9. Since R ⊠ R and R × R are flat, they are also

closed as orthogonal spaces by Proposition 1.2.11 (iii). We may thus show that

for every compact Lie group G the continuous map

χG = χ(UG)G : (R ⊠ R)(UG)G −→ (R × R)(UG)G = R(UG)G × R(UG)G

is a weak equivalence, compare Proposition 1.1.17. Since the monoid πG
0

(R)

has inverses, the shearing morphism χ : R ⊠ R −→ R × R induces a bijection

on πG
0

, by the commutative diagram (2.5.17) with vertical bijections. On path

components we have

πG
0 (R ⊠ R) � π0((R ⊠ R)(UG)G) and πG

0 (R × R) � π0((R × R)(UG)G) ,

compare Corollary 1.5.7. So we conclude that the map χG induces a bijection

on path components.

Now we show that χG also induces bijections on homotopy groups in pos-

itive dimensions. We consider a point x ∈ ((R ⊠ R)(UG))G and k ≥ 1. We

let ϕ : U2
G
−→ UG be any G-equivariant linear isometric embedding. As we

explained in Remark 2.1.2, this map induces an H-space structure on (R ⊠

R)(UG)G, and hence a continuous map

ϕ∗(−, x)G : (R ⊠ R)(UG)G −→ (R ⊠ R)(UG)G .

Since the unit element 1 is a homotopy unit for the H-space structure, the ele-

ment x′ = ϕ∗(1, x) belongs to the same path component as x. Since the monoid

π0(R(UG)G) is isomorphic to the group πG
0

(R), the H-space structure has in-

verses. So the map ϕ∗(−, x)G is a homotopy equivalence. The same argument

applies to R × R instead of R ⊠ R, and we obtain a commutative diagram

πG
k

((R ⊠ R)(UG)G, 1)
πk(χG ,1) //

�πk(ϕ∗(−,x)G)

��

πG
k

((R × R)(UG)G, 1)

πk(ϕ∗(−,χG(x))G )�

��
πG

k
((R ⊠ R)(UG)G, x′)

πk(χG ,x′)
// πG

k
((R × R)(UG)G, χG(x′))

in which both vertical maps are bijective. So to show that the map χG induces

bijections of homotopy groups based at x, it suffices to show this for the special

case x = 1 of the unit element.
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Now the map πk(χG, 1) is a group homomorphism such that the composite

(πk(R(UG)G, 1))2 (x,y)7→x×y
−−−−−−−→ πk((R ⊠ R)(UG)G, 1)

πk(χG ,1)
−−−−−−→ πk((R × R)(UG)G, 1)

((ρ1)∗ ,(ρ2)∗)−−−−−−−−→ (πk(R(UG)G, 1))2

sends (x, y) to (x, µ∗(x × y)), where µ : R ⊠ R −→ R is the multiplication map.

By the Eckmann-Hilton argument, µ∗(x × y) = xy, the product with respect

to the group structure of πk(R(UG)G, 1). The first and third maps are bijective,

and so is the composite (because πk(R(UG)G, 1) is a group). So the middle map

is bijective. Altogether this shows that the map χG is a weak equivalence.

For general R we choose a global equivalence f : R′ −→ R of orthogonal

monoid spaces such that R′ is flat as an orthogonal space. One way to arrange

this is by cofibrant replacement in the global model structure of orthogonal

monoid spaces (Corollary 1.4.15 (ii) with R = ∗ and F = All). Then f ⊠ f

is a global equivalence by Theorem 1.3.2 and f × f is a global equivalence

by Proposition 1.1.9 (vi). Since χR′ is a global equivalence by the previous

paragraph and χR ◦ ( f ⊠ f ) = ( f × f ) ◦ χR′ , the morphism χR is also a global

equivalence.

Finally, if R is ultra-commutative, then the point-set level shearing morphism

χ becomes the shearing morphism in the sense of Proposition 2.5.3 (a) in the

pre-additive homotopy category Ho(umon). So χ is a global equivalence if and

only if the shearing morphism in Ho(umon) is an isomorphism, i.e., precisely

when R is group-like. �

Now we look more closely at global unit morphisms, and we give an explicit,

functorial point set level construction. For elements in an abelian monoid M,

left inverses are automatically right inverses, and they are unique (if they exist).

So the subgroup of invertible elements of an abelian monoid is isomorphic to

the kernel of the multiplication map, by

M× � ker(+ : M2 −→ M) , x 7−→ (x,−x) .

Proposition 2.5.7 (i) gives an abstract formulation of this and explains how an

abstract kernel of the multiplication map gives rise to a unit morphism. The

proof of Theorem 2.5.11 then shows that the homotopy fiber of the multiplica-

tion map, formed at the model category level, constructs such a kernel. If we

make all this explicit for the model category of ultra-commutative monoids,

we arrive at the following construction.

Construction 2.5.18 (Units of an ultra-commutative monoid). We introduce a

functorial pointset level construction of the global units of an ultra-commutative

monoid R. We define R× as the homotopy fiber, over the additive unit ele-
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ment 0, of the multiplication morphism µ : R ⊠ R −→ R, i.e.,

R× = F(µ) = (R ⊠ R) ×µ R[0,1] ×R {0} .

So at an inner product space V , we have

(R×)(V) = (R ⊠ R)(V) ×µ(V) R(V)[0,1] ×R(V) {0} ,

the space of pairs (x, ω) consisting of a point x ∈ (R ⊠ R)(V) and a path

ω : [0, 1] −→ R(V) such that µ(V)(x) = ω(0) and ω(1) = 0, the unit element in

R(V). Since limits and cotensors with topological spaces of ultra-commutative

monoids are formed on underlying orthogonal spaces, this homotopy fiber in-

herits a preferred structure of ultra-commutative monoid.

We claim that the composite

u : R×
p
−−→ R ⊠ R

ρ1−−−→ R

is a global unit morphism, where p is the projection onto the first factor. Indeed,

the commutative square

R×
p //

q

��

R ⊠ R

µ

��
R[0,1] ×R {0} ev0

// R

is a pullback of ultra-commutative monoids, by definition, and both horizon-

tal morphisms are strong level fibrations, where q denotes the projection to

the second factor. So the square is homotopy cartesian. The multiplication

morphism µ has a section, so Proposition 2.5.10 (i) shows that the morphism

p : R× −→ R ⊠ R becomes a kernel of the multiplication morphism in the ho-

motopy category Ho(umon). So u is a unit morphism by Proposition 2.5.7 (i).

We recall from Example 2.2.17 that every global power monoid M has a

global power submonoid M× of units; the value M×(G) at a compact Lie group

G is the group of invertible elements of M(G). The next proposition verifies

that global unit morphisms have the expected behavior on π
0
.

Proposition 2.5.19. Let u : R× −→ R be a unit morphism of ultra-commutative

monoids. Then the morphism of global power monoids

π
0
(u) : π

0
(R×) −→ π

0
(R)

is an isomorphism onto the global power submonoid (π
0
(R))× of units of π

0
(R).

Proof This is a formal consequence of the fact that the functor πG
0

from the

homotopy category of ultra-commutative monoids is representable. We let G

be a compact Lie group and V a non-zero faithful G-representation. Then the
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global classifying space BglG = LG,V supports the tautological class uG,V ∈
πG

0
(BglG), compare (1.5.11). We recall that

uumon
G = η∗(uG,V ) ∈ πG

0 (P(BglG))

where η : BglG −→ P(BglG) is the inclusion of the linear summand. We claim

that evaluation at uumon
G

is an isomorphism of abelian monoids

Ho(umon)(P(BglG), T ) � πG
0 (T ) , [ f ] 7−→ f∗(u

umon
G )

for every ultra-commutative monoid T . Indeed, both sides take global equiva-

lence in T to isomorphisms, so we may assume that T is fibrant in the global

model structure of ultra-commutative monoids, hence positively static. Now

we consider the composite

π0(T (V)G) � π0(mapumon(P(BglG), T ))
γ∗−−−→

Ho(umon)(P(BglG), T )
[ f ]7→ f∗(u

umon
G

)

−−−−−−−−−−→ πG
0 (T )

with the adjunction bijection and the map induced by the localization functor

γ : umon −→ Ho(umon). Since V is non-zero and faithful, BglG = LG,V is

positively flat, so P(BglG) is cofibrant in the global model structure of ultra-

commutative monoids. Since P(BglG) is cofibrant and T is fibrant, the middle

map is bijective. The composite is the canonical map π0(T (V)G) −→ πG
0

(T ) to

the colimit, which is bijective because T is positively static.

The evaluation isomorphism is natural in the second variable, so we arrive

at a commutative square of abelian monoids

Ho(umon)(P(BglG),R×)
� //

u∗

��

πG
0

(R×)

u∗

��
Ho(umon)(P(BglG),R)

�

// πG
0

(R)

in which both horizontal maps are bijective. The left vertical map is injective

with image the subgroup of invertible elements; hence the same is true for the

right vertical map. �

Now we turn to global group completions of ultra-commutative monoids.

Every ultra-commutative monoid has a group completion in the homotopy

category, by Theorem 2.5.11 (i). Even better: since the model category of

ultra-commutative monoids is left proper, every ultra-commutative monoid

is the source of a global group completion in the model category of ultra-

commutative monoids, by Theorem 2.5.11 (iii). Now we discuss two functorial

pointset level constructions of global group completions. The first one is dual

to Construction 2.5.18 of global units.
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Construction 2.5.20 (Global group completion of an ultra-commutative mo-

noid). We let R be an ultra-commutative monoid that is cofibrant in the global

model structure of Theorem 2.1.15. We define the cone of R as a pushout in

the category of ultra-commutative monoids:

R ⊗ {0} //

R⊗incl

��

∗

��
R ⊗ [0, 1] // CR

Here ⊗ is the tensor of an ultra-commutative monoid with a topological space,

as explained in Construction 2.1.6 (not to be confused with the objectwise

product of an orthogonal space with a space). So the cone is R⊲[0, 1], the tensor

of R with the based space ([0, 1], 0), as defined more generally in (2.1.9). Since

R is cofibrant and the global model structure is topological, the left vertical

morphism is an acyclic cofibration, and so the cone CR is globally equivalent

to the zero monoid.

We can then construct a global group completion as a homotopy cofiber of

the diagonal morphism ∆ : R −→ R × R, i.e., a pushout in the category of

ultra-commutative monoids:

R
∆ //

��

R × R

d

��
R ⊲ [0, 1] // R⋆

The left vertical morphism is induced by 1 ∈ [0, 1], and it is a cofibration since

R is cofibrant. We claim that the composite

i : R
(Id,0)−−−−→ R × R

d−−→ R⋆

is a global group completion. Indeed, the square above is homotopy cocartesian

by construction and the diagonal morphism has a retraction. So Proposition

2.5.10 (ii) shows that the morphism d : R × R −→ R⋆ becomes a cokernel of

the diagonal morphism in the homotopy category Ho(umon). So i is a global

group completion by Proposition 2.5.7 (ii).

The previous construction of the global group completion can be rewritten as

two-sided bar construction as follows. The unit interval [0, 1] = ∆1 is also the

topological 1-simplex, and hence canonically homeomorphic to the geometric

realization of the simplicial 1-simplex ∆[1], by

[0, 1] −→ |∆[1]| , t 7−→ [Id[1], t] .

So Proposition 2.1.10 shows that CR = R ⊲ [0, 1] is effectively a bar con-

struction of R with respect to the box product, i.e., the internal realization of
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the simplicial object of ultra-commutative monoids B(R,∆[1]), where ∆[1] is

pointed by the vertex 0. Since ∆[1] has (m + 1) non-basepoint simplices of

dimension m, expanding this yields

Bm(R,∆[1]) = R ⊲ ∆[1]m � R⊠(m+1) ,

with simplicial structure induced by that of ∆[1].

Since the internal realization of simplicial ultra-commutative monoids is

a coend, it commutes with pushouts. So the defining pushout for R⋆ can be

rewritten as the realization of a simplicial ultra-commutative monoid, the two-

sided bar construction with respect to the box product:

R⋆ = (R ⊲ [0, 1]) ⊠R (R × R) � B(R,∆[1])⊠R (R × R) � B⊠(∗,R,R × R) .

In simplicial dimension m, this bar construction is given by

B⊠m(∗,R,R × R) = R⊠m
⊠ (R × R) ;

the simplicial face morphisms are given by projections away from the first fac-

tor (for d0), the multiplication of R on two adjacent factors (for d1, . . . , dm−1)

respectively the action of R on R × R through the diagonal. The simplicial de-

generacy morphisms are inserting the unit of R. In the context of topological

monoids, this bar construction of a group completion for ‘sufficiently homo-

topy commutative’ monoids is sketched by Segal on p. 305 of [153].

The next proposition is a reality check, showing that global group comple-

tion has the expected effect on equivariant homotopy sets.

Proposition 2.5.21. Let i : R −→ R⋆ be a global group completion of ultra-

commutative monoids. Then for every compact Lie group G the map

πG
0 (i) : πG

0 (R) −→ πG
0 (R⋆)

is an algebraic group completion of abelian monoids and

π
0
(i) : π

0
(R) −→ π

0
(R⋆)

is a group completion of global power monoids.

Proof We may assume that R is cofibrant in the global model structure of

ultra-commutative monoids of Theorem 2.1.15. As we explained in Construc-

tion 2.5.20, a group completion R⋆ can then be constructed as the realization

of a certain simplicial ultra-commutative monoid, the two-sided bar construc-

tion B⊠(∗,R,R × R), where R acts on R × R through the diagonal morphism.

By Proposition 2.1.7, the realization can equivalently be taken internal to the
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category of ultra-commutative monoids, or in the underlying category of or-

thogonal spaces. The ‘underlying’ realization is the sequential colimit of par-

tial realizations B[n], i.e., ‘skeleta’ in the simplicial direction, defined as the

coend

B[n] =

∫ [m]∈∆≤n

B⊠m(∗,R,R × R) × ∆m

of the restriction to the full subcategory ∆≤n of ∆ with objects all [m] with

m ≤ n. Since ∆≤n is contained in ∆≤n+1, there is a canonical morphism B[n] −→
B[n+1] and the realization B⊠(∗,R,R × R) is the colimit of the sequence of or-

thogonal spaces

R × R = B[0] −→ B[1] −→ · · · −→ B[n] −→ · · · .

The 1-skeleton B[1] is the pushout of orthogonal spaces:

R ⊠ (R × R) × {0, 1} incl //

��

R ⊠ (R × R) × [0, 1]

��
R × R // B[1]

The orthogonal space R⊠ (R×R)× {0, 1} is the disjoint union of two copies of

R⊠ (R×R), and the left vertical map is projection to R×R on one copy; on the

other copy the morphism has the two components

µ ◦ (R ⊠ p1) , µ ◦ (R ⊠ p2) : R ⊠ (R × R) −→ R ,

where µ : R ⊠ R −→ R is the multiplication and p1, p2 : R × R −→ R are the

two projections. The functor πG
0

takes both the box product and the product of

orthogonal spaces to products of sets, by Corollary 1.5.20. So for a compact

Lie group G, the set πG
0

(B[1]) is the coequalizer of the two maps

πG
0

(R) × πG
0

(R) × πG
0

(R)
a //
b

// πG
0

(R) × πG
0

(R)

given by

a(x, y, z) = (y, z) respectively b(x, y, z) = (x + y, x + z) .

The equivalence relation on the set πG
0

(R) × πG
0

(R) generated by declaring

a(x, y, z) equivalent to b(x, y, z) for all (x, y, z) ∈ πG
0

(R) is precisely the equiv-

alence relation that constructs the Grothendieck group of πG
0

(R), compare Ex-

ample 2.5.6. So πG
0

(B[1]) bijects with the algebraic group completion of πG
0

(R).

For n ≥ 1 the passage from B[n] to B[n+1] involves attaching simplices of di-

mension at least 2 along their boundary, and this process does not change the

path components of G-fixed points of the values at any G-representation. So

the morphism B[1] −→ B⊠(∗,R,R × R) induces a bijection on πG
0

. This proves
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that the morphism R −→ B⊠(∗,R,R×R) = R⋆ is a group completion of abelian

monoids.

The second claim then follows because group completions of global power

monoids are calculated ‘group-wise’, compare Example 2.2.18. �

For topological monoids, the loop space of the bar construction (see Con-

struction 2.3.21) provides a functorial group completion. We will now explain

that a similar construction also provides global group completion for ultra-

commutative monoids, before passing to the homotopy category. Part of this

works for arbitrary orthogonal monoid spaces, not necessarily commutative.

We refer to Construction 1.2.34 for generalities about realization of simplicial

objects, in particular simplicial orthogonal spaces.

If R is an orthogonal monoid space, then the bar construction is the simpli-

cial object of orthogonal spaces

B•(R) =
(
[n] 7→ R⊠n) .

The simplicial face morphisms are induced by the multiplication in R, and

the degeneracy morphisms are induced by the unit morphism of R, much like

for the bar construction with respect to cartesian product (as opposed to box

product) in Construction 2.3.21. The geometric realization in the category of

orthogonal spaces is then the orthogonal space

B(R) = |B•(R)| . (2.5.22)

Geometric realization of orthogonal spaces is ‘objectwise’, i.e., for an inner

product space V we have

B(R)(V) = |B•(R)(V)| ,

the realization of the simplicial space [n] 7→ R⊠n(V).

The next proposition shows that the bar construction of orthogonal monoid

spaces preserves global equivalences under a mild non-degeneracy condition

on the unit.

Definition 2.5.23. An orthogonal monoid space R has a flat unit if the unit

morphism ∗ −→ R is a flat cofibration of orthogonal spaces.

The condition that the unit morphism ∗ −→ R is a flat cofibration is equiv-

alent to the requirements that the underlying orthogonal space of R is flat and

the unit map ∗ −→ R(0) is a cofibration of spaces.

We recall from Definition 1.2.36 that a simplicial orthogonal space X is

Reedy flat if the latching morphism l∆n : L∆n (X) −→ Xn in the simplicial direc-

tion is a flat cofibration of orthogonal spaces for every n ≥ 0.
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Proposition 2.5.24. (i) For every orthogonal monoid space R with flat unit

the simplicial orthogonal space B•(R) is Reedy flat.

(ii) Let f : R −→ S be a morphism of orthogonal monoid spaces with flat

units. If f is a global equivalence, so is the morphism B( f ) : B(R) −→
B(S ).

Proof (i) The n-th latching morphism L∆n (B•(R)) −→ Bn(R) in the simplicial

direction is the iterated pushout product

i�n : Qn(i) −→ R⊠n

with respect to the unit morphism ∗ −→ R. Since this unit morphism is a flat

cofibration, the pushout product property of the flat cofibrations shows that i�n,

and hence the latching morphism, is a flat cofibration for all n ≥ 0.

(ii) Since R and S have flat units, the simplicial orthogonal spaces B•(R)

and B•(S ) are Reedy flat by part (i). Moreover, the morphism Bn( f ) = f ⊠n :

R⊠n −→ S ⊠n is a global equivalence since f is and because the box product

is homotopical for global equivalences (by Theorem 1.3.2). So the claim fol-

lows from the global invariance of realizations between Reedy flat simplicial

orthogonal spaces (Proposition 1.2.37 (ii)). �

Remark 2.5.25 (Comparing bar constructions). We let M be a monoid valued

orthogonal space in the sense of Definition 2.3.2. Then we have two bar con-

structions available: on the one hand we can take the bar construction object-

wise as in Example 2.4.17, resulting in the orthogonal space B◦M. On the other

hand, we can first pass to the associated orthogonal monoid space as in (2.3.3),

and then perform the bar construction with respect to the ⊠-multiplication as

in (2.5.22). There is a natural comparison map: the symmetric monoidal trans-

formation ρX,Y : X ⊠Y −→ X ×Y defined in (1.3.1) has an analog for any finite

number of factors, and for varying n, the morphisms

ρM,...,M : M⊠n −→ Mn

form a morphism of simplicial orthogonal spaces

ρ• : B⊠• (M) −→ B×• (M)

from the ⊠-bar construction to the ×-bar construction. If M has a flat unit, then

the simplicial orthogonal spaces B⊠• (M) and B×• (M) are both Reedy flat. Indeed,

for the former, this is Proposition 2.5.24 (i), and for the latter the same proof

works because the categorical product of orthogonal spaces also satisfies the

pushout product property with respect to flat cofibrations (Proposition 1.3.9).

So ρ• is a morphism between Reedy flat simplicial orthogonal spaces that is

a global equivalence in every simplicial degree (by Theorem 1.3.2 (i)). The
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induced morphism |ρ•| : B(M) −→ B◦M between the realizations is then a

global equivalence by Proposition 1.2.37 (ii).

The canonical morphism

R × [0, 1] = B1(R) × ∆1 −→ |B•(R)| = B(R)

takes R × {0, 1} to the basepoint, so it factors over a morphism of orthogonal

spaces

R ∧ ([0, 1]/{0, 1}) −→ B(R) .

We let u : S 1 −→ [0, 1]/{0, 1} be the composite homeomorphism

S 1 c−−→ U(1)
log
−−→ [0, 1]/{0, 1} , (2.5.26)

of the Cayley transform

c : S 1 −→ U(1) , x 7−→ (x + i)(x − i)−1 ,

and the logarithm, i.e., the inverse of the exponential homeomorphism

[0, 1]/{0, 1} � U(1) , t 7−→ e2πit .

This yields a composite morphism

R ∧ S 1 R∧u−−−→
�

R ∧ ([0, 1]/{0, 1}) −→ B(R)

which is adjoint to a morphism of orthogonal spaces

ηR : R −→ ΩB(R) . (2.5.27)

Proposition 2.5.28. Let R be an orthogonal monoid space with flat unit. If for

every compact Lie group G the monoid πG
0

(R) is a group, then the morphism

ηR : R −→ ΩB(R) is a global equivalence.

Proof Since R has a flat unit, the simplicial orthogonal space B•(R) is Reedy

flat by Proposition 2.5.24 (i), so the underlying orthogonal space of B(R) is

flat by Proposition 1.2.37 (i). As a flat orthogonal space, B(R) is in particular

closed. The loop space functor preserves closed inclusions by [96, Prop. 7.7],

so the pointwise loop spaceΩB(R) is also closed as an orthogonal space. Since

R and ΩB(R) are both closed orthogonal spaces, we can detect global equiva-

lences on G-fixed points, see Proposition 1.1.17.

So we let G be a compact Lie group. Then ((ΩB(R))(UG))G is homeomor-

phic to Ω
(
(B(R)(UG))G

)
, which is in turn homeomorphic to the loop space of

the geometric realization of the simplicial space

[n] 7−→ (R⊠n(UG))G . (2.5.29)
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We define ik : [1] −→ [n] by ik(0) = k − 1 and ik(1) = k. Then the morphism

(i∗1, . . . , i
∗
n) : R⊠n = Bn(R) −→ (B1(R))n = Rn

is precisely the morphism ρR,...,R : R⊠n −→ Rn, and hence a global equivalence

by Theorem 1.3.2 (i). Since πG
0

(R) is a group, the simplicial space (2.5.29)

satisfies the hypotheses of Segal’s theorem [153, Prop. 1.5]; so the adjoint of

the canonical map

R(UG)G ∧ S 1 −→ |[n] 7→ ((R⊠n)(UG))G| � (B(R)(UG))G

is a weak equivalence. Here we have used again that fixed points commute

with geometric realization, see Proposition B.1 (iv). This adjoint is precisely

the underlying map of G-fixed points of the morphism ηR : R −→ ΩB(R). �

The previous proposition works for general orthogonal monoid spaces, not

necessarily commutative; in that generality the bar construction B(R) is an or-

thogonal space, but it does not have any natural multiplication. When we ap-

ply the bar construction to ultra-commutative monoids, then something special

happens: since the multiplication morphism µ : R ⊠ R −→ R is then a homo-

morphism of ultra-commutative monoids, B•(R) is a simplicial object in the

category of ultra-commutative monoids, i.e., a simplicial ultra-commutative

monoid. The geometric realization B(R) is then canonically an ultra-commu-

tative monoid, and it coincides with the realization of B•(R) internal to the

category of ultra-commutative monoids, compare Proposition 2.1.7.

Moreover, we claim that for ultra-commutative monoids, the bar construc-

tion B(R) is naturally isomorphic to R⊲S 1, the ‘suspension’ of R internal to the

category of ultra-commutative monoids. To see this we consider the ‘simplicial

circle’ S1, the simplicial set given by

(S1)n = {0, 1, . . . , n} ,

with face maps di : (S1)n −→ (S1)n−1 given by

di( j) =



j − 1 for i < j, and

j for i ≥ j and j , n,

0 for i = j = n,

and degeneracy maps si : (S1)n −→ (S1)n+1 given by

si( j) =


j + 1 for i < j, and

j for i ≥ j.

The simplicial set S1 is based by 0; it is isomorphic to the simplicial 1-simplex

modulo its boundary, and its realization is homeomorphic to a circle, whence

the name.
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The ‘obvious’ isomorphisms

pn : R⊠n �−−→ R ⊲ {0, 1, . . . , n} = R ⊲ (S1)n = Bn(R, S1) ,

are compatible with the simplicial structure maps as n varies, so they define an

isomorphism of simplicial ultra-commutative monoids

p• : B•(R) � B•(R, S
1) .

When we specialize Proposition 2.1.10 to A = S1, we obtain an isomorphism

of ultra-commutative monoids

R ⊲ |S1| � B(R) .

The homeomorphism u : S 1 −→ [0, 1]/{0, 1} from (2.5.26) and the homeo-

morphism

[0, 1]/{0, 1} �−−→ |S1| , t 7−→ [1, t]

turn this into an isomorphism of ultra-commutative monoids

R ⊲ S 1 R⊲u−−−→
�

R ⊲ ([0, 1]/{0, 1}) � R ⊲ |S1| � B(R) (2.5.30)

whose adjoint R −→ ΩB(R) is the morphism ηR of (2.5.27).

Corollary 2.5.31. For every ultra-commutative monoid with flat unit R the

adjunction unit

ηR : R −→ Ω(R ⊲ S 1)

is a global group completion.

Proof We let R be a group-like cofibrant ultra-commutative monoid. Then

R has a flat unit by Theorem 2.1.15 (ii a). Since ultra-commutative monoids

form a topological model category, R ⊲ S 1 is an abstract suspension of R. The

isomorphism (2.5.30) transforms the adjunction unit R −→ Ω(R ⊲ S 1) into the

morphism ηR : R −→ ΩB(R) defined in (2.5.27). Proposition 2.5.28 shows that

this adjunction unit is a global equivalence for every cofibrant group-like ultra-

commutative monoid R. In the homotopy category Ho(umon) this implies that

for every group-like ultra-commutative monoid R the derived adjunction unit

η : R −→ Ω(ΣR) is an isomorphism. So Proposition 2.5.14 shows that for every

ultra-commutative monoid R the derived adjunction unit η : R −→ Ω(ΣR) is a

group completion in the pre-additive category Ho(umon). For cofibrant R the

pointset level adjunction unit R −→ Ω(R ⊲ S 1) realizes the derived unit, hence

the claim follows for every ultra-commutative monoid that is cofibrant in the

global model structure of Theorem 2.1.15.

In the general case we choose a cofibrant replacement q : Rc −→ R in the
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global model structure of Theorem 2.1.15, i.e., a global equivalence of ultra-

commutative monoids with cofibrant source. Since Rc and R have flat units,

the induced morphism of bar constructions B(q) : B(Rc) −→ B(R) is a global

equivalence by Proposition 2.5.24 (ii). Hence the morphism q⊲S 1 : Rc
⊲S 1 −→

R⊲S 1 is a global equivalence, and so is Ω(q⊲S 1) : Ω(Rc
⊲S 1) −→ Ω(R⊲S 1).

The morphism ηRc : Rc −→ Ω(Rc
⊲ S 1) is a global group completion by the

previous paragraph. Since ηR : R −→ Ω(R⊲S 1) is isomorphic to the morphism

ηRc in the homotopy category Ho(umon), the morphism ηR is also a global

group completion. �

An example of a global group completion that comes up naturally is the

morphism i : Gr −→ BOP introduced in Example 2.4.2. The verification of

the group completion property will be done through a homological criterion.

For that purpose we define the homology groups of an orthogonal space Y as

H∗(Y
G;Z) = colimV∈s(UG) H∗(Y(V)G;Z) .

Every global equivalence induces isomorphisms on H∗((−)G;Z) for all com-

pact Lie groups G. Indeed, the functor H∗((−)G;Z) takes strong level equiva-

lences to isomorphisms, which reduces the claim (by cofibrant approximation

in the strong level model structure) to global equivalences f : X −→ Y be-

tween flat orthogonal spaces. Flat orthogonal spaces are closed, so the global

equivalence induces weak equivalences f (UG)G : X(UG)G −→ Y(UG)G on

G-fixed points. The poset s(UG) is filtered, so homology commutes with this

colimit, i.e.,

H∗(Y
G;Z) � H∗(Y(UG)G;Z) .

Thus the morphism f also induces an isomorphism on H∗((−)G;Z).

The multiplication of an orthogonal monoid space R induces a graded mul-

tiplication on the homology groups H∗(R
G;Z), by simultaneous passage to col-

imits in both variables of the maps

Hm(R(V)G;Z) ⊗ Hn(R(W)G;Z)
×−−→ Hm+n(R(V)G × R(W)G;Z)

((µV,W )G)∗−−−−−−−→ Hm+n(R(V ⊕W)G;Z) .

Assigning to a path component its homology class is a map

π0(R(V)G) −→ H0(R(V)G;Z)

compatible with increasing V . On colimits over s(UG) this provides a map

πG
0 (R) −→ H0(RG;Z) .
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This map takes the addition in R to the multiplication in H0(RG;Z), so its im-

age is a multiplicative subset of H0(RG;Z). If the multiplication of R is com-

mutative, then the product of H∗(R
G;Z) is commutative in the graded sense. In

particular, the multiplicative subset of πG
0

(R) is then automatically central.

Proposition 2.5.32. A morphism i : R −→ R⋆ of ultra-commutative monoids

is a global group completion if and only if the following two conditions are

satisfied.

(i) The ultra-commutative monoid R⋆ is group-like, and

(ii) for every compact Lie group G the map of graded commutative rings

H∗(i
G;Z) : H∗(R

G;Z) −→ H∗((R
⋆)G;Z)

is a localization at the multiplicative subset πG
0

(R) of H0(RG;Z).

Proof We start by showing that a global group completion satisfies proper-

ties (i) and (ii). Property (i) holds by definition of ‘group completion’. We give

two alternative proofs for why a global group completion satisfies property (ii),

based on the two different bar construction models in Construction 2.5.20 re-

spectively Corollary 2.5.31.

The first argument uses the loop space of the bar construction B(R), which

is isomorphic to internal suspension R ⊲ S 1. By Corollary 2.5.31 it suffices

to show that for every cofibrant ultra-commutative monoid R the morphism

ηR : R −→ Ω(R ⊲ S 1) = Ω(BR) has property (ii). Since R is cofibrant and the

global model structure of ultra-commutative monoids is topological (Theorem

2.1.15), the basepoint inclusion of S 1 induces a cofibration

R ⊗ incl : R ⊗ {∞} −→ R ⊗ S 1.

The cobase change is the unique morphism ∗ −→ R ⊲ S 1 from the terminal

ultra-commutative monoid to the reduced tensor, and this is thus a cofibra-

tion. In other words, B(R) = R ⊲ S 1 is again cofibrant as an ultra-commutative

monoid. Since R and B(R) are cofibrant as ultra-commutative monoids, The-

orem 2.1.15 (ii) shows that their underlying orthogonal spaces are flat, hence

closed. The loop space functor preserves closed inclusions by [96, Prop. 7.7],

so the pointwise loop space ΩB(R) is also closed as an orthogonal space.

Since R and ΩB(R) are closed as orthogonal spaces, it suffices to show that

for every compact Lie group G the map

H∗(R(UG)G;Z) −→ H∗((ΩB(R))(UG)G;Z)

is a localization at the multiplicative subset π0(R(UG)G) of the source. Since

the H-space structure of R(UG)G comes from the action of an E∞-operad,

the graded ring H∗(R(UG)G;Z) is graded commutative. We can thus apply
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Quillen’s group completion theorem from the unpublished, but widely cir-

culated preprint ‘On the group completion of a simplicial monoid’. Quillen’s

manuscript was later published as Appendix Q of the Friedlander-Mazur paper

[56], where the relevant theorem appears on page 104 in Section Q.9.

The second, alternative, argument first reduces to cofibrant ultra-commuta-

tive monoids by cofibrant approximation in the global model of Theorem 2.1.15.

As explained in Construction 2.5.20, a group completion R⋆ can then be con-

structed as the homotopy cofiber of the diagonal∆ : R −→ R×R, which is con-

cretely given by the geometric realization of the simplicial ultra-commutative

monoid B⊠(∗,R,R × R), the bar construction with respect to the box prod-

uct. Segal [153, p. 305 f] sketches an argument why the resulting morphism

R −→ B⊠(∗,R,R × R) is localization on homology with field coefficients. The

argument is reproduced in more detail in the proof of [47, Lemma 3.2.2.1].

Now we prove the reverse implication. We let i : R −→ R⋆ be a morphism

of ultra-commutative monoids that satisfies properties (i) and (ii); we need to

show that i is a global group completion. We assume first that both R and R⋆

are cofibrant in the global model structure of ultra-commutative monoids of

Theorem 2.1.15. Then the unit morphisms of R and R⋆ are flat cofibrations

of underlying orthogonal spaces by Theorem 2.1.15 (ii). So the morphism

ηR : R −→ Ω(R ⊲ S 1) = ΩB(R) is a global group completion by Corollary

2.5.31. Since R⋆ is group-like, the morphism ηR⋆ is a global equivalence by

Proposition 2.5.28.

We claim that the morphism B(i) : B(R) −→ B(R⋆) is a global equivalence.

For every coefficient system L on (B(R⋆))(UG)G we compare the spectral se-

quence

E2
p,q = TorH∗(R

G ;k)
p (k, L) =⇒ H∗((B(R))(UG)G; L)

(obtained by filtering the bar construction by simplicial skeleta) with the anal-

ogous one for the homology of (B(R⋆))(UG)G. The localization hypothesis

implies that the map of Tor groups

TorH∗(R
G ;k)

p (k, L) −→ TorH∗((R
⋆)G ;k)

p (k, L)

is an isomorphism, see for example [140, Prop. 7.17] or [187, Prop. 3.2.9]. So

we have a morphism of first quadrant spectral sequences that is an isomor-

phism of E2-terms; the map on abutments is then an isomorphism as well.

This shows that B(i) : B(R) −→ B(R⋆) is a global equivalence. Since looping

preserves global equivalences, the morphism ΩB(i) is a global equivalence.
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Now we contemplate the commutative square

R
i //

ηR

��

R⋆

ηR⋆

��
ΩB(R)

ΩB(i)
// ΩB(R⋆)

The left vertical morphism is a global group completion, and the lower hori-

zontal and right vertical morphisms are global equivalences. So the upper hor-

izontal morphism i is global group completion.

Now we reduce the general case to the special case by cofibrant replace-

ment. We choose a cofibrant replacement q : Rc −→ R in the global model

structure of ultra-commutative monoids of Theorem 2.1.15, and then factor

the morphism iq : Rc −→ R⋆ as a cofibration ic : Rc −→ R† followed by

a global equivalence ϕ : R† −→ R⋆. Properties (i) and (ii) are invariant un-

der global equivalences of pairs, so the morphism ic : Rc −→ R† satisfies (i)

and (ii). Since Rc and R† are both cofibrant, the morphism ic is a global group

completion by the special case above. So the morphism i is also a global group

completion. �

We showed in Theorem 2.4.13 that the ultra-commutative monoid BOP is

group-like and that its equivariant homotopy sets π
0
(BOP) realize the orthog-

onal representation rings additively. In Example 2.4.2 we introduced a mor-

phism i : Gr −→ BOP of ultra-commutative monoids from the additive Grass-

mannian and showed in Proposition 2.4.5 that for every compact Lie group G

and every G-space A, the homomorphism

[A, i]G : [A,Gr]G −→ [A,BOP]G

is a group completion of abelian monoids. In particular, the map πG
0

(i) : πG
0

(Gr) −→
πG

0
(BOP) is an algebraic group completion. In much the same way we can de-

fine morphisms of ultra-commutative monoids

i : GrC −→ BUP and i : GrH −→ BSpP

by replacingR-subspaces in V byC-subspaces in VC, respectivelyH-subspaces

in VH.

Theorem 2.5.33. The morphisms i : Gr −→ BOP, i : GrC −→ BUP and i :

GrH −→ BSpP are global group completions of ultra-commutative monoids.

Proof We prove the real case in detail and leave the complex and quaternionic

cases to the reader. We verify the localization criterion of Proposition 2.5.32.

To this end we define a bi-orthogonal space, i.e., a functor

Gr♯ : L × L −→ T
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on objects by

Gr♯(U,V) = Gr(U ⊕ V) .

For linear isometric embeddings ϕ : U −→ Ū and ψ : V −→ V̄ , the induced

map is

Gr♯(ϕ, ψ) : Gr♯(U,V) −→ Gr♯(Ū, V̄) , L 7−→ (ϕ⊕ψ)(L) + ((Ū−ϕ(U))⊕0) .

We emphasize that the behavior on objects is not symmetric in the two vari-

ables, and in the first variable it is not just applying ϕ.

Now we fix a compact Lie group G and consider the colimit of the bi-

orthogonal space Gr♯ over the poset s(UG) × s(UG). Since the diagonal is

cofinal in the poset s(UG) × s(UG), this ‘double colimit’ is also a colimit over

the restriction to the diagonal. But the diagonal of Gr♯ is precisely the orthog-

onal space BOP, and so

colim(U,V)∈s(UG )2 Gr♯(U,V) = colimW∈s(UG ) BOP(W) = BOP(UG) .

On the other hand, if we fix an inner product space U as the first variable,

then Gr♯(U,−) is isomorphic to the additive U-shift (in the sense of Example

1.1.11) of the Grassmannian Gr. Hence for fixed U,

colimV∈s(UG ) Gr♯(U,V) = Gr(U ⊕UG) .

A colimit over s(UG) × s(UG) can be calculated in two steps, first in one

variable and then in the other, so we conclude that

BOP(UG) = colim
♯
U∈s(UG )

Gr(U ⊕UG) ; (2.5.34)

under this identification, the map i(UG) : Gr(UG) −→ BOP(UG) becomes the

canonical morphism

i♯ : Gr(UG) −→ colim
♯
U∈s(UG )

Gr(U ⊕UG)

to the colimit, for U = 0.

� The decoration ‘♯’ is meant to emphasize that the structure maps in this

colimit system come from the functoriality of Gr♯ in the first variable,

so they are not the maps obtained by applying Gr(− ⊕ UG) to an inclusion

U ⊂ Ū. For example, the maps in the colimit (2.5.34) do not preserve the

N-grading by dimension. So one should not confuse the colimit (2.5.34) with

the space Gr(UG ⊕UG), which is G-homeomorphic to Gr(UG) by a choice is

equivariant linear isometryUG ⊕ UG � UG.

We claim that the map

H∗((i
♯)G) : H∗(Gr(UG)G) −→ H∗

(
colim

♯
U∈s(UG )

Gr(U ⊕UG)G)
(2.5.35)
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is a localization at the multiplicative subset πG
0

(Gr), where homology stands

for singular homology with integer coefficients. To see this we observe that all

the maps in the colimit system are closed embeddings; so singular homology

commutes with this particular colimit.

For U ∈ s(UG) we denote by jU : Gr(UG)G −→ Gr(U ⊕ UG)G the map

induced by applying the direct summand inclusionUG −→ U ⊕UG. The map

jU is a homotopy equivalence because UG is a complete G-universe. For all

U ⊂ V in s(UG) the following square commutes

H∗(Gr(UG)G)
·[V−U] //

�H∗( jU )

��

H∗(Gr(UG)G)

� H∗( jV )

��
H∗(Gr(U ⊕UG)G)

H∗(i
♯
U,V )

// H∗(Gr(V ⊕UG)G)

and the vertical maps are isomorphisms. So the target of (2.5.35) is the colimit

of the functor on s(UG) that takes all objects to the ring H∗(Gr(UG)G;Z) and

an inclusion U ⊂ V to multiplication by the class [V −U] in the multiplicative

subset under consideration. Hence the map (2.5.35) is indeed a localization as

claimed. Since the ultra-commutative monoid BOP is group-like, the criteria

of Proposition 2.5.32 are satisfied, and so the morphism i : Gr −→ BOP is a

global group completion. �

Remark 2.5.36. We had earlier defined an E∞-orthogonal monoid space BOP′

as a mixture of bOP and BOP: the value at an inner product space V is

BOP′(V) =
∐

m≥0
Grm(V2 ⊕ R∞) .

The structure maps and an E∞-multiplication can be defined in essentially the

same way as for BO′, which was defined in (2.4.26). So BOP′ becomes the

Z-graded periodic analog of the orthogonal space BO′. In the same way as for

the homogeneous degree 0 summands in (2.4.27), we defined two morphisms

of E∞-orthogonal monoid spaces

bOP
a−−→ BOP′

b←−−
≃

BOP .

The same arguments as in Proposition 2.4.22 show that the morphism b is a

global equivalence. A very similar argument as in Proposition 2.5.33 shows

that the morphism a is a global group completion in the homotopy category of

E∞-orthogonal monoid spaces. Strictly speaking we would first have to justify

that the homotopy category is pre-additive (which we won’t do), so that the

formalism of group completions applies.

As we argued in Proposition 2.4.29, the E∞-structure on bO cannot be re-

fined to an ultra-commutative multiplication. The argument was based on an
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algebraic obstruction that exists in the same way in π
0
(bOP), so bOP cannot be

refined to an ultra-commutative monoid either. The fact that bOP has an ultra-

commutative group completion can be interpreted as saying that in this partic-

ular case ‘global group completion kills to obstruction to ultra-commutativity’.

Bott periodicity is traditionally seen as a homotopy equivalence between the

space Z × BU and the loop space of the infinite unitary group U. Since a loop

space only sees the basepoint component, and the loop space of BU is weakly

equivalent to U, the 2-fold periodicity then takes the form of a chain of weak

equivalences:

Ω2(Z × BU) ≃ Ω(Ω(BU)) ≃ ΩU ≃ Z × BU .

We are going to prove a highly structured version of complex Bott periodic-

ity, in the form of a global equivalence of ultra-commutative monoids between

BUP andΩU. Bott periodicity has been elucidated from many different angles,

and before we start, we put our approach into perspective. Since Bott’s original

geometric argument [23] a large number of different proofs became available,

see for example [79] for an overview. In essence, our proof of global Bott peri-

odicity is an adaptation of Harris’ proof [70] of complex Bott periodicity. The

reviewer for Math Reviews praises Harris proof as ‘a beautiful well-motivated

proof of the complex Bott periodicity theorem using only two essential prop-

erties of the complex numbers’. Suslin [169] calls this the ‘trivial proof’ of

Bott periodicity and extends it to a ‘Real’ (i.e., C2-equivariant) context. I also

think that for readers with a homotopy theory background, Harris’ proof may

be particularly accessible and appealing.

Harris’ argument uses two main ingredients. On the one hand, the group

completion theorem is used to identify the loop space of the bar construction

of ∐n≥0 Grn (under the monoid structure induced by orthogonal direct sum)

with Z × BU. On the other hand, Harris exhibits an explicit homeomorphism

between the bar construction of ∐n≥0 Grn and the infinite unitary group, essen-

tially the inverse to the eigenspace decomposition of a unitary matrix. Together

these two ingredients provide a chain of weak equivalences

Z × BU ≃ Ω(B(∐n≥0 Grn)) ≃ ΩU .

Our global proof is analogous: Theorem 2.5.33 above shows that BUP is a

global group completion of GrC, essentially by applying the group comple-

tion theorem to all fixed point spaces. This part of the argument works just as

well for the real and symplectic versions of GrC and BUP. Theorem 2.5.40

below shows that ΩU is also a global group completion of GrC, by globally

identifying the bar construction of GrC (with respect to the box product of

orthogonal spaces) with U, using Harris’ homeomorphism between the re-
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alization |GrC〈•〉(W)| and U(WC). Two global group completions of the same

ultra-commutative monoid are necessarily globally equivalent, which yields

the global version of complex Bott periodicity of Theorem 2.5.41.

Construction 2.5.37 (Global Bott periodicity). After this outline, we now

provide the necessary details. The ultra-commutative monoid U of unitary

groups was defined in Example 2.3.7. The orthogonal space ΩU inherits an

ultra-commutative multiplication by pointwise multiplication of loops, where

Ω means objectwise continuous based maps from S 1. We define a morphism

of ultra-commutative monoids

β : GrC −→ ΩU (2.5.38)

at an inner product space V by

β(V)(L)(x) = c(x) · pL + pL⊥ .

Here L is a complex subspace of VC, x ∈ S 1,

c : S 1 −→ U(1) , x 7−→ x + i

x − i
,

is the Cayley transform, and pL and pL⊥ denote the orthogonal projections to

L respectively its orthogonal complement. In other words, L and L⊥ are the

eigenspaces of β(V)(L)(x), for the eigenvalues c(x) respectively 1. Then

β(V)(0)(x) = pVC = IdVC ;

so β(V)(0) is the constant loop at the identity, which is the unit element of

ΩU(V). Now we consider subspaces L ∈ GrC(V) and L′ ∈ GrC(W). Then

β(V ⊕W)(L ⊕ L′)(x) = (c(x) · pL⊕L′ ) + pL⊥⊕(L′)⊥ (2.5.39)

= ((c(x) · pL) + pL⊥ ) ⊕ ((c(x) · pL′ ) + p(L′)⊥ )

= β(V)(L)(x) ⊕ β(W)(L′)(x) .

In other words, the square

GrC(V) ×GrC(W)
β(V)×β(W) //

⊕
��

ΩU(V) × ΩU(W)

µΩU
V,W

��
GrC(V ⊕W)

β(V⊕W)
// ΩU(V ⊕W)

commutes, i.e., β is compatible with the multiplications on both side. Since β

respects multiplication and unit, it also respects the structure maps. The upshot

is that β is a morphism of ultra-commutative monoids.

The category of ultra-commutative monoids is tensored and cotensored over

based spaces, so the functor of taking objectwise loops is right adjoint to the
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functor−⊲S 1 defined in (2.1.9). For an ultra-commutative monoid R, the based

tensor R ⊲ S 1 is isomorphic to the bar construction B(R), compare (2.5.30).

Theorem 2.5.40. The adjoint β♭ : B(GrC) = GrC ⊲ S 1 −→ U of the morphism

β : GrC −→ ΩU is a global equivalence of ultra-commutative monoids. The

morphism β : GrC −→ ΩU is a global group completion of ultra-commutative

monoids.

Proof We factor β♭ as a composite of two morphisms of ultra-commutative

monoids

B(GrC) = |B•(GrC)|
ζ
−−→
≃
|GrC〈•〉|

ǫ−−→
�

U ;

then we show that the morphism ζ is a global equivalence and the morphism ǫ

is an isomorphism. Together this shows the first claim.

The middle object is the realization of a simplicial ultra-commutative monoid

GrC〈•〉, and the first morphism is the realization of a simplicial morphism. The

object of n-simplices GrC〈n〉 is the ultra-commutative monoid of n-tuples of pair-

wise orthogonal complex subspaces, i.e.,

GrC〈n〉(V) = {(L1, . . . , Ln) ∈ (GrC(VC))n : Li is orthogonal to L j for i , j} .

For varying n, the ultra-commutative monoids GrC〈n〉 assemble into a simplicial

ultra-commutative monoid: the face morphisms

di : GrC〈n〉 −→ GrC〈n−1〉

are given by

di(L1, . . . , Ln) =



(L2, . . . , Ln) for i = 0,

(L1, . . . , Li−1, Li ⊕ Li+1, Li+2, . . . , Ln) for 0 < i < n,

(L1, . . . , Ln−1) for i = n.

For n ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 the degeneracy morphisms are given by

si(L1, . . . , Ln−1) = (L1, . . . , Li, 0, Li+1, . . . , Ln−1) .

The direct sum maps

GrC(V1) × · · · ×GrC(Vn) −→ GrC〈n〉(V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vn)

(L1, . . . , Ln) 7−→ (i1(L1), . . . , in(Ln))

form a multi-morphism, where ik : (Vk)C −→ (V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vn)C is the embed-

ding as the k-th summand. The universal property of the box product turns this

multi-morphism into a morphism of orthogonal spaces

ζn : Bn(GrC) = (GrC)⊠n −→ GrC〈n〉 .

The morphisms ζn are compatible with the simplicial face and degeneracy
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maps, since these are given by orthogonal direct sum respectively insertion

of 0 on both sides. So for varying n, they form a morphism of simplicial ultra-

commutative monoids

ζ• : B•(GrC) −→ GrC〈•〉 .

We claim that ζn is a global equivalence for every n ≥ 0. Since GrC =∐
j≥0 GrC,[ j] and the box product distributes over disjoint unions, (GrC)⊠n is

the disjoint union of the orthogonal spaces

GrC,[ j1]
⊠ · · · ⊠GrC,[ jn]

indexed over all tuples ( j1, . . . , jn) ∈ Nn. The orthogonal space GrC〈n〉 has an

analogous decomposition, where Gr
C,[ j1,..., jn]

〈n〉 consists of those tuples (L1, . . . , Ln)

with dim(Li) = ji. The morphism ζn respects the decomposition, i.e., it matches

the two summands indexed by the same tuple ( j1, . . . , jn). A disjoint union of

global equivalences is a global equivalence (Proposition 1.1.9 (v)), so we are

reduced to showing that each of the morphisms

ζ j1,..., jn : GrC,[ j1]
⊠ · · · ⊠GrC,[ jn] −→ Gr

C,[ j1,..., jn]

〈n〉

is a global equivalence. This is in fact a restatement of an earlier result about

box products of orthogonal spaces ‘represented’ by unitary representations.

In Construction 1.3.10 we defined an orthogonal space LC
G,W from a unitary

representation W of a compact Lie group G. The value at a euclidean inner

product space V is

LCG,W (V) = LC(W,VC)/G .

Here LC is the space of C-linear maps that preserve the hermitian inner prod-

ucts. In the special case of the tautological U(n)-representation on Cn, the

homeomorphisms

LC(Cn,VC)/U(n) −→ GrCn (VC) = GrC,[n](V) , ϕ · U(n) 7−→ ϕ(Cn)

form an isomorphism of orthogonal spaces LC
U(n),Cn � GrC,[n]. Similarly, pas-

sage to images provides an isomorphism of orthogonal spaces

LC
U( j1 )×···×U( jn ),C j1⊕···⊕C jn

� Gr
C,[ j1,..., jn]

〈n〉 .

Under these identifications, the morphism ζ j1,..., jn becomes the morphism

ζU( j1 ),...,U( jn );C j1 ,...,C jn : LC
U( j1 ),C j1

⊠ · · ·⊠LC
U( jn ),C jn

−→ LC
U( j1 )×···×U( jn ),C j1⊕···⊕C jn

,

the iterate of the morphism discussed in Proposition 1.3.12. Proposition 1.3.12

thus shows that the morphism ζ j1,..., jn is a global equivalence. This completes

the proof that the morphism ζn : (GrC)⊠n −→ GrC〈n〉 is a global equivalence.

Now we observe that the underlying simplicial orthogonal spaces of source
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and target of ζ• are Reedy flat in the sense of Definition 1.2.36, i.e., all latch-

ing morphisms (in the simplicial direction) are flat cofibrations of orthogonal

spaces. Indeed, the unit of the ultra-commutative monoid GrC is the inclusion

of the summand GrC,[0] into the disjoint union of all GrC,[n]. Since the orthog-

onal space GrC,[n] is isomorphic to LC
U(n),Cn , it is flat by Proposition 1.3.11 (ii).

So GrC has a flat unit, and its bar construction is Reedy flat by Proposition

2.5.24 (i). Since GrC〈•〉 is not the bar construction of any orthogonal monoid

space, we must show Reedy flatness directly. Each simplicial degeneracy mor-

phism of GrC〈•〉 inserts the zero vector space in one slot; so the degeneracy

morphisms are embeddings of summands in a disjoint union. The latching

morphism

L∆m(GrC〈•〉) −→ GrC〈m〉

is then also the inclusions of certain summands, namely those Gr
C,[ j1,..., jn]

〈n〉 for

which ji = 0 for at least one i. Since the summand Gr
C,[ j1,..., jn]

〈n〉 is isomorphic

to LC
U( j1 )×···×U( jn ),C j1⊕···⊕C jn

, it is flat by Proposition 1.3.11 (ii). This verifies the

Reedy flatness condition for GrC〈•〉. Since source and target of the morphism ζ•
are Reedy flat as simplicial orthogonal spaces, and ζ• is a global equivalence

in every simplicial dimension, the induced morphism of realizations

ζ = |ζ•| : B(GrC) = |B•(GrC)| −→ |GrC〈•〉|

is a global equivalence by Proposition 1.2.37 (ii).

The isomorphism of ultra-commutative monoids ǫ : |GrC〈•〉| � U is taken

from Harris [70, Sec. 2, Thm.], and we recall it in some detail for the con-

venience of the reader. We let V be an inner product space and consider the

continuous map

ǫn : GrC〈n〉(V) × ∆n −→ U(VC)

(L1, . . . , Ln; t1, . . . , tn) 7−→
∏n

j=1
exp(2πit j · pL j

) ,

where pL : VC −→ VC is the orthogonal projection onto L. In other words,

ǫn(L1, . . . , Ln; t1, . . . , tn) is the unitary automorphism of VC that has L j as eigen-

space with eigenvalue exp(2πit j), and is the identity on the orthogonal comple-

ment of all L j’s. We have the relations

ǫn(L1, . . . , Ln; 0, t1, . . . , tn−1) = ǫn−1(L2, . . . , Ln; t1, . . . , tn−1)

and

ǫn(L1, . . . , Ln; t1, . . . , tn−1, 1) = ǫn−1(L1, . . . , Ln−1; t1, . . . , tn−1)

because exp(0) = exp(2πi · pL) = IdVC ; moreover,

ǫn(L1, . . . , Ln; t1, . . . , ti, ti . . . , tn−1) = ǫn−1(L1, . . . , Li⊕Li+1, . . . , Ln; t1, . . . , tn−1)
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for all 0 < i < n, because exp(2πit · pLi
) · exp(2πit · pLi+1

) = exp(2πit · pLi⊕Li+1
);

and finally

ǫn+1(L1, . . . , Li, 0, Li+1, . . . ,Ln; t1, . . . , tn+1)

= ǫn(L1, . . . , Ln; t1, . . . , t̂i+1, . . . , tn+1)

for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n. So the maps ǫn are compatible with the equivalence relation

defining geometric realization, and they induce a continuous map

ǫ(V) : |GrC〈n〉(V)| −→ U(VC) .

The map ǫ(V) is bijective because every unitary automorphism is diagonaliz-

able with pairwise orthogonal eigenspaces and eigenvalues in U(1). As a con-

tinuous bijection from a compact space to a Hausdorff space, ǫ(V) is a home-

omorphism. The homeomorphisms ǫ(V) are compatible with linear isometric

embeddings in V and the ultra-commutative multiplications on both sides, i.e.,

they define an isomorphism of ultra-commutative monoids ǫ : |GrC〈•〉| � U.

Now we can conclude the proof. Unraveling all definitions shows that the

composite

GrC ∧ S 1 −→ B(GrC)
ζ
−−→ |GrC〈•〉|

ǫ−−→ U

is given at an inner product space V by the map

GrC(VC)∧S 1 −→ U(VC)

L ∧ x 7−→ exp(2πi · log(c(x)) · pL) = c(x) · pL + pL⊥ = β(V)(L)(x) .

This means that the original morphism β is the composite

GrC
η

GrC−−−−→ ΩB(GrC)
Ω(ζ)
−−−→ Ω|GrC• (V)| Ω(ǫ)−−−→ ΩU ,

where ηGrC was defined in (2.5.27). Thus the adjoint β♭ factors as ǫ ◦ ζ, a

global equivalence followed by an isomorphism. So β♭ is a global equivalence

of ultra-commutative monoids.

We showed above that GrC has a flat unit, so the adjunction unit ηGrC is

a global group completion by Corollary 2.5.31. Since β♭ is a global equiva-

lence, so is Ω(β♭). Hence the composite β : GrC −→ ΩU is a global group

completion. �

Theorem 2.5.33 and Theorem 2.5.40 show that the morphisms

i : GrC −→ BUP respectively β : GrC −→ ΩU

are both global group completions. The universal property of group comple-

tions already implies that BUP is isomorphic to ΩU in the homotopy category

of ultra-commutative monoids; the two can thus be linked by a chain of global

equivalences of ultra-commutative monoids. In a sense we could stop here, and
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call this ‘complex global Bott periodicity’. However, we elaborate a bit more

and exhibit an explicit chain of two global equivalences between BUP andΩU,

see Theorem 2.5.41 below.

We define a morphism of ultra-commutative monoids

β̄ : BUP −→ Ω(sh⊗ U) .

Here sh⊗ = shR
2

⊗ is the multiplicative shift by R2 defined in Example 1.1.11.

The orthogonal space U has a commutative multiplication by direct sum of

unitary automorphisms; thus Ω(sh⊗ U) inherits a commutative multiplication

by pointwise multiplication of loops. The target of β̄ is globally equivalent,

as an ultra-commutative monoid, to ΩU, the objectwise loops of the unitary

group monoid. The definition of the map

β̄(V) : BUP(V) −→ Ω(sh⊗ U)(V) = map(S 1,U(V2
C)) ,

for an inner product space V , is similar to, but slightly more elaborate than the

definition of β(V) in (2.5.38) above. An element of BUP(V) is a complex sub-

space L of V2
C

; as before we denote by pL and pL⊥ the orthogonal projections

to L respectively to its orthogonal complement. We define the loop

β̄(V)(L) : S 1 −→ U(V2
C)

by

β̄(V)(L)(x) = ((c(x) · pL) + pL⊥ ) ◦ ((c(−x) · pVC⊕0) + p0⊕VC) .

As before c : S 1 −→ U(1) is the Cayley transform. The map β̄(V) is continuous

in L.

For every inner product space V we have

β̄(V)(VC⊕0)(x) = ((c(x) · pVC⊕0) + p0⊕VC)◦ ((c(−x) · pVC⊕0)+ p0⊕VC) = IdVC ;

so β̄(V)(VC⊕0) is the constant loop at the identity, which is the unit element of

Ω(sh⊗ U)(V). Now we consider subspaces L ∈ BUP(V) and L′ ∈ BUP(W). We

recall that κV,W : V2
C
⊕W2

C
� (V ⊕W)2

C
is the preferred natural isometry, which

enters into the definition of the multiplication of BUP. The argument for the

additivity relation

β̄(V ⊕W)(L ⊕ L′)(x) = κV,W
∗

(
β̄(V)(L)(x) ⊕ β̄(W)(L′)(x)

)

is straightforward and similar to (but somewhat longer than) the argument for

the map β in (2.5.39), and we omit it. Hence β̄ is compatible with the multipli-

cations on both sides. Since β̄ respects multiplication and unit, it also respects

the structure maps. The upshot is that β̄ is a morphism of ultra-commutative
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monoids. We also have

det(β̄(V)(L)(x)) = det((c(x) · pL) + pL⊥ ) · det((c(−x) · pVC⊕0) + p0⊕VC )

= c(x)dim(L)−dim(V) ,

exploiting that c(−x) = c(x) = c(x)−1. So the map β̄(V) : BUP(V) −→ ΩU(V2
C

)

sends the subspace BU(V) = BUP[0](V) to Ω(S U(V2
C
)). Hence the morphism

β̄ restricts to a morphism of ultra-commutative monoids

β̄[0] : BU −→ Ω(sh⊗ SU) .

Now we can properly state our global version of complex Bott periodicity.

The embeddings j : VC −→ V2
C

as the first summand induce a morphism of

ultra-commutative monoids U ◦ j : U −→ sh⊗U.

Theorem 2.5.41 (Global Bott periodicity). The morphisms of ultra-commutative

monoids

BUP
β̄
−−→ Ω(sh⊗ U)

Ω(U◦ j)
←−−−−− ΩU

are global equivalences. The morphism β̄[0] : BU −→ Ω(sh⊗ SU) is a global

equivalence.

Proof The morphism U ◦ j is a global equivalence by Theorem 1.1.10, hence

so isΩ(U◦ j). The following diagram of homomorphisms of ultra-commutative

monoids commutes by direct inspection:

GrC
β //

i

��

ΩU

Ω(U◦ j)

��
BUP

β̄

// Ω(sh⊗ U)

The morphism β : GrC −→ ΩU is a global group completion by Theorem

2.5.40. So the compositeΩ(U ◦ j) ◦ β : GrC −→ Ω(sh⊗ U) with a global equiv-

alence is also a global group completion. The morphism i : GrC −→ BUP

is a global group completion by Theorem 2.5.33. The universal property of

group completions then shows that β̄ : BUP −→ Ω(sh⊗ U) becomes an iso-

morphism in the homotopy category of ultra-commutative monoids. Since the

global equivalences are part of a model structure, this implies that β̄ : BUP −→
Ω(sh⊗ U) is a global equivalence. Since the morphism β̄[0] : BU −→ Ω(sh⊗ SU)

is a retract of the global equivalence β̄, it is a global equivalence itself. �

Corollary 2.5.42. For every compact Lie group G and every finite G-CW-

complex A, the map

[A, β]G : [A,GrC]G −→ [A,ΩU]G
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is a group completion of abelian monoids.

Proof We contemplate the following commutative square of abelian monoid

homomorphisms:

[A,GrC]G

[A,i]G

��

[A,β]G

// [A,ΩU]G

[A,Ω(U◦ j)]G�

��
[A,BUP]G �

[A,β̄]G

// [A,Ω(sh⊗ U)]G

Since β̄ and Ω(U ◦ j) are global equivalences by Theorem 2.5.41, the two

homomorphisms [A, β̄]G and [A,Ω(U ◦ j)]G are isomorphisms, by Proposition

1.5.3 (ii). The morphism [A, i]G is a group completion of abelian monoids by

Proposition 2.4.5 (or rather its complex analog, which is proved analogously).

So [A, β]G : [A,GrC]G −→ [A,ΩU]G is also a group completion of abelian

monoids. �
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Equivariant stable homotopy theory

In this chapter we give a largely self-contained exposition of many basics about

equivariant stable homotopy theory for a fixed compact Lie group; our model

is the category of orthogonal G-spectra. In Section 3.1 we review orthogo-

nal spectra and orthogonal G-spectra; we define equivariant stable homotopy

groups and prove their basic properties, such as the suspension isomorphism

and long exact sequences of mapping cones and homotopy fibers, and the ad-

ditivity of equivariant homotopy groups on sums and products. Section 3.2

discusses the Wirthmüller isomorphism that relates the equivariant homotopy

groups of a spectrum over a subgroup to the equivariant homotopy groups of

the induced spectrum; intimately related to the Wirthmüller isomorphism are

various transfers that we also recall. In Section 3.3 we introduce and study

geometric fixed point homotopy groups. We establish the isotropy separation

sequence that facilitates inductive arguments, and show that equivariant equiv-

alences can also be detected by geometric fixed points. We use geometric fixed

points to derive a functorial description of the 0-th equivariant stable homotopy

group of a G-space Y in terms of the path components of the fixed point spaces

YH . Section 3.4 gives a self-contained proof of the double coset formula for the

composite of a transfer followed by a restriction to a closed subgroup. We also

discuss various examples and end with a discussion of Mackey functors for

finite groups. After inverting the group order, the category of G-Mackey func-

tors splits as a product, indexed by conjugacy classes of subgroups, of module

categories over the Weyl groups, see Theorem 3.4.22. We show that rationally

and for finite groups, geometric fixed point homotopy groups can be obtained

from equivariant homotopy groups by dividing out transfers from proper sub-

groups. Section 3.5 is devoted to multiplicative aspects of equivariant stable

homotopy theory. In our model, all multiplicative features can be phrased in

terms of the smash product of orthogonal spectra (or orthogonal G-spectra),

another example of a Day type convolution product. The smash product gives

rise to pairings of equivariant homotopy groups; when specialized to equiv-

227
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ariant ring spectra, these pairings turn the equivariant stable homotopy into

graded rings.

We do not discuss model category structures for orthogonal G-spectra; the

interested reader can find different ones in the memoir of Mandell and May

[108], in the thesis of Stolz [163], the article by Brun, Dundas and Stolz [32]

and (for finite groups) in the paper of Hill, Hopkins and Ravenel [77].

3.1 Equivariant orthogonal spectra

In this section we begin to develop some of the basic features of equivariant

stable homotopy theory for compact Lie groups in the context of equivariant or-

thogonal spectra. After introducing orthogonal G-spectra and equivariant sta-

ble homotopy groups, we discuss shifts by a representation and show that they

are equivariantly equivalent to smashing with the representation sphere (Propo-

sition 3.1.25). We establish the loop and suspension isomorphisms (Proposi-

tion 3.1.30) and the long exact homotopy group sequences of homotopy fibers

and mapping cones (Proposition 3.1.36). We prove that equivariant homotopy

groups take wedges to sums and preserve finite products (Corollary 3.1.37).

We end by showing that the equivariant homotopy group functor πH
0

, for a

closed subgroup H of a compact Lie group G, is represented by the unreduced

suspension spectrum of the homogeneous space G/H (Proposition 3.1.46).

We recall orthogonal spectra. These objects are used, at least implicitly,

already in [112]; the term ‘orthogonal spectrum’ was introduced by Mandell,

May, Shipley and the author in [107], where the (non-equivariant) stable model

structure for orthogonal spectra was constructed. Orthogonal spectra are stable

versions of orthogonal spaces, and before recalling the formal definition we

try to motivate it – already with a view towards the global perspective. An or-

thogonal space Y assigns values to all finite-dimensional inner product spaces.

The global homotopy type is encoded in the G-spaces Y(UG), where UG is

a complete G-universe, which we can informally think of as ‘the homotopy

colimit of Y(V) over all G-representations V’. So besides the values Y(V), an

orthogonal space uses the information about the O(V)-action (which is turned

into a G-action when G acts on V) and the information about inclusions of

inner product spaces (in order to be able to stabilize to the colimit UG). The

information about the O(V)-actions and how to stabilize are conveniently en-

coded together as a continuous functor from the category L of linear isometric

embeddings.

An orthogonal spectrum X is a stable analog of this: it assigns a based space

X(V) to every inner product space, and it keeps track of an O(V)-action on
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X(V) (to get G-homotopy types when G acts on V) and of a way to stabilize

by suspensions (needed when exhausting a complete universe by its finite-

dimensional subrepresentations). When doing this in a coordinate free way,

the stabilization data assigns to a linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W a

continuous based map

ϕ⋆ : S W−ϕ(V) ∧ X(V) −→ X(W)

where W−ϕ(V) is the orthogonal complement of the image of ϕ. This structure

map should ‘vary continuously with ϕ’, but this phrase has no literal mean-

ing because the source of ϕ⋆ depends on ϕ. The way to make the continuous

dependence rigorous is to exploit that the complements W − ϕ(V) vary in a

locally trivial way, i.e., they are the fibers of a distinguished vector bundle, the

‘orthogonal complement bundle’, over the space of L(V,W) of linear isometric

embeddings. All the structure maps ϕ⋆ together define a map on the smash

product of X(V) with the Thom space of this complement bundle, and the con-

tinuity of the dependence on ϕ is formalized by requiring continuity of that

map. All these Thom spaces together form the morphism spaces of a based

topological category, and the data of an orthogonal spectrum can conveniently

be packaged as a continuous based functor on this category.

Construction 3.1.1. We let V and W be inner product spaces. Over the space

L(V,W) of linear isometric embeddings sits a certain ‘orthogonal complement’

vector bundle with total space

ξ(V,W) = { (w, ϕ) ∈ W × L(V,W) | w ⊥ ϕ(V) } .

The structure map ξ(V,W) −→ L(V,W) is the projection to the second factor.

The vector bundle structure of ξ(V,W) is as a vector subbundle of the trivial

vector bundle W × L(V,W), and the fiber over ϕ : V −→ W is the orthogonal

complement W − ϕ(V) of the image of ϕ.

We let O(V,W) be the Thom space of the bundle ξ(V,W), i.e., the one-point

compactification of the total space of ξ(V,W). Up to non-canonical homeo-

morphism, we can describe the space O(V,W) differently as follows. If the

dimension of W is smaller than the dimension of V , then the space L(V,W)

is empty and O(V,W) consists of a single point at infinity. Otherwise we can

choose a linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W, and then the maps

O(W)/O(W − ϕ(V)) −→ L(V,W) , A · O(W − ϕ(V)) 7−→ Aϕ and

O(W) ⋉O(W−ϕ(V)) S W−ϕ(V) −→ O(V,W) , [A,w] 7−→ (Aw, Aϕ)

are homeomorphisms. Here, and in the following, we write

G ⋉H A = (G+) ∧H A = (G+ ∧ A)/ ∼
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for a closed subgroup H of G and a based G-space A; the equivalence relation

is gh∧a ∼ g∧ha for all (g, h, a) ∈ G×H×A. Put yet another way: if dim V = n

and dim W = n+m, then L(V,W) is homeomorphic to the homogeneous space

O(n+m)/O(m) and O(V,W) is homeomorphic to O(n+m)⋉O(m) S m. The vector

bundle ξ(V,W) becomes trivial upon product with the trivial bundle V , via the

trivialization

ξ(V,W) × V � W × L(V,W) , ((w, ϕ), v) 7−→ (w + ϕ(v), ϕ) .

When we pass to Thom spaces on both sides this becomes the untwisting home-

omorphism:

O(V,W) ∧ S V
� S W ∧ L(V,W)+ . (3.1.2)

The Thom spaces O(V,W) are the morphism spaces of a based topological

category. Given a third inner product space U, the bundle map

ξ(V,W) × ξ(U,V) −→ ξ(U,W) , ((w, ϕ), (v, ψ)) 7−→ (w + ϕ(v), ϕψ)

covers the composition map L(V,W)×L(U,V) −→ L(U,W). Passage to Thom

spaces gives a based map

◦ : O(V,W) ∧O(U,V) −→ O(U,W)

which is clearly associative, and is the composition in the category O. The

identity of V is (0, IdV ) in O(V,V).

Definition 3.1.3. An orthogonal spectrum is a based continuous functor from

O to the category T∗ of based spaces. A morphism of orthogonal spectra is

a natural transformation of functors. We denote the category of orthogonal

spectra by Sp.

Given two inner product spaces V and W we define a continuous based map

iV : S V −→ O(W,V ⊕W) by v 7−→ ((v, 0), (0,−)) ,

where (0,−) : W −→ V ⊕ W is the embedding of the second summand. We

define the structure map σV,W : S V ∧ X(W) −→ X(V ⊕ W) of the orthogonal

spectrum X as the composite

S V ∧ X(W)
iV∧X(W)−−−−−−→ O(W,V ⊕W) ∧ X(W)

X−−→ X(V ⊕W) . (3.1.4)

Often it will be convenient to use the opposite structure map

σ
op

V,W : X(V) ∧ S W −→ X(V ⊕W) (3.1.5)

which we define as the following composite:

X(V) ∧ S W twist−−−→ S W ∧ X(V)
σW,V−−−→ X(W ⊕ V)

X(τV,W )
−−−−−→ X(V ⊕W)
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Remark 3.1.6 (Coordinatized orthogonal spectra). Every inner product space

is isometrically isomorphic to Rn with standard inner product, for some n ≥ 0.

So the topological category O has a small skeleton, and the functor category of

orthogonal spectra has ‘small’ morphism sets. This also leads to the following

more explicit coordinatized description of orthogonal spectra in a way that

resembles a presentation by generators and relations.

Up to isomorphism, an orthogonal spectrum X is determined by the values

Xn = X(Rn) and the following additional data relating these spaces:

• a based continuous left O(n)-action on Xn for each n ≥ 0,

• based maps σn : S 1 ∧ Xn −→ X1+n for n ≥ 0.

This data is subject to the following condition: for all m, n ≥ 0, the iterated

structure map S m ∧ Xn −→ Xm+n defined as the composition

S m ∧ Xn

S m−1∧σn // S m−1 ∧ X1+n

S m−2∧σ1+n // · · · σm−1+n // Xm+n

is (O(m)×O(n))-equivariant. Here the group O(m)×O(n) acts on the target by

restriction, along orthogonal sum, of the O(m + n)-action. Indeed, the map

O(n)+ −→ O(Rn,Rn) , A 7−→ (0, A)

is a homeomorphism, so O(n) ‘is’ the endomorphism monoid ofRn as an object

of the category O; via this map, O(n) acts on the value at Rn of any functor on

O. The map σn = σR,Rn is just one of the structure maps (3.1.4).

Definition 3.1.7. Let G be a compact Lie group. An orthogonal G-spectrum is

a based continuous functor from O to the category GT∗ of based G-spaces. A

morphism of orthogonal G-spectra is a natural transformation of functors. We

write GSp for the category of orthogonal G-spectra and G-equivariant mor-

phisms.

A continuous functor to based G-spaces is the same data as a G-object of

continuous functors. So orthogonal G-spectra could equivalently be defined

as orthogonal spectra equipped with a continuous G-action. An orthogonal G-

spectrum X can be evaluated on a G-representation V , and then X(V) is a (G ×
G)-space by the ‘external’ G-action on X and the ‘internal’ G-action from the

G-action on V and the O(V)-functoriality of X. We consider X(V) as a G-space

via the diagonal G-action. If V and W are G-representations, then the structure

map (3.1.4) and the opposite structure map (3.1.5) are G-equivariant where the

group G also acts on the representation spheres.

Remark 3.1.8. Our definition of orthogonal G-spectra is not the same as the

one used by Mandell and May [108] and Hill, Hopkins and Ravenel [77], who

define orthogonal G-spectra as G-functors on a G-enriched extension of the
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category O that contains all G-representations as objects. However, our cate-

gory of orthogonal G-spectra is equivalent to theirs by [108, V Thm. 1.5]. The

substance of this equivalence is the fact that for every orthogonal G-spectrum

in the sense of Mandell and May, the values at arbitrary G-representations are

in fact determined by the values at trivial representations.

Next we recall the equivariant stable homotopy groups πG
∗ (X) (indexed by

the complete G-universe) of an orthogonal G-spectrum X. We introduce a con-

venient piece of notation. If ϕ : V −→ W is a linear isometric embedding and

f : S V −→ X(V) a continuous based map, we define ϕ∗ f : S W −→ X(W) as

the composite

S W
� S W−ϕ(V) ∧ S V

S W−ϕ(V)∧ f
−−−−−−−→ S W−ϕ(V) ∧ X(V) (3.1.9)

σW−ϕ(V),V−−−−−−→ X((W − ϕ(V)) ⊕ V)
�−−→ X(W)

where two unnamed homeomorphisms use the linear isometry

(W − ϕ(V)) ⊕ V � W , (w, v) 7−→ w + ϕ(v) .

For example, if ϕ is bijective (i.e., an equivariant isometry), then ϕ∗ f becomes

the ϕ-conjugate of f , i.e., the composite

S W S ϕ−1

−−−−→ S V
f
−−→ X(V)

X(ϕ)
−−−−→ X(W) .

The construction is continuous in both variables, i.e., the map

L(V,W) ×map∗(S
V , X(V)) −→ map∗(S

W , X(W)) , (ϕ, f ) 7−→ ϕ∗ f

is continuous.

As before we let s(UG) denote the poset, under inclusion, of finite-dimensional

G-subrepresentations of the chosen complete G-universe UG. We obtain a

functor from s(UG) to sets by sending V ∈ s(UG) to

[S V , X(V)]G ,

the set of G-equivariant homotopy classes of based G-maps from S V to X(V).

For V ⊆ W in s(UG) the inclusion i : V −→ W is sent to the map

i∗ : [S V , X(V)]G −→ [S W , X(W)]G , [ f ] 7−→ [i∗ f ] .

The 0-th equivariant homotopy group πG
0

(X) is then defined as

πG
0 (X) = colimV∈s(UG ) [S V , X(V)]G ,

the colimit of this functor over the poset s(UG).

The sets πG
0

(X) have a lot of extra structure; we start with the abelian group
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structure. We consider a finite-dimensional G-subrepresentation V of the uni-

verseUG with non-zero fixed points. We choose a G-fixed unit vector v0 ∈ V ,

and we let V⊥ denote the orthogonal complement of v0 in V . This induces a

decomposition

R ⊕ V⊥ � V , (t, v) 7−→ tv0 + v

that extends to a G-equivariant homeomorphism S 1 ∧ S V⊥
� S V on one-point

compactifications. From this we obtain a bijection

[S V , X(V)]G
� [S 1,mapG

∗ (S V⊥ , X(V))]∗ = π1(mapG
∗ (S V⊥ , X(V))) , (3.1.10)

natural in the orthogonal G-spectrum X. We use the bijection (3.1.10) to trans-

fer the group structure on the fundamental group into a group structure on the

set [S V , X(V)]G.

Now we suppose that the dimension of the fixed point space VG is at least 2.

Then the space of G-fixed unit vectors in V is connected and similar arguments

as for the commutativity of higher homotopy groups show:

• the group structure on the set [S V , X(V)]G defined by the bijection (3.1.10)

is commutative and independent of the choice of G-fixed unit vector;

• if W is another finite-dimensional G-subrepresentation ofUG containing V ,

then the map

i∗ : [S V , X(V)]G −→ [S W , X(W)]G

is a group homomorphism.

The G-subrepresentations V of UG with dim(VG) ≥ 2 are cofinal in the poset

s(UG), so the two properties above show that the abelian group structures on

[S V , X(V)]G for dim(VG) ≥ 2 assemble into a well-defined and natural abelian

group structure on the colimit πG
0

(X).

We generalize the definition of πG
0

(X) to integer graded equivariant homo-

topy groups of an orthogonal G-spectrum X. If k is a positive integer, then we

set

πG
k (X) = colimV∈s(UG) [S V⊕Rk

, X(V)]G and (3.1.11)

πG
−k(X) = colimV∈s(UG) [S V , X(V ⊕ Rk)]G .

The colimits are taken over the analogous stabilization maps as for πG
0

, and

they come with abelian group structures by the same reasoning as for πG
0

(X).

Definition 3.1.12. A morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal G-spectra is a π∗-

isomorphism if the induced map πH
k

( f ) : πH
k

(X) −→ πH
k

(Y) is an isomorphism

for all closed subgroups H of G and all integers k.
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Construction 3.1.13. While the definition of πG
k

(X) involves a case distinction

in positive and negative dimensions k, every class in πG
k

(X) can be represented

by a G-map

f : S V⊕Rn+k −→ X(V ⊕ Rn)

for suitable n ∈ N such that n + k ≥ 0. Moreover, V can be any finite-

dimensional G-representation, not necessarily a subrepresentation of the cho-

sen complete G-universe. Since we will frequently use this way to represent

elements of πG
k

(X), we make the construction explicit here.

We start with the case k ≥ 0. We choose a G-equivariant linear isometry

j : V ⊕ Rn −→ V̄ onto a G-subrepresentation V̄ ofUG. Then the composite

S V̄⊕Rk (S j⊕Rk
)−1

−−−−−−→
�

S V⊕Rn+k f
−−→ X(V ⊕ Rn)

X( j)
−−−→
�

X(V̄)

represents a class 〈 f 〉 ∈ πG
k

(X). For k ≤ 0, we choose a G-equivariant linear

isometry j : V ⊕ Rn+k −→ V̄ onto a G-subrepresentation V̄ of UG. Then the

composite

S V̄ (S j)−1

−−−−→
�

S V⊕Rn+k f
−−→ X(V ⊕ Rn)

X( j⊕R−k)
−−−−−−→
�

X(V̄ ⊕ R−k)

represents a class 〈 f 〉 ∈ πG
k

(X).

We also need a way to recognize that ‘stabilization along a linear isometric

embedding’ does not change the class in πG
k

(X). For this we let ϕ : V −→ W

be a G-equivariant linear isometric embedding and f : S V⊕Rn+k −→ X(V ⊕ Rn)

a continuous based G-map as above. We define ϕ∗ f : S W⊕Rn+k −→ X(W ⊕ Rn)

as the composite

S W⊕Rn+k

� S W−ϕ(V)∧S V⊕Rn+k S W−ϕ(V)∧ f
−−−−−−−→ S W−ϕ(V) ∧ X(V ⊕ Rn)

σW−ϕ(V),V⊕Rn

−−−−−−−−−→ X((W − ϕ(V)) ⊕ V ⊕ Rn)
�−−→ X(W ⊕ Rn) ;

the two unnamed homeomorphisms use the linear isometry

(W − ϕ(V)) ⊕ V ⊕ Rm
� W ⊕ Rm , (w, v, x) 7−→ (w + ϕ(v), x)

for m = n+k respectively m = n. In the special case n = k = 0, this construction

reduces to (3.1.9).

The same reasoning as in the unstable situation in Proposition 1.5.8 shows

the following stable analog:

Proposition 3.1.14. Let G be a compact Lie group and X an orthogonal G-

spectrum. Let V be a G-representation and f : S V⊕Rn+k −→ X(V ⊕ Rn) a based

continuous G-map, where n ∈ N and k ∈ Z are such that n + k ≥ 0.
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(i) The class 〈 f 〉 in πG
k

(X) is independent of the choice of linear isometry

onto a subrepresentation ofUG.

(ii) For every G-equivariant linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W the

relation

〈ϕ∗ f 〉 = 〈 f 〉 holds in πG
k (X).

Now we let K and G be two compact Lie groups. Every continuous based

functor F : GT∗ −→ KT∗ from based G-spaces to based K-spaces gives rise

to a functor

F ◦ − : GSp −→ KSp

from orthogonal G-spectra to orthogonal K-spectra by postcomposition: if X

is a G-orthogonal spectrum, then the composite

O
X−−→ GT∗

F−−→ KT∗ .

is an orthogonal K-spectrum. The next construction is an example of this.

Construction 3.1.15 (Restriction maps). We let α : K −→ G be a contin-

uous homomorphism between compact Lie groups. Given an orthogonal G-

spectrum X, we apply restriction of scalars levelwise and obtain an orthogonal

K-spectrum α∗X. We define the restriction homomorphism

α∗ : πG
0 (X) −→ πK

0 (α∗X) by α∗[ f ] = 〈α∗( f )〉 .

In other words, the class represented by a based G-map f : S V −→ X(V) is

sent to the class represented by the K-map

α∗( f ) : S α∗(V) = α∗(S V ) −→ α∗(X(V)) = (α∗X)(α∗V) ,

appealing to Construction 3.1.13. The restriction maps α∗ are clearly transitive

(contravariantly functorial) for composition of group homomorphisms.

For g ∈ G the conjugation homomorphism is defined as

cg : G −→ G , cg(h) = g−1hg .

For every G-space A, left multiplication by g is then a G-equivariant home-

omorphism lA
g : c∗g(A) −→ A. For an orthogonal G-spectrum X the maps

l
X(V)
g : (c∗gX)(V) = c∗g(X(V)) −→ X(V) assemble into an isomorphism of or-

thogonal G-spectra lX
g : c∗gX −→ X, as V runs over all inner product spaces

(with trivial G-action).

Proposition 3.1.16. Let G be a compact Lie group, X an orthogonal G-spectrum

and g ∈ G. Then the two isomorphisms

c∗g : πG
0 (X) −→ πG

0 (c∗gX) and (lX
g )∗ : πG

0 (c∗gX) −→ πG
0 (X)
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are inverse to each other.

Proof We let V be a G-representation, and we recall that the G-action on

X(V) is diagonally, from the external G-action on X and the internal G-action

on V . Hence the map l
X(V)
g : c∗g(X(V)) −→ X(V) is the composite of the map

lX
g (c∗gV) : (c∗gX)(c∗gV) −→ X(c∗gV) and the map X(lVg ) : X(c∗gV) −→ X(V).

Now we let f : S V −→ X(V) be a G-map representing a class in πG
0

(X).

The following diagram of G-spaces and G-maps commutes because f is G-

equivariant:

S c∗gV
c∗g f

//

lVg

��

c∗g(X(V)) = (c∗gX)(c∗gV)
lX
g (c∗gV)

//

l
X(V)
g

$$

X(c∗gV)

X(lVg )

��
S V

f
// X(V)

The upper horizontal composite represents the class (lX
g )∗(c

∗
g[ f ]). Since it dif-

fers from f by conjugation with an equivariant isometry, the upper composite

represents the same class as f , by Proposition 3.1.14 (ii). Thus we conclude

that (lg)∗(c
∗
g[ f ]) = [ f ]. �

Remark 3.1.17 (Weyl group action on equivariant homotopy groups). We

consider a closed subgroup H of a compact Lie group G and an orthogo-

nal G-spectrum X. Every g ∈ G gives rise to a conjugation homomorphism

cg : H −→ Hg by cg(h) = g−1hg, where Hg = {g−1hg | h ∈ H} is the

conjugate subgroup. One should beware that while c∗g(resG
Hg (X)) and resG

H
(X)

have the same underlying orthogonal spectrum, they come with different H-

actions. However, left translation by g is an isomorphism of orthogonal H-

spectra lX
g : c∗gX −→ X. So combining the restriction map along cg with the

effect of lX
g gives an isomorphism

g⋆ : πHg

0 (X)
(cg)∗

−−−−→ πH
0 (c∗gX)

(lX
g )∗
−−−−→ πH

0 (X) . (3.1.18)

Moreover,

g⋆ ◦ g′⋆ = (lX
g )∗ ◦ (cg)∗ ◦ (lX

g′)∗ ◦ (cg′ )
∗ = (lX

g )∗ ◦ ((cg)∗(lX
g′))∗ ◦ (cg)∗ ◦ (cg′)

∗

= (lX
g ◦ (cg)∗(lX

g′))∗ ◦ (cg′ ◦ cg)∗ = (lX
gg′ )∗ ◦ (cgg′)

∗ = (gg′)⋆

by naturality of (cg)∗. If g normalizes H, then g⋆ is a self-map of the group

πH
0

(X). If moreover g belongs to H, then g⋆ is the identity by Proposition

3.1.16; so the maps g⋆ define an action of the Weyl group WGH = NGH/H

on the equivariant homotopy group πH
0

(X).

If H has finite index in its normalizer, this is the end of the story concerning

Weyl group actions on πH
0

(X). In general, however the group H need not have
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finite index in its normalizer NGH, and the Weyl group WGH may have positive

dimension, and hence a non-trivial identity path component (WGH)◦. We will

now show that the entire identity path component acts trivially on πH
0

(X) for

any orthogonal G-spectrum X. This is a consequence of the fact that every

element of (WGH)◦ has the form zH for an element z in (CGH)◦, the identity

component of the centralizer of H in G, compare Proposition A.26. But then

cz : H −→ H is the identity because z centralizes H. On the other hand, any

path from z and 1 in CGH induces a homotopy of morphisms of orthogonal

H-spectra from lz : X −→ X to the identity of X. So

z⋆ = (lX
z )∗ ◦ (cz)

∗ = IdπH
0

(X) .

This shows that the identity component of the Weyl group WGH acts trivially

on πH
0

(X). So the Weyl group action factors over an action of the discrete group

π0(WGH) = (WGH)/(WGH)◦ .

Construction 3.1.19. If A is a pointed G-space, then smashing with A and

taking based maps out of A are two continuous based endofunctors on the

category of based G-spaces. So for every orthogonal G-spectrum X, we can

define two new orthogonal G-spectra X ∧ A and map∗(A, X) by smashing with

A (and letting G act diagonally) or taking based maps from A levelwise (and

letting G act by conjugation). More explicitly, we have

(X ∧ A)(V) = X(V) ∧ A respectively map∗(A, X)(V) = map∗(A, X(V))

for an inner product space V . The structure maps and actions of the orthogonal

groups do not interact with A: the group O(V) acts through its action on X(V),

and the structure maps are given by the composite

S V ∧ (X∧A)(W) = S V ∧X(W)∧A
σV,W∧A
−−−−−→ X(V ⊕W)∧A = (X∧A)(V ⊕W)

respectively by the composite

S V∧map∗(A, X(W)) −→ map∗(A, S
V∧X(W))

map∗(A,σV,W )
−−−−−−−−−→ map∗(A, X(V⊕W))

where the first is an assembly map that sends v ∧ f to the map sending a ∈ A

to v ∧ f (a).

Just as the functors − ∧ A and map∗(A,−) are adjoint on the level of based

G-spaces, the two functors just introduced are an adjoint pair on the level of

orthogonal G-spectra. The adjunction

GSp(X,map∗(A, Y))
�−−→ GSp(X ∧ A, Y) (3.1.20)

takes a morphism f : X −→ map∗(A, Y) to the morphism f ♭ : X ∧ A −→ Y

whose V-th level f ♭(V) : X(V) ∧ A −→ Y(V) is f ♭(V)(x ∧ a) = f (V)(x)(a).
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An important special case of this construction is when A = S W is a rep-

resentation sphere, i.e., the one-point compactification of an orthogonal G-

representation. The W-th suspension X ∧ S W is defined by

(X ∧ S W )(V) = X(V) ∧ S W ,

the smash product of the V-th level of X with the sphere S W . The W-th loop

spectrum ΩW X = map∗(S
W , X), defined by

(ΩW X)(V) = ΩW X(V) = map∗(S
W , X(V)) ,

the based mapping space from S W to the V-th level of X. We obtain an adjunc-

tion between − ∧ S W and ΩW as the special case A = S W of (3.1.20).

Construction 3.1.21 (Shift of an orthogonal spectrum). We introduce a spec-

trum analog of the additive shift of orthogonal spaces defined in Example

1.1.11. We let V be an inner product space and denote by

− ⊕ V : O −→ O

the continuous functor given on objects by orthogonal direct sum with V , and

on morphism spaces by

O(U,W) −→ O(U ⊕ V,W ⊕ V) , (w, ϕ) 7−→ ((w, 0), ϕ ⊕ V) .

The V-th shift of an orthogonal spectrum X is the composite

shV X = X ◦ (− ⊕ V) . (3.1.22)

In other words, the value of shV X at an inner product space U is

(shV X)(U) = X(U ⊕ V) .

The orthogonal group O(U) acts through the monomorphism−⊕V : O(U) −→
O(U ⊕V). The structure map σshV X

U,W of shV X is the structure map σX
U,W⊕V

of X.

Since composition of functors is associative, the shift construction com-

mutes on the nose with all constructions on orthogonal spectra that are given

by postcomposition with a continuous based functor as in Construction 3.1.19.

This applies in particular to smashing with and taking mapping space from a

based space A, i.e.,

(shV X) ∧ A = shV (X ∧ A) and map∗(A, shV X) = shV (map∗(A, X)) .

So we can – and will – omit the parentheses in expressions such as shV X ∧ A.

The shift construction is also transitive in the following sense. The values of

shV (shW X) and shV⊕W X at an inner product space U are given by

(shV (shW X))(U) = X((U ⊕ V) ⊕W)
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respectively

(shV⊕W X)(U) = X(U ⊕ (V ⊕W)) .

We use the effect of X on the associativity isomorphism

(U ⊕ V) ⊕W � U ⊕ (V ⊕W) , ((u, v),w) 7−→ (u, (v,w))

to identify these two spaces; then we abuse notation and write

shV (shW X) = shV⊕W X .

The suspension and the shift of an orthogonal spectrum X are related by a

natural morphism

λV
X : X ∧ S V −→ shV X . (3.1.23)

In level U, this is defined as λV
X

(U) = σ
op

U,V , the opposite structure map (3.1.5),

i.e., the composite

X(U)∧S V twist−−−→ S V∧X(U)
σV,U−−−−→ X(V⊕U)

X(τV,U )
−−−−−→ X(U⊕V) = (shV X)(U) .

In the special case V = Rwe abbreviate λR
X

to λX : X∧S 1 −→ sh X. The λ-maps

are transitive in the sense that for another inner product space W, the morphism

λV⊕W
X

coincides with the two composites in the commutative diagram:

X ∧ S V⊕W � // X ∧ S V ∧ S W
λW

X∧S V //

λV
X
∧S W

��

shW X ∧ S V

λV

shW X

��
shV X ∧ S W

shV (λW
X

)

// shV (shW X) shV⊕W X

Now we let G be a compact Lie group, V a G-representation and X an or-

thogonal G-spectrum. Then the orthogonal spectra X ∧ S V and shV X become

orthogonal G-spectra by letting G act diagonally on X and V . With respect

to these diagonal actions, the morphism λV
X

: X ∧ S V −→ shV X is a mor-

phism of orthogonal G-spectra. Our next aim is to show that λV
X

is in fact a

π∗-isomorphism. We define a homomorphism

ψV
X : πG

k (shV X) −→ πG
k (X ∧ S V ) (3.1.24)

by sending the class represented by a G-map

f : S U⊕Rn+k −→ X(U ⊕ Rn ⊕ V) = (shV X)(U ⊕ Rn)

to the class represented by the composite

S U⊕V⊕Rn+k S U∧τ
V,Rn+k

−−−−−−−−→ S U⊕Rn+k⊕V
f∧S V

−−−−→ X(U ⊕ Rn ⊕ V) ∧ S V

X(U⊕τRn ,V )∧S V

−−−−−−−−−−−→ X(U ⊕ V ⊕ Rn) ∧ S V .
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We omit the straightforward verification that this assignment is compatible

with stabilization, and hence well-defined. The map ψV
X

is natural for mor-

phisms of orthogonal G-spectra in X. Finally, we define

εV : πG
k (X ∧ S V) −→ πG

k (X ∧ S V )

as the effect of the involution

X ∧ S − IdV : X ∧ S V −→ X ∧ S V

induced by the antipodal map of S V .

Proposition 3.1.25. Let G be a compact Lie group, X an orthogonal G-spectrum

and V a G-representation.

(i) For every integer k, each of the three composites around the triangle

πG
k

(X ∧ S V )
(λV

X
)∗ // πG

k
(shV X)

ψV
Xxxqqq

qq
qq
qq
q

πG
k

(X ∧ S V)

εV

ff◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆

is the respective identity.

(ii) The morphism

λV
X : X ∧ S V −→ shV X , its adjoint λ̃V

X : X −→ ΩV shV X ,

the adjunction unit ηV
X

: X −→ ΩV (X ∧ S V ) and the adjunction counit

ǫV
X

: (ΩV X) ∧ S V −→ X are π∗-isomorphisms of orthogonal G-spectra.

Proof We introduce an auxiliary functor πG(A;−) from orthogonal G-spectra

to abelian groups that generalizes equivariant homotopy groups and depends

on a based G-space A. We set

πG(A; X) = colimU∈s(UG ) [S U ∧ A, X(U)]G ,

where the colimit is taken over the analogous stabilization maps as for πG
0

; the

set πG(A; X) comes with a natural abelian group structure by the same rea-

soning as for πG
0

(X). Then πG(S k; X) is naturally isomorphic to πG
k

(X); more

generally, for a G-representation W, the adjunction bijections

[S U ∧ S R
k⊕W , X(U)]G

� [S U⊕Rk

,ΩW X(U)]G

assemble into a natural isomorphism of abelian groups between πG(S R
k⊕W ; X)

and πG
k

(ΩW X).
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The definition of the map ψV
X

has a straightforward generalization to a natural

homomorphism

ψV
X : πG(A; shV X) −→ πG(A; X ∧ S V )

by sending the class represented by a G-map

f : S U ∧ A −→ X(U ⊕ V) = (shV X)(U)

to the class represented by the composite

S U⊕V ∧ A
S U∧τ

S V ,A−−−−−−−→ S U ∧ A ∧ S V
f∧S V

−−−−→ X(U ⊕ V) ∧ S V .

We omit the straightforward verification that this assignment is compatible

with stabilization, and hence well-defined. We claim that each of the three

composites around the triangle

πG(A; X ∧ S V )
(λV

X
)∗ // πG(A; shV X)

ψV
Xww♥♥♥

♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥

πG(A; X ∧ S V )

εV

hhPPPPPPPPPPPP

is the respective identity. We consider a based continuous G-map f : S U ∧
A −→ X(U) ∧ S V that represents a class in πG(A; X ∧ S V ). Then the class

εV (ψV
X

((λV
X

)∗〈 f 〉)) is represented by the composite

S U⊕V ∧A � S U ∧A∧S V
f∧S V

−−−−→ X(U)∧S V ∧S V
σ

op

U,V∧S − IdV

−−−−−−−−→ X(U⊕V)∧S V .

The map V ⊕ (− IdV ) : V ⊕ V −→ V ⊕ V is homotopic, through G-equivariant

linear isometries, to the twist map τV,V : V ⊕ V −→ V ⊕ V that interchanges

the two summands. So εV (ψV
X

((λV
X

)∗〈 f 〉)) is also represented by the left vertical

composite in the following diagram of based continuous G-maps:

S U ∧ S V ∧ A

S U∧τ
A,S V ��

τU,V∧A // S V ∧ S U ∧ A

S V∧ f

��

S U ∧ A ∧ S V

f∧S V

��
X(U) ∧ S V ∧ S V

X(U)∧τV,V
��

τX(U)∧S V ,S V

++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲

❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲

X(U) ∧ S V ∧ S V

τ
X(U),S V ∧S V

//

σ
op

U,V∧S V

��

S V ∧ X(U) ∧ S V

σV,U∧S V

��
X(U ⊕ V) ∧ S V

X(τU,V )∧S V

// X(V ⊕ U) ∧ S V
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The right vertical composite (σV,U ∧ S V ) ◦ (S V ∧ f ) is the stabilization of f , so

it represents the same class in πG(A; X ∧ S V ). Since the left and right vertical

composites differ by conjugation with an equivariant isometry, they also rep-

resent the same class in πG(A; X ∧ S V ), by Proposition 3.1.14 (ii). Altogether

this shows that the composite εV ◦ ψV
X
◦ (λV

X
)∗ is the identity. Since ε2

V
is the

identity, this also implies that the composite ψV
X
◦ (λV

X
)∗ ◦ εV is the identity.

The remaining case is similar. We consider a based continuous G-map g :

S U ∧ A −→ X(U ⊕ V) = (shV X)(U) that represents a class in πG(A; shV X).

Then the class (λV
X

)∗(εV(ψV
X
〈g〉)) is represented by the composite

S U ∧ S V ∧ A
S U∧τ

S V ,A−−−−−−−→ S U ∧ A ∧ S V
g∧S V

−−−−→ X(U ⊕ V) ∧ S V

X(U⊕V)∧S − IdV

−−−−−−−−−−−→ X(U ⊕ V) ∧ S V

σ
op

U⊕V,V−−−−−→ X(U ⊕ V ⊕ V) = (shV X)(U ⊕ V) .

Since

σ
op

U⊕V,V ◦ (X(U ⊕ V) ∧ S − Id) = X(U ⊕ V ⊕ (− Id)) ◦ σop

U⊕V,V

and V ⊕ (− IdV ) : V ⊕ V −→ V ⊕ V is G-homotopic to the twist τV,V , the

class (λV
X

)∗(εV (ψV
X
〈g〉)) is also represented by the left vertical composite in the

following diagram:

S U ∧ S V ∧ A

S U∧τ
S V ,A ��

τU,V∧A // S V ∧ S U ∧ A

S V∧g

��

S U ∧ A ∧ S V

g∧S V

��
X(U ⊕ V) ∧ S V

σ
op

U⊕V,V
��

τ
X(U)∧S V ,S V

++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲

❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲

X(U ⊕ V ⊕ V)
X(τU⊕V,V )

++❳❳❳❳
❳❳❳❳

❳❳❳❳
❳❳❳❳

X(U⊕τV,V )
��

S V ∧ X(U ⊕ V)

σV,U⊕V

��
X(U ⊕ V ⊕ V)

X(τU,V⊕V)
// X(U ⊕ V ⊕ V)

(shV X)(U ⊕ V)
(shV X)(τU,V )

// (shV X)(U ⊕ V)

The right vertical composite σV,U⊕V ◦ (S V ∧ g) is the stabilization of g, so

it represents the same class in πG(A; shV X). Since the left and right vertical

composites differ by conjugation with an equivariant isometry, they represent

the same class, so the composite (λV
X

)∗ ◦ εV ◦ ψV
X

is the identity.
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Now we prove claim (i) of the proposition. For k ≥ 0, it is the special case

A = S k of the discussion above. To deduce the claim for negative dimensional

homotopy groups we use the isomorphism of orthogonal G-spectra

τk,V : shk(shV X) � shV (shk X) (3.1.26)

whose value at an inner product space U is the map

X(U ⊕ τRk ,V) : X(U ⊕ Rk ⊕ V) � X(U ⊕ V ⊕ Rk) .

Then the following diagram commutes:

πG
−k

(X ∧ S V)
(λV

X
)∗ // πG

−k
(shV X)

εV◦ψV
X // πG

−k
(X ∧ S V )

πG
0

(shk(shV X))

(τk,V )∗ ���
πG

0
(shk X ∧ S V )

(λV

shk X
)∗

// πG
0

(shV (shk X))
εV◦ψV

shk X

// πG
0

(shk X ∧ S V )

So the claim in dimension −k for the orthogonal G-spectrum X is a conse-

quence of the previously established claim in dimension 0 for the orthogonal

G-spectrum shk X.

(ii) We start with the morphism λ̃V
X

, which can be treated fairly directly. We

discuss the case k ≥ 0 and leave the analogous argument for k < 0 to the reader.

We define a map in the opposite direction

κ : πG
k (ΩV shV X) −→ πG

k (X) .

We let g : S U⊕Rk −→ ΩV X(U ⊕ V) = (ΩV shV X)(U) represent a class of the

left hand side. The map κ sends [g] to the class represented by the composite

S U⊕V⊕Rk S U∧τ
V,Rk

−−−−−−→ S U⊕Rk⊕V
g♭

−−−→ X(U ⊕ V) ,

where g♭ is the adjoint of g. This is compatible with stabilization.

We claim that the map κ is injective. Indeed, if g : S U⊕Rk −→ ΩV X(U ⊕ V)

represents an element in the kernel of κ, then after increasing U, if necessary,

the composite g♭ ◦ (S U ∧ τV,Rk ) is G-equivariantly null-homotopic. But then g♭,

and hence also its adjoint g, are equivariantly null-homotopic. So κ is injective.

The composite κ ◦ (λ̃V
X

)∗ sends the class of a G-map f : S U⊕Rk −→ X(U) to

the class of the composite

S U⊕V⊕Rk
S U∧τ

V,Rk

−−−−−−→ S U⊕Rk⊕V
(ηV

X
(U)◦ f )♭

−−−−−−−−−→ X(U ⊕ V) . (3.1.27)
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The adjoint (ηV
X

(U) ◦ f )♭ coincides with the composite

S U⊕Rk⊕V
f∧S V

−−−−−→ X(U) ∧ S V
σ

op

U,V−−−→ X(U ⊕ V) ,

so the composite (3.1.27) represents the same class as f . This proves that κ ◦
(λ̃V

X
)∗ is the identity. Since κ is also injective, the map (λ̃V

X
)∗ is bijective.

If H is a closed subgroup of G we apply the previous argument to the under-

lying H-representation of V to conclude that λ̃V
X

induces an isomorphism on

πH
∗ . So (λ̃V

X
)∗ is a π∗-isomorphism of orthogonal G-spectra.

Now we treat the morphism λV
X

. Again we show a more general statement,

namely that for every pair of G-representations V and W the morphism

ΩW (λV
X) : ΩW(X ∧ S V) −→ ΩW (shV X)

is a π∗-isomorphism of orthogonal G-spectra. We start with the effect on G-

equivariant homotopy groups. For k ≥ 0 this follows by applying part (i) with

A = S R
k⊕W and exploiting the natural isomorphism πG

k
(ΩWY) � πG(S R

k⊕W ; Y).

To get the same conclusion for negative dimensional homotopy groups we ex-

ploit that πG
−k

(Y) = πG
0

(shk Y), by definition. Moreover, the following diagram

commutes

πG
−k

(ΩW(X ∧ S V ))

πG
−k

(ΩW (λV
X

))

��

πG
0

(ΩW(shk X ∧ S V ))

πG
0

(ΩW (λV

shk X
))

��
πG

0
(ΩW(shV (shk X)))

πG
−k

(ΩW(shV X)) πG
0

(ΩW(shk(shV X)))

� πG
0

(ΩWτk,V )

OO

where the isomorphism τk,V was defined in (3.1.26). So the previous argu-

ment applied to the spectrum shk X shows that the morphism ΩW(λV
X

) also

induces isomorphisms on G-equivariant homotopy groups in negative dimen-

sions. If H is any closed subgroup of G, then we consider the underlying H-

representations of V and W and conclude that the morphism ΩW (λV
X

) induces

isomorphisms on πH
∗ . This proves that ΩW(λV

X
) is a π∗-isomorphism of orthog-

onal G-spectra. The special case W = 0 proves that λV
X

is a π∗-isomorphism.

The morphism λ̃V
X

factors as the composite

X
ηV

X−−−→ ΩV (X ∧ S V )
ΩV (λV

X
)

−−−−−→ ΩV shV X .

Since both λ̃V
X

and ΩV(λV
X

) are π∗-isomorphisms of orthogonal G-spectra, so is

the adjunction unit ηV
X

.

Finally, we treat the adjunction counit ǫV
X

. The two homomorphisms of or-

thogonal G-spectra

ΩV (λ̃V
X) , λ̃V

ΩV X
: ΩV X −→ ΩV (ΩV shV X)
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are not the same; they differ by the involution on the target that interchanges

the two V-loop coordinates. An equivariant homotopy of linear isometries from

τV : V ⊕ V −→ V ⊕ V to (− Id) ⊕ Id thus induces an equivariant homotopy

between the morphismΩV (λ̃V
X

) and the composite

ΩV X
λ̃V

ΩV X−−−−→ ΩV(ΩV shV X)
ΩV map∗(S

− Id,shV X)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ΩV (ΩV shV X) .

Passing to adjoints shows that the square of morphisms of orthogonal G-spectra

(ΩV X) ∧ S V
ǫV

X //

λV

ΩV X

��

X

λ̃V
X

��
shV ΩV X

�

shV map∗(S
− Id,X)

// shV ΩV X

commutes up to G-equivariant homotopy. Since the two vertical morphisms

are π∗-isomorphisms, and the lower horizontal one is even an isomorphism,

we conclude that ǫV
X

is a π∗-isomorphism. �

Now we recall some important properties of equivariant homotopy groups,

such as stability under suspension and looping, and the long exact sequences

associated to mapping cones and homotopy fibers. We define the loop isomor-

phism

α : πG
k (ΩX) −→ πG

k+1(X) . (3.1.28)

We represent a given class in πG
k

(ΩX) by a based G-map f : S V⊕Rn+k −→
ΩX(V⊕Rn) and let f ♭ : S V⊕Rn+k+1 −→ X(V⊕Rn) denote the adjoint of f , which

represents an element of πG
k+1

(X). Then we set α[ f ] = [ f ♭].

Next we define the suspension isomorphism

− ∧S 1 : πG
k (X) −→ πG

k+1(X ∧ S 1) . (3.1.29)

We represent a given class in πG
k

(X) by a based G-map f : S V⊕Rn+k −→ X(V ⊕
Rn); then f∧S 1 : S V⊕Rn+k+1 −→ X(V⊕Rn)∧S 1 represents a class in πG

k+1
(X∧S 1),

and we set [ f ] ∧ S 1 = [ f ∧ S 1].

Proposition 3.1.30. Let G be a compact Lie group, X an orthogonal G-spectrum

and k an integer. Then the loop isomorphism (3.1.28) and the suspension iso-

morphism (3.1.29) are isomorphisms of abelian groups.

Proof The inverse to the loop map (3.1.28) is given by sending the class

of a G-map S V⊕Rn+k+1 −→ X(V ⊕ Rn) to the class of its adjoint S V⊕Rn+k −→
ΩX(V ⊕Rn). The suspension homomorphism is the composite of the two maps

πG
k (X)

(ηX)∗−−−−−→ πG
k (Ω(X ∧ S 1))

α−−→
�

πG
k+1(X ∧ S 1) ;
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since (ηX)∗ is an isomorphism by Proposition 3.1.25 (ii), so is the suspension

isomorphism. �

A key feature that distinguishes stable from unstable equivariant homotopy

theory – and at the same time an important calculational tool – is the fact

that mapping cones give rise to long exact sequences of equivariant homotopy

groups. Our next aim is to establish this long exact sequence, see Proposition

3.1.36.

Construction 3.1.31 (Mapping cone and homotopy fiber). The reduced map-

ping cone C f of a morphism of based spaces f : A −→ B is defined by

C f = (A ∧ [0, 1]) ∪ f B .

Here the unit interval [0, 1] is pointed by 0, so that A ∧ [0, 1] is the reduced

cone of A. The mapping cone comes with an embedding i : B −→ C f and a

projection p : C f −→ A ∧ S 1; the projection sends B to the basepoint and is

given on A ∧ [0, 1] by p(a, x) = a ∧ t(x), where

t : [0, 1] −→ S 1 is defined as t(x) =
2x − 1

x(1 − x)
. (3.1.32)

What is relevant about the map t is not the precise formula, but that it passes to

a homeomorphism between the quotient space [0, 1]/{0, 1} and S 1 = R ∪ {∞},
and that it satisfies t(1 − x) = −t(x).

The mapping cone C f of a morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal G-spectra

is now defined levelwise by

(C f )(V) = C( f (V)) = (X(V) ∧ [0, 1]) ∪ f (V) Y(V) ,

the reduced mapping cone of f (V) : X(V) −→ Y(V). The groups G and O(V)

act on (C f )(V) through the given action on X(V) and Y(V) and trivially on

the interval. The embeddings i(V) : Y(V) −→ C( f (V)) and projections p(V) :

C( f (V)) −→ X(V) ∧ S 1 assemble into morphisms of orthogonal G-spectra

i : Y −→ C f and p : C f −→ X ∧ S 1 . (3.1.33)

We define a connecting homomorphism ∂ : πG
k+1

(C f ) −→ πG
k

(X) as the com-

posite

πG
k+1(C f )

πG
k+1

(p)

−−−−−−→ πG
k+1(X ∧ S 1)

−∧S −1

−−−−−→ πG
k (X) , (3.1.34)

the effect of the projection p : C f −→ X ∧ S 1 on homotopy groups, followed

by the inverse of the suspension isomorphism (3.1.29).

The homotopy fiber is the construction ‘dual’ to the mapping cone. The ho-

motopy fiber of a continuous map f : A −→ B of based spaces is the fiber
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product

F( f ) = ∗ ×B B[0,1] ×B A = {(λ, a) ∈ B[0,1] × A | λ(0) = ∗, λ(1) = f (a)} ,

i.e., the space of paths in B starting at the basepoint and equipped with a lift

of the endpoint to A. As basepoint of the homotopy fiber we take the pair

consisting of the constant path at the basepoint of B and the basepoint of A.

The homotopy fiber comes with maps

ΩB
i−−→ F( f )

p
−−→ A .

The map p is the projection to the second factor; the value of the map i on a

based loop ω : S 1 −→ B is

i(ω) = (ω ◦ t, ∗) ,

where t : [0, 1] −→ S 1 was defined in (3.1.32).

The homotopy fiber F( f ) of a morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal G-

spectra is the orthogonal G-spectrum defined by

F( f )(V) = F( f (V)) ,

the homotopy fiber of f (V) : X(V) −→ Y(V). The groups G and O(V) act

on F( f )(V) through the given action on X(V) and Y(V) and trivially on the

interval. Put another way, the homotopy fiber is the pullback in the cartesian

square of orthogonal G-spectra:

F( f )

��

p // X

(∗, f )

��
Y [0,1]

λ 7→ (λ(0),λ(1))
// Y × Y

The inclusions i(V) : ΩY(V) −→ F( f (V)) and projections p(V) : F( f (V)) −→
X(V) assemble into morphisms of orthogonal G-spectra

i : ΩY −→ F( f ) and p : F( f ) −→ X .

We define a connecting homomorphism ∂ : πG
k+1

(Y) −→ πG
k

(F( f )) as the com-

posite

πG
k+1(Y)

α−1

−−−→ πG
k (ΩY)

πG
k

(i)

−−−−−→ πG
k (F( f )) ,

where the first map is the inverse of the loop isomorphism (3.1.28).

The proof of exactness for the mapping cone sequence will need some ele-

mentary homotopies that we spell out in the next proposition.

Proposition 3.1.35. Let G be a topological group.
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(i) For every continuous based map f : A −→ B of based G-spaces the

composites

A
f
−−→ B

i−−→ C f and F( f )
p
−−→ A

f
−−→ B

are naturally based G-null-homotopic. Moreover, the diagram

CA ∪ f CB

pA∪∗

zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈ ∗∪pB

$$❍
❍❍

❍❍
❍❍

❍

A ∧ S 1

f∧τ
// B ∧ S 1

commutes up to natural, based G-homotopy, where τ is the sign involu-

tion of S 1 given by x 7→ −x.

(ii) For every based G-space Z the map pZ ∪ ∗ : CZ ∪Z×1 CZ −→ Z ∧ S 1

which collapses the second cone is a based G-homotopy equivalence.

(iii) Let f : A −→ B and β : Z −→ B be morphisms of based G-spaces such

that the composite iβ : Z −→ C f is equivariantly null-homotopic. Then

there exists a based G-map h : Z ∧ S 1 −→ A∧ S 1 such that ( f ∧ S 1) ◦ h :

Z ∧ S 1 −→ B ∧ S 1 is equivariantly homotopic to β ∧ S 1.

Proof (i) We specify natural G-homotopies by explicit formulas. The map

i f : A −→ C f is null-homotopic by A × [0, 1] −→ C f , (a, s) 7→ (a, s), i.e., the

composite of the canonical maps A×[0, 1] −→ A∧[0, 1] and A∧[0, 1] −→ C f .

The map f p : F( f ) −→ B is null-homotopic by F( f )× [0, 1] −→ B, (λ, a, s) 7→
λ(s).

The homotopy for the triangle will be glued together from two pieces. We

define a based homotopy H : CA × [0, 1] −→ B ∧ S 1 by the formula

H(a, s, u) = f (a) ∧ t(2 − s − u)

which is to be interpreted as the basepoint if 2 − s − u ≥ 1. Another based

homotopy H′ : CB × [0, 1] −→ B ∧ S 1 is given by the formula

H′(b, s, u) = b ∧ t(s − u) ,

where t : [0, 1] −→ S 1 was defined in (3.1.32). This formula is to be interpreted

as the basepoint if s ≤ u. The two homotopies are compatible in the sense that

H(a, 1, u) = f (a) ∧ t(1 − u) = H′( f (a), 1, u) ,

for all a ∈ A and u ∈ [0, 1]. So H and H′ glue and yield a homotopy

(
CA ∪ f CB

)
× [0, 1] � (CA × [0, 1]) ∪ f×[0,1] (CB × [0, 1])

H∪H′−−−−→ B ∧ S 1 .

For u = 0 this homotopy starts with the map ∗ ∪ pB, and it ends for u = 1 with

the map ( f ∧ τ) ◦ (pA ∪ ∗).
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(ii) Since the functor Z ∧ − is a left adjoint and Z ∧ {0, 1} � Z × 1, the

space CZ∪1×Z CZ is homeomorphic to the smash product of Z and the pushout

[0, 1] ∪{0,1} [0, 1]. This identification

CZ ∪Z×1 CZ � Z ∧ ([0, 1] ∪{0,1} [0, 1])

turns the map pZ into the map

Z ∧ (t ∪ ∗) : Z ∧ ([0, 1] ∪{0,1} [0, 1]) −→ Z ∧ S 1 .

So the claim follows from the fact that the map t∪ ∗ : [0, 1]∪{0,1} [0, 1] −→ S 1

is a based homotopy equivalence.

(iii) Let H : CZ = Z ∧ [0, 1] −→ C f be a based, equivariant null-homotopy

of the composite iβ : Z −→ C f , i.e., H(z, 1) = i(β(z)) for all z ∈ Z. The

composite pAH : CZ −→ A ∧ S 1 then factors as pAH = hpZ for a unique

G-map h : Z ∧ S 1 −→ A ∧ S 1. We claim that h has the required property.

To prove the claim we need the G-homotopy equivalence pZ ∪ ∗ : CZ ∪Z×1

CZ −→ Z ∧ S 1 which collapses the second cone. We obtain a sequence of

equalities and G-homotopies

( f ∧ S 1) ◦ h ◦ (pZ ∪ ∗) = ( f ∧ S 1) ◦ (pA ∪ ∗) ◦ (H ∪ C(β))

= (B ∧ τ) ◦ ( f ∧ τ) ◦ (pA ∪ ∗) ◦ (H ∪ C(β))

≃ (B ∧ τ) ◦ (∗ ∪ pB) ◦ (H ∪ C(β))

= (B ∧ τ) ◦ (β ∧ S 1) ◦ (∗ ∪ pZ)

= (β ∧ S 1) ◦ (Z ∧ τ) ◦ (∗ ∪ pZ) ≃ (β ∧ S 1) ◦ (pZ ∪ ∗)

Here H ∪ C(β) : CZ ∪1×Z CZ −→ C f ∪B CB � CA ∪ f CB and τ is the sign

involution of S 1. The two homotopies result from part (i) applied to f respec-

tively the identity of Z, and we used the naturality of various constructions.

Since the map pZ ∪∗ is a G-homotopy equivalence by part (ii), this proves that

( f ∧ S 1) ◦ h is G-homotopic to β ∧ S 1. �

Now we are ready to prove the long exact homotopy group sequences for

mapping cones and homotopy fibers.

Proposition 3.1.36. For every compact Lie group G and every morphism f :

X −→ Y of orthogonal G-spectra the long sequences of equivariant homotopy

groups

· · · −→ πG
k+1(C f )

∂−−−−−−→ πG
k (X)

πG
k

( f )

−−−−−→ πG
k (Y)

πG
k

(i)

−−−→ πG
k (C f ) −→ · · ·

and

· · · −→ πG
k+1(Y)

∂−−−−−−→ πG
k (F( f ))

πG
k

(p)

−−−−−→ πG
k (X)

πG
k

( f )

−−−−−→ πG
k (Y) −→ · · ·

are exact.
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Proof We start with exactness of the first sequence at πG
k

(Y). The composite

of f : X −→ Y and the inclusion i : Y −→ C f is equivariantly null-homotopic,

so it induces the trivial map on πG
k

. It remains to show that every element in

the kernel of πG
k

(i) : πG
k

(Y) −→ πG
k

(C f ) is in the image of πG
k

( f ). We show

this for k ≥ 0; for k < 0 we can either use a similar argument or exploit that

πG
k

(X) = πG
0

(shR
−k

X) and shifting commutes with the formation of mapping

cones. We let β : S V⊕Rk −→ Y(V) represent an element in the kernel of πG
k

(i).

By increasing V , if necessary, we can assume that the composite of β with the

inclusion i : Y(V) −→ (C f )(V) = C( f (V)) is equivariantly null-homotopic.

Proposition 3.1.35 (iii) provides a G-map h : S V⊕Rk ∧ S 1 −→ X(V) ∧ S 1 such

that ( f (V) ∧ S 1) ◦ h is G-homotopic to β ∧ S 1. The composite

S V⊕Rk+1 h−−→ X(V) ∧ S 1
σ

op

V,R−−−→ X(V ⊕ R)

represents an equivariant homotopy class in πG
k

(X) and we have

πG
k ( f )〈σop

V,R ◦ h〉 = 〈 f (V ⊕ R) ◦ σop

V,R ◦ h〉
= 〈σop

V,R ◦ ( f (V) ∧ S 1) ◦ h〉 = 〈σop

V,R ◦ (β ∧ S 1)〉 = (−1)k · 〈β〉 .

To justify the last equation we let ϕ : V −→ V ⊕ R denote the embedding of

the first summand. Then the maps

σ
op

V,R◦(β∧S 1) : S V⊕Rk⊕R −→ Y(V⊕R) and ϕ∗β : S V⊕R⊕Rk −→ Y(V⊕R)

differ by the permutation of the source that moves one sphere coordinate past k

other sphere coordinates; this permutation has degree k, so Proposition 3.1.14

(ii) establishes the last equation. Altogether this shows that the class repre-

sented by β is the image under πG
k

( f ) of the class (−1)k · 〈σop

V,R ◦ h〉.
We now deduce the exactness at πG

k
(C f ) and πG

k−1
(X) by comparing the map-

ping cone sequence for f : X −→ Y to the mapping cone sequence for the

morphism i : Y −→ C f (shifted to the left). We observe that the collapse map

∗ ∪ p : Ci � CY ∪ f CX −→ X ∧ S 1

is an equivariant homotopy equivalence, and thus induces an isomorphism of

equivariant homotopy groups. Indeed, a homotopy inverse

r : X ∧ S 1 −→ CY ∪ f CX

is defined by the formula

r(x ∧ s) =


(x, 2s) ∈ CX for 0 ≤ s ≤ 1/2, and

( f (x), 2 − 2s) ∈ CY for 1/2 ≤ s ≤ 1,

which is to be interpreted levelwise. We omit the G-homotopies r(∗ ∪ p) ≃ Id
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and (∗ ∪ p)r ≃ Id; explicit formulas can be found in the proof of [180, Note

(4.6.1)]. Now we consider the diagram

C f
ii //

p ##❋
❋❋

❋❋
❋❋

❋
Ci

pi //

∗∪p

��

Y ∧ S 1

X ∧ S 1

f∧S 1

::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉

whose upper row is part of the mapping cone sequence for the morphism

i : Y −→ C f . The left triangle commutes on the nose and the right triangle

commutes up to G-homotopy. We get a commutative diagram

πG
k

(Y)
πG

k
(i)

// πG
k

(C f )
πG

k
(ii) // πG

k
(Ci)

∂ //

(−∧S −1)◦(∗∪p)∗ �

��

πG
k−1

(Y)

πG
k

(Y)
πG

k
(i)

// πG
k

(C f )
∂

// πG
k−1

(X)
πG

k
( f )

// πG
k−1

(Y)

(using, for the right square, the naturality of the suspension isomorphism). By

the previous paragraph, applied to i : Y −→ C f instead of f , the upper row is

exact at πG
k

(C f ). Since all vertical maps are isomorphisms, the original lower

row is exact at πG
k

(C f ). But the morphism f was arbitrary, so when applied to

i : Y −→ C f instead of f , we obtain that the upper row is exact at πG
k

(Ci).

Since all vertical maps are isomorphisms, the original lower row is exact at

πG
k−1

(X). This finishes the proof of exactness of the first sequence.

Now we come to why the second sequence is exact. We show the claim

for k ≥ 0, the other case being similar. For every V ∈ s(UG) the sequence

F( f )(V) = F( f (V)) −→ X(V) −→ Y(V) is an equivariant homotopy fiber

sequence. So for every based G-CW-complex A, the long sequence of based

sets

· · · −→ [A,ΩY(V)]G [A,i(V)]−−−−−→ [A, F( f (V))]G

[A,p(V)]G

−−−−−−−→ [A, X(V)]G
[A, f (V)]G

−−−−−−−→ [A, Y(V)]G

is exact. We take A = S V⊕Rk

and form the colimit over the poset s(UG). Since

filtered colimits are exact, the resulting sequence of colimits is again exact, and

that proves the second claim. �

Corollary 3.1.37. Let G be a compact Lie group and k an integer.

(i) For every family of orthogonal G-spectra {Xi}i∈I the canonical map
⊕

i∈I
πG

k (Xi) −→ πG
k

(∨
i∈I

Xi

)

is an isomorphism.
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(ii) For every finite index set I and every family {Xi}i∈I of orthogonal G-

spectra the canonical map

πG
k

(∏
i∈I

Xi

)
−→

∏
i∈I
πG

k (Xi)

is an isomorphism.

(iii) For every finite family of orthogonal G-spectra the canonical morphism

from the wedge to the product induces isomorphisms of G-equivariant

homotopy groups.

Proof (i) We first show the special case of two summands. If X and Y are two

orthogonal G-spectra, then the wedge inclusion j : X −→ X∨Y has a retraction.

So the associated long exact homotopy group sequence of Proposition 3.1.36

splits into short exact sequences

0 −→ πG
k (X)

πG
k

( j)

−−−−→ πG
k (X ∨ Y)

πG
k

(i)

−−−→ πG
k (C j) −→ 0 .

The mapping cone C j is isomorphic to (CX) ∨ Y and thus G-homotopy equiv-

alent to Y. So we can replace πG
k

(C j) by πG
k

(Y) and conclude that πG
k

(X ∨ Y)

splits as the sum of πG
k

(X) and πG
k

(Y), via the canonical map. The case of a

finite index set I now follows by induction.

In the general case we consider the composite
⊕

i∈I
πG

k (Xi) −→ πG
k

(∨
i∈I

Xi

)
−→

∏
i∈I
πG

k (Xi) ,

where the second map is induced by the projections to the wedge summands.

This composite is the canonical map from a direct sum to a product of abelian

groups, hence injective. So the first map is injective as well. For surjectivity we

consider a G-map f : S V⊕Rn+k −→ ∨
i∈I Xi(V⊕Rn) that represents an element in

the k-th G-homotopy group of
∨

i∈I Xi. Since the source of f is compact, there

is a finite subset J of I such that f has image in
∨

j∈J X j(V ⊕ Rn), compare

Proposition A.18. Then the given class is in the image of πG
k

(∨
j∈J X j

)
; since

J is finite, the class is in the image of the canonical map, by the previous

paragraph.

(ii) The functor X 7→ [S V⊕Rn+k

, X(V ⊕ Rn)]G commutes with products. Fi-

nite products commute with filtered colimits, such as the one defining πG
k

, so

passage to colimits gives the claim.

(iii) For a finite indexing set I and every integer k the composite map
⊕

i∈I
πG

k (Xi) −→ πG
k

(∨
i∈I

Xi

)
−→ πG

k

(∏
i∈I

Xi

)
−→

∏
i∈I
πG

k (Xi)

is an isomorphism, where the first and last maps are the canonical ones. These

canonical maps are isomorphisms by parts (i) respectively (ii), hence so is the

middle map. �
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� The equivariant homotopy group functor πG
k

does not in general com-

mute with infinite products. The issue is that πG
k

involves a filtered col-

imit, and these do not always commute with infinite products. However, this

defect is cured when we pass to the equivariant or global stable homotopy cat-

egory, i.e., πG
k

takes ‘derived’ infinite products to products. We refer to Remark

4.4.6 below for more details.

We recall that a morphism f : A −→ B of orthogonal G-spectra is an h-

cofibration if it has the homotopy extension property, i.e., given a morphism

of orthogonal G-spectra ϕ : B −→ X and a homotopy H : A ∧ [0, 1]+ −→ X

starting with ϕ f , there is a homotopy H̄ : B ∧ [0, 1]+ −→ X starting with ϕ

such that H̄ ◦ ( f ∧ [0, 1]+) = H. For every such h-cofibration f : A −→ B the

collapse map c : C f −→ B/A from the mapping cone to the cokernel of f is a

G-homotopy equivalence. Indeed, since the square

A
f //

−∧1

��

B

��
A ∧ [0, 1]

g
// C f

is a pushout, the cobase change g : CA = A ∧ [0, 1] −→ C f also has the ho-

motopy extension property. The cone CA is contractible, so the claim follows

from the following more general statement: for every h-cofibration i : C −→ D

such that C is contractible, the quotient map D −→ D/C is a based homo-

topy equivalence. The standard proof of this fact in the category of topological

spaces (see for example [71, Prop. 0.17] or [180, Prop. 5.1.10] with B = ∗)
only uses formal properties of homotopies, and carries over to the category of

orthogonal G-spectra.

So for every h-cofibration f : A −→ B of orthogonal G-spectra, the collapse

map c : C f −→ B/A is an equivariant homotopy equivalence, hence it induces

isomorphisms of all equivariant homotopy groups. We can thus define a modi-

fied connecting homomorphism ∂ : πG
k+1

(B/A) −→ πG
k

(A) as the composite

πG
k+1(B/A)

(πG
k+1

(c))−1

−−−−−−−→ πG
k+1(C f )

∂−−→ πG
k (A) .

We call a morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal G-spectra a strong level

fibration if for every closed subgroup H of G and every H-representation V

the map f (V)H : X(V)H −→ Y(V)H is a Serre fibration. For every such strong

level fibration, the embedding j : F −→ F( f ) of the strict fiber into the ho-

motopy fiber then induces isomorphisms on πG
∗ . We can thus define a modified

connecting homomorphism ∂ : πG
k+1

(Y) −→ πG
k

(F) as the composite

πG
k+1(Y)

∂−−→ πG
k (F( f ))

(πG
k

( j))−1

−−−−−−→ πG
k (F) .
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So we deduce:

Corollary 3.1.38. Let G be a compact Lie group.

(i) Let f : A −→ B be an h-cofibration of orthogonal G-spectra. Then the

long sequence of equivariant homotopy groups

· · · −→ πG
k+1(B/A)

∂−−→ πG
k (A)

πG
k

( f )

−−−−−→ πG
k (B)

πG
k

(q)

−−−−−→ πG
k (B/A) −→ · · ·

is exact.

(ii) Let f : X −→ Y be a strong level fibration of orthogonal G-spectra and

j : F −→ X the inclusion of the pointset level fiber of f . Then the long

sequence of equivariant homotopy groups

· · · −→ πG
k+1(Y)

∂−−→ πG
k (F)

πG
k−1

( j)

−−−−−−→ πG
k (X)

πG
k

( f )

−−−−−→ πG
k (Y) −→ · · ·

is exact.

Corollary 3.1.39. Let G be a compact Lie group and

A
f //

g

��

B

h

��
C

k
// D

a commutative square of orthogonal G-spectra.

(i) Suppose that the square is a pushout and the map πG
∗ ( f ) : πG

∗ (A) −→
πG
∗ (B) of G-equivariant homotopy groups is an isomorphism. If in addi-

tion f or g is an h-cofibration, then the map πG
∗ (k) : πG

∗ (C) −→ πG
∗ (D) is

also an isomorphism.

(ii) Suppose that the square is a pullback and the map πG
∗ (k) : πG

∗ (C) −→
πG
∗ (D) of G-equivariant homotopy groups is an isomorphism. If in addi-

tion k or h is a strong level fibration, then the map πG
∗ ( f ) : πG

∗ (A) −→
πG
∗ (B) is also an isomorphism.

Proof (i) If f is an h-cofibration, then its long exact homotopy group se-

quence (Corollary 3.1.38) shows that all G-equivariant homotopy groups of

the cokernel B/A are trivial. Since the square is a pushout, the induced mor-

phism from B/A to any cokernel D/C of k is an isomorphism, so the groups

πG
∗ (D/C) are all trivial. As a cobase change of the h-cofibration f , the mor-

phism k is again an h-cofibration, so its long exact homotopy group sequence

shows that πG
∗ (k) is an isomorphism.

If g is an h-cofibration, then so is its cobase change h. Moreover, any cok-

ernel C/A of g maps by an isomorphism to any cokernel D/B of h, since the
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square is a pushout. The square induces compatible maps between the two long

exact homotopy group sequences of g and h, and the five lemma then shows

that πG
∗ (k) is an isomorphism. The argument for part (ii) is dual to (i). �

Since the group πG
k

(ΩmX) is naturally isomorphic to πG
k+m

(X), looping pre-

serves equivariant stable equivalences. The next proposition generalizes this.

Proposition 3.1.40. Let G be a compact Lie group and A a finite based G-CW-

complex.

(i) Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of orthogonal G-spectra with the fol-

lowing property: for every closed subgroup H of G that fixes some non-

basepoint of A, the map πH
∗ ( f ) : πH

∗ (X) −→ πH
∗ (Y) is an isomorphism.

Then the morphism map∗(A, f ) : map∗(A, X) −→ map∗(A, Y) is a π∗-

isomorphism of orthogonal G-spectra.

(ii) The functor map∗(A,−) preserves π∗-isomorphisms of orthogonal G-spec-

tra.

Proof (i) We start with a special case and let X be an orthogonal G-spectrum

whose equivariant homotopy groups πH
∗ (X) vanish for all closed subgroups H

of G that fix some non-basepoint of A. We show first that then the G-equivariant

homotopy groups of the orthogonal G-spectrum map∗(A, X) vanish.

We argue by induction over the number of equivariant cells in a CW-structure

of A. The induction starts when A consists only of the basepoint, in which

case map∗(A, X) is a trivial spectrum and there is nothing to show. For the

inductive step we assume that the groups πG
∗ (map∗(B, X)) vanish and A is ob-

tained from B by attaching an equivariant n-cell G/H × Dn along its bound-

ary G/H × ∂Dn, for some closed subgroup H of G. Then the restriction map

map∗(A, X) −→ map∗(B, X) is a strong level fibration of orthogonal G-spectra

whose fiber is isomorphic to

map∗(A/B, X) � map∗(G/H+ ∧ S n, X) � map∗(G/H+,Ω
nX) .

The G-equivariant stable homotopy groups of this spectrum are isomorphic

to the H-equivariant homotopy groups of ΩnX, and hence to the shifted H-

homotopy groups of X. Since H occurs as a stabilizer of a cell of A, the latter

groups vanish by assumption. The long exact sequence of Corollary 3.1.38 (ii)

and the inductive hypothesis for B then show that the groups πG
∗ (map∗(A, X))

vanish.

When H is a proper closed subgroup of G we exploit that the underlying H-

space of A is H-equivariantly homotopy equivalent to a finite H-CW-complex,

see [85, Cor. B]. We can thus apply the previous paragraph to the underlying

H-spectrum of X and the underlying H-space of A and conclude that the H-
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equivariant homotopy groups of map∗(A, X) vanish. Altogether this proves the

special case of the proposition.

The functor map∗(A,−) commutes with homotopy fibers; so two applica-

tions of the long exact homotopy group sequence of a homotopy fiber (Propo-

sition 3.1.36) reduce the general case of the first claim to the special case.

Part (ii) is a special case of (i). �

Proposition 3.1.41. Let G be a compact Lie group.

(i) Let en : Xn −→ Xn+1 be morphisms of orthogonal G-spectra that are lev-

elwise closed embeddings, for n ≥ 0. Let X∞ be a colimit of the sequence

{en}n≥0. Then for every integer k the canonical map

colimn≥0 π
G
k (Xn) −→ πG

k (X∞)

is an isomorphism.

(ii) Let en : Xn −→ Xn+1 and fn : Yn −→ Yn+1 be morphisms of orthogonal G-

spectra that are levelwise closed embeddings, for n ≥ 0. Let ψn : Xn −→
Yn be π∗-isomorphisms of orthogonal G-spectra that satisfy ψn+1 ◦ en =

fn ◦ ψn for all n ≥ 0. Then the induced morphism ψ∞ : X∞ −→ Y∞
between the colimits of the sequences is a π∗-isomorphism.

(iii) Let fn : Yn −→ Yn+1 be π∗-isomorphisms of orthogonal G-spectra that are

levelwise closed embeddings, for n ≥ 0. Then the canonical morphism

f∞ : Y0 −→ Y∞ to a colimit of the sequence { fn}n≥0 is a π∗-isomorphism.

Proof (i) We let V be a G-representation, and m ≥ 0 such that m+k ≥ 0. Since

the sphere S V⊕Rm+k

is compact and X∞(V ⊕ Rm) is a colimit of the sequence

of closed embeddings Xn(V ⊕ Rm) −→ Xn+1(V ⊕ Rm), any based G-map f :

S V⊕Rm+k −→ X∞(V ⊕ Rm) factors through a continuous map

f̄ : S V⊕Rm+k −→ Xn(V ⊕ Rm)

for some n ≥ 0, see for example [80, Prop. 2.4.2] or Proposition A.15 (i). Since

the canonical map Xn(V ⊕ Rm) −→ X∞(V ⊕ Rm) is injective, f̄ is again based

and G-equivariant. The same applies to homotopies, so the canonical map

colimn≥0 [S V⊕Rm+k

, Xn(V ⊕ Rm)]G −→ [S V⊕Rm+k

, X∞(V ⊕ Rm)]G

is bijective. Passing to colimits over m and over the poset s(UG) proves the

claim.

Part (ii) is a direct consequence of (i), applied to G and all its closed sub-

groups. Part (iii) is a special case of part (ii) where we set Xn = Y0, en = IdY0

and ψn = fn−1◦· · ·◦ f0 : Y0 −→ Yn. The morphism ψn is then a π∗-isomorphism

and Y0 is a colimit of the constant first sequence. Since the morphism ψ∞ in-

duced on the colimits is the canonical morphism Y0 −→ Y∞, part (ii) special-

izes to claim (iii). �
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Example 3.1.42 (Equivariant suspension spectrum). Every based G-space A

gives rise to a suspension spectrum Σ∞A. This is the orthogonal G-spectrum

with V-term

(Σ∞A)(V) = S V ∧ A ,

with O(V)-action only on S V , with G-action only on A, and with structure map

σU,V given by the canonical homeomorphism S U ∧S V ∧A � S U⊕V ∧A. For an

unbased G-space Y, we obtain an unreduced suspension spectrum Σ∞+ Y by first

adding a disjoint basepoint to Y and then forming the suspension spectrum as

above.

The suspension spectrum functor is homotopical on a large class of G-

spaces; however, since the reduced suspension S 1 ∧ − does not preserve weak

equivalences in complete generality, a non-degeneracy condition on the base-

point is often needed.

Definition 3.1.43. A based G-space is well-pointed if the basepoint inclusion

has the homotopy extension property in the category of unbased G-spaces.

Equivalently, a based G-space (A, a0) is well-pointed if and only if the in-

clusion of A × {0} ∪ {a0} × [0, 1] into A × [0, 1] has a continuous G-equivariant

retraction. Cofibrant based G-spaces are always well-pointed. Also, if we add

a disjoint basepoint to any unbased G-space, the result is always well-pointed.

The reduced suspension of a well-pointed space is again well-pointed. Indeed,

if (A, a0) is well-pointed, then the subspace inclusion

A × {0, 1} ∪ {a0} × [0, 1] −→ A × [0, 1]

is an h-cofibration, see for example [133, Satz 2] or [180, Prop. (5.1.6)]. Since

h-cofibrations are stable under cobase change (see Corollary A.30 (ii)), the

inclusion of the basepoint into the quotient space

A × [0, 1]/(A × {0, 1} ∪ {a0} × [0, 1])

is an h-cofibration. Since S 1 ∧ A is homeomorphic to this quotient space, this

proves the claim.

We recall that a continuous map f : X −→ Y is m-connected, for some

m ≥ 0, if the following condition holds: for 0 ≤ k ≤ m and all continuous maps

α : ∂Dk −→ X and β : Dk −→ Y such that β|∂Dk = f ◦ α, there is a continuous

map λ : Dk −→ X such that λ|∂Dk = α and such that f ◦λ is homotopic, relative

to ∂Dk, to β. An equivalent condition is that the map π0( f ) : π0(X) −→ π0(Y) is

surjective, and for all x ∈ X the map πk( f ) : πk(X, x) −→ πk(Y, f (x)) is bijective

for all 1 ≤ k < m and surjective for k = m. The map f is a weak homotopy

equivalence if and only if it is m-connected for every m ≥ 0.
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Proposition 3.1.44. Let G be a compact Lie group.

(i) Let f : X −→ Y be a continuous based G-map between well-pointed

based G-spaces, and m ≥ 0. Suppose that for every closed subgroup H

of G the fixed point map f H : XH −→ YH is (m − dim(WGH))-connected.

Then the induced map of G-equivariant stable homotopy groups

πG
k (Σ∞ f ) : πG

k (Σ∞X) −→ πG
k (Σ∞Y)

is bijective for every integer k with k < m and surjective for k = m.

(ii) For every well-pointed based G-space X and every negative integer k, the

G-equivariant homotopy group πG
k

(Σ∞X) is trivial.

In particular, the suspension spectrum functor Σ∞ takes G-weak equivalences

between well-pointed G-spaces to π∗-isomorphisms, and the unreduced sus-

pension spectrum functor Σ∞+ takes G-weak equivalences between arbitrary

unbased G-spaces to π∗-isomorphisms.

Proof (i) We let V be a G-representation and we let n ≥ 0 be such that n +

k ≥ 0. Reduced suspension increases the connectivity of continuous maps be-

tween well-pointed spaces, compare [180, Cor. 6.7.10], and it preserves well-

pointedness. So the natural homeomorphism

(S V⊕Rn ∧ X)H
� S VH⊕Rn ∧ XH

shows that the map

(S V⊕Rn ∧ f )H : (S V⊕Rn ∧ X)H −→ (S V⊕Rn ∧ Y)H

is (dim(VH)+m+n−dim(WGH))-connected. On the other hand, we claim that

the cellular dimension of S V⊕Rn+k

at H, in the sense of [179, II.2, p. 106], is at

most dim(VH)+ n+ k− dim(WGH). Indeed, if any G-CW-structure for S V⊕Rn+k

contains an equivariant cell of the form G/H × D j, then (G/H)H × D̊ j embeds

into S VH⊕Rn+k

, and hence

dim(WGH) + j = dim((G/H)H) + j ≤ dim(VH) + n + k .

The cellular dimension at H is the maximal j that occurs in this way, so this

cellular dimension is at most dim(VH)+n+k−dim(WGH). We conclude that for

k < m the cellular dimension of S V⊕Rn+k

at H is smaller than the connectivity

of (S V⊕Rn ∧ f )H , and for k = m the former is less than or equal to the latter. So

the induced map

[S V⊕Rn+k

, S V⊕Rn ∧ f ]G : [S V⊕Rn+k

, S V⊕Rn ∧ X]G −→ [S V⊕Rn+k

, S V⊕Rn ∧ X]G

is bijective for k < m and surjective for k = m, by [179, II Prop. 2.7]. Passage

to the colimit over V ∈ s(UG) and n then proves the claim.
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(ii) The unique map f : X −→ ∗ to a one-point G-space has the property

that f H is 0-connected for every closed subgroup H of G. So for every negative

integer k the induced map from πG
k

(Σ∞X) to πG
k

(Σ∞∗) is an isomorphism by

part (i). Since the latter group is trivial, this proves the claim. �

We end this section with a useful representability result for the functor πH
0

on the category of orthogonal G-spectra, where H is any closed subgroup of a

compact Lie group G. We define a tautological class

eH ∈ πH
0 (Σ∞+G/H) (3.1.45)

as the class represented by the H-fixed point eH of G/H.

Proposition 3.1.46. Let H be a closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G

and Φ : GSp −→ (sets) a set valued functor on the category of orthogo-

nal G-spectra that takes π∗-isomorphisms to bijections. Then evaluation at the

tautological class is a bijection

NatGSp(πH
0 ,Φ) −→ Φ(Σ∞+G/H) , τ 7−→ τ(eH) .

Proof To show that the evaluation map is injective we show that every natural

transformation τ : πH
0
−→ Φ is determined by the element τ(eH). We let X be

any orthogonal G-spectrum and x ∈ πH
0

(X) an H-equivariant homotopy class.

The class x is represented by a continuous based H-map

f : S U −→ X(U)

for some H-representation U. By increasing U, if necessary, we can assume

that U is underlying a G-representation. We can then view f as an H-fixed

point in (ΩU shU X)(0) = ΩU X(U). There is thus a unique morphism of or-

thogonal G-spectra

f ♯ : Σ∞+G/H −→ ΩU shU X

such that f ♯(0) : G/H+ −→ ΩU X(U) sends the distinguished coset eH to f .

This morphism then satisfies

πH
0 ( f ♯)(eH) = πH

0 (λ̃U
X )(x) in πH

0 (ΩU shU X) ,

where λ̃U
X

: X −→ ΩU shU X is the π∗-isomorphism discussed in Proposition

3.1.25 (ii). The diagram

πH
0

(Σ∞+G/H)

τ

��

πH
0 ( f ♯)

// πH
0

(ΩU shU X)

τ

��

πH
0

(X)

τ

��

�

πH
0 (λ̃U

X
)

oo

Φ(Σ∞+G/H)
Φ( f ♯)

// Φ(ΩU shU X) Φ(X)
Φ(λ̃U

X
)

�oo
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commutes and the two right horizontal maps are bijective. So

Φ( f ♯)(τ(eH)) = τ(πH
0 ( f ♯)(eH)) = τ(πH

0 (λ̃U
X )(x)) = Φ(λ̃U

X )(τ(x)) .

Since Φ(λ̃U
X

) is bijective, this proves that τ is determined by its value on the

tautological class eH .

It remains to construct, for every element y ∈ Φ(Σ∞+G/H), a natural trans-

formation τ : πH
0
−→ Φ with τ(eH) = y. The previous paragraph dictates what

to do: we represent a given class x ∈ πH
0

(X) by a continuous based H-map

f : S U −→ X(U), where U is underlying a G-representation. Then we set

τ(x) = Φ(λ̃U
X )−1(Φ( f ♯)(y)) .

We verify that the element τ(x) only depends on the class x. To this end we

need to show that τ(x) does not change if we either replace f by a homotopic

H-map, or increase it by stabilization along a G-equivariant linear isometric

embedding. If f̄ : S U −→ X(U) is H-equivariantly homotopic to f , then the

morphism f̄ ♯ is homotopic to f ♯ via a homotopy of morphisms of orthogonal

G-spectra

K : (Σ∞+G/H) ∧ [0, 1]+ −→ ΩU shU X .

The morphism q : (Σ∞+G/H) ∧ [0, 1]+ −→ Σ∞+G/H that maps [0, 1] to a single

point is a homotopy equivalence, hence a π∗-isomorphism, of orthogonal G-

spectra. So Φ(q) is a bijection. The two embeddings i0, i1 : (Σ∞+G/H) −→
Σ∞+G/H ∧ [0, 1]+ as the endpoints of the interval are right inverse to q, so

Φ(q) ◦Φ(i0) = Φ(q) ◦Φ(i1) = Id. Since Φ(q) is bijective, Φ(i0) = Φ(i1). Hence

Φ( f̄ ♯) = Φ(K ◦ i0) = Φ(K) ◦Φ(i0) = Φ(K) ◦Φ(i1) = Φ(K ◦ i1) = Φ( f ♯) .

This shows that τ(x) does not change if we modify f by an H-homotopy.

Now we let V be another G-representation and ϕ : U −→ V a G-equivariant

linear isometric embedding. Then ϕ∗ f : S V −→ X(V) is another representative

of the class x. A morphism of orthogonal G-spectra

ϕ♯ : ΩU shU X −→ ΩV shV X

is defined at an inner product space W as the stabilization map

ϕ∗ : (ΩU shU X)(W) = map∗(S
U , X(W ⊕ U))

−→ map∗(S
V , X(W ⊕ V)) = (ΩV shV X)(W) .

This morphism makes the following diagram commute:

Σ∞+G/H
f ♯ //

(ϕ∗ f )♯ ((◗◗
◗◗◗

◗◗◗
◗◗

ΩU shU X

ϕ♯
��

X
λ̃U

Xoo

λ̃V
Xww♦♦♦

♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦

ΩV shV X
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So

Φ(λ̃U
X )−1 ◦Φ( f ♯) = Φ(λ̃V

X)−1 ◦Φ(ϕ♯) ◦Φ( f ♯) = Φ(λ̃V
X)−1 ◦Φ((ϕ∗ f )♯) ,

and hence the class τ(x) remains unchanged upon stabilization of f along ϕ.

Now we know that τ(x) is independent of the choice of representative for

the class x, and it remains to show that τ is natural. But this is straightforward:

if ψ : X −→ Y is a morphism of orthogonal G-spectra and f : S U −→ X(U) a

representative for x ∈ πH
0

(X) as above, then ψ(U)◦ f : S U −→ Y(U) represents

the class πH
0

(ψ)(x). Moreover, the following diagram of orthogonal G-spectra

commutes:

Σ∞+G/H
f ♯ //

(ψ(U)◦ f )♯

''PP
PP

PP
PP

PP
P

ΩU shU X

ΩU shU ψ

��

X
λ̃U

Xoo

ψ

��
ΩU shU Y Y

λ̃U
Y

oo

So naturality follows:

τ(πH
0 (ψ)(x)) = (Φ(λ̃U

Y )−1 ◦ Φ((ψ(U) ◦ f )♯))(y)

= (Φ(λ̃U
Y )−1 ◦ Φ(ΩU shU ψ) ◦Φ( f ♯))(y)

= (Φ(ψ) ◦ Φ(λ̃U
X )−1 ◦ Φ( f ♯))(y) = Φ(ψ)(τ(x)) .

Finally, the class eH is represented by the H-map −∧ eH : S 0 −→ S 0 ∧G/H+,

which is adjoint to the identity of Σ∞+G/H. Hence τ(eH) = Φ(Id)(y) = y. �

3.2 The Wirthmüller isomorphism and transfers

This section establishes the Wirthmüller isomorphism that relates the equivari-

ant homotopy groups of a spectrum over a subgroup to the equivariant homo-

topy groups of the induced spectrum, see Theorem 3.2.15. Intimately related

to the Wirthmüller isomorphism are various transfers that we discuss in Con-

structions 3.2.7 and 3.2.22. We show that transfers are transitive (Proposition

3.2.29) and commute with inflations (Proposition 3.2.32). Theorem 3.4.9 be-

low establishes the ‘double coset formula’ that expresses the composite of a

transfer followed by a restriction as a linear combination of restrictions fol-

lowed by transfers.

We let H be a closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G. We write i∗ :

GT∗ −→ HT∗ for the restriction functor from based G-spaces to based H-

spaces. We write

G ⋉H − = (G+) ∧H − : HT∗ −→ GT∗
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for the left adjoint induction functor. For a based H-space A and a based G-

space B, the shearing isomorphism is the G-equivariant homeomorphism

B ∧ (G ⋉H A) � G ⋉H (i∗B ∧ A) , b ∧ [g, a] 7−→ [g, (g−1b) ∧ a] .

Construction 3.2.1. As before we consider a closed subgroup H of a com-

pact Lie group G. To define the Wirthmüller morphism, we need a specific

H-equivariant map

lA : G ⋉H A −→ A ∧ S L

that is natural for continuous based H-maps in A, see (3.2.2) below. Here

L = TeH(G/H) is the tangent H-representation, i.e., the tangent space at the

preferred coset eH of the smooth manifold G/H. Since the left translation by

H on G/H fixes eH, the tangent space L inherits an H-action, and S L is its

one-point compactification. When H has finite index in G, then L is trivial and

the map lA : G ⋉H A −→ A is simply the projection onto the wedge sum-

mand indexed by the preferred H-coset eH. If the dimension of G is bigger

than the dimension of H, then L is non-zero and the definition of the map lA is

substantially more involved.

We consider the left H2-action on G given by

H2 ×G −→ G , (h′, h) · g = h′gh−1 .

There is another action of the group Σ2 on G by inversion, i.e., the non-identity

element of Σ2 acts by τ · g = g−1. These two actions combine into an action

of the wreath product group Σ2 ≀ H = Σ2 ⋉ H2 on G. The subgroup H is the

(Σ2 ⋉ H2)-orbit of 1 ∈ G, whose stabilizer is the subgroup Σ2 × ∆, where

∆ = {(h, h) | h ∈ H} is the diagonal subgroup of H2. The differential of the

projection G −→ G/H identifies

ν = (T1G)/(T1H) ,

the normal space at 1 ∈ H of the inclusion H −→ G, with the tangent represen-

tation L = TeH(G/H). The representation ν is a representation of the stabilizer

group Σ2 × ∆ of 1, and if we identify H with ∆ via h 7→ (h, h), then this iden-

tification takes the ∆-action on ν to the tangent H-action on L. Moreover, the

differential at 1 of the inversion map g 7→ g−1 is multiplication by −1 on the

tangent space; so the above identification of ν with L takes the Σ2-action to the

sign action on L.

We choose an H-invariant inner product on the vector space L. Since H is

the H2-orbit of 1 inside G, there is a slice, i.e., a Σ2 × ∆-equivariant smooth

embedding

s : D(L) −→ G
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of the unit disc of L with s(0) = 1 and such that the differential at 0 ∈ D(L) of

the composite

D(L)
s−−→ G

proj
−−−→ G/H

is the identity of L. The property that s is (Σ2 × ∆)-equivariant means in more

concrete terms that the relations

s(h · l) = h · s(l) · h−1 and s(−l) = s(l)−1

hold in G for all (h, l) ∈ H×D(L). After scaling the slice, if necessary, the map

D(L) × H −→ G , (l, h) 7−→ s(l) · h

is an embedding whose image is a tubular neighborhood of H in G. For a proof,

see for example [26, II Thm. 5.4]. This embedding is equivariant for the action

of H2 on the source by

(h1, h2) · (l, h) = (h1l, h1hh−1
2 )

and for the action of Σ2 on the source by

τ · (l, h) = (−h−1l, h−1) .

The map

lGH : G −→ S L ∧ H+

is then defined as the H2-equivariant collapse map with respect to the above

tubular neighborhood. So explicitly,

lGH(g) =


(l/(1 − |l|)) ∧ h if g = s(l) · h with (l, h) ∈ D(L) × H, and

∗ if g is not of this form.

Given any based H-space A, we can now form l ∧H A, where − ∧H − refers

to the action of the second H-factor in H2. We obtain an H-equivariant based

map

lA = lGH ∧H A : G ⋉H A −→ (S L ∧ H+) ∧H A � A ∧ S L (3.2.2)

that is natural in A. Here H acts by left translation on the source, and diagonally

on the target. This map is thus given by

lA[g, a] =


ha ∧ (l/(1 − |l|)) if g = s(l) · h with (l, h) ∈ D(L) × H, and

∗ if g is not of this form.

If H has finite index in G, then L = 0 and the triangle of the following propo-

sition commutes on the nose, by direct inspection. So the essential content of

the next result is when the dimension of G exceeds the dimension of H.
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Proposition 3.2.3. Let H be a closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G, A a

based H-space and B a based G-space. Then the following triangle commutes

up to H-equivariant based homotopy:

B ∧ (G ⋉H A)

�shear

��

B∧lA

))❚❚❚
❚❚❚

❚❚❚
❚❚❚

❚❚

G ⋉H (i∗B ∧ A)
li∗B∧A

// B ∧ A ∧ S L

Proof We write down an explicit homotopy: we define the map

K : (B ∧ (G ⋉H A)) × [0, 1] −→ B ∧ A ∧ S L

by

K(b ∧ [g, a], t) =


s(tl)−1b ∧ ha ∧ l

1−|l| if g = s(l) · h for (l, h) ∈ D(L) × H,

∗ if g is not of this form.

Then for all (l, h) ∈ D(L) × H with g = s(l) · h we have

K(b ∧ [g, a], 0) = b ∧ ha ∧ (l/(1 − |l|)) = (B ∧ lA)(b ∧ [g, a])

(because s(0) = 1), and

K(b ∧ [g, a], 1) = hg−1b ∧ ha ∧ (l/(1 − |l|) = li∗B∧A[g, g−1b ∧ a])

(because s(l)−1 = hg−1). So K is the desired H-equivariant homotopy. �

The restriction functor from orthogonal G-spectra to orthogonal H-spectra

has a left and a right adjoint, and both are given by applying the space level ad-

joints G⋉H − respectively mapH(G,−) levelwise. We will mostly be concerned

with the left adjoint, and so we spell out the construction in more detail.

Construction 3.2.4 (Induced spectrum). We let H be a closed subgroup of a

compact Lie group G and Y an orthogonal H-spectrum. We denote by G ⋉H Y

the induced G-spectrum whose value at an inner product space V is G⋉H Y(V).

When G-acts on V by linear isometries, then this value has the diagonal G-

action, through the action on the external G and by functoriality in V . With this

diagonal G-action, (G⋉H Y)(V) is equivariantly homeomorphic to G⋉H Y(i∗V)

(where H acts diagonally on Y(i∗V)), via

G ⋉H Y(i∗V) � (G ⋉H Y)(V) , [g, y] 7−→ [g, Y(lg)(y)] . (3.2.5)

Under this isomorphism the structure map of the spectrum G ⋉H Y becomes
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the combination of the shearing isomorphism and the structure map of the H-

spectrum Y, i.e., for every G-representation W the following square commutes:

S V ∧ (G ⋉H Y(i∗W))
(3.2.5)

�

//

shear �

��

S V ∧ (G ⋉H Y)(W)

σ
G⋉H Y

V,W

��

G ⋉H (S i∗V ∧ Y(i∗W))

G⋉H (σY
V,W )

��
G ⋉H (Y(i∗V ⊕ i∗W))

(3.2.5)

� // (G ⋉H Y)(V ⊕W)

If the group H has finite index in G, then the tangent representation L =

TeH(G/H) is trivial and lA : G ⋉H A −→ A is the projection onto the wedge

summand indexed by eH; the maps lY(V) : G ⋉H Y(V) −→ Y(V) then form a

morphism of orthogonal H-spectra lY : G ⋉H Y −→ Y. This morphism induces

a map of H-equivariant homotopy groups. In general, however, the diagram

S V ∧ (G ⋉H Y(W))
S V∧lY(W) //

σ
G⋉H Y

V,W

��

shear�

��

S V ∧ Y(W) ∧ S L

σY∧S L

V,W

��

G ⋉H (S V ∧ Y(W))

l
S V∧Y(W)

44✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐

G⋉Hσ
Y
V,W

��
G ⋉H Y(V ⊕W)

lY(V⊕W)

// Y(V ⊕W) ∧ S L

does not commute on the nose (because the upper triangle does not commute);

so if the dimension of G is bigger than the dimension of H we do not ob-

tain a morphism of orthogonal H-spectra in the strict sense. Still, Proposition

3.2.3 shows that the above diagram does commute up to based H-equivariant

homotopy, and this is good enough to yield a well-defined homomorphism

(lY )∗ : πH
k (G ⋉H Y) −→ πH

k (Y ∧ S L) .

As we just explained, this is an abuse of notation, since (lY )∗ is in general not

induced by a morphism of orthogonal H-spectra.

We can now consider the composite

WirthG
H : πG

k (G ⋉H Y)
resG

H−−−−→ πH
k (G ⋉H Y)

(lY )∗−−−−→ πH
k (Y ∧ S L) , (3.2.6)

which we call the Wirthmüller map. We will show in Theorem 3.2.15 below

that the Wirthmüller map is an isomorphism.
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Construction 3.2.7 (Transfers). We let H be a closed subgroup of a compact

Lie group G, and we let Y be an orthogonal H-spectrum. The external transfer

G ⋉H − : πH
0 (Y ∧ S L) −→ πG

0 (G ⋉H Y) (3.2.8)

is a map in the direction opposite to the Wirthmüller map. The construc-

tion involves another equivariant Thom-Pontryagin construction. We choose

a G-representation V and a vector v0 ∈ V whose stabilizer group is H; this

is possible, for example by [26, Ch. 0, Thm. 5.2], [28, III Thm. 4.6] or [131,

Prop. 1.4.1]. This data determines a G-equivariant smooth embedding

i : G/H −→ V , gH 7−→ gv0

whose image is the orbit Gv0. We let

W = V − (di)eH(L) = V − Tv0
(G · v0)

denote the orthogonal complement of the image of the tangent space at eH;

this is an H-subrepresentation of V , and

L ⊕W � V , (x,w) 7−→ (di)eH(x) + w (3.2.9)

is an isomorphism of H-representations.

By multiplying the original vector v0 with a sufficiently large scalar, if nec-

essary, we can assume that the embedding i is ‘wide’, in the sense that the

exponential map

j : G ×H D(W) −→ V , [g,w] 7−→ g · (v0 + w)

is an embedding, where D(W) is the unit disc of the normal H-representation,

compare [26, Ch. II, Cor. 5.2]. So j defines an equivariant tubular neighborhood

of the orbit Gv0 inside V . The associated collapse map

c : S V −→ G ⋉H S W (3.2.10)

then becomes the G-map defined by

c(v) =



[
g, w

1−|w|

]
if v = g · (v0 + w) for some (g,w) ∈ G × D(W), and

∞ else.

With the collapse map in place, we can now define the external transfer (3.2.8).

We let U be an H-representation and f : S U −→ Y(U) ∧ S L an H-equivariant

based map that represents a class in πH
0

(Y ∧ S L). By enlarging U, if necessary,

we can assume that it is underlying a G-representation, see for example [131,

Prop. 1.4.2] or [28, III Thm. 4.5]. We stabilize f by W from the right to obtain
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the H-map

f ⋄W : S U ∧ S W
f∧S W

−−−−→ Y(U) ∧ S L ∧ S W (3.2.11)

(3.2.9) � Y(U) ∧ S V
σ

op

U,V−−−→ Y(U ⊕ V) .

The composite G-map

S U⊕V S U∧c−−−−−→ S U ∧ (G ⋉H S W)
shear−−−→
�

G ⋉H (S U ∧ S W)

G⋉H ( f⋄W)
−−−−−−−−→G ⋉H (Y(U ⊕ V)) �(3.2.5) (G ⋉H Y)(U ⊕ V)

then represents the external transfer

G ⋉H 〈 f 〉 in πG
0 (G ⋉H Y) .

The next proposition provides the main geometric input for the Wirthmüller

isomorphism.

Proposition 3.2.12. Let H be a closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G.

(i) The composite

S V c−−→ G ⋉H S W
lG
H
∧HS W

−−−−−−→ S L ∧ S W

is H-equivariantly homotopic to the map induced by the inverse of the

isometry (3.2.9).

(ii) Let A be a based H-space and f , f ′ : B −→ G⋉H A two continuous based

G-maps. If the composites lA◦ f , lA◦ f ′ : B −→ A∧S L are H-equivariantly

homotopic, then the maps f ∧ S V , f ′ ∧ S V : B ∧ S V −→ (G ⋉H A) ∧ S V

are G-equivariantly homotopic.

Proof (i) The composite (lG
H
∧H S W ) ◦ c is the collapse map based on the

composite closed embedding

ζ : D(L) × D(W)
(l,w)7→[s(l),w]−−−−−−−−−−→ G ×H D(W)

[g,w]7→g·(v0+w)
−−−−−−−−−−−→ V .

Then ζ(0, 0) = v0 and we let

D = (dζ)(0,0) : L ×W −→ V

denote the differential of ζ at (0, 0). We observe that D(0,w) = w because

ζ(0,w) = v0 + w; on the other hand, ζ(l, 0) = s(l) · v0, so the restriction of D to

L is the differential at 0 of the composite

D(L)
s−−→ G

proj
−−−→ G/H

i−−→ V .
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Since the differential of the composite proj ◦ s is the identity, we obtain

D(l, 0) = (di)eH(l) .

Since the differential is additive we conclude that D(l,w) = (di)eH(l) + w, i.e.,

D equals the isomorphism (3.2.9).

We consider the H-equivariant homotopy

K : D(L) × D(W) × [0, 1] −→ V

K(l,w, t) =


ζ(t·(l,w))−v0

t
+ t · v0 for t > 0, and

D(l,w) for t = 0.

That this assignment is continuous (in fact smooth) when t approaches 0 is the

defining property of the differential. Moreover, for every t ∈ [0, 1] the map

K(−,−, t) : D(L)×D(W) −→ V is a smooth equivariant embedding, so it gives

rise to a collapse map ct : S V −→ S L ∧ S W defined by

ct(v) =



(
l

1−|l| ,
w

1−|w|

)
if v = K(l,w, t) for some (l,w) ∈ D(L) × D(W), and

∞ else.

The passage from the embedding to the collapse map is continuous, so the

1-parameter family ct provides an H-equivariant based homotopy from the

collapse map c0 to the collapse map c1 associated to the embedding ζ =

K(−,−, 1) : D(L) × D(W) −→ V , i.e., to the map (lG
H
∧H S W ) ◦ c. Since

D = (dζ)(0,0) is the isometry (3.2.9), another scaling homotopy compares the

collapse map c0 to the one-point compactification of the inverse of (3.2.9).

(ii) We define a based continuous G-map

r : mapH(G, A ∧ S L) ∧ S V −→ G ⋉H (A ∧ S L ∧ S W)

as the composite

mapH(G, A ∧ S L) ∧ S V Id∧c−−−−−→ mapH(G, A ∧ S L) ∧ (G ⋉H S W)

shear−−−−−→ G ⋉H

(
mapH(G, A ∧ S L) ∧ S W

)

G⋉H (ǫ∧S W )−−−−−−−−→ G ⋉H (A ∧ S L ∧ S W) .

Here ǫ : mapH(G, A ∧ S L) −→ A ∧ S L is the adjunction counit, i.e., evaluation

at 1 ∈ G. We expand this definition. We let ψ : G −→ A ∧ S L be an H-

equivariant based map and v ∈ S V . If v is not in the image of the tubular

neighborhood j : G ×H D(W) −→ V , then r(ψ∧ v) is the basepoint. Otherwise,
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v = j[g,w] = g · (v0 + w) for some (g,w) ∈ G × D(W), and then

r(ψ ∧ v) = ((G ⋉H (ǫ ∧ S W)) ◦ shear)(ψ ∧ [g,w/(1 − |w|)]) (3.2.13)

= [g, ǫ(g−1 · ψ) ∧ w/(1 − |w|)] =
[
g, ψ(g−1) ∧ w

1 − |w|

]
.

We denote by l
♯
A

: A −→ mapH(G, A ∧ S L) the H-map defined by l
♯
A
(a)(g) =

lA[g, a], and we let ϕ : V −→ L ⊕ W be the inverse of the isometry (3.2.9).

Now we argue that the following square commutes up to H-equivariant based

homotopy:

A ∧ S V
[1,−] //

l
♯
A
∧S V

��

G ⋉H (A ∧ S V )

� G⋉H S ϕ

��
G ⋉H (A ∧ S L ∧ S W)

� G⋉H (S − IdL∧S W )

��
mapH(G, A ∧ S L) ∧ S V

r
// G ⋉H (A ∧ S L ∧ S W)

(3.2.14)

To see this we define an H-homotopy

K : (A ∧ S V ) × [0, 1] −→ G ⋉H (A ∧ S L ∧ S W)

as follows. We exploit that the map

ζ : D(L) × D(W) −→ V , ζ(l,w) = s(l) · (v0 + w)

is a smooth embedding. This map already featured in the proof of part (i),

because the collapse map based on ζ is the composite (lG
H
∧H S W) ◦ c. If a

vector is of the form v = ζ(l,w) = s(l) · (v0 +w) for some (l,w) ∈ D(L)×D(W)

(necessarily unique), then we set

K(a ∧ v, t) = K(a ∧ (s(l) · (v0 + w)), t) =

[
s(t · l), a ∧ −l

1 − |l| ∧
w

1 − |w|

]
.

For |l| = 1 or |w| = 1 this formula yields the basepoint, so we can extend this

definition by sending all elements a ∧ v to the basepoint whenever v is not in

the image of the embedding ζ. We claim that for t = 0 we obtain K(−, 1) =

r ◦ (l
♯
A
∧ S V ). Indeed, if v = s(l) · (v0 +w) for (l,w) ∈ D(L)×D(W) (necessarily
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unique), then

(r ◦ (l
♯
A
∧ S V ))(a ∧ v) (3.2.13) =

[
s(l), l

♯
A
(a)(s(l)−1) ∧ w

1 − |w|

]

=

[
s(l), lA[s(−l), a] ∧ w

1 − |w|

]

=

[
s(l), a ∧ −l

1 − |l| ∧
w

1 − |w|

]
= K(a ∧ v, 1) .

On the other hand, the map K(−, 0) agrees with the composite

A ∧ S V
A∧((lG

H
∧HS W )◦c)

−−−−−−−−−−−−→ A ∧ S L ∧ S W

[1,−]−−−−−→ G ⋉H (A ∧ S L ∧ S W )
G⋉H (S − IdL∧S W )−−−−−−−−−−−−→ G ⋉H (A ∧ S L ∧ S W ) ;

part (i) provides an H-homotopy between (lG
H
∧H S W) ◦ c and the homeomor-

phism S ϕ; so this proves the claim.

We let Λ : G ⋉H (A ∧ S V ) −→ mapH(G, A ∧ S L) ∧ S V be the G-equivariant

extension of the H-map l
♯
A
∧ S V . Since the square (3.2.14) commutes up to

H-equivariant homotopy, the composite

G ⋉H (A ∧ S V )
Λ−−→ mapH(G, A ∧ S L) ∧ S V r−−→ G ⋉H (A ∧ S L ∧ S W)

is G-equivariantly homotopic to the G-homeomorphism G ⋉H ((S − IdL ∧ S W) ◦
S ϕ), by adjointness. So the composite of rΛwith the shearing homeomorphism

(G ⋉H A) ∧ S V
� G ⋉H (A ∧ S V) is also G-homotopic to a homeomorphism.

This composite equals the composite

(G ⋉H A) ∧ S V ΨA∧S V

−−−−−→ mapH(G, A ∧ S L) ∧ S V r−−→ G ⋉H (A ∧ S L ∧ S W ) ,

where ΨA : G ⋉H A −→ mapH(G, A ∧ S L) is the adjoint of the H-map lA :

G ⋉H A −→ A ∧ S L.

Now we consider based G-maps f , f ′ : B −→ G ⋉H A such that lA ◦ f and

lA◦ f ′ : B −→ A∧S L are H-equivariantly homotopic. Then the two composites

B
f , f ′

−−−−→ G ⋉H A
ΨA−−−→ mapH(G, A ∧ S L)

are G-equivariantly homotopic, by adjointness. The composite (ΨA ◦ f )∧S V =

(ΨA ∧ S V) ◦ ( f ∧ S V ) is then G-equivariantly homotopic to (ΨA ◦ f ′) ∧ S V =

(ΨA ∧ S V) ◦ ( f ′ ∧ S V ). The map ΨA ∧ S V has a G-equivariant retraction, up

to G-homotopy, by the previous paragraph. So already the maps f ∧ S V and

f ′ ∧ S V are G-homotopic. �

Now we can establish the Wirthmüller isomorphism, which first appeared

in [191, Thm. 2.1]. Wirthmüller attributes parts of the ideas to tom Dieck, and
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his statement that G-spectra define a ‘complete G-homology theory’ amounts

to Theorem 3.2.15. Our proof is essentially Wirthmüller’s original argument,

adapted to the context of equivariant orthogonal spectra. We recall that

εL : πH
0 (Y ∧ S L) −→ πH

0 (Y ∧ S L)

denotes the effect of the involution of Y ∧ S L induced by the linear isometry

− IdL : L −→ L given by multiplication by −1.

Theorem 3.2.15 (Wirthmüller isomorphism). Let H be a closed subgroup of

a compact Lie group G and Y an orthogonal H-spectrum. Let L = TeH(G/H)

denote the tangent H-representation. Then the maps

WirthG
H : πG

0 (G ⋉H Y) −→ πH
0 (Y ∧ S L)

and

(G ⋉H −) ◦ εL : πH
0 (Y ∧ S L) −→ πG

0 (G ⋉H Y)

are independent of the choices made in their definitions, and they are mutually

inverse isomorphisms.

Proof We prove the various claims in a specific order. In a first step we show

that the Wirthmüller map is left inverse to the map (G⋉H−)◦εL, independently

of all the choices made in the definitions. We let U be a G-representation and

f : S U −→ Y(U) ∧ S L an H-equivariant based map that represents a class in

πH
0

(Y ∧ S L). We also choose a wide G-equivariant embedding i : G/H −→ V

as in Construction 3.2.7. This provides a decomposition L ⊕ W � V of H-

representations as in (3.2.9) and a G-equivariant Thom-Pontryagin collapse

map c : S V −→ G⋉H S W . We let ϕ : V � L⊕W denote the inverse of the linear

isomorphism (3.2.9). We contemplate the diagram of based H-maps:

S U ∧ S V

S U∧S ϕ

%%

  

S U∧c

��
S U ∧ (G ⋉H S W)

S U∧(lG
H
∧HS W )

//

shear �

��

S U ∧ S L ∧ S W

S U∧τL,W

��
G ⋉H (S U ∧ S W)

G⋉H ( f⋄W)

��

lS U∧S W

// S U ∧ S W ∧ S L

( f⋄W)∧S L

��
G ⋉H Y(U ⊕ V)

lY(U⊕V)

// Y(U ⊕ V) ∧ S L

The left vertical composite represents the external transfer G ⋉H 〈 f 〉, so the

composite around the lower left corner represents (lY )∗(resG
H

(G ⋉H 〈 f 〉)). The
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upper triangle commutes up to H-equivariant homotopy by Proposition 3.2.12

(i). The middle square commutes up to H-homotopy by Proposition 3.2.3 and

the fact that lA : G ⋉H A −→ A ∧ S L is defined as the composite of (lG
H
∧H A)

and the twist isomorphism S L ∧ A � A ∧ S L. The lower square commutes by

naturality of the maps (3.2.2). Upon expanding the definition (3.2.11) of f ⋄W,

the diagram shows that the class (lY )∗(resG
H

(G ⋉H 〈 f 〉)) is also represented by

the composite

S U⊕V
f∧S ϕ

−−−−→ Y(U) ∧ S L ∧ S L ∧ S W
Y(U)∧S L∧τL,W−−−−−−−−−−−→ Y(U) ∧ S L ∧ S W ∧ S L

Y(U)∧S ϕ−1 ∧S L

−−−−−−−−−−−→ Y(U) ∧ S V ∧ S L
σ

op

U,V∧S L

−−−−−−→ Y(U ⊕ V) ∧ S L .

The isometry

(ϕ−1 ⊕ L) ◦ (L ⊕ τL,W ) ◦ (L ⊕ ϕ) : L ⊕ V −→ V ⊕ L

is not the twist isometry τL,V ; however (ϕ−1 ⊕ L) ◦ (L ⊕ τL,W ) ◦ (L ⊕ ϕ) is

equivariantly homotopic to the composite

L ⊕ V
τL,V−−−→ V ⊕ L

V⊕(− IdL)−−−−−−−→ V ⊕ L .

Hence the class (lY )∗(resG
H

(G ⋉H 〈 f 〉)) is also represented by the composite

S U⊕V
f∧S V

−−−−→ Y(U)∧S L∧S V
Y(U)∧τL,V−−−−−−−→ Y(U)∧S V∧S L

σ
op

U,V∧S − Id

−−−−−−−→ Y(U⊕V)∧S L .

So altogether this shows the desired relation

WirthG
H(G ⋉H 〈 f 〉) = (lY )∗(resG

H(G ⋉H 〈 f 〉)) = εL〈 f 〉 .

In particular, the Wirthmüller map is surjective.

Now we show that the Wirthmüller map is injective. We let f , f ′ : S U −→
G ⋉H Y(U) be two G-maps that represent classes with the same image under

the Wirthmüller map WirthG
H : πG

0
(G ⋉H Y) −→ πH

0
(Y ∧ S L). By increasing the

G-representation U, if necessary, we can assume that the composites

S U
f , f ′

−−−−→ G ⋉H Y(i∗U)
lY(i∗U)−−−−→ Y(i∗U) ∧ S L

are H-equivariantly homotopic. Then by Proposition 3.2.12 (ii) the two maps

S U⊕V
f∧S V , f ′∧S V

−−−−−−−−−−→ (G ⋉H Y(i∗U)) ∧ S V
� (G ⋉H Y)(U) ∧ S V

are G-equivariantly homotopic. The maps remain G-homotopic if we further-

more postcompose with the opposite structure mapσ
op

U,V : (G⋉HY)(U)∧S V −→
(G⋉H Y)(U⊕V). This shows that the stabilizations from the right of f and f ′ by

V become G-homotopic. Since such a stabilization represents the same class in
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πG
0

(G⋉H Y) as the original map, this shows that 〈 f 〉 = 〈 f ′〉, i.e., the Wirthmüller

map is injective.

Now we know that the Wirthmüller map and the map (G ⋉H −) ◦ εL are

inverse to each other, no matter which choices of slice s : D(L) −→ G, repre-

sentation V and G-embedding G/H −→ V we made. Since the choices for the

Wirthmüller map and the choices for the external transfer are independent of

each other, the two resulting maps are independent of all choices.

The last thing to show is that the Wirthmüller map and the external trans-

fer are additive maps. If H has finite index in G, the Wirthmüller map is the

composite of a restriction homomorphism and the effect of a morphism of or-

thogonal H-spectra, both of which are additive. In general, however, we need

an additional argument, namely naturality. Indeed, for a fixed choice of slice

s : D(L) −→ G, the Wirthmüller map πG
0

(G ⋉H Y) −→ πH
0

(Y ∧ S L) is natural

in the orthogonal H-spectrum Y. Since source and target are reduced additive

functors from orthogonal H-spectra to abelian groups, any natural transforma-

tion is automatically additive, by Proposition 2.2.12. Since the Wirthmüller

map is additive, so is its inverse, and hence also the external transfer. �

Theorem 3.2.15 states the Wirthmüller isomorphism only for 0-dimensional

homotopy groups. We now extend it to homotopy groups in all integer di-

mensions. This extension is a rather formal consequence of the fact that the

Wirthmüller maps commute with the loop and suspension isomorphisms

α : πG
k (ΩX) −→ πG

k+1(X) and − ∧S 1 : πG
k (X) −→ πG

k+1(X ∧ S 1)

defined in (3.1.28) respectively (3.1.29).

Proposition 3.2.16. Let H be a closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G and

Y an orthogonal H-spectrum.

(i) The following diagrams commute for all integers k:

πG
k

(G ⋉H (ΩY))

assembly �

��

WirthG
H // πH

k
((ΩY) ∧ S L)

� assembly

��
πG

k
(Ω(G ⋉H Y))

�α

��

πH
k

(Ω(Y ∧ S L))

α�

��
πG

k+1
(G ⋉H Y)

WirthG
H

// πH
k+1

(Y ∧ S L)
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πG
k

(G ⋉H Y)

−∧S 1 �

��

WirthG
H // πH

k
(Y ∧ S L)

� −∧S 1

��
πG

k+1
((G ⋉H Y) ∧ S 1)

b∗ �

��

πH
k+1

(Y ∧ S L ∧ S 1)

(Y∧τ
S L ,S 1 )∗�

��
πG

k+1
(G ⋉H (Y ∧ S 1))

WirthG
H

// πH
k+1

(Y ∧ S 1 ∧ S L)

Here τS L ,S 1 : S L ∧ S 1 −→ S 1 ∧ S L is the twist homeomorphism, and the

G-equivariant isomorphism

b : (G ⋉H Y) ∧ S 1
� G ⋉H (Y ∧ S 1)

is given by b([g, y] ∧ t) = [g, y ∧ t].

(ii) The Wirthmüller map

WirthG
H : πG

k (G ⋉H Y) −→ πH
k (Y ∧ S L)

is an isomorphism for all k ∈ Z.

Proof (i) The loop and suspension isomorphisms commute with restriction

from G to H, by direct inspection. So the proof comes down to checking that

the following diagrams commute:

πH
k

(G ⋉H (ΩY))

assembly �

��

(lΩY )∗ // πH
k

((ΩY) ∧ S L)

� assembly

��
πH

k
(Ω(G ⋉H Y))

�α

��

πH
k

(Ω(Y ∧ S L))

α�

��
πH

k+1
(G ⋉H Y)

(lY )∗
// πH

k+1
(Y ∧ S L)

πH
k

(G ⋉H Y)

−∧S 1 �

��

(lY )∗ // πH
k

(Y ∧ S L)

� −∧S 1

��
πH

k+1
((G ⋉H Y) ∧ S 1)

b∗ �

��

πH
k+1

(Y ∧ S L ∧ S 1)

(Y∧τ
S L ,S 1 )∗�

��
πH

k+1
(G ⋉H (Y ∧ S 1))

(l
Y∧S 1 )∗

// πH
k+1

(Y ∧ S 1 ∧ S L)

This in turn follows from the fact – again verified by direct inspection – that
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for every based H-space A the following two squares commute:

G ⋉H (ΩA)
lΩA //

assembly

��

(ΩA) ∧ S L

assembly

��

(G ⋉H A) ∧ S 1 lA∧S 1

//

b

��

A ∧ S L ∧ S 1

A∧τ
S L .S 1

��
Ω(G ⋉H A)

ΩlA

// Ω(A ∧ S L) G ⋉H (A ∧ S 1)
l
A∧S 1

// A ∧ S 1 ∧ S L

(ii) We argue by induction over |k|, the absolute value of the integer k. The

induction starts with k = 0, where Theorem 3.2.15 provides the desired con-

clusion. If k is positive, the compatibility of the Wirthmüller map with the

loop isomorphism, established in part (i), provides the inductive step. If k is

negative, the compatibility of the Wirthmüller map with the suspension iso-

morphism, also established in part (i), provides the inductive step. �

Construction 3.2.17 (External transfer in integer degrees). So far we only

defined the external transfer for 0-dimensional homotopy groups. Theorem

3.2.15 shows that in dimension 0 the external transfer is inverse to the map

εL ◦WirthG
H : πG

0
(G ⋉H Y) −→ πH

0
(Y ∧ S L). We want the same property in all

dimensions, and since the Wirthmüller map is an isomorphism by Proposition

3.2.16 we simply define the external transfer isomorphism

G ⋉H − : πH
k (Y ∧ S L) −→ πG

k (G ⋉H Y) (3.2.18)

as the composite

πH
k (Y ∧ S L)

εL−−−→ πH
k (Y ∧ S L)

(WirthG
H )−1

−−−−−−−→ πG
k (G ⋉H Y) .

The compatibility of the Wirthmüller isomorphism with the loop and suspen-

sion isomorphisms then directly implies the analogous compatibility for the

external transfer G⋉H−, by reading the diagrams of Proposition 3.2.16 (i) back-

wards. For easier reference, we explicitly record this compatibility in Proposi-

tion 3.2.27 below.

In the next proposition we use the Wirthmüller isomorphism to show that

smashing with a cofibrant G-space is homotopical. In [108, III Thm. 3.11],

Mandell and May give a different proof of this fact which does not use the

Wirthmüller isomorphism.

Proposition 3.2.19. Let G be a compact Lie group and A a cofibrant based

G-space.

(i) Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism of orthogonal G-spectra with the fol-

lowing property: for every closed subgroup H of G that fixes some non-

basepoint of A, the map πH
∗ ( f ) : πH

∗ (X) −→ πH
∗ (Y) is an isomorphism.
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Then the morphism f ∧ A : X ∧ A −→ Y ∧ A is a π∗-isomorphism of

orthogonal G-spectra.

(ii) The functor − ∧ A preserves π∗-isomorphisms of orthogonal G-spectra.

Proof (i) Smashing with A commutes with mapping cones, so by the long

exact homotopy group sequence of Proposition 3.1.36 it suffices to show the

following special case. Let X be an orthogonal G-spectrum with the follow-

ing property: for every closed subgroup H of G that occurs as the stabilizer

group of a non-basepoint of A, the groups πH
∗ (X) vanish. Then for all closed

subgroups K of G the equivariant homotopy groups πK
∗ (X ∧ A) vanish.

In a first step we show this when A is a finite-dimensional G-CW-complex.

We argue by contradiction. If the claim were false, we could find a compact Lie

group G of minimal dimension for which it fails. We let A be a G-CW-complex

whose dimension n is minimal among all counterexamples. Then A can be

obtained from an (n − 1)-dimensional subcomplex B by attaching equivariant

cells G/Hi × Dn, for i in some indexing set I, where Hi is a closed subgroup

of G. Then X ∧ (A/B) is isomorphic to a wedge, over the set I, of orthogonal

G-spectra X ∧ (G/Hi)+ ∧ S n. Since equivariant homotopy groups take wedges

to sums, the suspension isomorphism and the Wirthmüller isomorphism allow

us to rewrite the equivariant homotopy groups of X ∧ A/B as

πG
∗ (X ∧ A/B) �

⊕
i∈I
πG
∗ (X ∧ (G/Hi)+ ∧ S n)

�

⊕
i∈I
πG
∗−n(X ∧ (G/Hi)+) �

⊕
i∈I
πHi

∗−n(X ∧ S Li ) ,

where Li is the tangent representation of Hi in G. Since Hi is the stabilizer of

a non-basepoint of A, the groups πK
∗ (X) vanish for all closed subgroups K of

Hi, by hypothesis. If Hi has finite index in G, then Li = 0 and the respective

summand thus vanishes. The representation sphere S Li admits a finite Hi-CW-

structure, so if Hi has strictly smaller dimension than G, then the respective

summand vanishes by the minimality of G. So altogether we conclude that the

groups πG
∗ (X ∧ A/B) vanish. The groups πG

∗ (X ∧ B) vanish by the minimality

of A. The inclusion of B into A is an h-cofibration of based G-spaces, so the

induced morphism X∧B −→ X∧A is an h-cofibration of orthogonal G-spectra.

Hence the groups πG
∗ (X ∧ A) vanish by the long exact sequence of Corollary

3.1.38 (i). Since A was supposed to be a counterexample to the proposition, we

have reached the desired contradiction. Altogether this proves the claim when

A admits the structure of a finite-dimensional G-CW-complex.

If A admits the structure of a G-CW-complex, possibly infinite dimensional,

we choose a skeleton filtration by G-subspaces An. Then the G-homotopy

groups of X∧An vanish for all n ≥ 0, and all the morphisms X∧An −→ X∧An+1

are h-cofibrations of orthogonal G-spectra. Since equivariant homotopy groups

commute with such sequential colimits (see Proposition 3.1.41 (i)), the groups
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πG
∗ (X∧A) vanish as well. An arbitrary cofibrant based G-space is G-homotopy

equivalent to a based G-CW-complex, so the groups πG
∗ (X ∧ A) vanish for all

cofibrant A.

Now we let K be an arbitrary closed subgroup of G. The underlying K-space

of A is again cofibrant by Proposition B.14 (i), so we can apply the previous

reasoning to K instead of G and conclude that the groups πK
∗ (X∧A) vanish. �

Proposition 3.2.20. Let G and K be compact Lie groups and A a cofibrant

based (G × K)-space such that the G-action is free away from the basepoint

and the K-action is free away from the basepoint. Then the functor

A ∧K − : KSp −→ GSp

takes π∗-isomorphisms of orthogonal K-spectra to π∗-isomorphisms of orthog-

onal G-spectra.

Proof The functor A ∧K − preserves mapping cones, so by the long exact

homotopy group sequence of Proposition 3.1.36 it suffices to show the follow-

ing special case. Let C be an orthogonal K-spectrum all of whose equivariant

homotopy groups vanish, for all closed subgroups of K. Then all equivariant

homotopy groups of the orthogonal G-spectrum A ∧K C vanish, for all closed

subgroups of G.

In a first step we show that the G-equivariant stable homotopy groups of

A ∧K C vanish. A cofibrant based (G × K)-space is equivariantly homotopy

equivalent to a based (G × K)-CW-complex, so it is no loss of generality to

assume an equivariant CW-structure with skeleton filtration

∗ = A−1 ⊂ A0 ⊂ . . . ⊂ An ⊂ . . . .

We show first, by induction on n, that the orthogonal G-spectrum (An) ∧K C

has trivial G-equivariant homotopy groups. The induction starts with n = −1,

where there is nothing to show. For n ≥ 0 the quotient An/An−1 is (G × K)-

equivariantly isomorphic to a wedge of summands of the form ((G×K)/Γi)+∧
S n, for certain closed subgroups Γi of G × K. Since the K-action on A is free

(away from the basepoint), each isotropy group Γi that occurs is the graph of

a continuous homomorphism αi : Hi −→ K defined on a closed subgroup

Hi of G. Since the G-action on A is free (away from the basepoint), all the

homomorphisms αi that occur are injective.

Since equivariant homotopy groups take wedges to sums, the suspension

isomorphism and the Wirthmüller isomorphism allow us to rewrite the equiv-

ariant homotopy groups of (An/An−1) ∧K C as

πG
∗ ((An/An−1) ∧K C) �

⊕
πG
∗ (((G × K)/Γi)+ ∧K C ∧ S n)

�

⊕
πG
∗−n(G ⋉Hi

α∗i (C)) �
⊕

πHi

∗−n(α∗i (C) ∧ S Li ) ,
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where Li is the tangent representation of Hi in G. By hypothesis on C and

because αi is injective, the orthogonal H-spectrum α∗
i
(C) is Hi-stably con-

tractible. So α∗
i
(C) ∧ S Li is Hi-stably contractible by Proposition 3.2.19 (ii).

Altogether this shows that the orthogonal G-spectrum (An/An−1)∧K C has van-

ishing G-equivariant homotopy groups.

The inclusion An−1 −→ An is an h-cofibration of based (G×K)-spaces, so the

induced morphism (An−1)∧K C −→ (An)∧K C is an h-cofibration of orthogonal

G-spectra, giving rise to a long exact sequence of equivariant homotopy groups

(Corollary 3.1.38). By the previous paragraph and the inductive hypothesis,

the orthogonal G-spectrum (An) ∧K C has vanishing G-equivariant homotopy

groups. This completes the inductive step.

Since A is the sequential colimit, along h-cofibrations of based (G × K)-

spaces, of the skeleta An, the orthogonal G-spectrum A ∧K C is the sequential

colimit, along h-cofibrations of orthogonal G-spectra, of the sequence with

terms (An) ∧K C. Equivariant homotopy groups commute with such sequential

colimits (Proposition 3.1.41 (i)), so also A ∧K C has vanishing G-equivariant

homotopy groups.

Now we let H be any closed subgroup of G. The underlying (H × K)-space

of A is again cofibrant by Proposition B.14 (i), so we can apply the previous

reasoning to H instead of G and conclude that the groups πH
∗ (A ∧K C) vanish.

�

Corollary 3.2.21. Let H be a closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G. Then

the induction functor

G ⋉H − : HSp −→ GSp

takes π∗-isomorphisms of orthogonal H-spectra to π∗-isomorphisms of orthog-

onal G-spectra.

Proof We let G × H act on G by left and right translation, i.e., via

(g, h) · γ = gγh−1 .

With this action, G is (G × H)-equivariantly isomorphic to the homogeneous

space (G×H)/∆ for ∆ = {(h, h) : h ∈ H}. In particular, G is (G×H)-cofibrant,

and both partial actions are free. So Proposition 3.2.20 applies to the functor

(G+) ∧H − = G ⋉H − and yields the desired conclusion. �

Now we discuss the transfer maps of equivariant homotopy groups.

Construction 3.2.22 (Transfers). We let H be a closed subgroup of a compact

Lie group G. As before we write L = TeH(G/H) for the tangent space of G/H

at the coset eH, which inherits an H-action from the H-action on G/H. We let
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X be an orthogonal G-spectrum. We form the composite

πH
k (X ∧ S L)

G⋉H−−−−−−→
�

πG
k (G ⋉H X)

act∗−−−−→ πG
k (X)

of the external transfer (3.2.18) and the effect of the action map (i.e., the ad-

junction counit) G ⋉H X −→ X. We call this composite the dimension shifting

transfer and denote it

TrG
H : πH

k (X ∧ S L) −→ πG
k (X) . (3.2.23)

The (degree zero) transfer is then defined as the composite,

trG
H : πH

k (X)
(X∧i)∗−−−−−−→ πH

k (X ∧ S L)
TrG

H−−−−→ πG
k (X) , (3.2.24)

where i : S 0 −→ S L is the ‘inclusion of the origin’, the based map sending 0

to 0. Both kinds of transfer are natural for morphisms of orthogonal G-spectra.

For finite index inclusions, L = 0 and there is no difference between the di-

mension shifting transfer and the degree zero transfer. The external transfer is

additive; since the dimension shifting and degree zero transfers are obtained

from there by applying morphisms of equivariant spectra, they are also addi-

tive.

The key properties of these transfer maps are:

• transfers are transitive (Proposition 3.2.29);

• transfers commute with inflation maps (Proposition 3.2.32);

• the restriction of a degree zero transfer to a closed subgroup satisfies a dou-

ble coset formula (Theorem 3.4.9).

Example 3.2.25 (Infinite Weyl group transfers). If H has infinite index in its

normalizer, then the degree zero transfer trG
H

is trivial. Indeed, the inclusion of

the normalizer NGH of H into G induces a smooth embedding

WGH = (NGH)/H −→ G/H

and thus a monomorphism of tangent H-representations

TeH(WGH) −→ TeH(G/H) = L .

If n ∈ NGH is an element of the normalizer and h ∈ H, then

h · nH = n · (n−1hn)H = nH ,

so WGH is H-fixed inside G/H. Consequently, the tangent space TeH(WGH)

is contained in the H-fixed space LH . If H has infinite index in its normalizer,

then the Weyl group WGH and the tangent space TeH(WGH) have positive di-

mension. In particular, L has non-zero H-fixed points. The point 0 in S L can

thus be moved through H-fixed points to the basepoint at infinity. The first map

in the composite (3.2.24) is thus the zero map, hence so is the transfer trG
H

.
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Remark 3.2.26. As the previous example indicates, the passage from the di-

mension shifting transfer TrG
H to the degree zero transfer trG

H
loses information.

An extreme case is when the subgroup H is normal in G. Then the action of

the group H on G/H is trivial; hence also the H-action on the tangent space

L is trivial. Upon choosing an isomorphism L � Rd, the Wirthmüller iso-

morphism identifies πG
0

(G ⋉H Y) with πH
0

(Y ∧ S d), where d = dim(G/H) =

dim(G)−dim(H). The dimension shifting transfer then becomes a natural map

πH
0 (Y) � πH

d (Y ∧ S L)
TrG

H−−→ πG
d (Y) .

This transformation is generically non-trivial.

Now we recall some important properties of the transfer maps. We start with

the compatibility with the loop and suspension isomorphisms.

Proposition 3.2.27. Let H be a closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G,

(i) For every orthogonal H-spectrum Y and all k ∈ Z, the following dia-

grams commute:

πH
k

((ΩY) ∧ S L)
G⋉H−
�

//

�assembly

��

πG
k

(G ⋉H (ΩY))

assembly�

��
πH

k
(Ω(Y ∧ S L))

α �

��

πG
k

(Ω(G ⋉H Y))

� α

��
πH

k+1
(Y ∧ S L)

G⋉H−
� // πG

k+1
(G ⋉H Y)

πH
k

(Y ∧ S L)
G⋉H−
�

//

�−∧S 1

��

πG
k

(G ⋉H Y)

−∧S 1�

��
πH

k+1
(Y ∧ S L ∧ S 1)

(Y∧τ
S L ,S 1 )∗ �

��

πG
k+1

((G ⋉H Y) ∧ S 1)

� b∗
��

πH
k+1

(Y ∧ S 1 ∧ S L)
G⋉H−
� // πG

k+1
(G ⋉H (Y ∧ S 1))

Here τS L ,S 1 : S L ∧ S 1 −→ S 1 ∧ S L is the twist isomorphism, and the

G-equivariant isomorphism

b : (G ⋉H Y) ∧ S 1
� G ⋉H (Y ∧ S 1)

is given by b([g, y] ∧ t) = [g, y ∧ t].
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(ii) For every orthogonal G-spectrum X and all k ∈ Z, the following dia-

grams commute:

πH
k

((ΩX) ∧ S L)
TrG

H //

�assembly

��

πG
k

(ΩX)

� α

��

πH
k

(X ∧ S L)
TrG

H //

�−∧S 1

��

πG
k

(X)

−∧S 1�

��

πH
k

(Ω(X ∧ S L))

�α

��

πH
k+1

(X ∧ S L ∧ S 1)

(X∧τ
S L ,S 1 )∗ �

��
πH

k+1
(X ∧ S L)

TrG
H

// πG
k+1

(X) πH
k+1

(X ∧ S 1 ∧ S L)
TrG

H

// πG
k+1

(X ∧ S 1)

πH
k

(ΩX)
trG

H //

�α

��

πG
k

(ΩX)

� α

��

πH
k

(X)
trG

H //

�−∧S 1

��

πG
k

(X)

−∧S 1�

��
πH

k+1
(X)

trG
H

// πG
k+1

(X) πH
k+1

(X ∧ S 1)
trG

H

// πG
k+1

(X ∧ S 1)

Proof The first two diagrams commute because we can read the diagrams

of Proposition 3.2.16 (i) backwards. The commutativity of the other diagrams

then follows by naturality. �

Now we establish the transitivity property for a nested triple of compact

Lie groups K ≤ H ≤ G. We continue to denote by L = TeH(G/H) the tan-

gent H-representation in G, and we write L̄ = TeK(H/K) for the tangent K-

representation in H. We choose a slice

s : D(L) −→ G

as in the construction of the map lG
H

: G −→ S L ∧ H+ in Construction 3.2.1; so

s is a wide smooth embedding of the unit disc of L satisfying

s(0) = 1 and s(h · l) = h · s(l) · h−1

for all (h, l) ∈ H × D(L), and the differential at 0 ∈ D(L) of the composite

projH ◦ s : D(L) −→ G/H is the identity of L. The differential at 0 ∈ D(L) of

the composite

D(L)
s−−→ G

projK−−−−→ G/K

is then a K-equivariant linear monomorphism

d(projK ◦ s)0 : L −→ TeK(G/K) = L(K,G)

that splits the differential at eK of the projection q : G/K −→ G/H. So the
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combined map

(d(projK ◦ s)0, (dq)eH) : L ⊕ L̄ = TeH(G/H) ⊕ TeK(H/K) (3.2.28)

−→ TeK(G/K) = L(K,G)

is an isomorphism of K-representations. Upon one-point compactification this

isomorphism induces a homeomorphism of K-spaces

S L ∧ S L̄
� S L(K,G) .

Any two slices are H-equivariantly isotopic (compare [26, VI Thm. 2.6]), so

the K-equivariant homotopy class of the latter isomorphism is independent of

the choice of slice.

Proposition 3.2.29 (Transitivity of transfers). Let G be a compact Lie group,

K ≤ H ≤ G nested closed subgroups and X an orthogonal G-spectrum. Then

the composite

πK
k (X ∧ S L(K,G)) �(3.2.28) πK

k (X ∧ S L ∧ S L̄)
TrH

K−−−−→ πH
k (X ∧ S L)

TrG
H−−−−→ πG

k (X)

agrees with the transfer TrG
K . Moreover, the degree zero transfers satisfy

trG
H ◦ trH

K = trG
K : πK

k (X) −→ πG
k (X) .

Proof We start by establishing transitivity of the Wirthmüller maps. We choose

a slice for the inclusion of K into H, i.e., a wide smooth embedding s̄ :

D(L̄) −→ H satisfying

s̄(0) = 1 and s̄(k · l̄) = k · s̄(l̄) · k−1

for all (k, l̄) ∈ K × D(L̄), and such that the differential at 0 ∈ D(L̄) lifts the

identity of L̄. We combine the two slices into a slice for K inside G: the K-

equivariant map

D(L ⊕ L̄) −→ G , (l, l̄) 7−→ s(l) · s̄(l̄)

sends (0, 0) to 1, and its differential at (0, 0) is exactly the identification (3.2.28).

So we can – and will – define the map lG
K

: G −→ S L(K,G) ∧ K+ from the slice

s′ : D(L(K,G))
�−−−−−−−→

(3.2.28)−1
D(L ⊕ L̄)

(l,l̄)7→s(l)· s̄(l̄)−−−−−−−−−→ G .

The maps lG
H

: G −→ S L ∧ H+ respectively lH
K

: H −→ S L̄ ∧ K+ are the

Thom-Pontryagin collapses based on the H2-equivariant smooth embedding

s̃ : D(L) × H −→ G , (l, h) 7−→ s(l) · h

respectively the K2-equivariant smooth embedding

ŝ : D(L̄) × K −→ H , (l̄, k) 7−→ s̄(l̄) · k .
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The composite (S L ∧ lH
K

) ◦ lG
H

is thus K2-equivariantly homotopic to the Thom-

Pontryagin collapse based on the K2-equivariant smooth embedding

D(L) × D(L̄) × K −→ G , (l, l̄, k) 7−→ s(l) · s̄(l̄) · k .

The following diagram of K2-equivariant smooth embeddings then commutes

by construction:

D(L ⊕ L̄) × K

incl
��

�

(3.2.28) // D(L(K,G)) × K

(l,k)7→s′(l)·k

��

D(L) × D(L̄) × K

(l,l̄,k)7→(l, s̄(l̄)·k)
��

D(L) × H
(l,h)7→s(l)·h

// G

So the associated diagram of K2-equivariant collapse maps also commutes:

G+

lG
K

��

lG
H // S L ∧ H+

S L∧lH
K��

S L ∧ S L̄ ∧ K+

Ψ
��

S L(K,G) ∧ K+
�

(3.2.28)−1

// S L⊕L̄ ∧ K+

Here Ψ : S L ∧ S L̄ −→ S L⊕L̄ is the collapse map for the inclusion D(L⊕ L̄) −→
D(L) × D(L̄). A rescaling homotopy connects Ψ to the canonical homeomor-

phism S L∧S L̄
� S L⊕L̄, so the following square commutes up to K2-equivariant

based homotopy:

G+

lG
K

��

lG
H // S L ∧ H+

S L∧lH
K

��
S L(K,G) ∧ K+

�

(3.2.28)−1

// S L⊕L̄ ∧ K+

We can thus conclude that the map lG
K
/K is K-equivariantly homotopic to the

composite

G/K+ � G ⋉H (H/K+)
lG
H
∧H (H/K+)

−−−−−−−−−→ (H/K+) ∧ S L

� H ⋉K S L
lH
K
∧K S L

−−−−−→ S L ∧ S L̄
�(3.2.28) S L(K,G) .
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Naturality and transitivity of restriction maps then show that the following

diagram commutes:

πG
k

(X ∧G/K+)
resG

K //

�

��

πK
k

(X ∧G/K+)

lG
K
/K

��

πG
k

(X ∧G ⋉H (H/K+))

resG
H

��
WirthG

H

��

πH
k

(X ∧G ⋉H (H/K+))

lG
H
∧H (H/K+)

��
πH

k
(X ∧ (H/K+) ∧ S L)

�

��

πK
k

(X ∧ S L(K,G))

�

��
πH

k
(X ∧ H ⋉K S L))

resH
K //

WirthH
K

55
πK

k
(X ∧ H ⋉K S L)

lH
K
∧K S L

// πK
k

(X ∧ S L ∧ S L̄)

By Theorem 3.2.15 the Wirthmüller map is inverse to the composite

πK
k (X ∧ S L(K,G))

εL(K,G)−−−−→ πK
k (X ∧ S L(K,G))

G⋉K−−−−−→ πG
k (G ⋉K X) .

The map εL(K,G) is induced by the antipodal map of S L(K,G). Under the homeo-

morphism between S L(K,G) and S L∧S L̄, this becomes the smash product of the

antipodal maps of L and L̄. So reading the diagram backwards gives a commu-

tative diagram of external transfers

πK
k

(X ∧ S L ∧ S L̄)
H⋉K− //

�

��

πH
k

(X ∧ H ⋉K S L)
� // πH

k
(X ∧ H/K+ ∧ S L)

G⋉H−
��

πG
k

(X ∧G ⋉H H/K+)

�

��
πK

k
(X ∧ S L(K,G))

G⋉K−
// πG

k
(X ∧G/K+)

(3.2.30)

Postcomposing with the effect of the projection G/K −→ ∗ and exploiting

naturality gives the claim about the dimension shifting transfer. The second

claim follows by precomposing with the inclusion of the origin of L(K,G). �

Example 3.2.31. We let K ≤ H ≤ G be nested closed subgroups and X an

orthogonal G-spectrum. We let p : G/K −→ G/H denote the projection. For

later reference we show that under the external transfer isomorphisms the ef-

fect of morphism X∧ p+ : X∧G/K+ −→ X∧G/H+ corresponds to the transfer
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from K to H. For simplicity we restrict to the case where dim(K) = dim(H),

i.e., when K has finite index in H; the general case only differs by more com-

plicated notation. If K has finite index in H, then the differential of the projec-

tion G/K −→ G/H is an isomorphism from the K-representation TeK(G/K)

to the underlying K-representation of L = TeH(G/H). We identify these two

representations via this isomorphism. We claim that then the following square

commutes:

πK
∗ (X ∧ S L)

trH
K //

G⋉K− �

��

πH
∗ (X ∧ S L)

G⋉H−�

��
πG
∗ (X ∧G/K+)

(X∧p+)∗
// πG
∗ (X ∧G/H+)

To see this we compose the commutative diagram (3.2.30) in the proof of

Proposition 3.2.29 that encodes the transitivity of external transfers with the

map πG
∗ (X ∧ p+) and arrive at another commutative diagram:

πK
k

(X ∧ S L)

H⋉K−
��trH

K

  

πK
k

(X ∧ S L)

G⋉K−

��

πH
k

(X ∧ H ⋉K S L)

�

��
πH

k
(X ∧ H/K+ ∧ S L)

G⋉H− //

��

πG
k

(X ∧G ⋉H H/K+)
� // πG

k
(X ∧G/K+)

(X∧p+)∗
��

πH
k

(X ∧ S L)
G⋉H−

// πG
k

(X ∧G/H+)

The lower left vertical map is induced by the projection H/K −→ ∗ and the

bottom part of the diagram commutes by naturality of the external transfer.

Now we prove the compatibility of transfers with inflations, i.e., restriction

along continuous epimorphisms α : K −→ G. For every closed subgroup H of

G, the map

ᾱ : K/J −→ G/H , kJ 7−→ α(k)H

is a diffeomorphism, where J = α−1(H). The differential at the coset eJ is an

isomorphism

(dᾱ)eJ : L̄ = TeJ(K/J) −→ (α|J)∗(TeH(G/H)) = (α|J)∗(L)

of J-representations. In the statement and proof of the following proposition
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a couple of unnamed isomorphisms occur. One of them is the natural isomor-

phism of K-spaces

K ⋉J (α|J)∗(A) � α∗(G ⋉H A) , [k, a] 7−→ [α(k), a] .

Proposition 3.2.32. Let K and G be compact Lie groups and α : K −→ G a

continuous epimorphism. Let H be a closed subgroup of G, set J = α−1(H),

and let α|J : J −→ H denote the restriction of α.

(i) For every orthogonal H-spectrum Y the following diagram commutes:

πH
k

(Y ∧ S L)

G⋉H−
��

(α|J )∗ // πJ
k
((α|J)∗(Y ∧ S L))

� // πJ
k
((α|J)∗(Y) ∧ S L̄)

K⋉J−
��

πG
k

(G ⋉H Y)
α∗

// πK
k

(α∗(G ⋉H Y))
�

// πK
k

(K ⋉J (α|J)∗(Y))

(ii) For every orthogonal G-spectrum X the following diagram commutes:

πH
k

(X ∧ S L)

TrG
H

��

(α|J )∗ // πJ
k
((α|J)∗(X ∧ S L))

� // πJ
k
((α|J)∗(X) ∧ S L̄)

TrK
J

��
πG

k
(X)

α∗
// πK

k
(α∗(X))

Moreover, the degree zero transfers satisfy the relation

α∗ ◦ trG
H = trK

J ◦(α|J)∗

as maps πH
k

(X) −→ πK
k

(α∗(X)).

(iii) For every orthogonal G-spectrum X, every g ∈ G and all closed sub-

groups K ≤ H of G the following diagram commutes:

πKg

k
(X)

trHg

Kg

��

g⋆ // πK
k

(X)

trH
K

��
πHg

k
(X)

g⋆
// πH

k
(X)

Proof (i) The restriction maps commute with the loop and suspension iso-

morphisms, and so do the external transfer maps (by Proposition 3.2.27). So it

suffices to prove the claim in dimension k = 0. We choose a wide G-equivariant

embedding i : G/H −→ V into some G-representation; from this input data we

form the collapse map

cG/H : S V −→ G ⋉H S W
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and the external transfer G ⋉H −. Then the composite

α∗(i) ◦ ᾱ : K/J −→ α∗(G/H) −→ α∗(V) (3.2.33)

is a wide K-equivariant embedding, and we can (and will) base the external

transfer K ⋉J − on this embedding. Since i : G/H −→ V and α∗(i) ◦ ᾱ have the

same image, they define the same decomposition of V into tangent and normal

subspaces, i.e.,

W̄ = α∗(V) − d(α∗(i) ◦ ᾱ)eJ(L̄) = (α|J)∗(W) .

Moreover, the composite

S α∗(V) = α∗(S V)
α∗(cG/H )
−−−−−−→ α∗(G ⋉H S W) � K ⋉J (α|J)∗(S W) = K ⋉J S W̄

is precisely the collapse map based on the wide embedding (3.2.33). From here

the commutativity of the square is straightforward from the definitions.

(ii) The dimension shifting transfer TrG
H is defined as the composite of the

external transfer G ⋉H − and the effect of the action map G ⋉H X −→ X, and

similarly for TrK
J . The action map for the orthogonal K-spectrum K ⋉J α

∗(X)

coincides with the composite

K ⋉J α
∗(X)

�−−→ α∗(G ⋉H X)
α∗(act)−−−−−→ α∗(X) .

So the following diagram commutes by naturality of the restriction map:

πG
k

(G ⋉H X)

πG
k

(act)

��

α∗ // πK
k

(α∗(G ⋉H X))

πK
k

(α∗(act)) ))❙❙❙
❙❙❙

❙❙❙
❙❙❙

❙❙

� // πK
k

(K ⋉J α
∗(X))

πK
k

(act)

��
πG

k
(X)

α∗
// πK

k
(α∗(X))

Part (ii) then follows by stacking this commutative diagram to the one of

part (i). The second claim follows by precomposing with the inclusion of the

origin of L.

Part (iii) follows from part (ii) for the epimorphism cg : H −→ Hg and the

closed subgroup K of H, and naturality of the transfer:

g⋆ ◦ trHg

Kg = (lX
g )∗ ◦ (cg)∗ ◦ trHg

Kg

(ii) = (lX
g )∗ ◦ trH

K ◦(cg)∗ = trH
K ◦(lX

g )∗ ◦ (cg)∗ = trH
K ◦g⋆ �

Now we know how transfers compose and interact with inflations. The re-

maining compatibility issue is to rewrite the composite of a transfer map fol-

lowed by a restriction map. The answer is given by the double coset formula

that we will prove in Theorem 3.4.9 below.
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3.3 Geometric fixed points

In this section we study the geometric fixed point homotopy groups ΦG
∗ (X) of

an orthogonal G-spectrum X. We establish the isotropy separation sequence

(3.3.9) that is often useful for inductive arguments, and we prove that equiv-

ariant equivalences can also be detected by geometric fixed points, see Propo-

sition 3.3.10. In Proposition 3.3.11 we show that geometric fixed points anni-

hilate transfers from proper subgroups. Theorem 3.3.15 provides a functorial

description of the 0-th equivariant stable homotopy groups of a G-space Y in

terms of the path components of the H-fixed points spaces YH for closed sub-

groups H of G with finite Weyl group.

We define the geometric fixed point homotopy groups of an orthogonal G-

spectrum X. As before we let s(UG) denote the set of finite-dimensional G-

subrepresentations of the complete G-universeUG, considered as a poset under

inclusion. We obtain a functor from s(UG) to sets by

V 7−→ [S VG

, X(V)G] ,

the set of (non-equivariant) homotopy classes of based maps from the fixed

point sphere S VG

to the fixed point space X(V)G. An inclusion V ⊆ W in s(UG)

is sent to the map

[S VG

, X(V)G] −→ [S WG

, X(W)G]

that takes the homotopy class of f : S VG −→ X(V)G to the homotopy class of

the composite

S WG

� S (V⊥)G ∧ S VG Id∧ f
−−−−→ S (V⊥)G ∧ X(V)G

= (S V⊥ ∧ X(V))G
(σV⊥ ,V )G

−−−−−−→ X(V⊥ ⊕ V)G = X(W)G .

Definition 3.3.1. Let G be a compact Lie group and X an orthogonal G-

spectrum. The 0-th geometric fixed point homotopy group is defined as

ΦG
0 (X) = colimV∈s(UG) [S VG

, X(V)G] .

If k is an arbitrary integer, we define the k-th geometric fixed point homotopy

groupΦG
k

(X) by replacing S V by S V⊕Rk

(for k > 0) or replacing X(V) by X(V ⊕
R−k) (for k < 0), analogous to the definition of πG

k
(X) in (3.1.11).

The construction comes with a geometric fixed point map

ΦG : πG
0 (X) −→ ΦG

0 (X) (3.3.2)

[ f : S V −→ X(V)] 7−→ [ f G : S VG −→ X(V)G]

from the G-equivariant homotopy group to the geometric fixed point homotopy
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group. For a trivial group, equivariant and geometric fixed point groups coin-

cide and the geometric fixed point map Φe : πe
0
(X) −→ Φe

0
(X) is the identity.

Example 3.3.3 (Geometric fixed points of suspension spectra). If A is any

based G-space, then the geometric fixed points ΦG
∗ (Σ∞A) of the suspension

spectrum are given by

ΦG
k (Σ∞A) = colimV∈s(UG ) [S VG⊕Rk

, S VG ∧ AG] .

As V ranges over s(UG) the dimension of the fixed points grows to infinity. So

the composite

πe
k(Σ∞AG)

p∗
G−−−→ πG

k (Σ∞AG)
incl∗−−−→ πG

k (Σ∞A)
ΦG

−−−→ ΦG
k (Σ∞A)

is an isomorphism, where p∗
G

is inflation along the unique group homomor-

phism pG : G −→ e. We will sometimes refer to this isomorphism by saying

that ‘geometric fixed points commute with suspension spectra’.

Construction 3.3.4. We let X be a G-orthogonal spectrum and α : K −→ G a

continuous epimorphism. We define inflation maps

α∗ : ΦG
0 (X) −→ ΦK

0 (α∗X)

on geometric fixed point homotopy groups. We choose a K-equivariant linear

isometric embedding ψ : α∗(UG) −→ UK of the restriction along α of the

complete G-universe into the complete K-universe. We let f : S VG −→ X(V)G

be a based map representing an element of ΦG
0

(X), for some V ∈ s(UG). Since

α is surjective, VG = (α∗V)K and X(V)G = (α∗(X(V)))K = ((α∗X)(α∗V))K . We

use ψ to identify α∗V with ψ(V) as K-representations, and hence also (α∗V)K

with ψ(V)K . This turns f into a based map

S ψ(V)K

� S (α∗V)K

= S VG f
−−→ X(V)G = ((α∗X)(α∗V))K

� ((α∗X)(ψ(V)))K .

Any two equivariant embeddings of α∗(UG) into UK are homotopic through

K-equivariant linear isometric embeddings, so the restriction map is indepen-

dent of the choice ofψ. This latter map represents the element α∗[ f ] inΦK
0

(α∗X).

The element α∗[ f ] depends only on the class of f in ΦG
0

(X), so the inflation

map α∗ is a well-defined homomorphism.

The surjectivity of α is essential to obtain an inflation map α∗ on geometric

fixed point homotopy groups, and geometric fixed points do not have natural

restriction maps to subgroups. These inflation maps between the geometric

fixed point homotopy groups are clearly natural in the orthogonal G-spectrum.

The next proposition lists the other naturality properties.

Proposition 3.3.5. Let G be a compact Lie group and X an orthogonal G-

spectrum.
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(i) For every pair of composable continuous epimorphisms α : K −→ G and

β : L −→ K we have

β∗ ◦ α∗ = (αβ)∗ : ΦG
0 (X) −→ ΦL

0 ((αβ)∗X) .

(ii) For every element g ∈ G the composite

ΦG
0 (X)

(cg)∗

−−−−→ ΦG
0 (c∗gX)

(lX
g )∗
−−−−→ ΦG

0 (X)

is the identity.

(iii) For every continuous epimorphism α : K −→ G of compact Lie groups

the following square commutes:

πG
0

(X)
ΦG

//

α∗

��

ΦG
0

(X)

α∗

��
πK

0
(α∗X)

ΦK

// ΦK
0

(α∗X)

Proof (i) We choose a K-equivariant linear isometric embeddingψ : α∗(UG) −→
UK and an L-equivariant linear isometric embedding ϕ : β∗(UK) −→ UL. If

we then use the L-equivariant linear isometric embedding

ϕ ◦ β∗(ψ) : (α ◦ β)∗(UG) −→ UL

for the calculation of (α ◦ β)∗, the desired equality even holds on the level of

representatives.

(ii) We let V be a finite-dimensional G-subrepresentation of UG and f :

S VG −→ X(V)G a based map representing an element of ΦG
0

(X). We use the

G-equivariant linear isometry lg : c∗g(UG) −→ UG given by left multiplication

by g. Then c∗g(V) and lg(V) have the same underlying sets and the restriction of

lg to (c∗g(V))G is the identity onto (lg(V))G.

The class c∗g[ f ] is represented by the composite

S (lg(V))G

= S (c∗gV)G

= S VG f
−−→ X(V)G = ((c∗gX)(c∗gV))G

((c∗g X)(lVg ))G

−−−−−−−−→ ((c∗gX)(lg(V)))G .

Consequently, (lX
g )∗(c

∗
g[ f ]) is represented by the composite

S (lg(V))G

= S VG f
−−→ X(V)G = ((c∗gX)(c∗gV))G

((c∗gX)(lVg ))G

−−−−−−−−→ ((c∗gX)(lg(V)))G
((lX

g )(lg(V)))G

−−−−−−−−−→ (X(lg(V)))G .

The G-action on X(V) is diagonally, from the external G-action on X and the in-

ternal G-action on V . Hence the map l
X(V)
g : c∗g(X(V)) −→ X(V) is the compos-

ite of (c∗gX)(lVg ) : (c∗gX)(c∗gV) −→ (c∗gX)(V) and (lX
g )(V) : (c∗gX)(V) −→ X(V).
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Since the restriction of l
X(V)
g to the G-fixed points is the identity, the composite

of ((c∗gX)(lVg ))G and ((lX
g )(V))G is the identity. This shows that (lX

g )∗(c
∗
g[ f ]) is

again represented by f , and hence (lX
g )∗ ◦ (cg)∗ = Id.

(iii) We consider a based continuous G-map f : S V −→ X(V); then α∗[ f ] is

represented by the K-map

α∗( f ) : S α∗(V) = α∗(S V ) −→ α∗(X(V)) = (α∗X)(α∗(V)) ,

and so ΦK(α∗[ f ]) is represented by

(α∗( f ))K : (S α∗(V))K = (α∗(S V))K −→ (α∗(X(V)))K = ((α∗X)(α∗(V)))K .

Since α is surjective, this is the same map as

f G : (S V)G −→ X(V)G .

To calculate α∗(ΦG([ f ])) we choose a K-equivariant linear isometric embed-

ding ψ : α∗(UG) −→ UK and conjugate f G by the isometry

(ψ|α∗(V))
K : (α∗(V))K

� ψ(V)K .

But conjugation by an isometry does not change the stable homotopy class, by

Proposition 3.1.14 (ii) for the trivial group. So

ΦK(α∗[ f ]) = [α( f )K] = [ f G] = α∗(ΦG[ f ]) . �

Remark 3.3.6 (Weyl group action on geometric fixed points). We let H be a

closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G, and X an orthogonal G-spectrum.

Every g ∈ G gives rise to a conjugation homomorphism cg : H −→ Hg by

cg(h) = g−1hg. Moreover, left translation by g is a homomorphism of orthogo-

nal H-spectra lX
g : c∗g(X) −→ X. So combining inflation along cg with the effect

of lX
g gives a homomorphism

g⋆ : ΦHg

0 (X)
(cg)∗

−−−−→ ΦH
0 (c∗g(X))

(lX
g )∗
−−−−→ ΦH

0 (X) .

In the special case when g normalizes H, this is a self-map of the geometric

fixed point group ΦH
0

(X). If moreover g belongs to H, then g⋆ is the identity

by Proposition 3.3.5 (ii). So the maps g⋆ define an action of the Weyl group

WGH = NGH/H on the geometric fixed point homotopy group ΦH
0

(X). By

the same arguments as for equivariant homotopy groups in Remark 3.1.17, the

identity path component of the Weyl group acts trivially, so the action factors

over an action of the discrete group π0(WGH) = WGH/(WGH)◦. Since the

geometric fixed point map Φ : πH
0

(X) −→ ΦH
0

(X) is compatible with inflation

and natural in X, this map is π0(WGH)-equivariant.

Now we recall the interpretation of geometric fixed point homotopy groups

as the equivariant homotopy groups of the smash product of X with a certain
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universal G-space. We denote by PG the family of proper closed subgroups

of G, and by EPG a universal space for the family PG. So EPG is a cofibrant

G-space without G-fixed points and such that the fixed point space (EPG)H is

contractible for every closed proper subgroup H of G. These properties deter-

mine EPG uniquely up to G-homotopy equivalence, see Proposition B.11.

We denote by ẼPG the reduced mapping cone of the based G-map (EPG)+ −→
S 0 that sends EPG to the non-basepoint of S 0. So ẼPG is the unreduced sus-

pension of the universal space EPG. The G-fixed points of EPG are empty and

fixed points commute with mapping cones, so the map S 0 −→ (ẼPG)G is an

isomorphism. For all proper subgroups H of G the map (EPG)H
+ −→ (S 0)H =

S 0 is a weak equivalence, so (ẼPG)H is contractible.

Example 3.3.7. We let U⊥
G
= UG − (UG)G be the orthogonal complement

of the G-fixed points in the complete G-universe UG. We claim that the unit

sphere S (U⊥
G

) of this complement is a universal space EPG. Indeed, the unit

sphere S (U⊥
G

) is G-equivariantly homeomorphic to the space L(R,U⊥
G

), so it is

cofibrant as a G-space by Proposition 1.1.19 (ii). Since S (U⊥
G

) has no G-fixed

points, any stabilizer group is a proper subgroup of G, i.e., in the familyPG. On

the other hand, for every proper subgroup H of G there is a G-representation

V with VG = 0 but VH
, 0, see for example [28, III Prop. 4.2]. Since U⊥

G

contains infinitely many isomorphic copies of V , the H-fixed points

(S (U⊥G))H = S ((U⊥G)H)

form an infinite-dimensional sphere, and hence are contractible. So S (U⊥
G

) is

a universal G-space for the family of proper subgroups.

Since ẼPG is an unreduced suspension of EPG, it is equivariantly homeo-

morphic to

S (R ⊕ U⊥G) ,

the unit sphere in R ⊕U⊥
G

. So S (R ⊕ U⊥
G

) is a model for ẼPG.

The inclusion i : S 0 −→ ẼPG induces an isomorphism of G-fixed points

S 0
� (ẼPG)G. So for every based G-space A the map A ∧ i : A −→ A ∧ ẼPG

induces an isomorphism of G-fixed points. Hence also for every orthogonal

G-spectrum the induced map of geometric fixed point homotopy groups

ΦG
k (X ∧ i) : ΦG

k (X) � ΦG
k (X ∧ ẼPG)

is an isomorphism. If we compose the inverse with the geometric fixed point

homomorphism (3.3.2), we arrive at a homomorphism Φ : πG
k

(X ∧ ẼPG) −→
ΦG

k
(X).
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Proposition 3.3.8. For every orthogonal G-spectrum X and every integer k,

the geometric fixed point map

Φ : πG
k (X ∧ ẼPG) −→ ΦG

k (X)

is an isomorphism.

Proof We claim that for every finite based G-CW-complex A and every based

G-space Y the map

(−)G : mapG
∗ (A, Y ∧ ẼPG) −→ map∗(A

G, YG)

that takes a G-map f : A −→ Y ∧ ẼPG to the induced map on G-fixed points

f G : AG −→ (Y ∧ ẼPG)G = YG ∧ (ẼPG)G
� YG

is a weak equivalence and Serre fibration.

Indeed, since A is a G-CW-complex, the inclusion of fixed points AG −→ A

is a G-cofibration and induces a Serre fibration of equivariant mapping spaces

mapG
∗ (A, Y ∧ ẼPG) −→ mapG

∗ (AG, Y ∧ ẼPG) .

Since every G-map from AG lands in the G-fixed points of Y ∧ ẼPG and be-

cause (Y ∧ ẼPG)G = YG, the target space is the non-equivariant mapping space

map∗(A
G, YG). The G-space A is built from its fixed points by attaching G-cells

G/H × Dn whose isotropy H is a proper subgroup. Since the H-fixed points of

Y ∧ ẼPG are contractible for all proper subgroups H of G, the fibration is also

a weak equivalence.

Now we consider a finite-dimensional G-representation V . When applied to

A = S V and Y = X(V), the previous claim implies that the fixed point map

[S V , X(V) ∧ ẼPG]G −→ [S VG

, X(V)G]

is bijective for every G-representation V . Passing to colimits over the poset

s(UG) proves the result for k = 0. The argument in the other dimensions is

similar, and we leave it to the reader. �

A consequence of the previous proposition is the following isotropy separa-

tion sequence. The mapping cone sequence of based G-space

(EPG)+ −→ S 0 −→ ẼPG

becomes a mapping cone sequence of G-spectra

X ∧ (EPG)+ −→ X −→ X ∧ ẼPG

after smashing with any given orthogonal G-spectrum X. So taking equivariant
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homotopy groups gives a long exact sequence

· · · −→ πG
k (X ∧ (EPG)+) −→ πG

k (X)
Φ−−→ (3.3.9)

ΦG
k (X) −→ πG

k−1(X ∧ (EPG)+) −→ · · ·

where we exploited the identification of Proposition 3.3.8.

Proposition 3.3.10. Let G be a compact Lie group. For a morphism f : X −→
Y of orthogonal G-spectra the following are equivalent:

(i) The morphism f is a π∗-isomorphism.

(ii) For every closed subgroup H of G and every integer k the map ΦH
k

( f ) of

geometric H-fixed point homotopy groups is an isomorphism.

Proof (i)=⇒(ii) If f is is an equivalence of orthogonal G-spectra, then so is

f ∧ ẼPG by Proposition 3.2.19 (ii). Proposition 3.3.8 then implies thatΦH
k

( f ) :

ΦH
k

(X) −→ ΦH
k

(Y) is an isomorphism for all k.

(ii)=⇒(i) We argue by induction on the size of the group G (i.e., of the

dimension of G and the order of π0G). If G is the trivial group, then the geo-

metric fixed point map Φ : πe
k
(X) −→ Φe

k
(X) does not do anything, and is an

isomorphism. Since Φe
∗( f ) is an isomorphism, so is πe

∗( f ).

If G is a non-trivial group we know by induction hypothesis that f is an

equivalence of orthogonal H-spectra for every proper closed subgroup H of G.

Since EPG is a cofibrant G-space without G-fixed points, Proposition 3.2.19 (i)

lets us conclude that f ∧ (EPG)+ is an equivalence of orthogonal G-spectra.

Since ΦG
∗ ( f ) : ΦG

∗ (X) −→ ΦG
∗ (Y) is also an isomorphism, the isotropy separa-

tion sequence and the five lemma let us conclude that πG
∗ ( f ) : πG

∗ (X) −→ πG
∗ (Y)

is an isomorphism. �

The next proposition shows that ‘geometric fixed points vanish on transfers’.

In fact, it is often a helpful slogan to think of geometric fixed points as ‘dividing

out transfers from proper subgroups’ – despite the fact that the kernel of the

geometric fixed point map Φ : πG
0

(X) −→ ΦG
0

(X) is in general larger than the

subgroup generated by proper transfers. For finite groups G, the slogan is in

fact true up to torsion, i.e., the geometric fixed point mapΦ : πG
0

(X) −→ ΦG
0

(X)

is rationally surjective and its kernel is rationally generated by transfers from

proper subgroups, compare Proposition 3.4.26 below. A more general version

of part (iii) below will appear in Proposition 3.4.2 (ii).

Proposition 3.3.11. Let K be a closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G and

X an orthogonal G-spectrum.

(i) Let H be a closed subgroup of G such that K is not subconjugate to H.
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Then the composite

πG
0 (X)

resG
K−−−→ πK

0 (X)
ΦK

−−−→ ΦK
0 (X)

annihilates the images of the dimension shifting transfer TrG
H : πH

0
(X ∧

S L) −→ πG
0

(X) and of the degree zero transfer trG
H

: πH
0

(X) −→ πG
0

(X).

(ii) The geometric fixed point map ΦG : πG
0

(X) −→ ΦG
0

(X) annihilates the

images of the dimension shifting transfer and of the degree zero transfer

from all proper closed subgroups of G.

(iii) If the Weyl group WGK is finite, then the relation

ΦK ◦ resG
K ◦ trG

K =
∑

gK∈WG K

ΦK ◦ g⋆

holds as natural transformations from πK
0

(X) to ΦK
0

(X).

Proof (i) Let V be any G-representation. The G-space (G⋉H X)(V) is isomor-

phic to G ⋉H X(i∗V). If K is not subconjugate to H, then both G-spaces have

only one K-fixed point, the base point. So the geometric fixed point homotopy

group ΦK
0

(G ⋉H X) vanishes. The dimension shifting transfer is defined as the

composite

πH
0 (X ∧ S L)

G⋉H−−−−−→ πG
0 (G ⋉H X)

act∗−−→ πG
0 (X) .

The geometric fixed point map is natural for G-maps, so the composite ΦK ◦
resG

K
◦act∗ : πG

0
(G ⋉H X) −→ ΦK

0
(X) factors through the trivial group ΦK

0
(G ⋉H

X). Thus the dimension shifting transfer vanishes. The degree 0 transfer factors

through the dimension shifting transfer, so it vanishes as well. Part (ii) is the

special case of (i) for K = G.

(iii) Since the functor πK
0

is represented by the suspension spectrum of G/K

(in the sense of Proposition 3.1.46), is suffices to check the relation for the or-

thogonal G-spectrum Σ∞+G/K and the tautological class eK defined in (3.1.45).

For every g ∈ NGK and every class x ∈ πK
0

(X) we have

g⋆(ΦK(resG
K(trG

K(x)))) = ΦK(resG
K(g⋆(trG

K(x)))) = ΦK(resG
K(trG

K(x)))

because g⋆ is the identity on πG
0

. So all classes of the form ΦK(resG
K

(trG
K

(x)))

are invariant under the action of the Weyl group WGK specified in Remark

3.3.6. In the universal case this class lives in the group ΦK
0

(Σ∞+G/K) which is

WGK-equivariantly isomorphic to πe
0
(Σ∞+ (G/K)K) = πe

0
(Σ∞+WGK) and hence a

free module of rank 1 over the integral group ring of the Weyl group WGK,

generated by the class ΦK(eK). So the class ΦK(resG
K

(trG
K

(eK))) is an integer

multiple of the norm element, i.e.,

ΦK(resG
K(trG

K(eK))) = λ ·
∑

gK∈WG K

g⋆(ΦK(eK))
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for some λ ∈ Z.

It remains to show that λ = 1. We let 1 ∈ πK
0

(S) be the class represented by

the identity of S 0. Inspection of Construction 3.2.22 reveals that the transfer

trG
K

(1) in πG
0

(S) is represented by the G-map

S V c−−→ G ⋉K S W a−−→ S V

where c is the collapse map based on any wide embedding of i : G/K −→ V

into a G-representation, W is the orthogonal complement of the image of

TeK(G/K) under the differential of i, and a[g,w] = gw. The classΦK
0

(resG
K

(trG
K

(1)))

is then represented by the restriction to K-fixed points of the above composite,

i.e., by the map

S VK cK

−−−→ (G ⋉K S W )K aK

−−−→ S VK

.

Every K-fixed point of G ⋉K S W is of the form [g,w] with g ∈ NGK and

w ∈ S WK

, i.e., the map

(WGK)+ ∧ S WK −→ (G ⋉K S W)K , gK ∧ w 7−→ [g,w]

is a homeomorphism.

Since the Weyl group WGK is finite we have (TeK(G/K))K = 0. Indeed,

the translation action of K on the homogeneous space G/K is smooth, so by

the differentiable slice theorem, the K-fixed point eK has an open K-invariant

neighborhood inside G/K that is K-equivariantly diffeomorphic to the tangent

space TeK(G/K), compare [131, Thm. 1.6.5] or [26, VI Cor. 2.4]. Since WGK =

(G/K)K is finite, eK is an isolated K-fixed point in G/K, and hence 0 is an

isolated K-fixed point in TeK(G/K), i.e., (TeK(G/K))K = 0.

Since (TeK(G/K))K = 0 we have WK = VK . Under these identifications, the

map cK becomes a pinch map

S VK −→ (WGK)+ ∧ S VK

�

∨

gK∈WG K

S VK

,

i.e., the projection to each wedge summand has degree 1. On the other hand,

the map aK becomes the fold map

(WGK)+ ∧ S VK −→ S VK

.

So the degree of the composite aK ◦ cK is the order of the Weyl group WGK.

We have thus shown that

ΦK(resG
K(trG

K(1))) = |WGK| · ΦK(1)

in the group ΦK
0

(S). On the other hand, the class 1 is invariant under the action
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of the Weyl group, and hence

ΦK(resG
K(trG

K(1))) = λ ·
∑

gK∈WG K

g⋆(ΦK(1)) = λ · |WGK| · ΦK(1) .

Since the abelian group ΦK
0

(S) is freely generated by ΦK(1), we can compare

coefficients in the last two expressions and deduce that λ = 1. �

The 0-th equivariant homotopy groups of equivariant spectra have two extra

pieces of structure, compared to equivariant spaces: an abelian group structure

and transfers. Theorem 3.3.15 and Proposition 4.1.11 make precise, first for

suspension spectra of G-spaces and then for suspension spectra of orthogo-

nal spaces, that at the level of 0-th equivariant homotopy sets, the suspension

spectrum ‘freely builds in’ the extra structure that is available stably.

We introduce specific stabilization maps that relate unstable homotopy sets

to stable homotopy groups. We let H be a compact Lie group and Y an H-space.

We define a map

σH : π0(YH) −→ πH
0 (Σ∞+ Y) (3.3.12)

by sending the path component of an H-fixed point y ∈ YH to the equivariant

stable homotopy class σH[y] represented by the H-map

S 0 −∧y
−−−→ S 0 ∧ Y+ = (Σ∞+ Y)(0) .

By direct inspection, the map σH can be factored as the composition

π0(YH)
σe

−−−→ πe
0(Σ∞+ YH)

p∗
H−−−→ πH

0 (Σ∞+ YH)
incl∗−−−→ πH

0 (Σ∞+ Y) ,

where pH : H −→ e is the unique group homomorphism.

We recall that for every space Z the non-equivariant stable homotopy group

πe
0
(Σ∞+ Z) is free abelian generated by the classes σe(y) for all y ∈ π0(Z), i.e,

πe
0(Σ∞+ Z) � Z{π0(Z)} . (3.3.13)

Indeed, for all n ≥ 2 the group πn(S n ∧ Z+, ∗) is free abelian, with basis the

classes of the maps −∧ y : S n −→ S n ∧ Z+ as y runs over the path components

of Z, see for example [180, Prop. 7.1.7]. Passing to the colimit over n proves

the claim.

If H is a closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G, and Y is the underlying

H-space of a G-space, then the normalizer NGH leaves YH invariant, and the

action of NGH factors over an action of the Weyl group WGH = NGH/H on

YH . This, in turn, induces an action of the component group π0(WGH) on the

set π0(YH). For all g ∈ G, the following square commutes, again by direct
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inspection:

π0(YHg

)
σHg

//

π0(lg)

��

πHg

0
(Σ∞+ Y)

g⋆

��
π0(YH)

σH

// πH
0

(Σ∞+ Y)

Here lg : YHg −→ YH is left multiplication by g. In particular, the map σH is

equivariant for the action of the group π0(WGH).

After stabilizing along the map σH : π0(YH) −→ πH
0

(Σ∞+ Y), we can then

transfer from H to G. For an element g ∈ NGH and a class x ∈ π0(YH) we have

trG
H(σH(π0(lg)(x))) = trG

H(g⋆(σH(x))) (3.3.14)

= g⋆(trG
H(σH(x))) = trG

H(σH(x)) ,

because transfer commutes with conjugation, and inner automorphisms act

as the identity. So the composite trG
H
◦σH coequalizes the π0(WGH)-action on

π0(YH).

Our proof of the following theorem is based on an inductive argument with

the isotropy separation sequence. A different proof, based on the tom Dieck

splitting, can be found in [100, V Cor. 9.3].

Theorem 3.3.15. Let G be a compact Lie group and Y a G-space.

(i) The equivariant homotopy group πG
0

(Σ∞+ Y) is a free abelian group with a

basis given by the elements

trG
H(σH(x)) ,

where H runs through all conjugacy classes of closed subgroups of G

with finite Weyl group and x runs through a set of representatives of the

WGH-orbits of the set π0(YH).

(ii) Let z ∈ πG
0

(Σ∞+ Y) be a class such that for every closed subgroup K of G

with finite Weyl group the geometric fixed point class

ΦK(resG
K(z)) ∈ ΦK

0 (Σ∞+ Y)

is trivial. Then z = 0.

Proof (i) In (3.3.13) we recalled property (i) when G is a trivial group. For

the trivial group the geometric fixed point map Φe : πe
0
(Σ∞+ Y) −→ Φe

0
(Σ∞+ Y) is

the identity, so part (ii) is tautologically true.

Now we let G be any compact Lie group. We let H be a closed subgroup

of G with finite Weyl group. By (3.3.13) we know that the group πe
0
(Σ∞+ YH) is

free abelian on the set of path components of YH ; moreover, the Weyl group
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WGH permutes the basis elements, i.e., πe
0
(Σ∞+ YH) is an integral permutation

representation of the group WGH. For any representation M of a finite group

W the norm map

N : M −→ M , x 7−→
∑

w∈W
w · x

factors over the group of coinvariants

MW = M/〈x − wx | x ∈ M,w ∈ W〉 .

For the integral permutation representation M = Z[S ] of a W-set S , a special

feature is that the induced map N̄ : MW −→ M is injective.

So part (i) is equivalent to the claim that the map

T :
⊕

(H)

(πe
0(Σ∞+ YH))WGH −→ πG

0 (Σ∞+ Y)

is an isomorphism, where the sum is indexed by representatives of the conju-

gacy classes of closed subgroups with finite Weyl group, and the restriction of

T to the H-summand is induced by the composite

πe
0(Σ∞+ YH)

p∗
H−−−→ πH

0 (Σ∞+ YH)
incl∗−−−→ πH

0 (Σ∞+ Y)
trG

H−−−→ πG
0 (Σ∞+ Y) .

We consider the total geometric fixed point homomorphism

Φtotal : πG
0 (Σ∞+ Y) −→

∏

K: WG K finite

ΦK
0 (Σ∞+ Y) , y 7−→ (ΦK(resG

K(y)))K .

Property (ii) is equivalent to the claim that Φtotal is injective.

We show now that the composite Φtotal ◦ T is injective. We argue by contra-

diction and suppose that

z = (zH)H ∈
⊕

(H)

(πe
0(Σ∞+ YH))WGH

is a non-zero element in the source of T such that Φtotal(T (z)) vanishes. As an

element in a direct sum, z has only finitely many non-zero components zH . We

let K be of maximal dimension and with maximal number of path components

among all indexing subgroups such that zK , 0. Then

T (z) = trG
K(incl∗(p∗K(y))) +

∑m

i=1
trG

Hi
(yi)

with y an element of πe
0
(Σ∞+ YK) with non-zero image in the WGK-coinvariants,

and with certain closed subgroups Hi of G that are not conjugate to K and ‘no

larger’ in the sense that either dim(Hi) < dim(K), or dim(Hi) = dim(K) and

|π0(Hi)| ≤ |π0(K)|. This means in particular that K is not subconjugate to any

of the groups H1, . . . ,Hm. Thus

ΦK(resG
K(trG

Hi
(yi))) = 0
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for all i = 1, . . . ,m, by Proposition 3.3.11 (i). Hence

0 = ΦK(T (z)) = ΦK(resG
K(trG

K(incl∗(p∗K(y)))))

=
∑

gK∈WG K

ΦK(g⋆(incl∗(p∗K(y))))

=
∑

gK∈WG K

ΦK(incl∗(g⋆(p∗K(y))))

= ΦK(incl∗(p∗K(
∑

gK∈WG K
(lg)∗(y)))) .

The third equation is Proposition 3.3.11 (iii). Since the composite

πe
0(Σ∞+ YK)

p∗
K−−−→ πK

0 (Σ∞+ YK)
incl∗−−−→ πK

0 (Σ∞+ Y)
ΦK

−−−→ ΦK
0 (Σ∞+ Y)

is an isomorphism, we conclude that the norm of the element y ∈ πe
0
(Σ∞+ YK) is

zero. But since πe
0
(Σ∞+ YK) is an integral permutation representation of the Weyl

group, this only happens if y maps to 0 in the coinvariants, which contradicts

our assumption.

Now we show that the classes trG
H

(σH(x)) in the statement of (i) generate

the group πG
0

(Σ∞+ Y) (i.e., the homomorphism T is surjective). We argue by

induction on the size of G, i.e., by a double induction over the dimension and

number of path components of G. The induction starts when G is the trivial

group, which we dealt with above. Now we let G be a non-trivial compact Lie

group. We start with the special case Y = G/K+ for a proper closed subgroup

K of G. The composite

G ⋉K S
G⋉K (eK)∗−−−−−−−→ G ⋉K (Σ∞+G/K)

act−−−→ Σ∞+G/K

is an isomorphism of orthogonal G-spectra. Hence the composite

πK
0 (Σ∞S V)

G⋉K−−−−−→
�

πG
0 (G ⋉ S)

πG
0

(G⋉K (eK)∗)
−−−−−−−−−−→

πG
0 (G ⋉K (Σ∞+G/K))

πG
0

(act)

−−−−−→ πG
0 (Σ∞+G/K)

is an isomorphism of abelian groups, where V = TeK(G/K) is the tangent

representation and the first map is the external transfer (an isomorphism by

Theorem 3.2.15).

The inclusion S 0 −→ S V is an equivariant h-cofibration and its quotient

S V/S 0 is G-homeomorphic to the unreduced suspension of the unit sphere

S (V) (with respect to any K-invariant scalar product on V). So the group

πG
0 (Σ∞(S V/S 0)) � πG

0 (Σ∞(S (V)+ ∧ S 1)) � πG
−1(Σ∞+ S (V))

vanishes by the suspension isomorphism and Proposition 3.1.44 (ii). The long
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exact sequence of Corollary 3.1.38 (i) then shows that the map

incl∗ : πK
0 (Σ∞+ {0}) −→ πK

0 (Σ∞S V )

is surjective. Since K is a proper closed subgroup of G, it either has smaller

dimension or fewer path components, so we know by the inductive hypothesis

that the group πK
0

(Σ∞+ {0}) is generated by the elements trK
L

(σL[0]) where L runs

through all conjugacy classes of closed subgroups of K with finite Weyl group.

Putting this all together lets us conclude that the group πG
0

(Σ∞+G/K) is gen-

erated by the classes
(
πG

0 (act ◦ (G ⋉K (eK)∗)) ◦ (G ⋉K −) ◦ trK
L ◦σL

)
[0]

for all K-conjugacy classes of closed subgroups L ≤ K that have finite Weyl

group in K. However, this long expression in fact defines a familiar class, as

we shall now see. Indeed, the following diagram commutes by the various

naturality properties:

π0({0})

σL

��

π0((eK)∗) //

p∗
L
◦σe

��

π0((G/K)L)

p∗
L
◦σe

��
σL

��

πL
0
(Σ∞S 0)

incl∗

��

πL
0
((eK)∗) // πL

0
(Σ∞+ (G/K)L)

incl∗ ((❘❘
❘❘

❘❘❘
❘❘❘

❘❘

πL
0
(Σ∞+G/K)

trK
L

��

incl∗

vv❧❧❧
❧❧
❧❧❧

❧❧❧
❧

πL
0
(Σ∞+ S V )

trK
L

��

πL
0
((eK)∗∧S V )

// πL
0
(Σ∞+G/K ∧ S V )

trK
L

��

πK
0

(Σ∞+G/K)

incl∗

vv❧❧❧
❧❧
❧❧❧

❧❧❧
❧

trG
K

��

πK
0

(Σ∞+ S V )

�G⋉K−
��

πK
0

((eK)∗∧S V )
// πK

0
(Σ∞+G/K ∧ S V )

G⋉K−
��

πG
0

(G ⋉K S)
πG

0
(G⋉K (eK)∗))

// πG
0

(G ⋉K Σ
∞
+G/K)

πG
0

(act)

// πG
0

(Σ∞+G/K)

So
(
πG

0 (act ◦ (G ⋉K (eK)∗)) ◦ (G ⋉K −) ◦ trK
L ◦σL

)
[0]

= trG
K(trK

L (σL((eK)∗[0]))) = trG
L (σL[eK]) .

So the group πG
0

(Σ∞+G/K) is generated by the classes trG
L

(σL[eK]) for all K-

conjugacy classes of closed subgroups L ≤ K that have finite Weyl group in

K. If the Weyl group of L in the ambient group G happens to be infinite, then
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trG
L
= 0 and the generator is redundant. Otherwise eK is an L-fixed point of

G/K, so the generator is one of the classes mentioned in the statement of (i).

This shows the generating property for the G-space G/K.

Next we observe that whenever the claim is true for a family of G-spaces,

then it is also true for their disjoint union; this follows from the fact that both

fixed points and π0 commute with disjoint unions, and that equivariant homo-

topy groups take wedges to direct sums. In particular, the claim holds when

Y is a disjoint union of homogeneous space G/H for varying proper closed

subgroups H of G.

Now we prove the claim when Y is any G-space without G-fixed points.

For every proper closed subgroup H of G we choose representatives for the

path components of the H-fixed point space YH . These choices determine a

continuous G-map

f : Z =
∐

H

∐

[x]∈π0(YH )

G/H −→ Y

by sending gH in the summand indexed by x ∈ YH to gx. Because Y has no

G-fixed points, the induced map π0( f H) : π0(ZH) −→ π0(YH) is then surjective

for every closed subgroup H of G, by construction. In the commutative square

⊕
(H)

(πe
0
(Σ∞+ ZH))WGH

T //

⊕
(πe

0
(Σ∞+ f H ))WG H

��

πG
0

(Σ∞+ Z)

πG
0

(Σ∞+ f )

��⊕
(H)

(πe
0
(Σ∞+ YH))WGH

T
// πG

0
(Σ∞+ Y)

the right vertical map is then surjective by Proposition 3.1.44 (i) for m = 0, and

the upper horizontal map is surjective by the above. So the lower horizontal

map is surjective as well.

Now we let Y be any G-space, possibly with G-fixed points. The composite

πe
∗(Σ
∞
+ YG)

p∗
G−−−→ πG

∗ (Σ∞+ YG)
incl∗−−−→ πG

∗ (Σ∞+ Y)
ΦG

−−−→ ΦG
∗ (Σ∞+ Y)

is an isomorphism, i.e., the map incl∗ ◦ p∗
G

splits the geometric fixed point

homomorphism. The long exact isotropy separation sequence (3.3.9) thus de-

composes into short exact sequences and the map

(q∗, incl∗ ◦ p∗G) : πG
∗ (Σ∞+ (Y × EPG)) ⊕ πe

∗(Σ
∞
+ YG) −→ πG

∗ (Σ∞+ Y)

is an isomorphism, where q : Y × EPG −→ Y is the projection. The G-space

Y × EPG has no G-fixed points. So by the previous part, the group πG
0

(Σ∞+ (Y ×
EPG)) is generated by the classes trG

H
(σH(x)) for H with finite Weyl group as

above and x ∈ π0((Y × EPG)H). If H is a proper subgroup, then (EPG)H is

contractible and so the projection q : Y × EPG −→ Y induces a bijection on
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π0((−)H). So the generators coming from Y × EPG map to the desired basis

elements for Y that are indexed by proper subgroups of G. On the other hand,

the group πe
∗(Σ
∞
+ YG) is free with basis the classes σe(x) for all components

x ∈ π0(YG), by (3.3.13). Because

incl∗(p∗G(σe(x))) = σG(x) ,

the basis of the second summand precisely maps to the desired basis elements

for Y that are indexed by the group G itself. This completes the argument that

the map T is surjective.

Now we can complete the proofs of part (i) and (ii). Since the composite

Φtotal ◦ T is injective, the homomorphism T is injective; since T is also surjec-

tive, it is bijective, which shows (i) for the group G. Since T is bijective and

Φtotal ◦ T is injective, the homomorphism Φtotal is injective, which shows (ii)

for the group G. �

Example 3.3.16 (Equivariant 0-stems and Burnside rings). We recall that for a

finite group G, the Burnside ring A(G) is the Grothendieck group of the abelian

monoid, under disjoint union, of isomorphism classes of finite G-sets. Every

finite G-set is the disjoint union of transitive G-sets, so A(G) is a free abelian

group generated by the classes of the G-sets G/H, as H runs over all conjugacy

classes of subgroups of G.

The sphere spectrum S is also the unreduced suspension spectrum of the

one-point G-space, S � Σ∞+ {0}. So Theorem 3.3.15 (i) says that the map

ψG : A(G) −→ πG
0 (S) , [G/H] 7−→ trG

H(1)

is an isomorphism, a result that is originally due to Segal [152]. The Burn-

side rings for different groups are related by restriction homomorphisms α∗ :

A(G) −→ A(K) along homomorphisms α : K −→ G, induced by restriction of

the action along α. The Burnside rings also enjoy transfer maps

trG
H : A(H) −→ A(G)

induced by sending an H-set S to the induced G-set G ×H S .

The compatibility of transfers with inflations (Proposition 3.2.32 (iii)) im-

plies that for every surjective homomorphism α the relation

α∗(ψG[G/H]) = α∗(trG
H(1)) = trK

L ((α|L)∗(1))

= trK
L (1) = ψK([K/L]) = ψK(α∗[G/H])

holds. In other words, the isomorphisms ψG are compatible with inflation. The

double coset formula (see Example 3.4.11 below), and the double coset for-

mula in the Burnside rings imply that the isomorphisms ψG are also compatible

with transfers.
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If G is a compact Lie group of positive dimension, there is no direct in-

terpretation of πG
0

(S) in terms of finite G-sets; in that situation, some authors

define the Burnside ring of G as the group πG
0

(S). In [178, Prop. 5.5.1], tom

Dieck gives an interpretation of this Burnside ring in terms of certain equiva-

lence classes of compact G-ENRs. Theorem 3.3.15 (i) identifies πG
0

(S) as a free

abelian group with basis the classes trG
H

(1) for all conjugacy classes of closed

subgroups H with finite Weyl group.

Theorem 3.3.15 (ii) provides a convenient detection criterion for elements

in the equivariant 0-stems; as we explain now, this can be rephrased as a de-

gree function. For every compact Lie group K the geometric fixed point group

ΦK
0

(S) is the 0-th non-equivariant stable stem, and hence free abelian of rank 1,

generated by the class ΦK(1). Moreover, if z ∈ πK
0

(S) is represented by the K-

map f : S V −→ S V for some K-representation V , then

ΦK(z) = [ f K : S VK −→ S VK

] = deg( f K) · ΦK(1) .

So in terms of the basis ΦK(1), the geometric fixed point homomorphism

ΦK : πK
0

(S) −→ ΦK
0

(S) is extracting the degree of the restriction of any rep-

resentative to K-fixed points. We let C(G) denote the set of integer valued,

conjugation-invariant functions from the set of closed subgroup of G with fi-

nite Weyl group. We define a homomorphism

deg : πG
0 (S) −→ C(G) (3.3.17)

by

deg[ f : S V −→ S V ](K) = deg( f K : S VK −→ S VK

) .

Theorem 3.3.15 (ii) then says that this degree homomorphism is injective.

Whenever the group G is non-trivial, the degree homomorphism is not sur-

jective. In [178, Prop. 5.8.5], tom Dieck exhibits an explicit set of congruences

that together with a certain continuity condition characterize the image of the

degree homomorphism (3.3.17). When G is finite, these congruences – com-

bined with the isomorphism ψG to the Burnside ring A(G) – specialize to the

congruences between the cardinalities of the various fixed point sets of a finite

G-set, specified for example in [178, Prop. 1.3.5].

We will revisit the equivariant 0-stems from a global perspective in Example

4.2.7 and with a view towards products and multiplicative power operations in

Example 5.3.1.

Theorem 3.3.15 gives a functorial description of the 0-th equivariant sta-

ble homotopy group of an unbased G-space. We will now deduce a similar

result for reduced suspension spectra of based G-spaces. This version, how-

ever, needs a non-degeneracy hypothesis, i.e., we must restrict to well-pointed

G-spaces.
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Theorem 3.3.18. Let G be a compact Lie group and Y a well-pointed G-space.

Then the group πG
0

(Σ∞Y) is a free abelian group with a basis given by the

elements

trG
H(σH(x)) ,

where H runs through all conjugacy classes of closed subgroups of G with

finite Weyl group and x runs through a set of representatives of the WGH-orbits

of the non-basepoint components of the set π0(YH).

Proof If the inclusion of the basepoint i : {y0} −→ Y is an unbased h-

cofibration, then the based map i+ : {y0}+ −→ Y+ is a based h-cofibration. The

induced morphism of suspension spectra Σ∞+ i : Σ∞+ {y0} −→ Σ∞+ Y is then an h-

cofibration of orthogonal G-spectra, so it gives rise to a long exact sequence of

homotopy groups as in Corollary 3.1.38 (i). The cokernel of i+ : {y0}+ −→ Y+

is G-homeomorphic to Y (with the original basepoint). Also, the map i has a

section, so the long exact sequence degenerates into a short exact sequence:

0 −→ πG
0 (Σ∞+ {y0})

(Σ∞+ i)∗−−−−→ πG
0 (Σ∞+ Y)

proj∗−−−→ πG
0 (Σ∞Y) −→ 0

Theorem 3.3.15 (i), applied to the unbased G-spaces {y0} and Y, provides bases

of the left and middle group; by naturality the map (Σ∞+ i)∗ hits precisely the

subgroup generated by the basis elements coming from basepoint components

of the space YH . So the cokernel of (Σ∞+ i)∗, and hence the group πG
0

(Σ∞Y), has

a basis of the desired form. �

3.4 The double coset formula

The main aim of this section is to establish the double coset formula for the

composite of a transfer followed by a restriction to a closed subgroup, see

Theorem 3.4.9 below. We also discuss various examples and special cases in

Examples 3.4.10 through 3.4.13. For finite groups (or more generally for trans-

fers along finite index inclusions), the statement and proof of the double coset

formula are significantly simpler, see Example 3.4.11, as this special case does

not need any equivariant differential topology. We end the section with a dis-

cussion of Mackey functors for finite groups, and prove that rationally and for

finite groups, geometric fixed point homotopy groups can be obtained from

equivariant homotopy groups by dividing out transfers from proper subgroups

(Proposition 3.4.26).

For use in the proof of the double coset formula, and as an interesting result

on its own, we calculate the geometric fixed points of the restriction of any
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transfer. In fact, when K = e is the trivial subgroup of G, then Φe
0
(X) = πe

0
(X),

the map Φe is the identity and the following proposition reduces to a special

case of the double coset formula. For the statement we use that the action

of a closed subgroup K on a homogeneous space G/H by left translation is

smooth, and hence the fixed points (G/H)K form a disjoint union of closed

smooth submanifolds, possibly of varying dimensions.

We let K be a compact Lie group and B a closed smooth K-manifold. The

Mostow-Palais embedding theorem [124, 130] provides a smooth K-equiva-

riant embedding i : B −→ V , for some K-representation V . We can assume

without loss of generality that V is a subrepresentation of the chosen complete

K-universeUK . We use the inner product on V to define the normal bundle ν

of the embedding at b ∈ B by

νb = V − (di)(TbB) ,

the orthogonal complement of the image of the tangent space TbB in V . By

multiplying with a suitably large scalar, if necessary, we can assume that the

embedding is wide in the sense that the exponential map

D(ν) −→ V , (b, v) 7−→ i(b) + v

is injective on the unit disc bundle of the normal bundle, and hence a closed

K-equivariant embedding. The image of this map is a tubular neighborhood

of radius 1 around i(B), and it determines a K-equivariant Thom-Pontryagin

collapse map

cB : S V −→ S V ∧ B+ (3.4.1)

as follows: every point outside of the tubular neighborhood is sent to the base-

point, and a point i(b) + v, for (b, v) ∈ D(ν), is sent to

cB(i(b) + v) =

(
v

1 − |v|

)
∧ b .

The homotopy class of the map cB is then an element in the equivariant ho-

motopy group πK
0

(Σ∞+ B). The next result determines the image of the class [cB]

under the geometric fixed point map.

In (3.3.12) we defined the map σK : π0(BK) −→ πK
0

(Σ∞+ B) that produces

equivariant stable homotopy classes from fixed point information.

Proposition 3.4.2. Let K be a compact Lie group.

(i) For every closed smooth K-manifold B the relation

ΦK[cB] =
∑

M∈π0(BK)

χ(M) · ΦK(σK[M])
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holds in the group ΦK
0

(Σ∞+ B), where the sum runs over the connected

components of the fixed point manifold BK .

(ii) Let G be a compact Lie group containing K and let H be another closed

subgroup of G. Then

ΦK ◦ resG
K ◦ trG

H =
∑

M∈π0((G/H)K )

χ(M) · ΦK ◦ g⋆ ◦ resH
Kg ,

where the sum runs over the connected components of the fixed point

space (G/H)K and g ∈ G is such that gH ∈ M.

Proof (i) Since the composite

πe
0(Σ∞+ BK)

p∗
K−−−→ πK

0 (Σ∞+ BK)
incl∗−−−→ πK

0 (Σ∞+ B)
ΦK

−−−→ ΦK
0 (Σ∞+ B)

is an isomorphism and the source is free abelian on the path components of the

space BK , the group ΦK
0

(Σ∞+ B) is free abelian with basis given by the classes

ΦK(σK[M]) = ΦK(incl∗(p∗K(σe[M])))

for M ∈ π0(BK). We let i : B −→ V be a wide smooth K-equivariant em-

bedding into a K-representation. Then the class ΦK[cB] is represented by the

non-equivariant map

S VK (cB)K

−−−−−→ S VK ∧ BK
+ .

Since K acts smoothly on B, the fixed points BK are a disjoint union of finitely

many closed smooth submanifolds. For each component M of BK we let pM :

BK
+ −→ M+ denote the projection, i.e., pM is the identity on M and sends all

other path components of BK to the basepoint. Then the composite

S VK (cB)K

−−−−−→ S VK ∧ BK
+

S VK ∧pM−−−−−−→ S VK ∧ M+

coincides with

S VK cM−−−→ S VK ∧ M+ ,

the collapse map (3.4.1) based on the non-equivariant wide smooth embedding

(iK)|M : M −→ VK . Since M is path connected, the group of based homotopy

classes of maps [S VK

, S VK∧M+] is isomorphic to Z, by (3.3.13), and an element

is determined by the degree of the composite with the projection S VK ∧M+ −→
S VK

. It is a classical fact that the degree of the composite

S VK cM−−−→ S VK ∧ M+
proj
−−−→ S VK

is the Euler characteristic of the manifold M, see for example [6, Thm. 2.4]. So

the summand indexed by M precisely contributes the term χ(M) ·ΦK(σK[M]),

which proves the desired relation.
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(ii) Both sides of the equation are natural transformations on the category of

orthogonal G-spectra from the functor πH
0

to the functor ΦK
0

. Since the functor

πH
0

is represented by the suspension spectrum of G/H (in the sense of Propo-

sition 3.1.46), is suffices to check the relation for the orthogonal G-spectrum

Σ∞+G/H and the tautological class eH defined in (3.1.45). Inspection of the def-

inition in Construction 3.2.22 reveals that the transfer of the tautological class

trG
H

(eH) in πG
0

(Σ∞+G/H) is represented by the G-map

S V c−−→ G ⋉H S W a−−→ S V ∧G/H+

where c is the collapse map based on any wide embedding of i : G/H −→ V

into a G-representation, and a[g,w] = gw ∧ gH. So the class resG
K

(trG
H

(eH)) is

represented by the underlying K-map of the above composite, which is pre-

cisely the map cG/H for the underlying K-manifold of G/H. Part (i) thus pro-

vides the relation

ΦK(resG
K(trG

H(eH))) = ΦK[cG/H] =
∑

M∈π0 ((G/H)K )

χ(M) · ΦK(σK[M])

where the sum runs over the connected components of (G/H)K . On the other

hand, if g ∈ G is such that gH ∈ M ⊂ (G/H)K , then Kg ≤ H and

σK[M] = g⋆(σKg 〈eH〉) = g⋆(resH
Kg (eH)) ;

this proves the desired relation for the universal class eH . �

Now we can proceed towards the double coset formula for a transfer fol-

lowed by a restriction. The double coset formula was first proved by Feshbach

for Borel cohomology theories [53, Thm. II.11] and later generalized to equiv-

ariant cohomology theories by Lewis and May [100, IV §6]. I am not aware of

a published account of the double coset formula in the context of orthogonal

G-spectra. Our method of proof for the double coset formula is different from

the approach of Feshbach and Lewis-May: we verify the double coset formula

after passage to geometric fixed points for all closed subgroups. The detection

criterion of Theorem 3.3.15 (ii) then lets us deduce the double coset formula

for the universal example, the tautological class eH in πH
0

(Σ∞+G/H).

Before we can state the double coset formula we have to recall some addi-

tional concepts, such as orbit type submanifolds and the internal Euler charac-

teristic.

Definition 3.4.3. Let L be a closed subgroup of a compact Lie group K and B

a K-space. The orbit type space associated to the conjugacy class of L is the

K-invariant subspace

B(L) = {x ∈ B | the stabilizer group of x is conjugate to L} .
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The points in the space B(L) are said to have ‘orbit type’ the conjugacy class

(L). We mostly care about orbit type subspaces for equivariant smooth man-

ifolds. Two sources that collect general information about orbit type mani-

folds are Chapters IV and VI of Bredon’s book [26] and Section I.5 of tom

Dieck’s book [179]. If B is a smooth K-manifold, then the subspace B(L) is a

smooth submanifold of B, and locally closed in B, compare [179, I Prop. 5.12]

or [26, VI Cor. 2.5]. Thus B(L) is called the orbit type manifold. If the smooth

K-manifold is compact, then it only has finitely many orbit types – this was first

shown by Yang [193]; other references are [26, IV Prop. 1.2], [131, Thm. 1.7.25],

or [179, I Thm. 5.11]. The orbit type manifolds B(L) need not be closed inside

B; but if one orbit type manifold B(L) lies in the closure of another one B(L′),

then L′ is subconjugate to L in K, compare [26, IV Thm. 3.3]. For every con-

jugacy class (L), the quotient map B(L) −→ K\B(L) is a locally trivial smooth

fiber bundle with fiber K/L and structure group the normalizer NK L, compare

[26, VI Cor. 2.5]. Thus every path component of every orbit space K\B(L) of an

orbit type manifold is again a smooth manifold, in such a way that the quotient

maps are smooth submersions. In particular, if the action happens to have only

one orbit type (i.e., all stabilizer groups are conjugate), then the quotient space

K\B is a manifold and inherits a smooth structure from B.

The terms in the double coset formula will be indexed by path compo-

nents of the orbit type orbit manifolds K\B(L). These manifolds need not be

connected, and different components may have varying dimensions, but each

K\B(L) has only finitely many path components. Indeed, by [182, Cor. 3.7 and

3.8] the orbit space K\B admits a triangulation such that the orbit type is con-

stant on every open simplex. So if a path component M of K\B(L) intersects a

particular open simplex, then that simplex is entirely contained in M, i.e., M is

a union of open simplices in such a triangulation. Since K\B is compact, any

triangulation has only finitely many simplices.

Construction 3.4.4 (Internal Euler characteristic). We continue to consider a

compact Lie group K acting smoothly on a closed smooth manifold B. We let

L be a closed subgroup of K and M ⊂ K\B(L) a connected component of the

orbit type manifold for the conjugacy class (L). We let M̄ denote the closure

of M inside K\B and δM = M̄ − M the complement of M inside its closure.

Since K\B is compact, so is M̄. Since K\B(L) is locally closed in K\B, the set

M is open inside its closure M̄. So the complement δM is closed in M̄, hence

compact. One should beware that while M is a topological manifold (without

boundary, and typically not compact), M̄ need not be a topological manifold

with boundary.

By [182, Cor. 3.7 and 3.8] the orbit space K\B admits a triangulation (nec-

essarily finite) such that the orbit type is constant on every open simplex. So
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if the orbit type component M intersects a particular open simplex, then that

simplex is entirely contained in M, i.e., M is a union of open simplices in such

a triangulation. This means that M̄ is obtained from M by adding some sim-

plices of smaller dimension. Hence M is a simplicial subcomplex of any such

triangulation, and δM is a subcomplex of M. In particular, M̄ and δM admit

the structure of finite simplicial complexes of dimension less than or equal to

the dimension of B. Thus the integral singular homology groups of M̄ and δM

are finitely generated in every degree, and they vanish above the dimension

of B. So the Euler characteristics of M̄ and δM are well-defined integers. The

internal Euler characteristic of M is then defined as

χ♯(M) = χ(M̄) − χ(δM) .

The internal Euler characteristic χ♯(M) also has an intrinsic interpretation that

does not refer to the ambient space K\B. Indeed since the integral homology

groups of M̄ and δM are finitely generated and vanish for almost all degrees,

the same is true for the relative singular homology groups H∗(M̄, δM;Z), and

the internal Euler characteristic satisfies

χ♯(M) =
∑

n≥0

(−1)n · rank(Hn(M̄, δM;Z)) =
∑

n≥0

(−1)n · rank(Hn(M̄, δM;Z)) .

The second equality uses that by the universal coefficient theorem, we can use

co-homology instead of homology to calculate the Euler characteristic. Since

δM is a simplicial subcomplex of M̄, it is a neighborhood deformation re-

tract inside M̄. So the relative cohomology group Hn(M̄, δM;Z) is isomorphic

to the reduced cohomology group of the quotient space M̄/δM, by excision.

This quotient space is homeomorphic to M̂, the one-point compactification of

M = M̄ − δM. Since M is a topological manifold, it is locally compact, and

so the cohomology groups of M̂ are isomorphic to the compactly supported

cohomology groups of M. Altogether, this provides isomorphisms

Hn(M̄, δM;Z) � Hn
c (M;Z) .

So we conclude that the internal Euler characteristic χ♯(M) can also be defined

as the compactly supported Euler characteristic of M, i.e.,

χ♯(M) =
∑

n≥0

(−1)n · rank(Hn
c (M;Z)) .

Now we let K and H be two closed subgroups of a compact Lie group G.

Then the homogeneous space G/H is a smooth manifold and the K-action

on G/H by left translations is smooth. The double coset space K\G/H is the

quotient space of G/H by this K-action, i.e., the quotient of G by the left K-

and right H-action by translation. In contrast to a homogeneous space G/H,

the double coset space is in general not a smooth manifold. However, the orbit
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type decomposition expresses the double coset space as the union of certain

subspaces that are manifolds of varying dimensions. Indeed, G/H decomposes

into orbit type manifolds with respect to K:

K\G/H =
⋃

(L)

K\(G/H)(L) ,

where the set-theoretic union is indexed by conjugacy classes of closed sub-

groups of L; all except finitely many of the subspaces K\(G/H)(L) are empty.

The double coset formula expresses the composite resG
K
◦ trG

H
as a sum of terms,

indexed by all connected components M of orbit type orbit manifolds K\(G/H)(L).

The coefficient of the contribution of M is the internal Euler characteristic

χ♯(M).

Our next result is a technical proposition that contains the essential input to

the double coset formula from equivariant differential topology.

Proposition 3.4.5. Let K be a compact Lie group, B a closed smooth K-

manifold and L ≤ J ≤ K nested closed subgroups. Let N be a connected

component of the fixed point space BL, and M a connected component of the

orbit space K\B(J). Let b ∈ B be any point with stabilizer group J and with

Kb ∈ M. Let W[M,N] be the preimage of N ∩ B(J) under the map

(K/J)L −→ (B(J))
L , kJ 7−→ kb .

Then

χ♯(N ∩ B(J)) =
∑

M∈π0(K\B(J))

χ♯(M) · χ(W[M,N]) .

Proof The projection

B(J)

p
−−→ K\B(J)

is a smooth fiber bundle with fiber K/J and structure group NK J, compare

[131, Thm. 1.7.35] or [26, VI Cor. 2.5]. Since L is contained in J the composite

(B(J))
L incl−−→ B(J)

p
−−→ K\B(J)

is surjective and the restriction of p to (B(J))
L is another smooth fiber bundle

(B(J))
L −→ K\B(J) ,

now with fiber (K/J)L, and the map

ΨM : (K/J)L −→ (B(J))
L , kJ 7−→ kb

is the inclusion of the fiber over Kb ∈ M.

For every connected component M of the base K\B(J) the inverse image

p−1(M) is open and closed in (B(J))
L. For every connected component N of BL
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the intersection N∩B(J) is open and closed in (B(J))
L. So the subset p−1(M)∩N

is open and closed in (B(J))
L. As M varies, the subsets p−1(M)∩ N cover all of

N ∩ B(J). Moreover, the restriction of the projection to a map

p : p−1(M) ∩ N −→ M

is a smooth fiber bundle with connected base and with fiber W[M,N], by defi-

nition of the latter. The internal Euler characteristic is multiplicative on smooth

fiber bundles with closed fiber, so

χ♯(p−1(M) ∩ N) = χ♯(M) · χ(W[M,N]) .

The internal Euler characteristic is additive on disjoint unions, so

χ♯(N ∩ B(J)) =
∑

M∈π0 (K\B(J))

χ♯(N ∩ p−1(M)) =
∑

M∈π0(K\B(J))

χ♯(M) · χ(W[M,N]) .

�

Example 3.4.6. For later reference we point out a direct consequence of Propo-

sition 3.4.5 for L = e, the trivial subgroup of K. We let J be any closed sub-

group of K, and M a connected component of K\B(J). The space K/J is the

disjoint union of its subspaces W[M,N], as N varies over the connected com-

ponents of B. So summing the formula of Proposition 3.4.5 over all compo-

nents of B yields

χ♯(B(J)) =
∑

M∈π0 (K\B(J))

χ♯(M) · χ(K/J) ,

by additivity of Euler characteristics for disjoint unions. Because χ(B) is the

sum of the internal Euler characteristics χ♯(B(J)) over all conjugacy classes of

closed subgroups of K, summing up over conjugacy classes gives the formula

χ(B) =
∑

(J)≤K

∑

M∈π0(K\B(J))

χ♯(M) · χ(K/J) . (3.4.7)

We let K be a compact Lie group and B a closed smooth K-manifold. The

Mostow-Palais embedding theorem [124, 130] provides a wide smooth K-

equivariant embedding i : B −→ V , for some K-representation V . The as-

sociated collapse map

cB : S V −→ S V ∧ B+

was defined (3.4.1). The homotopy class of the map cB is then an element in the

equivariant homotopy group πK
0

(Σ∞+ B). Theorem 3.3.15 (i) exhibits a basis of

the group πK
0

(Σ∞+ B), and the next theorem expands the class of cB in that basis.

As we shall explain in the proof of Theorem 3.4.9 below, the double coset

formula for resG
K
◦ trG

H
is essentially the special case B = G/H of the following
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theorem. A compact smooth K-manifold only has finitely many orbit types, so

the sum occurring in the following theorem is finite.

Theorem 3.4.8. Let K be a compact Lie group and B a closed smooth K-

manifold. Then the relation

[cB] =
∑

(J)≤K

∑

M∈π0(K\B(J))

χ♯(M) · trK
J (σJ〈bM〉)

holds in the group πK
0

(Σ∞+ B). Here the sum runs over all connected components

M of all orbit type orbit manifolds K\B(J), and the element bM ∈ B that oc-

curs is such that KbM ∈ M and with stabilizer group J, and 〈bM〉 is the path

component of bM in the space BJ.

Proof Because the desired relation lies in the 0-th equivariant homotopy group

of a suspension spectrum, Theorem 3.3.15 (ii) applies and shows that we only

need to verify the formula after taking geometric fixed points to any closed

subgroup L of K. We let J be another closed subgroup of K containing L. We

calculate the contribution of the conjugacy class (J) to the effect of ΦL on the

right hand side of the formula. For every connected component M of K\B(J)

we choose an element bM ∈ B with stabilizer group J and KbM ∈ M. Then
∑

M∈π0(K\B(J))

χ♯(M) · ΦL(resK
L (trK

J (σJ〈bM〉)))

=
∑

M∈π0 (K\B(J))

∑

W∈π0((K/J)L)

χ♯(M) · χ(W) · ΦL(k⋆(resJ

Lk (σJ〈bM〉)))

=
∑

M∈π0 (K\B(J))

∑

W∈π0((K/J)L)

χ♯(M) · χ(W) · ΦL(σL(k⋆(resJ
Lk 〈bM〉)))

=
∑

M∈π0 (K\B(J))

∑

N∈π0 (BL)

χ♯(M) · χ(W[M,N]) · ΦL(σL[N])

=
∑

N∈π0 (BL)

χ♯(N ∩ B(J)) · ΦL(σL[N]) .

The first equation is Proposition 3.4.2 (ii), applied to the closed subgroups

L and J of K. The element k ∈ K is chosen so that kJ ∈ W ⊂ (K/J)L; in

particular this forces the relation L ≤ k J ≤ kstab(bM), and thus kbM ∈ BL. The

third equation uses that for every M,

(K/J)L =
∐

N∈π0(BL)

W[M,N] ,

that the Euler characteristic is additive on disjoint unions, and that for all kJ ∈
W[M,N] the element kbM lies in the path component N of BL, by the very

definition of W[M,N]. The fourth equation is Proposition 3.4.5.

Now we sum up the contributions from the different conjugacy classes of
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subgroups of K. The smooth K-manifold B is stratified by the relatively closed

smooth submanifolds B(J), indexed over the poset of conjugacy classes of sub-

group of K, where only finitely many orbit types occur. Intersecting the strata

with a connected component N of the fixed point submanifold BL gives a strat-

ification of N by relatively closed submanifolds, still indexed over the conju-

gacy classes of subgroup of K. The internal Euler characteristic is additive for

such stratifications, i.e.,

χ(N) =
∑

(J)≤K

χ♯(N ∩ B(J)) .

An application of Proposition 3.4.2 (i) gives

ΦL(resK
L [cB]) =

∑

N∈π0 (BL)

χ(N) · ΦL(σL[N])

=
∑

(J)≤K

∑

N∈π0(BL)

χ♯(N ∩ B(J)) · ΦL(σL[N])

=
∑

(J)≤K

∑

M∈π0(K\B(J))

χ♯(M) · ΦL(resK
L (trK

J (σJ〈bM〉)))

= ΦL

resK
L


∑

(J)≤K

∑

M∈π0(K\B(J))

χ♯(M) · trK
J (σJ〈bM〉)



 .

This proves the desired formula after composition with the geometric fixed

point map to any closed subgroup of K. �

Now we have all ingredients for the statement and proof of the double coset

formula in place, which gives an expression for the operation resG
K
◦ trG

H
on the

equivariant homotopy groups of an orthogonal G-spectrum X, as a sum indexed

by the path components M of the orbit type orbit manifolds K\(G/H)(L). The

operation associated to M involves the transfer trK
K∩gH

, where g ∈ G is an

element such that KgH ∈ M; since K ∩ gH is the stabilizer of the coset gH,

the group K ∩ gH lies in the conjugacy class (L). The group K ∩ gH may have

infinite index in its normalizer in K, in which case trK
K∩g H

= 0, and then the

corresponding summand in the double coset formula vanishes.

Theorem 3.4.9 (Double coset formula). Let H and K be closed subgroups of

a compact Lie group G. Then for every orthogonal G-spectrum X the relation

resG
K ◦ trG

H =
∑

M

χ♯(M) · trK
K∩gH ◦g⋆ ◦ resH

Kg∩H

holds as homomorphisms πH
0

(X) −→ πK
0

(X). Here the sum runs over all con-

nected components M of all orbit type orbit manifolds K\(G/H)(L), and g ∈ G

is an element such that KgH ∈ M.
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Proof Both sides of the double coset formula are natural transformations on

the category of orthogonal G-spectra from the functor πH
0

to the functor πK
0

.

Since the functor πH
0

is represented by the suspension spectrum of G/H (in the

sense of Proposition 3.1.46), is suffices to check the relation for the orthogonal

G-spectrum Σ∞+G/H and the tautological class eH defined in (3.1.45).

Inspection of the definition in Construction 3.2.22 reveals that the transfer

of the tautological class trG
H

(eH) in πG
0

(Σ∞+G/H) is represented by the G-map

S V c−−→ G ⋉H S W a−−→ S V ∧G/H+

where c is the collapse map based on any wide embedding i : G/H −→ V into

a G-representation, and a[g,w] = gw ∧ gH. So the class resG
K

(trG
H

(eH)) is rep-

resented by the underlying K-map of the above composite, which is precisely

the map cG/H for the underlying K-manifold of G/H.

Theorem 3.4.8 thus yields the formula

resG
K(trG

H(eH)) = [cG/H] =
∑

(J)≤K

∑

M∈π0(K\(G/H)(J) )

χ♯(M) · trK
J (σJ〈gMH〉)

in the group πK
0

(Σ∞+G/H). Here gM ∈ G is such that KgMH ∈ M and K∩gM H =

J. On the other hand,

σJ〈gMH〉 = (gM)⋆(σJgM 〈eH〉)
= (gM)⋆(resH

JgM (σH〈eH〉)) = (gM)⋆(resH
KgM∩H(eH)) ,

so this proves the double coset formula for the universal class eH . �

Example 3.4.10. A special case of the double coset formula is when K = e,

i.e., when we restrict a transfer all the way to the trivial subgroup of G. In this

case the orbit type component manifolds are the path components of the coset

space G/H, and the sum in the double coset formula is indexed by these. Since

all path components of G/H are homeomorphic, they have the same Euler

characteristic χ(G/H)/|π0(G/H)|, so the double coset formula specializes to

resG
e ◦ trG

H =
∑

M∈π0(G/H)

χ(M) · g⋆ ◦ resH
e

= χ(G/H)/|π0(G/H)| ·
∑

[gH]∈π0(G/H)

g⋆ ◦ resH
e .

In the special case where the conjugation action of π0(G) on πe
0
(X) happens to

be trivial (for example for all global stable homotopy types), all the maps g⋆

are the identity and the formula simplifies to

resG
e ◦ trG

H = χ(G/H) · resH
e .
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Example 3.4.11 (Double coset formula for finite index transfers). If H has

finite index in G, then the double coset formula simplifies. In this situation the

homogeneous space G/H, and hence also the double coset space K\G/H, is

discrete, all orbit type manifold components are points, and all internal Euler

characteristics that occur in the double coset formula are 1. Since the intersec-

tion K ∩ gH also has finite index in K, only finite index transfers show up in

the double coset formula, which specializes to the relation

resG
K ◦ trG

H =
∑

[g]∈K\G/H
trK

K∩gH ◦g⋆ ◦ resH
Kg∩H .

Example 3.4.12. We calculate the double coset formula for the maximal torus

H =

{(
λ 0

0 µ

)
: λ, µ ∈ U(1)

}

of G = U(2). We take K = NU(2)H, the normalizer of the maximal torus; this is

Example VI.2 in [53]. Then K is isomorphic to Σ2 ⋉ H, the semidirect product

with Σ2 permuting the two diagonal entries of matrices in H; the group K is

generated by H and the involution ( 0 1
1 0 ).

We calculate the double coset space K\U(2)/H by identifying the space

H\U(2)/H and the residual action of the symmetric group Σ2 on this space. A

homeomorphism from H\U(2)/H to the unit interval [0, 1] is induced by

h : U(2) −→ [0, 1] , A 7−→ |a11|2 ,

the square of the length of the upper left entry a11 of A. Lengths are non-

negative and every column of a unitary matrix is a unit vector, so the map really

lands in the interval [0, 1]. The number h(A) only depends on the double coset

of the matrix A, so the map h factors over the double coset space H\U(2)/H.

For every x ∈ [0, 1] the vector (
√

x,
√

1 − x) ∈ C2 has length 1, so it can be

complemented to an orthonormal basis, and so it occurs as the first column of

a unitary matrix; the map h is thus surjective. On the other hand, if h(A) = h(B)

for two unitary matrices A and B, then left multiplication by an element in H

makes the first row of B equal to the first row of A. Right multiplication by an

element of 1 × U(1) then makes the matrices equal. So A and B represent the

same element in the double coset space. The induced map

h̄ : H\U(2)/H −→ [0, 1]

is thus bijective, hence a homeomorphism. The action of Σ2 on the orbit space

H\U(2)/H permutes the two rows of a matrix; under the homeomorphism h̄,

this action thus corresponds to the involution of [0, 1] sending x to 1 − x. Al-

together this specifies a homeomorphism from the double coset space to the
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interval [0, 1/2] that sends a double coset K · A · H to the minimum of |a11|2
and |a21|2. The inverse homeomorphism is

g : [0, 1/2] � K\U(2)/H , g(t) = K ·
(√

1 − t
√

t

−
√

t
√

1 − t

)
· H .

The orbit type decomposition is as

{0} ∪ (0, 1/2)∪ {1/2} .

So as representatives of the orbit types we can choose

g(0) =

(
1 0

0 1

)
, g(1/5) =

1
√

5

(
2 1

−1 2

)
and g(1/2) =

1
√

2

(
1 1

−1 1

)
.

For the intersections (which are representatives of the conjugacy classes of

those subgroups of K with non-empty orbit type manifolds) we get

K ∩ g(0)H = H ,

K ∩ g(1/5)H = ∆ , and

K ∩ g(1/2)H = Σ2 × ∆ .

Here ∆ =
{
( λ 0

0 λ ) : λ ∈ U(1)
}

is the diagonal copy of U(1). The group ∆ is

normal in K, so it has infinite index in its normalizer, and the corresponding

transfer does not contribute to the double coset formula. The internal Euler

characteristic of a point is 1, so the double coset formula has two non-trivial

summands, and it specializes to

res
U(2)
K
◦ tr

U(2)
H
= trK

H + trK
Σ2×∆ ◦γ⋆ ◦ resH

(Σ2×∆)γ ,

where γ = g(1/2) = 1√
2
( 1 1
−1 1 ).

Example 3.4.13. For later use in the ‘explicit Brauer induction’ (see Remark

5.3.19 below), we work out another double coset formula for the unitary group

G = U(n). We write U(k, n−k) for the subgroup of those elements of U(n) that

leave the subspaces Ck ⊕ 0 and 0 ⊕ Cn−k invariant. We also use the analogous

notation for more than two factors. As subgroups we take

H = U(1, n − 1) and K = U(k, n − k) ,

where 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1. Again the relevant double coset space ‘is’ an interval.

Indeed, the continuous map

U(n) −→ [0, 1] , A 7−→ |a11|2 + · · · + |ak1|2 ,

the partial length of the entries in the first column of A, is invariant under

right multiplication by elements of U(1, n − 1), and under left multiplication

by elements of U(k, n−k). Every column of a unitary matrix is a unit vector, so
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the map really lands in the interval [0, 1]. The map factors over a continuous

surjective map

h : U(k, n − k)\U(n)/U(1, n− 1) −→ [0, 1] .

On the other hand, if h[A] = h[B] for two unitary matrices A and B, then left

multiplication by an element in U(k, n − k) makes the first columns of A and

B equal. Right multiplication by an element of U(1, n − 1) then makes the

matrices equal. So A and B represent the same element in the double coset

space. This shows that the map h is bijective, hence a homeomorphism. The

inverse homeomorphism is

[0, 1] � U(k, n − k)\U(n)/U(1, n− 1) , t 7→ U(k, n − k) · g(t) · U(1, n − 1)

with

g(t) =



√
t 0 · · · 0

√
1 − t

0 1 · · · 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 · · · 1 0

−
√

1 − t 0 · · · 0
√

t



.

The orbit type decomposition is as {0} ∪ (0, 1) ∪ {1} . As representatives of the

orbit types we can choose

g(0) =



0 0 · · · 0 1

0 1 · · · 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 · · · 1 0

−1 0 · · · 0 0



, g(1/2) =
1
√

2



1 0 · · · 0 1

0 1 · · · 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 · · · 1 0

−1 0 · · · 0 1



and the identity g(1). For the intersections (which are representatives of the

conjugacy classes of those subgroups of U(k, n− k) with non-empty orbit type

manifolds) we get

U(k, n − k) ∩ g(0)U(1, n − 1) = U(k, n − k − 1, 1)

U(k, n − k) ∩ g(1/2)U(1, n − 1) = ∆

U(k, n − k) ∩ g(1)U(1, n − 1) = U(1, k − 1, n − k) .

Here ∆ is the subgroup of U(n) consisting of matrices of the form



λ 0 0 0

0 A 0 0

0 0 B 0

0 0 0 λ
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for (λ, A, B) ∈ U(1) × U(k − 1) × U(n − k − 1). The subgroup ∆ is normalized

by U(1, k − 1, n − k − 1, 1), so it has infinite index in its normalizer, and the

corresponding transfer does not contribute to the double coset formula. The

double coset formula thus has two non-trivial summands, and comes out as

res
U(n)

U(k,n−k)
◦ tr

U(n)

U(1,n−1)
= (3.4.14)

tr
U(k,n−k)

U(1,k−1,n−k)
◦ res

U(1,n−1)

U(1,k−1,n−k)
+ tr

U(k,n−k)

U(k,n−k−1,1)
◦g(0)⋆ ◦ res

U(1,n−1)

U(1,k,n−k−1)
.

For the rest of this section we restrict our attention to finite groups. For easier

reference we record that the equivariant homotopy groups of an orthogonal

G-spectrum form a Mackey functor. We first recall one of several equivalent

definitions of this concept.

Definition 3.4.15. Let G be a finite group. A G-Mackey functor M consists of

the following data:

• an abelian group M(H) for every subgroup H of G,

• conjugation homomorphisms g⋆ : M(Hg) −→ M(H) for all H ≤ G and

g ∈ G,

• restriction homomorphisms resH
K

: M(H) −→ M(K) for all K ≤ H ≤ G, and

• transfer homomorphisms trH
K

: M(K) −→ M(H) for all K ≤ H ≤ G.

This data has to satisfy the following conditions:

(i) (Unit conditions)

resH
H = trH

H = IdM(H)

for all subgroups H, and h⋆ = IdM(H) for all h ∈ H.

(ii) (Transitivity conditions)

resK
L ◦ resH

K = resH
L and trH

K ◦ trK
L = trH

L

for all L ≤ K ≤ H ≤ G.

(iii) (Interaction conditions)

g⋆◦g′⋆ = (gg′)⋆ , trH
K ◦g⋆ = g⋆◦trHg

Kg and resH
K ◦g⋆ = g⋆◦resHg

Kg

for all g, g′ ∈ G and K ≤ H ≤ G.

(iv) (Double coset formula) for every pair of subgroups K, L of H the relation

resH
L ◦ trH

K =
∑

[h]∈L\H/K
trL

L∩h K
◦h⋆ ◦ resK

Lh∩K

holds as maps M(K) −→ M(L); here [h] runs over a set of representatives

for the L-K-double cosets.
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A morphism of G-Mackey functors f : M −→ N is a collection of group

homomorphisms f (H) : M(H) −→ N(H), for all subgroups H of G, such that

resH
K ◦ f (H) = f (K) ◦ resH

K and trH
K ◦ f (K) = f (H) ◦ trH

K

for all K ≤ H ≤ G, and

g⋆ ◦ f (Hg) = f (H) ◦ g⋆

for all g ∈ G.

We denote the category of G-Mackey functors by G -Mack. To my knowl-

edge, the concept of a Mackey functor goes back to Dress [44] and Green [65].

Green in fact defined what is nowadays called a Green functor (which he called

G-functor in [65, Def. 1.3]), which amounts to G-Mackey functor whose values

underlie commutative rings, where restriction and conjugation maps are ring

homomorphisms, and where the transfer maps satisfy Frobenius reciprocity.

Definition 3.4.15 is the ‘down to earth’ definition of Mackey functor, and the

one that is most useful for concrete calculations. There are two alternative (and

equivalent) definitions that are often used:

• As a pair (M∗, M∗) of additive functors on the category of finite G-sets,

where M∗ is covariant and M∗ is contravariant; the two functors must agree

on objects and for every pullback diagram of finite G-sets

A
f //

g

��

B

h

��
C

k
// D

the relation

M∗( f ) ◦ M∗(g) = M∗(h) ◦ M∗(k) : M(C) −→ M(B)

holds. This is (a special case of) the definition introduced by Dress [44, §6].

• As an additive functor on the category of spans of finite G-sets; the equiva-

lence with Dress’ definition is due to Lindner [103, Thm. 4].

Our main source of examples of G-Mackey functors comes from orthogonal

G-spectra: as we verified in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 and Theorem 3.4.9, the re-

striction, conjugation and transfer maps make the homotopy groups πH
k

(X) for

varying subgroups H into a G-Mackey functor.

Proposition 3.3.11 above shows that the geometric fixed point map (3.3.2)

factors over the quotient of πG
0

(X) by the subgroup generated by proper trans-

fers. This should serve as motivation for the following algebraic interlude about
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Mackey functors for finite groups, where we study the process of ‘dividing out

transfers’ systematically.

Construction 3.4.16. We let G be a finite group and M a G-Mackey functor.

For a subgroup H of G we let tH M be the subgroup of M(H) generated by

transfers from proper subgroups of H, and we define

τH M = M(H)/tH M .

For g ∈ G, the conjugation isomorphism g⋆ : M(Hg) −→ M(H) descends to a

homomorphism

g⋆ : τHg M −→ τH M . (3.4.17)

Moreover, the transitivity relation g⋆ ◦ g′⋆ = (gg′)⋆ still holds. In particular,

the action of the Weyl group WGH on M(H) descends to a WGH-action on the

quotient group τH M.

Now we recall how a G-Mackey functor M can rationally be recovered from

the WGH-modules τH M for all subgroups H of G. We let

ψ̄M
G : M(G) −→

∏
H≤G

τH M

be the homomorphism whose H-component is the composite

M(G)
resG

H−−−→ M(H)
proj
−−−→ τH M ;

here the product is indexed over all subgroups H of G. The group G acts on the

product via the maps (3.4.17), permuting the factors within conjugacy classes.

Since inner automorphisms induce the identity we have g⋆◦resG
Hg = resG

H
◦g⋆ =

resG
H

, so the map ψ̄M
G

lands in the subgroup of G-invariant tuples. We let

ψM
G : M(G) −→

(∏
H≤G

τH M

)G

denote the same map as ψ̄M
G

, but now with image the subgroups of G-invariants.

While the above description of the target of ψM
G

is the most natural one, it is

somewhat redundant. Indeed, for every H ≤ G, the image of the restriction map

resG
H

: M(G) −→ M(H) lands in the subgroup M(H)WGH of invariants under

the Weyl group WGH. Moreover, if we choose representatives of the conjugacy

classes of subgroups, then projection from the full product (over all subgroups

of G) to the product indexed by the representatives restricts to an isomorphism

(∏
H≤G

τH M

)G
�−−→

∏
(H)

(τH M)WG H .

For explicit calculations, the second description of the target of ψM
G

is often

more convenient.
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For a finite group G we set

dG =
∏

(H)
|WGH| ,

the product, over all conjugacy classes of subgroups of G, of the orders of

the respective Weyl groups. Since the order of WGH divides the order of G,

inverting |G| also inverts the number dG. The following result is well known;

the earliest reference that I am aware of is [172, Cor. 4.4].

Proposition 3.4.18. For every finite group G and every G-Mackey functor M,

the kernel and cokernel of the homomorphism ψM
G

are annihilated by dG. In

particular, ψM
G

becomes an isomorphism after inverting the order of G.

Proof We reproduce the proof given in [172]. We choose representatives for

the conjugacy classes of subgroups and number them by non-decreasing order

e = H1 ,H2, . . . ,Hn = G .

Then

• for all i < j and g ∈ G the group H j ∩ gHi is a proper subgroup of H j, and

• every proper subgroup of Hi is conjugate to one of the groups occurring

before Hi.

We set

K j = ker(ψM
G ) ∩

∑ j

i=1
trG

Hi
(M(Hi)) ⊆ M(G) ;

this defines a nested sequence of subgroups

0 = K0 ⊆ K1 ⊆ K2 ⊆ . . . Kn−1 ⊆ Kn = ker(ψM
G ) .

We show that

|WGH j| · K j ⊆ K j−1 (3.4.19)

for all j = 1, . . . , n. Altogether this means that

dG · Kn =
∏n

i=1
|WGHi| · Kn ⊆ K0 = 0 .

In the course of proving (3.4.19) we call an element of M(H) degenerate if it

maps to zero in τH M, i.e., if it is a sum of transfers from proper subgroups of

H. So the kernel of ψM
G

is precisely the subgroup of those elements of M(G)

that restrict to degenerate elements on all subgroups.

We write any given element x ∈ K j as

x = trG
H j

(y) + x̄

for suitable y ∈ M(H j) and with x̄ a sum of transfers from the groups H1, . . . ,H j−1.

For i = 1, . . . , j−1 the double coset formula for resG
H j
◦ trG

Hi
lets us write resG

H j
(x̄)
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as a sum of transfers from proper subgroups of H j; this uses the hypothesis on

the enumeration of the subgroups. So the class resG
H j

(trG
Hi

(x̄)) is degenerate.

Since x is in the kernel of ψM
G

, the class resG
H j

(x) is also degenerate. So the class

resG
H j

(trG
H j

(y)) = resG
H j

(x) − resG
H j

(x̄)

is degenerate. The double coset formula expresses resG
H j

(trG
H j

(y)) as the sum of

the WGH j-conjugates of y, plus transfers from proper subgroups of H j. So the

element ∑

gH j∈WG H j

g⋆(y) ∈ M(H j)

is degenerate and hence the element

|WGH j| · trG
H j

(y) = trG
H j


∑

gH j∈WGH j

g⋆(y)

 ∈ M(G)

is a sum of transfers from proper subgroups of H j. Every proper subgroup of

H j is conjugate to one of the group H1, . . . ,H j−1, so

|WGH j| · x = |WGH j| · trG
H j

(y) + |WGH j| · x̄

is both in the kernel of ψM
G

and a sum of transfer from the groups H1, . . . ,H j−1.

This proves the claim that |WGH j| · x belongs to K j−1. Altogether this finishes

the proof that the kernel of ψM
G

is annihilated by the number dG.

Now we show that the cokernel of ψM
G

is annihilated by dG. We let I j denote

the subgroup of
∏n

i=1(τHi
M)WG Hi consisting of those tuples

x = (xi)1≤i≤n

such that x j+1 = x j+2 = · · · = xn = 0. This defines a nested sequence

0 = I0 ⊆ I1 ⊆ I2 ⊆ . . . In−1 ⊆ In =
∏

i=1,...,n

(τHi
M)WGHi .

We show that

|WGH j| · I j ⊆ Im(ψM
G ) + I j−1 (3.4.20)

for all j = 1, . . . , n. Altogether this means that

dG · In ⊆ Im(ψM
G ) ,

i.e., the cokernel of ψM
G

is annihilated by dG.

To prove (3.4.20) we consider a tuple x = (xn) in I j and choose a represen-

tative y ∈ M(H j) for the ‘last’ non-zero component, i.e., such that y maps to x j

in τH j
M. Since x j is invariant under the action of the Weyl group WGH j, the
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element y is at least WGH j-invariant modulo transfers from proper subgroups

of H j. The double coset formula for resG
H j
◦ trG

H j
thus gives that

resG
H j

(trG
H j

(y)) ≡
∑

gH j∈WGH j

g⋆(y) ≡ |WGH j| · y ,

with both congruences modulo transfers from proper subgroups of H j. So the

composite

M(G)
resG

H j−−−→ M(H j)
proj
−−−→ τH j

M

takes trG
H j

(y) to |WGH j| · x j. For i > j the double coset formula shows that

resG
Hi

(trG
H j

(y)) is a sum of transfers from proper subgroups of Hi. So the element

resG
Hi

(trG
H j

(y)) maps to 0 in τHi
M for all i = j+1, . . . , n. In other words, the tuple

ψM
G

(trG
H j

(y)) belongs to I j. Since ψM
G

(trG
H j

(y)) and |WGH j| · x both belong to I j

and agree at the component of H j, we can thus conclude that

ψM
G (trG

H j
(y)) − |WGH j| · x ∈ I j−1 .

This proves (3.4.20) and finishes the proof that the cokernel of ψM
G

is annihi-

lated by the number dG. �

The previous Proposition 3.4.18 shows that for every G-Mackey functor M

the group Z[1/|G|]⊗ (τGM) is a direct summand of the group Z[1/|G|]⊗M(G),

and the splitting is natural for morphisms of G-Mackey functors. So the functor

G -Mack −→ Ab , M 7−→ Z[1/|G|] ⊗ (τG M)

is a natural direct summand of an exact functor. So we can conclude:

Corollary 3.4.21. Let G be a finite group. The functor that assigns to a G-

Mackey functor M the abelian group Z[1/|G|] ⊗ (τG M) is exact.

Now we will show that after inverting the order of the finite group G, the

category of G-Mackey functors splits as a product of categories, indexed by the

conjugacy classes of subgroups of G; the factor corresponding to H ≤ G is the

category of WGH-modules, i.e., abelian groups with an action of Weyl group

of G (also known as modules over the group ring Z[WGH]). The argument

is not particularly difficult, but somewhat lengthy because the details involve

a substantial amount of book keeping. The following result is folklore, but I

do not know a reference that states it in precisely this form. The discussion

in Appendix A of [67] is closely related, but the exposition of Greenlees and

May differs from ours in that it emphasizes idempotents in the rationalized

Burnside ring, as opposed to dividing out transfers. One could deduce part (ii)

of the following theorem from the results in [67, App. A] by using the action of
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the Burnside ring A(H) on the value M(H) of any G-Mackey functor M, and

showing that after inverting the group order, the functor τH : G -Mack −→
WGH -mod becomes isomorphic to eH · M(H), where eH ∈ A(H)[1/|G|] is the

idempotent ‘supported at H’.

The special case Q = Q of the following theorem in particular shows that

rational G-Mackey functors form a semisimple abelian category, i.e., every

object is both projective and injective.

Theorem 3.4.22. Let G be a finite group.

(i) The functor

τ = (τH)(H) : G -Mack −→
∏

(H)

WGH -mod

has a right adjoint ρ :
∏

(H) WGH -mod −→ G -Mack.

(ii) Let Q be a subring of the ring of rational numbers in which the order of

G is invertible. Then the adjoint functors (τ, ρ) restrict to inverse equiva-

lences between the category Q-local G-Mackey functors and the product

of the categories of Q-local WGH-modules.

Proof (i) We start by exhibiting a right adjoint ρH : WGH -mod −→ G -Mack

to the functor τH . We recall that the Weyl group WGH acts on the H-fixed

points of every G-set S by

WGH × S H −→ S H , (gH, s) 7−→ gs .

We let N be a WGH-module and K another subgroup of G. We set

(ρH N)(K) = mapWG H((G/K)H,N) ,

the abelian group of WGH-equivariant functions from (G/K)H to N, under

pointwise addition of functions. The conjugation map γ⋆ : (ρH N)(Kγ) −→
(ρH N)(K), for γ ∈ G, is precomposition with the WGH-map

(G/K)H −→ (G/Kγ)H , g · K 7−→ gγ · Kγ .

For L ≤ K, the restriction map resK
L

: (ρH N)(K) −→ (ρH N)(L) is precomposi-

tion with the WGH-map

(G/L)H −→ (G/K)H , gL 7−→ gK .

The transfer map trK
L

: (ρH N)(L) −→ (ρH N)(K) is given by ‘summation over

preimages’, i.e.,

trK
L ( f )(gK) =

∑

γL∈(G/L)H : γK=gK

f (γL) ,
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where f : (G/L)H −→ N is WGH-equivariant and gK ∈ (G/K)H. We omit the

verification that trK
L

( f ) is again WGH-equivariant.

With these definitions, the verification of properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of Def-

inition 3.4.15 is straightforward, and we also omit it. Checking the double

coset formula is more involved, so we spell out the argument. We consider a

subgroup K of G and subgroups J and L of K. We let g ∈ G be such that

gJ ∈ (G/J)H, i.e., Hg ≤ J. We let R be a set of representatives of the J-L-

double cosets in K. For every k ∈ R we let S k be a set of representatives j of

those (J ∩ kL)-cosets j(J ∩ kL) ∈ (G/(J ∩ kL))H such that jJ = gJ. Then the

sets S k · k are pairwise disjoint for k ∈ R, and their union
⋃

k∈R
S k · k

is a set of representatives of those H-fixed L-coset γL ∈ (G/L)H such that

γK = gK. Hence for every WGH-map f : (G/L)H −→ N all gJ ∈ (G/J)H we

obtain the relation

(resK
J (trK

L ( f )))(gJ) =
∑

γL∈(G/L)H : γK=gK

f (γL)

=
∑

k∈R

∑

j∈S k

f ( jkL)

=
∑

k∈R

∑

j∈S k

k⋆(resL
Jk∩L

( f ))( j(J ∩ kL))

=
∑

k∈R
trJ

J∩kL
(k⋆(resL

Jk∩L
( f )))(gJ) .

For varying gJ and f , this proves the double coset relation

resK
J ◦ trK

L =
∑

k∈R
trJ

J∩kL
◦k⋆ ◦ resL

Jk∩L
: (ρH N)(L) −→ (ρH N)(J) .

Now we have shown that ρH N is a G-Mackey functor, so this completes the

definition of the functor ρH on objects; on morphisms, ρH is simply given by

postcomposition with a WGH-module homomorphism.

The action of WGH on (G/H)H is free and transitive, so the evaluation map

(ρH N)(H) = mapWGH((G/H)H,N) −→ N , f 7−→ f (eH) (3.4.23)

is an isomorphism. Moreover, if H is not subconjugate to K, then the set

(G/K)H is empty, and so (ρH N)(K) = 0. This holds in particular for all proper

subgroups of H, so in the G-Mackey functor ρH N, all transfers from proper

subgroups to H are trivial. Hence the isomorphism (3.4.23) passes to a natural

isomorphism of WGH-modules

ǫN
H : τH(ρH N) � N , ǫN

H [ f ] = f (eH) .
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Here [y] denotes the class in τH M of an element y ∈ M(H). Given a G-Mackey

functor M, we also define a homomorphism

ηM
H : M −→ ρH(τH M)

of G-Mackey functors as follows. For a subgroup K of G we define

ηM
H (K) : M(K) −→ mapWG H((G/K)H, τH M) = ρH(τH M)(K)

by

ηM
H (K)(x)(gK) = [g⋆(resK

Hg (x))] .

We show that these additive maps indeed define a morphism of G-Mackey

functors. For L ≤ K ≤ G, x ∈ M(K) and gL ∈ (G/L)H we have

resK
L (ηM

H (K)(x))(gL) = ηM
H (K)(x)(gK) = [g⋆(resK

Hg (x))]

= [g⋆(resL
Hg (resK

L (x)))] = ηM
H (L)(resK

L (x))(gL) .

So resK
L
◦ηM

H
(K) = ηM

H
(L) ◦ resK

L
, i.e., the ηM

H
-maps are compatible with restric-

tions. Similarly, for γ ∈ G and x ∈ M(Kγ) we have

γ⋆(ηM
H (Kγ)(x))(g · K) = ηM

H (Kγ)(x)(gγ · Kγ) = [(gγ)⋆(resKγ

Hgγ (x))]

= [g⋆(resK
Hg (γ⋆(x)))] = ηM

H (K)(γ⋆(x))(g · K) .

So γ⋆ ◦ ηM
H

(Kγ) = ηM
H

(K) ◦ γ⋆, i.e., the ηM
H

-maps are compatible with conjuga-

tions.

For compatibility with transfers we consider gK ∈ (G/K)H (i.e., Hg ≤ K),

and use the double coset formula

g⋆ ◦ resK
Hg ◦ trK

L =
∑

(Hg)kL∈Hg\K/L
g⋆ ◦ trHg

Hg∩kL
◦k⋆ ◦ resL

Hgk∩L

≡
∑

(Hg)kL : Hgk≤L

(gk)⋆ ◦ resL
Hgk

=
∑

γL∈(G/L)H : γK=gK

γ⋆ ◦ resL
Hgk (3.4.24)

as maps M(L) −→ τHg (M). The second relation is modulo transfers from

proper subgroups of Hg, i.e., we have dropped all summands where Hg is not

contained in kL. The third relation exploits that sending (Hg)kL to gkL is a bi-

jection between the set of those Hg-L-double cosets with Hgk ≤ L and the set

of those γL ∈ (G/L)H that satisfy γK = gK. So for all x ∈ M(L) we obtain the

relation

trK
L (ηM

H (L)(x))(gK) =
∑

ηM
H (L)(x)(γL) =

∑
[γ⋆(resL

Hγ (x))]

(3.4.24) = [g⋆(resK
Hg (trK

L (x)))] = ηM
H (K)(trK

L (x))(gK) .
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The sums run over those H-fixed L-cosets γL ∈ (G/L)H such that γK = gK.

So trK
L
◦ηM

H
(L) = ηM

H
(K) ◦ trK

L
, i.e., the ηM

H
-maps are compatible with transfers.

It is now straightforward to check that the composite maps

ρH N
η
ρH N

H−−−→ ρH(τH(ρH N))
ρH(ǫN

H
)

−−−−−→
�

ρH N and

τH M
τH (ηM

H
)

−−−−−→ τH(ρH(τH M))
ǫ
τH M

H−−−→
�

τH M

are the respective identity morphisms. Indeed,

ρH(ǫN
H )(η

ρHN

H
(K)( f ))(gK) = ǫN

H

(
η
ρHN

H
(K)( f )(gK)

)
= ǫN

H [g⋆(resK
Hg ( f ))]

= g⋆(resK
Hg ( f ))(eH) = resK

Hg ( f )(gH) = f (gK)

for all WGH-equivariant f : (G/K)H −→ N and all gK ∈ (G/K)H. Moreover,

ǫτH M

H
(τH(ηM

H )[x]) = ǫτH M

H
[ηM

H (H)(x)] = ηM
H (H)(x)(eH) = [x]

for all x ∈ M(H). This shows that ηH and ǫH are the unit and counit of an

adjunction between τH and ρH .

Now we can easily prove part (i). Since (τH , ρH) is an adjoint pair for every

subgroup H of G, a right adjoint to the product functor τ is given by

ρ :
∏

(H)
WGH -mod −→ G -Mack , ρ((NH)(H)) =

∏
(H)

ρH(NH) ,

the product of the G-Mackey functors ρH(NH). The universal property of the

product of G-Mackey functors and the previous adjunctions combine into a

natural isomorphism

G -Mack(M, ρ((NH)(H)))
�−−→

∏
(H)

G -Mack(M, ρH(NH))

�

∏
(H)

WGH -mod(τH M,NH) .

This completes the construction of the adjunction between τ and ρ.

(ii) We show first that for every G-Mackey functor M, the adjunction unit

ηM = (ηM
H ) : M −→ ρ(τM) =

∏
(H)

ρH(τH M)

becomes an isomorphism after inverting the order of G. When evaluated at G,

this is the content of Proposition 3.4.18. At a general subgroup of G, we reduce

the claim to Proposition 3.4.18 as follows. We let H and K be two subgroups

of G. We let RH,K be a set of representatives of the K-conjugacy classes of

subgroups L ≤ K that are G-conjugate to H. For each L ∈ RH,K we choose an

element gL ∈ G such that HgL = L. Then gLK ∈ (G/K)H, and the map
∐

L∈RH,K

(WGH)/(WgL K H) −→ (G/K)H , [nH] 7→ ngLK
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is an isomorphism of WGH-sets. So taking WGH-equivariant maps into τH M

provides an isomorphism of abelian groups

ρH(τH M)(K) = mapWGH((G/K)H, τH M) −→
∏

L∈RH,K

(τH M)WgL K H

f 7−→ ( f (gLK))L .

Because HgL = L, the map (gL)⋆ : τL M −→ τH M defined in (3.4.17) is

an isomorphism of abelian groups, equivariant for the isomorphism WK L =

WK HgL � WgL K H induced by conjugation by gL. So the map

ζH : ρH(τH M)(K) −→
∏

L∈RH,K

(τLM)WK L , f 7−→ ((gL)−1
⋆ f (gLK))L

is an isomorphism.

Now the following diagram commutes by direct inspection, where the right

vertical map is the product of the maps ζH over all conjugacy classes of sub-

groups of G:

M(K)
ηM (K) //

ψM
K

++

ρ(τM)(K)
∏

(H) ρH(τH M)(K)

∏
ζH�

��∏
(L)≤K (τLM)WK L

∏
(H)≤G

∏
L∈RH,K

(τLM)WK L

The map ψM
K

becomes an isomorphism after inverting the order of K, by Propo-

sition 3.4.18, applied to the underlying K-Mackey functor of M. Since the right

vertical map is an isomorphism and the order of K divides the order of G, we

conclude that the map ηM(K) becomes an isomorphism after inverting the order

of G. This completes the proof that ηM : M −→ ρ(τM) becomes an isomor-

phism after inverting |G|.
Now |G| is invertible in Q, so when restricted to Q-local objects, the adjunc-

tion unit η : Id −→ ρ ◦ τ is a natural isomorphism. Hence the restriction of the

functor τ to the full subcategory of Q-local G-Mackey functors is fully faithful.

We claim that additionally, every family of Q-local WGH-modules is the im-

age of a Q-local G-Mackey functor. Since the functor τ is additive, it commutes

with finite products, so it suffices to show that for every individual subgroup H

of G and every Q-local WGH-module N, there is an Q-local G-Mackey functor

M such that τM is isomorphic to N. We let e : τ(ρH N) −→ τ(ρH N) be the

idempotent endomorphism whose H-component is the identity of τH(ρH N),

and such that eK = 0 for all K that are not conjugate to H. Since ρH N is

Q-local and τ is fully faithful on Q-local G-Mackey functors, there exists an

idempotent endomorphism ẽ : ρH N −→ ρH N such that e = τ(ẽ). Then ρH N is

isomorphic to the direct sum of the image of ẽ and the image of Id−ẽ. Since

the functor τ is additive, τ(ẽ · ρH N) is isomorphic to e · τ(ρHN) = τH(ρH N). As
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we showed in the proof of part (i), the WGH-module τH(ρH N) is isomorphic to

N, so this proves that N is isomorphic to τ(ẽ · ρHN). Altogether this shows that

the functor τ is essentially surjective on Q-local objects. On this subcategory,

τ is also fully faithful, and hence an equivalence of categories. �

Now we return to equivariant spectra. For every orthogonal G-spectrum X,

Proposition 3.3.11 (ii) shows that the geometric fixed point map (3.3.2) factors

over the quotient of πG
0

(X) by the subgroup generated by proper transfers. We

denote by

Φ̄ : πG
k (X)/tG(π

k
(X)) = τG(π

k
(X)) −→ ΦG

k (X) (3.4.25)

the induced map on the factor group, and call it the reduced geometric fixed

point homomorphism. Our next result shows that for finite groups G, the ‘cor-

rected’ (i.e., reduced) geometric fixed point map becomes an isomorphism af-

ter inverting the order of G. The following proposition is well known, and

closely related statements appear in Appendix A of [67]; however, I am not

aware of a reference for the following statement in this form.

Proposition 3.4.26. For every finite group G, every orthogonal G-spectrum X

and every integer k the reduced geometric fixed point map

Φ̄ : τG(π
k
(X)) −→ ΦG

k (X)

becomes an isomorphism after inverting the order of G.

Proof We start by showing that for every orthogonal G-spectrum X and every

subgroup H of G the transfer map

trG
H : πH

k (X ∧G/H+) −→ πG
k (X ∧G/H+)

for the spectrum X ∧G/H+ is surjective. Indeed, the transfer is defined as the

composite

πH
k (X ∧G/H+)

G⋉H−−−−−→
�

πG
k (G ⋉H (X ∧G/H+))

act∗−−→ πG
k (X ∧G/H+) .

The first map – the external transfer – is an isomorphism by Theorem 3.2.15.

The second map is surjective because the action morphism has a G-equivariant

section

X ∧G/H+ −→ G ⋉H (X ∧G/H+) , x ∧ gH 7−→ [g, g−1x ∧ eH] .

Now we let A be a G-CW-complex without G-fixed points. We claim that for

every orthogonal G-spectrum X, the entire group πG
k

(X ∧ A+) is generated by

transfers from proper subgroups after inverting |G|. In a first step we show this

when A is a finite-dimensional G-CW-complex. We argue by induction over the

dimension of A. The induction starts when A is empty, in which case X ∧ A+ is
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the trivial spectrum and there is nothing to show. Now we consider n ≥ 0 and

assume the claim for all (n−1)-dimensional G-CW-complexes without G-fixed

points. We suppose that A is obtained from such an (n−1)-dimensional G-CW-

complex B by attaching equivariant n-cells. After choosing characteristic maps

for the n-cells we can identify the quotient A/B as a wedge

A/B �
∨

i∈I
S n ∧ (G/Hi)+

for some index set I and certain subgroups Hi of G. Equivariant homotopy

groups commute with wedges, so we can identify the homotopy group Mackey

functor of X ∧ (A/B) as

π
k
(X ∧ A/B) �

⊕
i∈I
π

k
(X ∧ S n ∧ (G/Hi)+) .

Since A has no G-fixed points, the groups Hi are all proper subgroups of G,

so the group πG
k

(X ∧ S n ∧ (G/Hi)+) is generated by transfers from the proper

subgroup Hi, by the previous paragraph. So altogether the group πG
k

(X ∧ A/B)

is generated by transfers from proper subgroups (even before any localization).

The inclusion B −→ A is a G-equivariant h-cofibration, so it induces an

h-cofibration of orthogonal G-spectra X ∧ B+ −→ X ∧ A+ that results in

a long exact sequence of homotopy group Mackey functors as in Corollary

3.1.38 (i). The functor sending a G-Mackey functor M to Z[1/|G|] ⊗ (τG M)

is exact (Corollary 3.4.21), the groups Z[1/|G|] ⊗ τG(π∗(X ∧ B+)) vanish by

induction, and the groups τG(π∗(X ∧ A/B)) vanish by the previous paragraph.

So the groups Z[1/|G|]⊗ τG(π∗(X ∧ A+)) vanish by exactness, and this finishes

the inductive step.

Now we suppose that A is an arbitrary G-CW-complex without G-fixed

points, possibly infinite dimensional. We choose a skeleton filtration by G-

subspaces An. Then the groups Z[1/|G|]⊗ τG(π∗(X ∧ An
+)) vanish for all n ≥ 0,

by the previous paragraph. All the morphisms X ∧ An
+ −→ X ∧ An+1

+ are

h-cofibrations of orthogonal G-spectra, hence levelwise closed embeddings.

Since equivariant homotopy groups and the functor Z[1/|G|]⊗τG(−) both com-

mute with such sequential colimits, this shows that the groups τG(π
k
(X ∧ A+))

vanish after inverting |G|.
Now we can prove the proposition. The inclusion i : S 0 −→ ẼPG gives rise

to a commutative square:

τG(π
k
(X))

τG(π
k
(X∧i)) //

Φ̄

��

τG(π
k
(X ∧ ẼPG))

Φ̄

��
ΦG

k
(X)

ΦG
k

(X∧i)

// ΦG
k

(X ∧ ẼPG)

(3.4.27)

The lower horizontal map is an isomorphism because i identifies S 0 with the
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fixed points (ẼPG)G. Proposition 3.3.8 shows that the geometric fixed point

map Φ : πG
k

(X ∧ ẼPG) −→ ΦG
k

(X ∧ ẼPG) is an isomorphism before dividing

out transfers. So all transfers from proper subgroups are in fact trivial in πG
k

(X∧
ẼPG), and the right vertical map in the square (3.4.27) is an isomorphism (even

before any localization). By the previous paragraph, the group πG
k

(X∧ (EPG)+)

is generated by transfers from proper subgroups after inverting |G|, so

Z[1/|G|]⊗ τG(π
k
(X ∧ (EPG)+) = 0 .

The functor sending a G-Mackey functor M to the group Z[1/|G|] ⊗ (τG M)

is exact (Corollary 3.4.21), so the isotropy separation sequence (3.3.9) shows

that the upper horizontal map in the square (3.4.27) becomes an isomorphism

after inverting |G|. So the left vertical map in the square (3.4.27) becomes an

isomorphism after inverting |G|. �

When X is an orthogonal G-spectrum, we can apply the earlier algebraic

Proposition 3.4.18 to the G-Mackey functor π
k
(X); this allows us – after in-

verting |G| – to reconstruct πG
k

(X) from the groups τH(π
k
(X)) with their Weyl

group action. Moreover, after inverting the group order we can use the reduced

geometric fixed point map (3.4.25), for the underlying H-spectrum of X, to

identify the group τH(π
k
(X)) with the group ΦH

k
(X). Under this identification,

the map ψ̄M
G

becomes the product of the maps

πG
k (X)

resG
H−−−−→ πH

k (X)
ΦH

−−−→ ΦH
k (X) .

So Propositions 3.4.18 and 3.4.26 together prove:

Corollary 3.4.28. For every finite group G, every orthogonal G-spectrum X

and every integer k the map

(ΦH ◦ resG
H)H : πG

k (X) −→
∏

(H)

(
ΦH

k (X)
)WG H

becomes an isomorphism after inverting the order of G.

3.5 Products

In this section we recall the smash product of orthogonal spectra and orthog-

onal G-spectra and study its formal and homotopical properties. Like the box

product of orthogonal spaces, the smash product of orthogonal spectra is a

special case of Day’s convolution product on categories of enriched functors,

compare Appendix C. The main homotopical result about the smash prod-

uct is the ‘flatness theorem’ (Theorem 3.5.10), showing that smashing with
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G-flat orthogonal G-spectra (in the sense of Definition 3.5.7) preserves π∗-

isomorphisms.

The smash product is intimately related to pairings of equivariant stable ho-

motopy groups that we recall in Construction 3.5.12; the main properties of

these pairings are summarized in Theorem 3.5.14. When specialized to equiv-

ariant ring spectra, these pairings turn the equivariant stable homotopy groups

into a graded ring, compare Corollary 3.5.17.

The smash product of orthogonal spectra is characterized by a universal

property that we recall now. The indexing category O for orthogonal spec-

tra has a symmetric monoidal product by direct sum as follows. We denote by

O ∧ O the category enriched in based spaces whose objects are pairs of inner

product spaces and whose morphism spaces are smash products of morphism

spaces in O. A based continuous functor

⊕ : O ∧O −→ O

is defined on objects by orthogonal direct sum, and on morphism spaces by

O(V,W) ∧O(V ′,W′) −→ O(V ⊕W,V ′ ⊕W′)

(w, ϕ) ∧ (w′, ϕ′) 7−→ ((w,w′), ϕ ⊕ ϕ′) .

A bimorphism b : (X, Y) −→ Z from a pair of orthogonal spectra (X, Y) to an

orthogonal spectrum Z is a natural transformation

b : X∧̄Y −→ Z ◦ ⊕

of continuous functors O∧O −→ T∗; here X∧̄Y is the ‘external smash product’

defined by (X∧̄Y)(V,W) = X(V)∧ Y(W). A bimorphism thus consists of based

continuous maps

bV,W : X(V) ∧ Y(W) −→ Z(V ⊕W)

for all inner product spaces V and W that form morphisms of orthogonal spec-

tra in each variable separately. A smash product of two orthogonal spectra is

now a universal example of a bimorphism from (X, Y).

Definition 3.5.1. A smash product of two orthogonal spectra X and Y is a pair

(X ∧ Y, i) consisting of an orthogonal spectrum X ∧ Y and a universal bimor-

phism i : (X, Y) −→ X ∧ Y, i.e., a bimorphism such that for every orthogonal

spectrum Z the map

Sp(X ∧ Y, Z) −→ Bimor((X, Y), Z) , f 7→ f i = { f (V ⊕W) ◦ iV,W}V,W (3.5.2)

is bijective.
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Since the index category O is skeletally small and the base category T∗ is

cocomplete, every pair of orthogonal spectra has a smash product by Proposi-

tion C.5. Often only the object X ∧ Y will be referred to as the smash product,

but one should keep in mind that it comes equipped with a specific, univer-

sal bimorphism. We will often refer to the bijection (3.5.2) as the universal

property of the smash product of orthogonal spectra.

While the smash products for pairs of orthogonal spectra are choices, there

is a preferred way to extend any chosen smash products to a functor in two

variables (Construction C.8); this functor has a preferred symmetric monoidal

structure, i.e., distinguished natural associativity and symmetry isomorphisms

αX,Y,Z : (X∧Y)∧Z −→ X∧ (Y∧Z) respectively τX,Y : X∧Y −→ Y∧X

(see Construction C.9). Together with strict unit isomorphisms S ∧ X = X =

X∧S, these satisfy the coherence conditions of a symmetric monoidal category,

compare Day’s Theorem C.10. The smash product of orthogonal spectra is

closed symmetric monoidal in the sense that the smash product is adjoint to

an internal Hom spectrum. We won’t use the internal function spectrum, so we

don’t go into any details.

When a compact Lie group G acts on the orthogonal spectra X and Y, then

X∧Y becomes an orthogonal G-spectrum via the diagonal action. So the smash

product lifts to a symmetric monoidal closed structure

∧ : GSp ×GSp −→ GSp

on the category of orthogonal G-spectra.

Example 3.5.3 (Smash product with a free orthogonal spectrum). We give

a ‘formula’ for the smash product with a free orthogonal spectrum, i.e., the

represented functor O(W,−) for some inner product space W. A general feature

of Day type convolution products is that the convolution product of represented

functors is represented, see Remark C.11. In the case at hand this specializes

to a preferred isomorphism

O(V,−) ∧O(W,−) � O(V ⊕W,−)

specified, via the universal property (3.5.2), by the bimorphism with (U,U ′)-

component

⊕ : O(V,U)∧O(W,U ′) −→ O(V ⊕W,U ⊕ U ′) . (3.5.4)

Now we let X be any orthogonal spectrum. We give a formula for the value at

V ⊕W of the smash product X ∧O(W,−). The composite

X(V)
−∧IdW−−−−−→ X(V) ∧O(W,W)

iV,W−−−−→ (X ∧O(W,−))(V ⊕W)
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is O(V)-equivariant, where O(V) acts on the target by restriction along the

homomorphism − ⊕ W : O(V) −→ O(V ⊕ W). So the map extends to an

O(V ⊕W)-equivariant based map

O(V ⊕W) ⋉O(V) X(V) −→ (X ∧O(W,−))(V ⊕W) . (3.5.5)

We claim that this map is a homeomorphism. To see that we first check the spe-

cial case where X = O(U,−) is itself a represented functor. The isomorphism

(3.5.4) turns (3.5.5) into the map

O(V ⊕W) ⋉O(V) O(U,V) −→ O(U ⊕W,V ⊕W)

[A, (v, ϕ)] 7−→ (A · (v, 0), A ◦ (ϕ ⊕W))

which is a homeomorphism by inspection. Source and target of the map (3.5.5)

commute with smash products with based spaces and colimits in the variable X.

Since every orthogonal spectrum is a coend of represented orthogonal spectra

smashed with based spaces, the map (3.5.5) is an isomorphism in general.

Our next topic is a flatness result, proving that smashing with certain or-

thogonal G-spectra preserves π∗-isomorphisms. To define the relevant class,

the ‘G-flat orthogonal G-spectra’, we introduce the skeleton filtration, a func-

torial way to write an orthogonal spectrum as a sequential colimit of spectra

which are made from the information below a fixed level. The word ‘filtra-

tion’ should be used with caution because the maps from the skeleta to the

orthogonal spectrum need not be injective. Since an orthogonal G-spectrum is

the same data as an orthogonal spectrum with continuous G-action, and since

skeleta are functorial, the skeleta of an orthogonal G-spectrum automatically

come as orthogonal G-spectra.

Construction 3.5.6 (Skeleton filtration of orthogonal spectra). As in the un-

stable situation in Section 1.2, the skeleton filtration is a special case of the

general skeleton filtration on certain enriched functor categories that we dis-

cuss in Appendix C. Indeed, if we specialize the base category to V = T∗,

the category of based spaces under smash product, and the index category to

D = O, then the functor category D∗ becomes the category Sp of orthogo-

nal spectra. The dimension function needed in the construction and analysis

of skeleta is the vector space dimension. For every orthogonal spectrum X and

every m ≥ 0, the general theory provides an m-skeleton,

skm X = lm(X≤m) ,

the extension of the restriction of X to O≤m, and a natural morphism im :

skm X −→ X, the counit of the adjunction (lm, (−)≤m). The value

im(V) : (skm X)(V) −→ X(V)
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is an isomorphism for all inner product spaces V of dimension at most m. The

m-th latching space of X is the based O(m)-space

LmX = (skm−1 X)(Rm) ;

it comes with a natural based O(m)-equivariant map

νm = im−1(Rm) : LmX −→ X(Rm) ,

the m-th latching map. We also agree to set sk−1 X = ∗, the trivial orthogonal

spectrum, and L0X = ∗, a one-point space.

The different skeleta are related by natural morphisms jm : skm−1 X −→
skm X, for all m ≥ 0, such that im ◦ jm = im−1. The sequence of skeleta stabi-

lizes to X in a very strong sense. For every inner product space V , the maps

jm(V) and im(V) are isomorphisms as soon as m > dim(V). In particular, X(V)

is a colimit, with respect to the maps im(V), of the sequence of maps jm(V).

Since colimits in the category of orthogonal spectra are created objectwise, we

deduce that the orthogonal spectrum X is a colimit, with respect to the mor-

phisms im, of the sequence of morphisms jm.

Now we can define the class of G-flat orthogonal G-spectra for which smash

product is homotopical. As we remarked earlier, the skeleta of (the underlying

orthogonal spectrum of) an orthogonal G-spectrum inherit a continuous G-

action by functoriality. In other words, the skeleta and the various morphisms

between them lift to endofunctors and natural transformations on the category

of orthogonal G-spectra. If X is an orthogonal G-spectrum, then the O(m)-

space LmX comes with a commuting action by G, again by functoriality of

the latching space. Moreover, the latching morphism νm : LmX −→ X(Rm) is

(G × O(m))-equivariant.

Definition 3.5.7. Let G be a compact Lie group. An orthogonal G-spectrum

X is G-flat if for every m ≥ 0 the latching map νm : LmX −→ X(Rm) is a

(G × O(m))-cofibration.

When G is the trivial group, we simply speak of flat orthogonal spectra.

These flat orthogonal spectra play a special role as the cofibrant objects in the

global model structure on the category of orthogonal spectra, to be established

in Theorem 4.3.18 below.

Remark 3.5.8. The G-flat orthogonal spectra are the cofibrant objects in a

certain model structure on the category of orthogonal G-spectra, the S-model

structure of Stolz [163, Thm. 2.3.27]. This model structure has more cofibrant

objects than the one of Mandell-May [108, III Thm. 4.2], whose ‘q-cofibrant’

orthogonal G-spectra are precisely the ones for which the latching map νm :
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LmX −→ X(Rm) is a (G × O(m))-cofibration and in addition the group O(m)

acts freely on the complement of the image of νm.

A convenient feature of the class of flat equivariant spectra is that they are

closed under various change-of-group functors. For example, if α : K −→
G is a continuous homomorphism and X an orthogonal G-spectrum, then the

orthogonal K-spectrum α∗X satisfies

Lm(α∗X) = (α × O(m))∗(LmX) and (α∗X)(Rm) = (α × O(m))∗(X(Rm))

as (K × O(m))-spaces. Since restriction along α × O(m) preserves cofibrations

(see Proposition B.14 (i)), the restriction functor α∗ : GSp −→ KSp takes

G-flat orthogonal G-spectra to K-flat orthogonal K-spectra. Of particular rel-

evance for global considerations is the special case of the unique homomor-

phism G −→ e to the trivial group. In this case we obtain that a flat orthogonal

spectrum is in particular G-flat when we give it the trivial G-action.

A similar argument applies to induction of equivariant spectra. Indeed, if H

is a closed subgroup of G and Y an orthogonal H-spectrum, then

Lm(G ⋉H Y) � (G × O(m)) ⋉H×O(m) (LmY) and

(G ⋉H Y)(Rm) � (G × O(m)) ⋉H×O(m) Y(Rm) .

Since induction from H ×O(m) to G×O(m) preserves cofibrations (see Propo-

sition B.14 (ii)), the induction functor G ⋉H − : HSp −→ GSp takes H-flat

orthogonal H-spectra to G-flat orthogonal G-spectra.

The main purpose of the latching object and latching morphism are to record

how one skeleton of an orthogonal G-spectrum is obtained from the previous

one. We denote by

Gm : O(m)T∗ −→ Sp

the left adjoint to the evaluation functor X 7→ X(Rm). Explicitly, this functor

sends a based O(m)-space A to the orthogonal spectrum

GmA = O(Rm,−) ∧O(m) A .

Since Gm is a continuous functor, it takes (G × O(m))-spaces to G-orthogonal

spectra, by functoriality. Proposition C.17 and the fact that pushouts of orthog-

onal G-spectra are created on underlying orthogonal spectra yield:

Proposition 3.5.9. For every orthogonal G-spectrum X and every m ≥ 0 the
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commutative square

GmLmX
Gmνm //

��

GmX(Rm)

��
skm−1 X

jm

// skm X

is a pushout of orthogonal G-spectra. The two vertical morphisms are adjoint

to the identity of LmX respectively X(Rm).

The next theorem shows that smashing with a G-flat orthogonal G-spectrum

preserves π∗-isomorphisms. This result is due to Stolz [163, Prop. 2.3.29], be-

cause the G-flat orthogonal G-spectra are precisely the S-cofibrant objects in

the sense of [163, Def. 2.3.4]; a proof can also be found in [32, Prop. 2.10.1].

The theorem is stronger than the earlier result of Mandell and May [108, III

Prop. 7.3] because the class of G-flat of orthogonal G-spectra is strictly larger

than the cofibrant G-spectra in the sense of [108, Ch. III].

Since Stolz’ thesis [163] is not published, the notation and level of generality

in [32] is different from ours, and the characterization of flat objects in terms

of latching maps is not explicitly mentioned in [32] nor [163], we spell out the

argument.

Theorem 3.5.10 (Flatness theorem). Let G be a compact Lie group and X a G-

flat orthogonal G-spectrum. Then the functor −∧X preserves π∗-isomorphisms

of orthogonal G-spectra.

Proof We go through a sequence of six steps, proving successively more gen-

eral cases of the theorem. We call an orthogonal G-spectrum G-stably con-

tractible if all of its equivariant homotopy groups vanish, for all closed sub-

groups of G. In Step 1 through 5, we let C be a G-stably contractible orthog-

onal G-spectrum, and we show for successively more general X that C ∧ X is

again G-stably contractible.

Step 1: We let K be another compact Lie group, W a K-representation and

A a based (G × K)-space. We define an orthogonal G-spectrum

A ⊲K,W C = A ∧K (shW C)

at an inner product space U as

(A ⊲K,W C)(U) = A ∧K C(U ⊕W) ;

the K-action on C(U ⊕W) is through the K-action on W; the G-action on the

smash product is diagonally, through the G-actions on A and on C.

Now we assume in addition that A is a finite based (G×K)-CW-complex and

the K-action is free (away from the basepoint). We claim that then A ⊲K,W C is
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also G-stably contractible. We argue by the number of equivariant cells, start-

ing with A = ∗, in which case there is nothing to show. Now we assume that

the claim holds for A; we let B be obtained from A by attaching an equivariant

cell (G × K)/Γ × Dk, where Γ is a closed subgroup of G × K. The inclusion

A −→ B is an h-cofibration of (G × K)-spaces, hence the induced morphism

A ⊲K,W C −→ B ⊲K,W C is an h-cofibration of orthogonal G-spectra. By the long

exact homotopy group sequence (Corollary 3.1.38 (i)) it suffices to show the

claim for the quotient:

(B ⊲K,W C)/(A ⊲K,W C) � (A/B) ⊲K,W C � S k ∧ ((G × K)/Γ)+ ⊲K,W C

By the suspension isomorphism we may show that ((G × K)/Γ)+ ⊲K,W C is

G-stably contractible. Since the K-action on B is free, the stabilizer group Γ

is the graph of a continuous homomorphism α : H −→ K from some closed

subgroup H of G (namely the projection of Γ to G). So we can rewrite

((G × K)/Γ)+ ⊲K,W C � G ⋉H (shα
∗(W) C) .

Since C is G-stably contractible, it is also H-stably contractible. The orthogo-

nal H-spectrum C ∧ S α∗(W) is then H-stably contractible by Proposition 3.2.19

(ii). Since shα
∗(W) C is π∗-isomorphic to C ∧ S α∗(W) (by Proposition 3.1.25 (ii)),

it is H-stably contractible. Since the induction functor G ⋉H − preserves π∗-

isomorphisms (by Corollary 3.2.21), we conclude that ((G × K)/Γ)+ ⊲K,W C

is G-stably contractible. This finishes the inductive argument, and hence the

proof that the orthogonal G-spectrum A ⊲K,W C is G-stably contractible.

Step 2: We let G be a compact Lie group, K a closed subgroup of O(m) and

α : G −→ WO(m)K a continuous homomorphism to the Weyl group of K in

O(m). The represented orthogonal spectrum O(Rm,−) has a right O(m)-action

through the tautological action on Rm. The semifree orthogonal spectrum

Gm(O(m)/K+) = O(Rm,−)/K

has a residual action of the Weyl group WO(m)K, and we restrict scalars along

α to obtain the orthogonal G-spectrum

α∗(O(Rm,−)/K) .

We claim that then the orthogonal G-spectrum C∧α∗(O(Rm,−)/K) is G-stably

contractible. We show that πH
k

(C ∧ α∗(O(Rm,−)/K)) = 0 for k ≥ 0 and every

closed subgroup H of G; for k < 0 we exploit that πH
k

(C ∧ α∗(O(Rm,−)/K))

is isomorphic to πH
0

((C ∧ S −k) ∧ α∗(O(Rm,−)/K)), so applying the argument

to C ∧ S −k instead of C shows the vanishing in negative dimensions. Since the

input data is stable under passage to closed subgroups of G (just restrict α to

such a subgroup), it is no loss of generality to assume H = G.
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We can represent every class of πG
k

(C ∧α∗(O(Rm,−)/K)) by a based G-map

f : S V⊕Rm+k −→ (C ∧ α∗(O(Rm,−)/K))(V ⊕ Rm)

for some G-representation V . In (3.5.5) we exhibited an isomorphism

O(V ⊕ Rm) ⋉O(V) C(V)
�−−→ (C ∧O(Rm,−))(V ⊕ Rm) .

Under this isomorphism, the K-action on O(Rm,−) becomes the right transla-

tion K-action on O(V ⊕ Rm), so passage to K-orbits yields an isomorphism

O(V ⊕ Rm)/K+ ∧O(V) C(V) � (C ∧ α∗(O(Rm,−)/K))(V ⊕ Rm) .

The G-action on the right hand side is diagonally from three ingredients: the

G-action on C, the G-action on V , and the G-action on O(Rm,−)/K through α.

So G acts on the left hand side diagonally, also through the actions on V (by

left translation on O(V ⊕ Rm)), on Rm through α, and on C.

The target of f is thus G-equivariantly homeomorphic to

O(V ⊕ Rm)/K+ ∧O(V) C(V) =
(
O(V ⊕ Rm)/K+ ⊲O(V),V C

)
(0) .

Via this isomorphism, we view f as representing a G-equivariant homotopy

class in

πG
m+k

(
ΩV (O(V ⊕ Rm)/K+ ⊲O(V),V C)

)
. (3.5.11)

The homogeneous space O(V⊕Rm)/K has a left G-action by translation through

the composite

G −→ O(V)
−⊕Rm

−−−−→ O(V ⊕ Rm)

and another G-action by restriction of the residual WO(m)(K)-action along α;

altogether, the group G acts diagonally. This space also has a commuting free

right action of O(V) by right translation. Since O(V ⊕Rm)/K is a smooth man-

ifold and the (G×O(V))-action is smooth, Illman’s theorem [84, Cor. 7.2] pro-

vides a finite (G ×O(V))-CW-structure on O(V ⊕ Rm)/K; so O(V ⊕ Rm)/K+ is

cofibrant as a based (G × O(V))-space, with free right O(V)-action. Since C is

G-stably contractible, so is O(V ⊕ Rm)/K+ ⊲O(V),V C, by Step 1. The orthogo-

nal G-spectrum ΩV
(
O(V ⊕ Rm)/K+ ⊲O(V),V C

)
is then G-stably contractible by

Proposition 3.1.40 (ii). In particular, the group (3.5.11) is trivial, so there is a

G-representation U such that the composite

S U⊕V⊕Rm+k S U∧ f
−−−−→ S U ∧ (O(V ⊕ Rm)/K+) ∧O(V) C(V)

σU,V−−−→ O(V ⊕ Rm)/K+ ∧O(V) C(U ⊕ V)
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is G-equivariantly null-homotopic. The structure map

σU,V⊕Rm : S U∧(C ∧ α∗(O(Rm,−)/K))(V ⊕ Rm)

−→ (C ∧ α∗(O(Rm,−)/K))(U ⊕ V ⊕ Rm)

of the G-spectrum C ∧ α∗(O(Rm,−)/K) factors as the composite

S U ∧ O(V ⊕ Rm)/K+ ∧O(V) C(V)
O(V⊕Rm)/K+∧O(V)σU,V−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

O(V ⊕ Rm)/K+ ∧O(V) C(U ⊕ V) −→ O(U ⊕ V ⊕ Rm)/K+ ∧O(U⊕V) C(U ⊕ V) .

So also the stabilization σU,V ◦ (S U ∧ f ) in the orthogonal G-spectrum C ∧
α∗(O(Rm,−)/K) is equivariantly null-homotopic. Since the stabilization repre-

sents the same element as f , this shows that πG
k

(C ∧ α∗(O(Rm,−)/K)) = 0.

Step 3: We let Γ be a closed subgroup of G ×O(m). We claim that smashing

with the orthogonal G-spectrum

Gm ((G × O(m))/Γ+) = O(Rm,−) ∧O(m) (G × O(m))/Γ+

preserves G-stably contractible orthogonal G-spectra. To see that we interpret

Γ as a ‘generalized graph’. We let H ≤ G be the projection of Γ onto the first

factor. We let

K = {A ∈ O(m) : (1, A) ∈ Γ}

be the trace of Γ in O(m). Then Γ is the graph of the continuous homomorphism

α : H −→ WO(m)K , α(h) = {A ∈ O(m) : (h, A) ∈ Γ} ,

in the sense that

Γ =
⋃

h∈H
{h} × α(h) .

Moreover, the orthogonal G-spectrum Gm ((G × O(m))/Γ+) is isomorphic to

G ⋉H (α∗(O(Rm,−)/K)) .

So for every orthogonal G-spectrum C, the shearing isomorphism becomes an

isomorphism of orthogonal G-spectra

C ∧ (Gm((G × O(m))/Γ+)) � C ∧ (G ⋉H (α∗(O(Rm,−)/K)))

� G ⋉H (resG
H(C) ∧ α∗(O(Rm,−)/K)) .

If C is G-stably contractible, then it is also H-stably contractible; so resG
H

(C)∧
α∗(O(Rm,−)/K) is H-stably contractible by Step 2. Since the induction functor

G ⋉H − takes π∗-isomorphisms of orthogonal H-spectra to π∗-isomorphisms of

orthogonal G-spectra (Corollary 3.2.21), this shows that C∧Gm((G×O(m))/Γ+)

is G-stably contractible.
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Step 4: We let A be a cofibrant based (G×O(m))-space. We claim that smash-

ing with the orthogonal G-spectrum GmA preserves G-stably contractible or-

thogonal G-spectra. A cofibrant based (G × O(m))-space is equivariantly ho-

motopy equivalent to a based (G × O(m))-CW-complex, so it is no loss of

generality to assume an equivariant CW-structure with skeleton filtration

∗ = A−1 ⊂ A0 ⊂ . . . ⊂ An ⊂ . . . .

We show first, by induction on n, that smashing with the orthogonal G-spectrum

GmAn preserves G-stably contractible orthogonal G-spectra. The induction starts

with n = −1, where there is nothing to show. For n ≥ 0 the inclusion An−1 −→
An is an h-cofibration of based (G × O(m))-spaces, so the induced morphism

C ∧ GmAn−1 −→ C ∧ GmAn is an h-cofibration of orthogonal G-spectra. By

induction and the long exact sequence of equivariant homotopy groups (Corol-

lary 3.1.38) it suffices to show that the quotient

(C ∧GmAn)/(C ∧GmAn−1) � C ∧Gm(An/An−1)

is G-stably contractible. Now An/An−1 is (G ×O(m))-equivariantly isomorphic

to a wedge of summands of the form S n ∧ (G × O(m))/Γ+, for various closed

subgroups Γ of G × O(m). So the quotient spectrum is isomorphic to the n-

fold suspension of a wedge of orthogonal G-spectra of the form C ∧Gm((G ×
O(m))/Γ+). These wedge summands are G-stably contractible by Step 3. Since

equivariant homotopy groups take wedges to direct sums and suspension shifts

equivariant homotopy groups, this proves that C ∧ Gm(An/An−1) is G-stably

contractible. This completes the inductive step, and the proof for all finite-

dimensional based (G × O(m))-CW-complexes.

Since A is the sequential colimit, along h-cofibrations of based (G × O(m))-

spaces, of the skeleta An, the orthogonal G-spectrum C ∧ GmA is the sequen-

tial colimit, along h-cofibrations of orthogonal G-spectra, of the sequence with

terms C∧GmAn. Since h-cofibrations are in particular levelwise closed embed-

dings, equivariant homotopy groups commute with such sequential colimits

(Proposition 3.1.41 (i)), so also C ∧GmA is G-stably trivial.

Step 5: We let X be a G-flat orthogonal G-spectrum. We show first, by in-

duction on m, that C ∧ (skmX) is G-stably contractible, where skmX is the m-

skeleton in the sense of Construction 3.5.6. The induction starts with m = −1,

where there is nothing to show. For m ≥ 0 the morphism jm : skm−1X −→ skmX

is an h-cofibration of orthogonal G-spectra, hence so is the induced morphism

C ∧ jm : C ∧ (skm−1X) −→ C ∧ (skmX). By induction and the long exact se-

quence of equivariant homotopy groups (Corollary 3.1.38) we may show that

the quotient

(C ∧ skm X)/(C ∧ skm−1 X) � C ∧ (skm X/ skm−1 X) � C ∧Gm(X(Rm)/LmX)
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is G-stably contractible. Since X is G-flat, X(Rm)/LmX is a cofibrant based (G×
O(m))-space, and the G-equivariant homotopy groups of C ∧Gm(X(Rm)/LmX)

vanish by Step 4. This finishes the inductive proof that C ∧ (skmX) is G-stably

contractible. The spectrum C∧X is the sequential colimit, along h-cofibrations,

of the orthogonalG-spectra C∧(skmX); equivariant homotopy groups commute

with such colimits, so C ∧ X is G-stably contractible.

Step 6: We let X be a G-flat orthogonal G-spectrum and f : A −→ B a

π∗-isomorphism of orthogonal G-spectra. Then the mapping cone C( f ) is G-

stably contractible by the long exact homotopy group sequence (Proposition

3.1.36). So the smash product C( f ) ∧ X is G-stably contractible by Step 5.

Since C( f )∧X is isomorphic to the mapping cone of f ∧X : A∧X −→ B∧X,

the morphism f ∧ X induces isomorphisms on G-equivariant stable homotopy

groups, again by the long exact homotopy group sequence. �

Now we turn to products on equivariant homotopy groups.

Construction 3.5.12. Given a compact Lie group G and two orthogonal G-

spectra X and Y, we endow the equivariant homotopy groups with a pairing

× : πG
k (X) × πG

l (Y) −→ πG
k+l(X ∧ Y) , (3.5.13)

where k and l are integers. We let

f : S U⊕Rm+k −→ X(U ⊕ Rm) and g : S V⊕Rn+l −→ Y(V ⊕ Rn)

represent classes in πG
k

(X) respectively πG
l

(Y), for suitable G-representations U

and V . The class [ f ] × [g] in πG
k+l

(X ∧ Y) is then represented by the composite

S U⊕V⊕Rm+n+k+l

� S U⊕Rm+k ∧ S V⊕Rn+l f∧g
−−−−→ X(U ⊕ Rm) ∧ Y(V ⊕ Rn)

iU⊕Rm ,V⊕Rn

−−−−−−−→ (X ∧ Y)(U ⊕ Rm ⊕ V ⊕ Rn)

(X∧Y)(U⊕τRm ,V⊕Rn)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (X ∧ Y)(U ⊕ V ⊕ Rm+n) .

The first homeomorphism shuffles the sphere coordinates. We omit the proof

that the class of the composite only depends on the classes of f and g.

The pairing of equivariant homotopy groups has several expected properties

that we summarize in the next theorem.

Theorem 3.5.14. Let G be a compact Lie group and X, Y and Z orthogonal

G-spectra.

(i) (Biadditivity) The product× : πG
k

(X)×πG
l

(Y) −→ πG
k+l

(X∧Y) is biadditive.

(ii) (Unitality) The class 1 ∈ πG
0

(S) represented by the identity of S 0 is a

two-sided unit for the pairing ×.
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(iii) (Associativity) For all x ∈ πG
k

(X), y ∈ πG
l

(Y) and z ∈ πG
m(Z) the relation

x × (y × z) = (x × y) × z

holds in πG
k+l+m

(X ∧ Y ∧ Z).

(iv) (Commutativity) For all x ∈ πG
k

(X) and y ∈ πG
l

(Y) the relation

τX,Y
∗ (x × y) = (−1)kl · (y × x)

holds in πG
k+l

(Y ∧ X), where τX,Y : X ∧ Y −→ Y ∧ X is the symmetry

isomorphism of the smash product.

(v) (Restriction) For all x ∈ πG
k

(X) and y ∈ πG
l

(Y) and all continuous homo-

morphisms α : K −→ G the relation

α∗(x) × α∗(y) = α∗(x × y)

holds in πK
k+l

(α∗(X ∧ Y)).

(vi) (Transfer) Let H be a closed subgroup of G. For all x ∈ πG
k

(X) and z ∈
πH

l
(Y ∧ S L), the relation

x × TrG
H(z) = TrG

H(resG
H(x) × z)

holds in πG
k+l

(X∧Y), where L = TeH(G/H) is the tangent H-representation.

For all y ∈ πH
l

(Y), the relation

x × trG
H(y) = trG

H(resG
H(x) × y)

holds in πG
k+l

(X ∧ Y).

Proof (i) We deduce the additivity in the first variable from the general ad-

ditivity statement in Proposition 2.2.12. We consider the two reduced additive

functors

X 7−→ πG
k (X) and X 7−→ πG

k+l(X ∧ Y)

from the category of orthogonal G-spectra to the category of abelian groups.

Proposition 2.2.12 shows that for every y ∈ πG
l

(Y) the natural transformation

− × y : πG
k (−) −→ πG

k+l(− ∧ Y)

is additive. Additivity in the second variable is proved in the same way. Prop-

erties (ii), (iii) and (v) are straightforward consequences of the definitions. The

sign (−1)kl in the commutativity relation (iv) is the degree of the map that in-

terchanges a k-sphere with an l-sphere. Indeed, if

f : S U⊕Rm+k −→ X(U ⊕ Rm) and g : S V⊕Rn+l −→ Y(V ⊕ Rn)
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represent classes in πG
k

(X) respectively πG
l

(Y), then the left and right vertical

composites in the diagram

S U⊕V⊕Rm+n+k+l

f×g
��

τU,V∧τm,n∧S k+l

// S V⊕U⊕Rn+m+k+l

S V⊕U⊕Rn+m∧τk,l��
(X ∧ Y)(U ⊕ V ⊕ Rm+n)

τX,Y (U⊕V⊕Rm+n )
��

S V⊕U⊕Rn+m+l+k

g× f
��

(Y ∧ X)(U ⊕ V ⊕ Rm+n)
(Y∧X)(τU,V⊕τm,n)

// (Y ∧ X)(V ⊕ U ⊕ Rn+m)

represent τX,Y
∗ ([ f ] × [g]), respectively (−1)kl · ([g] × [ f ]). Since the two com-

posites differ by conjugation by a G-equivariant linear isometry, they represent

the same class by Proposition 3.1.14 (ii).

(vi) The following diagram of abelian groups commutes by naturality of the

pairing (3.5.13), and because restriction from G to H is multiplicative:

πG
k

(X) × πG
l

(Y ∧G/H+)
Id×WirthG

H

��

× //

Id× resG
H��

πG
k+l

(X ∧ Y ∧G/H+)

resG
H ��

WirthG
H

��

πG
k

(X) × πH
l

(Y ∧G/H+)

Id×(Y∧l)∗
��

resG
H
× Id

**❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱

❱❱❱
❱❱❱

πH
k+l

(X ∧ Y ∧G/H+)

(X∧Y∧l)∗

��

πG
k

(X) × πH
l

(Y ∧ S L)

resG
H
× Id **❱❱❱

❱❱❱
❱❱❱

❱❱❱
πH

k
(X) × πH

l
(Y ∧G/H+)

Id×(Y∧l)∗
��

×
OO

πH
k

(X) × πH
l

(Y ∧ S L) ×
// πH

k+l
(X ∧ Y ∧ S L)

Here l : G/H+ −→ S L is the H-equivariant collapse map (3.2.2). The two verti-

cal composites are the respective Wirthmüller isomorphisms (Theorem 3.2.15).

Since the external transfer is inverse to the Wirthmüller isomorphism (up to the

effect of the involution S − Id : S L −→ S L), we can read the diagram backwards

and conclude that the upper part of the following diagram commutes:

πG
k

(X) × πH
l

(Y ∧ S L)
resG

H
× Id

//

Id×TrG
H

��

Id×(G⋉H−)�

��

πH
k

(X) × πH
l

(Y ∧ S L)

×
��

πH
k+l

(X ∧ Y ∧ S L)

�G⋉H−
��

TrG
H

~~

πG
k

(X) × πG
l

(Y ∧G/H+) ×
//

Id×(Y∧p)∗
��

πG
k+l

(X ∧ Y ∧G/H+)

(X∧Y∧p)∗
��

πG
k

(X) × πG
l

(Y) ×
// πG

k+l
(X ∧ Y)
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Here p : G/H+ −→ S 0 is the projection. The lower part of the diagram com-

mutes by naturality of the pairing. This proves the first claim about dimension

shifting transfers. The formula for the degree zero transfers follows by natu-

rality for the inclusion of the origin S 0 −→ S L. �

Definition 3.5.15. An orthogonal ring spectrum is a monoid in the category of

orthogonal spectra with respect to the smash product. For a compact Lie group

G, an orthogonal G-ring spectrum is a monoid in the category of orthogonal

G-spectra with respect to the smash product.

An orthogonal ring spectrum is thus an orthogonal spectrum R equipped

with a multiplication morphism µ : R ∧ R −→ R and a unit morphism η :

S −→ R such that the associativity and unit diagrams commute (compare [105,

VII.3]). A morphism of orthogonal ring spectra is a morphism f : R −→ S of

orthogonal spectra that satisfies f ◦ µR = µS ◦ ( f ∧ f ) and f ◦ ηR = ηS . Via

the universal property of the smash product the data contained in the multipli-

cation morphism can be made more explicit: µ : R ∧ R −→ R corresponds to

a collection of based continuous maps µV,W : R(V) ∧ R(W) −→ R(V ⊕W) that

together form a bimorphism. The associativity and unit conditions can also be

rephrased in more explicit forms, and then we are requiring that the multipli-

cation and unit maps make R : O −→ T∗ into a lax monoidal functor. Most of

the time we will specify the data of an orthogonal ring spectrum in the explicit

bimorphism form.

An orthogonal ring spectrum R (respective orthogonal G-ring spectrum) is

commutative if the multiplication morphism satisfies µ◦τR,R = µ. In the explicit

form this is equivalent to the commutativity of the square

R(V) ∧ R(W)
µV,W //

τR(V),R(W)

��

R(V ⊕W)

R(τV,W )

��
R(W) ∧ R(V)

µW,V

// R(W ⊕ V)

for all inner product spaces V and W. Equivalently, the multiplication and unit

maps make R : O −→ T∗ into a lax symmetric monoidal functor. Commuta-

tive orthogonal ring spectra already appear, with an extra pointset topological

hypothesis and under the name I∗-prefunctor, in [112, IV Def. 2.1].

Since the smash product of orthogonal G-spectra is just the smash product of

the underlying orthogonal spectra, endowed with the diagonal G-action, an or-

thogonal G-ring spectrum is nothing but an orthogonal ring spectrum equipped

with a continuous G-action through homomorphisms of orthogonal ring spec-

tra. Via the universal property of the smash product, yet another way to pack-
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age the data in an orthogonal G-ring spectrum is as a continuous lax monoidal

functor from the category O to the category of based G-spaces.

Given a compact Lie group G and an orthogonal G-ring spectrum R, we

define an internal pairing

· : πG
k (R) × πG

l (R) −→ πG
k+l(R) (3.5.16)

on the equivariant homotopy groups of R as the composite

πG
k (R) × πG

l (R)
×−−→ πG

k+l(R ∧ R)
µ∗−−−→ πG

k+l(R) .

Theorem 3.5.14 then immediately implies:

Corollary 3.5.17. Let G be a compact Lie group, R an orthogonal G-ring

spectrum and H a closed subgroup of G.

(i) The products (3.5.16) make the abelian groups {πG
k

(R)}k∈Z into a graded

ring. The multiplicative unit is the class of the unit map S 0 −→ R(0).

(ii) If the multiplication of R is commutative, then the relation

x · y = (−1)kl · y · x

holds for all classes x ∈ πG
k

(R) and y ∈ πG
l

(R).

(iii) (Restriction) The restriction maps resG
H

: πG
∗ (R) −→ πH

∗ (R) form a homo-

morphism of graded rings.

(iv) (Conjugation) For every g ∈ G the conjugation maps g⋆ : πHg

∗ (R) −→
πH
∗ (R) form a homomorphism of graded rings.

(v) (Reciprocity) For all x ∈ πG
k

(R) and all y ∈ πH
l

(R), the relation

x · trG
H(y) = trG

H(resG
H(x) · y)

holds in πG
k+l

(R).

Remark 3.5.18 (Norm maps). A lot more is happening for commutative or-

thogonal G-ring spectra: strict commutativity of the multiplication not only

makes the homotopy pairings graded-commutative, but it also gives rise to

new operations, usually called norm maps NG
H

: πH
0

(R) −→ πG
0

(R) for all closed

subgroups H of finite index in G. To my knowledge, these norm maps were

first defined by Greenlees and May [68, Def. 7.10], and they were later studied

for example in [31, 77].

We don’t discuss norms maps for commutative orthogonal G-ring spectra

here, but norms maps and power operations will be a major topic in the con-

text of ultra-commutative ring spectra. In Section 5.1 we define power oper-

ations on the 0-th equivariant homotopy groups of an ultra-commutative ring

spectrum, and we recall in Remark 5.1.7 how to turn the power operations into

norm maps.
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Global stable homotopy theory

In this chapter we embark on the investigation of global stable homotopy the-

ory. In Section 4.1 we specialize the equivariant theory of the previous chap-

ter to global stable homotopy types, which we model by orthogonal spectra

(with no additional action of any groups). Section 4.2 introduces the category

of global functors, the natural home of the collection of equivariant homo-

topy groups of a global stable homotopy type (i.e., an orthogonal spectrum).

Global functors play the same role for global homotopy theory as the category

of abelian groups in ordinary homotopy theory, or the category of G-Mackey

functors for G-equivariant homotopy theory. Global functors are defined as ad-

ditive functors on the global Burnside category; an explicit calculation of the

global Burnside category provides the link to other notions of global Mackey

functors. In the global context, the pairings on equivariant homotopy groups

also give rise to a symmetric monoidal structure on the global Burnside cate-

gory, and to a symmetric monoidal ‘box product’ of global functors.

Section 4.3 establishes the global model structure on the category of orthog-

onal spectra; more generally, we consider a global family F and define the

F -global model structure, where weak equivalences are tested on equivariant

homotopy groups for all Lie groups in F . The F -global model structure is

monoidal with respect to the smash product of orthogonal spectra, provided

that F is closed under products. Section 4.4 collects aspects of global sta-

ble homotopy theory that refer to the triangulated structure of the global sta-

ble homotopy category. Specific topics are compact generators, Brown repre-

sentability, a t-structure whose heart is the category of global functors, global

Postnikov sections and Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra of global functors.

The final Section 4.5 is a systematic study of the effects of changing the

global family. We show that the ‘forgetful’ functor between the global stable

homotopy categories of two nested global families has fully faithful left and

right adjoints, which are part of a recollement. We provide characterizations

of the global homotopy types in the image of the two adjoints; for example,

348
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the right adjoint all the way from the non-equivariant to the global stable ho-

motopy category models Borel cohomology theories. We also relate the global

homotopy category to the G-equivariant stable homotopy category for a fixed

compact Lie group G; here the forgetful functor also has both adjoints, but

these are no longer fully faithful if the group is non-trivial.

Also in Section 4.5 we establish an algebraic model for rational F in-global

stable homotopy theory, i.e., for rational global stable homotopy theory based

on the global family of finite groups. Indeed, spectral Morita theory provides

a chain of Quillen equivalences to the category of chain complexes of rational

global functors on finite groups. On the algebraic side, the abelian category of

rational F in-global functors is equivalent to an even simpler category, namely

functors from finite groups and conjugacy classes of epimorphisms toQ-vector

spaces. Under the two equivalences, homology groups of chain complexes cor-

respond to equivariant stable homotopy groups, respectively geometric fixed

point homotopy groups, of spectra.

4.1 Orthogonal spectra as global homotopy types

In this section we specialize the equivariant stable homotopy theory of Chapter

3 to global stable homotopy types, which we model by orthogonal spectra (with

no additional group action). Given an orthogonal spectrum X and a compact

Lie group G, we obtain an orthogonal G-spectrum by letting G act trivially on

the values of X. We call this the underlying orthogonal G-spectrum of X and

denote it XG. To simplify notation we omit the subscript ‘G’ when we refer to

equivariant homotopy groups, i.e., we simply write πG
k

(X) instead of πG
k

(XG).

For global homotopy types (i.e., orthogonal spectra), the notation related to

restriction maps simplifies, and some special features happen. Indeed, if X is

an orthogonal spectrum, then for every continuous homomorphism α : K −→
G we have α∗(XG) = XK , because both K and G act trivially. So for global

homotopy types the restriction maps become homomorphisms

α∗ : πG
∗ (X) −→ πK

∗ (X) .

In particular, we have these restriction maps when α is an epimorphism; in that

case we refer to α∗ as an inflation map.

If H is a closed subgroup of G and g ∈ G, the conjugation homomorphism

cg : H −→ Hg is given by cg(h) = g−1hg. We recall that for an orthogonal

G-spectrum Y the conjugation morphism g⋆ : πHg

0
(Y) −→ πH

0
(Y) is defined as

g⋆ = (lYg )∗ ◦ (cg)∗, where lYg : c∗g(Y) −→ Y is left multiplication by g, compare

(3.1.18). If Y = XG for an orthogonal spectrum X, then lX
g is the identity; so for
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global homotopy types we have

g⋆ = (cg)∗ : πHg

0 (X) −→ πH
0 (X) . (4.1.1)

A different way to express the significance of the relation (4.1.1) is that when-

ever Y = XG underlies a global homotopy type, then the action of the group

WGH = (NGH)/H on πH
0

(X) discussed in Construction 3.1.17 factors through

an action of the quotient group

(NGH)/(H ·CGH) .

The difference is illustrated most drastically for H = e, the trivial subgroup of

G. For a general orthogonal G-spectrum the action of G = WGe on πG
0

(Y) is

typically non-trivial. If Y = XG arises from an orthogonal spectrum, then this

G-action is trivial.

Remark 4.1.2 (Global homotopy types are split G-spectra). Obviously, only

very special orthogonal G-spectra Y are part of a ‘global family’, i.e., arise

as XG for an orthogonal spectrum X. However, it is not a priori clear what

the homotopical significance of the pointset level condition that G must act

trivially on the values of Y (at trivial representations) is. Now we formulate

obstructions to ‘being global’ in terms of the Mackey functor homotopy groups

of an orthogonal G-spectrum.

The equivariant homotopy groups πG
0

(X) = πG
0

(XG) of an orthogonal spec-

trum X come equipped with restriction maps along arbitrary continuous group

homomorphisms, not necessarily injective. This is in contrast to the situation

for a fixed compact Lie group, where one can only restrict to subgroups, or

along conjugation maps by elements of the ambient group, but where there

are no inflation maps. One obstruction to Y being part of a ‘global family’

is that the G-Mackey functor structure can be extended to a ‘global functor’

(in the sense of Definition 4.2.2 below). In particular, the G-Mackey functor

homotopy groups can be complemented by restriction maps along arbitrary

group homomorphisms between the subgroups of G. So every global functor

takes isomorphic values on a pair of isomorphic subgroups of G; for G-Mackey

functors this is true when the subgroups are conjugate in G, but not in general

when they are merely abstractly isomorphic.

As an extreme case the global structure includes an inflation map p∗
G

:

πe
0
(X) −→ πG

0
(X) associated to the unique homomorphism pG : G −→ e, split-

ting the restriction map πG
0

(X) −→ πe
0
(X). So one obstruction to being global

is that this restriction map from πG
0

(X) to πe
0
(X) needs to be a split epimor-

phism. This is the algebraic shadow of the fact that the G-equivariant homotopy

types that underlie global homotopy types (i.e., are represented by orthogonal

spectra) are ‘split’ in the sense that there is a morphism from the underlying
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non-equivariant spectrum to the genuine G-fixed point spectrum that splits the

restriction map.

Definition 4.1.3. A morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spectra is a global

equivalence if the induced map πG
k

( f ) : πG
k

(X) −→ πG
k

(Y) is an isomorphism

for all compact Lie groups G and all integers k.

We define the global stable homotopy category GH by localizing the cat-

egory of orthogonal spectra at the class of global equivalences. The global

equivalences are the weak equivalences of the global model structure on the

category of orthogonal spectra, see Theorem 4.3.18 below. So the methods of

homotopical algebra are available for studying global equivalences and the as-

sociated global homotopy category. In later sections we will also consider a

relative notion of global equivalence, the ‘F -equivalences’, based on a global

familyF of compact Lie groups. There we require that the induced map πG
k

( f ) :

πG
k

(X) −→ πG
k

(Y) is an isomorphism for all integers k and all compact Lie

groups G that belong to the global family F .

When we specialize Proposition 3.1.25 (ii), Corollary 3.1.37, Proposition

3.1.40, Proposition 3.2.19 (ii) and Proposition 3.1.41 to the underlying orthog-

onal G-spectra of orthogonal spectra, we obtain the following consequences:

Proposition 4.1.4. (i) For every orthogonal spectrum X the morphism

λX : X ∧ S 1 −→ sh X , its adjoint λ̃X : X −→ Ω sh X ,

the adjunction unit ηX : X −→ Ω(X ∧ S 1) and the adjunction counit

ǫX : (ΩX) ∧ S 1 −→ X are global equivalences.

(ii) For every finite family of orthogonal spectra the canonical morphism

from the wedge to the product is a global equivalence.

(iii) For every finite based CW-complex A, the functor map∗(A,−) preserves

global equivalences of orthogonal spectra.

(iv) For every cofibrant based space A, the functor − ∧ A preserves global

equivalences of orthogonal spectra.

(v) Let en : Xn −→ Xn+1 and fn : Yn −→ Yn+1 be morphisms of orthogonal

spectra that are levelwise closed embeddings, for n ≥ 0. Let ψn : Xn −→
Yn be global equivalences that satisfy ψn+1 ◦ en = fn ◦ ψn for all n ≥ 0.

Then the induced morphism ψ∞ : X∞ −→ Y∞ between the colimits of the

sequences is a global equivalence.

(vi) Let fn : Yn −→ Yn+1 be global equivalences of orthogonal spectra that

are levelwise closed embeddings, for n ≥ 0. Then the canonical mor-

phism f∞ : Y0 −→ Y∞ to a colimit of the sequence { fn}n≥0 is a global

equivalence.

For later use we record another closure property of global equivalences.
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Corollary 4.1.5. The class of h-cofibrations of orthogonal spectra that are

simultaneously global equivalences is closed under cobase change, coproducts

and sequential compositions.

Proof The class of h-cofibrations is closed under coproducts, cobase change

and composition (finite or sequential), compare Corollary A.30 (i). The class of

global equivalences is closed under coproducts because equivariant homotopy

groups take wedges to direct sums (Corollary 3.1.37 (i)). The cobase change

of an h-cofibration that is also a global equivalence is another global equiva-

lence by Corollary 3.1.39 (i). Every h-cofibration of orthogonal spectra is in

particular levelwise a closed embedding. So the class of h-cofibrations that are

also global equivalences is closed under sequential composition by Proposition

4.1.4 (vi). �

For an orthogonal spectrum X the 0-th equivariant homotopy groups πG
0

(X)

and the restriction maps between them coincide with the homotopy Rep-functor,

in the sense of (1.5.6), of a certain orthogonal space Ω•X that we now recall.

Construction 4.1.6. We introduce the functor

Ω• : Sp −→ spc

from orthogonal spectra to orthogonal spaces. Given an orthogonal spectrum

X, the value of Ω•X at an inner product space V is

(Ω•X)(V) = map∗(S
V , X(V)) .

If ϕ : V −→ W is a linear isometric embedding, the induced map

ϕ∗ : (Ω•X)(V) = map∗(S
V , X(V)) −→ map∗(S

W , X(W)) = (Ω•X)(W)

was defined in (3.1.9). In particular, the orthogonal group O(V) acts on (Ω•X)(V) =

map∗(S
V , X(V)) by conjugation. If ψ : U −→ V is another isometric embed-

ding, then we have ϕ∗(ψ∗ f ) = (ϕψ)∗ f . The assignment (ϕ, f ) 7→ ϕ∗ f is contin-

uous in both variables, so we have really defined an orthogonal spaceΩ•X. The

construction is clearly functorial in the orthogonal spectrum X; moreover, Ω•

has a left adjoint ‘unreduced suspension spectrum’ functor Σ∞+ that we discuss

in Construction 4.1.7 below.

If G acts on V by linear isometries, then the G-fixed subspace of (Ω•X)(V)

is the space of G-equivariant based maps from S V to X(V):

((Ω•X)(V))G = mapG
∗ (S V , X(V)) .

The path components of this space are precisely the equivariant homotopy

classes of based G-maps, i.e.,

π0

(
((Ω•X)(V))G

)
= π0

(
mapG

∗ (S V , X(V))
)
= [S V , X(V)]G .
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Passing to colimits over the poset s(UG) gives

πG
0 (Ω•X) = πG

0 (X) ,

i.e., the G-equivariant homotopy group of the orthogonal spectrum X equals the

G-equivariant homotopy set of the orthogonal space Ω•X. A direct inspection

shows that the spectrum level restriction maps defined in Construction 3.1.15

coincide with the restriction maps for orthogonal spaces introduced in (1.5.9).

Construction 4.1.7 (Suspension spectra of orthogonal spaces). To every or-

thogonal space Y we can associate an unreduced suspension spectrum Σ∞+ Y

whose value on an inner product space

(Σ∞+ Y)(V) = S V ∧ Y(V)+ ;

here the orthogonal group O(V) acts diagonally and the structure map

σV,W : S V ∧ (S W ∧ Y(W)+) −→ S V⊕W ∧ Y(V ⊕W)+

is the combination of the canonical homeomorphism S V ∧S W
� S V⊕W and the

map Y(iW ) : Y(W) −→ Y(V ⊕ W). If Y is the constant orthogonal space with

value a topological space A, then Σ∞+ Y = Σ∞+ A specializes to the suspension

spectrum of A with a disjoint basepoint added. The functor

Σ∞+ : spc −→ Sp

is left adjoint to the functor Ω• of Construction 4.1.6.

Let G be a compact Lie group and {Vi}i≥1 an exhaustive sequence of finite-

dimensional G-subrepresentations of the complete universeUG. Given an or-

thogonal space Y, we denote by teli Y(Vi) the mapping telescope of the se-

quence of G-spaces

Y(V1) −→ Y(V2) −→ · · · −→ Y(Vi) −→ · · · ;

the maps in the sequence are induced by the inclusions, so they are G-equi-

variant, and the telescope inherits a natural G-action. The canonical maps

Y(V j) −→ teli Y(Vi) induce maps of equivariant homotopy classes

[S V j⊕Rk

, (Σ∞+ Y)(V j)]
G = [S V j⊕Rk

, S V j ∧ Y(V j)+]G

−→ [S V j⊕Rk

, S V j ∧ teli Y(Vi)+]G −→ πG
k (Σ∞+ teli Y(Vi)) ,

where the second map is the canonical one to the colimit. These maps are

compatible with stabilization in the source when we increase j. Since the ex-

haustive sequence is cofinal in the poset s(UG), the colimit over j calculates
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the k-th equivariant homotopy group of Σ∞+ Y. So altogether, the maps assemble

into a natural group homomorphism

πG
k (Σ∞+ Y) −→ πG

k (Σ∞+ teli Y(Vi)) ,

for k ≥ 0. For negative values of k, we obtain a similar map by inserting R−k

in second variable of the above sets of equivariant homotopy classes.

Proposition 4.1.8. Let G be a compact Lie group and {Vi}i≥1 an exhaustive

sequence of G-representations. Then for every orthogonal space Y and every

integer k the map

πG
k (Σ∞+ Y) −→ πG

k (Σ∞+ teli Y(Vi))

is an isomorphism.

Proof The mapping telescope is the colimit, along h-cofibrations, of the trun-

cated mapping telescopes tel[0,n] Y(Vi). So the space S V j ∧ teli Y(Vi)+ is the co-

limit, along a sequence of closed embeddings, of the spaces S V j∧tel[0,n] Y(Vi)+.

For every compact based G-space A the canonical map

colimn≥1 [A, S V j ∧ tel[0,n] Y(Vi)+]G −→ [A, S V j ∧ teli Y(Vi)+]G

is thus bijective. Indeed, every continuous map from the compact spaces A

and A ∧ [0, 1]+ to S V j ∧ teli Y(Vi)+ factors through S V j ∧ tel[0,n] Y(Vi) some

n, for example by Proposition A.15. The canonical map Y(Vn) −→ teli Y(Vi)

factors through Y(Vn) −→ tel[0,n] Y(Vi), and this factorization is an equivariant

homotopy equivalence. So we can replace tel[0,n] Y(Vi) by Y(Vn) and conclude

that the map

colimn≥1 [A, S V j ∧ Y(Vn)+]G −→ [A, S V j ∧ teli Y(Vi)+]G

is bijective. We specialize to A = S V j⊕Rk

and pass to the colimit over j by

stabilization in source and target. The result is a bijection

colim j≥1 colimn≥1 [S V j⊕Rk

, S V j ∧ Y(Vn)+]G

−→ colim j≥1[S V j⊕Rk

, S V j ∧ teli Y(Vi)+]G .

The source is isomorphic to the diagonal colimit

colim j≥1[S V j⊕Rk

, S V j ∧ Y(V j)+]G

by cofinality. Since the exhaustive sequence is cofinal in the poset s(UG), the

two colimits over j also calculate the colimits over s(UG), and hence the k-th

equivariant homotopy group of Σ∞+ Y respectively Σ∞+ teli Y(Vi). This shows the

claim for k ≥ 0. For negative values of k, the argument is similar: we insert R−k

into the second variable of the sets of equivariant homotopy classes. �
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Corollary 4.1.9. The unreduced suspension spectrum functor Σ∞+ takes global

equivalences of orthogonal spaces to global equivalences of orthogonal spec-

tra.

Proof Let f : X −→ Y be a global equivalence of orthogonal spaces and G

a compact Lie group. We choose an exhaustive sequence of G-representations

{Vi}i≥1. Then the G-map

teli f (Vi) : teli X(Vi) −→ teli Y(Vi)

is a G-weak equivalence by Proposition 1.1.7 (iii). So the map of suspension

spectra Σ∞+ teli f (Vi) induces isomorphisms on all G-equivariant stable homo-

topy groups, by Proposition 3.1.44. Since the group πG
k

(Σ∞+ teli X(Vi)) is natu-

rally isomorphic to the group πG
k

(Σ∞+ X) (by Proposition 4.1.8), the morphism of

orthogonal suspension spectra Σ∞+ f : Σ∞+ X −→ Σ∞+ Y induces an isomorphism

on πG
∗ . �

Now we let Y be an orthogonal space and K a compact Lie group. We define

a map

σK : πK
0 (Y) −→ πK

0 (Σ∞+ Y) (4.1.10)

as the effect of the adjunction unit Y −→ Ω•(Σ∞+ Y) on the K-equivariant homo-

topy set πK
0

, using that πK
0

(Ω•(Σ∞+ Y)) = πK
0

(Σ∞+ Y). If we unravel the definitions,

this comes out as follows: if V is a finite-dimensional K-subrepresentation of

the complete K-universe UK and y ∈ Y(V)K a K-fixed point, then σK[y] is

represented by the K-map

S V
−∧y
−−−→ S V ∧ Y(V)+ = (Σ∞+ Y)(V) .

As K varies, the maps σK are compatible with restriction along continuous

homomorphisms, since they arise from a morphism of orthogonal spaces. By

the same argument as for orthogonal K-spectra in (3.3.14), transferring from a

closed subgroup L to K annihilates the action of the Weyl group on πL
0
(Y).

The next proposition is a global analog of Theorem 3.3.15 (i). We call an

orthogonal spectrum globally connective if its G-equivariant homotopy groups

vanish in negative dimensions, for all compact Lie groups G.

Proposition 4.1.11. Let Y be an orthogonal space. Then the suspension spec-

trum Σ∞+ Y is globally connective. Moreover, for every compact Lie group K

the equivariant homotopy group πK
0

(Σ∞+ Y) is a free abelian group with a basis

given by the elements

trK
L (σL(x)) ,

where L runs through all conjugacy classes of closed subgroups of K with finite
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Weyl group and x runs through a set of representatives of the WK L-orbits of

the set πL
0
(Y).

Proof We consider the functor on the product poset s(UK )2 sending (U,V) to

the set [S V , S V ∧ Y(U)+]K . The diagonal is cofinal in s(UK)2, so the induced

map

πK
0 (Σ∞+ Y) = colimV∈s(UG)[S

V , S V ∧ Y(V)+]K

−→ colim(V,U)∈s(UK )2 [S V , S V ∧ Y(U)+]K

is an isomorphism. The target can be calculated in two steps, hence the group

we are after is isomorphic to

colimU∈s(UK )

(
colimV∈s(UK )[S

V , S V ∧ Y(U)+]K
)
= colimU∈s(UK ) π

K
0

(
Σ∞+ Y(U)

)
.

We may thus show that the latter group is free abelian with the specified basis.

Theorem 3.3.15 (i) identifies the equivariant homotopy group πK
0

(
Σ∞+ Y(U)

)

as the free abelian group with basis the classes trK
L

(σL(x)), where L runs through

all conjugacy classes of closed subgroups of K with finite Weyl group and x

runs through a set of representatives of the WK L-orbits of the set π0(Y(U)L).

Passage to the colimit over U ∈ s(UK) yields the proposition. �

We let G be a compact Lie group and V a G-representation. We recall from

(1.5.11) the tautological class

uG,V ∈ πG
0 (LG,V )

in the G-equivariant homotopy set of the semifree orthogonal space LG,V . The

stable tautological class is

eG,V = σG(uG,V ) ∈ πG
0 (Σ∞+LG,V ) . (4.1.12)

Explicitly, eG,V is the homotopy class of the G-map

S V −→ S V ∧ (L(V,V)/G)+ = (Σ∞+LG,V )(V) , v 7−→ v ∧ (IdV ·G) .

In the following corollary we index certain homotopy classes by pairs (L, α)

consisting of a closed subgroup L of a compact Lie group K and a continuous

homomorphism α : L −→ G. The conjugate of (L, α) by a pair (k, g) ∈ K ×G

is the pair (Lk, cg ◦ α ◦ c−1
k

) consisting of the conjugate subgroup Lk and the

composite homomorphism

Lk
c−1

k−−−→ L
α−−→ G

cg−−−→ G .

Corollary 4.1.13. Let G and K be compact Lie groups and V a faithful G-

representation. Then the homotopy group πK
0

(Σ∞+ LG,V ) is a free abelian group
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with basis given by the classes

trK
L (α∗(eG,V ))

as (L, α) runs over a set of representatives of all (K × G)-conjugacy classes

of pairs consisting of a closed subgroup L of K with finite Weyl group and a

continuous homomorphism α : L −→ G.

Proof The map

Rep(K,G) −→ πK
0 (LG,V ) , [α : K −→ G] 7−→ α∗(uG,V )

is bijective according to Proposition 1.5.12 (ii). Proposition 4.1.11 thus says

that πK
0

(Σ∞+ LG,V ) is a free abelian group with a basis given by the elements

trK
L (σL(α∗(uG,V ))) = trK

L (α∗(σG(uG,V ))) = trK
L (α∗(eG,V ))

where L runs through all conjugacy classes of closed subgroups of K with

finite Weyl group and α runs through a set of representatives of the WK L-orbits

of the set Rep(L,G). The claim follows because (K ×G)-conjugacy classes of

such pairs (L, α) biject with pairs consisting of a conjugacy class of subgroups

(L) and a WK L-equivalence class in Rep(L,G). �

Example 4.1.14. We discuss a specific example of Corollary 4.1.13, with

G = A3 the alternating group on three letters and K = Σ3 the symmetric

group on three letters. The group Σ3 has four conjugacy classes of subgroups,

with representatives Σ3, A3, (12) and e. The groups Σ3, (12) and e admit only

trivial homomorphisms to A3, whereas the alternating group A3 also has two

automorphisms. None of the three endomorphisms of A3 are conjugate, so

the set Rep(A3, A3) has three elements. However, the Weyl group WΣ3
A3 has

two elements, and its action realizes the two automorphisms of A3. So while

πA3

0
(BglA3) � Rep(A3, A3) has three elements, it only contributes two gen-

erators to the stable group πΣ3

0
(Σ∞+ BglA3). A basis for the free abelian group

πΣ3

0
(Σ∞+ BglA3) is thus given by the classes

p∗Σ3
(1) , tr

Σ3

A3
(eA3

) , tr
Σ3

A3
(p∗A3

(1)) , tr
Σ3

(12)
(p∗(12)(1)) and trΣ3

e (p∗e(1)) .

Here the faithful A3-representation V is unspecified and we write eA3
= eA3,V ∈

πA3

0
(Σ∞+ BglA3) for the stable tautological class. Moreover pH : H −→ e de-

notes the unique homomorphism to the trivial group and 1 = resA3
e (eA3

) is the

restriction of the class eA3
to the trivial group.

Now we discuss how multiplicative features related to the smash product

and the homotopy group pairings work out for global homotopy types. In Con-

struction 4.1.6 we associated an orthogonal space Ω•X to every orthogonal

spectrum X. This functor is compatible with the smash product of orthogonal
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spectra and the box product of orthogonal spaces, in the sense of a lax sym-

metric monoidal transformation

(Ω•X) ⊠ (Ω•Y) −→ Ω•(X ∧ Y) . (4.1.15)

This morphism is associated to a bimorphism from (Ω•X,Ω•Y) to Ω•(X ∧ Y)

with (V,W)-component the composite

map∗(S
V , X(V)) ×map∗(S

W , Y(W))
∧−−→ map∗(S

V⊕W , X(V) ∧ Y(W))

map∗(S
V⊕W ,iV,W )

−−−−−−−−−−−−→ map∗(S
V⊕W , (X ∧ Y)(V ⊕W)) .

The morphism is unital, associative and symmetric. Finally, the homotopy

group pairing (3.5.13) for k = l = 0 coincides with the composite

πG
0 (X) × πG

0 (Y) = πG
0 (Ω•X) × πG

0 (Ω•Y)
×−−→ πG

0 (Ω•X ⊠Ω•Y)

(4.1.15)−−−−−→ πG
0 (Ω•(X ∧ Y)) = πG

0 (X ∧ Y) .

Example 4.1.16 (Orthogonal ring spectra and orthogonal monoid spaces). The

monoidal morphism (4.1.15) for the functor Ω• is unital, associative and sym-

metric. In particular the orthogonal spaceΩ•R associated to an orthogonal ring

spectrum becomes an orthogonal monoid space via the composite

(Ω•R) ⊠ (Ω•R) −→ Ω•(R ∧ R)
Ω•µ
−−−→ Ω•R ,

and this passage preserves commutativity of multiplications. The bimorphism

corresponding to the induced product on Ω•R thus has as (V,W)-component

the composite

map∗(S
V ,R(V)) ×map∗(S

W ,R(W))
−∧−−−−−→ map∗(S

V⊕W ,R(V) ∧ R(W))

map∗(S
V⊕W , µV,W )

−−−−−−−−−−−−→ map∗(S
V⊕W ,R(V ⊕W)) .

The suspension spectrum functor (see Construction 4.1.7) takes the box

product of orthogonal spaces to the smash product of orthogonal spectra. In

more detail: for all inner product spaces V and W the maps

(Σ∞+ X)(V) ∧ (Σ∞+ Y)(W) = (S V ∧ X(V)+) ∧ (S W ∧ Y(W)+)

� S V⊕W ∧ (X(V) × Y(W))+
S V⊕W∧iX,Y−−−−−−−→

S V⊕W ∧ (X ⊠ Y)(V ⊕W)+ = (Σ∞+ (X ⊠ Y))(V ⊕W)

form a bimorphism, so they correspond to a morphism of orthogonal spectra

(Σ∞+ X) ∧ (Σ∞+ Y) −→ Σ∞+ (X ⊠ Y) . (4.1.17)
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Proposition 4.1.18. For all orthogonal spaces X and Y the morphism (4.1.17)

is an isomorphism. Together with the unique isomorphism Σ∞+ ∗ � S this makes

Σ∞+ into a strong symmetric monoidal functor from the category of orthogonal

spaces to the category of orthogonal spectra.

Proof We consider the composite

X ⊠ Y
ηX⊠ηY−−−−→ Ω•(Σ∞+ X) ⊠ Ω•(Σ∞+ Y)

(4.1.15)−−−−−→ Ω•((Σ∞+ X) ∧ (Σ∞+ Y)) ,

where η : Id −→ Ω• ◦ Σ∞+ is the adjunction unit. This composite is adjoint to a

morphism of orthogonal spectra Σ∞+ (X ⊠ Y) −→ (Σ∞+ X) ∧ (Σ∞+ Y). We omit the

verification that this morphism is indeed inverse to the morphism (4.1.17). �

Construction 4.1.19 (Orthogonal ring spectra from orthogonal monoid spaces).

The suspension spectrum Σ∞+ M of an orthogonal monoid space M becomes an

orthogonal ring spectrum via the multiplication map

(Σ∞+ M) ∧ (Σ∞+ M)
(4.1.17)−−−−−→
�

Σ∞+ (M ⊠ M)
Σ∞+ µM−−−−→ Σ∞+ M .

If the multiplication of M is commutative, then so is the resulting multiplica-

tion on Σ∞+ M. The functor pair (Σ∞+ ,Ω
•) is again an adjoint pair when viewed as

functors between the categories of orthogonal monoid spaces and orthogonal

ring spectra.

This construction includes spherical monoid ring spectra: if M is a topo-

logical monoid, then the constant orthogonal space with value M inherits an

associative and unital product from M. The suspension spectrum of such a

constant multiplicative functor is the monoid ring spectrum.

Construction 4.1.20. In Construction 3.5.12 we introduced pairings on the

equivariant homotopy groups of orthogonal G-spectra. Now we consider two

orthogonal spectra X and Y. In the global context, the equivariant homotopy

groups also support inflation maps, which we can use to define another pairing

⊠ : πG
k (X) × πK

l (Y) −→ πG×K
k+l (X ∧ Y) . (4.1.21)

Here G and K are compact Lie groups and k, l ∈ Z. We define this pairing as

the composite

πG
k (X) × πK

l (Y)
p∗

G
×p∗

K−−−−−→ πG×K
k (X) × πG×K

l (Y)
×−−→ πG×K

k+l (X ∧ Y) ,

where pG : G × K −→ G and pK : G × K −→ K are the projections to the two

factors. Theorem 3.5.14 and the additivity of inflation maps imply that this

pairing is biadditive, and that it satisfies certain associativity, commutativity

and restriction properties. We do take the time to spell out the most important

properties of these pairings in the next theorem.
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As G and K vary through all compact Lie groups, the ⊠-pairings form a bi-

morphism of global functors in the sense of Construction 4.2.17 below. More-

over, the passage from the ‘diagonal’ pairings to the ‘external’ pairings (4.1.21)

can be reversed by taking K = G and restricting to the diagonal; suitably for-

malized, diagonal and external pairings contain the same amount of informa-

tion. We refer to Remark 4.2.20 below for more details.

Theorem 4.1.22. Let G,K and L be compact Lie groups and X, Y and Z or-

thogonal spectra.

(i) (Biadditivity) The product ⊠ : πG
k

(X) × πK
l

(Y) −→ πG×K
k+l

(X ∧ Y) is biad-

ditive.

(ii) (Unitality) Let 1 ∈ πe
0
(S) denote the class represented by the identity of

S 0. The product is unital in the sense that 1 ⊠ x = x = x ⊠ 1 under the

identifications S ∧ X = X = X ∧ S and e ×G � G � G × e.

(iii) (Associativity) For all x ∈ πG
k

(X), y ∈ πK
l

(Y) and z ∈ πL
m(Z) the relation

x ⊠ (y ⊠ z) = (x ⊠ y) ⊠ z

holds in πG×K×L
k+l+m

(X ∧ Y ∧ Z).

(iv) (Commutativity) For all x ∈ πG
k

(X) and y ∈ πK
l

(Y) the relation

τX,Y
∗ (x ⊠ y) = (−1)kl · τ∗G,K(y ⊠ x)

holds in πG×K
l+k

(Y ∧ X), where τX,Y : X ∧ Y −→ Y ∧ X is the symmetry iso-

morphism of the smash product and τG,K : G×K −→ K×G interchanges

the factors.

(v) (Restriction) For all x ∈ πG
k

(X) and y ∈ πK
l

(Y) and all continuous homo-

morphisms α : Ḡ −→ G and β : K̄ −→ K the relation

α∗(x) ⊠ β∗(y) = (α ⊠ β)∗(x ⊠ y)

holds in πḠ×K̄
k+l

(X ∧ Y).

(vi) (Transfer) For all closed subgroups H ≤ G and L ≤ K the square

πH
k

(X) × πL
l
(Y)

⊠ //

trG
H
× trK

L

��

πH×L
k+l

(X ∧ Y)

trG×K
H×L

��
πG

k
(X) × πK

l
(Y)

⊠

// πG×K
k+l

(X ∧ Y)

commutes.

Proof Parts (i) through (v) follow from the respective parts of Theorem 3.5.14

by naturality. For part (vi) we start with two special cases, namely L = K
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respectively H = G. The two proofs are analogous, so we only treat the case

L = K:

trG×K
H×K(x ⊠ y) = trG×K

H×K(p∗H(x) × p∗K(y)) = trG×K
H×K(p∗H(x) × resG×K

H×K(p∗K(y)))

= trG×K
H×K(p∗H(x)) × p∗K(y) = p∗G(trG

H(x)) × p∗K(y) = trG
H(x) ⊠ y

We slightly abuse notation by writing pK for both the projections of H × K

and of G × K to K. The third equation is the reciprocity relation of Theorem

3.5.14 (vi). The fourth equation is the compatibility of transfers with inflations

(Proposition 3.2.32 (ii)).

The general case is now obtained by combining the two special cases:

trG
H(x) ⊠ trK

L (y) = trG×K
H×K(x ⊠ trK

L (y))

= trG×K
H×K(trH×K

H×L (x ⊠ y)) = trG×K
H×L (x ⊠ y) �

For all orthogonal spectra (i.e., all global homotopy types), the collection

of equivariant homotopy groups {πG
0

(X)}G come with restriction and transfer

maps, and this data together forms a ‘global functor’, compare Definition 4.2.2

below. The geometric fixed point homotopy groups have fewer natural opera-

tions, and they do not allow restriction to subgroups. However, geometric fixed

points still have inflation maps, i.e., restriction maps along epimorphisms. In-

deed, in Construction 3.3.4 we defined inflation maps on geometric fixed point

homotopy groups, associated to a continuous epimorphism α : K −→ G be-

tween compact Lie groups. When X is an orthogonal spectrum, representing

a global homotopy type, then α∗(XG) = XK , and the inflation maps become

homomorphisms

α∗ : ΦG
k (X) −→ ΦK

k (X) .

These inflation maps between the geometric fixed point homotopy groups are

clearly natural in the orthogonal spectrum.

Construction 4.1.23 (Semifree orthogonal spectra). Given a compact Lie group

G and a G-representation V , the functor

evG,V : Sp −→ GT∗

that sends an orthogonal spectrum X to the based G-space X(V) has a left

adjoint

FG,V : GT∗ −→ Sp . (4.1.24)

The semifree orthogonal spectrum generated by a based G-space A in level V

is

FG,V A = O(V,−) ∧G A ;
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the value at an inner product space W is thus given by

(FG,V A)(W) = O(V,W) ∧G A .

We note that FG,V A consists of a single point in all levels below the dimension

of V . The ‘freeness’ property of FG,V A is a consequence of the enriched Yoneda

lemma, see Remark C.2 or [90, Sec. 1.9]; it means that for every orthogonal

spectrum X and every based G-map f : A −→ X(V) there is a unique morphism

f ♭ : FG,V A −→ X of orthogonal spectra such that the composite

A
Id∧−−−−−−→ O(V,V) ∧G A = (FG,V A)(V)

f ♭(V)
−−−−→ X(V)

is f . Indeed, the map f ♭(W) is the composite

O(V,W) ∧G A
Id∧G f
−−−−−→ O(V,W) ∧G X(V)

act−−−→ X(W) .

Remark 4.1.25 (Semifree spectra as global Thom spectra). The underlying

non-equivariant stable homotopy type of FG,V is the Thom spectrum of the

negative of the bundle

L(V,R∞) ×G V −→ L(V,R∞)/G = BG ,

the vector bundle over BG associated to the G-representation V . So one should

think of the semifree orthogonal spectrum FG,V = FG,VS 0 as the ‘global Thom

spectrum’ associated to a ‘virtual global vector bundle’, namely the negative

of the vector bundle over BglG associated to the G-representation V .

The special case G = O(m) of the orthogonal group with V = νm, i.e.,

Rm with the tautological O(m)-action, will feature prominently in the rank fil-

tration of the global Thom spectrum mO in Section 6.1. Non-equivariantly,

FO(m),νm
is the Thom spectrum of the negative of the tautological m-plane bun-

dle over the Grassmannian Grm(R∞); the traditional notation for this Thom

spectrum is MTO(m) or simply MT (m). Indeed,

FO(m),νm
(Rm+n) = O(Rm,Rm+n)/O(m)

is the Thom space of the orthogonal complement of the tautological m-plane

bundle over L(Rm,Rm+n)/O(m) = Grm(Rm+n), and this is precisely the (m +

n)-th space of MTO(m), see for example [59, Sec. 3.1]. Similarly, the non-

equivariant homotopy type underlying FS O(m),νm
is an oriented version of MTO(m),

which is usually denoted MTS O(m) or sometimes MT (m)+.

Example 4.1.26 (Smash products of semifree orthogonal spectra). The smash

product of two semifree orthogonal spectra is again a semifree orthogonal

spectrum. In more detail, we consider

• two compact Lie groups G and K,
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• a G-representation V and a K-representation W, and

• a based G-space A and a based K-space B.

Then V ⊕W is a (G × K)-representation and A ∧ B is a (G × K)-space via

(g, k) · (v,w) = (gv, kw) respectively (g, k) · (a ∧ b) = ga ∧ kb .

We claim that the smash product (FG,V A)∧ (FK,W B) is canonically isomorphic

to the semifree orthogonal spectrum generated by the (G × K)-space A ∧ B in

level V ⊕W. Indeed, a morphism

(FG,V A) ∧ (FK,W B) −→ FG×K,V⊕W (A ∧ B) (4.1.27)

is obtained by the universal property (3.5.2) from the bimorphism with (U,U ′)-

component

(FG,V A)(U) ∧ (FK,W B)(U ′) = (O(V,U)∧G A) ∧ (O(W,U ′) ∧K B)

⊕−−→ O(V ⊕W,U ⊕ U ′) ∧G×K (A ∧ B)

= ((FG×K,V⊕W)(A ∧ B))(U ⊕ U ′) .

In the other direction, a morphism FG×K,V⊕W (A ∧ B) −→ FG,V A ∧ FG,W B is

freely generated by the (G × K)-map

A ∧ B −→ (FG,V A)(V) ∧ (FK,W B)(W)
iV,W−−→ (FG,V A ∧ FK,W B)(V ⊕W) .

These two maps are inverse to each other.

In Proposition 1.1.26 (ii) we have seen that for every compact Lie group

G, every G-representation V and every faithful G-representation W the restric-

tion morphism of orthogonal spaces ρV,W/G : LG,V⊕W −→ LG,W is a global

equivalence. One consequence is that the semifree orthogonal space LG.W has

a well-defined unstable global homotopy type, independent of which faithful

G-representation is used. Another consequence is that the induced morphism

Σ∞+ ρV,W/G : Σ∞+ LG,V⊕W −→ Σ∞+ LG,W

of suspension spectra is a global equivalence of orthogonal spectra, by Corol-

lary 4.1.9. For an inner product space W, the untwisting homeomorphisms

(3.1.2) descend to homeomorphisms on G-orbit spaces

O(V,W) ∧G S V
� S W ∧ L(V,W)/G+ .

As W varies, these form the ‘untwisting isomorphism’ of orthogonal spectra

FG,VS V
� Σ∞+ LG,V .

So suspension spectra of semifree orthogonal spaces are semifree orthogonal

spectra. We will now prove a generalization of the fact that Σ∞+ ρV,W/G is a
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global equivalence for these global Thom spectra. Given G-representations V

and W, we define a restriction morphism of orthogonal spectra

λG,V,W : FG,V⊕WS V −→ FG,W (4.1.28)

as the adjoint of the based G-map

S V −→ O(W,V ⊕W)/G = FG,W (V ⊕W) , v 7−→ ((v, 0), i) ·G ,

where i : W −→ V ⊕W is the embedding of the second summand. The value

of λG,V,W at an inner product space U is then

λG,V,W(U) : O(V ⊕W,U) ∧G S V −→ O(W,U)/G

[(u, ϕ) ∧ v] 7−→ (u + ϕ(v), ϕ ◦ i) ·G .

Theorem 4.1.29. Let G be a compact Lie group, V a G-representation and W

a faithful G-representation. Then the morphism

λG,V,W : FG,V⊕WS V −→ FG,W

is a global equivalence of orthogonal spectra.

Proof To simplify the notation we abbreviate the restriction morphism of or-

thogonal spaces to

ρ = ρV,W : L(V ⊕W,−) −→ L(W,−) .

We let K be another compact Lie group and U ∈ s(UK) a finite-dimensional

K-subrepresentation of the complete K-universe UK . In a first step we pro-

duce a K-representation U ′ ∈ s(UK) with U ⊆ U ′ and a continuous (K × G)-

equivariant map

h : L(W,U) −→ L(V ⊕W,U ′)

such that the lower right triangle in the diagram

L(V ⊕W,U)
i∗ //

ρ(U)

��

L(V ⊕W,U ′)

ρ(U′)

��
L(W,U)

i∗
//

h

55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦

L(W,U ′)

(4.1.30)

commutes, and the upper left triangle commutes up to (K × G)-equivariant

fiberwise homotopy over L(W,U ′), where i : U −→ U ′ is the inclusion.

Since G acts faithfully on W (and hence on V⊕W), both L(W,UK) and L(V⊕
W,UK) are universal spaces for the same family of subgroups of K×G, namely

the family F (K; G) of graph subgroups, compare Proposition 1.1.26 (i). If Γ is
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the graph of a continuous homomorphism α : L −→ G defined on some closed

subgroup L of K, then the Γ-fixed points of L(W,UK) are given by

L(W,UK)Γ = LL(α∗W, resK
L (UK)) ,

the space of L-equivariant linear isometric embeddings from α∗W. The same

is true for V ⊕W instead of W, and so the Γ-fixed point map ρ(UK)Γ : L(V ⊕
W,UK)Γ −→ L(W,UK)Γ is the restriction map

LL(α∗V ⊕ α∗W, resK
L (UK)) −→ LL(α∗W, resK

L (UK))

to the summand α∗W. This map is a locally trivial fiber bundle, hence a Serre

fibration. We conclude that the restriction map ρ(UK) : L(V ⊕ W,UK) −→
L(W,UK) is both a (K ×G)-weak equivalence and a (K ×G)-fibration.

Since L(W,U) is cofibrant as a (K×G)-space (by Proposition 1.1.19 (ii)), the

(K ×G)-map i∗ : L(W,U) −→ L(W,UK) thus admits a (K ×G)-equivariant lift

h : L(W,U) −→ L(V ⊕ W,UK) such that ρ(UK) ◦ h = i∗. Since the space

L(W,U) is compact and L(V ⊕ W,UK) is the filtered union of the closed

subspaces L(V ⊕ W,U ′) for U ′ ∈ s(UK), the lift h lands in the subspace

L(V ⊕W,U ′) for suitably large U ′ ∈ s(UK), and we may assume that U ⊆ U ′.

The two maps

h ◦ ρ(U) , i∗ : L(V ⊕W,U) −→ L(V ⊕W,U ′)

become equal after applying ρ(U ′) : L(V ⊕ W,U ′) −→ L(V,U ′), hence the

composites with i∗ : L(V ⊕ W,U ′) −→ L(V ⊕ W,UK) become equal after

applying the (K ×G)-equivariant acyclic fibration ρ(UK) : L(V ⊕W,UK) −→
L(W,UK). Since L(V ⊕ W,U) is also (K × G)-cofibrant, there is a fiberwise

(K×G)-equivariant homotopy between h◦ρ(U) and i∗ in L(V ⊕W,UK). Again

by compactness, the homotopy has image in L(V ⊕ W,U ′′) for suitably large

U ′′ ∈ s(UK). So after increasing U ′, if necessary, we have proved the claim

subsumed in the diagram (4.1.30).

Now we lift the data produced in the first step to the Thom spaces of the or-

thogonal complement bundles. The diagram (4.1.30) is covered by morphisms

of (K ×G)-vector bundles:

(U ′ − U) × ξ(V ⊕W,U) × V
ī //

(U′−U)×ρ̄(U)

��

ξ(V ⊕W,U ′) × V

ρ̄(U′ )

��
(U ′ − U) × ξ(W,U)

ī

//

h̄

44✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐

ξ(W,U ′)

(4.1.31)

The maps on the total spaces of the bundles are defined as follows: the right

vertical map is

ρ̄(U ′) : ξ(V ⊕W,U ′) ×V −→ ξ(W,U ′) , ((u′, ϕ), v) 7−→ (u′ + ϕ(v), ϕ|W ) .
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The map ρ̄(U) is defined in the same way. The lower horizontal map is

ī : (U ′ − U) × ξ(W,U) −→ ξ(W,U ′) , (u′, (u, ϕ)) 7−→ (u′ + u, ϕ) .

The upper horizontal map is defined in the same way, but with V⊕W instead of

W and multiplied by the identity of V . These four outer morphisms in (4.1.31)

are all fiberwise linear isomorphisms; so each of these four bundle maps ex-

presses the source bundle as a pullback of the target bundle. In particular, the

square

ξ(V ⊕W,U ′) × V
ρ̄(U′ ) //

��

ξ(W,U ′)

��
L(V ⊕W,U ′)

ρ(U′)
// L(W,U ′)

(4.1.32)

is a pullback; so the composite

(U ′ − U) × ξ(W,U) −→ L(W,U)
h−−→ L(V ⊕W,U ′)

and the map of total spaces ī : (U ′ − U) × ξ(W,U) −→ ξ(W,U ′) assemble into

a map

h̄ : (U ′ − U) × ξ(W,U) −→ ξ(V ⊕W,U ′)

that covers h and is a fiberwise linear isomorphism.

In (4.1.31) (as in (4.1.30)) the outer square and the lower right triangle com-

mute, but the upper left triangle does not commute. We will now show that the

upper left triangle commutes up to homotopy of (K × G)-equivariant bundle

maps. For this purpose we let

H : L(V ⊕W,U) × [0, 1] −→ L(V ⊕W,U ′)

be a (K × G)-equivariant homotopy from the map i∗ to h ◦ ρ(U), such that

ρ(U ′) ◦ H : L(V ⊕W,U) × [0, 1] −→ L(W,U ′) is the constant homotopy from

ρ(U ′) ◦ i∗ = i∗ ◦ ρ(U) to itself. Again because the square (4.1.32) is a pullback,

the composite

ξ(V⊕W,U)×V× (U ′−U)× [0, 1] −→ L(V⊕W,U)× [0, 1]
H−−→ L(V⊕W,U ′)

and the map of total spaces

(U ′ − U) × ξ(V ⊕W,U) × V × [0, 1]
proj
−−−→ (U ′ − U) × ξ(V ⊕W,U) × V

ρ̄(U′ )◦ī=ī◦ρ̄(U)
−−−−−−−−−−−→ ξ(W,U ′)

assemble into a map

H̄ : (U ′ − U) × ξ(V ⊕W,U) × V × [0, 1] −→ ξ(V ⊕W,U ′) × V
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that covers the homotopy H. This lift H̄ is a (K ×G)-equivariant homotopy of

vector bundle morphisms, and for every t ∈ [0, 1], the relation

ρ̄(U ′) ◦ H̄(−, t) = ρ̄(U ′) ◦ ī = ρ̄(U ′) ◦ (h̄ ◦ ρ̄(U))

holds by definition of H̄. For t = 0 this shows that H̄ starts with ī : (U ′ − U) ×
ξ(V ⊕W,U) × V −→ ξ(V ⊕W,U ′) × V; for t = 1 this shows that H̄ ends with

h̄ ◦ ρ̄(U), one more time because (4.1.32) is a pullback. We conclude that H̄

makes the upper left triangle in (4.1.31) commute up to equivariant homotopy

of vector bundle maps.

Passing to Thom spaces in (4.1.31) gives a diagram of (K × G)-equivariant

based maps:

S U′−U ∧O(V ⊕W,U) ∧ S V
σU,U′ −U∧S V

//

S U′−U∧λV,W (U)

��

O(V ⊕W,U ′) ∧ S V

λV,W (U′)

��
S U′−U ∧O(W,U)

σU,U′ −U

//

h̄

33❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣

O(W,U ′)

Again, the lower right triangle commutes, and the upper left triangle commutes

up to (K × G)-equivariant based homotopy. We pass to G-orbit spaces and

obtain a diagram of based K-spaces

S U′−U ∧ (FG,V⊕WS V )(U)
σU,U′ −U //

S U′−U∧λG,V,W (U)

��

(FG,V⊕WS V )(U ′)

λG,V,W (U′ )

��
S U′−U ∧ FG,W (U)

σU,U′ −U

//

h̄/G

44❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
FG,W (U ′)

whose lower right triangle commutes, and whose upper left triangle commutes

up to K-equivariant based homotopy. Since we had started with an arbitrary

K-subrepresentation U ∈ s(UK ), this implies that for every based K-space A

and G-representation Ū the map on colimits

colimU∈s(UK ) [S U ∧ A, (FG,V⊕WS V )(U ⊕ Ū)]K

−→ colimU∈s(UK ) [S U ∧ A, FG,W (U ⊕ Ū)]K

induced by the morphism λG,V,W is bijective. For A = S k and Ū = 0 this shows

that πG
k

(λG,V,W) is an isomorphism. For A = S 0 and Ū = Rk this shows that

πG
−k

(λG,V,W) is an isomorphism. So λG,V,W is a global equivalence. �

4.2 Global functors

This section is devoted to the category of global functors, the natural home

of the collection of equivariant homotopy groups of a global stable homotopy
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type. The category of global functors is a symmetric monoidal abelian cate-

gory with enough injectives and projectives that plays the same role for global

homotopy theory that is played by the category of abelian groups in ordinary

homotopy theory, or by the category of G-Mackey functors for G-equivariant

homotopy theory.

We introduce global functors in Definition 4.2.2 as additive functors on the

global Burnside category, the category of natural operations between equiv-

ariant stable homotopy groups. The abstract definition ensures that equivari-

ant homotopy groups of orthogonal spectra are tautologically global functors.

A key result is Theorem 4.2.6 that describes explicit bases of the morphism

groups of the global Burnside category in terms of transfers and restriction op-

erations. This calculation is the key to comparing our notion of global functors

to other kinds of global Mackey functors, as well as for all concrete calcula-

tions with global functors. Example 4.2.8 lists interesting examples of global

functors: the Burnside ring global functor, represented global functors, con-

stant global functors, the representation ring global functor, and Borel type

global functors. Many more examples of global functors are discussed in the

remaining sections of this book.

An abstract way to motivate the appearance of global functors is as follows.

One can consider the globally connective (respectively globally coconnective)

orthogonal spectra, i.e., those where all equivariant homotopy groups vanish in

negative dimensions (respectively in positive dimensions). Then the full sub-

categories of globally connective respectively globally coconnective spectra

define a non-degenerate t-structure on the triangulated global stable homotopy

category, and the heart of this t-structure is (equivalent to) the abelian category

of global functors; we refer the reader to Theorem 4.4.9 below for details.

In the global context, the external pairing (4.1.21) of equivariant homotopy

groups gives rise to a symmetric monoidal structure on the global Burnside

category, see Theorem 4.2.15. Hence the abelian category of global functors

can also be endowed with a Day type convolution product, the box product of

global functors, see Construction 4.2.17.

Construction 4.2.1 (Burnside category). We define the pre-additive Burnside

category A. The objects of A are all compact Lie groups; morphisms from a

group G to K are defined as

A(G,K) = Nat(πG
0 , π

K
0 ) ,

the set of natural transformations of functors, from orthogonal spectra to sets,

between the equivariant homotopy group functors πG
0

and πK
0

. Composition in

the category A is composition of natural transformations.
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It is not a priori clear that the natural transformations from πG
0

to πK
0

form

a set (as opposed to a proper class), but this follows from Proposition 4.2.5

below. The Burnside category A is skeletally small: isomorphic compact Lie

groups are also isomorphic as objects in the category A, and every compact

Lie group is isomorphic to a closed subgroup of an orthogonal group O(n).

The functor πK
0

is abelian group valued, so the set A(G,K) is an abelian group

under objectwise addition of transformations. Proposition 2.2.12, applied to

the category of orthogonal spectra, shows that set valued natural transforma-

tions between the two reduced additive functors πG
0

and πK
0

are automatically

additive. So composition in the Burnside category is additive in each variable,

and A is indeed a pre-additive category.

Definition 4.2.2. A global functor is an additive functor from the Burnside

category A to the category of abelian groups. A morphism of global functors

is a natural transformation. We write GF for the category of global functors.

We discuss various explicit examples of interesting global functors in Ex-

ample 4.2.8.

Example 4.2.3. The definition of the Burnside category A is made so that

the collection of equivariant homotopy groups of an orthogonal spectrum is

tautologically a global functor. Explicitly, the homotopy group global functor

π
0
(X) of an orthogonal spectrum X is defined on objects by

π
0
(X)(G) = πG

0 (X)

and on morphisms by evaluating natural transformations at X. It is less obvious

that conversely every global functor is isomorphic to the global functor π
0
(X)

of some orthogonal spectrum X; we refer the reader to Remark 4.4.12 below

for the construction of Eilenberg-MacLane spectra from global functors.

As a category of additive functors out of a skeletally small pre-additive cat-

egory, the category GF of global functors has some immediate properties that

we collect in the following proposition.

Proposition 4.2.4. The category GF of global functors is a Grothendieck

abelian category with enough injectives and projectives.

Proof Any category of additive functors out of a skeletally small additive cat-

egory is Grothendieck abelian with objectwise notion of exactness, see [162,

IV Prop. 7.2] and [162, V Ex. 1.2]. A set of projective generators is given by the

represented global functors A(G,−) where G runs through a set of representa-

tives of the isomorphism classes of compact Lie groups, see [162, IV Cor. 7.5].

A set of injective cogenerators is given similarly by the global functors

Hom(A(−,K),Q/Z) : A −→ Ab . �
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As we shall explain in Construction 4.2.17 below, the category GF has a

closed symmetric monoidal product � that arises as a convolution product for

a certain symmetric monoidal structure on the Burnside category A.

Our definition of the Burnside category is made so that every orthogonal

spectrum X gives rise to a homotopy group global functor without further ado,

but it is not clear from the definition how to describe the morphism groups of

A explicitly. Our next aim is to show that each morphism group A(G,K) is

a free abelian group with an explicit basis given by certain composites of a

restriction and a transfer morphism. This calculation has two ingredients: We

identify natural transformations from πG
0

to πK
0

with the group πK
0

(Σ∞+ BglG), and

then we exploit the explicit calculation of the latter group in Corollary 4.1.13.

Proposition 4.2.5. Let G and K be compact Lie groups and V a faithful G-

representation. Then evaluation at the stable tautological class (4.1.12) is a

bijection

A(G,K) = NatSp(πG
0 , π

K
0 ) −→ πK

0 (Σ∞+ LG,V ) , τ 7−→ τ(eG,V )

to the 0-th K-equivariant homotopy group of the orthogonal spectrum Σ∞+ LG,V .

In other words, the morphism of global functors

A(G,−) −→ π
0
(Σ∞+LG,V )

classified by the stable tautological class eG,V is an isomorphism.

Proof We apply the representability result of Proposition 1.5.13 to the cate-

gory of orthogonal spectra and the adjoint functor pair (Σ∞+ ,Ω
•). If G is a com-

pact Lie group, V a G-representation and W a faithful G-representation, then

the restriction morphism ρG,V,W : LG,V⊕W −→ LG,W is a global equivalence

of orthogonal spaces (Proposition 1.1.26). So the induced morphism of unre-

duced suspension spectra Σ∞+ ρG,V,W is a global equivalence by Corollary 4.1.9;

in particular, the morphism of Rep-functors π
0
(Σ∞+ ρG,V,W) is an isomorphism.

So Proposition 1.5.13 applies and shows that evaluation at the tautological

class is bijective. This proves the claim. �

Now we name a basis of the group A(G,K). For a pair (L, α) consisting of a

closed subgroup L of K and a continuous group homomorphism α : L −→ G

we define

[L, α] = trK
L ◦α∗ ∈ A(G,K) ,

the natural transformation whose value at X is the composite

πG
0 (X)

α∗−−−→ πL
0 (X)

trK
L−−−→ πK

0 (X)

of restriction along α with transfer from L to K.
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If L has infinite index in its normalizer, then the transfer map trK
L

, and hence

also the element [L, α], is zero by Example 3.2.25. The conjugate of (L, α) by

a pair (k, g) ∈ K ×G of group elements is the pair (Lk, cg ◦ α ◦ c−1
k

) consisting

of the conjugate subgroup Lk and the composite homomorphism

Lk
c−1

k−−−→ L
α−−→ G

cg−−−→ G .

Since inner automorphisms induce the identity on equivariant homotopy groups

(compare Proposition 3.1.16),

trK
Lk ◦(cg ◦ α ◦ c−1

k )∗ = trK
Lk ◦k−1

⋆ ◦ α∗ ◦ g⋆ = k−1
⋆ ◦ trK

L ◦α∗ ◦ g⋆ = trK
L ◦α∗ .

So the transformation [L, α] only depends on the conjugacy class of (L, α), i.e.,

[Lk, cg ◦ α ◦ c−1
k ] = [L, α] in A(G,K).

Theorem 4.2.6. Let K and G be compact Lie groups. The morphism group

A(G,K) in the Burnside category is a free abelian group with basis the trans-

formations [L, α], where (L, α) runs over all (K×G)-conjugacy classes of pairs

consisting of

• a closed subgroup L ≤ K whose Weyl group WK L is finite, and

• a continuous group homomorphism α : L −→ G.

Proof We let V be any faithful G-representation. By Proposition 4.1.13 the

composite

Z{[L, α] | |WK L| < ∞, α : L −→ G} −→ Nat(πG
0 , π

K
0 )

ev−−−→ πK
0 (Σ∞+ LG,V )

is an isomorphism, where the first map takes [L, α] to trK
L
◦α∗ and the second

map is evaluation at the stable tautological class eG,V . The evaluation map is

an isomorphism by Proposition 4.2.5, so the first map is an isomorphism, as

claimed. �

Theorem 4.2.6 amounts to a complete calculation of the Burnside category,

because we know how to express the composite of two operations, each given

in the basis of Theorem 4.2.6, as a sum of basis elements. Indeed, restrictions

are contravariantly functorial and transfers are transitive, and we also know

how to expand a transfer followed by a restriction: every group homomorphism

is the composite of an epimorphism and a subgroup inclusion. Inflations com-

mute with transfers according to Proposition 3.2.32, and the restriction of a

transfer can be rewritten via the double coset formula as in Theorem 3.4.9.

Theorem 4.2.6 tell us what data is necessary to specify a global functor

M : A −→ Ab. For this, one needs to give the values M(G) at all compact

Lie groups G, restriction maps α∗ : M(G) −→ M(L) for all continuous group

homomorphisms α : L −→ G and transfer maps trK
L

: M(L) −→ M(K) for all
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closed subgroup inclusions L ≤ K. This data has to satisfy the same kind of

relations that the restriction and transfer maps for equivariant homotopy groups

satisfy, namely:

• the restriction maps are contravariantly functorial;

• inner automorphisms induce the identity;

• transfers are transitive and trK
K

is the identity;

• the transfer trK
L

is zero if the Weyl group WK L is infinite;

• transfer along an inclusion H ≤ G interacts with inflation along an epimor-

phism α : K −→ G according to

α∗ ◦ trG
H = trK

L ◦(α|L)∗ : M(H) −→ M(K) ,

where L = α−1(H);

• for all pairs of closed subgroups H and K of G, the double coset formula

holds, see Theorem 3.4.9.

The hypothesis that inner automorphisms act as the identity implies that the re-

striction map α∗ only depends on the homotopy class of α. Indeed, suppose that

α, α′ : K −→ G are homotopic through continuous group homomorphisms.

Then α and α′ belong to the same path component of the space hom(K,G) of

continuous homomorphisms, so they are conjugate by an element of G, com-

pare Proposition A.25.

This explicit description allows us to relate our notion of global functor

to other ‘global’ versions of Mackey functors. For example, our category of

global functors is equivalent to the category of functors with regular Mackey

structure in the sense of Symonds [170, §3, p. 177]. Our global functors are

not equivalent to the global Mackey functors in the sense of tom Dieck [179,

Ch. VI (8.14), Ex. 5]; indeed, in the indexing categoryΩ for tom Dieck’s global

Mackey functors the group HomΩ(G,K) has a Z-basis indexed by (G × K)-

conjugacy classes [L, α] where the Weyl group WK L is allowed to be infinite.

As we shall explain in Remark 4.2.16 below, global functors defined on finite

groups are equivalent to inflation functors in the sense of Webb [185] and to

‘global (∅,∞)-Mackey functors’ in the sense of Lewis [98].

Example 4.2.7 (Sphere spectrum). The sphere spectrum S is given by S(V) =

S V , the one-point compactification of the inner product space V . The orthogo-

nal group acts as the one-point compactification of its action on V . The struc-

ture map σV,W : S V ∧ S W −→ S V⊕W is the canonical homeomorphism. The

equivariant homotopy groups of the sphere spectrum are the equivariant stable

stems. The sphere spectrum is the suspension spectrum of the constant one-

point orthogonal space Le,0,

S � Σ∞+ Le,0 .
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The trivial representation is faithful as a representation of the trivial group,

so Le,0 = Bgle is a global classifying space for the trivial group. The class

1 ∈ π0(S) represented by the identity of S 0 is the stable tautological class

ee,0 (compare (4.1.12)). By Corollary 4.1.13 the group πK
0

(S) is a free abelian

group with basis the classes trK
L

(p∗
L
(1)) where L runs over all conjugacy classes

of closed subgroups of K with finite Weyl group, and where pL : L −→ e is the

unique homomorphism. For finite groups, this is originally due to Segal [152],

and for general compact Lie groups to tom Dieck, as a corollary to his splitting

theorem (see Satz 2 and Satz 3 of [177]). By Proposition 4.2.5, the action on

the unit 1 ∈ π0(S) is an isomorphism of global functors

A = A(e,−) −→ π
0
(S)

from the Burnside ring global functor A to the 0-th homotopy global functor

of the sphere spectrum.

Example 4.2.8. (i) The Burnside ring global functor is the represented global

functorA = A(e,−) of morphisms out of the trivial group e. By Theorem 4.2.6,

the valueA(K) = A(e,K) at a compact Lie group K is a free abelian group with

basis the set of conjugacy classes of closed subgroups L ≤ K with finite Weyl

group. When K is finite, then the Weyl group condition is vacuous and A(K)

is canonically isomorphic to the Burnside ring of K, by sending the operation

[L, pL] = trK
L
◦p∗

L
∈ A(K) to the class of the K-set K/L (where pL : L −→ e is

the unique homomorphism). As we discussed in Example 4.2.7, the Burnside

ring global functor A is realized by the sphere spectrum S. More generally,

the represented functors A(G,−) are other examples of global functors, and we

have seen in Proposition 4.2.5 that the represented global functor A(G,−) is

realized by the suspension spectrum of the global classifying space BglG.

(ii) In [178, Sec. 5.5], tom Dieck gives a very different construction of the

Burnside ring global functor. We let G be a compact Lie group. A G-ENR is

a G-space equivariantly homeomorphic to a G-retract of a G-invariant open

subset of a finite-dimensional G-representation. The acronym ‘ENR’ stands

for euclidean neighborhood retract. Examples of G-ENRs are smooth compact

G-manifolds and finite G-CW-complexes.

Tom Dieck calls two compact G-ENRs X and Y equivalent if for every

closed subgroup H of G the Euler characteristics of the H-fixed point spaces

XH and YH coincide; here Euler characteristics are taken with respect to com-

pactly supported Alexander-Spanier cohomology, and there is some work in-

volved in showing that a compact G-ENR has a well-defined Euler characteris-

tic. Then A(G) is defined as the set of equivalence classes of compact G-ENRs.

The set A(G) is naturally a commutative ring, with addition induced by disjoint

union and multiplication induced by cartesian product of G-ENRs.
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Tom Dieck shows in [178, Prop. 5.5.1], that A(G) is a free abelian group

with basis the classes of the homogeneous spaces G/H, where H runs over the

conjugacy classes of closed subgroups with finite Weyl group. Moreover, the

class of a general compact G-ENR X is expressed in terms of this basis by the

formula

[X] =
∑

(H)
χAS(G\X(H)) · [G/H] ;

the sum is over conjugacy classes of closed subgroups, X(H) is the orbit type

subspace, and χAS is the Euler characteristic based on Alexander-Spanier co-

homology. A compact G-ENR has only finitely many orbit types, so the sum

is in fact finite. Restriction of scalars along a continuous homomorphism α :

K −→ G induces a ring homomorphism α∗ : A(G) −→ A(K). If H is a closed

subgroup of G, then extension of scalars – sending an H-ENR Y to G ×H Y –

induces an additive transfer map trG
H

: A(H) −→ A(G) that satisfies reciprocity

with respect to restriction from G to H. By explicit comparison of bases, the

homomorphisms

A(G) −→ A(G) , [G/H] 7−→ trG
H ◦p∗H

define an isomorphism of global functors.

(iii) Given an abelian group M, the constant global functor M is given by

M(G) = M and all restriction maps are identity maps. The transfer trG
H

:

M(H) −→ M(G) is multiplication by the Euler characteristic of the homo-

geneous space G/H. In particular, if H has finite index in G, then trG
H

is mul-

tiplication by the index [G : H]. In this example, the double coset formula is

a special case of the Euler characteristic formula (3.4.7), namely for the K-

manifold B = G/H.

� There is a well-known point set level model of an Eilenberg-MacLane

spectrumHM that we recall in Construction 5.3.8 below. However, con-

trary to what one may expect, the 0-th homotopy group global functor π
0
(HM)

is not isomorphic to the constant global functor M. More precisely, the restric-

tion map p∗
G

: πe
0
(HM) −→ πG

0
(HM) is an isomorphism for finite groups G,

but not for general compact Lie groups, see Example 5.3.14.

(iv) The unitary representation ring global functor RU assigns to a com-

pact Lie group G the unitary representation ring RU(G), i.e., the Grothendieck

group of finite-dimensional complex G-representations, with product induced

by tensor product of representations. The restriction maps α∗ : RU(G) −→
RU(K) are induced by restriction of representations along a continuous homo-

morphism α : K −→ G. The transfer maps trG
H

: RU(H) −→ RU(G) along a

closed subgroup inclusion H ≤ G are given by the smooth induction of Segal

[150, § 2]. If H is a subgroup of finite index of G, then this induction sends the
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class of an H-representation to the induced G-representation mapH(G,V); in

general, induction may send actual representations to virtual representations.

In the generality of compact Lie groups, the double coset formula for RU was

proved by Snaith [160, Thm. 2.4]. We look more closely at the representation

ring global functor in Example 5.3.18, and we show in Theorem 6.4.24 that

RU is realized by the global K-theory spectrum KU (see Construction 6.4.9).

(v) Given any generalized cohomology theory E (in the non-equivariant

sense), we can define a global functor E by setting

E(G) = E0(BG) ,

the 0-th E-cohomology of a classifying space of the group G. The contravariant

functoriality in group homomorphisms α : K −→ G comes from the covari-

ant functoriality of the classifying space construction. The transfer map for a

subgroup inclusion H ≤ G comes from the stable transfer map (i.e., Becker-

Gottlieb transfer)

Σ∞+ BG −→ Σ∞+ BH .

The double coset formula was proved in this context by Feshbach [53, Thm. II.11].

We will show in Proposition 4.5.22 that the global functor E is realized by an

orthogonal spectrum bE, the ‘global Borel theory’ associated to E.

Remark 4.2.9. If we fix a finite group G and let H run through all subgroups

of G, then the collection of H-equivariant homotopy groups πH
0

(X) of an or-

thogonal spectrum X forms a G-Mackey functor (see Definition 3.4.15), with

respect to restriction to subgroups, conjugation and transfer maps. As we al-

ready discussed in Remark 4.1.2, not all G-Mackey functors arise this way. To

illustrate this we compare Mackey functors for the group C3 = {1, τ, τ2} with

three elements to additive functors on the full subcategory of A spanned by the

group e and C3. Generating operations can be displayed as follows:

F(C3)
res

// F(e)

p∗

hh

tr
vv

F(C3)
res

// F(e)

tr
vv

α∗

""

τ

||

global functor on C3 and e C3-Mackey functor

Here res = resC3
e and tr = trC3

e are the restriction and transfer maps that are

present in both cases. A global functor also comes with inflation maps along

the epimorphism p : C3 −→ e and along the automorphism α : C3 −→ C3 with

α(τ) = τ2, and the relations are

res ◦p∗ = Id and res ◦ tr = 3 · Id

as well as α∗ ◦ α∗ = Id, α∗ ◦ p∗ = p∗, res ◦α∗ = res and α∗ ◦ tr = tr. In contrast,
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C3-Mackey functors have an additional action of C3 (the Weyl group of e in

C3) on F(e), and this action satisfies the relation

res ◦ tr = Id + τ + τ2 .

We will now use the exterior homotopy group pairings (4.1.21)

⊠ : πG
0 (X) × πK

0 (Y) −→ πG×K
0 (X ∧ Y)

to define a biadditive functor

× : A × A −→ A

that is given on objects by the product of Lie groups, and that extends to a

symmetric monoidal structure on the Burnside category A.

Proposition 4.2.10. Let G,G′,K and K′ be compact Lie groups. Given oper-

ations τ ∈ A(G,K) and ψ ∈ A(G′,K′), there is a unique operation

τ × ψ ∈ A(G ×G′, K × K′)

with the following property: for all orthogonal spectra X and Y and all classes

x ∈ πG
0

(X) and y ∈ πG′

0
(Y) the relation

(τ × ψ)(x ⊠ y) = τ(x) ⊠ ψ(y) (4.2.11)

holds in πK×K′

0
(X ∧ Y).

Proof We choose a faithful G-representation V and a faithful G′-representation

V ′, which have associated stable tautological classes (4.1.12)

eG,V ∈ πG
0 (Σ∞+LG,V ) and eG′ ,V ′ ∈ πG′

0 (Σ∞+ LG′ ,V ′ ) .

Combining the isomorphism (4.1.17) with the one from Example 1.3.3 shows

that the orthogonal spectrum Σ∞+ LG,V∧Σ∞+ LG′ ,V ′ is isomorphic to Σ∞+ LG×G′ ,V⊕V ′

in a way that matches the class eG,V ⊠ eG′ ,V ′ with the class eG×G′ ,V⊕V ′ . Proposi-

tion 4.2.5 then shows that the pair (Σ∞+LG,V ∧Σ∞+ LG′ ,V ′ , eG,V ⊠ eG′ ,V ′) represents

the functor πG×G′

0
. There is thus a unique operation τ × ψ ∈ A(G ×G′,K × K′)

that satisfies

(τ × ψ)(eG,V ⊠ eG′ ,V ′) = τ(eG,V ) ⊠ ψ(eG′ ,V ′ ) (4.2.12)

in πK×K′

0
(Σ∞+ LG,V ∧ Σ∞+ LG′ ,V ′).

The relation (4.2.12) is a special case of (4.2.11), and it remains to show that

the operation τ×ψ satisfies the relation (4.2.11) in complete generality. As we

already argued in the proof of Proposition 4.2.5, there is a G-representation W

and a morphism of orthogonal spectra

f : Σ∞+ LG,V⊕W −→ X
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that satisfies f∗(eG,V⊕W ) = x. Similarly, there is a G′-representation W′ and a

morphism of orthogonal spectra

f ′ : Σ∞+ LG′ ,V ′⊕W′ −→ Y

that satisfies f ′∗ (eG′ ,V ′⊕W′ ) = y. The morphism

Σ∞+ ρG,V,W : Σ∞+ LG,V⊕W −→ Σ∞+ LG,V satisfies (Σ∞+ ρG,V,W)(eG,V⊕W) = eG,V ,

and similarly for the triple (G′,V ′,W′). Naturality then yields

(Σ∞+ ρG,V,W ∧ Σ∞+ ρG′ ,V ′,W′ )∗((τ × ψ)(eG,V⊕W ⊠ eG′ ,V ′⊕W′ ))

= (τ × ψ)((Σ∞+ ρG,V,W)∗(eG,V⊕W) ⊠ (Σ∞+ ρG′ ,V ′,W′ )∗(eG′ ,V ′⊕W′ ))

= (τ × ψ)(eG,V ⊠ eG′ ,V ′)

(4.2.12) = τ(eG,V ) ⊠ ψ(eG′ ,V ′ )

= τ((Σ∞+ ρG,V,W)∗(eG,V⊕W )) ⊠ ψ((Σ∞+ ρG′ ,V ′,W′ )∗(eG′ ,V ′⊕W′ ))

= (Σ∞+ ρG,V,W ∧ Σ∞+ ρG′ ,V ′,W′ )∗(τ(eG,V⊕W ) ⊠ ψ(eG′ ,V ′⊕W′ )) .

The morphism Σ∞+ ρG,V,W ∧Σ∞+ ρG′ ,V ′,W′ is isomorphic to Σ∞+ ρG×G′ ,V⊕V ′,W⊕W′ . The

morphism ρG×G′ ,V⊕V ′,W⊕W′ is a global equivalence of orthogonal spaces (by

Proposition 1.1.26 (ii)), and so the morphism Σ∞+ ρG,V,W∧Σ∞+ ρG′ ,V ′,W′ is a global

equivalence of orthogonal spectra (by Corollary 4.1.9). So in particular it in-

duces an isomorphism on πK×K′

0
, and we can conclude that

(τ × ψ)(eG,V⊕W ⊠ eG′ ,V ′⊕W′ ) = τ(eG,V⊕W ) ⊠ ψ(eG′ ,V ′⊕W′ ) .

Now the relation (4.2.11) follows by simple naturality:

(τ × ψ)(x ⊠ y) = (τ × ψ)( f∗(eG,V⊕W ) ⊠ f ′∗ (eG′ ,V ′⊕W′ ))

= (τ × ψ)(( f ∧ f ′)∗(eG,V⊕W ⊠ eG′ ,V ′⊕W′ ))

= ( f ∧ f ′)∗((τ × ψ)(eG,V⊕W ⊠ eG′ ,V ′⊕W′ ))

= ( f ∧ f ′)∗(τ(eG,V⊕W ) ⊠ ψ(eG′ ,V ′⊕W′ ))

= f∗(τ(eG,V⊕W )) ⊠ f ′∗ (ψ(eG′,V ′⊕W′ ))

= τ( f∗(eG,V⊕W )) ⊠ ψ( f ′∗ (eG′ ,V ′⊕W′ )) = τ(x) ⊠ ψ(y) �

Example 4.2.13. We calculate the product of two generating operations in

the Burnside category. We recall that for a pair (L, α) consisting of a closed

subgroup L of K and a continuous homomorphism α : L −→ G we defined

[L, α] = trK
L ◦α∗ ∈ A(G,K) .

By Theorem 4.2.6, a certain subset of these operations forms a basis of the
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abelian group A(G,K). Using parts (v) and (vi) of Theorem 4.1.22 we deduce

[L × L′, α × α′](x ⊠ y) = trK×K′

L×L′ ((α × α′)∗(x ⊠ y))

= trK×K′

L×L′ (α∗(x) ⊠ (α′)∗(y))

= trK
L (α∗(x)) ⊠ trK′

L′ ((α
′)∗(y)) = [L, α](x) ⊠ [L′, α′](y) .

So the operation [L×L′, α×α′] has the property that characterizes the operation

[L, α] × [L′, α′]. Hence the monoidal product in A satisfies

[L, α] × [L′α′] = [L × L′, α × α′] . (4.2.14)

Now we are ready for the monoidal structure of the Burnside category.

Theorem 4.2.15. Let G,G′,K and K′ be compact Lie groups.

(i) The map

× : A(G,K) × A(G′,K′) −→ A(G ×G′,K × K′)

is biadditive.

(ii) As the Lie groups vary, the maps of (i) form a functor × : A × A −→ A.

(iii) The restriction operations along the group isomorphisms

aG,G′ ,G′′ : G × (G′ ×G′′) � (G ×G′) ×G′′ ,

τG,G′ : G ×G′ � G′ ×G respectively G × e � G � e ×G

make the functor × into a symmetric monoidal structure on the global

Burnside category.

Proof (i) We show additivity in the first variable, the other case being analo-

gous. The relation

((τ × ψ) + (τ′ × ψ))(x ⊠ y) = (τ × ψ)(x ⊠ y) + (τ′ × ψ)(x ⊠ y)

= (τ(x) ⊠ ψ(y)) + (τ′(x) ⊠ ψ(y))

= (τ(x) + τ′(x)) ⊠ ψ(y) = (τ + τ′)(x) ⊠ ψ(y)

shows that the operation (τ × ψ′) + (τ′ × ψ) has the property that characterizes

the operation (τ + τ′) × ψ. So

(τ + τ′) × ψ = (τ × ψ) + (τ′ × ψ) .

(ii) The relation

((τ′ × ψ′) ◦ (τ × ψ))(x ⊠ y) = (τ′ × ψ′)((τ × ψ)(x ⊠ y))

= (τ′ × ψ′)(τ(x) ⊠ ψ(y))

= τ′(τ(x)) ⊠ ψ′(ψ(y)) = (τ′ ◦ τ)(x) ⊠ (ψ′ ◦ ψ)(y)
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shows that the operation (τ′ × ψ′) ◦ (τ × ψ) has the property that characterizes

the operation (τ′ ◦ τ) × (ψ′ ◦ ψ). So

(τ′ ◦ τ) × (ψ′ ◦ ψ) = (τ′ × ψ′) ◦ (τ × ψ) .

A similar (but even shorter) argument shows that IdG × IdG′ = IdG×G′ .

(iii) We start with naturality of the associativity isomorphism. We consider

operations τ ∈ A(G,K), ψ ∈ A(G′,K′) and κ ∈ A(G′′,K′′). The relation

(τ × (ψ × κ))(a∗G,G′ ,G′′ ((x ⊠ y) ⊠ z)) = ((τ × (ψ × κ))(x ⊠ (y ⊠ z)))

= τ(x) ⊠ (ψ(y) ⊠ κ(z))

= a∗K,K′,K′′ ((τ(x) ⊠ ψ(y)) ⊠ κ(z))

= a∗K,K′,K′′ (((τ × ψ) × κ)((x ⊠ y) ⊠ z))

shows that the operation (a∗
K,K′,K′′ )

−1 ◦ (τ × (ψ × κ)) ◦ a∗
G,G′ ,G′′ has the property

that characterizes the operation (τ × ψ) × κ. So

(τ × (ψ × κ)) ◦ a∗G,G′ ,G′′ = a∗K,K′,K′′ ◦ ((τ × ψ) × κ) .

The arguments for naturality of the unit and symmetry isomorphisms are sim-

ilar, and we omit them.

The unit, associativity (pentagon) and symmetry (hexagon) coherence rela-

tions in A follow from the corresponding coherence relations for the product

of groups, and the fact that passage from group homomorphisms to restriction

operations is functorial. �

Remark 4.2.16. The full subcategory AF in of the Burnside category A spanned

by finite groups has a different, more algebraic description, as we shall now re-

call. This alternative description is in terms of ‘bisets’, and is often taken as the

definition in algebraic treatments of global functors (which are then sometimes

called ‘biset functors’). The category of ‘global functors on finite groups’, i.e.,

additive functors from AF in to abelian groups, is thus equivalent to the cate-

gory of ‘inflation functors’ in the sense of Webb [185, p.271] and to the ‘global

(∅,∞)-Mackey functors’ in the sense of Lewis [98].

We define the additive biset category Ac. The objects of Ac are all finite

groups. The abelian group Ac(G,K) of morphisms from a group G to K is the

Grothendieck group of finite K-G-bisets where the right G-action is free. In

the special case G = e of the trivial group as source we obtain Ac(e,K), the

Burnside ring of finite K-sets. Composition

◦ : Ac(K, L) × Ac(G,K) −→ Ac(G, L)

is induced by the balanced product over K, i.e., it is the biadditive extension of

(S , T ) 7−→ S ×K T .
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Here S has a left L-action and a commuting free right K-action, whereas T

has a left K-action and a commuting free right G-action. The balanced product

S ×K T than inherits a left L-action from S and a free right G-action from

T . Since the balanced product is associative up to isomorphism, this defines

a pre-additive category. So the category Ac is the ‘group completion’ of the

category A+F in
, the restriction of the effective Burnside category A+ (compare

Construction 2.2.26) to finite groups.

We define additive maps

ΨG,K : A(G,K) −→ Ac(G,K)

that form an additive equivalence of categories (restricted to finite groups). The

map ΨG,K sends a basis element [L, α] to the class of the K-G-biset

K ×(L,α) G = K ×G/(kl, g) ∼ (k, α(l)g)

whose right G-action is free. Every transitive G-free K-G-biset is isomorphic

to one of this form, and K ×(L,α) G is isomorphic, as a K-G-biset, to K ×(L′ ,α′) G

if and only if (L, α) is conjugate to (L′, α′). So the map ΨG,K sends the basis of

A(G,K) of Theorem 4.2.6 to a basis ofAc(G,K), and it is thus an isomorphism.

We claim that the maps ΨG,K form a functor as G and K vary through all

finite groups; this then shows that Ψ is an additive equivalence of categories

from the full subcategory of AF in to Ac. The functoriality boils down to the

fact that in both categories restriction, inflation and transfer interact with each

other in exactly the same way. We omit the details.

The restriction of the monoidal structure on the Burnside category to finite

groups has an interpretation in terms of the cartesian product of bisets: under

the equivalence of categories Ψ : AF in � A
c, it corresponds to the monoidal

structure

Ac(G,K) × Ac(G′,K′) −→ Ac(G ×G′,K × K′) , ([S ], [S ′]) 7−→ [S × S ′] .

Here S is a right free K-G-biset and S ′ is a right free K′-G′-biset; the cartesian

product S × S ′ is then a right free (K × K′)-(G ×G′)-biset. Indeed, the equiv-

alence Ψ : AF in � A
c sends the basis element [L, α] ∈ A(G,K) to the class of

the biset K ×(L,α) G. So the equivalence is monoidal because

(K ×(L,α) G) × (K′ ×(L′ ,α′) G′) and (K × K′) ×(L×L′ ,α×α′) G ×G′

are isomorphic as (K × K′)-(G ×G′)-bisets.

Construction 4.2.17 (Box product of global functors). Since global functors

are additive functors on the Burnside category A, the symmetric monoidal

product on A gives rise to a symmetric monoidal convolution product on the

category of global functors. This is a special case of the general construction
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of Day [42] that we review in Appendix C. We now make this convolution

product more explicit. We denote by A ⊗ A the pre-additive category whose

objects are pairs of compact Lie groups, and with morphism groups

(A ⊗ A)((G,G′), (K,K′)) = A(G,K) ⊗ A(G′,K′) .

We let F, F′ and F′′ be global functors. We denote by F ⊗ F′ : A ⊗ A −→ Ab

the objectwise tensor product given on objects by

(F ⊗ F′)(G,G′) = F(G) ⊗ F′(G′) .

A bimorphism is a natural transformation

F ⊗ F′ −→ F′′ ◦ ×

of additive functors on the category A ⊗ A. Since the morphism groups in the

Burnside category are generated by transfers and restrictions, this means more

explicitly that a bimorphism is a collection of group homomorphisms

bG,G′ : F(G) ⊗ F′(G′) −→ F′′(G ×G′)

for all compact Lie groups G and G′, such that for all continuous homomor-

phisms α : K −→ G and α′ : K′ −→ G′ and for all closed subgroups H ≤ G

and H′ ≤ G′ the diagram

F(H) ⊗ F′(H′)
trG

H
⊗ trG′

H′ //

bH,H′

��

F(G) ⊗ F′(G′)
α∗⊗(α′)∗ //

bG,G′

��

F(K) ⊗ F′(K′)

bK,K′

��
F′′(H × H′)

trG×G′
H×H′

// F′′(G ×G′)
(α×α′)∗

// F′′(K × K′)

commutes. Here we exploited that the generating operations multiply as de-

scribed in (4.2.14). Equivalently: for every compact Lie group G the maps

{bG,G′ }G′ form a morphism of global functors F(G)⊗F′(−) −→ F′′(G×−) and

for every compact Lie group G′ the maps {bG,G′ }G form a morphism of global

functors F(−) ⊗ F′(G′) −→ F′′(− ×G′).

A box product of F and F′ is a universal example of a global functor with a

bimorphism from F and F′. More precisely, a box product is a pair (F�F′, i)

consisting of a global functor F�F′ and a universal bimorphism i, i.e., such

that for every global functor F′′ the map

GF (F�F′, F′′) −→ Bimor((F, F′), F′′) , f 7−→ f i

is bijective. Box products exist by the general theory (see Proposition C.5),

and they are unique up to preferred isomorphism (see Remark C.7). The uni-

versal property guarantees that given any collection of choices of box product
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F�F′ for all pairs of global functors, F�F′ extends to an additive functor in

both variables. Moreover, there are preferred associativity and commutativity

isomorphisms that make the box product into a symmetric monoidal structure

on the category of global functors, with the Burnside ring global functor A as

a strict unit object, compare Theorem C.10. The box product of representable

global functors is again representable, by Remark C.11.

Remark 4.2.18. We claim that the box product is right exact in both variables.

To see this we recall from Remark C.6 that the values of a Day type convolution

product can be described as an enriched coend. In our present situation this

says that F�M is a cokernel of a certain homomorphism of global functors

d :
⊕

H,H′ ,G,G′

A(H × H′,−) ⊗ A(G,H) ⊗ A(G′,H′) ⊗ F(G) ⊗ M(G′)

−→
⊕

G,G′

A(G ×G′,−) ⊗ F(G) ⊗ M(G′) .

The left sum is indexed over all quadruples (H,H′,G,G′) in a set of represen-

tatives of isomorphism classes of compact Lie groups, the right sum is indexed

over pairs (G,G′) of such groups. The map d is the difference of two homo-

morphisms; one of them sums the tensor products of

A(H×H′,−)⊗A(G,H)⊗A(G′,H′) −→ A(G×G′,−) , ϕ⊗τ⊗τ′ 7−→ ϕ◦(τ×τ′)

and the identity on F(G) ⊗ M(G′). The other map sums the tensor product of

the identity of the global functor A(H × H′,−) and the action maps A(G,H) ⊗
F(G) −→ F(H) respectively A(G′,H′) ⊗ M(G′) −→ M(H′). Cokernels of

global functors are calculated objectwise, so the value (F�M)(K) is a cokernel

of the morphism of abelian groups that we obtain by plugging K into the free

variable above. Theorem 4.2.6 describes explicit free generators for the mor-

phism groups in the Burnside category; using this, the value (F�M)(K) can

be expanded into a cokernel of a morphism between two huge sums of tensor

products of values of F and M.

Now we consider a short exact sequence of global functors

0 −→ M −→ M′ −→ M′′ −→ 0 .
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This gives rise to a commutative diagram of global functors

⊕
A(H × H′,−) ⊗ A(G,H) ⊗ A(G′,H′) ⊗ F(G) ⊗ M(G′) //

��

⊕
A(G ×G′,−) ⊗ F(G) ⊗ M(G′)

��⊕
A(H × H′,−) ⊗ A(G,H) ⊗ A(G′,H′) ⊗ F(G) ⊗ M′(G′) //

��

⊕
A(G ×G′,−) ⊗ F(G) ⊗ M′(G′)

��⊕
A(H × H′,−) ⊗ A(G,H) ⊗ A(G′,H′) ⊗ F(G) ⊗ M′′(G′) //

��

⊕
A(G ×G′,−) ⊗ F(G) ⊗ M′′(G′)

��
0 0

with exact columns. The induced sequence of horizontal cokernels

F�M −→ F�M′ −→ F�M′′ −→ 0

is thus also exact.

� While the box product of global functors shares many properties with

the tensor product of modules over a commutative ring, the constructions

differ fundamentally in one aspect: projectives are not generally flat in the cat-

egory of global functors. In other words, for most projective global functors P,

the functor −�P does not send monomorphisms to monomorphisms. This kind

of phenomenon has been analyzed in great detail by Lewis in [98]; Lewis’ no-

tation for the category Ac is B∗(∅,∞), our F in-global functors are his ‘global

(∅,∞)-Mackey functors’ and the category of F in-global functors is denoted

M∗(∅,∞). Theorem 6.10 of [98] shows that the representable functor ACp
is

not flat, where Cp is a cyclic group of prime order p.

We now remark that bimorphisms of global functors can be identified with

another kind of structure that we call ‘diagonal products’.

Definition 4.2.19. Let X, Y and Z be global functors. A diagonal product is

a natural transformation X ⊗ Y −→ Z of Rep-functors to abelian groups that

satisfies reciprocity, where X ⊗ Y is the objectwise tensor product.

More explicitly, a diagonal product consists of additive maps

νG : X(G) ⊗ Y(G) −→ Z(G)

for every compact Lie group G that are natural for restriction along continuous

homomorphisms and satisfy the reciprocity relation

trG
H(νH(x ⊗ resG

H(y))) = νG(trG
H(x) ⊗ y)

for all closed subgroups H of G and all classes x ∈ X(H) and y ∈ Y(G), and

similarly in the other variable.
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Remark 4.2.20. Any bimorphism µ : (X, Y) −→ Z gives rise to a diagonal

product as follows. For a group G we define νG as the composite

X(G) ⊗ Y(G)
µG,G−−−→ Z(G ×G)

∆∗
G−−→ Z(G)

where ∆G : G −→ G × G is the diagonal. For a group homomorphism α :

K −→ G we have ∆G ◦ α = (α× α) ◦∆K , so the following diagram commutes:

X(G) ⊗ Y(G)
µG,G //

α∗⊗α∗
��

Z(G ×G)
∆∗

G //

(α×α)∗

��

Z(G)

α∗

��
X(K) ⊗ Y(K)

µK,K

// Z(K × K)
∆∗

K

// Z(K)

Since there is only one double coset for the left∆G-action and the right (H×G)-

action on G ×G, the double coset formula becomes

∆∗G ◦ trG×G
H×G = trG

H ◦∆∗H ◦ resH×G
H×H .

We conclude that

trG
H(νH(x ⊗ resG

H(y))) = trG
H(∆∗H(resH×G

H×H(µH,G(x ⊗ y))))

= ∆∗G(trG×G
H×G(µH,G(x ⊗ y)))

= ∆∗G(µG,G(trG
H(x) ⊗ y)) = νG(trG

H(x) ⊗ y) ,

the reciprocity relation for the diagonal product ν. The reciprocity in the other

variable is similar.

Conversely, given a diagonal product ν, we define a bimorphism with (G,K)-

component as the composite

X(G) ⊗ Y(K)
p∗

G
⊗p∗

K−−−−−−→ X(G × K) ⊗ Y(G × K)
νG×K−−−−→ Z(G × K) ,

where pG : G × K −→ G and pK : G × K −→ K are the projections. If the

diagonal product ν was defined from an external product µ as above, then

νG×K ◦ (p∗G ⊗ p∗K) = ∆∗G×K ◦ µG×K,G×K ◦ (p∗G ⊗ p∗K)

= ∆∗G×K ◦ (pG × pK)∗ ◦ µG,K = µG,K

because the composite (pG× pK)◦∆G×K is the identity. So the external product

can be recovered from the diagonal product.

Given homomorphisms α : G −→ G′ and β : K −→ K′, we have pG′ ◦ (α ×
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β) = α ◦ pG and pK′ ◦ (α × β) = β ◦ pK , so the left part of the diagram

X(G) ⊗ Y(K)
p∗

G
⊗p∗

K //

α∗⊗β∗

��

X(G × K) ⊗ Y(G × K)
νG×K //

(α×β)∗⊗(α×β)∗

��

Z(G × K)

(α×β)∗

��
X(G′) ⊗ Y(K′)

p∗
G′⊗p∗

K′

// X(G′ × K′) ⊗ Y(G′ × K′)
νG′×K′

// Z(G′ × K′)

commutes. The right part commutes by naturality of the diagonal product ν.

For naturality with respect to transfers we let H be a closed subgroup of G,

and we consider classes x ∈ X(H) and y ∈ Y(K). Then

trG×K
H×K(µH,K(x ⊗ y)) = trG×K

H×K(νH×K(p∗H(x) ⊗ resG×K
H×K(p∗K(y))))

= νG×K (trG×K
H×K(p∗H(x)) ⊗ p∗K(y))

= νG×K (p∗G(trG
H(x)) ⊗ p∗K(y)) = µG,K (trG

H(x) ⊗ y) .

The second equality is reciprocity, the third is compatibility of transfer and

inflation. The argument for transfer naturality in the K-variable is similar.

4.3 Global model structures for orthogonal spectra

In this section we establish the strong level and global model structures on the

category of orthogonal spectra. Many arguments are parallel to the unstable

analogs in Section 1.2, so there is a certain amount of repetition. The main

model structure of interest for us is the global model structure, see Theorem

4.3.18. The weak equivalences in this model structure are the global equiva-

lences and the cofibrations are the flat cofibrations. More generally, we con-

sider a global family F and define the F -global model structure, see Theo-

rem 4.3.17 below, with weak equivalences the F -equivalences, i.e., those mor-

phisms inducing isomorphisms of G-equivariant homotopy groups for all G in

F . Proposition 4.3.24 shows that the global model structure is monoidal with

respect to the smash product of orthogonal spectra; more generally, the F -

global model structure is monoidal, provided that F is closed under products.

As we explained in more detail in Construction 3.5.6, there is a functorial

way to write an orthogonal spectrum X as a sequential colimit of spectra which

are made from the information below a fixed level, the skeleta

skm X = lm(X≤m) ,

the extension of the restriction of X to O≤m. The skeleton comes with a natural

morphism im : skm X −→ X, the counit of the adjunction (lm, (−)≤m). The value

im(V) : (skm X)(V) −→ X(V) is an isomorphism for all inner product spaces
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V of dimension at most m. The word ‘filtration’ should be used with caution

because the morphism im need not be injective. The m-th latching space of X

is the based O(m)-space LmX = (skm−1 X)(Rm); it comes with a natural based

O(m)-equivariant map

νm = im−1(Rm) : LmX −→ X(Rm) ,

the m-th latching map.

Example 4.3.1. We let G be a compact Lie group and V a G-representation of

dimension n. Then the semifree orthogonal spectrum (4.1.24) FG,V A generated

by a based G-space A in level V is ‘purely n-dimensional’ in the following

sense. The space (FG,V A)m is trivial for m < n, and hence the latching space

Lm(FG,V A) is trivial for m ≤ n. For m > n the latching map νm : Lm(FG,V A) −→
(FG,V A)(Rm) is an isomorphism. So the skeleton skm(FG,V A) is trivial for m < n

and skm(FG,V A) = FG,V A is the entire spectrum for m ≥ n.

Proposition C.23 is a fairly general construction of level model structures.

We specialize the general recipe to the category of orthogonal spectra. For a

morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spectra and m ≥ 0 we have a commutative

square of O(m)-spaces:

LmX
Lm f //

νX
m

��

LmY

νY
m

��
X(Rm)

f (Rm)
// Y(Rm)

We thus get a natural morphism of based O(m)-spaces

νm f = f (Rm) ∪ νY
m : X(Rm) ∪LmX LmY −→ Y(Rm) .

Definition 4.3.2. A morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spectra is a flat

cofibration if the latching morphism νm f : X(Rm) ∪Lm X LmY −→ Y(Rm) is

an O(m)-cofibration for all m ≥ 0. An orthogonal spectrum Y is flat if the

morphism from the trivial spectrum to it is a flat cofibration, i.e., for every

m ≥ 0 the latching map νm : LmY −→ Y(Rm) is an O(m)-cofibration.

Flatness as just defined is thus a special case of ‘G-flatness’ in the sense of

Definition 3.5.7, for G a trivial compact Lie group.

We let F be a global family in the sense of Definition 1.4.1, i.e., a non-

empty class of compact Lie groups that is closed under isomorphisms, closed

subgroups and quotient groups. As in the unstable situation in Section 1.4,

we now develop the F -level model structure on the category of orthogonal
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spectra, in which the F -level equivalences are the weak equivalences. This

model structure has a ‘global’ (or ‘stable’) version, see Theorem 4.3.17 below.

We recall that F ∩ G denotes the family of those closed subgroups of a

compact Lie group G that belong to the global family F . Moreover, F (m) =

F ∩O(m) is the family of those closed subgroups of the orthogonal group O(m)

that belong to the global family F .

Definition 4.3.3. Let F be a global family. A morphism f : X −→ Y of

orthogonal spectra is

• an F -level equivalence if the map f (Rm) : X(Rm) −→ Y(Rm) is an F (m)-

equivalence for all m ≥ 0;

• an F -level fibration if the map f (Rm) : X(Rm) −→ Y(Rm) is an F (m)-

fibration for all m ≥ 0;

• anF -cofibration if the latching morphism νm f : X(Rm)∪Lm X LmY −→ Y(Rm)

is an F (m)-cofibration or all m ≥ 0.

In other words, f : X −→ Y is an F -level equivalence (respectively F -level

fibration) if for every m ≥ 0 and every subgroup H of O(m) that belongs to

the family F the map f (Rm)H : X(Rm)H −→ Y(Rm)H is a weak equivalence

(respectively Serre fibration).

We let G be any group from the family F and V a faithful G-representation

of dimension m. We let α : Rm −→ V be a linear isometry and define a homo-

morphism cα : G −→ O(m) by ‘conjugation by α’, i.e., we set

(cα(g))(x) = α−1(g · α(x))

for g ∈ G and x ∈ Rm. We restrict the O(m)-action on X(Rm) to a G-action

along the homomorphism cα. Then the map

X(α) : c∗α(X(Rm)) −→ X(V)

is a G-equivariant homeomorphism, natural in X; it restricts to a natural home-

omorphism from X(Rm)Ḡ to X(V)G, where Ḡ = cα(G) is the image of cα. This

implies:

Proposition 4.3.4. Let F be a global family and f : X −→ Y a morphism of

orthogonal spectra.

(i) The morphism f is an F -level equivalence if and only if for every com-

pact Lie group G and every faithful G-representation V the map f (V) :

X(V) −→ Y(V) is an (F ∩G)-equivalence.

(ii) The morphism f is an F -level fibration if and only if for every com-

pact Lie group G and every faithful G-representation V the map f (V) :

X(V) −→ Y(V) is an (F ∩G)-fibration.
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Now we are ready to establish the F -level model structure.

Proposition 4.3.5. Let F be a global family. The F -level equivalences, F -

level fibrations and F -cofibrations form a model structure, the F -level model

structure, on the category of orthogonal spectra. The F -level model structure

is topological and cofibrantly generated.

Proof The first part is a special case of Proposition C.23, in the following

way. We let C(m) be the F (m)-projective model structure on the category of

based O(m)-spaces, i.e., the based version of the model structure of Proposi-

tion B.7. With respect to these choices of model structures C(m), the classes of

level equivalences, level fibrations and cofibrations in the sense of Proposition

C.23 become the F -level equivalences, F -level fibrations and F -cofibrations.

The consistency condition (see Definition C.22) becomes the following con-

dition: for all m, n ≥ 0 and every acyclic cofibration i : A −→ B in the F (m)-

projective model structure on based O(m)-spaces, every cobase change, in the

category of based O(m + n)-spaces, of the map

O(Rm,Rm+n) ∧O(m) i : O(Rm,Rm+n) ∧O(m) A −→ O(Rm,Rm+n) ∧O(m) B

is an F (m + n)-weak equivalence. We show a stronger statement, namely that

the functor

O(Rm,Rm+n) ∧O(m) − : O(m)T∗ −→ O(m + n)T∗

takes acyclic cofibrations in the F (m)-projective model structure to acyclic

cofibrations in the projective model structure on the category of based O(m+n)-

spaces (i.e., the All-projective model structure, where All is the family of all

closed subgroups of O(m + n)). Since the functor under consideration is a left

adjoint, it suffices to prove the claim for the generating acyclic cofibrations,

i.e., the maps

(O(m)/H × jk)+

for all H ∈ F (m) and all k ≥ 0, where jk : Dk × {0} −→ Dk × [0, 1] is the

inclusion. Up to isomorphism, the functor takes this map to

O(m + n) ⋉H×O(n) S n ∧ ( jk)+

where H acts trivially on S n. Since the projective model structure on the cat-

egory of based O(m + n)-spaces is topological, it suffices to show that O(m +

n)⋉H×O(n) S
n is cofibrant in this model structure. Since S n is O(n)-equivariantly

homeomorphic to the reduced mapping cone of the map O(n)/O(n − 1)+ −→
S 0, it suffices to show that the two O(m + n)-spaces

O(m + n) ×H×O(n) (O(n)/O(n − 1)) and O(m + n)/(H × O(n))
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are cofibrant in the unbased sense. Both of these O(m+ n)-spaces are homoge-

neous spaces, hence O(m + n)-cofibrant.

We describe explicit sets of generating cofibrations and generating acyclic

cofibrations for the F -level model structure. As before we denote by

Gm = FO(m),Rm : O(m)T∗ −→ Sp

the left adjoint to the evaluation functor X 7→ X(Rm), i.e., the semifree functor

(4.1.24) indexed by the tautological O(m)-representation. We let IF be the set

of all morphisms Gmi for m ≥ 0 and for i in the set of generating cofibrations

for the F (m)-projective model structure on the category of O(m)-spaces speci-

fied in (B.8). Then the set IF detects the acyclic fibrations in the F -level model

structure by Proposition C.23 (iii). Similarly, we let JF be the set of all mor-

phisms Gm j for m ≥ 0 and for j in the set of generating acyclic cofibrations

for the F (m)-projective model structure on the category of O(m)-spaces spec-

ified in (B.9). Again by Proposition C.23 (iii), JF detects the fibrations in the

F -level model structure. The F -level model structure is topological by Propo-

sition B.5, where we take G as the set of semifree orthogonal spectra FH,Rm for

all m ≥ 0 and all H ∈ F (m), andZ = ∅ as the empty set. �

When F = 〈e〉 is the minimal global family consisting of all trivial groups,

then the 〈e〉-level equivalences (respectively 〈e〉-level fibrations) are the level

equivalences (respectively level fibrations) of orthogonal spectra in the sense

of Definition 6.1 of [107]. Hence the 〈e〉-cofibrations are the ‘q-cofibrations’ in

the sense of [107, Def. 6.1]. For the minimal global family, the 〈e〉-level model

structure thus specializes to the level model structure of [107, Thm. 6.5].

For easier reference we spell out the case F = All of the maximal global

family of all compact Lie groups. In this caseAll(m) is the family of all closed

subgroups of O(m), and theAll-cofibrations specialize to the flat cofibrations.

We introduce special names for the All-level equivalences and the All-level

fibrations, analogous to the unstable situation in Section 1.2.

Definition 4.3.6. A morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spectra is a strong

level equivalence (respectively strong level fibration) if for every m ≥ 0 the

map f (Rm) : X(Rm) −→ Y(Rm) is an O(m)-weak equivalence (respectively an

O(m)-fibration).

For the global family F = All, Proposition 4.3.5 specializes to:

Proposition 4.3.7. The strong level equivalences, strong level fibrations and

flat cofibrations form a model structure, the strong level model structure, on the

category of orthogonal spectra. The strong level model structure is topological

and cofibrantly generated.
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Now we introduce and discuss an important class of orthogonal spectra.

Definition 4.3.8. An orthogonal spectrum X is a global Ω-spectrum if for ev-

ery compact Lie group G, every faithful G-representation W and an arbitrary

G-representation V the adjoint structure map

σ̃V,W : X(W) −→ map∗(S
V , X(V ⊕W))

is a G-weak equivalence.

The global Ω-spectra will turn out to be the fibrant objects in the global

model structure on orthogonal spectra, see Theorem 4.3.18 below. This means

that global Ω-spectra abound, because every orthogonal spectrum admits a

global equivalence to a global Ω-spectrum.

Remark 4.3.9. Global Ω-spectra are a very rich kind of structure, because

they encode compatible equivariant infinite loop spaces for all compact Lie

groups at once. For a global Ω-spectrum X and a compact Lie group G the

associated orthogonal G-spectrum XG is ‘eventually an Ω-G-spectrum’ in the

sense that the Ω-G-spectrum condition of [108, III Def. 3.1] holds for all ‘suf-

ficiently large’ (i.e., faithful) G-representations. However, if G is a non-trivial

group, then the associated orthogonal G-spectrum XG is in general not an Ω-

G-spectrum since there is no control over the G-homotopy type of the values

at non-faithful representations.

For every compact Lie group G and every faithful G-representation W, the

G-space

X[G] = ΩW X(W)

is a ‘genuine’ equivariant infinite loop space, i.e., deloopable in the direction

of every representation. Indeed, for every G-representation V , the composite

X[G] = ΩW X(W)
ΩW (σ̃V,W )
−−−−−−−→ ΩW (ΩV X(V ⊕W)) � ΩV (ΩW X(V ⊕W))

is a G-weak equivalence, so the global Ω-spectrum X provides a V-deloop

ΩW X(V ⊕ W) of X[G]. The G-space X[G] is also independent, up to G-weak

equivalence, of the choice of faithful G-representation. Indeed, if W̄ is another

faithful G-representation, then the G-maps

ΩW X(W)
ΩW (σ̃W′ ,W )
−−−−−−−−→ ΩW (ΩW′X(W′ ⊕W))

� ΩW′ (ΩW , X(W ⊕W′))
ΩW′ (σ̃W,W′ )←−−−−−−−− ΩW′X(W′)

are G-weak equivalences.

As G varies, the equivariant infinite loop spaces X[G] are closely related

to each other. For example, if H is a closed subgroup of G, then any faithful
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G-representation is also faithful as an H-representation. So X[H] is H-weakly

equivalent to the restriction of the G-equivariant infinite loop space X[G].

Remark 4.3.10. Let X be a globalΩ-spectrum. Specialized to the trivial group,

the condition in Definition 4.3.8 says that X is in particular a non-equivariant

Ω-spectrum in the sense that the adjoint structure map σ̃R,W : X(W) −→
ΩX(R ⊕ W) is a weak equivalence of (non-equivariant) spaces for every in-

ner product space W.

If X is a global Ω-spectrum, then so is the shifted spectrum sh X and the

function spectrum map∗(A, X) for every cofibrant based space A. Indeed, if W

is a faithful G-representation, then W ⊕R, the sum with a trivial 1-dimensional

representation, is also faithful. So the adjoint structure map

σ̃X
V,W⊕R : X(W ⊕ R) −→ ΩV (X(V ⊕W ⊕ R))

is a G-weak equivalence for every G-representation V . But this map is also the

adjoint structure map

σ̃sh X
V,W : (sh X)(W) −→ ΩV((sh X)(V ⊕W))

of the shifted spectrum. The argument for mapping spectra is similar.

Definition 4.3.11. A morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spectra is a global

fibration if it is a strong level fibration and for every compact Lie group G,

every G-representation V and every faithful G-representation W the square

X(W)G

f (W)G

��

(σ̃V,W )G

// mapG
∗ (S V , X(V ⊕W))

mapG
∗ (S V , f (V⊕W))

��
Y(W)G

(σ̃V,W )G

// mapG
∗ (S V , Y(V ⊕W))

(4.3.12)

is homotopy cartesian.

We state a useful criterion for checking when a morphism is a global fi-

bration. We recall from Construction 3.1.31 the homotopy fiber F( f ) of a

morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spectra along with the natural map

i : ΩY −→ F( f ). We apply this for the shifted morphism sh f : sh X −→ sh Y

and precompose with the morphism λ̃Y , the adjoint to λY : Y ∧ S 1 −→ sh Y

defined in (3.1.23). We denote by ξ( f ) the resulting composite

Y
λ̃Y−−−→ Ω(sh Y)

i−−→ F(sh f ) .

We note that the orthogonal spectrum F(Idsh X) has a preferred contraction, so

part (ii) of the next proposition is a way to make precise that the sequence

X
f
−−→ Y

ξ( f )
−−−−→ F(sh f )
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is a ‘strong level homotopy fiber sequence’.

Proposition 4.3.13. Let f : X −→ Y be a strong level fibration of orthogonal

spectra. Then the following two conditions are equivalent.

(i) The morphism f is a global fibration.

(ii) The strict fiber of f is a global Ω-spectrum and the commutative square

X

f

��

ξ(IdX) // F(Idsh X)

��
Y

ξ( f )
// F(sh f )

is homotopy cartesian in the strong level model structure.

Proof (i)=⇒(ii) Since the square (4.3.12) is homotopy cartesian and the verti-

cal maps are Serre fibrations, the induced map on strict fibers ( f −1(∗)(W))G −→
mapG

∗ (S V , f −1(∗)(V ⊕W)) is a weak equivalence. So the strict fiber is a global

Ω-spectrum.

The square in (ii) factors as the composite of two commutative squares:

X

f

��

λ̃X // Ω sh X

Ω sh f

��

i // F(Idsh X)

��
Y

λ̃Y

// Ω sh Y
i

// F(sh f )

Specializing the global fibration property (4.3.12) for W = R with trivial G-

action shows that the left square is homotopy cartesian in the strong level

model structure. For every continuous based map g : A −→ B the square

ΩA
i //

Ωg

��

F(IdA)

��
ΩB

i
// F(g)

is homotopy cartesian; applying this to g = ((sh f )(V))G for all G-representa-

tions V shows that the right square is homotopy cartesian in the strong level

model structure. So the composite square is homotopy cartesian in the strong

level model structure.

(ii)=⇒(i) We let G be a compact Lie group, V a G-representation, and W a
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faithful G-representation. We consider the commutative diagram

X(W)G

f (W)G

��

(σ̃V,W )G

// mapG
∗ (S V , X(V ⊕W))

mapG
∗ (S V , f (V⊕W))

��
Y(W)G

(ξ( f )(W))G

��

(σ̃V,W )G

// mapG
∗ (S V , Y(V ⊕W))

mapG
∗ (S V ,ξ( f )(V⊕W))

��
F( f )(W ⊕ R)G ∼

(σ̃V,W )G

// mapG
∗ (S V , F( f )(V ⊕W ⊕ R))

Since f is a strong level fibration, the natural morphism from the strict fiber to

the homotopy fiber is a strong level equivalence. So the lower horizontal map

is a weak equivalence because the strict fiber, and hence the homotopy fiber, is

a global Ω-spectrum. Moreover, the two vertical columns are homotopy fiber

sequences by hypothesis, so the upper square is homotopy cartesian, both with

respect to the strong level model structure. �

Definition 4.3.14. Let F be a global family.

• A morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spectra is an F -equivalence if the

induced map πG
k

( f ) : πG
k

(X) −→ πG
k

(Y) is an isomorphism for all G in F and

all integers k.

• A morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spectra is an F -global fibration if

it is an F -level fibration and for every compact Lie group G in F , every G-

representation V and every faithful G-representation W the square (4.3.12)

is homotopy cartesian.

• An orthogonal spectrum X is an F -Ω-spectrum if for every compact Lie

group G in F , every G-representation V and every faithful G-representation

W the adjoint structure map

σ̃V,W : X(W) −→ map∗(S
V , X(V ⊕W))

is a G-weak equivalence.

When F = All is the maximal global family of all compact Lie groups, then

anAll-equivalence is just a global equivalence in the sense of Definition 4.1.3,

and theAll-global fibrations are the global fibrations in the sense of Definition

4.3.11. Also, an All-Ω-spectrum is the same as a global Ω-spectrum in the

sense of Definition 4.3.8. When F = 〈e〉 is the minimal global family of all

trivial groups, then the 〈e〉-equivalences are just the traditional non-equivariant

stable equivalences of orthogonal spectra, also known as ‘π∗-isomorphisms’.

The 〈e〉-Ω-spectra are just the traditional non-equivariantΩ-spectra.
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The following proposition collects various useful relations between F -equi-

valences, F -level equivalences and F -Ω-spectra.

Proposition 4.3.15. Let F be a global family.

(i) Every F -level equivalence of orthogonal spectra is an F -equivalence.

(ii) Let X be an F -Ω-spectrum. Then for every G in F , every faithful G-

representation V and every k ≥ 0 the stabilization map

[S V⊕Rk

, X(V)]G −→ πG
k (X) , [ f ] 7−→ 〈 f 〉

is bijective.

(iii) Let X be anF -Ω-spectrum such that πG
k

(X) = 0 for every integer k and all

G in F . Then for every group G in F and every faithful G-representation

V the space X(V) is G-weakly contractible.

(iv) Every F -equivalence between F -Ω-spectra is an F -level equivalence.

(v) Every F -equivalence that is also an F -global fibration is an F -level

equivalence.

Proof (i) We let f : X −→ Y be an F -level equivalence, and we need to

show that the map πG
k

( f ) : πG
k

(X) −→ πG
k

(Y) is an isomorphism for all integers

k and all G in F . We start with the case k = 0. We let G be a group from

F and V a finite-dimensional faithful G-subrepresentation of the complete G-

universe UG. By Proposition 4.3.4 (i) the map f (V) : X(V) −→ Y(V) is a

G-weak equivalence. Since the representation sphere S V can be given a G-

CW-structure, the induced map on G-homotopy classes

[S V , f (V)]G : [S V , X(V)]G −→ [S V , Y(V)]G

is bijective. The faithful G-representations are cofinal in the poset s(UG), so

taking the colimit over V ∈ s(UG) shows that πG
0

( f ) : πG
0

(X) −→ πG
0

(Y) is

an isomorphism. For k > 0 we exploit that πG
k

(X) is naturally isomorphic

to πG
0

(ΩkX) and the k-fold loop of an F -level equivalence is again an F -

level equivalence. For k < 0 we exploit that πG
k

(X) is naturally isomorphic to

πG
0

(sh−k X) and that every shift of an F -level equivalence is again an F -level

equivalence.

(ii) We may assume that V is a G-invariant subspace of the complete G-

universeUG used to define πG
k

(X). Since V is faithful, so is every G-represen-

tation that contains V . So the directed system whose colimit is πG
k

(X) consists

of isomorphisms ‘above V’. Hence the canonical map

[S V⊕Rk

, X(V)]G −→ πG
k (X)

is bijective.

(iii) We adapt an argument of Lewis-May-Steinberger [100, I 7.12] to our
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context. Every F -Ω-spectrum is in particular a non-equivariant Ω-spectrum;

every non-equivariant Ω-spectrum with trivial homotopy groups is levelwise

weakly contractible, so this takes care of trivial groups.

Now we let G be a non-trivial group in F . We argue by a nested induction

over the ‘size’ of G: we induct over the dimension of G and, for fixed di-

mension, over the cardinality of the finite set of path components of G. Every

proper closed subgroup H of G either has strictly smaller dimension than G,

or the same dimension but fewer path components. So we know by induction

that the fixed point space X(V)H is weakly contractible for every proper closed

subgroup H of G. So it remains to analyze the G-fixed points of X(V).

We let W = V − VG be the orthogonal complement of the fixed subspace

VG of V . Then W is a faithful G-representation with trivial fixed points. The

cofiber sequence of G-CW-complexes

S (W)+ −→ D(W)+ −→ S W

induces a fiber sequence of equivariant mapping spaces

mapG
∗ (S W , X(V)) −→ mapG(D(W), X(V)) −→ mapG(S (W), X(V)) .

Since WG = 0, the G-fixed points S (W)G are empty, so any G-CW-structure

on S (W) uses only equivariant cells of the form G/H × Dn for proper sub-

groups H of G. But for proper subgroups H, all the fixed point spaces X(V)H

are weakly contractible by induction. Hence the space mapG(S (W), X(V)) is

weakly contractible. Since the unit disc D(W) is equivariantly contractible, the

space mapG(D(W), X(V)) is homotopy equivalent to X(V)G, and we conclude

that evaluation at the fixed point 0 ∈ W is a weak equivalence

mapG
∗ (S W , X(V)) ≃ X(V)G .

We have X(V) = X(W ⊕ VG) = (shVG

X)(W). The stabilization map

πk

(
mapG

∗ (S W , X(V))
)
= [S W⊕Rk

, (shVG

X)(W)]G

−→ πG
k (shVG

X) � πG
k−dim(VG )

(X)

is bijective for all k ≥ 0, by part (ii). Since we assumed that the G-equivariant

homotopy groups of X vanish, the space mapG
∗ (S W , X(V)) is path connected

and has vanishing homotopy groups, i.e., it is weakly contractible. So X(V)G

is weakly contractible, and this completes the proof of (iii).

(iv) Let f : X −→ Y be an F -equivalence between F -Ω-spectra. We let F

denote the homotopy fiber of f , and we let G be a group from F . For every

G-representation V the G-space F(V) is the homotopy fiber of f (V) : X(V) −→
Y(V). So F is again an F -Ω-spectrum. The long exact sequence of homotopy

groups (see Proposition 3.1.36) implies that πH
∗ (F) = 0 for all H in F .
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If G acts faithfully on V , then by theF -Ω-spectrum property, the space X(V)

is G-weakly equivalent to ΩX(V ⊕ R) and similarly for Y. So the map f (V) is

G-weakly equivalent to

Ω f (V ⊕ R) : ΩX(V ⊕ R) −→ ΩX(V ⊕ R) .

Hence we have a homotopy fiber sequence of G-spaces

X(V)
f (V)
−−−−→ Y(V) −→ F(V ⊕ R) .

Since F is an F -Ω-spectrum with vanishing equivariant homotopy groups for

groups in F , the space F(V ⊕R) is G-weakly contractible by part (iii). So f (V)

is a G-weak equivalence. The morphism f is then an F -level equivalence by

the criterion of Proposition 4.3.4 (i).

(v) We let f : X −→ Y be an F -equivalence and an F -global fibration. Then

the strict fiber f −1(∗) of f is anF -Ω-spectrum with trivial G-equivariant homo-

topy groups for all G ∈ F . So f −1(∗) is F -level equivalent to the trivial spec-

trum by part (iii). Since f is an F -level fibration, the embedding f −1(∗) −→
F( f ) of the strict fiber into the homotopy fiber is anF -level equivalence, so the

homotopy fiber F( f ) is F -level equivalent to the trivial spectrum. The homo-

topy cartesian square of Proposition 4.3.13 (ii) then shows that f is an F -level

equivalence. �

Our next result, in fact the main result of this section, is the F -global model

structure. This model structure is cofibrantly generated, and we spell out an

explicit set of generating cofibrations and generating acyclic cofibrations. The

set IF was defined in the proof of Proposition 4.3.5 as the set of morphisms

Gmi for m ≥ 0 and for i in the set of generating cofibrations for the F (m)-

projective model structure on the category of O(m)-spaces specified in (B.8).

Similarly, the set JF is the set of morphisms Gm j for m ≥ 0 and for j in the set

of generating acyclic cofibrations for the F (m)-projective model structure on

the category of O(m)-spaces specified in (B.9).

Given any compact Lie group G and G-representations V and W we recall

from (4.1.28) the morphism

λG,V,W : FG,V⊕WS V −→ FG,W .

If the representation W is faithful, then this morphism is a global equivalence

by Theorem 4.1.29. We set

KF =
⋃

G,V,W

Z(λG,V,W) , (4.3.16)

the set of all pushout products of sphere inclusions im : ∂Dm −→ Dm with

the mapping cylinder inclusions of the morphisms λG,V,W (compare Construc-

tion 1.2.15); here the union is over a set of representatives of the isomorphism
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classes of triples (G,V,W) consisting of a compact Lie group G in the family

F , a G-representation V and a faithful G-representation W.

Theorem 4.3.17 (F -global model structure). Let F be a global family.

(i) TheF -equivalences,F -global fibrations andF -cofibrations form a model

structure on the category of orthogonal spectra, the F -global model

structure.

(ii) The fibrant objects in the F -global model structure are the F -Ω-spectra.

(iii) A morphism of orthogonal spectra is:

• an acyclic fibration in the F -global model structure if and only if it

has the right lifting property with respect to the set IF ;

• a fibration in theF -global model structure if and only if it has the right

lifting property with respect to the set JF ∪ KF .

(iv) The F -global model structure is cofibrantly generated, proper and topo-

logical.

(v) The adjoint functor pair

Σ∞+ : spc // Sp : Ω•oo

is a Quillen pair for the two F -global model structures on orthogonal

spaces and orthogonal spectra.

Proof The category of orthogonal spectra is complete and cocomplete (MC1),

theF -equivalences satisfy the 2-out-of-3 property (MC2) and the classes ofF -

equivalences, F -global fibrations and F -cofibrations are closed under retracts

(MC3). The F -level model structure (Proposition 4.3.5) shows that every mor-

phism of orthogonal spectra can be factored as f ◦ i for an F -cofibration i fol-

lowed by an F -level equivalence f that is also an F -level fibration. For every

G in F , every G-representation V and every faithful G-representation W, both

vertical maps in the commutative square (4.3.12) are then weak equivalences,

so the square is homotopy cartesian. The morphism f is thus an F -global fi-

bration and an F -equivalence, so this provides one of the factorizations as

required by MC5.

The morphism λG,V,W represents the map

(σ̃V,W)G : X(W)G −→ mapG
∗ (S V , X(V ⊕W))G ;

by Proposition 1.2.16, the right lifting property with respect to the union JF ∪
KF thus characterizes the F -global fibrations. We apply the small object ar-

gument (see for example [48, 7.12] or [80, Thm. 2.1.14]) to the set JF ∪ KF .

All morphisms in JF are flat cofibrations and F -level equivalences; F -level

equivalences are F -equivalences by Proposition 4.3.15 (i). Since FG,V⊕WS V

and FG,W are flat, the morphisms in KF are also flat cofibrations, and they are
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F -equivalences because the morphisms λG,V,W are. The small object argument

provides a functorial factorization of every morphism ϕ : X −→ Y of orthogo-

nal spectra as a composite

X
i−−→ W

q
−−→ Y

where i is a sequential composition of cobase changes of coproducts of mor-

phisms in JF ∪ KF , and q has the right lifting property with respect to JF ∪
KF ; in particular, the morphism q is an F -global fibration. All morphisms

in JF ∪ KF are F -equivalences and F -cofibrations, hence also h-cofibrations

(by Proposition A.30 applied to the strong level model structure). By Corol-

lary 4.1.5 (or rather its modification for F -equivalences), the class of h-co-

fibrations that are simultaneously F -equivalences is closed under coproducts,

cobase change and sequential composition. So the morphism i is an F -cofibra-

tion and an F -equivalence.

Now we show the lifting properties MC4. By Proposition 4.3.15 (v) a mor-

phism that is both an F -equivalence and an F -global fibration is an F -level

equivalence, and hence an acyclic fibration in the F -level model structure. So

every morphism that is simultaneously an F -equivalence and an F -global fi-

bration has the right lifting property with respect to F -cofibrations. Now we

let j : A −→ B be an F -cofibration that is also an F -equivalence and we show

that it has the left lifting property with respect to F -global fibrations. We factor

j = q ◦ i, via the small object argument for JF ∪ KF , where i : A −→ W is a

(JF ∪ KF )-cell complex and q : W −→ B is an F -global fibration. Then q is

an F -equivalence since j and i are, so q is an acyclic fibration in the F -level

model structure, by the above. Since j is an F -cofibration, a lifting in

A
i //

j

��

W

q∼
��

B

??

B

exists. Thus j is a retract of the morphism i that has the left lifting property

with respect to all F -global fibrations. But then j itself has this lifting property.

This finishes the verification of the model category axioms. Alongside we have

also specified sets of generating flat cofibrations IF and generating acyclic

cofibrations JF ∪ KF . Sources and targets of all morphisms in these sets are

small with respect to sequential colimits of flat cofibrations. So the F -model

structure is cofibrantly generated.

Left properness of the F -global model structure follows from Corollary

3.1.39 (i) and the fact that F -cofibrations are h-cofibrations. Right properness

follows from Corollary 3.1.39 (ii) and the fact that F -global fibrations are in

particular F -level fibrations.
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The F -global model structure is topological by Proposition B.5; here we

take G to be the set of semifree orthogonal spectra Gm(O(m)/H) for all m ≥ 0

and all H ∈ F (m), and we take Z as the set of mapping cylinder inclusions

c(λG,V,W) of the morphisms λG,V,W indexed as in the set KF .

Part (v) is straightforward from the definitions. �

In the case F = 〈e〉 of the minimal global family of trivial groups, the 〈e〉-
equivalences are the (non-equivariant) stable equivalences of orthogonal spec-

tra, and the 〈e〉-global model structure coincides with the stable model structure

established by Mandell, May, Shipley and the author in [107, Thm. 9.2]. For

easier reference we spell out the special case F = All for the maximal fam-

ily of all compact Lie groups, resulting in the global model structure on the

category of orthogonal spectra.

Theorem 4.3.18 (Global model structure). The global equivalences, global

fibrations and flat cofibrations form a model structure, the global model struc-

ture on the category of orthogonal spectra. The fibrant objects in the global

model structure are the globalΩ-spectra. The global model structure is proper,

topological and cofibrantly generated.

The same proof as in the unstable situation in Corollary 1.4.10 applies to

prove the following characterization of F -equivalences.

Corollary 4.3.19. Let f : A −→ B be a morphism of orthogonal spectra and

F a global family. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(i) The morphism f is an F -equivalence.

(ii) The morphism can be written as f = w2 ◦ w1 for an F -level equivalence

w2 and a global equivalence w1.

(iii) For some (hence any) F -cofibrant approximation f c : Ac −→ Bc in the

F -level model structure and every F -Ω-spectrum Y the induced map

[ f c, Y] : [Bc, Y] −→ [Ac, Y]

on homotopy classes of morphisms is bijective.

Remark 4.3.20 (Mixed global model structures). Cole’s ‘mixing theorem’ for

model structures [38] allows to construct many more F -model structures on

the category of orthogonal spectra. We consider two global families such that

F ⊆ E. Then every E-equivalence is an F -equivalence and every fibration in

the E-global model structure is a fibration in the F -global model structure.

By Cole’s theorem [38, Thm. 2.1] the F -equivalences and the fibrations of the

E-global model structure are part of a model structure, the E-mixed F -global

model structure on the category of orthogonal spectra. By [38, Prop. 3.2] the

cofibrations in the E-mixed F -global model structure are precisely the retracts
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of all composites h ◦ g in which g is an F -cofibration and h is simultaneously

an E-equivalence and an E-cofibration. In particular, an orthogonal spectrum

is cofibrant in the E-mixed F -global model structure if it is E-cofibrant and E-

equivalent to an F -cofibrant orthogonal spectrum [38, Cor. 3.7]. The E-mixed

F -global model structure is again proper (Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 of [38]).

WhenF = 〈e〉 is the minimal family of trivial groups, this provides infinitely

many E-mixed model structures on the category of orthogonal spectra that are

all Quillen equivalent. In the extreme case, theAll-mixed 〈e〉-model structure

is the S-model structure of Stolz [163, Prop. 1.3.10].

Remark 4.3.21 (F in-global homotopy theory via symmetric spectra). We de-

note by F in the global family of finite groups. The F in-global stable homo-

topy theory has another very natural model, namely the category of symmetric

spectra in the sense of Hovey, Shipley and Smith [81]. In [72, 73] Hausmann

has established a global model structure on the category of symmetric spec-

tra, and he showed that the forgetful functor is a right Quillen equivalence

from the category of orthogonal spectra with the F in-global model structure

to the category of symmetric spectra with the global model structure. Symmet-

ric spectra cannot model global homotopy types for all compact Lie groups,

basically because compact Lie groups of positive dimensions do not have any

faithful permutation representations.

One of the points of model category structures is that they facilitate the

analysis of and constructions in the homotopy category (which only depends

on the class of weak equivalences). An example of this is the existence and

constructions of products and coproducts in a homotopy category. We take the

time to make this explicit for theF -global stable homotopy category, for which

we write GHF .

Proposition 4.3.22. Let F be a global family.

(i) The coproduct (i.e., wedge) of every family of orthogonal spectra is also

a coproduct in the homotopy category GHF .

(ii) Let {Xi}i∈I be a family of orthogonal spectra such that the canonical map

πG
k

(∏
i∈I

Xi

) −→
∏

i∈I
πG

k (Xi)

is an isomorphism for every compact Lie group G in F and every integer

k. Then the product
∏

i∈I Xi of orthogonal spectra is also a product of

{Xi}i∈I in the homotopy category GHF .

In particular, the F -global stable homotopy categoryGHF has all set indexed

coproducts and products.
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Proof (i) Since the F -equivalences are part of the F -global model struc-

ture, general model category theory guarantees that coproducts in GHF can

be constructed by taking the pointset level coproduct of F -cofibrant approxi-

mations, see for example [80, Ex. 1.3.11]. Since equivariant homotopy groups

take wedges of orthogonal spectra to direct sums (Corollary 3.1.37 (i)), any

wedge of F -equivalences is again an F -equivalence. So the pointset level

wedge maps by an F -equivalence to the wedge of the F -cofibrant approxi-

mations, and these two are isomorphic in GHF .

(ii) This part is essentially dual to (i), with the caveat that infinite products of

F -equivalences need not be F -equivalences in general. To construct a product

in GHF of the given family, the abstract recipe is to choose F -equivalences

fi : Xi −→ XF
i

to F -Ω-spectra, and then form the pointset level product of the

replacements. For all groups G in F we consider the commutative square:

πG
k

(∏
i∈I Xi

) //

(
∏

fi)∗
��

∏
i∈I π

G
k

(Xi)

∏
( fi)∗

��
πG

k

(∏
i∈I XF

i

)
// ∏

i∈I π
G
k

(XF
i

)

The upper map is an isomorphism by hypothesis, and the right map is an iso-

morphism since each fi is an F -equivalence. The lower map is also an isomor-

phism: since all XF
i

are F -Ω-spectra, the colimit system

πG
k

(∏
i∈I

XF
i

)
= colimV∈s(UG)

[
S V⊕Rk

,
∏

i∈I
XF

i
(V)

]G

= colimV∈s(UG)

(∏
i∈I

[S V⊕Rk

, XF
i

(V)]G
)

consists of isomorphisms starting at any faithful G-representation V . Since

faithful representations are cofinal in the poset s(UG), in this particular sit-

uation the colimit commutes with the product. Altogether we can conclude

that in our situation the morphism
∏

fi :
∏

i∈I
Xi −→

∏
i∈I

XF
i

is an F -equivalence. Since the right hand side is a product in GHF of the

family {Xi}i∈I , so is the left hand side. �

We turn to the interaction of the smash product of orthogonal spectra with

the level and global model structures. Given two morphisms f : A −→ B and

g : X −→ Y of orthogonal spectra, the pushout product morphism is defined as

f�g = ( f ∧ Y) ∪ (B ∧ g) : A ∧ Y ∪A∧X B ∧ X −→ B ∧ Y .

We introduce another piece of notation that is convenient for the discussion of
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the monoidal properties: when I and I′ are two sets of morphisms of orthogonal

spectra, then we define

I ⊏ I′

to mean that every morphism in I is isomorphic to a morphism in I′. Moreover,

we write I�I′ for the set of pushout product morphisms f�g for all f ∈ I and

all g ∈ I′. If E and F are global families, then we denote by E×F the smallest

global family that contains all groups of the form G ×K for G ∈ E and K ∈ F .

The sets IF and JF of generating cofibrations respectively generating acyclic

cofibrations for theF -level model structure were defined in the proof of Propo-

sition 4.3.5. They consist of the morphisms

FH,Rm ∧ (ik)+ respectively FH,Rm ∧ ( jk)+

for all k ≥ 0, all m ≥ 0 and all compact Lie groups H in F (m). Here we used

that the orthogonal spectrum FG,V (G/H+) is isomorphic to FH,V . The set KF of

acyclic cofibrations for the F -global model structure was defined in (4.3.16).

Proposition 4.3.23. Let E and F be two global families. Then the following

relations hold for the sets of generating cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations:

IE � IF ⊏ IE×F , IE � JF ⊏ JE×F and IE �KF ⊏ KE×F .

Proof We start with two key observations concerning the generating cofibra-

tions ik : ∂Dk −→ Dk and the generating acyclic cofibrations jk : Dk × {0} −→
Dk × [0, 1] for the model structure of spaces: the pushout product ik�im of

two sphere inclusions is homeomorphic to the map ik+m; similarly, the pushout

product ik� jm is homeomorphic to the map jk+m.

The first relation IE�IF ⊏ IE×F is then a consequence of the compatibilities

between smash products and the isomorphism (4.1.27) for the smash product

of two semifree orthogonal spectra:

(FG,V∧(ik)+)�(FK,W∧(im)+) � (FG,V∧FK,W )∧(ik�im)+ � FG×K,V⊕W∧(ik+m)+

The second relation IE�JF ⊏ JE×F is proved in the same way:

(FG,V∧(ik)+)�(FK,W∧( jm)+) � (FG,V∧FK,W)∧(ik� jm)+ � FG×K,V⊕W∧( jk+m)+

For the third relation we recall that cK,U,W is the mapping cylinder inclusion of

the global equivalence

λK,U,W : FK,U⊕W S U −→ FK,W .

The claim IE�KF ⊏ KE×F then follows from

(FG,V ∧ (ik)+)�(cK,U,W�(im)+) � (FG,V ∧ cK,U,W )�(ik�im)+

� cG×K,V⊕U,W ∧ (ik+m)+ . �
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Certain pushout product properties are now formal consequences. In the spe-

cial case where E = F = 〈e〉 = E × F are the trivial global families, part (iii)

of the previous proposition specializes to Proposition 12.6 of [107].

Proposition 4.3.24. Let E and F be two global families.

(i) The pushout product of an E-cofibration with an F -cofibration is an (E×
F )-cofibration.

(ii) The pushout product of a flat cofibration with an F -cofibration that is

also an F -equivalence is a flat cofibration and global equivalence.

(iii) Let F be a multiplicative global family, i.e., F × F = F . Then the F -

global model structure satisfies the pushout product property with respect

to the smash product of orthogonal spectra.

Proof (i) It suffices to show the claim for a set of generating cofibrations,

where it follows from the relation IE�IF ⊏ IE×F established in Proposition

4.3.23.

(ii) Again it suffices to check the pushout product of any generating flat cofi-

bration with a generating acyclic cofibration for the F -global model structure.

For generators, the claim follows from the relation

IAll�(JF ∪ KF ) = (IAll�JF ) ∪ (IAll�KF )

⊏ JAll×F ∪ KAll×F = JAll ∪ KAll

established in Proposition 4.3.23.

(iii) The pushout product of twoF -cofibrations is anF -cofibration by part (i)

and the hypothesis thatF is multiplicative. SinceF -cofibrations are in particu-

lar flat cofibrations, the pushout product of two F -cofibrations one of which is

also an F -equivalence is another F -equivalence by part (ii). �

The sphere spectrum S is the unit object for the smash product of orthogonal

spectra, and it is ‘free’, i.e., 〈e〉-cofibrant. Thus S is cofibrant in the F -global

model structure for every global family F . So if F is multiplicative, then with

respect to the smash product, the F -global model structure is a symmetric

monoidal model category in the sense of [80, Def. 4.2.6]. A corollary is that the

homotopy category GHF , i.e., the localization of the category of orthogonal

spectra at the class of F -equivalences, inherits a closed symmetric monoidal

structure, compare [80, Thm. 4.3.3]. The derived smash product

∧LF : GHF × GHF −→ GHF , (4.3.25)

i.e., the induced symmetric monoidal product onGHF , is any total left derived

functor of the smash product.
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Corollary 4.3.26. For every multiplicative global family F , the F -global ho-

motopy categoryGHF is closed symmetric monoidal under the derived smash

product (4.3.25).

The value of the derived smash product at a pair (X, Y) of orthogonal spectra

can be calculated as

X ∧LF Y = Xc ∧ Yc ,

where Xc −→ X and Yc −→ Y are cofibrant replacements in the F -global

model structure, i.e., F -equivalences with F -cofibrant sources. By the follow-

ing ’flatness theorem’, it actually suffices to ‘resolve’ only one of the factors,

and it is enough to require the source of the ‘resolution’ to be flat (as opposed

to being F -cofibrant).

Theorem 4.3.27. Let F be a global family.

(i) Smashing with a flat orthogonal spectrum preserves F -equivalences.

(ii) Smashing with any orthogonal spectrum preserves F -equivalences be-

tween flat orthogonal spectra.

Proof (i) We let G be a compact Lie group. Every cofibration of O(m)-spaces

is also a cofibration of (G × O(m))-spaces when we let G act trivially. So if

we let G act trivially on a flat orthogonal spectrum X, then it is G-flat in the

sense of Definition 3.5.7. Now we let f : Y −→ Z be an F -equivalence of

orthogonal spectra. If G belongs to the global family F , then f is in particular

a π∗-isomorphism of orthogonal G-spectra with respect to the trivial G-actions.

So X ∧ f : X ∧ Y −→ X ∧ Z is a π∗-isomorphism of orthogonal G-spectra by

Theorem 3.5.10, because X is G-flat. This proves that X ∧ f is again an F -

equivalence.

(ii) We let f : X −→ Y be an F -equivalence between flat orthogonal spectra.

We choose a global equivalence ϕ : A♭ −→ A with flat source and consider the

commutative square:

A♭ ∧ X
ϕ∧X //

A♭∧ f

��

A ∧ X

A∧ f

��
A♭ ∧ Y

ϕ∧Y
// A ∧ Y

The two horizontal morphisms are global equivalences by part (i), because

X and Y are flat. The left vertical morphism is an F -equivalence by part (i),

because A♭ is flat. So A ∧ f is also an F -equivalence. �

Now we prove another important relationship between the global model

structures and the smash product, the monoid axiom [146, Def. 3.3]. As in the
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unstable situation in Proposition 1.4.13 we only discuss the weaker form of the

monoid axiom with sequential (as opposed to more general transfinite) com-

positions.

Proposition 4.3.28 (Monoid axiom). We let F be a global family. For every

flat cofibration i : A −→ B that is also an F -equivalence and every orthogonal

spectrum Y the morphism

i ∧ Y : A ∧ Y −→ B ∧ Y

is an h-cofibration and anF -equivalence. Moreover, the class of h-cofibrations

that are also F -equivalences is closed under cobase change, coproducts and

sequential compositions.

Proof Given Theorem 4.3.27, this is a standard argument, similar to the proofs

of the monoid axiom in the non-equivariant or the G-equivariant context, com-

pare [107, Prop. 12.5], [163, Prop. 1.3.10], [108, III Prop. 7.4] or [163, Prop. 2.3.27].

Every flat cofibration is an h-cofibration (Corollary A.30 (iii)), and h-cofibra-

tions are closed under smashing with any orthogonal spectrum, so i ∧ Y is an

h-cofibration. Since i is a h-cofibration and F -equivalence, its cokernel B/A is

F -stably contractible by the long exact homotopy group sequence (Corollary

3.1.38). But B/A is also flat as a cokernel of a flat cofibration, so the spectrum

(B/A) ∧ Y is F -stably contractible by Theorem 4.3.27. Since i ∧ Y is an h-

cofibration with cokernel isomorphic to (B/A) ∧ Y, the long exact homotopy

group sequence then shows that i ∧ Y is an F -equivalence.

The proof that the class of h-cofibrations that are also F -equivalences is

closed under cobase change, coproducts and sequential compositions is the

same as for for global equivalences in Corollary 4.1.5. �

Every F -cofibration is in particular a flat cofibration. So the monoid axiom

implies the monoid axiom in the F -global model structure. If the global family

F is closed under products, Theorem [146, Thm. 4.1] applies to the F -global

model structure and shows the following lifting results. The additional claims

in part (i) about the behavior of the forgetful functor on the cofibrations are

proved as in the unstable analog in Corollary 1.4.15.

Corollary 4.3.29. Let R be an orthogonal ring spectrum and F a multiplica-

tive global family.

(i) The category of R-modules admits the F -global model structure in which

a morphism is an equivalence (respectively fibration) if the underlying

morphism of orthogonal spectra is an F -equivalence (respectively F -

global fibration). This model structure is cofibrantly generated. Every
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cofibration in this F -global model structure is an h-cofibration of under-

lying orthogonal spectra. If the underlying orthogonal spectrum of R is

F -cofibrant, then every cofibration of R-modules is an F -cofibration of

underlying orthogonal spectra.

(ii) If R is commutative, then with respect to ∧R the F -global model struc-

ture of R-modules is a monoidal model category that satisfies the monoid

axiom.

(iii) If R is commutative, then the category of R-algebras admits the F -global

model structure in which a morphism is an equivalence (respectively

fibration) if the underlying morphism of orthogonal spectra is an F -

equivalence (respectively F -global fibration). Every cofibrant R-algebra

is also cofibrant as an R-module.

Strictly speaking, Theorem 4.1 of [146] does not apply verbatim to the F -

global model structure because the hypothesis that every object is small (with

respect to some regular cardinal) is not satisfied. However, in our situation

the sources of the generating cofibrations and generating acyclic cofibrations

are small with respect to sequential compositions of h-cofibrations, and this

suffices to run the countable small object argument (compare also Remark 2.4

of [146]).

Proposition 4.3.30. Let R be an orthogonal ring spectrum and N a right R-

module that is cofibrant in the All-global model structure of Corollary 4.3.29

(i). Then for every global family F , the functor N ∧R − takes F -equivalences

of left R-modules to F -equivalences of orthogonal spectra.

Proof The argument is completely parallel to the unstable precursor in Propo-

sition 1.4.16. We call a right R-module N homotopical if the functor N ∧R −
takes F -equivalences of left R-modules to F -equivalences of orthogonal spec-

tra. Since the All-global model structure on the category of right R-modules

is obtained by lifting the global model structure of orthogonal spectra along

the free and forgetful adjoint functor pair, every cofibrant right R-module is a

retract of an R-module that arises as the colimit of a sequence

∗ = M0 −→ M1 −→ . . . −→ Mk −→ . . . (4.3.31)

in which each Mk is obtained from Mk−1 as a pushout

Ak ∧ R
fk∧R //

��

Bk ∧ R

��
Mk−1

// Mk

for some flat cofibration fk : Ak −→ Bk between flat orthogonal spectra. For
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example, fk can be chosen as a wedge of morphisms in the set IAll of gen-

erating flat cofibrations. We show by induction on k that each module Mk is

homotopical. The induction starts with the trivial R-module, where there is

nothing to show. Now we suppose that Mk−1 is homotopical, and we claim that

then Mk is homotopical as well. To see this we consider an F -equivalence of

left R-modules ϕ : X −→ Y. Then Mk ∧R ϕ is obtained by passing to horizontal

pushouts in the following commutative diagram of orthogonal spectra:

Mk−1 ∧R X

Mk−1∧Rϕ

��

Ak ∧ X

Ak∧ϕ
��

oo fk∧X // Bk ∧ X

Bk∧ϕ
��

Mk−1 ∧R Y Ak ∧ Yoo
fk∧Y

// Bk ∧ Y

Here we have exploited that (Ak ∧ R) ∧R X is naturally isomorphic to Ak ∧ X.

In the diagram, the left vertical morphism is an F -equivalence by hypothesis.

The middle and right vertical morphisms are F -equivalences because smash

product with a flat orthogonal spectrum preserves F -equivalences (Theorem

4.3.27 (i)). Moreover, since the morphism fk is a flat cofibration, it is an h-

cofibration (by Corollary A.30 (iii)), and so the morphisms fk ∧ X and fk ∧ Y

are h-cofibrations. Corollary 3.1.39 (i) then implies that the induced morphism

on horizontal pushouts Mk ∧R ϕ is again an F -equivalence.

Now we let M be a colimit of the sequence (4.3.31). Then M∧R X is a colimit

of the sequence Mk ∧R X. Moreover, since fk : Ak −→ Bk is an h-cofibration,

so is the morphism fk ∧ R, and hence also its cobase change Mk−1 −→ Mk.

So the sequence whose colimit is M ∧R X consists of h-cofibrations, which

are in particular levelwise closed embeddings. The same is true for M ∧R Y.

Since each Mk is homotopical and colimits of orthogonal spectra along closed

embeddings are homotopical (see Proposition 3.1.41 (ii)), we conclude that

the morphism M ∧R ϕ : M ∧R X −→ M ∧R Y is an F -equivalence, so that

M is homotopical. Since F -equivalences are closed under retracts, the class of

homotopical R-modules is closed under retracts, and so every cofibrant right

R-module is homotopical. �

For later use we record a positive version of the global model structure of

Theorem 4.3.18. This positive variant is the one that can be lifted to the cate-

gory of ultra-commutative ring spectra, see Theorem 5.4.3 below

Definition 4.3.32. A morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spectra is a positive

cofibration if it is a flat cofibration and the map f (0) : X(0) −→ Y(0) is a

homeomorphism. An orthogonal spectrum is a positive global Ω-spectrum if

for every compact Lie group G, every G-representation V and every faithful
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G-representation W with W , 0 the adjoint structure map

σ̃V,W : X(W) −→ map∗(S
V , X(V ⊕W))

is a G-weak equivalence.

If G is a non-trivial compact Lie group, then any faithful G-representation

is automatically non-trivial. So a positive global Ω-spectrum is a global Ω-

spectrum (in the absolute sense) if in addition the adjoint structure map σ̃0,R :

X(0) −→ ΩX(R) is a non-equivariant weak equivalence.

Proposition 4.3.33 (Positive global model structure). The global equivalences

and positive cofibrations are part of a proper, cofibrantly generated, topolog-

ical model structure, the positive global model structure on the category of

orthogonal spectra. A morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spectra is a fibra-

tion in the positive global model structure if and only if for every compact Lie

group G, every G-representation V and every faithful G-representation W with

W , 0 the map f (W)G : X(W)G −→ Y(W)G is a Serre fibration and the square

X(W)G

f (W)G

��

(σ̃V,W )G

// mapG
∗ (S V , X(V ⊕W))

mapG
∗ (S V , f (V⊕W))

��
Y(W)G

(σ̃V,W )G

// mapG
∗ (S V , Y(V ⊕W))

is homotopy cartesian. The fibrant objects in the positive global model struc-

ture are the positive global Ω-spectra. The model structure is monoidal with

respect to the smash product of orthogonal spectra.

Proof We start by establishing a positive strong level model structure. A mor-

phism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spectra is a positive strong level equivalence

(respectively positive strong level fibration) if for every inner product space

V with V , 0 the map f (V) : X(V) −→ Y(V) is an O(V)-weak equivalence

(respectively an O(V)-fibration). We claim that the positive strong level equiv-

alences, positive strong level fibrations and positive cofibrations form a model

structure on the category of orthogonal spectra.

The proof is another application of the general construction of level model

structures in Proposition C.23. Indeed, we let C(0) be the degenerate model

structure on the category T∗ of based spaces in which every morphism is a

weak equivalence and a fibration, but only the isomorphisms are cofibrations.

For m ≥ 1 we let C(m) be the projective model structure (for the family of

all closed subgroups) on the category of based O(m)-spaces. With respect to

these choices of model structures C(m), the classes of level equivalences, level

fibrations and cofibrations in the sense of Proposition C.23 precisely become
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the positive strong level equivalences, positive strong level fibrations and pos-

itive cofibrations. The consistency condition (Definition C.22) is now strictly

weaker than for the strong level model structure, so it holds. The positive strong

level model structure is topological by Proposition B.5, where we takeG as the

set of semifree orthogonal spectra FH,Rm for all m ≥ 1 and all closed subgroup

H of O(m).

We obtain the positive global model structure for orthogonal spectra by

‘mixing’ the positive strong level model structure with the global model struc-

ture of Theorem 4.3.18. Every positive strong level equivalence is a global

equivalence and every positive cofibration is a flat cofibration. The global

equivalences and the positive cofibrations are part of a model structure by

Cole’s mixing theorem [38, Thm. 2.1], which is our first claim. By [38, Cor. 3.7]

(or rather its dual formulation), an orthogonal spectrum is fibrant in the posi-

tive global model structure if it is equivalent in the positive strong level model

structure to a globalΩ-spectrum; this is equivalent to being a positive globalΩ-

spectrum. The proof that the positive global model structure is proper and topo-

logical is similar as for the global model structure. The proof of the pushout

product property is as in the absolute global model structure (see Proposition

4.3.24); the only new ingredient is that the class of generators FG,V with V , 0

for the positive cofibrations is closed under the smash product of orthogonal

spectra.

Finally, the positive global model structure is cofibrantly generated: we can

simply take the same sets of generating cofibrations and generating acyclic

cofibrations as for the global model structure, except that we omit all mor-

phisms freely generated in level 0. �

4.4 Triangulated global stable homotopy categories

As the homotopy category of a stable model structure, the global stable ho-

motopy category GH comes with the structure of a triangulated category. The

shift functor is the suspension of orthogonal spectra, and the distinguished tri-

angles arise from mapping cone sequences. In this section we collect the as-

pects of global stable homotopy theory that are best expressed in terms of the

triangulated structure.

More generally, we work in the triangulated F -global stable homotopy cat-

egory GHF , where F is any global family. Theorem 4.4.3 identifies a set of

compact generators ofGHF , namely the suspension spectra of global classify-

ing spaces of the groups in F . A consequence is Brown representability for co-

homological and homological functors out of GHF , compare Corollary 4.4.5.

Theorem 4.4.9 shows that the classes of F -connective and F -coconnective
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spectra form a non-degenerate t-structure onGHF ; moreover, taking 0-th equi-

variant homotopy groups is an equivalence from the heart of this t-structure to

the category of F -global functors. Immediate consequences are global Post-

nikov sections and the existence of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra that realize

global functors. Proposition 4.4.15 establishes another connection between the

smash product and the algebra of global functors: for globally connective or-

thogonal spectra the box product of global functors calculates the 0-th homo-

topy groups of a derived smash product.

The last topic of this section are certain distinguished triangles in the global

stable homotopy category that arise from special representations, namely when

a compact Lie group G acts faithfully and transitively on the unit sphere. The

stabilizer of a unit vector is then a closed subgroup H such that G/H is diffeo-

morphic to a sphere, and Theorem 4.4.21 exhibits a distinguished triangle that

relates the global classifying space of G to certain semifree orthogonal spectra

of G and H. The main examples of this situation are the tautological represen-

tations of the groups O(m), S O(m), U(m), S U(m) and S p(m); these will show

up again in Section 6.1 in the rank filtrations of global Thom spectra.

TheF -global stable homotopy categoryGHF is the homotopy category of a

stable model structure, so it is naturally a triangulated category, for example by

[80, Sec. 7.1] or [143, Thm. A.12]. The shift functor is modeled by the pointset

level suspension of orthogonal spectra. More precisely, the suspension functor

− ∧ S 1 : Sp −→ Sp of Construction 3.1.21 preserves F -equivalences, so it

descends to a functor on the F -global stable homotopy category

− ∧ S 1 : GHF −→ GHF
for which we use the same name. The distinguished triangles are defined from

mapping cone sequences, i.e., a triangle is distinguished if and only if it is

isomorphic, in GHF , to a sequence of the form

X
f
−−→ Y

i−−→ C f
p
−−→ X ∧ S 1

for some morphism of orthogonal spectra f : X −→ Y; here the morphisms i

and p were defined in (3.1.33).

Example 4.4.1 (Shift preserves distinguished triangles). The shift functor sh :

Sp −→ Sp of Construction 3.1.21 preserves F -equivalences, so it descends to

a functor on the F -global stable homotopy category

sh : GHF −→ GHF
for which we use the same name. Moreover, shifting commutes with smashing

with a based space on the nose, i.e., (sh X) ∧ A = sh(X ∧ A); so we can (and

will) leave out parentheses in such expressions. Since the suspension functor
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on GHF is induced by smashing with S 1, the shift functor commutes with the

suspension functor, again on the nose, both on the pointset level and also on

the level of the F -global stable homotopy category. We will now argue that

shifting also preserves distinguished triangles on the nose; equivalently, the

derived shift is an exact functor of triangulated categories if we equip it with

the identity isomorphism sh ◦(− ∧ S 1) = (− ∧ S 1) ◦ sh.

To prove our claim we consider a distinguished triangle in GHF :

A
f
−−→ B

g
−−→ C

h−−→ A ∧ S 1

The morphism λA : A ∧ S 1 −→ sh A is a natural global equivalence by Propo-

sition 4.1.4 (i), so all vertical morphisms in the following diagram are isomor-

phisms in GHF :

A ∧ S 1
f∧S 1

//

λA

��

B ∧ S 1
g∧S 1

//

λB

��

C ∧ S 1 −h∧S 1
//

λC

��

A ∧ S 1 ∧ S 1

λA∧S 1

��
sh A

sh f

// sh B
sh g

// sh C
sh h

// sh A ∧ S 1

The claim now follows from the following three observations:

• the suspension functor in any triangulated category preserves distinguished

triangles up to a sign; so the upper triangle above is distinguished;

• the left and middle squares commute by naturality of the λ-morphisms;

• the right square commutes because the two morphisms λA∧S 1 , λA ∧ S 1 :

A ∧ S 1 ∧ S 1 −→ sh A ∧ S 1 differ by the twist involution of S 1 ∧ S 1; since

this involution has degree -1, we obtain

(sh h) ◦ λC = λA∧S 1 ◦ (h ∧ S 1) = −(λA ∧ S 1) ◦ (h ∧ S 1) .

We recall the notion of compactly generated triangulated categories. Com-

pact generation has strong formal consequences, see Theorem 4.4.4 below.

Theorem 4.4.3 shows that the F -global stable homotopy category enjoys this

special property.

Definition 4.4.2. Let T be a triangulated category with infinite sums. An ob-

ject C of T is compact if for every family {Xi}i∈I of objects the canonical map
⊕

i∈I
T (C, Xi) −→ T (C, ⊕i∈I Xi)

is an isomorphism. A set G of objects of T is called a set of weak generators

if the following condition holds: if the groups T (G[k], X) are trivial for all

k ∈ Z and all G ∈ G, then X is a zero object. The triangulated category T is

compactly generated if it has sums and a set of compact weak generators.
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If G is from a global family F , then the functor πG
0

: Sp −→ Ab takes

F -equivalences to isomorphisms. So the universal property of a localization

provides a unique factorization

πG
0 : GHF −→ Ab

through the F -global stable homotopy category. We will abuse notation and

use the same symbol for the equivariant homotopy group functor on the cate-

gory of orthogonal spectra and for its ‘derived’ functor defined on GHF . This

abuse of notation is mostly harmless, but there is one point where it can create

confusion, namely in the context of infinite products; we refer the reader to

Remark 4.4.6 for this issue.

We recall from Definition 1.1.27 that the global classifying space BglG of

a compact Lie group G is the semifree orthogonal space LG,V = L(V,−)/G,

for some faithful G-representation V . The choice of faithful representation is

omitted from the notation because the global homotopy type of BglG does not

depend on it. The suspension spectrum of BglG comes with a stable tautologi-

cal class

eG = eG,V ∈ πG
0 (Σ∞+ BglG)

defined in (4.1.12).

In the proof of the next theorem we will start using the shorthand notation

JX, YKF = GHF (X, Y)

for the abelian group of morphisms in the triangulated F -global stable homo-

topy category.

Theorem 4.4.3. Let F be a global family and G a compact Lie group in F .

(i) The pair (Σ∞+ BglG, eG) represents the functor πG
0

: GHF −→ (sets).

(ii) The orthogonal spectrum Σ∞+ BglG is a compact object of the F -global

stable homotopy category GHF .

(iii) As G varies through a set of representatives of isomorphism classes of

groups in F , the spectra Σ∞+ BglG form a set of weak generators for the

F -global stable homotopy category GHF .

In particular, the F -global stable homotopy category GHF is compactly gen-

erated.

Proof (i) We need to show that for every orthogonal spectrum X the map

JΣ∞+ BglG, XKF −→ πG
0 (X) , f 7−→ f∗(eG)

is bijective. Since both sides take F -equivalences in X to bijections, we can

assume that X is an F -Ω-spectrum, and hence fibrant in the F -global model
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structure. For G in the family F , the orthogonal spectrum Σ∞+ BglG is F -cofi-

brant. So the localization functor induces a bijection

Sp(Σ∞+ BglG, X)/homotopy −→ JΣ∞+ BglG, XKF

from the set of homotopy classes of morphisms of orthogonal spectra to the set

of morphisms in GHF .

We let V be the faithful G-representation that is implicit in the definition of

the global classifying space BglG. By the freeness property of BglG = LG,V ,

morphisms from Σ∞+ BglG to X biject with based G-maps S V −→ X(V), and

similarly for homotopies. The composite

[S V , X(V)]G �−−→ JΣ∞+ BglG, XKF
f 7→ f∗(eG)
−−−−−−−→ πG

0 (X)

is the stabilization map, and hence bijective by Proposition 4.3.15 (ii). Since

the left map and the composite are bijective, so is the evaluation map at the

stable tautological class.

(ii) By Proposition 4.3.22 the wedge of any family of orthogonal spectra is

a coproduct in GHF . The vertical maps in the commutative square

⊕
i∈IJΣ∞+ BglG, XiKF //

��

JΣ∞+ BglG,
⊕

i∈I XiKF

��⊕
i∈Iπ

G
0

(Xi) // πG
0

(∨
i∈I Xi

)

are evaluation at the stable tautological class, and hence isomorphisms by

part (i). The lower horizontal map is an isomorphism by Corollary 3.1.37 (i),

hence so is the upper horizontal map. This shows that Σ∞+ BglG is compact as

an object of the triangulated category GHF .

(iii) If X is an orthogonal spectrum such that the group JΣ∞+ BglG[k], XK is

trivial for every G in F and all integers k, then X is F -equivalent to the trivial

orthogonal spectrum by part (i); so X is a zero object in GHF . This proves that

the spectra Σ∞+ BglG form a set of weak generators for GHF as G varies over

F . �

A covariant functor E from a triangulated category T to the category of

abelian groups is called homological if for every distinguished triangle ( f , g, h)

in T the sequence of abelian groups

E(A)
E( f )
−−−→ E(B)

E(g)
−−−→ E(C)

E(h)−−−→ E(A[1])

is exact. A contravariant functor E from T to the category of abelian groups

is called cohomological if for every distinguished triangle ( f , g, h) in T the
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sequence of abelian groups

E(A[1])
E(h)−−−→ E(C)

E(g)
−−−→ E(B)

E( f )
−−−→ E(A)

is exact.

Theorem 4.4.4 (Brown representability). Let T be a compactly generated tri-

angulated category.

(i) Every cohomological functor T op −→ Ab that takes sums in T to prod-

ucts of abelian groups is representable, i.e., isomorphic to the functor

T (−, X) for some object X of T .

(ii) Every homological functor T −→ Ab that takes products in T to prod-

ucts of abelian groups is representable, i.e., isomorphic to the functor

T (Y,−) for some object Y of T .

(iii) An exact functor F : T −→ S to another triangulated category has a

right adjoint if and only if it takes sums in T to sums in S.

(iv) An exact functor F : T −→ S to another triangulated category has a left

adjoint if and only if it takes products in T to products in S.

A proof of part (i) of this form of Brown representability can be found in

[127, Thm. 3.1] or [92, Thm. A]. A proof of part (ii) of this form of Brown

representability can be found in [128, Thm. 8.6.1] or [92, Thm. B]. Part (iii) is

a formal consequence of part (i): if F preserves sums, then for every object X

of T the functor

S(F(−), X) : T op −→ Ab

is cohomological and takes sums to products. Hence the functor is representable

by an object RX in T and an isomorphism

T (A,RX) � S(FA, X) ,

natural in A. Once this representing data is chosen, the assignment X 7→ RX

extends canonically to a functor R : S −→ T that is right adjoint to F. In much

the same way, part (iv) is a formal consequence of part (ii).

We let T be a triangulated category with sums. A localizing subcategory of

T is a full subcategory X which is closed under sums and under extensions in

the following sense: if

A
f
−−→ B

g
−−→ C

h−−→ A[1]

is a distinguished triangle in T such that two of the objects A, B or C belong to

X, then so does the third. A set of compact objects is a set of weak generators in

the sense of Definition 4.4.2 if and only if the smallest localizing subcategory
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containing the set is all of T , see for example [148, Lemma 2.2.1]. Hence

Theorem 4.4.3 entitles us to the following corollary.

Corollary 4.4.5. Let F be a global family and S a triangulated category.

(i) Every localizing subcategory of the F -global stable homotopy category

that contains the spectrum Σ∞+ BglG for every group G ofF is all ofGHF .

(ii) Every cohomological functor on GHF that takes sums to products is

representable.

(iii) Every homological functor on GHF that takes products to products is

representable.

(iv) An exact functor F : GHF −→ S has a right adjoint if and only if it

preserves sums.

(v) An exact functor F : GHF −→ S has a left adjoint if and only if it

preserves products.

Remark 4.4.6 (Equivariant homotopy groups of infinite products). In Corol-

lary 3.1.37 (ii) we showed that for every compact Lie group G the functor

πG
0

: Sp −→ Ab preserves finite products. However, it is not true that πG
0

, as

a functor on the category of orthogonal spectra, preserves infinite products in

general.

On the other hand, the ‘derived’ functor πG
0

: GH −→ Ab is representable

by the spectrum Σ∞+ BglG, so it preserves infinite products. This is no contra-

diction because an infinite product of orthogonal spectra is not in general a

product in the global homotopy category. To calculate a product in GH of

a family {Xi}i∈I of orthogonal spectra, one has to choose stable equivalences

fi : Xi −→ Xf
i

to global Ω-spectra. For an infinite indexing set, the morphism
∏

i∈I
fi :

∏
i∈I

Xi −→
∏

i∈I
Xf

i

may fail to be a global equivalence, and then the target, but not the source, of

this map is a product in GH of the family {Xi}i∈I . So when considering infinite

products it is important to be aware of our abuse of notation and to remember

that the symbol πG
0

has two different meanings.

The preferred set of compact generators {Σ∞+ BglG} of the global stable ho-

motopy category has another special property, it is ‘positive’ in the following

sense: for all compact Lie groups G and K and all n > 0 the group

JΣ∞+ BglG, Σ
∞
+ BglK[n]K � πG

0 (Σ∞+ BglK[n]) � πG
−n(Σ∞+ BglK)

is trivial because every orthogonal suspension spectrum is globally connective

(see Proposition 4.1.11). A set of positive compact generators in this sense has

strong implications, as we shall now explain.

A t-structure as introduced by Beilinson, Bernstein and Deligne in [10,
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Def. 1.3.1] axiomatizes the situation in the derived category of an abelian cat-

egory given by cochain complexes whose cohomology vanishes in positive

respectively negative dimensions. We are mainly interested in spectra, where a

homological (as opposed to co homological) grading is more common. So we

adapt the definition of a t-structure to homological notation.

Definition 4.4.7. A t-structure on a triangulated categoryT is a pair (T≥0,T≤0)

of full subcategories satisfying the following three conditions, where T≥n =

T≥0[n] and T≤n = T≤0[n].

(a) For all X ∈ T≥0 and all Y ∈ T≤−1 we have T (X, Y) = 0.

(b) T≥0 ⊂ T≥−1 and T≤0 ⊃ T≤−1.

(c) For every object X of T there is a distinguished triangle

A −→ X −→ B −→ A[1]

such that A ∈ T≥0 and B ∈ T≤−1.

The t-structure is non-degenerate if every object in the intersection
⋂

n∈Z T≥n

is a zero object and every object in the intersection
⋂

n∈Z T≤n is a zero object.

Some of the basic results of Beilinson, Bernstein and Deligne about t-struc-

tures are (in our homological notation):

• the inclusion T≥n −→ T has a right adjoint τ≥n : T −→ T≥n, and the

inclusion T≤n −→ T has a left adjoint τ≤n : T −→ T≤n [10, Prop. 1.3.3];

• given choices of adjoints as above, then for all m ≤ n there is a preferred nat-

ural isomorphism of functors between τ≥m◦τ≤n and τ≤n◦τ≥m [10, Prop. 1.3.5];

• the heart

H = T≥0 ∩ T≤0 ,

viewed as a full subcategory of T , is an abelian category and τ≤0 ◦ τ≥0 :

T −→H is a homological functor [10, Thm. 1.3.6].

We will now show that the global stable homotopy category has a preferred

t-structure whose heart is equivalent to the category of global functors.

Definition 4.4.8. Let F be a global family. An orthogonal spectrum X is F -

connective if the homotopy group πG
n (X) is trivial for every group G in F and

every n < 0. An orthogonal spectrum X is F -coconnective if the homotopy

group πG
n (X) is trivial for every group G in F and every n > 0.

An F -global functor is an additive functor to abelian groups from the full

subcategory of the Burnside category with objects the global family F . A mor-

phism of F -global functors is a natural transformation. We write GF F for the

category of F -global functors.
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Theorem 4.4.9. For every global family F , the classes of F -connective spec-

tra and F -coconnective spectra form a non-degenerate t-structure on GHF .

The heart of this t-structure consists of those orthogonal spectra X such that

πG
n (X) = 0 for all G ∈ F and all n , 0. The functor

π
0

: H −→ GF F

is an equivalence of categories from the heart of the t-structure to the category

of F -global functors.

Proof We deduce this from the more general arguments of Beligiannis and

Reiten [11, Ch. III] who systematically investigate torsion pairs and t-structures

in triangulated categories that are generated by compact objects. By Theorem

4.4.3 the set

P = {Σ∞+ BglG}[G]∈F

is a set of compact weak generators for the triangulated categoryGHF , where

[G] indicates that we choose representatives from the isomorphism classes of

compact Lie groups in F .

We let Y be the class of orthogonal spectra Y such that

JP[n], YKF = 0

for all P ∈ P and all n ≥ 0. The representability result of Theorem 4.4.3 (i)

shows that this is precisely the class of those Y such that the group πG
n (Y)

vanishes for all G ∈ F and all n ≥ 0. So Y[1] is the class of F -coconnective

orthogonal spectra. We let X be the ‘left orthogonal’ to Y, i.e., the class of

orthogonal spectra X such that JX, YKF = 0 for all Y ∈ Y. Since the objects

of P are compact in GHF by Theorem 4.4.3 (ii), [11, Thm. III.2.3] shows that

the pair (X,Y) is a ‘torsion pair’ in the sense of [11, Def. I.2.1]. This simply

means that the pair (X,Y[1]) is a t-structure in the sense of Definition 4.4.7,

see [11, Prop. I.2.13].

It remains to show that X coincides with the class of F -connective orthog-

onal spectra. This needs the ‘positivity property’ of the set P of compact gen-

erators. Representability (Theorem 4.4.3 (i)) and the suspension isomorphism

provide an isomorphism

JΣ∞+ BglG,Σ
∞
+ BglK[n]KF � πG

0 (Σ∞+ BglK[n]) � πG
−n(Σ∞+ BglK) .

The spectrum Σ∞+ BglK is globally connective by Proposition 4.1.11, so this

latter group vanishes for all n ≥ 1 and all G,K ∈ F . So [11, Prop. III.2.8]

shows that X coincides with the class of those orthogonal spectra X such that

JΣ∞+ BglG, X[n]KF = 0 for all G ∈ F and n ≥ 1. Since the group JΣ∞+ BglG, X[n]KF
is isomorphic to πG

−n(X), this shows thatX is precisely the class ofF -connective
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orthogonal spectra. The t-structure is non-degenerate because spectra with triv-

ial F -equivariant homotopy groups are zero objects in GHF .

We denote by End(P) the ‘endomorphism category’ of the set P, i.e., the full

pre-additive subcategory of GHF with object set P. By an End(P)-module we

mean an additive functor

End(P)op −→ Ab

from the opposite category of End(P). The tautological functor

GHF −→ mod- End(P) (4.4.10)

takes an object X to the restriction of the contravariant Hom-functor J−, XKF to

the full subcategory End(P). BecauseP is a set of positive, compact generators

for the triangulated categoryGHF , [11, Thm. III.3.4] shows that the restriction

of the tautological functor (4.4.10) to the heart is an equivalence of categories

H
�−−→ mod- End(P) .

So to establish the last claim it suffices to show that End(P) is anti-equivalent

to the full subcategory of the Burnside category A with object class F , in

such a way that the tautological functor corresponds to the functor π
0
. The

equivalence End(P)op −→ AF is given by the inclusion on objects, and on

morphisms by the isomorphisms

JΣ∞+ BglG,Σ
∞
+ BglKKF � πG

0 (Σ∞+ BglK) � A(K,G)

specified in Theorem 4.4.3 (i) respectively Proposition 4.2.5. �

Remark 4.4.11 (Postnikov sections). For the standard t-structure on the global

stable homotopy category (i.e., Theorem 4.4.9 for F = All) the truncation

functor

τ≤n : GH −→ GH≤n ,

left adjoint to the inclusion, provides ‘global Postnikov sections’: for every

orthogonal spectrum X the spectrum τ≤nX satisfies π
k
(τ≤nX) = 0 for k > n and

the adjunction unit X −→ X≤n induces an isomorphism on the global functor

π
k

for every k ≤ n.

Remark 4.4.12 (Eilenberg-MacLane spectra). In the case F = All of the

maximal global family, Theorem 4.4.9 in particular provides an Eilenberg-

Mac Lane spectrum for every global functor M, i.e., an orthogonal spectrum

HM such that π
k
(HM) = 0 for all k , 0 and such that the global functor

π
0
(HM) is isomorphic to M; moreover, these properties characterize HM up
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to preferred isomorphism in GH . Indeed, a choice of inverse to the equiva-

lence π
0

of Theorem 4.4.9 , composed with the inclusion of the heart, provides

an Eilenberg-MacLane functor

H : GF −→ GH

to the global stable homotopy category.

We let T be a triangulated category with infinite sums and we let C be a

class of objects of T . We denote by 〈C〉+ the smallest class of objects of T that

contains C, is closed under sums (possibly infinite) and is closed under cones

in the following sense: if

A −→ B −→ C −→ A[1]

is a distinguished triangle such that A and B belong to the class, then so does

C. Any non-empty class of objects that is closed under cones contains all zero

objects (because a zero object is a cone of any identity morphism) and is closed

under suspension (because A[1] is a cone of the morphism from A to a zero

object).

Proposition 4.4.13. The class 〈Σ∞+ BglG : G compact Lie〉+ in the triangulated

category GH coincides with the class of globally connective spectra.

Proof The spectra Σ∞+ BglG are globally connective by Proposition 4.1.11.

The class of globally connective orthogonal spectra is closed under sums be-

cause equivariant homotopy groups commute with sums (Corollary 3.1.37 (i)).

The class of globally connective orthogonal spectra is closed under cones by

the long exact homotopy group sequence of Proposition 3.1.36. So the class

〈Σ∞+ BglG〉+ is contained in the class of globally connective spectra.

For the converse we choose a set of representatives of the isomorphism

classes of compact Lie groups and set

P = {(Σ∞+ BglG)[k]}[G],k≥0 ,

indexed by the chosen representatives. We let X be any orthogonal spectrum.

By induction on n we construct objects An in 〈P〉+ and morphisms in : An −→
An+1 and un : An −→ X such that un+1in = un. We start with

A0 =
⊕

P∈P,x∈JP,XK

P .

Then A0 belongs to 〈P〉+ and the canonical morphism u0 : A0 −→ X (i.e.,

the morphism x on the summand indexed by x) induces a surjection JP, u0K :

JP, A0K −→ JP, XK for all P ∈ P.
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In the inductive step we suppose that An and un : An −→ X have already

been constructed. We define

Dn =
⊕

P∈P,x∈kerJP,unK

P ,

which comes with a tautological morphism τ : Dn −→ An, again given by x on

the summand indexed by x. We choose a distinguished triangle

Dn

τ−−→ An

in−−→ An+1 −→ Dn[1] .

Since Dn and An belong to the class 〈P〉+, we also have An+1 ∈ 〈P〉+. Since

unτ = 0 (by definition), we can choose a morphism un+1 : An+1 −→ X such

that un+1in = un. This completes the inductive construction.

Now we choose a homotopy colimit (A, {ϕn : An −→ A}n) of the sequence

of morphisms in : An −→ An+1, i.e., a distinguished triangle

⊕
n≥0

An

1−sh−−−→
⊕

n≥0
An −−−−−→ A −−−−−→

⊕
n≥0

An[1] .

Since all the objects An are in 〈P〉+, so is A. Since a homotopy colimit in GH
is a weak colimit, we can choose a morphism u : A −→ X such that uϕn = un

for all n ≥ 0. The map

JP, u0K = JP, uK ◦ JP, ϕ0K : JP, A0K −→ JP, XK

is surjective for P ∈ P, hence so is JP, uK : JP, AK −→ JP, XK.

We claim that JP, uK is also injective for all P ∈ P. We let α : P −→ A be

a morphism such that uα = 0. Since P is compact, there is an n ≥ 0 and a

morphism α′ : P −→ An such that α = ϕnα
′. Then unα

′ = uϕnα
′ = uα = 0. So

α′ indexes one of the summands of Dn. Thus α′ factors through the tautological

morphism τ : Dn −→ An as α′ = τα′′, and hence

α = ϕnα
′ = ϕn+1inτα

′′ = 0

since in and τ are consecutive morphisms in a distinguished triangle. So JP, uK
is also injective, hence bijective. By the choice of the set P and the natural

isomorphism

J(Σ∞+ BglG)[k], AK � πG
k (A) ,

this shows that the morphism u : A −→ X induces isomorphisms on all equiv-

ariant homotopy groups in non-negative dimensions.

So far the spectrum X was arbitrary. If we now assume that X is globally

connective, then the morphism u : A −→ X is a global equivalence (because A

is globally connective by the previous paragraph). So X is isomorphic in GH
to A, and hence X ∈ 〈P〉+. �
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Given orthogonal spectra X and Y, the external product maps (4.1.21)

⊠ : πG
0 (X) ⊗ πK

0 (Y) −→ πG×K
0 (X ∧ Y)

form a bimorphism of global functors by Theorem 4.1.22. The box product of

global functors was introduced in Construction 4.2.17. The universal property

of the box product produces a morphism of global functors

π
0
(X)� π

0
(Y) −→ π

0
(X ∧ Y) . (4.4.14)

We recall from (4.3.25) that the symmetric monoidal derived smash product

∧L on the global stable homotopy category is obtained as the total left derived

functor of the smash product of orthogonal spectra. When applied to flat re-

placements of X and Y, the morphism (4.4.14) becomes the morphism of the

following proposition.

Proposition 4.4.15. For all globally connective spectra X and Y the orthogo-

nal spectrum X ∧L Y is globally connective and the natural morphism

(π
0
X)� (π

0
Y) −→ π

0
(X ∧L Y)

is an isomorphism of global functors.

Proof We fix a compact Lie group K and let X be the class of globally con-

nective orthogonal spectra X such that X∧LΣ∞+ BglK is globally connective and

the natural morphism

π
0
X � π

0
(Σ∞+ BglK) −→ π

0
(X ∧L Σ∞+ BglK)

is an isomorphism of global functors. The class X is closed under sums and we

claim that it is also closed under cones. We let

A −→ B −→ C −→ ΣA

be a distinguished triangle in GH such that A and B belong to X. Since A is

globally connective the global functor π−1
(A) vanishes; since A belongs to X

the global functor π−1
(A ∧L Σ∞+ BglK) vanishes. Since −�π

0
(Σ∞+ BglK) is right

exact (by Remark 4.2.18), the upper row in the commutative diagram

(π
0
A)�π

0
(Σ∞+ BglK) //

��

(π
0
B)�π

0
(Σ∞+ BglK) //

��

(π
0
C)�π

0
(Σ∞+ BglK) //

��

0

π
0
(A ∧L Σ∞+ BglK) // π

0
(B ∧L Σ∞+ BglK) // π

0
(C ∧L Σ∞+ BglK) // 0

is exact. The lower row is exact because smashing with Σ∞+ BglK preserves

distinguished triangles. The two left vertical maps are isomorphisms because
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A and B belong to the class X. So the right vertical map is an isomorphism and

C belongs to X as well. Moreover, we have

π
0
(Σ∞+ BglG)� π

0
(Σ∞+ BglK) � A(G,−)�A(K,−)

� A(G × K,−) � π
0
(Σ∞+ Bgl(G × K))

by Proposition 4.2.5 and Remark C.11, and

(Σ∞+ BglG) ∧ (Σ∞+ BglK) � Σ∞+ (BglG ⊠ BglK) � Σ∞+ Bgl(G × K)

by Proposition 4.1.18, respectively by (1.3.5). This shows that the class X is

closed under sums and cones and contains the suspension spectra Σ∞+ BglG for

all compact Lie groups G. Proposition 4.4.13 then shows that X is the class of

all globally connective orthogonal spectra. This proves the proposition in the

special case Y = Σ∞+ BglK

Now we perform the same argument in the other variable. We fix a glob-

ally connective spectrum X and let Y denote the class of globally connective

orthogonal spectra Y such that X ∧L Y is globally connective and the natural

morphism of the proposition is an isomorphism of global functors. The classY
is again closed under sums and cones, by the same arguments as above. More-

over, for every compact Lie group K the suspension spectrum Σ∞+ BglK belongs

to the class Y by the previous paragraph. Again Proposition 4.4.13 shows that

Y is the class of all globally connective orthogonal spectra. �

The semifree orthogonal spectrum FG,V = O(V,−)/G generated by a G-

representation V was defined in Construction 4.1.23. Now we identify the func-

tor represented by FG,V in the global stable homotopy category. The element

(0, IdV ) ·G ∈ O(V,V)/G = FG,V (V)

is a G-fixed point, so the G-map

S V −→ O(V,V)/G ∧ S V = (FG,V ∧ S V )(V) , v 7−→ (0, IdV ) ·G ∧ (−v)

represents an equivariant homotopy class

aG,V ∈ πG
0 (FG,V ∧ S V ) . (4.4.16)

The π∗-isomorphism of orthogonal G-spectra λV
E

: E ∧ S V −→ shV E was de-

fined in (3.1.23); its value at an inner product space U is the opposite structure

map σ
op

U,V : E(U)∧ S V −→ E(U ⊕ V) = (shV E)(U). The following lemma is a

direct consequence of Proposition 3.1.25 (i).

Lemma 4.4.17. The morphism λV
FG,V

: FG,V ∧ S V −→ shV FG,V takes the ele-

ment aG,V to the class in πG
0

(shV FG,V ) that is represented by the G-fixed point

(0, IdV ) ·G of (shV FG,V )(0).
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We emphasize that the representative of aG,V involves the involution S − Id :

S V −→ S V , which represents a certain unit in the ring πG
0

(S) that squares

to 1. Lemma 4.4.17 is our reason for choosing this particular normalization.

We could remove the involution from the definition of aG,V , thereby changing

the class aG,V into εV (aG,V ), but then the unit would instead appear in other

formulas later on.

Theorem 4.4.18. Let G be a compact Lie group and V a faithful G-represen-

tation. Then the pair (FG,V , aG,V) represents the functor

GH −→ (sets) , E 7−→ πG
0 (E ∧ S V ) .

The semifree orthogonal spectrum FG,V is a compact object of the global stable

homotopy category GH .

Proof We define

bG,V = (λV
FG,V

)∗(aG,V ) ∈ πG
0 (shV FG,V ) ;

Lemma 4.4.17 shows that the class bG,V is represented by the G-fixed point

(0, IdV ) ·G ∈ O(V,V)/G = (shV FG,V )(0) .

Since the morphism λV
FG,V

is a π∗-isomorphism of orthogonal G-spectra, we

may thus show that the pair (FG,V , bG,V ) represents the functor

GH −→ (sets) , E 7−→ πG
0 (shV E) ,

i.e., for every orthogonal spectrum E the map

JFG,V , EK −→ πG
0 (shV E) , f 7−→ (shV f )∗(bG,V )

is bijective. Since both sides take global equivalences in E to bijections, we can

assume that E is a global Ω-spectrum. The orthogonal spectrum FG,V is flat,

and hence cofibrant in the global model structure. So the localization functor

induces a bijection

Sp(FG,V , E)/homotopy −→ JFG,V , EK

from the set of homotopy classes of morphisms of orthogonal spectra to the

set of morphisms in GH . By the freeness property, morphisms from FG,V to

E biject with G-fixed points of E(V), and homotopies correspond to paths of

G-fixed points. The composite

π0(E(V)G)
�−−→ JFG,V , EK

f 7→(shV f )∗(bG,V )
−−−−−−−−−−−−→ πG

0 (shV E)

is the stabilization map of the G-Ω-spectrum shV E, and hence bijective. Since

the left map and the composite are bijective, so is the evaluation map at the

class bG,V .
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Now we prove that FG,V is a compact object in GH . In the commutative

square

⊕
i∈IJFG,V , XiK //

��

JFG,V ,
⊕

i∈I XiK

��⊕
i∈Iπ

G
0

(Xi ∧ S V ) // πG
0

(∨
i∈I Xi ∧ S V

)

both vertical maps are evaluation at the class aG,V , which are isomorphisms by

part (i). The lower horizontal map is an isomorphism by Corollary 3.1.37 (i),

hence so is the upper horizontal map. This shows that FG,V is compact as an

object of the triangulated category GH . �

Now we construct certain distinguished triangles in the global stable homo-

topy category that arise from special representations of compact Lie groups G,

namely when G acts faithfully and transitively on the unit sphere. Equivalently,

we are looking for ways to present spheres as homogeneous spaces. The dis-

tinguished triangles relate two semifree orthogonal spectra for the compact Lie

group G and a semifree orthogonal spectrum for a closed subgroup H that oc-

curs as the stabilizer of a unit vector in the transitive faithful G-representation.

The main case we care about is G = O(m) acting tautologically on Rm with

stabilizer group H = O(m − 1). This special case will become relevant in Sec-

tion 6.1 when we analyze the rank filtration of the global Thom spectrum mO.

Similarly, we can let G = S O(m) act tautologically on Rm with stabilizer group

H = S O(m − 1), and this shows up in the rank filtration of the global Thom

spectrum mSO; here we need m ≥ 2, since S O(1) does not act transitively

on S (R). Other examples are U(m) or S U(m) (the latter for m ≥ 2) acting on

the underlying R-vector space of Cm, with stabilizer groups U(m − 1) respec-

tively S U(m− 1). Similarly, we can consider the tautological representation of

S p(m) on the underlyingR-vector space ofHm with stabilizer group S p(m−1).

These examples show up in the rank filtrations of the global Thom spectra mU,

mSU and mSp. There are also more exotic examples, such as the exceptional

Lie group G2, the group of R-algebra automorphism of the octonions O. Here

we take V as the tautological 7-dimensional representation on the imaginary

octonions, with stabilizer group isomorphic to S U(3). For a complete list of ex-

amples we refer the reader to [13, Ch. 7.B, Ex. 7.13] and the references given

therein.

Construction 4.4.19. We consider a representation V of a compact Lie group

G such that G acts faithfully and transitively on the unit sphere S (V). We

choose a unit vector v ∈ S (V) and let H be the stabilizer group of v. Then
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the underlying H-representation of V decomposes as

V = L ⊕ (R · v)

where L is the orthogonal complement of v. We use the letter L for this com-

plement because it essentially ‘is’ the tangent representation TeH(G/H). More

precisely, the differential at eH of the smooth G-equivariant embedding

G/H −→ V , gH 7−→ gv

is an H-equivariant linear isomorphism from TeH(G/H) onto L.

We define a based G-map

r : S V −→ O(L,V)/H = FH,L(V) (4.4.20)

by r(g · t · v) = g · ((t2 − 1)/t · v, incl) · H ,

where g ∈ G and t ∈ [0,∞]. We let

T : Σ∞+ BglG = Σ
∞
+ LG,V −→ FH,L

denote the adjoint of r. We define a morphism of orthogonal spectra

i : FH,L −→ sh FG,V

as the adjoint of the H-fixed point

ψ−1 ·G ∈ O(V, L ⊕ R)/G = (sh FG,V )(L) ,

where the H-equivariant isometry ψ : L⊕R � V is defined as ψ(x, t) = x+ t · v.

The value of the morphism i at an inner product space W is then the map

i(W) : FH,L(W) = O(L,W)/H −→ O(V,W ⊕ R)/G = (sh FG,V )(W)

(w, ϕ) · H 7−→ ((w, 0), (ϕ⊕ R) ◦ ψ−1) ·G .

We define a morphism of orthogonal spectra a : FG,V −→ Σ∞+ LG,V = Σ
∞
+ BglG

as the adjoint of the G-fixed point

0 ∧ Id ·G ∈ S V ∧ L(V,V)/G+ = (Σ∞+LG,V )(V) .

The morphism λX : X ∧ S 1 −→ sh X was defined in (3.1.23) and is a global

equivalence by Proposition 4.1.4 (i). The stable tautological class

eG = eG,V ∈ πG
0 (Σ∞+ BglG)

was defined in (4.1.12). In the next theorem we abuse notation and use the

same symbols for morphisms of orthogonal spectra and their images in the

global stable homotopy category.
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Theorem 4.4.21. Let G be a compact Lie group and V a G-representation

such that G acts faithfully and transitively on the unit sphere S (V); let H be

the stabilizer group of a unit vector of V.

(i) The sequence

FG,V
a−−→ Σ∞+ BglG

T−−→ FH,L

−λ−1
FG,V
◦i

−−−−−−−→ FG,V ∧ S 1

is a distinguished triangle in the global stable homotopy category.

(ii) The morphism T satisfies the relation

T∗(eG) = TrG
H(aH,L)

in the group πG
0

(FH,L).

Proof We consider the based map q : G/H+ −→ S 0 that sends G/H to the

non-basepoint. We identify the mapping cone of q with the sphere S V via the

G-equivariant homeomorphism

h : Cq � S V

that is induced by the map

G/H × [0, 1] −→ S V , (gH, x) 7−→ g · (1 − x)/x · v .

Under this identification the mapping cone inclusion i : S 0 −→ Cq becomes

the inclusion ι : {0,∞} = S 0 −→ S V , and the projection p : Cq −→ G/H+∧S 1

becomes the map

p ◦ h−1 : S V −→ G/H+ ∧ S 1 , g · t · v 7−→ gH ∧ (1 − t2)/t ,

where g ∈ G and t ∈ [0,∞]. The semifree functor FG,V takes mapping cone

sequences of based G-spaces to mapping cone sequences of orthogonal spectra,

so the sequence

FG,V (G/H+)
FG,V q
−−−−→ FG,V

FG,V ι−−−−→ FG,VS V
FG,V (p◦h−1)
−−−−−−−−→ FG,V (G/H+ ∧ S 1)

is a distinguished triangle in the global stable homotopy category.

We define a morphism Λ : FG,V (G/H+ ∧ S 1) −→ FH,L as the adjoint of the

G-map

G/H+ ∧ S 1 −→ O(L,V)/H = FH,L(V)

gH ∧ t 7−→ g · (−t · v, incl) · H .

The morphism Λ is the composite of an isomorphism FG,V (G/H+ ∧ S 1) �

FH,L⊕RS 1 and the morphism λH,L,R : FH,L⊕RS 1 −→ FH,L defined in (4.1.28).
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The morphism λH,L,R is a global equivalence by Theorem 4.1.29, hence Λ is a

global equivalence as well. The composite

Σ∞+ BglG
untwist−1

−−−−−−→ FG,VS V
FH,L (p◦h−1)
−−−−−−−−→ FG,V (G/H+ ∧ S 1)

Λ−−→ FH,L

coincides with the morphism T , by direct inspection of the effects at the inner

product space V .

Our next claim is that the following diagram of orthogonal spectra com-

mutes up to homotopy:

FG,V (G/H+) ∧ S 1
(FG,V q)∧S 1

//

Λ

��

FG,V ∧ S 1

λFG,V

��
FH,L

i
// sh FG,V

(4.4.22)

The representing property of FG,V reduces this to evaluating the square at V

and showing that the two resulting G-maps from G/H+ ∧ S 1 to (sh FG,V )(V)

are equivariantly homotopic. Since G-maps out of G/H correspond to H-fixed

points, this in turn reduces to the claim that the two maps

S 1 −→ (O(V,V ⊕ R)/G)H = ((sh FG,V )(V))H

that send t ∈ S 1 to

((−t · v, 0), i0) ·G respectively ((0, t), i1) ·G

are based homotopic, where i0, i1 : V −→ V ⊕ R are given by

i0(x) = (x − 〈x, v〉 · v, 〈x, v〉) respectively i1(x) = (x, 0) .

A homotopy that witnesses this is

S 1 × [0, 1] −→ (O(V,V ⊕ R)/G)H

(t, s) 7−→ ((−t · cos(πs/2) · v, t · sin(πs/2)), is) ·G ,

with

is : V −→ V ⊕R , is(x) = (x+ (sin(πs/2)− 1) · 〈x, v〉 · v, cos(πs/2) · 〈x, v〉) .

This shows the claim that the square (4.4.22) is homotopy commutative.

So altogether we have produced a commutative diagram in the global stable

homotopy category:

FG,V

FG,V ι // FG,V S V

untwist �

��

FG,V (p◦h−1) // FG,V (G/H+ ∧ S 1)

Λ∼
��

−(FG,V q∧S 1)// FG,V ∧ S 1

λFG,V∼
��

FG,V a
// Σ∞+ BglG

T
// FH,L −i

// sh FG,V
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The upper sequence is obtained by rotating a distinguished triangle, so it is

distinguished. Since all vertical morphisms are isomorphisms in GH , we con-

clude that the sequence (a, T,−λ−1
FG,V
◦ i) is a distinguished triangle in GH .

It remains to analyze the effect of the morphism T on the stable tautological

class eG. We consider the wide G-equivariant embedding

G/H −→ V , gH 7−→ gv .

This embedding was already used to identify the tangent space TeH(G/H) at

the preferred coset with the subspace L inside V; the inclusion L −→ V corre-

sponds to the differential at eH. The orthogonal complement of L is precisely

the line spanned by the vector v, and the subgroup H acts trivially on this com-

plement.

As described more generally in Construction 3.2.7, the wide embedding

gives rise to a G-equivariant Thom-Pontryagin collapse map (3.2.10)

c : S V −→ G/H+ ∧ S 1 .

In the more general context of an arbitrary closed subgroup, the target of the

collapse map is G⋉H S V−L; but in our situation H acts trivially on R ·v = V−L,

so we can (and will) identify V − L with R via x 7→ 〈x, v〉. The collapse map c

sends the origin and all vectors of length at least 2 to the basepoint; if x ∈ V

satisfies 0 < |x| < 2, then x = g · t · v for some g ∈ G and t ∈ (0, 2). The collapse

map c sends such a vector x to

gH ∧ t − 1

1 − |t − 1| ∈ G/H+ ∧ S 1 .

Now we calculate the class TrG
H(aH,L). We factor the external transfer G ⋉H

− : πG
0

(E ∧ S L) −→ πG
0

(G ⋉H E) as the composite

πH
0 (E ∧ S L)

(λL
E

)∗−−−→ πH
0 (shL E)

G⊠H−−−−−→ πG
0 (G ⋉H E) .

Here λL
E

: E ∧ S L −→ shL E is the morphism of orthogonal H-spectra defined

in (3.1.23); the second homomorphism is a variation of the external transfer,

and is defined as follows. We let U be an H-representation and f : S U −→
E(U ⊕ L) = (shL E)(U) an H-equivariant based map that represents a class in

πH
0

(shL E). By enlarging U, if necessary, we can assume that it is the underlying

H-representation of a G-representation. We denote by f ⋄ R the composite H-

map

S U ∧ S 1 f∧S 1

−−−−→ E(U ⊕ L) ∧ S 1
σ

op

U⊕L,R−−−−−→ E(U ⊕ L ⊕ R)
E(U⊕ψ)
−−−−−−→
�

E(U ⊕ V) .
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The class G⊠H 〈 f 〉 in πG
0

(G ⋉H E) is then represented by the composite G-map

S U⊕V S U∧c−−−−−→ S U ∧ (G/H+ ∧ S 1)
shear−−−→
�

G ⋉H (S U ∧ S 1)

G⋉H ( f⋄R)
−−−−−−−→ G ⋉H E(U ⊕ V) � (G ⋉H E)(U ⊕ V) .

The relation G⊠H ((λL
E

)∗〈 f 〉) = G⋉H 〈 f 〉 is straightforward from the definitions.

By Lemma 4.4.17, the class (λL
FH,L

)∗(aH,L) is represented by the H-fixed point

(0, IdL) · H ∈ O(L, L)/H = (shL FH,L)(0) .

So the class TrG
H(aH,L) = act∗(G ⊠H ((λL

FH,L
)∗(aH,L))) is represented by the com-

posite G-map

S V c−−→ G/H+ ∧ S 1 G⋉H ((0,IdL)H⋄R)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ G ⋉H (O(L,V)/H)
act−−→ O(L,V)/H .

Expanding all the definitions identifies this composite as the map

S V −→ O(L,V)/H , g · t · v 7−→ g · (ξ(t) · v, incl) · H ,

for g ∈ G and t ∈ [0,∞], with

ξ : [0,∞] −→ S 1 , ξ(t) =


t−1

1−|t−1| if t ∈ (0, 2), and

∗ else.

The function ξ is homotopic, relative to {0,∞}, to the function sending t to (t2−
1)/t. Any relative homotopy between these two functions induces a based G-

equivariant homotopy between the representative of the class TrG
H(aH,L) and the

map r defined in (4.4.20). So r itself is a representative of the class TrG
H(aH,L).

Since T : Σ∞+ BglG −→ FH,L is adjoint to the G-map r, we deduce the desired

relation TrG
H(aH,L) = [r] = T∗(eG). �

Part (ii) of Theorem 4.4.21 can be interpreted as saying that for global sta-

ble homotopy types, the morphism of orthogonal spectra T : Σ∞+ BglG −→
FH,L represents the dimension shifting transfer from H to G. Indeed, the pair

(Σ∞+ BglG, eG) represents the functor πG
0

(by Theorem 4.4.3 (i)), and the pair

(FH,L, aH,L) represents the functor πH
0

(−∧ S L) (by Theorem 4.4.18). Naturality

of transfers then promotes the relation T∗(eG) = TrG
H(aH,L) to a commutative

diagram:

JFH,L, EK JT,EK //

f 7→ f∗(aH,L) �

��

JΣ∞+ BglG, EK

f 7→ f∗(eG )�

��
πH

0
(E ∧ S L)

TrG
H

// πG
0

(E)
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4.5 Change of families

In this section we compare the global stable homotopy categories for two dif-

ferent global families F and E, where we suppose that F ⊆ E. Then every

E-equivalence is also an F -equivalence, so we get a ‘forgetful’ functor on the

homotopy categories

U = UEF : GHE −→ GHF

from the universal property of localizations. The global model structures are

stable, so the two global homotopy categories GHE and GHF have preferred

triangulated structures, and the forgetful functor is canonically an exact func-

tor of triangulated categories. We show in Theorem 4.5.1 that this forgetful

functor has a left and a right adjoint, both fully faithful, and that this data is

part of a recollement of triangulated categories. If the global families E and

F are multiplicative, then the smash product of orthogonal spectra can be de-

rived to symmetric monoidal products on GHE and on GHF (see Corollary

4.3.26). The forgetful functor is strongly monoidal with respect to these de-

rived smash products. Indeed, the derived smash product in GHE can be cal-

culated by flat approximation up to E-equivalence; every E-equivalence is also

an F -equivalence, so these flat approximations can also be used to calculate

the derived smash product in GHF . Theorem 4.5.1 below also exhibits sym-

metric monoidal structures on the two adjoints of the forgetful functor.

The special case with F the trivial global family allows a quick calcula-

tion of the Picard group of GHE, with the possibly disappointing answer that

it is free abelian of rank 1, generated by the suspension of the global sphere

spectrum (see Theorem 4.5.5). Propositions 4.5.8 and 4.5.16 provide charac-

terizations of the global homotopy types in the image of the left and right

adjoints. As we explain in Example 4.5.19, the ‘absolute’ right adjoint from

the non-equivariant to the full global stable homotopy category models Borel

cohomology theories. Construction 4.5.21 exhibits a particularly nice lift of

the global Borel functor to the pointset level, i.e., a lax symmetric monoidal

endofunctor of the category of orthogonal spectra.

In Theorem 4.5.24 we relate the global stable homotopy category to the G-

equivariant stable homotopy category G-SH for a fixed compact Lie group G.

There is another forgetful functor GH −→ G-SH which is an exact functor

of triangulated categories and has both a left adjoint and a right adjoint. Here,

however, the adjoints are not fully faithful as soon as the group G is non-trivial.

The global family F in of finite groups is an important example to which

the discussion of this section applies. We will show that rationally, the associ-

ated F in-global stable homotopy category admits an algebraic model: Theo-

rem 4.5.29 provides a chain of Quillen equivalences between the category of
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orthogonal spectra with the rational F in-global model structure and the cat-

egory of chain complexes of rational global functors on finite groups. Under

this equivalence, the homotopy group global functor for spectra corresponds

to the homology group global functor for complexes.

The algebraic model can be simplified further. Rational G-Mackey functors

for a fixed finite group naturally split into contributions indexed by conjugacy

classes of subgroups, see Proposition 3.4.18. While the analogous global con-

text is not semisimple, the category of rational F in-global functors is equiva-

lent to a simpler one, namely contravariant functors from the category Out of

finite groups and conjugacy classes of epimorphisms to Q-vector spaces, by

Theorem 4.5.35 below. So rational F in-global stable homotopy theory is also

modeled by the complexes of such functors. Under the composite equivalence,

the geometric fixed point homotopy group functors for spectra corresponds to

the homology group Out-functors for complexes, see Corollary 4.5.37.

Theorem 4.5.1. Let F and E be two global families such that F ⊆ E.

(i) The forgetful functor

U : GHE −→ GHF
has a left adjoint L and a right adjoint R, and both adjoints are fully

faithful.

(ii) If the global families E and F are multiplicative, then the right adjoint

has a preferred lax symmetric monoidal structure (RA) ∧LE (RB) −→
R(A ∧LF B).

(iii) If the global families E and F are multiplicative, then the left adjoint has

a preferred strong symmetric monoidal structure, i.e., a natural isomor-

phism between L(A ∧LF B) and (LA) ∧LE (LB).

Proof By Proposition 4.3.22 the categories GHE and GHF have infinite

sums and infinite products, and the forgetful functor preserves both.

(i) As spelled out in Corollary 4.4.5 (v), the existence of the left adjoint is a

formal consequence of the fact that GHE is compactly generated and that the

functor U preserves products. But instead of arguing by hand that U preserves

products, we give an alternative construction of the left adjoint by model cate-

gory theory. Indeed, it is immediate from the definitions ofF -equivalences and

F -global fibrations that the identity functor is a right Quillen functor from the

E-global to the F -global model structure. So its derived functor has a (derived)

left adjoint L : GHF −→ GHE, see for example [134, I.4, Thm. 3] or [80,

Lemma 1.3.10]. Since the right Quillen functor (i.e., the identity) preserves all

weak equivalences, the adjunction unit A −→ U(LA) is an isomorphism in the

F -global homotopy category. So the left adjoint is fully faithful.
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By Proposition 4.3.22 sums in both GHE and GHF are represented by the

wedge of orthogonal spectra. So the forgetful functor U preserves sums. As

spelled out in Corollary 4.4.5 (iv), the existence of the right adjoint is then a

formal consequence of the fact that GHE is compactly generated.

The fact that R is fully faithful is also a formal consequence of properties of

the adjoint pair (L,U). As we saw above, the adjunction unit ηA : A −→ U(LA)

is an isomorphism for every object A of GHF . So the map

(ηA)∗ : JU(LA), XKF −→ JA, XKF

is bijective for every object X of GHF . The adjunction (U,R) lets us rewrite

the left hand side as JLA,RXKE, and the adjunction (L,U) lets us rewrite this

further to JA,U(RX)KF . Under these substitutions, the map (ηA)∗ becomes the

map induced by the adjunction counit ǫX : U(RX) −→ X. This adjunction

counit is thus a natural isomorphism, and so R is also fully faithful.

(ii) The lax monoidal structure of the right adjoint R is a formal consequence

of the strong monoidal structure of the forgetful functor U. Indeed, for every

pair of orthogonal spectra A and B this strong monoidal structure and the ad-

junction counits provide a morphism

U
(
(RA) ∧LE (RB)

)
� U(RA) ∧LF U(RB)

ǫA∧LǫB−−−−−→ A ∧LF B

whose adjoint (RA) ∧LE (RB) −→ R(A ∧LF B) is associative, commutative and

unital.

(iii) The strong symmetric monoidal structure on U and the adjunction units

provide a morphism

A ∧LF B
ηA∧LηB−−−−−→ U(LA) ∧LF U(LB) � U

(
(LA) ∧LE (LB)

)

whose adjoint λA,B : L(A ∧LF B) −→ (LA) ∧LE (LB) is associative, commuta-

tive and unital. We claim that the morphism λA,B is in fact an isomorphism in

GHE (and hence it can be turned around). We can assume that A and B are F -

cofibrant so that LA = A and LB = B. Since F is multiplicative, the pointset

level smash product A ∧ B is again F -cofibrant by Proposition 4.3.24 (i). So

the value of the left adjoint L on A ∧ B is also given by A ∧ B. �

Remark 4.5.2 (Recollements). Theorem 4.5.1 implies that for all pairs of

nested global families F ⊆ E the diagram of triangulated categories and exact

functors

GH(E;F )
i∗ // GHE U //

i!

ii

i∗

uu
GHF

R

ii

L
uu
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is a recollement in the sense of [10, Sec. 1.4]. Here GH(E;F ) denotes the ‘E-

global homotopy category with support outside F ’, i.e., the full subcategory

of GHE of spectra all of whose F -equivariant homotopy groups vanish. The

functor i∗ : GH(E;F ) −→ GHE is the inclusion, and i∗ (respectively i!) is a

left adjoint (respectively right adjoint) of i∗.

Remark 4.5.3. In Theorem 4.5.1 the left adjoint L : GHF −→ GHE of the

forgetful functor U : GHE −→ GHF is obtained as the total left derived

functor of the identity functor on orthogonal spectra with respect to change

of model structure from the F -global to the E-global model structure. So one

can calculate the value of the left adjoint L on an orthogonal spectrum X by

choosing any cofibrant replacement in theF -global model structure, i.e., anF -

equivalence XF −→ X with F -cofibrant source. The global homotopy type (so

in particular the E-global homotopy type) of XF is then well-defined. Indeed,

since the identity is a left Quillen functor from the F -global to the global

model structure (the special case E = All), every acyclic cofibration in the

F -global model structure is a global equivalence. Ken Brown’s lemma (see

the proof of [29, I.4 Lemma 1], [80, Lemma 1.1.12] or [78, Cor. 7.7.2]) then

implies that every F -equivalence between F -cofibrant orthogonal spectra is a

global equivalence.

It seems worth spelling out the extreme case when F = 〈e〉 is the minimal

global family of trivial groups and when E = All is the maximal global family

of all compact Lie groups: An orthogonal spectrum X is 〈e〉-cofibrant if for ev-

ery m ≥ 0 the latching morphism LmX −→ X(Rm) is an O(m)-cofibration and

O(m) acts freely on the complement of the image. These are precisely the or-

thogonal spectra called ‘q-cofibrant’ in [107]. So every non-equivariant stable

equivalence between q-cofibrant orthogonal spectra is a global equivalence.

The formal properties of the change-of-family functors established in The-

orem 4.5.1 facilitate an easy and rather formal argument to identify the Picard

group of the global stable homotopy category. The result is that there are no

‘exotic’ invertible objects, i.e., the only smash invertible objects of GH are

the suspensions and desuspensions of the global sphere spectrum. The same is

true more generally for the F -global stable homotopy category relative to any

multiplicative global family F , see Theorem 4.5.5 below.

We recall that an object X of a monoidal category (C,�, I) is invertible if

there is another object Y such that both X�Y and Y�X are isomorphic to

the unit object I. If the isomorphism classes of invertible objects form a set,

then the Picard group Pic(C) is this set, with the group structure induced by

the monoidal product. Every strong monoidal functor between monoidal cat-

egories takes invertible objects to invertible objects, and thus induces a group

homomorphism of Picard groups.
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Part of the calculation of Pic(GH) involves a very general argument that we

spell out explicitly.

Proposition 4.5.4. Let (C,�, I) be a monoidal category, P : C −→ C a strong

monoidal functor and ǫ : P −→ IdC a monoidal transformation such that

ǫI : PI −→ I is an isomorphism. Then the induced endomorphism

Pic(P) : Pic(C) −→ Pic(C)

is the identity.

Proof We let X be any invertible object, and Y an inverse of X. Since ǫ is a

monoidal transformation, the composite

(PX)�(PY)
�−−→ P(X�Y)

ǫX�Y−−−→ X�Y

agrees with the morphism ǫX�ǫY , where the first isomorphism is the strong

monoidal structure on P. Since X�Y is isomorphic to the unit object and ǫI is

an isomorphism, the morphism ǫX�Y is also an isomorphism. So the composite

ǫX�ǫY is an isomorphism. Since

ǫX�ǫY = (X�ǫY) ◦ (ǫX�PY) = (ǫX�Y) ◦ (PX�ǫY)

we conclude that ǫX�PY has a left inverse and ǫX�Y has a right inverse. Since

Y and PY are invertible objects, the functors −�Y and −�PY are equivalences

of categories, so already ǫX : PX −→ X has both a left and a right inverse. So

ǫX is an isomorphism, and hence Pic(P)[X] = [PX] = [X]. �

Now we have all necessary ingredients to determine the Picard group of the

F -global stable homotopy category.

Theorem 4.5.5. For every multiplicative global family F , the Picard group of

the F -global stable homotopy category is free abelian of rank 1, generated by

the suspension of the global sphere spectrum.

Proof The forgetful functor

U = UF〈e〉 : GHF −→ GH 〈e〉 = SH

to the non-equivariant stable homotopy category and its left adjoint

L : SH −→ GHF

both have strong monoidal structures, the latter by Theorem 4.5.1 (iii). More-

over, the adjunction counit ǫ : LU −→ Id is a monoidal transformation, and the

morphism ǫS : L(US) −→ S is an isomorphism. We apply Proposition 4.5.4
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to the composite endofunctor LU of GHF and conclude that the composite

homomorphism

Pic(GHF )
Pic(U)−−−−→ Pic(SH)

Pic(L)−−−−→ Pic(GHF )

is the identity. In particular, the homomorphism Pic(U) induced by the forget-

ful functor is injective. The Picard group of the non-equivariant stable homo-

topy category is free abelian of rank 1, generated by the suspension of the non-

equivariant sphere spectrum. This generator is the image of the suspension of

the global sphere spectrum. So the homomorphism Pic(U) is surjective, hence

an isomorphism. So Pic(GHF ) is also free abelian of rank 1, generated by the

suspension of the global sphere spectrum. �

Now we develop criteria that characterize global homotopy types in the es-

sential image of one of the adjoints to a forgetful change-of-family functor.

The following terminology is convenient here.

Definition 4.5.6. Let F be a global family. An orthogonal spectrum is left

induced from F if it is in the essential image of the left adjoint LF : GHF −→
GH . Similarly, an orthogonal spectrum is right induced from F if it is in the

essential image of the right adjoint RF : GHF −→ GH .

We start with a criterion, for certain ‘reflexive’ global families, that charac-

terizes the left induced homotopy types in terms of geometric fixed points.

Definition 4.5.7. A global family F is reflexive if for every compact Lie group

K there is a compact Lie group uK, belonging to F , and a continuous homo-

morphism p : K −→ uK that is initial among continuous homomorphisms

from K to groups in F .

In other words, F is reflexive if and only if the inclusion into the category of

all compact Lie groups has a left adjoint. As always with adjoints, the universal

pair (uK, p) is then unique up to unique isomorphism under K. Moreover, the

universal homomorphism p : K −→ uK is necessarily surjective. Indeed, the

image of p is a closed subgroup of uK, hence also in the global family F .

So if the image of p were strictly smaller than K, then p would not be initial

among morphisms into groups from F . Some examples of reflexive global

families are the minimal global family 〈e〉 of trivial groups, the global family

F in of finite groups and the global family of abelian compact Lie groups. The

maximal family of all compact Lie groups is also reflexive, but in this case the

following proposition has no content.

A reflexive global familyF is in particular multiplicative. Indeed, for G,K ∈
F the projections pG : G × K −→ G and pK : G × K −→ K factor through
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continuous homomorphisms qG : u(G × K) −→ G respectively qK : u(G ×
K) −→ K. The composite

G × K
p
−−→ u(G × K)

(qG ,qK)
−−−−−→ G × K

is then the identity, so the universal homomorphism p : G ×K −→ u(G ×K) is

injective. Since u(G × K) belongs to F , so does G × K.

Proposition 4.5.8. Let F be a reflexive global family. Then an orthogonal

spectrum X is left induced from F if and only if for every compact Lie group

K the inflation map

p∗ : ΦuK
∗ (X) −→ ΦK

∗ (X)

associated to the universal morphism p : K −→ uK is an isomorphism between

the geometric fixed point homotopy groups for uK and K.

Proof We let X be the full subcategory of GH consisting of the orthogonal

spectra X such that for every compact Lie group K the inflation map p∗ :

ΦuK
∗ (X) −→ ΦK

∗ (X) is an isomorphism. We need to show that X coincides with

the class of spectra left induced from F .

Geometric fixed point homotopy groups commute with sums and take exact

triangles to long exact sequences. So X is closed under sums and triangles, i.e.,

it is a localizing subcategory of the global homotopy category. Now we claim

that for every group G in F the suspension spectrum of the global classifying

space BglG belongs to X. Since p : K −→ uK is initial among morphisms

into groups from F , precomposition with p is a bijection between the sets of

conjugacy classes of homomorphisms into G; moreover, the image of a homo-

morphism α : uK −→ G agrees with the image of α ◦ p : K −→ G, because p

is surjective. Proposition 1.5.12 (i) identifies the fixed points of the orthogonal

space BglG as a disjoint union, over conjugacy classes of homomorphisms, of

centralizers of images. So the restriction map along p is a weak equivalence of

fixed points spaces

p∗ :
(
(BglG)(UuK)

)uK
=

(
(BglG)(UuK)

)K ≃
(
(BglG)(UK)

)K
.

Geometric fixed points commute with suspension spectra (see Example 3.3.3),

in the sense of an isomorphism

ΦK
∗ (Σ∞+ BglG) � πe

∗

(
Σ∞+

(
(BglG)(UK)

)K
)
,

natural for inflation maps. So together this implies the claim for the suspension

spectrum of BglG.

Now we have shown that X is a localizing subcategory of the global stable

homotopy category that contains the suspension spectra of global classifying
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spaces of all groups in F . The left adjoint L : GHF −→ GH is fully faith-

ful and GHF is generated by the suspension spectra of the global classifying

spaces in F (by Theorem 4.4.3). So L : GHF −→ GH is an equivalence onto

the full triangulated subcategory generated by the suspension spectra Σ∞+ BglG

for all G ∈ F . So the image of L is contained in X.

Now suppose that conversely X is an orthogonal spectrum in X. The adjunc-

tion counit ǫX : L(UX) −→ X is an F -equivalence, so it induces isomorphisms

of geometric fixed point groups for all groups in F . By the hypothesis on X

and naturality of the inflation maps p∗, the morphism ǫX induces isomorphisms

of geometric fixed point homotopy groups for all compact Lie groups. So ǫX is

a global equivalence, and in particular X is left induced from F . �

Remark 4.5.9. The same proof as in Proposition 4.5.8 yields the following

relative version of the proposition. We let F ⊂ E be global families and assume

that F is reflexive relative to E, i.e., for every compact Lie group K from the

family E there is a compact Lie group uK, belonging to F , and a continuous

homomorphism p : K −→ uK that is initial among homomorphisms to groups

in F . Then an orthogonal spectrum X is in the essential image of the relative

left adjoint L : GHF −→ GHE if and only if for every compact Lie group K

in E the universal morphism p : K −→ uK induces isomorphisms

p∗ : ΦuK
∗ (X) −→ ΦK

∗ (X)

between the geometric fixed point homotopy groups of uK and K.

Example 4.5.10. The minimal global family F = 〈e〉 of trivial groups is re-

flexive, and the unique morphism K −→ e to any trivial group is universal.

So Proposition 4.5.8 characterizes the global homotopy types in the essential

image of the left adjoint L : SH = GH 〈e〉 −→ GH from the non-equivariant

stable homotopy category to the global stable homotopy category: an orthog-

onal spectrum X is left induced from the trivial family if and only if for every

compact Lie group K the unique homomorphism pK : K −→ e induces an

isomorphism

p∗K : Φe
∗(X) −→ ΦK

∗ (X) .

The geometric fixed point homotopy groups Φe
∗(X) with respect to the trivial

group are isomorphic to πe
∗(X), the stable homotopy groups of the underlying

non-equivariant spectrum. So the global homotopy types in the essential image

of the left adjoint L : SH −→ GH are precisely the orthogonal spectra with

‘constant geometric fixed points’.

Here are some specific examples of left induced global homotopy types.

Example 4.5.11 (Suspension spectra). The global sphere spectrum S and the
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suspension spectrum of every based space are left induced from the trivial

global family 〈e〉. Indeed, geometric fixed points commute with suspension

spectra in the following sense: if A has trivial G-action, then

π∗(Σ
∞A) � ΦG

∗ (Σ∞A) ,

compare Example 3.3.3. So the suspension spectrum Σ∞A has ‘constant geo-

metric fixed points’, and it is left induced from the trivial family by the criterion

of Example 4.5.10.

Example 4.5.12 (Global classifying spaces and semifree orthogonal spectra).

If G is a compact Lie group from a global family F , then the suspension spec-

trum of the global classifying space BglG is left induced from F . To see this,

we can refer to the proof of Proposition 4.5.8; alternatively, we may show that

Σ∞+ BglG is F -cofibrant, i.e., has the left lifting property with respect to mor-

phisms that are both F -level equivalences and F -level fibrations. We recall

that BglG = LG,V = L(V,−)/G is a semifree orthogonal space, where V is any

faithful G-representation. So morphisms Σ∞+ BglG −→ X of orthogonal spectra

biject with continuous based G-maps S V −→ X(V); since S V can be given the

structure of a based G-CW-complex, it has the left lifting property with respect

to G-weak equivalences that are also G-fibrations, and the claim follows by

adjointness.

The same kind of reasoning shows that the semifree orthogonal spectra FG,V

introduced in Construction 4.1.23 are left induced fromF whenever G belongs

to F and V is a faithful G-representation.

Example 4.5.13 (Γ-spaces). We let Γ denote the category whose objects are

the based sets n+ = {0, 1, . . . , n}, with basepoint 0, and with morphisms all

based maps. A Γ-space is a functor from Γ to the category of based spaces

which is reduced (i.e., the value at 0+ is a one-point space).

A Γ-space F : Γ −→ T∗ can be extended to a continuous functor on the

category of based spaces by a coend construction

F(K) =

∫ n+∈Γ
F(n+) × Kn ; (4.5.14)

here K is a based space and we use that Kn = map∗(n+,K) is contravariantly

functorial in n+. We refer to the extended functor as the prolongation of F

and denote it by the same letter. This abuse of notation is justified by the fact

that the value of the prolongation at n+ is canonically homeomorphic to the

original value, see Remark B.23. The coend can be calculated by a familiar

quotient space construction in the ambient category of all topological spaces,

compare Proposition B.26: F(K) can be obtained from the disjoint union of the

spaces F(n+)×Kn, for n ≥ 0, by dividing out the equivalence relation generated
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by

(F(α)(x); k1, . . . , kn) ∼ (x; kα(1), . . . , kα(m))

for all x ∈ F(m+), all (k1, . . . , kn) in Kn, and all morphisms α : m+ −→ n+ in

Γ. Here kα(i) is to be interpreted as the basepoint of K whenever α(i) = 0. The

non-obvious fact, proved in Proposition B.26 (ii), is that this quotient space is

automatically compactly generated, and hence a coend in the category T∗.

We write [x; k1, . . . , kn] for the equivalence class of a tuple (x; k1, . . . , kn) ∈
F(n+) × Kn in F(K). The prolongation is continuous and comes with a contin-

uous, based assembly map

α : K ∧ F(L) −→ F(K ∧ L) , α(k ∧ [x; l1, . . . , ln]) = [x; k ∧ l1, . . . , k ∧ ln] .

The assembly map is natural in all three variables and associative and unital.

We can now define an orthogonal spectrum F(S) by evaluating the Γ-space

F on spheres. In other words, the value of F(S) at an inner product space V is

F(S)(V) = F(S V)

and the structure map σV,W : S V ∧ F(S)(W) −→ F(S)(V ⊕W) is the assembly

map for K = S V and L = S W , followed by the effect of F on the canonical

homeomorphism S V ∧ S W
� S V⊕W . The O(V)-action on F(S)(V) is via the

action on S V and the continuous functoriality of F.

Proposition 4.5.15. Let F be a Γ-space and G a compact Lie group.

(i) The projection p : G −→ π0G = Ḡ to the group of path components

induces an isomorphism of geometric fixed point homotopy groups

p∗ : ΦḠ
∗ (F(S)) −→ ΦG

∗ (F(S))

of the orthogonal spectrum F(S).

(ii) The orthogonal spectrum F(S) obtained by evaluation of F on spheres is

left induced from the global family F in of finite groups.

Proof (i) If G is connected, then for every based G-space K the map F(KG) −→
(F(K))G induced by the fixed point inclusion KG −→ K is a homeomorphism

by Proposition B.42, where G acts trivially on the Γ-space F. We can calculate

G-fixed points by first taking fixed points with respect to the normal subgroup

G◦ (the path component of the identity) and then fixed points with respect to

the quotient Ḡ = G/G◦ = π0G. So for k ≥ 0, the G-geometric fixed points of
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the orthogonal spectrum F(S) can be rewritten as

ΦG
k (F(S)) = colimV∈s(UG ) [S VG⊕Rk

, F(S V)G]

� colimV∈s(UG ) [(S VG◦⊕Rk

)Ḡ, F(S VG◦
)Ḡ]

� colimW∈s(UḠ ) [S WḠ⊕Rk

, F(S W)Ḡ] = ΦḠ
k (F(S)) .

The third step uses that (UG)G◦ is a complete universe for the finite group Ḡ

and as V runs through s(UG), the G◦-fixed points VG◦ exhaust (UG)G◦ . The

composite isomorphism is inverse to the inflation map p∗. The argument for

k < 0 is similar.

(ii) The global familyF in of finite groups is reflexive, and for every compact

Lie group K the projection K −→ π0K to the finite group of path components

is universal with respect to F in. Part (i) verifies the geometric fixed point cri-

terion, so by Proposition 4.5.8 the orthogonal spectrum F(S) is left induced

from the global family of finite groups. �

Now we look more closely at right induced global homotopy types. For a

global family F and a compact Lie group G we denote by F ∩G the family of

those closed subgroups of G that belong to F , and E(F ∩G) is a universal G-

space for the family F ∩G. We also need the equivariant cohomology theory

represented by an orthogonal spectrum X. If A is a G-space, we define the

G-cohomology Xk
G

(A) as

Xk
G(A) = JΣ∞+ LG,V A, X[k]K ,

the group of degree k maps inGH from the suspension spectrum of the semifree

orthogonal space LG,V A to X. Here V is an implicitly chosen faithful G-repre-

sentation. By the adjunction between the global stable homotopy category and

the G-equivariant stable homotopy category that we discuss in Theorem 4.5.24

below, the group Xk
G

(A) is isomorphic to the value at A of the G-cohomology

theory represented by the underlying G-spectrum XG.

Proposition 4.5.16. An orthogonal spectrum X is right induced from a global

family F if and only if for every compact Lie group G and every cofibrant

G-space A the map

X∗G(A) −→ X∗G(A × E(F ∩G))

induced by the projection A × E(F ∩G) −→ A is an isomorphism.

Proof For every G-space A the projection from A × E(F ∩ G) to A is an

(F ∩G)-equivalence; moreover, if A is cofibrant, then the source is (F ∩ G)-

projective, so the suspension spectrum of the semifree orthogonal space

Σ∞+ LG,V (A × E(F ∩G))
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is left induced from the global family F . This implies that

LF (UF (Σ∞+LG,V A)) � Σ∞+ LG,V (A × E(F ∩G))

in the global stable homotopy category. Hence

Xk
G(A×E(F ∩G)) = JΣ∞+ LG,V (A × E(F ∩G)), X[k]K

� JLF (UF (Σ∞+ LG,V A)), X[k]K � JΣ∞+ LG,V A,RF (UF (X))[k]K .

for every orthogonal spectrum X. Under this composite isomorphism, the map

of the proposition becomes the map

Xk
G(A) = JΣ∞+ LG,V A, X[k]K −→ JΣ∞+ LG,V A,RF (UF (X))[k]K

induced by the adjunction unit X −→ RF (UF (X)).

If X is right induced from F , then this adjunction unit is an isomorphism,

hence so is the map X∗
G

(A) −→ X∗
G

(A × E(F ∩G)). If, on the other hand, this

map is an isomorphism for all G-spaces A, then for A = ∗ we deduce that the

map

JΣ∞+ BglG, X[k]K −→ JΣ∞+ BglG,RF (UF (X))[k]K

is an isomorphism. Since the suspension spectrum of BglG represents πG
0

(by

Theorem 4.4.3 (i)), this shows that the adjunction unit X −→ RF (UF (X)) is a

global equivalence. So X is right induced from F . �

Remark 4.5.17. Essentially the same proof also shows the following relative

version of Proposition 4.5.16. We let F ⊆ E be two nested global families.

Then an orthogonal spectrum X is in the essential image of the relative right

adjoint R : GHF −→ GHE if and only if for every group G in E and every

cofibrant G-space A the map

X∗G(A) −→ X∗G(A × E(F ∩G))

induced by the projection A × E(F ∩G) −→ A is an isomorphism.

Example 4.5.18. We let X be a global Ω-spectrum with the property that for

every inner product space V , the O(V)-space X(V) is cofree, i.e., for some

(hence any) universal free O(V)-space E the map

const : X(V) −→ map(E, X(V))

that sends a point to the corresponding constant map is an O(V)-weak equiva-

lence. We claim that then the orthogonal spectrum X is right induced from the

trivial global family 〈e〉. We use the criterion of Proposition 4.5.16 and show

that for every compact Lie group G, every cofibrant G-space A and every in-

teger k the map Xk
G

(Π) induced by the projection Π : A × EG −→ A is an

isomorphism.
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We start with the case k = 0. We let V be any faithful G-representation. The

projection Π is a weak equivalence of underlying non-equivariant spaces, and

source and target are cofibrant as G-spaces. So the G-map

S V ∧ Π+ : S V ∧ (A × EG)+ −→ S V ∧ A+

is also a weak equivalence of underlying non-equivariant spaces, and source

and target are G-cofibrant in the based sense. Since X(V) is cofree as an O(V)-

space, it is also cofree as a G-space, where G acts via the representation homo-

morphism G −→ O(V). So the induced map

[S V ∧Π+, X(V)]G : [S V ∧ A+, X(V)]G −→ [S V ∧ (A × EG)+, X(V)]G

is bijective. Since X is a global Ω-spectrum and the orthogonal suspension

spectrum Σ∞+ LG,V A is flat, the localization map

Sp(Σ∞+ LG,V A, X)/homotopy −→ JΣ∞+ LG,V A, XK = X0
G(A)

is bijective. By the freeness property, the left hand side bijects with the set

[S V ∧ A+, X(V)]G. So by the previous paragraph the map X0
G

(Π) : X0
G

(A) −→
X0

G
(A × EG) is bijective.

For k > 0 we apply the same argument to the global Ω-spectrum shk X

(which also has cofree levels) and exploit the natural isomorphism

(shk X)0
G(A) = JΣ∞+ LG,V A, shk XK � JΣ∞+ LG,V A, X[k]K = Xk

G(A) .

For k < 0 we apply the same argument to the global Ω-spectrumΩ−kX (which

also has cofree levels) and exploit the natural isomorphism

(Ω−kX)0
G(A) = JΣ∞+ LG,V A, Ω−kXK � JΣ∞+ LG,V A, X[k]K = Xk

G(A) .

As we explain in more detail in Example 6.4.27 below, the global K-theory

spectrum KU is right induced from the global family of finite cyclic groups.

This fact is a reformulation of the generalization, due to Adams, Haeberly,

Jackowski and May [1], of the Atiyah-Segal completion theorem.

Example 4.5.19 (Global Borel theories). We let E be a non-equivariant gen-

eralized cohomology theory. Then we obtain a global functor E by setting

E(G) = E0(BG) ,

the 0-th E-cohomology of the classifying space of the group G. The contravari-

ant functoriality in group homomorphisms α : K −→ G comes from the co-

variant functoriality of the classifying space construction. The transfer map for

a subgroup inclusion H ⊂ G is the Becker-Gottlieb transfer [6]

tr : Σ∞+ BG −→ Σ∞+ BH
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associated to the fiber bundle EG/H −→ EG/G = BG with fiber G/H, us-

ing that EG/H is a classifying space for H. Strictly speaking, in [6] Becker

and Gottlieb only define a stable transfer map for locally trivial fiber bun-

dles with smooth compact manifold fiber whenever the base is a finite CW-

complex. To get the transfer above one approximates EG (and hence BG) by

its finite-dimensional skeleta. The verification of the double coset formula for

this global functor is due to Feshbach [53, Thm. II.11].

More generally, we can consider the Borel equivariant cohomology theory

represented by E. For a compact Lie group G and a cofibrant G-space A, its

value is

E∗(EG ×G A) ,

the E-cohomology of the Borel construction (also known as homotopy or-

bit construction). Here EG is a universal free G-space, which is unique up

to equivariant homotopy equivalence. We claim that these Borel cohomology

theories associated to E are represented by a specific global homotopy type,

namely the result of applying the right adjoint

R : SH −→ GH

to the forget functor U : GH −→ SH to any non-equivariant spectrum that

represents E. To verify this claim we choose a faithful G-representation V and

recall from Proposition 1.1.26 (i) that the G-space L(V,R∞) is a universal free

G-space. So for every G-space A the underlying non-equivariant homotopy

type of the closed orthogonal space LG,V A is

(LG,V A)(R∞) = L(V,R∞) ×G A = EG ×G A .

The adjunction between U and R thus provides an isomorphism

(RE)0
G(A) = JΣ∞+ LG,V A,REK � SH(U(Σ∞+LG,V A), E)

= SH(Σ∞+ (EG ×G A), E) = E0(EG ×G A) .

When A is a one-point G-space, then EG ×G ∗ = BG, and this bijection gives

rise to a composite isomorphism

πG
0 (RE) � JΣ∞+ LG,V ,REK � E0(BG) , (4.5.20)

where the first one is inverse to evaluation at the stable tautological class

eG = eG,V ∈ πG
0

(Σ∞+LG,V ). We claim that the isomorphisms (4.5.20) are com-

patible with restriction maps arising from continuous group homomorphisms

α : K −→ G. For this purpose we also choose a faithful K-representation W.

This data gives rise to a composite morphism of global classifying spaces

Bglα : BglK = LK,α∗(V)⊕W

ρα∗(V),W/K−−−−−−−→ LK,α∗(V)

proj
−−−−→ LG,V = BglG .
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The first morphism restricts a linear isometric embedding from α∗(V) ⊕ W

to α∗(V), and the second morphism is the quotient map from K-orbits to G-

orbits. On the underlying non-equivariant homotopy types (i.e., after evaluat-

ing at R∞), the morphism Bglα classifies the homomorphism α. Moreover, the

morphism has the ‘correct’ behavior on the unstable tautological classes. i.e.,

(Bglα)∗(uK) = α∗(uG) in πK
0 (BglG) ,

by direct verification from the definitions. The analogous relation for the stable

tautological classes

(Σ∞+ Bglα)∗(eK) = (Σ∞+ Bglα)∗(σ
K(uK)) = σK((Bglα)∗(uK))

= σK(α∗(uG)) = α∗(σG(uG)) = α∗(eG)

in the stable group πK
0

(Σ∞+ BglG) then follows by naturality of the suspension

maps σK : πK
0

(Y) −→ πK
0

(Σ∞+ Y) and its compatibility with restriction. This

proves the compatibility of the isomorphisms (4.5.20) with restriction maps.

Compatibility with transfers is essentially built in, as both the transfer in Con-

struction 3.2.7 and the Becker-Gottlieb transfer in [6] are defined as the Thom-

Pontryagin construction based on smooth equivariant embedding of G/H into

a G-representation; we omit the formal proof. In any case, the group isomor-

phisms (4.5.20) together form an isomorphism of global functors between

π
0
(RE) and E. This proves the claim that the ‘global Borel theories’ are pre-

cisely the ones right induced from non-equivariant stable homotopy theory.

Construction 4.5.21. We introduce a specific pointset level lift

b : Sp −→ Sp

of the right adjoint R : SH −→ GH to the category of orthogonal spectra.

Given an orthogonal spectrum E we define a new orthogonal spectrum bE as

follows. For an inner product space V we set

(bE)(V) = map(L(V,R∞), E(V)) ,

the space of all continuous maps from L(V,R∞) to E(V). The orthogonal group

O(V) acts on this mapping space by conjugation, through its actions on L(V,R∞)

and on E(V). We define structure maps σV,W : S V ∧ (bE)(W) −→ (bE)(V ⊕W)

as the composite

S V ∧map(L(W,R∞), E(W))
assembly
−−−−−−→ map(L(W,R∞), S V ∧ E(W))

map(resW ,σ
E
V,W )

−−−−−−−−−−−→ map(L(V ⊕W,R∞), E(V ⊕W))

where resW : L(V ⊕ W,R∞) −→ L(W,R∞) restricts an isometric embedding
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from V ⊕W to W. In the functorial description of orthogonal spectra, the struc-

ture maps are given by

O(V,W) ∧map(L(V,R∞), E(V)) −→ map(L(W,R∞), E(W))

(w, ϕ) ∧ f 7−→ { ψ 7→ X(w, ϕ)( f (ψ ◦ ϕ)) } .

The endofunctor b on the category of orthogonal spectra comes with a natu-

ral transformation

iE : E −→ bE

whose value at an inner product space V sends a point x ∈ E(V) to the con-

stant map L(V,R∞) −→ E(V) with value x. Since L(V,R∞) is contractible,

the morphism iE : E −→ bE is a non-equivariant level equivalence, hence a

non-equivariant stable equivalence.

The next result shows that the global Borel construction b takesΩ-spectra to

global Ω-spectra, and that the functor b realizes, in a certain precise way, the

right adjoint to the forgetful functor from the global to the non-equivariant sta-

ble homotopy category. Since the morphism iE : E −→ bE is a non-equivariant

stable equivalence, it becomes invertible in the non-equivariant stable homo-

topy category SH . Part (ii) of the following proposition shows that the mor-

phism i−1
E

: bE −→ E is the counit of the adjunction (U,R).

Proposition 4.5.22. Let E be an orthogonalΩ-spectrum.

(i) The orthogonal spectrum bE is a global Ω-spectrum and right induced

from the trivial global family.

(ii) For every orthogonal spectrum A both of the two group homomorphisms

JA, bEK U−−→ SH(A, bE)
(iE )−1

∗−−−−→ SH(A, E) .

are bijective.

Proof (i) We let G be a compact Lie group and V and W two G-representations

such that W is faithful. Since E is an Ω-spectrum, the adjoint structure map

σ̃E
V,W : E(W) −→ ΩV E(V ⊕W)

is a non-equivariant weak equivalence. The G-space L(W,R∞) is cofibrant by

Proposition 1.1.19 (ii). Because W is a faithful G-representation, the induced

G-action on L(W,R∞) is free. So the induced map

map(L(W,R∞), σ̃E
V,W) : (bE)(W) = map(L(W,R∞), E(W))

−→ map(L(W,R∞),ΩV E(V ⊕W))

is a G-weak equivalence. Moreover, the restriction map resW : L(V⊕W,R∞) −→
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L(W,R∞) is a G-homotopy equivalence (by Proposition 1.1.26 (ii)), hence it

induces another G-homotopy equivalence

map(resW ,Ω
V E(V ⊕W)) : map(L(W,R∞),ΩV E(V ⊕W))

−→ map(L(V ⊕W,R∞),ΩV E(V ⊕W))

on mapping spaces. The target of this last map is G-homeomorphic to

map∗(S
V ,map(L(V ⊕W,R∞), E(V ⊕W))) = ΩV ((bE)(V ⊕W)) ;

under this homeomorphism, the composite of the two G-weak equivalences

becomes the adjoint structure map

σ̃bE
V,W : (bE)(W) −→ ΩV ((bE)(V ⊕W)) .

So we have shown that σ̃bE
V,W is a G-weak equivalence, and that means that bE

is a global Ω-spectrum.

The O(V)-space L(V,R∞) is a universal free O(V)-space by Proposition

1.1.26 (i). So the O(V)-space (bE)(V) = map(L(V,R∞), E(V)) is cofree. Since

bE is also a global Ω-spectrum, the criterion of Example 4.5.18 shows that it

is right induced from the trivial global family.

Part (ii) is a formal consequence of (i): since bE is right induced from the

trivial global family, the forgetful functor induces a bijection U : JA, bEK �
SH(A, bE). Since the morphism iE : E −→ bE becomes an isomorphism in

SH , it induces another bijection on SH(A,−). �

We endow the functor b with a lax symmetric monoidal transformation

µE,F : bE ∧ bF −→ b(E ∧ F) .

To construct µE,F we start from the (O(V) × O(W))-equivariant maps

map(L(V,R∞), E(V))∧map(L(W,R∞), F(W))

∧−−−−−−→ map(L(V,R∞) × L(W,R∞), E(V) ∧ F(W))

map(resV,W ,iV,W )
−−−−−−−−−−−→ map(L(V ⊕W,R∞), (E ∧ F)(V ⊕W))

that constitute a bimorphism from (bE, bF) to b(E ∧ F). Here

resV,W : L(V ⊕W,R∞) −→ L(V,R∞) × L(W,R∞)

maps an embedding of V ⊕ W to its restrictions to V and W. The morphism

µE,F is associated to this bimorphism via the universal property of the smash

product (3.5.2).

Remark 4.5.23. Various ‘completion’ maps (also called ‘bundling maps’) fit

in here as follows. For this we suppose that E is a commutative orthogonal ring
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spectrum and a positive Ω-spectrum (in the non-equivariant sense). Then the

morphism iE : E −→ bE is a kind of ‘global completion map’. For every com-

pact Lie group G it induces a ring homomorphism of G-equivariant homotopy

groups

πG
0 (E) −→ πG

0 (bE) � E0(BG) .

When E = S is the sphere spectrum and G is finite, Carlsson’s theorem [35]

(proving the Segal conjecture) shows that the map

A(G) � πG
0 (S) −→ π0(BG)

is completion of the Burnside ring at the augmentation ideal. The sphere spec-

trum is the suspension spectrum of a global classifying space of the trivial

group; more generally, for the global classifying space BglK of a finite group

K the ‘forgetful’ map

A(K,G) � πG
0 (Σ∞+ BglK) −→ SH(Σ∞+ BG, Σ∞+ BK)

is again completion at the augmentation ideal of the Burnside ring A(G), see

[99, Thm. A].

Since the global Borel theory functor b : Sp −→ Sp is lax symmetric

monoidal, it takes orthogonal ring spectra to orthogonal ring spectra, in a way

preserving commutativity and module structures. Since the transformation iE

is monoidal, it becomes a homomorphism of orthogonal ring spectra when

E is an orthogonal ring spectrum. We let S −→ Sf be a ‘positively fibrant

replacement’, i.e., a morphism of commutative orthogonal ring spectra that is a

non-equivariant stable equivalence and whose target is a positive Ω-spectrum;

such a replacement exists and is homotopically unique by the positive model

structure for commutative orthogonal ring spectra of [107, Thm. 15.1]. The

spectrum Ŝ = b(Sf) thus comes with a commutative ring spectrum structure,

and we call it the completed sphere spectrum. Moreover, for every Sf-module

spectrum E the map

Ŝ ∧ bE = b(Sf) ∧ bE
µ
Sf ,E−−−→ b(Sf ∧ E)

b(act)−−−−→ bE

makes the orthogonal spectrum bE into a module spectrum over the completed

sphere spectrum. Since Ŝ is non-equivariantly stably equivalent to S, this shows

that for every group G the equivariant homotopy group

πG
k (bE) � E−k(BG)

is naturally a module over the commutative ring πG
0

(Ŝ).

For the global K-theory spectrum (compare Construction 6.4.9 below) and

any compact Lie group G, the bundling map

RU(G) � πG
0 (KU) −→ KU0(BG)
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takes a virtual G-representation to the class of the associated virtual vector

bundle over BG. The Atiyah-Segal completion theorem [5] shows that this

map is completion at the augmentation ideal of the representation ring. For the

Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum HZ (see Construction 5.3.8 below), the global

functor G 7→ H0(BG;Z) is constant with value Z; the map

πG
0 (HZ) −→ H0(BG;Z)

is surjective and an isomorphism modulo torsion for all compact Lie groups

whose identity path component is commutative (compare Example 5.3.14).

Now we fix a compact Lie group G and relate the global stable homotopy

category to the G-equivariant stable homotopy category (based on a complete

universe). We denote by G-SH the G-equivariant stable homotopy category,

i.e., any localization of the category GSp of orthogonal G-spectra at the class

of π∗-isomorphisms. Various stable model structures have been established

with π∗-isomorphisms as weak equivalences, for example by Mandell-May

[108, III Thm. 4.2], Stolz [163, Thm. 2.3.27] and Hill-Hopkins-Ravenel [77,

Prop. B.63]. In particular, as for every stable model category, the homotopy

category G-SH comes with a preferred structure of a triangulated category.

A functor

(−)G : Sp −→ GSp , X 7−→ XG

from orthogonal spectra to orthogonal G-spectra is given by endowing an or-

thogonal spectrum with the trivial G-action. Since the trivial action functor

takes global equivalences to π∗-isomorphisms, the universal property of local-

izations provides a ‘forgetful’ functor on the homotopy categories

U = UG : GH −→ G-SH .

Moreover, U is canonically an exact functor of triangulated categories. We will

show now that the forgetful functor has both a left and a right adjoint.

The ‘equivariant’ smash product of orthogonal G-spectra is simply the smash

product of the underlying non-equivariant orthogonal spectra with diagonal G-

action. So the trivial action functor (−)G : Sp −→ GSp is strong symmet-

ric monoidal. The smash product of orthogonal spectra and of orthogonal G-

spectra can be derived to symmetric monoidal products on GH and on G-SH
(see Corollary 4.3.26). The forgetful functor is strongly monoidal with respect

to these derived smash products. Indeed, the derived smash product in GH can

be calculated by flat approximation up to global equivalence; a flat orthogonal

spectrum, endowed with trivial G-action, is G-flat, and hence can be used to

calculate the derived smash product G-SH , by the flatness theorem (Theorem

3.5.10).
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When G = e is a trivial group, the next theorem reduces to the change of

family functor of Theorem 4.5.1, with E = All and F = 〈e〉.

Theorem 4.5.24. For every compact Lie group G the forgetful functor

U : GH −→ G-SH

preserves sums and products, and it has a left adjoint and a right adjoint.

The left adjoint has a preferred lax symmetric comonoidal structure. The right

adjoint has a preferred lax symmetric monoidal structure.

Proof Sums in GH and G-SH are represented in both cases by the pointset

level wedge. For GH we state this explicitly in Proposition 4.3.22 (i); for

G-SH we can run the argument based on the stable model structure for or-

thogonal G-spectra established in [108, III Thm 4.2]. On the pointset level, the

forgetful functor preserves wedges, so the derived forgetful functor preserves

sums. As spelled out in Corollary 4.4.5 (iv), the existence of the right adjoint

is a formal consequence of the fact that GH is compactly generated and that

the functor U preserves sums.

The forgetful functor also preserves infinite products, but the argument here

is slightly more subtle because products in GH are not generally represented

by the pointset level product, and because equivariant homotopy groups do

not in general commute with infinite pointset level products, compare Remark

4.4.6. We let {Xi}i∈I be a family of orthogonal spectra. By replacing each factor

by a globally equivalent spectrum, if necessary, we can assume without loss of

generality that each Xi is a global Ω-spectrum. Since global Ω-spectra are the

fibrant objects in a model structure underlying GH , the pointset level product∏
i∈I Xi then represents the product in GH .

Even though Xi is a global Ω-spectrum, the underlying orthogonal G-spec-

trum (Xi)G need not be a G-Ω-spectrum. However, as we spell out in the proof

of Proposition 4.3.22 (ii), the natural map

πG
k (

∏
i∈I

Xi) −→
∏

i∈I
πG

k (Xi)

is an isomorphism for all integers k. Again we can run the argument of Propo-

sition 4.3.22 (ii) in the stable model structure for orthogonal G-spectra [108,

III Thm 4.2], and conclude that in this situation, the pointset level product is

also a product in G-SH . So the derived forgetful functor preserves products.

The existence of the left adjoint is then again a formal consequence of the fact

that GH is compactly generated, compare Corollary 4.4.5 (v).

The same formal argument as in part (iii) of Theorem 4.5.1 shows how

to turn the strong monoidal structure of the forgetful functor U into a lax

comonoidal structure L(A∧LB) −→ (LA)∧L (LB) of the left adjoint. In contrast

to Theorem 4.5.1 (iii), however, this morphism is usually not an isomorphism,
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so we cannot turn it around into a monoidal structure on L. The same formal

argument as in Theorem 4.5.1 (ii) constructs the lax monoidal structure on R

from the strong monoidal structure of the forget functor U. �

� Theorem 4.5.24 looks similar to the change-of-family Theorem 4.5.1,

but there is one important difference: if the group G is non-trivial, then

neither of the two adjoints to the forgetful functor U : GH −→ G-SH is fully

faithful.

Remark 4.5.25. We mention an alternative way to construct the two adjoints

to the forgetful functor U : GH −→ G-SH , by exhibiting the pointset forget-

ful functor (−)G : Sp −→ GSp as a left respectively a right Quillen functor for

suitable model structures. We sketch this for the left adjoint, where we can use

the stable model structure of orthogonal G-spectra established by Mandell and

May in [108, III Thm 4.2]. However, we cannot argue directly with the functor

(−)G : Sp −→ GSp, since it is not a right Quillen functor. Indeed, if it were a

right Quillen functor, then it would preserve fibrant objects. However, a global

Ω-spectrum is typically not a G-Ω-spectrum when given the trivial G-action.

What saves us is that a global Ω-spectrum is ‘eventually’ a G-Ω-spectrum,

i.e., starting at faithful representations. This lets us modify (−)G into a right

Quillen functor as follows. We choose a faithful G-representation V and let

ΩV shV : Sp −→ GSp

denote the functor that takes an orthogonal spectrum X to the orthogonal G-

spectrum with U-th level

(ΩV shV X)(U) = map∗(S
V , X(U ⊕ V)) .

We emphasize that the G-action onΩV shV X is non-trivial, despite the fact that

we started with an orthogonal spectrum without a G-action. A natural mor-

phism of orthogonal G-spectra λ̃V
X

: X −→ ΩV shV X is given by the adjoint of

the morphism λV
X

: X ∧ S V −→ shV X defined in (3.1.23); the morphism λ̃V
X

is

a π∗-isomorphism by Proposition 3.1.25 (ii). In particular, the functor ΩV shV

also takes global equivalences of orthogonal spectra to π∗-isomorphisms of or-

thogonal G-spectra, and the derived functor of ΩV shV is naturally isomorphic

to the forgetful functor U : GH −→ G-SH . The argument can then be com-

pleted by showing that the functor ΩV shV is a right Quillen functor from the

global model structure on orthogonal spectra to the stable model structure on

orthogonal G-spectra from [108, III Thm 4.2]. Then by general model category

theory, the derived functor of ΩV shV , and hence also the forgetful functor U,

has a left adjoint.

The existence of the right adjoint to U can also be established by model

category reasoning. For this one can use the S-model structure on orthogonal
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G-spectra constructed by Stolz [163, Thm. 2.3.27]. We leave it to the interested

reader to verify that the cofibrant objects in the S-model structure are precisely

the G-flat orthogonal G-spectra in the sense of Definition 3.5.7. This shows

that the forgetful functor (−)G : Sp −→ GSp is a left Quillen functor from the

global model structure on orthogonal spectra to the stable S-model structure

on orthogonal G-spectra.

The left adjoint L : G-SH −→ GH to the forgetful functor is an exact func-

tor of triangulated categories that preserves infinite sums. The G-equivariant

stable homotopy category is compactly generated by the unreduced suspen-

sion spectra of all the coset spaces G/H, for all closed subgroups H of G. So

L is essentially determined by its values on these generators. The sequence of

natural bijections

GH(L(Σ∞+G/H), X) � G-SH(Σ∞+G/H, UX) � πH
0 (X) � GH(Σ∞+ BglH, X)

shows that the left adjoint L takes the unreduced suspension spectrum of the

coset space G/H to the suspension spectrum of the global classifying space of

H. In the special case H = G the spectrum Σ∞+G/H is the equivariant sphere

spectrum SG, and we obtain that

L(SG) � Σ∞+ BglG .

Now

G-SH(SG, SG) � πG
0 (S) � A(G) = A(e,G)

is the Burnside ring, whereas

GH(L(SG), L(SG)) � πG
0 (Σ∞+ BglG) � A(G,G)

is the double Burnside ring. The map L : G-SH(SG, SG) −→ GH(L(SG), L(SG))

corresponds to the ring homomorphism

A(G) = A(e,G) −→ A(G,G) , trG
H ◦p∗H 7−→ trG

H ◦ resG
H

from the Burnside ring to the double Burnside ring; this homomorphism is

never surjective unless G is trivial, so the left adjoint is not full.

Remark 4.5.26. The discussion in this section could be done relative to a

global family F , as long as F contains the compact Lie group G under con-

sideration (and hence also all its subgroups). Indeed, if F contains G, then

every F -equivalence of orthogonal spectra is a π∗-isomorphism of underlying

orthogonal G-spectra. Hence the trivial action functor descends to a ‘forgetful’

functor on the homotopy categories

UF
G

: GHF −→ G-SH
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by the universal property of localizations. The same arguments as in Theorem

4.5.24 show the existence of both adjoints to this forgetful functor, with the

same kind of monoidal properties.

Theorem 4.5.24 discusses the maximal case of the global family F = All of

all compact Lie groups. The minimal case is the global family 〈G〉 generated

by G, i.e., the class of compact Lie groups that are isomorphic to a quotient of a

closed subgroup of G. All the forgetful functors UF
G

then factor as composites

GHF
UF〈G〉−−−→ GH 〈G〉

U
〈G〉
G−−−→ G-SH

of a change-of-family functor and a family-to-group functor. The various ad-

joints then compose accordingly.

� Whenever G is non-trivial, then the global homotopy category GH 〈G〉
associated to the global family generated by G is different from the G-

equivariant stable homotopy category G-SH . In other words, if G is non-

trivial, then the forgetful family-to-group functor U
〈G〉
G

: GH 〈G〉 −→ G-SH
is not an equivalence, and neither of its adjoints is fully faithful.

In the rest of this section we turn to the global family F in of finite groups

and describe the associated global stable homotopy categoryGHF in rationally.

By our previous results, GHF in is a compactly generated triangulated cate-

gory with a symmetric monoidal derived smash product. We call an object X

of the category GHF in rational if the equivariant homotopy groups πG
k

(X) are

uniquely divisible (i.e., Q-vector spaces) for all finite groups G. In this section

we will give an algebraic model of the rational F in-global stable homotopy

category, i.e., the full subcategory GHQF in
of rational spectra in GHF in. The-

orem 4.5.29 below shows that the homotopy types in GHQF in
are determined

by a chain complex of global functors, up to quasi-isomorphism. More pre-

cisely, we construct an equivalence of triangulated categories from GHQF in
to

the unbounded derived category of rational global functors on finite groups.

We let G and K be compact Lie groups. We recall from Proposition 4.2.5

that the evaluation map

A(G,K) −→ πK
0 (Σ∞+ BglG) , τ 7−→ τ(eG)

is an isomorphism, where eG ∈ πG
0

(Σ∞+ BglG) is the stable tautological class.

More precisely, the definition of the global classifying space BglG involves an

implicit choice of faithful G-representation V that is omitted from the notation,

and eG is the class denote eG,V in (4.1.12). The unreduced suspension spectrum

of every orthogonal spaces is globally connective (see Proposition 4.1.11), so

the group πK
k

(Σ∞+ BglG) is trivial for k < 0.
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Proposition 4.5.27. Let G and K be finite groups. Then for every k > 0, the

equivariant homotopy group πK
k

(Σ∞+ BglG) is torsion.

Proof We show first that the geometric fixed point groupΦK
k

(Σ∞+ BglG) is tor-

sion for k > 0. This part of the argument needs G to be finite, but K could

be any compact Lie group. Geometric fixed points commute with suspension

spectra, i.e., the groups ΦK
∗ (Σ∞+ BglG) are isomorphic to the non-equivariant

stable homotopy groups of the fixed point space ((BglG)(UK))K . Proposition

1.5.12 (i) identifies these fixed points as

((BglG)(UK))K ≃
∐

[α]∈Rep(K,G)

BC(α) ,

where the disjoint union is indexed by conjugacy classes of homomorphisms

from K to G, and C(α) is the centralizer of the image of α : K −→ G. Since

G is finite, so are all the centralizers C(α), hence the classifying space BC(α)

has no rational homology, hence no rational stable homotopy, in positive di-

mensions. So we conclude that the rationalized stable homotopy groups of the

space ((BglG)(UK))K vanish in positive dimensions.

If K is also finite, then the k-th rationalized equivariant stable homotopy

group of any orthogonal K-spectrum can be recovered from the k-th ratio-

nalized geometric fixed point homotopy groups for all subgroups L of K, as

described in Corollary 3.4.28. So when both G and K are finite, then also the

equivariant homotopy group πK
k

(Σ∞+ BglG) is torsion for all k > 0. �

� The conclusion of Proposition 4.5.27 is no longer true if we drop the

finiteness hypothesis on one of the two groups G or K. For example, for

G = e we have Σ∞+ BglG = S, and the dimension shifting transfer Tr
U(1)
e (1) is

an element of infinite order in the group πU(1)

1
(S). On the other hand, for K = e

the group πK
k

(Σ∞+ BglG) is the non-equivariant stable homotopy group of the

ordinary classifying space BG. For G = U(1) the group πe
k
(Σ∞+ BU(1)) contains

a free summand of rank 1 whenever k ≥ 0 is even.

Now we can establish the algebraic model for the rationalF in-global homo-

topy category. We let A be a pre-additive category, such as the F in-Burnside

category AF in. We denote byA -mod the category of additive functors fromA
to the category of Q-vector spaces. This is an abelian category, and the repre-

sented functorsA(a,−), for all objects a ofA, form a set of finitely presented

projective generators ofA -mod. The category of Z-graded chain complexes in

the abelian category A -mod then admits the projective model structure with

the quasi-isomorphisms as weak equivalences. The fibrations in the projective

model structure are those chain morphisms that are surjective in every chain

complex degree and at every object of A. This projective model structure for
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complexes of A-modules is a special case of [36, Thm. 5.1]. Indeed, the pro-

jective (in the usual sense)A-modules together with the epimorphisms form a

projective class (in the sense of [36, Def. 1.1]), and this class is determined (in

the sense of [36, Sec. 5.2]) by the set of represented functors.

We also need the rational version of the F -global model structure, for a

global family F . We call a morphism f : X −→ Y of orthogonal spectra a

rational F -equivalence if the map

Q ⊗ πk( f ) : Q ⊗ πG
k (X) −→ Q ⊗ πG

k (Y)

is an isomorphism for all integers k and all groups G in the family F .

Theorem 4.5.28 (Rational F -global model structure). Let F be a global fam-

ily.

(i) The rational F -equivalences and the F -cofibrations are part of a model

structure on the category of orthogonal spectra, the rational F -global

model structure.

(ii) The fibrant objects in the rational F -global model structure are the F -

Ω-spectra X such that for all G ∈ F the equivariant homotopy groups

πG
∗ (X) are uniquely divisible.

(iii) The rational F -global model structure is cofibrantly generated, proper

and topological.

Theorem 4.5.28 is obtained by Bousfield localization of the F -global model

structure on orthogonal spectra, and one can use a similar proof as for the

rational stable model structure on sequential spectra in [147, Lemma 4.1]. We

omit the details.

Theorem 4.5.29. There is a chain of Quillen equivalences between the cate-

gory of orthogonal spectra with the rational F in-global model structure and

the category of chain complexes of rational global functors on finite groups. In

particular, this induces an equivalence of triangulated categories

GHQF in

�−−→ D
(
GF QF in

)
.

The equivalence can be chosen so that the homotopy group global functor on

the left hand side corresponds to the homology global functor on the right hand

side.

Proof We prove this as a special case of the ‘generalized tilting theorem’

of Brooke Shipley and the author. Indeed, by Theorem 4.4.3 the suspension

spectra of the global classifying spaces BglG are compact generators of the

global homotopy category GHF in as G varies through all finite groups. So

the rationalizations (Σ∞+ BglG)Q are compact generators of the rational global
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homotopy categoryGHQF in
. If k is any integer, then the morphism vector spaces

between two such objects are given by

J(Σ∞+ BglK)Q[k], (Σ∞+ BglG)QK � πK
k ((Σ∞+ BglG)Q) � Q ⊗ πK

k (Σ∞+ BglG)

�


Q ⊗ A(G,K) for k = 0, and

0 for k , 0.

The vanishing for k > 0 is Proposition 4.5.27; the vanishing for k < 0 is

Proposition 4.1.11.

The rational F in-global model structure on orthogonal spectra is topolog-

ical (hence simplicial), cofibrantly generated, proper and stable; so we can

apply the Tilting Theorem [148, Thm. 5.1.1]. This theorem yields a chain of

Quillen equivalences between orthogonal spectra in the rational F in-global

model structure and the category of chain complexes ofQ⊗AF in-modules, i.e.,

additive functors from the rationalized Burnside category Q ⊗ AF in to abelian

groups. This functor category is equivalent to the category of additive functors

from AF in to Q-vector spaces, and this proves the theorem. �

Remark 4.5.30. There is an important homological difference between global

functors on finite groups and Mackey functors for one fixed finite group. In-

deed, for a finite group G, the category of rational G-Mackey functors is equiv-

alent to a product, indexed over conjugacy classes (H) of subgroups of G,

of the module categories over the rational group rings Q[WGH] of the Weyl

groups, see Theorem 3.4.22 (ii). In particular, the abelian category of ratio-

nal G-Mackey functors is semisimple, every object is projective and injective

and the derived category is equivalent, by taking homology, to the category of

graded rational G-Mackey functors.

There is no analog of this for rational F in-global functors. For example, the

rationalized augmentation

Q ⊗ A = Q ⊗ A(e,−) −→ Q

from the rationalized Burnside ring global functor to the constant global func-

tor for the groupQ does not split on finite groups. The new phenomenon is that

any splitting would have to be natural for inflation maps. Let us be even more

specific. In the constant global functor Q we have

trC2
e (1) = 2 · p∗(1) in Q(C2) = Q ,

where p : C2 −→ e is the unique group homomorphism. So for every mor-

phism of global functors ϕ : Q −→ N the image ϕ(e)(1) of the unit element

under the map ϕ(e) : Q −→ N(e) must satisfy

trC2
e (ϕ(e)(1)) = 2 · p∗(ϕ(e)(1)) .
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But in the Burnside ring A(e), and also in its rationalization, 0 is the only

element in the kernel of trC2
e −2 · p∗; so every morphism of global functors

from Q to Q ⊗ A is zero.

While the abelian category GF QF in
is not semisimple, we can still ‘divide

out transfers’ and thereby replace GF QF in
by an equivalent, but simpler cate-

gory. We let Out denote the category of finite groups and conjugacy classes of

surjective group homomorphisms. We write

mod- Out = F (Outop,Ab)

for the category of ‘right Out-modules’, i.e., contravariant functors from Out

to the category of abelian groups. To a F in-global functor M : AF in −→ Ab

we can associate a right Out-module τM : Outop −→ Ab, the reduced functor

as follows. On objects we set

(τM)(G) = τG M = M(G)/tG M ,

the quotient of the group M(G) by the subgroup tG M generated by the images

of all transfer maps trG
H

: M(H) −→ M(G) for all proper subgroups H of G.

If α : K −→ G is a surjective group homomorphism and H ≤ G a proper

subgroup, then L = α−1(H) is a proper subgroup of K and the relation

α∗ ◦ trG
H = trK

L ◦(α|L)∗ : M(H) −→ M(K)

shows that the inflation map α∗ : M(G) −→ M(K) passes to a homomorphism

α∗ : (τM)(G) −→ (τM)(K) of quotient groups. We will now argue that the

reduction functor

τ : GF F in −→ mod- Out

is rationally an equivalence of categories, compare Theorem 4.5.35. By con-

struction, the projection maps M(G) −→ τM(G) form a natural transformation

from the restriction of the global functor M to the category Outop to τM.

Example 4.5.31. We let A be an abelian group and A the constant global func-

tor with value A, compare Example 4.2.8 (iii). Then (τA)(G) = A/cA, where c

is the greatest common divisor of the indices of all proper subgroups of G. If G

is not a p-group for any prime p, then this greatest common divisor is 1. If G

is a non-trivial p-group, then G has a proper subgroup of index p. So we have

(τA)(G) =



A if G = e,

A/pA if G is a non-trivial p-group, and

0 else.

The inflation maps in τA are quotient maps.
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Example 4.5.32. The Burnside ring A(K) = A(e,K) of a finite group K is

freely generated, as an abelian group, by the transfers trK
L

(1) where L runs

through representatives of the conjugacy classes of subgroups of K. So (τA)(K)

is free abelian of rank 1, generated by the class of the multiplicative unit 1. All

restriction maps preserve the unit, so the reduced functor τA of the global

Burnside ring functor is isomorphic to the constant functor Outop −→ Ab with

value Z.

We denote by AG = A(G,−) the global functor represented by a finite group

G. We will now present τ(AG) as an explicit quotient of a sum of representable

Out-modules. For every closed subgroup H of G the restriction map resG
H

is

a morphism in A(G,H). If H is finite, the Yoneda lemma provides a unique

morphism

OutH −→ τ(AG)

of Out-functors from the representable functor OutH = Z[Out(−,H)] to τ(AG)

that sends the identity of H to the class of resG
H

in τ(AG)(H). For every element

g ∈ G the conjugation isomorphism cg : H −→ Hg given by cg(γ) = g−1γg

induces an isomorphism

g⋆ ◦ − : AG(Hg) −→ AG(H)

by postcomposition. We have

g⋆ ◦ [resG
Hg ] = [g⋆ ◦ resG

Hg ] = [resG
H ◦g⋆] = [resG

H]

in (τAG)(H); so the Yoneda lemma shows that the triangle of Out-functors

OutH

$$■■
■■

■■
■

cg◦− // OutHg

zzttt
tt
tt

τ(AG)

commutes. The direct sum of the transformations OutH −→ τ(AG) thus factors

over a natural transformation
(⊕

H≤G
OutH

)
/G −→ τ(AG) . (4.5.33)

The source of this morphism can be rewritten if we choose representatives of

the conjugacy classes of subgroups in G:
⊕

(H)

(OutH /WGH) −→ τ(AG) .

Now the sum is indexed by conjugacy classes.

Proposition 4.5.34. For every finite group G, the morphism (4.5.33) is an iso-

morphism of Out-modules.
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Proof By Theorem 4.2.6 the abelian group AG(K) = A(G,K) is freely gen-

erated by the elements trK
L
◦α∗ where (L, α) runs through representatives of the

(K × G)-conjugacy classes of pairs consisting of a subgroup L of K and a ho-

momorphism α : L −→ G. So (τAG)(K) is a free abelian group with basis the

classes of α∗ for all conjugacy classes of homomorphisms α : K −→ G.

On the other hand, the group (OutH /WGH)(K) is free abelian with basis

given by WGH-orbits of conjugacy classes of epimorphisms α : K −→ H. The

map (4.5.33) sends the basis element represented by α to the basis element

represented by the composite of α with the inclusion H −→ G. So the homo-

morphism (4.5.33) takes a basis of the source to a basis of the target, and is

thus an isomorphism. �

We recalled in Proposition 3.4.18 above how the value of a G-Mackey func-

tor M, for a finite group G, can rationally be recovered from the groups (τM)(H)

for all subgroups H of G: the map

ψM
G : M(G) −→

(∏
H≤G

(τM)(H)

)G

whose H-component is the composite

M(G)
resG

H−−−−→ M(H)
proj
−−−→ (τM)(H)

becomes an isomorphism after tensoring withQ. When applied to a F in-global

functor M, we see that M can rationally be recovered from the Out-module τM.

This is the key input to the following equivalence of categories. I suspect that

the following result is well known, but I have been unable to find an explicit

reference.

Theorem 4.5.35. The restriction of the functor τ to the full subcategory of

rational F in-global functors is an equivalence of categories

τ : GF QF in
−→ mod- OutQ = F (Outop,Q)

onto the category of rational Out-modules.

Proof Since global functors are an enriched functor category and the functor

τ : GF F in −→ mod- Out

commutes with colimits, τ has a right adjoint

ρ : mod- Out −→ GF F in .

If ρX is an Out-module, the value of the F in-global functor ρX at a finite group

G is necessarily given by

(ρX)(G) = mod- Out(τ(AG), X) ,
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the group of Out-module homomorphisms from τ(AG) to X. The global func-

toriality in G is via τ, i.e., as the composite

A(G,K) ⊗ (ρX)(G) −→ GF (AK ,AG) ⊗ (ρX)(G)

τ⊗Id−−−→ mod- Out(τ(AK), τ(AG)) ⊗ (ρX)(G)
◦−−→ (ρX)(K) .

We rewrite the definition of (ρX)(G) using the description of the Out-module

τ(AG) given in (4.5.33). Indeed, by Proposition 4.5.34, precomposition with

(4.5.33) induces an isomorphism

(ρX)(G) � mod- Out

((⊕
H≤G

OutH

)
/G, X

)
�

(∏
H≤G

X(H)

)G

.

So for every global functor M, this description shows that ρ(τM)(G) is iso-

morphic to the target of the morphism ψM
G

. A closer analysis reveals that for

X = τM, the above isomorphism identifies ψM
G

with the value of the adjunction

unit η : M −→ ρ(τM) at G. So Proposition 3.4.18 shows that for every rational

F in-global functor M the adjunction unit ηM : M −→ ρ(τM) is an isomor-

phism. This implies that the restriction of the left adjoint τ to the category of

rational F in-global functors is fully faithful.

Now we consider a rational Out-module X. Then ρX is a rational F in-global

functor, so ηρX : ρX −→ ρ(τ(ρX)) is an isomorphism by the previous para-

graph. Since ηρX is right inverse to ρ(ǫX), the morphism ρ(ǫX) : ρ(τ(ρX)) −→
ρX is an isomorphism of F in-global functors. By Proposition 4.5.34 the rep-

resented Out-module OutG is a direct summand of τ(AG). So the group

mod- Out(OutG, X) � X(G)

is a direct summand of the group

mod- Out(τ(AG), X) � GF (AG, ρX) � (ρX)(G) ,

and this splitting is natural for morphisms of Out-modules in X. In particu-

lar, the morphism ǫX(G) : (τ(ρX))(G) −→ X(G) is a direct summand of the

morphism

ρ(ǫX)(G) : (ρ(τ(ρX)))(G) −→ (ρX)(G) .

The latter is an isomorphism by the previous paragraph, so the morphism ǫX(G)

is also an isomorphism. This shows that for every rational Out-module X the

adjunction counit ǫX : τ(ρX) −→ X is an isomorphism.

Altogether we have now seen that when restricted to rational objects on both

sides, the unit and counit of the adjunction (τ, ρ) are isomorphisms. This proves

the theorem. �

The rational equivalence τ of abelian categories prolongs to an equivalence
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of derived categories by applying τ dimensionwise to chain complexes. The

combination with the equivalence of triangulated categories of Theorem 4.5.29

is then a chain of two exact equivalences of triangulated categories

GHQF in
−−→
�
D

(
GF QF in

) D(τ)−−−→
�
D(mod- OutQ) . (4.5.36)

The next proposition shows that this composite equivalence is an algebraic

model for the geometric fixed point homotopy groups.

For every orthogonal spectrum X and every compact Lie group G, the ge-

ometric fixed point map Φ : πG
0

(X) −→ ΦG
0

(X) annihilates all transfers from

proper subgroups by Proposition 3.3.11. So the geometric fixed point map fac-

tors over a homomorphism

Φ̄ : τ(π
k
(X))(G) −→ ΦG

k (X)

that we called the reduced geometric fixed point map above. The geometric

fixed point maps are compatible with inflations (Proposition 3.3.5 (iii)), so as

G varies among finite groups, the reduced geometric fixed point maps form a

morphism of Out-modules. When we apply Proposition 3.4.26 to the under-

lying orthogonal G-spectrum of an orthogonal spectrum, it specializes to the

following:

Corollary 4.5.37. For every orthogonal spectrum X, every finite group G and

every integer k the map

Φ̄ : τ(π
k
(X))(G) −→ ΦG

k (X)

becomes an isomorphism after tensoring with Q. So for varying finite groups

G, these maps form a rational isomorphism of Out-functors τ(π
k
(X)) � Φ

k
(X).

As a corollary we obtain that the combined equivalence κ of triangulated

categories (4.5.36) from the rational finite global homotopy category GHQF in

to the derived category of the abelian category mod- OutQ comes with a natural

isomorphism

ΦG
∗ (X) � H∗(κ(X)) ,

for every object X of GHQF in
, between the geometric fixed point homotopy

groups and the homology Out-modules of κ(X).
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Ultra-commutative ring spectra

This chapter is devoted to ultra-commutative ring spectra, our model for ex-

tremely highly structured, multiplicative global stable homotopy types. On the

point set level, these objects are simply commutative orthogonal ring spectra;

we use the term ‘ultra-commutative’ to emphasize that we care about their ho-

motopy theory with respect to multiplicative morphisms that are global equiv-

alences. We refer to the introduction of Chapter 2 for further justification of the

adjective ‘ultra-commutative’. In short, the slogan “E∞=commutative” is not

true globally, and a strictly commutative multiplication encodes a large amount

of additional structure that deserves a special name.

Section 5.1 introduces the formal setup for power operations on ultra-commu-

tative ring spectra. We define global power functors as global Green functors

equipped with additional power operations, satisfying a list of axioms reminis-

cent of the properties of the power maps x 7→ xm in a commutative ring. We

show in Theorem 5.1.11 that the global functor π
0
(R) of an ultra-commutative

ring spectrum R supports such power operations, and is an example of a global

power functor.

Section 5.2 is primarily of algebraic nature, and gives both a monadic and a

comonadic description of the category of global power functors. We introduce

the comonad of ‘exponential sequences’ on the category of global Green func-

tors, and show that its coalgebras are equivalent to global power functors. A

formal consequence is that the category of global power functors has all limits

and colimits, and that they are created in the category of global Green functors.

We discuss localization of global Green functors and global power functors at a

multiplicative subset of the underlying ring, including rationalization of global

power functors.

In Section 5.3 we discuss various examples of global power functors, such

as the Burnside ring global power functor, the global functor represented by an

abelian compact Lie group, free global power functors, constant global power

functors, and the complex representation ring global functor. In Section 5.4 we

461
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set up the global model structure on the category of ultra-commutative ring

spectra, compare Theorem 5.4.3. In Theorem 5.4.4 we calculate the algebra

of natural operations on the 0-th homotopy groups of ultra-commutative ring

spectra: we show that these operations are freely generated by restrictions,

transfers and power operations. Theorem 5.4.14 shows that every global power

functor can be realized by an ultra-commutative ring spectrum.

5.1 Power operations

In this section we introduce the formal setup for encoding the power operations

on ultra-commutative ring spectra. In Definition 5.1.6 we define global power

functors, which are global Green functors equipped with additional power op-

erations, satisfying a list of axioms reminiscent of the properties of the power

maps x 7→ xm in a commutative ring. Theorem 5.1.11 shows that the global

functor π
0
(R) of an ultra-commutative ring spectrum R supports power opera-

tions, and is an example of a global power functor. As we shall see in Theorem

5.4.4 below, all the natural operations on π
0
(R) are generated by restrictions,

transfers and power operations, so we are not missing any additional struc-

ture. Moreover, every global power functor is realized by an ultra-commutative

Eilenberg-MacLane ring spectrum, see Theorem 5.4.14 below. For a different

perspective of global power functors (restricted to finite groups), including the

relationship to the concepts of λ-rings, τ-rings and β-rings, we refer the reader

to Ganter’s paper [60].

Definition 5.1.1. An ultra-commutative ring spectrum is a commutative or-

thogonal ring spectrum. We write ucom for the category of ultra-commutative

ring spectra.

In Section 2.2 we introduced power operations and transfers on the equivari-

ant homotopy sets of ultra-commutative monoids. For every ultra-commutative

ring spectrum R, the orthogonal space Ω•R inherits a commutative multipli-

cation, making it an ultra-commutative monoid (compare Example 4.1.16).

Moreover, πG
0

(Ω•R) = πG
0

(R), so this endows the 0-th stable equivariant homo-

topy groups πG
0

(R) with multiplicative power operations and transfers, natural

for homomorphisms of ultra-commutative ring spectra. Since these operations

come from the multiplicative (as opposed to the ‘additive’ structure) of the ring

spectrum, we now switch to a multiplicative notation and write

Pm : πG
0 (R) −→ πΣm≀G

0
(R) (5.1.2)

(instead of [m]) for the multiplicative power operations, and we write NG
H

(in-

stead of trG
H

) for multiplicative transfers. Multiplicative transfers are often re-
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ferred to as norm maps, and that is also the terminology we will use. Since

we will work with power operations a lot, we take the time to expand the

definition: the operation Pm takes the class represented by a based G-map

f : S V −→ R(V), for some G-representation V , to the class of the (Σm ≀G)-map

S Vm

= (S V)∧m
f∧m

−−−−→ R(V)∧m
µV,...,V−−−−−→ R(Vm) ,

where µV,...,V is the iterated, (Σm ≀G)-equivariant multiplication map of R.

Definition 5.1.3. A global Green functor is a commutative monoid in the cat-

egory of global functors under the monoidal structure given by the box product

of Construction 4.2.17. We write GlGre for the category of global Green func-

tors.

As we explain after Definition 4.2.19, the commutative multiplication on a

global Green functor R can be made more explicit in two equivalent ways:

• as a commutative ring structure on the group R(G) for every compact Lie

group, subject to the requirement that all restrictions maps are ring homo-

morphisms and the transfer maps satisfy reciprocity;

• as a unit element 1 ∈ R(e) and biadditive, commutative, associative and

unital external pairings × : R(G) × R(K) −→ R(G × K) that are morphisms

of global functors in each variable separately.

We clarify next how the power operations of ultra-commutative ring spectra

interact with the other structure on equivariant stable homotopy groups, such as

the addition, restriction and transfer maps. For m ≥ 2 the power operation Pm is

not additive, but it satisfies various properties reminiscent of the map x 7→ xm

in a commutative ring. We formalize these properties into the concept of a

global power functor. Conditions (i) through (vi) in the following definition

express the fact that a global power functor has an underlying ‘multiplicative’

global power monoid, in the sense of Definition 2.2.8, if we forget the additive

structure. The definition makes use of certain embeddings between products

and wreath products:

Φi, j : (Σi ≀G) × (Σ j ≀G) −→ Σi+ j ≀G (5.1.4)

((σ; g1, . . . , gi), (σ′; gi+1, . . . , gi+ j)) 7−→ (σ + σ′; g1, . . . , gi+ j)

and

Ψk,m : Σk ≀ (Σm ≀G) −→ Σkm ≀G (5.1.5)

(σ; (τ1; h1), . . . , (τk; hk)) 7−→ (σ♮(τ1, . . . , τk); h1 + · · · + hk) .

These monomorphisms were defined in Construction 2.2.3.
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Definition 5.1.6. A global power functor is a global Green functor R equipped

with maps

Pm : R(G) −→ R(Σm ≀G)

for all compact Lie groups G and m ≥ 1, called power operations, that satisfy

the following relations.

(i) (Unit) Pm(1) = 1 for the unit 1 ∈ R(e).

(ii) (Identity) P1 = Id under the identification G � Σ1 ≀G sending g to (1; g).

(iii) (Naturality) For every continuous homomorphism α : K −→ G between

compact Lie groups and all m ≥ 1 the relation

Pm ◦ α∗ = (Σm ≀ α)∗ ◦ Pm

holds as maps R(G) −→ R(Σm ≀ K).

(iv) (Multiplicativity) For all compact Lie groups G, all m ≥ 1 and all classes

x, y ∈ R(G) the relation

Pm(x · y) = Pm(x) · Pm(y)

holds in the group R(Σm ≀G).

(v) (Restriction) For all compact Lie groups G, all m > k > 0 and all x ∈
R(G) the relation

Φ∗k,m−k(Pm(x)) = Pk(x) × Pm−k(x)

holds in R((Σk ≀G) × (Σm−k ≀G)).

(vi) (Transitivity) For all compact Lie groups G, all k,m ≥ 1 and all x ∈ R(G)

the relation

Ψ∗k,m(Pkm(x)) = Pk(Pm(x))

holds in R(Σk ≀ (Σm ≀G)).

(vii) (Additivity) For all compact Lie groups G, all m ≥ 1, and all x, y ∈ R(G)

the relation

Pm(x + y) =

m∑

k=0

trk,m−k(Pk(x) × Pm−k(y))

holds in R(Σm ≀ G), where trk,m−k is the transfer associated to the embed-

ding Φk,m−k : (Σk ≀ G) × (Σm−k ≀ G) −→ Σm ≀ G defined in (5.1.4). Here

P0(x) is the multiplicative unit 1.

(viii) (Transfer) For every closed subgroup H of a compact Lie group G and

every m ≥ 1 the relation

Pm ◦ trG
H = tr

Σm≀G
Σm≀H ◦P

m

holds as maps R(H) −→ R(Σm ≀G).
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A morphism of global power functors is a morphism of global Green func-

tors that also commutes with the power operations. We write GlPow for the

category of global power functors.

In a global power functor the relation Pm(0) = 0 also holds for every m ≥ 1

and all G. Indeed, the additivity and unit relations give

m−1∑

k=1

trk,m−k(Pk(0) × 1) = Pm(0 + 1) − Pm(0) − Pm(1) = −Pm(0) .

Starting from P1(0) = 0 this shows inductively that Pm(0) = 0.

Remark 5.1.7 (Global power functors versus global Tambara functors). A

global power functor gives rise to two underlying global power monoids, the

additive and the multiplicative one. As we explained in Construction 2.2.29,

applied to the multiplicative global power monoid, the power operations Pm

lead to ‘multiplicative transfers’, NG
H

: R(H) −→ R(G) that are called norm

maps, for every subgroup H of finite index in G. For the convenience of the

reader, we recall the construction of the norm maps. We suppose that [G : H] =

m, and we choose an H-basis of G, i.e., an ordered m-tuple ḡ = (g1, . . . , gm) of

elements in disjoint H-orbits such that

G =
⋃m

i=1
giH .

The wreath product Σm ≀ H acts freely and transitively from the right on the set

of all such H-bases of G, by the formula

(g1, . . . , gm) · (σ; h1, . . . , hm) = (gσ(1)h1, . . . , gσ(m)hm) .

We obtain a continuous homomorphismΨḡ : G −→ Σm ≀ H by requiring that

γ · ḡ = ḡ ·Ψḡ(γ) .

The norm NG
H

: R(H) −→ R(G) is then the composite

R(H)
Pm

−−−→ R(Σm ≀ H)
Ψ∗ḡ−−−→ R(G) .

Any other H-basis is of the form ḡω for a unique ω ∈ Σm ≀ H. We have

Ψḡω = cω ◦ Ψḡ as maps G −→ Σm ≀ H, where cω(γ) = ω−1γω. Since inner

automorphisms induce the identity in any Rep-functor, we have

Ψ∗ḡ = Ψ
∗
ḡω : R(Σm ≀ H) −→ R(G) .

So the norm NG
H

does not depend on the choice of basis ḡ.

The norms maps satisfy a number of important relations, by Proposition

2.2.30 applied to the multiplicative monoid of the global power functor R.

There relations – turned into multiplicative notation – are as follows.
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(i) (Transitivity) We have NG
G
= IdR(G) and for nested subgroups H ⊆ G ⊆ F

of finite index the relation

NF
G ◦ NG

H = NF
H

holds as maps R(H) −→ R(F).

(ii) (Multiplicative double coset formula) For every subgroup K of G (not

necessarily of finite index) the relation

resG
K ◦NG

H =
∏

[g]∈K\G/H
NK

K∩g H ◦ g⋆ ◦ resH
Kg∩H

holds as maps R(H) −→ R(K). Here [g] runs over a set of representatives

of the finite set of K-H-double cosets.

(iii) (Inflation) For every continuous epimorphism α : K −→ G of compact

Lie groups the relation

α∗ ◦ NG
H = NK

L ◦ (α|L)∗

holds as maps from R(H) −→ R(K), where L = α−1(H).

(iv) For every m ≥ 1 the m-th power operation can be recovered as

Pm = N
Σm≀G
K
◦ q∗ , (5.1.8)

where K is the subgroup of Σm ≀G consisting of all (σ; g1, . . . , gm) such

that σ(m) = m and q : K −→ G is defined by q(σ; g1, . . . , gm) = gm.

In particular, the power operations define the norm maps, but they can also be

reconstructed from the norm maps. So the information in a global power func-

tor could be packaged in an equivalent but different way using norm maps in-

stead of power operations. The algebraic structure that arises then is the global

analog of a TNR-functor in the sense of Tambara [171], nowadays also called a

Tambara functor; here the acronym stands form ‘Transfer, Norm and Restric-

tion’. This observation can be stated as an equivalence of categories between

global power functors and a certain category of ‘global TNR functors’; we

shall not pursue this further. Our reason for favoring power operations over

norm maps is that they satisfy explicit and intuitive formulas with respect to

the rest of the structure (restriction, transfer, sum, product,. . . ). The norm maps

also satisfy universal formulas when applied to sums and transfers, but I find

them harder to describe and to remember.

For a fixed finite group G, Brun [31, Sec. 7.2] has constructed norm maps on

the 0-th equivariant homotopy group Mackey functor of every commutative or-

thogonal G-ring spectrum, and he showed that this structure is a TNR-functor.

So when restricted to finite groups, the global power functor structure on π0
(R)

for an ultra-commutative ring spectrum, obtained in the following Theorem
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5.1.11, could also be deduced by using Brun’s TNR-structure for the under-

lying orthogonal G-ring spectrum RG, and then turning the norm maps into

power operations as (5.1.8). However, Brun’s construction is rather indirect

and this would hide the simple and explicit nature of the power operations.

In order to show that the 0-th equivariant homotopy group functor of an

ultra-commutative ring spectrum satisfies the transfer axiom (viii) of a global

power functor, we study the interplay between power operations, the Wirth-

müller isomorphism and the degree shifting transfer. To state the results we

first have to generalize power operations from equivariant homotopy groups to

equivariant homology theories.

We let R be an orthogonal spectrum, G a compact Lie group and A a based

G-space. We define the G-equivariant R-homology group of A as the group

RG
0 (A) = πG

0 (R ∧ A) = colimV∈s(UG) [S V ,R(V) ∧ A]G .

Every continuous group homomorphism α : K −→ G induces a restriction

homomorphism

α∗ : RG
0 (A) −→ RK

0 (α∗(A))

that generalizes the restriction homomorphism α∗ : πG
0

(R) −→ πK
0

(R). Again

α∗ is defined by applying restriction of scalars to any representative of a given

equivariant homology class.

Now we let R be an orthogonal ring spectrum (not necessarily commuta-

tive). Then the equivariant homology theories represented by R inherit multi-

plications in the form of bilinear maps

× : RG
0 (A) × RG

0 (B) −→ RG
0 (A ∧ B) .

We define this pairing simply as the composite

RG
0 (A) × RG

0 (B) = πG
0 (R ∧ A) × πG

0 (R ∧ B)
×−−→ πG

0 ((R ∧ A) ∧ (R ∧ B))

µ∗−−−→ πG
0 (R ∧ A ∧ B) = RG

0 (A ∧ B) ,

where the first map is the homotopy group pairing of Construction 3.5.12 and

µ : (R ∧ A) ∧ (R ∧ B) −→ R ∧ A ∧ B stems from the multiplication of R. For

A = B = S 0 this construction reduces to the pairings of equivariant homotopy

groups (3.5.16).

Now we suppose that the ring spectrum R is ultra-commutative. Given a

based G-space A, we write A(m) = A∧m for its m-fold smash power, which is

naturally a based (Σm ≀G)-space. Then we define the m-th power operation

Pm : RG
0 (A) −→ R

Σm≀G
0

(A(m))
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by the obvious generalization of (5.1.2): the operation Pm takes the class rep-

resented by a based G-map f : S V −→ R(V) ∧ A, for some G-representation

V , to the class of the (Σm ≀G)-map

S Vm

= (S V )(m) f (m)

−−−−→ (R(V) ∧ A)(m)

shuffle−−−−−−→ R(V)(m) ∧ A(m)
µV,...,V∧A(m)

−−−−−−−−→ R(Vm) ∧ A(m) ,

where µV,...,V is the iterated multiplication map of R. We omit the straight-

forward verification that the power operations in equivariant R-homology are

compatible with restriction maps: for every continuous homomorphism α :

K −→ G between compact Lie groups and every based G-space A, the relation

Pm ◦ α∗ = (Σm ≀ α)∗ ◦ Pm

holds as maps from RG
0

(A) to R
Σm≀K
0

(α∗(A)(m)), exploiting that (Σm ≀ α)∗(A(m)) =

α∗(A)(m) as (Σm ≀ K)-spaces.

The following proposition makes precise how the power operations in equiv-

ariant R-homology interact with the Wirthmüller isomorphism of Theorem

3.2.15. To give the precise statement we have to introduce additional nota-

tion. We let H be a closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G. As before we

let L = TeH(G/H) denote the tangent H-representation, the tangent space of

G/H at the distinguished coset eH. We write

γ : (G/H)m
� (Σm ≀G)/(Σm≀H) , (g1H, . . . , gmH) 7−→ (1; g1, . . . , gm)·(Σm≀H)

for the distinguished (Σm ≀ G)-equivariant diffeomorphism. The differential of

γ at (eH, . . . , eH) is a (Σm ≀ H)-equivariant linear isometry

(dγ)(eH,...,eH) : Lm
� Te(Σm≀H)

(
(Σm ≀G)/(Σm ≀ H)

)
.

In the next proposition and its corollaries, we will use this equivariant isometry

to identify Lm with the tangent representation of Σm ≀ H inside Σm ≀G.

Proposition 5.1.9. Let R be an ultra-commutative ring spectrum and H a

closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G. Then the following diagram com-

mutes

RG
0

(G/H+)
WirthG

H

�

//

Pm

��

RH
0

(S L)

Pm

��
R
Σm≀G
0

((G/H)m
+)

�γ∗
��

R
Σm≀H
0

((S L)(m))

�

��
R
Σm≀G
0

((Σm ≀G)/(Σm ≀ H)+)
Wirth

Σm ≀G
Σm ≀H

� // RΣm≀H
0

(S Lm

)
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where the horizontal maps are the respective Wirthmüller isomorphisms.

Proof We choose a slice as in the definition of the Wirthmüller map in Con-

struction 3.2.1, i.e., a smooth embedding s : D(L) −→ G that satisfies

s(0) = 1 , s(h · l) = h · s(l) · h−1 and s(−l) = s(l)−1

for all (l, h) ∈ D(L) × H, and such that the differential at 0 of the composite

D(L)
s−−→ G

proj
−−−→ G/H

is the identity. The collapse map

λG
H = lGH/H : G/H+ −→ S L

is then given by the formula

λG
H(gH) =


l/(1 − |l|) if g = s(l) · h with (l, h) ∈ D(L) × H, and

∗ if g is not of this form.

We define a slice for the pair (Σm ≀G,Σm ≀H) from the slice s for the pair (G,H),

namely as the smooth embedding

s̄ : D(Lm) −→ Σm ≀G , s̄(l1, . . . , lm) = (1; s(l1), . . . , s(lm)) .

Clearly, s̄(0, . . . , 0) is the multiplicative unit,

s̄(−l1, . . . ,−lm) = (1; s(−l1), . . . , s(−lm))

= (1; s(l1)−1, . . . , s(lm)−1) = s̄(−l1, . . . ,−lm)−1 ,

and

s̄((σ−1; h1, . . . ,hm) · (l1, . . . , lm)) = s̄(hσ(1)lσ(1), . . . , hσ(m)lσ(m))

= (1; s(hσ(1)lσ(1)), . . . , s(hσ(m)lσ(m)))

= (1; hσ(1)s(lσ(1))h
−1
σ(1), . . . , hσ(m)s(lσ(m))h

−1
σ(m))

= (σ−1; h1, . . . , hm) · (1; s(l1), . . . , s(lm)) · (σ; h−1
σ(1), . . . , h

−1
σ(m))

= (σ−1; h1, . . . , hm) · s̄(l1, . . . , lm) · (σ−1; h1, . . . , hm)−1 ,

for all (l1, . . . , lm) ∈ D(Lm) and all (σ−1; h1, . . . , hm) ∈ Σm ≀ H. Finally, the

differential of the composite

D(Lm)
s̄−−→ Σm ≀G

proj
−−−→ (Σm ≀G)/(Σm ≀ H)

γ−1

−−→ (G/H)m

is the identity, so we have indeed defined a slice. We let

λΣm≀G
Σm≀H : (Σm ≀G)/(Σm ≀ H)+ −→ S Lm
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denote the collapse map based on the slice s̄. The composite

(G/H)m
+

γ+−−−→ (Σm ≀G)/(Σm ≀ H)+
λΣm ≀G
Σm ≀H−−−−→ S Lm

sends a point (s(l1)H, . . . , s(lm)H) with (l1, . . . , lm) ∈ D(Lm) to the point

(
1 −

√
|l1|2 + · · · + |lm|2

)−1
· (l1, . . . , lm) ;

all other points of (G/H)m are sent to the basepoint at infinity. A scaling ho-

motopy thus witnesses that the following diagram commutes up to (Σm ≀ H)-

equivariant based homotopy:

(G/H)m
+

(λG
H

)(m)

//

�γ+

��

(S L)(m)

�

��
(Σm ≀G)/(Σm ≀ H)+

λΣm ≀G
Σm ≀H

// S Lm

Now we contemplate the diagram:

RG
0

(G/H+)
resG

H //

Pm

��

RH
0

(G/H+)
(λG

H
)∗ //

Pm

��

RH
0

(S L)

Pm

��
R
Σm≀G
0

((G/H)m
+)

res
Σm ≀G
Σm ≀H //

�(γ+)∗
��

R
Σm≀H
0

((G/H)m
+)

((λG
H

)m)∗ //

(γ+)∗ �
��

R
Σm≀H
0

((S L)(m))

�

��
R
Σm≀G
0

((Σm ≀G)/(Σm ≀ H)+)
res
Σm ≀G
Σm ≀H

// RΣm≀H
0

((Σm ≀G)/(Σm ≀ H)+)
(λΣm ≀G
Σm ≀H )∗

// RΣm≀H
0

(S Lm

)

The two squares on the left commute by compatibility of power operations with

restriction and by naturality of restriction. The upper right square commutes

by naturality of power operations. The lower right square commutes by the

previous paragraph. Since the upper and lower horizontal composites are the

respective Wirthmüller maps, this proves the proposition. �

A direct consequence of the previous proposition is that power operations

are compatible with dimension shifting and degree zero transfer maps.

Corollary 5.1.10. Let R be an ultra-commutative ring spectrum and H a

closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G. Then the following two diagrams
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commute:

RH
0

(S L)

Pm

��

TrG
H // πG

0
(R)

Pm

��

πH
0

(R)

Pm

��

trG
H // πG

0
(R)

Pm

��

R
Σm≀H
0

((S L)(m))

�

��
R
Σm≀H
0

(S Lm

)
Tr
Σm ≀G
Σm ≀H

// πΣm≀G
0

(R) πΣm≀H
0

(R)
tr
Σm ≀G
Σm ≀H

// πΣm≀G
0

(R)

Proof By Theorem 3.2.15, the external transfer

G ⋉H − : RH
0 (S L) = πH

0 (R ∧ S L) −→ πG
0 (R ∧G/H+) = RG

0 (G/H+)

is inverse to the Wirthmüller isomorphism, up to the effect of the antipodal

map of S L. The identification (S L)(m)
� S Lm

takes (S − IdL )(m) to S − IdLm , so the

following diagram commutes by naturality of power operations:

RH
0

(S L)
εL

�

//

Pm

��

RH
0

(S L)

Pm

��
R
Σm≀H
0

((S L)(m))

�

��

R
Σm≀H
0

((S L)(m))

�

��
R
Σm≀H
0

(S Lm

)
εLm

� // RΣm≀H
0

(S Lm

)

Stacking this diagram next to the commutative diagram of Wirthmüller isomor-

phisms given in Proposition 5.1.9, and reading the composite diagram back-

wards yields the commutativity of the left part of the following diagram:

RH
0

(S L)

Pm

��

G⋉H−
//

TrG
H

,,
RG

0
((G/H)+)

Pm

��

(p+)∗
// πG

0
(R)

Pm

��
R
Σm≀H
0

((S L)(m))

�

��

R
Σm≀G
0

((G/H)m
+)

γ∗�

��

(pm
+ )∗

// πΣm≀G
0

(R)

R
Σm≀H
0

(S Lm

)
Σm≀G⋉Σm ≀H− //

Tr
Σm ≀G
Σm ≀H

22R
Σm≀G
0

((Σm ≀G)/(Σm ≀ H)+)
(p+)∗ // πΣm≀G

0
(R)

The dimension shifting transfer TrG
H : RH

0
(S L) −→ πG

0
(R) is the composite of

the external transfer and the effect of the unique G-map p : G/H −→ ∗. So the
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first claim follows from the commutativity of the right part of the above dia-

gram. The degree zero transfer is obtained from the dimension shifting transfer

by precomposing with the effect of the map S 0 −→ S L, the inclusion of the

origin into the tangent representation. If we raise the inclusion of the origin of

S L to the m-th power, the canonical homeomorphism (S L)(m) −→ S Lm

identi-

fies it with the inclusion of the origin of S Lm

. So the power operations are also

compatible with degree zero transfers. �

Much of the next result is contained, at least implicitly, in Greenlees’ and

May’s construction of norm maps [68, Sec. 7-9], simply because an ultra-

commutative ring spectrum is an example of a ‘GI∗-FSP’ in the sense of [68,

Def. 5.5].

Theorem 5.1.11. Let R be an ultra-commutative ring spectrum. The power

operations (5.1.2) make the global functor π
0
(R) into a global power functor.

Proof The properties (i) through (vi) only involve the multiplication, power

operations and restriction maps, so they are special cases of Proposition 2.2.14

for the multiplicative ultra-commutative monoid Ω•R. The transfer relation

(viii) is proved in Corollary 5.1.10. The most involved argument remaining

is required for the additivity formula (vii), identifying the behavior of power

operations on sums.

We first show an external version of the additivity relation. We consider two

equivariant homology classes x, y ∈ πG
0

(R). Since equivariant homotopy groups

take wedges to direct sums there is a unique class

x ⊕ y ∈ πG
0 (R ∧ {1, 2}+)

such that

p1
∗(x ⊕ y) = x and p2

∗(x ⊕ y) = y ,

where p1, p2 : {1, 2}+ −→ S 0 are the projections determined by (pi)−1(0) = {i}.
We write Σk,m−k ≀ G for the image of the homomorphism Φk,m−k : (Σk ≀ G) ×
(Σm−k ≀G) −→ Σm ≀G and let

ψk : (Σm ≀G)/(Σk,m−k ≀G) −→ {1, 2}m

be the embedding of (Σm ≀G)-sets that sends the preferred coset e(Σk,m−k ≀G) to

the point

(1, . . . , 1︸  ︷︷  ︸
k

, 2, . . . , 2︸  ︷︷  ︸
m−k

) ∈ {1, 2}m .

Here Σm ≀ G acts on {1, 2}m through the projection to Σm, by permutation of
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coordinates. The orbits of the (Σm ≀ G)-set {1, 2}m are precisely the images of

the maps ψ0, . . . , ψm. We will show the relation

Pm(x ⊕ y) =

m∑

k=0

(ψk
+)∗((Σm ≀G) ⋉Σk,m−k ≀G (Pk(x) × Pm−k(y))) (5.1.12)

in the group πΣm≀G
0

(R ∧ {1, 2}m+). Since πΣm≀G
0

(R ∧ −) is additive on wedges, it

suffices to show the relation after projection to each (Σm ≀ G)-orbit of {1, 2}m.

So we let

ψ̄k : {1, 2}m+ −→ (Σm ≀G)/(Σk,m−k ≀G)+

be the right inverse to ψk
+ that sends the other orbits to the basepoint, i.e., ψ̄k◦ψ j

+

is constant for j , k. The relation (5.1.12) thus follows if we can show

ψ̄k
∗(P

m(x ⊕ y)) = (Σm ≀G) ⋉Σk,m−k ≀G (Pk(x) × Pm−k(y)) (5.1.13)

in the group

πΣm≀G
0

(R ∧ (Σm ≀G)/(Σk,m−k ≀G)+)

for all 0 ≤ k ≤ m. We apply the Wirthmüller isomorphism, i.e., the composite

πΣm≀G
0

(R ∧ (Σm ≀G)/(Σk,m−k ≀G)+)
res
Σm ≀G
Σk,m−k ≀G−−−−−−−→

π
Σk,m−k≀G
0

(R∧(Σm ≀G)/(Σk,m−k ≀G)+)
(lk)∗−−−→ π

Σk,m−k≀G
0

(R) .

Here lk : (Σm ≀G)/(Σk,m−k ≀G)+ −→ S 0 is the projection to the preferred coset.

We obtain

(lk)∗(resΣm≀G
Σk,m−k ≀G(ψ̄k

∗(P
m(x ⊕ y)))) = (lk ◦ ψ̄k)∗(resΣm≀G

Σk,m−k ≀G(Pm(x ⊕ y)))

= ((p1)(k) ∧ (p2)(m−k))∗(P
k(x ⊕ y) × Pm−k(x ⊕ y))

= Pk(p1
∗(x ⊕ y)) × Pm−k(p2

∗(x ⊕ y)) = Pk(x) × Pm−k(y) .

Since the Wirthmüller isomorphism is inverse to the external transfer (compare

Theorem 3.2.15), this proves (5.1.13), and hence (5.1.12).

Now we obtain the additivity relation by naturality for the fold map ∇ :

{1, 2}+ −→ S 0 with ∇(1) = ∇(2) = 0. Then

Pm(x + y) = Pm(∇∗(x ⊕ y)) = (∇(m))∗(P
m(x ⊕ y))

(5.1.12) =

m∑

k=0

(∇(m) ◦ ψk
+)∗((Σm ≀G) ⋉Σk,m−k ≀G (Pk(x) × Pm−k(y)))

=

m∑

k=0

tr
Σm≀G
Σk,m−k ≀G(Pk(x) × Pm−k(y)) .
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The third equation uses that the composite

(Σm ≀G)/(Σk,m−k ≀G)+
ψk
+−−−→ {1, 2}m+

∇(m)

−−−→ (S 0)(m) = S 0

sends all of (Σm ≀G)/(Σk,m−k ≀G) to the non-basepoint. �

Remark 5.1.14 (Relation to classical power operations). We owe an explana-

tion how power operations for ultra-commutative ring spectra refine the clas-

sical power operations defined in the (non-equivariant) cohomology theory

represented by an H∞-ring spectrum. We recall from [34, I.§4] that an H∞-

structure is an algebra structure over the monad

LP : SH −→ SH

on the stable homotopy category that can be obtained by deriving the ‘sym-

metric algebra’ monad

P : Sp −→ Sp

on the category of orthogonal spectra (whose algebras are commutative orthog-

onal ring spectra). This is not the full truth, because Bruner, May, McClure and

Steinberger use a different model for the stable homotopy category, so strictly

speaking one would have to translate the relevant parts of [34] to the context

of orthogonal spectra. If we did that, the derived functor of the m-symmetric

power of orthogonal spectra would be modeled by the m-th extended power

DmX = (EΣm)+ ∧Σm
X∧m .

Specifying an H∞-structure on an orthogonal spectrum E thus amounts to spec-

ifying morphisms, in the non-equivariant stable homotopy category,

µm : DmE −→ E

from the m-th extended power to E; the algebra structure over the monad LP

then translates into a specific collection of relations among the morphisms µm

that are spelled out in [34, Ch. I Def. 3.1].

For every space A, the H∞-structure gives rise to power operations

Pm : E0(A) −→ E0(BΣm × A) (5.1.15)

in E-cohomology defined in [34, Ch. I Def. 4.1] as the following composite:

E0(A) = [Σ∞+ A, E]
Dm−−−→ [Dm(Σ∞+ A),DmE]

[Dm(Σ∞+ A),µn]
−−−−−−−−−−→ [Dm(Σ∞+ A), E]

� [Σ∞+ (DmA), E] = E0(DmA)
E0 (EΣm×Σm∆)
−−−−−−−−−−→ E0(BΣm × A) .

Here [−,−] denotes the morphism group in the stable homotopy category SH ,

DmA = EΣm ×Σm
Am is the space level extended power, and ∆ : A −→ Am is the
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diagonal. Depending on the context, the power operations (5.1.15) are often

processed further; in favorable cases, E0(BΣm × A) can be explicitly described

as a functor of E0(A), and the power operations can be translated into a specific

kind of algebraic structure.

Now we let R be an ultra-commutative ring spectrum. Then the underlying

H∞-structure is given by the composite morphism

DmR = (EΣm)+ ∧Σm
R∧m −→ Σm\R∧m mult−−−→ R

where the first morphism collapses EΣm to a point and the second map is in-

duced by the iterated multiplication R∧m −→ R. The definition (5.1.2) of the

power operations on equivariant homotopy groups directly extends to power

operations

Pm : R0
G(A) −→ R0

Σm≀G(Am)

in the equivariant cohomology of a G-space A. The operation Pm takes the

class represented by a based G-map f : S V ∧ A+ −→ R(V), for some G-

representation V , to the class of the (Σm ≀G)-map

S Vm ∧ Am
+ � (S V ∧ A+)∧m

f∧m

−−−−→ R(V)∧m
µV,...,V−−−−−→ R(Vm) ,

where µV,...,V is the iterated, (Σm ≀ G)-equivariant multiplication map of R. A

forgetful homomorphism

R0
G(A) −→ R0(EG ×G A)

is defined as the composite

R0
G(A) = JΣ∞+ LG,V A,RK U−−→ [U(Σ∞+LG,V A),R]

= [Σ∞+ (EG ×G A),R] = R0(EG ×G A) ,

where U : GH −→ SH is the forgetful functor from the global stable ho-

motopy category to the non-equivariant stable homotopy category. Then the

following diagram commutes:

R0(A)

Pm

��

Dm // [Dm(Σ∞+ A),DmR]

(µm)∗
��

R0
Σm

(Am)
U //

R0
Σm

(∆)

��

R0(EΣm ×Σm
A)

R0(EΣm×Σm∆)

��
R0
Σm

(A)
U

// R0(BΣm × A)

The composite through the upper right corner is the H∞-power operation Pm;
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so this diagram makes precise in which way power operations for ultra-commu-

tative ring spectra refine power operations for H∞-ring spectra.

Remark 5.1.16 (G∞-ring spectra). As we recalled in the previous remark, non-

equivariant power operations on a ring valued cohomology theory already arise

from a weaker structure than a commutative multiplication (or equivalently

E∞-multiplication): all that is needed is an H∞-structure, compare [34, I.§4].

This suggests a global analog of an H∞-structure that, for lack of better name,

we call a G∞-structure. For the formal definition we exploit the global model

structure for ultra-commutative ring spectra, to be established in Theorem 5.4.3

below. This model structure is obtained by lifting the positive global model

structure on the category of orthogonal spectra (see Proposition 4.3.33) along

the forgetful functor. In particular, the free and forgetful functor form a Quillen

adjoint functor pair:

P : Sp // ucom : Uoo

Every Quillen adjoint pair between model categories derives to an adjoint func-

tor pair between the homotopy categories, see [134, I.4, Thm. 3] or [80, Lemma

1.3.10]. In our situation this provides the derived adjunction:

LglP : GH // Ho(ucom) : Ho(U)oo

Since the forgetful functor is fully homotopical, it does not even have to be

derived. The composite

G = Ho(U) ◦ LglP : GH −→ GH

is then canonically a monad on the global stable homotopy category, whose

algebras we call G∞-ring spectra.

The underlying non-equivariant homotopy type of a G∞-ring spectrum comes

with an H∞-structure, so we arrive at a square of forgetful functors between

categories of structured ring spectra with different degrees of commutativity:

Ho(ucom) //

��

(G∞-ring spectra)

��
Hoπ∗-iso(comm. ring spectra) // (H∞-ring spectra)

We emphasize that, like H∞-ring spectra, the category of G∞-ring spectra is

not the homotopy category of any natural model category.

Example 5.1.17 (Units of an ultra-commutative ring spectrum). In Example

2.2.16 we defined the naive units of an orthogonal monoid space. When R is an
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orthogonal ring spectrum, then the naive units of the multiplicative orthogonal

monoid space Ω•R satisfy

πG
0 ((Ω•R)n×) = {x ∈ πG

0 (R) | resG
e (x) is a unit in πe

0(R)} ,

the multiplicative submonoid of πG
0

(R) of elements that become invertible when

restricted to the trivial group. One should beware that these naive units may

contain non-invertible elements, i.e., the orthogonal monoid space (Ω•R)n×

need not be group-like.

When the ring spectrum R is ultra-commutative, then there is a more refined

construction

GL1(R) = (Ω•R)× ,

the global units of R. Indeed, if R is ultra-commutative, then Ω•R is an ultra-

commutative monoid, so we can form the ‘true’ global units, the homotopy

fiber of the multiplication morphism, see Construction 2.5.18. Then GL1(R) is

a group-like ultra-commutative monoid and for every compact Lie group G,

πG
0 (GL1(R)) = (πG

0 (R))× ,

the multiplicative submonoid of units of the commutative ring πG
0

(R). More-

over, the power operations in π
0
(R) correspond to the power operations in

π
0
(GL1(R)).

In the non-equivariant context, GL1(R) is an infinite loop space, i.e., weakly

equivalent to the 0-th space of an Ω-spectrum of units. This fact has a global

generalization as follows. As we hope to explain elsewhere, every ultra-commu-

tative monoid M has a global delooping BM, an orthogonal spectrum that is a

F in-global Ω-spectrum. It also comes with a natural morphism of orthogonal

spaces M −→ Ω•(BM) that is a F in-global equivalence whenever M is group-

like. Since GL1(R) is an ultra-commutative monoid, it has a global delooping

gl1(R) = B(GL1(R)) .

Since the ultra-commutative monoid GL1(R) is group-like, the morphism

ξ : GL1(R) −→ Ω•(B(GL1(R))) = Ω•(gl1(R))

is a F in-global equivalence of orthogonal spaces. For every compact Lie group

G, this induces a map

(πG
0 (R))× � πG

0 (GL1(R))

� πG
0 ((GL1(R))c)

π0(ξ)
−−−−−→ πG

0 (Ω•(gl1(R))) = πG
0 (gl1(R)) .

These maps are compatible with restriction along continuous homomorphisms
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and they are bijective whenever G is finite. Moreover, the maps take the mul-

tiplication respectively norm operations in (π
0
(R))× to addition respectively

finite index transfers in π
0
(gl1(R)).

Remark 5.1.18 (Picard groups). The global units GL1(R) of an ultra-commu-

tative ring spectrum R ought to have an interesting delooping pic(R) that records

the information about invertible modules over the equivariant ring spectra un-

derlying R. At present I have no construction of this delooping as an ultra-

commutative monoid, but I describe the evidence for expecting its existence.

For every compact Lie group G the underlying orthogonal G-ring spectrum

RG of R has a symmetric monoidal model category of modules, i.e., orthogonal

G-spectra with an action by R (where G acts trivially on R). The equivalences

we consider here are R-linear morphisms that are π∗-isomorphisms of under-

lying orthogonal G-spectra; the construction of such a symmetric monoidal

model category can be found in [108, III Thm. 7.6]. We let

Pic(R)(G) = Pic(Ho(RG-mod))

be the resulting Picard group, i.e., the set of isomorphism classes, in the homo-

topy category of RG-modules, of objects that are invertible under the derived

smash product. For a continuous group homomorphism α : K −→ G the re-

striction functor α∗ : RG-mod −→ RK-mod derives to a strong symmetric

monoidal functor

Rα∗ : Ho(RG-mod) −→ Ho(RK-mod) .

So Rα∗ preserves invertibility and induces a group homomorphism

α∗ : Pic(R)(G) −→ Pic(R)(K) .

For a second homomorphism β : L −→ K the functors (Rβ∗) ◦ (Rα∗) and R(α ◦
β)∗ are naturally isomorphic. Moreover, for every element g ∈ G the restriction

functor R(cg)∗ is naturally isomorphic to the identity functor of Ho(RG-mod),

via left multiplication by g. So the assignment G 7→ Pic(R)(G) becomes a

functor

Pic(R) : Repop −→ Ab .

But the ultra-commutativity gives more. For every finite index subgroup H ≤
G, the norm construction of Hill, Hopkins and Ravenel derives to a strong

symmetric monoidal functor

NG
H : Ho(RH-mod) −→ Ho(RG-mod) ,

compare [77, Prop. B.105]. So also NG
H

preserves invertibility and induces a

group homomorphism

NG
H : Pic(R)(H) −→ Pic(R)(G) .
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These norm maps are transitive and they extend the abelian Rep-monoid to a

global power monoid Pic(R).

We expect that there is a ‘natural’ ultra-commutative monoid pic(R) such

that π
0
(pic(R)) � Pic(R) as global power monoids and such that Ω(pic(R)) is

globally equivalent, as an ultra-commutative monoid, to GL1(R). The G-fixed

points (pic(R)(UG))G ought to have the homotopy type, as an E∞-space, of the

nerve of the category of invertible RG-modules and π∗-isomorphisms. Despite

the strong evidence for its existence, I cannot presently construct pic(R) as an

ultra-commutative monoid in our formalism.

Example 5.1.19 (Free global power functors). For a compact Lie group K

we construct a free global power functor CK generated by K. The underlying

global functor is

CK =
⊕

m≥0
A(Σm ≀ K,−) ,

the direct sum of the global functors represented by the wreath products Σm ≀K,

including the trivial group Σ0 ≀ K = e. The multiplication µ : CK�CK −→ CK

that makes this into a global Green functor restricted to the (m, n)-summand is

the morphism

A(Σm ≀ K,−)�A(Σn ≀ K,−) −→ CK

that corresponds, via the universal property of the box product, to the bimor-

phism with (G,G′)-component

A(Σm ≀ K,G)�A(Σn ≀ K,G′)
×−−→ A((Σm ≀ K) × (Σn ≀ K),G ×G′)

A(Φ∗m,n ,G×G′)
−−−−−−−−−−→ A(Σm+n ≀ K,G ×G′)

incl−−→ CK(G ×G′) ;

here Φ∗m,n is the restriction map associated to the embedding (5.1.4)

Φm,n : (Σm ≀ K) × (Σn ≀ K) −→ Σm+n ≀ K .

The multiplication is associative because

Φk+m,n ◦ (Φk,m × (Σn ≀ K)) = Φk,m+n ◦ ((Σk ≀ K) ×Φm,n) :

(Σk ≀ K) × (Σm ≀ K) × (Σn ≀ K) −→ Σk+m+n ≀ K .

The multiplication is commutative because the group homomorphisms

Φm,n , Φn,m ◦ τΣm≀K,Σn≀K : (Σm ≀ K) × (Σn ≀ K) −→ Σm+n ≀ K

are conjugate, so they represent the same morphism in A((Σm ≀ K) × (Σn ≀
K), Σm+n ≀K). The unit is the inclusion A(e,−) −→ CK of the summand indexed

by m = 0.
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The global Green functor CK can be made into a global power functor in a

unique way such that the relation

Pm(1K) = 1Σm≀K

holds in the m-th summand of CK(Σm ≀ K), where 1K ∈ A(K,K) and 1Σm≀K ∈
A(Σm ≀ K,Σm ≀ K) are the identity operations. Indeed, CK is generated as a

global functor by the classes 1Σm≀K for all k ≥ 0, so there is at most one such

global power structure, and every morphism of global power functors out of

CK is determined by its value on the class 1K . The existence of a global power

structure on CK with this property could be justified purely algebraically, but

we show it by realizing CK by an ultra-commutative ring spectrum. As we shall

make precise in Proposition 5.2.6 (ii) below, CK is indeed freely generated, as

a global power functor, by the class 1K .

The unreduced suspension spectrum

Σ∞+ P(BglK) �
∨

m≥0
Σ∞+ Bgl(Σm ≀ K)

of the free ultra-commutative monoid (compare Example 2.1.5) generated by

a global classifying space of K is an ultra-commutative ring spectrum. Ac-

cording to Proposition 4.2.5, its 0-th homotopy group global functor is given

additively by

π
0
(Σ∞+ P(BglK)) �

⊕
m≥0

π
0
(Σ∞+ Bgl(Σm ≀ K)) �

⊕
m≥0

A(Σm ≀ K,−) .

Under this isomorphism, the stable tautological class eK ∈ πK
0

(Σ∞+ BglK) maps

to the generator 1K ∈ A(K,K). The class eK is the stabilization of the un-

stable tautological class uK ∈ πK
0

(BglK), whose m-th power is [m](uK) =

uΣm≀K in πΣm≀K
0

(P(BglK)), see (2.2.21). The stabilization map σ : π
0
(BglK) −→

π
0
(Σ∞+ BglK) commutes with power operations, so this shows that

Pm(eK) = Pm(σK(uK)) = σΣm ≀K([m](uK)) = σΣm≀K(uΣm≀K) = eΣm≀K

in the group πΣm≀K
0

(Σ∞+ P(BglK)).

� We warn the reader that the previous example of the free global power

functor CK is not the symmetric algebra, with respect to the box product

of global functors, of the represented global functor A(K,−). The issue is that

the global functors

A(K,−)�m/Σm � A(Km,−)/Σm and A(Σm ≀ K,−)

are typically not isomorphic. The restriction map res
Σm≀K
Km ∈ A(Σm ≀ K,Km) in-

duces a morphism of represented global functors

− ◦ resΣm≀K
Km : A(Km,−) −→ A(Σm ≀ K,−)
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that equalizes the Σm-action on the source because every permutation of the

factors of Km becomes an inner automorphism in Σm ≀ K. So the morphism

factors over a morphism of global functors

A(Km,−)/Σm −→ A(Σm ≀ K,−)

which, however, is generally not an isomorphism (already for K = e and m =

2). The box product symmetric algebra
⊕

m≥0
A(K,−)�m/Σm �

⊕
m≥0

A(Km,−)/Σm

also has a universal property: it is the free global Green functor generated by

K. However, this box product symmetric algebra does not seem to have natural

power operations.

5.2 Comonadic description of global power functors

In this section we show that the category of global power functors is both

monadic and comonadic over the category of global Green functors. We intro-

duce the functor of exponential sequences and make it into a comonad on the

category of global Green functors. For a global Green functor R and a compact

Lie group G, Construction 5.2.1 introduces the commutative ring exp(R; G)

of exponential sequences. Construction 5.2.7 connects these rings for varying

Lie groups G, making the entire data into a new global Green functor exp(R),

compare Proposition 5.2.8. Theorem 5.2.10 extends the functor of exponen-

tial sequences to a comonad on the category of global Green functors, and

Theorem 5.2.13 shows that the category of its coalgebras is isomorphic to the

category of global power functors. Proposition 5.2.21 shows that the category

of global power functors is also monadic over the category of global Green

functors. A formal consequence is that the category of global power functors

has all limits and colimits, and that they are created in the category of global

Green functors. So the relationship of global power functors to global Green

functors is formally similar to the situation for λ-rings, which are both monadic

and comonadic over the category of commutative rings. When restricted to fi-

nite groups, most of the results about the comonad of exponential sequences

are contained in the PhD thesis of J. Singer [159], a former student of the au-

thor. Also for finite groups (as opposed to compact Lie groups), this comonadic

description has independently been obtained by Ganter [60].

Proposition 5.2.17 discusses localization of global Green functors at a mul-

tiplicative subset of the underlying ring; while the structure of global Green

functor always ‘survives localization’, this is not generally true for power op-

erations. Theorem 5.2.18 exhibits a necessary and sufficient condition so that
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a localization of a global power functor inherits power operations. For local-

ization at a set of integer primes this condition is always satisfied (Example

5.2.19), so global power functors can in particular be rationalized.

Construction 5.2.1. We let R be a global Green functor and G a compact Lie

group. We let

exp(R; G) ⊂
∏

m≥0
R(Σm ≀G)

be the set of exponential sequences, i.e., of those families (xm)m that satisfy

x0 = 1 in R(Σ0 ≀G) = R(e) and

Φ∗k,m−k(xm) = xk × xm−k

in R((Σk ≀G) × (Σm−k ≀G)) for all 0 < k < m, where

Φk,m−k : (Σk ≀G) × (Σm−k ≀G) −→ Σm ≀G

is the monomorphism (5.1.4). We define a multiplication on the set exp(R; G)

by coordinatewise multiplication in the rings R(Σm ≀G), i.e.,

(x · y)m = xm · ym .

We introduce another binary operation ⊕ on exp(R; G) by

(x ⊕ y)m =

m∑

k=0

trk,m−k(xk × ym−k) ,

where x = (xm), y = (ym) and trk,m−k : R((Σk ≀G) × (Σm−k ≀G)) −→ R(Σm ≀G) is

the transfer associated to the monomorphismΦk,m−k.

Proposition 5.2.2. Let R be a global Green functor and G a compact Lie

group. Then the addition ⊕ and the componentwise multiplication make the set

exp(R; G) of exponential sequences into a commutative ring.

Proof If x and y are exponential sequences, then the relation

Φ∗k,m−k(xm · ym) = Φ∗k,m−k(xm) · Φ∗k,m−k(ym)

= (xk × xm−k) · (yk × ym−k) = (xk · yk) × (xm−k · ym−k)

holds in R((Σk ≀ G) × (Σm−k ≀ G)); so the product x · y is again exponential.

The product is associative and commutative since all the multiplications in

the rings R(Σm ≀ G) have this property. The exponential sequence (1)m≥0 is a

multiplicative unit.

Now we show that the sum, with respect to ⊕, of two exponential sequences

is again exponential. The key step in this verification is an application of the

double coset formula, for which we need to understand the (Σi × Σm−i)-(Σk ×
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Σm−k)-double cosets inside Σm. We parametrize these double cosets by pairs

(a, b) of natural numbers satisfying

0 ≤ a ≤ i , 0 ≤ b ≤ m − i and a + b = k . (5.2.3)

For each such pair we define a permutation χ(a, b) ∈ Σm by

χ(a, b)( j) =



j for 1 ≤ j ≤ a,

j − a + i for a + 1 ≤ j ≤ a + b,

j − b for a + b + 1 ≤ j ≤ i + b,

j for i + b + 1 ≤ j ≤ m.

In other words, χ(a, b) is the unique (k,m − k)-shuffle such that

χ(a, b)({1, . . . , k}) = {1, . . . , a} ∪ {i + 1, . . . , i + b} .

The permutations χ(a, b) form a set of double coset representatives for the

subgroups Σi × Σm−i and Σk × Σm−k inside Σm, for all pairs (a, b) subject to

(5.2.3).

When applying the double coset formula we will need the relations

(Σi × Σm−i)
χ(a,b) ∩ (Σk × Σm−k) = Σa × Σb × Σi−a × Σm−i−b

and

(Σi × Σm−i) ∩ χ(a,b)(Σk × Σm−k) = Σa × Σi−a × Σb × Σm−i−b .

Thus the double coset formula becomes

Φ∗i,m−i(trk,m−k(x × y)) (5.2.4)

=
∑

a,b

trΣi×Σm−i

(Σi×Σm−i)∩χ(a,b)(Σk×Σm−k)

(
χ(a, b)⋆

(
resΣk×Σm−k

(Σi×Σm−i)χ(a,b)∩(Σk×Σm−k)
(x × y)

))

=
∑

a,b

trΣi×Σm−i

Σa×Σi−a×Σb×Σm−i−b

(
χ(a, b)⋆

(
resΣk

Σa×Σb
(x) × resΣm−k

Σi−a,m−i−b
(y)

))

The two sums run over all pairs (a, b) of natural numbers satisfying (5.2.3).

Now we consider exponential sequences x, y ∈ exp(R; G) and calculate

Φ∗i,m−i((x ⊕ y)m) =

m∑

k=0

Φ∗i,m−i(trk,m−k(xk × ym−k))

(5.2.4) =
∑

a,b

trΣi×Σm−i

Σi×Σi−a×Σb×Σm−i−b
(χ(a, b)⋆(xa × xb × yi−a × ym−i−b))

=
∑

a,b

tra,i−a(xa × yi−a) × trb,m−i−b(xb × ym−i−b)

= (x ⊕ y)i × (x ⊕ y)m−i .
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Here the last two sums run over all pairs (a, b) of natural numbers satisfying

0 ≤ a ≤ i and 0 ≤ b ≤ m − i. This shows that the sequence x ⊕ y is again

exponential.

The following square of group monomorphisms commutes:

(Σ j ≀G) × (Σk ≀G) × (Σl ≀G)
(Σ j≀G)×Φk,l //

Φ j,k×(Σl≀G)

��

(Σ j ≀G) × (Σk+l ≀G)

Φ j,k+l

��
(Σ j+k ≀G) × (Σl ≀G)

Φ j+k,l

// Σ j+k+l ≀G

So for all x ∈ R(Σ j ≀G), y ∈ R(Σk ≀G), and z ∈ R(Σl ≀G), the relation

tr j,k+l(x × trk,l(y × z)) = tr j+k,l(tr j,k(x × y) × z)

holds in the group R(Σ j+k+l ≀ G). By unraveling the definitions, this becomes

the associativity of the operation ⊕.

Also, the following square of group monomorphisms commutes:

(Σk ≀G) × (Σl ≀G)
Φk,l //

twist

��

Σk+l ≀G
cχ

��
(Σl ≀G) × (Σk ≀G)

Φl,k

// Σl+k ≀G

Here χ = (χk,l; 1, . . . , 1), for the shuffle permutation χk,l ∈ Σk+l. So for all

x ∈ R(Σk ≀G) and y ∈ R(Σl ≀G), the relation

trl,k(y × x) = χ⋆(trk,l(x × y)) = trk,l(x × y)

holds in the group R(Σk+l ≀ G). By unraveling the definitions, this implies the

commutativity of the operation ⊕.

The sequence 0 with 0
0
= 1 and 0

m
= 0 for m ≥ 1 is a neutral element for ⊕.

Given an exponential sequence x we define a sequence y inductively by y0 = 1

and by

ym = −
∑m

k=1
trk,m−k(xk × ym−k)

for m ≥ 1. To see that the sequence y is again exponential, we show the relation

Φ∗i,m−i(ym) = yi × ym−i

by induction on m. The induction starts with m = 1, where there is nothing to
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show. Now we assume that m ≥ 2; then

−Φ∗i,m−i(ym) =
∑m

k=1
Φ∗i,m−i(trk,m−k(xk × ym−k))

(5.2.4) =
∑

a+b≥1

trΣi×Σm−i

Σa×Σi−a×Σb×Σm−i−b
(χ(a, b)⋆(xa × xb × yi−a × ym−i−b))

=
∑

a,b≥1

tra,i−a(xa × yi−a) × trb,m−i−b(xb × ym−i−b)

+

i∑

a=1

tra,i−a(xa × yi−a) × ym−i +

m−i∑

b=1

yi × trb,m−i−b(xb × ym−i−b)

= yi × ym−i − yi × ym−i − yi × ym−i = −yi × ym−i .

In the sums, (a, b) runs over all pairs of natural numbers satisfying a ≤ i and

b ≤ m − i plus the conditions attached to the summation symbols. The second

equation uses the inductive hypothesis. This shows that the sequence y is again

exponential. The relation x ⊕ y = 0 holds by construction, so y is an inverse of

x with respect to ⊕. Altogether this shows that exp(R; G) is an abelian group

under ⊕.

It remains to show distributivity of multiplication over ⊕. We let x, y, z ∈
exp(R; G) be exponential sequences. Then

((x ⊕ y) · z)m =

(∑m

k=0
trk,m−k(xk × ym−k)

)
· zm

=
∑m

k=0
trk,m−k((xk × ym−k) · Φ∗k,m−k(zm))

=
∑m

k=0
trk,m−k((xk × ym−k) · (zk × zm−k))

=
∑m

k=0
trk,m−k((xk · zk) × (ym−k · zm−k)) = ((x · z) ⊕ (y · z))m .

The second equation is reciprocity in the global Green functor R. �

The ring exp(R; G) is covariantly functorial in R: given a morphism of global

Green functors ϕ : R −→ S , we define a map

exp(ϕ; G) : exp(R; G) −→ exp(S ; G) by
(
exp(ϕ; G)(x)

)
m = ϕ(xm) .

We omit the straightforward verifications that for x ∈ exp(R; G) the sequence

exp(ϕ; G)(x) is again exponential, that exp(ϕ; G) is a ring homomorphism, and

that exp(−; G) is compatible with identity and composition.

Now we turn to the functoriality of exp(R; G) in the Lie group variable,

which is slightly more subtle. The ultimate aim is to make exp(R;−) into an-

other global Green functor. Proposition 5.2.2 already provides the ring struc-

tures on the values, so the missing data is to give exp(R;−) the structure of

a global functor. Our approach is indirect and not based on explicit formulas;
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rather we exploit that the functor R 7→ exp(R; G) is representable by the un-

derlying global Green functor of the free global power functor CG discussed in

Example 5.1.19. The next proposition will be used for establishing this repre-

sentability property, see Proposition 5.2.6 below.

Proposition 5.2.5. Let R and S be global power functors and f : R −→ S a

morphism of global Green functors. Then the collection of elements x ∈ R(G),

for varying compact Lie groups G, that satisfy

f (Pm(x)) = Pm( f (x))

in S (Σm ≀G) for all m ≥ 0 form a global power subfunctor of R.

Proof This is a straightforward consequence of the various relations enjoyed

by power operations. For the course of this proof we call a pair (G, x) con-

sisting of a compact Lie group G and an element x ∈ R(G) good if the re-

lation f (Pm(x)) = Pm( f (x)) holds for all m ≥ 0. Then the naturality relation

Pm ◦α∗ = (Σm ≀α)∗ ◦ Pm for a continuous homomorphism α : K −→ G implies

f (Pm(α∗(x))) = f ((Σm ≀ α)∗(Pm(x))) = (Σm ≀ α)∗( f ∗(Pm(x)))

= (Σm ≀ α)∗(Pm( f ∗(x))) = Pm(α∗( f ∗(x))) = Pm( f ∗(α∗(x))) .

So if (G, x) is good, then so is (K, α∗(x)). By the analogous calculation, the

transfer relation Pm ◦ trG
H
= trΣm≀G

Σm≀H ◦P
m for a closed subgroup H of G implies

that if (H, x) is good, then so is (G, trG
H

(x)).

The relation Pm(1) = 1 and the fact f (1) = 1 show that (e, 1) is good.

Since good pairs are closed under restriction, the pair (G, 1) is good for every

compact Lie group G. The multiplicativity Pm(x · y) = Pm(x) · Pm(y) and the

hypothesis that f is multiplicative show that for all G, the good elements are

closed under multiplication in the ring R(G). Closure under restriction then

implies that good elements are also closed under the external pairing

× : R(G) × R(K) −→ R(G × K) .

The additivity relation

Pm(x + y) =
∑m

k=0
trk,m−k(Pk(x) × Pm−k(y)) ,

the hypothesis that f is additive and the already established closure under trans-

fers and external multiplication then shows that for all G, the good elements

are closed under addition in the ring R(G). The additivity relation and the fact

that Pm(1 + (−1)) = Pm(0) = 0 imply that

Pm(−1) = −
m∑

k=1

trk,m−k(Pk(1) × Pm−k(−1)) = −
m∑

k=1

trk,m−k(1 × Pm−k(−1)) .

So induction on m and the previously established closure properties show that
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f (Pm(−1)) = Pm( f (−1)), so (e,−1) is good. Closure under restriction implies

that also (G,−1) is good for every compact Lie group G. Since the good el-

ements are closed under multiplication and contain −1, they are closed under

additive inverses. Since (G, 1) is good, so is (G, 1−1) = (G, 0). This completes

the proof that the good elements form a global Green subfunctor of R.

The closure property under power operations is then a consequence of the

transitivity relation and closure under restriction: if (G, x) is good, then

f (Pk(Pm(x))) = f (Ψ∗k,m(Pkm(x))) = Ψ∗k,m( f (Pkm(x)))

= Ψ∗k,m(Pkm( f (x))) = Pk(Pm( f (x))) = Pk( f (Pm(x)))

holds in S (Σk ≀ (Σm ≀G)), for all k ≥ 0. This proves that the pair (Σm ≀G, Pm(x))

is also good. Altogether this shows that the good elements form a global power

subfunctor of R. �

The free global power functor CK associated to a compact Lie group K

was introduced in Example 5.1.19. The next proposition justifies the adjec-

tive ‘free’, and also shows that the underlying global Green functor of CK

represents the functor exp(−; K) of exponential sequences. We recall that

1Σm≀K ∈ A(Σm ≀ K,Σm ≀ K) ⊂ CK(Σm ≀ K)

denotes the identity operation of the functor πΣm≀K
0

. Two key relations among

these elements in the global power functor CK are

Pm(1K) = 1Σm≀K and Φ∗k,m−k(1Σm≀K) = 1Σk≀K × 1Σm−k≀K .

The second set of relations shows that the tuple (1Σm≀K)m≥0 is exponential, i.e.,

an element of exp(CK ; K). In fact, part (i) of the following proposition shows

that it is a universal exponential element.

Proposition 5.2.6. Let K be a compact Lie group.

(i) For every global Green functor R the map

ǫK : GlGre(CK ,R) −→ exp(R; K)

f 7−→ exp( f ; (1Σm≀K)m≥0) = ( f (1Σm≀K))m≥0

is bijective.

(ii) For every global power functor R the map

GlPow(CK ,R) −→ R(K) , f 7−→ f (1K)

is bijective.
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Proof (i) The underlying global functor of CK is the direct sum of the repre-

sented global functors A(Σm ≀ K,−), for m ≥ 0. So the enriched Yoneda lemma

(see Remark C.2) shows that evaluation at the universal elements is a bijection

GF (CK ,R) −→
∏

m≥0
R(Σm ≀ K) , f 7−→ ( f (1Σm≀K))m≥0 .

A morphism of global functors f : CK −→ R is a morphism of global Green

functors if and only if it is also multiplicative and unital. Unitality corresponds

to the condition f (1Σ0≀K) = f (Ide) = 1 in R(e). Multiplicativity means that the

following square of global functors commutes:

CK�CK

f� f //

mult
��

R�R

mult
��

CK
f

// R

Since the box product of global functors is biadditive and the box product of

two represented functors is represented (see Remark C.11), the global functor

CK�CK is isomorphic to
⊕

m,n≥0
A(Σm ≀ K,−)�A(Σn ≀ K,−) �

⊕
m,n≥0

A((Σm ≀ K) × (Σn ≀ K),−) .

So commutativity of the above square can be tested by evaluation at the uni-

versal classes, by another application of the enriched Yoneda lemma. The mul-

tiplication of CK takes the exterior product of the classes 1Σm≀K and 1Σn≀K to the

class Φ∗m,n(1Σm+n≀K), so the multiplicativity condition becomes the exponential

condition

Φ∗m,n( f (1Σm+n≀K)) = f (1Σm≀K) × f (1Σn≀K) .

(ii) Every morphism f : CK −→ R of global power functors is in particular

a morphism of global Green functors. So by part (i), f is determined by the

exponential sequence ( f (1Σm≀K))m≥0. The relation Pm(1K) = 1Σm≀K holds in the

global power functor CK ; so since f also commutes with power operations, it is

already determined by the element f (1K). This shows that the map in question

is injective.

Now we show that evaluation at 1K is also surjective. We let y ∈ R(K) be

any element. Then the sequence (Pm(y))m≥0 is exponential, so part (i) provides

a unique morphism of global Green functors f : CK −→ R satisfying

f (1Σm≀K) = Pm(y) in R(Σm ≀ K)

for all m ≥ 0. We must show that f is also compatible with power operations.

By Theorem 4.2.6 the abelian group

CK(G) =
⊕

m≥0
A(Σm ≀ K,G)
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is generated by the classes

trG
H(α∗(Pm(1K)))

for m ≥ 0, and where (H, α) runs over pairs consisting of a closed subgroup H

of G and a continuous homomorphism α : H −→ Σm ≀ K. In particular, CK is

generated, as a global power functor, by the single element 1K in CK(K).

Proposition 5.2.5 shows that the collection of elements x of CK that satisfy

f (Pm(x)) = Pm( f (x)) for all m ≥ 0 form a global power subfunctor of CK .

The element 1K is among these because f (Pm(1K)) = f (1Σm≀K) = Pm(y) =

Pm( f (1K)). Since 1K generates CK as a global power functor, all elements of

CK have this property. So f is a morphism of global power functors. �

Now we can make the rings exp(R; G) of exponential sequences into a global

functor for varying G. As an auxiliary tool we introduce a functor

Γ : Aop −→ GlPow .

The functor is given by Γ(K) = CK on objects; on morphisms, the freeness

property of Proposition 5.2.6 (ii) allows us to define

Γ : A(K,G) −→ GlPow(CG,CK)

by the requirement

Γ(τ)(1G) = τ ∈ A(K,G) ⊂ CK(G) .

The contravariant functoriality is rather formal: for ψ ∈ A(L,K) we have

Γ(τ ◦ ψ)(1G) = τ ◦ ψ = Γ(ψ)(τ) = (Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(τ))(1G) .

So Γ(τ◦ψ) = Γ(ψ)◦Γ(τ) by freeness, i.e., Proposition 5.2.6 (ii). We emphasize

that while A is a preadditive category, Γ is just a plain functor, i.e., not additive

in any sense.

Construction 5.2.7. As before we consider a global Green functor R. For com-

pact Lie groups G and K we define a map

exp(R;−) : A(G,K) × exp(R; G) −→ exp(R; K) , (τ, x) 7−→ exp(R; τ)(x) .

The definition exploits the representability of exp(R; G), i.e., that the map

ǫG : GlGre(CG,R) −→ exp(R; G)

sending f to the exponential sequence ( f (1Σm≀G))m≥0 is bijective, by Proposition

5.2.6 (i). We define exp(R; τ) by requiring that for every morphism of global

Green functors f : CG −→ R the following relation holds:

exp(R; τ)(ǫG( f )) = ǫK( f ◦ Γ(τ)) .
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Since ǫG is bijective, this is a legitimate definition. It is rather straightforward

to see that the assignments

G 7−→ exp(R; G) and τ 7−→ exp(R; τ)

define a functor from the global Burnside category to the category of sets.

Indeed, for τ ∈ A(K,G), ψ ∈ A(L,K) and a morphism of global Green functors

f : CG −→ R, we have

exp(R; τ ◦ ψ)(ǫG( f )) = ǫL( f ◦ Γ(τ ◦ ψ)) = ǫL( f ◦ Γ(ψ) ◦ Γ(τ))

= exp(R; τ)(ǫK( f ◦ Γ(ψ))) = exp(R; τ)(exp(R;ψ)(ǫG( f ))) .

Since every exponential sequence in exp(R; G) is of the form ǫG( f ), this proves

that exp(R; τ◦ψ) = exp(R; τ)◦ exp(R;ψ). It is not completely obvious, though,

that this construction is additive in both variables, but we will show that in the

next proposition.

The construction of exponential sequences is in fact a functor in two vari-

ables: for every operation τ ∈ A(G,K) and all morphisms of global Green

functors f : CG −→ R we have

(
(exp(ϕ; K) ◦ exp(R; τ))(ǫG( f ))

)
m =

(
(exp(ϕ; K)(ǫK( f ◦ Γ(τ))))

)
m

= ϕ ((ǫK( f ◦ Γ(τ)))m)

= (ϕ ◦ f ◦ Γ(τ))(1Σm≀K)

=
(
exp(S ; τ)(ǫG(ϕ ◦ f ))

)
m

=
(
(exp(S ; τ) ◦ exp(ϕ; G))(ǫG( f ))

)
m .

Every exponential sequence in exp(R; G) is of the form ǫG( f ), so

exp(ϕ; K) ◦ exp(R; τ) = exp(S ; τ) ◦ exp(ϕ; G) : exp(R; G) −→ exp(S ; K) .

The next proposition makes the abstract definition of the map exp(R; τ) more

explicit by giving a concrete formula when τ is a restriction or a transfer.

Proposition 5.2.8. Let R be a global Green functor.

(i) For every continuous group homomorphism α : K −→ G between com-

pact Lie groups the map

exp(R;α∗) : exp(R; G) −→ exp(R; K)

is a ring homomorphism and satisfies

(
exp(R;α∗)(x)

)
m = (Σm ≀ α)∗(xm)

in R(Σm ≀ K) for all x ∈ exp(R; G).
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(ii) For every closed subgroup H of a compact Lie group G the map

exp(R; trG
H) : exp(R; H) −→ exp(R; G)

is additive, satisfies reciprocity with respect to restriction from G to H

and is given by (
exp(R; trG

H)(x)
)
m
= trΣm≀G

Σm≀H(xm)

for all x ∈ exp(R; H).

(iii) For all compact Lie groups G and K, the map

exp(R;−) : A(G,K) × exp(R; G) −→ exp(R; K)

is biadditive, i.e., exp(R;−) becomes a global functor in the Lie group

variable.

(iv) As the Lie group G varies, the ring structures and the functoriality in the

global Burnside category make exp(R) into a global Green functor.

Proof (i) We let f : CG −→ R be any morphism of global Green functors.

Then

(
exp(R;α∗)(ǫG( f ))

)
m = (ǫK( f ◦ Γ(α∗)))m = ( f ◦ Γ(α∗))(1Σm≀K)

= f (Γ(α∗)(Pm(1K))) = f (Pm(Γ(α∗)(1K)))

= f (Pm(α∗(1G))) = f ((Σm ≀ α)∗(Pm(1G)))

= f ((Σm ≀ α)∗(1Σm≀G)) = (Σm ≀ α)∗( f (1Σm≀G))

= (Σm ≀ α)∗(ǫG( f )m) .

Since every exponential sequence in exp(R; G) is of the form ǫG( f ), this proves

the formula for exp(R;α∗). Since the multiplication in exp(R; G) is coordinate-

wise and the original restriction maps for R are ring homomorphisms, the for-

mula for exp(R;α∗) shows that exp(R;α∗) is multiplicative and preserves the

multiplicative unit. The additivity of exp(R;α∗) uses the relation

(Σm ≀ α)∗ ◦ trk,m−k = trk,m−k ◦((Σk ≀ α) × (Σm−k ≀ α))∗ (5.2.9)

as maps from R((Σk ≀G)×(Σm−k ≀G)) to R(Σm≀K). To prove (5.2.9) we distinguish

two cases. If α is surjective, then so is Σm ≀ α, and

(Σm ≀ α)−1((Σk ≀G) × (Σm−k ≀G)) = (Σk ≀ K) × (Σm−k ≀ K) .

So for epimorphisms, the relation (5.2.9) is a special case of compatibility of

transfer with inflation. If H is a closed subgroup of G, then Σm ≀G consists of a

single double coset for the left (Σm ≀H)-action and right ((Σk ≀G)× (Σm−k ≀G))-

action, and

(Σm ≀ H) ∩ ((Σk ≀G) × (Σm−k ≀G)) = (Σk ≀ H) × (Σm−k ≀ H) .
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So the double coset formula specializes to

res
Σm≀G
Σm≀H ◦ trk,m−k = trk,m−k ◦ res

(Σk ≀G)×(Σm−k ≀G)

(Σk ≀H)×(Σm−k ≀H)
,

which is precisely the relation (5.2.9) for the inclusion H −→ G. Every ho-

momorphism factors as an epimorphism followed by a subgroup inclusion, so

relation (5.2.9) follows in general. We can then conclude that exp(R;α∗) is

additive:

(exp(R;α∗)(x ⊕ y))m = (Σm ≀ α)∗((x ⊕ y)m) =

m∑

k=0

(Σm ≀ α)∗(trk,m−k(xk × ym−k))

(5.2.9) =

m∑

k=0

trk,m−k (((Σk ≀ α) × (Σm−k ≀ α))∗(xk × ym−k))

=

m∑

k=0

trk,m−k ((Σk ≀ α)∗(xk) × (Σm−k ≀ α)∗(ym−k))

=

m∑

k=0

trk,m−k

(
(exp(R;α∗)(x))k × (exp(R;α∗)(y))m−k

)

=
(
exp(R;α∗)(x) ⊕ exp(R;α∗)(y)

)
m .

Part (ii) is similar to part (i). We let f : CH −→ R be any morphism of global

Green functors. Then
(
exp(R; trG

H)(ǫH( f ))
)

m
=

(
ǫG( f ◦ Γ(trG

H))
)
m
= ( f ◦ Γ(trG

H))(1Σm≀G)

= f (Γ(trG
H)(Pm(1G))) = f (Pm(Γ(trG

H)(1G)))

= f (Pm(trG
H(1H))) = f (trΣm≀G

Σm≀H(Pm(1H)))

= f (trΣm≀G
Σm≀H(1Σm≀H)) = trΣm≀G

Σm≀H( f (1Σm≀H)) = trΣm≀G
Σm≀H(ǫH( f )m) .

Since every exponential sequence is of the form ǫH( f ), this proves the formula

for exp(R; trG
H

). To see that the map exp(R; trG
H

) is additive we observe that

trΣm≀G
Σm≀H ◦ trk,m−k = trk,m−k ◦ tr

(Σk ≀G)×(Σm−k ≀G)

(Σk ≀H)×(Σm−k ≀H)
,

by transitivity of transfers. Thus

(exp(R; trG
H)(x ⊕ y))m =

m∑

k=0

trΣm≀G
Σm≀H(trk,m−k(xk × ym−k))

=

m∑

k=0

trk,m−k

(
tr

(Σk≀G)×(Σm−k ≀G)
(Σk≀H)×(Σm−k ≀H)

(xk × ym−k)
)

=

m∑

k=0

trk,m−k

(
trΣk≀G
Σk≀H(xk) × trΣm−k ≀G

Σm−k ≀H(ym−k)
)

= (exp(R; trG
H)(x) ⊕ exp(R; trG

H)(y))m .
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The reciprocity for restriction and transfer is now a direct consequence of the

reciprocity for the global Green functor R:

(exp(R; trG
H)(x) · y)m = trΣm≀G

Σm≀H(xm) · ym

= tr
Σm≀G
Σm≀H(xm · res

Σm≀G
Σm≀H(ym)) = (exp(R; trG

H)(x · resG
H(y)))m .

(iii) We start with additivity of the map exp(R;−) in the variable τ. We let

τ′ ∈ A(G,K) be another natural transformation. Then the morphism of global

power functors Γ(τ + τ′) : CK −→ CG satisfies

Γ(τ + τ′)(1Σm≀K) = Γ(τ + τ′)(Pm(1K)) = Pm(Γ(τ + τ′)(1K))

= Pm(τ + τ′) =
m∑

k=0

trk,m−k(Pk(τ) × Pm−k(τ′))

=

m∑

k=0

trk,m−k(Pk(Γ(τ)(1K)) × Pm−k(Γ(τ′)(1K)))

=

m∑

k=0

trk,m−k(Γ(τ)(1Σk≀K) × Γ(τ′)(1Σm−k≀K)) .

For a morphism of global Green functors f : CG −→ R this implies

( f ◦ Γ(τ + τ′))(1Σm≀K) =

m∑

k=0

trk,m−k( f (Γ(τ)(1Σk≀K)) × f (Γ(τ′)(1Σm−k≀K))) .

This establishes the m-th component of the relation

ǫK( f ◦ Γ(τ + τ′)) = ǫK( f ◦ Γ(τ)) ⊕ ǫK( f ◦ Γ(τ′)) ,

and this in turn proves

exp(R; τ + τ′)(ǫG( f )) = exp(R; τ)(ǫG( f )) ⊕ exp(R; τ′)(ǫG( f )) .

Now we come to additivity of the map in the exponential sequence, i.e., that

for fixed τ ∈ A(G,K) the map

exp(R; τ) : exp(R; G) −→ exp(R; K)

is additive with respect to ⊕. By Theorem 4.2.6 the abelian group A(G,K) is

generated by operations of the form trK
L
◦α∗ where L is a closed subgroup of K

and α : L −→ G a continuous homomorphism. Since we have already estab-

lished additivity in τ, we can assume that τ = trK
L
◦α∗ is one of the generating

operations. Since

exp(R; trK
L ◦α∗) = exp(R; trK

L ) ◦ exp(R;α∗) ,

this in turn follows from additivity for restrictions and transfers, which we

showed in part (i) respectively (ii).
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Part (iv) is just the summary of the properties in parts (i), (ii) and (iii). �

The previous proposition establishes the functor exp of exponential sequences

as an endofunctor of the category of global Green functors. When iterating the

construction, we encounter iterated wreath products, and we will save a sub-

stantial number of parentheses by using the short hand notation

Σk ≀ Σm ≀G = Σk ≀ (Σm ≀G) .

Now we make this endofunctor into a comonad. A natural transformation of

global Green functors

ηR : exp(R) −→ R

is given by η(x) = x1, using the identification G � Σ1 ≀ G via g 7→ (1; g). A

natural transformation

κR : exp(R) −→ exp(exp(R))

is given at a compact Lie group G by

(κ(x)m)k = Ψ
∗
k,m(xkm) ∈ R(Σk ≀ Σm ≀G) ;

here the restriction is along the monomorphism (5.1.5)

Ψk,m : Σk ≀ Σm ≀G −→ Σkm ≀G
(σ; (τ1; h1), . . . , (τk; hk)) 7−→ (σ♮(τ1, . . . , τk); h1 + · · · + hk) .

The analog of the following for finite groups is Satz 2.17 in [159].

Theorem 5.2.10. Let R be a global Green functor.

(i) For every compact Lie group G and for every exponential sequence x ∈
exp(R; G), the sequence κ(x) is an element of exp(exp(R); G).

(ii) As the group varies, the maps κ form a morphism of global Green functors

κR : exp(R) −→ exp(exp(R)), natural in R.

(iii) The natural transformations

η : exp −→ Id and κ : exp −→ exp ◦ exp

make the functor exp into a comonad on the category of global Green

functors.

Proof (i) Because the square of group homomorphisms

(Σ j ≀ Σm ≀G) × (Σk− j ≀ Σm ≀G)
Φ j,k− j //

Ψ j,m×Ψk− j,m

��

Σk ≀ Σm ≀G
Ψk,m

��
(Σ jm ≀G) × (Σ(k− j)m ≀G)

Φ jm,(k− j)m

// Σkm ≀G
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commutes, the elements Ψ∗
k,m(xkm) satisfy

Φ∗j,k− j(Ψ
∗
k,m(xkm)) = (Ψ j,m ×Ψk− j,m)∗(Φ∗jm,(k− j)m(xkm))

= (Ψ j,m ×Ψk− j,m)∗(x jm × x(k− j)m)

= Ψ∗j,m(x jm) × Ψ∗k− j,m(x(k− j)m) .

This shows that for fixed m ≥ 0, the sequence κ(x)m = (Ψ∗
k,m(xkm))k≥0 is expo-

nential, i.e., an element of the ring exp(R;Σm ≀G).

The square of group homomorphisms

Σk ≀ ((Σi ≀G) × (Σm−i ≀G))
Σk≀Φi,m−i //

∆

��

Σk ≀ Σm ≀G

Ψk,m

��

(Σk ≀ Σi ≀G) × (Σk ≀ Σm−i ≀G)

Ψk,i×Ψk,m−i

��
(Σki ≀G) × (Σk(m−i) ≀G)

Φki,k(m−i)

// Σkm ≀G

(5.2.11)

does not commute; we invite the reader to check the case k = m = 2, i = 1 and

G = e, where the phenomenon is already visible in the fact that the square

Σ2

Σ2≀Φ1,1 //

∆

��

Σ2 ≀ Σ2

♮
��

Σ2 × Σ2 +
// Σ4

does not commute. However, the square (5.2.11) does commute up to conjuga-

tion by an element of Σkm ≀G. Since inner automorphisms are invisible through

the eyes of a Rep-functor, we conclude that the relation

(
Φ∗i,m−i(κ(x)m)

)
k
= (Σk ≀ Φi,m−i)

∗(Ψ∗k,m(xkm))

= ∆∗((Ψk,i × Ψk,m−i)
∗(Φ∗ki,k(m−i)(xkm)))

= ∆∗(Ψ∗k,i(xki) ×Ψ∗k,m−i(xk(m−i)))

= ∆∗((κ(x)i)k × (κ(x)m−i)k) = (κ(x)i × κ(x)m−i)k

holds in R(Σk ≀ ((Σi ≀G) × (Σm−i ≀G))). For varying k ≥ 0, this shows that

Φ∗i,m−i(κ(x)m) = κ(x)i × κ(x)m−i in exp(R; (Σi ≀G) × (Σm−i ≀G)).

In other words, the sequence κ(x) = (κ(x)m)m≥0 is itself exponential.

(ii) The relations κ(1) = 1 and κ(x · y) = κ(x) · κ(y) are straightforward

from the definitions, using that multiplication is defined coordinatewise and

that the restriction map Ψ∗
k,m is multiplicative and unital. The verification of
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the additivity of κR(G) : exp(R; G) −→ exp(exp(R); G) is more involved, and

forces us to confront the double coset formula for the subgroups

Σk ≀′ Σm = Ψk,m(Σk ≀Σm ≀G) and Σi ×′ Σkm−i = Φi,km−i((Σi ≀G)× (Σkm−i ≀G))

of the wreath product Σkm ≀G. To a large extent, the group G acts like a dummy,

which is why we omit it from the notation for Σk ≀′ Σm and Σi ×′ Σkm−i. We

specify a bijection between the set of double cosets

Σk ≀′ Σm\Σkm ≀G/Σi ×′ Σkm−i

and the set of tuples (a0, . . . , am) of natural numbers that satisfy

a0 + · · · + am = k and
∑m

j=0
j · a j = i . (5.2.12)

For 1 ≤ b ≤ k we let jb ∈ {1, . . . ,m} be the unique number such that

a0 + · · · + a jb−1 < b ≤ a0 + · · · + a jb−1 + a jb .

We define

A(a0, . . . , am) =
⋃k

b=1
{(b − 1)m + 1, . . . , (b − 1)m + jb} ⊆ {1, . . . , km} ;

because ∑k

b=1
jb =

∑m

j=1
a j · j = i ,

the set A(a0, . . . , am) has exactly i elements. We let σ̄ = σ̄(a0, . . . , am) ∈ Σkm

be any permutation such that

{σ̄(1), . . . , σ̄(i)} = A(a0, . . . , am) .

Then the elements

σ(a0, . . . , am) = (σ̄(a0, . . . , am); 1, . . . , 1) ∈ Σkm ≀G

are a complete set of double coset representatives as (a0, . . . , am) ranges over

those tuples that satisfy (5.2.12). Moreover,

(Σk ≀′ Σm)σ(a0,...,am) ∩ (Σi ×′ Σkm−i) =

(∏′m

j=0
Σa j
≀′ Σ j

)
×′

(∏′m

j=0
Σa j
≀′ Σm− j

)

and

(Σk ≀′ Σm) ∩ σ(a0 ,...,am)(Σi ×′ Σkm−i) =
∏′m

j=0
(Σa j
≀′ Σ j) ×′ (Σa j

≀′ Σm− j) .

For xi ∈ R(Σi ≀ G) and ykm−i ∈ R(Σkm−i ≀ G), the double coset formula thus

becomes the relation

Ψ∗k,m(tri,km−i(xi × ykm−i))

=
∑

trΣk≀Σm ≀G∏′(Σa j
≀′Σ j)×′(Σa j

≀′Σm− j)

(
σ(a0, . . . , am)⋆

(
res

(Σi≀G)×(Σkm−i ≀G)(∏′ Σa j
≀′Σ j

)
×′

(∏′ Σa j
≀′Σm− j

)(xi × ykm−i)

))
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where the sum ranges over all tuples (a0, . . . , am) that satisfy (5.2.12). If xi

and ykm−i are the respective components of two exponential sequences x, y ∈
exp(R; G), then

σ(a0, . . . , am)⋆

(
res

(Σi≀G)×(Σkm−i ≀G)(∏′Σa j
≀′Σ j

)
×′

(∏′ Σa j
≀′Σm− j

)(xi × ykm−i)

)

= σ(a0, . . . , am)⋆

(
resΣi≀G∏′ Σa j

≀′Σ j
(xi) × resΣkm−i≀G∏′ Σa j

≀′Σm− j
(ykm−i)

)

= σ(a0, . . . , am)⋆

(∏m

j=0
Ψ∗a j , j

(xa j j) ×
∏m

j=0
Ψ∗a j ,m− j(ya j(m− j))

)

=
∏m

j=0

(
Ψ∗a j , j

(xa j j) ×Ψ∗a j ,m− j(ya j(m− j))
)
.

Given x, y ∈ exp(R; G) we have

(κ(x) ⊕ κ(y))m = ⊕m
j=0 tr j,m− j(κ(x) j × κ(y)m− j) ,

where the sum on the right is taken in the group exp(R;Σm ≀ G) under ⊕. Ex-

panding this further we arrive at the expression

((κ(x) ⊕ κ(y))m)k =
∑

a0+···+am=k

tra0,...,am

(∏m

j=0
tr j,m− j(κ(x) j × κ(y)m− j)a j

)

=
∑

a0+···+am=k

tra0,...,am

(∏m

j=0
tr
Σa j
≀Σm

Σa j
≀Σ j,m− j

(Ψ∗a j, j
(xa j j) ×Ψ∗a j ,m− j(ya j(m− j)))

)

=
∑

a0+···+am=k

trΣk≀Σm≀G∏′(Σa j
≀′Σ j)×′(Σa j

≀′Σm− j)

(∏m

j=0
Ψ∗a j , j

(xa j j) ×Ψ∗a j ,m− j(ya j(m− j))

)

=
∑

a0+···+am=k

trΣk≀Σm≀G∏′(Σa j
≀′Σ j)×′(Σa j

≀′Σm− j)

(∏m

j=0
Ψ∗a j , j

(xa j j) ×Ψ∗a j ,m− j(ya j(m− j))

)

=

km∑

i=0

Ψ∗k,m(tri,km−i(xi × ykm−i)) = (κ(x ⊕ y)m)k

in the group R(Σk ≀ Σm ≀G). Here tra0,...,am
is shorthand notation for the transfer

along the monomorphism

Φa0,...,am
: (Σa0

≀Σm ≀G)×· · ·× (Σa j
≀Σm ≀G)×· · ·× (Σam

≀Σm ≀G) −→ Σk ≀Σm ≀G ,

the analog of the monomorphism (5.1.4) with multiple inputs (and for the

group Σm ≀ G instead of G). So the map κR(G) : exp(R; G) −→ exp(exp(R); G)

is additive, and hence a ring homomorphism.

It remains to check that the maps κR commute with restrictions and transfers.

For every continuous homomorphism α : K −→ G the relations

(κ(α∗(x))m)k = Ψ
∗
k,m((Σkm ≀ α)∗(xkm)) = (Σk ≀ Σm ≀ α)∗(Ψ∗k,m(xkm))

= (Σk ≀ Σm ≀ α)∗((κ(x)m)k) = ((α∗(κ(x)))m)k
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hold in R(Σk ≀ Σm ≀ K). So κR(K) ◦ exp(R;α∗) = exp(exp(R);α∗) ◦ κR(G).

The compatibility of κ with transfers needs another application of a double

coset formula. Indeed, for every closed subgroup H of G, the group Σkm ≀ G
consists of a single double coset for the left (Σk ≀Σm ≀G)-action and right (Σkm ≀
H)-action, and

(Σk ≀ Σm ≀G) ∩ (Σkm ≀ H) = Σk ≀ Σm ≀ H .

So for every x ∈ exp(R; H), the relations

(κ(trG
H(x))m)k = Ψ

∗
k,m

(
tr
Σkm≀G
Σkm≀H(xkm)

)
= tr

Σk≀Σm≀G
Σk≀Σm≀H(Ψ∗k,m(xkm))

= tr
Σk≀Σm≀G
Σk≀Σm≀H((κ(x)m)k) =

(
(trG

H(κ(x)))m

)
k

holds in R(Σk ≀ Σm ≀ G). Hence κ ◦ trG
H
= trG

H
◦κ. Altogether this shows that

the maps κR(G) are ring homomorphisms and compatible with restrictions and

transfers, so they form a morphism of global Green functors.

(iii) We have to show that the transformation κ is coassociative, and counital

with respect to η, and these are all straightforward from the definitions. The

counitality relations

ηexp(M) ◦ κM = Idexp(M) = exp(ηM) ◦ κM

come down to the facts that the homomorphism Ψk,1 is the result of applying

Σk ≀ − to the preferred isomorphism Σ1 ≀ G � G, and that the homomorphism

Ψ1,n is the preferred isomorphism Σ1 ≀ Σn ≀ G � Σn ≀ G. The coassociativity

relation

exp(κM) ◦ κM = κexp(M) ◦ κM

ultimately boils down to the observation that the following square of monomor-

phisms commutes:

Σk ≀ Σm ≀ Σn ≀G
Σk ≀Ψm,n //

Ψk,m

��

Σk ≀ Σmn ≀G
Ψk,mn

��
Σkm ≀ Σn ≀G

Ψkm,n

// Σkmn ≀G
�

Now we can finally get to the main result of this section, identifying global

power functors with coalgebras over the comonad of exponential sequences.

We suppose that R is a global Green functor and P : R −→ exp(R) a mor-

phism of global Green functors. For every compact Lie group G, a sequence of

operations Pm : R(G) −→ R(Σm ≀G) is then defined by

Pm(x) = (P(x))m ,

i.e., Pm(x) is the m-th component of the exponential sequence P(x).
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Theorem 5.2.13 (Comonadic description of global power functors).

(i) Let R be a global Green functor and P : R −→ exp(R) a morphism of

global Green functors that makes R into a coalgebra over the comonad

(exp, η, κ). Then the operations Pm : R(G) −→ R(Σm ≀ G) make R into a

global power functor.

(ii) The functor

(exp -coalgebras) −→ GlPow , (R, P) 7−→ (R, {Pm}m≥0)

is an isomorphism of categories.

Proof (i) The fact that P : R −→ exp(R) takes values in exponential se-

quences is equivalent to the restriction condition of the power operations. The

fact that P : R −→ exp(R) is a morphism of global Green functors encodes

simultaneously the unit, contravariant naturality, transfer, multiplicativity and

additivity relations of a global power functor. The identity relation P1 = Id is

equivalent to the counit condition of a coalgebra, i.e., that the composite

R
P−−→ exp(R)

ηR−−−→ R

is the identity. The transitivity relation is equivalent to

exp(P) ◦ P = κR ◦ P ,

the coassociativity condition of a coalgebra.

Part (ii) is essentially reading part (i) backwards, and we omit the details. �

The interpretation of global power functors as coalgebras over a comonad

has some useful consequences. In general, the forgetful functor from any cat-

egory of coalgebras to the underlying category has a right adjoint ‘cofree’

functor. In particular, colimits in a category of coalgebras are created in the

underlying category. In our situation that means:

Corollary 5.2.14. (i) Colimits in the category of global power functors exist

and are created in the underlying category of global Green functors.

(ii) For every global Green functor R, the maps

Pm : exp(R; G) −→ exp(R;Σm ≀G) , Pm(x) = κ(x)m = (Ψ∗k,m(xkm))k≥0

make the global Green functor exp(R) into a global power functor.

(iii) When viewed as a functor to the category of global power functors as

in (ii), the functor exp is right adjoint to the forgetful functor.

Example 5.2.15 (Coproducts). We let R and S be two global Green functors.

Global Green functors are the commutative monoids, with respect to the box

product, in the category of global functors. So the box product R�S is the
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coproduct in the category of global Green functors, with multiplication defined

as the composite

R�S�R�S
R�τS ,R�S
−−−−−−−→ R�R�S�S

µR�µS−−−−→ R�S .

If P : R −→ exp(R) and P′ : S −→ exp(S ) are global power structures on R

and S , then R�S has preferred power operations specified by the morphism of

global Green functors

R�S
P�P′−−−−−→ exp(R)� exp(S ) −→ exp(R�S ) ,

where the second morphism is the canonical one from the coproduct of exp to

the values of exp at a coproduct. With these power operations, R�S becomes

a coproduct of R and S in the category of global power functors, by Corollary

5.2.14 (i).

This abstract definition of the power operations on R�S can be made more

explicit. Indeed, the power operations on R�S are determined by the formula

Pm(x × y) = ∆∗(Pm(x) × Pm(y))

for all compact Lie groups G and K and classes x ∈ R(G) and y ∈ S (K), and by

the relations of the power operations. Here ∆ : Σm ≀(G×K) −→ (Σm ≀G)×(Σm≀K)

is the diagonal monomorphism (2.2.11).

The coproduct of global power functors is realized by the coproduct of

ultra-commutative ring spectra in the following sense. If E and F are ultra-

commutative ring spectra, then the ring spectra morphisms E −→ E ∧ F and

F −→ E ∧ F induce morphisms of global power functors π
0
(E) −→ π

0
(E ∧ F)

and π
0
(F) −→ π

0
(E ∧ F), and together they define a morphism from the co-

product of global power functors

π
0
(E)� π

0
(F) −→ π

0
(E ∧ F) .

If E and F are globally connective and at least one of them is flat as an orthog-

onal spectrum, then this is an isomorphism of global functors by Proposition

4.4.15, hence an isomorphism of global power functors.

Example 5.2.16 (Localization of global power functors). Now we discuss lo-

calizations of global power functors. We first consider a global Green functor

R and a multiplicative subset S ⊆ R(e) in the ‘underlying ring’, i.e., the value

at the trivial group. We define a global Green functor R[S −1] and a morphism

of global Green functors i : R −→ R[S −1]. The value at a compact Lie group

G is the ring

R[S −1](G) = R(G)[p∗G(S )−1] ,

the localization of the ring R(G) at the multiplicative subset obtained as the
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image of S under the inflation homomorphism p∗
G

: R(e) −→ R(G). The value

of the morphism i at G is the localization map R(G) −→ R(G)[p∗
G

(S )−1]. If

α : K −→ G is a continuous homomorphism, the relation pG ◦ α = pK implies

that the ring homomorphism

α∗ : R(G) −→ R(K)

takes the set p∗
G

(S ) to the set p∗
K

(S ). So the universal property of localization

provides a unique ring homomorphism

α[S −1]∗ : R[S −1](G) = R(G)[p∗G(S )−1] −→ R(K)[p∗K(S )−1] = R[S −1](K)

such that α[S −1]∗ ◦ i(G) = i(K) ◦ α∗. Again by the universal property of local-

izations, this data produces a contravariant functor from the category Rep to

the category of commutative rings.

Now we let H be a closed subgroup of G. We consider R(H) as a module

over R(G) via the restriction homomorphism resG
H

: R(G) −→ R(H). Because

resG
H

(p∗
G

(S )) = p∗
H

(S ), the localization R(H)[p∗
H

(S )−1] = R[S −1](H) is also

a localization of R(H) at p∗
G

(S ) as an R(G)-module. The reciprocity formula

means that the transfer map trG
H

: R(H) −→ R(G) is a homomorphism of R(G)-

modules. The composite R(G)-linear map

R(H)
trG

H−−−→ R(G)
i(G)−−−→ R(G)[p∗G(S )−1] = R[S −1](G)

thus extends over a unique R[S −1](G)-linear map

tr[S −1]G
H : R[S −1](H) = R(H)[p∗G(S )−1] −→ R[S −1](G)

such that tr[S −1]G
H
◦ i(H) = i(G) ◦ trG

H
. Reciprocity for tr[S −1]G

H
is equivalent to

R[S −1](G)-linearity. The other necessary properties of transfers, such as tran-

sitivity, compatibility with inflations, vanishing for infinite Weyl groups, and

the double coset formula all follow from corresponding properties in the global

Green functor R and the universal property of localization. So altogether this

shows that the objectwise localizations assemble into a new global Green func-

tor R[S −1]; the homomorphisms i(G) altogether form a morphism of global

Green functors i : R −→ R[S −1] by construction. The following universal

property is also straightforward from the universal property of localizations of

commutative rings and modules.

Proposition 5.2.17. Let R be a global Green functor and S a multiplicative

subset of the underlying ring R(e). Let f : R −→ R′ be a morphism of global

Green functors such that all elements of the set f (e)(S ) are invertible in the

ring R′(e). Then there is a unique homomorphism of global Green functors

f̄ : R[S −1] −→ R′ such that f̄ i = f .
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Now we let R be a global power functor. If we want the localization R[S −1]

to inherit power operations, then we need an extra hypothesis on the multi-

plicative subset S .

Theorem 5.2.18. Let R be a global power functor and S a multiplicative sub-

set of the underlying ring R(e). Suppose that the multiplicative subset

Pm(S ) ⊂ R(Σm)

becomes invertible in the ring R[S −1](Σm), for every m ≥ 1.

(i) There is a unique extension of the global Green functor R[S −1] to a global

power functor such that the morphism i : R −→ R[S −1] is a morphism of

global power functors.

(ii) Let f : R −→ R′ be a morphism of global power functors such that all

elements of the set f (e)(S ) are invertible in the ring R′(e). Then there is a

unique homomorphism of global power functors f̄ : R[S −1] −→ R′ such

that f̄ i = f .

Proof (i) We use the comonadic description of global power functors given

in Theorem 5.2.13. This exhibits the power operations of R as a morphism of

global Green functors P : R −→ exp(R).

The multiplication in the ring exp(R; e) is componentwise, and for every

s ∈ S the element Pm(s) has a multiplicative inverse tm ∈ R[S −1](Σm) by

hypothesis. We claim that the sequence t = (tm)m≥0 is again exponential, and

hence an element of the ring exp(R[S −1], e). Indeed, for 0 < i < m we have

Φ∗i,m−i(tm) · (Pi(s) × Pm−i(s)) = Φ∗i,m−i(tm) · Φ∗i,m−i(P
m(s))

= Φ∗i,m−i(tm · Pm(s)) = Φ∗i,m−i(1) = 1 .

Since ti × tm−i is also inverse to Pi(s) × Pm−i(s) and inverse are unique, we

conclude that Φ∗
i,m−i

(tm) = ti × tm−i. This shows that the inverses form another

exponential sequence.

The relation

P(s) · t = (Pm(s) · tm)m = 1

holds in the ring exp(R[S −1]; e), by construction. So the composite morphism

R
P−−→ exp(R)

exp(i)
−−−−→ exp(R[S −1])

takes S to invertible elements. The universal property of Proposition 5.2.17

thus provides a unique morphism of global Green functors

P[S −1] : R[S −1] −→ exp(R[S −1])
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such that P[S −1] ◦ i = exp(i) ◦ P. Now we observe that

ηR[S −1] ◦ P[S −1] ◦ i = ηR[S −1] ◦ exp(i) ◦ P = i ◦ ηR ◦ P = i ;

the uniqueness clause in the universal property of Proposition 5.2.17 then im-

plies that ηR[S −1] ◦ P[S −1] is the identity of R[S −1]. Similarly,

exp(P[S −1]) ◦ P[S −1] ◦ i = exp(P[S −1]) ◦ exp(i) ◦ P = exp(P[S −1] ◦ i) ◦ P

= exp(exp(i) ◦ P) ◦ P = exp(exp(i)) ◦ exp(P) ◦ P

= exp(exp(i)) ◦ κR ◦ P = κR[S −1] ◦ exp(i) ◦ P

= κR[S −1] ◦ P[S −1] ◦ i .

The uniqueness clause then implies that

exp(P[S −1]) ◦ P[S −1] = κR[S −1] ◦ P[S −1] .

So the morphism P[S −1] is a coalgebra structure over the exp comonad. The

relation P[S −1]◦i = exp(i)◦P then says that i is a morphism of exp-coalgebras,

so this completes the proof.

(ii) Since morphisms of global power functors are in particular morphisms of

global Green functors, the uniqueness clause follows from Proposition 5.2.17.

If f : R −→ R′ is a morphism of global power functors such that all elements

of f (e)(S ) are invertible in the ring R′(e), then Proposition 5.2.17 provides a

homomorphism of global Green functors f̄ : R[S −1] −→ R′ such that f̄ i = f .

We need to show that f̄ is also compatible with the power operations. We let

P[S −1] : R[S −1] −→ exp(R[S −1]) and P′ : R′ −→ exp(R′)

be the morphisms of global Green functors that encode the exp-coalgebra

structures. We observe that

exp( f̄ ) ◦ P[S −1] ◦ i = exp( f̄ ) ◦ exp(i) ◦ P

= exp( f ) ◦ P = P′ ◦ f = P′ ◦ f̄ ◦ i ;

the third equation is the hypothesis that f is a morphism of global power func-

tors. This is an equality between morphisms of global Green functors, so the

uniqueness of Proposition 5.2.17 shows that exp( f̄ ) ◦ P[S −1] = P′ ◦ f̄ , i.e., f̄

is a morphism of exp-coalgebras. �

Example 5.2.19 (Localization at a subring of Q). We use Theorem 5.2.18 to

show that global power functors can always be rationalized; more generally,

power operations ‘survive’ localization at any subring of the ring Q of rational

numbers. We consider a global power functor R and a natural number n ≥ 2.

We claim that for every m ≥ 1 the element Pm(n) of R(Σm) becomes invertible

in the ring R(Σm)[1/n]. We argue by induction over m; we start with m = 1,
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where the relation P1(n) = n shows the claim. Now we consider m ≥ 2 and

assume that for all 0 ≤ i < m the element Pi(n) has an inverse ti in the ring

R(Σi)[1/n]. Then for every n-tuple (i1, . . . , in) that satisfies 0 ≤ i j < m and

i1 + · · · + in = m we get the relation

resΣm

Σi1
×···×Σin

(Pm(n)) · (ti1 × · · · × tin ) = (Pi1 (n) × · · · × Pin (n)) · (ti1 × · · · × tin )

= (Pi1 (n) · ti1 ) × · · · × (Pin(n) · tin ) = 1 × · · · × 1

in the ring R(Σi1 × · · · × Σin )[1/n]. Thus

Pm(n) = Pm(1 + · · · + 1︸      ︷︷      ︸
n

) =
∑

i1+···+in=m

trΣm

Σi1
×···×Σin

(Pi1(1) × · · · × Pin (1))

= n · Pm(1) +
∑

i1+···+in=m, i j<m

trΣm

Σi1
×···×Σin

(1 × · · · × 1)

= n +
∑

i1+···+in=m, i j<m

trΣm

Σi1
×···×Σin

(resΣm

Σi1
×···×Σin

(Pm(n)) · (ti1 × · · · × tin ))

= n +
∑

i1+···+in=m, i j<m

Pm(n) · trΣm

Σi1
×···×Σin

(ti1 × · · · × tin )

Rearranging the terms gives

Pm(n)·

1 −
∑

i1+···+in=m, i j<m

trΣm

Σi1
×···×Σin

(ti1 × · · · × tin )

 = n .

So Pm(n) has an inverse in the ring R(Σm)[1/n], and this completes the induc-

tive step.

Now we let S be any multiplicative subset of the ring of integers. By the

previous paragraph, Theorem 5.2.18 applies and provides a unique structure

of global power functor on the global Green functor R[S −1] such that the mor-

phism i : R −→ R[S −1] is a morphism of global power functors. In particular,

if we let S be the set of all positive integers, we can conclude that the rational-

ization Q ⊗ R of R has a unique structure of global power functor such that the

localization map R −→ Q ⊗ R is a morphism of global power functors.

Remark 5.2.20 (Monadic description of global power functors). Now we ex-

plain that the category of global power functors in not only comonadic, but also

monadic over the category of global Green functors. In fact, both categories are

examples of algebras over multisorted algebraic theories (also called colored

theories). The ‘sorts’ (or ‘colors’) are the compact Lie groups and the content

of this claim is that the structure of global Green functors respectively global

power functors can be specified by giving the values R(G) at every compact Lie

group, together with n-ary operations for different n ≥ 0 and varying inputs and

output, and relations between composites of those operations.
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In the case of global Green functors, the operations to be specified are

• the constants given by the additive and multiplicative units in the rings R(G),

• the unary operations given by the additive inverse map in R(G), the restric-

tion maps and transfers,

• and the binary operations specifying the addition and multiplication in the

rings R(G).

The relations include, among others, the neutrality, associativity and commu-

tativity of addition and multiplication; the distributivity in the rings R(G); the

additivity of restriction and transfers; the functoriality of restrictions and tran-

sitivity of transfers; and the double coset and reciprocity formulas.

Global power functors have additional unary operations, the power opera-

tions, and additional relations as listed in Definition 5.1.6.

Proposition 5.2.21. The forgetful functor from the category of global power

functors to the category of global Green functors has a left adjoint. The cate-

gory of global power functors is isomorphic to the category of algebras over

the monad of this adjunction.

Proof For the existence of the left adjoint we have to show that for every

global Green functor R the functor

GlPow −→ (sets) , S 7−→ GlGre(R, S )

is representable. This is a formal consequence of the existence of free global

power functors, colimits of global power functors and the fact that global

power functors are a multi-sorted theory. We explain this in more detail, with-

out completely formalizing the argument.

We choose a set of compact Lie groups {Ki}i∈I that contains one compact Lie

group from every isomorphism class. We form the global power functor

L = �i∈I,x∈R(Ki)Ci,x ,

a coproduct, indexed by all pairs (i, x) consisting of an index i ∈ I and an

element x ∈ R(Ki), of free global power functors

Ci,x = CKi

generated by the compact Lie groups Ki. On this free global power functor

we impose the minimal amount of relations so that the maps R(Ki) −→ L(Ki)

that send x ∈ R(Ki) to the generator indexed by (i, x) becomes a morphism of

global Green functors. Here ‘imposing relations’ means that we form another

box product L′ of free global power functors, with one box factor for each

relation between elements in the various sets R(Ki). For example, we include

one factor for the sum of each pair of elements in the same set R(Ki), another
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factor for the product of each pair of elements in the same set R(Ki), and more

factors for zero elements, multiplicative units, all restriction relations and all

transfers relations. Then we form a coequalizer, in the category of global power

functors

L′ //// L // F

where the two morphisms from L′ to L restrict, on each box factor, to the

morphism that represents the respective relation. The resulting global power

functor then represents the functor GlGre(R,−), so we can take F as the value

of the left adjoint on R.

Since global power functors are equivalent to the coalgebras over the exp-

comonad, the forgetful functor creates all colimits, in particular coequalizers.

So by Beck’s monadicity theorem (see for example [105, VI.7 Thm. 1]), the

tautological functor from global power functors to algebras over the adjunction

monad is an isomorphism of categories. �

Example 5.2.22 (Limits). The category of global power functors has limits,

and they are defined ‘groupwise’. A special case of a limit is the product of

global power functors, which is realized by the product of ultra-commutative

ring spectra. Indeed, if E and F are ultra-commutative ring spectra, then so is

the product E ×F of the underlying orthogonal spectra, and the canonical map

π
0
(E × F) −→ π

0
(E) × π

0
(F)

is an isomorphism of global power functors (by Corollary 3.1.37 (ii)).

5.3 Examples

In this section we discuss various examples of and constructions with global

power functors, and how these are realized topologically by ultra-commutative

ring spectra. These examples include the Burnside ring global power func-

tor (Example 5.3.1), the global functor represented by an abelian compact Lie

group (Proposition 5.3.3), and constant global power functors (Example 5.3.7).

The orthogonal spectrum HA consisting of the A-linearizations of spheres

(Construction 5.3.8) tries to be an Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum for the con-

stant global functor, and it is so on finite groups. Closely related to HZ is

the infinite symmetric product spectrum Sp∞, see Example 5.3.10; this ultra-

commutative ring spectrum comes with a filtration by finite symmetric prod-

ucts, realizing an interesting filtration of the Burnside ring global functor on

π0
, see (5.3.13). We close this section with a discussion of the complex repre-

sentation ring global functor (Example 5.3.18), and a global view on ‘explicit

Brauer induction’ (Remark 5.3.19).
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Example 5.3.1 (Burnside ring global functor). The Burnside ring global func-

tor A = A(e,−) is the unit object for the box product of global functors, and

hence an initial object in the category of global Green functors. Initial ob-

jects are examples of colimits, so Corollary 5.2.14 (i) implies that A has a

unique structure of global power functor. Indeed, there is a unique morphism

P : A −→ exp(A) of global Green functors (since A is initial), and the coalge-

bra diagrams commute (again since A is initial). With these power operations,

A is also an initial global power functor.

We can make the power operations in the Burnside ring global functor more

explicit. Indeed, the group A(G) is free abelian with a basis given by the ele-

ments tH = trG
H

(p∗
H

(1)) for every conjugacy class of closed subgroups H ≤ G

with finite Weyl group, where pH : H −→ e is the unique homomorphism. On

these generators, the naturality properties of a global power functor force the

power operations to be

Pm(tH) = Pm(trG
H(p∗H(1))) = trΣm≀G

Σm≀H((Σm ≀ pH)∗(Pm(1))) (5.3.2)

= trΣm≀G
Σm≀H((Σm ≀ pH)∗(p∗Σm

(1))) = trΣm≀G
Σm≀H(p∗Σm≀H(1)) = tΣm≀H .

This determines the power operations in general by the additivity property, and

also shows the uniqueness.

When restricted to finite groups, the ringA(G) is isomorphic to the Grothen-

dieck group of finite G-sets, and in this description the power operations are

given by raising a finite G-set to a power, i.e., the power map

Pm : A(G) −→ A(Σm ≀G)

takes the class of a finite G-set S to the class of the (Σm ≀ G)-set S m. Indeed,

for the additive generator [G/H] = tH of A(G) this is the relation (5.3.2),

and for general finite G-sets it follows from the additivity formula for power

operations and the fact that for two finite G-sets S and T the power (S ∐ T )m

is (Σm ≀G)-equivariantly isomorphic to the coproduct

∐m

k=0
(Σm ≀G) ×(Σk≀G)×(Σm−k ≀G) (S k × T m−k) .

The canonical power operations in the Burnside ring global functor correspond

to the homotopy theoretic power operations for the global sphere spectrum.

Indeed, since A is initial in both the category of global Green functors and

in the category of global power functors, any isomorphism of global Green

functors is automatically compatible with power operations. In other words,
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we can conclude that the square

A(G)
Pm

//

�

��

A(Σm ≀G)

�

��
πG

0
(S)

Pm
// πΣm≀G

0
(S)

commutes for all G and m without having to go back to the definition of the

operations in π
0
(S); the vertical maps are the action on the multiplicative units.

The previous example generalizes to the represented global functor AA =

A(A,−) for every abelian compact Lie group, which has a preferred struc-

ture of a global power functor. The following proposition is a stable analog of

Proposition 2.2.23, which describes a structure of global power monoid on the

Rep-functor represented by A.

Proposition 5.3.3. Let A be an abelian compact Lie group. The represented

global functor AA has a unique structure of global power functor subject to

the following two conditions:

• The multiplication is the composite

AA�AA � AA×A

A(µ∗ ,−)
−−−−−→ AA ,

where µ : A × A −→ A is the multiplication and µ∗ ∈ A(A, A × A) is the

associated restriction morphism.

• The power operations satisfy

Pm(1A) = p∗m in A(A,Σm ≀ A) ,

the inflation operation of the continuous homomorphism

pm : Σm ≀ A −→ A , (σ; a1, . . . , am) 7−→ a1 · . . . · am .

Moreover, for every global power functor R the evaluation map

GlPow(AA,R) −→ R(A) , f 7−→ fA(1A)

is injective with image the set of those x ∈ R(A) such that Pm(x) = p∗m(x) for

all m ≥ 1.

Proof Since the convolution product of two represented functors is again rep-

resented, morphisms of global functors AA�AA −→ AA are determined by

their effect on the element 1A�1A ∈ (AA�AA)(A × A). The first condition fixes

this to be the operation µ∗. So there is at most one structure of global Green

functor on AA that satisfies the first condition. Since this representable global

functor is freely generated by the identity 1A in A(A, A), the power operations
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are all determined by naturality from the effect on this generator. So together

we have shown that there is at most one structure of global power functor that

satisfies the two conditions.

Now we construct the desired structure. The associativity, commutativity

and unitality of the multiplication µ : A × A −→ A readily imply that the

associated multiplication of AA is associative, commutative and unital. So this

multiplication makes AA into a global Green functor. The relations

pm ◦Φk,m−k = pk · pm−k : (Σk ≀ A) × (Σm−k ≀ A) −→ A

imply that the sequence (p∗m)m≥0 is exponential. So the Yoneda lemma provides

a unique morphism of global functors

P = (Pm)m≥0 : AA −→ exp(AA) such that Pm(1A) = p∗m .

We claim that P is a morphism of global Green functors. The unitality follows

from the fact that the restriction of pm to Σm ≀ e is the trivial homomorphism.

Since the global functor AA�AA is representable by A × A, the Yoneda lemma

reduces the multiplicativity property to the relation

exp(AA, µ
∗)((p∗m)m) = exp(AA, q

∗
1)((p∗m)m) · exp(AA, q

∗
2)((p∗m)m)

in the ring exp(AA, A × A), where q1, q2 : A × A −→ A are the two projections.

This relation, in turn, is a consequence of the commutativity of the following

diagram of group homomorphisms:

Σm ≀ (A × A)

∆

��

Σm≀µ // Σm ≀ A
pm

��
(Σm ≀ A) × (Σm ≀ A)

pm·pm

// A

Here the left vertical map is a diagonal, given by

∆(σ; (a1, ā1), . . . , (am, ām)) = ((σ; a1, . . . , am), (σ; ā1, . . . , ām)) .

We conclude the construction of the global power structure by showing that the

morphism P : AA −→ exp(AA) provides a coalgebra structure over the exp-

comonad. It suffices to show the relations ηAA
◦P = Id and exp(P)◦P = κAA

◦P

on the universal element 1A in AA(A), one more time by the Yoneda lemma.

For the first one, this boils down to the fact that p1 : Σ1 ≀ A −→ A is the

preferred isomorphism. The second one follows from the commutativity of the
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following square:

Σk ≀ Σm ≀ A
Ψk,m //

Σk≀pm

��

Σkm ≀ A
pkm

��
Σk ≀ A pk

// A
�

The global power functor AA described in Proposition 5.3.3 is realized by

an ultra-commutative ring spectrum. Indeed, Construction 2.3.23 provides a

global classifying space R(BA) for the abelian compact Lie group A with an

ultra-commutative multiplication. The associated unreduced suspension spec-

trum Σ∞+ R(BA) is then an ultra-commutative ring spectrum. Theorem 4.2.5

shows that π
0
(Σ∞+ R(BA)) is freely generated, as a global functor, by the sta-

ble tautological class eA ∈ πA
0
(Σ∞+ R(BA)), the stabilization of the unstable tau-

tological class uA. The characterization of the multiplication and power op-

erations on AA only involve restriction maps (but no transfers); so the fact

that π
0
(Σ∞+ R(BA)) realizes the global power structure of Proposition 5.3.3 fol-

lows from the corresponding unstable relations in the global power monoid

π
0
(R(BA)), as explained in Example 2.3.23.

For a compact Lie group G we define

uucom
G ∈ πG

0 (Σ∞+ P(BglG))

as the image of the unstable tautological class uG ∈ πG
0

(BglB), defined in

(1.5.11), under the two composites in the commutative square

πG
0

(BglB)
πG

0
(η)

//

σG

��

πG
0

(P(BglB))

σG

��
πG

0
(Σ∞+ BglB)

πG
0

(Σ∞+ η)

// πG
0

(Σ∞+ P(BglB))

where η : BglG −→ P(BglG) is the adjunction unit, i.e., the inclusion of the

homogeneous summand for m = 1. The stabilization map σG was defined in

(4.1.10). Here, as usual, we have made an implicit choice of non-zero faith-

ful G-representation V , and the global classifying space is BglG = LG,V . We

already know that

• the class uG freely generates π
0
(BglG) as a Rep-functor (Proposition 1.5.12 (ii)),

• the class uumon
G
= πG

0
(η)(uG) freely generates π

0
(P(BglG)) as a global power

monoid (Theorem 2.2.24 (ii)), and

• the class eG = σG(uG) freely generates π
0
(Σ∞+ BglG) as a global functor

(Proposition 4.2.5).
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• π
0
(BglG) is the freely generated by uG as a Rep-functor (Proposition 1.5.12 (ii)),

• π
0
(P(BglG)) is the freely generated by uumon

G
= πG

0
(η)(uG) as a global power

monoid (Theorem 2.2.24 (ii)), and

• π
0
(Σ∞+ BglG) is the freely generated by eG = σG(uG) as a global functor

(Proposition 4.2.5).

The next theorem complements these results and shows that the global power

functor π
0
(Σ∞+ P(BglB)) is freely generated by the class uucom

G
. The free global

power functor CG generated by the compact Lie group G was introduced in

Example 5.1.19. The underlying global functor is

CG =
⊕

m≥0
A(Σm ≀G,−) ,

and there is a preferred element 1G ∈ CG(G), the identity operation of πG
0

in

the summand indexed by m = 1. The adjective ‘free’ is justified by Proposition

5.2.6 (ii), which says that for every global power functor R and every element

x ∈ R(G) there is a unique morphism of global power functors f : CG −→ R

such that f (1G) = x.

Proposition 5.3.4. Let G be a compact Lie group.

(i) The unique morphism of global power functors

ϕ : CG −→ π
0
(Σ∞+ P(BglG))

satisfying ϕ(1G) = uucom
G

is an isomorphism.

(ii) For every global power functor R and every element x ∈ R(G) there is

a unique morphism of global power functors f : π
0
(Σ∞+ P(BglG)) −→ R

such that f (uucom
G

) = x.

Proof (i) The ultra-commutative monoid P(BglG) is the disjoint union of the

orthogonal spaces Pm(BglG) for m ≥ 0. Moreover, Pm(BglG) is a global clas-

sifying space for the group Σm ≀ G, in such a way that the class [m](uG) ∈
πG

0
(Pm(BglG)) matches the unstable tautological class uΣm≀G, by Example 2.2.19.

So by Proposition 4.2.5 the morphism of global functors

ψm : A(Σm ≀G,−) −→ π
0
(Σ∞+ P

m(BglG))

classified by σΣm≀G([m](uG)) = Pm(σG(uG)) in πΣm≀G
0

(Σ∞+ P
m(BglG)) is an iso-

morphism. The functor Σ∞+ takes a disjoint union of orthogonal spaces to a

wedge of orthogonal spectra, and equivariant stable homotopy groups take

wedges to sums. Hence the morphism

ψ =
⊕

m≥0
ψm : CG =

⊕
m≥0

A(Σm ≀G,−)

−→
⊕

m≥0
π

0
(Σ∞+ P

m(BglG)) = π
0
(Σ∞+ P(BglG))
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is an isomorphism of global functors.

The power operations in CG satisfy [m](1G) = 1Σm≀G; since ϕ is a morphism

of global power functors, it also satisfies

ϕ(1Σm≀G) = ϕ([m](1G)) = [m](ϕ(1G)) = [m](uumon
G ) = σG([m](uG)) .

So the morphisms ϕ and ψ coincide on the classes 1Σm≀G for all m ≥ 0. Since

these classes generated CG as a global functor, we conclude that ϕ = ψ. Since

ψ is an isomorphism, this proves the claim.

Part (ii) is the combination of (i) and the freeness property of CG from Propo-

sition 5.2.6 (ii). �

Example 5.3.5 (Monoid rings). We let R be a global Green functor and M a

commutative monoid. We denote by R[M] the monoid ring functor; its value

at a compact Lie group G is given by

(R[M])(G) = R(G)[M] ,

the monoid ring of M over R(G). The structure as global functor is induced

from the structure of R and constant in M. The multiplication and unit are in-

duced from the multiplication and units of R and M. The global Green functor

R[M] can be characterized as follows by the functor that it represents: for every

global Green functor S , morphisms R[M] −→ S biject with pairs consisting of

a morphism of global Green functors R −→ S and a monoid homomorphism

M −→ (S (e), ·) to the multiplicative monoid of the underlying ring S (e).

Now suppose that R is even a global power functor. Then R[M] inherits a

natural structure as global power functor: we define the power operation

Pm : R(G)[M] −→ R(Σm ≀G)[M]

by Pm(r · x) = Pm(r) · xm for r ∈ R(G) and x ∈ M, and then we extend this by

additivity to general elements in R(G)[M]. In this upgraded setting, the global

power functor R[M] has a similar characterization as in the previous paragraph:

for a global power functor S , we let

Mon(S ) = {x ∈ S (e) | Pm(x) = (pΣm
)∗(x) for all m ≥ 1}

be the set of monoid-like elements of S ; here pΣm
: Σm −→ e is the unique

homomorphism. The set Mon(S ) is a submonoid of the multiplicative monoid

of S (e). Then morphisms R[M] −→ S biject with pairs consisting of a mor-

phism of global power functors R −→ S and a monoid homomorphism M −→
Mon(S ) to the monoid-like elements of S .

Now we let E be an ultra-commutative ring spectrum. Then the monoid ring

spectrum E[M] = E ∧ M+ is another ultra-commutative ring spectrum, see

Construction 4.1.19. The unit of M induces a morphism of ultra-commutative
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ring spectra E −→ E[M] that induces a morphism of global power functors

π
0
(E) −→ π

0
(E[M]). Similarly, the unit of E induces a monoid homomor-

phism M −→ E(0) ∧ M+, and this induces a monoid homomorphism M −→
Mon(π

0
(E[M])) to the monoid-like elements in the multiplicative monoid of

the ring πe
0
(E[M]). The universal property of the algebraic monoid ring com-

bines these two pieces of data into a morphism of global power functors

(π
0
E)[M] −→ π

0
(E[M]) . (5.3.6)

Additively, the left hand side is a direct sum of copies of π
0
(E), indexed by the

elements of M. Similarly, the orthogonal spectrum E[M] is a wedge of copies

of E, indexed by the elements of M. So the right hand side π
0
(E[M]) is also a

direct sum of copies of π
0
(E) (by Corollary 3.1.37 (i)). We conclude that the

morphism of global power functors (5.3.6) is an isomorphism.

Example 5.3.7 (Constant global power functors and Eilenberg-Mac Lane spec-

tra). We let B be a commutative ring. Then the constant global functor B (see

Example 4.2.8 (iii)) is naturally a global Green functor, via the ring structure of

B. For every compact Lie group G, every exponential sequence x ∈ exp(B; G)

satisfies xn = (x1)n; so an exponential sequence is completely determined by

the element x1, which can be chosen arbitrarily. Hence the morphism

ηB : exp(B) −→ B

is an isomorphism of global Green functors. So when restricted to constant

global Green functors, the exp comonad is isomorphic to the identity. Thus

B has a unique structure of coalgebra over the comonad exp, with structure

morphism the inverse of ηB.

The preferred global power structure on the constant global functor B can

also be derived more directly. In fact, since the power operation Pm has to be

an equivariant refinement of the m-th power map in R(G) (compare Remark

2.2.9), the only possibility to define Pm is as

Pm : B(G) = B −→ B = B(Σm ≀G) , b 7−→ bm ,

the m-th power in the ring B.

Since B is constant, every morphism R −→ B of global functors is deter-

mined by the map R(e) −→ B(e) = B. Moreover, every ring homomorphism

ψ : R(e) −→ B extends uniquely to a morphism of global power functors

ψ̂ : R −→ B by defining its value at G as the composite

R(G)
resG

e−−−−→ R(e)
ψ
−−→ B .

In other words, the functor

(commutative rings) −→ GlPow , B 7−→ B
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is right adjoint to the functor that takes a global power functor R to the under-

lying ring R(e).

The author does not know an explicit pointset level model for an ultra-

commutative ring spectrum that realizes the constant global power functor B

of a commutative ring B. The Eilenberg-MacLane spectrumHB, discussed in

the next construction, is an ultra-commutative ring spectrum and tries to real-

ize B: the global power functor π
0
(HB) is indeed constant on finite groups, but

the restriction maps are not generally isomorphisms, compare Example 5.3.14.

The morphism of global power functors π
0
(HB) −→ B adjoint to the identi-

fication πe
0
(HB) � B is thus an isomorphism at finite groups (and some other

compact Lie groups), but not an isomorphism in general.

Construction 5.3.8. Let A be an abelian group. The Eilenberg-Mac Lane spec-

trumHA is defined at an inner product space V by

(HA)(V) = A[S V] ,

the reduced A-linearization of the V-sphere. The orthogonal group O(V) acts

through the action on S V and the structure map σV,W : S V ∧ (HA)(W) −→
(HA)(V ⊕W) is given by

S V ∧ A[S W] −→ A[S V⊕W] , v ∧ (∑
i
mi · wi

) 7−→
∑

i
mi · (v ∧ wi) .

Non-equivariantly, A[S V] is an Eilenberg-MacLane space of type (A, n), where

n = dim(V). Hence the underlying non-equivariant homotopy type of HA is

that of an Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum for A.

As we shall now discuss, the equivariant homotopy groups of HA are in

general not concentrated in dimension 0, and hence HA is not the Eilenberg-

Mac Lane spectrum of a global functor. However, on finite groups, the equiv-

ariant behavior of HA is as expected. We recall from Definition 4.5.6 that an

orthogonal spectrum is left induced from the global family F in of finite groups

if it is in the essential image of the left adjoint LF : GHF in −→ GH from the

F in-global homotopy category. The inclusion of generators is a homeomor-

phism A � A[S 0] = (HA)(0) and this induces a bijection

A � π0(A) = [S 0, (HA)(0)] .

SinceHA is in particular a non-equivariantΩ-spectrum (for example by Propo-

sition 5.3.9 below), the composite of this bijection with the stabilization map

is an isomorphism of abelian groups

A � πe
0(HA) .
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The restriction maps

resG
e : πG

0 (HA) −→ πe
0(HA) � A = A(G)

form a morphism of global functors π
0
(HA) −→ A to the constant global func-

tor with value A. Since HA is globally connective (by the next proposition),

there is a unique morphism

ρ : HA −→ HA

in the global stable homotopy category that realizes the morphism on πe
0
.

Proposition 5.3.9. For every abelian group A the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spec-

trum HA is globally connective, left induced from the global family F in of

finite groups and a F in-Ω-spectrum. The morphism ρ : HA −→ HA is a

F in-global equivalence.

Proof The orthogonal spectrum HA is obtained by evaluation of a Γ-space

A on spheres, where A(T ) = A[T ] is the reduced A-linearization of a finite

based set T . SoHA is left induced from the global family F in by Proposition

4.5.15 (ii).

The Γ-space A is actually a Γ-set, i.e., all its values have the discrete topol-

ogy. The latching map ln : colimU({1,...,n} A[U] −→ A[{1, . . . , n}] defined

in (B.31) is thus an injective map (by Proposition B.32 (ii)) between discrete

Σn-spaces, hence a Σn-cofibration. It is then a (G × Σn)-cofibration if we let

a compact Lie group G act trivially. Proposition B.43 (ii) then shows that the

orthogonal G-spectrum A(S) = HA (with trivial G-action) is equivariantly

connective. Since G was arbitrary, this proves thatHA is globally connective.

Dos Santos shows in [142] that for every representation V of a finite group

G, the G-space HA(V) = A[S V ] is an equivariant Eilenberg-MacLane space

of type (A,V), i.e., the G-space map∗(S
V , A[S V]) has homotopically discrete

fixed points for all subgroups H of G and the natural map

A −→ [S V , A[S V]]H = π0

(
mapH

∗ (S V , A[S V])
)

sending m ∈ A to the homotopy class of m · − : S V −→ A[S V] is an iso-

morphism. This shows that HA is a F in-Ω-spectrum for the constant global

functor A.

We offer an independent proof of the F in-Ω-property via the Γ-G-space

techniques of Segal and Shimakawa [155, 157], in our adaptation of Theorem

B.61. We let G act trivially on the Γ-space A. The G-maps

PS : A(S +) −→ map(S , A(1+)) = AS , PS (x)(s) = A(ps)(x) ,

are homeomorphisms, so in particular G-weak equivalences. So A is a spe-

cial Γ-G-space in the sense of Shimakawa [157, Def. 1.3], see also Definition
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B.49 below. Since π0(A(1+)) is isomorphic to A, and hence a group (as op-

posed to a monoid only), the Γ-G-space A is very special. Since A is also

G-cofibrant, Theorem B.61 shows that for every finite group G and every pair

of G-representations V and W, the adjoint structure maps σ̃V,W : A[S W] −→
map∗(S

V , A[S V⊕W]) is a G-weak equivalence. �

� The properties mentioned in the previous proposition do not generalize

to compact Lie groups of positive dimension, i.e., contrary to what one

may expect at first, (HA)G is not generally a G-Ω-spectrum, not all restriction

maps in dimension 0 are isomorphisms (see Example 5.3.14), and the groups

πG
∗ (HA) need not be concentrated in dimension 0 (see Theorem 5.3.16).

We now consider the important special case A = Z. The equivariant homo-

topy group πG
0

(HZ) may be larger than a single copy of the integers, and we

are now going to give a presentation of πG
0

(HZ). Before we do so, we compare

HZ to the ‘infinite symmetric product of the sphere spectrum’.

Example 5.3.10 (Infinite symmetric product). There is no essential difference

if we consider the infinite symmetric product Sp∞ (i.e., the reduced free abelian

monoid) instead of the reduced free abelian group Z[−] generated by represen-

tation spheres: the levelwise inclusions of the free abelian monoids into the

free abelian groups provide a morphism of ultra-commutative ring spectra

Sp∞ = {Sp∞(S V)}V −→ {Z[S V ]}V = HZ , (5.3.11)

and this morphism is a global equivalence by the following proposition.

In his unpublished preprint [155], Segal argues that for every finite group G

and every G-representation V with VG
, 0 the map

Sp∞(S V ) −→ Z[S V ]

is a G-weak equivalence. A published proof of this fact appears as Proposi-

tion A.6 in Dugger’s paper [45]. This generalizes to compact Lie groups:

Proposition 5.3.12. Let G be a compact Lie group.

(i) For every G-representation V such that VG
, 0, the natural map Sp∞(S V) −→

Z[S V ] is a G-weak equivalence.

(ii) The morphism (5.3.11) is a global equivalence of orthogonal spectra

from Sp∞ toHZ.

Proof (i) By application to all closed subgroups of G, it suffices to show

that the fixed point map (Sp∞(S V ))G −→ (Z[S V])G is a non-equivariant weak

equivalence. We let G◦ ≤ G denote the connected component of the identity el-

ement and Ḡ = G/G◦ the finite group of components of G. To calculate G-fixed
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points we can first take G◦-fixed points and then Ḡ-fixed points. Proposition

B.42 provides homeomorphisms

(Sp∞(S V ))G
� (Sp∞(S VG◦

))Ḡ and (Z[S V])G
� (Z[S VG◦

])Ḡ .

Since VG◦ is an orthogonal representation of the finite group Ḡ the map

(Sp∞(S VG◦
))Ḡ −→ (Z[S VG◦

])Ḡ ,

is a weak equivalence by [45, Prop. A.6]. Strictly speaking, Dugger’s propo-

sition is stated only for geometric realizations of Ḡ-simplicial sets; since the

representation sphere S VG◦
admits the structure of a finite Ḡ-CW-complex, it is

Ḡ-homotopy equivalent to the realization of a Ḡ-simplicial set, compare Propo-

sition B.46 (ii). So we can also apply Dugger’s result in our situation. Part (ii)

is then immediate from (i). �

The infinite symmetric product of any based space X has a natural filtration

X = Sp1(X) ⊆ Sp2(X) ⊆ . . . ⊆ Spn(X) ⊆ . . .

by the finite symmetric products. Evaluation on spheres provides orthogonal

spectra Spn = Spn(S) and a filtration

S = Sp1 ⊆ Sp2 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Spn ⊆ . . .

of Sp∞ by orthogonal subspectra. We study the equivariant and global proper-

ties of this filtration in [144]. The 0-th homotopy group global functor of the

orthogonal spectrum Spn has a very compact description as follows. We recall

that the Burnside ring A(G) of a compact Lie group G is freely generated by

the classes tG
H
= trG

H
(p∗

H
(1)) where H runs through a set of representatives of

the conjugacy classes of subgroups of G with finite Weyl group. Theorem 3.12

of [144] shows that the global functor π
0
(Spn) is the quotient of the Burnside

ring global functor by the global subfunctor generated by the element n·1−t
Σn

Σn−1

in A(Σn),

π
0
(Spn) � A/〈n · 1 − t

Σn

Σn−1
〉 . (5.3.13)

Letting n go to infinity and combining this with part (ii) of Proposition 5.3.12

gives the following calculation of the global functor π
0
(HZ). We let I∞ denote

the global subfunctor of the Burnside ring global functor A generated by the

classes n · 1− t
Σn

Σn−1
for all n ≥ 1. We show in [144, Thm. 3.12] that the unit map

S −→ Sp∞ induces an isomorphism of global functors

A/I∞ � π
0
(Sp∞) � π

0
(HZ) .

This calculation can be made even more explicit. Elementary algebra (see [144,
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Prop. 4.1]) identifies the value I∞(G) at a compact Lie group G as the subgroup

of A(G) generated by the classes

[H : K] · tGH − tGK

for all nested sequences of closed subgroup K ≤ H ≤ G such that WGH is finite

and K has finite index in H. The possibility that K has infinite Weyl group in

G is allowed, in which case tG
K
= 0. This presents the equivariant homotopy

group as an explicit quotient of the Burnside ring of G:

πG
0 (HZ) � πG

0 (Sp∞) � A(G)/I∞(G)

Example 5.3.14. For every finite group G, the group πG
0

(HZ) is free of rank 1,

generated by the multiplicative unit, and the inflation map p∗
G

: πe
0
(HZ) −→

πG
0

(HZ) is an isomorphism. This does not persist to general compact Lie groups

of positive dimension. An explicit example for which πG
0

(HZ) has rank bigger

than one is G = S U(2). Then the classes 1 and tr
S U(2)
N

(1) are a Z-basis for

πS U(2)

0
(HZ) modulo torsion, see [144, Ex. 4.16], where N is a maximal torus

normalizer.

To illustrate that the orthogonal spectrumHA is typically not an Eilenberg-

Mac Lane spectrum of any global functor, we calculate the U(1)-equivariant

homotopy group πU(1)

1
(HA).

Construction 5.3.15. As we shall now see, all classes in the group πU(1)
1

(HA)

arise in a systematic way via dimension shifting transfers from finite subgroups

of U(1). We organize these transfers into a natural isomorphism from A⊗Q to

πU(1)

1
(HA).

We let C be any finite subgroup of U(1). We identify R with the tangent

space of the distinguished coset eC in U(1)/C via the differential of the smooth

curve

R −→ U(1)/C , t 7−→ e2πit ·C .

The upshot of this identification R � TeC(U(1)/C) is that we can view the

dimension shifting transfer (3.2.23) as a homomorphism

Tr
U(1)
C

: πC
1 (E ∧ S 1) −→ πU(1)

1
(E) .

We can then define an additive map ψC : A −→ πU(1)
1

(HA) as the composite

A � πe
0(HA)

p∗
C−−−→
�

πC
0 (HA)

−∧S 1

−−−−→
�

πC
1 (HA ∧ S 1)

Tr
U(1)
C−−−−−→ πU(1)

1
(HA)

of inflation, the suspension isomorphism and the dimension shifting transfer.
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Now we consider a subgroup C′ of C of index m. Since the restriction of

π
0
(HA) to finite groups is a constant global functor, the relation

Tr
U(1)
C′ ◦(− ∧ S 1) ◦ p∗C′ = Tr

U(1)
C
◦ trC

C′ ◦(− ∧ S 1) ◦ p∗C′

= Tr
U(1)
C
◦(− ∧ S 1) ◦ trC

C′ ◦p∗C′ = m · Tr
U(1)
C
◦(− ∧ S 1) ◦ p∗C

holds as homomorphisms πe
0
(HA) −→ πU(1)

1
(HA), by transitivity of transfers

(Proposition 3.2.29). Hence ψC′ = m · ψC and we obtain a well-defined homo-

morphism

ψ : A ⊗ Q −→ πU(1)

1
(HA) by ψ(a ⊗ r/s) = r · ψCs

(a) ,

where Cs ⊂ U(1) is group of s-th roots of unity.

Theorem 5.3.16. The homomorphism ψ : A ⊗ Q −→ πU(1)

1
(HA) is an isomor-

phism for every abelian group A.

Proof Since the orthogonal spectrumHA is obtained from a Γ-space by eval-

uation on spheres, the inflation homomorphism

p∗ : πe
∗(HA) = Φe

∗(HA) −→ Φ
U(1)
∗ (HA)

is an isomorphism of geometric fixed point homotopy groups, by Proposition

4.5.15 (ii). The non-equivariant homotopy groups of HA are concentrated in

dimension 0, so the U(1)-equivariant geometric fixed point homotopy groups

Φ
U(1)

k
(HA) vanish for all k , 0. The isotropy separation sequence (3.3.9) thus

shows that the map EP −→ ∗ induces an isomorphism

πU(1)
1

(HA ∧ EP+) � πU(1)
1

(HA) ,

where EP is a universal U(1)-space for the family of proper closed (i.e., finite)

subgroups of U(1).

We let X be mapping telescope of the sequence of projections

U(1) −→ U(1)/C2 −→ U(1)/C6 −→ . . . −→ U(1)/Cn! −→ . . . .

This is a U(1)-CW-complex without U(1)-fixed points and such that the fixed

point space XC is path connected for every finite subgroup C of U(1). So

we can build a universal space EP by attaching equivariant cells with finite

isotropy groups of dimension 2 and larger to X. The Wirthmüller isomorphisms

πU(1)

k
(HA ∧ (U(1)/C)+ ∧ S n) � πC

k (HA ∧ S 1 ∧ S n) � πC
k−1−n(HA)

and the fact that the C-equivariant homotopy groups of HA are concentrated

in dimension 0 mean that the group πU(1)

k
(HA ∧ EP/X) is trivial for all k ≤ 2.

Hence the inclusion X −→ EP induces an isomorphism

πU(1)

1
(HA ∧ X+)

�−−→ πU(1)

1
(HA ∧ EP+) .
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We let f n : U(1)/Cn! −→ X be the inclusion. The dimension shifting transfer

map Tr
U(1)
C

factors as the composite

πC
1 (HA ∧ S 1)

U(1)⋉C−−−−−−−→ πU(1)

1
(HA ∧ (U(1)/Cn!)+)

f n
∗−−−−−−→ πU(1)

1
(HA ∧ X+) −→ πU(1)

1
(HA) .

So the map ψ factors through πU(1)
1

(HA ∧ X+). Since HA ∧ X+ is a mapping

telescope, its equivariant homotopy groups can be calculated as the colimit of

the sequence:

πU(1)

1
(HA ∧ U(1)+) −→ . . . −→ πU(1)

1
(HA ∧ (U(1)/Cn!)+) −→ . . .

We rewrite this using the Wirthmüller and suspension isomorphisms as

πU(1)

1
(HA ∧ (U(1)/Ck)+) � πCk

1
(HA ∧ S 1) � πCk

0
(HA) � A .

Example 3.2.31 shows that for all k,m ≥ 1 the following diagram commutes:

πCk

1
(HA ∧ S 1)

tr
Ckm
Ck //

U(1)⋉Ck
− �

��

πCkm

1
(HA ∧ S 1)

U(1)⋉Ckm
−�

��
πU(1)

1
(HA ∧ (U(1)/Ck)+)

(HA∧proj)∗

// πU(1)

1
(HA ∧ (U(1)/Ckm)+)

Transfers commute with the suspension isomorphism and in the global functor

π
0
(HA), the transfer tr

Ckm

Ck
is multiplication by the index [Ckm : Ck] = m; so the

above homotopy group sequence becomes the sequence

A
·2−−→ A

·3−−→ · · · −→ A
·n−−→ A −→ · · · .

The colimit of this sequence is isomorphic to A ⊗ Q, compatible with the map

ψ : A ⊗ Q −→ πU(1)

1
(HA ∧ X+). This proves the claim. �

Example 5.3.17. The right adjoint R : SH −→ GH to the forgetful functor

from the global to the non-equivariant stable homotopy category is modeled

on the pointset level by the functor b : Sp −→ Sp discussed in Construction

4.5.21. The global homotopy type of bE is that of a Borel cohomology theory,

and in particular,

πG
0 (bE) � E0(BG) ,

natural in G for transfers and restriction maps. The functor b is lax symmet-

ric monoidal, so it takes an ultra-commutative ring spectrum R to an ultra-

commutative ring spectrum bR; the power operations

Pm : πe
0(bE) −→ πΣm

0
(bE)
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correspond to the classical power operations

Pm : E0(∗) −→ E0(BΣm) ,

compare the more general Remark 5.1.14.

Example 5.3.18 (Representation ring global power functor). As G varies over

all compact Lie groups, the unitary representation rings RU(G) form the uni-

tary representation ring global functor RU, compare Example 4.2.8 (iv). This

is classical in the restricted realm of finite groups, but somewhat less famil-

iar for compact Lie groups in general. The restriction maps α∗ : RU(G) −→
RU(K) are induced by restriction of representations along a homomorphism

α : K −→ G. The transfer maps trG
H

: RU(H) −→ RU(G) along a closed sub-

group inclusion H ≤ G are given by the smooth induction of Segal [150, § 2].

If H is a subgroup of finite index of G, then this induction sends the class of an

H-representation V to the induced G-representation mapH(G,V); in general,

induction sends actual representations to virtual representations. In the gener-

ality of compact Lie groups, the double coset formula for RU was proven by

Snaith [160, Thm. 2.4].

The representation rings also have well-known power operations

Pm : RU(G) −→ RU(Σm ≀G) ;

on the class of a G-representation V , the power operation is represented by the

tensor power

Pm[V] = [V⊗m] ,

using the canonical action of Σm ≀ G on V⊗m. Since power operations are not

additive, one has to argue why this assignment extends to virtual representa-

tions. The standard way is to assemble all power operations on representations

into a map

P : RU+(G) −→ exp(RU; G) , P([V]) =
(
[V⊗m]

)
m≥0

from the monoid of isomorphism classes of G-representations. If W is another

G-representation, then

(V ⊕W)⊗m and
⊕m

k=0
trΣm≀G

(Σk≀G)×(Σm−k ≀G)
(V⊗k ⊗W⊗(m−k))

are isomorphic as (Σm ≀ G)-representations, because tensor product distributes

over direct sum. This means that the total power map P is a monoid homo-

morphism from RU+(G) to the group exp(RU; G) under ⊕. So the total power

operation extends uniquely to a group homomorphism

P : RU(G) −→ exp(RU; G)

on the representation ring. The operation Pm is then the m-th factor of this
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extension. The representation ring global power functor RU is realized by the

ultra-commutative ring spectrum KU, the unitary global K-theory spectrum,

see Theorem 6.4.24 below.

Remark 5.3.19 (Brauer induction). By Brauer’s theorem [24, Thm. I] the com-

plex representation ring of a finite group is generated, as an abelian group, by

representations that are induced from 1-dimensional representations of sub-

groups. Segal generalized this result to compact Lie groups in [150, Prop. 3.11

(ii)], where ‘induction’ refers to the smooth induction. In fact, in the world of

compact Lie group, Segal’s smooth induction for not necessarily finite index

subgroups makes the proof quite transparent, as we shall now recall. In our

language the statement can be expressed by saying that the representation ring

global functor RU is ‘cyclic’ in the sense that it is generated by a single ele-

ment, the class x ∈ RU(U(1)) of the tautological 1-dimensional representation

of the circle group U(1). Equivalently, the morphism of global functors

evx : A(U(1),−) −→ RU

classified by the element x is an epimorphism. We recall the argument: we let

i : U(1) × U(n − 1) −→ U(n) be the block sum embedding and q : U(1) ×
U(n − 1) −→ U(1) the projection to the first factor. The character formula

[150, p. 119] for induced representations shows that the smooth transfer

i!(q
∗(x)) ∈ RU(U(n)) (5.3.20)

has the same character as the tautological n-dimensional representation of

U(n). Since characters determine unitary representations of compact Lie groups,

i!(q
∗(x)) equals the class of the tautological representation τn of U(n). Any uni-

tary representation of a compact Lie group G of dimension n is isomorphic to

α∗(τn) for a continuous homomorphism α : G −→ U(n); so the class of such a

representation equals

α∗(i!(q
∗(x))) ∈ RU(G) .

So the global functor RU is generated by the single class x = τ1.

An interesting line of investigation, dubbed explicit Brauer induction, started

with Snaith’s paper [160]. Informally speaking, an ‘explicit Brauer induction’

is a section to the map

A(U(1),G) −→ RU(G)

that is specified by a direct recipe, for example an explicit formula, and has

naturality properties as the group G varies. So such a map is an ‘explicit and

natural’ way to write a (virtual) representation as a sum of induced represen-

tations of 1-dimensional representations. The first explicit Brauer induction
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was Snaith’s formula [160, Thm. (2.16)]; however, Snaith’s maps are not addi-

tive and not compatible with restriction to subgroups. Later Boltje [20] spec-

ified a different explicit Brauer induction formula by purely algebraic means;

Symonds [170] gave a topological interpretation of Boltje’s construction. The

Boltje-Symonds maps are additive and natural for restriction along group ho-

momorphisms; the maps are not (and in fact cannot be) in general compatible

with transfers. In our present language, the Boltje-Symonds maps form a natu-

ral transformation of Rep-abelian groups from RU to A(U(1),−). We recall the

construction of these maps; we follow Symonds’ approach, as his reasoning is

very much in the spirit of global homotopy theory.

The starting point is the formula (5.3.20) that expresses the class of the tau-

tological U(n)-representation in RU(U(n)) as a smooth induction of a specific

1-dimensional representation of the subgroup U(1)×U(n− 1), namely the one

whose character is the projection q : U(1) × U(n − 1) −→ U(1) to the first

factor. Formula (5.3.20) suggest a class in A(U(1),U(n)) as the image of the

tautological U(n)-representation; if we also want naturality and additivity, then

this fixes things completely:

Theorem 5.3.21 (Boltje [20], Symonds [170]). There is a unique natural

transformation of Rep-abelian groups

b : RU −→ A(U(1),−)

that satisfies

bU(n)(τn) = tr
U(n)

U(1)×U(n−1)
◦q∗ in A(U(1),U(n)) .

Moreover:

(i) The transformation b is a section to the evaluation morphism of global

power functors evx : A(U(1),−) −→ RU at the class x ∈ RU(U(1)).

(ii) The value of bG at the 1-dimensional representation with character χ :

G −→ U(1) is given by

bG[χ∗(τ1)] = χ∗ ∈ A(U(1),G) .

Proof Every class in RU(G) is a formal difference of classes of actual repre-

sentations, and every n-dimensional representation is the restriction of τn along

some continuous homomorphism G −→ U(n). So uniqueness is a consequence

of naturality and additivity.

Conversely, this also suggests how to define the transformation. If V is any

n-dimensional unitary G-representation, then V is isomorphic to α∗(Cn) for

some continuous homomorphism α : G −→ U(n), unique up to conjugacy. So

we set

bG[V] = bG(α∗(τn)) = α∗ ◦ tr
U(n)

U(1)×U(n−1)
◦q∗ ∈ A(U(1),G) .
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This defines a set theoretic map

bG : RU+(G) −→ A(U(1),G)

from the monoid of isomorphism classes of unitary G-representations, and

these maps are automatically compatible with restriction along group homo-

morphisms. The double coset formula (3.4.14) for res
U(n+m)

U(n)×U(m)
◦ tr

U(n+m)

U(1)×U(n+m−1)

implies the relation

res
U(n+m)

U(n)×U(m)
(bU(n+m)(τn+m)) = bU(n)(τn) + bU(m)(τm)

in the group A(U(1),U(n) × U(m)). Hence the maps bG are additive, and so

they extend uniquely to a group homomorphism

bG : RU(G) −→ A(U(1),G)

on the Grothendieck group, for which we use the same name. These homomor-

phisms are still compatible with restriction along continuous group homomor-

phisms.

It remains to show the additional properties. The transformation evx ◦b :

RU −→ RU is additive and natural for restriction along continuous homo-

morphisms, so for property (i) it suffices to show the relation evx ◦b = Id in

the universal examples, i.e., for the tautological representations of the unitary

groups U(n). This universal example is taken care of by the formula (5.3.20).

Property (ii) holds because for n = 1 the map q is the identity of U(1). �

While the above construction of the explicit Brauer map b : RU −→ A(U(1),−)

is slick, it is not yet particularly explicit. To write the class bG[V] as a Z-linear

combination of transfers of 1-dimensional representations of subgroups of G,

one would now have to write the classifying homomorphism α : G −→ U(n)

for V as the composite of an epimorphism and a subgroup inclusion and then

expand the term α∗ ◦ tr
U(n)

U(1)×U(n−1)
using the compatibility of transfers with in-

flation, and the double coset formula for the restriction of a transfer. Readers

desperate for a truly explicit formula can find one in [20, Thm. (2.1)] or [21,

Thm. 2.24 (e)].

5.4 Global model structure

In this section we construct a model structure on the category of ultra-commu-

tative ring spectra with global equivalences as the weak equivalences, see The-

orem 5.4.3. The strategy is the same is in the unstable situation in Section

2.1: we lift the positive version of the global model structure to commutative

monoid objects with the help of the general lifting theorem [188, Thm. 3.2].
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We also calculate the algebra of natural operations on the homotopy groups

of ultra-commutative ring spectra: we show that these operations are freely

generated by restrictions, transfers and power operations, see Theorem 5.4.4

for the precise statement. Then we show in Theorem 5.4.14 that every global

power functor can be realized by an ultra-commutative ring spectrum; the re-

alization can moreover be chosen as a global Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum,

i.e., such that all equivariant homotopy groups in non-zero dimensions vanish.

The construction of the global model structure on the category of ultra-

commutative ring spectra is largely parallel to the unstable precursor, the global

model structure for ultra-commutative monoids in Theorem 2.1.15. The anal-

ogous arguments as in the unstable case in Corollary 2.1.4 show that the cat-

egory of ultra-commutative ring spectra is complete and cocomplete and that

the forgetful functor to the category of orthogonal spectra creates all limits,

all filtered colimits and those coequalizers that are reflexive in the category

of orthogonal spectra. The category of ultra-commutative ring spectra is ten-

sored and cotensored over the category T of spaces, by the same arguments in

Construction 2.1.6 for ultra-commutative monoids.

We recall from [64, Def. 3] the notion of a symmetrizable cofibration re-

spectively symmetrizable acyclic cofibration, see also Definition 2.1.11. For a

morphism i : A −→ B of orthogonal spectra we let Kn(i) denote the n-cube of

orthogonal spectra whose value at a subset S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} is

Kn(i)(S ) = C1 ∧ C2 ∧ . . . ∧ Cn with C j =

{
A if j < S

B if j ∈ S .

All morphisms in the cube Kn(i) are smash products of identities and copies of

the morphism i : A −→ B. We let Qn(i) denote the colimit of the punctured n-

cube, i.e., the cube Kn(i) with the terminal vertex removed, and i�n : Qn(i) −→
Kn(i)({1, . . . , n}) = B∧n the canonical map. So the morphism i�n is an iterated

pushout product morphism. The symmetric group Σn acts on Qn(i) and B∧n

by permuting the smash factors, and the iterated pushout product morphism

i�n : Qn(i) −→ B∧n is Σn-equivariant. The morphism i : A −→ B of orthogonal

spectra is a symmetrizable cofibration (respectively a symmetrizable acyclic

cofibration) if the morphism

i�n/Σn : Qn(i)/Σn −→ B∧n/Σn = P
n(B)

is a cofibration (respectively an acyclic cofibration) for every n ≥ 1. Since the

morphism i�1/Σ1 is the original morphism i, every symmetrizable cofibration

is in particular a cofibration, and similarly for acyclic cofibrations.

The next theorem says that in the category of orthogonal spectra, all cofibra-

tions and acyclic cofibrations in the positive global model structure are sym-

metrizable with respect to the monoidal structure given by the smash product.
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Theorem 5.4.1. (i) Let i : A −→ B be a flat cofibration of orthogonal spec-

tra. Then for every n ≥ 1 the morphism

i�n/Σn : Qn(i)/Σn −→ B∧n/Σn

is a flat cofibration. In other words, all cofibrations in the global model

structure of orthogonal spectra are symmetrizable.

(ii) Let i : A −→ B be a positive flat cofibration of orthogonal spectra that is

also a global equivalence. Then for every n ≥ 1 the morphism

i�n/Σn : Qn(i)/Σn −→ B∧n/Σn

is a global equivalence. In other words, all acyclic cofibrations in the

positive global model structure of orthogonal spectra are symmetrizable.

Proof (i) We recall from Theorem 4.3.17 (iii) the set

IAll = { Gm((O(m)/H × ik)+) | m, k ≥ 0,H ≤ O(m)}

of generating flat cofibrations of orthogonal spectra, where ik : ∂Dk −→ Dk

is the inclusion. The set IAll detects the acyclic fibrations in the strong level

model structure of orthogonal spectra. In particular, every flat cofibration is a

retract of an IAll-cell complex. By [64, Cor. 9] or [188, Lemma A.1] it suffices

to show that the generating flat cofibrations in IAll are symmetrizable.

For a space A, the orthogonal spectrum Gm((O(m)/H × A)+) is isomorphic

to FH,Rm ∧ A+; so we show more generally that every morphism of the form

FG,V ∧ (ik)+ : FG,V ∧ ∂Dk
+ −→ FG,V ∧ Dk

+

is a symmetrizable cofibration, where V is any representation of a compact Lie

group G. The symmetrized iterated pushout product

(FG,V ∧ (ik)+)�n/Σn : Qn(FG,V ∧ (ik)+)/Σn −→ (FG,V ∧ Dk
+)∧n/Σn (5.4.2)

is isomorphic to

FΣn≀G,Vn ((i�n
k )+) : FΣn≀G,Vn (Qn(ik)+) −→ FΣn≀G,Vn ((Dk)n

+) ,

where

i�n
k : Qn(ik) −→ (Dk)n

is the n-fold pushout product of the inclusion ik : ∂Dk −→ Dk, with respect to

the cartesian product of spaces. The map i�n
k

is Σn-equivariant, and we showed

in the proof of the analogous unstable result in Theorem 2.1.13 (i) that i�n
k

is

a cofibration of Σn-spaces. Proposition B.14 (i) then shows that i�n
k

is also a

cofibration of (Σn ≀G)-spaces, with respect to the action by restriction along the

projection (Σn ≀G) −→ Σn. So the morphism (5.4.2) is a flat cofibration.

(ii) Theorem 4.3.17 (iii) describes a set JAll ∪ KAll of generating acyclic
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cofibrations for the global model structure on the category of orthogonal spec-

tra. From this we obtain a set J+ ∪ K+ of generating acyclic cofibration for

the positive global model structure of Proposition 4.3.33 by restricting to those

morphisms in JAll ∪ KAll that are positive cofibrations, i.e., homeomorphisms

in level 0; so explicitly, we set

J+ = { Gm((O(m)/H × jk)+) | m ≥ 1, k ≥ 0,H ≤ O(m)} ,

where jk : Dk × {0} −→ Dk × [0, 1] is the inclusion, and

K+ =
⋃

G,V,W : V,0

Z(λG,V,W) ,

the set of all pushout products of sphere inclusions ik with the mapping cylin-

der inclusions of the global equivalences λG,V,W : FG,V⊕WS V −→ FG,W . Here

(G,V,W) runs through a set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of

triples consisting of a compact Lie group G, a G-representation V and non-zero

faithful G-representation W. By [64, Cor. 9] or [188, Lemma A.1] it suffices to

show that all morphisms in J+ ∪ K+ are symmetrizable acyclic cofibrations.

We start with a morphism Gm((O(m)/H × jk)+) in J+. For every n ≥ 1, the

morphism

(Gm((O(m)/H × jk)+))�n/Σn

is a flat cofibration by part (i), and a homeomorphism in level 0 because m ≥ 1.

Moreover, the morphism jk is a homotopy equivalence of spaces, so the mor-

phism Gm((O(m)/H × jk)+) is a homotopy equivalence of orthogonal spec-

tra; the morphism Pn(Gm((O(m)/H × jk)+)) is then again a homotopy equiva-

lence for every n ≥ 1, by Proposition 2.1.12 (i). Then [64, Cor. 23] shows that

Gm((O(m)/H × jk)+) is a symmetrizable acyclic cofibration. This takes care of

the set J+.

Now we consider the morphisms in the set K+. Since G acts faithfully on

the non-zero inner product space W, the action of the wreath product Σn ≀G on

Wn is again faithful. So the morphism

λΣn≀G,Vn ,Wn : FΣn≀G,Vn⊕Wn S Vn −→ FΣn≀G,Wn

is a global equivalence by Theorem 4.1.29. The vertical morphisms in the com-

mutative square

FΣn≀G,Vn⊕Wn S Vn λΣn ≀G,Vn ,Wn //

�

��

FΣn≀G,Wn

�

��
Pn(FG,V⊕WS V )

Pn(λG,V,W )
// Pn(FG,W )
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are isomorphisms; so the morphism Pn(λG,V,W) is a global equivalence. Propo-

sition 2.1.12 (iii) then shows that all morphisms in Z(λG,V,W) are symmetriz-

able acyclic cofibrations. �

Now we put all the pieces together. We call a morphism of ultra-commutative

ring spectra a global equivalence (respectively positive global fibration) if the

underlying morphism of orthogonal spectra is a global equivalence (respec-

tively fibration in the positive global model structure of Proposition 4.3.33).

Theorem 5.4.3 (Global model structure for ultra-commutative ring spectra).

(i) The global equivalences and positive global fibrations are part of a cofi-

brantly generated, proper, topological model structure on the category of

ultra-commutative ring spectra, the global model structure.

(ii) Let j : R −→ S be a cofibration in the global model structure of ultra-

commutative ring spectra.

(a) The morphism of R-modules underlying j is a cofibration in the global

model structure of R-modules of Corollary 4.3.29 (i).

(b) The morphism of orthogonal spectra underlying j is an h-cofibration.

(c) If the underlying orthogonal spectrum of R is flat, then j is a flat

cofibration of orthogonal spectra.

Proof The proof is completely parallel to the proof of the analogous unstable

theorem, Theorem 2.1.15.

(i) The positive global model structure of orthogonal spectra (Proposition

4.3.33) is monoidal and cofibrantly generated. The ‘unit axiom’ also holds: we

let f : Sc −→ S be any positive flat replacement of the orthogonal sphere spec-

trum. Then for every orthogonal spectrum X the induced morphism f ∧ X :

Sc ∧ X −→ S ∧ X is a global equivalence by Theorem 4.3.27 (ii). The monoid

axiom holds by Proposition 4.3.28. Cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations are

symmetrizable by Theorem 5.4.1, so the model structure satisfies the ‘com-

mutative monoid axiom’ of [188, Def. 3.1]. The symmetric algebra functor P

commutes with filtered colimits by the analog of Corollary 2.1.4 for ultra-

commutative ring spectra. Theorem 3.2 of [188] thus shows that the posi-

tive global model structure of orthogonal spectra lifts to a cofibrantly gener-

ated model structure on the category of ultra-commutative ring spectra. The

global model structure is topological by Proposition B.5; here we take G as

the set of free ultra-commutative ring spectra P(FH,Rm ) for all m ≥ 1 and all

closed subgroups H of O(m), and we take Z as the set of acyclic cofibrations

P(c(λG,V,W)) for the mapping cone inclusions c(λG,V,W) of the global equiv-

alences λG,V,W : FG,V⊕WS W −→ FG,W , indexed by representatives as in the

definition of the set K+. Since weak equivalences, fibrations and pullbacks of
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ultra-commutative ring spectra are are created on underlying orthogonal spec-

tra, right properness is inherited from the positive global model structure of

orthogonal spectra (Proposition 4.3.33). We defer the proof of left properness

until after the proof of part (ii).

Part (ii) is proved in exactly the same way as in the unstable case in Theorem

2.1.15; whenever the unstable proof refers to the model category of R-modules

in Corollary 1.4.15, the stable proof instead uses Corollary 4.3.29. For the

symmetrizability of the cofibrations, the stable proof uses Theorem 5.4.1 (i)

instead of Theorem 2.1.13 (i). We refrain from repeating the remaining details.

It remains to show that the model structure is left proper. A pushout square

of ultra-commutative ring spectra has the form

R

j

��

f

≃
// T

j∧RT

��
S

S∧R f
// S ∧R T

where S and T are considered as R-modules by restriction along j respec-

tively f . For left properness we now suppose that j is a cofibration and f is

a global equivalence. By part (a) of (ii), the morphism j is then a cofibration

of R-modules in the global model structure of Corollary 4.3.29 (i). Since R is

cofibrant in that model structure, also S is cofibrant as an R-module. Proposi-

tion 4.3.30 then shows that the functor S ∧R − preserves global equivalences.

So the cobase change S ∧R f of f is a global equivalence. This shows that the

global model structure of ultra-commutative ring spectra is left proper. �

Now we can show that the restriction maps, (additive) transfer maps and

(multiplicative) power operations generate all natural operations between the

0-th equivariant homotopy groups of ultra-commutative ring spectra. The strat-

egy is the one that we have employed several times before: the functor πG
0

from

ultra-commutative ring spectra to sets is representable, namely by Σ∞+ P(BglG),

the unreduced suspension spectrum of the free ultra-commutative monoid gen-

erated by BglG. So we have to determine the equivariant homotopy groups

πK
0

(Σ∞+ P(BglG)), which just means assembling various results already proved.

Theorem 5.4.4. Let G and K be compact Lie groups. The group of natural

transformations πG
0
−→ πK

0
of set valued functors on the category of ultra-

commutative ring spectra is a free abelian group with basis the operations

trK
L ◦α∗ ◦ Pm : πG

0 −→ πK
0

for all m ≥ 0 and all (K × (Σm ≀ G))-conjugacy classes of pairs (L, α) con-
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sisting of a closed subgroup L of K with finite Weyl group and a continuous

homomorphism α : L −→ Σm ≀G.

Proof We let W be any non-zero faithful G-representation and write BglG =

LG,W for the global classifying space of G based on W. We denote by uucom
G

the class in πG
0

(Σ∞+ P(BglG)) obtained by pushing forward the tautological class

uG,W along the adjunction unit η : BglG −→ P(BglG) and then applying the

stabilization map σG of (4.1.10).

We apply the representability result of Proposition 1.5.13 to the category of

ultra-commutative ring spectra and the adjoint functor pair:

Σ∞+ ◦ P : spc // ucom : U ◦ Ω•oo

If V is any G-representation, then the restriction morphism ρG,V,W : LG,V⊕W −→
LG,W is a global equivalence between positive flat orthogonal spaces. We showed

in the proof of Theorem 2.1.13 (ii) that the induced morphism of free ultra-

commutative monoids P(ρG,V,W) : P(LG,V⊕W ) −→ P(LG,W ) is a global equiva-

lence. So the induced morphism of unreduced suspension spectra Σ∞+ P(ρG,V,W)

is a global equivalence by Corollary 4.1.9. In particular, the morphism of Rep-

functors π
0
(Σ∞+ P(ρG,V,W )) is an isomorphism. So Proposition 1.5.13 applies and

shows that evaluation at the tautological class is a bijection

Natucom(πG
0 , π

K
0 ) −→ πK

0 (Σ∞+ P(BglG)) , τ 7−→ τ(uucom
G )

to the 0-th K-equivariant homotopy group of the ultra-commutative ring spec-

trum Σ∞+ P(BglG).

The identification (2.2.20) and Proposition 1.5.12 (ii) show that the homo-

topy set πL
0
(P(BglG)) bijects with the set

∐
m≥0

Rep(L,Σm ≀G)

by sending the conjugacy class of α : L −→ Σm ≀G to α∗([m](uG)) = α∗(uΣm≀G).

Proposition 4.1.11 then implies that the group πK
0

(Σ∞+ P(BglG)) is a free abelian

group, and it specifies a basis consisting of the elements

trK
L (σL(x))

where L runs through all conjugacy classes of closed subgroups of K with finite

Weyl group and x runs through a set of representatives of the WK L-orbits of the

set πL
0
(P(BglG)). So together this shows that πK

0
(Σ∞+ P(BglG)) is a free abelian

group with basis the classes

trK
L (σL(α∗([m](uG)))) = trK

L (α∗(σΣm≀G([m](uG))))

= trK
L (α∗(Pm(σG(uG)))) = trK

L (α∗(Pm(uucom
G )))

for all (m, L, α) as in the statement of the theorem. �
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Our last major goal in this chapter is to show that every global power functor

is realized by an ultra-commutative ring spectrum that can moreover be cho-

sen to have all its equivariant homotopy groups concentrated in dimension 0,

see Theorem 5.4.14 below. Towards this aim we will show various auxiliary

results, which may be of independent interest. We start with a proposition that

describes the effect on the homotopy group global power functors of ‘coning

off’ a free ultra-commutative ring spectrum. We can only analyze this process

algebraically if all spectra involved are globally connective, for otherwise the

symmetric powers Pm(A) generate non-trivial equivariant homotopy in arbi-

trarily low negative dimensions.

We recall from Example 5.2.15 that the coproduct in the category of global

power functors is given by the box product of underlying global functors. So

if f : R −→ F and g : S −→ F are morphisms of global power functors, we

let f ⋄ g : R�S −→ F denote their categorical sum, i.e., the composite

R�S
f�g
−−−−→ F�F

multiplication
−−−−−−−−−→ F .

If A is an orthogonal spectrum and R an ultra-commutative ring spectrum, then

the zero morphism of orthogonal spectra from A to R freely generates a mor-

phism of ultra-commutative ring spectra τA : PA −→ R that we call the ‘trivial

morphism’. In terms of the wedge decomposition PA =
∨

m≥0 P
m(A), this triv-

ial morphism is the unit morphism of R on P0(A) = S, and trivial on all other

wedge summands. We recall that CA = A ∧ [0, 1] is the cone of an orthogonal

spectrum A, and i = (− ∧ 1) : A −→ CA is the cone inclusion.

Proposition 5.4.5. Let A be a positively flat orthogonal spectrum such that

the free ultra-commutative ring spectrum PA is globally connective. Let R be

a globally connective ultra-commutative ring spectrum and ρ : PA −→ R

a morphism of ultra-commutative ring spectra. We define T as the following

pushout, in the category of ultra-commutative ring spectra:

PA
Pi //

ρ

��

P(CA)

��
R

ψ
// T

Then T is globally connective, the morphism of global power functors π
0
(ψ) :

π
0
(R) −→ π

0
(T ) is surjective and a coequalizer, in the category of global

power functors, of the two morphisms

π
0
(R) ⋄ π

0
(ρ) , π

0
(R) ⋄ π

0
(τA) : π

0
(R)�π

0
(PA) −→ π

0
(R) .

Proof The cone CA = A ∧ [0, 1] is isomorphic to the realization of the sim-

plicial orthogonal spectrum B•(A, A, ∗), the bar construction with respect to
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wedge. Explicitly,

Bm(A, A, ∗) = A ∧ ∆[1]m ,

where ∆[1] is the simplicial 1-simplex, pointed by the vertex 0; the simplicial

structure is induced by that of ∆[1]. Since ∆[1] has (m + 1) non-basepoint

simplices of dimension m, the spectrum Bm(A, A, ∗) is a wedge of m+ 1 copies

of A.

Since the free functor P : Sp −→ ucom is an enriched left adjoint, it pre-

serves coends and cotensors with spaces. So P(CA) is isomorphic to the re-

alization, internal to ultra-commutative ring spectra, of the simplicial ultra-

commutative ring spectrum P(B•(A, A, ∗)). Under this isomorphism, the mor-

phism Pi : PA −→ P(CA) identifies PA with the degeneracies of the object

of 0-simplices. As a left adjoint, the free functor preserves coproducts, i.e.,

it takes wedges of orthogonal spectra to smash products of ultra-commutative

ring spectra. So P(B•(A, A, ∗)) is isomorphic, as a simplicial ultra-commutative

ring spectrum, to B∧• (PA, PA, S), the bar construction of PA with respect to

smash product.

Since colimits commute among themselves and with cotensors, we can de-

scribe the pushout T = R ∧PA P(CA) as the realization of the simplicial ultra-

commutative ring spectrum R ∧PA B∧• (PA, PA, S) where we take pushouts in

every simplicial dimension. The smash product over PA ‘cancels’ with the 0-th

smash factor in the bar construction, so we can take T as the internal realization

of the bar construction B∧• (R, PA, S).

By the stable analog of Proposition 2.1.7, the realization internal to the cate-

gory of ultra-commutative ring spectra can equivalently be taken in the under-

lying category of orthogonal spectra. The underlying realization is the sequen-

tial colimit of partial realizations B[n], i.e., ‘skeleta’ in the simplicial direction,

defined as the coend

B[n] =

∫ [m]∈∆≤n

B∧m(R, PA, S) ∧ ∆m
+

of the restriction to the full subcategory ∆≤n of ∆ with objects all [m] with m ≤
n. We refer to [63, VII Sec. 1-3] for background on realization of simplicial

objects and the skeleton filtration. The realization |B∧• (R, PA, S)| is the colimit

of the sequence of orthogonal spectra

R = B[0] −→ B[1] −→ . . . −→ B[n] −→ . . . . (5.4.6)

Moreover, the n-skeleton B[n] is obtained from the previous stage as a pushout
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of orthogonal spectra:

L∆n ∧ ∆n
+ ∪L∆n∧∂∆n

+
B∧n (R, PA, S) ∧ ∂∆n

+

incl //

��

B∧n (R, PA, S) ∧ ∆n
+

��
B[n−1] // B[n]

(5.4.7)

see (3.8) of [63, VII Sec. 3]. Here the orthogonal spectrum L∆n is the n-th latch-

ing object in the simplicial direction, compare (1.5) of [63, VII Sec. 1], or

(1.2.35). In our situation, the latching morphism L∆n −→ B∧n (R, PA, S) is the

morphism

R ∧ i�n : R ∧ Qn(i) −→ R ∧ (PA)∧n = B∧n (R, PA, S) ,

where i�n is the iterated pushout product, with respect to smash product of

orthogonal spectra, of the unit morphism S −→ PA. Since flat cofibrations

are symmetrizable (Theorem 5.4.1 (i)), this unit morphism is a flat cofibration.

The pushout product property of the flat cofibrations (Proposition 4.3.24) thus

shows that i�n, and hence the latching morphism, is a flat cofibration.

So both horizontal morphisms in the pushout square (5.4.7) are h-cofibrations,

and the cokernel of the inclusion B[n−1] −→ B[n] is isomorphic to

(B∧n (R, PA, S)/L∆n ) ∧ S n
� R ∧ (P̄A)∧n ∧ S n

where P̄A = (PA)/S =
∨

m≥1 P
m(A). Since A is flat and flat cofibrations are

symmetrizable, the underlying orthogonal spectrum of P̄A is flat. Since PA

is globally connective, so is P̄A. Since R is also globally connective, so is

R ∧ (P̄A)∧n, by Proposition 4.4.15. This shows that the cokernel of the inclu-

sion B[n−1] −→ B[n] is globally (n − 1)-connected. Since the inclusion is also

an h-cofibration, Corollary 3.1.38 (i) shows that all the morphisms in the se-

quence (5.4.6) induce isomorphisms on the global functors π
k

for all k < 0 and

an epimorphism on π
0
. Moreover, starting from B[1] onward, the morphisms

even induce an isomorphism on π
0
. Each morphism in the sequence is an h-

cofibration, and so levelwise a closed embedding. Since equivariant homotopy

groups commute with sequential colimits over closed embeddings (Proposi-

tion 3.1.41 (i)), we conclude that also the morphism π
k
(ψ) : π

k
(R) −→ π

k
(T )

is an isomorphism of global functors for all k < 0 and an epimorphism for

k = 0. Since R is globally connective, this shows in particular that the colimit

T is globally connective. Moreover, the inclusion B[1] −→ |B∧• (R, PA, S)| = T

induces an isomorphism on π
0
.

It remains to identify π
0
(ψ) : π

0
(R) −→ π

0
(T ) as a coequalizer. The latching

object L∆
1

is simply the spectrum B∧
0
(R, PA, S) = R, and for n = 1 the pushout
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(5.4.7) specializes to a pushout of orthogonal spectra

R ∧ PA ∧ {0, 1}+ incl //

d0+d1

��

R ∧ PA ∧ [0, 1]+

��
R // B[1]

(5.4.8)

The orthogonal spectrum R∧PA∧{0, 1}+ is the wedge of two copies of R∧PA.

On one copy the left vertical morphism is the simplicial face morphism d0 :

R ∧ PA −→ R, which is the product, with respect to the multiplication of R, of

the identity and the morphism ρ : PA −→ R. On the other copy the left vertical

morphism is the simplicial face morphism d1 : R ∧ PA −→ R, which is the

product of the identity of R and the trivial morphism τA : PA −→ R, adjoint to

the zero morphism from A to R.

The orthogonal spectra underlying R and PA are globally connective by

hypothesis. Moreover, PA is flat because A is and because flat cofibrations

are symmetrizable. So by Proposition 4.4.15, the orthogonal spectrum R ∧
PA is again globally connective. Since the two horizontal morphisms in the

pushout square (5.4.8) are h-cofibrations, the equivariant homotopy groups of

the pushout B[1] participate in an exact Mayer-Vietoris sequence

π
0
(R ∧ PA) ⊕ π

0
(R ∧ PA) −→ π

0
(R) ⊕ π

0
(R ∧ PA) −→ π

0
(B[1]) −→ 0 ,

where the first map is given by

(x, y) 7−→ (π
0
(d0)(x) + π

0
(d1)(y), x + y) .

Using the identification π
0
(B[1]) � π

0
(T ) induced by the inclusion B[1] −→ T ,

we can rewrite this as an exact sequence of global functors

π
0
(R ∧ PA)

π0(d0)−π0(d1)

−−−−−−−−−−→ π
0
(R)

π0(ψ)

−−−−−→ π
0
(T ) −→ 0 . (5.4.9)

Since R and PA are globally connective and PA is flat, the canonical morphism

π
0
(R)�π

0
(PA) −→ π

0
(R ∧ PA)

is an isomorphism of global power functors by Example 5.2.15. Under this

identification, the effects of the two face morphisms d0, d1 : R ∧ PA −→ R on

π
0

correspond to the morphisms of global power functors

π
0
(R) ⋄ π

0
(ρ) respectively π

0
(R) ⋄ π

0
(τA) .

So we may show that π
0
(ψ) is a coequalizer of the two morphisms π

0
(d0)

and π
0
(d1). To this end we consider a morphism of global power functors

ϕ : π
0
(R) −→ F satisfying ϕ ◦ π

0
(d0) = ϕ ◦ π

0
(d1). By exactness of the se-

quence (5.4.9) there is a unique morphism of global functors ϕ̄ : π
0
(T ) −→ F
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such that ϕ̄ ◦ π
0
(ψ) = ϕ. Since π

0
(ψ) is a surjective homomorphism of global

power functors and the composite ϕ̄◦π
0
(ψ) is a homomorphism of global power

functors, the morphism ϕ̄ is also compatible with multiplication and power

operations, hence a morphism of global power functors. This establishes the

universal property of a coequalizer, and hence completes the proof. �

Now we have all the necessary tools to show that the topological construc-

tion of free ultra-commutative ring spectra realizes the algebraic construction

of free global power functors, at least for sufficiently cofibrant and globally

connective spectra.

Definition 5.4.10. A free global power functor generated by a global functor

F is a pair (R, i) consisting of a global power functor R and a morphism of

global functors i : F −→ R with the following property: for every global

power functor S and every morphism of global functors j : F −→ S there is a

unique morphism of global power functors ϕ : R −→ S such that ϕ ◦ i = j.

In other words, (R, i) is a free global power functor for F if and only if it

represents the functor

GlPow −→ (sets) , S 7−→ GF (F, S ) .

For every orthogonal spectrum X, the free ultra-commutative ring spec-

trum PX gives rise to a global power functor π
0
(PX). The adjunction unit

η : X −→ PX (i.e., the inclusion of the ‘linear’ wedge summand) is a mor-

phism of orthogonal spectra, and thus induces a morphism of global functors

π
0
(η) : π

0
(X) −→ π

0
(PX) .

Theorem 5.4.11. Let X be a positively flat globally connective orthogonal

spectrum. Then the free ultra-commutative ring spectrum PX is globally con-

nective and the pair (π
0
(PX), π

0
(η)) is a free global power functor generated

by the global functor π
0
(X).

Proof We letY be the class of globally connective orthogonal spectra Y such

that for some (hence any) global equivalence Yc −→ Y from a positively flat

orthogonal spectrum the claim of the theorem holds for Yc. We let G be a com-

pact Lie group and V a non-zero faithful G-representation. Then BglG = LG,V

is a global classifying space for G. The free ultra-commutative ring spectrum

P(Σ∞+ BglG) is isomorphic to the unreduced suspension spectrum of the free

ultra-commutative monoid P(BglG); so P(Σ∞+ BglG) is globally connective by

Proposition 4.1.11. By Corollary 5.3.4 the global power functor

π
0
(P(Σ∞+ BglG))

is freely generated by the class uucom
G

in πG
0

(P(Σ∞+ BglG)). Moreover, the global
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functor π
0
(Σ∞+ BglG) is freely generated by the stable tautological class eG,

by Proposition 4.2.5. So altogether this shows that the orthogonal spectrum

Σ∞+ BglG belongs to the class Y.

Now we establish two closure properties for the class Y. We let {Xi}i∈I be

a family of orthogonal spectra in Y; we claim that the wedge
∨

i∈I Xi also

belongs toY. Since wedges of orthogonal spectra preserve global equivalences

(by Corollary 3.1.37 (i)), we can assume that each Xi is positively flat. Then

the wedge
∨

i∈I Xi is also positively flat. The underlying orthogonal spectrum

of P(
∨

i∈I Xi) is the wedge, indexed by functions f : I −→ N with finite support

(i.e., f (i) = 0 for almost all i ∈ I) of smash products of the finite symmetric

powers:

P
(∨

i∈I
Xi

)
�

∨

f :I−→N,finite supp

∧

f (i),0

P f (i)(Xi) .

Since flat cofibrations are symmetrizable and Xi is flat, the symmetric power

P f (i)(Xi) is flat. Since P(Xi) is globally connective, so is its retract P f (i)(Xi). So

for every finitely supported function f : I −→ N, the morphism

m
f (i),0

π
0

(
P f (i)(Xi)

)
−→ π

0

(∧
f (i),0
P f (i)(Xi)

)

from the iterated box product is an isomorphism of global functors by Proposi-

tion 4.4.15. Since equivariant homotopy groups take wedges to sums by Corol-

lary 3.1.37 (i), this establishes a sequence of isomorphisms of global functors

colimJ⊂I, J finite

m

j∈J

π
0
(P(X j)) �

⊕

f :I−→N,finite supp

m

f (i),0

π
0
(P f (i)(Xi))

�

⊕

f :I−→N,finite supp

π
0

(∧
f (i),0
P f (i)(Xi)

)

�−−→ π
0

(
P
(∨

i∈I
Xi

))

We claim that the source of this isomorphism is the coproduct, in the category

of global power functors, of the global power functors π
0
(P(Xi)). Indeed, the

coproduct of two global power functors is given by the box product of un-

derlying global functors, see Example 5.2.15. As in any category, a general

(possibly infinite) I-indexed coproduct can be obtained as the filtered colimit,

formed over the poset of finite subsets of I, of the finite coproducts. Moreover,

filtered colimits in the category of global Green functors, and hence also of

global power functors, are created in the underlying category of global func-

tors, see Proposition 2.1.3. This proves the claim.

Since π
0
(P(Xi)) is freely generated by the global functor π

0
(Xi) and coprod-

ucts of free objects are free, the right hand side of the isomorphism is a free

global power functor generated by the global functor
⊕

i∈I π0
(Xi). Equivariant
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homotopy groups take wedges to direct sums, so the canonical morphism
⊕

i∈I
π

0
(Xi) −→ π

0

(∨
i∈I

Xi

)

is an isomorphism of global functors. So altogether we obtain that π
0
(P(

∨
i∈I Xi))

is a free global power functor generated by the global functor π
0
(
∨

i∈I Xi). This

concludes the proof that the class Y is closed under wedges.

Now we claim that the class Y is also closed under cones. In other words,

we let

A −→ B −→ C −→ A ∧ S 1

be a distinguished triangle in the global stable homotopy category such that A

and B belong to Y; we must show that C also belongs to Y. After replacing

the distinguished triangle by an isomorphic one, we can assume that A and B

are positively flat and C = C f is the mapping cone of a morphism f : A −→ B

of orthogonal spectra, i.e., the pushout of the diagram of orthogonal spectra

B
f
←−− A

i−−→ CA ,

where the right morphism is the cone inclusion. As a left adjoint, the free

functor P preserves pushouts, so P(C f ) is a pushout of the diagram of ultra-

commutative ring spectra

PB
P f
←−−− PA

Pi−−→ P(CA) .

Since A and B belong toY, both PB and PA are globally connective. So Propo-

sition 5.4.5 applies and shows that the morphism

P j : PB −→ P(C f )

is a coequalizer, in the category of global power functors, of the two morphisms

π
0
(PB) ⋄ π

0
(P f ) , π

0
(PB) ⋄ π

0
(τA) : π

0
(PB)�π

0
(PA) −→ π

0
(PB) .

Since A and B belong to the class Y, the global power functors π
0
(PA) and

π
0
(PB) are freely generated by the global functors π

0
(A) respectively π

0
(B). So

the coequalizer property witnesses that the global power functor π
0
(P(C f )) is

freely generated by the cokernel of the morphism of global functors π
0
( f ) :

π
0
(A) −→ π

0
(B). Since A is globally connective,

π
0
(A)

π0( f )

−−−−→ π
0
(B) −→ π

0
(C f ) −→ 0

is an exact sequence of global functors by Proposition 3.1.36. This concludes

the proof that the pair (π
0
(P(C f )), π

0
(η)) is a free global power functor gener-

ated by the global functor π
0
(C f ). So we have also shown that the class Y is

closed under cones.
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Altogether this shows that the class of orthogonal spectra Y is closed under

wedges and cones and contains the suspension spectra Σ∞+ BglG for all compact

Lie groups G. Proposition 4.4.13 then shows that Y is the class of all globally

connective orthogonal spectra. This proves the theorem. �

Theorem 5.4.12. Let X be a positively flat globally (n − 1)-connected orthog-

onal spectrum, for some n ≥ 0. Then for every m ≥ 1 the orthogonal spectrum

Pm(X) is globally (n − 1)-connected.

Proof We choose a cofibrant replacement q : Y −→ ΩnX of ΩnX in the posi-

tive global model structure of Proposition 4.3.33. Then Y is globally connective

(i.e., globally (−1)-connected). The adjoint q♭ of q factors as the composite

Y ∧ S n
q∧S n

−−−−→ (ΩnX) ∧ S n ǫX−−−→ X .

The first morphism is a global equivalence since suspension is fully homotopi-

cal, and the second morphism is a global equivalence by Proposition 3.1.25 (ii).

So the morphism q♭ is a global equivalence.

We show that Pm(Y ∧ S n) is globally (n − 1)-connected. We let

νm = {(x1, . . . , xm) ∈ Rm | x1 + · · · + xm = 0}

denote the reduced natural Σm-representation, where Σm acts by permutation

of coordinates. The smash power (S n)∧m is Σm-equivariantly homeomorphic to

the smash product of S n (with trivial Σm-action) and the representation sphere

S R
n⊗νm . This decomposition induces an isomorphism of orthogonal spectra

Pm(Y ∧ S n) � (Y∧m ∧ (S n)∧m)/Σm � (Y∧m ∧ S R
n⊗νm )/Σm ∧ S n .

The sphere S R
n⊗νm admits a finite Σm-CW-structure. Moreover, all isotropy

groups are conjugate to subgroups of the form Σi1×· · ·×Σik with i1+· · ·+ik = m.

So the orthogonal spectrum Pm(Y ∧ S n) admits a finite filtration, along h-

cofibrations, with subquotients isomorphic to

(Y∧m ∧ Σm/(Σi1 × · · · × Σik )+ ∧ S k)/Σm ∧ S n
� Y∧m/(Σi1 × · · · × Σik ) ∧ S k+n

� Pi1 (Y) ∧ . . . ∧ Pik (Y) ∧ S k+n .

Since Y is positively flat and globally connective, Theorem 5.4.11 says that the

free ultra-commutative ring spectrum PY is globally connective. Since Pik (Y)

is a retract of PY, it is also globally connective. Since flat cofibrations are

symmetrizable (Theorem 5.4.1 (i)), each of the orthogonal spectra Pi j (Y) is

again flat. So the smash product Pi1 (Y) ∧ . . . ∧ Pik (Y) is globally connective

by Proposition 4.4.15. Altogether this shows that each of the subquotients of

Pm(Y ∧ S n) is globally (n − 1)-connected. So the spectrum Pm(Y ∧ S n) itself is

globally (n − 1)-connected.
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The free functor P : Sp −→ ucom is a left Quillen functor from the positive

global model structure on orthogonal spectra to the global model structure of

ultra-commutative ring spectra. So P preserves global equivalences between

positively flat orthogonal spectra, hence so does its retract Pm. So the morphism

Pm(q♭) : Pm(Y ∧ S n) −→ Pm(X) is a global equivalence, and Pm(X) is globally

(n − 1)-connected. �

The next theorem shows that we can ‘kill higher homotopy groups’ in the

world of ultra-commutative ring spectra. Again, the construction needs the hy-

pothesis of global connectivity.

Theorem 5.4.13. Let R be a globally connective ultra-commutative ring spec-

trum and n ≥ 1. Then there is a cofibration of ultra-commutative ring spectra

ψ : R −→ T with the following properties:

• the induced morphism of global functors π
k
(ψ) : π

k
(R) −→ π

k
(T ) is bijective

for k < n, and

• the global functor π
n
(T ) is trivial.

Proof We choose an index set J, compact Lie groups G j and elements y j ∈
π

G j

n (R), for j ∈ J, that altogether generate the global functor π
n
(R). We repre-

sent each class y j as a morphism of orthogonal spectra

f j : Σ∞+ BglG j ∧ S n −→ R

that sends the n-fold suspension of the stable tautological class eG j
to y j; this

involves an implicit choice of non-zero faithful G j-representation. We form the

wedge of all these morphisms

F : X =
∨

j∈J
Σ∞+ BglG j ∧ S n −→ R .

All we need to remember about F is that its source X is globally (n − 1)-

connected and positively flat, and that the morphism of global functors

π
n
(F) : π

n
(X) −→ π

n
(R)

is surjective. We extend F freely to a morphism of ultra-commutative ring

spectra F̃ : PX −→ R. We let T be the pushout, in the category of ultra-

commutative ring spectra, of the diagram

R
F̃←−− PX

Pi−−→ P(CX) ,

where CX is the cone of the orthogonal spectrum X, and i : X −→ CX is the

cone inclusion. Since X is positively flat, the cone inclusion is a positive cofi-

bration of orthogonal spectra, and so Pi is a cofibration of ultra-commutative
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ring spectra. The cobase change ψ : R −→ T of Pi is then also a cofibration of

ultra-commutative ring spectra.

We recall that the cobase change of a free morphism Pi : PX −→ P(CX)

comes with a filtration by ‘number of factors from P(CX)’, see for example

[188, Prop. B.2]. More precisely, the morphism ψ : R −→ T is the sequential

composite of morphisms of R-module spectra

R = P0

ψ1−−−→ P1

ψ2−−−→ P2

ψ3−−−→ · · · ,

such that each step in the filtration can be obtained from the previous one as a

pushout of R-modules:

R ∧ Qm(i)/Σm

i�m/Σm //

��

R ∧ (CX)∧m/Σm

��
Pm−1 ψm

// Pm

Since i : X −→ CX is a flat cofibration, and flat cofibrations are symmetriz-

able (Theorem 5.4.1 (i)), the upper horizontal morphism is a cofibration of

R-modules, hence so is its cobase change ψm : Pm−1 −→ Pm. Moreover, the

pushout square witnesses that the cokernel of ψm is isomorphic to

R ∧ coker(i�m)/Σm � R ∧ (CX/X)∧m/Σm � R ∧ Pm(X ∧ S 1) .

Since X is globally (n − 1)-connected, its suspension X ∧ S 1 is globally n-

connected, and so the m-th symmetric power Pm(X ∧ S 1) is also globally n-

connected for all m ≥ 1, by Theorem 5.4.12. Since R is connective and Pm(X∧
S 1) is flat, the smash product R ∧ Pm(X ∧ S 1) is again globally n-connected

by Proposition 4.4.15. In particular, the morphism π
k
(ψm) : π

k
(Pm−1) −→

π
k
(Pm) is bijective for k < n and surjective for k = n. Since all morphisms

ψm : Pm−1 −→ Pm are h-cofibrations of orthogonal spectra, they are levelwise

closed embeddings, and so that canonical map

colimm π
k
(Pm) −→ π

k
(colimm Pm) = π

k
(T )

is an isomorphism by Proposition 3.1.41 (i). Altogether this shows that the

morphism π
k
(ψ) : π

k
(R) −→ π

k
(T ) is bijective for k < n and surjective for

k = n.

The diagram

π
n
(X)

π
n
(ηX ) //

π
n
(F) &&◆◆

◆◆
◆◆

◆◆
◆◆

◆
π

n
(PX)

π
n
(P(i)) //

π
n
(F̃)

��

π
n
(P(CX))

��
π

n
(R)

π
n
(ψ)

// π
n
(T )
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commutes and the composite through the upper right corner is the zero map

because CX is contractible. Since π
n
(F) and π

n
(ψ) are surjective, we conclude

that the global functor π
n
(T ) is trivial. �

Now we can finally show that every global power functor is realized by an

ultra-commutative ring spectrum. The analogous result in equivariant stable

homotopy theory for a fixed finite group has been obtained by Ullman [181].

More is true: the next theorem effectively constructs a right adjoint functor

H : GlPow −→ Hogl. connective(ucom)

to the functor π
0

such that the adjunction counit is an isomorphism π
0
(HF) � F

of global power functors. In other words, for every globally connective ultra-

commutative ring spectrum T , the functor π
0

restricts to a bijection

π
0

: Ho(ucom)(T,HF) � GlPow(π
0
(T ), F) .

However, we won’t prove these more general facts.

Theorem 5.4.14. Let F be a global power functor. There is an ultra-commuta-

tive ring spectrum HF such that π
k
(HF) = 0 for all k , 0 and an isomorphism

of global power functors

π
0
(HF) � F .

Proof The t-structure on the global stable homotopy category of Theorem

4.4.9 (for the global family of all compact Lie groups) lets us choose an Eilen-

berg-Mac Lane spectrum for the underlying global functor of F, see Remark

4.4.12. Cofibrant replacement in the positive global model structure of Propo-

sition 4.3.33 then provides a globally connective positive flat orthogonal spec-

trum X and an isomorphism of global functors π
0
(X) � F.

We form the free ultra-commutative ring spectrum PX. Theorem 5.4.11 then

shows that PX is globally connective and π
0
(PX) is a free global power functor

generated by the global functor π
0
(X), with respect to the morphism π

0
(η) :

π
0
(X) −→ π

0
(PX). In particular, there is a unique morphism of global power

functors

ǫ : π
0
(PX) −→ F

such that ǫ ◦ π
0
(η) is the previous isomorphism. The morphism ǫ is then sur-

jective.

We choose a positively cofibrant globally connective orthogonal spectrum

A together with a morphism of orthogonal spectra ρ′ : A −→ PX such that

the image of the morphism π
0
(ρ′) : π

0
(A) −→ π

0
(PX) coincides with the ker-

nel of ǫ. For example, we can choose compact Lie groups G j and elements
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y j ∈ πG j

0
(PX) that altogether generate this kernel as a global functor. Then we

represent each class y j as a morphism of orthogonal spectra

f j : Σ∞+ BglG j −→ PX

that sends the stable tautological class eG j
to y j, and let ρ′ : A −→ PX be the

wedge of all these morphisms.

We let ρ : PA −→ PX be the free extension of ρ′ to a morphism of ultra-

commutative ring spectra. Then we define T as the following pushout, in the

category of ultra-commutative ring spectra:

PA
Pi //

ρ

��

P(CA)

��
PX

ψ
// T

Since PA and PX are both globally connective by Theorem 5.4.11, we can

apply Proposition 5.4.5 and conclude that T is globally connective, the mor-

phism of global power functors π
0
(ψ) : π

0
(PX) −→ π

0
(T ) is surjective, and a

coequalizer, in the category of global power functors, of the two morphisms

π
0
(PX) ⋄ π

0
(ρ) , π

0
(PX) ⋄ π

0
(τA) : π

0
(PX)�π

0
(PA) −→ π

0
(PX) .

Now π
0
(PA) is the free global power functor generated by the global functor

π
0
(A), by Theorem 5.4.11. So the effect of the coequalizer is to annihilate the

global power ideal generated by the image of π
0
(ρ′) : π

0
(A) −→ π

0
(PX). This

global power ideal is, by construction, the kernel of ǫ : π
0
(PX) −→ F. So ǫ

descends to an isomorphism of global power functors between π
0
(T ) and F.

Now we use Theorem 5.4.13 to kill the higher homotopy groups of T . More

precisely, we construct a sequence of cofibrations of ultra-commutative ring

spectra

T = T0 −→ T1 −→ . . . −→ Tn −→ . . . (5.4.15)

by induction on n. We obtain Tn by applying Theorem 5.4.13 in dimension n to

R = Tn−1. Then Tn is globally connective, π
0
(Tn) is isomorphic to π

0
(T ), and

hence to F, and the global functors π
k
(Tn) are trivial for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

Finally, we define HF as the colimit of the sequence (5.4.15) of ultra-commu-

tative ring spectra. Each morphism in the sequence is a cofibration of ultra-

commutative ring spectra, hence an h-cofibration of underlying orthogonal

spectra (see Theorem 5.4.3 (ii)), and so levelwise a closed embedding. Since

equivariant homotopy groups commute with sequential colimits over closed

embeddings (see Proposition 3.1.41 (i)), the colimit has the desired properties

of an ultra-commutative Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum for F. �
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Global Thom and K-theory spectra

The final chapter of this book is devoted to an in-depth study of interesting

examples of ultra-commutative ring spectra, in particular global Thom spec-

tra and ultra-commutative global models for various flavors of equivariant K-

theory spectra. In Section 6.1 we discuss global refinements of the classical

Thom spectrum MO, as well as Thom spectra for the other families of classical

Lie groups, such as MS O and MU. We carefully analyze two different global

forms of the Thom spectrum MO that represents unoriented bordism, namely

the ultra-commutative Thom ring spectrum MO, and an E∞-orthogonal ring

spectrum mO. Both Thom spectra are the homogeneous degree 0 summands

in certain Z-graded periodic extensions MOP respectively mOP. The Thom

spectrum mO is the natural target for the Thom-Pontryagin map from geo-

metric equivariant bordism. The ultra-commutative ring spectrum MO is the

R-analog of tom Dieck’s equivariant homotopical bordism. The equivariant ho-

mology theory represented by MO is a localization of the one represented by

mO, formed by inverting certain ‘inverse Thom classes’, see Corollary 6.1.35.

The Thom spectrum mO comes with a rank filtration that we use to show that

mO is globally connective, and to calculate the global functor π0
(mO), see

Theorem 6.1.44.

Section 6.2 is devoted to equivariant bordism and its relation to the equivari-

ant homology theories represented by the global Thom spectra of Section 6.1.

We recall various facts about equivariant bordism groups of smooth compact

G-manifolds in some detail, highlighting the global perspective. The main re-

sult of this section is Theorem 6.2.33 which says that when G is isomorphic

to a product of a finite group and a torus, then the Thom-Pontryagin map is

an isomorphism from G-equivariant bordism to G-equivariant mO-homology.

This result is usually credited to Wasserman, because it can be derived from

his equivariant transversality theorem [184, Thm. 3.11]. Theorem 6.2.37 gives

a localized version of this result: the Thom-Pontryagin map is an isomorphism

from stable equivariant bordism to mO[1/τ]-theory, without any restriction

543
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on the compact Lie group. Given that mO[1/τ]-theory is isomorphic to MO-

theory (by Corollary 6.1.35), this is equivalent to a result of Bröcker and Hook

[27, Thm. 4.1] that identifies stable equivariant bordism with equivariant MO-

homology.

Section 6.3 discusses the ultra-commutative ring spectrum ku, the connec-

tive global K-theory spectrum, see Construction 6.3.9. The degree zero equiv-

ariant cohomology theory represented by ku tries hard to be equivariant K-

theory (see Theorem 6.3.31 for the precise statement), and there is a ring ho-

momorphism RU(G) −→ πG
0

(ku) from the complex representation ring that is

an isomorphism whenever G is finite, and almost a morphism of global power

functors, compare Theorem 6.3.33. We also introduce the Bott class in the

group πe
2
(ku) (see Construction 6.3.42) and the more general equivariant Bott

classes associated to G-Spinc-representations (see Construction 6.3.46).

The final Section 6.4 reviews KU, the periodic global K-theory spectrum,

see Construction 6.4.9. This is an ultra-commutative ring spectrum whose

G-homotopy type realizes G-equivariant periodic K-theory, in the sense that

the equivariant cohomology represented by KU on finite G-CW-complexes is

isomorphic to equivariant K-theory, see Corollary 6.4.23. Moreover, π
0
(KU)

is isomorphic, as a global power functor, to the complex representation ring

functor RU, by Theorem 6.4.24. Periodic global K-theory receives a mor-

phism of ultra-commutative ring spectra j : ku −→ KU from connective

global K-theory; the image of the Bott class under j becomes a unit (The-

orem 6.4.29), justifying the adjective ‘periodic’ for KU. Our final example

of an ultra-commutative ring spectrum is kuc, the global connective K-theory

(see Construction 6.4.32), a certain global refinement of Greenlees’ equivariant

connective K-theory [66].

6.1 Global Thom spectra

In this section we discuss two different global forms of the Thom spectrum

MO that represents unoriented bordism, namely the ultra-commutative Thom

ring spectrum MO, and a variation mO that is only E∞-commutative. Both

Thom spectra are the homogeneous degree 0 summands in certain Z-graded

periodic extensions MOP respectively mOP. All four orthogonal spectra are

Thom spectra over certain orthogonal spaces defined in Section 2.4. The part-

ners are easy to identify from the notation: the relevant orthogonal spaces either

have a B or b in their name, and in the corresponding Thom spectrum this letter

is replaced by an M respectively m.

While the spectrum mO has less structure than MO (it is ‘only’ E∞, not

ultra-commutative), it is closely related to geometry. Indeed, the Thom spec-
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trum mO is the natural target for the Thom-Pontryagin map from geometric

equivariant bordism. The ultra-commutative ring spectrum MO is theR-analog

of equivariant homotopical bordism, due to tom Dieck [175]; the unoriented

version MO is studied in detail in [27]. The following commutative diagram

gives a schematic overview of the relevant equivariant homology theories:

NG
∗

ΘG

//

��

mOG
∗

��

// mOPG
∗

��
N

G:S
∗

ΘG

� // MOG
∗

// MOPG
∗

The two theories in the middle column are the equivariant homology theories

represented by the orthogonal Thom spectra mO and MO. The vertical trans-

formations are isomorphisms for G = e, but not in general. In fact, when G

has more than one element, then πG
∗ (MO) has non-trivial elements in negative

degrees, while mO is globally connective. The vertical transformations are lo-

calizations, i.e., they become isomorphisms after inverting all inverse Thom

classes, compare Corollary 6.1.35. The two theories mOP and MOP in the

last column are the periodic versions of mO and MO; each is a wedge of all

suspensions and desuspensions of the non-periodic version.

In the left column, NG
∗ is geometrically defined equivariant bordism, and

N
G:S
∗ is stable equivariant bordism, a certain localization of NG

∗ . So the two

theories in the left column are not represented by orthogonal spectra, but they

are defined from bordism classes of G-manifolds; we will recall these geo-

metric theories in Section 6.2. The transformations labeled ΘG are the equiv-

ariant Thom-Pontryagin construction and its ‘stabilization’. The upper Thom-

Pontryagin map ΘG : NG
∗ −→ πG

∗ (mO) is an isomorphism whenever G is

isomorphic to a product of a finite group and a torus; this result seems to have

been folklore at some point, and we give a proof in Theorem 6.2.33. The upper

Thom-Pontryagin map is not an isomorphism for more general compact Lie

groups; in fact the geometric bordism theory NG
∗ cannot in general be repre-

sented by an orthogonal G-spectrum because the Wirthmüller map fails to be

an isomorphism for those closed subgroups H of G that act non-trivially on

the tangent space TeH(G/H), compare Remark 6.2.13. The stabilized Thom-

Pontryagin map ΘG : NG:S
∗ −→ πG

∗ (MO) is an isomorphism in complete gen-

erality, by a theorem of Bröcker and Hook [27, Thm. 4.1]; we derive this fact

in a different way, see Remark 6.2.38.

The Thom spectrum mO comes with a rank filtration, the subquotients of

which we identify in Theorem 6.1.42. We use the rank filtration to show that

mO is globally connective, and we calculate the global functor π0
(mO) in

Theorem 6.1.44.
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Example 6.1.1. We start with the ultra-commutative ring spectrum MGr, the

Thom spectrum over the additive Grassmannian Gr, discussed in Example

2.3.12. We recall that the value of Gr at an inner product space V is

Gr(V) =
∐

n≥0
Grn(V) ,

the disjoint union of all Grassmannians in V . Over the space Gr(V) sits a tauto-

logical euclidean vector bundle (of non-constant rank) whose total space con-

sists of pairs (x,U) ∈ V × Gr(V) such that x ∈ U. We define MGr(V) as the

Thom space of this tautological vector bundle, i.e., the one-point compactifi-

cation of the total space. The structure maps are given by

O(V,W)∧MGr(V) −→ MGr(W) , (w, ϕ)∧(x,U) 7−→ (w+ϕ(x), ϕ⊥⊕ϕ(U)) ,

where ϕ⊥ = W −ϕ(V) is the orthogonal complement of the image of ϕ : V −→
W. Multiplication maps are defined by direct sum, i.e.,

µV,W : MGr(V) ∧MGr(W) −→ MGr(V ⊕W)

(x,U) ∧ (x′,U ′) 7−→ ((x, x′), U ⊕ U ′) .

Unit maps are defined by

η(V) : S V −→ MGr(V) , v 7−→ (v,V) .

The multiplication maps are binatural, associative, commutative and unital,

and all this structure makes MGr into an ultra-commutative ring spectrum.

The orthogonal spectrum MGr is graded, with k-th homogeneous summand

given by

MGr[k](V) = Th(Gr|V |+k(V)) .

So MGr is concentrated in non-positive gradings, i.e., MGr[k] is trivial for k >

0. The unit morphism η : S −→ MGr is an isomorphism onto the summand

MGr[0].

Now we let V be a representation of a compact Lie group G. We define the

inverse Thom class

τG,V ∈ MGrG
0 (S V ) (6.1.2)

as the class represented by the G-map

tG,V : S V −→ Th(Gr(V)) ∧ S V = MGr(V) ∧ S V , v 7−→ (0, {0}) ∧ (−v) .

If V has dimension m, then the class τG,V has internal degree −m, i.e., it lies in

the homogeneous summand MGr[−m]. The justification for the name ‘inverse

Thom class’ is that in the theory MOP, the image of the class τG,V becomes

invertible, and its inverse is the Thom class of V (considered as G-vector bun-

dle over a point). We explain this in more detail in Theorem 6.1.17 below.
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So while the theory MGr is not globally orientable, and does not have Thom

isomorphisms for equivariant bundles, informally speaking the inverses of the

prospective Thom classes are already present in MGr.

Remark 6.1.3 (MGr as a wedge of semifree spectra). We recall from Con-

struction 4.1.23 that the semifree orthogonal spectrum generated by the tauto-

logical O(m)-representation νm on Rm is given by

FO(m),νm
= O(νm,−)/O(m) .

We claim that the spectrum MGr is isomorphic to the wedge of these semifree

orthogonal spectra. Indeed, the maps

O(νm,V)/O(m) −→ MGr[−m](V) , (v, ϕ) · O(m) 7−→ (v, ϕ⊥)

define an isomorphism of orthogonal spectra from FO(m),νm
to the homoge-

neous summand MGr[−m]. This isomorphism takes the equivariant homotopy

class aO(m),νm
in πG

0
(FO(m),νm

∧ S νm) defined in (4.4.16) to the inverse Thom

class τO(m),νm
of the tautological O(m)-representation, by direct inspection of

the definitions.

Now we suppose that ϕ : V −→ W is an isomorphism of orthogonal G-

representations. Then ϕ compactifies to a G-equivariant homeomorphism S ϕ :

S V −→ S W and hence induces an isomorphism

(S ϕ)∗ : MGrG
0 (S V ) −→ MGrG

0 (S W) .

The following properties of the inverse Thom classes τG,V are all straightfor-

ward from the definition. The power operations that show up in part (v) are

defined in (5.1.2); the norm maps of part (vi) are introduced in Remark 5.1.7.

Proposition 6.1.4. The inverse Thom classes τG,V have the following proper-

ties.

(i) For every isomorphism ϕ : V −→ W of orthogonal G-representations,

the induced isomorphism (S ϕ)∗ takes the class τG,V to the class τG,W .

(ii) The class τG,0 of the trivial 0-dimensional G-representation is the multi-

plicative unit 1 in MGrG
0 (S 0) = πG

0
(MGr).

(iii) For every continuous homomorphism α : K −→ G of compact Lie groups

the relation

α∗(τG,V ) = τK,α∗V

holds in MGrK
0 (S α∗(V)).

(iv) For all orthogonal G-representations V and W the relation

τG,V · τG,W = τG,V⊕W

holds in MGrG
0 (S V⊕W).
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(v) For all orthogonal G-representations V and all k ≥ 1 the relation

Pk(τG,V ) = τΣk ≀G,Vk

holds in MGr
Σk≀G
0

(S Vk

).

(vi) For every closed subgroup H of G of finite index and all orthogonal H-

representations W the relation

NG
H (τH,W ) = τG,IndG

H W

holds in MGrG
0 (S IndG

H W ).

The next proposition shows that multiplication by the inverse Thom class

τG,V is realized by a certain morphism of orthogonal G-spectra jV
MGr

: MGr −→
shV MGr. The value at an inner product space U is the map

jVMGr(U) : MGr(U) −→ MGr(U ⊕ V) = (shV MGr)(U) (6.1.5)

(x, L) 7−→ ((x, 0), L ⊕ 0) .

If V has dimension m, then jV
MGr

is homogeneous of degree −m in terms of

the internal grading of MGr, i.e., jV
MGr

takes the wedge summand MGr[k] to

the summand shV MGr[k−m]. The π∗-isomorphism λV
X

: X ∧ S V −→ shV X was

defined in (3.1.23).

Proposition 6.1.6. Let V be a representation of a compact Lie group G. The

composite

πG
k (MGr ∧ A)

−·τG,V−−−−→ πG
k (MGr ∧ A ∧ S V )

(λV
MGr∧A

)∗
−−−−−−−→ πG

k (shV MGr ∧ A)

coincides with the effect of the morphism jV
MGr
∧A : MGr∧A −→ shV MGr∧A.

Proof In (3.1.24) we defined an isomorphismψV
X

: πG
k

(shV X) −→ πG
k

(X∧S V ),

natural for morphisms of orthogonal G-spectra X, essentially given by smash-

ing with the identity of S V . We also defined εV : πG
k

(X ∧ S V ) −→ πG
k

(X ∧ S V )

as the effect of the antipodal map of S V . Now we observe that multiplication

by the class τG,V factors as the composite

πG
k (MGr ∧ A)

( jV
MGr
∧A)∗

−−−−−−−→ πG
k (shV MGr ∧ A)

ψV
MGr∧A−−−−−−→ πG

k (MGr ∧ A ∧ S V )
εV−−−→ πG

k (MGr ∧ A ∧ S V ) .

Besides the definitions, this uses that the map jV
MGr

(U) ∧ S V equals the com-

posite

MGr(U) ∧ S V
MGr(U)∧tG,V−−−−−−−−−−→ MGr(U) ∧MGr(V) ∧ S V

µU,V∧S − Id

−−−−−−−→ MGr(U ⊕ V) ∧ S V ,
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where tG,V is the defining representative of the class τG,V . The claim then fol-

lows from the fact, established in Proposition 3.1.25 (i), that (λV
MGr∧A

)∗ is in-

verse to εV ◦ ψV
MGr∧A

. �

Example 6.1.7. We define two ultra-commutative ring spectra MO and MOP.

The latter is a periodic version of the former, and the former is the homoge-

neous degree 0 summand with respect to a natural Z-grading of the latter. Non-

equivariantly, MO is a version of the unoriented Thom spectrum MO, and it

is a global refinement of equivariant homotopical bordism, due to tom Dieck

[175]; tom Dieck first considered the unitary version in [175], and the paper

[27] by Bröcker and Hook studies the orthogonal version.

The spectrum MOP is a Thom spectrum over the orthogonal space BOP

discussed in Example 2.4.1. We recall that the value of BOP at an inner product

space V is

BOP(V) =
∐

n≥0
Grn(V2) ,

the disjoint union of all Grassmannians in V2. Over the space BOP(V) sits a

tautological euclidean vector bundle (again of non-constant rank) with total

space consisting of pairs (x,U) ∈ V2 × BOP(V) such that x ∈ U. We define

MOP(V) as the Thom space of this tautological vector bundle, i.e., the one-

point compactification of the total space. The structure maps are given by

O(V,W) ∧MOP(V) −→ MOP(W)

(w, ϕ) ∧ (x,U) 7−→ ((w, 0) + BOP(ϕ)(x), BOP(ϕ)(U)) .

Multiplication maps

µV,W : MOP(V) ∧MOP(W) −→ MOP(V ⊕W)

are defined by sending (x,U) ∧ (x′,U ′) to (κV,W(x, x′), κV,W(U ⊕ U ′)) where

κV,W : V2 ⊕W2
� (V ⊕W)2 is the preferred isometry defined by

κV,W((v, v′), (w,w′)) = ((v,w), (v′,w′)) .

Unit maps are defined by

S V −→ MOP(V) , v 7−→ ((v, 0), V ⊕ 0) .

The multiplication maps are binatural, associative, commutative and unital,

and all this structure makes MOP into an ultra-commutative ring spectrum.

The orthogonal space BOP is Z-graded, with k-th homogeneous summand

BOP[k](V) = Gr|V |+k(V2) .

The spectrum MOP inherits a Z-grading, where the summand MOP[k](V) of

degree k is the Thom space of the tautological (|V | + k)-plane bundle over
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BOP[k](V); then MOP(V) is the one-point union of the Thom spaces MOP[k](V)

for −|V | ≤ k ≤ |V |, and thus

MOP =
∨

k∈Z
MOP[k] (6.1.8)

as orthogonal spectra.

We define MO =MOP[0] as the homogeneous degree zero wedge summand

of MOP; this is then an ultra-commutative ring spectrum in its own right.

Explicitly, MO(V) is the Thom space of the tautological |V |-plane bundle over

Gr|V |(V
2).

Remark 6.1.9. Certain variations of the construction of MO and MOP are

possible, and have been used at other places in the literature. Indeed, if U is

any euclidean vector space, finite or infinite dimensional, and u ∈ S (U) a unit

vector, we obtain an ultra-commutative ring spectrum MOU,u in exactly the

same way as above, with value at V given by the Thom space of the tautological

vector bundle over Gr|V |(V ⊗ U). The chosen vector u enters in the definition

of the unit and structure maps. For U = R2 and u = (1, 0), the construction

specializes to MO as above.

If the dimension of U is at least 2, then we always get the same global

homotopy type. Indeed: any linear isometric embedding ψ : U −→ U ′ such

that ψ(u) = u′ induces a morphism of ultra-commutative ring spectra ψ∗ :

MOU,u −→ MOU′ ,u′ . If the dimension of U is at least 2, this morphism is a

global equivalence.

Since MOP is an ultra-commutative ring spectrum, the equivariant homo-

topy groups π
0
(MOP) form a global power functor. The global power functor

π
0
(MOP) is an interesting algebraic structure, but a complete algebraic de-

scription does not seem to be known. Since 2 = 0 in πe
0
(MOP), the global

power functor π
0
(MOP) takes values in F2-vector spaces. In π

0
(MOP), the

stronger relation trC2
e (1) = 0 holds, compare Theorem 6.1.44 below.

The orthogonal spectrum underlying MOP comes with a Z-grading, i.e., a

wedge decomposition (6.1.8) into summands MOP[k]. The geometric splitting

induces a direct sum decomposition of πG
0

(MOP) for every compact Lie group

G and makes it into a commutative Z-graded ring. The m-th power operation

takes the summand MOP[k] to the summand MOP[mk].

We move on to explain the periodicity of the ultra-commutative ring spec-

trum MOP. We let t ∈ π−1(MOP[−1]) be the class represented by the point

(0, {0}) ∈ Th(Gr0(R2)) = MOP[−1](R) . (6.1.10)

We let σ ∈ π1(MOP[1]) be the class represented by the map

S 2 −→ Th(Gr2(R2)) = MOP[1](R) , x 7−→ (x,R2) . (6.1.11)
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As the next proposition shows, MOP is periodic in the sense that t is a unit in

the graded ring πe
∗(MOP), with inverse σ.

The orthogonal spectrum MOP has an even stronger kind of ‘RO(G)-graded’

periodicity. We define the inverse Thom class

τG,V ∈ MOPG
0 (S V) (6.1.12)

as the class represented by the G-map

tG,V : S V −→ Th(Gr(V2)) ∧ S V = MOP(V) ∧ S V

v 7−→ ((0, 0), 0⊕ 0) ∧ (−v) .

Here we abuse notation by denoting the inverse Thom class in MOP-theory by

the same symbol as the inverse Thom class in MGr-theory defined in (6.1.2).

The justification for this abuse is that the homomorphism c : MGr −→ MOP

introduced in (6.1.22) below takes one inverse Thom class to the other. If V

has dimension m, then the class τG,V has internal degree −m, i.e., it lies in

the homogeneous summand MOP[−m]. The justification for the name ‘inverse

Thom class’ is that it is inverse to the Thom class σG,V in MOP0
G(S V), defined

in (6.1.16) below.

The periodicity class t of (6.1.10) is essentially the inverse Thom class of the

1-dimensional representation of the trivial group. More precisely, t∧S 1 = τe,R,

i.e., the suspension isomorphism

− ∧ S 1 : πe
−1(MOP)

�−−→ πe
0(MOP ∧ S 1) = MOPe

0(S 1)

takes the periodicity class t to the inverse Thom class τe,R. Indeed, the sus-

pension of the defining representative (6.1.10) for t differs from the defining

representative for τe,R by the inversion map − Id : S 1 −→ S 1. So t∧S 1 = −τe,R;

however, since 2 = 0 in πe
0
(MOP), this yields the claim.

The next proposition shows that multiplication by any inverse Thom class

is invertible in MOP-theory. Moreover, multiplication by τG,V is realized, in a

certain precise way, by a periodicity morphism of orthogonal G-spectra jV
MOP

:

MOP −→ shV MOP: the value at an inner product space U is the map

jVMOP(U) : MOP(U) −→ MOP(U ⊕ V) = (shV MOP)(U)

(x, L) 7−→ (i(x), i(L)) (6.1.13)

induced by the linear isometric embedding i : U ⊕ U −→ U ⊕ V ⊕ U ⊕ V

with i(u, u′) = (u, 0, u′, 0). The morphism jV
MOP

is even a homomorphism of

left MOP-module spectra. If V has dimension m, then jV
MOP

is homogeneous

of degree −m in terms of the Z-grading of MOP, i.e., it restricts to a morphism

of orthogonal G-spectra

jVMOP : MOP[k+m] −→ shV MOP[k]
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where k is any integer. In the special case V = R with trivial G-action, the map

j = jRMOP : MOP −→ sh MOP

is a morphism of orthogonal spectra (with trivial G-action). As usual we denote

by pG : G −→ e the unique group homomorphism to the trivial group, and p∗
G

is the associated inflation homomorphism.

Theorem 6.1.14. (i) The relation t · σ = 1 holds in πe
0
(MOP). For every

compact Lie group G, every based G-space A and all k ∈ Z, the maps

MOPG
k+1(A)

·p∗
G

(t)

−−−−−→MOPG
k (A) and MOPG

k (A)
·p∗

G
(σ)

−−−−−−→MOPG
k+1(A)

are mutually inverse isomorphisms.

(ii) For every representation V of a compact Lie group G, the morphism

jVMOP : MOP −→ shV MOP

is a π∗-isomorphism of orthogonal G-spectra. In particular, the morphism

j = jR
MOP

: MOP −→ sh MOP is a global equivalence.

(iii) For every based G-space A, the composite

πG
0 (MOP∧ A)

−·τG,V−−−−→ πG
0 (MOP∧ A∧ S V )

(λV
MOP∧A

)∗
−−−−−−−→ πG

0 (shV MOP∧ A)

coincides with the effect of the morphism jV
MOP

∧ A : MOP ∧ A −→
shV MOP ∧ A. In particular, exterior multiplication by the inverse Thom

class τG,V is invertible in equivariant MOP-homology.

Proof (i) The class t · σ is represented by the composite

S 2 x 7→(0,{0})∧(x,R2)−−−−−−−−−−−−→ MOP[−1](R) ∧MOP[1](R)
µR,R−−−→ MOP[0](R ⊕ R)

where the first map is the smash product of the defining representatives for t

and σ. Expanding the definition of µR.R identifies this composite as the map

S 2 −→ MOP[0](R ⊕ R) , x 7−→ ((R ⊕ τR,R ⊕ R)(0, 0, x), 0⊕ R ⊕ 0 ⊕ R) .

This differs from the representative of the unit 1 ∈ πG
0

(MOP) by the action of

the linear isometry

R4 −→ R4 , (a, b, c, d) 7−→ (b, d, c, a) .

This isometry has determinant 1, so we conclude that t · σ = 1 in πe
0
(MOP).

(ii) We show first that jV
MOP

induces an isomorphism on 0-th G-equivariant

homotopy groups. To this end we define a map

Φ : πG
0 (shV MOP) −→ πG

0 (MOP)
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in the opposite direction as follows. We define a G-map

sG,V : S V⊕V −→ Th(Gr(V⊕V)) = MOP(V) by sG,V (v,w) = ((v,w),V⊕V) .

If f : S U −→MOP(U⊕V) = (shV MOP)(U) represents a class in πG
0

(shV MOP),

then we define Φ[ f ] as the class of the composite

S U⊕V⊕V
f∧sG,V−−−−−→ MOP(U ⊕ V) ∧MOP(V)

µU⊕V,V−−−−→ MOP(U ⊕ V ⊕ V) .

This recipe is compatible with stabilization, so Φ is indeed well-defined.

The composite

S V⊕V
sG,V−−−−→ MOP(V)

jV
MOP

(V)

−−−−−−→ MOP(V ⊕ V)

is G-equivariantly homotopic to the unit map η(V ⊕ V) : S V⊕V −→ MOP(V ⊕
V). So

( jVMOP)∗(Φ[ f ]) = [ jVMOP(U ⊕ V ⊕ V) ◦ µU⊕V,V ◦ ( f ∧ sG,V )]

= [µU⊕V,V⊕V ◦ (MOP(U ⊕ V) ∧ jVMOP(V)) ◦ ( f ∧ sG,V )]

= [µU⊕V,V⊕V ◦ ( f ∧ ( jVMOP(V) ◦ sG,V ))]

= [µU⊕V,V⊕V ◦ ( f ∧ η(V ⊕ V))] = [ f ] .

The second equation is the fact that jV
MOP

is a homomorphism of left MOP-

modules. This proves that ( jV
MOP

)∗ ◦Φ is the identity.

On the other hand, the composite

MOP(U)∧S V⊕V
jV
MOP

(U)∧sG,V

−−−−−−−−−−→ MOP(U⊕V)∧MOP(V)
µU⊕V,V−−−−→ MOP(U⊕V⊕V)

agrees with the opposite structure map σ
op

U,V⊕V
of the spectrum MOP. So if

ϕ : S U −→ MOP(U) represents a class in πG
0

(MOP), then

Φ(( jVMOP)∗[ϕ]) = [µU⊕V,V ◦ ( jVMOP(U) ◦ ϕ) ∧ sG,V ]

= [µU⊕V,V ◦ ( jVMOP(U) ∧ sG,V ) ◦ (ϕ ∧ S V⊕V )]

= [σ
op

U,V⊕V
◦ (ϕ ∧ S V⊕V )] = [ϕ] .

This proves that Φ ◦ ( jV
MOP

)∗ is the identity, and thus completes the proof that

πG
0

( jV
MOP

) is an isomorphism. Since jV
MOP

is a homomorphism of left MOP-

modules, its effect on homotopy groups is πG
∗ (MOP)-linear. In particular, it

commutes with the action of the element p∗
G

(t), where t ∈ πe
−1

(MOP) is the

periodicity element defined in (6.1.10). Since p∗
G

(t) is invertible by part (i)

and πG
0

( jV
MOP

) is an isomorphism, the map πG
k

( jV
MOP

) is then an isomorphism

for every integer k. Applying the above to a closed subgroup H of G and the

underlying H-representation of V shows that jV
MOP

induces isomorphisms of

equivariant stable homotopy groups for all closed subgroups of G. So jV
MOP

is

a π∗-isomorphism.
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(iii) The proof of the first claim proceeds in the same way as its analog for

MGr in Proposition 6.1.6. Since the morphisms jV
MOP

and λV
MOP∧A

are both

π∗-isomorphisms of orthogonal G-spectra, they induce isomorphisms on πG
0

.

So exterior multiplication by the inverse Thom class τG,V is invertible. �

� The orthogonal spectra MGr and MOP admit ‘shift morphisms’ jV
MGr

:

MGr −→ shV MGr and jV
MOP

: MOP −→ shV MOP defined in (6.1.5)

respectively (6.1.13). However, the morphism jV
MGr

is not a π∗-isomorphism,

whereas the morphism jV
MOP

is a π∗-isomorphism, by Theorem 6.1.14 (ii). This

is a reflection of the fact that the inverse Thom classes τG,V are not invertible

in equivariant MGr-homology, whereas their MOP-counterparts are.

Construction 6.1.15 (Thom classes for representations). The Thom spectrum

MOP comes with distinguished Thom classes for representations. We let V be

a representation of a compact Lie group G. We consider the G-map

sG,V : S V⊕V −→ Th(Gr(V ⊕V)) = MOP(V) , (v,w) 7−→ ((v,w),V ⊕V) .

If V has dimension m, then sG,V is a homeomorphism onto the homogeneous

summand MOP[m](V). The adjoint S V −→ map∗(S
V ,MOP(V)) of sG,V repre-

sents the Thom class

σG,V ∈ MOP0
G(S V) = πG

0 (map∗(S
V ,MOP)) (6.1.16)

in the G-equivariant MOP-cohomology of S V .

The following theorem is a special case of a Thom isomorphism in the equiv-

ariant cohomology theory represented by MOP. It also makes precise in which

way the inverse Thom class τG,V is inverse to the Thom class σG,V . This rela-

tion between τG,V and σG,V is the ultimate justification for naming τG,V the

‘inverse Thom class’.

Theorem 6.1.17. Let V be a representation of a compact Lie group G. Then

the composite

MOP0
G(S V) = πG

0 (ΩVMOP)
·τG,V−−−−→ πG

0 ((ΩVMOP) ∧ S V )
(ǫV

MOP
)∗

−−−−−→ πG
0 (MOP)

is inverse to multiplication by σG,V , where ǫV
MOP

: (ΩVMOP)∧S V −→MOP is

the evaluation morphism. In particular, MOP0
G(S V ) is a free module of rank 1

over the ring πG
0

(MOP), and the Thom class σG,V is a generator.

Proof We consider a G-map f : S U −→ ΩVMOP(U) that represents a class

in MOP0
G(S V). Then ǫV

MOP
([ f ] · τG,V ) is represented by the following compos-
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ite:

S U⊕V
f∧tG,V−−−−−→ (ΩVMOP(U)) ∧MOP(V) ∧ S V

evaluate−−−−−→MOP(U) ∧MOP(V)
µMOP

U,V−−−−−→ MOP(U ⊕ V) ,

where tG,V : S V −→ MOP(V) ∧ S V is the defining representative for the class

τG,V from (6.1.12). If we let f = s
♯
G,V : S V −→ ΩVMOP(V) be adjoint to the

defining representative for σG,V , then the composite comes out as the map

S V⊕V −→ MOP(V ⊕ V) , (v,w) 7−→ ((v, 0,−w, 0),V ⊕ 0 ⊕ V ⊕ 0) .

This composite is equivariantly homotopic to the map

(v,w) 7−→ ((v,w, 0, 0), V ⊕ V ⊕ 0 ⊕ 0)

which represents the multiplicative unit. So we have shown that

ǫV
MOP(σG,V · τG,V ) = 1 .

All maps in sight are left πG
0

(MOP)-linear, so we deduce that

ǫV
MOP(x · σG,V · τG,V ) = x · ǫV

MOP(σG,V · τG,V ) = x

for every class x ∈ πG
0

(MOP). On the other hand, the composite

πG
0 (ΩVMOP)

·τG,V−−−−→ πG
0 ((ΩVMOP) ∧ S V)

(λV

ΩV MOP
)∗

−−−−−−−→ πG
0 (shV ΩVMOP)

is the effect of the morphism ΩV jV
MOP

: ΩVMOP −→ shV ΩVMOP, by the

same reasoning as in Theorem 6.1.14 (iii). Since jV
MOP

is a π∗-isomorphism,

so is ΩV jV
MOP

by Proposition 3.1.40 (ii). On the other hand, λV
ΩV MOP

is a π∗-

isomorphism by Proposition 3.1.25 (ii). So multiplication by the class τG,V is

an isomorphism. The morphism ǫV
MOP

is a π∗-isomorphism, also by Proposition

3.1.25 (ii). So the composite (ǫV
MOP

)∗ ◦ (− ·τG,V ) is bijective. Since it is also left

inverse to multiplication by σG,V , this proves the first claim. �

Construction 6.1.18 (Thom classes for equivariant vector bundles). The Thom

spectrum MOP comes with a distinguished orientation, given by Thom classes

for equivariant vector bundles. These Thom classes generalize the classes σG,V

defined in (6.1.16), when we view a G-representation as a G-vector bundle

over a one-point G-space.

We recall the definition of the Thom classes. Given a compact Lie group G,

an orthogonal G-spectrum X and a compact based G-space B, we define the

G-equivariant X-cohomology group of B as

X0
G(B) = πG

0 (map∗(B, X)) .
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We let ξ : E −→ B be a G-equivariant vector bundle. The bundle has a clas-

sifying G-map ψ : B −→ Gr(V) for some G-representation V , i.e., such that

ξ is isomorphic to the pullback of the tautological G-vector bundle over the

Grassmannian. We let ψ̄ : E −→ V be a map that covers ψ, i.e., ψ̄ is fiberwise

linear and satisfies ψ̄(e) ∈ ψ(ξ(e)). We define a based G-map

S V∧Th(ξ) −→ MOP(V) = Th(Gr(V2)) by v∧e 7−→ ((v, ψ̄(e)),V⊕ψ(ξ(e))) .

We denote the equivariant cohomology class represented by the adjoint S V −→
map∗(Th(ξ),MOP(V)) of this map by

σG(ξ) ∈ MOP0
G(Th(ξ))

and refer to it as the Thom class of the G-vector bundle ξ. If the bundle ξ

has constant rank m, then the image of the map lies in the wedge summand

MOP[m]. It is straightforward to see that the Thom classes just defined are

natural for pullback of bundles, compatible with restriction along continuous

homomorphisms, and the Thom class of an exterior product of bundles is the

exterior product of the Thom classes.

The Thom diagonal of the G-vector bundle ξ : E −→ B is the map

∆ : Th(ξ) −→ B+ ∧ Th(ξ) , e 7−→ ξ(e) ∧ e .

This diagonal induces an action map of equivariant cohomology groups

MOP0
G(B+)×MOP0

G(Th(ξ))
×−−→ MOP0

G(B+ ∧ Th(ξ))
∆∗−−−→ MOP0

G(Th(ξ)) .

Since the diagonal is coassociative and counital, the action map makes the

group MOP0
G(Th(ξ)) into a left module over the commutative ring MOP0

G(B+).

The Thom isomorphism then says that whenever B admits the structure of

a finite G-CW-complex, then MOP0
G(Th(ξ)) is a free module of rank 1 over

MOP0
G(B+), with the Thom class σG(ξ) as a generator. Theorem 6.1.17 is the

special case when the base consists of a single point. We refrain from giving

the proof of the general Thom isomorphism in equivariant MOP-theory.

Construction 6.1.19 (Euler classes). We let G be a compact Lie group and V

an m-dimensional G-representation. As usual, the Thom classes σG,V give rise

to Euler classes by ‘restriction to the zero section’, i.e.,

e(V) = i∗(σG,V ) ∈ MOP0
G(S 0) = πG

0 (MOP) .

Here i : S 0 −→ S V is the inclusion of the fixed points 0 and ∞, and i∗ :

MOP0
G(S V) −→ MOP0

G(S 0) the induced map on equivariant cohomology

groups. The Euler class is thus represented by the based G-map

S V −→ MOP(V) , v 7−→ ((v, 0), V ⊕ V) .
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Since the Thom class lives in the homogeneous summand MOP[m], so does the

Euler class. If V has nonzero G-fixed points, then the inclusion i : S 0 −→ S V

is G-equivariantly null-homotopic, so e(V) = 0 whenever VG
, 0.

Remark 6.1.20 (Shifted Thom and Euler classes in MO). The author thinks

that the periodic theory MOP is the most natural home for the Thom classes,

the Euler classes and the inverse Thom classes, but the more traditional place

to host them is the degree 0 wedge summand MO =MOP(0]. Indeed, for an m-

dimensional G-representation V , the Thom class σG,V and the Euler class e(V)

lie in the homogeneous summand MOP[m], and we can use the periodicity of

MOP to move the classes into MO, at the expense of shifting their degrees by

m. In other words, by multiplying by a suitable power of the periodicity class

t ∈ πe
−1

(MOP[−1]), we define

σ̄G,V = p∗G(tm) ·σG,V ∈ MOm
G(S V) and ē(V) = p∗G(tm) ·e(V) ∈ πG

−m(MO) ,

where pG : G −→ e is the unique group homomorphism. The Thom isomor-

phism theorem for MO then says that MO∗G(S V ) is a free graded module of

rank 1 over the graded ring πG
∗ (MO), and the shifted Thom class σ̄G,V is a gen-

erator. This version of the Thom isomorphism follows directly from Theorem

6.1.17 because MOP is globally equivalent to the wedge of all suspensions

and desuspensions of MO. More precisely, the maps
⊕

n∈Z
πG

n (MO) −→ πG
0 (MOP) and

⊕

n∈Z
MO−n

G (S V ) −→ MOP0
G(S V) ,

given on the n-th summand by multiplication by p∗
G

(tn), are isomorphisms;

moreover the latter isomorphism takes the shifted Thom class σ̄G,V to the orig-

inal Thom class σG,V .

Similarly, we can use the periodicity of MOP to move the inverse Thom

class τG,V ∈ MOPG
0 (S V ) into MO, at the expense of shifting it from degree 0

to homological degree m. The class τG,V lies in the homogeneous summand

MOP[−m], so by multiplying by a suitable power of the periodicity class σ ∈
πe

1
(MOP[1]) we define

τ̄G,V = p∗G(σm) · τG,V ∈ MOG
m(S V ) . (6.1.21)

Theorem 6.1.14 (iii) then implies that for every based G-space A, the map

− · τ̄G,V : πG
∗ (MO ∧ A) −→ πG

∗+m(MO ∧ A ∧ S V)

is an isomorphism.

Our next task is to show that the Thom spectrum MOP is a localization of the

Thom spectrum MGr, obtained by formally inverting all inverse Thom classes.

This result can be viewed as a ‘thomification’ of the fact that the morphism
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of ultra-commutative monoids i : Gr −→ BOP induces a group completion

of abelian monoids [A, i]G : [A,Gr]G −→ [A,BOP]G for every compact Lie

group G and every G-space A, compare Proposition 2.4.5.

The ultra-commutative ring spectra MGr and MOP are connected by a ho-

momorphism

a : MGr −→ MOP (6.1.22)

whose value at an inner product space V is

a(V) : MGr(V) −→ MOP(V) , (x, L) 7−→ ((x, 0), L ⊕ 0) .

For varying V , these maps form a morphism of Z-graded ultra-commutative

ring spectra. The morphism (6.1.22) induces natural transformations of equiv-

ariant homology theories

(a ∧ A)∗ : MGrG
∗ (A) −→ MOPG

∗ (A)

for all compact Lie groups G and all based G-spaces A. We observe that

(a ∧ S V )∗(τG,V ) = τG,V ,

i.e., the morphism a takes the MGr-inverse Thom class to the MOP-inverse

Thom class with the same name. This relation is immediate from the explicit

representatives of the inverse Thom classes in (6.1.2) respectively (6.1.12).

We define a localized version of equivariant MGr-homology by

MGrG
k (A)[1/τ] = colimV∈s(UG) MGrG

k (A ∧ S V) ;

for V ⊂ W, the structure map in the colimit system is the multiplication

MGrG
k (A ∧ S V )

−·τG,W−V−−−−−−→ MGrG
k (A ∧ S V ∧ S W−V ) � MGrG

k (A ∧ S W ) .

In equivariant MOP-theory, the inverse Thom classes become invertible by

Theorem 6.1.14 (iii). So for a G-representation V we can consider the map

MGrG
k (A ∧ S V )

(a∧A∧S V )∗−−−−−−−−−→ MOPG
k (A ∧ S V )

(−·τG,V )−1

−−−−−−−→ MOPG
k (A) .

By the multiplicativity of a, these maps are compatible as V varies over the

poset s(UG), so they assemble into a natural transformation

a♯ : MGrG
k (A)[1/τ] = colimV∈s(UG ) MGrG

k (A ∧ S V ) −→ MOPG
k (A) .

Theorem 6.1.23. For every compact Lie group G, every based G-space A and

every integer k the map

a♯ : MGrG
k (A)[1/τ] −→ MOPG

k (A)

is an isomorphism.
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Proof To simplify the exposition we prove the claim for k = 0 only, the

argument for a general integer being essentially the same. Alternatively, we

can observe that source and target of a♯ are periodic, so it suffices to establish

bijectivity in a single dimension. We show two separate statements that amount

to the injectivity respectively surjectivity of the map a♯.

(a) We show that for every class x in the kernel of the map (a ∧ A)∗ :

MGrG
0 (A) −→MOPG

0 (A), there is a G-representation V such that x · τG,V = 0.

Indeed, we can represent any such class x by a based G-map f : S V −→
MGr(V) ∧ A, for some G-representation V , such that the composite

S V
f
−−→ MGr(V) ∧ A

a(V)∧A−−−−−→ MOP(V) ∧ A

is equivariantly null-homotopic. In (6.1.28) we defined a morphism of orthog-

onal G-spectra jV
MGr

: MGr −→ shV MGr. We observe that MOP(V) =

MGr(V ⊕ V) and a(V) = jV
MGr

(V). So we can apply Proposition 6.1.6 and

conclude that

(λV
MGr∧A)∗(x · τG,V ) = ( jVMGr ∧ A)∗(x)

= [( jVMGr(V) ∧ A) ◦ f ] = [(a(V) ∧ A) ◦ f ] = 0 .

Since λV
MGr∧A

: MGr ∧ A ∧ S V −→ shV MGr ∧ A is a π∗-isomorphism (by

Proposition 3.1.25 (ii)), this implies the desired relation x · τG,V = 0.

(b) We show that for every class y in MOPG
0 (A), there is a G-representation

V and a class x in MGrG
0 (A ∧ S V ) such that y · τG,V = (a ∧ A ∧ S V )∗(x).

To this end we represent y by a based G-map f : S V −→ MOP(V) ∧ A.

Because MOP(V) = MGr(V2) = (shV MGr)(V), the map f also defines a

class in πG
0

(shV MGr ∧ A). Since λV
MGr∧A

: MGr ∧ A ∧ S V −→ shV MGr ∧ A

is a π∗-isomorphism by Proposition 3.1.25 (ii), there is a unique class x ∈
MGrG

0 (A ∧ S V) such that

(λV
MGr∧A)∗(x) = [ f ] .

On the other hand, the map a(V2) : MGr(V2) −→ MOP(V2) is equal to the

map jV
MOP

(V) : MOP(V) −→MOP(V2). So

(λV
MOP∧A)∗((a ∧ A ∧ S V )∗(x)) = (shV a ∧ A)∗((λ

V
MGr∧A)∗(x))

= (shV a ∧ A)∗[ f ] = [(a(V2) ∧ A) ◦ f ]

= [( jVMOP(V) ∧ A) ◦ f ] = ( jVMOP ∧ A)∗(y)

= (λV
MOP∧A)∗(y · τG,V ) .

The sixth equation is Theorem 6.1.14 (iii), the others are either definitions or

naturality properties. Since λV
MOP∧A

is a π∗-isomorphism, we can conclude that

(a ∧ A ∧ S V )∗(x) = y · τG,V . �
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Example 6.1.24 (The global Thom spectra mO and mOP). We define two

E∞-orthogonal ring spectra mO and mOP, the Thom spectra over the orthog-

onal spaces bO and bOP defined in Examples 2.4.18 respectively 2.4.31. The

spectrum mOP is a periodic version of mO, and conversely mO is the ho-

mogeneous degree 0 summand with respect to a certain Z-grading of mOP.

Non-equivariantly, mO is another version of the unoriented Thom spectrum

MO. The equivariant homology theory represented by mO is the natural target

of the equivariant Thom-Pontryagin map from equivariant bordism, and that

map is trying hard to be an isomorphism, see Theorem 6.2.33 below.

We recall that the value of bOP at an inner product space V is

bOP(V) =
∐

n≥0
Grn(V ⊕ R∞) ,

the disjoint union of all the Grassmannians in V ⊕ R∞. The map bOP(ϕ) :

bOP(V) −→ bOP(W) induced by a linear isometric embedding ϕ : V −→ W

is defined as

bOP(ϕ)(L) = (ϕ ⊕ R∞)(L) + ((W − ϕ(V)) ⊕ 0) .

In other words: we apply the linear isometric embedding ϕ⊕R∞ : V ⊕R∞ −→
W ⊕R∞ to the subspace L and add the orthogonal complement of the image of

ϕ (sitting in the first summand of W ⊕ R∞).

Over the space bOP(V) sits a tautological euclidean vector bundle (again

of non-constant rank); the total space of this bundle consist of pairs (x,U) ∈
(V ⊕ R∞) × bO(V) such that x ∈ U. We define mOP(V) as the Thom space of

this tautological vector bundle. The structure maps are given by

O(V,W) ∧mOP(V) −→ mOP(W)

(w, ϕ) ∧ (x,U) 7−→ ((w, 0) + bOP(ϕ)(x), bOP(ϕ)(U)) .

As we explained in Remark 2.4.25, the orthogonal spaces bO and bOP have

natural E∞-structures. Correspondingly, the orthogonal spectra mO and mOP

have natural E∞-structures, by which we mean an action of the linear isome-

tries operad. This multiplication is, however, not ultra-commutative. Multipli-

cation maps

µV,W : L((R∞)2,R∞)+ ∧mOP(V) ∧mOP(W) −→ mOP(V ⊕W)

are defined by sending ψ∧ (x,U)∧ (x′,U ′) to (ψ♯(x, x′), ψ♯(U ⊕U ′)), where ψ♯
is the linear isometric embedding

V⊕R∞⊕W⊕R∞ −→ V⊕W⊕R∞ , ψ♯(v, y,w, z) = (v,w, ψ(y, z)) . (6.1.25)

Unit maps are defined by

S V −→ mOP(V) , v 7−→ ((v, 0), V ⊕ 0) .
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All this structure makes mOP into an E∞-orthogonal ring spectrum.

The orthogonal spectrum mOP is Z-graded, where the summand mOP[k](V)

of degree k is defined as the Thom space of the tautological (|V |+k)-plane bun-

dle over bOP[k](V) = Gr|V |+k(V ⊕R∞); then mOP(V) is the one-point union of

the Thom spaces mOP[k](V) for |V |+k ≥ 0. So we have a wedge decomposition

mOP =
∨

k∈Z
mOP[k]

as orthogonal spectra. We define mO = mOP[0] as the homogeneous wedge

summand of degree 0.

In the rest of this section we will also use products on the equivariant ho-

mology theories represented by the Thom spectra mO and mOP. As we just

explained, the spectrum mOP comes with an E∞-multiplication which is, how-

ever, neither strictly associative, nor strictly commutative. So we briefly ex-

plain how to define these products. We choose a linear isometric embedding

ψ : R∞ ⊕ R∞ −→ R∞. We define continuous maps

ψV,W : mOP(V) ∧mOP(W) −→ mOP(V ⊕W) by (6.1.26)

ψV,W((x,U), (x′,U ′)) = (ψ♯(x, x′), ψ♯(U ⊕ U ′)) ,

where ψ♯ was defined in (6.1.25). These maps form a bimorphism, which cor-

responds to a morphism of orthogonal spectra

ψ⋆ : mOP ∧mOP −→ mOP

by the universal property of the smash product. Since the space L((R∞)2,R∞)

of linear isometric embeddings is contractible, the morphismψ⋆ is independent

up to homotopy of the choice of ψ. Even though the multiplication map ψ⋆ is

neither associative nor commutative, the contractibility of the space L((R∞)3,R∞)

implies that the square

mOP ∧mOP ∧mOP
mOP∧ψ⋆ //

ψ⋆∧mOP

��

mOP ∧mOP

ψ⋆

��
mOP ∧mOP

ψ⋆

// mOP

commutes up to homotopy, and the contractibility of the space L((R∞)2,R∞)

implies that the composite

mOP ∧mOP
τmOP,mOP−−−−−−→ mOP ∧mOP

ψ⋆−−−→ mOP

is homotopic to ψ⋆. So whenever we pass to induced maps on equivariant

homotopy groups, an E∞-multiplication is as good as a strictly associative and
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commutative multiplication. However, an E∞-multiplication does not entitle us

to power operations.

Given a compact Lie group G and based G-spaces A and B, we define a

multiplication

· : mOPG
k (A) ×mOPG

l (B) −→ mOPG
k+l(A ∧ B)

as the composite

πG
k (mOP ∧ A) × πG

l (mOP ∧ B)
×−−−−−→

(3.5.13)
πG

k+l(mOP ∧ A ∧mOP ∧ B)

(twist)∗−−−−−→ πG
k+l(mOP ∧mOP ∧ A ∧ B)

(ψ⋆∧A∧B)∗−−−−−−−−→ πG
k+l(mOP ∧ A ∧ B) .

We move on to explain the periodicity property of mOP. As the theories

MGr and MOP, the theory mOP also has its own inverse Thom classes and

shift morphisms. We define the inverse Thom class

τG,V ∈ mOPG
0 (S V ) (6.1.27)

as the class represented by the G-map

S V −→ Th(Gr(V⊕R∞))∧S V = mOP(V)∧S V , v 7−→ ((0, 0), 0⊕0)∧(−v) .

Here we abuse notation one more time and also denote the inverse Thom class

in mOP-theory by the same symbol as its counterparts in MGr-theory and

MOP-theory defined in (6.1.2) respectively (6.1.12). The justification for this

abuse is that the inverse Thom classes match up under certain homomorphisms

relating MGr, MOP and mOP. As usual, if V has dimension m, then the class

τG,V lies in the homogeneous summand MOP[−m]. A shift morphism of orthog-

onal G-spectra jV
mOP

: mOP −→ shV mOP is defined as for MGr and MOP:

the value at an inner product space U is the map

jVmOP(U) : mOP(U) −→ mOP(U ⊕ V) = (shV mOP)(U)

(x, L) 7−→ (i(x), i(L)) (6.1.28)

induced by the linear isometric embedding i : U ⊕ R∞ −→ U ⊕ V ⊕ R∞ with

i(u, x) = (u, 0, x). If V has dimension m, then jV
mOP

is homogeneous of degree

−m. In the special case V = R with trivial G-action, the map

j = jRmOP : mOP −→ sh mOP

is a morphism of orthogonal spectra (with trivial G-action).

On the level of homotopy groups, the periodicity is realized by multiplica-

tion with a periodicity element t ∈ πe
−1

(mOP[−1]) represented by the point

(0, {0}) ∈ Th(Gr0(R ⊕ R∞)) = mOP[−1](R) . (6.1.29)
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Proposition 6.1.30. (i) The morphism j = jR
mOP

: mOP −→ sh mOP is

a homotopy equivalence of orthogonal spectra, hence a global equiva-

lence. For every compact Lie group G and every based G-space A, the

induced map

( j ∧ A)∗ : πG
∗ (mOP ∧ A) −→ πG

∗ (sh mOP ∧ A)

is an isomorphism.

(ii) For every compact Lie group G, every G-representation V and every

based G-space A, the composite

πG
0 (mOP ∧ A)

−·τG,V−−−−→ πG
0 (mOP ∧ A ∧ S V )

(λV
mOP∧A

)∗
−−−−−−−→ πG

0 (shV mOP ∧ A)

coincides with the effect of the morphism jV
mOP

∧ A : mOP ∧ A −→
shV mOP ∧ A. In particular, exterior multiplication by the inverse Thom

class τG,R of the trivial 1-dimensional G-representation is invertible in

equivariant mOP-homology.

(iii) For every compact Lie group G, every based G-space A and every integer

k the multiplication map

mOPG
k+1(A)

·p∗
G

(t)

−−−−−→ mOPG
k (A)

is an isomorphism. In particular, the class t ∈ πe
−1

(mOP) is a unit in the

graded homotopy ring πe
∗(mOP).

Proof (i) The morphism j is based on the linear isometric embedding i :

R∞ −→ R⊕R∞ defined by i(x) = (0, x). This linear isometric embedding is ho-

motopic, through linear isometric embeddings, to the linear isometryR∞ � R⊕
R∞ sending (x1, x2, x3, . . . ) to (x1, (x2, x3, . . . )). Such a homotopy induces a ho-

motopy from the morphism j to an isomorphism between mOP and sh mOP.

So j is homotopic to an isomorphism, hence a homotopy equivalence.

The first statement in (ii) is proved by the same argument as the analogous

statement for MGr in Proposition 6.1.6. For V = R, the trivial 1-dimensional

G-representation, the morphisms jR
mOP
∧ A and λmOP∧A are both global equiv-

alences by part (i) respectively Proposition 4.1.4 (i). So they induce isomor-

phisms on πG
0

. Hence exterior multiplication by the class τG,R is invertible.

(iii) The composite

mOPG
k+1(A)

−·p∗
G

(t)

−−−−−→ mOPG
k (A)

−∧S 1

−−−−→
�

mOPG
k+1(A ∧ S 1)

differs from multiplication by the inverse Thom class τG,R by the effect of

the involution mOP ∧ A ∧ S − Id of mOP ∧ A ∧ S 1. Multiplication by τG,R is

an isomorphism by part (ii), and the suspension isomorphism is bijective by

Proposition 3.1.30. So multiplication by p∗
G

(t) is bijective as well. �
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In the earlier Theorem 6.1.23 we showed that equivariant MOP-homology

is obtained from equivariant MGr-homology by inverting all inverse Thom

classes. Now we add mOP to this picture, which turns out to be an intermediate

localization. As we will now explain, mOP-theory is obtained from MGr-

theory by inverting the inverse Thom classes of all trivial representation. Then

MOP-theory is obtained from mOP-theory by inverting the remaining inverse

Thom classes, i.e., the ones of non-trivial representations. Informally speaking,

the first localization turns MGr-theory into a theory that is periodic in the Z-

graded sense; the second localization then turns mOP-theory into a theory that

is periodic in the RO(G)-graded sense. Schematically:

MGrG
∗ (A)

invert τG,R +3 mOPG
∗ (A)

invert all τG,V +3 MOPG
∗ (A)

The ring spectra MGr and mOP are connected by a homomorphism

b : MGr −→ mOP (6.1.31)

whose value at an inner product space V is

b(V) : MGr(V) −→ mOP(V) , (x, L) 7−→ ((x, 0), L ⊕ 0) .

For varying V , these maps form a morphism of Z-graded orthogonal E∞-ring

spectra. The morphism b : MGr −→ mOP induces natural transformations of

equivariant homology theories

(b ∧ A)∗ : MGrG
∗ (A) −→ mOPG

∗ (A)

for all compact Lie groups G and all based G-spaces A. We observe that

(b ∧ S V )∗(τG,V ) = τG,V ,

i.e., the morphism b takes the MGr-inverse Thom class to the mOP-inverse

Thom class with the same name. This relation is again immediate from the ex-

plicit representatives of the inverse Thom classes in (6.1.2) respectively (6.1.27).

We define a localized version of equivariant MGr-homology by

MGrG
k (A)[τ−1

G,R] = colimn≥0 MGrG
k (A ∧ S n) ,

the colimit of the sequence

MGrG
k (A)

−·τG,R−−−−→ MGrG
k (A ∧ S 1)

−·τG,R−−−−→ MGrG
k (A ∧ S 2)

−·τG,R−−−−→ . . .

along multiplication by the inverse Thom class τG,R ∈MGrG
0 (S 1). In equivari-

ant mOP-theory, the class τG,R becomes invertible by Theorem 6.1.30 (ii). So

we can consider the maps

MGrG
k (A ∧ S n)

(b∧A∧S n)∗−−−−−−−−−→ mOPG
k (A ∧ S n)

(−·τn
G,R)−1

−−−−−−−→ mOPG
k (A) .
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By the multiplicativity of b, these maps are compatible, so they assemble into

a natural transformation b♯ : MGrG
k (A)[τ−1

G,R] −→ mOPG
k (A).

Theorem 6.1.32. For every compact Lie group G, every based G-space A and

every integer k the map

b♯ : MGrG
k (A)[τ−1

G,R] −→ mOPG
k (A)

is an isomorphism.

Proof The ‘standard’ linear isometric embedding

Rn −→ R∞ , (x1, . . . , xn) 7−→ (x1, . . . , xn, 0, 0, . . . )

induces a continuous map

ψn(V) : (shn MGr)(V) = Th(Gr(V⊕Rn)) −→ Th(Gr(V⊕R∞)) = mOP(V) .

As V varies, these maps form a morphism of orthogonal spectraψn : shn MGr −→
mOP. Since ψn = ψn+1 ◦ (shn jMGr), the morphisms ψn are compatible with the

sequence of morphisms

MGr
jMGr−−−−→ sh MGr

sh jMGr−−−−−→ sh2 MGr
sh2 jMGr−−−−−−→ · · · .

Moreover, the morphisms ψn express mOP as the colimit of this sequence. So

mOP∧ A is the colimit of the sequence of orthogonal G-spectra shn MGr∧ A.

The map jMGr(V) is an h-cofibration of based O(V)-spaces. So if G acts on V

by linear isometries, then jMGr(V) ∧ A is an h-cofibration of based G-spaces,

hence a closed embedding by Proposition A.31. The morphism jMGr ∧ A and

all its shifts are thus levelwise closed embeddings.

Proposition 3.1.41 (i) shows that equivariant homotopy groups commute

with sequential colimits over closed embeddings; so the canonical map

colimn≥0 π
G
k (shn MGr ∧ A) −→ πG

k (mOP ∧ A)

is an isomorphism. The diagram

πG
k

(MGr ∧ A ∧ S n−1)
·τG,R //

λn−1
MGr∧A

�

��

πG
k

(MGr ∧ A ∧ S n)

λn
MGr∧A�

��

πG
k

(b∧A∧S n)
// πG

k
(mOP ∧ A ∧ S n)

� (−·τn
G,R)−1

��
πG

k
(shn−1 MGr ∧ A)

πG
k

(shn−1 jMGr∧A)

// πG
k

(shn MGr ∧ A)
πG

k
(ψn∧A)

// πG
k

(mOP ∧ A)

commutes by Proposition 6.1.6 and because (shn−1 jMGr) ◦ λn−1
MGr
= λn−1

sh MGr
◦

( jMGr ∧ S n−1). The three vertical maps are isomorphisms. So πG
k

(MOP) is also

a colimit of the sequence of multiplication maps by τG.R, with respect to the

maps that define b♯. �
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There is one localization result left: it remains to exhibit MOP-theory as the

localization of mOP-theory, by inverting the inverse Thom classes of arbitrary

representations. This is in fact a formal consequence of Theorem 6.1.23 and

Theorem 6.1.32 which exhibit both MOPG
∗ (A) and mOPG

∗ (A) as localizations

of MGrG
∗ (A), the former being a more drastic localization than the latter.

We spell this out in more detail. We define a localized version of equivariant

mOP-homology by

mOPG
0 (A)[1/τ] = colimV∈s(UG) mOPG

0 (A ∧ S V ) ;

for V ⊂ W, the structure map in the colimit system is the multiplication

mOPG
0 (A ∧ S V )

−·τG,W−V−−−−−−→ mOPG
0 (A ∧ S V ∧ S W−V ) � mOPG

0 (A ∧ S W ) .

In (6.1.22) we introduced a morphism of ultra-commutative ring spectra a :

MGr −→ MOP. In (6.1.31) we introduced the morphism of E∞-ring spectra

b : MGr −→ mOP. These morphisms induce multiplicative natural transfor-

mations

(a ∧ A)∗ : MGrG
∗ (A) −→ MOPG

∗ (A) respectively

(b ∧ A)∗ : MGrG
∗ (A) −→ mOPG

∗ (A)

for all compact Lie groups G and all based G-spaces A. Moreover, the mor-

phisms match up the inverse Thom classes in the sense that

(a ∧ S V)∗(τG,V ) = τG,V and (b ∧ S V)∗(τG,V ) = τG,V ;

indeed, this is the justification for our abuse of notation of using the same name

for the inverse Thom classes in MGr, MOP and mOP.

Theorem 6.1.32 says that the map (b ∧ A)∗ becomes an isomorphism after

inverting the inverse Thom class τG,R of the trivial 1-dimensional G-represen-

tation. So it also becomes an becomes after inverting the inverse Thom classes

of all representations, i.e., the induced transformation

(b ∧ A)∗[1/τ] : MGrG
∗ (A)[1/τ] −→ mOPG

∗ (A)[1/τ]

is an isomorphism. On the other hand, the transformation (a ∧ A)∗ induces

an isomorphism a♯ from MGrG
∗ (A)[1/τ] to MOPG

∗ (A), by Theorem 6.1.23. So

combining these two theorems yields:

Corollary 6.1.33. For every compact Lie group G, every based G-space A and

every integer k the map

a♯ ◦ ((b ∧ A)∗[1/τ])−1 : mOPG
k (A)[1/τ] −→ MOPG

k (A)

is an isomorphism.
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While the authors thinks that the periodic theories mOP and MOP give

the most convenient formulation of the localization result, the more traditional

formulation is in terms of the degree 0 summands mO = mOP[0] and MO =

MOP[0]. So we also take the time to reformulate Corollary 6.1.33 in terms of

mO and MO. Since the inverse Thom classes do not lie in the degree zero

summands, we instead use the shifted inverse Thom classes

τ̄G,V = p∗G(σm) · τG,V ∈ MOG
m(S V )

introduced in (6.1.21), and its mO-analog

τ̄G,V = p∗G(σm) · τG,V ∈ mOG
m(S V) . (6.1.34)

In the MOP-case, the periodicity classσ ∈ πe
1
(MOP[1]) was defined in (6.1.11),

and it is inverse to the class t. In the mOP-case, the periodicity class σ ∈
πe

1
(mOP[1]) was not yet defined, and we take it to be the inverse of the mOP

periodicity class t from (6.1.29). Both theories mOP and MOP are periodic

(in the Z-graded sense), i.e., the maps
⊕

m∈Z
MOG

m(A) −→ MOPG
0 (A) and

⊕

m∈Z
mOG

m(A) −→ mOPG
0 (A)

that multiply by the appropriate powers of the periodicity classes are isomor-

phisms.

We define a localized version of equivariant mO-homology by

mOG
k (A)[1/τ̄] = colimV∈s(UG) mOG

k+|V |(A ∧ S V ) ;

for V ⊂ W, the structure map in the colimit system is the multiplication

mOG
k+|V |(A ∧ S V )

−·τ̄G,W−V−−−−−−→ mOG
k+|W |(A ∧ S V ∧ S W−V ) � mOG

k+|W |(A ∧ S W ) .

The periodicity of mOP is inherited by the localized theory, i.e., the upper

horizontal map in the following commutative square

⊕
m∈ZmOG

m(A)[1/τ̄] //

a♯◦((b∧A)∗[1/τ̄])−1

��

mOPG
0 (A)[1/τ]

a♯◦((b∧A)∗[1/τ])−1

��⊕
m∈ZMOG

m(A) // MOPG
0 (A)

is an isomorphism. The lower horizontal map is an isomorphism by the peri-

odicity of MOP, and the right vertical map is an isomorphism by Corollary

6.1.33. So the left vertical map is an isomorphism. Since the left map is homo-

geneous with respect to the Z-grading, it is an isomorphism in every degree.

So we conclude:
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Corollary 6.1.35. For every compact Lie group G, every based G-space A and

every integer m the map

a♯ ◦ ((b ∧ A)∗[1/τ̄])
−1 : mOG

m(A)[1/τ̄] −→ MOG
m(A)

is an isomorphism.

Now we investigate the global homotopy type of the Thom spectrum mO

in more detail; one reason for wanting to understand mO better is the close

connection to equivariant bordism, compare Theorem 6.2.33 below. Our main

tool is the following ‘rank filtration’; there is an analog of the rank filtration

for mOP, but we refrain from making it explicit.

Construction 6.1.36 (Rank filtration of mO). The orthogonal spectrum mO

is a global Thom spectrum over an orthogonal space bO; in Proposition 2.4.24

we identified bO as a certain global homotopy colimit of the global classify-

ing spaces BglO(m). More precisely, the filtration of R∞ by the subspaces Rm

induces a filtration of bO by orthogonal subspaces bO(m), and bO(m) receives a

global equivalence from BglO(m). We now define and study the corresponding

orthogonal Thom spectrum mO(m) over bO(m), which turns out to be an m-fold

suspension of the orthogonal spectrum MglT (m), the global refinement of the

spectrum traditionally denoted MT (m).

Construction 4.1.23 defines the semifree orthogonal spectrum FG,V gen-

erated by a G-representation V . We are interested in the tautological O(m)-

representation νm with underlying inner product space Rm, and to simplify the

notation we abbreviate the corresponding semifree spectrum to

Fm = FO(m),νm
.

The shift functor shm = shR
m

by the inner product space Rm was defined in

Construction 3.1.21. We set

mO(m) = shm Fm ,

the m-th shift of Fm. Unpacking this definition reveals the value of mO(m) at

an inner product space V as the space

mO(m)(V) = O(νm,V ⊕ Rm)/O(m) .

To justify the notation mO(m) we clarify the connection to the orthogonal space

bO(m) defined in (2.4.23). The value of bO(m) at V is

bO(m)(V) = Gr|V |(V ⊕ Rm) ,

the Grassmannian of |V |-planes in V ⊕ Rm. Over the space bO(m)(V) sits a

tautological euclidean |V |-plane bundle, with total space consisting of pairs
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(x,U) ∈ (V ⊕ Rm) × bO(m)(V) such that x ∈ U. Passage to orthogonal comple-

ments provides a homeomorphism:

mO(m)(V) = O(νm,V ⊕ Rm)/O(m) � Th(Gr|V |(V ⊕ Rm))

[x, ϕ] 7−→ (x, ϕ(νm)⊥)

In this sense, mO(m)(V) ‘is’ the Thom space over bO(m)(V). Just as the orthog-

onal spaces bO(m) form an exhaustive filtration of bO, the orthogonal spec-

tra mO(m) form an exhaustive filtration of the Thom spectrum mO, compare

Proposition 6.1.38 below.

As we explained in Remark 4.1.25, the semifree orthogonal spectrum Fm =

FO(m),νm
is a global refinement of the Thom spectrum MT (m) of the negative of

the tautological m-plane bundle over Grm(R∞). Since shift and suspension are

globally equivalent (by Proposition 4.1.4 (i)), mO(m) is globally equivalent to

the m-fold suspension of the orthogonal spectrum MglT (m) = FO(m),νm

mO(m) = shm Fm ≃gl Fm ∧ S m = MglT (m) ∧ S m .

We define a morphism of orthogonal spectra

i : Fm −→ sh Fm+1 ;

the value at an inner product space V is the closed embedding

i(V) : Fm(V) = O(νm,V)/O(m)
−⊕R−−−→ O(νm+1,V ⊕ R)/O(m + 1) = (sh Fm+1)(V)

[x, ϕ] 7−→ [(x, 0), ϕ⊕ R]

where we identify νm⊕Rwith νm+1 by sending ((x1, . . . , xm), y) to (x1, . . . , xm, y).

In fact, there are very few morphisms of orthogonal spectra from Fm to sh Fm+1:

by the representing property of the semifree spectrum Fm, such morphisms bi-

ject with O(m)-fixed points of (sh Fm+1)(νm) = O(νm+1, νm ⊕ R)/O(m + 1);

this space only has two elements, and the morphism i corresponds to the non-

basepoint element. We define

jm = shm i : mO(m) = shm Fm −→ shm(sh Fm+1) = shm+1 Fm+1 = mO(m+1) .

We define a morphism

ψm : mO(m) = shm Fm −→ mO

at an inner product space V as the map

ψm(V) : O(νm,V ⊕ Rm)/O(m) −→ Th(Gr|V |(V ⊕ R∞))

[x, ϕ] 7−→ (i(x), i(ϕ⊥)) ,
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where ϕ⊥ = (V ⊕ Rm) − ϕ(νm) is the orthogonal complement of the image of ϕ

and i : V ⊕ Rm −→ V ⊕ R∞ is the ‘standard’ embedding given by

i(v, x1, . . . , xm) = (v, x1, . . . , xm, 0, 0, . . . ) .

The rank filtration expresses the orthogonal spectrum mO as the colimit of the

sequence of closed embeddings

S � mO(0)

j0

−→ mO(1)

j1

−→ . . . −→ mO(m)

jm

−−→ . . . . (6.1.37)

The following proposition is straightforward from the definitions. The periodic

analog was already used in the proof of Theorem 6.1.32, since it expresses

mOP as a sequential colimit of the spectra shm MGr. We omit the proof.

Proposition 6.1.38. For every m ≥ 0 the morphism jm : mO(m) −→ mO(m+1)

is levelwise a closed embedding. These morphisms satisfy ψm+1◦ jm = ψm. With

respect to the morphisms ψm : mO(m) −→ mO, the orthogonal spectrum mO

is a colimit of the sequence (6.1.37).

Since colimits along sequences of closed embeddings are invariant under

global equivalences (Proposition 4.1.4 (v)), Proposition 6.1.38 says that mO is

a homotopy colimit of the sequence (6.1.37). The underlying non-equivariant

statement, i.e., that MO is a homotopy colimit of the spectra Σm MT (m), can

for example be found in [59, Sec. 3]. The identification of mO as a homotopy

colimit of semifree orthogonal spectra now allows an algebraic description of

JmO, EK, the group of morphisms in the global stable homotopy categoryGH ,

into any orthogonal spectrum E.

We define a distinguished class

τm ∈ πO(m)
m (mO(m) ∧ S νm )

in the m-th O(m)-equivariant mO(m)-homology group of S νm as the class rep-

resented by the based O(m)-map

S νm⊕Rm −→ O(νm, νm ⊕ Rm)/O(m) ∧ S νm = mO(m)(νm) ∧ S νm

(v, x) 7−→ [(0, x), i] ∧ (−v) ,

where i : νm −→ νm ⊕ Rm is the embedding as the first summand.

Proposition 6.1.39. Let m ≥ 0 be a natural number.

(i) The pair (mO(m), τm) represents the functor

GH −→ (sets) , E 7−→ EO(m)
m (S νm) = πO(m)

m (E ∧ S νm ) .

(ii) The morphism jm : mO(m) −→ mO(m+1) satisfies the relation

( jm ∧ S νm )∗(τm) ∧ S 1 = res
O(m+1)

O(m)
(τm+1)
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in the group πO(m)

m+1
(mO(m+1) ∧ S νm ∧ S 1).

(iii) The morphism ψm : mO(m) −→ mO sends τm to the shifted inverse Thom

class τ̄O(m),νm
defined in (6.1.34).

Proof (i) In (4.4.16) we defined a distinguished equivariant homotopy class

am = aO(m),νm
∈ πO(m)

0
(Fm ∧ S νm) .

Expanding the definitions of am and of the morphism

λm
Fm∧S νm : Fm ∧ S νm ∧ S m −→ shm Fm ∧ S νm = mO(m) ∧ S νm

shows that

τm = (λm
Fm∧S νm )∗(am ∧ S m) .

By Theorem 4.4.18, the pair (Fm, am) represents the functor

GH −→ (sets) , E 7−→ E
O(m)

0
(S νm) = πO(m)

0
(E ∧ S νm ) .

We claim that the following composite

JmO(m), EK = Jshm Fm, EK
Jλm

Fm
,EK

−−−−−−→ JFm ∧ S m, EK
adjunction
−−−−−−−→ JFm,Ω

mEK eval at am−−−−−−→ πO(m)

0
((ΩmE) ∧ S νm )

assembly∗−−−−−−−→ πO(m)

0
(Ωm(E ∧ S νm ))

αm

−−−→ πO(m)
m (E ∧ S νm)

coincides with evaluation at the class τm. Here the fourth map is induced by

the assembly morphism

(ΩmE) ∧ S νm −→ Ωm(E ∧ S νm ) ,

and

αm : πO(m)

0
(ΩmY) � πO(m)

m (Y)

is the analog of the loop isomorphism (3.1.28). Since all the maps are natural

in E, it suffices to check this claim for the identity of the universal example

E = mO(m) = shm Fm. Since the square

E ∧ S νm
η //

λ̃m
E
∧S νm

��

Ωm(E ∧ S νm ∧ S m)

Ωm(λm
E∧S νm

)

��
(Ωm shm E) ∧ S νm

assembly
// Ωm(shm E ∧ S νm )
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commutes, we obtain

αm(assembly∗((λ̃
m
Fm
∧ S νm )∗(am))) = αm(Ωm(λm

Fm∧S νm )∗(η∗(am)))

= (λm
Fm∧S νm )∗(α

m(η∗(am)))

= (λm
Fm∧S νm )∗(am ∧ S m) = τm .

This verifies the relation in the universal example. Since all the individual maps

in the above composite are bijective, so is the composite, which proves the

representability property of the pair (mO(m), τm).

(ii) The class ( jm ∧ S νm)∗(τm) ∧ S 1 is represented by the composite:

S νm⊕Rm+1 tm∧S 1

−−−−→ O(νm, νm ⊕ Rm)/O(m) ∧ S νm ∧ S 1

jm(νm⊕Rm)∧S νm∧S 1

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ O(νm+1, νm ⊕ Rm+1)/O(m + 1) ∧ S νm ∧ S 1

(v, x, s) 7−→ [(0, x), i] ∧ (−v) ∧ s 7−→ [(0, x, 0), i ⊕ R] ∧ (−v) ∧ s .

If we stabilize this representative along the linear isometric embedding

j : νm ⊕ Rm+1 −→ res
O(m+1)

O(m)
(νm+1) ⊕ Rm+1 , (v, x, s) 7−→ (v, 0, x, s)

we obtain another representative, namely

S νm⊕R⊕Rm+1 −→ O(νm+1, res
O(m+1)

O(m)
(νm+1) ⊕ Rm+1)/O(m + 1) ∧ S νm ∧ S 1

(v, u, x, s) 7−→ [(0, u, x, 0), i⊕ R] ∧ (−v) ∧ s .

Here i ⊕ R : νm+1 −→ res
O(m+1)

O(m)
(νm+1) ⊕ Rm+1 sends (v, u) to (v, 0, 0, u).

On the other hand, res
O(m+1)

O(m)
(τm+1) is represented by the underlying O(m)-

map of the O(m + 1)-map

S νm+1⊕Rm+1 tm+1−−−−→ O(νm+1, νm+1 ⊕ Rm+1)/O(m + 1) ∧ S νm+1

(v, u, x, s) 7−→ [(0, 0, x, s), i′] ∧ (−v,−u) ,

where i′ : νm+1 −→ res
O(m+1)

O(m)
(νm+1) ⊕ Rm+1 sends (v, u) to (v, u, 0, 0). The two

representatives differ by conjugation with the O(m)-equivariant linear isometry

νm ⊕ R ⊕ Rm ⊕ R −→ νm ⊕ R ⊕ Rm ⊕ R , (v, u, x, s) 7−→ (v,−s, x, u) ,

so they represent the same class in the group πO(m)
m+1

(mO(m+1) ∧ S νm ∧ S 1).

(iii) Substituting the definitions of τm and of the morphism ψm shows that

(ψm ∧ S νm )∗(τm) is represented by the map

S νm⊕Rm −→ mO(νm) ∧ S νm , (v, x) 7−→ [(0, i(x)), 0 ⊕ i(Rm)] ∧ (−v) ,

where i : Rm −→ R∞ is the ‘standard’ embedding as the leading m coordinates.

The periodicity class σ is represented by the map

s : S 1 −→ Th(Gr(R∞)) = mOP(0) , x 7−→ ((x, 0, 0, . . . ),R ⊕ 0) .
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The multiplication of mOP is an E∞-multiplication, so as explained in (6.1.26),

multiplication of classes in mOP-theory involves choices of linear isometric

embeddings. We choose a linear isometric embedding

ψ : (R∞)m −→ R∞

that satisfies

ψ((x1, 0, 0, . . . ), . . . , (xm, 0, 0, . . . )) = (x1, . . . , xm, 0, 0, . . . ) .

If we base the multiplication of mOP on such a choice ψ, then the product

of the defining representative for τO(m),νm
and m factors of the map s above is

precisely the previous representative for the class (ψm∧S νm )∗(τm). This proves

the relation (ψm ∧ S νm)∗(τm) = τO(m),νm
· p∗

O(m)
(σm) in mO

O(m)
m (S νm ). �

The fact that mO is the global homotopy colimit of the sequence of orthog-

onal spectra mO(m) (see Proposition 6.1.38) has the following consequence.

Corollary 6.1.40. For every orthogonal spectrum E the following sequence is

short exact:

0 −→ lim
m

1 E
O(m)

m+1
(S νm) −→ JmO, EK −→ lim

m
EO(m)

m (S νm) −→ 0

Here the right map is evaluation at the shifted inverse Thom classes τ̄O(m),νm

and the inverse limit and derived limit are formed along the maps

E
O(m+1)
m+1

(S νm+1)
res

O(m+1)

O(m)−−−−−−→ E
O(m)
m+1

(S νm ∧ S 1)
(−∧S 1)−1

−−−−−−→ EO(m)
m (S νm ) .

Proof Since mO is the sequential homotopy colimit, in the triangulated global

stable homotopy category, of the sequence of orthogonal spectra (6.1.37), the

Milnor exact sequence takes the form:

0 −→ lim
m

1 JmO(m) ∧ S 1, EK −→ JmO, EK −→ lim
m

JmO(m), EK −→ 0

By Proposition 6.1.39 the pair (mO(m), τm) then represents the functor

GH −→ (sets) , E 7−→ EO(m)
m (S νm) ,

and the morphism jm : mO(m) −→ mO(m+1) has the correct behavior on the

universal classes. �

Now that we recognized mO as the global homotopy colimit of the rank fil-

tration (6.1.37), we study how one filtration term is obtained from the previous

one. The answer given by Theorem 6.1.42 below takes the form of a distin-

guished triangle in the global stable homotopy category, witnessing that the

mapping cone of jm : mO(m−1) −→ mO(m) ‘is’ the m-fold suspension of the

suspension spectrum of the global classifying space BglO(m).
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We define a morphism of orthogonal spectra

Tm = T
O(m+1)

O(m)
: Σ∞+ BglO(m + 1) −→ Fm

as the adjoint of the O(m + 1)-equivariant map

r : S νm+1 −→ O(νm, νm+1)/O(m) = Fm(νm+1)

r(A · (0, . . . , 0, t)) = A · ((0, . . . , 0, (t2 − 1)/t), incl) · O(m) ,

where A ∈ O(m + 1) and t ∈ [0,∞]. Theorem 4.4.21 (ii) shows that the mor-

phism Tm represents the dimension shifting transfer from O(m) to O(m+ 1), in

the sense of the relation

(Tm)∗(eO(m+1)) = Tr
O(m+1)
O(m)

(am) (6.1.41)

between the tautological classes. From Tm we define another morphism of or-

thogonal spectra

∂ = λm
Fm
◦ (Tm ∧ S m) = (shm Tm) ◦ λm

Σ∞+ BglO(m+1) :

Σ∞+ BglO(m + 1) −→ shm Fm = mO(m) .

The space

((Σ∞+LO(m+1),νm+1
)(νm+1))O(m+1) = (S νm+1 ∧ L(νm+1, νm+1)/O(m + 1))O(m+1)

has two points, the basepoint and 0 ∧ Idνm+1
·O(m + 1). So there is a unique

non-trivial morphism of orthogonal spectra

a : Fm+1 −→ Σ∞+ LO(m+1),νm+1
= Σ∞+ BglO(m + 1) .

For every orthogonal spectrum E the morphism λm+1
E

: E ∧ S m+1 −→ shm+1 E

is a global equivalence (by an iteration of Proposition 4.1.4 (i)), so it becomes

invertible in the global stable homotopy category. We can thus define a mor-

phism in GH as

q = (λm+1
Σ∞+ BglO(m+1))

−1 ◦ (shm+1 a) : mO(m+1) −→ Σ∞+ BglO(m + 1) ∧ S m+1 .

Theorem 6.1.42. The sequence

Σ∞+ BglO(m + 1) ∧ S m ∂−−→ mO(m)

jm

−−→ mO(m+1)

q
−−→ Σ∞+ BglO(m + 1) ∧ S m+1

is a distinguished triangle in the global stable homotopy category. The behav-

ior of the first morphism on the stable tautological class is given by

∂∗(eO(m+1) ∧ S m) = Tr
O(m+1)

O(m)
(τm) .

Proof The tautological O(m+1)-representation νm+1 is faithful, and the action

of O(m + 1) on the unit sphere S (νm+1) is transitive. The stabilizer group of

the unit vector (0, . . . , 0, 1) identifies with the group O(m), and the orthogonal
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complement of this vector becomes the tautological representation νm. We can

thus apply Theorem 4.4.21 and obtain a distinguished triangle:

Fm+1

a−−→ Σ∞+ BglO(m + 1)
Tm−−−→ Fm

−λ−1
Fm+1
◦i

−−−−−−−→ Fm+1 ∧ S 1

By Example 4.4.1 shifting preserves distinguished triangles; so the following

sequence is also distinguished:

shm Fm+1
shm a−−−→ shm Σ∞+ BglO(m + 1)

shm Tm−−−−−→ shm Fm

− shm(λ−1
Fm+1
◦i)

−−−−−−−−−−→ shm Fm+1∧S 1

The rotation of this triangle is the lower sequence in the following diagram:

Σ∞+ BglO(m + 1) ∧ S m ∂ //

λm

Σ∞+ BglO(m+1)

��

mO(m)

jm // mO(m+1)

shm(λ−1
Fm+1

)

��

q // Σ∞+ BglO(m + 1) ∧ S m+1

λm

Σ∞+ BglO(m+1)
∧S 1

��
shm Σ∞+ BglO(m + 1)

shm Tm

// shm Fm
shm(λ−1

Fm+1
◦i)
// shm Fm+1 ∧ S 1

shm a∧S 1

// shm Σ∞+ BglO(m + 1) ∧ S 1

The left and middle squares commute by definition of the morphisms ∂ respec-

tively jm; the right square commutes by the relation

(λm
Σ∞+ BglO(m+1) ∧ S 1) ◦ q = (λm

Σ∞+ BglO(m+1) ∧ S 1) ◦ (λm+1
Σ∞+ BglO(m+1))

−1 ◦ (shm+1 a)

= (shm λΣ∞+ BglO(m+1))
−1 ◦ (shm+1 a)

= shm(λ−1
Σ∞+ BglO(m+1) ◦ (sh a)) = shm((a ∧ S 1) ◦ λ−1

Fm+1
) .

So the upper sequence is a distinguished triangle.

The final relation is a consequence of various other previously established

relations:

∂∗(eO(m+1) ∧ S m) = (λm
Fm

)∗((Tm ∧ S m)∗(eO(m+1) ∧ S m))

= (λm
Fm

)∗((Tm)∗(eO(m+1)) ∧ S m)

(6.1.41) = (λm
Fm

)∗(Tr
O(m+1)

O(m)
(am) ∧ S m)

= (λm
Fm

)∗(Tr
O(m+1)
O(m)

((Fm ∧ τνm ,Rm)∗(am ∧ S m)))

= Tr
O(m+1)

O(m)
((λm

Fm
∧ S νm )∗((Fm ∧ τνm,Rm )∗(am ∧ S m)))

= Tr
O(m+1)

O(m)
((λm

Fm∧S νm )∗(am ∧ S m)) = Tr
O(m+1)

O(m)
(τm) .

The second and fifth equations are naturality. The fourth equation is the com-

patibility of transfer and suspension isomorphism, see Proposition 3.2.27. �

For calculations of equivariant homotopy groups of mO we also need to

understand the composite:

Σ∞+ BglO(m + 1) ∧ S m ∂−−→ mO(m)

q
−−→ Σ∞+ BglO(m) ∧ S m
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We start from the calculation

(a ◦ Tm)∗ (eO(m+1)) = a∗
(
Tr

O(m+1)

O(m)
(am)

)
= Tr

O(m+1)

O(m)
(a∗(am))

= Tr
O(m+1)

O(m)

(
a · eO(m))

)
= tr

O(m+1)

O(m)
(eO(m)) .

On the other hand,

q ◦ ∂ = (λm
Σ∞+ BglO(m))

−1 ◦ (shm a) ◦ λm
Fm
◦ (Tm ∧ S m)

= (λm
Σ∞+ BglO(m))

−1 ◦ λm
Σ∞+ BglO(m) ◦ (a ∧ S m) ◦ (Tm ∧ S m) = (a ◦ Tm) ∧ S m ,

by definition. Combining these two facts gives

(q ◦ ∂)∗(eO(m+1) ∧ S m) = ((a ◦ Tm) ∧ S m)∗(eO(m+1) ∧ S m) (6.1.43)

= (a ◦ Tm)∗(eO(m+1)) ∧ S m = tr
O(m+1)

O(m)
(eO(m)) ∧ S m .

In other words, the composite q ◦ ∂ represents the degree zero transfer tr
O(m+1)

O(m)
.

Now we can easily show that mO is globally connective and describe the

global functor π
0
(mO). We denote by 〈trO(1)

e 〉 the global subfunctor of the Burn-

side ring functor A generated by tr
O(1)
e ∈ A(O(1)).

Theorem 6.1.44. The orthogonal spectrum mO is globally connective and

the action of the Burnside ring global functor on the unit element 1 ∈ πe
0
(mO)

induces an isomorphism of global functors

A/〈trO(1)
e 〉 � π

0
(mO) .

Proof The suspension spectrumΣ∞+ BglO(m+1) is globally connective (Propo-

sition 4.1.11); so the distinguished triangle of Theorem 6.1.42 implies that the

morphism jm : mO(m) −→ mO(m+1) induces an isomorphism of global functors

π
k
(mO(m)) � π

k
(mO(m+1))

for k ≤ m − 1 and an exact sequence of global functors

A(O(m + 1),−) −→ π
m

(mO(m)) −→ π
m

(mO(m+1)) −→ 0 .

Here we used the isomorphisms

A(O(m + 1),−)
τ 7→τ(eO(m+1))−−−−−−−−−→

�
π

0
(Σ∞+ BglO(m + 1))

−∧S m

−−−−−→
�

π
m

(Σ∞+ BglO(m + 1) ∧ S m) .

Since mO(0) is isomorphic to the global sphere spectrum, which is globally

connective, we conclude inductively that mO(m) is globally connective for all

m ≥ 0, and that the inclusion mO(1) −→ mO(m) induces an isomorphism on
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π
0

for all m ≥ 1. Since mO is a colimit of the sequence of closed embeddings

jm : mO(m) −→ mO(m+1), the map

colimm π
k
(mO(m)) −→ π

k
(mO)

induced by the morphisms ψm : mO(m) −→ mO is an isomorphism of global

functors for every integer k. So mO is globally connective and the morphism

ψ1 : mO(1) −→ mO induces an isomorphism

π
0
(mO(1)) � π

0
(mO) .

The unit morphism identifies mO(0) with the global sphere spectrum, so the

action on the class 1 ∈ mO(0) is an isomorphism of global functors A �

π
0
(mO(0)). For m = 1, the exact sequence thus becomes an exact sequence

of global functors

A(O(1),−)
A(tr

O(1)
e ,−)

−−−−−−−→ A(e,−) −→ π
0
(mO(1)) −→ 0 ;

here we used (6.1.43) to identify the first morphism as the one induced by the

transfer tr
O(1)
e . This proves the claim about π

0
(mO). �

Theorem 6.1.44 gives a nice compact description of the 0-th equivariant ho-

motopy groups of the Thom spectrum mO, but we may still ask for a more

explicit calculation of the group πG
0

(mO) for an individual compact Lie group

G. Given the presentation of π
0
(mO) as the quotient of A by the global sub-

functor generated by tr
O(1)
e , this is a purely algebraic exercise. Since the element

tr
O(1)
e (1) is trivial in the group πO(1)

0
(mO), also

2 = resO(1)
e (trO(1)

e (1)) = 0

in πe
0
(mO); thus all equivariant homotopy groupsπG

∗ (mO) are F2-vector spaces.

The next proposition pins down an F2-basis of πG
0

(mO) in terms of the sub-

group structure of G. For a closed subgroup H of G we use the familiar nota-

tion

tGH = trG
H(p∗H(1)) ∈ πG

0 (mO) ,

where pH : H −→ e is the unique homomorphism.

Proposition 6.1.45. For every compact Lie group G, an F2-basis of πG
0

(mO) is

given by the classes tG
H

, indexed by conjugacy classes of those closed subgroups

H of G whose Weyl group is finite and of odd order.

Proof We abbreviate C = O(1). The groupA(G) is free abelian with basis the

classes tG
H

for all conjugacy classes of subgroups H with finite Weyl group. So

the claim follows if we can show that the value 〈trC
e 〉(G) of the global functor
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〈trC
e 〉 at G is the subgroup of A(G) generated by 2 ·A(G) and the classes tG

H
for

those closed subgroups H whose Weyl group is finite of even order.

By Theorem 4.2.6, the group A(C,G) is freely generated by the elements

trG
L
◦α∗ indexed by (G×C)-conjugacy classes of pairs (L, α) where L is a closed

subgroup of G with finite Weyl group and α : L −→ C is a continuous group

homomorphism. So 〈trC
e 〉(G) is generated as an abelian group by the elements

trG
L
◦α∗ ◦ trC

e .

A homomorphism to C is either trivial or surjective, and the generating ele-

ments come in two flavors. If α is the trivial homomorphism, then

trG
L ◦α∗ ◦ trC

e = trG
L ◦p∗L ◦ resC

e ◦ trC
e = 2 · trG

L ◦p∗L = 2 · tGL .

These elements generate the subgroup 2 · A(G). If α is surjective with kernel

H, then

trG
L ◦α∗ ◦ trC

e = trG
L ◦ trL

H ◦p∗H = trG
H ◦p∗H = tGH .

The group H that arises in this way is normal of index 2 in L. So L is contained

in the normalizer NGH, and 2 divides [NGH : H]. So the order of the Weyl

group WGH is even. Conversely, if H is a subgroup of G with finite Weyl

group of even order, then we can choose a subgroup C ≤ WGH of order 2.

The preimage L of C under the projection NGH −→ WGH then contains H as

an index 2 subgroup. By the above, the class tG
H

is then one of the generating

elements of 〈trC
e 〉(G). �

Example 6.1.46 (Geometric fixed points of mO and mOP). We give a descrip-

tion of the geometric fixed points of mO and mOP. The geometric fixed points

of other global Thom spectra such as mO(m), MO or MOP can be worked out

in a similar fashion, but we leave that to the interested reader. We let V be a

representation of a compact Lie group G. We write V⊥ = V−VG for the orthog-

onal complement of the G-fixed subspace. A point ((v, x),U) ∈ mOP(V) =

Th(Gr(V ⊕ R∞)) is G-fixed if and only if the subspace U of V ⊕ R∞ is G-

invariant and the vector v ∈ V is G-fixed. The first condition guarantees that

U = UG ⊕ (U ∩ V⊥), and UG is a subspace of VG ⊕ R∞. So we obtain a

homeomorphism

mOP(VG) ∧Gr(V⊥)G �−−→ mOP(V)G (6.1.47)

(x,U) ∧W 7−→ (x, U ⊕ (V⊥ −W)) .

Under this identification, the structure map

(σV,W)G : S VG ∧mOP(W)G −→ mOP(V ⊕W)G

becomes the smash product of the structure map

σVG ,WG : S VG ∧mOP(WG) −→ mOP(VG ⊕WG)
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with the map

Gr(i)G : Gr(W⊥)G −→ Gr(V⊥ ⊕W⊥)G

induced by the embedding W⊥ −→ V⊥ ⊕ W⊥ as the second summand. So in

the colimit over V ∈ s(UG) this gives an isomorphism

ΦG
∗ (mOP) � mOP∗

(
Gr(U⊥G)G

+

)
(6.1.48)

to the non-equivariant mOP-homology groups of the G-fixed point space of

Gr(U⊥
G

), the disjoint union of all Grassmannians inU⊥
G
= UG − (UG)G.

The formula (6.1.48) is a compact way to express the geometric fixed points

of mOP, but it can be decomposed and rewritten further, thereby making it

more explicit. The orthogonal spectrum mOP is a Z-indexed wedge of homo-

geneous summands mOP[k]. The space Gr(U⊥
G

), and hence also its G-fixed

points, is the disjoint union indexed by the dimension of the subspaces, i.e.,

Gr(U⊥G)G =
∐

j≥0

(
Gr j(U⊥G)

)G
=

∐
j≥0

GrG,⊥
j

.

The two decompositions induce a direct sum decomposition of the right hand

side of the isomorphism (6.1.48) as

mOP∗
(
Gr(U⊥G)G

+

)
=

⊕
k∈Z

⊕
j≥0

mOP[k]
∗

(
(GrG,⊥

j
)+

)
(6.1.49)

�

⊕
k∈Z, j≥0

mO∗−k

(
(Gr

G,⊥
j

)+
)
.

The second isomorphism uses the periodicity of mOP to identify mOP[k] with

mO ∧ S k.

The condition dim(U ⊕ (V⊥ − W)) = dim(V) is equivalent to dim(U) =

dim(VG) + dim(W). So the homeomorphism (6.1.47) identifies mO(V)G with

the wedge of the spaces mOP[ j](VG) ∧ Gr j(V
⊥) for j ≥ 0. The composite of

the isomorphism (6.1.48) and the isomorphism (6.1.49) thus takes the wedge

summand of ΦG
∗ (mOP) corresponding to mO = mOP[0] to the sum of the

terms with k = j. So the isomorphisms restrict to an isomorphism

ΦG
∗ (mO) �

⊕
j≥0

mO∗− j

(
(GrG,⊥

j
)+

)
. (6.1.50)

The space GrG,⊥
j

can be decomposed further: every G-invariant subspace of

U⊥
G

is the direct sum of its isotypical components, indexed by the non-trivial ir-

reducible G-representations. The irreducibles come in three flavors (real, com-

plex or quaternionic), and so the space Gr
G,⊥
j

is a disjoint union of products of

classifying spaces of the groups O(n), U(n), and S p(n) for various n.

The reader may want to compare the previous description of the geometric

G-fixed points of mO with Proposition 2.4.21 (i), which identifies the G-fixed
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points of the orthogonal space bO as

bO(UG)G ≃
∐

j≥0
BO ×GrG,⊥

j
.

This illustrates the general phenomenon that ‘geometric G-fixed points of a

global Thom spectrum are the Thom spectrum over the G-fixed points’.

Example 6.1.51. The Thom spectrum mO has an oriented analog. For m ≥ 0

we define an orthogonal spectrum mSO(m) by

mSO(m) = shm FS O(m),νm
,

the m-th shift of the semifree orthogonal spectrum generated by the S O(m)-

representation νm. In much the same way in Construction 6.1.36, mSO(m)(V)

‘is’ (by passage to orthogonal complements) the Thom space over the tautolog-

ical bundle over the oriented Grassmannian Gr+|V |(V⊕Rm) of oriented |V |-planes

in V ⊕ Rm.

We define a morphism

i : FS O(m),νm
−→ sh FS O(m+1),νm+1

at an inner product space V as the closed embedding

i(V) : O(νm,V)/S O(m)
−⊕R−−−→ O(νm+1,V ⊕ R)/S O(m + 1)

[x, ϕ] 7−→ [(x, 0), ϕ ⊕ R] .

Then we set

jm = shm i : mSO(m) = shm FS O(m),νm
−→ shm+1 FS O(m+1),νm+1

= mSO(m+1)

and we define mSO as the colimit of the sequence of closed embeddings

mSO(0)

j0

−−→ mSO(1)

j1

−−→ . . . −→ mSO(m)

jm

−−−→ . . . .

The orthogonal spectrum mSO supports inverse Thom classes for oriented rep-

resentations, i.e., oriented inner product spaces V equipped with an orientation

preserving isometric action of a compact Lie group G.

Now we mention the unitary analogs mU and MU of the Thom spectra

mO and MO. Beside the complexification, there is an extra twist to the uni-

tary definitions, because we need to ‘loop by imaginary spheres’ to really get

orthogonal spectra. The unitary Thom spectra have periodic versions mUP re-

spectively MUP, but we will not go into any details about those.

Example 6.1.52. We define an orthogonal spectrum mU in analogy with mO.

Non-equivariantly, mU is the unitary Thom spectrum MU. The spectrum mU

is essentially a Thom spectrum over the orthogonal space bU, the complex
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analog of the E∞-orthogonal monoid space bO discussed in Example 2.4.18.

As before we denote by VC = C ⊗R V the complexification of a real inner

product space V . The value of bU at V is

bU(V) = GrC|V |(VC ⊕ C
∞) ,

the Grassmannian of C-linear subspaces of VC ⊕ C∞ of the same dimension

as V . The map bU(ϕ) : bU(V) −→ bU(W) induced by a linear isometric

embedding ϕ : V −→ W is defined as

bU(ϕ)(L) = (ϕC ⊕ C∞)(L) + ((WC − ϕC(VC)) ⊕ 0) .

In other words: we apply the linear isometric embeddingϕC⊕C∞ : VC⊕C∞ −→
WC ⊕ C∞ to the subspace L and add the orthogonal complement of the image

of ϕC (sitting in the first summand of WC ⊕ C∞).

We let iV denote the imaginary subspace of VC, i.e., the R-subspace con-

sisting of the elements i ⊗ v for v ∈ V . Over the space bU(V) sits a tautolog-

ical hermitian vector bundle with total space consisting of the pairs (x,U) ∈
(VC ⊕ C∞) × bU(V) such that x ∈ U. We define mU(V) as

mU(V) = map∗(S
iV , Th(bU(V))) ,

the space of based maps from the imaginary sphere S iV to the Thom space of

this tautological vector bundle. The structure map of the spectrum mU starts

from the (O(V) × O(W))-equivariant map

S VC ∧ Th(bU(W)) −→ Th(bU(V ⊕W))

v ∧ (x,U) 7−→ ((v, x), U ⊕ (0 ⊕WC ⊕ 0)) .

The structure map

σV,W : S V ∧mU(W) −→ mU(V ⊕W)

is then adjoint to the composite

S V ∧map∗(S
iW , Th(bU(W))) ∧ S i(V⊕W)

� S VC ∧map∗(S
iW , Th(bU(W))) ∧ S iW

S VC∧ev−−−−−→ S VC ∧ Th(bU(W)) −→ Th(bU(V ⊕W)) .

Looping by S iV is essential for obtaining an orthogonal spectrum; without it,

we would end up with a structure one may call a ‘unitary spectrum’.

Most of our results about mO have analogues for mU. The orthogonal spec-

trum mU comes with an E∞-structure, which is, however, not ultra-commuta-

tive. There are unitary versions of the shifted inverse Thom classes

τ̄U
G,V ∈ mUG

2n(S V) ,
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in the G-equivariant mU-homology groups of S V , defined for unitary repre-

sentations V of a compact Lie group G. Here n is the complex dimension of V ,

so that 2n is its real dimension. The orthogonal spectrum mU is the union of a

sequence of orthogonal subspectra

mU(0) ⊂ mU(1) ⊂ . . . ⊂ mU(m) ⊂ . . .

and mU is also the global homotopy colimit of this sequence. The unit mor-

phism is a global equivalence S ≃ mU(0) and mU(m) is globally equivalent to

the 2m-th suspension of the semifree orthogonal spectrum generated by the

tautological unitary representation νU
m of U(m) on Cm:

mU(m) ≃ FU(m),νU
m
∧ S 2m

There are distinguished triangles in the global stable homotopy category:

Σ∞+ BglU(m+1)∧S 2m+1 −→ mU(m) −→ mU(m+1) −→ Σ∞+ BglU(m+1)∧S 2m+2

and the first map is classified by the U(m + 1)-equivariant homotopy class

Tr
U(m+1)

U(m)
(τU(m),νU

m
∧ S 1) in πU(m+1)

2m+1
(mU(m)).

This uses that the tangent U(m)-representation of U(m+1)/U(m) is isomorphic

to νU
m ⊕R. So loosely speaking, mU(m+1) is obtained from mU(m) by coning off

this transfer class. A consequence is then that all mU(m) and mU are globally

connective. Since the first unitary relation Tr
U(1)
e (1∧S 1) = 0 in πU(1)

1
(mU) lives

in a positive dimension, the description of the global functor π
0
(mU) is easier

than the corresponding calculation of π
0
(mO) in Theorem 6.1.44. Indeed, the

action of the Burnside ring global functor on the element 1 ∈ πe
0
(mU) induces

an isomorphism of global functors

A � π
0
(mU) .

Moreover, there is an exact sequence of global functors

A(U(1),−) −→ π
1
(S) −→ π

1
(mU) −→ 0 ,

where the first morphism is the action on the class Tr
U(1)
e (1 ∧ S 1) in πU(1)

1
(S).

Corollary 6.1.40 has a unitary analog that describes morphisms in the global

stable homotopy category from mU: for every orthogonal spectrum E the se-

quence

0 −→ lim
m

1 E
U(m)

2m+1
(S νU

m ) −→ JmU, EK −→ lim
m

E
U(m)

2m
(S νU

m ) −→ 0

is short exact. The right map is evaluation at the unitary shifted inverse Thom

classes, and the inverse and derived limits are formed along the maps

E
U(m+1)

2m+2
(S νU

m+1 )
res

U(m+1)
U(m)−−−−−−→ E

U(m)

2m+2
(S νU

m ∧ S 2)
(−∧S 2)−1

−−−−−−→ E
U(m)

2m
(S νU

m ) .
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We leave it to the interested reader to formulate the analogous properties of

the rank filtrations for the special unitary and symplectic global Thom spectra

mSU and mSp.

Example 6.1.53. We define another unitary global Thom spectrum MU, an

ultra-commutative ring spectrum and the unitary analog of MO. Non-equi-

variantly, MU is another version of the complex bordism spectrum MU; for

a compact Lie group G, the orthogonal G-spectrum MUG is a model for tom

Dieck’s homotopical equivariant bordism [175]. Closely related, strictly com-

mutative ring spectrum models for these homotopy types have been discussed

in various places, for example [112], [68, Ex. 5.8], [166, App. A] or [31, Sec. 8].

For an inner product space V we consider the complex Grassmannian

BU(V) = GrC|V |(V
2
C) .

Over the space BU(V) sits a tautological hermitian vector bundle and we set

MU(V) = map∗(S
iV , Th(BU(V))) ,

the iV-loop space of the Thom space of this tautological vector bundle. The

structure maps are defined in a similar way as for mU, and a commutative

multiplication is given by

µV,W : MU(V) ∧MU(W) −→ MU(V ⊕W) , f ∧ g 7−→ f · g .

Here f : S iV −→ Th(BU(V)), g : S iW −→ Th(BU(W)), and f · g denotes the

composite

S iV ∧ S iW
f∧g
−−−→ Th(BU(V)) ∧ Th(BU(W))

(x,U)∧(x′ ,U′)7→(κV,W (x,x′),κV,W (U⊕U′ ))
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Th(BU(V ⊕W)) ,

where κV,W is the preferred isometry from V2
C
⊕ W2

C
� (V ⊕ W)2

C
sending

(v, v′,w,w′) to (v,w, v′,w′). Unit maps are defined by

S V −→ MU(V) , v 7−→ [v′ 7→ ((v + v′, 0), VC ⊕ 0)] .

These multiplication maps unital, associative and commutative, and make MU

into an ultra-commutative ring spectrum.

The global Thom spectrum MU comes with distinguished Thom classes

σU
G,V ∈ MU2n

G (S V ) ,

for unitary representations V of compact Lie groups G, where n is the complex

dimension of V . As in the orthogonal situation in Theorem 6.1.17 the Thom

class σU
G,V is inverse to the image of the inverse Thom class τU

G,V , and σU
G,V

restricts to a unitary Euler class in πG
−2n

(MU). The proof of Corollary 6.1.35
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generalizes to the unitary situation and proves that the G-equivariant homology

represented by MU is the localization at the unitary inverse Thom classes of

the theory represented by mU.

Some general facts about the equivariant homotopy groups of MU are known

for abelian compact Lie groups A. In that case, πA
∗ (MU) is a free module on

even dimensional generators over the non-equivariant homotopy ring πe
∗(MU);

this calculation was announced by Löffler in [104], and a proof by Comezaña

can be found in [113, XXVIII Thm. 5.3]. Since the graded ring πe
∗(MU) is con-

centrated in even degrees and the periodic version MUP is a wedge of even

suspensions of MU, the groups πA
∗ (MUP) are concentrated in even degrees.

Since these groups are also 2-periodic, for abelian compact Lie groups all the

information is concentrated in the ring πA
0
(MUP). The non-equivariant homo-

topy groups πe
0
(MUP) are a polynomial ring in countably many generators.

For cyclic groups of prime order, Kriz [93] has described π
Cp

0
(MUP) as a pull-

back of two explicit ring homomorphisms. For the cyclic group of order 2,

Strickland [165] has turned this into an explicit presentation of πC2

0
(MUP) as

an algebra over πe
0
(MUP).

6.2 Equivariant bordism

In this section we recall equivariant bordism groups and their relationship to

the equivariant homology groups defined by the global Thom spectrum mO

introduced in Example 6.1.24. The main result is Theorem 6.2.33 which says

that when G is isomorphic to a product of a finite group and a torus, then the

Thom-Pontryagin map is an isomorphism from G-equivariant bordism to G-

equivariant mO-homology. Theorem 6.2.33 is usually credited to Wasserman

because it can be derived from his equivariant transversality theorem [184,

Thm. 3.11]; as far as I know, the only place where the translation is spelled out

in detail is the unpublished part of Costenoble’s thesis, see [40, Thm. 11.1].

Wasserman’s theorem is based on equivariant differential topology; for finite

groups, tom Dieck [177, Satz 5] gives a different proof of Theorem 6.2.33

based on the geometric and homotopy theoretic isotropy separation sequences.

We generalize tom Dieck’s proof, translated into our present language, with an

emphasis on global aspects.

In Theorem 6.2.37 we also present a localized version of this result: the

Thom-Pontryagin map is an isomorphism from stable equivariant bordism to

mO[1/τ]-theory, without any restriction on the compact Lie group. Given that

mO[1/τ]-theory is isomorphic to MO-theory (by Corollary 6.1.35), this is

equivalent to a result of Bröcker and Hook [27, Thm. 4.1] that identifies stable

equivariant bordism with equivariant MO-homology.
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The serious study of equivariant bordism groups was initiated by the work

[39] of Conner and Floyd. We recall equivariant bordism as a homology theory

for G-spaces X, where G is a compact Lie group. A singular G-manifold over X

is a pair (M, h) consisting of a closed smooth G-manifold M and a continuous

G-map h : M −→ X. Two singular G-manifolds (M, h) and (M′, h′) are bordant

if there is a triple (B,H, ψ) consisting of a compact smooth G-manifold B, a

continuous G-map H : B −→ X and an equivariant diffeomorphism

ψ : M ∪ M′ � ∂B

such that (H ◦ ψ)|M = h and to (H ◦ ψ)|M′ = h′.

Bordism of singular G-manifolds over X is an equivalence relation. Reflex-

ivity and symmetry are straightforward; transitivity is established by gluing

two bordisms along a common piece of the boundary. To get a smooth struc-

ture on the glued bordism that is compatible with the G-action one needs

smooth equivariant collars; the existence of such collars is guaranteed by [39,

Thm. 21.2].

We denote by NG
n (X) the set of bordism classes of n-dimensional singular

G-manifolds over X. This set becomes an abelian group under disjoint union.

Every element x ofNG
n (X) satisfies 2x = 0. The groupsNG

n (X) are covariantly

functorial in continuous G-maps, by postcomposition.

Proposition 6.2.1. Let G be a compact Lie group.

(i) Let ϕ, ϕ′ : X −→ Y be equivariantly homotopic continuous G-maps. Then

ϕ∗ = ϕ
′
∗ as homomorphisms from NG

n (X) to NG
n (Y).

(ii) For every G-weak equivalence ϕ : X −→ Y the induced homomorphism

ϕ∗ : NG
n (X) −→ NG

n (Y) is an isomorphism.

(iii) Let {Xi}i∈I be a family of G-spaces. Then the canonical map
⊕

i∈I
NG

n (Xi) −→ NG
n

(∐
i∈I

Xi

)

is an isomorphism.

Proof (i) We let H : X×[0, 1] −→ Y be an equivariant homotopy from ϕ to ϕ′

and (M, h) a singular G-manifold over X. Then (M × [0, 1],H ◦ (h × [0, 1]), ψ)

is a bordism from (M, ϕh) to (M, ϕ′h), where ψ : M ∪ M −→ ∂(M × [0, 1])

identifies one copy of M with M × {0} and the other copy with M × {1}. So

ϕ∗[M, h] = [M, ϕ ◦ h] = [M, ϕ′ ◦ h] = ϕ′∗[M, h].

(ii) For surjectivity of ϕ∗ we consider any singular G-manifold (M, g) over Y.

Illman’s theorem [84, Cor. 7.2] shows that M admits the structure of a G-CW-

complex. Since ϕ is a G-weak equivalence there exists a continuous G-map

h : M −→ X such that ϕh is equivariantly homotopic to g. Part (i) then shows

that ϕ∗[M, h] = (ϕh)∗[M, IdM] = g∗[M, IdM] = [M, g].
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The argument for injectivity is similar. We consider a singular G-manifold

(M, h) over X that represents an element in the kernel of ϕ∗. There is then

a null-bordism (B,H, ψ) of (M, ϕh). By Illman’s theorem [84, Cor. 7.2] and

the discussion immediately preceding it there is a G-CW-structure on B for

which the boundary is an equivariant subcomplex. So the map ψ : M −→ B

that identifies M with the boundary of B is a G-cofibration. Since ϕ is a G-

weak equivalence, there exists a continuous G-map H′ : B −→ X such that

H′ ◦ ψ = h. The triple (B,H′, ψ) thus witnesses that [M, h] = 0. Since ϕ∗ is a

group homomorphism, it is injective.

Property (iii) holds because compact manifolds only have finitely many con-

nected components, so all continuous reference maps from singular manifolds

or bordisms have image in a finite union. �

Now we state the key exactness property of equivariant bordism in the form

of a Mayer-Vietoris sequence. The definition of the boundary map needs the

existence of G-invariant separating functions as provided by the following

lemma.

Lemma 6.2.2. Let M be a compact smooth G-manifold, C and C′ two disjoint,

closed, G-invariant subsets of M, and

s : ∂M −→ R

a smooth G-invariant map such that

C ∩ ∂M ⊆ s−1(0) and C′ ∩ ∂M ⊆ s−1(1) .

Then there exists a smooth G-invariant extension r : M −→ R of s such that

C ⊆ r−1(0) and C′ ⊆ r−1(1).

Proof Since M is compact, hence normal, the Tietze extension theorem pro-

vides a continuous map r0 : M −→ R that extends s and satisfies C ⊆ r−1
0

(0)

and C′ ⊆ r−1
0

(1). We average r0 to make it G-invariant, i.e., we define r1 :

M −→ R by

r1(x) =

∫

G

r0(g · x) dg .

The integral is taken with respect to the normalized invariant measure (Haar

measure) on G. The new map r1 is again continuous, compare [26, Ch. 0 Prop.

3.2]. Since r0 is already G-invariant on C ∪C′ ∪∂M, the new map r1 coincides

with r0 on this subset. In particular, r1 is smooth on C ∪ C′ ∪ ∂M. By [26,

VI Thm. 4.2] we can then find a smooth G-invariant map r : M −→ R that

coincides with r1 on C ∪ C′ ∪ ∂M; this is the desired separating function. �
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Construction 6.2.3 (Boundary map in equivariant bordism). We define a bound-

ary homomorphism for a Mayer-Vietoris sequence. We let X be a G-space and

A, B ⊂ X open G-invariant subsets with X = A ∪ B. Then a homomorphism

∂ : NG
n (X) −→ NG

n−1(A ∩ B)

is defined as follows.

We let (M, h) be a singular G-manifold that represents a class inNG
n (X). The

sets h−1(X − A) and h−1(X − B) are G-invariant, disjoint closed subsets of M;

we let r : M −→ R be a G-invariant smooth separating function as provided

by Lemma 6.2.2, i.e., such that h−1(X − A) ⊆ r−1(0) and h−1(X − B) ⊆ r−1(1).

We let t ∈ (0, 1) be any regular value of r. Then

Mt = r−1(t)

is a smooth closed G-submanifold of M of dimension n − 1 (possibly empty),

and ht = h|Mt
lands in A ∩ B; so (Mt, ht) is a singular G-manifold over A ∩ B.

Proposition 6.2.4. In the situation above, the bordism class [Mt, ht] is inde-

pendent of the choice of regular value t, of the choice of separating function

and of the representative for the given class in NG
n (X). The resulting map

∂ : NG
n (X) −→ NG

n−1(A ∩ B) , [M, h] 7−→ [Mt, ht]

is a group homomorphism.

Proof We let t < t′ be two regular values in (0, 1) of the separating function

r. Then

(r−1[t, t′], h|r−1[t,t′], incl)

is a bordism from (r−1(t), h|r−1(t)) to (r−1(t′), h|r−1(t′)), so the bordism class does

not depend on the regular value.

Now we let (M, h) and (N, g) be two singular G-manifolds over X in the same

bordism class, and we let (B,H, ψ) be a G-bordism from (M, h) to (N, g). We let

r : M −→ R and r̄ : N −→ R be two G-invariant separating functions. Lemma

6.2.2 lets us extend this data to a smooth G-invariant separating function

Ψ : B −→ R

such that Ψ ◦ ψ|M = r, Ψ ◦ ψ|N = r̄,

H−1(X − A) ⊆ Ψ−1(0) and H−1(X − B) ⊆ Ψ−1(1) .

We choose a simultaneous regular value t ∈ (0, 1) for Ψ, r and r̄. Then

(Ψ−1(t), H|Ψ−1(t), ψ|r−1(t)∪r̄−1 (t))

is a bordism from (r−1(t), h|r−1(t)) to (r̄−1(t), g|r̄−1(t)). This shows at the same time
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that the bordism class is independent of the choice of separating function and

of the choice of representing singular G-manifold. Additivity of the resulting

boundary map is then clear: a separating function for a disjoint union can be

taken as the union of separating functions for each summand. �

Now we formulate the property that makes equivariant bordism a homology

theory for G-spaces.

Proposition 6.2.5. Let G be a compact Lie group, X a G-space and A, B ⊂ X

open G-invariant subsets with X = A∪B. Let iA : A∩B −→ A, iB : A∩B −→ B,

jA : A −→ X and jB : B −→ X denote the inclusions. Then the following

sequence of abelian groups is exact:

. . . −→ NG
n (A∩B)

(iA
∗ ,i

B
∗ )

−−−−→ NG
n (A)⊕NG

n (B)
(

jA∗
− jB∗

)
−−−−→ NG

n (X)
∂−−→ NG

n−1(A∩B) −→ . . .

While Proposition 6.2.5 has been frequently used, there does not seem to be

any published account with a complete proof in the generality of compact Lie

groups; the argument is somewhat involved, but it proceeds along the lines of

the non-equivariant argument as given for example in [180, Prop. 21.1.7]. As

input one needs that certain basic tools from differential topology generalize

to the G-equivariant context, such as for example the existence of equivariant

collars and bicollars, and that non-equivariant smoothing of corners is compat-

ible with G-actions. We honor the tradition in this area and refrain from giving

further details.

We define the reduced bordism group of a based G-space X as

ÑG
n (X) = coker

(
NG

n (∗) −→ NG
n (X)

)
,

the cokernel of the homomorphism induced by the basepoint inclusion. If

(M, h) is a singular G-manifold over X, then we use the notation JM, hK for

the class it represents in the reduced bordism group ÑG
n (X). The unique map

u : X −→ ∗ is retraction to the basepoint inclusion, so the map

(proj, u∗) : NG
n (X) −→ ÑG

n (X) ⊕ NG
n (∗)

is an isomorphism. On the other hand, if we add a disjoint G-fixed basepoint

to an unbased G-space Y, then the composite

NG
n (Y)

incl∗−−−→ NG
n (Y+)

proj
−−−→ ÑG

n (Y+)

is an isomorphism.

Construction 6.2.6. We consider a continuous G-map f : X −→ Y and let

C f = CX ∪ f Y = (X × [0, 1] ∪ f Y)/X × {0}
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denote its unreduced mapping cone. The two open sets

A = X × [0, 1)/X × {0} and B = X × (0, 1] ∪ f Y

are G-invariant and together cover the mapping cone. The intersection A∩ B is

homeomorphic to X × (0, 1), so the open covering has an associated boundary

homomorphism

∂ : NG
n (C f ) −→ NG

n−1(X × (0, 1))

as in Construction 6.2.3. We take the cone point as the basepoint of C f ; this

is contained in the subset A, so the map ι : N∗(∗) −→ N∗(C f ) induced by the

basepoint inclusion factors through jA
∗ : NG

n (A) −→ NG
n (C f ), and the compos-

ite ∂◦ ι is trivial by exactness of the excision sequence. The boundary map thus

factors over the reduced bordism group. We define a ‘reduced boundary map’

∂̄ as the composite

ÑG
n (C f )

∂−−→ NG
n−1(X × (0, 1))

proj∗−−−→ NG
n−1(X) .

Proposition 6.2.7. Let G be a compact Lie group and f : X −→ Y a continu-

ous G-map. Then the following sequence of abelian groups is exact:

. . . −→ NG
n (X)

f∗−−→ NG
n (Y)

i∗−−→ ÑG
n (C f )

∂̄−−→ NG
n−1(X) −→ . . .

Proof We use the open covering of the mapping cone C f as in the definition

of the boundary map. In the diagram

X
f //

x 7→(x,1/2)

��

Y
i //

i

��

C f

A ∩ B
incl

// B
incl

// C f

the right square commutes and the left square commutes up to equivariant ho-

motopy. Moreover, all vertical maps are equivariant homotopy equivalences,

so they induce isomorphisms in equivariant bordism, by Proposition 6.2.1. So

the resulting diagram of bordism groups commutes:

NG
n (X)

f∗ //

�

��

NG
n (Y)

i∗ //

� i∗

��

NG
n (C f )

NG
n (A ∩ B) // NG

n (B) // NG
n (C f )

Moreover, all vertical maps in this diagram are isomorphisms, so we can sub-

stituteNG
n (X) andNG

n (Y) into the long exact excision sequence of Proposition
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6.2.5. Since A is equivariantly contractible to the cone point, we can also re-

place the corresponding summand by the coefficient group, and the result is an

exact sequence

. . . −→ NG
n (X)

( f∗ ,u∗)−−−−−−→ NG
n (Y) ⊕ NG

n (∗) −→ NG
n (C f )

∂−−→ NG
n−1(X) −→ . . .

The sequence then remains exact if we divide out the summand NG
n (∗) and

replace the absolute bordism group of C f by the reduced group ÑG
n (C f ). �

If f : A −→ B is an h-cofibration of G-spaces, then the projection q :

C f −→ B/A from the mapping cone to the quotient is a based equivariant ho-

motopy equivalence. So we can substitute ÑG
∗ (B/A) into the long exact map-

ping cone sequence of Proposition 6.2.7 and obtain a long exact sequence of

abelian groups:

. . . −→ NG
n (A)

f∗−−→ NG
n (B)

q∗−−−→ ÑG
n (B/A) −→ NG

n−1(A) −→ . . .

The next proposition says, loosely speaking, that in a reduced bordism group

the part of a singular G-manifold that sits over the basepoint can be ignored.

Proposition 6.2.8. Let G be a compact Lie group and h : N −→ X a singular

G-manifold over a based G-space X. Let V be a G-representation and M a

closed smooth G-manifold such that dim(M) + dim(V) = dim(N). Let j : M ×
D(V) −→ N be a smooth G-equivariant embedding. Suppose that h sends

N − j(M × D̊(V)) to the basepoint. Then

JN, hK = JM × S (R ⊕ V), f K in ÑG
n (X),

where f : M × S (R ⊕ V) −→ X is defined by

f (m, (x, v)) =


h( j(m, v)) if x ≤ 0, and

∗ if x ≥ 0.

Proof We define a G-space by

B = (N × [−1, 0] ∪ N × [0, 1])/ ∼ ,

where the equivalence relation identifies the two copies of (n, 0) for every n ∈
N − j(M × D̊(V)). The group G acts by g · [n, t] = [gn, t]. The space B is a

topological (n + 1)-manifold whose boundary consists of three disjoint parts

that we now parametrize. There are two obvious embeddings

ψ , ψ′ : N −→ B by ψ(n) = [n,−1] and ψ′(n) = [n, 1]

as the two endpoints in the direction of the internal [−1, 1]. We define another
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embedding

i : M × S (R ⊕ V) −→ B by

i(m, (x, v)) =


[( j(m, v), 0]left for x ≤ 0, and

[( j(m, v), 0]right for x ≥ 0.

Here the superscripts ‘left’ and ‘right’ indicate whether we refer to the point

[n, 0] as the image of (n, 0) in N×[−1, 0] or in N×[0, 1]. The manifold boundary

of B is then the disjoint union of the images of ψ, ψ′ and i.

The topological manifold B admits a smooth structure for which the given

G-action is smooth and such that the embeddings ψ, ψ′ and i are smooth; the

construction involves ‘smoothing of corners’ (also called ‘straightening of an-

gles’) near the image of j(M × S (V)) × 0 and is explained for example in

Construction 15.10.3 of tom Dieck’s textbook [180]. Tom Dieck has no group

actions around, but we also have to ensure that the given G-action on B is

smooth. This can be arranged by insisting that the collars used in [180, 15.10.3]

are G-equivariant collars, which is possible for example by [39, Thm. 21.2].

Now we define a continuous G-map H : B −→ X by H(n, t) = h(n) on

N × [−1, 0] and as the constant map to the base point of X on N × [0, 1]. Then

H ◦ ψ = h and H ◦ i = f ,

so the bordism (B,H, ψ+ ψ′ + i) witnesses the relation

[N, h] = [N,H ◦ ψ′] + [M × S (R ⊕ V), f ]

in the unreduced bordism group NG
n (X). Since H ◦ ψ′ is constant to the base-

point of X, the class [N,H ◦ψ′] vanishes in the reduced bordism group ÑG
n (X);

this proves the claim. �

The equivariant bordism groups come with natural products, given by the

biadditive maps

× : NG
m (X) × NG

n (Y) −→ NG
m+n(X×Y) , [M, h]× [N, g] = [M×N, h×g] .

These products are suitably associative, commutative and unital. The product

pairing descends to a pairing on reduced bordism groups if the G-spaces X and

Y are based. Indeed, the composite

NG
m (X) ⊗ NG

n (Y)
×−−→ NG

m+n(X × Y)
q∗−−−→ NG

m+n(X ∧ Y)
proj
−−−→ ÑG

m+n(X ∧ Y)

annihilates the image of NG
m (∗) ⊗ NG

n (Y) and the image of NG
m (X) ⊗ NG

n (∗),
where q : X × Y −→ X ∧ Y is the quotient map; so the composite factors

uniquely over a homomorphism

∧ : ÑG
m (X) ⊗ ÑG

n (Y) −→ ÑG
m+n(X ∧ Y) .
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We will frequently use certain distinguished bordism classes associated to

representations. We let V be an m-dimensional representation of a compact Lie

group G. Stereographic projection is a G-equivariant homeomorphism

ΠV : S (R ⊕ V)
�−−→ S V , (x, v) 7−→ v

1 − x

from the unit sphere of R ⊕ V to the one-point compactification S V . We define

a reduced G-bordism class over S V by

dG,V = JS (R ⊕ V),ΠVK ∈ ÑG
m (S V) . (6.2.9)

The following multiplicativity property is expected, but not entirely obvious.

Proposition 6.2.10. Let V and W be two representations of a compact Lie

group G. Then the relation

dG,V ∧ dG,W = dG,V⊕W

holds in ÑG
m+n(S V⊕W).

Proof We define a ‘distorted’ version τV : S (R ⊕ V) −→ S V of the stereo-

graphic projection as the composite

S (R ⊕ V)
ΠV−−−→ S V J−−→ S V ,

where the second map J is given by

J(v) =


v

1−|v| for |v| < 1, and

∞ for |v| ≥ 1.

The map J is equivariantly based homotopic to the identity of S V , so the pair

(S (R ⊕ V), τV ) is another representative for the bordism class dG,V . The map

j : V ⊕W −→ S (R ⊕ V) × S (R ⊕W)

j(v,w) =

(
|v|2 − 1

|v|2 + 1
,

2v

|v|2 + 1
,
|w|2 − 1

|w|2 + 1
,

2w

|w|2 + 1

)

is a smooth G-equivariant embedding. The map j is the product of the inverse

stereographic projections Π−1
V
× Π−1

W
: S V × S W −→ S (R ⊕ V) × S (R ⊕ W),

restricted to V ⊕W.

If a quadruple (x, v, y,w) is in the image j(D(V ⊕W)) of the unit disc, then

in particular x ≤ 0 and y ≤ 0. Equivalently, the points (x, v, y,w) of S (R⊕V)×
S (R ⊕W) that are in the complement of j(D(V ⊕W)) have x > 0 or y > 0. So

the map

q ◦ (τV × τW ) : S (R ⊕ V) × S (R ⊕W) −→ S V⊕W
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sends the complement of j(D̊(V ⊕ W)) to the basepoint at infinity, where q :

S V × S W −→ S V⊕W is the projection. Proposition 6.2.8 thus shows that

q∗(dG,V ∧ dG,W ) = q∗(JS (R ⊕ V), τVK ∧ JS (R ⊕W), τWK)

= JS (R ⊕ V) × S (R ⊕W), q ◦ (τV × τW )K = JS (R ⊕ V ⊕W), f K ,

where f : S (R ⊕ V ⊕W) −→ S V⊕W is defined by

f (x, v,w) =


q(τV × τW ( j(v,w))) if x ≤ 0, and

∞ if x ≥ 0.

We claim that for all (x, v,w) ∈ S (R ⊕ V ⊕W) the relation

f (x, v,w) , ΠV⊕W (−x,−v,−w)

holds in S V⊕W . Assuming this claim, we can finish the proof as follows: since

the G-map Π−1
V⊕W
◦ f never takes a point to its antipode, the linear homotopy

between Π−1
V⊕W
◦ f and the identity in the ambient vector space R ⊕ V ⊕ W

can be normalized to land in the unit sphere. This yields an equivariant based

homotopy between Π−1
V⊕W
◦ f and the identity of S (R ⊕ V ⊕ W). Hence f is

equivariantly based homotopic to the stereographic projection ΠV⊕W , and so

(S (R ⊕ V ⊕W), f ) represents the bordism class dG,V⊕W .

It remains to prove the claim. The only point of S (R ⊕ V ⊕ W) that ΠV⊕W

sends to the point at infinity is (1, 0, 0). Since f (−1, 0, 0) = (0, 0), the claim is

true for all (x, v,w) such that f (x, v,w) = ∞. It remains to consider those tuples

for which f (x, v,w) , ∞, which means that x < 0 and |v| < 1 and |w| < 1. On

such points the map f is given by

f (x, v,w) = q

(
τV

(
|v|2 − 1

|v|2 + 1
,

2v

|v|2 + 1

)
, τW

(
|w|2 − 1

|w|2 + 1
,

2w

|w|2 + 1

))

= q(J(v), J(w)) ,

whereas

ΠV⊕W (−x,−v,−w) =

( −v

1 + x
,
−w

1 + x

)
.

If these two expressions were the same, then

v

1 − |v| =
−v

1 + x
and

w

1 − |w| =
−w

1 + x
.

For v , 0 this implies

|v| − 1 = 1 + x ,

which is impossible since |v| < 1 and x ≥ −1. If w , 0 we obtain the same kind

of contradiction. The final case is (x, v,w) = (−1, 0, 0), in which case

f (1−, 0, 0) = (0, 0) , ∞ = ΠV⊕W (1, 0, 0) . �
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We shall now recall that if G acts trivially on V , then exterior multiplication

by dG,V is an isomorphism, the suspension isomorphism in reduced equivari-

ant bordism. In general, however, the class dG,V is not invertible and exterior

multiplication by dG,V need not be an isomorphism. The theory obtained by

formally inverting all the classes dG,V is stable equivariant bordism, to which

we return in Remark 6.2.36 below. The projection p : C f −→ X ∧ S 1 from the

reduced mapping to the suspension was defined in (3.1.32).

Proposition 6.2.11. If G acts trivially on V and X is a cofibrant based G-

space, then the exterior product map

− ∧ dG,V : ÑG
n (X) −→ ÑG

n+|V |(X ∧ S V )

is an isomorphism. For every continuous G-map f : X −→ Y between based

G-spaces the connecting homomorphism in the mapping cone sequence equals

the composite

ÑG
n (C f )

p∗−−−→ ÑG
n (X ∧ S 1)

(−∧dG,R)−1

−−−−−−−−→ ÑG
n−1(X) .

Proof We start with the special case V = R. We apply Proposition 6.2.7 to

the map f : X −→ ∗ to a one-point G-space. The cone of this map is

X⋄ = X × [0, 1]/ ∼ ,

the unreduced suspension of X, where X × {0} and X × {1} are collapsed to one

point each. Since X has a G-fixed point, the map f∗ : NG
∗ (X) −→ NG

∗ (∗) is a

split epimorphism. So the long exact sequence provided by Proposition 6.2.7

reduces to a short exact sequence:

0 −→ ÑG
n+1(X⋄)

∂̄−−→ NG
n (X)

f∗−−→ NG
n (∗) −→ 0

Since X is cofibrant in the based sense, the projection

ψ : X⋄ −→ X ∧ S 1 , q[x, s] = x ∧ 2s − 1

s(1 − s)

that collapses {x0} × [0, 1] is an equivariant homotopy equivalence.

Then the composite

ÑG
n+1(X ∧ S 1)

ψ−1
∗−−−−→
�
ÑG

n+1(X⋄)
∂̄−−→ NG

n (X)
proj
−−−→ ÑG

n (X)

is an isomorphism. We claim that the relation

proj(∂̄(ψ−1
∗ (x ∧ dG,R))) = x

holds for all classes x ∈ ÑG
n (X). Since proj ◦ ∂̄ ◦ ψ−1

∗ is an isomorphism, so is

smash product with the class dG,R.

This relation, in turn, is a consequence of the geometric origin of the class
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dG,R, the product in bordism and the boundary map. In more detail, we sup-

pose that x = JM, hK for a singular G-manifold (M, h) over X. We define a

continuous map H : M × S (R ⊕ R) −→ X⋄ by

H(m, (x, y)) =


[h(m), (y + 1)/2] for x ≤ 0, and

[x0, (y + 1)/2] for x ≥ 0.

Then the following square commutes up to G-equivariant homotopy:

M × S (R ⊕ R)
H //

h×ΠR
��

X⋄

ψ

��
X × S 1

q
// X ∧ S 1

Hence

ψ∗JM × S (R ⊕ R),HK = JM × S (R ⊕ R), q ◦ (h × ΠR)K = JM, hK ∧ dG,R ,

and thus

∂̄(ψ−1
∗ (JM, hK ∧ dG,R)) = ∂̄JM × S (R ⊕ R),HK .

To calculate this geometric boundary we use the smooth separating function

r : M × S (R ⊕ R) −→ [0, 1] , r(m, (x, y)) = (y + 1)/2 .

Then 1/2 is a regular value of this separating function, and the preimage over

this regular value is r−1(1/2) = M × {(1, 0), (−1, 0)}, two disjoint copies of M.

The function H takes the copy M × {(1, 0)} to the basepoint of X, so this copy

does not contribute to the reduced bordism group. The restriction of H to the

other copy M × {(−1, 0)} is the original map h, so we obtain

∂̄[M × S (R ⊕ R),H] = JM × {(1, 0), (−1, 0)},H|M×{(1,0),(−1,0)}K ≡ JM, hK

in the reduced bordism group of X.

The general case now follows easily. Since the claim is true for V = R, it

also holds for V = Rn by the associativity of the smash product pairing and

the classes dG,R, compare Proposition 6.2.10. If G acts trivially on V , then it is

equivariantly isomorphic to Rn for some n. �

The bordism theories NG
∗ for different compact Lie groups are related by

geometrically defined restriction and induction maps. Every continuous group

homomorphism α : K −→ G is automatically smooth (see for example [28,

Prop. I.3.12]), and thus induces a restriction homomorphism

α∗ : NG
n (X) −→ NK

n (α∗(X)) , [M, h] 7−→ [α∗(M), α∗(h)]

by restricting all actions along α. Restriction maps preserve the distinguished
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classes (6.2.9) in the sense that α∗(dG,V ) = dK,α∗(V). The product in equivariant

bordism is compatible with restriction maps in the sense that

α∗(x × y) = α∗(x) × α∗(y) .

For every closed subgroup H of G and every closed smooth H-manifold

M of dimension n, the induced space G ×H M has a preferred smooth struc-

ture making it a smooth closed G-manifold of dimension d + n with d =

dim(G/H) = dim(G)− dim(H). Indeed, since the diagonal H-action on G ×M

is smooth and free, there is a unique smooth structure on G ×H M such that

the projection G × M −→ G ×H M is a submersion, see for example [180,

Thm. 15.3.4], and the G-action is smooth with respect to this smooth structure.

We can also apply G ×H − to bordisms, so this gives a well-defined induction

homomorphism

G ×H − : NH
n (Y) −→ NG

d+n(G ×H Y) , [M, h] 7−→ [G ×H M,G ×H h] .

For Y = ∗ we can compose the induction map with the effect of the projection

G ×H ∗ −→ ∗ and arrive at an induction homomorphism on coefficient groups

indG
H : NH

n (∗) −→ NG
d+n(∗) , [M] 7−→ [G ×H M] .

The induction map indG
H is compatible with inflations, in the sense of the for-

mula

α∗ ◦ indG
H = indK

L ◦(α|L)∗ : NH
n (∗) −→ NK

d+n(∗)

for a continuous epimorphism α : K −→ G, where L = α−1(H). If H has

finite index in G, then the induction indG
H preserves the dimension, and then

it satisfies the double coset formula. So for fixed n ≥ 0 the coefficient groups

NG
n (∗) almost form a global functor; the only missing structure are the transfer

maps for closed inclusions that are not of finite index.

Multiplication, restriction and induction satisfy a reciprocity relation. We

let H be a closed subgroup of G, X an H-space and Y a G-space. Then the

following diagram commutes:

NH
m (X) × NG

n (Y)

Id× resG
H ��

(G×H−)×Id // NG
d+m

(G ×H X) × NG
n (Y)

×
��

NH
m (X) × NH

n (resG
H

(Y))

×
��

NG
d+m+n

((G ×H X) × Y)

χ∗
��

NH
m+n(X × resG

H
(Y))

G×H−
// NG

d+m+n
(G ⋉H (X × resG

H
(Y)))

Here

χ : (G ×H X) × Y −→ G ⋉H (X × resG
H(Y)) , ([g, x], y) 7−→ [g, (x, g−1y)]
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is the G-equivariant shearing isomorphism. The proof of the commutativity

is straightforward from the definitions, using the shearing diffeomorphism for

equivariant manifolds. If we specialize to X = Y = ∗ and postcompose with

the projection to the one-point G-space, we obtain the reciprocity formula

indG
H(x × resG

H(y)) = indG
H(x) × y

for classes x ∈ NH
m (∗) and y ∈ NG

n (∗) in the coefficient groups.

The next proposition shows that the distinguished bordism classes dG,V mea-

sure the failure of the Wirthmüller isomorphism in equivariant bordism, see

Remark 6.2.13 below. We consider a closed subgroup H of a compact Lie

group G and continue to write

L = TeH(G/H)

for the tangent H-representation. For an H-space Y the H-equivariant continu-

ous map

lY : G ×H Y −→ Y+ ∧ S L

was defined in Construction 3.2.1.

Proposition 6.2.12. For every closed subgroup H of a compact Lie group G

and every H-space Y, the composite

NH
n (Y)

G×H−−−−−−→ NG
n+d(G ×H Y)

resG
H−−−−→ NH

n+d(G ×H Y)
(lY )∗−−−−→ ÑH

n+d(Y+ ∧ S L)

is exterior multiplication by the class dH,L ∈ ÑH
d

(S L), where d = dim(G/H).

Proof We let (M, h) be a singular H-manifold that represents a class inNH
n (Y).

The G ×H h : G ×H M −→ G ×H Y represents the class G ×H [M, h]. As in the

construction of the collapse map lY we choose a slice around 1 ∈ G orthogonal

to H, i.e., a smooth embedding s : D(L) −→ G satisfying s(0) = 1 and

s(h · l) = h · s(l) · h−1

for all (h, l) ∈ H × D(L) and such that the differential at 0 of the composite

D(L)
s−−→ G

proj
−−−→ G/H

is the identity of L. The slice property implies that the map

s̄ : D(L) × H −→ G , (l, h) 7−→ s(l) · h

is a tubular neighborhood of H inside G. Moreover, this embedding is equiv-

ariant for the action of H2, acting on source and target by

(h1, h2) · (l, h) = (h1l, h1hh−1
2 ) respectively (h1, h2) · g = h1gh−1

2 .
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The map

lGH : G+ −→ S L ∧ H+

was defined as the H2-equivariant collapse map with respect to the tubular

neighborhood s̄. So explicitly,

lGH(g) =


(l/(1 − |l|)) ∧ h if g = s(l) · h with (l, h) ∈ D(L) × H, and

∞ if g is not in the image of s̄.

We obtain a smooth H-equivariant embedding

j : M × D(L) −→ G ×H M by j(m, l) = [s(l),m] ,

where H acts diagonally on the left. The composite

G ×H M
G×H h−−−−−→ G ×H Y

lG
H
∧HY+−−−−−−−→ (S L ∧ H+) ∧H Y+ � Y+ ∧ S L

sends the complement of j(M × D(L)) to the basepoint at infinity. Proposition

6.2.8 (for (H, L) instead of (G,V)) shows that then

((lY)∗ ◦ resG
H ◦(G ×H −))[M, h] = JG ×H M, lY ◦ (G ×H h)K

= JM × S (R ⊕ L), f K

in the reduced bordism group of Y+ ∧ S L, where f : M × S (R⊕ L) −→ Y+ ∧ S L

is defined by

f (m, (x, l)) =


(lY ◦ (G ×H h))( j(m, l)) if x ≤ 0, and

∞ if x ≥ 0.

So f equals the composite

M × S (R ⊕ L)
h×Ψ−−−→ Y × S L

q
−−→ Y+ ∧ S L

where

Ψ(x, l) = l/(1 − |l|)

for x ≤ 0, and Ψ(x, l) = ∞ for x ≥ 0. The map Ψ : S (R ⊕ L) −→ S L is

homotopic, in the equivariant based sense, to the stereographic projection ΠL.

We can thus conclude that

((lY)∗ ◦ resG
H ◦(G ×H −))[M, h] = JM × S (R ⊕ L), f K

= [M, h] ∧ JS (R ⊕ L),ΨK = [M, h] ∧ dH,L . �

Remark 6.2.13 (Failure of the Wirthmüller isomorphism in equivariant bor-

dism). As we now explain, there is no general Wirthmüller isomorphism in

equivariant bordism, i.e., the Wirthmüller map

WirthG
H = (lY )∗ ◦ resG

H : NG
∗ (G ×H Y) −→ ÑH

∗ (Y+ ∧ S L)
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is not in general bijective for closed subgroups H of G. Here Y is an H-space

and lY is the H-equivariant collapse map defined in Construction 3.2.1. This

immediately shows that there cannot be a natural isomorphism, compatible

with restriction to subgroups, between equivariant bordism and the equivariant

homology theory represented by any orthogonal G-spectrum. Indeed, Proposi-

tion 6.2.12 says that the composite

WirthG
H ◦(G ×H −) : NH

n (Y) −→ ÑH
n+d(Y+ ∧ S L)

is exterior multiplication by the class dH,L ∈ ÑH
d

(S L). Since the induction map

G ×H − is an isomorphism, the Wirthmüller map is bijective if any only if

the class dH,L acts invertibly on NH
∗ (Y). In this sense, the distinguished bor-

dism class dH,L precisely measures the failure of the Wirthmüller isomorphism

in equivariant bordism. One can show that the class dH,L is not invertible as

soon as H acts non-trivially on L, i.e., in this situation the class dH,L does not

generate ÑH
∗ (S L) as an NH

∗ -module.

If G is a product of a finite group and a torus, then H acts trivially on L

for every closed subgroup H of G, and hence the Wirthmüller isomorphism

does hold for such compact Lie groups G. And in fact, for this class of groups,

the Thom-Pontryagin construction provides an natural isomorphism between

equivariant bordism and the equivariant homology theory represented by the

Thom spectrum mO, compare Theorem 6.2.33 below.

Our argument to compare the geometric bordism theory with the equivariant

homotopy groups of the Thom spectrum mO is based on the isotropy separa-

tion sequence. We will now identify the ‘geometric fixed point term’ in the

isotropy separation sequence for equivariant bordism.

Construction 6.2.14. As before we let EP be a universal space for the family

of proper closed subgroups of G. So EP is a cofibrant G-space without G-fixed

points, and (EP)H is contractible for every proper closed subgroup of G. We

let ẼP denote the unreduced suspension of EP. Then (ẼP)G = S 0 consists of

the two cone points, and (ẼP)H is contractible for every proper subgroup of G.

We recall the ‘geometric fixed point’ homomorphism, see (6.2.15) below,

that identifies the reduced bordism group ÑG
n (ẼP) in terms of non-equivariant

bordism groups. Loosely speaking, the class ΦgeomJM, h : M −→ ẼPK remem-

bers the bordism class of the part of the fixed point manifold that lies over

the fixed point 0, together with the normal data of the embedding into M. As

before, we use the abbreviation

GrG,⊥
j
=

(
Gr j(U⊥G)

)G

for the space of j-dimensional G-invariant subspaces of U⊥
G
= UG − (UG)G.
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We first define a fixed point map

Φ̄ : NG
n (ẼP) −→

⊕
j≥0
Nn− j(GrG,⊥

j
)

into the unreduced, non-equivariant bordism group as follows. We let (M, h :

M −→ ẼP) be an n-dimensional singular G-manifold. Since G acts smoothly,

MG is a disjoint union of smooth submanifolds of varying dimensions, com-

pare [26, VI Cor. 2.5]. Since ẼP has exactly two fixed points, and both are

isolated, h must map every path component of the fixed point manifold MG to

either 0 or∞. We denote by

MG
0 = MG ∩ h−1(0)

the union of those components of MG that lie over the point 0. We let M( j) be

the union of all (n − j)-dimensional components of MG
0

.

The Mostow-Palais embedding theorem [124, 130] provides a smooth G-

equivariant embedding i : M −→ V , for some G-representation V; we can

assume that V is in fact a subrepresentation of the complete universeUG. Then

for every fixed point x ∈ M( j),

(di)(Tx(M( j))) = ((di)(TxM))G ,

i.e., the tangent space inside M( j) ‘is’ the G-fixed part of the tangent space in

M. So we can define a continuous map

ν j : M( j) −→ (Gr j(V
⊥))G incl−−→ GrG,⊥

j

by sending a fixed point x ∈ M( j) to the orthogonal complement of (di)(Tx(M( j)))

inside (di)(TxM). By its very construction, the map ν j classifies the normal

bundle of the inclusion M( j) −→ M. The geometric fixed point map is then

given by

Φ̄[M, h] =
∑n

j=0
[M( j), ν j] .

Since the image of the map i∗ : NG
n (∗) −→ NG

n (ẼP) is concentrated over the

basepoint ∞, it is annihilated by the map Φ̄. So Φ̄ factors over the reduced

bordism group of ẼP as a homomorphism

Φgeom : ÑG
n (ẼP) −→

⊕
j≥0
Nn− j(Gr

G,⊥
j

) . (6.2.15)

The fact that the geometric fixed point map (6.2.15) is an isomorphism is

ubiquitous in calculations of equivariant bordism groups, and it goes back to

Conner and Floyd [39]. In the classical literature, the reduced equivariant bor-

dism groups of ẼP usually appear in a different guise, namely as the groups

NG
∗ [All,P] of bordism classes of smooth compact G-manifolds with bound-

ary, but where there are no fixed points on the boundary, compare Remark

6.2.17 below.
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Proposition 6.2.16. For every compact Lie group G and every n ≥ 0 the geo-

metric fixed point map (6.2.15) is an isomorphism.

Proof The proof is by explicit geometric constructions. We start with surjec-

tivity. We consider a non-equivariant closed smooth (n − j)-manifold N and a

continuous map f : N −→ Gr
G,⊥
j

. The space Gr
G,⊥
j

is the filtered colimit of

its closed subspaces (Gr j(V))G for V ∈ s(U⊥
G

). Since N is compact, the image

of f lands in (Gr j(V))G for some finite-dimensional G-representation V with

VG = 0. The space (Gr j(V))G is a smooth manifold, and by smooth approxi-

mation we can assume without loss of generality that f is a smooth map. We

define a closed smooth n-dimensional manifold by

M = {(n, x, v) ∈ N × S (R ⊕ V) | v ∈ f (n)} .

Another way to say this is that M is a double of the unit disc bundle of the

pullback of the tautological j-plane bundle along f : N −→ (Gr j(V))G. The

group G acts smoothly on M by g · (n, x, v) = (n, x, gv).

At this point it will be convenient to use a specific model for the space ẼP,

namely the unit sphere in R⊕U⊥
G

, compare Example 3.3.7. We can then define

a continuous G-map

h : M −→ ẼP = S (R ⊕U⊥G) by h(n, x, v) = (x, v) .

So the pair (M, h) represents a bordism class

[M, h] ∈ NG
n (ẼP) .

Since VG = 0, the G-fixed points of M are a disjoint union of two copies of N

embedded as N × (−1, 0) respectively N × (1, 0), and h maps one copy to each

of the two fixed points of ẼP. The normal bundle of the copy of N over the

non-base point is the bundle classified by the original map f , so we obtain

Φgeom[M, h] = [N, f ] .

This shows that every class in Nn− j(Gr
G,⊥
j

) is in the image of the geometric

fixed point map, and so the map (6.2.15) is surjective.

Now we consider a reduced equivariant bordism class JM, hK over ẼP in the

kernel of the fixed point map (6.2.15). Being in the kernel of Φgeom means that

for every 0 ≤ j ≤ n there is a non-equivariant null-bordism B j with ∂B j = M( j)

and a continuous map F j : B −→ Gr
G,⊥
j

whose restriction to M( j) classi-

fies the normal bundle of M( j) inside M. As in the first part of the proof we

can compress F j to a G-map B −→ (Gr j(V))G for some finite-dimensional

G-subrepresentation V of U⊥
G

and replace this factorization by a homotopic

smooth map F j : B −→ (Gr j(V))G. We use this data to ‘cut out’ the fixed

points MG
0

from M by replacing a tubular neighborhood by the sphere bundles
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of the maps F j; this produces a new singular G-manifold over ẼP, bordant to

(M, h), that has no more fixed points over 0.

The construction is done separately and disjointly over each of the compo-

nents M( j) of the fixed points MG
0

. To simplify the exposition we restrict to the

special case where the fixed points MG
0

are of constant dimension n − j (i.e.,

all other components M(i) for i , j are empty). Then we proceed as follows.

We let ν denote the normal bundle of M( j) inside M. The equivariant tubular

neighborhood theorem provides a smooth G-equivariant embedding

ψ : D(ν) −→ M

of the unit disc bundle of ν whose composite with the zero section s : M( j) −→
D(ν) is the inclusion, see for example [26, VI Thm. 2.2]. In particular, the im-

age of ψ is a closed G-invariant tubular neighborhood of M( j). By shrinking

the neighborhood, if necessary, we can make its image disjoint from all other

components of MG except M( j). The bundle arising by pulling back the tauto-

logical bundle along F : B −→ (Gr j(V))G has its own disc bundle with total

space

D(F) = {(b, v) ∈ B × V | v ∈ F(b), |v| ≤ 1} .

The sphere bundle S (F) is then a smooth compact G-manifold with boundary

∂(S (F)) = S (F |∂B) = S (ν) .

Now we form the G-manifold

M̄ = (M − ψ(D̊(ν)) ∪S (ν) S (F) ,

where the gluing uses the restriction ψ : S (ν) −→ M of the tubular neighbor-

hood to the sphere bundle. A smooth structure on M̄ is provided by choices of

G-equivariant collars of ψ(S (ν)) inside M − ψ(D̊(ν)) and of S (ν) inside S (F).

The boundary of the disc bundle of F decomposes as

∂(D(F)) = S (F) ∪S (F|∂B) D(F |∂B) = S (F) ∪S (ν) D(ν) .

By equivariant smoothing of corners the disc bundle D(F) can be given a

smooth structure such that the given G-action is smooth and that the embed-

dings of D(ν) and S (F) into D(F) are smooth. We define a bordism as the

G-space

W = (M × [0, 1]) ∪D(ν) D(F)

where the gluing is along (ψ, 1) : D(ν) −→ M × [0, 1]. The space W is a

topological (n+ 1)-manifold whose boundary is the union of two disjoint parts

that we now parametrize. An obvious embedding is given by

ψ : M −→ W , ψ(m) = [m, 0] .
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A second embedding

i : M̄ = (M − ψ(D̊(ν))) ∪S (ν) S (F) −→ W

identifies M − ψ(D̊(ν)) with M − ψ(D̊(ν)) × 1 and includes the sphere bundle

S (F) into the disc bundle D(F). The boundary ∂W is then the disjoint union of

the images of ψ and i.

The topological manifold W admits a smooth structure for which the given

G-action is smooth and such that the embeddings ψ and i are smooth; in the

non-equivariant version, this is explained in Construction 15.10.3 of [180]. To

ensure that the given G-action on W is smooth, we must insist that the collars

involved in the construction are G-equivariant collars, which is possible for

example by [39, Thm. 21.2].

Now we have to arrange the equivariant reference maps to ẼP. In fact, this

extra data goes along for the ride, as the only homotopical information it en-

codes is a decomposition of the G-fixed points into two disjoint subspaces, the

preimages of the two fixed points of ẼP. In more detail, we let W be a compact

smooth G-manifold, possibly with boundary. Then W admits the structure of a

finite G-CW-complex by Illman’s triangulation theorem [84, Thm. 7.1]. By the

proof of Proposition 3.3.8, the fixed point map

(−)G : mapG(W, ẼP) −→ map(WG, {0,∞})

is a weak equivalence and Serre fibration. A continuous map to the discrete

space {0,∞} is equivalent to a decomposition into two disjoint open subsets. So

altogether we conclude that for every disjoint union decomposition WG = A∪B

there is a G-map h : W −→ ẼP with h(A) = {0} and h(B) = {∞}, and any

two such maps are equivariantly homotopic. We use this property three times,

namely for the G-manifolds W, M and M̄.

The G-fixed points of W are a disjoint union of MG
∞ × [0, 1] and (M( j) ×

[0, 1]) ∪M( j)×1 B. So there is a G-map H : W −→ ẼP such that H(MG
∞ ×

[0, 1]) = {∞} and H((M( j) × [0, 1]) ∪M( j)×1 B) = {0}. The triple (W,H, ψ + i)

is then a bordism that witnesses the relation JM,HψK = JM̄,HiK in the group

ÑG
n (ẼP). The map Hi : M̄ −→ ẼP sends all of M̄G to the fixed point ∞, so

Hi is equivariantly homotopic to the constant map with value∞. By homotopy

invariance, the class JM̄,HiK thus vanishes in the reduced bordism group. On

the other hand, the G-map Hψ agrees with the original map h on the fixed

points MG. So Hψ is equivariantly homotopic to h, and homotopy invariance

yields

JM, hK = JM,HψK = JM̄,H|M̄K = 0

in the group ÑG
n (ẼP). This shows that the map Φgeom is injective. �
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Remark 6.2.17. In the classical literature, the reduced equivariant bordism

groups of ẼP usually appear in an isomorphic form, namely as the groups

NG
∗ [All,P] of bordism classes of smooth compact G-manifolds with bound-

ary, but where there are no fixed points on the boundary. A homomorphism

NG
∗ [All,P] −→ ÑG

n (ẼP) (6.2.18)

is defined as follows. We let M be a smooth compact G-manifold without G-

fixed points on the boundary. The double of M is the smooth closed G-manifold

DM = M ∪∂M M

obtained by gluing two copies of M along their boundary. A smooth struc-

ture in the neighborhood of the gluing locus is provided by a choice of G-

equivariant collar (see [39, Thm. 21.2]). By Illman’s theorem [84, Cor. 7.2],

DM admits the structure of a finite G-CW-complex. Since the original mani-

fold M had no G-fixed points on the boundary, (DM)G is the disjoint union of

two copies of MG, one from each of the two copies of M in the double. There is

thus a continuous G-map h : DM −→ ẼP, unique up to equivariant homotopy,

that takes the ‘left’ copy of MG to the fixed point 0 and the ‘right’ copy of MG

to the fixed point∞. The pair (DM, h) is then a singular G-manifold over ẼP,

and it represents a bordism class

[DM, h] ∈ NG
n (ẼP) .

The fact that the map (6.2.18) is an isomorphism is Satz 3 in [176].

For finite groups, Stong shows in [164, Cor. 5.1] that the geometric fixed

point map

NG
∗ [All,P] −→

⊕
j≥0
Nn− j(GrG,⊥

j
)

is an isomorphism. Combined with tom Dieck’s isomorphism (6.2.18) this

gives a different proof of Proposition 6.2.16 in the special case of finite groups.

I was unable to find a convenient reference for Proposition 6.2.16 in the gen-

erality of compact Lie groups, which is the main reason for including a proof.

Example 6.2.19 (Bordism of manifolds with involution). We look at the ge-

ometric isotropy separation sequence in the simplest non-trivial case of the

two-element group G = C2 = C, the case originally considered by Conner and

Floyd [39, Thm. 28.1]. In this case P consists only of the trivial subgroup, and

so NC
∗ (EP) = NC

∗ (EC) is the bordism ring of manifolds with free C-action. If

C acts freely and smoothly on M, then we can form the smooth manifold

[−1, 1] ×C M = ([−1, 1] × M)/(x,m) ∼ (−x, τm)

with C-action by τ · [x,m] = [−x, τm]; the boundary of this manifold is equiv-

ariantly diffeomorphic to the original manifold M. So every C-manifold with
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free action is null-bordant, and thus the forgetful mapNC
∗ (EP) −→ NC

∗ is zero.

The long exact mapping cone sequence of the C-map EC −→ ∗ (see Proposi-

tion 6.2.7) thus decomposes into short exact sequences. For every compact Lie

group G, the map

NG
n (EG) −→ Nn(BG) , [M, h] 7−→ [G\M,G\h]

is an isomorphism from the bordism group of G-manifolds with free action to

the non-equivariant bordism group of the classifying space BG = G\EG. So in

the case at hand,NC
∗ (EP) = NC

∗ (EC) is isomorphic to N∗(RP∞).

We use Proposition 6.2.16 to replace the group ÑC
∗ (ẼC) by the direct sum of

non-equivariant bordism groups. Since there is only one non-trivial irreducible

C-representation, the 1-dimensional sign representation, every linear subspace

ofU⊥
C

is C-invariant. Hence Gr
C,⊥
j

is just a Grassmannian of j-planes in an in-

finite dimensional R-vector space, hence a classifying space of the orthogonal

group O( j). Altogether, this yields a short exact sequence

0 −→ NC
∗

Φgeom−−−−−→
⊕

j≥0
N∗− j(Gr j(R

∞))
J−−→ N∗−1(RP∞) −→ 0 .

The map J is defined as follows. Given an (n − j)-dimensional singular mani-

fold (F, η : F −→ Gr j(R
∞)), we factor the continuous map η through a finite-

dimensional Grassmannian F −→ Gr j(R
m), choose a homotopic smooth ap-

proximation η′ : F −→ Gr j(R
m) and let P(η′) denote the projectivized bundle

of the pullback of the tautological j-plane bundle along η′. The total space of

P(η′) is then a smooth closed (n − 1)-manifold equipped with a map to RP∞

that classifies the tautological line bundle over P(η′); this data represents the

class J[F, η].

One can deduce from the above short exact sequence that NC
∗ is free as a

module over the non-equivariant bordism ring N∗. This is in fact true much

more generally: Stong shows in [164, Prop. 9.4] that NG
∗ (X) is free as an N∗-

module for every finite group G and every G-space X. The paper [2] by Alexan-

der exhibits an explicit N∗-basis of NC
∗ . Some basic C-bordism classes are

represented by the projective spaces RPn equipped with the involution

τ · [x0 : x1 : . . . : xn] = [−x0 : x1 : . . . : xn] .

We denote by yn = [RPn, τ] the bordism class of this C-manifold in NC
n . An

N∗-linear map

Γ : NC
∗ −→ NC

∗+1

of degree 1 is given by sending the class of a manifold M with involution

τ : M −→ M to the manifold

S (C) ×C M = (S (C) × M)/(z,m) ∼ (−z, τm) .
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So S (C) ×C M is diffeomorphic to the mapping torus of the involution τ. The

involution on this manifold is by

τ : S (C) ×C M −→ S (C) ×C M , τ · [z,m] = [z̄, τm] .

In our present notation, the operator can also be expressed as

Γ = res
O(2)
C
◦ ind

O(2)

O(1)×O(1)
◦p∗ ,

where we embed C into O(2) as a reflection, and where p : O(1) ×O(1) −→ C

is the epimorphism with kernel e × O(1).

Alexander shows in [2, Thm. 1.1] that the multiplicative unit 1 together with

the classes

Γn(yi1 · . . . · yir )

for all n ≥ 0, r ≥ 1 and i j ≥ 2 form a basis ofNC
∗ as a module overN∗. Besides

the trivial group and C, the equivariant bordism groups have been calculated

for various finite abelian groups, see [7, 8, 9, 54].

Now we work our way towards the equivariant Thom-Pontryagin construc-

tion that assigns to every equivariant bordism class over a G-space X an equiv-

ariant homology class in mOG
∗ (X+). We break the construction up into two

steps, and we first discuss the normal class, a basic invariant associated to a

closed smooth G-manifold.

Construction 6.2.20 (Normal class of a G-manifold). In Example 6.1.1 we

defined the ultra-commutative ring spectrum MGr that consists of the Thom

spaces of the tautological vector bundles over Grassmannians. To every smooth

closed G-manifold M we associate a normal class

〈M〉 ∈ MGrG
0 (M+) .

This class records the equivariant homotopical information in the stable normal

bundle of M, and it is the geometric input for the Thom-Pontryagin map to

equivariant mO-homology. If M has dimension m, then the class lives in the

homogeneous summand MGr[−m] of MGr.

The construction starts from the Mostow-Palais embedding theorem [124,

130] that provides a smooth G-equivariant embedding i : M −→ V , for some

G-representation V . We can assume without loss of generality that V is a sub-

representation of the chosen complete G-universeUG. We use the inner prod-

uct on V to define the normal bundle ν of the embedding at x ∈ M by

νx = V − (di)(TxM) ,

the orthogonal complement of the image of the tangent space TxM in V . By
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multiplying with a suitably large scalar, if necessary, we can assume that the

embedding is wide in the sense that the exponential map

D(ν) −→ V , (x, v) 7−→ i(x) + v

is injective on the unit disc bundle of the normal bundle, and hence a closed

G-equivariant embedding. The image of this map is a tubular neighborhood

of radius 1 around i(M), and it determines a G-equivariant Thom-Pontryagin

collapse map

cM : S V −→ Th(Gr(V)) ∧ M+ = MGr(V) ∧ M+

as follows: every point outside of the tubular neighborhood is sent to the base-

point, and a point i(x) + v, for (x, v) ∈ D(ν), is sent to

cM(i(x) + v) =

(
v

1 − |v| , νx

)
∧ x .

The normal class 〈M〉 is the homotopy class of the collapse map cM .

Proposition 6.2.21. The normal class of a smooth closed G-manifold is inde-

pendent of the choice of wide embedding into a G-representation.

Proof If we enlarge the embedding i : M −→ V by postcomposition with

a direct summand embedding (0,−) : V −→ U ⊕ V , then the collapse map

associated to the composite embedding (0,−) ◦ i is equivariantly homotopic to

the composite

S U⊕V S U∧cM−−−−−→ S U ∧MGr(V) ∧ M+
σU,V−−−→ MGr(U ⊕ V) ∧ M+ .

So the resulting class in MGrG
0 (M+) does not change. Two classes based on

two different wide embeddings i : M −→ V and j : M −→ W can be compared

by passing to V ⊕W; in this larger representation, the map

M × [0, 1] −→ V ⊕W , (m, t) 7−→ (t · i(m), (1 − t) · j(m))

is a smooth isotopy through wide embeddings. This isotopy induces a homo-

topy between the two collapse maps and shows that altogether the normal class

〈M〉 is independent of the wide embedding. �

Part (ii) of the following proposition refers to an external multiplication mor-

phism

µA,B : (MGr ∧ A+) ∧ (MGr ∧ B+) � (MGr ∧MGr) ∧ (A × B)+

µ∧(A×B)+−−−−−−−→ MGr ∧ (A × B)+ ,
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where A and B are two G-spaces and µ : MGr∧MGr −→MGr is the multipli-

cation morphism. In part (iv) we consider the k-th power Mk of a G-manifold

M as a (Σk ≀G)-manifold via the action

(σ; g1, . . . , gk) · (x1, . . . , xk) = (gσ−1(1)xσ−1(1), . . . , gσ−1(k)xσ−1(k)) .

The morphism j = jR
MGr

: MGr −→ sh MGr that shows up in part (v) was

defined in (6.1.5).

Proposition 6.2.22. Let G be a compact Lie group, and let M and N be smooth

closed G-manifolds.

(i) Let i1 : M −→ M ∪ N and i2 : N −→ M ∪ N denote the inclusions into a

disjoint union. Then the relation

〈M ∪ N〉 = i1∗〈M〉 + i2∗〈N〉

holds in the group MGrG
0 ((M ∪ N)+).

(ii) The relation

〈M × N〉 = (µM,N)∗(〈M〉 × 〈N〉)

holds in the group MGrG
0 ((M × N)+).

(iii) For every continuous homomorphism α : K −→ G of compact Lie groups

and every smooth closed G-manifold M the relation

〈α∗M〉 = α∗〈M〉

holds in MGrK
0 (α∗(M)+).

(iv) For every k ≥ 0, the relation

〈Mk〉 = Pk〈M〉

holds in the group MGr
Σk≀G
0

(Mk).

(v) Let B be a compact smooth G-manifold with boundary ∂B. Then the class

〈∂B〉 is in the kernel of the homomorphism

( j ∧ ι+)∗ : MGrG
0 (∂B+) −→ (sh MGr)G

0 (B+) ,

where ι : ∂B −→ B is the inclusion.

Proof (i) We let p1 : (M ∪ N)+ −→ M+ and p2 : (M ∪ N)+ −→ N+ denote

the two projections. We choose any wide smooth equivariant embedding i :

M ∪ N −→ V and observe that the composite

S V cM∪N−−−−→ MGr(V) ∧ (M ∪ N)+
MGr(V)∧p1

−−−−−−−−−→ MGr(V) ∧ M
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is on the nose the collapse map for M based on the restriction of the embedding

i to M. We then obtain

p1
∗〈M ∪ N〉 = 〈M〉 = p1

∗(i
1
∗〈M〉 + i2∗〈N〉) ;

the second relation uses that p1 ◦ i1 is the identity, p2 ◦ i1 is the trivial map and

p1
∗ is additive. The analogous argument shows that p2

∗〈M ∪ N〉 = p2
∗(i

1
∗〈M〉 +

i2∗〈N〉). Since equivariant homotopy groups are additive on wedges, the map

(p1
∗, p2

∗) : MGrG
0 ((M ∪ N)+) −→ MGrG

0 (M+) ×MGrG
0 (N+)

is bijective, and this proves the claim.

(ii) We choose wide smooth equivariant embeddings

i : M −→ V and j : N −→ W

into G-representations. The product map

i × j : M × N −→ V ⊕W

is then another wide smooth equivariant embedding that we use for the Thom-

Pontryagin construction of M × N. The normal bundle of i × j is the exterior

direct sum of the normal bundles of i and j. The unit disc D(V ⊕ W) of the

direct sum is contained in the product D(V) × D(W) of the unit discs, so the

exponential tubular neighborhood for i × j is contained in the product of the

exponential tubular neighborhoods for i and j. The collapse map

S V⊕W cM×N−−−−−→ MGr(V ⊕W) ∧ (M × N)+

is equivariantly homotopic to the composite

S V ∧ S W cM∧cN−−−−−→ (MGr(V) ∧ M+) ∧ (MGr(W) ∧ N+)

µV,W
M,N−−−−→ MGr(V ⊕W) ∧ (M × N)+ .

This shows the desired relation. Part (iii) is straightforward from the defini-

tions.

(iv) We choose a wide smooth equivariant embedding i : M −→ V into a

G-representation. Then

ik : Mk −→ Vk

is a (Σk ≀ G)-equivariant wide smooth embedding that we use to calculate the

class 〈Mk〉. The collapse map

cMk : S Vk −→ Th(Gr(Vk)) ∧ Mk
+
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based on ik is (Σk ≀G)-equivariantly homotopic to the composite

S Vk (cM )∧k

−−−−→ (MGr(V) ∧ M+)∧k

shuffle−−−−→ MGr(V)∧k ∧ Mk
+

µMGr
V,...,V∧Mk

+−−−−−−−→ MGr(Vk) ∧ Mk
+ .

This latter composite represents the power operation Pk〈M〉, so altogether this

shows the desired relation.

(v) We let C( j ∧ B+) denote the mapping cone of the morphism j ∧ B+ :

MGr ∧ B+ −→ sh MGr ∧ B+. We define a relative normal class

〈B〉rel ∈ πG
1 (C( j ∧ B+))

such that the relation

∂(〈B〉rel) = (MGr ∧ ι+)∗〈∂B〉 (6.2.23)

holds in the group πG
0

(MGr ∧ B+), where ∂ is the connecting homomorphism

(3.1.34) in the long exact homotopy group sequence of the mapping cone. Be-

cause two consecutive maps in the long exact homotopy group sequence com-

pose to zero, we can then conclude that

( j ∧ ι+)∗〈∂B〉 = ( j ∧ B+)∗(∂(〈B〉rel)) = 0 .

It remains to construct the class 〈B〉rel and establish the relation (6.2.23). We

choose an equivariant collar, i.e., a smooth G-equivariant embedding

c : ∂B × [0, 1) −→ B

such that c(−, 0) : ∂B −→ B is the inclusion and the image of c is an open

neighborhood of the boundary inside B. Then we choose a smooth function

κ : [0, 1] −→ [0, 1]

that is the identity on [0, 1/3], identically 1 on [2/3, 1] and whose restriction

to [0, 2/3) is injective. We define the smooth function

ψ : [0, 1) −→ [0, 1) by ψ(t) =
κ(t) − 1

t − 1
;

then ψ(t) = 1 for t ∈ [0, 1/3] and κ(t) = 0 for t ∈ [2/3, 1).

The Mostow-Palais embedding theorem provides a wide smooth G-equivariant

embedding j : B −→ V , for some G-representation V . Then the smooth G-map

i : B −→ V ⊕ R

defined by

i(b) =


(ψ(t) · j(x) + (1 − ψ(t)) · j(b), κ(t)) for b = c(x, t) with (x, t) ∈ ∂B × [0, 1),

( j(b), 1) for b < c(B × [0, 1)),
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is a new wide smooth equivariant embedding which satisfies

i(∂B) ⊂ V × {0}

and which is ‘orthogonal to V near the boundary’, i.e., the set U = c(∂B ×
[0, 1/3)) is an open neighborhood of ∂B in B, and

i(U) = i(∂B) × [0, 1) .

Since the embedding i is wide, the exponential map

D(ν) −→ V ⊕ R , (x, v, t) 7−→ i(x) + (v, t)

is injective on the unit disc bundle of the normal bundle ν of j, and hence a

closed G-equivariant embedding. We define a continuous map

κ : D(ν) −→ C ( j(V) : MGr(V) −→MGr(V ⊕ R)) ∧ B+

to the reduced mapping cone of the embedding j(V) of MGr(V) ∧ B+ into

MGr(V ⊕ R) ∧ B+ as follows. We consider (b, v, t) ∈ D(ν) where b ∈ B and

(v, t) ∈ V ⊕ R is normal to i(B) at i(b). If b ∈ U, then the normal vector must

lie in V ⊕ 0, i.e., t = 0. The map κ then takes (b, v, 0) to
[(

v

1 − |v| , νb

)
, i2(b)

]
∧ b

in the cone of MGr(V) ∧ B+, where i2(b) ∈ [0, 1) is the second component of

i(b). For b < U, the map κ sends (b, v, t) to
(

(v,t)
1−|v,t| , νb

)
∧ b in MGr(V ⊕R)∧ B+.

The total space of the disc bundle D(ν) is a topological manifold with bound-

ary, and its boundary is the union of the sphere bundle S (ν) and the subspace

D(ν)|∂B, the part sitting over the boundary of B. The map κ sends the subspace

D(ν)|∂B to the cone point in the mapping cone, and it sends the sphere bundle

S (ν) to the basepoint. So κ sends the entire boundary of D(ν) to the basepoint

of the reduced mapping cone. So we can extend κ continuously to S V⊕R by

sending the complement of D(ν) to the basepoint. The result is a continuous

based G-map

c̃B : S V⊕R −→ C
(
j(V) ∧ B+ : MGr(V) ∧ B+ −→ (sh MGr)(V) ∧ B+

)
.

The map c̃B represents the relative normal class 〈B〉rel in πG
1

(C( j ∧ B+)).

It remains to establish the relation (6.2.23). The composite

S V⊕R c̃B−→ C( j(V) ∧ B+)
p
−−→ MGr(V) ∧ B+ ∧ S 1

is equivariantly homotopic to the map ((MGr(V) ∧ ι+) ◦ c∂B) ∧ S 1, where

c∂B : S V −→ MGr(V) ∧ (∂B)+
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is the collapse map for ∂B based on the restriction of i to an embedding ∂B −→
V . Thus

p∗(〈B〉rel) = ι∗〈∂B〉 ∧ S 1

in the group πG
1

(MGr ∧ B+ ∧ S 1). The relation (6.2.23) thus follows from the

definition of the connecting homomorphism (3.1.34) as the composite of p∗
and the inverse suspension isomorphism. �

The inverse Thom class

τH,W ∈ MGrH
0 (S W)

of an H-representation W was defined in (6.1.2). The next theorem shows how

the normal class of an induced equivariant manifold G ×H M is determined

by the normal class of the H-manifold M and the inverse Thom class of the

tangent H-representation L = TeH(G/H). The Wirthmüller isomorphism

WirthG
H : MGrG

0 ((G ×H M)+)
�−−→ MGrH

0 (M+ ∧ S L)

was established in Theorem 3.2.15.

Theorem 6.2.24. Let H be a closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G and

M a closed smooth H-manifold. Then the relation

WirthG
H〈G ×H M〉 = 〈M〉 ∧ τH,L

holds in the group MGrH
0 (M+ ∧ S L), where L = TeH(G/H) is the tangent H-

representation.

Proof The Wirthmüller map is the composite

MGrG
0 ((G ×H M)+)

resG
H−−−→ MGrH

0 ((G ×H M)+)
(MGr∧lM)∗−−−−−−−−→ MGrH

0 (M+ ∧ S L) .

Here lG
H

: G −→ S L ∧ H+ is the H2-equivariant collapse maps for the embed-

ding of H into G, and lM : (G ×H M)+ −→ M+ ∧ S L is the composite

(G ×H M)+
lG
H
∧H M

−−−−−→ S L ∧ M+ � M+ ∧ S L ,

compare Construction 3.2.1. So the claim is equivalent to the relation

(lGH ∧H M)∗(resG
H〈G ×H M〉) = τH,L ∧ 〈M〉

in the group MGrH
0 (S L ∧ M+).

We choose a G-equivariant wide smooth embedding i : G/H −→ V into

a G-representation; we also choose an H-equivariant wide smooth embedding

j : M −→ W into an H-representation underlying some other G-representation.

Then the map

ψ : G ×H M −→ V ⊕W , [g,m] 7−→ (i(gH), g · j(m))
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is a G-equivariant wide smooth embedding. We base the collapse map for the

G-manifold G ×H M on the embedding ψ.

The differential at the coset H of the embedding i is a linear embedding

L = TeH(G/H)
di−−→ V ;

we define a scalar product on L so that this embedding becomes isometric.

Now we choose a slice as in the construction of the map lG
H

, i.e., a smooth

embedding

s : D(L) −→ G

of the unit disc of L with s(0) = 1, such that s(h · l) = h · s(l) · h−1 for all

(h, l) ∈ H × D(L), and such that the differential at 0 of the composite

D(L)
s−−→ G

proj
−−−→ G/H

is the identity of L. After scaling the slice, if necessary, the map

s̄ : D(L) × H −→ G , (l, h) 7−→ s(l) · h

is a smooth embedding whose image is an H2-equivariant tubular neighbor-

hood of H inside G. Here the group H2 acts on the source by

(h1, h2) · (l, h) = (h1l, h1hh−1
2 ) .

The map lG
H

: G −→ S L ∧ H+ is then the collapse map for this tubular neigh-

borhood.

The following H-equivariant composite is thus a representative for the class

(lG
H
∧H M)∗(resG

H
〈G ×H M〉)

S V⊕W
cG×H M

−−−−−−→ MGr(V⊕W)∧(G×H M+)
Id∧(lG

H
∧H M)

−−−−−−−−−→ MGr(V⊕W)∧S L∧M+ .

The map lG
H

takes the complement of the tubular neighborhood s̄(D(L) × H) to

the basepoint. So the map

lGH ∧H M+ : (G ×H M)+ −→ S L ∧ M+

takes the complement of the subset s̄(D(L) × H) ×H M to the basepoint. The

composite

D(L) × M
s̄−−→ G

ψ
−−→ V ⊕W

is given by the formula

(l,m) 7−→ (i(s(l) · H), s(l) · j(m)) .

We define a homotopy of smooth wide H-equivariant embeddings

[0, 1] × D(L) × M −→ V ⊕W by (t, l,m) 7−→ (i(s(l) · H), s(tl) · j(m)) .
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For every time t ∈ [0, 1], the corresponding embedding has an associated col-

lapse map

S V⊕W −→ MGr(V ⊕W) ∧ S L ∧ M+ .

So the homotopy induces a homotopy of based H-equivariant maps between

the above representative for (lG
H
∧H M)∗(resG

H
〈G ×H M〉) and the collapse map

for the product embedding

D(L) × M −→ V ⊕W by (l,m) 7−→ (i(s(l) · H), j(m)) . �

Example 6.2.25. We identify the normal classes of some equivariant mani-

folds in terms of classes that were previously defined. In the case where M = ∗
is a single point, Theorem 6.2.24 specializes to the relation

WirthG
H〈G/H〉 = τH,L

in the group MGrH
0 (S L), where L = TeH(G/H) is the tangent H-representation.

In other words, the normal class of the homogeneous G-manifold G/H is the

inverse, under the Wirthmüller isomorphism, of the inverse Thom class.

We let V be a representation of a compact Lie group G. Then the unit sphere

S (R ⊕ V) in R ⊕ V is a smooth closed G-manifold. We recall that

ΠV : S (R ⊕ V) −→ S V , (x, v) 7−→ v

1 − x

is the G-equivariant stereographic projection. We claim that

〈S (R ⊕ V)〉 = (MGr ∧ Π−1
V )∗(τG,V ) . (6.2.26)

Since both sides of equation (6.2.26) commute with restriction along contin-

uous homomorphisms, it suffices to show the relation for the tautological m-

dimensional O(m)-representation νm. The composite

O(m + 1)/O(m)
ψ
−−→ S (R ⊕ νm)

Πνm−−−→ S νm

is O(m)-equivariantly homotopic to the map l
O(m+1)

O(m)
: O(m + 1)/O(m) −→

S νm that appears in the Wirthmüller isomorphism, where ψ(A · O(m)) = A ·
(0, . . . , 0, 1). So we can argue:

(MGr ∧ Πνm
)∗〈S (R ⊕ νm)〉
= (MGr ∧ Πνm

)∗((MGr ∧ ψ∗)〈res
O(m+1)

O(m)
O(m + 1)/O(m)〉)

= (MGr ∧ l
O(m+1)
O(m)

)∗(res
O(m+1)
O(m)

〈O(m + 1)/O(m)〉)

= Wirth
O(m+1)

O(m)
〈O(m + 1)/O(m)〉 = τO(m),νm

.

Inverting (MGr ∧ Πνm
)∗ gives the desired relation (6.2.26) in the universal

example.
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Construction 6.2.27 (Equivariant Thom-Pontryagin construction). The equiv-

ariant Thom-Pontryagin construction defines a natural transformation of G-

homology theories

ΘG = ΘG(X) : ÑG
∗ (X) −→ mOG

∗ (X) ,

as we now recall. We let (M, h) be an m-dimensional singular G-manifold over

a based G-space X. The way we have set things up, all the geometry is already

encoded in the normal class 〈M〉 ∈MGrG
0 (M+); the rest is a formal procedure:

we push the normal class forward along the morphism b : MGr −→ mOP

defined in (6.1.31), and use the periodicity of mOP to move into the homoge-

neous summand mO of degree 0. While the normal class is not yet a bordism

invariant, pushing it forward to mOP makes it one, see Proposition 6.2.28 be-

low. The periodicity class t ∈ πe
−1

(mOP[−1]) was defined in (6.1.29), and we let

σ ∈ πe
1
(mOP[1]) be its inverse. We define

ΘG[M, h] = (b ∧ h)∗〈M〉 · p∗G(σm) ∈ mOG
m(X) ,

i.e., we take the image of the normal class of M under the homomorphism

(b ∧ h)∗ : MGrG
0 (M+) −→ mOPG

0 (X)

and multiply by the unit p∗
G

(σm) in πG
m(mOP[m]). Since M has dimension m, the

normal class lies in the homogeneous summand MGr[−m], whereas σm lies in

the summand mOP[m]; so the product indeed lies in the homogeneous degree 0

summand mO = mOP[0].

Proposition 6.2.28. The class ΘG[M, h] in mOG
m(X) only depends on the bor-

dism class of the singular G-manifold (M, h).

Proof The morphisms jMGr = jR
MGr

: MGr −→ sh MGr and jmOP = jR
mOP

:

mOP −→ sh mOP were defined in (6.1.5) respectively (6.1.28). The square

MGr
jMGr //

b

��

sh MGr

sh b

��
mOP

jmOP

≃ // sh mOP

commutes and the lower horizontal morphism is a homotopy equivalence of

orthogonal spectra by Proposition 6.1.30 (i). Now we consider a smooth com-

pact G-manifold B with boundary ∂B. Proposition 6.2.22 (v) shows that

( jmOP ∧ B+)∗((b ∧ ι+)∗〈∂B〉) = (sh b ∧ B+)∗(( jMGr ∧ ι+)∗〈∂B〉) = 0 ,

where ι : ∂B −→ B is the inclusion. Since jmOP is a homotopy equivalence, this

implies (b ∧ ι+)∗〈∂B〉 = 0. We let (M, h : M −→ X) be a singular G-manifold
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that is null-bordant. We choose a null-bordism (B,H : B −→ X, ψ : M � ∂B),

so that H ◦ ι ◦ ψ = h. Then

(b ∧ h)∗〈M〉 = (b ∧ (H ◦ ι ◦ ψ))∗〈M〉 = (mOP ∧ H)∗((b ∧ ι+)∗〈∂B〉) = 0 .

Multiplying by p∗
G

(σm) gives that ΘG[M, h] = 0. Since the normal class is

additive on disjoint unions (Proposition 6.2.22 (i)), naturality then implies that

ΘG[M, h] only depends on the bordism class of (M, h). �

Example 6.2.29. We let G be a compact Lie group and V a G-representation

of dimension m. We claim that then

ΘG(dG,V ) = τ̄G,V (6.2.30)

in the group mOG
m(S V ). In other words, the Thom-Pontryagin construction

matches the distinguished geometric bordism class dG,V in ÑG
m (S V) with the

shifted inverse Thom class in the Thom spectrum mO.

Indeed, the class dG,V is represented by the singular G-manifold (S (R ⊕
V),ΠV), where ΠV : S (R ⊕ V) −→ S V is the stereographic projection. So

ΘG(dG,V) = (b ∧ ΠV )∗〈S (R ⊕ V)〉 · p∗G(σm)

(6.2.26) = (b ∧ ΠV )∗((MGr ∧Π−1
V )∗(τG,V )) · p∗G(σm)

= (b ∧ S V )∗(τG,V ) · p∗G(σm) = τ̄G,V .

The next theorem says, roughly speaking, that the Thom-Pontryagin con-

struction is compatible ‘with all global structure’. There is one caveat, though,

namely in how the geometric induction in equivariant bordism compares with

the homotopy theoretic transfer. Indeed, the geometric induction increases the

dimension by the dimension of G/H, whereas the Wirthmüller isomorphism

increases the dimension in a twisted way, namely by the sphere of the tangent

representation L = TeH(G/H) of H in G. Multiplication by the inverse Thom

class is needed to compensate this ‘twist’ on the homotopy theory side. In the

special case where H has finite index in G, then the tangent representation is

zero, so in this special case τ̄H,L = 1 and part (v) of the following theorem

specializes to the simpler relation

ΘG(G ×H y) = G ⋉H Θ
H(y) .

Theorem 6.2.31. (i) The Thom-Pontryagin map ΘG is additive.

(ii) The Thom-Pontryagin map is multiplicative, i.e., for all classes x ∈ ÑG
m (X)

and y ∈ ÑG
n (Y), the relation

ΘG(x ∧ y) = ΘG(x) ∧ ΘG(y)

holds in mOG
m+n(X ∧ Y).
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(iii) The Thom-Pontryagin map is compatible with the boundary maps in the

mapping cone sequences in equivariant bordism and equivariant mO-

homology, i.e., ΘG is a transformation of equivariant homology theories.

(iv) For every continuous homomorphism α : K −→ G of compact Lie

groups, every based G-space X and all x ∈ ÑG
m (X) the relation

ΘK(α∗(x)) = α∗(ΘG(x))

holds in mOK
m(α∗(X)).

(v) If H is a closed subgroup of G, then for every H-space Y and all y ∈
NG

m (Y), the relation

ΘG(G ×H y) = G ⋉H (ΘH(y) ∧ τ̄H,L)

holds in mOG
m+d

((G ×H Y)+), where L = TeH(G/H) is the tangent H-

representation and d = dim(G/H).

Proof (i) The two functors

X 7−→ ÑG
n (X) and X 7−→ mOG

n (X)

from the category of based G-spaces to the category of abelian groups are

reduced and additive. Proposition 2.2.12 thus shows that the Thom-Pontryagin

map is additive.

Part (ii) is a formal consequence of the multiplicativity of the normal classes.

We consider singular G-manifolds (M, h : M −→ X) and (N, g : N −→ Y). The

class JM, hK∧JN, gK is then represented by the singular G-manifold (M×N, q◦
(h × g)), where q : X × Y −→ X ∧ Y is the quotient map. Then

(b ∧ (q ◦ (h × g)))∗〈M × N〉 = (b ∧ (q ◦ (h × g)))∗((µM,N)∗(〈M〉 × 〈N〉))
= (µM,N)∗((b ∧ h)∗〈M〉 × (b ∧ g)∗〈N〉)
= (b ∧ h)∗〈M〉 ∧ (b ∧ g)∗〈N〉

in the group mOPG
0 (X ∧ Y). The first equation is Proposition 6.2.22 (ii); the

second equation exploits that b : MGr −→ mOP is a homomorphism of E∞-

orthogonal ring spectra. Now we multiply with the class p∗
G

(σm+n) and obtain

the desired relation

ΘGJM × N, q ◦ (h × g)K = (b ∧ (q ◦ (h × g)))∗〈M × N〉 · p∗G(σm+n)

= ((b ∧ h)∗〈M〉 ∧ (b ∧ g)∗〈N〉) · p∗G(σm+n)

= ((b ∧ h)∗〈M〉 · p∗G(σm)) ∧ ((b ∧ g)∗〈N〉 · p∗G(σn))

= ΘGJM, hK ∧ ΘGJN, gK .

(iii) We let f : X −→ Y be a continuous G-map. Compatibility of the
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Thom-Pontryagin construction with the boundary homomorphism amounts to

the commutativity of the following square:

ÑG
m+1

(C f )
p∗ //

ΘG

��

ÑG
m+1

(X+ ∧ S 1)
(−∧dG,R)−1

�

//

ΘG

��

NG
m (X)

ΘG

��
mOG

m+1(C f )
p∗

// mOG
m+1(X+ ∧ S 1)

(−∧τ̄G,R)−1

� // mOG
m(X+)

Here p : C f −→ X+∧S 1 is the projection defined in (3.1.32). Indeed, the upper

composite agrees with the boundary map in equivariant bordism by Proposition

6.2.11; the lower composite is the homotopy theoretic boundary map by the

definition in Construction 3.1.31 and the fact that the suspension isomorphism

in G-equivariant mO-homology is exterior multiplication with the class τ̄G,R ∈
mOG

1 (S 1).

The Thom-Pontryagin construction is natural for continuous G-maps, so it

remains to show the commutativity of the right square above. However, multi-

plicativity and (6.2.30) give

ΘG(x ∧ dG,R) = ΘG(x) ∧ ΘG(dG,R) = ΘG(x) ∧ τ̄G,R

for all x ∈ ÑG
m (X).

Part (iv) is straightforward from the definitions.

(v) This is a formal consequence of the formula for the normal class of

an induced manifold in Theorem 6.2.24. We consider a singular H-manifold

(M, h : M −→ Y). The class G ×H [M, h] is then represented by the singular

G-manifold (G ×H M,G ×H h). Then

WirthG
H((b ∧ (G ⋉H h))∗〈G ×H M〉) = (b ∧ h ∧ S L)∗(WirthG

H〈G ×H M〉)
= (b ∧ h ∧ S L)∗(〈M〉 ∧ τH,L)

= (b ∧ h)∗〈M〉 ∧ (b ∧ S L)∗(τH,L)

= (b ∧ h)∗〈M〉 ∧ τH,L .

Now we multiply with the class p∗
G

(σm+n) and obtain

WirthG
H(ΘG(G ×H y)) = WirthG

H

(
(b ∧ (G ⋉H h))∗〈G ×H M〉 · p∗G(σm+d)

)

= WirthG
H((b ∧ (G ⋉H h))∗〈G ×H M〉) · p∗H(σm+d)

= ((b ∧ h)∗〈M〉 ∧ τH,L) · p∗H(σm+d)

= ((b ∧ h)∗〈M〉 · p∗H(σm)) ∧ (τH,L · p∗H(σd))

= ΘH(y) ∧ τ̄H,L .

By Theorem 3.2.15 the Wirthmüller isomorphism is inverse to the composite

of εL : mOH
m+d(Y+ ∧ S L) −→ mOH

m+d(Y+ ∧ S L) (the effect of − IdL on S L)
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and the exterior transfer. Proposition 6.1.4 (i) implies that the inverse Thom

class τH,L is fixed by the involution εL. So this last relation is equivalent to the

desired relation ΘG(G ×H y) = G ⋉H (ΘH(y) ∧ τ̄H,L). �

As before we let EP be a universal G-space for the family of proper closed

subgroups of G, and ẼP denotes its unreduced suspension. Then (ẼP)G = S 0,

consisting of the two cone points, and (ẼP)H is contractible for every proper

subgroup of G.

Proposition 6.2.32. The Thom-Pontryagin map

ΘG : ÑG
∗ (ẼP) −→ mOG

∗ (ẼP)

is an isomorphism for every compact Lie group G.

Proof We claim that the following diagram commutes:

ÑG
n (ẼP)

ΘG

��

Φgeom

�

//
⊕

j≥0
Nn− j(GrG,⊥

j
)

⊕
Θe

��
mOG

n (ẼP)
Φ

� // ΦG
n (mO)

�

(6.1.50)
//
⊕

j≥0
mOn− j((GrG,⊥

j
)+)

Here Gr
G,⊥
j
= (Gr j(U⊥G))G, and the geometric fixed point homomorphism

Φgeom was defined in (6.2.15). To see this we let (M, h) be an n-dimensional

singular G-manifold over ẼP. We choose a smooth G-equivariant wide em-

bedding i : M −→ V into a G-representation and let

cM : S V −→ Th(Gr|V |−n(V)) ∧ ẼP+

be the associated collapse map. As before we let M( j) denote the (n − j)-

dimensional component of the fixed point manifold MG
0

over the point 0, and

ν j : M( j) −→ (Gr j(V
⊥))G

the classifying map for the normal bundle of M( j) inside M, sending a fixed

point x ∈ M( j) to the orthogonal complement of (di)(Tx(M( j))) inside (di)(TxM).

The trick is now to base the Thom-Pontryagin construction for M( j) on the

non-equivariant embedding

M( j) incl−−→ MG
0

iG−−−→ VG

into the G-fixed points of V . As explained in Example 6.1.46, the G-fixed

points of the Thom space that occurs in the target of cM decompose as a wedge.

The composite

S VG (cM )G

−−−−→ (Th(Gr|V |−n(V)))G
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with the projection to the j-th summand is then on the nose the map

S VG c
M( j)∧(ν j)+
−−−−−−−−→ Th(Grdim(VG)+ j(V

G)) ∧ (Gr j(V
⊥))G
+ ,

the smash product of the collapse map for the non-equivariant manifold M( j),

based on the embedding iG, and ν j. This shows that Φ(ΘGJM, hK) is the non-

equivariant Thom-Pontryagin construction applied to ΦgeomJM, hK.

The upper map in the original diagram is an isomorphism by Proposition

6.2.16. The lower left homotopical geometric fixed point map Φ identifies

the equivariant homotopy groups of mO ∧ ẼP with the geometric fixed point

groups ΦG
∗ (mO), as shown in Proposition 3.3.8. The lower right isomorphism

is the calculation of these geometric fixed point groups in (6.1.50). The right

vertical map is a direct sum of non-equivariant Thom-Pontryagin maps, hence

an isomorphism by Thom’s theorem [173, Thm. IV.8]. Since the diagram com-

mutes, the left vertical map is also an isomorphism. �

Now we come to the main result of this section, showing that the equivariant

homology theory represented by the global Thom spectrum mO is equivariant

bordism, at least for products of finite groups and tori. The result is usually

credited to Wasserman, because it can be derived from his equivariant transver-

sality theorem [184, Thm. 3.11].

Theorem 6.2.33 (Wasserman). Let G be a compact Lie group that is isomor-

phic to a product of a finite group and a torus. Then for every cofibrant G-space

X, the Thom-Pontryagin map

ΘG(X) : NG
∗ (X) −→ mOG

∗ (X+)

is an isomorphism.

Proof We adapt tom Dieck’s proof given in [177, Satz 5] to our setting. Tom

Dieck only considers finite groups, where homotopy theoretic transfer and

geometric induction match up under the Thom-Pontryagin construction. The

general case has a new ingredient, namely the observation that for compact

Lie groups of positive dimensions the difference between homotopy theoretic

transfer and geometric induction is controlled by the inverse Thom class of the

tangent representation, compare Theorem 6.2.24 and Theorem 6.2.31 (v).

We prove the statement by double induction over the dimension and the

number of path components of G. The induction starts with the trivial group,

i.e., the non-equivariant statement, which is Thom’s celebrated theorem [173,

Thm. IV.8]. Now we let G be a non-trivial compact Lie group that is a product

of a finite group and a torus, and we assume that the theorem has been estab-

lished for all such groups of smaller dimension, and for all groups of the same

dimension but with fewer path components.
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Every cofibrant G-space is equivariantly homotopy equivalent to a G-CW-

complex. We can thus assume without loss of generality that X is a G-CW-

complex. To show that ΘG is an isomorphism, we exploit that NG
∗ and mOG

∗
are both equivariant homology theories and ΘG is a morphism of homology

theories. This reduces the claim to the special case X = G/H of an orbit for

a closed subgroup H of G. The argument for an orbit falls into two cases,

depending on whether H is a proper subgroup or H = G.

When H is a proper closed subgroup of G, the following diagram commutes

by Proposition 6.2.31 (v) for the one-point H-space:

NH
m (∗) G×H− //

ΘH (∗)
��

NG
m+d

(G/H)

ΘG(G/H)

��
mOH

m(S 0) −·τ̄H,L

// mOH
m+d(S L)

G⋉H−
// mOG

m+d
(G/H+)

In that diagram, the left vertical map is an isomorphism by the inductive hy-

pothesis. The induction map G×H − : NH
m −→ NG

m+d
(G/H) is an isomorphism,

with inverse given by sending a singular G-manifold f : M −→ G/H to the

fiber over the coset H of an equivariant smooth approximation of f . The lower

right horizontal map is an isomorphism by Theorem 3.2.15. Now we use the

hypothesis that the group G is a product of a finite group and a torus. In this

situation the group H acts trivially on the tangent representation L, so multipli-

cation by the class τ̄H,L in mOH
d (S L) is the suspension isomorphism, hence bi-

jective, by Proposition 6.2.11. Hence the right vertical Thom-Pontryagin map

ΘG(G/H) is an isomorphism.

Now we treat the case H = G. We let EP be a universal G-space for the

family of proper subgroups of G, and ẼP its unreduced suspension. We then

get compatible long exact isotropy separation sequences:

· · · // NG
∗ (EP)

p∗ //

ΘG

��

NG
∗ (∗) i∗ //

ΘG

��

ÑG
∗ (ẼP)

∂ //

ΘG

��

NG
∗−1

(EP) //

ΘG

��

· · ·

· · · // mOG
∗ (EP+) p∗

// mOG
∗ (S 0)

i∗
// mOG

∗ (ẼP)
∂
// mOG

∗−1(EP+) // · · ·

The map ΘG is an isomorphism for the cofibrant and fixed point free G-space

EP by the previous paragraph, and ΘG is an isomorphism for ẼP by Propo-

sition 6.2.32. So the five lemma shows that the Thom-Pontryagin map for the

one-point G-space is an isomorphism. This completes the inductive step, and

hence the proof of the theorem. �

Remark 6.2.34. In dimension 0, Theorem 6.1.44 gives an explicit descrip-

tion of the global functor π
0
(mO) as the quotient of the Burnside ring global
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functor A by the global subfunctor generated by tr
O(1)
e ∈ A(O(1)). Equivariant

manifolds of dimension 0 are easy to understand, and this allows us to present

the groupsNG
0

in a global fashion very similar to (but different from) this pre-

sentation of π
0
(mO). We use this description to give a direct verification that

the map

ΘG : NG
0 −→ πG

0 (mO)

is an isomorphism when G is a product of a finite group and a torus. We will

also use the calculation of π
0
(mO) to show that the map ΘG is not an isomor-

phism in general.

As we mentioned above, the groups NG
0

enjoy the structure of a restricted

global functor, i.e., a group-like global power monoid. Moreover, the inter-

val [−1, 1] with C2-action by reflection at the origin is a C2-equivariant null-

bordism of the free transitive C2-set. This shows that

indC2
e (1) = 0 in NC2

0
,

where 1 ∈ Ne
0

is the bordism class of a point. The action on the class 1 thus

factors over a morphism of restricted global functors

Ares/〈indC2
e 〉res −→ N

0
, (6.2.35)

from the quotient of the represented restricted global functor Ares = Ares(e,−)

by the restricted global subfunctor generated by indC2
e ∈ Ares(C2).

We claim that the morphism (6.2.35) is an isomorphism. Indeed, a smooth

G-manifold of dimension 0 is just a finite G-set, so (6.2.35) is surjective. By

the same algebraic argument as for unrestricted global functors in Proposition

6.1.45, the value of the restricted global functor 〈indC2
e 〉res at G is the subgroup

of Ares(G) generated by 2 · Ares(G) and the classes indG
H ◦p∗

H
for those finite

index subgroups H with Weyl group of even order. So the source of the map

(6.2.35) at a group G is an F2-vector space with basis the classes indG
H ◦p∗

H
for

those conjugacy classes of finite index subgroups H with Weyl group of odd

order. The same classes form a basis for the bordism group NG
0

; this is shown

for finite groups in [164, Prop. 13.1], and the general case follows because

restriction along the projection p : G −→ π0(G) induces an isomorphism p∗ :

Nπ0(G)

0
−→ NG

0
for bordism of 0-manifolds.

Summing up, we have calculated both sides of the Thom-Pontryagin map Θ

in dimension 0; under these isomorphismsΘ becomes the map

Ares/〈indC2
e 〉res −→ A/〈trC2

e 〉 ,

i.e., the same kind of quotient in the category of restricted versus unrestricted

global functors. So the only difference betweenN
0

and π
0
(mO) is that the left
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side only has finite index transfers, whereas the right hand side also has trans-

fers for infinite index inclusions with finite Weyl group. In finite and abelian

compact Lie groups, every subgroup inclusion with finite Weyl group is nec-

essarily of finite index, so for finite and abelian compact Lie groups, there is

no difference in the two kinds of quotients. This is an independent verification

of Theorem 6.2.33 in dimension 0. Moreover, we conclude that the Thom-

Pontryagin map ΘG : NG
0
−→ πG

0
(mO) in dimension 0 is always injective.

On the other hand, the map ΘG is not generally surjective in dimension 0.

A specific example is the group G = S U(2): the normalizer N = NS U(2)T of a

maximal torus T of S U(2) is self-normalizing, so N has trivial Weyl group in

S U(2). So the classes 1 and tr
S U(2)
N

(1) are linearly independent in πS U(2)

0
(mO).

On the other handNS U(2)
0

= Z/2 because S U(2) is connected.

Remark 6.2.36 (Stable equivariant bordism and localized mO). We showed

in Corollary 6.1.35 that the localized equivariant mO-theory mOG
∗ [1/τ] is iso-

morphic to the theory MOG
∗ . Our next task is to show that mO[1/τ], and hence

also MO, has a geometric interpretation as stable equivariant bordism. In con-

trast to Theorem 6.2.33, this stable interpretation works for all compact Lie

groups, not only for products of finite groups and tori.

In [27], Bröcker and Hook define the stable equivariant bordism groups

Ñ
G:S
∗ (X) of a based G-space X as the localization of the geometric bordism

group ÑG
∗ (X) by formally inverting all the classes dG,V . More precisely, their

definition comes down to

Ñ
G:S
m (X) = colimV∈s(UG) ÑG

m+|V |(X ∧ S V ) ;

for V ⊂ W, the structure map in the colimit system is the multiplication

ÑG
m+|V |(X ∧ S V )

−∧dG,W−V−−−−−−−→ ÑG
m+|W |(X ∧ S V ∧ S W−V ) � ÑG

m+|W |(X ∧ S W) .

As we explained in Example 6.2.29, the Thom-Pontryagin construction takes

the distinguished geometric bordism class dG,V to the shifted inverse Thom

class, i.e., ΘG(dG,V ) = τ̄G,V in mOG
|V |(S

V). Since the Thom-Pontryagin maps

take the geometric product in equivariant bordism to the homotopy theoretic

product in mO, we conclude that for every compact Lie group G, every G-

representation V and every based G-space X, the following square commutes:

ÑG
m (X)

−∧dG,V

��

ΘG

// mOG
m(X)

−·τ̄G,V

��
ÑG

m+|V |(X ∧ S V )
ΘG

// mOG
m+|V |(X ∧ S V )
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The Thom-Pontryagin maps thus assemble into a natural transformation

ΘG : ÑG:S
m (X) −→ mOG

m(X)[1/τ]

between the localized theories, for which we use the same letter.

If G is a product of a finite group and a torus, then the next theorem is a

direct consequence of Theorem 6.2.33. The point, however, is that the follow-

ing localized version holds without any restriction on the compact Lie group

G. Morally, the reason for this is that formally inverting the classes dG,V forces

the Wirthmüller isomorphism to hold, so in stable equivariant bordism this

potential obstruction to representability by a global homotopy type vanishes.

Theorem 6.2.37. For every compact Lie group G and every cofibrant based

G-space X, the map

ΘG : ÑG:S
∗ (X) −→ mOG

∗ (X)[1/τ]

is an isomorphism of graded abelian groups.

Proof Since filtered colimits of abelian groups are exact, the localized the-

ories ÑG:S
∗ (−) and mOG

∗ (−)[1/τ] are both equivariant homology theories for

every fixed group G. We can run the same inductive argument as in the proof

of Proposition 6.2.33, i.e., show the claim by double induction over the dimen-

sion and the number of path components of G. But this time the case of an orbit

X = G/H for a proper closed subgroup H of G works without any restriction

on G and H. Indeed, in the commutative diagram

Ñ
H:S
m (S 0)

G×H− //

ΘH

��

Ñ
G:S
m+d

(G/H+)

ΘG

��
mOH

m(S 0)[1/τ] −·τ̄H,L

// mOH
m+d(S L)[1/τ]

G⋉H−
// mOG

m+d
(G/H+)[1/τ]

multiplication by the class τ̄H,L is now invertible in the localized theory mOG
∗ [1/τ].

So all horizontal maps in the diagram are isomorphisms. Since the left vertical

map is an isomorphism by induction, the right vertical map is an isomorphism

as well.

The case X = G/G is essentially taken care of by Proposition 6.2.32. We

let V be any G-representation, and observe that the fixed point inclusion i :

VG −→ V induces a G-homotopy equivalence

ẼP ∧ i : ẼP ∧ S VG −→ ẼP ∧ S V .
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In the commutative diagram

ÑG
m+|V⊥|(ẼP)

ΘG

//

−∧d
G,VG

��

mOG
m+|V⊥|(ẼP)

−·τ
G,VG

��
ÑG

m+|V |(ẼP ∧ S VG

)
ΘG

//

(ẼP∧i)∗
��

mOG
m+|V |(ẼP ∧ S VG

)

(ẼP∧i)∗
��

ÑG
m+|V |(ẼP ∧ S V )

ΘG

// mOG
m+|V |(ẼP ∧ S V )

the lower vertical maps are thus isomorphisms. The upper vertical maps are

suspension isomorphisms, hence both vertical composites are isomorphisms.

The upper horizontal map is an isomorphism by Proposition 6.2.32, hence so is

the lower horizontal map. As a colimit of isomorphisms, the localized Thom-

Pontryagin map

ΘG : NG:S
∗ (ẼP) −→ mOG

∗ (ẼP)[1/τ]

is also an isomorphism. Now we finish the argument as in Proposition 6.2.33:

we compare the isotropy separation sequence for ÑG:S
∗ (−) to that for mOG

∗ (−)[1/τ],

and the five lemma concludes the inductive step. �

Remark 6.2.38 (Stable equivariant bordism and MO). Corollary 6.1.35 and

Theorem 6.2.37 provide natural isomorphisms

Ñ
G:S
∗ (X)

ΘG

−−−→ mOG
∗ (X)[1/τ]

�−−→ MOG
∗ (X)

for cofibrant based G-spaces X. Hence the composite is an isomorphism, which

provides an alternative proof that stable equivariant bordism agrees with equiv-

ariant MO-homology, which is the main result of the paper [27] by Bröcker and

Hook. Strictly speaking there is a bit more work involved in the translation, be-

cause our group MOG
∗ (X) is not literally the same as the homotopy theoretic

equivariant bordism group ÑG
n (X) in [27]; we invite the reader to spell out an

isomorphism, which boils down to a certain rewriting of colimits, such that

our composite isomorphism becomes the map ΦS considered by Bröcker and

Hook.

6.3 Connective global K-theory

In this section we define and discuss the ultra-commutative ring spectrum ku,

the connective global K-theory spectrum, see Construction 6.3.9. Our con-

struction is an elaboration of a model of non-equivariant connective K-theory
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by Segal [154], constructed from certain Γ-spaces of ‘orthogonal subspaces in

the symmetric algebra’. The degree zero equivariant cohomology theory rep-

resented by ku tries hard to be equivariant K-theory. Indeed, Theorem 6.3.31

exhibits a natural transformation from the G-equivariant K-group that is an

isomorphism for finite G-CW-complexes with finite isotropy groups. A special

case is a ring homomorphism RU(G) −→ πG
0

(ku) from the complex repre-

sentation ring that is an isomorphism whenever G is finite. For varying G,

these homomorphisms almost form a morphism of global power functors, in

the sense that they are compatible with finite index transfers, but not with gen-

eral degree zero transfers across an infinite index inclusion, see Remark 6.3.38.

The Bott class is a preferred element β ∈ πe
2
(ku) that we define in Con-

struction 6.3.42. This class becomes invertible in the periodic global K-theory

spectrum KU, by Theorem 6.4.29 below. More generally, every G-Spinc-re-

presentation has an associated equivariant Bott class

βG,W ∈ ku0
G(S W) ,

see Construction 6.3.46, that becomes an RO(G)-graded unit in the periodic

theory KU.

Construction 6.3.1. We let U be a complex vector space of countable di-

mension (finite or infinite) equipped with a hermitian inner product. We recall

a certain Γ-space C (U) of ‘orthogonal subspaces in U’, due to Segal [154,

Sec. 1]. For a finite based set A we let C (U, A) be the space of tuples (Ea),

indexed by the non-basepoint elements of A, of finite-dimensional, pairwise

orthogonal C-subspaces of U. The topology on C (U, A) is that of a disjoint

union of subspaces of a product of Grassmannians. The basepoint of C (U, A)

is the tuple where each Ea is the zero subspace. For a based map α : A −→ B

the induced map C (U, α) : C (U, A) −→ C (U, B) sends (Ea) to (Fb) where

Fb =
⊕

α(a)=b
Ea .

Then C (U) is a Γ-space whose underlying space is

C (U, 1+) =
∐

n≥0
GrCn (U) ,

the disjoint union of the different Grassmannians ofU.

Every Γ-space can be evaluated on a based space by the coend construction

(4.5.14). We write C (U,K) = C (U)(K) for the value of the Γ-space C (U)

on a based space K. When A is a finite based set with discrete topology, then

the prolongation C (U)(A) is canonically homeomorphic to the original space

C (U, A), compare Remark B.23. Elements of C (U,K) can be interpreted as

‘labeled configurations’: a point is represented by an unordered tuple

[E1, . . . , En; k1, . . . , kn]
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where (E1, . . . , En) is an n-tuple of finite-dimensional, pairwise orthogonal

subspaces of U, and k1, . . . , kn are points of K, for some n. The topology is

such that, informally speaking, the labels sum up whenever two points collide,

and a label disappears whenever a point approaches the basepoint of K.

Remark 6.3.2. When K is compact, the space C (U,K) can be described dif-

ferently, compare again [154, Sec. 1], namely as the space

colimV∈s(U) C∗(C0(K),EndC(V)) ,

where the colimit runs over all finite-dimensional C-subspaces of U. Here

C0(K) is the C∗-algebra of continuous C-valued functions on K that vanish at

the basepoint, EndC(V) is the endomorphism C∗-algebra of V (which is iso-

morphic to a matrix algebra over C), and C∗(−,−) is the space of C∗-algebra

homomorphisms, with the zero homomorphism as the basepoint. For U ⊂ V

the map in the colimit system is induced by the ∗-homomorphism EndC(U) −→
EndC(V) that extends an endomorphism by 0 on the orthogonal complement.

A homeomorphism

C (U,K) −→ colimV∈s(U) C∗(C0(K),EndC(V))

is given by sending a configuration [E1, . . . , En; k1, . . . , kn] in C (U,K) to the

homomorphism that takes a function ϕ ∈ C0(K) to
∑n

i=1
ϕ(ki) · pEi

;

here V is chosen large enough to contain all the spaces Ei, and pEi
: V −→ V

is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace Ei.

Remark 6.3.3 (Eigenspace decomposition). IfU is infinite dimensional, then

the Γ-space C (U) is special, compare Theorem 6.3.19 (i) below. The orthog-

onal spectrum C (U)(S) is then a positive Ω-spectrum by the general theory.

In particular, the space C (U)(S)(R) = C (U, S 1) is an infinite loop space. In

fact, C (U, S 1) is a familiar space, namely the infinite unitary group U(U), i.e.,

the group of linear self-isometries ofU that are the identity on the orthogonal

complement of some finite-dimensional subspace. This eigenspace decompo-

sition works for every hermitian inner product spaceU, of finite or countable

dimension, as follows. As before we identify S 1 with the unit circle U(1) in

the complex numbers via the Cayley transform

c : S 1
� U(1) , x 7−→ (x + i)(x − i)−1 .

This homeomorphism sends the basepoint at infinity to 1. Given a tuple of pair-

wise orthogonal subspaces (E1, . . . , En) of U and a point (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ (S 1)n,

we let ψ(E1, . . . , En; x1, . . . , xn) be the isometry of U that is multiplication

by c(xi) on Ei and the identity on the orthogonal complement of
⊕n

i=1
Ei. In
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other words: Ei is the eigenspace of ψ(E1, . . . , En; x1, . . . , xn) for the eigen-

value c(xi). As n varies, these maps are compatible with the equivalence rela-

tion and so they assemble into a continuous map

C (U, S 1) =

∫ n+∈Γ
C (U, n+) × (S 1)n −→ U(U) (6.3.4)

[E1, . . . , En; x1, . . . , xn] 7−→ ψ(E1, . . . , En; x1, . . . , xn) .

This map is a homeomorphism because every unitary transformation is diago-

nalizable with eigenvalues in U(1) and pairwise orthogonal eigenspaces.

Now we let U and V be two hermitian vector spaces (of countable dimen-

sion, but possibly infinite dimensional). Here and below we write ⊗ = ⊗C for

the tensor product over C. We endowU ⊗ V with a hermitian scalar product

by declaring

(u ⊗ v, u′ ⊗ v′) = (u, u′) · (v, v′) (6.3.5)

on elementary tensors and extending biadditively. If E, F are orthogonal sub-

spaces ofU and E′ is a subspace ofV, then E ⊗ E′ and F ⊗ E′ are orthogonal

subspaces ofU ⊗V, and similarly in the second variable. For based spaces K

and L we can thus define a continuous multiplication map

C (U,K) ∧ C (V, L) −→ C (U ⊗V,K ∧ L)

[Ei; ki] ∧ [F j; l j] 7−→ [Ei ⊗ F j; ki ∧ l j] . (6.3.6)

These multiplication maps are associative, and commutative in the sense that

the following square commutes:

C (U,K) ∧ C (V, L) //

τC (U,K),C (V,L)

��

C (U ⊗V,K ∧ L)

C (τU,V ,τK,L)

��
C (V, L) ∧ C (U,K) // C (V ⊗U, L ∧ K)

Our construction of connective global K-theory needs induced inner prod-

ucts on symmetric powers. We explain the complex version; the real version

works in much the same way. For a C-vector space V we denote by

Symn(V) = V⊗n/Σn

the n-th symmetric power of V and by Sym(V) =
⊕

n≥0
Symn(V) the symmet-

ric algebra of V . If W is another C-vector space, then the two direct summand

embeddings of V and W into V ⊕ W induce homomorphisms of symmetric

algebras that combine (by multiplying in the target) into a natural C-algebra

isomorphism

Sym(V) ⊗ Sym(W) � Sym(V ⊕W) . (6.3.7)
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If V is equipped with a hermitian inner product, then the symmetric powers

inherit a preferred inner product:

Proposition 6.3.8. For every hermitian inner product space V there is a unique

inner product on Symn(V) that satisfies

(v1 · . . . · vn, v̄1 · . . . · v̄n) =
∑

σ∈Σn

(v1, v̄σ(1)) · . . . · (vn, v̄σ(n))

for all vi, v̄i ∈ V. This inner product on Symn(V) is natural for C-linear isomet-

ric embeddings and it makes the algebra isomorphism (6.3.7) into an isometry.

Proof Uniqueness of the scalar product follows from the fact that the sym-

metric products v1 · . . . · vn generate Symn(V) as a C-vector space. The tensor

product V ⊗W of two hermitian inner product spaces V and W has a preferred

hermitian inner product as in (6.3.5). By iteration, the n-fold tensor product

V⊗n inherits an inner product. There is thus a unique inner product on Symn(V)

that makes the normalized C-linear ‘symmetrization’ embedding

Symn(V) −→ V⊗n

v1 · . . . · vn 7−→
1
√

n!
·
∑

σ∈Σn

vσ(1) ⊗ . . . ⊗ vσ(n)

a linear isometric embedding. We omit the straightforward verification that this

inner product is indeed given by the formula in the statement of the proposition,

and that it is natural for linear isometric embeddings.

The algebra isomorphism (6.3.7) is the sum of the embeddings

Symm(V) ⊗ Symn(W) −→ Symm+n(V ⊕W)

v1 · . . . · vm ⊗ w1 · . . . · wn 7−→ (v1, 0) · . . . · (vm, 0) · (0,w1) · . . . · (0,wn) .

The relation

(v1 · . . . · vm ⊗ w1 · . . . · wn, v̄1 · . . . · v̄m ⊗ w̄1 · . . . · w̄n)

= (v1 · . . . · vm, v̄1 · . . . · v̄m) · (w1 · . . . · wn, w̄1 · . . . · w̄n)

=
∑

(σ,τ)∈Σm×Σn

(v1, v̄σ(1)) · . . . · (vm, v̄σ(m)) · (w1, w̄τ(1)) · . . . · (wn, w̄τ(m))

=
(
(v1, 0) · . . . · (vm, 0) · (0,w1) · . . . · (0,wn),

(v̄1, 0) · . . . · (v̄m, 0) · (0, w̄1) · . . . · (0, w̄n)
)

then proves that (6.3.7) preserves the inner product. The last equation uses that

(v, 0) and (0,w) are orthogonal in V ⊕W for all v ∈ V and w ∈ W. �

The case n = 2 gives an idea of the induced inner product on Symn(V): if
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{e1, . . . , ek} is an orthonormal basis of V , then the vectors

1/
√

2 · e2
i (1 ≤ i ≤ k) and ei · e j (1 ≤ i < j ≤ k)

form an orthonormal basis of Sym2(V).

Construction 6.3.9 (Connective global K-theory). We can now define an ultra-

commutative ring spectrum ku, the connective global K-theory spectrum. The

value of ku on a euclidean inner product space V is

ku(V) = C (Sym(VC), S V) ,

the value of the Γ-space C (Sym(VC)) on the one-point compactification of V .

Here VC is the complexification of V with the induced hermitian inner product,

and the inner product on the symmetric algebra described in Proposition 6.3.8.

The action of O(V) on V then extends to a unitary action on Sym(VC). We

let the orthogonal group O(V) act diagonally, via the action on the sphere S V

and the action on the Γ-space C (Sym(VC)). Using the tensor product pairing

(6.3.6) we define an (O(V) × O(W))-equivariant multiplication map

µV,W : ku(V) ∧ ku(W) = C (Sym(VC), S V) ∧ C (Sym(WC), S W)

(6.3.6) −→ C (Sym(VC) ⊗ Sym(WC), S V ∧ S W)

(6.3.7) � C (Sym((V ⊕W)C), S V⊕W) = ku(V ⊕W) .

The maps µV,W are associative and commutative. An O(V)-equivariant unit map

is given by

ιV : S V −→ C (Sym(VC), S V) = ku(V) , v 7−→ [C·1; v] ,

where C·1 is the homogeneous summand of degree 0 in the symmetric algebra,

i.e., the line spanned by the multiplicative unit. This structure makes ku into

an ultra-commutative ring spectrum.

The space ku0 = C (C·1, S 0) consists of all subspaces of Sym(0) = C·1, so it

has two points, the basepoint 0 and the point C·1. The unit map ι0 : S 0 −→ ku0

is thus a homeomorphism.

Construction 6.3.10 (Complex conjugation on ku). The ultra-commutative

ring spectrum ku comes with an involution by ‘complex conjugation’ that

preserves all the structure available. Indeed, for every euclidean inner prod-

uct space V the complex symmetric algebra Sym(VC) of the complexifica-

tion is canonically isomorphic to C ⊗R SymR(V), the complexification of the

real symmetric algebra of V . So Sym(VC) comes with an involution ψSym(V)

that is C-semilinear and preserves the orthogonality relation. Applying this

involution elementwise to tuples of orthogonal subspaces gives an involution
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C (ψSym(V)) : C (Sym(VC)) −→ C (Sym(VC)) of the Γ-space and hence a home-

omorphism

ψ(V) = C (ψSym(V), S
V) : ku(V) −→ ku(V) (6.3.11)

of order 2. As V varies, the maps ψ(V) form an automorphism ψ : ku −→ ku

of the ultra-commutative ring spectrum ku.

Remark 6.3.12 (Connective real global K-theory). There is a straightforward

real analog ko of the complex connective global K-theory spectrum ku. The

value of ko on an inner product space V is

ko(V) = CR(Sym(V), S V) ,

where now Sym(V) is the symmetric algebra of V over the real numbers, and

CR(Sym(V)) is the Γ-space of tuples of pairwise orthogonal, finite-dimensional

R-subspaces of Sym(V). As V varies, the spaces ko(V) again come with the

structure of an ultra-commutative ring spectrum.

Complexification defines a morphism of ultra-commutative ring spectra

c : ko −→ ku . (6.3.13)

In more detail: if V is a real inner product space, then the map

c(V) : ko(V) = CR(Sym(V), S V) −→ C (Sym(VC), S V) = ku(V)

sends a configuration [E1, . . . , En; v1, . . . , vn] to the complexified configuration

[(E1)C, . . . , (En)C; v1, . . . , vn] .

As V varies, these maps form the morphism (6.3.13) of ultra-commutative ring

spectra. The complexification of a real subspace of Sym(V) is invariant under

the complex conjugation involution ψSym(V) of Sym(VC), so the image of the

complexification morphism is invariant under the complex conjugation invo-

lution ψ of ku defined in (6.3.11). Even more is true: a complex subspace of

Sym(VC) is ψ-invariant if and only if it is the complexification of its real part

(the +1 eigenspace of ψSym(V)). This means that ko ‘is’ the ψ-fixed orthog-

onal ring subspectrum of ku; more formally, the complexification morphism

(6.3.13) is an isomorphism from ko onto the ψ-fixed orthogonal ring subspec-

trum of ku.

The next proposition justifies the adjective ‘connective’ that we attached

to the names of the orthogonal spectra ku and ko. The proof uses a certain

cofibrancy property of the Γ-space C (Sym(VC)) that we now introduce.

Construction 6.3.14 (Latching map). We let P(n) denote the power set of

the set {1, . . . , n}, i.e., the set of subsets. We also write P(n) for the associated
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poset category, i.e., with object set P(n) and exactly one morphism U −→ T

whenever U ⊆ T . Given a Γ-space F, we obtain a functor from P(n) to based

spaces by sending a subset U to F(U+), with the maps F(U+) −→ F(T+)

induced by the inclusions. We obtain a latching map

ln : colimU({1,...,n} F(U+) −→ F(n+) .

The map ln is equivariant for the action of Σn given on the target by functoriality

of F. The action of a permutation σ ∈ Σn on the source is induced by sending

F(U+) to F(σ(U)+) via the map

F((σ · −)+) : F(U+) −→ F(σ(U)+) .

The latching map ln is always a closed embedding, by Proposition B.32 (ii).

We will now consider a Γ-G-space for a compact Lie group G, i.e., a reduced

functor F : Γ −→ GT∗ to the category of based G-spaces. Then G acts on

source and target of the latching map ln, which is thus (Σn×G)-equivariant. The

following cofibrancy condition on a Γ-G-space ensures that the prolongation

is homotopically meaningful.

Definition 6.3.15. Let G be a compact Lie group. AΓ-G-space F is G-cofibrant

if for every n ≥ 1 the latching map ln is a (Σn ×G)-cofibration.

Example 6.3.16. We let G be a compact Lie group andU a unitary G-representation,

of finite or countably infinite dimension. We argue that the Γ-G-space C (U,−)

is G-cofibrant. The actions of G respectively Σn on an n-tuple of orthogonal

subspaces are componentwise respectively by permuting the entries, i.e.,

(σ, g) · (E1, . . . , En) = (g · Eσ−1(1), . . . , g · Eσ−1(n))

for (σ, g) ∈ Σn × G. The topology on C (U, n+) is that of a disjoint union of

subspaces of a product of Grassmannians:

C (U, n+) =
∐

(i1 ,...,in)∈Nn

C (U; i1, . . . , in) ,

where C (U; i1, . . . , in) is the subspace of those tuples such that dim(E j) = i j

for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

The summands are invariant under the G-action, and C (U; i1, . . . , in) is G-

equivariantly homeomorphic to

LC(Ci1+···+in ,U)/U(i1) × · · · × U(in) ,

where LC(−,−) is the space of C-linear isometric embeddings. This G-space

is G-cofibrant by the unitary analog of Proposition 1.1.19 (ii). We let Γ ⊂ Σn

be the stabilizer group of the dimension vector (i1, . . . , in), i.e., the group of

those σ ∈ Σn such that i j = iσ( j) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Then Γ acts trivially on
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C (U; i1, . . . , in), so this space is (Γ×G)-cofibrant. Hence the induced (Σn×G)-

space

Σn ×Γ C (U; i1, . . . , in)

is (Σn×G)-cofibrant. The full configuration space C (U, n+) decomposes as the

disjoint union of (Σn ×G)-invariant subspaces indexed by the Σn-orbits on Nn,

C (U, n+) =
∐

iΣn∈Nn/Σn

Σn ×Γi
C (U; i) ,

where Γi ⊂ Σn is the stabilizer of i = (i1, . . . , in). Altogether this shows that

C (U, n+) is a disjoint union of (Σn ×G)-cofibrant spaces. The latching map

ln : colimU({1,...,n} C (U,U+) −→ C (U, n+)

is a closed embedding by Proposition B.32 (ii), and its image is the disjoint

union of the summands C (U; i1, . . . , in) such that i j = 0 for some j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Since all additional summands not in the image are (Σn×G)-cofibrant, the map

ln is a (Σn ×G)-cofibration.

Proposition 6.3.17. The orthogonal spectra ku and ko are globally connec-

tive.

Proof The arguments for ku and ko are completely parallel, and we concen-

trate on the complex case. We let G be any compact Lie group, and we show

that the group πG
−k

(ku) is trivial for all k ≥ 1. We let V be a G-representation

and setU = Sym((Rk ⊕ V)C), a unitary G-representation of countably infinite

dimension. We let H be a closed subgroup of G. The Γ-H-space C (U,−) is H-

cofibrant by Example 6.3.16. So the space C (U, S Rk⊕V )H is (k+dim(VH)−1)-

connected by Proposition B.43 (i).

The cellular dimension of S V at H, in the sense of [179, II.2, p. 106], is the

topological dimension of the space (S VH

)/NGH; this cellular dimension is at

most dim(VH). Because k is positive, the cellular dimension of S V at H does

not exceed the connectivity of ku(Rk ⊕V)H. So every based continuous G-map

S V −→ ku(Rk ⊕ V) is equivariantly null-homotopic by [179, II Prop. 2.7], and

the set [S V , ku(Rk ⊕ V)]G has only one element. Passage to the colimit over

V ∈ s(UG) proves the claim. �

Every C-linear isometric embedding u : U −→ V of complex inner product

spaces induces a morphism of Γ-spaces C (u) : C (U) −→ C (V) by applying

u elementwise to a tuple of orthogonal subspaces. So if a compact Lie group

G acts on U by linear isometries (for example if U is a G-universe), then the

Γ-space C (U) inherits a G-action, so it becomes a Γ-G-space.
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Proposition 6.3.18. Let G be a compact Lie group and U and V two iso-

morphic complex G-universes. Then for every G-equivariant linear isometric

embedding u : U −→ V and every based G-space K the map

C (u,K) : C (U,K) −→ C (V,K)

is a G-homotopy equivalence.

Proof We start with the special case where V = U. The space of G-equi-

variant linear isometric embeddings from U to itself is contractible. A ho-

motopy from u to the identity then induces a G-homotopy from C (u,K) to the

identity of the G-space C (U,K). In the general case we choose a G-equivariant

linear isometry v : V �U. Then the two G-maps

C (vu,K) : C (U,K) −→ C (U,K) and C (uv,K) : C (V,K) −→ C (V,K)

are G-homotopic to the respective identity maps. �

If F is any Γ-space and S a finite set, then we define the map

PS : F(S +) −→ map(S , F(1+))

by PS (x)(s) = F(ps)(x), where ps : S + −→ 1+ sends s to 1 and all other

elements of S + to the basepoint.

Now we suppose that G is a compact Lie group and F is a Γ-G-space. When

we evaluate F (or rather its prolongation) at a G-space K, it comes with a

(G × G)-action; one action comes from the ‘external’ action on F, the other

one from the G-action on K via the continuous functoriality of F. In such a

situation, we always consider F(K) as a G-space via the diagonal action of this

(G × G)-action. The map PS is natural for bijections in S ; so whenever the

group G acts on S , then PS : F(S +) −→ map(S , F(1+)) is G-equivariant for

the diagonal action on the source and the conjugation action on the target.

We recall from Definition B.49 that a Γ-G-space F is special if for every

closed subgroup H of G and every finite H-set S the map

(PS )H : F(S +)
H −→ mapH(S , F(1+))

is a weak equivalence. It goes without saying that H must act continuously on

S with the discrete topology; so S is a disjoint union of H-sets of the form

H/K for finite index subgroups K of H. Equivalently, F is special if and only

if the map

Pn : F(n+) −→ map({1, . . . , n}, F(1+)) = F(1+)
n

is an F (G;Σn)-equivalence for every n ≥ 1, where F (G;Σn) is the family of

graph subgroups, see Proposition B.52.
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Theorem 6.3.19. Let G be a compact Lie group and U a complete complex

G-universe.

(i) The Γ-G-space C (U,−) is special.

(ii) If G is finite and V and W are two G-representations with WG
, {0}, then

the adjoint assembly map

α̃ : C (U, S W) −→ map∗(S
V ,C (U, S V⊕W))

is a G-weak equivalence.

Proof (i) We show that for every n ≥ 1 the (G × Σn)-map

Pn : C (U, n+) −→ C (U, 1+)n

is an F (G;Σn)-weak equivalence, where F (G;Σn) is the family of graph sub-

groups of G × Σn. We define a morphism of (G × Σn)-spaces

λn : C (U, 1+)n −→ C (Cn ⊗U, n+) ;

here the Σn-action on the target is diagonally, from the permutation action on

n+ and on the tensor factor Cn. The map λn sends an n-tuple (E1, . . . , En) of

finite-dimensionalU-subspaces to the configuration

(e1 ⊗ E1, . . . , en ⊗ En)

of pairwise orthogonal subspaces of Cn ⊗ U, where e j = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0)

is the j-th vector of the standard basis of Cn.

Now we consider the two composites λn ◦ Pn and P′n ◦ λn, where P′n is the

map Pn for the universe Cn ⊗U (as opposed toU):

C (U, n+)
Pn−−−→ C (U, 1+)n λn−−−→ C (Cn ⊗U, n+)

P′n−−−→ C (Cn ⊗U, 1+)n

We claim that both composites are F (G;Σn)-weak equivalences. We start by

investigating the composite λn ◦ Pn. For 1 ≤ j ≤ n, we define a 1-parameter

family of unit vectors

u j : [0, 1] −→ Cn by u j(t) = t · e j +

√
1 − t2

n − 1
·
∑

k, j

ek .

This provides a homotopy

H : C (U, n+) × [0, 1] −→ C (Cn ⊗U, n+)

by

H((E1, . . . , En), t) = (u1(t) ⊗ E1, . . . , un(t) ⊗ En) .
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We have

u1(1/
√

n) = . . . = un(1/
√

n) = 1/
√

n · (1, . . . , 1)

and

H((E1, . . . , En), 1) = (e1 ⊗ E1, . . . , en ⊗ En) = (λn ◦ Pn)(E1, . . . , En) .

Moreover, each of the maps H(−, t) is (G × Σn)-equivariant, so the composite

λn ◦ Pn is (G × Σn)-equivariantly homotopic to the map C (u, n+), where u :

U −→ Cn ⊗ U is the (G × Σn)-equivariant linear isometric embedding

u(v) = 1/
√

n · (1, . . . , 1) ⊗ v .

Now we let α : H −→ Σn be a continuous homomorphism defined on a closed

subgroup H of G. Since U is a complete complex G-universe, both U and

α∗(Cn)⊗U are complete complex H-universes, and u is an H-equivariant linear

isometric embedding

u : resG
H(U) −→ α∗(Cn) ⊗ resG

H(U) .

Interpreted in this way, the map C (u, n+)
H is a homotopy equivalence by Propo-

sition 6.3.18. This shows that the morphism C (u, n+) is an F (G;Σn)-weak

equivalence, hence so is the morphism λn ◦ Pn.

Now we show that the composite P′n ◦ λn is an F (G;Σn)-weak equivalence.

We let H be a closed subgroup of G, α : H −→ Σn a continuous homo-

morphism, and Γ = {(h, α(h)) | h ∈ H} ≤ G × Σn the graph of α. We let

a1, . . . , ak ∈ {1, . . . , n} be a set of representatives of the orbits of the H-action

on {1, . . . , n} through α. We let Hi ≤ H be the stabilizer group of ai. Then

projection to the factors indexed by a1, . . . , ak provides homeomorphisms

(C (U, 1+)n)Γ �

∏k

i=1
C (U, 1+)Hi and

(C (Cn ⊗ U, 1+)n)Γ �
∏k

i=1
C (α∗(Cn) ⊗U, 1+)Hi .

Under these identifications, the map (P′n◦λn)Γ becomes the product of the maps

(C (U, 1+))Hi −→ C (α∗(Cn) ⊗U, 1+)Hi (6.3.20)

induced by the Hi-equivariant linear isometric embeddings

U −→ α∗(Cn) ⊗U , v 7−→ eai
⊗ v .

SinceU is a complete complex G-universe, bothU and α∗(Cn) ⊗ U are com-

plete complex Hi-universes. So the map (6.3.20) is a homotopy equivalence by

Proposition 6.3.18. Since λn ◦ Pn and P′n ◦ λn are F (G;Σn)-weak equivalences,

so is the map Pn : C (U, n+) −→ C (U, 1+)n.
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Part (ii) is essentially a special case of Segal and Shimakawa’s equivari-

ant delooping machine based on Γ-G-spaces [155, 157]. There is a bit of

extra work necessary, though, because our claim is about the prolongation

C (U, S V⊕W ) (which is a categorical coend), whereas Segal and Shimakawa

formulate their results in terms of a bar construction (which amounts to a ho-

motopy coend). We provide the additional arguments in Theorem B.65; to ap-

ply this, we need that the Γ-G-space C (U,−) is special by part (i) and G-

cofibrant by Example 6.3.16. �

The orthogonal spectrum ku is trying to be a F in-globalΩ-spectrum. How-

ever, the globalΩ-spectrum condition on the adjoint structure maps only holds

for ‘sufficiently large’ representations.

Definition 6.3.21. Let G be a compact Lie group. An orthogonal G-represen-

tation W is ample if the complex symmetric algebra Sym(WC) is a complete

complex G-universe.

Remark 6.3.22. Every ample G-representation is non-zero and the action of

G is faithful. Examples of ample representations are non-zero faithful permu-

tation representations (which in particular forces the group to be finite). In-

deed, we let RA denote the permutation representation of a non-empty faithful

finite G-set A. Then the complexified symmetric algebra Sym(CA) is a com-

plex permutation representation, namely of the infinite G-set NA = map(A,N)

of functions from A to N. Since G acts faithfully on A, every injective map

A −→ N generates a free G-orbit in the G-set NA. Since A is non-empty, there

are infinitely many injections from A to N with pairwise disjoint images, and

these generate infinitely many distinct free G-orbits in NA. So Sym(CA) con-

tains infinitely many copies of the complex regular G-representation, and is

thus a complete complex G-universe.

A more general class of ample G-representations are non-zero representa-

tions containing a vector with trivial isotropy group. Indeed, given a non-zero

G-free vector w0 ∈ W, we let ν be the normal space at w0 to the orbit Gw0.

A choice of G-equivariant tubular neighborhood of the orbit Gw0 allows us

to G-equivariantly embed the Hilbert space L2(G;C) ⊗ Sym(ν) into L2(W;C).

Since L2(G;C) ⊗ Sym(ν) contains every finite-dimensional G-representation

infinitely often, so does L2(W;C). But L2(W;C) is equivariantly isomorphic

to the Hilbert space completion of Sym(W∗
C

): elements of Sym(W∗
C

) are poly-

nomial functions on W, which we can map to L2-functions by scaling with

the function w 7→ exp(−|w|2). This gives a G-equivariant isometric embedding

Sym(W∗
C

) −→ L2(W;C) with dense image. So if there was any complex G-

representation that did not embed equivariantly into Sym(W∗
C

), then it would

also not embed into L2(W;C), a contradiction.
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Theorem 6.3.23. Let G be a finite group and W an ample orthogonal G-

representation. Then for every G-representation V the adjoint structure map

σ̃V,W : ku(W) −→ map∗(S
V , ku(V ⊕W))

is a G-weak equivalence.

Proof The adjoint structure map σ̃V,W factors as the composite

ku(W) = C (Sym(WC), S W)
C (Sym(iC),S W )
−−−−−−−−−−−→ C (Sym((V ⊕W)C), S W)

α̃−−→ map∗(S
V ,C (Sym((V ⊕W)C), S V⊕W)) = map∗(S

V , ku(V ⊕W));

here i : W −→ V ⊕ W is the inclusion of the second summand and α̃ is the

adjoint assembly map for the Γ-G-space C (Sym((V⊕W)C)). Since W is ample,

the map Sym(iC) : Sym(WC) −→ Sym((V ⊕ W)C) is an equivariant linear

isometric embedding between complete complex G-universes. So the first map

is a G-homotopy equivalence by Proposition 6.3.18. The second map is a G-

weak equivalence by Theorem 6.3.19 (ii). �

Now we will justify that for every finite group G the underlying orthogonal

G-spectrum of ku represents connective G-equivariant topological K-theory.

Construction 6.3.24. We define a morphism of orthogonal spaces

c : GrC −→ Ω•ku , (6.3.25)

where GrC is the complex additive Grassmannian introduced in Example 2.3.16.

The value at an inner product space V is the continuous map

c(V) : GrC(VC) −→ map∗(S
V , ku(V)) = (Ω•ku)(V)

that sends a complex subspace L ⊂ VC to the continuous based map

[L;−] : S V −→ C (Sym(VC), S V) = ku(V) , v 7−→ [L; v] .

Here we consider L ⊂ VC as sitting in the linear summand of the symmetric

algebra of VC.

It will be useful to also define a delooping of the morphism c, namely a

morphism of orthogonal spaces

eig : U −→ Ω•(sh ku) , (6.3.26)

where U is the ultra-commutative monoid of unitary groups (compare Exam-

ple 2.3.7), and sh ku = shR ku is the shift of ku as defined in (3.1.22). The
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name ‘eig’ refers to the fact that the morphism records the eigenspace decom-

position of a unitary isomorphism, compare Remark 6.3.3. The definition uses

the homeomorphism

h : U(1) � S 1 , h(λ) = i · λ + 1

λ − 1
,

the inverse of the Cayley transform. Every unitary automorphism of a finite-

dimensional hermitian inner product space is diagonalizable with eigenvalues

in U(1) and pairwise orthogonal eigenspaces. So given an inner product space

V we define

eig(V) : U(V) = U(VC) −→ map∗(S
V , ku(V ⊕ R)) = (Ω•(sh ku)) (V)

by

eig(V)(A)(v) = [E(λ1), . . . , E(λn); (v, h(λ1)), . . . , (v, h(λn))] .

Here λ1, . . . λn ∈ U(1) are the eigenvalues of A and E(λi) is the eigenspace of

λi. Strictly speaking, E(λi) is a subspace of VC, which we embed into the linear

summand of Sym((V ⊕ R)C).

Theorem 6.3.27. The morphism

eig : U −→ Ω•(sh ku)

is a F in-global equivalence of orthogonal spaces.

Proof We let Ū denote the orthogonal space with

Ū(V) = U(Sym((V ⊕ R)C)) .

The structure map induced by ϕ : V −→ W is given by extending by the iden-

tity on the orthogonal complement of Sym((ϕ ⊕ R)C) : Sym((V ⊕ R)C) −→
Sym((W ⊕ R)C). The eigenspace decomposition map then factors as the com-

posite

U −→ Ū
eig
−−−→ Ω•(sh ku) ,

where eig is defined in the same way as eig, recording the set of eigenval-

ues and eigenspaces. Since Ū(V) is the colimit over n ≥ 0, along closed em-

beddings, of the spaces U(Sym≤n((V ⊕ R)C)), the morphism U −→ Ū is a

global equivalence of orthogonal spaces by Theorem 1.1.10 and Proposition

1.1.9 (ix). We may thus show that the morphism

eig : U −→ Ω•(sh ku)

is a F in-global equivalence. We show the stronger statement that for every
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finite group G and every ample G-representation V the map eig(V) is a G-weak

equivalence. Indeed, the map eig(V) factors as the composite

U(Sym((V ⊕ R)C))
�−−→ C (Sym((VC ⊕ R)C), S 1)
∼−−→ map∗(S

V ,C (Sym((V ⊕ R)C), S V⊕R)) .

The first map is the eigenspace decomposition, hence a homeomorphism by

Remark 6.3.3. The second map is adjoint to the assembly map

S V ∧ C (Sym((V ⊕ R)C), S 1) −→ C (Sym((V ⊕ R)C), S V⊕R)

of the Γ-G-space C (Sym((V ⊕ R)C)). Since V is ample, Sym((V ⊕ R)C) is

a complete complex G-universe. So the adjoint assembly map is a G-weak

equivalence by Theorem 6.3.19 (ii). �

The set [A,GrC]G has an abelian monoid structure arising from the ultra-

commutative multiplication of GrC as explained in (2.4.4). The set [A,Ω•ku]G

has an abelian group structure as an equivariant stable homotopy group, i.e.,

through the adjunction bijection

[A,Ω•ku]G
� πG

0 (map(A, ku)) ;

so this group structure arises from concatenation of loops. The morphism of

orthogonal spaces c : GrC −→ Ω•ku defined in (6.3.25) is not a homomor-

phism of ultra-commutative monoids, nor is it a loop map; so it is not a priori

clear whether the induced map on equivariant homotopy sets is a monoid ho-

momorphism.

Theorem 6.3.28. Let G be a compact Lie group and A a finite G-CW-complex.

Then the map

[A, c]G : [A,GrC]G −→ [A,Ω•ku]G

is a monoid homomorphism. If all isotropy groups of A are finite, then [A, c]G

is a group completion of abelian monoids.

Proof To show that [A, c]G is a monoid homomorphism we exhibit a ‘deloop-

ing’ of c, namely the eigenspace morphism (6.3.26). In (2.5.38) we defined a

morphism of ultra-commutative monoids β : GrC −→ ΩU that is a global

group completion by Theorem 2.5.40. Now we link the monoid homomor-

phism

[A, β]G : [A,GrC]G −→ [A,ΩU]G

to the set map [A, c]G : [A,GrC]G −→ [A,Ω•ku]G. The global equivalence

λ̃ku : ku −→ Ω(sh ku)
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was defined in (3.1.23). The adjunction isomorphisms

(Ω•(Ω(sh ku)))(V) = map∗(S
V ,Ωku(V ⊕ R))

� map∗(S
V⊕R, ku(V ⊕ R)) = (sh⊕(Ω•ku))(V)

provide an isomorphism of orthogonal spaces betweenΩ•(Ω(sh ku)) and sh⊕(Ω•ku),

where sh⊕ = shR⊕ is the additive shift defined in Example 1.1.11. Under this iso-

morphism, the morphism

Ω•λ̃ku : Ω•ku −→ Ω•(Ω(sh ku))

becomes the morphism

(Ω•ku) ◦ i : Ω•ku −→ sh⊕(Ω•ku)

given by precomposition with the embeddings iV : V −→ V⊕R. This morphism

is a global equivalence by Theorem 1.1.10. So the morphismΩ•λ̃ku is a global

equivalence of orthogonal spaces as well.

The rigorous statement of the delooping property of the eigenspace mor-

phism is the following commutative square of orthogonal spaces:

GrC

β

��

c // Ω•ku

Ω•λ̃ku≃
��

ΩU
Ω eig

// Ω(Ω•(sh ku))

This square induces a commutative square of set maps

[A,GrC]G

[A,β]G

��

[A,c]G

// [A,Ω•ku]G

[A,Ω•λ̃ku]G�

��
[A,ΩU]G

[A,Ω eig]G

// [A,Ω (Ω•(sh ku))]G

(6.3.29)

The set [A,ΩU]G can be endowed with a monoid structure in two ways, via the

ultra-commutative multiplication as in (2.4.4), and by concatenation of loops.

Since the ultra-commutative monoid structure of ΩU is ‘pointwise’ (i.e., in-

duced by the ultra-commutative monoid structure of U), these two monoid

structures satisfy the interchange law, so they coincide, and both are abelian

group structures. The morphism β is a homomorphism of ultra-commutative

monoids, so it induces an additive map on [A,−]G. The morphisms Ω eig and

Ω•λ̃ku are loop maps, so they induce homomorphisms with respect to the group

structure by concatenation of loops. This shows that three of the four maps in

(6.3.29) are homomorphisms of abelian monoids. Since the right vertical map

is an isomorphism, the map [A, c]G is a homomorphism as well.
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For the rest of the proof we suppose that the isotropy groups of A are finite.

The morphism Ω eig is a F in-global equivalence by Theorem 6.3.27, so the

map [A,Ω eig]G is bijective, and hence an isomorphism of abelian groups, by

Proposition 1.5.3 (ii). The morphism Ω•λ̃ku : Ω•ku −→ Ω(Ω•(sh ku)) is a

global equivalence of orthogonal spaces, so the map [A,Ω•λ̃ku]G is bijective,

and hence an isomorphism of abelian groups, again by Proposition 1.5.3 (ii).

Since [A, β]G is a group completion of abelian monoids (by Corollary 2.5.42),

the commutative square (6.3.29) shows that [A, c]G is a group completion. �

We draw an important consequence of Theorem 6.3.28, namely that the

equivariant cohomology theory represented by the connective global K-theory

spectrum ku is essentially equivariant K-theory. There is a caveat, however, as

this is not true on arbitrary finite G-CW-complexes, but only under the hypoth-

esis of finite stabilizer groups.

We let G be a compact Lie group and A a compact G-space. We define the

0-th G-equivariant ku-cohomology group of A as

ku0
G(A+) = [A,Ω•ku]G ,

the equivariant homotopy set into the orthogonal space Ω•ku. This set is an

abelian group by concatenation of loops, i.e., via the adjunction bijection

[A,Ω•ku]G
� πG

0 (map(A, ku))

to an equivariant stable homotopy group. The set also has a multiplication, i.e.,

another commutative binary operation arising from the ring spectrum struc-

ture of ku, which turnsΩ•ku into a ‘multiplicative’ ultra-commutative monoid

as in Example 4.1.16. A conjugation involution of the ultra-commutative ring

spectrum ku was defined in Construction 6.3.10.

We denote by KG(A) the G-equivariant K-group of A, i.e., the group com-

pletion (Grothendieck group) of the abelian monoid of isomorphism classes of

complex G-vector bundles over A. The map

〈−〉 : [A,GrC]G −→ KG(A) , [ f : A −→ GrC(V)] 7−→ [ f ⋆(γCV )]

that takes the pullback of the tautological vector bundles over Grassmannians

is a group completion of abelian monoids by Theorem 2.4.10 (or rather its

complex analog). Since [A, c]G : [A,GrC]G −→ [A,Ω•ku]G is a monoid ho-

momorphism (by Theorem 6.3.28) to an abelian group, the universal property

of group completion provides a unique additive extension

[−] : KG(A) −→ ku0
G(A+) (6.3.30)

such that the composite

[A,GrC]G 〈−〉−−−→ KG(A)
[−]−−−→ ku0

G(A+) = [A,Ω•ku]G
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is the map induced by the morphism of orthogonal spaces c : GrC −→ Ω•ku.

Theorem 6.3.31. Let G be a compact Lie group and A a finite G-CW-complex.

(i) For every G-representation V and every continuous G-map f : A −→
GrC(Sym(VC)), the homomorphism [−] sends the class of the G-vector

bundle f ⋆(γC
Sym(VC)

) to the homotopy class of the G-map

A
[ f (−);−]
−−−−−−→ map∗(S

V , ku(V)) , a 7−→ {v 7−→ [ f (a); v]} .

(ii) The additive map [−] is a ring homomorphism, natural for G-maps in A,

natural for restriction homomorphisms in G, and compatible with com-

plex conjugation.

(iii) If A has finite isotropy groups, then the homomorphism [−] : KG(A) −→
ku0

G(A+) is an isomorphism.

Proof (i) We recall from Example 2.3.18 the multiplicative Grassmannian

GrC⊗ with values

GrC⊗(V) =
∐

n≥0
GrCn (Sym(VC)) ,

the disjoint union of all Grassmannians in the symmetric algebra of VC. We let

i : VC −→ Sym(VC) be the embedding as the linear summand of the symmetric

algebra. Then as V varies, the maps

i(V) : GrC(V) −→ GrC⊗(V) , L 7−→ i(L)

form a global equivalence i : GrC −→ GrC⊗ of orthogonal spaces, see Example

2.3.18. The morphism of orthogonal spaces c : GrC −→ Ω•ku defined in

(6.3.25) has an extension

c⊗ : GrC⊗ −→ Ω•ku ,

defined by the same formula as for c, namely

c⊗(V) : GrC⊗(V) −→ map∗(S
V , ku(V)) = (Ω•ku)(V) , L 7−→ [L;−]

with

[L;−] : S V −→ C (Sym(VC), S V) = ku(V) given by v 7−→ [L; v] .

The ‘pullback bundle’ map 〈−〉 : [A,GrC]G −→ KG(A) also has a straightfor-

ward extension

〈−〉⊗ : [A,GrC⊗]G −→ KG(A)

again given by the same recipe: we send the class represented by a G-map
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f : A −→ GrC(Sym(VC)) to the class of the pullback f ⋆(γC
Sym(VC)

) of the tauto-

logical bundle over GrC(Sym(VC)). The outer square in the diagram

[A,GrC]G 〈−〉 //

[A,i]G �

��

KG(A)

[−]

��
[A,GrC⊗]G

[A,c⊗]G

//

〈−〉⊗

66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
[A,Ω•ku]G

commutes because c⊗ ◦ i = c and [A, c]G = [−] ◦ 〈−〉. The upper left triangle

commutes because the tautological bundle on GrC⊗(V) restricts to the tautolog-

ical bundle on GrC(V) along the map i(V) : GrC(V) −→ GrC⊗(V). The left

vertical map is bijective by Proposition 1.5.3 (ii), because i : GrC −→ GrC⊗ is

a global equivalence. So the lower right triangle commutes as well. The map

[A, c⊗]G : [A,GrC⊗]G −→ [A,Ω•ku]G = ku0
G(A+)

sends the homotopy class of a continuous G-map f : A −→ GrC(Sym(VC)) to

the class of the map [ f (−);−] : A −→ map∗(S
V , ku(V)), by the very definition

of c⊗. So this proves the claim.

(ii) Naturality in G-maps is straightforward. For a G-map h : A′ −→ A and

every G-map f : A −→ GrC(V), the two G-vector bundles h⋆( f ⋆(γC
V

)) and

( f h)⋆(γC
V

) over A′ are isomorphic, so the following square commutes:

[A,GrC]G
〈−〉 //

[h,GrC]G

��

KG(A)

KG (h)

��
[A′,GrC]G

〈−〉
// KG(A′)

Together with the defining property of the homomorphism [−], this implies

that the two group homomorphisms

[−] ◦KG(h) , ku0
G(h+) ◦ [−] : KG(A) −→ ku0

G(A′+)

coincide after precomposition with 〈−〉 : [A,GrC]G −→ KG(A). Since this map

is a group completion of abelian monoids, already the homomorphisms [−] ◦
KG(h) and ku0

G(h+)◦[−] agree, by the universal property of group completions.

The compatibility with complex conjugation and restriction along group

homomorphisms follow the same pattern. The conjugation morphism of or-

thogonal spectra ψ : ku −→ ku deloops the conjugation morphism of ultra-

commutative monoids ψ : GrC −→ GrC, in the sense that the square of or-
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thogonal spaces commutes:

GrC

ψ

��

c // Ω•ku

Ω•ψ

��
GrC

c
// Ω•ku

In particular, the homomorphism [A, c]G : [A,GrC]G −→ ku0
G(A+) commutes

with complex conjugation. On the other hand, for every G-map f : A −→
GrC(V), the bundle (ψ(V) ◦ f )⋆(γC

V
) is isomorphic to the complex conjugate of

the bundle f ⋆(γC
V

). So the following square commutes:

[A,GrC]G
〈−〉 //

[A,ψ]G

��

KG(A)

ψ

��
[A,GrC]G

〈−〉
// KG(A)

Thus the two group homomorphisms

[−] ◦ ψ , ψ ◦ [−] : KG(A) −→ ku0
G(A+)

agree after precomposition with a group completion, hence they coincide. The

analogous argument works for restriction along a continuous homomorphism

α : K −→ G, using that the underlying K-vector bundle of f ⋆(γC
V

) equals

the bundle α∗( f )(γCα∗(V)
), and the effect of c (being a morphism of orthogonal

spaces) commutes with restriction.

Now we show that the additive map [−] : KG(A) −→ ku0
G(A+) is a ring

homomorphism. The multiplicative unit of KG(A) is the class of the trivial

line bundle A × C. This bundle is isomorphic to f ⋆(γC
Sym(0)

) for the constant

map f : A −→ GrC(Sym(0)) with value C, the constant (and only non-

trivial) summand in the symmetric algebra associated to the 0-dimensional

G-representation. The associated G-map [ f (−);−] : A −→ map∗(S
0, ku(0))

is constant with image the unit map ι0 : S 0 −→ ku(0); so by part (i) the class

〈A × C〉 of the trivial line bundle is the multiplicative unit in the ring ku0
G(A+).

So the map [−] preserves multiplicative units.

It remains to show that the map [−] preserves products. Because [−] is ad-

ditive and the group KG(A) is generated by classes of actual vector bundles (as

opposed to virtual bundles), it suffices to show multiplicativity for two classes

in KG(A) represented by G-vector bundles. We may assume that the two bun-

dles are classified by continuous G-maps

f : A −→ GrC(VC) respectively g : A −→ GrC(WC) ,
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where V and W are G-representations. The tensor product bundle f ⋆(γC
V

) ⊗
g⋆(γC

W
) is then classified by the composite

A
( f ,g)
−−−−→ GrC(VC) ×GrC(WC)

−⊗−−−−→ GrC(VC ⊗WC)

GrC( j)
−−−−−→ GrC(Sym((V ⊕W)C)) ,

where

j : VC ⊗WC −→ Sym((V ⊕W)C) is defined by j(v ⊗ w) = (v, 0) · (0,w) .

By part (i) the associated homotopy class [ f ⋆(γC
V

) ⊗ g⋆(γC
W

)] is represented by

the G-map

[( j ◦ ( f ⊗ g))(−);−] : A −→ map∗(S
V⊕W , ku(V ⊕W)) .

This map is the adjoint of the composite

A+ ∧ S V⊕W
a∧v∧w 7→[ f (a);v]∧[g(a);w]
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ku(V) ∧ ku(W)

µV,W−−−→ ku(V ⊕W) .

This composite represents the product of the classes [ f ⋆(γC
V

)] and [g⋆(γC
W

)], so

this establishes the relation

[ f ⋆(γCV )] · [g⋆(γCW)] = [ f ⋆(γCV ) ⊗ g⋆(γCW )]

in the group ku0
G(A).

(iii) If A is a finite G-CW-complex with finite isotropy groups, then the map

[A, c]G : [A,GrC]G −→ ku0
G(A+) is a group completion of abelian monoids

by Theorem 6.3.28. The map 〈−〉 : [A,GrC]G −→ KG(A) is also a group

completion (by Theorem 2.4.10, or rather its complex analog), so the unique

extension [−] : KG(A) −→ ku0
G(A+) is an isomorphism. �

We specialize Theorem 6.3.31 to the case A = ∗, i.e., when the base is a sin-

gle point. In this case the bundle projection is no information, G-vector bundles

specialize to G-representations, and the ring KG(∗) becomes the unitary repre-

sentation ring RU(G). On the other hand, ku0
G(S 0) specializes to πG

0
(ku). The

ring homomorphism

[−] : RU(G) −→ πG
0 (ku)

is then determined by its effect on the classes of actual representations. If W is

a unitary G-representation, we get an explicit representative for the class [W]

by choosing a G-equivariant C-linear isometric embedding j : W −→ VC into

the complexification of an orthogonal G-representations. For example, the map

jW : W −→ (uW)C , jW (w) 7−→ 1/
√

2 · (1 ⊗ w − i ⊗ (iw))
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into the complexification of the underlying orthogonal G-representation of W

does the job. Then [W] is the homotopy class of the G-map

S V −→ C (Sym(VC), S V) = ku(V) , v 7−→ [ j(W); v] . (6.3.32)

Both RU(G) and πG
0

(ku) have restriction maps, transfers and multiplicative

power operations in G, i.e., they are global power functors in the sense of

Definition 5.1.6. The maps [−] : RU(G) −→ πG
0

(ku) preserve most of this

additional structure, but that is not apparent from what we discussed so far.

Theorem 6.3.33. For every compact Lie group G, the map

[−] : RU(G) −→ πG
0 (ku) (6.3.34)

is a ring homomorphism. As G varies over all compact Lie groups, the homo-

morphisms (6.3.34) are compatible with restriction maps, with complex con-

jugation, with finite index transfers, and with multiplicative power operations.

Moreover, the map [−] is an isomorphism whenever the group G is finite.

Proof The fact that the map is a ring homomorphism, compatible with re-

strictions, compatible with complex conjugation and an isomorphism for finite

groups is a special case of Theorem 6.3.31 for a one-point G-space.

Now we show that the maps [−] are compatible with finite index trans-

fers. We let H be a finite index subgroup of G and introduce an orthogonal

G-spectrum ku[G/H] by

ku[G/H](V) = C (Sym(VC), S V ∧ (G/H)+) .

The structure maps of ku[G/H] are defined in much the same way as for ku,

with the extra smash factor (G/H)+ acting as a dummy; the G-action comes

entirely from the translation action on G/H. As V varies over all inner product

spaces, the assembly maps

ku(V) ∧ (G/H)+ = C (Sym(VC), S V) ∧ (G/H)+

−→ C (Sym(VC), S V ∧ (G/H)+) = ku[G/H](V)

form a morphism of orthogonal G-spectra α : ku ∧ (G/H)+ −→ ku[G/H].

We let ∇ : (G/H)+ −→ 1+ be the G-equivariant fold map that sends all of

G/H to 1. We let l : G/H+ −→ 1+ be the H-equivariant ‘projection’ onto the

preferred coset, i.e., l(eH) = 1 and l(gH) = 0 for g < H. Then the following
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diagram commutes:

πH
0

(ku) πH
0

(ku ∧G/H+)

πH
0 (α)

��

πH
0 (ku∧l)

oo πG
0

(ku ∧G/H+)

πG
0

(α)

��

resG
H

oo
πG

0
(ku∧∇)

//

WirthG
H

rr
πG

0
(ku)

πH
0

(ku[G/H])πH
0

(ku[l])

]]

πG
0

(ku[G/H])
resG

H

oo πG
0

(ku[∇])

AA

(6.3.35)

The upper left horizontal composite is the Wirthmüller map (3.2.6). Since the

Wirthmüller map is an isomorphism (Theorem 3.2.15), the map πH
0

(ku[l]) ◦
resG

H
is surjective. Now we let f : S V −→ ku[G/H](V) be a G-map that rep-

resents an element in the kernel of the map πH
0

(ku[l]) ◦ resG
H

, where V is a

G-representation. After increasing V , if necessary, we can assume that V is

ample and that the composite

S V
f
−−→ ku[G/H](V)

ku[l](V)−−−−−−→ ku(V)

is H-equivariantly null-homotopic. By adjointness, this means that the com-

posite

S V
f
−−→ ku[G/H](V) = C (Sym(VC); S V ∧ (G/H)+)

l♭−−→ mapH(G,C (Sym(VC); S V)) = mapH(G, ku(V))

is G-equivariantly null-homotopic, where l♭ is adjoint to the H-equivariant map

C (Sym(VC); S V ∧ l) : C (Sym(VC); S V ∧ (G/H)+) −→ C (Sym(VC); S V) .

The map l♭ coincides with the Wirthmüller map

ωS V : C (Sym(VC); G ⋉H S V ) −→ mapH(G,C (Sym(VC); S V))

defined in (B.51), up to the effect of the shearing isomorphism S V ∧ (G/H)+ �

G ⋉H S V . Since V is ample, the Γ-G-space C (Sym(VC)) is special by Theo-

rem 6.3.19 (i), and it is G-cofibrant by Example 6.3.16. So the Wirthmüller

map ωS V , and hence also the map l♭, is a G-weak equivalence by Theorem

B.54 (ii). Hence already f is G-equivariantly null-homotopic. Altogether this

proves that the map πH
0

(ku[l]) ◦ resG
H

is also injective, hence bijective. Since

πH
0

(ku[l]) ◦ resG
H

and the Wirthmüller map are both bijective, the commutativ-

ity of (6.3.35) shows that the map πG
0

(α) : πG
0

(ku∧ (G/H)+) −→ πG
0

(ku[G/H])

is also bijective.

Now we let W be any unitary H-representation and j : mapH(G,W) −→
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VC a G-equivariant C-linear embedding into the complexification of some G-

representation. We define a class

[W]G
H ∈ πG

0 (ku[G/H])

by specifying a representative G-map

S V −→ C (Sym(VC), S V ∧ (G/H)+) = ku[G/H](V)

by

v 7−→ [ j(mapH(Hg−1
1 ,W)), . . . , j(mapH(Hg−1

m ,W)); v ∧ g1H, . . . , v ∧ gmH] .

Here g1, . . . , gm is a set of coset representatives for H in G. The relation

C (Sym(VC), S V ∧ l+)[ j(mapH(Hgk,W)); v ∧ gkH]k=1,...,m

= [ j(mapH(H,W)); v]

shows that

πH
0 (ku[l])(resG

H([W]G
H)) = [W] .

The commutativity of the left part of diagram (6.3.35) then shows that

[W] = πH
0 (ku[l])(resG

H([W]G
H)) = WirthG

H(πG
0 (α)−1([W]G

H)) .

Since the Wirthmüller map is inverse to the external transfer (Theorem 3.2.15),

this is equivalent to the relation

[W]G
H = πG

0 (α)(G ⋉H [W])

in the group πG
0

(ku[G/H]).

On the other hand, if we fold S V ∧ (G/H)+ onto S V , then

C (Sym(VC), S V ∧ ∇+)[mapH(Hg1,W), . . . ,mapH(Hgm,W); v ∧ g1H, . . . , v ∧ gmH]

= [mapH(Hg1,W), . . . ,mapH(Hgm,W); v, . . . , v]

= [mapH(Hg1,W) ⊕ · · · ⊕mapH(Hgm,W); v]

= [mapH(G,W); v] .

This shows that

πG
0 (ku[∇])([W]G

H) = [mapH(G,W)] .

The commutativity of the right part of diagram (6.3.35) then yields the desired

relation for classes of actual representations:

[mapH(G,W)] = πG
0 (ku[∇])([W]G

H) = πG
0 (ku[∇])(πG

0 (α)(G ⋉H [W]))

= πG
0 (ku ∧ ∇)(G ⋉H [W]) = trG

H[W] .
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Since transfer maps are additive, the relation persists to classes of virtual rep-

resentations.

Now we treat the compatibility with power operations, i.e., that the follow-

ing square commutes for every compact Lie group G and all m ≥ 1:

RU(G)
[−] //

Pm

��

πG
0

(ku)

Pm

��
RU(Σm ≀G)

[−]
// πΣm≀G

0
(ku)

We consider a unitary G-representation W and a G-equivariant C-linear iso-

metric embedding j : W −→ VC into the complexification of an orthogonal

G-representation. The class [W] is then represented by the G-map

[ j(W);−] : S V −→ ku(V) .

The map

J : W⊗m −→ Sym(Vm
C

)

w1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wm 7−→ ( j(w1), 0, . . . , 0) · (0, j(w2), 0, . . . , 0) · . . . · (0, . . . , 0, j(wm))

is a (Σm ≀ G)-equivariant C-linear isometric embedding. So the class [W⊗m] =

[Pm〈W〉] is represented by the G-map

[J(W⊗m);−] : S Vm −→ ku(Vm) .

This map coincides with the composite

S Vm [ j(W);−]∧m

−−−−−−−−→ ku(V)∧m
µV,...,V−−−−→ ku(Vm)

which represents the power operation Pm[W], so we have shown the relation

Pm[W] = [W⊗m] = [Pm〈W〉]

in the group πΣm≀G
0

(ku). Since the map [−] is additive, compatible with finite

index transfers and the classes of actual representations generate RU(G) as an

abelian group, the additivity formula for power operations

Pm(x + y) =
∑m

k=0
trk,m−k(Pk(x) × Pm−k(y))

implies that the map [−] is compatible with power operations of virtual repre-

sentations. �

Example 6.3.36 (Dimension homomorphism). The dimension homomorphism

is a homomorphism of ultra-commutative ring spectra

dim : ku −→ Sp∞
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from the connective global K-theory spectrum to the infinite symmetric prod-

uct spectrum defined in Example 5.3.10. The value of this homomorphism at

an inner product space V is the map

dim(V) : ku(V) = C (Sym(VC), S V) −→ Sp∞(S V)

[E1, . . . , En; v1, . . . , vn] 7−→
∑n

i=1
dim(Ei) · vi ,

i.e., a configuration of vector spaces is mapped to the configurations of its

dimensions (i.e., the sum in the abelian monoid structure of Sp∞(S V)). The

map is multiplicative because dimension is multiplicative on tensor products.

The infinite symmetric product spectrum includes by a global equivalence

of ultra-commutative ring spectra Sp∞ −→ HZ into the Eilenberg-Mac Lane

spectrum of the integers, see Proposition 5.3.12 (ii). So we sometimes takeHZ
(instead of Sp∞) as the target of the dimension homomorphism.

We record that the effect of the dimension homomorphism on equivariant

homotopy groups ‘is’ the augmentation

dim : RU(G) −→ Z

that sends a virtual representation to its virtual dimension. We warn the reader

that the two vertical maps in the following commutative square are isomor-

phisms for finite groups, but not for general compact Lie groups.

Proposition 6.3.37. For every compact Lie group G, the following square of

commutative rings commutes:

RU(G)
dim //

[−]

��

Z

n7→n·1
��

πG
0

(ku)
πG

0
(dim)

// πG
0

(Sp∞)

Proof For n ≥ 1 we consider the ‘geometric’ degree n morphism

δn : S −→ Sp∞ , x 7−→ n · x .

In level 0, the map

δn(0) : S 0 −→ Sp∞(S 0) � N{0}

sends the non-basepoint 0 ∈ S 0 to n · 0, the n-fold multiple of the correspond-

ing generator of the free abelian monoid N{0}. Since the ring homomorphism

Z −→ πG
0

(Sp∞) sends n to the class of n · 0, this shows that δn
∗(1) = n · 1 in the

group πG
0

(Sp∞).
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Now we let W be a unitary G-representation of dimension n. A represen-

tative [ jW (W);−] for the class [W] in RU(G) was specified in (6.3.32). The

composite

S uW
[ jW (W);−]
−−−−−−−→ ku(uW)

dim(uW)−−−−−−→ Sp∞(S uW)

is the map

δn(uW) : S uW −→ Sp∞(uW) .

Hence we conclude that

πG
0 (dim)[W] = [δn(uW)] = δn

∗(1) = n · 1 = dim(W) · 1 .

This proves the proposition for the classes of actual representations. Since all

four maps in the square are homomorphisms of abelian groups, the relation

also holds for the classes of virtual representations. �

Remark 6.3.38. Segal [150, §2] discusses a ‘smooth transfer’ i! : RU(H) −→
RU(G) where i : H −→ G is the inclusion of a closed subgroup of a compact

Lie group G. This smooth transfer is not to be confused with the holomorphic

transfer, which is defined when G/H is a complex algebraic variety. One could

hope that the maps [−] : RU(G) −→ πG
0

(ku) take the smooth transfer to the

homotopy theoretic transfer

trG
H : πH

0 (ku) −→ πG
0 (ku) .

This (false!) expectation is suggested by the fact that the smooth transfer has

all the right formal properties, and the complex representations rings do form

a global functor. As we now illustrate by a specific example, the collection of

ring homomorphisms [−] : RU(G) −→ πG
0

(ku) comes close to being a mor-

phism of global functors, but it fails to commute with infinite index transfers.

For periodic global K-theory KU, discussed below in Construction 6.4.9, the

two transfers do correspond also for infinite index inclusions; in fact, π
0
(KU) is

isomorphic, as a global power functor, to the representation ring global functor,

see Theorem 6.4.24 below.

To illustrate the issue we recall a specific smooth transfer to G = S U(2)

from the normalizer N = NS U(2)T of the diagonal maximal torus

T =
{(

λ 0
0 λ−1

)
: λ ∈ U(1)

}
.

The maximal torus normalizer N is generated by T and the matrix
(

0 1
−1 0

)
.

We use Segal’s character formula [150, p. 119] to calculate the character of

the smooth transfer i!(1) of the trivial 1-dimensional N-representation, where

i : N −→ S U(2) is the inclusion. An element g ∈ S U(2) is regular in the

sense of [150, Def. 1.9] if and only if it has infinite order, and then the closed
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subgroup generated by g is a conjugate γT of T . The fixed set of such a regular

element g on G/N then consists of a single coset, namely γN. So

χi!(1)(g) = χ1(γ−1gγ) = 1 .

Since the character is continuous and regular elements are dense, the character

of i!(1) is constant with value 1. Since the character determines the represen-

tation up to isomorphism, we have i!(1) = 1 in RU(S U(2)). We claim that in

contrast to this relation in RU(S U(2)), the elements tr
S U(2)
N

(1) and 1 are lin-

early independent (so in particular different) in πS U(2)

0
(ku). We can detect this

through the dimension homomorphism dim : ku −→ HZ introduced in Exam-

ple 6.3.36. As we discussed in Example 5.3.14, the elements tr
S U(2)
N

(1) and 1

are linearly independent in πS U(2)
0

(HZ), so they must also be linearly indepen-

dent in πS U(2)
0

(ku).

The dimension homomorphism can also be used to detect some odd-dimen-

sional classes in the coefficient ring πU(1)
∗ (ku): we showed in Theorem 5.3.16

that the group πU(1)

1
(HZ) is isomorphic to Q, and that the dimension shifting

transfer from the trivial group to U(1), applied to the suspension of the multi-

plicative unit 1 ∈ πe
0
(HZ), is non-zero in πU(1)

1
(HZ). So the class

TrU(1)
e (1 ∧ S 1) ∈ πU(1)

1
(ku)

has infinite order, and is in particular non-zero.

Remark 6.3.39. There is a morphism of orthogonal spaces c : Gr −→ Ω•ko

defined in much the same way as its complex analog (6.3.25). Derived from

this are ring homomorphisms

[−] : KOG(A) −→ ko0
G(A+)

for every compact G-space A, analogous to the homomorphism (6.3.30) in the

complex case. For A = ∗ this specializes to a ring homomorphism

[−] : RO(G) −→ πG
0 (ko) ,

where RO(G) is the orthogonal representation ring of G. The analog of The-

orem 6.3.33 then says that these homomorphisms are compatible with restric-

tion, finite index transfer and multiplicative power operations, and an isomor-

phism for finite groups G. However, in the real situation there is no eigenspace

decomposition, hence no direct analog of the delooping eig : U −→ Ω•(sh ku)

of the morphism c. So to establish the real analog of Theorem 6.3.28 (which is

used in the proof of Theorem 6.3.33), one has to use a different proof.

Construction 6.3.40 (Rank filtrations). The connective global K-theory spec-

tra come with exhaustive filtrations

ko[1] −→ ko[2] −→ . . . −→ ko[m] −→ . . . −→ ko
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respectively

ku[1] −→ ku[2] −→ . . . −→ ku[m] −→ . . . −→ ku

by orthogonal subspectra. We define the rank filtration for ku, the case of ko

being similar. For m ≥ 1 we let

ku[m](V) = C
[m](Sym(VC), S V) ⊂ C (Sym(VC), S V) = ku(V)

be the subspace of those configurations [E1, . . . , En; v1, . . . , vn] such that
∑n

i=1
dim(Ei) ≤ m .

As V varies, the spaces ku[m](V) form an orthogonal subspectrum ku[m] of ku.

The dimension function is multiplicative on tensor products, so the multipli-

cation of ku restricts to associative and unital pairings

ku[m] ∧ ku[n] −→ ku[mn] .

For m = 1 this gives ku[1] the structure of an ultra-commutative ring spectrum

and it gives ku[n] a module structure over ku[1]. The inclusion ku[1] −→ ku is

multiplicative, i.e., a morphism of ultra-commutative ring spectra.

The first pieces ko[1] and ku[1] are multiplicative models for the suspen-

sion spectra of global classifying space of the cyclic group C2 = O(1) re-

spectively the circle group U(1). Indeed, the complex global projective space

PC = Gr
C,[1]
⊗ , introduced in (2.3.20), is a multiplicative model of the global

classifying space of U(1). A configuration of points labeled by vector spaces

of total dimension 1 has to be concentrated on at most one point. So the map

S V ∧ PC(V)+ = S V ∧ P(Sym(VC))+ −→ C
[1](Sym(VC), S V) = ku[1](V)

v ∧ L 7−→ [L; v]

is a homeomorphism. As V varies through real inner product spaces, these

maps form an isomorphism of ultra-commutative ring spectra

Σ∞+ PC � ku[1] .

Similarly, the ultra-commutative ring spectrum ko[1] is globally a suspension

spectrum of a global classifying space of the group C2.

The underlying non-equivariant spectrum of Σ∞+ BglU(1), hence of ku[1], has

the stable homotopy type of the suspension spectrum of CP∞; moreover, on

underlying non-equivariant spectra, the morphism

ku[1] −→ ku (6.3.41)

is a rational stable equivalence. However, the morphism (6.3.41) is not a ra-

tional global equivalence, which can be seen already on the level of π
0

for
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the group C2. Indeed, by Proposition 4.2.5 the homotopy group global functor

π
0
(Σ∞+ BglU(1)), and hence also the global functor π

0
(ku[1]), is the represented

global functor A(U(1),−). The inclusion ku[1] −→ ku induces a morphism

of global power functors A(U(1),−) � π
0
(ku[1]) −→ π

0
(ku). An element of

infinite order in the kernel of the map A(U(1),C2) −→ πC2

0
(ku) is

trC2
e ◦ resU(1)

e −z∗ − res
U(1)
C2

∈ A(U(1),C2) ,

where z : U(1) −→ C2 is the trivial homomorphism. This element maps triv-

ially to π
0
(ku) because the regular representation of C2 splits as the sum of the

1-dimensional trivial and sign representations.

For finite groups G, the ring homomorphism [−] : RU(G) −→ πG
0

(ku) is

an isomorphism. It will follow from Theorem 6.4.24 below that the map [−] :

RU(G) −→ πG
0

(ku) is always a split monomorphism, also when G has positive

dimension. On the other hand, Remark 6.3.38 shows that the map is not always

surjective, as the class tr
S U(2)
N

(1) in πS U(2)

0
(ku) is not in the image. In [74],

Hausmann and Ostermayr give a complete calculation of π
0
(ku) as a global

functor. The strategy of [74] is to identify the global homotopy types of the

subquotients of the rank filtration and deduce from it a presentation π
0
(ku)

by generators and relations. The final answer is that π
0
(ku) is generated as a

global functor by the classes

xm = [τm] ∈ πU(m)

0
(ku) ,

where τm denotes the tautological U(m)-representation on Cm. There are two

kinds of relations; on the one hand, the relations

res
U(m+n)
U(m)×U(n)

(xm+n) = p∗(xm) + q∗(xn) ∈ πU(m)×U(n)
0

(ku)

for all m, n ≥ 1, where p : U(m) × U(n) −→ U(m) and q : U(m) × U(n) −→
U(n) are the two projections. These relations follow from the fact that the maps

[−] are additive and compatible with restrictions. The other set of relations

equates finite index transfers of representations with the corresponding finite

index transfer in homotopy theory.

Construction 6.3.42 (Bott class). The Bott class

β ∈ πe
2(ku)

is an important non-equivariant homotopy class of the spectrum ku that we

recall now. As we shall show in Theorem 6.4.29 below, the Bott class becomes

invertible in the homotopy ring of the periodic K-theory spectrum KU.

We define the Bott class by specifying an explicit representative. We define
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a continuous map m : S R⊕C −→ S U(2) by the formula

m(v) = m(x, z) =
1

|v|2 + 1

(
|v|2 − 1 − i2x 2iz̄

2iz |v|2 − 1 + i2x

)
. (6.3.43)

The eigenspace decomposition

eig : U(2) � C (C2; S 1)

is the inverse of the homeomorphism (6.3.4); it sends a unitary matrix to the

configuration of its eigenvalues, with the inverse Cayley transform applied,

labeled by the corresponding eigenspaces. The Bott class is then represented

by the composite

S 3 = S R⊕C
m−−→ U(2)

eig
−−−→
�

C (C2; S 1) (6.3.44)

incl−−→ C (Sym(C); S 1) = ku(R) .

In the last step we identify C2 with the subspace of Sym(C) spanned by the

constant and linear summand in the symmetric algebra, in terms of the pre-

ferred basis 1 ∈ Sym0(C) and 1 ∈ Sym1(C).

Proposition 6.3.45. The group πe
2
(ku) is infinite cyclic, and the Bott class β is

a generator.

Proof The map m : S R⊕C −→ S U(2) is bijective; indeed, an explicit formula

for the inverse is

S U(2) −→ S R⊕C,

(
a b̄

−b ā

)
7−→ Im(a)

Re(a) − 1
∧ ib

1 − Re(a)
,

where a, b ∈ C2 are complex numbers satisfying |a|2+ |b|2 = 1. As a continuous

bijection between compact spaces, m is thus a homeomorphism from S 3 to

S U(2). Since the inclusion S U(2) −→ U(2) induces an isomorphism on π3,

the map m represents a generator of the infinite cyclic group π3(U(2), 1). The

standard embedding U(2) −→ U into the infinite unitary group is 4-connected,

so the composite (6.3.44) represents a generator of the infinite cyclic group

π3(ku(R), ∗). Theorem 6.3.23 says that ku is a positive Ω-spectrum (in the

non-equivariant sense), so in particular the stabilization map

π3(ku(R), ∗) = [S 3, ku(R)] −→ colimn≥0 [S n+2, ku(Rn)] = πe
2(ku)

is an isomorphism. So the group πe
2
(ku) is infinite cyclic, and the Bott class is

a generator. �

Construction 6.3.46 (Equivariant Bott classes). There are more general equiv-

ariant Bott classes

βG,W ∈ ku0
G(S W)
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defined for G-Spinc-representations, i.e., hermitian inner product spaces W

equipped with a lift G −→ Spinc(uW) of the representation homomorphism

G −→ O(uW) through the adjoint representation ad(uW) : Spinc(uW) −→
S O(uW), see (2.3.11). These equivariant Bott classes become invertible in

the RO(G)-graded homotopy ring of KU, compare Remark 6.4.31 below; this

equivariant generalization of Bott periodicity goes back to Atiyah [3, Thm. 4.3].

We recall the definition as given, for example, in [88, III p. 44]. The con-

struction depends heavily on a canonical isomorphism, for every hermitian in-

ner product space W, between the complexified Clifford algebra C ⊗R Cl(uW)

of the underlying euclidean vector space of W, and EndC(Λ∗(W)), the endo-

morphism algebra of the exterior algebra of W. The underlyingR-vector space

uW of the given hermitian inner product space has a euclidean inner product

defined by

〈w,w′〉 = Re(w,w′) ,

the real part of the complex inner product. In what follows, we use the hermi-

tian inner product on the exterior algebra Λ∗(W) characterized by the formula

(v1 ∧ . . . ∧ vn, w1 ∧ . . . ∧ wn) = det((vi,w j)i, j)

for all vi,w j ∈ W. Another way to say this is that if (ei)i=1,...,k is an orthonormal

basis of W, then the vectors

ei1 ∧ . . . ∧ ein

form an orthonormal basis of Λ∗(W) as the indices run through all tuples with

1 ≤ i1 < · · · < in ≤ k.

For w ∈ W we let

dw : Λ∗(W) −→ Λ∗(W) , dw(x) = w ∧ x

denote left exterior multiplication by w. We let d∗w : Λ∗(W) −→ Λ∗(W) denote

the adjoint of dw, i.e., the C-linear map characterized by

(x, d∗w(y)) = (dw(x), y) = (w ∧ x, y)

for all x, y ∈ Λ∗(W).

The exterior algebra Λ∗(W) is Z/2-graded by even respectively odd exterior

powers. The endomorphism algebra EndC(Λ∗(W)) then inherits a Z/2-grading

by even respectively odd operators. Exterior multiplication by w takes Λn(W)

to Λn+1(W), so the operator dw is odd for every w ∈ W. Hence the adjoint d∗w is

odd, and so is the endomorphism

δw = dw − d∗w . (6.3.47)
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Lemma 6.3.48. Let W be a hermitian inner product space. For every w ∈ W,

the endomorphisms dw and δw of Λ∗(W) satisfy the relations

dw ◦ d∗w + d∗w ◦ dw = |w|2 · Id and δw ◦ δw = −|w|2 · Id .

Proof If we multiply w by a real scalar λ ∈ R, then both sides of both equa-

tions scale by λ2. So it suffices to show the claims for unit vectors, i.e., we may

assume that |w| = 1.

If w is a unit vector, then Λ∗(W) decomposes as an orthogonal direct sum

Λ∗(W⊥) ⊕ (w ∧Λ∗(W⊥)), where W⊥ is the orthogonal complement of w in W.

Moreover, dw is an isometry from the summand Λ∗(W⊥) onto the summand

w ∧ Λ∗(W⊥), and it vanishes on w ∧ Λ∗(W⊥). So the adjoint d∗w is inverse to

dw on the summand w ∧ Λ∗(W⊥), and it vanishes on Λ∗(W⊥). Hence d∗w ◦ dw

is the orthogonal projection onto the summand Λ∗(W⊥), and dw ◦ d∗w is the

orthogonal projection onto the other summand w ∧ Λ∗(W⊥). This shows that

dw ◦ d∗w + d∗w ◦ dw is the identity.

We have dw ◦ dw = 0, hence also d∗w ◦ d∗w = 0. This gives

δw ◦ δw = (dw − d∗w) ◦ (dw − d∗w) = −(dw ◦ d∗w + d∗w ◦ dw) = − Id . �

Because of the previous lemma, the R-linear map

uW −→ EndC(Λ∗(W)) , w 7−→ δw

satisfies δ2
w = −|w|2 · Id; so the universal property of the Clifford algebra pro-

vides a unique homomorphism of Z/2-graded C-algebras

δW : C ⊗R Cl(uW) −→ EndC(Λ∗(W)) (6.3.49)

sending w ∈ W to δw. The homomorphism is also compatible with passage to

adjoints; indeed, for w ∈ W we have

δ∗w = (dw − d∗w)∗ = d∗w − dw = d−w − d∗−w = δ−w = δw∗ .

Since C⊗R Cl(uW) is generated by the elements of uW, the compatibility with

adjoints holds in general. The homomorphism δW thus makes the exterior al-

gebra Λ∗(W) into a Z/2-graded C ⊗R Cl(uW)-module.

Example 6.3.50 (The complexified Clifford algebra of uC). We make the ho-

momorphism δW explicit in the simplest non-trivial case, namely for W = C.

In this case the elements 1, i ∈ C form an orthonormal R-basis of uC; we let

e = 1 ⊗ [1] respectively f = 1 ⊗ [i]

be their images in the complexified Clifford algebra C⊗RCl(uC). This Clifford

algebra then has a C-basis (1, e, f , e f ), with multiplicative relations

e2 = f 2 = −1 and f e = −e f .
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On the other hand, the exterior algebra Λ∗(C) is two dimensional, and an or-

thonormal C-basis is given by the classes 1 ∈ Λ0(C) (the multiplicative unit)

and x ∈ Λ1(C), the class of 1 ∈ C. A direct calculation shows that in terms of

the basis (1, x) of Λ∗(C), the map δC is given by

δe =

(
0 −1

1 0

)
, δ f =

(
0 i

i 0

)
and δe ◦ δ f =

(
−i 0

0 i

)
. (6.3.51)

In particular, the homomorphism δC sends the basis (1, e, f , e f ) of C⊗RCl(uC)

to a basis of EndC(Λ∗(C)), so δC is an isomorphism.

We recall that the homomorphism δW is in fact an isomorphism in gen-

eral. Indeed, given two hermitian inner product spaces V and W, the following

square commutes:

C ⊗R Cl(uV ⊕ uW)
δV⊕W //

�

��

EndC(Λ∗(V ⊕W))

�

��
EndC(Λ∗(V) ⊗ Λ∗(W))

(C ⊗R Cl(uV)) ⊗C (C ⊗R Cl(uW))
δV⊗δW

// EndC(Λ∗(V)) ⊗ EndC(Λ∗(W))

⊗�

OO

The left vertical isomorphism sends 1⊗[v,w] to (1⊗v)⊗(1⊗1)+(1⊗1)⊗(1⊗w).

The upper right vertical map is induced by the isomorphism of Z/2-graded C-

algebras

Λ∗(V ⊕W)
�−−→ Λ∗(V) ⊗ Λ∗(W)

that extends the linear map

V ⊕W −→ Λ∗(V) ⊗ Λ∗(W) , (v,w) 7−→ v ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ w .

The vertical maps in the above diagram are isomorphisms, and every hermi-

tian inner product space is isometrically isomorphic to Cn with standard inner

product; so this reduces the claim to the special case W = C, in which case the

morphism δC is an isomorphism by Example 6.3.50.

To construct the equivariant Bott class we now start with a hermitian inner

product space W and a continuous homomorphism G −→ Spinc(uW). The

group G then acts on the underlying euclidean inner product space of W via the

adjoint representation ad(uW) : Spinc(uW) −→ S O(uW). The equivariant Bott

class most naturally lives in the relative K-group KG(D(W), S (W)); elements

in this group are represented by triples (ξ, η, α), where ξ and η are G-vector

bundles over D(W), and α : ξ|S (W) � η|S (W) is an equivariant isomorphism
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between the restrictions of the two bundles to the unit sphere S (W). In this

description, the Bott class βG,W is represented by the triple

(D(W) × Λev(W),D(W) × Λodd(W), α)

consisting of the trivial vector bundles over D(W) with fibers Λev(W) respec-

tively Λodd(W), and the equivariant bundle isomorphism α is given by the Clif-

ford action (6.3.49):

α : S (W) × Λev(W) −→ S (W) × Λodd(W) , (w, x) 7−→ (w, δw(x)) .

Here the group G acts on Λev(W) and Λodd(W) via the given Spinc-structure,

i.e., through the composite

G −→ Spinc(uW) ⊂ C ⊗R Cl(uW)
δW−−−→
�

EndC(Λ∗(W)) . (6.3.52)

Equivariant Bott periodicity [3, Thm. 4.3] says that for every compact G-space

A, exterior product with the Bott class is an isomorphism

− × βG,W : KG(A) −→ KG(A × D(W), A × S (W)) .

To represent the Bott class in ku0
G(S W) we interpret the Clifford action as a

clutching function for a vector bundle. We define a G-vector bundle ξ(W) over

S W by gluing the trivial bundle with fiber Λev(W) over D(W) with the trivial

bundle with fiber Λodd(W) over S W − D̊(W) using the map

S (W) −→ LC(Λev(W),Λodd(W)) , w 7−→ δw .

The homomorphism

[−] : KG(S W) −→ ku0
G(S W

+ )

defined in (6.3.30) turns this G-vector bundle into an unreduced equivariant

ku-cohomology class. By construction, the fiber of ξ(W) over the basepoint

at infinity is the G-representation Λodd(W), with G acting via the composite

(6.3.52). So by subtracting the class of the trivial vector bundle with fiber

Λodd(W) we obtain the equivariant Bott class as a reduced equivariant ku-

cohomology class,

βG,W = [ξ(W)] − [S W × Λodd(W)] ∈ ku0
G(S W ) .

We invite the reader to perform a reality check and establish the relation

βe,C = −β

in πe
2
(ku). In other words, the equivariant Bott class of the trivial group acting

on C specializes to the non-equivariant Bott class as defined in Construction

6.3.42, up to a sign.
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6.4 Periodic global K-theory

Our main object of study in this section is periodic global K-theory KU, an

ultra-commutative ring spectrum whose G-homotopy type realizes G-equi-

variant periodic K-theory, see Construction 6.4.9. The model we use is due

to M. Joachim [86], and made of spaces of homomorphisms of Z/2-graded

C∗-algebras. Corollary 6.4.23 shows that the equivariant cohomology theory

represented by KU on finite G-CW-complexes ‘is’ equivariant K-theory; The-

orem 6.4.24 shows that π
0
(KU) is isomorphic, as a global power functor, to

the complex representation ring functor RU. Periodic global K-theory receives

a morphism of ultra-commutative ring spectra j : ku −→ KU from connec-

tive global K-theory defined in the previous section. Theorem 6.4.29 shows

that KU is Bott periodic, i.e., the Bott class in πe
2
(ku) becomes invertible in

πe
2
(KU).

Global connective K-theory kuc is a certain homotopy pullback of the peri-

odic theory KU, its associated global Borel theory, and the global Borel theory

of connective K-theory, see Construction 6.4.32. The global homotopy type

kuc is a refinement of Greenlees ‘equivariant connective K-theory’ [66]. One

should note the different order of the adjectives ‘global’ and ‘connective’, in-

dicating that ku and kuc are quite different global homotopy types (with the

same underlying non-equivariant homotopy type).

The spectrum KU consists of spaces of homomorphisms of Z/2-graded C∗-

algebras. Consequently, in this section we will use basic results from the theory

of C∗-algebras; the textbooks [126, 186] can serve as general references. Since

we are not assuming the reader to be fluent with C∗-algebras, we recall a certain

amount of material in some detail.

Construction 6.4.1 (The C∗-algebra s). The construction of the orthogonal

spectrum KU is based on a certain C∗-algebra and on spaces of ∗-homomorphisms

out of it. We consider graded C∗-algebras, i.e., C∗-algebras A equipped with a

∗-automorphism α : A −→ A such that α2 = Id. We can then decompose A into

the ±1 eigenspaces of α and obtain a Z/2-grading of the underlying C-algebra

by setting

Aev = {a ∈ A | α(a) = a} and Aodd = {a ∈ A | α(a) = −a} .

The conjugation of A preserves the grading into even and odd parts.

We let s denote the C∗-algebra of complex valued continuous functions on R

vanishing at infinity; this is a Z/2-graded C∗-algebra with involution α : s −→
s defined by

α( f )(t) = f (−t) .
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With respect to this grading, ‘even’ and ‘odd’ have their usual meaning: a func-

tion f ∈ s is even (respectively odd) if and only if f (−t) = f (t) (respectively

f (−t) = − f (t)) for all t ∈ R.

Graded ∗-morphisms out of s correspond to special elements in the target

C∗-algebra. The continuous function

r(x) =
2i

x − i
: R −→ C

is an element of s that satisfies

rr∗ + r + r∗ = 0 and α(r) = r∗ .

The element r is not homogeneous; its even respectively odd components are

given by

r+(x) =
−2

x2 + 1
respectively r−(x) =

2xi

x2 + 1
. (6.4.2)

Moreover, s is the universal Z/2-graded C∗-algebra generated by such an ele-

ment, i.e., evaluation at r is a bijection

C∗gr(s, A) � {x ∈ A : xx∗ = x∗x = −x − x∗ , α(x) = x∗} (6.4.3)

for every graded C∗-algebra A. Indeed, after adjoining a unit to the algebra s

and identifying S 1 with U(1) via the Cayley transform c : S 1
� U(1) given

by c(x) = (x + i)(x − i)−1, the algebra C ⊕ s becomes isomorphic to the unital

C∗-algebra C(U(1)) of continuous C-valued functions on U(1); this isomor-

phism takes 1 + r to the inclusion z : U(1) −→ C, which is a unitary element

in C(U(1)). So the universal property of s follows from the fact that C(U(1))

is freely generated, as an ungraded, unital C∗-algebra, by the unitary element

z; indeed, unitary elements are in particular normal and have their spectrum

contained in U(1), so the bijectivity of (6.4.3) becomes a special case of func-

tional calculus for normal elements in unital C∗-algebras, see for example [126,

Thm. 2.1.13].

In what follows, ⊗̂ denotes the spatial tensor product of graded C∗-algebras,

see [126, Sec. 6.3], [186, Def. T.5.16] or [76, Def. 1.10]. The spatial tensor

product is the completion of the algebraic tensor product with respect to the

‘spatial norm’; it is also called the minimal tensor product because the spatial

norm is minimal among all C∗-norms on the algebraic tensor product, compare

[126, Thm. 6.4.18]. A comprehensive discussion of the spatial and other tensor

products of C∗-algebras can be found in [186, App. T]. We need the graded

tensor product to Z/2-graded algebras, which involves a sign in the formula

for multiplication. If a, a′ ∈ A and b, b′ ∈ B are homogeneous elements of two

Z/2-graded algebras, then the multiplication in A ⊗ B is defined by

(a ⊗ b) · (a′ ⊗ b′) = (−1)|b||a
′| · (aa′) ⊗ (bb′) .
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In other words, if a ∈ A and b ∈ B are odd, then a ⊗ 1 and 1 ⊗ b anti-commute

in the graded tensor product.

� The underlying algebra of the graded tensor of two Z/2-graded algebras

is not the tensor product of the underlying ungraded algebras, as soon as

both factors have non-zero odd elements. For example, while the ungraded C∗-

algebra underlying s is commutative, the underlying C∗-algebra of the graded

tensor product s⊗̂s is not commutative anymore. In particular, s⊗̂s does not

embed into the algebra of continuous functions on any space.

The algebra s has another important piece of extra structure, namely a co-

multiplication ∆ : s −→ s⊗̂s in the category of Z/2-graded C∗-algebras. The

algebra s is also generated by the self-adjoint functions

u+(t) = e−t2

and u−(t) = t · e−t2

, (6.4.4)

and the comultiplication is completely determined by the values on these; in-

deed, there is a unique graded ∗-homomorphism ∆ : s −→ s⊗̂s that satisfies

∆(u+) = u+ ⊗ u+ respectively ∆(u−) = u− ⊗ u+ + u+ ⊗ u− ,

see for example Lemma 1.3.1 and Remark 1.3.3 of [76]. This characterization

readily implies the cocommutativity and coassociativity of ∆. The cocommuta-

tivity of ∆ is with respect to the graded symmetry automorphism of s⊗̂s, which

involves a sign whenever two odd elements are interchanged. An explicit defi-

nition of the diagonal morphism ∆ can be found in [69, Sec. 1, (13)].

Construction 6.4.5 (Complex Clifford algebras). We let V be a euclidean in-

ner product space. We define the complex Clifford algebra Cl(V) by

Cl(V) = (TV)C/(v ⊗ v − |v|2 · 1) ,

the quotient of the complexified tensor algebra of V by the ideal generated by

the elements v ⊗ v − |v|2 · 1 for all v ∈ V . We write [−] : V −→ Cl(V) for the

R-linear and injective composite

V
linear summand−−−−−−−−−−−→ TV

1⊗−−−−→ (TV)C −→ Cl(V) .

With this notation the relation [v]2 = |v|2 · 1 holds in Cl(V) for all v ∈ V . The

Clifford algebra construction is functorial for R-linear isometric embeddings,

so in particular Cl(V) inherits an action of the orthogonal group O(V). The

Clifford algebra is Z/2-graded, coming from the grading of the tensor algebra

by even and odd tensor powers.

The complex Clifford algebra is in fact a Z/2-graded O(V)-C∗-algebra. The

∗-involution on Cl(V) is defined by declaring [v]∗ = [v] for all v ∈ V and

extending this to a C-semilinear anti-automorphism. This makes the elements
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[v] for v ∈ S (V) into unitary elements of Cl(V). The norm on Cl(V) arises from

an embedding into the endomorphism algebra of the exterior algebra Λ∗(VC).

Indeed, we consider the R-linear map

V −→ EndC(Λ∗(VC)) , v 7−→ i · δ1⊗v ,

where δ1⊗v was defined in (6.3.47). Lemma 6.3.48 provides the relation

(i · δ1⊗v) ◦ (i · δ1⊗v) = −δ2
1⊗v = |v|2 · Id .

The universal property ofCl(V) provides a morphism of Z/2-gradedC-algebras

Cl(V) −→ EndC(Λ∗(VC))

that sends [v] to i · δ1⊗v. This homomorphism is an embedding and compatible

with passage to adjoints. The target is a C∗-algebra via the operator norm, so

we can endow the Clifford algebra with a C∗-norm via this embedding. For this

norm, the embedding [−] : V −→ Cl(V) is isometric. Indeed,

δ∗1⊗v ◦δ1⊗v = (d∗1⊗v−d1⊗v)◦ (d1⊗v−d∗1⊗v) = d1⊗v ◦d∗1⊗v+d∗1⊗v ◦d1⊗v = |v|2 · Id ,

by Lemma 6.3.48, and so

‖i · δ1⊗v‖2 = ‖δ∗1⊗v ◦ δ1⊗v‖ = |v|2 .

The Clifford algebra functor sends orthogonal direct sum to graded tensor

product, in the following sense. The R-linear map

V ⊕W −→ Cl(V) ⊗ Cl(W) , (v,w) 7−→ [v] ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ [w]

satisfies

([v] ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ [w])2 = [v]2 ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ [w]2 = (|v|2 + |w|2) · 1 ⊗ 1

because the elements [v] ⊗ 1 and 1 ⊗ [w] anti-commute in Cl(V) ⊗ Cl(W). The

universal property then provides a unique extension to a morphism of graded

C-algebras

µV,W : Cl(V ⊕W) � Cl(V) ⊗ Cl(W) (6.4.6)

characterized by µV,W[v,w] = [v]⊗1+1⊗ [w] for all (v,w) ∈ V ⊕W. Moreover,

this morphism is an isomorphism, and the square

Cl(V ⊕W)

Cl(τV,W )
��

µV,W // Cl(V) ⊗ Cl(W)

�

��
Cl(W ⊕ V)

µW,V

// Cl(W) ⊗ Cl(V)

commutes, where the right vertical map is the symmetry isomorphism for Z/2-

graded C-algebras (which involves a sign whenever two odd degree elements

interchange places).
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� The complex Clifford algebra Cl(V) is isomorphic to the complexifica-

tion of the real Clifford algebra Cl(V) considered in the definition of the

ultra-commutative monoids Pin and Spin in Example 2.3.10. However, the

isomorphism involves a slight twist that we want to make explicit. Indeed, the

real Clifford algebra Cl(V) was defined from the tensor algebra by imposing

the relations v ⊗ v = −|v|2 · 1, so that unit vectors of V square to −1 in Cl(V).

Over the field R it makes a difference whether we make v⊗ v equal to |v|2 · 1 or

−|v|2 · 1, but the presence of the imaginary unit makes the difference disappear

over C. Indeed, the R-linear map

ψ : V −→ Cl(V) , v 7−→ i · [v]

satisfies ψ(v)2 = −|v|2 · 1, so it extends to a morphism of C-algebras C ⊗R
Cl(V) −→ Cl(V) by the universal property of the former, and this morphism is

an isomorphism.

Another key piece of structure is a continuous based map

fc : S V −→ C∗gr(s,Cl(V)) , v 7−→ (−)[v] , (6.4.7)

often referred to as ‘functional calculus’. For v ∈ V the ∗-homomorphism fc(v)

is given on homogeneous elements of s by

f [v] = fc(v)( f ) =


f (|v|) · 1 when f is even, and

f (|v|)
|v| · [v] when f is odd.

For v = 0 the formula for odd functions is to be interpreted as f [0] = 0; this

is continuous because for v , 0, the norm of f (|v|)/|v| · [v] is f (|v|), which

tends to f (0) = 0 if v tends to 0. If the norm of v tends to infinity, then f (|v|)
tends to 0, so fc(v) tends to the constant ∗-homomorphism with value 0, the

basepoint of C∗gr(s,Cl(V)). Hence fc extends to a continuous map on the one-

point compactification S V . The functional calculus map is O(V)-equivariant

for the O(V)-action on the mapping space C∗gr(s,Cl(V)) through the action on

the target. The functional calculus maps are multiplicative in the sense that the

following diagram commutes:

S V ∧ S W

�

��

fc∧ fc // C∗gr(s,Cl(V)) ∧ C∗gr(s,Cl(W))

⊗̂
��

C∗gr(s⊗̂s,Cl(V) ⊗ Cl(W))

∆∗

��
S V⊕W

fc
// C∗gr(s,Cl(V ⊕W))

(6.4.6)

(µV,W )∗
// C∗gr(s,Cl(V) ⊗ Cl(W))

(6.4.8)
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To see this we consider v ∈ V and w ∈ W, chase the element v ∧ w both ways

around the square and compare the results on the two functions (6.4.4) that

generate the algebra s. Indeed, for the even generating function we have

µV,W(fc(v,w)(u+)) = µV,W (e−|v|
2−|w|2 · 1) = (e−|v|

2 · 1) ⊗ (e−|w|
2 · 1)

= fc(v)(u+) ⊗ fc(w)(u+) = (fc(v)⊗̂ fc(w))(u+ ⊗ u+)

= (fc(v)⊗̂ fc(w))(∆(u+)) ;

and similarly for the odd generating function:

µV,W( fc(v,w)(u−)) = µV,W(e−|v|
2−|w|2 · [v,w])

= e−|v|
2−|w|2 · ([v] ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ [w])

= (e−|v|
2 · [v]) ⊗ (e−|w|

2 · 1) + (e−|v|
2 · 1) ⊗ (e−|w|

2 · [w])

= fc(v)(u−) ⊗ fc(w)(u+) + fc(v)(u+) ⊗ fc(w)(u−)

= (fc(v)⊗̂ fc(w))(u− ⊗ u+ + u+ ⊗ u−) = (fc(v)⊗̂ fc(w))(∆(u−)) .

Now we have all ingredients for the periodic global K-theory spectrum KU.

Construction 6.4.9 (Periodic global K-theory). We let V be a euclidean in-

ner product space. As we explained in Proposition 6.3.8, the symmetric alge-

bra Sym(VC) of the complexification inherits a hermitian inner product and

an O(V)-action by C-linear isometries. The inner product space Sym(VC) is

usually infinite dimensional (unless V = 0), but it is not complete. We denote

by HV the Hilbert space completion of Sym(VC). Since the action of O(V)

on Sym(VC) is by linear isometries, it extends to an analogous action on the

completionHV . SoHV becomes a complex Hilbert space representation of the

orthogonal group O(V). We denote byKV the C∗-algebra of compact operators

on the Hilbert spaceHV , see for example [126, Sec. 2.4].

The orthogonal spectrum KU assigns to a euclidean inner product space V

the space

KU(V) = C∗gr(s,Cl(V) ⊗ KV )

of Z/2-graded ∗-homomorphisms from s to the tensor product, overC, ofCl(V)

and KV . Here we consider KV as evenly graded, so the grading comes en-

tirely from the grading of the Clifford algebra. The topology is the topology of

pointwise convergence in the operator norm of KV ; the basepoint is the zero

∗-homomorphism.

The continuous action of the orthogonal group O(V) by linear isometries

of HV induces an action on the algebra KV by conjugation, and together with

the action on Cl(V) it gives an O(V)-action on Cl(V) ⊗ KV by graded ∗-auto-

morphisms. This induces an O(V)-action on the mapping space KU(V).
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The multiplication of the spectrum KU starts from the (O(V) × O(W))-

equivariant isometric isomorphism

Sym(VC) ⊗ Sym(WC) � Sym(VC ⊕WC) � Sym((V ⊕W)C) ,

compare (6.3.7). This extends to an isometry of the Hilbert space completions

HV ⊗̂HW = Ŝym(VC)⊗̂Ŝym(WC) � (Sym(VC) ⊗ Sym(WC))∧

� Ŝym((V ⊕W)C) = HV⊕W .

Tensor product of compact operators and conjugation with this isometry is an

injective homomorphism of C-algebras

KV ⊗ KW −→ K(HV ⊗̂HW ) � K(HV⊕W) = KV⊕W . (6.4.10)

The source of this map is the algebraic tensor product, which is not complete;

the homomorphism (6.4.10) extends to an isomorphism of C∗-algebras

KV ⊗̂KW � KV⊕W (6.4.11)

from the spatial (minimal) tensor product; this is in fact tautologically true, as

KV acts on the Hilbert spaceHV and so the spatial norm on the algebraic tensor

product can be defined via the embedding (6.4.10). Combining (6.4.11) with

the isomorphism between Cl(V) ⊗ Cl(W) and Cl(V ⊕ W) specified in (6.4.6),

we obtain an isomorphism of graded C∗-algebras

(Cl(V) ⊗ KV )⊗̂(Cl(W) ⊗ KW ) � (Cl(V) ⊗ Cl(W)) ⊗ (KV ⊗̂KW )

� Cl(V ⊕W) ⊗ KV⊕W . (6.4.12)

The first step is the symmetry isomorphism, which in this special case does not

involve any signs becauseKV is concentrated in even grading. The multiplica-

tion map

µV,W : KU(V) ∧KU(W) −→ KU(V ⊕W)

is now defined as the composite

C∗gr(s,Cl(V) ⊗ KV ) ∧ C∗gr(s,Cl(W) ⊗ KW )

⊗̂−−→ C∗gr(s⊗̂s, (Cl(V) ⊗ KV )⊗̂(Cl(W) ⊗ KW ))

C∗gr(∆,(6.4.12))

−−−−−−−−−−→ C∗gr(s,Cl(V ⊕W) ⊗ KV⊕W ) .

These multiplication maps are associative and commutative. The unit map

ηV : S V −→ C∗gr(s,Cl(V) ⊗ KV ) = KU(V)

is defined as the composite

S V fc−−→ C∗gr(s,Cl(V))
(−⊗p0)∗−−−−−→ C∗gr(s,Cl(V) ⊗ KV ) = KU(V) ,
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where p0 ∈ KV is the orthogonal projection onto the constant summand in the

symmetric algebra. In other words,

ηV (v)( f ) = f [v] ⊗ p0 .

The multiplicativity of the unit maps follows from the multiplicativity (6.4.8)

of the functional calculus maps and the fact that the isomorphism (6.4.11)

sends p0 ⊗ p0 to p0.

Construction 6.4.13. The connective and periodic global K-theory spectra are

related by a morphism of ultra-commutative ring spectra j : ku −→ KU. To

define the value

j(V) : ku(V) = C (Sym(VC), S V) −→ C∗gr(s,Cl(V) ⊗ KV ) = KU(V)

at an inner product space V we consider a configuration

[E1, . . . , En; v1, . . . , vn] ∈ C (Sym(VC), S V)

of pairwise orthogonal, finite-dimensional subspaces on S V . The associated

∗-homomorphism

j(V)[E1, . . . , En; v1, . . . , vn] : s −→ Cl(V) ⊗ KV

is then defined on a function f ∈ s by

j(V)[E1, . . . , En; v1, . . . , vn]( f ) =
∑n

i=1
f [vi] ⊗ pEi

,

where f [vi] = fc(vi)( f ) is the functional calculus (6.4.7) and pE denotes the or-

thogonal projection onto a subspace E. The fact that the morphism j(V)[Ek; vk]

is Z/2-graded is a direct consequence of the same property for the functional

calculus map. The verification that the map j(V) is O(V)-equivariant is straight-

forward, and we omit it. The verification that the maps j(V) are multiplicative

amounts to the multiplicativity (6.4.8) of the functional calculus maps and the

fact that the isomorphism (6.4.11) sends pE ⊗ pF to pE⊗F . Moreover, the com-

posite of j(V) with the unit map S V −→ ku(V) is the unit map of KU, so the

maps j indeed form a morphism of ultra-commutative ring spectra.

Remark 6.4.14. We have defined KU(V) in a slightly different way, com-

pared to the presentation of Joachim [86]. We use the Hilbert space completion

of Sym(VC), instead of the Hilbert space L2(V) of C-valued square integrable

functions on V . These two Hilbert spaces are naturally isomorphic, as follows.

We use the inner product on V to identify it with its dual space V∗, and hence

the symmetric algebra Sym(VC) with Sym(V∗
C

). Elements of Sym(V∗
C

) are com-

plex valued polynomial functions on V . We make them square integrable by
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multiplying with the rapidly decaying function ǫ : V −→ R, ǫ(v) = e−|v|
2

. This

provides a linear isometric embedding

Sym(V∗C) −→ L2(V) , f 7−→ f · ǫ

with dense image. Altogether this exhibits L2(V) as a Hilbert space completion

of Sym(VC).

� The reader should beware that for us the C∗-algebraKV is evenly graded,

whereas Joachim uses a non-trivial grading on L2(V) and K(L2(V)) by

even and odd functions. Our grading convention is necessary to ensure that the

map j(V) : ku(V) −→ C∗gr(s,Cl(V) ⊗ KV ) = KU(V) defined in Construction

6.4.13 takes values in graded ∗-homomorphisms.

Remark 6.4.15 (Homotopy type of KU(V)). Up to isomorphism, there are

only three different graded C∗-algebras of the form Cl(V)⊗KV , and only three

different homeomorphism types of spaces KU(V). The case V = 0 is degener-

ate in that Sym(0) is just the copy of C generated by 1. This is already com-

plete, so H0 = C and Cl(0) = K0 = C. The space KU(0) = C∗gr(s,Cl(0) ⊗ K0)

is thus discrete with two points: the zero homomorphism as basepoint and the

augmentation

s −→ Cl(0) ⊗ K0 , f 7−→ f (0) ⊗ 1 .

This non-basepoint is a unit for the multiplication maps µV,W . As we explain in

Remark 6.4.31 below, the space KU(Rn) is non-canonically homeomorphic to

KU(Rn+2) for all n ≥ 1. So all odd-dimensional terms of KU are homeomor-

phic, and all even-dimensional terms in positive degrees are homeomorphic.

We can also identify the space KU(R) as follows. We claim that the map

j(R) : ku(R) −→ KU(R)

is a homotopy equivalence. Indeed, if A is an (ungraded) C∗-algebra, then ∗-
homomorphisms from s to A (in the ungraded sense) biject with graded ∗-
homomorphisms from s to Cl(R) ⊗ A, via

C∗gr(s,Cl(R) ⊗ A) � C∗(s, A) , ϕ 7−→ π ◦ ϕ ,

where π : Cl(R) ⊗ A −→ A is the ∗-homomorphism that sends both 1 ⊗ a and

[1] ⊗ a to a. The composite

S 1 fc−−→ C∗gr(s,Cl(R))
π◦−−−−→
�

C∗(s,C)

sends x ∈ S 1 to evaluation at x. This implies that the following square com-
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mutes:

C (Sym(C), S 1) = ku(R)
j(R) //

�

��

KU(R) = C∗gr(s,Cl(R) ⊗ KR)

� π◦−
��

colimn C∗(s,EndC(Sym[n](C))) // C∗(s,KR)

The lower horizontal map is induced by the ∗-homomorphisms EndC(Sym[n]) −→
KR that extend an endomorphism by zero on the orthogonal complement, and

the left vertical map sends a configuration [E1, . . . , En; x1, . . . , xn] to the ∗-
homomorphism

f 7−→
∑n

i=1
f (xi) · pEi

.

The two vertical maps are homeomorphisms (compare Remark 6.3.2) and the

lower horizontal map is a homotopy equivalence by [154, Prop. 1.2] or [79,

Prop. 4.6] (or rather its complex analog). So the map j(R) is a homotopy equiv-

alence, and KU(R) is homotopy equivalent to the infinite unitary group U.

The spectrum KU is positive Ω-spectrum (in the non-equivariant sense) by

Theorem 6.4.20 below. So the adjoint structure map KU(R2) −→ ΩKU(R3)

is a weak equivalence, and the target is homeomorphic to ΩKU(R) ≃ ΩU. So

KU(R2) has the weak homotopy type of Z × BU, by Bott periodicity.

The analysis of the global homotopy type of KU depends on the operator

theoretic formulation of equivariant Bott periodicity that we now recall. We let

G be a compact Lie group and V an orthogonal G-representation. We denote

by C0(V,Cl(V)) the G-C∗-algebra of continuous Cl(V)-valued functions on V

that vanish at infinity. Since the Clifford algebra is finite-dimensional, the map

C0(V) ⊗ Cl(V) −→ C0(V,Cl(V)) , f ⊗ x 7−→ f (−) · x (6.4.16)

is an isomorphism of C∗-algebras. Functional calculus (6.4.7) provides a dis-

tinguished graded ∗-homomorphism

βV : s −→ C0(V,Cl(V)) , βV ( f )(v) = f [v] .

Since the functional calculus map is G-equivariant, βV takes values in the G-

fixed points of C0(V,Cl(V)) for the conjugation action of G.

We let HG be any complete G-Hilbert space universe, i.e., a Hilbert G-

representation that is isometrically isomorphic to the completion of a complete

unitary G-universe. We let KG be the G-C∗-algebra of (not necessarily equiv-

ariant) compact operators onHG, with G acting by conjugation.

Theorem 6.4.17 (Equivariant Bott periodicity). Let G be a compact Lie group
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and V an orthogonal G-representation. Then for every graded G-C∗-algebra

A, the map

βV · − : C∗gr(s, A ⊗ KG) −→ C∗gr(s,C0(V,Cl(V)) ⊗ A ⊗ KG)

is a G-weak equivalence.

When G = e is a trivial group, KG reduces to the C∗-algebra of compact

operators on a separable Hilbert space, and then this formulation of Bott peri-

odicity can be found in [76, Thm. 1.14]. Unfortunately, we are lacking a ref-

erence in the generality of compact Lie groups. If one specializes [75, Sec. 3,

Thm. 5] to finite-dimensional representations of finite groups, one obtains a

formulation very close to (but not exactly the same as) Theorem 6.4.17.

Since the unit map ηV : S V −→ KU(V) is essentially the functional calculus

map, a direct consequence of the formulation of equivariant Bott periodicity in

Theorem 6.4.17 is that KU is ‘eventually’ a global Ω-spectrum, see Theorem

6.4.20 below.

We showed in Proposition 6.3.18 that an equivariant linear isometric em-

bedding between two complete complex G-universes induces a G-homotopy

equivalence between configuration spaces with labels in the two universes. We

will now establish an analogous property for the C∗-algebras of compact oper-

ators on the Hilbert space completions.

Construction 6.4.18. We recall that aC-linear isometric embeddingϕ : H −→
H ′ between complex separable Hilbert spaces gives rise to a preferred ∗-
homomorphismK(ϕ) between the C∗-algebras of compact operators. We refer

to K(ϕ) as the conjugation homomorphism induced by ϕ. We emphasize that

there is no further hypothesis on ϕ besides C-linearity and the requirement

(x, y)H = (ϕ(x), ϕ(y))H ′

for all x, y ∈ H ; in particular, ϕ is not assumed to be bounded, complemented,

or adjointable. To characterize K(ϕ) we need the following notation: for a

finite-dimensional subspace L of H we write pL ∈ K(H) for the orthogonal

projection onto L. There is then a unique ∗-homomorphism

K(ϕ) : K(H) −→ K(H ′) such that K(ϕ)(pL) = pϕ(L)

for all finite-dimensional L inH . The uniqueness is a consequence of the fact

that the linear span of the finite rank projections is the space of finite rank

operators [126, Thm. 2.4.6] and the finite rank operators are dense in K(H)

[126, Thm. 2.4.5]. The construction of K(ϕ) can be found in [119, Lemma

4.1].

Informally, one can think ofK(ϕ) as ‘conjugation by ϕ’, combined with ex-

tension by 0 on the orthogonal complement, which justifies the name. Indeed,
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if ϕ happens to be complemented, i.e., H ′ is the direct sum of ϕ(H) and the

orthogonal complement ϕ(H)⊥, then this is literally true. In particular, if ϕ is

a linear isometric isomorphism, then K(ϕ) is conjugation by ϕ.

The construction is covariantly functorial in the linear isometric embedding.

Indeed, if ψ : H ′ −→ H ′′ is another linear isometric embedding, then

K(ψ) ◦ K(ϕ) = K(ψ ◦ ϕ)

by the uniqueness clause.

The construction generalizes to the G-equivariant context, where G is any

compact Lie group. More precisely, we assume that H and H ′ are separable

complex G-Hilbert space representations. The C∗-algebra K(H) then inherits

a continuous G-action by conjugation with the G-action on H . If ϕ : H −→
H ′ is G-equivariant, then the functoriality of the homomorphism K(ϕ) as a

function of ϕ directly implies that the ∗-homomorphism K(ϕ) : K(H) −→
K(H ′) is also G-equivariant.

Proposition 6.4.19. Let G be a compact Lie group and u : U −→ V a G-

equivariant C-linear isometric embedding between two complete complex G-

universes. Then the morphism of G-C∗-algebras

K(û) : K(Û) −→ K(V̂)

is a G-equivariant homotopy equivalence.

Proof We start with the special case whereV = U. The space of G-equivariant

linear isometric embeddings from U to itself is contractible. By passage to

completions, a G-equivariant homotopy from u to the identity induces a G-

homotopy

Φ : Û × [0, 1] −→ Û ,

i.e., the map Φ(x,−) : [0, 1] −→ Û is continuous for every x ∈ Û, and the

map Φ(−, t) is a linear isometric embedding for every t ∈ [0, 1]. The map

[0, 1] −→ C∗(K(Û),K(Û)) , t 7−→ K(Φ(−, t))

is then continuous, see for example [119, p. 211]. So K(û) : K(Û) −→ K(Û)

is homotopic, through G-equivariant ∗-homomorphisms, to the identity.

In the general case we choose an equivariant linear isometry v : V � U. By

the previous paragraph the G-C∗-homomorphisms K(v̂) ◦ K(û) = K(v̂u) and

K(û) ◦ K(v̂) = K(ûv) are G-homotopic to the respective identity maps. �

We recall from Definition 6.3.21 that an orthogonal G-representation is am-

ple if its complexified symmetric algebra is a complete complex G-universe.
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Theorem 6.4.20. For every orthogonal G-representation V and every ample

G-representation W, the adjoint structure map

σ̃V,W : KU(W) −→ map∗(S
V ,KU(V ⊕W))

is a G-weak equivalence.

Proof We let u : Sym(WC) −→ Sym((V ⊕ W)C) be the linear isometric em-

bedding induced by the direct summand embedding W −→ V ⊕ W. Since W

is ample, u is an equivariant C-linear isometric embedding between complete

complex G-universes. So the induced map K(û) : KW −→ KV⊕W of compact

operators is a G-equivariant homotopy equivalence of C∗-algebras by Proposi-

tion 6.4.19.

The adjoint structure map σ̃V,W factors as the composite:

KU(W) = C∗gr(s,Cl(W) ⊗ KW )

βV ·−−−−→ C∗gr(s,C0(V,Cl(V)) ⊗ Cl(W) ⊗ KW )

K(û)∗−−−−→ C∗gr(s,C0(V,Cl(V)) ⊗ Cl(W) ⊗ KV⊕W )

(6.4.16)−−−−−→
�

C∗gr(s,C0(V) ⊗ Cl(V ⊕W) ⊗ KV⊕W )

� map∗(S
V ,C∗gr(s,Cl(V ⊕W) ⊗ KV⊕W )) = map∗(S

V ,KU(V ⊕W))

Since W is ample, HW is a complete Hilbert G-universe and so KW is a KG.

Bott periodicity (Theorem 6.4.17) for the G-C∗-algebra Cl(W) shows that the

first map is a G-weak equivalence. The second map is a G-homotopy equiva-

lence by the first paragraph, so altogether σ̃V,W is a G-weak equivalence. �

The shift sh X = shR X of an orthogonal spectrum X was defined in (3.1.22).

Shifting an orthogonal spectrum provides a delooping by Proposition 4.1.4 (i).

The eigenspace morphism was defined in (6.3.26).

Theorem 6.4.21. The composite

U
eig
−−−→ Ω•(sh ku)

Ω•(sh j)
−−−−−→ Ω•(sh KU)

is a global equivalence of orthogonal spaces.

Proof As in the proof of Theorem 6.3.27 we let Ū denote the orthogonal

space with Ū(V) = U(Sym((V ⊕ R)C)), and we factor the eigenspace decom-

position morphism as the composite

U −→ Ū
eig
−−−→ Ω•(sh ku) ,
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where the first morphism is the global equivalence of orthogonal spaces in-

duced by the natural linear isometric embedding of VC into the linear summand

in Sym((V ⊕ R)C).

We claim that composite

Ū
eig
−−−→ Ω•(sh ku)

Ω•(sh j)
−−−−−→ Ω•(sh KU)

is an ‘eventually strong level equivalence’. More precisely, we show that for

every ample G-representation V the map

U(Sym((V ⊕ R)C)) = Ū(V) −→ (Ω•(sh KU))(V)

= map∗(S
V ,C∗gr(s,Cl(V ⊕ R) ⊗ KV⊕R))

is a G-weak equivalence. This map factors through the G-map

U(Sym((V ⊕ R)C)) � C (Sym((V ⊕ R)C), S 1) −→ Ĉ (HV⊕R, S
1)

� C∗(s,KV⊕R) � C∗gr(s,Cl(R) ⊗ KV⊕R) .

Here Ĉ (HV⊕R, S
1) is the space of configurations, not necessarily finite, of

pairwise orthogonal finite-dimensional subspaces of HV⊕R, that are allowed

to accumulate around ∞. This map is a G-equivariant homotopy equivalence;

the non-equivariant argument (or rather its real analog) can be found in [154,

Prop. 1.2] or [79, Prop. 4.6], and the explicit homotopies in [79, Prop. 4.6] work

just the same way in the presence of an isometric action of a compact Lie

group.

By the operator theoretic equivariant Bott periodicity theorem (Theorem

6.4.17), multiplication by the graded ∗-homomorphismβV : s −→ C0(V,Cl(V))

is a G-weak equivalence

βV · − : C∗gr(s,Cl(R) ⊗ KV⊕R) −→ C∗gr(s,C0(V,Cl(V)) ⊗ Cl(R) ⊗ KV⊕R) .

We use here thatCl(R)⊗KV⊕R is aKG because the G-representation V is ample.

This proves the claim because the target is G-equivariantly homeomorphic to

C∗gr(s,C0(V) ⊗ Cl(V) ⊗ Cl(R) ⊗ KV⊕R)

(6.4.6) � C∗gr(s,C0(V) ⊗ Cl(V ⊕ R) ⊗ KV⊕R)

� map∗(S
V ,C∗gr(s,Cl(V ⊕ R) ⊗ KV⊕R))

= map∗(S
V , sh KU(V)) . �

We emphasize that in contrast to Theorem 6.3.27, the composite in Theorem

6.4.21 is a global equivalence for all compact Lie groups (as opposed to only

a F in-global equivalence). Another key difference is that the spectrum ku is

globally connective; in contrast, we will see in Theorem 6.4.29 below that KU

is Bott periodic, so applyingΩ• is losing information.
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Remark 6.4.22 (KU globally deloops BUP). A corollary of the previous theo-

rem is that KU globally deloops the orthogonal space BUP defined in Example

2.4.33. Indeed, the global formulation of Bott periodicity in Theorem 2.5.41

provides a global equivalence of ultra-commutative monoids β̄ : BUP −→
Ω(sh⊗ U). Combined with Theorem 6.4.21 this yields a chain of global equiv-

alences of orthogonal spaces

BUP
β̄
−−→
≃
Ω(sh⊗ U) ←−−

≃
ΩU

Ω((Ω•(sh j))◦eig)
−−−−−−−−−−−−→

≃
Ω(Ω•(sh KU))

Ω•(λ̃KU)←−−−−−−
≃

Ω•KU .

We spell out another corollary of Theorem 6.4.21. We recall that KG(A)

denotes the equivariant K-group of a G-space A, i.e., the Grothendieck group

of isomorphism classes of G-vector bundles over A. A ring homomorphism [−]

from this Grothendieck group to the equivariant cohomology group ku0
G(A+)

was defined in (6.3.30).

Corollary 6.4.23. For every compact Lie group G and every finite G-CW-

complex A the composite

KG(A)
[−]−−−→ ku0

G(A+)
j∗−−→ KU0

G(A+)

is an isomorphism.

Proof We contemplate the commutative diagram of orthogonal spaces:

GrC

β

��

c // Ω•ku

Ω•λ̃ku≃
��

Ω• j // Ω•KU

Ω•λ̃KU≃
��

ΩU
Ω eig

// Ω (Ω•(sh ku))
Ω(Ω•(sh j))

// Ω(Ω•(sh KU))

The morphism (Ω•(sh j)) ◦ eig is a global equivalence by Theorem 6.4.21, so

the lower horizontal composite is also a global equivalence. The same argu-

ment as for Ω•λ̃ku in the proof of Theorem 6.3.28 shows that the right vertical

morphismΩ•λ̃KU is a global equivalence of orthogonal spaces. In the commu-

tative diagram of abelian monoids

[A,GrC]G

[A,β]G

��

[A,c]G

// [A,Ω•ku]G
[A,Ω• j]G

// [A,Ω•KU]G = KU0
G(A+)

[A,Ω•λ̃KU]G�

��
[A,ΩU]G

[A,Ω((Ω•(sh j))◦eig)]G

� // [A,Ω(Ω•(sh KU))]G

the lower horizontal and right vertical maps are thus isomorphisms by Propo-

sition 1.5.3 (ii). The left vertical map [A, β]G is a group completion of abelian

monoids by Corollary 2.5.42. So the upper horizontal composite [A, (Ω• j) ◦
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c]G : [A,GrC]G −→ KU0
G(A+) is also a group completion of abelian monoids.

On the other hand, the homomorphism 〈−〉 : [A,GrC]G −→ KG(A) is yet an-

other group completion of abelian monoids, by the complex analog of Theorem

2.4.10. The universal property of group completions yields an isomorphism of

abelian groups

Ψ : KG(A) −→ KU0
G(A+)

such that Ψ ◦ 〈−〉 = [A, (Ω• j) ◦ c]G : [A,GrC]G −→ KU0
G(A+). The defining

relation [A, c]G = [−] ◦ 〈−〉 of the homomorphism (6.3.30) then yields

Ψ ◦ 〈−〉 = [A, (Ω• j) ◦ c]G = [A,Ω• j]G ◦ [−] ◦ 〈−〉 .

Since 〈−〉 : [A,GrC]G −→ KG(A) is a group completion, this forces the relation

Ψ = [A,Ω• j]G ◦ [−]. �

The special case A = ∗ of the previous corollary is worth spelling out ex-

plicitly. In this case the group KG(∗) becomes the unitary representation ring

RU(G), and KU0
G(∗) becomes the 0-th equivariant homotopy group πG

0
(KU).

Theorem 6.4.24. As G ranges of all compact Lie groups, the composite maps

RU(G)
[−]−−−→ πG

0 (ku)
πG

0
( j)

−−−−−→ πG
0 (KU)

form an isomorphism of global power functors between RU and π
0
(KU).

Proof By Corollary 6.4.23 for A = ∗ the composite is a ring isomorphism for

every compact Lie group G. The second map is induced by a homomorphism

j : ku −→ KU of ultra-commutative ring spectra, so the maps πG
0

( j) form a

morphism of global power functors.

The maps [−] : RU(G) −→ πG
0

(ku) are ring homomorphisms, compatible

with restriction homomorphisms, with finite index transfers and multiplicative

power operations by Theorem 6.3.33. There is still something to show, though,

because the maps [−] are definitely not compatible with general transfers (i.e.,

of infinite index). So an additional argument is needed to see that the composite

does commute with all transfers.

We consider a closed subgroup H of a compact Lie group G, not necessarily

of finite index, and we want to show that

trG
H( j∗[x]) = j∗[tr

G
H(x)] (6.4.25)

in πG
0

(KU) for all classes x ∈ RU(H). Since representations are detected by

characters, two classes in RU(G) are equal already if their restrictions to all

finite abelian subgroups of G coincide. Since the composite maps RU(G) −→
πG

0
(KU) are all isomorphisms and compatible with restriction, the analogous

property holds for the global functor π0
(KU). So it suffices to show that the
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relation (6.4.25) holds after restriction to every finite abelian subgroup A of G.

The double coset formula

resG
A ◦ trG

H =
∑

[M]

χ♯(M) · trA
A∩gH ◦g⋆ ◦ resH

Ag∩H

holds for RU by [160, Thm. 2.4], and it holds in the homotopy global functor of

every orthogonal spectrum. Since A is finite, the right hand side of the double

coset formula only involves finite index transfers. Since the maps from RU

to π
0
(KU) under consideration do commute with finite index transfers, they

commute with the right hand side of the double coset formula, hence also with

the left hand side. This shows that (6.4.25) holds after restriction to every finite

abelian subgroup, so it holds altogether. �

Remark 6.4.26. In Construction 6.3.40 we discussed the rank filtration of the

connective global K-theory spectrum ku, and we identified the first stage ku[1]

with the suspension spectrum of the ultra-commutative monoid PC. On π
0
, the

morphisms of ultra-commutative ring spectra

Σ∞+ PC � ku[1] incl−−→ ku
j
−−→ KU

induce morphisms of global power functors. Since PC is a global classifying

space of the circle group U(1), the global functor π
0
(Σ∞+ PC) is representable

by U(1), by Proposition 4.2.5. On the other hand, π
0
(KU) is isomorphic to

the representation ring global functor RU, by Theorem 6.4.24. Under these

identifications, the composite morphism Σ∞+ PC −→ KU of ultra-commutative

ring spectra becomes the morphism

evx : A(U(1),−) −→ RU

that sends the generator 1U(1) ∈ A(U(1),U(1)) to the class of the tautological

U(1)-representation on C. As we recalled in Remark 5.3.19, this morphism is

surjective, and ‘explicit Brauer induction’ provides a specific section.

Example 6.4.27. Our language allows a reformulation of the generalization,

due to Adams, Haeberly, Jackowski and May [1], of the Atiyah-Segal com-

pletion theorem: the global K-theory spectrum KU is right induced from the

global family cyc of finite cyclic groups.

If G is a compact Lie group, then a virtual G-representation that restricts

to zero on every finite cyclic subgroup is already zero. In other words, the

intersection of the kernels of all restriction maps resG
C

: R(G) −→ R(C) for all

finite cyclic subgroups C of G, is trivial. Then by [1, Cor. 2.1], the projection

A × E(cyc ∩G) −→ A induces an isomorphism

K∗G(A) � K∗G(A × E(cyc ∩G))
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on equivariant K-groups for every finite G-CW-complex A, where E(cyc ∩
G) is a universal G-space for the family of finite cyclic subgroups of G. The

Milnor short exact sequence lets us extend this to infinite G-CW-complexes, so

the criterion provided by Proposition 4.5.16 for being right induced from the

global family cyc is satisfied.

Our next aim is to establish Bott periodicity for the global K-theory spec-

trum KU.

Construction 6.4.28 (Inverse Bott class). The Bott class β ∈ πe
2
(ku) was

defined in Construction 6.3.42. We will now define the inverse Bott class

λ ∈ πe
−2

(KU) and show that it is multiplicatively inverse to the image of β

under the homomorphism of ultra-commutative ring spectra j : ku −→ KU.

We recall that uC denotes the underlying euclidean inner product space ofC.

We let e = [1] and f = [i] be the images in Cl(uC) of the standard orthonormal

R-basis {1, i} of uC. We denote by q ∈ Cl(uC) the projection (i.e., self-adjoint

idempotent)

q = (1 − i · e f )/2 .

The isomorphism δC : Cl(uC) −→ EndC(Λ∗C) defined in (6.3.49) takes the

projection q to the orthogonal projection onto Λ0C, the constant summand of

the exterior algebra, see Example 6.3.50.

Moreover, we denote by p0 ∈ KuC the orthogonal projection onto the sub-

space C · 1 inHuC = Ŝym((uC)C). Then the element q ⊗ p0 of Cl(uC)⊗KuC is

another projection. So the map

s −→ Cl(uC) ⊗ KuC , f 7−→ f (0) · q ⊗ p0

is a Z/2-graded ∗-homomorphism, i.e., an element in the space

C∗gr(s,Cl(uC) ⊗ KuC) = KU(uC) = KU(R2) .

We denote by

λ ∈ πe
−2(KU)

the homotopy class represented by this point.

Theorem 6.4.29. The relation j∗(β) · λ = 1 holds in πe
0
(KU).

Proof Step 1: We start with an identification of Cl(R) ⊗ M2 with Cl(R ⊕ uC),

where M2 is the C∗-algebra of 2 × 2 complex matrices, concentrated in even

grading. We let d = [1] ∈ Cl(R) denote the odd unit corresponding to 1 ∈ R.

The map

Ψ
(
1 ⊗ ( w x

y z

))
= (w+z)/2 ·1 + (z−w)/2 · i ·e f + (y− x)/2 ·de − (x+y)/2 · i ·d f
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identifies the even summand 1 ⊗ M2 of Cl(R) ⊗ M2 with the even summand of

Cl(R ⊕ uC). The odd element i · de f of Cl(R⊕ uC) squares to 1 and commutes

with all even elements of Cl(R⊕uC). So we can extend the isomorphism to the

odd summands by setting

Ψ
(
d ⊗ ( w x

y z

))
= i · de f ·Ψ (

1 ⊗ ( w x
y z

))
.

The result is an isomorphism of Z/2-graded C∗-algebras

Ψ : Cl(R) ⊗ M2

�−→ Cl(R ⊕ uC) .

While C∗-algebras are not required to have multiplicative units, and ∗-homo-

morphisms are ignorant of units, these two C∗-algebras are unital and Ψ hap-

pens to preserve multiplicative units.

Step 2: We let j′ : C (C2, S 1) −→ C∗gr(s,Cl(R)⊗M2) be the restriction of the

map

j(R) : ku(R) = C (Sym(C), S 1) −→ C∗gr(s,Cl(R) ⊗ KR) = KU(R)

to those configurations contained in C2 ⊂ Sym(C), defined by the same for-

mula

j′[E1, E2; v1, v2](u) = u[v1] ⊗ pE1
+ u[v2] ⊗ pE2

.

Our next claim is that the composite

S R⊕C
m−−→
�

S U(2)
eig
−−−→ C (C2, S 1)

j′

−−→ C∗gr(s,Cl(R) ⊗ M2)
Ψ∗−−−→ C∗gr(s,Cl(R ⊕ uC))

is the functional calculus map fc : S R⊕C −→ C∗gr(s,Cl(R⊕uC)), where m is the

homeomorphism (6.3.43) defined by the formula

m(v) = m(x, z) =
1

|v|2 + 1

(
|v|2 − 1 − i2x 2iz̄

2iz |v|2 − 1 + i2x

)
.

The map eig ◦m sends (x, z) to the configuration of Cayley transforms of the

eigenvalues of m(x, z), labeled by their eigenspaces. So to identify the compos-

ite j′ ◦ eig ◦m we must calculate these eigenvalues and eigenspaces, and their

orthogonal projections. This is a straightforward exercise in linear algebra: a

direct calculation shows that the matrices

p+ =
1

2|v|

(
|v| − x z̄

z |v| + x

)
and p− =

1

2|v|

(
|v| + x −z̄

−z |v| − x

)

are projections and orthogonal to each other, i.e., they satisfy the relations

p2
+ = p∗+ = p+ , p2

− = p∗− = p− and p+ · p− = p− · p+ = 0 .
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Moreover,

c(|v|) · p+ + c(−|v|) · p− = m(x, z) ,

so p+ and p− are the orthogonal projections onto the eigenspaces of m(x, z),

with eigenvalues

c(|v|) = (|v|+i)(|v|−i)−1 respectively c(−|v|) = c(|v|)−1 = (|v|−i)(|v|+i)−1 .

The map j′ ◦ eig ◦m thus sends v = (x, z) to the ∗-homomorphism

( j′ ◦ eig ◦m)(x, z)(u) = u[|v|] ⊗ p+ + u[−|v|] ⊗ p− .

The C∗-algebra s is generated by the function r(x) = 2i(x − i)−1. So to verify

that two graded ∗-homomorphisms with source s agree, it suffices to show that

they coincide on the even and odd components of the generator r, which we

spelled out explicitly in (6.4.2). For the even component r+ the calculation is

(Ψ∗ ◦ j′ ◦ eig ◦m)(x, z)(r+) = Ψ
(
r+[|v|] ⊗ p+ + r+[−|v|] ⊗ p−

)

= Ψ
(
r+[|v|] ⊗ (p+ + p−)

)
= r+[|v|] · 1 = r+[x, z] .

For the odd component r− we first observe that

Ψ
(
d ⊗

(
−x z̄
z x

))
= i · de f · (x · ie f + (z − z̄)/2 · de − (z + z̄)/2 · i · d f )

= −x · de f e f − Im(z) · de f de + Re(z) · de f d f

= x · d + Im(z) · f + Re(z) · e = [x, z]

in Cl(R ⊕ uC). So

(Ψ∗ ◦ j′ ◦ eig ◦m)(x, z)(r−) = Ψ
(
r−[|v|] ⊗ p+ + r−[−|v|] ⊗ p−

)

= Ψ
(
r−[|v|] ⊗ (p+ − p−)

)

= Ψ

(
2i[|v|]
|v|2 + 1

⊗ 1

|v|

(
−x z̄

z x

))

=
2i

|v|2 + 1
·Ψ

(
d ⊗

(
−x z̄

z x

))

=
2i · [x, z]

|v|2 + 1
= r−[x, z] .

This completes the verification that Ψ∗ ◦ j′ ◦ eig ◦m is the functional calculus

map fc : S R⊕C −→ C∗gr(s,Cl(R ⊕ uC)).

Step 3: We recall that q = (1 − ie f )/2 in the Clifford algebra Cl(R ⊕ uC),

which satisfies the relations

dq = qd , eq = (1 − q)e and qeq = 0 . (6.4.30)
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We consider the even element u of Cl(R ⊕ uC) ⊗ M2 defined by

u = q ⊗
(

1 0
0 0

)
+ qed ⊗

(
0 0
1 0

)
+ edq ⊗

(
0 1
0 0

)
+ (1 − q) ⊗

(
0 0
0 1

)
.

A direct calculation, making repeated use of the identities (6.4.30), shows that

this is a unitary element, i.e.,

u∗ · u = u · u∗ = 1 .

So conjugation by u is a graded ∗-automorphism

ζ : Cl(R ⊕ uC) ⊗ M2 −→ Cl(R ⊕ uC) ⊗ M2 , x 7−→ u∗ · x · u .

Now we observe that the following square of graded C∗-algebras commutes:

Cl(R) ⊗ M2

Ψ

��

−⊗q⊗− // Cl(R) ⊗ Cl(uC) ⊗ M2

(6.4.6)⊗M2 // Cl(R ⊕ uC) ⊗ M2

ζ

��
Cl(R ⊕ uC)

−⊗
(

1 0
0 0

) // Cl(R ⊕ uC) ⊗ M2

This, again, is a direct calculation, using the identities (6.4.30). We claim that

the conjugation map ζ is homotopic, through graded ∗-homomorphisms, to the

identity of Cl(R ⊕ uC) ⊗ M2. To show this we define a continuous path

u : [0, π/2] −→ Cl(R ⊕ uC) ⊗ M2

by the formula

u(t) = (q + sin(t)(1 − q)) ⊗
(

1 0
0 0

)
+ cos(t) · qed ⊗

(
0 0
1 0

)

+ cos(t) · edq ⊗
(

0 1
0 0

)
+ (sin(t) · q + (1 − q)) ⊗

(
0 0
0 1

)
.

One more direct calculation shows that all elements in this path are even uni-

taries. So conjugation by the elements u(t) is a path of graded ∗-automorphism.

Since u(0) = u, this path starts with the conjugation map ζ; since u(π/2) = 1,

the path ends with the identity. Since ζ is homotopic to the identity, the induced

self-map of C∗gr(s,Cl(R ⊕ uC) ⊗ M2) is based homotopic to the identity.

Step 4: The class λ is represented by the point of KU(uC) given by the

graded ∗-homomorphism

s
ǫ−−→ C

·q⊗p0−−−−→ Cl(uC) ⊗ KuC

associated to the projection q ⊗ p0; here ǫ(ϕ) = ϕ(0) is the augmentation. So

the multiplication map − · λ : πe
k+2

(KU) −→ πe
k
(KU) is the effect on homotopy
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groups of the based continuous map

KU(V) = C∗gr(s,Cl(V) ⊗ KV )

−∧(−·q⊗p0)
−−−−−−−−→ C∗gr(s,Cl(V) ⊗ KV ) ∧C∗gr(C,Cl(uC) ⊗ KuC)

Id∧ǫ∗−−−−→ C∗gr(s,Cl(V) ⊗ KV ) ∧ C∗gr(s,Cl(uC) ⊗ KuC)

µKU
V,uC−−−→ C∗gr(s,Cl(V ⊕ uC) ⊗ KV⊕uC) = KU(V ⊕ uC) .

The composite s⊗̂ǫ ◦ ∆ is the identity of s, so multiplication by λ is the effect

of postcomposition with the graded ∗-homomorphism

Cl(V) ⊗ KV

−⊗q⊗−⊗p0−−−−−−−−→ Cl(V) ⊗ Cl(uC) ⊗ KV ⊗̂KuC

(6.4.6)⊗(6.4.11)−−−−−−−−−−−→
�

Cl(V ⊕ uC) ⊗ KV⊕uC .

Now we put the pieces together and prove the theorem. We contemplate the

following diagram of continuous based maps:

S R⊕C

eig ◦m
��

fc // C∗gr(s,Cl(R ⊗ uC))

(
−⊗

(
1 0
0 0

))
∗

��
(−⊗p0)∗

��

C (C2, S 1)

C (i,S 1)

��

j′
// C∗gr(s,Cl(R) ⊗ M2)

(−⊗q⊗−)∗
//

Ψ∗

55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦

(−⊗i!)∗

��

C∗gr(s,Cl(R ⊗ uC) ⊗ M2)

(−⊗i!)∗

��
C (Sym(C), S 1) C∗gr(s,Cl(R) ⊗ KR)

(−⊗q⊗−)∗
// C∗gr(s,Cl(R ⊗ uC) ⊗ KR)

(−⊗p0)∗

��
C∗gr(s,Cl(R ⊗ uC) ⊗ KR⊕uC)

ku(R)
j(R)

// KU(R)
(−⊗q⊗−⊗p0)∗

// KU(R ⊕ uC)

Here i : C2 −→ Sym(C) is the identification with the constant and linear

summands of the symmetric algebra used throughout, and i! : M2 −→ KR
is the ∗-homomorphism given by extension by 0 on the higher symmetric

powers. By Step 2, the upper left part commutes on the nose, and by Step 3

the upper right triangle commutes up to based homotopy. The lower left part

commutes because j′ is the restriction of j(R). The lower right part com-

mutes as well. So the whole diagram commutes up to based homotopy. By

Step 4, the composite through the lower left corner represents the class j∗(β) ·λ,

whereas the composite along the right side of the diagram is the unit map
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ηR⊕C : S R⊕C −→ KU(R ⊕ uC) of the ring spectrum structure. So the diagram

witnesses the desired relation

j∗(β) ·λ = [(−⊗q⊗−⊗ p0)∗◦ j(R)◦C (Sym(C), S 1)◦eig ◦m] = [ηR⊕uC] = 1 .

�

Remark 6.4.31 (Thom isomorphism in equivariant K-theory). The spectrum

KU enjoys a much stronger form of periodicity that generalizes the Z-graded

periodicity manifested by Theorem 6.4.29. The equivariant Bott class βG,W as-

sociated to a G-Spinc-representation W was introduced in Construction 6.3.46,

and βG,W is in fact an ‘RO(G)-graded unit’ in KU. This kind of equivariant pe-

riodicity in K-theory goes back to Atiyah [3, Thm. 4.3]; it is formally similar

to the periodicity of MO and MOP for orthogonal representations (compare

Theorem 6.1.14 (iii)), or the periodicity of MU and MUP for unitary represen-

tations.

Even more is true. The equivariant Bott class is a special case of the Thom

class of an equivariant Spinc-vector bundle, and equivariant Bott periodicity is

a special case of a Thom isomorphism for such bundles. This Thom isomor-

phism for equivariant KU-theory goes under the name ‘Atiyah-Bott-Shapiro

orientation’ and was established in [4]. In [86, Thm. 6.9] Joachim shows that

the Atiyah-Bott-Shapiro orientation is in fact extremely highly structured, name-

ly ‘globally and ultra-commutative’. Joachim defines a morphism of ultra-

commutative ring spectra α : M Spinc −→ KU from a global equivariant

version of the Spinc-Thom spectrum; his morphism refines the Atiyah-Bott-

Shapiro orientation, in the sense that it takes certain tautological Thom classes

for Spinc-vector bundles inM Spinc to the KU-theoretic Thom classes of Atiyah-

Bott-Shapiro.

Construction 6.4.32 (Global connective K-theory). Now we define global

connective K-theory kuc, an ultra-commutative ring spectrum whose associ-

ated G-homotopy type, for compact Lie groups G, is that of G-equivariant

connective K-theory in the sense of Greenlees [66]. This is not a connective

equivariant theory, i.e., the equivariant homotopy groups πG
∗ (kuc) do not vanish

in negative dimensions, as soon as the group G is non-trivial. Hence the order

of the adjectives ‘global’ and ‘connective’ matters, i.e., ‘global connective’ K-

theory is different from ‘connective global’ K-theory. Two of the advantages

of kuc are that it is equivariantly (and in fact globally) orientable, and that kuc

satisfies a completion theorem: for every compact Lie group G, the completion

of the graded ring πG
∗ (kuc) at the augmentation ideal of the unitary represen-

tation ring is the connective ku-cohomology of the classifying space BG, see

[66, Prop. 2.2 (i)].

Our construction of kuc is a direct ‘globalization’ of Greenlees’ definition
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in [66, Def. 3.1]. We define kuc as the homotopy pullback in the square of

ultra-commutative ring spectra

kuc //

��

b(ku)

b j

��
KU

iKU

// b(KU)

(6.4.33)

The morphism j : ku −→ KU from connective to periodic global K-theory

was defined in Construction 6.4.9; the Borel theory functor b and the natural

transformation i : Id −→ b were defined in Construction 4.5.21. So more

explicitly, we set

kuc = KU ×b(KU) b(KU)[0,1] ×b(KU) b(ku) .

Since the spectra KU, b(KU) and b(ku) are ultra-commutative ring spectra and

the two morphisms iKU : KU −→ b(KU) and b j : b(ku) −→ b(KU) are homo-

morphisms, the homotopy pullback is canonically an ultra-commutative ring

spectrum and the two morphisms from kuc to KU and b(ku) are morphisms of

ultra-commutative ring spectra. As a homotopy pullback, the square (6.4.33)

does not commute, but the construction comes with a preferred homotopy be-

tween the two composites around the square.

The morphisms j : ku −→ KU, iku : ku −→ b(ku) and the constant homo-

topy provide a morphism of ultra-commutative ring spectra

ι : ku −→ kuc

from connective global K-theory to global connective K-theory. For finite groups,

this morphism induces an isomorphism on homotopy global functors in non-

negative dimensions. The construction of kuc endows it with a morphism of

ultra-commutative ring spectra kuc −→ KU. As explained by Greenlees in

[66, Thm. 2.1 (iv)], this morphism becomes a global equivalence after invert-

ing the Bott class v ∈ πe
2
(kuc), the image of the Bott class β ∈ πe

2
(ku) defined

in Construction 6.3.42. Indeed, for every compact Lie group G, the morphism

j : ku −→ KU induces a morphism of graded rings

j∗(BG) : ku∗(BG) −→ KU∗(BG)

that becomes an isomorphism after inverting the Bott class by [33, Lemma 1.1.1].

The natural isomorphisms

πG
−∗(b(ku))

�−−→ ku∗(BG) and πG
−∗(b(KU))

�−−→ KU∗(BG)

of Proposition 4.5.22 then show that the map

π∗(b j) : π∗(b(ku)) −→ π∗(b(KU))
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becomes an isomorphism of graded global functors after inverting the Bott

class. Since the right vertical morphism in the defining global homotopy pull-

back (6.4.33) becomes a global equivalence after inverting the Bott class, the

same is true for the left vertical morphism.

The composite

dimc : kuc −→ b(ku)
b(dim)−−−−→ b(HZ)

is a morphism of ultra-commutative ring spectra, whereHZ is the Eilenberg-

Mac Lane spectrum of the integers (see Construction 5.3.8) and the dimension

homomorphism dim : ku −→ HZ was defined in Example 6.3.36. The di-

mension morphism annihilates the Bott class β ∈ πe
2
(ku). We claim that the

sequence

kuc ∧ S 2 ṽ−−→ kuc dimc

−−−→ b(HZ) (6.4.34)

is a ‘global homotopy cofiber sequence’, i.e., part of a distinguished triangle in

the global stable homotopy category, where ṽ is the extension of the Bott class

v ∈ πe
2
(kuc) to a morphism of kuc-module spectra. Indeed, the sequence

ku ∧ S 2 β̃
−−→ ku

dim−−→ HZ

is a non-equivariant homotopy fiber sequence; the Borel theory functor b takes

this to the global homotopy fiber sequence

b(ku) ∧ S 2 b(β̃)
−−−→ b(ku)

b(dim)−−−−→ b(HZ) .

The spectrum KU is Bott periodic, i.e., the image of the Bott class in πe
2
(KU)

is invertible by Theorem 6.4.29. Since the morphism KU −→ b(KU) is multi-

plicative, the same goes for the Borel theory b(KU). So the morphisms

β̃ : KU ∧ S 2 −→ KU and b(β̃) : b(KU) ∧ S 2 −→ b(KU)

are global equivalences, and their respective homotopy fibers are globally sta-

bly contractible. Passing to homotopy pullbacks gives the desired global ho-

motopy fiber sequence (6.4.34).

The global homotopy fiber sequence (6.4.34) and the isomorphism

πG
k (b(HZ)) � H−k(BG,Z)

of Proposition 4.5.22 (ii) give rise to a long exact sequence of global functors

· · · −→ π
k+1

(b(HZ))
∂−−→ π

k−2
(kuc)

·v−−→ π
k
(kuc)

dimc
∗−−−−→ π

k
(b(HZ)) −→ · · · .

This way Greenlees calculates some of the homotopy group global functors

of equivariant connective K-theory in [66, Prop. 2.6]. We review Greenlees’
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calculations in our language. The group H−k(BG,Z) vanishes for k > 0. So

multiplication by the Bott class

− · v : π
k−2

(kuc) −→ π
k
(kuc)

is an isomorphism for k > 0 and a monomorphism for k = 0. In particular, we

conclude that

π
k
(kuc) �


RU for k ≥ 0 and k even, and

0 for k ≥ −1 and k odd.

More precisely, for every m ≥ 0, the composite

RU
[−]−−→ π

0
(ku)

π0(ι)
−−−→ π

0
(kuc)

·vm

−−−→ π
2m

(kuc)

is an isomorphism of global functors.

The global functor π
0
(b(HZ)) sends G to πG

0
(b(HZ)) = H0(BG,Z); so

π
0
(b(HZ)) is constant with value Z and the morphism dimc

∗ : π
0
(kuc) −→

π
0
(b(HZ)) is isomorphic to the augmentation morphism dim : RU −→ Z of

global functors, by Proposition 6.3.37. This is an epimorphism, so the sequence

of global functors

0 −→ π−2
(kuc)

·v−−→ π
0
(kuc)

dimc
∗−−−−→ π

0
(b(HZ)) −→ 0

is short exact and

π−2
(kuc) � IU = ker(dim : RU −→ Z)

is the augmentation ideal global functor. Again since the map dimc
∗ : π

0
(kuc) −→

π
0
(b(HZ)) is surjective, the global functor π−3

(kuc) injects into π−1
(kuc), which

is trivial by the above. So we conclude that π−3
(kuc) = 0.

This method can be pushed a little further to also determine the global func-

tors π−4(kuc) and π−5(kuc); we refer to [66, Prop. 2.6] for the argument. The

result is that

π−4
(kuc) � ISU(G) = {x ∈ IU(G) | det(x) = 0}

and that π−5
(kuc) = 0. After this point things become less explicit.



Appendix A

Compactly generated spaces

In this appendix we recall some background material about compactly gener-

ated spaces, our basic category to work in. Compactly generated spaces are

in particular ‘k-spaces’, a notion that seems to go back to Kelley’s book [89,

p. 230]. Compactly generated spaces were popularized by Steenrod in his pa-

per [161] as a ‘convenient category of spaces’; however, in contrast to our

usage of the term, Steenrod includes the Hausdorff property in his definition

of ‘compactly generated’. But Steenrod already writes that ‘(...) The Hausdorff

property is imposed to ensure that compact subsets are closed. (...)’; the weak

Hausdorff condition it thus the next logical step, as it isolates this relevant

property. The weak Hausdorff condition first appears in print in McCord’s pa-

per [118], who credits the idea to J. C. Moore. McCord also was the first to use

the terminology ‘compactly generated spaces’ for weak Hausdorff k-spaces.

The fact that much of the recent literature in equivariant and stable homotopy

theory uses compactly generated spaces can be taken as evidence that the weak

Hausdorff condition is even more convenient than the actual Hausdorff separa-

tion property. Section 7.9 of tom Dieck’s textbook [180] is a nice summary of

compactly generated spaces (where these are called whk-spaces), and contains

most of the material that we discuss here. Two influential – but unpublished

– sources about compactly generated spaces are the Appendix A of Gaunce

Lewis’s thesis [96] and Neil Strickland’s preprint [167].

I want to emphasize that this appendix does not contain new mathematics

and makes no claim to originality. I have decided to include it because I found

it cumbersome to collect proofs of all the relevant properties of compactly gen-

erated spaces from the scattered literature. An additional complication stems

from the fact that the basic references [89, 118, 161] all work in slightly dif-

ferent categories; so in the interest of a self-contained treatment, I felt obliged

to fill in arguments where a reference confines itself to the statement that ‘(...)

the proof is analogous to that of (...)’.

687
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We fix some terminology. A topological space is compact if it is quasi-

compact (i.e., every open cover has a finite subcover) and satisfies the Haus-

dorff separation property (i.e., every pair of distinct points can be separated by

disjoint open subsets).

Definition A.1. Let X be a topological space.

• A subset A of X is compactly closed if for every compact space K and every

continuous map f : K −→ X, the inverse image f −1(A) is closed in K.

• X is a k-space if every compactly closed subset is closed.

• X is weak Hausdorff if for every compact space K and every continuous map

f : K −→ X the image f (K) is closed in X.

• X is a compactly generated space if it is a k-space and weak Hausdorff.

Every closed subset is also compactly closed. One can similarly define com-

pactly open subsets of X by demanding that for every compact space K and

every continuous map f : K −→ X, the inverse image is open in K. A subset is

then compactly open if and only if its complement is compactly closed. Thus

k-spaces can equivalently be defined by the property that all compactly open

subsets are open.

We denote by Spc the category of topological spaces and continuous maps.

We denote by K respectively T the full subcategories of Spc consisting of k-

spaces respectively compactly generated spaces. So we have full embeddings

T ⊂ K ⊂ Spc .

We will see below that the inclusion K ⊂ Spc has a right adjoint ‘Kelleyfica-

tion’ k : K −→ Spc and the inclusion T ⊂ K has a left adjoint w : T −→ K.

� We follow the terminology introduced by McCord in [118]. We warn the

reader that the usage of the terms ‘k-space’ and ‘compactly generated’

is not consistent throughout the literature. For example, some authors define

k-spaces by the property that a subset is closed if and only its intersection with

every compact subspace is closed. For Hausdorff spaces, and more generally

weak Hausdorff spaces, that definition agrees with the one in Definition A.1

because for such spaces the image of a compact space under a continuous map

is automatically compact, by Proposition A.4 (v) below. Moreover, there are

sources (for example [161]) that require a compactly generated space to be

Hausdorff (as opposed to only weak Hausdorff); on the other hand, several

recent references do not include the weak Hausdorff condition in ‘compactly

generated’.

We recall various useful properties of k-spaces, weak Hausdorff spaces and

compactly generated spaces. We start by discussing k-spaces. A Hausdorff
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topological space X is locally compact if the following condition holds: for

every open subset U of X and every point x ∈ U, there is an open neighbor-

hood V of x whose closure V̄ is compact and contained in U. For example,

every compact space is in particular locally compact. A topological space is

first countable if every point has a countable basis of neighborhoods.

Because the product of two k-spaces need not be a k-space in the usual prod-

uct topology, we need notation for two different kinds of product topologies.

We shall denote by X ×0 Y the cartesian product of two spaces X and Y, en-

dowed with the product topology (which makes it a categorical product in the

category Spc of all topological spaces). So a basis of the topology X ×0 Y is

given by products of open subsets in the two factors. We reserve the symbol

X × Y for k(X ×0 Y), the Kelleyfication of the product topology, discussed in

more detail below. This product X×Y is a categorical product in the categories

K and T. Part (vi) of the following proposition says that these two product

topologies coincide if one factor is a k-space and the other factor is locally

compact Hausdorff.

Proposition A.2. (i) Every quotient space of a k-space is a k-space.

(ii) Every closed subset of a k-space is a k-space in the subspace topology.

(iii) Every locally compact Hausdorff space, and hence every compact space,

is a k-space.

(iv) Every first countable space is a k-space.

(v) Every metric space is first countable, and hence a k-space.

(vi) If X is a k-space and Y a locally compact Hausdorff space, then the prod-

uct X ×0 Y is a k-space in the product topology.

Proof (i) Let p : X −→ Y be a quotient projection and B a compactly closed

subset of Y. We claim that p−1(B) is compactly closed in X. Indeed, if f :

K −→ X is a continuous map from a compact space, then p f : K −→ Y

is continuous, so f −1(p−1(B)) = (p f )−1(B) is closed because B is compactly

closed. Since p−1(B) is compactly closed and X is a k-space, the set p−1(B) is

in fact closed in X. So B is closed in Y by definition of the quotient topology.

(ii) We let Y be a closed subset of a k-space X, and A a compactly closed

subset of Y with respect to the subspace topology. We claim that then A is also

compactly closed as a subset of X. Indeed, if f : K −→ X is a continuous map

from a compact space, then L = f −1(Y) is closed in K, and hence compact.

The restriction f |L : L −→ Y is then continuous and so ( f |L)−1(A) = f −1(A)

is closed in L because A was assumed to be compactly closed in Y. Since L

is closed in K, the set f −1(A) is closed in K. This shows that A is compactly

closed as a subset of X. Since X is a k-space, A is closed in X. But then A is

also closed in Y in the subspace topology, so this concludes the proof that Y is

a k-space.
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(iii) The argument goes all the way back to Kelley [89, Ch. 7, Thm. 13]. We

let A be a compactly closed subset of a locally compact Hausdorff space X. We

let Ā be the closure of A in X and x ∈ Ā. Since X is locally compact, the point x

has a compact neighborhood K. Since A is compactly closed and the inclusion

K −→ X is continuous, the set K ∩ A is closed inside K. Since K is compact

and X is Hausdorff, K is closed in X. So K ∩ A is closed in X.

Now we claim that x ∈ K ∩ A. We argue by contraction and suppose that

x < K∩A. Then X− (K∩A) is an open neighborhood of x, and hence K∩ (X −
(K ∩ A)) = K ∩ (X − A) is another neighborhood of x. Let U be an open subset

of X with x ∈ U ⊂ K ∩ (X − A). Then A ⊂ X − U, and hence x ∈ Ā ⊂ X − U

because X − U is closed. But his contradicts the hypothesis x ∈ U. Altogether

this proves the claim that x ∈ K ∩ A ⊂ A. Hence A = Ā, and so A is closed.

(iv) This, too, goes back to Kelley [89, Ch. 7, Thm. 13]. We let X be a first

countable space and A a compactly closed subset of X. We let z ∈ Ā be a point

in the closure of A. The point z has a countable basis of open neighborhoods

{Un}n≥1, which we can moreover take to be nested, i.e.,

U1 ⊃ U2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Un ⊃ · · · .

If the intersection of Un and A were empty, then Ā ⊂ X −Un which contradicts

the fact that z ∈ Ā ∩ Un. So for every n ≥ 1 there is a point xn ∈ Un ∩ A. We

define a map

g : K = {0} ∪ {1/n | n ≥ 1} −→ X

by g(0) = z and g(1/n) = xn. The hypotheses imply that the map g is contin-

uous if we give the source K the subspace topology of the interval [0, 1]. In

this topology the space K is compact, so g−1(A) is closed since A was assumed

to be compactly closed. On the other hand, all the points 1/n are contained

in g−1(A), and the closure of the set of these point is all of K. So 0 ∈ g−1(A),

which means that z = g(0) ∈ A. So A coincides with its closure, i.e., A is closed

in X.

(v) In a metric space the balls of radius 1/n for all n ≥ 1 form a countable

neighborhood basis of a given point. So metric spaces are first countable, hence

k-spaces by (iv).

(vi) This argument goes back to D. E. Cohen [37, 3.2] who thanks J. H. C.

Whitehead for ‘suggesting the subject (...) and for valuable help’. We let A be

a compactly closed subset of X ×0 Y. We let (x0, y0) ∈ (X × Y) − A be a point

in the complement. We let

A0 = {y ∈ Y | (x0, y) ∈ A}

be the ‘slice’ of A through x0 ∈ X. We let N be a compact neighborhood of y0

in Y. Then A0 ∩ N is closed in N because A is compactly closed. Since Y is
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Hausdorff, N is closed in Y, and hence A0∩N is closed in Y. Since y0 < A0, the

set Y−A0 is an open neighborhood of y0. Since Y is locally compact Hausdorff,

there is a compact neighborhood K of y0 with K ⊂ Y − A0. We let

B = {x ∈ X | ({x} × K) ∩ A , ∅}

be the projection of (X × K) ∩ A to X. The condition K ⊂ Y − A0 is then

equivalent to x0 < B.

We let f : C −→ X be a continuous map from a compact space. Then

C × K is compact, and so ( f × K)−1((X × K) ∩ A) is closed in C × K since A

is compactly closed. Hence ( f ×K)−1((X × K)∩ A) is compact in the subspace

topology inherited from C × K. Since

f −1(B) = {c ∈ C | ({ f (c)} × K) ∩ A , ∅}

is the projection of ( f ×K)−1((X×K)∩A) onto C, the set f −1(B) is closed in C.

Altogether this shows that the set B is compactly closed. Since X is a k-space,

B must be closed in X. Since x0 < B, the set (X − B) × K is a neighborhood

of (x0, y0). Moreover, (X − B) × K is disjoint from A by definition of the set B.

This shows that the complement of the original set A is open, hence A is closed.

This completes the proof that X ×0 Y is a k-space in the product topology. �

The analog of Proposition A.2 (ii) is also true for open subsets, i.e., every

open subset of a k-space is a k-space with respect to the subspace topology. We

will not use this, so we refer the reader to [180, Prop. 7.9.10].

If X is any topological space we let kX be the space which has the same

underlying set as X, but such that the closed subsets of kX are the compactly

closed subsets of X. This indeed defines a topology which makes kX into a

k-space and such that the identity Id : kX −→ X is continuous. Moreover,

any continuous map Y −→ X whose source Y is a k-space is also continuous

when viewed as a map to kX. In more fancy language, the assignment X 7→ kX

extends to a functor k : Spc −→ K that is right adjoint to the inclusion of

the full subcategory of k-spaces. Since the inclusion K −→ Spc has a right

adjoint, the category K of k-spaces has small limits and colimits. Colimits can

be calculated in the ambient category of all topological spaces; equivalently,

any colimit of k-spaces is again a k-space. To construct limits, we can first take

a limit in the ambient category of all topological spaces; this ambient limit

need not be a k-space, but applying the Kelleyfication functor k : Spc −→ K

yields a limit in K. Since k does not change the underlying set, the categories K

and Spc share the property that the forgetful functor to sets preserves all limits

and colimits. More loosely speaking, the underlying set of a limit or colimit in

K is what one first thinks of.

The discussion about limits above applies in particular to products, and the
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product of two k-spaces need not be a k-space in the usual product topology. As

already mentioned, we denote by X ×0 Y the cartesian product of two spaces

X and Y, endowed with the product topology (which makes it a categorical

product in the category Spc of all topological spaces). We denote by X × Y =

k(X ×0 Y) the Kelleyfication of the product topology; if X and Y are k-spaces,

then X × Y is a categorical product in the category K. Proposition A.2 (vi)

shows that Kelleyfication is unnecessary if one of the factors is locally compact

Hausdorff.

An important example where products in K and Spc can differ is the product

of two ‘sufficiently large’ CW-complexes X and Y. Every CW-complex is a

k-space, for example by [57, Prop. 1.2.1]. The product X ×0 Y with the usual

product topology comes with a filtration (X×0 Y)(n) = ∪p+q=nX(p)×0 Y(q), where

X(p) is the p-skeleton of the CW-structure on X. If X or Y is locally compact,

then the product topology is a k-space by Proposition A.2 (vi), and then the

above filtration makes X ×0 Y into a CW-complex, as was already noted by

J. H. C. Whitehead [190, (H), p. 227]. In general, however, X ×0 Y may not be

a k-space, and hence cannot have a CW-structure. The first example of this

phenomenon was given by Dowker [43, III.5, p. 563], namely where X and Y

are countably respectively uncountably infinite wedges of circles. This is also

an example where the topology on X × Y = k(X ×0 Y) is strictly finer than

the product topology. The product in the category K, i.e., the space X × Y =

k(X ×0 Y), is always compactly generated and a CW-complex via the above

filtration, see for example [71, Thm. A.6].

A surjective continuous map p : X −→ Y is a proclusion if whenever O ⊂ Y

is such that p−1(O) is open in X, then O is already open in Y. So a proclusion

is a continuous map that is homeomorphic, under X, to the projection onto a

quotient space. The following proposition is one of the key properties of the

category of k-spaces, and is stated without proof as Proposition 2.2 of [118].

The argument goes back, at least, to Steenrod, who states it in [161, Thm. 4.4]

for Hausdorff k-spaces. The analog of the following proposition does not hold

for general topological spaces in the usual product topology, and the examples

in [180, Ex. 7.9.23] illustrate what can go wrong.

Proposition A.3. Let X and Z be k-spaces and p : X −→ Y a proclusion. Then

the map p × Z : X × Z −→ Y × Z is a proclusion.

Proof We adapt Steenrod’s argument from [161, Thm. 4.4] to the more gen-

eral context, i.e., for k-spaces without any additional separation hypothesis.

We start with the special case when Z is compact. In that case X × Z = X ×0 Z

and Y × Z = Y ×0 Z by Proposition A.2 (vi), i.e., the usual product topologies

coincide with their Kelleyfications. In this formulation, the special case goes
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back to J. H. C. Whitehead [189, Lemma 4], and the proof can also be found in

many topology textbooks, for example [139, Ch. 8, Lemma 8.9].

Now we reduce the general case to the special case. We consider a subset

A ⊂ Y × Z such that (p × Z)−1(A) is closed in X × Z. We let

f = ( f1, f2) : K −→ Y × Z

be a continuous map from a compact space. Then

(p × K)−1((Y × f2)−1(A)) = (X × f2)−1((p × Z)−1(A))

is closed in X × K. The map p × K : X × K −→ Y × K is a proclusion by the

special case, so the set (Y × f2)−1(A) is closed in Y × K. So

f −1(A) = ( f1, IdK)−1((Y × f2)−1(A))

is closed in K. This shows that A is compactly closed, and hence closed in the

k-space topology of Y × Z. �

Now we turn to weak Hausdorff spaces, and collect various useful properties

in the following proposition.

Proposition A.4. (i) If i : A −→ X is a continuous injection and X is weak

Hausdorff, then A is also weak Hausdorff. In particular, every subspace

of a weak Hausdorff space is again weak Hausdorff.

(ii) Every Hausdorff space is also weak Hausdorff.

(iii) Every finite subset of a weak Hausdorff space is closed.

(iv) Every continuous bijection from a compact space to weak Hausdorff

space is a homeomorphism.

(v) Let f : K −→ X be a continuous map from a compact space to a weak

Hausdorff space. Then the image f (K) is compact in the subspace topol-

ogy.

(vi) Every disjoint union of weak Hausdorff spaces is weak Hausdorff.

(vii) Every limit in Spc of a functor with values in weak Hausdorff spaces is

weak Hausdorff.

(viii) If X is a weak Hausdorff space, then its Kelleyfication kX is again weak

Hausdorff.

Proof (i) Let f : K −→ A be a continuous map from a compact space. Then

i f : K −→ X is also continuous, hence (i f )(K) is closed in X. Since i is

injective we have f (K) = i−1((i f )(K)), which is thus closed in A. This shows

that A is a weak Hausdorff space.

(ii) If K is compact and f : K −→ X continuous, then the image f (K) is

always quasi-compact; if X is Hausdorff, then any quasi-compact subset such

as f (K) is closed. So X is weak Hausdorff.
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(iii) Every one point space is compact, so every point of any space is the

continuous image of a compact space. So in weak Hausdorff spaces, all points

and thus all finite subsets are closed.

(iv) Let f : X −→ Y be a continuous bijection from a compact space to a

weak Hausdorff space. Every closed subset A of X is compact in the subspace

topology, so f (A) is closed in Y by the weak Hausdorff property. This shows

that f is also a closed map, hence a homeomorphism.

(v) The property of being quasi-compact is automatically inherited under

continuous surjections, so the main issue is the Hausdorff property of f (K), for

which we reproduce the argument from [118, Lemma 2.1]. We let x, y ∈ f (K)

be two distinct points. The sets {x} and {y} are closed in X by part (iii), so f −1(x)

and f −1(y) are disjoint closed subsets of K. Since compact spaces are normal,

there are disjoint open subsets U and V of K with f −1(x) ⊂ U and f −1(y) ⊂ V .

Since X is weak Hausdorff, the sets f (K − U) and f (K − V) are closed in X,

and hence also in f (K). But then f (K) − f (K − U) and f (K) − f (K − V) are

disjoint open subsets of f (K) that separate x and y.

(vi) We let {Yi}i∈I be a family of weak Hausdorff spaces and f : K −→∐
i∈I Yi a continuous map from a compact space to the disjoint union. Since K

is the disjoint union of the closed subspaces Ki = f −1(Yi), each Ki is compact

in the subspace topology. The image of the restriction f |Ki
: Ki −→ Yi is closed

since Yi is weak Hausdorff. So f (K) =
∐

i∈I f (Ki) is closed in the disjoint

union.

(vii) In a first step we show that a product of any family {Yi}i∈I of weak

Hausdorff spaces is weak Hausdorff. We let f = ( fi)i∈I : K −→ ∏0
i∈I Yi be a

continuous map from a compact space, with respect to the product topology on

the target. Because Yi is weak Hausdorff, the subset fi(K) is closed in Yi, and a

Hausdorff space in the subspace topology by part (v). So the subset
∏

i∈I fi(K)

is closed in
∏0

i∈I Yi and Hausdorff in the subspace topology. Since K is com-

pact and the image of f is contained in the Hausdorff space
∏

i∈I fi(K), the

image f (K) is closed in the subspace topology of
∏

i∈I fi(K). Since
∏

i∈I fi(K)

is closed in
∏0

i∈I Yi, the image f (K) is also closed in
∏0

i∈I Yi. This proves that

the product
∏0

i∈I Yi is weak Hausdorff.

A limit in Spc of a functor F : I −→ Spc is a subspace of the product of the

values F(i) for all object i ∈ I. Since a subspace of a weak Hausdorff space is

weak Hausdorff by part (i), this proves the claim.

(viii) The identity is a continuous injection kX −→ X, so part (i) proves the

claim. �

Now we turn to compactly generated spaces. By combining Propositions

A.2 and A.4, we get some immediate corollaries:
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Proposition A.5. (i) Every closed subset of a compactly generated space is

compactly generated in the subspace topology.

(ii) Every locally compact Hausdorff space, and hence every compact space,

is compactly generated.

(iii) Every metric space is compactly generated.

(iv) Every disjoint union of compactly generated spaces is compactly gener-

ated.

(v) If X is compactly generated and Y locally compact Hausdorff, then X×0 Y

is compactly generated in the product topology.

There is a useful criterion, due to McCord [118, Prop. 2.3], for when a k-

space is weak Hausdorff (and hence compactly generated).

Proposition A.6. A k-space X is weak Hausdorff if and only if the diagonal is

closed in X × X = k(X ×0 X).

Proof We suppose first that the diagonal is closed in X×X. We let f : K −→ X

be a continuous map from a compact space. Then the map

f × X : K × X −→ X × X

is continuous, and so ( f × X)−1(∆X) is closed in K × X. Since K is compact,

the topology on K × X is the usual product topology by Proposition A.2 (vi).

Moreover, the projection p : K × X −→ X away from K is a closed map, also

by compactness. Hence

f (K) = p(( f × X)−1)(∆X)

is closed in X. This shows that X is weak Hausdorff.

For the converse we assume that X is weak Hausdorff. We show that the

diagonal ∆X is compactly closed in X ×0 X, and hence closed in X × X. We let

f = ( f1, f2) : K −→ X ×0 X be a continuous map from a compact space. Then

the map

f1 + f2 : K ∐ K −→ X

is continuous. Since X is weak Hausdorff, the subset A = ( f1 + f2)(K ∐ K) =

f1(K) ∪ f2(K) of X is closed and a Hausdorff space in the subspace topology,

by Proposition A.4 (v). So the diagonal∆A is closed in A×0 A. Since moreover,

f (K) is contained in A ×0 A, the set f −1(∆X) = f −1(∆A) is closed in K. This

completes the proof that ∆X is compactly closed. �

Proposition A.6 now leads to the following useful criterion for when a quo-

tient space of a k-space is weak Hausdorff (and hence compactly generated).
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Proposition A.7. Let X be a k-space and E ⊂ X × X an equivalence relation.

Then the quotient space X/E is compactly generated if and only if E is closed

in the k-topology of X × X.

Proof We let p : X −→ X/E denote the projection. Any quotient space of a

k-space is automatically a k-space by Proposition A.2 (i). If X/E is also weak

Hausdorff, then ∆X/E is closed in X/E × X/E by Proposition A.6. Hence

E = (p × p)−1(∆X/E) (A.8)

is closed in X × X. Conversely, suppose that E is closed in X × X. Since X and

X/E are k-spaces, the map

p × p : X × X −→ (X/E) × (X/E)

is a proclusion by two applications of Proposition A.3. Since E is closed by

hypothesis, the relation (A.8) shows that ∆X/E is closed in (X/E) × (X/E). So

X/E is weak Hausdorff by Proposition A.6. �

Corollary A.9. Let X be a compactly generated space and A a closed subset

of X. Then the quotient topology on X/A is again compactly generated.

Proof Since A is closed in X, A × A is closed in X × X. Since X is weak

Hausdorff, the diagonal ∆X is closed X × X. So the equivalence relation E =

(A × A) ∪ ∆X is closed in X × X, and the quotient space X/A is compactly

generated by Proposition A.7. �

Proposition A.7 also suggests how to construct a ‘maximal weak Hausdorff

quotient’ of a k-space:

Proposition A.10. Let X be a k-space. Let Emin ⊂ X × X be the intersection

of all equivalence relations on X that are closed in the k-topology of X × X.

Then X/Emin with the quotient topology is a compactly generated space and

the quotient map X −→ X/Emin is initial among continuous maps from X to a

compactly generated space.

Proof The intersection Emin is again an equivalence relation, and Emin is

closed in X × X as an intersection of closed subsets; so the quotient topology

is weak Hausdorff by Proposition A.7.

Now we let f : X −→ Y be a continuous map to a compactly generated

space. The equivalence relation

E = {(x, x′) ∈ X × X | f (x) = f (x′)}

is the preimage of the diagonal under the continuous map

f × f : X × X −→ Y × Y .
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Since the diagonal is closed in Y × Y by Proposition A.6, the set E is closed

in X × X, and so Emin ⊆ E. So f factors uniquely over a continuous map from

X/Emin, by the universal property of the quotient topology. �

The previous proposition implies that the assignment

X 7−→ X/Emin = w(X)

extends canonically to a functor

w : K −→ T

that is left adjoint to the inclusion of compactly generated spaces into k-spaces.

Moreover, if X is already compactly generated, then the diagonal is closed in

X × X by Proposition A.6; every equivalence relation contains the diagonal, so

Emin = ∆X whenever X is compactly generated. In this situation the quotient

map X −→ X/Emin = w(X) is a homeomorphism.

It follows formally from the existence of a left adjoint to the inclusion K ⊂ T

that the category of compactly generated spaces has small limits and colimits;

limits can be calculated in the category K of k-spaces. To construct a colimit

of a diagram in T, we can first take a colimit in the category K of k-spaces (or

equivalently in Spc); while a k-space, this colimit need not be weak Hausdorff,

but applying the left adjoint w : K −→ T yields a colimit in T.

� If the colimit, taken in the category K of k-spaces, of a diagram of com-

pactly generated spaces is not already weak Hausdorff, then the mini-

mal closed equivalence relation on it is strictly larger than the diagonal, so the

‘maximal weak Hausdorff quotient’ identifies at least two distinct points and

thus changes the underlying set. So one has to be especially careful with gen-

eral colimits in T: unlike for Spc of K, the forgetful functor from T to sets need

not preserve colimits. More loosely speaking, the underlying set of colimit in

T may be smaller than one first thinks.

The fact that colimits in T may be hard to identify may seem like a prob-

lem at first. However, the issue is largely irrelevant for purposes of homotopy

theory because we don’t expect to have homotopical control over arbitrary col-

imits anyhow. The colimits that we do care about turn out to be ‘as expected’;

in particular, for pushouts along closed embeddings (see Proposition A.13),

filtered colimits along closed embeddings (see Proposition A.14), wedges (see

Proposition A.18), and orbits by actions of compact topological groups (see

Proposition B.13), it makes no difference if we calculate the colimit in the

category T or in K respectively Spc.

We call a continuous map i : A −→ X between topological spaces a closed

embedding if i is injective and a closed map; equivalently, the image i(A) is
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closed in X and i is a homeomorphism onto its image. By Proposition A.13

below, the cobase change, in Spc, K or T, of a closed embedding is again a

closed embedding.

� There is an ambiguity with the meaning of ‘embedding’ in general, due

to the fact that a general subset of a k-space, endowed with the subspace

topology, need not be a k-space, and so one may or may not want to apply

‘Kelleyfication’ k : Spc −→ K to the subspace topology. However, closed

subsets of k-spaces are again k-spaces in the usual subspace topology, so there

is no such ambiguity with the notion of ‘closed embedding’.

Proposition A.11. Let i : A −→ X and j : B −→ Y be closed embeddings

between topological spaces. Then the product maps i×0 j : A×0 B −→ X ×0 Y

and i × j : A × B −→ X × Y are closed embeddings.

Proof The map i × j is clearly injective, so must show that it is a closed map

with respect to the product topologies, and with respect to their Kelleyfications.

We may assume that i is the inclusion of a closed subset A ⊂ X and j is the

inclusion of a closed subset B ⊂ Y. The subspace topology on A × B induced

from X ×0 Y agrees with the product topology A ×0 B, which is the claim for

i ×0 j, i.e., the usual product topologies.

For the second claim we must show that every compactly closed subset C of

A ×0 B is also compactly closed in X ×0 Y. So we let f : K −→ X ×0 Y be a

continuous map from a compact space. Since A ×0 B is closed inside X ×0 Y,

the subset L = f −1(A ×0 B) is closed in K, and hence compact in the subspace

topology. The relation

f −1(C) = ( f |L)−1(C)

and the hypothesis that C is compactly closed inside A ×0 B then show that

f −1(C) is closed in K. So C is compactly closed in X ×0 Y. �

This following proposition is [96, Lemma 8.1].

Proposition A.12. Let i : X −→ Y be a continuous map between compactly

generated spaces that admits a continuous retraction. Then i is a closed em-

bedding.

Proof Let r : Y −→ X be a continuous retraction, i.e., such that ri = IdX .

Then the map

(IdY , ir) : Y −→ Y × Y

is continuous and for every subset A ⊂ X we have

i(A) = {y ∈ Y | y = i(r(y)) and r(y) ∈ A} = (IdY , ri)−1(∆Y ) ∩ r−1(A) .
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Since Y is compactly generated, the diagonal ∆Y is closed in Y × Y by Propo-

sition A.6; hence the set (IdY , ri)−1(∆Y ) is closed in Y. If A is closed, then so is

r−1(A), and hence also i(A). This proves that i is a closed embedding. �

Proposition A.13. Given a pushout square in the category Spc of topological

spaces

X
f //

i

��

Z

j

��
Y

g
// P

such that i is a closed embedding, then j is also a closed embedding. If more-

over Y and Z are compactly generated, then so is P, and hence the square is a

pushout in T.

Proof We adapt the argument given in [118, Prop. 2.5]. The map j is injective

because i is. Indeed, we can choose a set-theoretic retraction r : Y −→ X to

i (not necessarily continuous), and then ( f r) ∪ Id : P −→ Z is a set-theoretic

retraction to j.

For the other claims we first treat the special case where the map g is a

proclusion. We let A ⊂ Z be a closed subset; then f −1(A) is closed in X. Since

the map i is injective, the relation

g−1( j(A)) = i( f −1(A))

holds as subsets of Y. So i( f −1(A)), and hence g−1( j(A)), is closed in Y be-

cause i is a closed embedding. Since g is a proclusion, this shows that j(A) is

closed, and hence j is a closed map. Altogether this proves that j is a closed

embedding.

Now we suppose that Y and Z are compactly generated. Then P is a k-space

by Proposition A.2 (i) because g : Y −→ P is a proclusion. Moreover, the

diagonals of Y and Z are closed in Y ×Y respectively Z×Z by Proposition A.6.

Hence ( f × f )−1(∆Z) is closed in X × X. Since i is a closed embedding, so is

i × i : X × X −→ Y × Y, by Proposition A.11. Because

(g × g)−1(∆P) = ∆Y ∪ (i × i)
(
( f × f )−1(∆Z)

)

we conclude that (g× g)−1(∆P) is closed in Y × Y. Since g is a proclusion, so is

g × g, by two applications of Proposition A.3. So ∆P is closed in P × P, and P

is weak Hausdorff by the criterion of Proposition A.6.

Now we treat the general case. The pushout P can be constructed as a quo-

tient space of the disjoint union Y ∐ Z, which means that the lower horizontal
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map in the commutative square

X ∐ Z
f+Id //

i∐Id

��

Z

j

��
Y ∐ Z

g+ j
// P

is a proclusion. Since the original square is a pushout, so is this new square.

The spaces Y∐Z and Z are compactly generated by hypothesis and Proposition

A.5 (iv), and the left vertical map is a closed embedding. So we can apply

the special case above to this new square, and conclude that P is compactly

generated. �

The following example of Lewis [96, App. A, p.168] shows that a pushout

of compactly generated spaces calculated in the ambient category Spc need

not be compactly generated, and that a cobase change in T of a continuous

injection need not be injective. We consider the diagram

{−1, 1} ←−−−−− [−1, 0) ∪ (0, 1]
inclusion−−−−−−→ [−1, 1]

where all three spaces have the subspace topology of R, and the left map takes

[−1, 0) to −1 and it takes (0, 1] to 1. All three spaces are compactly generated,

and the pushout P in the categories Spc or K has three points, only one of

which is closed. Any continuous map from P to a weak Hausdorff space must

be constant, so the space w(P) (which is a pushout in T) has only one point.

We recall that a poset (P,≤) is filtered if for all elements i, j ∈ P there is a

k ∈ P such that i ≤ k and j ≤ k. The associated category has object set P and a

unique morphism (i, j) : i −→ j for every pair of elements such that i ≤ j. The

filtered poset we mostly care about is (N,≤), the set of natural numbers under

it usual ordering; a functor F : N −→ C from the associated poset category is

determined by the sequence of morphisms

F(0)
F(0,1)−−−−→ F(1)

F(1,2)−−−−→ F(2)
F(2,3)−−−−→ . . .

F(n−1,n)−−−−−−→ F(n) −−−−−→ . . .

So colimits of such functors are sequential colimits. Other filtered posets that

come up are the set of finite subsets of an infinite set, and the set of finite-

dimensional vector subspaces of an infinite dimensional vector spaces, both

ordered by inclusion.

Proposition A.14. Let P be a filtered poset and F : P −→ Spc a functor

from the associated poset category to the category of topological spaces. Let

F∞ be a colimit of F in the category Spc with respect to continuous maps

κi : F(i) −→ F∞.
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(i) If the map F(i, j) : F(i) −→ F( j) is a closed embedding for every compa-

rable pair of elements of P, then all the maps κi : F(i) −→ F∞ are closed

embeddings.

(ii) If the space F(i) is compactly generated for every element i ∈ P and the

map F(i, j) : F(i) −→ F( j) in injective for every comparable pair of

elements, then the colimit F∞ is compactly generated. Hence F∞ is also

a colimit of the functor F in the category T.

Proof (i) Colimits in Spc are created on underlying sets, so the map κi :

F(i) −→ F∞ is injective because all the maps F(i, j) are injective. Now we let

A ⊂ F(i) be closed subset. If j ∈ P is another element, we can choose k ∈ P

such that i ≤ k and j ≤ k. Then

κ−1
k (κk(F(i, k)(A))) = F(i, k)(A)

because the map κk is injective. Hence

κ−1
j (κi(A)) = F( j, k)−1(κ−1

k (κk(F(i, k)(A)))) = F( j, k)−1(F(i, k)(A)) .

Since F(i, k) is a closed map, this shows that κ−1
j

(κi(A)) is closed in F( j) for all

j ∈ P. The map
∐

j∈P F( j) −→ F∞ given by κ j on F( j) is a proclusion, so we

conclude that κi(A) is closed in F∞. So κi is a closed embedding.

(ii) The map κ :
∐

j∈P F( j) −→ F∞ given by κ j on F( j) is a proclusion, and

the source is compactly generated by Proposition A.5 (iv). We show that the

equivalence relation

E = (κ × κ)−1(∆F∞ ) ⊂
(
∐ j∈P F( j)

)
×

(
∐ j∈P F( j)

)

that gives rise to F∞ is closed; the criterion of Proposition A.7 then shows that

F∞ is compactly generated. The product of
∐

j∈PF( j) with itself is the disjoint

union of the subspaces F(i) × F( j) for all i, j ∈ P, so it suffices to show that

the intersection of E with all F(i) × F( j) is closed. We choose k ∈ P such that

i ≤ k and j ≤ k. Then

E ∩ (F(i) × F( j)) = (F(i, k) × F( j, k))−1(∆F(k))

because the map κk : F(k) −→ F∞ is injective. The diagonal is closed in

F(k) × F(k) since F(k) is compactly generated (by Proposition A.7). So E ∩
(F(i) × F( j)) is closed in F(i) × F( j). This verifies the criterion of Proposition

A.7 and concludes the proof that the colimit F∞ is compactly generated. �

Many functors F : P −→ T out of filtered posets that arise in practice have

the property that a continuous map f : K −→ F∞ from a compact space factors

through F(i) for some i ∈ P. Such filtered colimits then tend to preserve weak

equivalences. We now formulate a precise version of this property for certain
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lattices. The most common special case is the poset (N,≤) of natural numbers

under the usual linear ordering.

We recall that a poset (P,≤) is a lattice if every pair of elements p, q ∈ P has

a join p∨q (least upper bound) and a meet p∧q (greatest lower bound). Every

lattice is in particular a filtered poset.

Proposition A.15. Let (P,≤) be a lattice with the following property: for every

element q ∈ P and every countable chain

p1 ≤ p2 ≤ . . . ≤ pn ≤ . . .

in P with pn ≤ q for all n ≥ 1, the sequence is eventually constant.

(i) Let F : P −→ T be a functor to the category of compactly generated

spaces with the following properties:

(a) the map F(i, j) : F(i) −→ F( j) is a closed embedding for all compa-

rable pairs i ≤ j of elements of P, and

(b) for all elements p, q ∈ P the following square is a pullback:

F(p ∧ q) //

��

F(q)

��
F(p) // F(p ∨ q)

Let F∞ be a colimit of F with respect to the continuous maps κi : F(i) −→
F∞. Then for every continuous map α : K −→ F∞ from a compact space

K there exists an element i ∈ P and a continuous map α′ : K −→ F(i)

such that α = κi ◦ α′.
(ii) Let F′ : P −→ T be another functor satisfying conditions (a) and (b)

and ψ : F −→ F′ a natural transformation. Suppose that the map ψ(i) :

F(i) −→ F′(i) is m-connected for all i ∈ P, for some m ≥ 0. Then the

map ψ∞ : F∞ −→ F′∞ induced on colimits is m-connected.

(iii) Let F : P −→ T satisfy conditions (a) and (b) and suppose that the

map F(i, j) : F(i) −→ F( j) is a m-connected for all pairs of comparable

elements. Then the map κi : F(i) −→ F∞ is m-connected for every i ∈ P.

Proof (i) The canonical maps κi : F(i) −→ F∞ are closed embeddings by

Proposition A.14 (i). Hence we can, and will, pretend that F(i) is a closed

subspace of F∞ and the maps F(i, j) : F(i) −→ F( j) are inclusions.

The image of the continuous map f : K −→ F∞ is compact in the subspace

topology by Proposition A.4 (v). So we may replace K by its image and pretend

that f is the inclusion of a compact subspace of F∞. We then have to show that

K ⊂ F(i) for some i ∈ P.
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We argue by contradiction and assume that K is not contained in F(i) for

any i ∈ P. We can then choose comparable elements

p1 ≤ p2 ≤ . . . ≤ pn ≤ . . .

of P and elements xi ∈ K with xi ∈ F(pi)\F(pi−1). Indeed, we start with any

choice x1 ∈ F(p1) and continue inductively: since K is not contained in F(pn),

there is an element xn+1 ∈ K\F(pn). We must have xn+1 ∈ F(q) for some q ∈ P,

and then pn+1 = pn ∨ q can serve for the inductive step.

We set C = {x1, x2, x3, . . . }, a countably infinite subset of K. Now we claim

that for every q ∈ P the intersection C ∩ F(q) is finite. If this were not the

case, then there would be infinitely many indices i1 < i2 < i3 < . . . such that

xi j
∈ F(q) for all j ≥ 1. The commutative square

F(pi j
∧ q) //

��

F(q)

��
F(pi j

) // F(pi j
∨ q)

is a pullback by hypothesis, and so xi j
∈ F(pi j

∧ q) for all j ≥ 1. Also by

hypothesis there is an N ≥ 1 such that

pN ∧ q = pN+1 ∧ q = pN+2 ∧ q = · · · .

So F(pN ∧ q), and hence also F(pN), contains infinitely many of the elements

of the set C. This contradicts the construction of C, and we can conclude that

the intersection C ∩ F(q) is finite.

Now we let T be any subset of C. Since T ∩ F(q) is finite, it is a closed

subset of F(q) by Proposition A.4 (iii). The map
∐

κq :
∐

q∈P
F(q) −→ F∞

is a proclusion, i.e., the space F∞ carries the quotient topology. Since T ∩F(q)

is closed for all q ∈ P, the set T is closed in F∞. Since T was any subset of

C, the subset C is discrete in the subspace topology from F∞. So altogether C

is an infinite discrete subset of the compact space K, which is a contradiction.

This proves that K is contained in F(i) for some i ∈ P.

(ii) We consider a commutative square of continuous maps for k ≤ m:

∂Dk α //

incl

��

F∞

ψ∞

��
Dk

β
// F′∞

Part (i) provides i, j ∈ P and continuous maps α′ : ∂Dk −→ F(i) and β′ :
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Dk −→ F( j) such that κi ◦ α′ = α and κ′
j
◦ β′ = β. By replacing i and j by their

join we may suppose that i = j. Then

κ′i ◦ ψ(i) ◦ α′ = ψ∞ ◦ κi ◦ α′ = ψ∞ ◦ α = β|∂Dk = κ′i ◦ β′|∂Dk .

Since κ′
i

is injective this shows that ψ(i)◦α′ = β′|∂Dk . Since ψ(i) is m-connected,

there is a continuous map λ : Dk −→ F(i) that restricts to α′ on ∂Dk and such

that ψ(i) ◦ λ is homotopic, relative ∂Dk, to β′. Then κi ◦ λ : Dk −→ F∞ solves

the original lifting problem. So the map F∞ is m-connected.

(iii) We consider a commutative square of continuous maps for k ≤ m:

∂Dk α //

incl

��

F(i)

κi

��
Dk

β
// F∞

Part (i) provides a j ∈ P and a continuous map β′ : Dk −→ F( j) such that

κ j ◦ β′ = β. By replacing j by the join i ∨ j and β′ by the map F(i, i ∨ j) ◦ β′ :

Dk −→ F(i ∨ j), we can assume without loss of generality that i ≤ j. Then

κ j ◦ F(i, j) ◦ α = κi ◦ α = β|∂Dk = κ j ◦ β′|∂Dk .

Since κ j is injective this shows that F(i, j) ◦ α = β′|∂Dk . Since F(i, j) is m-

connected, there is a continuous map λ : Dk −→ F(i) that restricts to α on ∂Dk

and such that F(i, j) ◦ λ is homotopic, relative ∂Dk, to β′. Then λ also solves

the original lifting problem. So the map κi is a m-connected. �

Example A.16. We let (P,≤) be a linear order, i.e., a poset in which every two

elements are comparable. Such a poset is in particular a lattice. We observe that

for every linear order, condition (b) of Proposition A.15 (i) is trivially satisfied

for every functor. Indeed, any two elements p, q ∈ P are comparable, and

we suppose that p ≤ q, the other case being analogous. Then p ∧ q = p and

p∨q = q, and the two vertical maps in the commutative square of condition (b)

are identity maps. Hence the square is a pullback.

The most familiar special case of Proposition A.15 is the poset (N,≤) of

natural numbers under the usual ordering. This poset is a linear order, so as we

explained in Example A.16, condition (b) of Proposition A.15 (i) is automat-

ically satisfied for every functor. For (N,≤), part (i) of Proposition A.15 can

be found in many topology textbooks, for example [80, Prop. 2.4.2]. For easier

reference we spell out the content of part (ii) and (iii) of Proposition A.15 for

the poset (N,≤) and for m = ∞, i.e., for weak equivalences.

Proposition A.17.
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(i) Let en : Xn −→ Xn+1 and fn : Yn −→ Yn+1 be closed embeddings between

compactly generated spaces, for n ≥ 0. Let ψn : Xn −→ Yn be weak

equivalences that satisfy ψn+1 ◦ en = fn ◦ ψn for all n ≥ 0. Then the

induced map ψ∞ : X∞ −→ Y∞ between the colimits of the sequences is a

weak equivalence.

(ii) Let fn : Yn −→ Yn+1 be a closed embedding of compactly generated

spaces that is also a weak equivalence, for n ≥ 0. Then the canonical

map Y0 −→ Y∞ to the colimit of the sequence is a weak equivalence.

Besides the linear order (N,≤), further examples of relevant posets that

satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition A.15 are the set of finite subsets of a

given set (which features in the following proposition), and the set of finite-

dimensional vector subspaces of a given vector space.

Proposition A.18. Let {Xi}i∈I be a family of based compactly generated spaces.

Then the wedge (one-point union)
∨

i∈I Xi is compactly generated, and thus a

coproduct in the category T∗ of based compactly generated spaces. Moreover,

for every compact space K and every continuous map f : K −→ ∨
i∈I Xi there

is a finite subset J of I such that f factors through the subwedge
∨

j∈J X j.

Proof The disjoint union
∐

i∈I Xi is compactly generated by Proposition A.5

(iv). Moreover, the equivalence relation that identifies all the basepoints is

closed in (
∐

i∈I Xi)× (
∐

i∈I Xi). So the quotient space
∨

i∈I Xi is compactly gen-

erated by Proposition A.7.

We let P be the poset of finite subsets of I, ordered by inclusion; this is a

lattice satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition A.15. We consider the functor

F : P −→ T sending a finite subset J ⊂ I to the finite wedge
∨

j∈J X j. For

J′ ⊂ J ⊂ I, the map
∨

j∈J′ X j −→
∨

j∈J X j is a closed embedding (by direct

inspection, or by Proposition A.12), and property (b) of Proposition A.15 (i) is

satisfied. Proposition A.15 (i) thus provides the desired factorization through∨
j∈J X j for some finite subset J of I. �

Now we let X and Y be compactly generated topological spaces equipped

with basepoints x0 ∈ X respectively y0 ∈ Y. We define the smash product as

X ∧ Y = X × Y/(X × {y0} ∪ {x0} × Y) ,

the quotient of the product (with the k-topology) by the subspace X × {y0} ∪
{x0} × Y. We write x ∧ y for the class of (x, y) ∈ X × Y in the quotient space.

Since points in compactly generated spaces are closed (Proposition A.4 (iii)),

the map

X ∨ Y −→ X × Y
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from the coproduct to the product in T∗ is a closed embedding with image the

subspace X × {y0} ∪ {x0} × Y; so X ∧ Y is also a cokernel of this map.

The next proposition is another important reason for working in the cate-

gory T of compactly generated spaces. Indeed, in the larger category Spc of

all topological spaces, the smash product is not generally associative: if smash

products are defined as quotients of the usual product topology, then the canon-

ical set-theoretic bijection from (X ∧ Y) ∧ Z to X ∧ (Y ∧ Z) need not be con-

tinuous. An explicit example is mentioned without proof in [132, 5.8], namely

that (Q ∧Q) ∧N and Q ∧ (Q∧N) are not homeomorphic in Spc, where Q has

the subspace topology of R, and N has the discrete topology. A proof can be

found in [116, Thm. 1.7.1].

Proposition A.19. Let X, Y, and Z be based compactly generated spaces.

(i) The space X∧Y is compactly generated in the quotient topology of X×Y.

(ii) The maps

X ∧ Y −→ Y ∧ X , x ∧ y 7−→ y ∧ x

and

(X ∧ Y) ∧ Z −→ X ∧ (Y ∧ Z) , (x ∧ y) ∧ z 7−→ x ∧ (y ∧ z)

are homeomorphisms.

Proof (i) In weak Hausdorff spaces all points are closed (Proposition A.4 (iii)),

hence X×{y0}∪{x0}×Y is a closed subspace of X×Y. So the quotient topology

is compactly generated by Corollary A.9.

The first claim of part (ii) is straightforward from the fact that the twist

homeomorphism X × Y −→ Y × X sending (x, y) to (y, x) takes the subspace

X × {y0} ∪ {x0} × Y to the subspace Y × {x0} ∪ {y0} × X and hence descends to a

homeomorphism on quotient spaces.

Since the projection pX,Y : X × Y −→ X ∧ Y is a proclusion, so is pX,Y × Z :

X × Y × Z −→ (X ∧ Y) × Z, by Proposition A.3. Hence the map

pX∧Y,Z ◦ (pX,Y × Z) : X × Y × Z −→ (X ∧ Y) ∧ Z , (x, y, z) 7−→ (x ∧ y) ∧ z

is a proclusion as the composite of two proclusions. The composite

X × Y × Z
pX∧Y,Z◦(pX,Y×Z)
−−−−−−−−−−−→ (X ∧ Y) ∧ Z

(x∧y)∧z 7→x∧(y∧z)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ X ∧ (Y ∧ Z)

is the map pX,Y∧Z ◦ (X × pY,Z), and hence continuous. Since pX∧Y,Z ◦ (pX,Y × Z)

is a proclusion, the second map (X ∧ Y)∧ Z −→ X ∧ (Y ∧ Z) is continuous. By

the same reasoning the inverse map X∧ (Y ∧Z) −→ (X∧Y)∧Z is continuous.

Hence the two maps are mutually inverse homeomorphisms. �
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Another key advantage of the categories K and T over the category of all

topological spaces is that they are cartesian closed, i.e., categorical product

with a fixed object is a left adjoint. The discovery of these facts was predated

by similar result in closely related categories; for example, Brown [30, §3] dis-

cusses internal function spaces in the category of Hausdorff k-spaces, and this

was popularized by Steenrod in [161, Sec. 5]. The first reference to cartesian

closedness for K and T that I am aware of is the appendix of Lewis’ thesis [96,

App. A, Thm. 5.5]; we will closely follow Lewis’ exposition. Internal function

spaces in K and T are given by the set of all continuous maps endowed with

the Kelleyfication of a slight modification of the compact-open topology. For

weak Hausdorff spaces, the ‘modified’ compact-open topology actually coin-

cides with the compact-open topology.

Construction A.20. For topological spaces X and Y, we let C(X, Y) denote the

set of continuous maps from X to Y. For a continuous map h : K −→ X from a

compact space K and an open subset U of Y we define a subset of C(X, Y) by

N(h,U) = {ϕ ∈ C(X, Y) | ϕ(h(K)) ⊂ U} .

We endow the set C(X, Y) of continuous maps with the topology generated by

the subbasis consisting of all these sets N(h,U). This topology is covariantly

functorial in Y and contravariantly functorial in X. Indeed, for every continuous

map f : Y′ −→ Y we have

C(X, f )−1(N(h,U)) = N(h, f −1(U)) ,

which is open in C(X, Y′), and so C(X, f ) : C(X, Y′) −→ C(X, Y) is continuous.

Similarly, for a continuous maps g : X −→ X′ and h : K −→ X, with K a

compact space, we have

C(g, Y)−1(N(h,U)) = N(gh,U) ,

which is open in C(X′, Y), and so C(g, Y) : C(X′, Y) −→ C(X, Y) is continuous.

Now we let X and Y be k-spaces. Then C(X, Y) need not be a k-space. We

fix this by Kelleyfication, i.e., we define the internal mapping space in K as

map(X, Y) = kC(X, Y) .

Remark A.21 (Relation to the compact-open topology). We recall that a sub-

basis for the compact-open topology on C(X, Y) is given by all sets

W(K,U) = {ϕ ∈ C(X, Y) | ϕ(K) ⊂ U} ,

where K is compact subset of X and U is an open subset of Y. Because W(K,U) =

N(incl : K −→ X,U), the topology generated by the sets N(h,U) is finer than
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the compact-open topology. In general, the compact-open topology may be

strictly coarser.

For weak Hausdorff spaces X, the topology on C(X, Y) coincides with the

compact-open topology. Indeed, if X is weak Hausdorff, then the image of ev-

ery continuous map h : K −→ X is compact in the subspace topology (Propo-

sition A.4 (v)). So in this case N(h,U) = W(h(K),U), and the two subbases

coincide.

We recall that a category is cartesian closed if it has finite products and

product with a fix object is a left adjoint. The proof of the following theorem

can be found in [96, App. A, Thm. 5.5].

Theorem A.22. For all k-spaces X, Y and Z, the natural map

Ψ : map(X × Y, Z) −→ map(X,map(Y, Z)) , Ψ( f )(x)(y) = f (x, y)

is a homeomorphism. In particular, the category of k-spaces is cartesian closed.

Proof We reproduce Lewis’ arguments. We start by checking that the map

ηX : X −→ C(Y, X × Y) , ηX(x)(y) = (x, y)

is continuous. Since X is a k-space, it suffices to check that the composite

ηX ◦ f is continuous for every continuous map f : L −→ X from a compact

space. Since ηX ◦ f = C(Y, f × Y) ◦ ηL and C(Y, f × Y) is continuous, we

can assume without loss of generality that X is compact. If X is compact, then

X × Y = X ×0 Y by Proposition A.2 (vi), i.e., X × Y is already a k-space in the

usual product topology.

We let h : K −→ Y be a continuous map from a compact space and U an

open subset of X × Y = X ×0 Y. Then

η−1
X (N(h,U)) = {x ∈ X | {x} × K ⊂ (X × h)−1(U)} .

For every x ∈ η−1
X

(N(h,U)), the ‘tube lemma’ (see for example [139, Ch. 8,

Lemma 8.9’]) provides an open neighborhood O of x in X such that O × K ⊂
(X×h)−1(U), i.e., such that O ⊂ η−1

X
(N(h,U)). So the set η−1

X
(N(h,U)) contains

a neighborhood of each of its points, and is thus open. Altogether this shows

that inverse images of the subbasis of the topology on C(Y, X × Y) are open;

hence ηX is continuous. Since X is a k-space, the map ηX is also continuous

with respect to the Kelleyfied topology on the target, i.e., when considered as

a map to map(Y, X × Y).

We denote the evaluation map by

ǫZ : map(Y, Z) × Y = k(C(Y, Z) ×0 Y) −→ Z , ǫ( f , y) = f (y) .

We show next that for every continuous map h : K −→ Y from a compact
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space the composite ǫZ ◦ (C(Y, Z) ×0 h) : C(Y, Z) ×0 K −→ Z is continuous.

We let U be an open subset of Z and consider a point (ϕ, k) ∈ C(Y, Z) ×0 K

in (ǫZ ◦ (C(Y, Z) ×0 h))−1(U); this simply means that k ∈ (ϕ ◦ h)−1(U). Since

K is compact and (ϕ ◦ h)−1(U) is open in K, there is an open neighborhood

V of k in K whose closure V̄ is contained in (ϕ ◦ h)−1(U). This closure V̄ is

compact in the subspace topology, so the set N(h|V̄ : V̄ −→ Y,U) is open in

C(Y, Z), and it contains the map ϕ. Hence N(h|V̄ : V̄ −→ Y,U) × V is open in

C(Y, Z)×0 K, and contains the point (ϕ, k). Since this open set is also contained

in (ǫZ ◦ (C(Y, Z) ×0 h))−1(U), this latter set is a neighborhood of each of its

points, and hence open in C(Y, Z) ×0 K. This completes the proof that the map

ǫZ ◦ (C(Y, Z) ×0 h) is continuous.

Now we show that the evaluation map ǫZ itself is continuous. At this point

the Kelleyfication of the source is crucial, as ǫZ need not be continuous with

respect to the topology C(Y, Z) ×0 Y. So it suffices to show that the composite

ǫZ ◦ (g, h) : K −→ Z is continuous for every continuous map (g, h) : K −→
C(Y, Z) ×0 Y from a compact space. The map ǫZ ◦ (g, h) coincides with the

composite

K
(g,IdK )
−−−−−→ C(Y, Z) ×0 K

C(Y,Z)×0h−−−−−−−→ C(Y, Z) ×0 Y
ǫZ−−−→ Z .

The composite of the last two maps is continuous by the previous paragraph,

so the whole composite ǫZ ◦ (g, h) is continuous.

At this point we know that the two maps

ηX : X −→ map(Y, X × Y) and ǫZ : map(Y, Z) × Y −→ Z

are continuous. The rest of the argument is formal. Since ǫX×Y ◦ (ηX × Y) is

the identity of X × Y and map(Y, ǫZ) ◦ ηmap(Y,Z) is the identity of map(Y, Z), the

natural transformations η and ǫ are the unit respectively counit of an adjunction

(− × Y,map(Y,−)). In particular, the map

Ψ : C(X × Y, Z) −→ C(X,map(Y, Z)) , Ψ( f )(x)(y) = f (x, y)

is bijective. We let T be another k-space. Replacing X by T × X shows that

Ψ : C(T × X × Y, Z) −→ C(T × X,map(Y, Z))

is bijective. The adjunction just established translates this into the fact that

C(T,Ψ) : C(T,map(X × Y, Z)) −→ C(T,map(X,map(Y, Z)))

is bijective. Since T is an arbitrary k-space, Ψ is a homeomorphism. �

Now we turn to compactly generated spaces.

Theorem A.23. (i) If Y is a weak Hausdorff space and X is any topological
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space, then the spaces C(X, Y) and map(X, Y) are weak Hausdorff. In

particular, if X and Y are compactly generated, then so is map(X, Y).

(ii) For all compactly generated spaces X, Y and Z, the natural map

Ψ : map(X × Y, Z) −→ map(X,map(Y, Z)) , Ψ( f )(x)(y) = f (x, y)

is a homeomorphism. In particular, the category of compactly generated

spaces is cartesian closed.

Proof (i) For every point x ∈ X the evaluation map

evx : C(X, Y) −→ Y , f 7−→ f (x)

is continuous. Indeed, for an open set U of Y we have ev−1
x (U) = N(incl :

{x} −→ X,U) which is open because a one-point space is compact.

The evaluation map

C(X, Y) −→
∏0

x∈X
Y , f 7−→ { f (x)}x∈X

is injective, and it is continuous by the above. Any product, with the usual prod-

uct topology, of copies of Y is again weak Hausdorff by Proposition A.4 (vii).

So C(X, Y) is weak Hausdorff by Proposition A.4 (i). The space map(X, Y) =

kC(X, Y) is then still weak Hausdorff by Proposition A.4 (viii), and hence com-

pactly generated.

(ii) Part (i) shows that the category of compactly generated spaces is closed

under the internal function objects in the category K of k-spaces. Since prod-

ucts in T are also formed in the ambient category K, part (ii) becomes a special

case of Theorem A.22. �

Construction A.24 (Based mapping spaces). Since we work a lot with based

spaces, we record that the based version of the mapping space is right adjoint

to the smash product in T∗. In combination with the commutativity and as-

sociativity property of the smash product (Proposition A.19), and the natural

homeomorphisms X ∧ S 0
� X � S 0 ∧ X, this shows that the smash product

provides a closed symmetric monoidal structure on the category T∗ of based

compactly generated spaces.

The based adjunction is a straightforward consequence of the unbased ver-

sion in Theorem A.23. We let (X, x0), (Y, y0) and (Z, z0) be based compactly

generated spaces. We denote by map∗(Y, Z) the subspace of map(Y, Z) consist-

ing of all based continuous maps f , i.e., such that f (y0) = z0; the basepoint is

the constant map with value z0. Since points are closed in compactly generated

spaces and map∗(Y, Z) is the preimage of {z0} under the continuous evaluation

map

map(Y, Z) −→ Z , f 7−→ f (y0) ,
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we see that map∗(Y, Z) is a closed subset of map(Y, Z). So map∗(Y, Z) is com-

pactly generated in the subspace topology (Proposition A.5 (i)). The composite

X
ηX−−−→ map(Y, X × Y)

map(Y,proj)
−−−−−−−−→ map(Y, X ∧ Y)

takes values in the subspace map∗(Y, X ∧ Y), so it restricts to a continuous map

η′X : X −→ map∗(Y, X ∧ Y) ,

which is moreover based. The composite

map∗(Y, Z) × Y
incl×Y−−−−−→ map(Y, Z) × Y

ǫZ−−−→ Z

takes the subspace {const} × Y ∪ map∗(Y, Z) × {y0} to the basepoint of Z, so it

factors over the quotient space though a continuous based map

ǫ′Z : map∗(Y, Z) ∧ Y −→ Z .

By direct verification, the composites

ǫ′X∧Y ◦ (η′X ∧ Y) and map(Y, ǫ′Z) ◦ η′map∗(Y,Z)

are the identity of X∧Y respectively map∗(Y, Z). So η′ and ǫ′ are the unit respec-

tively counit of an adjunction for the pair of endofunctors (− ∧ Y,map∗(Y,−))

on the category T∗.

Now we specialize to the space of continuous homomorphisms between Lie

groups, with compact source. If (Y, d) is a metric space and K a compact topo-

logical space, then the supremum metric

d( f , g) = sup
x∈K
{d( f (x), g(x))}

is a metric on the set C(K, Y) of continuous maps. The topology induced by the

supremum metric agrees with the compact-open topology, see for example [71,

Prop. A.13], and hence also with the topology of Construction A.20. Since the

topology on C(K, Y) is metrizable, the space C(X, Y) is in particular compactly

generated, by Proposition A.5 (iii). Hence map(X, Y) = C(X, Y), with topology

induced by the supremum metric.

The topology of every second countable smooth manifold is metrizable, so

the previous discussion applies in particular when K is a compact Lie group

and G is a Lie group. So in that case the compact-open topology on the space

C(K,G) of continuous maps is metrizable, and hence compactly generated.

Hence C(K,G) = map(K,G), i.e., the compact-open topology is the topology

of the internal mapping space in the category T of compactly generated spaces.

We let hom(K,G) denote the set of continuous homomorphisms with the

subspace topology of map(K,G). Since map(K,G) is metrizable, so is its sub-

space hom(K,G), which is then compactly generated by Proposition A.5 (iii).
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The next proposition in particular shows that the space hom(K,G) is the topo-

logical disjoint union of the orbits, under conjugation, of the identity com-

ponent group G◦. The key input is a theorem of Montgomery and Zippin

[122, Thm. 1 and Corollary] from 1942 which roughly says that in a Lie group

‘nearby compact subgroups are conjugate’. The following consequence of Mont-

gomery and Zippin’s result appears in [39, III, Lemma 38.1].

Proposition A.25. Let K and G be Lie groups, and suppose that K is compact.

Then every orbit of the conjugation action by G◦ on hom(K,G) is an open

subset of the space hom(K,G). In particular, the connected components of the

space hom(K,G) coincide with its path components, and with the G◦-orbits

under the conjugation action.

Proof We reproduce the argument from [39, III, Lemma 38.1], in somewhat

expanded form. We start by showing that the G◦-orbits are open subsets of

hom(K,G). Let α : K −→ G be a continuous homomorphism. Its graph Γα =

{(k, α(k)) | k ∈ K} is then a compact subgroup of the Lie group K ×G. By [122,

Thm. 1 and Corollary], there is an open subset O of K ×G containing Γα with

the following property: for every closed subgroup ∆ of K×G with ∆ ⊆ O there

is an element (k, g) ∈ K◦ ×G◦ such that (k, g)−1 · ∆ · (k, g) ⊆ Γα. We set

U = {β ∈ hom(K,G) | Γβ ⊆ O} ;

then α ∈ U, and U is contained in the G◦-orbit of α because

(k, g)−1 · Γβ · (k, g) = Γcg◦cβ(k)−1◦β .

We claim that U is an open subset of hom(K,G). To see this, we let β : K −→ G

be a continuous homomorphism such that Γβ ⊂ O, and k ∈ K. Since O is open

and (k, β(k)) ∈ O, there are open subsets Uk ⊂ K and Vk ⊂ G with

(k, β(k)) ⊆ Uk × Vk ⊆ O .

Since β is continuous, the set β−1(Vk) is open in K, hence so is Uk ∩ β−1(Vk);

moreover, k ∈ Uk ∩ β−1(Vk). Since K is compact, there is a compact neigh-

borhood Lk of k that is contained in Uk ∩ β−1(Vk). Since Lk is a neighbor-

hood of k and K is compact, there are finitely many points k1, . . . , kn such that

K = Lk1
∪ · · · ∪ Lkn

. Since β(Lki
) ⊂ Vki

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the homomorphism β

is contained in the set

W =
⋂

i=1,...,n

N(incl : Lki
−→ K,Vki

)

which is an open subset of map(K,G). So we are done if we can show that every

β ∈ W ∩ hom(K,G) satisfies Γβ ⊂ O. Given k ∈ K, there is an i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
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with k ∈ Lki
. Thus β(k) ∈ Vki

by hypothesis on β, and so

(k, β(k)) ∈ Lki
× Vki

⊆ O .

Since k was arbitrary, this proves that Γβ ⊆ O. Since the set U is open in

hom(K,G) and contained in the G◦-orbit of α, the G◦-orbit of α is open in

map(K,G).

Now we show that every G◦-orbit is path connected. For every continuous

homomorphism α : K −→ G, the map

G × K −→ G , (g, k) 7−→ g−1 · α(k) · g

is continuous since it can be written as a composite of a diagonal map, an

evaluation map and data from the group structure. The adjoint

G −→ hom(K,G) , g 7−→ cg ◦ α

is thus continuous as well. Since the component group G◦ is path connected

and conjugation is continuous, every G◦-orbit is path connected, so in partic-

ular connected. The G◦-orbits are open by the previous paragraph. Since the

complement of an orbit is a union of other orbits, the G◦-orbits are also closed.

So the G◦-orbits are open, closed and path connected; hence they coincide with

the path components and the connected components. �

For a closed subgroup H of a compact Lie group G, we let CGH and NGH

denote the centralizer respectively normalizer of H in G, and we write WGH =

(NGH)/H for the Weyl group.

Proposition A.26. For every closed subgroup H of a compact Lie group G,

the composite

(CGH)◦
incl−−→ (NGH)◦

proj
−−−→ (WGH)◦

is surjective.

Proof We consider a continuous path ω : [0, 1] −→ WGH starting at ω(0) =

eH. The projection NGH −→ (NGH)/H = WGH is a locally trivial fiber bundle,

so the path can be lifted to a continuous path ω̄ : [0, 1] −→ NGH with ω̄(0) = e.

Proposition A.25 shows that the image of the map

H◦ −→ hom(H,H) , h 7−→ ch (A.27)

is the path component of the identity. Since H◦ is compact and hom(H,H) is

a Hausdorff space, this map factors over a homeomorphism from H◦/(H◦ ∩
Z(H)) onto the path component of the identity, where Z(H) is the center of
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H. In particular, the map (A.27) is a locally trivial fiber bundle over the path

component of the identity. The path

[0, 1] −→ hom(H,H) , t 7−→ cω̄(t)

can thus be lifted to a continuous path ν : [0, 1] −→ H◦ satisfying

ν(0) = e and cω̄(t) = cν(t)

for all t ∈ [0, 1]. The second relation means that ω̄(t) · ν(t)−1 centralizes H, so

ω̄ · ν−1 : [0, 1] −→ CGH

is a path in the centralizer of H that starts at the identity element. Moreover,

ω̄(1) · ν−1(1) · H = ω̄(1) · H = ω(1) . �

The h-cofibrations are the morphisms with the homotopy extension property.

We will use this concept in various categories, for example in the category of

G-spaces, orthogonal spaces and orthogonal spectra. So we recall some basic

properties of h-cofibrations in the context of categories enriched over the cate-

gory of spaces. The arguments are all standard and well known, and we include

them for completeness and convenience.

For the discussion of h-cofibrations we work in a cocomplete category C
that is tensored and cotensored over the category T of compactly generated

spaces. We write ‘×’ for the pairing and XK for the cotensor of an object X

with a compactly generated space K. A homotopy is then a morphism H :

A × [0, 1] −→ X defined on the pairing of a C-object with the unit interval.

For a homotopy and any t ∈ [0, 1] we denote by Ht : A −→ X the composite

morphism

A � A × {t} A×incl−−−−−→ A × [0, 1]
H−−→ X .

Definition A.28. Let C be a category tensored over the category T of spaces.

A C-morphism f : A −→ B is an h-cofibration if it has the homotopy extension

property, i.e., given a morphism ϕ : B −→ X and a homotopy H : A×[0, 1] −→
X such that H0 = ϕ f , there is a homotopy H̄ : B × [0, 1] −→ X such that

H̄ ◦ ( f × [0, 1]) = H and H̄0 = ϕ.

There is a universal test case for the homotopy extension problem, namely

when X is the pushout:

A

f

��

(−,0) // A × [0, 1]

H

��
B

ϕ
// B ∪ f (A × [0, 1])
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So a morphism f : A −→ B is an h-cofibration if and only if the canonical

morphism

B ∪ f (A × [0, 1]) −→ B × [0, 1] (A.29)

has a retraction. Also, the adjunction between − × [0, 1] and (−)[0,1] lets us

rewrite any homotopy extension data (ϕ,H) in adjoint form as a commutative

square:

A

f

��

Ĥ // X[0,1]

ev0

��
B

ϕ
// X

A solution to the homotopy extension problem is adjoint to a lifting, i.e., a

morphism λ : B −→ X[0,1] such that λ f = Ĥ and ev0 ◦λ = ϕ. So a morphism

f : A −→ B is an h-cofibration if and only if it has the left lifting property with

respect to the morphisms ev0 : X[0,1] −→ X for all objects in C.

The three equivalent characterizations of h-cofibrations quickly imply vari-

ous closure properties.

Corollary A.30. Let C be a cocomplete category tensored and cotensored over

the category T of compactly generated spaces.

(i) The class of h-cofibrations in C is closed under retracts, cobase change,

coproducts and sequential compositions.

(ii) Let C′ be another category tensored over the category T, and F : C −→
C′ a continuous functor that commutes with colimits and tensors with

[0, 1]. Then F takes h-cofibrations in C to h-cofibrations in C′.
(iii) If C is a topological model category in which every object is fibrant, then

every cofibration is an h-cofibration.

Proof (i) Every class of morphisms that can be characterized by the left lift-

ing property with respect to some other class has the closure properties listed.

(ii) Let f : A −→ B be a cofibration in C and r : B×[0, 1] −→ B∪ f (A×[0, 1])

a retraction to the canonical morphism. The composite

FB × [0, 1] � F(B × [0, 1])
Fr−−−→

F(B∪ f (A × [0, 1])) � FB ∪F f (FA × [0, 1])

is then a retraction to the canonical morphism for F f : FA −→ FB. So F f is

an h-cofibration.

(iii) Since the model structure is topological, for every cofibration f : A −→
B the canonical morphism (A.29) is an acyclic cofibration. Since every object

is fibrant, this morphism has a retraction, and so f is an h-cofibration. �
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We turn to a key technical property of h-cofibrations in the category T of

compactly generated spaces, namely that these are always closed embeddings.

The same conclusion also holds for h-cofibrations in the category T∗ of based

compactly generated spaces.

� The forgetful functor T∗ −→ T does not preserve the tensors with un-

based spaces, and it does not preserve h-cofibrations. Indeed, the ‘based

tensor’ of a based space (A, a0) with an unbased space K is A ∧ K+, whereas

the unbased tensor of the underlying space is simply A × K. For every based

space (A, a0) the inclusion {a0} −→ A is an h-cofibration in the based sense,

but not generally in the unbased sense. By definition, (A, a0) is well-pointed if

this inclusion is an h-cofibration of unbased spaces.

The following proposition is Lemma 8.2 in [96, App. A].

Proposition A.31. Every h-cofibration between compactly generated spaces is

a closed embedding. Every based h-cofibration between compactly generated

based spaces is a closed embedding.

Proof Let f : A −→ B be an h-cofibration between compactly generated

spaces. Since the map (−, 0) : A −→ A × [0, 1] is a closed embedding, Propo-

sition A.13 says that the pushout B∪ f (A× [0, 1]) in the category T can in fact

be calculated in the ambient category Spc. So the map

(−, 1) : A −→ B ∪ f (A × [0, 1]) , a 7−→ (a, 1)

is a closed embedding by direct inspection of the topology on the pushout.

The universal example of the homotopy extension property provides a con-

tinuous retraction to the canonical map

i = (−, 0) ∪ ( f × [0, 1]) : B ∪ f (A × [0, 1]) −→ B × [0, 1] .

So i is a closed embedding by Proposition A.12. In the commutative square

A
(−,1) //

f

��

B ∪ f (A × [0, 1])

i

��
B

(−,1)
// B × [0, 1]

the two horizontal and the right vertical maps are thus closed embeddings. So

the map f is a closed embedding as well.

The based case, albeit logically independent, proceeds along the same lines.

We let f : (A, a0) −→ (B.b0) be a based h-cofibration between compactly gen-

erated based spaces. Since points in weak Hausdorff spaces are closed (Propo-
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sition A.4 (iii)), the set {a0} × [0, 1] is closed in A × [0, 1], and so the map

(−, t) : A −→ A ∧ [0, 1]+ , a 7−→ a ∧ t

is a closed embedding for every t ∈ [0, 1]. Any pushout of based spaces can be

calculated in the ambient category of unbased spaces; so Proposition A.13 says

that the pushout B ∪ f (A ∧ [0, 1]+) in the category T∗ can in fact be calculated

in the ambient category Spc. So the map

(−, 1) : A −→ B ∪ f (A ∧ [0, 1]+) , a 7−→ a ∧ 1

is a closed embedding by direct inspection.

The universal example of the homotopy extension property provides a con-

tinuous retraction to the canonical based map

i = (−, 0) ∪ ( f ∧ [0, 1]+) : B ∪ f (A ∧ [0, 1]+) −→ B ∧ [0, 1]+ .

So i is a closed embedding by Proposition A.12. In the commutative square

A
(−,1) //

f

��

B ∪ f (A ∧ [0, 1]+)

i

��
B

(−,1)
// B ∧ [0, 1]+

the two horizontal and the right vertical maps are thus closed embeddings. So

the map f is a closed embedding as well. �

Now we turn to geometric realization of simplicial spaces, which is a fre-

quent tool to construct interesting homotopy types.

Construction A.32. We recall the geometric realization of a simplicial space.

Geometric realization was originally introduced by Milnor [121] for simplicial

sets (which were called ‘semi-simplicial complexes’ at that time); the version

for simplicial spaces is a straightforward generalization. We let ∆ denote the

simplicial indexing category, with objects the finite totally ordered sets [n] =

{0 ≤ 1 ≤ · · · ≤ n} for n ≥ 0. Morphisms in ∆ are all weakly monotone maps.

We let

∆n = {(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ [0, 1]n | t1 ≤ t2 ≤ · · · ≤ tn}

be the topological n-simplex. As n varies, these topological simplices assemble

into a covariant functor

∆• : ∆ −→ Spc , [n] 7−→ ∆n ;
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the coface maps are given by

(di)∗(t1, . . . , tn) =



(0, t1, . . . , tn) for i = 0,

(t1, . . . , ti, ti, . . . , tn) for 0 < i < n,

(t1, . . . , tn, 1) for i = n.

The codegeneracy map (si)∗ : ∆n −→ ∆n−1 drops the entry ti+1.

A simplicial space is functor X : ∆op −→ Spc, i.e., a contravariant functor

from ∆ to the category of topological spaces. We use the customary notation

Xn = X([n]) for the value of a simplicial space at [n]. The geometric realization

of X is

|X| =
(∐

n≥0
Xn ×0 ∆

n
)
/ ∼ ,

the quotient space of the disjoint union by the equivalence relation generated

by

(x, α∗(t)) ∼ (α∗(x), t) (A.33)

for all morphisms α : [n] −→ [m] in ∆ and all (x, t) ∈ Xm ×0 ∆
n. A more

categorical way to say this is that |X| is a coend of the functor

∆
op × ∆ −→ Spc , ([m], [n]) 7−→ Xm ×0 ∆

n . (A.34)

We recall that the equivalence relation generated by (A.33) is well under-

stood in terms of ‘minimal representatives’:

• every equivalence class has a unique representative (x, t) ∈ Xl×∆l of minimal

dimension l;

• an element (x, t) ∈ Xl × ∆l is the minimal representative in its equivalence

class if and only if x is non-degenerate (i.e., not in the image of any degen-

eracy map s∗
i

: Xl−1 −→ Xl) and t belongs to the interior of ∆l;

• if (x, t) ∈ Xl×∆l is a minimal representative and (y, s) ∈ Xm×∆m is equivalent

to (x, t), then there is a unique surjective morphism σ : [k] −→ [l], a unique

injective morphism δ : [k] −→ [m] and a unique u ∈ ∆k such that

δ∗(y) = σ∗(x) , s = δ∗(u) and t = σ∗(u) .

These facts go back all the way to Milnor [121, Lemma 3].

The next proposition shows that compactly generated spaces are ‘closed un-

der geometric realization’; more precisely, we consider a simplicial space X•
such that Xn is compactly generated for every n ≥ 0. The geometric realization,

formed in the ambient category Spc, is an enriched coend, hence automatically

a k-space. Since colimits of compactly generated spaces are not, in general,

formed in the ambient category, it is not completely obvious, though, that the

ambient realization is again a weak Hausdorff space. I learned about this fact

as a parenthetical remark in the introduction of the paper [156].
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Proposition A.35. Let X : ∆op −→ K be a simplicial k-space.

(i) The the geometric realization |X| is a k-space, and hence also a coend

internal to the category K, of the functor (A.34).

(ii) If Xn is compactly generated for every n ≥ 0, then the geometric realiza-

tion |X| is compactly generated, and hence also a coend internal to the

category T, of the functor (A.34).

(iii) Let Xn be compactly generated for all n ≥ 0. Let Y be a simplicial sub-

space of X such that Yn is closed in Xn for all n ≥ 0. Then the inclusion

induces a closed embedding |Y | −→ |X|.

Proof (i) Since ∆n is compact and Xn is a k-space, Xn ×0 ∆
n = X × ∆n is

a k-space in the product topology by Proposition A.2 (vi), and so the disjoint

union
∐

n≥0 Xn×∆n is a k-space. As a quotient space, the geometric realization

|X| is then a k-space by Proposition A.2 (i).

(ii) As we argued in part (i), the space
∐

n≥0Xn ×0 ∆
n =

∐
n≥0Xn × ∆n is a

k-space. We can thus use the criterion given by Proposition A.7 to show that

the quotient space |X| is compactly generated. We let E ⊂ (
∐

n≥0Xn × ∆n)2 be

the equivalence relation generated by (A.33), which we had simply denoted

‘∼’ above. We will show that E is closed in the k-topology of (
∐

n≥0Xn × ∆n)2.

Since products distribute over disjoint unions, we may show that

Em,n = E ∩ (Xm × ∆m × Xn × ∆n)

is closed in Xm × ∆m × Xn × ∆n for all m, n ≥ 0. If (y, s, ȳ, s̄) ∈ Em,n, then (y, s)

and (ȳ, s̄) have the same minimal representative (x, t) ∈ Xl × ∆l. So there are

surjective morphisms σ : [k] −→ [l] and σ̄ : [k̄] −→ [l], injective morphisms

δ : [k] −→ [m] and δ̄ : [k̄] −→ [n], and u ∈ ∆k, ū ∈ ∆k̄ such that

δ∗(y) = σ∗(x) , s = δ∗(u) and t = σ∗(u)

and

δ̄∗(ȳ) = σ̄∗(x) , s̄ = δ̄∗(ū) and t = σ̄∗(ū) .

Hence Em,n is the union, indexed over l, σ, σ̄, δ, δ̄ as above, of the finite number

of sets

(δ∗ × ∆m × δ̄∗ × ∆n)−1
(
(σ∗ × δ∗ × σ̄∗ × δ̄∗)

(
(Xl × σ∗ × Xl × σ̄∗)−1(∆Xl×∆l )

))
.

The diagonal ∆Xl×∆l is closed in (Xl × ∆l)2 because Xl, and hence Xl × ∆l, is

compactly generated. So its inverse image under the continuous map Xl ×σ∗ ×
Xl × σ̄∗ is closed in Xl × ∆k × Xl × ∆k̄. Every surjective morphism in ∆ has a

section, so σ∗ : Xl −→ Xk and σ̄∗ : Xl −→ Xk̄ have continuous retractions.

The maps δ∗ : ∆k −→ ∆m and δ̄∗ : ∆k̄ −→ ∆n also have continuous retractions,
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hence so does σ∗ × δ∗ × σ̄∗ × δ̄∗. This map is then a closed embedding by

Proposition A.12. So the set

(σ∗ × δ∗ × σ̄∗ × δ̄∗)
(
(Xl × σ∗ × Xl × σ̄∗)−1(∆Xl×∆l )

)

is closed in Xk × ∆m × Xk̄ × ∆n. Since Em,n is the inverse image of this latter

closed set under a continuous map, this show the claim that Em,n is a closed

subset of Xm × ∆m × Xn × ∆n.

(iii) We write ι : Y −→ X for the inclusion. Our first claim is that the induced

map |ι| : |Y | −→ |X| is injective. We consider a point (y, s) ∈ Ym × ∆m and we

let (x, t) ∈ Xl × ∆l be the minimal representative of the equivalence class of

(y, s) in the ambient space
∐

n≥0 Xn × ∆n. Then there is a surjective morphism

σ : [k] −→ [l], an injective morphism δ : [k] −→ [m] and u ∈ ∆k such that

δ∗(y) = σ∗(x) , s = δ∗(u) and t = σ∗(u) .

We let δ̄ : [l] −→ [k] be a morphism in ∆ such that σδ̄ = Id[l]. Then δ̄∗(δ∗(y)) =

δ̄∗(σ∗(x)) = x. Since Y is a simplicial subspace of X, this shows that x belongs

to Yl. If (ȳ, s̄) ∈ Yn × ∆n is another pair that represents the same point in |X| as

(y, s), then by the above, the minimal representative of the equivalence class

belongs to
∐

n≥0 Yn × ∆n, and so (y, s) and (ȳ, s̄) already represent the same

point in |Y |. So the map |ι| is injective.

It remains to show that the continuous injection |ι| is a closed map. We con-

sider the commutative square

∐
n≥0 Yn × ∆n

∐
ιn×∆n

//

p

��

∐
n≥0 Xn × ∆n

q

��
|Y |

|ι|
// |X|

where the vertical maps are the quotient maps. We let (y, s) ∈ Xm×∆m be a point

whose equivalence class lies in the image of |ι| : |Y | −→ |X|. As we showed in

the previous paragraph, the representative (x, t) ∈ Xl×∆l of minimal dimension

in the equivalence class of (y, s) must then lie in the simplicial subspace Y, i.e.,

we must have x ∈ Yl. Moreover, there is a surjective morphism σ : [k] −→ [l],

an injective morphism δ : [k] −→ [m] and u ∈ ∆k such that

δ∗(y) = σ∗(x) , s = δ∗(u) and t = σ∗(u) .

So for every subset A ⊂ |Y |, we have

(Xm × ∆m)∩q−1(|ι|(A))

=
⋃

σ,δ
(δ∗ × ∆m)−1

(
(σ∗ × δ∗)((Xl × σ∗)−1((Yl × ∆l) ∩ p−1(A)))

)
.
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The union is over the finite set of pairs consisting of a surjective morphism

σ : [k] −→ [l] and an injective morphism δ : [k] −→ [m].

Now we assume that A is closed inside |Y |. Because p is continuous and Yl

is closed in Xl, the set (Yl × ∆l) ∩ p−1(A) is closed inside Xl × ∆l. So (Xl ×
σ∗)

−1((Yl ×∆l)∩ p−1(A)) is a closed subset of Xl ×∆k. Since the map σ∗ × δ∗ :

Xl × ∆k −→ Xk × ∆m has a continuous retraction, it is a closed embedding by

Proposition A.12. So the set (σ∗× δ∗)((Xl×σ∗)−1((Yl ×∆l)∩ p−1(A))) is closed

in Xk × ∆m. As the inverse image under a continuous map, the set

(δ∗ × ∆m)−1((σ∗ × δ∗)((Xl × σ∗)−1((Yl × ∆l) ∩ p−1(A))))

is then closed in Xm × ∆m.

So each set in the finite union above is closed inside Xm × ∆m. We conclude

that (Xm ×∆m)∩ q−1(|ι|(A)) is closed in Xm ×∆m for every m ≥ 0, hence the set

q−1(|ι|(A)) is closed. Since q is a quotient map, this shows that |ι|(A) is closed

in |X|. �

The next proposition is about the interaction of geometric realization and

products for simplicial k-spaces and simplicial compactly generated spaces.

The essential input here is that the categories K and T are cartesian closed,

hence product with a fixed object is a left adjoint and commutes with colimits

and coends. A direct consequence is that geometric realization commutes with

colimits and products with a fixed space, see part (i) and (ii) of Proposition

A.37 below.

We also recall that different ways to realize a multi-simplicial space are

homeomorphic. To this end we consider a bisimplicial k-space, i.e., a functor

Z : ∆op × ∆op −→ K. The diagonal simplicial k-space diag Z is the compos-

ite with the diagonal functor ∆op −→ ∆op × ∆op. On the other hand, for every

fixed ‘horizontal’ dimension m we can define the simplicial space ∂mZ as the

composite

∆
op

(Id[m],−)
−−−−−−−→ ∆

op × ∆op Z−−→ K ,

so that (∂mZ)n = Zm,n. For varying m, these define a simplicial object in the

category of simplicial k-spaces; so the assignment

[m] 7−→ |∂mZ|

becomes a simplicial k-space. We can geometrically realize this simplicial

space and arrive at the iterated realization that we denote

|Z|it = |[m] 7→ |∂mZ|| . (A.36)

The diagonal realization and the iterated realization are related by a natural
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continuous map, see (A.38) below. We show in Proposition A.37 (iii) that this

preferred natural map is a homeomorphism.

I am not sure who deserves credit for parts (ii) and (iii) of the following

proposition. For preservation of products, Milnor [121, Thm. 2] already treats

the special case of simplicial sets (which we can view as discrete simplicial

spaces), where he imposes size conditions to ensure that the ordinary prod-

uct of the two realizations is a k-space. The earliest reference in the present

generality I know of is [149, §1, p. 106], where Segal states the result without

proof. May [110, Thm. 11.5] gives a proof in the category of Hausdorff k-

spaces (which he calls ‘compactly generated Hausdorff spaces’), but the proof

does not use the Hausdorff property.

Proposition A.37. (i) For every simplicial k-space Y : ∆op −→ K and every

k-space K, the canonical map

|K × Y | −→ K × |Y | , [k, y, t] 7−→ (k, [y, t])

is a homeomorphism.

(ii) The realization functors

| − | : ∆opK −→ K and | − | : ∆opT −→ T

for simplicial k-spaces respectively simplicial compactly generated spaces

preserves colimits and finite products.

(iii) For every bisimplicial k-space Z : ∆op × ∆op −→ K, the map

δ : | diag Z| −→ |Z|it given by δ[z, t] = [[z, t], t] (A.38)

is a homeomorphism.

Proof (i) The category of k-spaces is cartesian closed (Theorem A.22), so

product with K is a left adjoint and commutes with coends. Hence the canoni-

cal map

|K × Y | =
∫ [n]∈∆

(K × Yn × ∆n) −→ K ×
(∫ [n]∈∆

Yn × ∆n

)
= K × |Y |

is a homeomorphism.

(ii) We start by showing that the realization functors preserve colimits. The

argument is entirely formal, and literally the same for the categories K and T,

so we only treat the former case. We let I be a small category and F : I −→
∆

opK a functor. The category of k-spaces is cartesian closed (Theorem A.22),

so product with ∆n is a left adjoint and commutes with coends. Moreover,
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colimits commute with coends, so the canonical maps

colimI (| − | ◦ F) = colimI

(∫ [n]∈∆
Fn × ∆n

)
�−−→

∫ [n]∈∆
colimI(Fn × ∆n)

�−−→
∫ [n]∈∆

(colimI Fn) × ∆n =

∫ [n]∈∆
(colimI F)n × ∆n = | colimI F |

are homeomorphisms.

We postpone the proof that the realization functors preserve finite products

until later.

(iii) In any presheaf category with values in K, every functor is canoni-

cally a colimit of representable functors times a fixed space. For the category

∆ × ∆, this means that every bisimplicial k-space can be expressed as a col-

imit of bisimplicial spaces of the form (∆ × ∆)(−, ([m], [n]))× K for m, n ≥ 0

and k-spaces K. Passage to the diagonal clearly commutes with colimits and

products, so source and target of the map δ commute with colimits in K and

products with a fixed k-space, by parts (i) and (ii). This reduces the claim to the

special case Z = ∆[m, n] = (∆×∆)(−, ([m], [n])), the bisimplicial discrete space

represented by the object ([m], [n]). The diagonal of this bisimplicial space is

∆[m] × ∆[n], the product of the represented simplicial sets ∆[m] and ∆[n].

On the other hand, for fixed k ≥ 0, the simplicial discrete space ∂k∆[m, n]

is isomorphic to ∆([k], [m]) × ∆[n], and so its realization is homeomorphic

to ∆([k], [m]) × |∆[n]|. The simplicial space |∂•∆[m, n]| is thus isomorphic to

∆[m] × |∆[n]|. Since product with |∆[n]| commutes with realization by part (i),

we conclude that the iterated realization |∆[m, n]|it is homeomorphic to the

product |∆[m]| × |∆[n]|. Moreover, under these identifications, the map δ for

Z = ∆[m, n] specializes to the canonical map |∆[m]×∆[n]| −→ |∆[m]| × |∆[n]|.
It is a classical fact, already observed by Milnor [121, Thm. 2], that this canon-

ical map is a homeomorphism; other references are [58, Ch. III 3.4] and [80,

Lemma 3.1.8].

We still need to show that the realization functors preserve finite products.

The category T of compactly generated space is closed under products in the

ambient category K of k-spaces (because the inclusion K −→ T is a left ad-

joint), and closed under realization by Proposition A.35 (ii). So it suffices to

treat realization of simplicial k-spaces.

We consider the bisimplicial k-space X×̄Y defined as the composite

∆
op × ∆op X×Y−−−→ K ×K

×−−→ K ;

then X × Y = diag(X×̄Y) is its diagonal. The canonical map

|∂m(X×̄Y)| = |Xm × Y | −→ Xm ×
(∫ [n]∈∆

Yn × ∆n

)
= Xm × |Y |
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is a homeomorphism by part (i). Taking realizations over varying m and using

part (i) again gives two homeomorphisms

|X×̄Y |it = |[m] 7→ |Xm × Y || �−−→ |X × |Y || �−−→ |X| × |Y | .

Under these identifications, the canonical map (|pX |, |pY |) : |X × Y | −→ |X| ×
|Y | becomes the map δ : | diag(X×̄Y)| −→ |X×̄Y |it of part (iii). Since δ is a

homeomorphism, this shows the claim. �

� For general simplicial topological spaces, i.e., functors X, Y : ∆op −→
Spc geometric realization need not commute with products in Spc. Ex-

amples already arise when X and Y are simplicial sets (considered as simplicial

discrete spaces), in which case |X × Y | is compactly generated. However, if X

and Y are sufficiently large (i.e., neither countable nor locally finite), then the

product topology need not make |X| ×0 |Y | into a k-space. A specific example

is given by taking both X and Y as wedges of the simplicial 1-sphere, where

X has countably infinitely many copies, and Y has uncountably many copies,

compare [43, III.5, p. 563].

Now we discuss the latching spaces of a simplicial space X, of which there

are competing definitions in the literature. The definition of the n-th latching

object that we adopt is as a colimit of a certain functor whose values are the

subspaces Xi for i < n. A possible point of confusion is that different references

work in slightly different categories (such as general topological spaces, k-

spaces, Hausdorff k-spaces or weak Hausdorff k-spaces), and the presence of a

Hausdorff or weak Hausdorff condition affects the meaning of ‘colimit’. Some

authors define the n-th latching space of X as a subspace of Xn, namely the

union of the subspaces s∗
i
(Xn−1) for i = 0, . . . , n − 1, where s∗

i
: Xn−1 −→

Xn is the i-th degeneracy map. I suspect that the different definitions are not

generally homeomorphic in the context of simplicial topological spaces, i.e.,

functors X : ∆op −→ Spc.

As we will discuss now, all these definitions in fact coincide for simplicial

compactly generated spaces, i.e., functors ∆op −→ T. We already explained in

Proposition A.35 (ii) that then the geometric realization (formed in the ambient

category Spc of all topological spaces) is automatically compactly generated,

and hence also a coend internal to the category T. We will now show that also

the latching objects, defined in the ambient category Spc, are automatically

compactly generated, and hence also a colimit in the category T. Moreover,

the latching map ln : LnX −→ Xn is a closed embedding, with the expected

image.

Construction A.39. For n ≥ 0 we let ∆(n) denote category with objects the

weakly monotone surjections σ : [n] −→ [k]; a morphism from σ : [n] −→ [k]
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to σ′ : [n] −→ [k′] is a morphism α : [k] −→ [k′] in ∆ with α ◦σ = σ′. Such a

morphism α, if it exists, is necessarily unique and also surjective. We let ∆(n)◦
denote the full subcategory with all objects except the identity of [n].

A simplicial topological space X : ∆op −→ Spc can be restricted along the

forgetful functor

∆(n)
op
◦

u−−→ ∆
op , (σ : [n] −→ [k]) 7−→ [k] , α 7−→ α .

The n-th latching space of X is the colimit of the composite functor X ◦ u :

∆(n)
op
◦ −→ Spc. As σ ranges over the objects of ∆(n)

op
◦ , the maps

σ∗ : Xk −→ Xn

assemble into a continuous map ln : LnX −→ X, the n-th latching map.

Remark A.40. The category ∆(n)op is isomorphic to the poset category P(n)

of subsets of the set {1, . . . , n}. Indeed, an isomorphism κ : ∆(n)op −→ P(n) is

given on objects by

κ(σ : [n] −→ [k]) = {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : σ(i) > σ(i − 1)} .

In the other direction, a subset U ⊂ {1, . . . , n} is taken to the monotone surjec-

tion κ−1(U) : [n] −→ [|U |] defined by

κ−1(U)(i) = |U ∩ {1, . . . , i}| .

Since κ(Id[n]) = {1, . . . , n}, the subcategory ∆(n)
op
◦ is taken to the poset P(n)◦

of proper subsets of {1, . . . , n}.
The maximal elements of the poset P(n)◦ correspond to the morphisms

si : [n] −→ [n − 1] , si( j) =


j for 0 ≤ j ≤ i, and

j − 1 for i + 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

So the latching space LnX can also be presented as a coequalizer of two con-

tinuous maps

∐
0≤i< j≤n−1 Xn−2

α //
β

//
∐

0≤i≤n−1 Xn−1 . (A.41)

The map α sends the (i, j)-th summand to the i-summand by the degeneracy

map s∗
j−1

: Xn−2 −→ Xn−1. The map β sends the (i, j)-th summand to the

j-summand by the degeneracy map s∗
i

: Xn−2 −→ Xn−1. For example, the

category ∆(0)◦ is empty, so L0(X) is empty. The category ∆(1)◦ has a unique

object s0 : [1] −→ [0], so L1(X) = X0 and the latching map is given by

s∗
0

: X0 −→ X1. The category ∆(2)◦ has three objects and two non-identity

morphisms, and L2(X) is a pushout of the diagram

X1

s∗
0←−−− X0

s∗
0−−−→ X1 .
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Proposition A.42. Let X : ∆op −→ Spc be a simplicial topological space and

n ≥ 0.

(i) The continuous latching map ln : LnX −→ Xn is injective and its image

is the union of the sets s∗
i
(Xn−1) for i = 0, . . . , n − 1.

(ii) Suppose that the degeneracy map s∗
i

: Xn−1 −→ Xn is a closed embedding

for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Then the latching map ln : LnX −→ Xn is a closed

embedding.

(iii) Suppose that the space Xn is compactly generated for every n ≥ 0. Then

the n-latching space LnX formed in the ambient category Spc of topo-

logical spaces is compactly generated, and hence a latching object of X

internal to the category T. Moreover, the latching map ln : LnX −→ Xn

is a closed embedding.

Proof (i) This argument is purely combinatorial and does not use the topol-

ogy in any way. For easier book keeping we label the different summands in

the source and target of the coequalizer diagram (A.41) as X
[i, j]
n−2

respectively

X
[i]
n−1

. We let q :
∐

0≤i≤n−1 X
[i]
n−1
−→ LnX denote the quotient map. We con-

sider x ∈ X
[i]
n−1

and y ∈ X
[ j]

n−1
such that ln(q(x)) = ln(q(y)) in Xn. This means

that s∗
i
(x) = s∗

j
(y). We assume without loss of generality that i ≤ j. We write

the elements as degeneracies of non-degenerate elements, i.e., x = σ∗(z) and

y = σ̄∗(z̄) for surjective morphisms σ : [n − 1] −→ [k], σ̄ : [n − 1] −→ [k̄] and

non-degenerate simplices z and z̄. Then

(σsi)
∗(z) = s∗i (σ∗(z)) = s∗i (x) = s∗j(y) = s∗j(σ̄

∗(z̄)) = (σ̄s j)
∗(z̄) .

By the ‘Eilenberg-Zilber lemma’ ([49, (8.3)], see also [58, Sec. II.3]), the rep-

resentation of a simplex as a degeneracy of a non-degenerate element is unique,

so k = k̄, z = z̄ and σsi = σ̄s j. Because i ≤ j, the second relation means that

σ̄(a) =



σ(a) for 0 ≤ a ≤ i,

σ(a − 1) for i + 1 ≤ a ≤ j, and

σ(a) for j + 1 ≤ a ≤ n − 1.

We define τ : [n − 2] −→ [k] by

τ(a) =


σ̄(a) for 0 ≤ a ≤ i,

σ̄(a + 1) for i + 1 ≤ a ≤ n − 2.

Then

σ = τs j−1 and σ̄ = τsi .

Setting w = τ∗(z) then yields

x = σ∗(z) = s∗j−1(w) and y = σ̄∗(z) = s∗i (w) .
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This means that x and y are equivalent, and hence q(x) = q(y). So the latching

map ln : LnX −→ Xn is injective.

(ii) The latching map is continuous and injective by part (i), so it remains to

show that ln is also a closed map. The composite

∐
0≤i≤n−1

X
[i]
n−1

q
−−→ LnX

ln−−→ Xn

of the quotient map and the latching map is the disjoint union of the degeneracy

maps s∗
i

: Xn−1 −→ Xn. So for every subset A of LnX, we have

ln(A) =
⋃

0≤i≤n−1

s∗i
(
q−1(A) ∩ X

[i]
n−1

)
.

Now we suppose that A is closed in LnX. Since each s∗
i

is a closed embedding,

ln(A) is a finite union of closed subsets of Xn, and hence itself closed.

(iii) Since the morphism si : [n] −→ [n − 1] has a retraction, the degeneracy

map s∗
i

: Xn−1 −→ Xn has a continuous retraction. Since Xn−1 and Xn are

compactly generated, s∗
i

: Xn−1 −→ Xn is a closed embedding by Proposition

A.12. So part (ii) applies and shows that ln : LnX −→ Xn is a closed embedding.

Since Xn is compactly generated, so is LnX, by Proposition A.5 (i). �

� The proof of part (iii) of the previous proposition makes critical use of

the fact that all degeneracy maps in a simplicial compactly generated

space are closed embeddings. This is not the case more generally for simplicial

k-spaces or simplicial topological spaces; so while a latching map is always

a continuous injection, it need not be a homeomorphism onto its image. So

if latching spaces are ever considered in this generality, one has to beware

the possible difference between LnX defined as the colimit or as the subspace

s∗
0
(Xn−1) ∪ · · · ∪ s∗

n−1
(Xn−1) of Xn.

Now we recall Reedy cofibrancy, which will be our main condition to ensure

good homotopical behavior of geometric realization.

Definition A.43. A simplicial topological space X : ∆op −→ Spc is Reedy

cofibrant is the latching morphism ln : LnX −→ Xn is a cofibration in the

Quillen model structure on the category of topological spaces.

The next proposition is the key reason why we care about Reedy cofibrancy.

Proposition A.44. Let f : X −→ Y be a morphism between Reedy cofibrant

simplicial topological spaces. If fn : Xn −→ Yn is a weak equivalence for every

n ≥ 0, then the geometric realization | f | : |X| −→ |Y | is a weak equivalence.

Proof We use the Reedy model structure on the category of simplicial topo-

logical spaces. We endow the category Spc of topological space with the Quillen

model structure, see [134, II.3, Thm. 1], which makes it into a simplicial model
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category. Geometric realization thus takes levelwise weak equivalences be-

tween Reedy cofibrant objects to weak equivalences by [63, VII Prop. 3.6]. �

Remark A.45. By the precious proposition, the condition that a simplicial

space is Reedy cofibrant ensures that its geometric realization is ‘homotopi-

cally invariant’. There are two other widely used conditions for ensuring that

a geometric realization is well-behaved, the notions of a good and proper sim-

plicial spaces. A simplicial space X is proper in the sense of May [110, §11] if

the latching map νn : LnX −→ Xn is a closed h-cofibration for every n ≥ 0. A

simplicial space X is good in the sense of Segal [153, Def. A.4] if the degener-

acy map s∗
i

: Xn−1 −→ Xn is a closed h-cofibration for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. One

should beware that in the generality of arbitrary topological spaces, the ho-

motopy extension property does not imply that a map is a closed embedding,

hence ‘closed h-cofibration’ is a stronger condition. For compactly generated

spaces, however, a continuous map with the homotopy extension property is

automatically a closed embedding, by Proposition A.31.

For proper simplicial spaces, homotopical invariance of geometric realiza-

tion is proved in [111, Thm. A.4]. The case of good simplicial spaces then fol-

lows from the fact that ‘goodness’ implies ‘properness’; this is implicit in the

proof of [153, Lemma A.5], and stated explicitly in the proof of Lewis’ [97,

Cor. 2.4 (b)]. The argument makes essential use of Lillig’s ‘union theorem’

[101], so it is not of a formal, model category theoretical nature.

Since cofibrations of compactly generated spaces are in particular closed

h-cofibrations, every Reedy cofibrant simplicial compactly generated space is

in particular proper and good. Whenever we want to appeal to homotopy in-

variance of geometric realization, our simplicial spaces are Reedy cofibrant; so

we do not use the more general conditions ‘good’ and ‘proper’, and we don’t

elaborate on these any further.

We recall that the singular complex Sing(K) of a topological space K is the

simplicial set defined as the composite

∆
op (∆•)op

−−−−→ Spcop Spc(−,K)
−−−−−−→ (sets) .

In particular, the set of n-simplices Sing(K)n is the set of continuous maps

from ∆n to K. Now we consider a simplicial topological space X. Applying

the singular complex functor levelwise yields a simplicial simplicial set (i.e., a

bisimplicial set) Sing ◦X, sending [n] to the simplicial set Sing(Xn). We apply

geometric realization to the simplicial sets Sing(Xn) for all n ≥ 0, and end up

with a new simplicial space | − | ◦ Sing ◦X.

The singular complex functor is right adjoint the geometric realization (re-

stricted from simplicial spaces to simplicial sets), and the adjunction counit is
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the continuous map

ǫK : | Sing(K)| −→ K , [ f , t] 7−→ f (t) .

As was already noticed Milnor when he introduced the geometric realization

of simplicial sets [121, Thm. 4], the map ǫX is a weak equivalence. Since ǫK is

natural, these maps assemble into a morphism of simplicial spaces

ǫX : | − | ◦ Sing ◦X −→ X .

We observe that || − | ◦ Sing ◦X| = | Sing ◦X|it is the iterated realization (A.36)

of the bisimplicial set Sing ◦X.

Proposition A.46. Let X : ∆op −→ Spc be a Reedy cofibrant simplicial topo-

logical space.

(i) The map |ǫX | : | Sing ◦X|it −→ |X| is a weak equivalence.

(ii) If the spaces X0, . . . , Xn consist only of a single point each, then the real-

ization |X| is n-connected.

Proof (i) We claim that this simplicial space | − | ◦ Sing ◦X sending [m] to

the realization of the simplicial set Sing(Xm) is automatically Reedy cofibrant.

Indeed, for every simplicial set A the latching maps LnA −→ An are automat-

ically injective (a special case of Proposition A.42 (i)). Hence for fixed n ≥ 0

and varying [m] ∈ ∆op, the maps

L
Sing
n (Sing(Xm)) −→ Sing(Xm)n

(with latching object taken in the direction of the singular complex) are a

monomorphism of simplicial sets. Geometric realization takes monomorphisms

of simplicial sets to relative CW-inclusions, and hence to cofibrations of spaces,

and it commutes with colimits. So the simplicial space | − | ◦ Sing ◦X is Reedy

cofibrant. Since we assumed that X is also Reedy cofibrant, the map |ǫX | is a

weak equivalence by Proposition A.44.

(ii) By part (i) we may show that the space | Sing ◦X|it is n-connected. The

iterated realization is homeomorphic to the diagonal realization, by Proposition

A.37 (iii); so we may show that the space | diag(Sing ◦X)| is n-connected. But

the simplicial set diag(Sing ◦X) has only a single k-simplex for 0 ≤ k ≤ n,

by hypothesis. So its geometric realization admits a CW-structure with one 0-

cell and no cells in dimension 1 through n. Hence the space | diag(Sing ◦X)| is
n-connected. �

In [22, Thm. B.4], Bousfield and Friedlander establish a fairly general crite-

rion to ensure that a dimensionwise homotopy cartesian square remains homo-

topy cartesian after realization. The criterion involves the ‘π∗-Kan condition’

introduced in [22, B.3]. We now translate the condition into the context of
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simplicial spaces; it roughly says that the simplicial sets obtained by taking

t-th homotopy groups dimensionwise satisfy the Kan extension condition. The

precise definition is more elaborate because one needs to properly take care of

varying basepoints for homotopy groups.

Definition A.47 (Bousfield-Friedlander). Let X : ∆op −→ Spc be a simplicial

topological space, m, t ≥ 1 and a ∈ Xm. Then X satisfies the πt-Kan con-

dition at a if the following condition holds: for all tuples of elements xi ∈
πt(Xm−1, d

∗
i
(a)) for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1, k + 1, . . . ,m} satisfying

d∗i (x j) = d∗j−1(xi) in πt(Xm−2, (d jdi)
∗(a))

for all 0 ≤ i < j ≤ m with i , k, j , k, there is an element y ∈ πt(Xm, a) such

that

d∗i (y) = xi

for all 0 ≤ i ≤ m with i , k.

The simplicial space X satisfies the π∗-Kan condition if it satisfies the πt-Kan

condition for all m, t ≥ 1 and all a ∈ Xm.

Example A.48. As Bousfield and Friedlander already remark, the πt-Kan con-

dition is automatically satisfied at a ∈ Xm for all t ≥ 1 whenever a = σ∗m(b) is

the degeneracy of some point b ∈ X0, where σm : [m] −→ [0] is the unique

morphism. Indeed, in that special case, the collection of homotopy groups

πt(Xn, σ
∗
n(b)) forms a simplicial group as n varies over the objects of ∆; the

simplicial sets underlying simplicial groups always satisfy the Kan extension

condition, an observation due to Moore, see for example [63, I Lemma 3.4].

Bousfield and Friedlander work with simplicial sets, whereas we need their

result for topological spaces. The next theorem does the straightforward trans-

lation using the singular complex functor. The reader may observe that [22,

Thm. B.4] has no Reedy cofibrancy condition; this should not be surprising

because latching morphisms of simplicial objects in simplicial sets are auto-

matically injective, and hence cofibrations. Put differently, bisimplicial spaces

are automatically Reedy cofibrant when considered as simplicial objects in

simplicial sets.

A homotopy fiber sequence is a pair of composable continuous maps

A
i−−→ X

f
−−→ Y

whose composite f i : A −→ Y is constant with value y0, and such that the

induced map

A −→ F( f ) = {(λ, x) ∈ Y [0,1] × X | λ(0) = y0, λ(1) = f (x)}
a 7−→ (consty0

, i(a))
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from A to the homotopy fiber of f is a weak equivalence.

Theorem A.49. Let

A
i−−→ X

f
−−→ Y

be morphisms of Reedy cofibrant simplicial topological spaces such that the

composite f ◦ i is constant. Suppose that the following conditions hold:

(i) For every n ≥ 0 the sequence (in, fn) is a homotopy fiber sequence.

(ii) The simplicial spaces X and Y satisfy the π∗-Kan condition.

(iii) The morphism of simplicial sets π0( f ) : π0(X) −→ π0(Y) is a Kan fibra-

tion.

Then the sequence (|i|, | f |) is a homotopy fiber sequence.

Proof We transfer the question into the context of simplicial sets by use of

the singular complex functor, and then quote the theorem of Bousfield and

Friedlander. In the commutative diagram

| Sing ◦A|it | Sing ◦i|it //

ǫA

��

| Sing ◦X|it

ǫX

��

|Sing ◦ f |it // | Sing ◦Y |it

ǫY

��
|A|

|i|
// |X|

| f |
// |Y |

all vertical maps are weak equivalences by Proposition A.46, because we as-

sumed that the simplicial spaces A, X and Y are Reedy cofibrant. The property

of being a homotopy fiber sequence is invariant under pointwise weak equiva-

lences, so we may show that the upper row is a homotopy fiber sequence. This

sequence arises from a commutative square of bisimplicial sets

Sing ◦A Sing ◦i //

��

Sing ◦X

Sing ◦ f

��
∗ // Sing ◦Y

by taking iterated realizations. In every fixed simplicial dimension, the square

of simplicial sets is a homotopy fiber square in the sense of [22, Def. A.2],

by hypothesis (i). Moreover, the bisimplicial sets Sing ◦X and Sing ◦Y sat-

isfy the π∗-Kan condition by assumption (ii), and the morphism of simplicial

sets πv
0
(Sing ◦ f ) : πv

0
(Sing ◦X) −→ πv

0
(Sing ◦Y) is a Kan fibration by assump-
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tion (iii). So [22, Thm. B.4] shows that the square of diagonal simplicial sets

diag(Sing ◦A)
diag(Sing ◦i) //

��

diag(Sing ◦X)

diag(Sing ◦ f )

��
∗ // diag(Sing ◦Y)

is homotopy cartesian. After geometric realization we can identify the diago-

nal realization with the iterated realization as in Proposition A.37 (iii), so this

proves the claim. �

At some later stage we will need to know that the product of two Reedy

cofibrant simplicial spaces is again Reedy cofibrant. The proof of this fact is

rather formal and works in a much broader context, as the following proposi-

tion shows.

Proposition A.50. Let C be a model category that is equipped with a monoidal

product ⊠ satisfying the pushout product property for cofibrations. Then for all

Reedy cofibrant simplicial objects X, Y : ∆op −→ C, the objectwise monoidal

product X ⊠ Y : ∆op −→ C is Reedy cofibrant.

Proof I learned this proof from Cary Malkiewich. We let P(m) denote the

power set of the set {1, . . . ,m}, i.e., the set of subsets. We also write P(m) for

the associated poset category, under inclusion. An m-cube in C is simply a

functor F : P(m) −→ C. We call such an m-cube cofibrant if for every subset

B of {1, . . . ,m} the canonical morphism

lB : colimA(B F(A) −→ F(B)

is a cofibration.

We claim that for every cofibrant m-cube F and all sets Y ⊂ Z ⊂ P(m) that

are both closed under passage to subsets, the canonical morphism

colimA∈Y F(A) −→ colimA∈Z F(A)

is a cofibration. We start with the special case where Z = Y ∪ {B} for some

subset B of {1, . . . ,m} that does not belong to Y. Since Z is closed under

taking subsets, every proper subset of B belongs to Z, and hence to Y. Then

the square

colimA(B F(A)

��

lB // F(B)

��
colimA∈Y F(A) // colimA∈Z F(A)
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is a pushout in C. The upper horizontal latching morphism is a cofibration by

hypothesis; so the lower horizontal morphism is a cofibration.

In the general case we choose a chain of intermediate subsets

Y = Y0 ⊂ Y1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Yk = Z

such that each Yi is closed under taking subsets and Yi has exactly one ele-

ment more than Yi−1. The claim then holds for each pair (Yi,Yi−1). Since the

composite of two cofibrations is a cofibration, this proves the general case.

Now we turn to the proof of the proposition. In Remark A.40 we specified

an isomorphism of categories κ : ∆(m)op
� P(m). Since X is Reedy cofibrant,

the m-cube

P(m)
κ−1

−−−→
�
∆(m)op u−−→ ∆

op X−−→ C

is cofibrant for every m ≥ 0, and the same is true for Y. We observe that the

(m + n)-cube

X ⊗ Y : P(m + n) −→ C , U + V 7−→ X|U| ⊠ Y|V |

is then again cofibrant, where ‘+’ denotes disjoint union of sets. Indeed, for

B ∈ P(m) and B′ ∈ P(n), the latching object

colimA+A′(B+B′ X|A| ⊠ Y|A′ |

is isomorphic to the pushout

(LBX) ⊠ Y|B′| ∪(LB X)⊠(LB′Y) X|B| ⊠ (LB′Y)

because ⊠ preserves colimits in both variables. Under this isomorphism, the

latching morphism

lB+B′ : colimA+A′(B+B′ X|A| ⊠ Y|A′ | −→ X|B| ⊠ Y|B′|

becomes the pushout product lX
B
�lY

B′ of the latching morphisms for X respec-

tively Y. This latter morphism is a cofibration by the pushout product property.

Now we take m = n and let X be the subposet of P(n+n) of proper diagonal

elements, i.e., the sets U + U for a proper subset U of {1, . . . , n}. The latching

object Ln(X ⊠ Y) is then a colimit of the functor X ⊗ Y over the poset X. We

let Y be the subposet of P(n + n) consisting of those sets U + V such that

U ∪ V , {1, . . . , n}. The latching map for X ⊠ Y factors as the composite

Ln(X ⊠ Y) = colimU+U∈X X|U| ⊠ Y|U|

−→ colimU+V∈Y X|U| ⊠ Y|V | −→ Xn ⊠ Yn . (A.51)

We observe that the inclusion X −→ Y is final, i.e., for every U ∈ Y the

comma category U ↓ X is non-empty and connected. So the first morphism in
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(A.51) is an isomorphism. We setZ = P(n+n); sinceZ has a terminal object,

the object Xn ⊠ Yn is a colimit of the functor X ⊗ Y overZ. Both Y andZ are

closed under passage to subsets, so the first paragraph shows that the second

morphism in (A.51) is a cofibration. This proves the claim. �



Appendix B

Equivariant spaces

In this appendix we collect basic results about the equivariant homotopy the-

ory of G-spaces. Initially G can be any topological group, but we will even-

tually specialize to compact Lie groups. We start out by checking that taking

fixed points commutes with certain kinds of colimits, namely pushouts and se-

quential colimits along closed embeddings, smash products, geometric realiza-

tion and latching objects, see Proposition B.1. Proposition B.7 provides a self-

contained proof of the standard model structure on the category of G-spaces,

relative to a set of closed subgroups. In the realm of compact Lie groups, var-

ious change of group functors preserve cofibrations, namely fixed points (see

Proposition B.12), restriction along a continuous homomorphism, induction,

and orbits (see Proposition B.14). Proposition B.17 is a useful decomposition

result for (G\X)K , the K-fixed points of the G-orbits of a G-free (K×G)-space.

Then we turn to equivariant Γ-spaces. We start with the observation that

compactly generated spaces are ‘closed under prolongation of Γ-spaces’. More

precisely, if F : Γ −→ K is a Γ-k-space such that F(n+) is compactly generated

for every n ≥ 0, then it is not completely obvious whether the prolongation

F(K) to a general compactly generated space K, defined as a certain quotient

space of
∐

n≥0 F(n+)×Kn, is weak Hausdorff. We show in Proposition B.26 that

this is automatically the case. Because no ‘weak Hausdorffication’ is necessary,

there are no unexpected identifications, and the underlying set of F(K) is what

one first thinks of.

For us, the main purpose of Γ-spaces is to provide spectra by evaluation on

spheres. We want to do this equivariantly, in the presence of an action of a

compact Lie group. Proposition B.42 gives a way to calculate the fixed points

of a prolonged Γ-G-space under the action of a connected compact Lie group.

Since G-fixed points can be obtained by first taking fixed points of the identity

component G◦, and then fixed points of the finite group π0G = G/G◦, this

formula effectively reduces questions about fixed points to the case of finite

groups.

735
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In order to analyze prolonged Γ-G-spaces homotopically, we need a cofi-

brancy condition that we introduce in Definition B.33. This kind of cofibrancy

is stable under passage to closed subgroups and taking fixed points (see Propo-

sition B.35) and guarantees that evaluation on spheres produces a G-spectrum

that is equivariantly connective (see Proposition B.43). Moreover, for G-co-

fibrant Γ-G-spaces, prolongation is homotopical, i.e., strict equivalences pro-

long to G-weak equivalences on finite G-CW-complexes (see Proposition B.48).

We conclude this appendix with a reformulation and generalization of the

Segal-Shimakawa delooping formalism for equivariant Γ-spaces, see Theo-

rems B.61 and B.65. When restricted to finite groups, these theorems show

that evaluation of a G-cofibrant Γ-G-space F on spheres provides a positive

G-Ω-spectrum if F is ‘special’ (compare Definition B.49), and a full fledged

G-Ω-spectrum if F is ‘very special’ (compare Definition B.57). As we explain

in Remark B.66, there is no hope to obtain a G-Ω-spectrum for compact Lie

groups of positive dimension. However, we do have partial delooping results

for non-finite compact Lie groups: Theorem B.65 effectively says that evalu-

ating a G-cofibrant special Γ-G-space on spheres yields a ‘G◦-trivial positive

G-Ω-spectrum’, where G◦ is the identity component of G. In other words, eval-

uating on spheres provides equivariant deloopings with respect to all those G-

representations on which G◦ acts trivially. If G is not finite, this is of course a

very restricted class of representations; but for trivial representations we can at

least conclude that evaluation on spheres gives a ‘naive’ G-Ω-spectrum.

We let G be a topological group, which we take to mean a group object in the

category T of compactly generated spaces. So a topological group is a com-

pactly generated space equipped with an associative and unital multiplication

µ : G ×G −→ G

that is continuous with respect to the compactly generated product topology,

and such that the shearing map

G ×G −→ G ×G , (g, h) 7−→ (g, gh)

is a homeomorphism (again for the compactly generated product topology).

This implies in particular that inverses exist in G, and that the inverse map

g 7→ g−1 is continuous. A G-space is then a compactly generated space X

equipped with an associative and unital action

α : G × X −→ X

that is continuous with respect to the compactly generated product topology.

We write GT for the category of G-spaces and continuous G-maps.

The forgetful functor from G-spaces to compactly generated spaces has both
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a left and a right adjoint, and hence limits and colimits of G-spaces are created

in the underlying category T. This has nothing to do with topology, and is

entirely formal, using only that the underlying category T is cartesian closed,

complete and cocomplete.

� Since colimits of G-spaces are created in the underlying category T of

compactly generated spaces, the earlier caveat applies as well. A colimit

in G-spaces is calculated by first forming a colimit in the category Spc of all

topological spaces (or equivalently, in the full subcategory K of k-spaces); the

result is a k-space, but it need not be weak Hausdorff. In that case an application

of the functor w : K −→ T left adjoint to the inclusion produces a colimit in

T. This colimit comes with a preferred G-action making it a colimit in the

category of G-spaces. One has to beware that whenever the colimit in Spc is

not weak Hausdorff, the functor w changes the underlying set; in particular, the

forgetful functor to sets does not preserve such colimits.

Now we consider a closed subgroup H of a topological group G. Then H

is compactly generated in the subspace topology by Proposition A.5 (i), and

hence a topological group (internal to the category T) in its own right. For a

G-space X we denote by

XH = {x ∈ X | hx = x for all h ∈ H}

the subspace of H-fixed points. For an individual element h ∈ H the h-fixed

subspace {x ∈ X | hx = x} is the preimage of the diagonal under the continuous

map (Id, h · −) : X −→ X × X, so it is a closed subspace of X by Proposition

A.6. As an intersection of closed subsets, XH is then closed in X, and hence

compactly generated in the subspace topology, by Proposition A.5 (i).

The following proposition records that fixed points preserve certain kinds of

colimits. In part (iv) we consider a simplicial G-space X : ∆op −→ GT, and we

write XG for the simplicial space consisting of the fixed points of X, i.e., the

composite functor

∆
op X−−→ GT

(−)G

−−−→ T .

Proposition B.1. Let G be a topological group.

(i) For every pushout square of G-spaces on the left

A

i

��

f // C

j

��

AG

iG

��

f G

// CG

jG

��
B

h
// D BG

hG

// DG
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in which the map i is a closed embedding, the square of fixed point spaces

on the right is a pushout.

(ii) Taking G-fixed points commutes with filtered colimits along continuous

G-maps that are closed embeddings.

(iii) For all based G-spaces X and Y the canonical map XG∧YG −→ (X∧Y)G

is a homeomorphism.

(iv) For every simplicial G-space X : ∆op −→ GT and every n ≥ 0, the

canonical maps

|XG| −→ |X|G and Ln(XG) −→ (LnX)G

are homeomorphisms.

Proof (i) Pushouts in G-spaces are formed on underlying compactly gener-

ated spaces. Since i is a closed embedding, so is its restriction to fixed points iG.

So by Proposition A.13 both pushouts are ‘as expected’, i.e., formed in the am-

bient category of all topological spaces. In particular, D is the set-theoretic dis-

joint union of the images of B− i(A) and C, which are both G-invariant. So DG

is the set-theoretic disjoint union of the images of (B− i(A))G = BG − (iG)(AG)

and CG. The canonical map BG ∪AG CG −→ DG is thus a continuous bijection.

Now we show that the canonical map is closed. We consider the commuta-

tive square:

BG ∐ CG incl //

p

��

B ∐C

h+ j

��
BG ∪AG CG

hG∪ jG
// D

If O is a closed subset of BG ∪AG CG, then p−1(O) is closed in BG ∐ CG, and

hence in B∐C (since fixed points are closed in the ambient space). The relation

p−1(O) = (h + j)−1((hG ∪ jG)(O))

holds in B∐C; since the right vertical map h + j is a proclusion, (hG ∪ jG)(O)

is closed in D, and hence also in DG.

(ii) We let P be a filtered poset and F : P −→ GT a functor to the category

of G-spaces. We must show that the canonical continuous map

κ : colimP FG −→ (colimP F)G

is a homeomorphism, where FG = (−)G◦F. Proposition A.14 ensures that both

colimits are formed in the ambient category of sets, so the map is bijective. To
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see that the canonical map is also closed, we consider the commutative square

∐
j∈P F( j)G incl //

p

��

∐
j∈P F( j)

q

��
colimP FG

κ
// colimP F

in which the vertical maps are proclusions. The canonical maps κ j : F( j) −→
colimP F are injective, so every point of F( j) that becomes G-fixed in the col-

imit is already G-fixed in F( j), i.e., the square is a pullback. If A is a closed

subset of colimP FG, then p−1(A) is closed in the coproduct of the F( j)G’s.

Since F( j)G is closed in F( j), the set q−1(κ(A)) = p−1(A) is closed in the co-

product of the F( j)’s. Since q is a proclusion, the set κ(A) is closed in colimP F,

and hence also in (colimP F)G. This shows that κ is a closed map.

(iii) Points of compactly generated spaces are closed (Proposition A.4 (iii)),

so the subspace X × {y0} ∪ {x0} × Y is closed in X × Y. The claim then follows

by applying part (i) to the pushout of the diagram

∗ ←− X × {y0} ∪ {x0} × Y −→ X × Y .

(iv) Since XG
n is closed inside Xn, the inclusion XG ⊂ X induces a closed

embedding |XG| −→ |X| by Proposition A.35 (iii). The image of this map is

clearly G-fixed. So it remains to show that every G-fixed point of |X| is in the

image of |XG|. We let (x, t) ∈ Xl × ∆l be the minimal representative of a given

G-fixed point in |X|G. Then for every g ∈ G the point (gx, t) is equivalent to

(x, t). Since the minimal representative is unique, this forces gx = x. Hence

x ∈ XG
l

, which proves the claim.

The latching map ln : LnX −→ Xn is a closed embedding by Proposition

A.42 (iii). Hence the restriction to fixed points (ln)G : (LnX)G −→ (Xn)G is also

a closed embedding. The composite

Ln(XG) −→ (LnX)G (ln)G

−−−→ (Xn)G

is the latching map for the simplicial compactly generated space XG, hence also

a closed embedding, again by Proposition A.42 (iii). So the map in question is

a closed embedding.

It remains to show that every G-fixed point of LnX is the image of a point in

Ln(XG). By Proposition A.42, the latching map identifies LnX with the union of

the subspaces s∗
i
(Xn−1) for i = 0, . . . , n−1. So we may show that the composite

Ln(XG) −→ (LnX)G (ln)G

−−−−→
�

(⋃
i=0,...,n−1

s∗i (Xn−1)

)G

is surjective. If y ∈ Xn−1 is such that x = s∗
i
(y) is G-fixed, then y is G-fixed
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because every degeneracy map is injective and G-equivariant. So y ∈ (Xn−1)G

represents a point in Ln(XG) that maps to x. �

Proposition B.2. Let H be a closed subgroup of a topological group G.

(i) The orbit space G/H is compactly generated in the quotient topology,

and hence a G-space.

(ii) Let

X0 −→ X1 −→ . . . −→ Xn −→ . . .

be a sequence of closed embeddings of G-spaces and X∞ a colimit of

the sequence in the category of G-spaces. Then for every compact space

K, every continuous G-map from G/H × K to X∞ factors through Xn for

some n, and that factorization is a continuous G-map.

Proof (i) The equivalence relation E ⊂ G × G that gives rise to G/H is the

inverse image of H under the continuous map

G ×G −→ G , (g, ḡ) 7−→ g−1 · ḡ .

Because H is closed, so is the equivalence relation, and hence the quotient

topology is compactly generated by the criterion given by Proposition A.7.

(ii) We let f : G/H × K −→ X∞ be a continuous G-map. Colimits of G-

spaces are created in the underlying category T of compactly generated spaces;

since the maps in question are closed embeddings, the sequential colimit is

created in the ambient category Spc of all topological spaces, by Proposition

A.14. The composite

K
(eH,−)−−−−→ G/H × K

f
−−→ X∞ (B.3)

factors through a continuous map f̄ : K −→ Xn for some n ≥ 0, by Proposition

A.15 (i). The canonical map Xn −→ X∞ is injective by Proposition A.14. Since

the image of the composite (B.3) is contained in the H-fixed points of X∞, the

image of the factorization f̄ : K −→ Xn is contained in the H-fixed points of

Xn. So the composite

G × K
G× f̄
−−−→ G × Xn

act−−→ Xn (B.4)

factors through a well-defined set theoretic G-equivariant map

f ′ : G/H × K −→ Xn .

The map proj×K : G×K −→ G/H ×K is a proclusion by Proposition A.3, so

the continuity of (B.4) implies that f ′ is also continuous, and hence the desired

factorization of the original morphism f . �
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An argument that we need several times in this book proves that a certain

model structure is topological. To avoid repeating the same kind of argument,

we axiomatize it. The ‘classical’ model structure on the category of all topo-

logical spaces was established by Quillen in [134, II.3 Thm. 1]. We use the

straightforward adaptation of this model structure to the category of compactly

generated spaces, which is described for example in [80, Thm. 2.4.25]. In this

model structure on the category T, the weak equivalences are the weak ho-

motopy equivalences and fibrations are the Serre fibrations. The cofibrations

are the retracts of generalized CW-complexes, i.e., relative cell complexes in

which cells can be attached in any order and not necessarily to cells of lower

dimensions.

We consider a model categoryM that is also enriched, tensored and coten-

sored over the category T of compactly generated spaces. We denote the tensor

by ×. Given a morphism f : X −→ Y in M and a continuous map of spaces

g : A −→ B, we denote by f�g the pushout product morphism defined as

f�g = ( f × B) ∪ (Y × g) : X × B ∪X×A Y × A −→ Y × B .

We recall that the model structure is called topological if the following two

conditions hold:

• if f is a cofibration inM and g is a cofibration of spaces, then the pushout

product morphism f�g is a cofibration;

• if in addition f or g is a weak equivalence, then so is the pushout product

morphism f�g.

The pushout product condition can also be stated in two different, but equiv-

alent, adjoint forms, compare [80, Lemma 4.2.2]. In the next proposition, we

denote by

ik : ∂Dk −→ Dk and jk : Dk × {0} −→ Dk × [0, 1]

the inclusions. Then {ik}k≥0 is the standard set of generating cofibrations for the

Quillen model structure on the category of spaces, and { jk}k≥0 is the standard

set of generating acyclic cofibrations, compare [80, Thm. 2.4.25].

Proposition B.5. LetM be a model category that is also enriched, tensored

and cotensored over the category T of spaces. Suppose that there is a set of

cofibrant objects G and a set of acyclic cofibrationsZ ofM with the following

properties:

(a) The acyclic fibrations are characterized by the right lifting property with

respect to the morphisms K × ik for all K ∈ G and k ≥ 0.
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(b) The fibrations are characterized by the right lifting property with respect

to the union of the morphisms K × jk for all K ∈ G and k ≥ 0 and the

pushout products c�ik for all c ∈ Z and k ≥ 0.

Then the model structure is topological.

Proof Since the tensor bifunctor × has an adjoint in each variable, it pre-

serves colimits in each variable. So it suffices to check the pushout product

properties when the maps f and g are from the sets of generating (acyclic)

cofibrations, compare [80, Cor. 4.2.5]. The set of inclusions of spheres into

discs is closed under pushout product, in the sense that ik�il is homeomorphic

to ik+l. So pushout product with il preserves the set of generating cofibrations

{K × ik}K∈G,k≥0 (up to isomorphism). This takes care of the part of the pushout

product property that involves the cofibrations only.

Similarly, the pushout product of jk with il is isomorphic to jk+l. So pushout

product with il preserves the set of generating acyclic cofibrations {K× jk}K∈G,k≥0,

and it preserves the set of generating acyclic cofibrations {c × ik}c∈Z,k≥0. This

shows that the pushout product of an acyclic cofibration inM with a cofibra-

tion of spaces is again an acyclic cofibration.

Finally, pushout product with jl takes the generating cofibrations K × ik to

morphisms of the form K × jm with K ∈ G and m ≥ 0, which are acyclic

cofibrations. This shows that the pushout product of a cofibration in M with

an acyclic cofibration of spaces is again an acyclic cofibration. �

Now we let C be a set of closed subgroups of a topological group G. We

call a morphism f : X −→ Y of G-spaces a C-equivalence (respectively C-

fibration) if the restriction f H : XH −→ YH to H-fixed points is a weak equiv-

alence (respectively Serre fibration) of spaces for all subgroups H of G in C.

A C-cofibration is a morphism with the left lifting property with respect to all

morphisms that are simultaneously C-equivalences and C-fibrations.

Proposition B.6 (Gluing lemma). Let G be a topological group and C a set of

closed subgroups of G. Consider a commutative diagram of G-spaces

C

γ

��

A
goo

α

��

f // B

β

��
C̄ Ā

ḡ
oo

f̄

// B̄

such that f and f̄ are h-cofibrations of G-spaces. Suppose that the maps α, β

and γ are C-equivalences. Then the induced map of pushouts

γ ∪ β : C ∪A B −→ C̄ ∪Ā B̄
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is a C-equivalence.

Proof We let H be a closed subgroup from the set C, and we contemplate the

commutative diagram of fixed points:

CH

γH

��

AH
gH

oo

αH

��

f H

// BH

βH

��
C̄H ĀH

ḡH

oo
f̄ H

// B̄H

Since f and f̄ are h-cofibrations of G-spaces, f H and f̄ H are h-cofibrations

of spaces. The three vertical maps are weak equivalences by hypothesis. The

gluing lemma for weak equivalences and pushouts along h-cofibrations then

shows that the induced map on horizontal pushouts

γH ∪ βH : CH ∪AH BH −→ C̄H ∪ĀH B̄H

is a weak equivalence, see for example [17, Appendix, Prop. 4.8 (b)]. Since f

and f̄ are h-cofibrations of G-spaces, they are in particular h-cofibrations of

underlying spaces, and hence closed embeddings (Proposition A.31 (ii)). So

taking H-fixed points commutes with the horizontal pushout (by Proposition

B.1 (i)), and we conclude that also the map

(γ ∪ β)H : (C ∪A B)H −→ (C̄ ∪Ā B̄)H

is a weak equivalence. This proves the claim. �

The following C-projective model structure is well known and fairly stan-

dard, and mentioned in various places in the literature, for example in [52,

Prop. 2.11] and [108, III Thm. 1.8]. However, I do not know a reference that is

both self-contained and complete, so I provide the proof.

Proposition B.7. Let G be a topological group and C a set of closed subgroups

of G. Then the C-equivalences, C-cofibrations and C-fibrations form a model

structure, the C-projective model structure on the category of G-spaces. This

model structure is proper, cofibrantly generated and topological.

Proof We number the model category axioms as in [48, 3.3]. The category

of G-spaces is complete and cocomplete and all limits and colimits are created

in the underlying category of compactly generated spaces. Model category ax-

ioms MC2 (2-out-of-3) and MC3 (closure under retracts) are clear. One half of

MC4 (lifting properties) holds by the definition of C-cofibrations. The proof of

the remaining axioms uses Quillen’s small object argument, originally given

in [134, II p. 3.4], and later axiomatized in various places, for example in [48,

7.12] or [80, Thm. 2.1.14]. In the category of (non-equivariant) spaces, the set
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{ik : ∂Dk −→ Dk}k≥0 of inclusions of spheres into discs detects Serre fibrations

that are simultaneously weak equivalences. By adjointness, the set

IC = {G/H × ik : G/H × ∂Dk −→ G/H × Dk}k≥0,H∈C (B.8)

then detects acyclic fibrations in the C-projective model structure on G-spaces.

Similarly, the set of inclusions { jk : Dk × {0} −→ Dk × [0, 1]}k≥0 detects Serre

fibrations; so by adjointness, the set

JC = {G/H × jk}k≥0,H∈C (B.9)

detects fibrations in the C-projective model structure on G-spaces.

All morphisms in IC and JC are closed embeddings, and this property is pre-

served by coproducts, cobase change and sequential colimits in the category of

G-spaces. Proposition B.2 guarantees that sources and targets of all morphisms

in IC and JC are finite (sometimes called ‘finitely presented’) with respect to

sequences of closed embeddings of G-spaces. In particular, the sources of all

these morphisms are finite with respect to sequences of IC-cell complexes and

JC-cell complexes.

Now we can prove the factorization axiom MC5. Every morphism in IC
and JC is a C-cofibration by adjointness. Hence every IC-cofibration or JC-

cofibration is a C-cofibration of G-spaces. The small object argument applied

to the set IC gives a factorization of any morphism of G-spaces as a C-cofibra-

tion followed by a morphism with the right lifting property with respect to IC.

Since IC detects the C-acyclic C-fibrations, this provides the factorizations as

cofibrations followed by acyclic fibrations.

For the other half of the factorization axiom MC5 we apply the small object

argument to the set JC; we obtain a factorization of any morphism of G-spaces

as a JC-cell complex followed by a morphism with the right lifting property

with respect to JC. Since JC detects the C-fibrations, it remains to show that

every JC-cell complex is a C-equivalence. To this end we observe that the mor-

phisms in JC are inclusions of deformation retracts internal to the category of

G-spaces. This property is inherited by coproducts and cobase changes, so ev-

ery morphism obtained by cobase changes of coproducts of morphisms in JC
is a homotopy equivalence of G-spaces, hence also a C-equivalence. We also

need to pass to sequential colimits, which is fine because JC-cell complexes

are closed embeddings, and taking H-fixed points commutes with sequential

colimits over closed embeddings (Proposition B.1 (ii)).

It remains to prove the other half of MC4, i.e., that every C-acyclic C-

cofibration f : A −→ B has the left lifting property with respect to C-fibrations.

The small object argument provides a factorization

A
j
−−→ W

q
−−→ B
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as a JC-cell complex followed by aC-fibration. In addition, q is aC-equivalence

since f and j are. Since f is a C-cofibration, a lifting in

A
j //

f

��

W

q∼
��

B

??

B

exists. Thus f is a retract of the morphism j that has the left lifting property

for C-fibrations. So f itself has the left lifting property for C-fibrations.

The model structure is topological by Proposition B.5. Right properness of

the model structure is a straightforward consequence of right properness of

the model structure on spaces, since the H-fixed point functor preserves pull-

backs and takes C-fibrations to Serre fibrations. Since the projective C-model

structure is topological and all objects are fibrant, every cofibration is an h-

cofibration by Corollary A.30 (iii). So left properness follows from the gluing

lemma for C-equivalences (Proposition B.6). �

Definition B.10. Let G be a topological group. A universal space for a set C of

closed subgroups of G is a C-cofibrant G-space E such that for every subgroup

H ∈ C the fixed point space EH is weakly contractible.

Any cofibrant replacement of the one-point G-space in the C-projective

model structure is a universal space for the set C, so universal spaces exist

for any set of closed subgroups. Moreover, any two universal spaces for the

same subgroups are G-equivariantly homotopy equivalent:

Proposition B.11. Let G be a topological group, C a set of closed subgroups

of G, and E a universal G-space for the set C.

(i) Every C-cofibrant G-space admits a continuous G-map to E, and any two

such maps are homotopic as G-maps.

(ii) If E′ is another universal G-space for C, then every continuous G-map

from E′ to E is a G-equivariant homotopy equivalence.

Proof (i) This all follows from the existence of the C-projective model struc-

ture described in Proposition B.7. We let A be a C-cofibrant G-space. The

unique map E −→ ∗ to a one-point G-space is a C-equivalence and a C-

fibration. So the unique morphism from A to the one-point G-space lifts to

a continuous G-map A −→ E. The C-projective model structure is topological,

so the inclusion A×{0, 1} −→ A× [0, 1] is a C-cofibration, and thus has the left

lifting property with respect to E −→ ∗. Given two G-maps f , f ′ : A −→ E,
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any solution to the lifting problem

A × {0, 1} f+ f ′ //

��

E

��
A × [0, 1] // ∗

is a G-homotopy from f to f ′. Since universal G-spaces areC-cofibrant, part (ii)

is a consequence of (i). �

A morphism of G-spaces is a G-cofibration if it has the left lifting property

with respect to all morphisms that are simultaneously weak equivalences and

Serre fibrations on the fixed points for all closed subgroups of G. Equivalently,

G-cofibrations are the All-cofibrations in the sense of Proposition B.7 for the

maximal set of all closed subgroups of G. Relative G-CW-complexes are spe-

cial kinds of IAll-cell complexes (with IAll defined in (B.8)), namely those

where all equivariant cells of the same dimension are attachable at once, and

in order of increasing dimensions. Thus we have the following implications

between the various kinds of ‘nice equivariant embeddings’:

relative G-CW-complex =⇒ G-cofibration =⇒ h-cofibration of G-spaces

The second implication is Corollary A.30, applied to theAll-projective model

structure. Both implications are strict.

Proposition B.12. Let N be a closed normal subgroup of a topological group

G. Then for every G-cofibration i : A −→ B the map

iN : AN −→ BN

is a G/N-cofibration, and the map

i ∪ incl : A ∪AN BN −→ B

is a G-cofibration.

Proof The class of G-cofibrations for which the claim holds is clearly closed

under coproducts and retracts. We consider a pushout square of G-spaces on

the left

A
i //

��

B

��

AN iN
//

��

BN

��
C

j
// D CN

jN

// DN
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such that i is a G-cofibration for which the claim holds. Then i is a closed em-

bedding, and the square on the right is also a pushout of G-spaces (by Propo-

sition B.1 (i)). In particular, jN is a G-cofibration whenever iN is. This means

that C ∪CN DN is also a pushout of C and BN over AN , and hence the square

A ∪AN BN i∪incl //

��

B

��
C ∪CN DN

j∪incl
// D

is another pushout of G-spaces. The upper horizontal map is a G-cofibration by

hypothesis, hence so is the lower horizontal map. So the class of G-cofibrations

satisfying the claim is closed under cobase change. Because N-fixed points

preserve sequential colimits along closed embeddings (Proposition B.1 (ii)),

the class of G-cofibrations satisfying the claim is also closed under sequential

composites.

Given these closure properties, it suffices to verify the claim for the generat-

ing G-cofibrations of the form

G/H × ik : G/H × ∂Dk −→ G/H × Dk .

Because (G/H)N is either empty (whenever N is not contained in H) or all of

G/H (whenever N ≤ H), the map in question is either the map G/H × ik or the

identity of G/H ×Dk; in either case it is a G-cofibration. This proves the claim

for the generating cofibrations, and thus concludes the proof. �

Now we specialize from general topological groups to the class of compact

topological groups. The first useful special feature is that in this restricted con-

text, orbit spaces are always compactly generated without any need to force the

weak Hausdorff condition. The arguments involved in the following proposi-

tion are well-known, see for example [131, 1.1.3] or [26, I Cor. 1.3] for closely

related statements. Since the references I know of work in slightly different

categories, I spell out the proof.

Proposition B.13. Let G be a compact topological group and X a G-space.

(i) The orbit space G\X is compactly generated in the quotient topology.

(ii) The projection ΠX : X −→ G\X is both open and closed.

(iii) For every G-invariant closed subset Y of X, the tautological map G\Y −→
G\X is a closed embedding.

Proof (i) Proposition A.7 reduces the claim to showing that the orbit equiva-

lence relation

E = {(gx, x) | g ∈ G, x ∈ X}
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is closed in X × X. Since G is compact, projection away from G is a closed

map; so the composite

G × X × X
(g,x,y)7→(g,gx,y)
−−−−−−−−−−−→ G × X × X

proj
−−−−→ X × X

is a closed map since the first map is a homeomorphism. Since X is weak

Hausdorff, the diagonal∆X is closed in X×X. So G×∆X is closed in G×X×X.

The orbit relation E is the image of G×∆X under the above composite, so E is

closed in X × X.

(ii) If O is an open subset of X, then gO is open for every g ∈ G, since left

translation by g is a homeomorphism. So

Π−1
X (ΠX(O)) =

⋃

g∈G
gO

is open as a union of open subsets. Hence ΠX(O) is open in the quotient topol-

ogy. The shearing map

χ : G × X −→ G × X , (g, x) 7−→ (g, gx)

is a homeomorphism, and the composite

G × X
χ
−−→ G × X

proj
−−−→ X

is the action map α : G × X −→ X. Since G is compact, projection away from

G is a closed map; so the action map is also a closed map. If A is closed in X,

then G × A is closed in G × X. So the set

Π−1
X (ΠX(A)) = α(G × A)

is closed in X. Hence ΠX(A) is closed in the quotient topology.

(iii) The tautological map G\Y −→ G\X is continuous and injective. We

show that the map is also closed. We denote by ΠY : Y −→ G\Y the quotient

map. We let A ⊂ G\Y be any closed subset. Then Π−1
Y

(A) is closed in Y, hence

also in X. Since ΠX is a closed map by part (ii), ΠX(A) is closed in G\X. �

Now we specialize our discussion to compact Lie groups. If K is a closed

subgroup of a compact Lie group G of smaller dimension, then the underlying

K-space of a G-CW-complex need not admit a K-CW-structure – an example

is given by Illman in [85, Sec. 2]. Nevertheless, the underlying K-space of a

G-CW-complex is always K-homotopy equivalent to a K-CW-complex, which

can be chosen to be compact if the original G-space is, see [85, Thm. A].

The next proposition shows that with respect to restriction of group actions,

the class of cofibrant equivariant spaces is better behaved than equivariant CW-

complexes. An additional advantage of cofibrant spaces over CW-complexes

is that ‘cofibrant’ is a property, whereas CW-structures are additional data.
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Proposition B.14. Let G be a compact Lie group.

(i) For every compact Lie group K and every continuous homomorphism

α : K −→ G the restriction functor α∗ : GT −→ KT takes G-cofibrations

to K-cofibrations.

(ii) For every closed subgroup H of G the induction functor G×H− : HT −→
GT takes H-cofibrations to G-cofibrations.

(iii) For every closed normal subgroup N of G the orbit functor N\− : GT −→
(G/N)T takes G-cofibrations to G/N-cofibrations.

Proof (i) The restriction functor α∗ preserves colimits, so we may show that

it takes the generating G-cofibrations G/H × ik : G/H × ∂Dk −→ G/H ×
Dk to K-cofibrations, for any closed subgroup H of G. The K-action on the

smooth compact manifold G/H is by left translation through α; continuous

homomorphisms between Lie groups are automatically smooth, compare [28,

Prop. I.3.12], so the K-action on G/H is smooth. Illman’s theorem [84, Cor. 7.2]

provides a finite K-CW-structure on G/H, so in particular G/H is cofibrant as

a K-space. Since the projective model structure on K-spaces (for the set of all

closed subgroups) is topological, the map G/H × ik is a K-cofibration.

(ii) Since G ×H − preserves colimits, it suffices to show that it takes the

generating H-cofibrations H/J×ik : H/J×∂Dk −→ H/J×Dk to G-cofibrations,

for any closed subgroup J of H. This in turn is clear since G ×H (H/J) is G-

homeomorphic to G/J.

(iii) Since N\− preserves colimits, it suffices to show that it takes the gener-

ating G-cofibrations G/H× ik : G/H×∂Dk −→ G/H×Dk to G/N-cofibrations,

for any closed subgroup H of G. This in turn is clear since N\(G/H) is (G/N)-

homeomorphic to (G/N)/(H/H ∩ N). �

Now we show that taking cartesian product preserves equivariant cofibra-

tions. There are two related questions, namely ‘external products’ of a G-space

and a K-space, and ‘internal products’ of two G-spaces with diagonal action.

Proposition B.15. Let G and K be topological groups.

(i) The pushout product of a G-cofibration with a K-cofibration is a (G×K)-

cofibration.

(ii) If G is a compact Lie group, then the pushout product of two G-cofibrations

is a G-cofibration with respect to the diagonal G-action.

Proof (i) The product functor

× : GT × KT −→ (G × K)T

preserves colimits in each variable, so it suffices to check the pushout product

of a generating G-cofibration G/H × ik with a generating K-cofibration K/L ×
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im, where ik : ∂Dk −→ Dk is the inclusion. The pushout product of these is

isomorphic to

(G × K)/(H × L) × ik+m

and hence a cofibration of (G × K)-spaces.

(ii) By (i) the pushout product of two G-cofibrations is a (G×G)-cofibration.

Since G is compact Lie, restriction along the diagonal embedding G −→ G×G

preserves cofibrations by Proposition B.14 (i). �

Now we prove a decomposition result for certain kinds of fixed points. We

let G and K be topological groups and X a (K × G)-space. We want to de-

scribe the K-fixed points (G\X)K of the G-orbit space G\X. For a continuous

homomorphism α : K −→ G we set

Xα = {x ∈ X | (k, α(k))x = x for all k ∈ K} .

Equivalently, Xα is the fixed point space of the graph of α, which is a closed

subgroup of K ×G. The subspace Xα of X is invariant under the action of the

centralizer of the image of α, i.e., the group

C(α) = {g ∈ G | gα(k) = α(k)g for all k ∈ K} .

The inclusion Xα −→ X then passes to a continuous map

α♭ : C(α) \Xα −→ G\X

on orbit spaces. For x ∈ Xα and k ∈ K the relation

k(Gx) = G(kx) = G(α(k)−1x) = Gx

shows that α♭ takes values in the K-fixed points (G\X)K. Moreover, for g ∈ G

we have

g · Xα = Xcg◦α (B.16)

as subspaces of X. So the maps α♭ and (cg ◦ α)♭ arising from conjugate ho-

momorphisms have the same image in the orbit space G\X. It is relatively

straightforward to see that the coproduct of all the maps α♭ is bijective if the

G-action is free; some pointset topology is involved in showing that this contin-

uous bijection is in fact a homeomorphism if in addition G and K are compact

Lie groups.

Proposition B.17. Let G and K be compact Lie groups. Let X be a (K × G)-

space such that G-action is free. Then the map
∐

α♭ :
∐
〈α〉

C(α)\Xα −→ (G\X)K

is a homeomorphism. Here the disjoint union runs over conjugacy classes of
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continuous homomorphisms α : K −→ G and C(α) is the centralizer, in G, of

the image of α.

Proof We let Π : X −→ G\X denote the quotient map. We set

X̄ = Π−1((G\X)K) .

Since X is compactly generated, so is G\X by Proposition B.13 (i). Since

(G\X)K a closed subset of the orbit space, X̄ is a (K × G)-invariant closed

subspace of X. In particular, X̄ is compactly generated in the subspace topol-

ogy.

For a given continuous homomorphism α : K −→ G, we set

X(α) = G · Xα ,

the smallest G-subspace of X̄ containing Xα. The relation (B.16) shows that

X(α) is the union of the subsets Xα′ as α′ runs over all conjugates of α. We

factor the map in question as a composite
∐

〈α〉
C(α)\Xα −→

∐
〈α〉

G\X(α) −→ G\X̄ −→ (G\X)K ,

induced by the inclusions Xα −→ X(α) −→ X̄ −→ X; we show that each of

the three maps is a homeomorphism. The third map G\X̄ −→ (G\X)K is a

homeomorphism by Proposition B.13 (iii).

For every x ∈ X̄ and every k ∈ K we have k · (Gx) = G(kx) = Gx, so there

exists a g ∈ G such that kx = g−1x. Since the G-action is free, the element g

is uniquely determined by this property. So we can define a map βx : K −→
G by the property kx = βx(k)−1x; equivalently, the characterizing condition

for βx is that (k, βx(k)) · x = x. It is straightforward to see that βx is a group

homomorphism.

By definition, the stabilizer group of x ∈ X̄ inside K × G is precisely the

graph of the homomorphism βx : K −→ G. Since X is compactly generated,

this stabilizer group is a closed subset of K × G, which means that the homo-

morphism βx is continuous. Our next claim is that the assignment

β : X̄ −→ hom(K,G) , x 7−→ βx

is continuous. Since hom(K,G) has the subspace topology of map(K,G), it

suffices to show that the adjoint map

β̄ : X̄ × K −→ G , (x, k) 7−→ βx(k)

is continuous. This, in turn, is equivalent to the claim that the graph of β̄ is

closed as a subset of X̄ × K × G. The graph of β̄ is the inverse image of the

diagonal under the continuous map

X̄ × K ×G −→ X̄ × X̄ , (x, k, g) 7−→ (kx, gx) .
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So the graph of β̄ is closed, hence β̄ and β are continuous.

By Proposition A.25 the space hom(K,G) is the topological disjoint union of

the G◦-orbits under the conjugation action. In particular, every G◦-conjugacy

class is open and closed. A G-conjugacy class is a finite union of G◦-conjugacy

classes, so every G-conjugacy class in hom(K,G) is also open and closed.

Since β : X̄ −→ hom(K,G) is continuous, X̄ is the topological disjoint union

of the subsets X(α) as α ranges over all conjugacy classes in hom(K,G). Taking

orbits commutes with disjoint unions, so the canonical map from
∐

(α)G\X(α)

to G\X̄ is a homeomorphism.

The final step is to show that for every continuous homomorphismα : K −→
G the canonical continuous map

C(α)\Xα −→ G\X(α) (B.18)

is a homeomorphism. The map is surjective because X(α) = G · Xα. The map

is also injective; if x, y ∈ Xα satisfy Gx = Gy, then x = gy for some g ∈ G,

and so x ∈ Xα ∩ Xcg◦α. This implies that α = cg ◦ α, and so g ∈ C(α). Hence

C(α)x = C(α)gy = C(α)y. Finally, the map (B.18) is closed: if O ⊂ C(α)\Xα

is a closed subset, then Π−1
Xα(O) is closed in Xα. Since Xα is closed in X, hence

also in X(α), the set Π−1
Xα(O) is also closed in X(α). Since the projection X(α) −→

G\X(α) is a closed map, the image of O in G\X(α) is closed. This completes the

proof that the map (B.18) is a homeomorphism. �

Proposition B.19. Let G be a compact Lie group and A a free cofibrant G-

space. Then the functor A ×G − takes G-maps that are non-equivariant weak

equivalences to weak equivalences.

Proof We let f : X −→ Y be a continuous G-map that is a non-equivariant

weak equivalence. We start with the special case where A is a G-CW-complex

with skeleton filtration

∅ = A−1 ⊂ A0 ⊂ A1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ An ⊂ . . . .

We show by induction over n that the map An ×G f : An ×G X −→ An ×G Y is

a weak equivalence. The induction start with n = −1, where there is nothing

to show. Now we consider n ≥ 0 and assume the claim for smaller values of

n. Since G acts freely on A, only free G-cells occur in the equivariant CW-

structure. So there is an index set I and a pushout square of G-spaces:

G × I × ∂Dn incl //

α

��

G × I × Dn

��
An−1 // An
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The map An ×G f can thus be obtained by passing to pushouts in the horizontal

direction of the commutative diagram

An−1 ×G X

An−1×G f

��

I × ∂Dn × X

I×∂Dn× f

��

α×G Xoo incl // I × Dn × X

I×Dn× f

��
An−1 ×G Y I × ∂Dn × Y

α×GY
oo

incl
// I × Dn × Y

The left vertical map is a weak equivalence by the inductive hypothesis, and

the middle and right vertical maps are weak equivalences because f is. The

upper and lower right horizontal maps are h-cofibrations, so the gluing lemma

for weak equivalences and pushouts along h-cofibrations (see for example [17,

Appendix, Prop. 4.8 (b)]) shows that then the map on pushouts An ×G f is also

a weak equivalence. Instead of the gluing lemma, we can alternatively quote

[46, Lemma A.1].

The space A×GX is the sequential colimit, along h-cofibrations, of the spaces

An ×G X, and similarly for A ×G Y. In the category T, all h-cofibrations are

closed embeddings (Proposition A.31), and sequential colimits over sequences

of closed embeddings in T preserve weak equivalences (Proposition A.17 (i)).

So the map A ×G f is a weak equivalence. This completes the proof in the

special case when A admits a G-CW-structure. A general cofibrant G-space

is G-homotopy equivalent to a G-CW-complex, and the functor − ×G X takes

G-homotopy equivalences to non-equivariant homotopy equivalences. This re-

duces the general case to the case of G-CW-complexes. �

Now we turn to Γ-spaces and study the categorical and homotopical prop-

erties of prolongation of a Γ-space to a continuous functor defined on all

based spaces. In the body of this book, we always work in the category T of

compactly generated spaces. However, this full subcategory is not closed un-

der quotient spaces nor coends inside the ambient category of all topological

spaces; since the construction of the prolongation involves a coend (quotient

space), some care needs to be taken. So while we are mostly interested Γ-

spaces with values in the full subcategory T of compactly generated spaces,

we define and discuss prolongation for Γ-k-spaces.

Construction B.20. We let Γ denote the category whose objects are the based

sets n+ = {0, 1, . . . , n}, with basepoint 0, and with morphisms all based maps.

A Γ-k-space is a functor from Γ to the category of k-spaces that is reduced,

i.e., the value at 0+ is a one-point space.

A Γ-k-space F : Γ −→ K can be ‘evaluated’ at a based k-space K as follows.

We set

F(K) =

(∐
n≥0

F(n+) × Kn
)
/ ∼ .
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In more detail, F(K) is the quotient space of the disjoint union of the spaces

F(n+) × Kn by the equivalence relation generated by

(F(α)(x); k1, . . . , kn) ∼ (x; kα(1), . . . , kα(m)) (B.21)

for all x ∈ F(m+), all (k1, . . . , kn) in Kn, and all morphisms α : m+ −→ n+ in

Γ. Here kα(i) is to be interpreted as the basepoint of K whenever α(i) = 0. We

emphasize that we use the Kelleyfied product topology on F(n+)×Kn, in order

to remain inside the category of k-spaces. We mostly care about the special case

when K is compact, and then this coincides with the ordinary product topology

F(m+) ×0 K×0n by Proposition A.2 (vi). The class of k-spaces is closed under

disjoint unions and passage quotient spaces (by Proposition A.2 (i)); so F(K) is

indeed a k-space. We refer to the extension as the prolongation of the Γ-space

F. A more categorical way to describe F(K) is as a coend of the functor

Γ × Γop −→ K , (m+, n+) 7−→ F(m+) × Kn . (B.22)

Remark B.23. We want to justify the abuse of notation of not distinguishing

between the original Γ-space and its prolongation: the value of the prolonga-

tion on m+ is canonically homeomorphic to the original value. Slightly more

is true, namely that the coend description exhibits the prolongation as the left

Kan extension of F along the inclusion Γ −→ K∗; we won’t use this, however.

Only for this argument we denote the prolongation of F by F̂. The continu-

ous maps

F(n+) × (m+)n −→ F(m+) , (x; i1, . . . , in) 7−→ F(i)(x)

are compatible with the equivalence relation defining F̂(m+); here i : n+ −→
m+ is the based map with i( j) = i j. So these maps assemble into a continuous

map F̂(m+) −→ F(m+) that is inverse to the continuous map

F(m+) −→ F̂(m+) , x 7−→ [x; 1, 2, . . . ,m] .

We have to analyze the equivalence relation generated by (B.21) more closely.

This part of the argument has nothing to do with topology, is purely combina-

torial, and of a very similar flavor as the analysis of the equivalence relation

defining the geometric realization of a simplicial set. We call an element x ∈
F(m+) degenerate if it is in the image of the map F(α) : F((m−1)+) −→ F(m+)

for some morphism α : (m − 1)+ −→ m+ in Γ. We call x non-degenerate if it

is not degenerate. We let Cm(K) ⊂ Km be the set of those tuples (k1, . . . , km)

whose coordinates ki are pairwise distinct and all different from the basepoint

of K. Part (i) of the following proposition is a special case of [12, Prop. 6.9];

part (ii) also ought to be well known, but I am not aware of a reference. The

next proposition in particular implies that the reduction map (B.25) defined

in the proof of part (ii) is a bijection from F(K) to the set-theoretic disjoint
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union, for m ≥ 0, of the sets F(m+)
nd ×Σm

Cm(K), where F(m+)
nd is the set of

non-generate elements of F(m+).

Proposition B.24. Let F : Γ −→ (sets) be a functor such that F(0+) has one

element.

(i) For every element y ∈ F(m+) there exists an injective morphism δ : l+ −→
m+ and a non-degenerate element x ∈ F(l+)

nd such that y = F(δ)(x). If

moreover y = F(δ̄)(x̄) for another injective morphism δ̄ : l̄+ −→ m+

and a non-degenerate element x̄ ∈ F(l̄+)
nd, then l = l̄ and there exists a

bijective morphism λ : l+ −→ l+ such that δ = δ̄λ and x̄ = F(λ)(x).

(ii) Let K be a based set. Let (x, t) ∈ F(l+) × Kl be an element of minimal

dimension l within its equivalence class. Let (y, s) ∈ F(m+) × Km be

equivalent to (x, t). Then there exists a surjective morphism σ : m+ −→
k+, an injective morphism δ : l+ −→ k+ and u ∈ Ck(K) such that

F(σ)(y) = F(δ)(x) , s = σ∗(u) and t = δ∗(u) .

(iii) If (x, t) and (y, s) are equivalent elements, both of minimal dimension l in

their equivalence class, then there is a unique isomorphism α : l+ −→ l+

such that (F(α)(y), s) = (x, α∗(t)).

Proof Part (i) is an analog of the ‘Eilenberg-Zilber lemma’ [49, (8.3)] for

simplicial sets, and a special case of [12, Prop. 6.9]. For the convenience of the

reader, we give a direct proof. The existence part is proved by induction on

m, starting with m = 0, where there is nothing to show. If m is positive and y

is non-degenerate, then x = y and δ = Id do the job. Otherwise y = F(α)(z)

for some morphism α : (m − 1)+ −→ m+ and z ∈ F((m − 1)+). We factor

α = δ′ ◦ β such that β : (m − 1)+ −→ k+ is surjective and δ′ : k+ −→ m+

is injective. We must have k < m, so the inductive hypothesis provides an

injective morphism δ : l+ −→ k+ and a non-degenerate element x ∈ F(l+)
nd

such that F(β)(z) = F(δ)(x). But then δ′δ is also injective and

y = F(α)(z) = F(δ′)(F(β)(z)) = F(δ′)(F(δ)(x)) = F(δ′δ)(x) .

This proves the first statement.

For the second statement we consider injective morphisms δ : l+ −→ m+

and δ̄ : l̄+ −→ m+, and non-degenerate elements x ∈ F(l+)nd and x̄ ∈ F(l̄+)
nd

such that F(δ)(x) = F(δ̄)(x̄). We let σ̄ : m+ −→ l̄+ be the unique morphism

that sends all elements not in the image of δ̄ to the basepoint 0 and satisfies

σ̄δ̄ = Id. Then

F(σ̄δ)(x) = F(σ̄)(F(δ)(x)) = F(σ̄)(F(δ̄)(x̄)) = F(σ̄δ̄)(x̄) = x̄ .

If σ̄δ : l+ −→ l̄+ were not surjective, then it could be factored through (l̄ − 1)+,
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and x̄ would be degenerate, contradicting the assumptions. So σ̄δ is surjective,

and hence l ≥ l̄. Reversing the roles of (x, δ) and (x̄, δ̄) gives l ≤ l̄, and hence

l = l̄. Since l = l̄ and σ̄δ is surjective, it must in fact be bijective.

Now we claim that the morphisms δ, δ̄ : l+ −→ m+ have the same image. If

this were not the case, then σ̄δ : l+ −→ l+ would not be surjective, which again

would contradict the assumption that x̄ is non-degenerate. Since δ and δ̄ have

the same image, there is a bijection λ : l+ −→ l+ such that δ = δ̄λ. Hence

F(λ)(x) = F(σ̄δ̄λ)(x) = F(σ̄)(F(δ)(x)) = F(σ̄)(F(δ̄)(x̄)) = x̄ .

So λ is the bijection with the desired properties.

(ii) We call a quadruple (σ, δ, u, x) consisting of a surjective morphism σ :

m+ −→ k+, an injective morphism δ : l+ −→ k+, a tuple u ∈ Ck(K) and a

non-degenerate element x ∈ F(l+) a reduction datum for (y, s) ∈ F(m+) × Km

if

F(σ)(y) = F(δ)(x) and s = σ∗(u) .

Since δ is injective, the map δ∗ : Kk −→ Kl omits some coordinates and

reorders the remaining ones. In particular, δ∗ does not introduce duplicates

or basepoints, so it sends the subset Ck(K) to the subset Cl(K), and hence

δ∗(u) ∈ Cl(K).

Claim 1: Every pair (y, s) has a reduction datum. We let u = (u1, . . . , uk)

be the non-basepoint elements in the set {s1, . . . , sm}, without repetition and in

some chosen order. We define a surjective morphism σ : m+ −→ k+ by

σ(i) =


j if si = u j, and

0 if si is the basepoint of K.

Then u ∈ Ck(K) and s = σ∗(u). Part (i) now provides an injective morphism

δ : l+ −→ k+ and x ∈ F(l+)nd such that F(σ)(y) = F(δ)(x). So (σ, δ, u, x) is a

reduction datum for (y, s).

Claim 2: We show that the reduction datum is ‘essentially unique’ in the

following sense. If

(σ : m+ −→ k+, δ : l+ −→ k+, u, x) and (σ̄ : m+ −→ k̄+, δ̄ : l̄+ −→ k̄+, ū, x̄)

are reduction data for the same element (y, s), then k = k̄, l = l̄ and there are

bijective morphisms λ : l+ −→ l+ and β : k+ −→ k+ such that

σ̄ = βσ , δ̄λ = βδ , u = β∗(ū) and x̄ = F(λ)(x) .

Indeed, because s = σ∗(u) = σ̄∗(ū) and u and ū don’t contain duplicates or

basepoints, we must have k = k̄ and u and ū can only differ by the ordering.
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So there is a bijective morphism β : k+ −→ k+ such that u = β∗(ū). For all

i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} we then have

ūσ̄(i) = si = uσ(i) = ūβ(σ(i)) .

Since the coordinates of ū are all distinct, this implies that σ̄ = βσ. Using that

both quadruples are reduction data, we know that

F(δ̄)(x̄) = F(σ̄)(y) = F(β)(F(σ)(y)) = F(β)(F(δ)(x)) = F(βδ)(x) .

Since δ̄ and βδ are both injective and x and x̄ are both non-degenerate, then es-

sential uniqueness statement in part (i) shows that l = l̄ and provides a bijective

morphism λ : l+ −→ l+ such that βδ = δ̄λ and F(λ)(x) = x̄.

We can now define a reduction map

ρ :
∐

n≥0
F(n+) × Kn −→

∐
l≥0

F(l+)nd ×Σl
Cl(K) (B.25)

by choosing a reduction datum (σ, δ, u, x) for a given element (y, s) and setting

ρ(y, s) = [x, δ∗(u)] ,

where [−,−] denotes the Σl-orbit. If (σ, δ, u, x) is another reduction datum for

(y, s), then

[x, δ∗(u)] = [x, δ∗(β∗(ū))] = [x, λ∗(δ̄∗(ū))] = [F(λ)(x), δ̄∗(ū)] = [x̄, δ̄∗(ū)] ,

by Claim 2. So ρ(y, s) is well-defined.

Claim 3: If (y, s) ∈ F(m+) × Km and (ȳ, s̄) ∈ F(m̄+) × Km̄ are equivalent,

then ρ(y, s) = ρ(ȳ, s̄). It suffices to show the claim whenever (y, s) and (ȳ, s̄) are

related by a generating relation (B.21), i.e., we can assume that y = F(α)(ȳ)

and s̄ = α∗(s) for some morphism α : m̄+ −→ m+. We let (σ, δ, u, x) be a

reduction datum for (y, s). We choose a factorization

σ ◦ α = δ̄ ◦ σ̄

as a surjective morphism σ̄ : m̄+ −→ k̄+ followed by an injective morphism

δ̄ : k̄+ −→ k+. Using part (i) we write

F(σ̄)(ȳ) = F(δ′)(x̄)

for an injective morphism δ′ : l′+ −→ k̄+ and a non-degenerate element x̄ ∈
F(l′+)

nd. Then

F(δ)(x) = F(σ)(y) = F(σ)(F(α)(ȳ))

= F(δ̄)(F(σ̄)(ȳ)) = F(δ̄)(F(δ′)(x̄)) = F(δ̄δ′)(x̄) .

Since x and x̄ are non-degenerate and δ and δ̄δ′ are injective, the essential
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uniqueness of part (i) shows that l = l′ and provides a bijection λ : l+ −→ l+

such that δ = δ̄δ′λ and x̄ = F(λ)(x). We conclude that

F(σ̄)(ȳ) = F(δ′)(x̄) = F(δ′)(F(λ)(x)) = F(δ′λ)(x)

and

s̄ = α∗(s) = α∗(σ∗(u)) = σ̄∗(δ̄∗(u)) .

Since u ∈ Ck(K) and δ̄ is injective, δ̄∗(u) belongs to Ck̄(K). This shows that

(σ̄, δ′λ, δ̄∗(u), x) is a reduction datum for (ȳ, s̄). So

ρ(ȳ, s̄) = [x, (δ′λ)∗(δ̄∗(u))] = [x, δ∗(u)] = ρ(y, s) .

This finishes the proof of Claim 3.

Now we can prove part (ii) of the proposition. If (x, t) ∈ F(l+)×Kl is of mini-

mal dimension in its equivalence class, then x is non-degenerate and t ∈ Cl(K),

for otherwise (x, t) would be equivalent to an element of smaller dimension.

So (Id, Id, t, x) is a reduction datum for (x, t), and hence ρ(x, t) = [x, t]. Now

we let (y, s) be equivalent to (x, t), and we let (σ, δ, u, x′) be a reduction datum

for (y, s). Then

[x′, δ∗(u)] = ρ(y, s) = ρ(x, t) = [x, t] ,

where the second equality is Claim 3. So there is a bijective morphism λ :

l+ −→ l+ such that

(x′, λ∗(δ∗(u))) = (F(λ)(x), t) .

Hence

F(σ)(y) = F(δ)(x′) = F(δλ)(x) , s = σ∗(u) and t = (δλ)∗(u) .

(iii) By the minimality assumptions, the data provided by part (ii) must sat-

isfy m = k = l, and the morphisms σ and δ must both be isomorphisms. So

(F(α)(y), s) = (x, α∗(t)) with α = δ−1σ : l+ −→ l+. The coordinates of t are

distinct, by minimality of dimension, so there is only one permutation with

s = α∗(t). �

Now that we understand the equivalence relation generated by (B.21), we

can analyze the topology of the space F(K) when F is a Γ-space and K is a

based topological space. In particular, we show now that the prolongation of a

Γ-space with values in the category T of compactly generated spaces to a com-

pactly generated space is automatically compactly generated, with the weak

Hausdorff property being the issue. The statement and proof of the following

proposition are analogous to the ones in Proposition A.35.

Proposition B.26. Let F : Γ −→ T be a Γ-space with values in the category

of compactly generated spaces, and K a compactly generated based space.
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(i) The space F(K) is compactly generated, and hence a coend internal to

the category T, of the functor (B.22).

(ii) Let E be a Γ-subspace of F such that E(n+) is closed in F(n+) for every

n ≥ 0. Let L be a closed based subset of K. Then the inclusions E −→ F

and L −→ K induce a closed embedding ι : E(L) −→ F(K).

Proof (i) The category T is closed under products inside the category K, so

the functor (B.22) takes values in T; the issue is that a priori, the quotient

topology need not be weak Hausdorff. We use Proposition A.7 to show that the

quotient space F(K) is compactly generated. We let E ⊂ (
∐

n≥0F(n+)×Kn)2 be

the equivalence relation generated by (B.21), which we had simply denoted ‘∼’

above. We will show that E is closed in the k-topology of (
∐

n≥0F(n+) × Kn)2.

Since products distribute over disjoint unions, we may show that

Em,n = E ∩ (F(m+) × Km × F(n+) × Kn)

is closed in F(m+)×Km ×F(n+)×Kn for all m, n ≥ 0. We consider (y, s, ȳ, s̄) ∈
Em,n, i.e., the pairs (y, s) and (ȳ, s̄) are equivalent. Proposition B.24 (ii) provides

surjective morphisms σ : m+ −→ k+ and σ̄ : n+ −→ k̄+, injective morphisms

δ : l+ −→ k+ and δ̄ : l+ −→ k̄+ and u ∈ Kk, ū ∈ K k̄ and (x, t) ∈ F(l+) × Kl such

that

F(σ)(y) = F(δ)(x) , s = σ∗(u) and t = δ∗(u)

and

F(σ̄)(ȳ) = F(δ̄)(x) , s̄ = σ̄∗(ū) and t = δ̄∗(ū) .

Equivalently, Em,n is the union, indexed over l, σ, σ̄, δ, δ̄ as above, of the finite

number of sets

(F(σ)×Km × F(σ̄) × Kn)−1

(
(F(δ) × σ∗ × F(δ̄) × σ̄∗)

(
(F(l+) × δ∗ × F(l+) × δ̄∗)−1(∆F(l+ )×Kl )

))
.

The diagonal∆F(l+ )×Kl is closed in (F(l+)×Kl)2 because F(l+)×Kl is compactly

generated. So its inverse image under the continuous map F(l+)×δ∗×F(l+)× δ̄∗
is closed in F(l+) × Kk × F(l+) × K k̄. The map F(δ) × σ∗ × F(δ̄) × σ̄∗ has a

continuous retraction, and is thus a closed embedding by Proposition A.12. So

the set

(F(δ) × σ∗ × F(δ̄) × σ̄∗)
(
(F(l+) × δ∗ × F(l+) × δ̄∗)−1(∆F(l+)×Kl )

)

is closed in F(k+) × Km × F(k̄+) × Kn. Since Em,n is the inverse image of this

latter closed set under a continuous map, this show the claim that Em,n is a

closed subset of F(m+) × Km × F(n+) × Kn.

(ii) Our first claim is that the map ι : E(L) −→ F(K) is injective. We let
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(x; l1, . . . , lm) ∈ E(m+) × Lm be a minimal representative of an element of

E(L). So the element x is non-degenerate, and the li’s are pairwise distinct and

different from the basepoint of L. We claim that x is also non-degenerate when

viewed as an element of the ambient Γ-space F. To see this, we argue by con-

tradiction and assume that there was an injective based map δ : k+ −→ n+ with

k < n and an element y ∈ F(k+) such that F(δ)(y) = x. We let σ : n+ −→ k+ be

a retraction to δ. Then y = F(σ)(F(δ)(y)) = F(σ)(x). Since E is a Γ-subspace

of F, we conclude that y ∈ E(k+). Then x = E(δ)(y), contradicting the non-

degeneracy of x. Altogether this shows that a representative of minimal dimen-

sion for a class in E(L) remains a minimal representative for its class in F(K).

Because minimal representatives are unique up to a permutation (Proposition

B.24 (iii)), this implies that the map ι : E(L) −→ F(K) is injective.

It remains to show that the continuous injection ι is a closed map. We con-

sider the commutative square

∐
n≥0 E(n+) × Ln incl //

p

��

∐
n≥0 F(n+) × Kn

q

��
E(L)

ι
// F(K)

where the vertical maps are the quotient maps. We consider a point (y, s) ∈
F(m+) × Km whose class in F(K) is in the image of ι. Then (y, s) is equivalent

to an element (x, t) ∈ E(l+)×Ll, which we can take as a minimal representative

in its (E, L)-equivalence class. As we argued in the injectivity statement, (x, t)

is then also a minimal representative in its (F,K)-equivalence class.

Proposition B.24 (ii) provides a surjective morphism σ : m+ −→ k+, an

injective morphism δ : l+ −→ k+ and u ∈ Kk such that

F(σ)(y) = F(δ)(x) , s = σ∗(u) and t = δ∗(u) .

So for every subset A ⊂ E(L), we have

(F(m+) × Km) ∩ q−1(ι(A)) =
⋃

σ,δ
(F(σ) × Km)−1

(
(F(δ) × σ∗)((F(l+) × δ∗)−1((E(l+) × Ll) ∩ p−1(A)))

)
.

The union is over the finite set of pairs (σ : m+ −→ k+, δ : l+ −→ k+) as above.

Now we assume that A is closed inside E(L). Because p is continuous, E(l+)

is closed in F(l+) and L is closed in K, the set (E(l+) × Ll) ∩ p−1(A) is then

closed inside F(l+) × Kl. So (F(l+) × δ∗)−1((E(l+) × Ll) ∩ p−1(A)) is a closed

subset of F(l+)×Kk. Since F(δ)×σ∗ has a continuous retraction, it is a closed

embedding by Proposition A.12. So the set (F(δ)×σ∗)((F(l+)× δ∗)−1((E(l+)×
Ll) ∩ p−1(A))) is closed in F(k+) × Km. As the inverse image of a closed set

under a continuous map, each set in the finite union above is closed inside
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F(m+)×Km. We conclude that (F(m+)×Km)∩q−1(ι(A)) is closed in F(m+)×Km

for every m ≥ 0, hence the set q−1(ι(A)) is closed. Since q is a quotient map,

this shows that ι(A) is closed in F(K). �

We let F : Γ −→ K be a Γ-k-space and K and L two based k-spaces. The

prolongation comes with a continuous, based assembly map

α : K ∧ F(L) −→ F(K ∧ L) , α(k ∧ [x; l1, . . . , ln]) = [x; k ∧ l1, . . . , k ∧ ln] .

The assembly map is natural in all three variables and associative and unital.

We define a ‘shifted’ Γ-space FK = F ◦ (K ∧ −) as the composite

Γ
K∧−−−−→ K∗

F−−→ K∗ .

Then for every based k-space L, we consider the maps

φn : FK(n+) × Ln = F(K ∧ n+) × Ln −→ F(K ∧ L)

defined by

φn

(
[x; k1 ∧ i1, . . . , km ∧ im]; l1, . . . , ln

)
= [x; k1 ∧ li1 , . . . , km ∧ lim ] ,

where x ∈ F(m+), k1, . . . , km ∈ K and i1, . . . , im ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Another way to

say this is that φn is the composite

F(K ∧ n+) × Ln
proj
−−−→ F(K ∧ n+) ∧ Ln ass−−→ F(K ∧ n+ ∧ Ln)

F(K∧ǫ)−−−−−→ F(K ∧ L) ,

where

ǫ : n+ ∧ Ln −→ L , i ∧ (l1, . . . , ln) 7−→ li .

is the evaluation map. These maps φn are compatible with the equivalence

relation defining FK(L), so they combine into a continuous map

φ : FK(L) −→ F(K ∧ L) .

The map φ is natural in F, K and L.

Proposition B.27. Let F : Γ −→ K be a Γ-k-space and K and L based k-

spaces. Then the natural map φ : FK(L) −→ F(K ∧ L) is a homeomorphism.

Proof We let q : K × L −→ K ∧ L denote the projection. In the category K,

product with any space preserves proclusions (Proposition A.3), so the map

F(m+) × qm : F(m+) × (K × L)m −→ F(m+) × (K ∧ L)m

is a proclusion for every m ≥ 0. The continuous map

ψm : F(m+) × (K × L)m −→ FK(L)
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defined by

ψm(x; (k1, l1), . . . , (km, lm)) = [[x; k1 ∧ 1, . . . , km ∧ m]; l1, . . . , lm]

is constant on the fibers of F(m+) × qm, so it factors over a continuous map

ψ̄m : F(m+) × (K ∧ L)m −→ FK(L) .

These maps are compatible with the equivalence relation defining F(K∧L), so

they combine into a continuous map

ψ : F(K ∧ L) −→ FK(L) .

Since φ and ψ are inverse to each other, this completes the proof. �

Construction B.28. Now we prove an interchange relation between geomet-

ric realization and prolongation of a Γ-space. We let A : ∆op −→ K∗ be a

simplicial based k-space and F : Γ −→ K a Γ-k-space. The composite

∆
op A−−→ K∗

F−−→ K∗

is a simplicial space, where the second functor is the prolongation of F, de-

noted by the same symbol. The composite has a geometric realization

|F ◦ A| = |[n] 7−→ F(An)| .

We exhibit a natural homeomorphism from |F ◦ A| to F(|A|), the value of F at

the realization of A. We let κn : An ∧ ∆n
+ −→ |A| be the canonical based map

sending a point (a, t) to its equivalence class in A. Then the maps

F(An) × ∆n
assembly
−−−−−−→ F(An ∧ ∆n

+)
F(κn )−−−−→ F(|A|)

are compatible with the equivalence relation defining |F ◦A|, as [n] varies over

the objects of ∆. So the maps define a continuous map

κ : |F ◦ A| −→ F(|A|) .

In terms of elements, κ is thus given by

κ[[x; a1, . . . , am], t] = [x; [a1, t], . . . , [am, t]] ,

for x ∈ F(m+), a1, . . . , am ∈ An and t ∈ ∆n.

The following proposition is [192, Lemma 1.9].

Proposition B.29. For every simplicial based k-space A : ∆op −→ K∗ and

every Γ-space F : Γ −→ K, the map κ : |F◦A| −→ F(|A|) is a homeomorphism.
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Proof This is a special case of the ‘Fubini theorem’ for coends. In more detail

we consider the functor

Γ × Γop × ∆op × ∆ −→ K , (k+, l+, [m], [n]) 7−→ F(k+) × Al
m × ∆n .

If we fix objects [m] and [n] of ∆, and exploit that coends commute with prod-

uct with ∆n, we obtain a homeomorphism

∫ k+∈Γ
F(k+) × Ak

m × ∆n
�

(∫ k+∈Γ
F(k+) × Ak

m

)
× ∆n

� F(Am) × ∆n .

These homeomorphisms are natural as ([m], [n]) vary in ∆op × ∆. So taking

coends over ∆ gives a homeomorphism

∫ [m]∈∆ ∫ k+∈Γ
F(k+) × Ak

m × ∆m
�

∫ [m]∈∆
F(Am) × ∆m = |F ◦ A| .

On the other hand, if we fix k and l and exploit that geometric realization

commutes with product with the space F(k+) and with products (see parts (i)

and (ii) of Proposition A.37), we obtain a homeomorphism

∫ [m]∈∆
F(k+) × Al

m × ∆m
� F(k+) ×

∫ [m]∈∆
Al

m × ∆m

= F(k+) × |Al| � F(k+) × |A|l .

These homeomorphisms are natural as (k+, l+) vary in Γ×Γop. So taking coends

over Γ gives a homeomorphism

∫ k+∈Γ ∫ [m]∈∆
F(k+) × Ak

m × ∆m
�

∫ k+∈Γ
F(k+) × |A|k = F(|A|) .

The ‘Fubini theorem’ for iterated coends (the dual to [105, IX.8, Corollary])

says that these two ways of iteratively taking coends are canonically isomor-

phic; the isomorphism is in fact the map κ of the proposition. �

Now we add group actions to the discussion of Γ-spaces. By a Γ-G-space,

for a topological group G, we simply mean a reduced functor from Γ to the

category GT of G-spaces. The previous proposition reduces the study of pro-

longed Γ-G-spaces on the realizations of G-simplicial sets to the study of sim-

plicial G-spaces of the form F ◦ A. A sufficient condition for the realization

of a simplicial G-space to be homotopically meaningful is Reedy cofibrancy.

This explains why we look for a practical condition to ensure that simplicial

G-spaces of the form F ◦ A are Reedy cofibrant; the concept of ‘G-cofibrancy’

introduced in Definition B.33 below does the job.

Construction B.30. We let P(n) denote the power set of {1, . . . , n}, i.e., the

set of subsets. We also write P(n) for the associated poset category, i.e., with
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object set P(n) and exactly one morphism U −→ T whenever U ⊆ T . Given a

Γ-space F, we obtain a functor from the poset category P(n) to based spaces

by sending a subset U to F(U+), with the maps F(U+) −→ F(T+) induced by

the inclusions. We obtain a latching map

ln : colimU({1,...,n} F(U+) −→ F(n+) . (B.31)

The symmetric group Σn acts on the target of the latching map by functoriality

of F. The symmetric group also acts on the source of ln, by letting σ ∈ Σn send

F(U+) to F(σ(U)+) via the map

F((σ · −)+) : F(U+) −→ F(σ(U)+) .

The latching map is equivariant for these two Σn-actions.

We will often consider a Γ-G-space for a topological group G. Then G

also acts on source and target of the latching map ln, which is thus (G × Σn)-

equivariant.

Now we observe that the latching map for a Γ-space F is also a latching map

for a certain simplicial space, whence the terminology and notation. We recall

that the ‘simplicial circle’ S1 : ∆op −→ Γ is given on objects by S1
n = n+, with

face maps di : n+ −→ (n − 1)+ given by

di( j) =



j − 1 for i < j, and

j for i ≥ j and j , n,

0 for i = j = n,

and degeneracy maps si : n+ −→ (n + 1)+ given by

si( j) =


j + 1 for i < j, and

j for i ≥ j.

The simplicial set S1 is isomorphic to ∆[1]/∂∆[1], and its realization is home-

omorphic to a circle, whence the name.

Proposition B.32. Let F be a Γ-space and n ≥ 0.

(i) There is a homeomorphism

Ln(F ◦ S1)
�−−→ colimU({1,...,n} F(U+)

whose composite with the latching map (B.31) is the latching map ln :

Ln(F ◦ S1) −→ F(S1
n) = F(n+) of the simplicial space F ◦ S1.

(ii) The latching map ln (B.31) is a closed embedding.
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(iii) Suppose that F is a Γ-G-space for a topological group G. Then the

canonical map

colimU({1,...,n} (F(U+))
G −→ (

colimU({1,...,n} F(U+)
)G

is a homeomorphism.

Proof (i) We recall that ∆(n) is the category with objects the weakly mono-

tone surjections σ : [n] −→ [k]; a morphism from σ to σ′ is a morphism

α : [k] −→ [k′] in ∆ with α ◦ σ = σ′. Moreover ∆(n)◦ is the full subcategory

with all objects except the identity of [n].

As we recalled in Remark A.40, the category ∆(n)op is isomorphic to the

poset category P(n). Indeed, an isomorphism is given on objects by

κ(σ : [n] −→ [k]) = {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : σ(i) > σ(i − 1)} .

In the other direction, a subset U ⊂ {1, . . . , n} is taken to the monotone surjec-

tion σU : [n] −→ [|U |] defined by

σU(i) = |U ∩ {1, . . . , i}| .

The structure map σ∗ : S1
k
−→ S1

n = n+ is injective with image

σ∗(S1
k) = κ(σ) ∪ {0} .

This means that the maps σ∗ : S1
k
= k+ −→ σ∗(k+) = κ(σ)+ define a natural

isomorphism between the two composites in the square of functors:

∆(n)op

u

��

κ

�

// P(n)

U 7→U+

��

σ∗ ;C
⑧⑧⑧⑧

∆
op

S1

// Γ

So as σ varies over the objects of ∆(n)◦, the homeomorphisms

(F ◦ S1 ◦ u)(σ) = F(k+)
F(σ∗ )−−−−→
�

F(κ(σ)+) −→ colimU({1,...,n} F(U+)

assemble into the desired isomorphism from Ln(F ◦ S1).

(ii) Part (i) shows that the latching map (B.31) is an instance of the latching

map of a simplicial compactly generated space. Claim (ii) is then a special case

of Proposition A.42 (iii).

(iii) We contemplate the commutative square:

Ln

(
(F ◦ S1)G

)

�

��

// (Ln(F ◦ S1))G

�

��
colimU({1,...,n} (F(U+))

G // (colimU({1,...,n} F(U+)
)G
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The left vertical map is the homeomorphism of part (i) for the non-equivariant

Γ-space (F ◦ S1)G. The right vertical map is the effect on G-fixed points of the

homeomorphism of part (i). The upper horizontal map is a homeomorphism by

Proposition B.1 (iv), for the simplicial G-space F ◦S1. So the lower horizontal

map is a homeomorphism. �

Definition B.33. Let G be a compact Lie group. A Γ-G-space F is G-cofibrant

if for every n ≥ 1 the latching map

ln : colimU({1,...,n} F(U+) −→ F(n+)

is a (G × Σn)-cofibration.

We discuss a relevant example of a cofibrant Γ-G-space in Example 6.3.16,

namely the Γ-G-space of pairwise orthogonal, finite-dimensional subspaces of

a complete complex G-universe.

Example B.34 (Equivariant Γ-simplicial sets). We let G be a finite group.

In the literature about equivariant Γ-spaces with values in simplicial sets, no

cofibrancy condition is needed to ensure good homotopical behavior. One way

to explain this is to observe that the geometric realization of a Γ-G-simplicial

set E : Γ −→ Gsset is automatically G-cofibrant. Indeed, applying Proposition

B.32 (ii) to the Γ-set in any given simplicial dimension shows that the latching

morphism

ln : colimU({1,...,n} E(U+) −→ E(n+) ,

taken internal to simplicial sets, is dimensionwise injective. Geometric real-

ization commutes with colimits and takes injective morphisms of (G × Σn)-

simplicial sets to relative (G × Σn)-CW-inclusions, which are in particular

(G × Σn)-cofibrations. So the map |ln| is a (G × Σn)-cofibration without any

hypotheses on E.

Our notion of ‘G-cofibrant’ should not be confused with cofibrancy in the

strict model structure that Bousfield and Friedlander introduce for non-equi-

variant Γ-simplicial sets in [22, Thm. 3.5], and generalized to Γ-G-simplicial

sets by Ostermayr [129, Thm. 4.12]. Being ‘strictly cofibrant’ includes the con-

dition that the symmetric group Σn acts freely on the complement of the image

of the latching map ln; for our purposes, no such freeness is necessary.

As we shall now see, the notion of cofibrancy for equivariantΓ-spaces is sta-

ble under passage to closed subgroups and fixed points by normal subgroups.

If F is a Γ-G-space and H a closed normal subgroup of G, we obtain a Γ-

G/H-space FH by taking H-fixed points objectwise. In other words, FH is the

composite functor

Γ
F−−→ GT

(−)H

−−−→ (G/H)T .
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Proposition B.35. Let H be a closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G and

F a G-cofibrant Γ-G-space.

(i) The underlying Γ-H-space of F is H-cofibrant.

(ii) If H is normal, then the Γ-G/H-space FH is (G/H)-cofibrant.

Proof Part (i) is clear because restriction from G × Σn to H × Σn preserves

colimits, and it preserves equivariant cofibrations by Proposition B.14 (i).

(ii) The n-th latching map for FH factors as the composite

colimU({1,...,n} FH(U+) −→
(
colimU({1,...,n} F(U+)

)H (ln)H

−−−−→ F(n+)
H

of the canonical map and the restriction of the latching map for F to H-fixed

points. The first map is an isomorphism of (G/H × Σn)-spaces by Proposition

B.32 (iii). Since ln is a (G × Σn)-cofibration, the second map (ln)H is a (G/H ×
Σn)-cofibration by Proposition B.12. �

Proposition B.36. Let G be a compact Lie group and F a G-cofibrant Γ-

G-space. Let K be a finite group and T a finite K-set. Let Y ⊂ P(T ) be a

K-invariant set of subsets of T that is closed under passage to subsets. Then

the canonical map

colimA∈Y F(A+) −→ F(T+)

is a (G × K)-cofibration.

Proof We prove the following more general statement. We letY ⊂ Z ⊂ P(T )

be two K-invariant sets that are both closed under passage to subsets. We show

that then the canonical morphism

colimA∈Y F(A+) −→ colimA∈Z F(A+)

is a (G × K)-cofibration. The claim is the special case Z = P(T ), which has a

terminal object T .

We start with the special case whereZ = Y∪{k ·B : k ∈ K} for some subset

B of T that does not belong toY. SinceZ is closed under taking subsets, every

proper subset of B then belongs to Z, and hence to Y. We let L ≤ K be the

stabilizer group of B, i.e., the subgroup of those k ∈ K that map B to itself.

Then the square

K ×L colimU(B F(U+)

��

K×L lB // K ×L F(B+)

��
colimA∈Y F(A+) // colimA∈Z F(A+)
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is a pushout of (G × K)-spaces. The latching map

lB : colimU(B F(U+) −→ F(B+)

is a (G × ΣB)-cofibration by the hypothesis that F is G-cofibrant. The L-action

on B specifies a homomorphism L −→ ΣB, so the latching map lB is a (G × L)-

cofibration by Proposition B.14 (i). Hence the upper horizontal map in the

square is a (G×K)-cofibration by Proposition B.14 (ii). Since equivariant cofi-

brations are stable under cobase change, the lower horizontal morphism is a

(G × K)-cofibration.

In the general case we choose a chain of intermediate K-invariant subsets

Y = Y0 ⊂ Y1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Yn = Z

such that eachYi is closed under taking subsets andYi has exactly one K-orbit

more than Yi−1. The claim then holds for each pair (Yi,Yi−1). Since (G × K)-

cofibrations are stable under composition, this proves the general case. �

Proposition B.37. Let G be a finite group, F a G-cofibrant Γ-G-space, and A

a simplicial finite based G-set.

(i) For all m, n ≥ 0 the ‘double latching map’

Lm (F ◦ (A ∧ n+))∪colimV({1,...,n} Lm(F◦(A∧V+))

(
colimV({1,...,n} F(Am ∧ V+)

)

−→ F(Am ∧ n+) (B.38)

is a (G × Σn)-cofibration.

(ii) The shifted Γ-G-space F|A| is G-cofibrant.

(iii) The simplicial G-space F ◦ A is Reedy G-cofibrant.

(iv) For every subgroup H of G the simplicial space (F ◦ A)H is Reedy cofi-

brant.

Proof (i) The double latching space is the colimit of the functor

(∆(m)op × P(n))◦
(σ:[m]−→[k],V)7→Ak∧V+−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Γ

F−−→ GT∗ ;

here (∆(m)op×P(n))◦ is the ‘punctured’ poset category with objects those pairs

(σ : [m] −→ [k],V) that are not both maximal, i.e., such that k < m or V is

a proper subset of {1, . . . , n}. As we explained in Remark A.40, the category

∆(m)op is isomorphic to the poset category P(m), with U ⊂ {1, . . . ,m} corre-

sponding to σU : [m] −→ [|U |] defined as

σU(i) = |U ∩ {1, . . . , i}| .

Under this isomorphism of categories, the first functor above becomes isomor-

phic to the functor

(P(m) × P(n))◦
(U,V)7→σ∗

U
(Ak)∧V+−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Γ . (B.39)
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We rewrite the functor (B.39). We set S = Am\{∗}, identify S + with Am, and

set

IU = Im(σ∗U : A|U| −→ Am)\{∗} ,

which is a G-invariant subset of S . We let Y denote the subposet of P(S ×
{1, . . . , n}) consisting of all subsets that are contained in IU×{1, . . . , n} for some

(U,V) ∈ (P(m) × P(n))◦. Then the functor (B.39) factors as the composite

(P(m) × P(n))◦
ϕ
−−→ Y incl−−→ P(S × {1, . . . , n}) (−)+−−−−→ Γ ,

where ϕ(U,V) = IU × V . Altogether this exhibits the double latching space as

the colimit of the composite

(P(m) × P(n))◦
ϕ
−−→ Y (−)+−−−−→ Γ

F−−→ GT∗ .

We claim that the poset map ϕ is final, i.e., for every subset B ∈ Y the

comma category B ↓ ϕ is non-empty and connected. The comma category

B ↓ ϕ is non-empty by the very definition ofY. Now we let (U,V) and (U ′,V ′)

be elements of the poset (P(m) × P(n))◦ such that

B ⊆ IU × V and B ⊆ IU′ × V ′ .

We let σ = σU : [m] −→ [k] and σ′ = σU′ : [m] −→ [k′] be the corresponding

monotone surjections. There is then a unique pushout in the category ∆:

[m]
σ′ //

σ

��

[k′]

α′

��
[k]

α
// [l]

(B.40)

The morphisms α and α′ are again surjective. We set τ = α ◦ σ = α′ ◦ σ′ and

claim that

τ∗(Al) = σ∗(Ak) ∩ (σ′)∗(Ak′) . (B.41)

This is essentially the content of [58, 3.2], slightly reformulated; we reproduce

the argument for the convenience of the reader. Since τ∗(Al) = σ
∗(α∗(Al)), the

set τ∗(Al) is contained in σ∗(Ak), and similarly for (σ′)∗(Ak′). Conversely, we

let a ∈ Am be a simplex such that a = σ∗(x) = (σ′)∗(y) for some x ∈ Ak and

y ∈ Ak′ . We write x = β∗(z) and y = (β′)∗(z̄) for surjective homomorphisms

β : [k] −→ [p], β′ : [k′] −→ [p′] and non-degenerate simplices z and z̄. Then

(βσ)∗(z) = a = (β′σ′)∗(z̄) .

By the ‘Eilenberg-Zilber lemma’ ([49, (8.3)], see also [58, Sec. II.3]), the rep-

resentation of a simplex as a degeneracy of a non-degenerate element is unique,
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so p = p′, z = z̄ and βσ = β′σ′. Since the square (B.40) is a pushout, there is

a unique morphism λ : [l] −→ [p] such that λα = β and λα′ = β′. So

a = (βσ)∗(z) = (λασ)∗(z) = (λτ)∗(z) = τ∗(λ∗(z)) ∈ τ∗(Al) .

This completes the proof of the relation (B.41).

We define

T = {i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} : τ(i) > τ(i − 1)} ,

so that τ∗(Al\{∗}) = IT . We now observe that

B ⊆ (IU × V) ∩ (IU′ × V ′) = τ∗(Al\{∗}) × (V ∩ V ′) = IT × (V ∩ V ′) .

We have thus found an element (T,V ∩ V ′) in the poset (P(m) × P(n))◦ that is

less than or equal to both (U,V) and (U,V ′), and such that B ⊆ ϕ(T,V ∩ V ′).

So the comma category B ↓ ϕ is connected. Since the functor ϕ is final, we can

conclude that the canonical (G × Σn)-equivariant map

colim(U,V)∈(P(m)×P(n))◦ F((IU × V)+) −→ colimB∈Y F(B+)

is a homeomorphism. On the other hand, the set Y is closed under passage

to subsets and (G × Σn)-invariant inside P(S × {1, . . . , n}). So we can apply

Proposition B.36 with K = G × Σn and T = S × {1, . . . , n}. We conclude that

the canonical map

colimB∈Y F(B+) −→ F((S × {1, . . . , n})+) � F(Am ∧ n+)

is a (G × G × Σn)-cofibration. When we restrict to the diagonal G-action,

the same map is a (G × Σn)-cofibration by Proposition B.14 (i). Combining

these two facts shows that the double latching morphism (B.38) is a (G × Σn)-

cofibration.

(ii) Part (i) says that the morphism of simplicial (G × Σn)-spaces

colimV({1,...,n} F ◦ (A ∧ V+) −→ F ◦ (A ∧ n+)

is a Reedy (G×Σn)-cofibration. Geometric realization is a left Quillen functor,

so it takes Reedy (G×Σn)-cofibrations of simplicial (G×Σn)-spaces to (G×Σn)-

cofibrations. So the map

| colimV({1,...,n} F ◦ (A ∧ V+)| −→ |F ◦ (A ∧ n+)|

is a (G × Σn)-cofibration. Realization commutes with colimits, so the source is

a colimit, over proper subsets of {1, . . . , n}, of the spaces |F ◦ (A ∧ V+)|. The

Fubini isomorphism of Proposition B.29 identifies the G-space |F ◦ (A ∧ V+)|
with F(|A ∧ V+|) � F(|A| ∧ V+) = F|A|(V+). This proves the claim.

Part (iii) is the special case of part (i) for n = 1.
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(iv) The restriction functor from G-spaces to H-spaces preserves colim-

its, and hence latching objects, and takes G-cofibrations to H-cofibrations by

Proposition B.14 (i); so the latching map ln : Ln(F ◦ A) −→ F(An) is an H-

cofibration by part (iii). The H-fixed point map

(ln)H : (Ln(F ◦ A))H −→ (F(An))H

is then a non-equivariant cofibration by Proposition B.12. Taking H-fixed points

commutes with taking latching objects, by Proposition B.1 (iv). So the n-th

latching map for the simplicial space (F ◦ A)H is a cofibration. �

The following proposition provides a way to reduce certain questions about

Γ-G-spaces for compact Lie groups to the special case of finite groups.

Proposition B.42. Let G be a connected compact Lie group and F a Γ-G-

space. Then for every based G-space K the map

(FG)(KG) −→ (F(K))G

induced by the fixed point inclusions FG −→ F and KG −→ K is a homeomor-

phism.

Proof Since F(n+)
G is closed inside F(n+) and KG is a closed subset of K,

Proposition B.26 (ii) shows that the inclusions induce a closed embedding

(FG)(KG) −→ F(K). The image of this map is contained in F(K)G, so it only

remains to show that every G-fixed point of F(K) is the image of a point in

(FG)(KG). We consider a point of F(K) represented by a tuple (x; k1, . . . , kn)

in F(n+) × Kn. We assume that the number n has been chosen minimally, so

that x is non-degenerate and the entries ki are pairwise distinct and different

from the basepoint of K. If the point [x; k1, . . . , kn] of F(K) is G-fixed, then for

every group element g the tuple (gx; gk1, . . . , gkn) is equivalent to the original

tuple. By Proposition B.24 (iii) there is a unique permutation σ(g) ∈ Σn such

that

(gx; gk1, . . . , gkn) = (F(σ(g)−1)(x); kσ(g)(1), . . . , kσ(g)(n)) .

The map σ : G −→ Σn is a homomorphism, and it is continuous since G acts

continuously on K. Since G is connected, the homomorphism must be trivial,

i.e., σ(g) = 1 for all g ∈ G. Thus the points x and k1, . . . , kn are all G-fixed. �

For us, the main purpose of equivariant Γ-spaces is to construct equivariant

spectra by evaluation on spheres. In more detail, we let G be a compact Lie

group and F a Γ-G-space. We define an orthogonal G-spectrum F(S) by

F(S)(V) = F(S V ) .

The structure map σV,W : S V ∧ F(S)(W) −→ F(S)(V ⊕ W) is the assembly
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map for K = S V and L = S W , followed by the effect of F on the canonical

homeomorphism S V ∧ S W
� S V⊕W . The O(V)-action on F(S)(V) is via the

action on S V and the continuous functoriality of F. If V is a G-representation,

then F(S V) has the diagonal G-action, from its actions on F and on V .

Proposition B.43. Let G be a compact Lie group and F a G-cofibrant Γ-G-

space.

(i) For every G-representation V, the fixed point space F(S V)G is (dim(VG)−
1)-connected.

(ii) The orthogonal G-spectrum F(S) is equivariantly connective.

Proof (i) We start with the special case where G is a finite group. We set

d = dim(VG). A choice of linear isometry VG
� Rd induces a G-equivariant

homeomorphism between F(S V ) and F(S d∧S V⊥ ), where V⊥ is the orthogonal

complement of VG inside V . So F(S V)G is homeomorphic to F(S d ∧ S V⊥)G.

The sphere S d is homeomorphic to the geometric realization of the based

simplicial set ∆[d]/∂∆[d], the represented simplicial set ∆[d] = ∆(−, [d]) mod-

ulo its simplicial boundary. The representation sphere S V⊥ is homeomorphic

to the geometric realization of a finite based G-simplicial set. Indeed, S V⊥ ad-

mits the structure of a smooth G-manifold; Illman’s triangulation theorem [83]

then provides a G-equivariant triangulation. Passing to the barycentric sub-

division provides a finite G-simplicial set B that realizes to S V⊥ . Altogether,

S V is G-homeomorphic to the geometric realization of the G-simplicial set

A = (∆[d]/∂∆[d])∧ B.

Proposition B.29 provides a G-equivariant homeomorphism

F(S V) � F(|A|) � |F ◦ A| .

Taking G-fixed points commutes with realization by Proposition B.1 (iv), so

F(S V)G is homeomorphic to the realization of the simplicial space (F ◦ A)G

that takes [m] ∈ ∆op to the space F(Am)G. In dimensions below d, the simpli-

cial set ∆[d]/∂∆[d], and hence also the simplicial set A = (∆[d]/∂∆[d]) ∧ B,

consists only of the base point. So for m < d, the space F(Am)G is a single

point. Moreover, the simplicial space (F ◦ A)G is Reedy cofibrant by Proposi-

tion B.37 (iv). So its realization is (d − 1)-connected by Proposition A.46 (ii).

Altogether this establishes the claim that the space F(S V)G is (d−1)-connected.

Now we treat the case of a general compact Lie group. We let G◦ denote

the connected component of the identity and Ḡ = G/G◦ the finite group of

components of G. The Γ-Ḡ-space FG◦ is Ḡ-cofibrant by Proposition B.35 (ii).

Proposition B.42 provides a homeomorphism

F(S V)G =
(
F(S V)G◦ )Ḡ

�
(
(FG◦ )(S VG◦

)
)Ḡ
.
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Because (VG◦ )Ḡ = VG, the right hand side is (dim(VG) − 1)-connected by

the special case above, for the finite group Ḡ, the Γ-Ḡ-space FG◦ and the Ḡ-

representation VG◦ .

(ii) We let H be any closed subgroup of G and show that the group πH
−k

(F(S))

is trivial for all k ≥ 1. We let V be any H-representation, K a closed subgroup

of H, and we set dK = dim(VK). The underlying Γ-K-space of F is K-cofibrant

by Proposition B.35 (i). So F(S R
k⊕V )K is (k + dK − 1)-connected by part (i).

On the other hand, the cellular dimension of S V at K, in the sense of [179,

II.2, p. 106], is at most dK . Because k is positive, the cellular dimension of

S V at K does not exceed the connectivity of F(S R
k⊕V )K . So every based con-

tinuous H-map S V −→ F(S R
k⊕V ) is equivariantly null-homotopic by [179, II

Prop. 2.7], and the set [S V , F(S R
k⊕V )]H has only one element. Passage to the

colimit over V ∈ s(UH) proves the claim. �

We can also show that prolongation of G-cofibrant Γ-G-spaces is homo-

topical in the Γ-space variable, as long as we evaluate on finite based G-CW-

complexes.

Definition B.44. Let G be a compact Lie group. A morphism ψ : E −→ F of

Γ-G-spaces is a strict equivalence if for every n ≥ 1 the map of (G×Σn)-spaces

ψ(n+) : E(n+) −→ F(n+) is an F (G;Σn)-weak equivalence, where F (G;Σn) is

the family of graph subgroups of G × Σn.

Remark B.45. A strict equivalence ψ : E −→ F of Γ-G-spaces also satisfies

the following condition: for every closed subgroup H of G and every finite

H-set S , the map ψ(S +) : E(S +) −→ F(S +) is an H-weak equivalence with

respect to the diagonal H-actions. Indeed, if S has n elements, we may suppose

that S = {1, . . . , n} with H-action specified by a continuous homomorphism

ρ : H −→ Σn. We let K be a closed subgroup of H and Γ the graph of ρ|K :

K −→ Σn. The map ψ(S +)Γ : E(S +)Γ :−→ F(S +)Γ is a weak equivalence by

the hypothesis on ψ. Moreover,

F(S +)
K = F(S +)Γ ,

where the fixed points on the left hand side are with respect to the diagonal

K-action. This proves the claim.

The following result will allow us to extend equivariant homotopical prop-

erties from the class of finite G-simplicial sets to the class of finite G-CW-

complexes. The non-equivariant case is treated for example in [71, Thm. 2C.5].

I am sure that also the equivariant result is well-known; however, I don’t know

a reference, so I provide a proof.

Proposition B.46. Let G be a finite group.
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(i) Let X be a finite G-CW-complex, A a finite G-simplicial set and f :

|A| −→ X a continuous G-map. Then there is a finite G-simplicial set

B, a monomorphism of G-simplicial sets i : A −→ B and a G-homotopy

equivalence h : |B| −→ X such that

h ◦ |i| = f : |A| −→ X .

(ii) Every finite based G-CW-complex is based G-homotopy equivalent to the

realization of a finite based G-simplicial set.

Proof (i) We let cY = (Y × [0, 1])/(Y × {1}) denote the unreduced cone of

a space Y. We start with a very special case, namely when there is a pushout

square of G-spaces

G/H × |∂∆[k]| incl //

α

��

G/H × c|∂∆[k]|

��
|A|

f
// X

for some subgroup H of G and some k ≥ 0; in other words, we suppose that X

is obtained from |A| by attaching one equivariant cell.

The continuous map

α(eH,−) : |∂∆[k]| −→ |A|

lands in the H-fixed points. Since fixed points commute with realization (Propo-

sition B.1 (iv)), we may view it as a continuous map to |AH |. Now we use a

‘simplicial approximation’, by which we mean the following data:

• a finite simplicial set D,

• a morphism of simplicial sets Φ : D −→ AH , and

• a homotopy equivalence ϕ : |D| −→ |∂∆[k]| such that α(eH,−) ◦ ϕ is homo-

topic to the realization of Φ.

For example, we can use D = Sdm(∂∆[k]) for a suitably large m ≥ 0, where

Sd is Kan’s subdivision functor [87, Sec. 7]; the remaining data is then pro-

vided by Lemma 7.5 and Theorem 8.5 of [87]. Alternatively, we can take

D = S Dm(∂∆[k]) for a suitably large m ≥ 0, where S D is the ‘double sim-

plicial subdivision’ of [41, Def. (12.5)]; the other data is provided by [41,

Thm. (12.7)].

We let Φ̃ : G/H × D −→ A be the G-equivariant extension of Φ, i.e.,

Φ̃n(gH, x) = g · Φ(x) for g ∈ G and x ∈ Dn. The geometric realization of

Φ̃ is then G-equivariantly homotopic to the composite

G/H × |D|
G/H×ϕ
−−−−−→ G/H × |∂∆[k]| α−−→ |A| .
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We choose a G-equivariant homotopy

K : G/H × |D| × [0, 1] −→ |A|

from |Φ̃| to the map α ◦ (G/H × ϕ). We absorb the homotopy into the mapping

cylinder of the map |Φ̃| : G/H× |D| −→ |A|, and obtain a commutative diagram

of G-spaces:

|A| ∪|Φ̃| (G/H × |D| × [0, 1])

Id|A| ∪K

��

G/H × |D| incl //(−,1)oo

G/H×ϕ
��

G/H × c|D|

G/H×ϕ̄
��

|A| G/H × |∂∆[k]|
incl

//
α

oo G/H × c|∂∆[k]|

All vertical maps in the diagram are G-homotopy equivalences, and the right

horizontal maps are G-cofibrations. The gluing lemma (Proposition B.6) then

shows that the induced map on pushouts

|A| ∪|Φ̃| (G/H × |D| × [0, 1]) ∪G/H×|D| (G/H × c|D|) (B.47)

−→ |A| ∪α (G/H × c|∂∆[k]|) � X

is a G-weak equivalence; moreover, its restriction to |A| is the original map f :

|A| −→ X. The source of (B.47) is homeomorphic to the unreduced mapping

cone of the map |Φ̃|. Mapping cones can also be formed in the category of

G-simplicial sets, so the source of (B.47) is equivariantly homeomorphic to

the realization of the unreduced mapping cone of Φ̃ : G/H × D −→ A. This

simplicial mapping cone is the desired G-simplicial set B.

The rest of the argument is now straightforward. Induction over the number

of relative equivariant cells proves the case where (X, |A|) is a finite relative

G-CW-pair and where f : |A| −→ X is the inclusion. In the general case,

the filtration of A by simplicial skeleta induces a filtration on the geometric

realization that gives |A| the structure of a finite G-CW-complex. If the map f

is cellular for this structure, then the mapping cylinder Z = |A| × [0, 1] ∪ f X

inherits a finite G-CW-structure in which |A| is an equivariant subcomplex. So

the previous case provides a finite G-simplicial set B, a monomorphism of G-

simplicial sets i : A −→ B and a G-homotopy equivalence h : |B| −→ Z such

that the composite

h ◦ |i| : |A| −→ Z

is the ‘front inclusion’ (−, 0) : |A| −→ Z. The projection Z −→ X is a G-

equivariant homotopy equivalence and f = p ◦ (−, 0) : |A| −→ X. So the triple

(B, i, p◦h) has the desired properties. If the map f is arbitrary, we use the equiv-

ariant cellular approximation theorem (see for example [25, II Prop. 5.6], [109,
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Thm. 4.4] or [179, Ch. II, Thm. 2.1]) and the equivariant homotopy extension

property of the G-map |i| : |A| −→ |B| to reduce to the cellular case.

(ii) We let X be a finite based G-CW-complex. We apply part (i) to the termi-

nal simplicial G-set A = ∗ and the inclusion of the basepoint | ∗ | −→ X; part (i)

provides a finite based G-simplicial set B and a based G-homotopy equivalence

h : |B| −→ X. �

Now we have all tools ready to show that prolongation preserves strict equiv-

alences between cofibrant Γ-G-spaces, at least on finite G-CW-complexes.

Proposition B.48. Let G be a finite group and ψ : E −→ F a strict equivalence

between cofibrant Γ-G-spaces. Then for every finite based G-CW-complex X,

the map ψ(X)G : E(X)G −→ F(X)G is a weak equivalence.

Proof We start with the special case where X = |B| is the geometric real-

ization of a finite based G-simplicial set B. In this situation, the morphism of

simplicial spaces (ψ ◦ B)G : (E ◦ B)G −→ (F ◦ B)G is levelwise a weak equiv-

alence by Remark B.45. Moreover, source and target are Reedy cofibrant by

Proposition B.37 (iv). Geometric realization takes levelwise weak equivalences

between Reedy cofibrant simplicial spaces to weak equivalences (Proposition

A.44). This proves the special case.

In the general case we choose a finite based G-simplicial set B and a based

G-homotopy equivalence h : |B| −→ X, as provided by Proposition B.46 (ii).

ProlongedΓ-spaces are continuous functors, so they preserve equivariant based

homotopies. In the commutative square

E(|B|)G
ψ(|B|)G

//

E(h)G

��

F(|B|)G

F(h)G

��
E(X)G

ψ(X)G

// F(X)G

both vertical maps are thus homotopy equivalences. The upper map is a weak

equivalence by the previous paragraph, hence so is the lower map. �

Now we move on to the analysis of special and very special Γ-G-spaces.

We will eventually assume that the Γ-G-space is G-cofibrant, in order to have

homotopical control over its prolongation. The final aim is to show that for

finite G and very special (respectively special) F, the evaluation on spheres

F(S) is a G-Ω-spectrum (respectively ‘positive’ G-Ω-spectrum), see Theorem

B.61 respectively Theorem B.65 below.

If F is any Γ-space and S a finite set, then we define the map

PS : F(S +) −→ map(S , F(1+))
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by PS (x)(s) = F(ps)(x), where ps : S + −→ 1+ sends s to 1 and all other

elements of S + to the basepoint. If a group G acts on F and S , then the map PS

is G-equivariant for the diagonal G-action on the source and the conjugation

action on the target.

Definition B.49. Let G be a compact Lie group. A Γ-G-space F is special if

for every closed subgroup H of G and every finite H-set S the map

(PS )H : F(S +)
H −→ mapH(S , F(1+))

is a weak equivalence.

We showed in Proposition B.35 that the notion of cofibrancy for equivari-

ant Γ-spaces is stable under passage to closed subgroups and fixed points by

normal subgroups. Now we show the analogous statement for specialness.

Proposition B.50. Let H be a closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G and

F a special Γ-G-space.

(i) The underlying Γ-H-space of F is special.

(ii) If H is normal, then the Γ-G/H-space FH is special.

Proof Part (i) is clear by definition. For part (ii) we consider a closed sub-

group of G/H, which must be of the form ∆/H for a closed subgroup ∆ of G

with H ≤ ∆. We let S be a finite ∆/H-set, which we can also view as a finite

∆-set by restriction along the projection ∆ −→ ∆/H. The claim then follows

from the hypothesis that F is special and the relations

(FH(S ))∆/H = F(S )∆ and map∆/H(S , FH(1+)) = map∆(S , F(1+)) . �

The functor obtained by prolonging a Γ-G-space comes with ‘Wirthmüller

type’ maps, defined as follows. We let H be a closed subgroup of finite index

in G and Z a based H-space. We recall that lZ : G ⋉H Z −→ Z denotes the H-

equivariant projection to the wedge summand indexed by the preferred coset

eH, i.e.,

lZ[g, z] =


g · z if g ∈ H, and

∗ else.

The H-equivariant map F(lZ) : F(G ⋉H Z) −→ F(Z) is then adjoint to a G-

equivariant Wirthmüller map

ωZ : F(G ⋉H Z) −→ mapH(G, F(Z)) . (B.51)

We recall some equivalent characterizations of special Γ-G-spaces. The equiv-

alence of the first two conditions was first noted in [158, Cor.].
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Proposition B.52. Let G be a compact Lie group and F a Γ-G-space. Then

the following conditions are equivalent.

(i) The Γ-G-space F is special.

(ii) For every n ≥ 1 the map

Pn : F(n+) −→ map({1, . . . , n}, F(1+)) = F(1+)
n

is an F (G;Σn)-equivalence, where F (G;Σn) is the family of graph sub-

groups.

(iii) For all pairs of finite G-sets T and U, the map

(F(pT ), F(pU)) : F((T ∐ U)+) −→ F(T+) × F(U+)

is a G-weak equivalence, and for every finite index subgroup H of G

and every finite H-set S , the Wirthmüller map ωS + : F((G ×H S )+) −→
mapH(G, F(S +)) is a G-weak equivalence.

Proof (i)⇐⇒ (ii) We let H be a closed subgroup of G. Every finite H-set is

isomorphic to α∗{1, . . . , n} for some continuous homomorphism α : H −→ Σn.

If Γ ≤ G × Σn denotes the graph of α, then F(n+)
Γ = F(α∗{1, . . . , n})H and

(F(1+)
n)Γ = mapH(α∗{1, . . . , n}, F(1+)). So the map (Pn)Γ is a weak equiva-

lence if and only if the map (Pα∗{1,...,n})
H is a weak equivalence.

(i)=⇒ (iii) In the commutative square

F((T ∐ U)+)
(F(pT ),F(pU )) //

PT∐U ≃
��

F(T+) × F(U+)

pT×pU≃
��

map(T ∐ U, F(1+))
�

// map(T, F(1+)) ×map(U, F(1+))

(B.53)

both vertical maps are G-weak equivalences because F is special, and the lower

horizontal map is a homeomorphism. So the upper horizontal map is a G-weak

equivalence.

Now we suppose that H has finite index in G and we let S be a finite H-set.

Then the Wirthmüller map participates in the commutative diagram:

F((G ×H S )+)
ωS+ //

PG×H S

��

mapH(G, F(S +))

mapH (G,PS )

��
map(G ×H S , F(1+))

�

// mapH(G,map(S , F(1+)))

The left and right vertical maps are G-weak equivalences by specialness, ap-

plied to the G-set G ×H S respectively the H-set S . The lower horizontal

homeomorphism sends f : G ×H S −→ F(1+) to the adjoint H-map f̂ :
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G −→ map(S , F(1+)) with f̂ (g)(s) = f [g, s]. Altogether this shows that the

Wirthmüller map ωS + is a G-weak equivalence.

(iii)=⇒ (i) We start by showing that for every finite G-set S the map PS :

F(S +) −→ map(S , F(1+)) is a G-weak equivalence. If S = T∐U is the disjoint

union of two finite G-sets T and U, we contemplate the commutative square

(B.53). The upper horizontal map is a G-weak equivalence by hypothesis. The

lower horizontal map is an equivariant homeomorphism. So if the claim holds

for the G-sets T and U, then it holds for their disjoint union. This reduces the

claim to the case of transitive G-sets. For every finite index subgroup H of G,

there is a commutative square of G-maps

F((G/H)+)
PG/H //

�

��

map(G/H, F(1+))

�

��
F(G ⋉H 1+)

ω1+

// mapH(G, F(1+))

where the right vertical map is adjoint to the H-map

map(G/H, F(1+)) −→ F(1+) , f 7−→ f (eH) .

The two vertical maps are homeomorphisms. The lower horizontal map is the

Wirthmüller map for the H-set {1}; this map is a G-weak equivalence by hy-

pothesis. So the map PS is a G-weak equivalence for transitive G-sets; this

completes the proof of the first claim.

Now we let H be a finite index subgroup of G and S a finite H-set. The

H-maps [1,−] : S + −→ (G×H S )+ and lS : (G×H S )+ −→ S + express S + as an

H-equivariant retract of the based G-set (G ×H S )+. The middle vertical map

in the commutative diagram

F(S +)
H

(PS )H

��

F([1,−])H

// F((G ×H S )+)
H

F(lS )H

//

(PG×H S )H

��

F(S +)
H

(PS )H

��
mapH(S , F(1+))

(lS )∗
// mapH(G ×H S , F(1+))

[1,−]∗
// mapH(S , F(1+))

is a weak equivalence by the previous paragraph, and both horizontal compos-

ites are the identity maps. Since weak equivalences are closed under retracts,

the map (PS )H is a weak equivalence. This proves that the Γ-G-space F is

special. �

Proposition B.54. Let G be a compact Lie group and F a G-cofibrant special

Γ-G-space.
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(i) For all finite based G-CW-complexes X and Y the map

(F(pX), F(pY)) : F(X ∨ Y) −→ F(X) × F(Y)

is a G-weak equivalence.

(ii) For every finite index subgroup H of G and every finite based H-CW-

complex Z, the Wirthmüller map

ωZ : F(G ⋉H Z) −→ mapH(G, F(Z))

is a G-weak equivalence.

(iii) For every finite based G-CW-complex X, the shifted Γ-G-space FX is

special.

Proof (i) We wish to show that for every closed subgroup H of G the map

(F(pX)H , F(pY)H) : F(X ∨ Y)H −→ F(X)H × F(Y)H

is a weak equivalence. The underlyingΓ-H-space of F is H-cofibrant by Propo-

sition B.35 (i) and special by Proposition B.50 (i). Moreover, the underlying

H-spaces of X and Y are H-homotopy equivalent to finite H-CW-complexes,

by [85, Cor. B]. So we may assume without loss of generality that H = G.

We start with the special case where the group G is finite and X = |A| and

Y = |B| are realizations of two finite based G-simplicial sets A and B. For every

n ≥ 0, the map

(F(pAn
)G, F(pBn

)G) : F(An ∨ Bn)G −→ F(An)G × F(Bn)G

is a weak equivalence by Proposition B.52 (iii). The map of simplicial spaces

((F ◦ pA)G, (F ◦ pB)G) : (F ◦ (A ∨ B))G −→ (F ◦ A)G × (F ◦ B)G

is thus levelwise a weak equivalence. The simplicial spaces (F ◦ (A ∨ B))G,

(F◦A)G and (F◦B)G are Reedy cofibrant by Proposition B.37 (iv). The product

simplicial space (F ◦ A)G × (F ◦ B)G is then Reedy cofibrant by Proposition

A.50. So the map induced on geometric realizations

|(F ◦ (A ∨ B))G| −→ |(F ◦ A)G × (F ◦ B)G|

is a weak equivalence by Proposition A.44. Realization commutes with fixed

points (Proposition B.1 (iv)) and products (Proposition A.37 (ii)), so the map

(|F ◦ pA|, |F ◦ pB|)G : |F ◦ (A ∨ B)|G −→ (|F ◦ A| × |F ◦ B|)G

is a weak equivalence. The Fubini isomorphism |F ◦ A|G � F(|A|)G of Proposi-

tion B.29 then translates this into the claim for the geometric realizations of A

and B.

Now we continue to assume that G is finite, but X and Y are arbitrary finite
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based G-CW-complexes. We choose based G-homotopy equivalences |A| ≃ X

and |B| ≃ Y for suitable finite based G-simplicial sets A and B as provided by

Proposition B.46 (ii). Prolonged Γ-G-spaces preserve equivariant homotopy

equivalences, so the general case follows from the special case.

It remains to treat the general case of a compact Lie group. We let G◦ be the

identity component of G and we write Ḡ = G/G◦ for the finite group of path

components. The Γ-Ḡ-space FG◦ is Ḡ-cofibrant by Proposition B.35 (ii) and

special by Proposition B.50 (ii). Since X and Y are finite G-CW-complexes,

XG◦ and YG◦ are finite Ḡ-CW-complexes. So the map

(FG◦ (pXG◦ ), FG◦(pYG◦ )) : FG◦ (XG◦ ∨ YG◦ ) −→ FG◦ (XG◦ ) × FG◦(YG◦ )

induces a weak equivalence on Ḡ-fixed points by the previous paragraph. More-

over,

(FG◦ (XG◦ ))Ḡ
� (F(X)G◦)Ḡ = F(X)G

by Proposition B.42, and similarly for the G-fixed points of F(Y) and F(X∨Y).

This completes the proof.

(ii) We start by showing that the G-fixed point map

(ωZ)G : F(G ⋉H Z)G −→ (mapH(G, F(Z)))G

is a weak equivalence. Evaluation at 1 ∈ G identifies the target of (ωZ)G with

F(Z)H, so we may show that the composite map

F(G ⋉H Z)G incl−−→ F(G ⋉H Z)H F(lZ )H

−−−−−→ F(Z)H (B.55)

is a weak equivalence.

We start with the special where G is finite and Z = |B| is the geometric

realization of a finite based H-simplicial set B; then G⋉H Z is G-homeomorphic

to the geometric realization of the finite based G-simplicial set G ⋉H B. By

Proposition B.29 and A.37 (ii), the space F(|G ⋉H B|)G is homeomorphic to

|(F ◦ (G ⋉H B))G|. Similarly, F(|B|)H is homeomorphic to |(F ◦ B)H |. Under

these homeomorphisms, the map (B.55) becomes the geometric realization of

the morphism of simplicial spaces

(F ◦ lB)H ◦ incl : (F ◦ (G ⋉H B))G −→ (F ◦ B)H (B.56)

whose value at the object [n] of ∆op is the map F(lBn
)H ◦ incl. The morphism of

simplicial spaces (B.56) is a weak equivalence in every simplicial dimension

by Proposition B.52 (iii); moreover, source and target are Reedy cofibrant by

Proposition B.37 (iv). As a levelwise weak equivalence between Reedy cofi-

brant simplicial spaces, the morphism (B.56) induces a weak equivalence on

geometric realizations, by Proposition A.44. This completes the proof that the

map (B.55) is a weak equivalence in the special case Z = |B|.
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Now we treat the case where G is finite, but Z is any finite based H-CW-

complex. Proposition B.46 (ii) provides a finite based H-simplicial set B and a

based H-homotopy equivalence h : |B| −→ Z. The map G ⋉H h : G ⋉H |B| −→
G ⋉H Z is then a based G-homotopy equivalence. In the commutative square

F(G ⋉H |B|)G
F(l|B| )

H◦incl //

F(G⋉H h)G

��

F(|B|)H

F(h)H

��
F(G ⋉H Z)G

F(lZ )H◦incl

// F(Z)H

both vertical maps are then homotopy equivalences. The upper map is a weak

equivalence by the previous paragraph, hence so is the lower map. This com-

pletes the proof that the map (B.55) is a weak equivalence in the special case

when G is finite.

It remains to treat the case of a general compact Lie group. We let G◦ be

the identity component of G and we write Ḡ = G/G◦ for the finite group of

path components. The Γ-Ḡ-space FG◦ is Ḡ-cofibrant by Proposition B.35 (ii)

and special by Proposition B.50 (ii). Since H has finite index in G, the identity

components of H and G are the same, i.e., H◦ = G◦. Moreover, H̄ = H/H◦ is

a subgroup of Ḡ.

Since Z is a finite H-CW-complex, XH◦ is a finite H̄-CW-complex. So the

map

(FG◦ (lZH◦ ))H̄ ◦ incl : (FG◦ (Ḡ ⋉H̄ ZH◦ ))Ḡ −→ (FG◦ (ZH◦ ))H̄

is a weak equivalence by the previous paragraph. Proposition B.42 lets us

rewrite source and target of this map as

(FG◦ (Ḡ ⋉H̄ ZH◦ ))Ḡ
� (FG◦ ((G ⋉H Z)G◦ ))Ḡ

� (F(G ⋉H Z)G◦ )Ḡ = F(G ⋉H Z)G

respectively

(FG◦ (ZH◦ ))H̄ = (FH◦(ZH◦ ))H̄
� (F(Z)H◦)H̄

� F(Z)H .

Under these homeomorphisms, the map (FG◦ (lZH◦ ))H̄ ◦ incl becomes the map

(B.55). This completes the proof that the map (B.55) is a weak equivalence for

all compact Lie groups G and all finite based H-CW-complexes Z. Hence the

map (ωZ)G is a weak equivalence.

Now we let K be any closed subgroup of G. Since H has finite index in G,

the set G/H is finite, and there is a finite set {γi}i=1,...,n of K-H-double coset

representatives. These determine a K-equivariant wedge decomposition

D :
∨

i=1,...,n
K ⋉K∩γi H c∗γi

(Z) � G ⋉H Z , [k, z]i 7−→ [kγi, z] .
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We obtain a commutative square:

F(G ⋉H Z)K
(ωZ )K

//

≃
��

(mapH(G, F(Z)))K

�

��∏n
i=1 F(K ⋉K∩γi H c∗γi

(Z))K ∏
ωc∗γi

(Z)

// ∏n
i=1 F(Z)Kγi∩H

The right vertical map is evaluation at the chosen coset representatives, and it

is a homeomorphism. The left map is F(D−1)K followed by F(−)K applied to

the projections to the wedge summands. The latter is a weak equivalence by

the additivity property of part (i), applied to the underlying Γ-K-space of F,

and the spaces K ⋉K∩γi H c∗γi
(Z); there is a slight caveat, namely that the un-

derlying (Kγi ∩ H)-space of Z need not admit the structure of an equivariant

CW-complex. However, it is always (Kγi ∩ H)-homotopy equivalent to a finite

(Kγi ∩ H)-CW-complex, by [85, Cor. B]; this is enough to run the argument

because prolonged Γ-K-spaces preserve equivariant homotopy equivalences.

The lower horizontal map in the above square is a weak equivalence by the

previous paragraph, applied to the underlying Γ-K-space of F, and the sub-

groups K∩ γi H. So we can conclude that the map (ωZ)K is a weak equivalence.

Since K was an arbitrary closed subgroup of G, this completes the proof that

the Wirthmüller map ωZ is a G-weak equivalence.

(iii) We verify the criterion of Proposition B.52 (iii) for the shifted Γ-G-

space FX . Given two finite G-sets T and U, part (i) shows that the map

(FX(pT ), FX(pU)) : FX((T ∐ U)+) = F(X ∧ (T ∐ U)+)

−→ F(X ∧ T+) × F(X ∧ U+) = FX(T+) × FX(U+)

is a G-weak equivalence. For every finite index subgroup H of G and every

finite H-set S , the effect of the shearing isomorphism

X ∧ (G ×H S )+ � G ⋉H (X ∧ S +)

identifies the Wirthmüller map

ωS + : FX((G ×H S )+) = F(X ∧ (G ×H S )+)

−→ mapH(G, F(X ∧ S +)) = mapH(G, FX(S +))

for the shifted Γ-G-space and the H-space S + with the Wirthmüller map

ωX∧S + : F(G ⋉H (X ∧ S +)) −→ mapH(G, F(X ∧ S +))

of the original Γ-G-space and the H-space X ∧ S +. The latter map is a G-weak

equivalence by part (ii), hence so is the former. Proposition B.52 now applies

and shows that the shifted Γ-G-space FX is special. �
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We still have to recall the notion of a ‘very special’ Γ-G-space. We let G be

a compact Lie group and F a special Γ-G-space. We let p1, p2 : 2+ −→ 1+
denote the two projections. The map

(F(p1), F(p2)) : F(2+) −→ F(1+) × F(1+)

is a G-weak equivalence by specialness. We let ∇ : 2+ −→ 1+ denote the fold

map. We obtain a diagram of set maps

π0(F(1+)
G)×π0(F(1+)

G)
(π0(F(p1 )G),π0(F(p2 )G ))
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

�
π0(F(2+)

G)
π0(F(∇)G )−−−−−−−→ π0(F(1+)

G)

the left of which is bijective. So the map

π0(F(∇)G) ◦ (π0(F(p1)G), π0(F(p2)G))−1 :

π0(F(1+)
G) × π0(F(1+)

G) −→ π0(F(1+)
G)

is a binary operation on the set π0(F(1+)
G).

If τ : 2+ −→ 2+ is the involution that interchanges 1 and 2, then composition

with τ fixes ∇ and interchanges p1 and p2; this implies that the operation + is

commutative. Contemplating the different ways to fold and project from the

based set 3+ leads to the proof that the operation is also associative, and hence

an abelian monoid structure on the set π0(F(1+)
G).

For every closed subgroup H of G, the underlying Γ-H-space is again spe-

cial. So the same argument provides an abelian monoid structure on π0(F(1+)
H).

Definition B.57. Let G be a compact Lie group. A Γ-G-space F is very spe-

cial if it is special and for every closed subgroup H of G the abelian monoid

π0(F(1+)
H) is an abelian group.

Remark B.58. We let G be a compact Lie group and F a special Γ-G-space.

Then the construction of the abelian monoid structure on π0(F(1+)
H) general-

izes as follows. We let H be a closed subgroup of G and S a finite G-set. We

let p1, p2 : (S ∐ S )+ −→ S + denote the two projections. The map

(π0(F(p1)H), π0(F(p2)H)) : π0(F((S ∐S )+)
H) −→ π0(F(S +)H)×π0(F(S +)

H)

is bijective by Proposition B.52 (iii); inverting this map and composing with

the effect of the fold map ∇ : (S ∐ S )+ −→ S + on π0(F(−)H) yields a bi-

nary operation on the set π0(F(S +)
H). The same arguments as in the special

case S = {1} show that this operation defines an abelian monoid structure

on π0(F(S +)
H), which is moreover natural for G-maps in S . If K is a closed

subgroup of H, then the inclusion F(S +)H ⊂ F(S +)
K induces a monoid homo-

morphism π0(F(S +)
H) −→ π0(F(S +)

K).

We claim that for very special F, all the abelian monoids π0(F(S +)
H) are in

fact groups. To see this, we choose a set of representatives s1, . . . , sn for the
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H-orbits of S , and we let Ki be the stabilizer group of si inside H. We consider

the composite

F(S +)
H (PS )H

−−−−→ mapH(S , F(1+)) �
∏n

i=1
F(1+)

Ki ,

where the first map is a weak equivalence by specialness, and the homeomor-

phism is evaluation at the elements s1, . . . , sn. The induced bijection

π0(F(S +)
H) �

∏n

i=1
π0(F(1+)

Ki )

is a homomorphism of abelian monoids by the previous paragraph. The target

is an abelian group since F is very special. So the abelian monoid π0(F(S +)
H)

is also an abelian group.

Example B.59. We recall how very special Γ-G-spaces give rise to simplicial

spaces that satisfy the π∗-Kan condition (see [22, B.3] or Definition A.47).

We let G be a finite group and F : Γ −→ GT∗ a very special Γ-G-space. We

let A be a simplicial finite based G-set. Then for every subgroup H of G we

obtain a simplicial space (F◦A)H whose space of n-simplices is F(An)H (where

are usual, F(An) has the diagonal H-action by restriction of the G-actions on

F and An). We claim that this simplicial space (F ◦ A)H satisfies the π∗-Kan

condition. To see this, we borrow the argument from Bousfield and Friedlander

[22, Proof of Lemma 4.3]: since F is special, the space F(An)H comes with a

homotopy-commutative H-space structure, so each of its path components is

a simple space. Moreover, the map of simplicial sets β : πt((F ◦ A)H)free −→
π0((F ◦ A)H) discussed in B.3 of [22] is underlying a surjective morphism of

simplicial groups, and is thus a Kan fibration by [41, Lemma 3.2]. So [22,

(B.3.1)] proves that (F ◦ A)H satisfies the π∗-Kan condition.

Proposition B.60. Let H be a closed subgroup of a compact Lie group G and

F a very special Γ-G-space.

(i) The underlying Γ-H-space of F is very special.

(ii) If H is normal, then the Γ-G/H-space FH is very special.

Proof Part (i) is clear by definition. For part (ii) we recall from Proposi-

tion B.50 (ii) that the Γ-G/H-space FH is special. Any closed subgroup of

G/H is of the form ∆/H for a closed subgroup ∆ of G with H ≤ ∆. Then

(FH(1+))∆/H = F(1+)
∆. Since the monoid π0(F(1+)

∆) is a group by hypothesis,

we conclude that the monoid π0(FH(1+)
∆/H) is a group. �

The following Theorem B.61 is essentially a reformulation of the equivariant

delooping results of Segal [155] respectively Shimakawa [157]; however, I am

not aware that the result has been established in this form. The difference is that

we formulate the result for the prolongation (i.e., categorical Kan extension),
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whereas Segal and Shimakawa work with a bar construction (also known as a

homotopy coend or homotopy Kan extension) instead. We also give a partial

extension of the machinery to compact Lie groups.

A minor technical difference is that in Shimakawa’s paper [157], an equiv-

ariant Γ-space is assumed to take values in non-degenerately based G-spaces

with the homotopy type of a based G-CW-complex; similarly, Segal [155] is

implicitly assuming that the values of equivariant Γ-spaces are G-ANRs. Our

proof includes the observation that the key arguments work in the larger cate-

gory of compactly generated G-spaces and G-weak equivalences, a long as we

restrict to G-cofibrant Γ-G-spaces.

Our proof verifies that the prolonged cofibrant Γ-G-space satisfies the de-

looping criterion of Blumberg [14, Thm. 1.2]. An advantage of this approach

is that Blumberg does not quote Segal or Shimakawa; rather, he works in the

category of compactly generated G-spaces throughout, and adapts the relevant

arguments to this context.

The paper [115] by May, Merling and Osorno also contains a modern per-

spective on the work of Segal and Shimakawa, and there is some overlap with

our present discussion. In fact, our exposition of equivariant Γ-spaces partially

arose from discussions with Mona Merling and Peter May, to whom I am in-

depted for valuable feedback. In [115] the method of producing an equivariant

spectrum by evaluating a Γ-space on spheres is referred to as the conceptual

Segal machine. In various respects, [115] goes further than we do here; for ex-

ample, it contains detailed comparisons of prolongation (the ‘conceptual Segal

machine’), bar construction (the ‘homotopical Segal machine’) and the op-

eradic approach to equivariant delooping (via a ‘generalized Segal machine’).

Moreover, for special Γ-G-spaces, the value at S 1 is identified as an equivari-

ant group completion; this is particularly relevant since many Γ-G-spaces that

arise in practice are special, but not very special.

Theorem B.61. Let G be a compact Lie group and F a G-cofibrant very spe-

cial Γ-G-space.

(i) The prolonged functor F takes G-homotopy pushout squares of finite

based G-CW-complexes to G-homotopy pullback squares.

(ii) For every finite based G-CW-complex X and every G-representation V on

which the identity component G◦ acts trivially, the adjoint assembly map

α̃ : F(X) −→ map∗(S
V , F(X ∧ S V ))

is a G-weak equivalence.

(iii) If G is finite, then the orthogonal G-spectrum F(S) is a G-Ω-spectrum.

Proof (i) We start with the special case where G is finite, and we consider a
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monomorphism of finite based G-simplicial sets i : A −→ B. We show that

then the sequence

F(|A|) F(|i|)−−−→ F(|B|)
F(|q|)
−−−−→ F(|B/A|) (B.62)

is a G-homotopy fiber sequence, where q : B −→ B/A is the projection. We

adapt an argument that Bousfield and Friedlander use for non-equivariant Γ-

spaces of simplicial sets in [22, Lemma 4.3]. The space F(|A|) is homeomor-

phic to the geometric realization of the simplicial space F ◦ A, by Proposition

B.29. Moreover, for H ≤ G, taking H-fixed points commutes with geometric

realization by Proposition B.1 (iv), so F(|A|)H is homeomorphic to the geo-

metric realization of the simplicial space (F ◦ A)H , sending [n] to F(An)H . The

same applies to B and B/A, so we may show that the sequence

|(F ◦ A)H | |(F◦i)
H |−−−−−→ |(F ◦ B)H |

|(F◦q)H |
−−−−−−→ |(F ◦ (B/A))H | (B.63)

is a homotopy fiber sequence. We let r : Bn −→ An be the retraction to in that

sends the complement of in(An) to the basepoint. For fixed n ≥ 0 the lower row

in the commutative diagram

F(An)H
F(in)H

// F(Bn)H
F(qn )H

//

(F(r)H ,F(qn )H )≃
��

F(Bn/An)H

F(An)H // F(An)H × F(Bn/An)H

proj
// F(Bn/An)H

is a homotopy fiber sequence. The middle vertical map is a weak equivalence

by Proposition B.52 (iii). So the upper row in the diagram is a homotopy fiber

sequence.

Because F is G-cofibrant, the three simplicial spaces (F ◦ A)H, (F ◦ B)H

and (F ◦ (B/A))H are Reedy cofibrant by Proposition B.37 (iv). So we are

considering a sequence of simplicial spaces that is a homotopy fiber sequence

in every simplicial dimension. Moreover, the simplicial spaces (F ◦ B)H and

(F ◦ (B/A))H satisfy the π∗-Kan condition by Example B.59. The morphism of

simplicial sets π0((F ◦ q)H) : π0((F ◦ B)H) −→ π0((F ◦ (B/A))H) underlies a

homomorphism of simplicial abelian groups by Remark B.58; this morphism is

split surjective in every simplicial dimension. Every surjective homomorphism

of simplicial groups is a Kan fibration, see for example [41, Lemma 3.2] or [63,

V Lemma 2.6]. So the sequence (F◦A)H −→ (F◦B)H −→ (F◦(B/A))H satisfies

the hypotheses of Bousfield and Friedlander’s Theorem A.49; we conclude that

the sequence (B.63) is a homotopy fiber sequence. This completes the proof

that the sequence (B.62) is a G-homotopy fiber sequence.
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Now we consider a G-cofibration j : X −→ Y between finite based G-CW-

complexes, where G is still a finite group. We claim that then the sequence

F(X)
F( j)
−−−→ F(Y)

F(p)
−−−→ F(Y/X) (B.64)

is a G-homotopy fiber sequence. Proposition B.46 provides a finite G-simplicial

set A and a G-homotopy equivalence k : |A| −→ X. Another application of

Proposition B.46 provides a finite G-simplicial set B, a monomorphism of G-

simplicial sets i : A −→ B and a G-homotopy equivalence h : |B| −→ Y such

that h ◦ |i| = j ◦ k : |A| −→ Y. The induced map on cokernels

h/k : |B/A| � |B|/|A| −→ Y/X

is then a G-weak equivalence by the gluing lemma (Proposition B.6). Source

and target of h/k are cofibrant as G-spaces, so this G-weak equivalence is even

a G-homotopy equivalence. The upper row in the commutative diagram of G-

spaces

F(|A|) F(|i|) //

F(k) ≃
��

F(|B|) F(|q|) //

F(h) ≃
��

F(|B/A|)

F(h/k)≃
��

F(X)
F( j)

// F(Y)
F(p)

// F(Y/X)

is a G-homotopy fiber sequence by the previous paragraph. The prolongation

of every Γ-G-space preserves based G-homotopy equivalences; so all vertical

maps are G-homotopy equivalences. Hence the lower row in the diagram is a

G-homotopy fiber sequence.

Now we let G be an arbitrary compact Lie group, and j : X −→ Y a G-

cofibration between finite based G-CW-complexes. We claim that then the se-

quence (B.64) is a G-homotopy fiber sequence. We let H be a closed subgroup

of G with identity component H◦ and group of path components H̄ = H/H◦.

The Γ-H̄-space FH◦ is H̄-cofibrant by Proposition B.35 and very special by

Proposition B.60. The map jH◦ : XH◦ −→ YH◦ is an H̄-cofibration by Proposi-

tions B.14 (i) and B.12. Since j is in particular a closed embedding, the canon-

ical map XH◦/YH◦ −→ (X/Y)H◦ is a homeomorphism by Proposition B.1 (i).

So by the previous paragraph, the sequence

FH◦(XH◦)
FH◦ ( jH◦ )
−−−−−−→ FH◦(YH◦ )

FH◦ (pH◦ )
−−−−−−−→ FH◦ ((Y/X)H◦)

is an H̄-homotopy fiber sequence. We may thus take H̄-fixed points and ob-

tain a non-equivariant homotopy fiber sequence. Proposition B.42 provides a

homeomorphism (FH◦ (XH◦))H̄
� (F(X)H◦)H̄ = F(X)H, and similarly for the
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other two terms. So we conclude that the sequence

F(X)H
F( j)H

−−−−→ F(Y)H
F(p)H

−−−−→ F(Y/X)H

is a non-equivariant homotopy fiber sequence. This completes the proof that

the sequence (B.64) is a G-homotopy fiber sequence.

Now we treat a general homotopy cocartesian square of finite based G-CW-

complexes:

X
j //

k

��

Y

h

��
Z

i
// P

By replacing Y and P by the reduced mapping cylinders of j respectively i, we

may assume that the horizontal maps are G-cofibrations. Because the square

is homotopy cocartesian, the induced map h/k : Y/X −→ P/Z is a G-weak

equivalence, and hence a G-homotopy equivalence. We obtain a commutative

diagram of based G-spaces:

F(X)
F( j) //

F(k)

��

F(Y)

F(h)

��

// F(Y/X)

F(h/k)≃
��

F(Z)
F(i)

// F(P) // F(P/Z)

Because F preserves equivariant homotopy equivalences, the right vertical

map F(h/k) is a G-homotopy equivalence. Both rows are G-homotopy fiber

sequences by the previous paragraph; so the left square is G-homotopy carte-

sian. This completes the proof that the prolonged functor takes G-homotopy

cocartesian squares to G-homotopy cartesian squares.

(ii) As usual we start with the special case where G is finite. Restricting the

prolonged functor F to finite G-CW-complexes gives a WG-space in the sense

of [14]. This WG-space satisfies conditions (1) and (2’) of [14, Thm. 1.2], by

part (i) of this theorem respectively Proposition B.54 (ii). So [14, Thm. 1.2]

applies to the prolonged functor, and gives the desired conclusion.

Now we let G be a general compact Lie group. We want to show that for

every closed subgroup H of G the map

α̃H : F(X)H −→ mapH
∗ (S V , F(X ∧ S V ))

is a weak equivalence. The underlyingΓ-H-space of F is H-cofibrant by Propo-

sition B.35 (i) and very special by Proposition B.60 (i). Moreover, the under-

lying H-space of X is H-homotopy equivalent to a finite H-CW-complex, by
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[85, Cor. B]. Finally, the identity component of H is contained in G◦, so it acts

trivially on V . So we may assume without loss of generality that H = G.

As usual we write Ḡ = G/G◦ for the finite group of path components. The

Γ-Ḡ-space FG◦ is Ḡ-cofibrant by Proposition B.35 (ii) and very special by

Proposition B.60 (ii). Since X is a finite G-CW-complex, XG◦ is a finite Ḡ-

CW-complex. Since G◦ acts trivially on V , we can view V as a representation

of the factor group Ḡ. The previous paragraph shows that the map

α̃ : FG◦ (XG◦ ) −→ map∗(S
V , FG◦ (XG◦ ∧ S V ))

induces a weak equivalence on Ḡ-fixed points. Proposition B.42 provides a

homeomorphism

(FG◦ (XG◦ ))Ḡ
� (F(X)G◦)Ḡ = F(X)G ;

similarly,

mapḠ
∗ (S V , FG◦ (XG◦ ∧ S V )) � mapḠ

∗ (S V , F(X ∧ S V )G◦ )

= mapG
∗ (S V , F(X ∧ S V )) .

Under these identifications, the map α̃Ḡ corresponds to the G-fixed points of

the adjoint assembly map for the Γ-G-space F. This completes the proof.

Part (iii) is simply the special case of (ii) with X = S W for some G-re-

presentation W. Finite groups have a trivial identity component, which must

necessarily act trivially on V . �

Now we let F be a cofibrant Γ-G-space that is special (but not necessarily

very special). Then Theorem B.61 need not hold for F, as the adjoint assembly

map F(1+) −→ ΩF(S 1) need not be a weak equivalence. However, there is

a standard argument to deduce from Theorem B.61 that the adjoint assembly

map is still a G-weak equivalence on suspensions; this argument uses the shift

of the given Γ-G-space by S 1. Since we work with prolongations throughout,

there is a new ingredient, not already present in the classical references, namely

that the S 1-shift of a G-cofibrant Γ-G-space is again G-cofibrant.

Theorem B.65. Let G be a compact Lie group and F a G-cofibrant, special Γ-

G-space. Then for every pair of G-representations V and W such that WG
, 0

and G◦ acts trivially on V, the adjoint assembly map

α̃ : F(S W) −→ map∗(S
V , F(S V⊕W))

is a G-weak equivalence.

Proof One more time we start with the special case when G is finite. We

consider the shifted Γ-G-space FS 1 = F ◦ (S 1 ∧ −), which is G-cofibrant by
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Proposition B.37 (ii) and special by Proposition B.54 (iii). Moreover, for every

subgroup H of G the space

(FS 1(1+))H
� F(S 1)H

is path connected by Proposition B.43 (i). So the abelian monoid π0(FS 1(1+)H)

has only one element, and is thus an abelian group. Hence FS 1 is very special.

So Theorem B.61 applies to the G-cofibrant and very special Γ-G-space FS 1 .

Since W has a non-zero G-fixed point, there is a G-representation U and a G-

equivariant linear isometry ϕ : R ⊕ U � W. We let φ : FS 1 (L) −→ F(S 1 ∧
L) denote the natural homeomorphism established in Proposition B.27. In the

commutative diagram

FS 1 (S U)

�φ
��

α̃ // map∗(S
V , FS 1 (S V⊕U))

map∗(S
V ,φ)�

��
F(S 1 ∧ S U)

α̃ //

F(S ϕ ) �
��

map∗(S
V , F(S 1 ∧ S V⊕U))

� map∗(S
V ,F(S V⊕ϕ ))

��
F(S W)

α̃
// map∗(S

V , F(S V⊕W))

all vertical maps are then homeomorphisms, and the upper horizontal map is

a G-weak equivalence by Theorem B.61. So the lower horizontal map is a G-

weak equivalence. This completes the proof in the case of finite groups.

The case of general compact Lie groups can be reduced to the case of finite

groups by taking fixed points with respect to the identity component G◦, and

using the residual action of the finite group G/G◦; the argument is almost lit-

erally the same as in the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem B.61 (ii), and

we omit it. �

Remark B.66. The previous Theorems B.61 and B.65 indicate why equiv-

ariant Γ-spaces are usually considered for finite groups only – this is where

the equivariant delooping machine reveals its full power. We want to briefly

explain why the spectrum F(S) cannot be a G-Ω-spectrum when G has pos-

itive dimension, except in degenerate cases. The reason is that when H is a

closed subgroup of strictly smaller dimension than G, the ‘dimension shifting

Wirthmüller map’ cannot be a G-weak equivalence, except in degenerate cases.

Given a based H-space Z, the H-equivariant collapse map

lZ : G ⋉H Z −→ Z ∧ S L

was introduced in (3.2.2); here L = TeH(G/H) is the tangent H-representation.

The dimension shifting Wirthmüller map

ωZ : F(G ⋉H Z) −→ mapH(G, F(Z ∧ S L))
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is the adjoint of the H-map F(lZ) : F(G ⋉H Z) −→ F(Z ∧ S L).

Blumberg’s recognition theorem [14, Thm. 1.2] says that his conditions (1)

and (2’) are not only sufficient, but also necessary for F(S) to be a G-Ω-

spectrum. If F is G-cofibrant and very special, then the prolonged functor

always satisfies conditions (1), by Theorem B.61 (i). But condition (2’) re-

quires that the dimension shifting Wirthmüller map ωZ is a G-weak equiva-

lence; Proposition B.54 (ii) shows that this is true for compact Lie groups,

provided H has finite index in G (in which case L = 0). However, the map ωZ

is typically not a G-weak equivalence when H has strictly smaller dimension

than G. To illustrate this we take the extreme case H = e and Z = 1+, in which

case G⋉H Z is simply G+. If the identity component G◦ of G is non-trivial, then

F(G+)
G◦ is a single point by Proposition B.42. On the other hand, evaluation

at a set of representatives of the path components of G is a homeomorphism

(map(G, F(S L)))G0

� map(G/G◦, F(S L)) � F(S L)m ,

where m = [G : G◦]. So if the Wirthmüller map ω1+ is a G-weak equivalence,

then the space F(S L) is non-equivariantly weakly contractible. Since F(S) is a

connective non-equivariantΩ-spectrum, it must be altogether stably trivial.



Appendix C

Enriched functor categories

In this final appendix we review definitions, properties and constructions in-

volving categories of enriched functors. The general setup consists of:

• a complete and cocomplete closed symmetric monoidal category V (the

‘base category’). We denote the monoidal product inV by ⊗;

• a skeletally smallV-categoryD (the ‘index category’).

We denote byD∗ the category of covariantV-functors X : D −→ V from the

index category to the base category. We are mostly interested in the following

special cases of such functor categories:

• orthogonal spaces (whereV = T andD = L, see Definition 1.1.1);

• orthogonal spectra (whereV = T∗ andD = O, see Definition 3.1.3);

• global functors (whereV = Ab andD = A, see Definition 4.2.2).

We discuss the Day convolution product (Definition C.4) that turns the functor

category into a symmetric monoidal category, compare Theorem C.10. Con-

struction C.13 introduces the skeleton filtration, which enters into the level

model structure on certain functor categories, see Proposition C.23. For back-

ground on symmetric monoidal categories and enriched category theory we

refer the reader to [90].

Construction C.1 (V-enrichment of functor categories). The objects of the

functor category D∗ are the V-functors X : D −→ V, and the morphisms in

D∗ are theV-natural transformations between such functors. The functor cate-

goryD∗ is itself enriched in the base categoryV, as follows. Given two objects

X, Y in D∗, aV-object ofV-natural transformationsD∗(X, Y) is defined as an

enriched end [90, Sec. 2.1], i.e., an equalizer inV of two morphisms

∏
c V(X(c), Y(c))

α //
β

//
∏

d,e V(D(d, e) ⊗ X(d), Y(e)) .

Here the products run over a set of representatives for the isomorphism classes

793
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of D-objects and V(−,−) denotes the internal function objects in the closed

monoidal structure. The (d, e)-component of the morphism α is the composite

∏
c
V(X(c), Y(c))

projd−−−→ V(X(d), Y(d)) −−→ V(D(d, e) ⊗ X(d), Y(e))

where the second morphism is adjoint to

V(X(d), Y(d)) ⊗D(d, e) ⊗ X(d)
eval−−−→ D(d, e) ⊗ Y(d)

Y−−→ Y(e) .

The (d, e)-component of the morphism β is the composite

∏
c
V(X(c), Y(c))

proje−−−→ V(X(e), Y(e)) −−→ V(D(d, e) ⊗ X(d), Y(e))

where the second morphism is adjoint to

V(X(e), Y(e)) ⊗D(d, e) ⊗ X(d)
Id⊗X−−−−→ V(X(e), Y(e)) ⊗ X(e)

eval−−−→ Y(e) .

The underlying set of aV-object V is

uV = V(I,V) ,

the set of morphisms from the monoidal unit. The functor V(I,−) : V −→
(sets) takes equalizers inV to equalizers of sets. When applied to the defining

equalizer for D∗(X, Y) this shows that the set of morphisms D∗(X, Y) in the

functor category D∗ (i.e., the set of V-natural transformations) can be recov-

ered as the underlying set of theV-objectD∗(X, Y), via a natural bijection

D∗(X, Y) � V(I,D∗(X, Y)) = u(D∗(X, Y)) .

The V-objects D∗(X, Y) even assemble into an entire V-category D∗ of V-

functors whose underlying category isD∗. We refer to [90, Sec. 2.1] for details.

The categoryD∗ is also tensored over the base categoryV. Given a functor

Y ∈ D∗ and an object A ofV, we define a new functor Y⊗A ∈ D∗ by objectwise

product inV, i.e., Y ⊗ A is the compositeV-functor

D Y−−→ V −⊗A−−−→ V .

This construction is an action of V on D∗, which means preferred natural

associativity and unit isomorphisms

Y ⊗ (A ⊗ B) � (Y ⊗ A) ⊗ B and Y ⊗ I � Y .

Indeed, the value of the above isomorphisms at an object d ∈ D is simply the

associativity (respectively unit) isomorphism in the monoidal structure of V,

for the triple of objects (Y(d), A, B).
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Remark C.2 (Enriched Yoneda lemma). The Yoneda lemma has enriched ver-

sions that we use frequently to identify morphisms out of representable V-

functors. For every object d ∈ D the covariant hom functor

d∗ = D(d,−) : D −→ V

is a V-functor, hence an object in the functor category D∗. The enriched

Yoneda lemma comes in two flavors, aV-valued version and a set-valued ver-

sion. For aV-functor Y inD∗, the evaluation morphism is the composite

D∗(d∗, Y)
projd−−−→ V(d∗(d), Y(d)) = V(D(d, d), Y(d))

V(Idd ,Y(d))
−−−−−−−−→ V(I, Y(d)) � Y(d)

where Idd : I −→ D(d, d) is the identity of d. This composite is an isomor-

phism inV, see for example [90, Sec. 2.4]. Passing to underlying sets produces

a bijection

D∗(d∗, Y)
�−−→ u(Y(d))

between the set of V-natural transformations and the underlying set of Y(d).

This is the weak form of the enriched Yoneda lemma, compare [90, Sec. 1.9].

Convolution product. We review a general method, due to B. Day [42], for

constructing symmetric monoidal structures on certain functor categories. We

now make the additional assumption that the index categoryD is a symmetric

monoidalV-category. We denote the monoidal product onD by ⊕.

We get the main cases of interest by specializing as follows:

(i) For V = T the category of spaces under cartesian product and D = L

the topological category of inner product spaces under orthogonal direct

sum,D∗ = spc is the category of orthogonal spaces. This yields the box

product of orthogonal spaces.

(ii) For V = T∗ the category of based spaces under smash product and D =
O the Thom space category of the orthogonal complement bundles, under

orthogonal direct sum, D∗ = Sp is the category of orthogonal spectra.

This yields the smash product of orthogonal spectra.

(iii) For V = Ab the category of abelian groups under tensor product and

D = A the pre-additive Burnside category with the monoidal structure of

Theorem 4.2.15,D∗ = GF is the category of global functors. This yields

the box product of global functors.

We denote by D⊗D theV-category whose objects are pairs ofD-objects,

and with morphismV-objects

(D⊗D)((d, d′), (e, e′)) = D(d, e) ⊗ D(d′, e′) .
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Given twoV-functors X, Y : D −→ V, the composite

X ⊗ Y : D⊗D X⊗Y−−−→ V ⊗V ⊗−→ V

is aV-functor.

Definition C.3. A bimorphism b : (X, Y) −→ Z from a pair of objects (X, Y) of

D∗ to another object Z ofD∗ is aV-natural transformation b : X⊗Y −→ Z ◦⊕
ofV-functorsD⊗D −→ V.

So a bimorphism b : (X, Y) −→ Z consists ofV-morphisms

b(d, e) : X(d) ⊗ Y(e) −→ Z(d ⊕ e)

for all objects d, e of D, that form a V-natural transformation. We can then

define the box product as a universal recipient of a bimorphism from X and Y.

Definition C.4. A box product for objects X and Y of D∗ is a pair (X�Y, i)

consisting of aD∗-object X�Y and a universal bimorphism i : (X, Y) −→ X�Y,

i.e., a bimorphism such that for everyD∗-object Z the map

D∗(X�Y, Z) −→ Bimor((X, Y), Z) , f 7−→ f ◦ i

is bijective.

Proposition C.5. Every pair of objects ofD∗ has a box product.

Proof The universal property of the box product precisely means that (X�Y, i)

is an enriched left Kan extension of theV-functor X⊗Y : D⊗D −→ V along

the V-functor ⊕ : D ⊗ D −→ D. Such a Kan extension exists because V is

cocomplete andD is skeletally small, see [90, Prop. 4.33]. �

Remark C.6. As we saw in the proof of Proposition C.5, the box product is

an enriched Kan extension along the functor ⊕ : D ⊗D −→ D. We can make

this a little more explicit. Given X, Y ∈ D∗, a box product X�Y is a coequalizer

of the two morphisms ofV-functors
∐

e,e′,d,d′

D(e ⊕ e′,−) ⊗D(d, e) ⊗D(d′, e′) ⊗ X(d) ⊗ Y(d′)

////
∐

d,d′

D(d ⊕ d′,−) ⊗ X(d) ⊗ Y(d′) .

The left coproduct is indexed over all quadruples (e, e′, d, d′) in a set of rep-

resentatives of the isomorphism classes of D-objects. The right coproduct is

indexed over pairs (d, d′) of such representatives. One of the two morphisms

to be coequalized is the coproduct of the monoidal products of

D(e⊕e′,−)⊗D(d, e)⊗D(d′, e′) −→ D(d⊕d′,−) , (ϕ, τ, τ′) 7−→ ϕ◦(τ⊕τ′)
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and the identity on X(d) ⊗ Y(d′). The other morphism is the coproduct of the

monoidal products of the identity onD(e⊕e′,−) and the action mapsD(d, e)⊗
X(d) −→ X(e) respectivelyD(d′, e′) ⊗ Y(d′) −→ Y(e′).

Remark C.7 (Uniqueness of box products). The universal property makes

box products of two functors unique up to preferred isomorphism. Indeed, if

(X�Y, i) and (X�′Y, i′) are two box products, then the universal properties pro-

vide unique morphisms f : X�Y −→ X�′Y and g : X�′Y −→ X�Y that satisfy

f ◦ i = i′ respectively g ◦ i′ = i .

Then (g ◦ f ) ◦ i = g ◦ i′ = i = IdX�Y ◦i, so g ◦ f = IdX�Y by the uniqueness part

of the universal property. Reversing the roles gives f ◦ g = IdX�′Y .

In the following we choose a box product (X�Y, i) for every pair of objects

X and Y ofD∗. The universal bimorphism i is often omitted from the notation,

but one should remember that the pair (X�Y, i), and not the object X�Y alone,

has a universal property. While the box products are choices, the rest of the

structure is canonically determined by these.

Construction C.8 (Functoriality). The box product X�Y automatically be-

comes a functor in both variables: if f : X −→ X′ and g : Y −→ Y′ are

morphisms inD∗, then theV-morphisms

{
X(d) ⊗ Y(e)

f (d)⊗g(e)
−−−−−−−→ X′(d) ⊗ Y′(e)

i′
d,e−−→ (X′�Y′)(d ⊕ e)

}
d,e

form a bimorphism (X, Y) −→ X′�Y′. So there is a unique morphism f�g :

X�Y −→ X′�Y′ such that ( f�g)(d⊕ e)◦ id,e = i′
d,e ◦ ( f (d)⊗g(e)) for all objects

d, e of D. The uniqueness part of the universal property implies that this is

compatible with identities and composition in both variables.

Now that we have constructed a box product functor � : D∗ × D∗ −→
D∗, we recall that it ‘is’ automatically symmetric monoidal. Since ‘symmetric

monoidal’ is extra data, and not a property, we are obliged to construct unit,

associativity and symmetry isomorphisms.

Construction C.9 (Coherence isomorphisms). It will be convenient to make

theV-functor 0∗ = D(0,−) represented by the unit object 0 of D into a strict

unit for the box product (as opposed to a unit up to coherent isomorphisms).

So we make the following conventions:

• (Right unit) We choose X�0∗ = X with universal bimorphism i : (X, 0∗) −→
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X given by the maps

X(d) ⊗ 0∗(e) = X(d) ⊗ D(0, e)
X(d)⊗(d⊕−)−−−−−−−−→ X(d) ⊗D(d ⊕ 0, d ⊕ e)

� X(d) ⊗ D(d, d ⊕ e)
◦−−→ X(d ⊕ e) .

• (Left unit) We choose 0∗�Y = Y with universal bimorphism i : (0∗, Y) −→ Y

given by the composite

0∗(d) ⊗ Y(e) = D(0, d) ⊗ Y(e)
(−⊕e)⊗Y(e)−−−−−−−−→D(0 ⊕ e, d ⊕ e) ⊗ Y(e)

� D(e, d ⊕ e) ⊗ Y(e)
◦−−→ Y(d ⊕ e) .

The unnamed isomorphisms are induced by the unit isomorphisms in D, and

‘◦’ is the functor structure of X respectively Y. For X = Y = 0∗ these two

bimorphisms (0∗, 0∗) −→ 0∗ are equal, so there is no ambiguity.

We also obtain the associativity and symmetry isomorphisms from the uni-

versal property of the box products. For the associativity isomorphism we no-

tice that the family

{
id,e⊕ f ◦ (X(d) ⊗ ie, f ) : X(d) ⊗ Y(e) ⊗ Z( f ) −→ (X�(Y�Z))(d ⊕ e ⊕ f )

}
d,e, f

and the family

{
id⊕e, f ◦ (id,e ⊗ Z( f )) : X(d) ⊗ Y(e) ⊗ Z( f ) −→ ((X�Y)�Z)(d ⊕ e ⊕ f )

}
d,e, f

both have the universal property of a tri morphism (whose definition is hope-

fully clear) out of X, Y and Z. The uniqueness of representing objects gives a

unique isomorphism ofV-functors

αX,Y,Z : X�(Y�Z) � (X�Y)�Z

such that (αX,Y,Z)d⊕e⊕ f ◦ id,e⊕ f ◦ (X(d) ⊗ ie, f ) = id⊕e, f ◦ (id,e ⊗ Z( f )).

The symmetry isomorphism τX,Y : X�Y −→ Y�X corresponds to the bimor-

phism from (X, Y) to Y�X with components

X(d)⊗ Y(e)
τX(d),Y(e)−−−−−→ Y(e)⊗ X(d)

ie,d−−→ (Y�X)(e⊕ d)
(Y�X)(τe,d )
−−−−−−−−→ (Y�X)(d ⊕ e) .

The following theorem is due to B. Day. In fact, Theorems 3.3 and 4.1 of

[42] together imply the ‘monoidal’ part, and Theorem 3.6 of [42] deals with

the symmetries.

Theorem C.10. The associativity and symmetry isomorphisms make the box

product into a symmetric monoidal product on the categoryD∗ with the functor

0∗ as a strict unit object.
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The box product also commutes withV-tensors up to a natural isomorphism

that we now construct. The family of morphisms

X(d) ⊗ (Y(e) ⊗ A)
αX(d),Y(e),A−−−−−−−→ (X(d) ⊗ Y(e)) ⊗ A

id,e⊗A
−−−−→ (X�Y)(d ⊕ e) ⊗ A

forms a bimorphism from (X, Y ⊗ A) to (X�Y) ⊗ A. So the universal property

provides a distinguished morphism

αX,Y,A : X�(Y ⊗ A) −→ (X�Y) ⊗ A .

Since the monoidal structure onV is closed, the functor −⊗ A is a left adjoint,

so it preserves coends. So the morphism αX,Y,A is an isomorphism. The two

types of associativity isomorphisms X�(Y ⊗A) � (X�Y)⊗A and Y ⊗ (A⊗B) �

(Y ⊗ A) ⊗ B are compatible in the sense of a commuting pentagon:

X�(Y ⊗ (A ⊗ B))

X�αY,A,B

tt✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐

✐✐✐
✐✐✐

✐✐✐ αX,Y,A⊗B

**❯❯❯
❯❯❯

❯❯❯
❯❯❯

❯❯❯
❯

X�((Y ⊗ A) ⊗ B)

αX,Y⊗A,B %%❏
❏❏

❏❏
❏❏

❏❏
(X�Y) ⊗ (A ⊗ B)

αX�Y,A,Byytt
tt
tt
tt
t

(X�(Y ⊗ A)) ⊗ B
αX,Y,A⊗B

// ((X�Y) ⊗ A) ⊗ B

A minimally more complicated construction that also involves the symmetry

constraint in V to move the object A past the functor Y provides an isomor-

phism

(X ⊗ A)�Y � (X�Y) ⊗ A .

Remark C.11 (Convolution product of representable functors). The box prod-

uct of the functors represented by two objects a, b ofD is related by a preferred

isomorphism to the functor represented by a ⊕ b. Indeed, theV-morphisms

a∗(d) ⊗ b∗(e) = D(a, d) ⊗D(b, e)
⊕−−→ D(a ⊕ b, d ⊕ e) = (a ⊕ b)∗(d ⊕ e)

form a bimorphism as d and e vary. So there is a unique morphism

ja,b : a∗�b∗ −→ (a ⊕ b)∗

such that ja,b ◦ i = ⊕, where i is the universal bimorphism from (a∗, b∗) to

a∗�b∗. On the other hand, the morphism

I � I ⊗ I
Ida ⊗ Idb−−−−−−→ D(a, a) ⊗D(b, b) = a∗(a) ⊗ b∗(b)

ia,b−−→ (a∗�b∗)(a ⊕ b)

is an element of the underlying set of (a∗�b∗)(a ⊕ b). The enriched Yoneda

lemma thus provides a unique morphism ofV-functors (a⊕b)∗ −→ a∗�b∗ that

evaluates to the element at a ⊕ b. The universal properties of the convolution
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product and of the representable functors show that these two morphisms are

inverse to each other.

Remark C.12 (Internal function objects). The box product is a closed monoi-

dal product in the sense that for all objects Y and Z ofD∗ the functor

D∗(−�Y, Z) : D∗ −→ (sets) , X 7−→ D∗(X�Y, Z)

is representable. In this book we don’t make any substantial use of the internal

function objects, so we will not elaborate on the construction. The most rele-

vant consequence for us is that the box product preserves colimits in both vari-

ables because the functors X�− and −�Y are left adjoints. This consequence

can also be shown without reference to function objects by observing that the

original monoidal product in V preserves colimits in both variables (because

the monoidal structure ofV is closed), because X�Y can be constructed as an

enriched coend, and because enriched coends commute with colimits.

Construction C.13 (Skeleton filtration). For the rest of this appendix we as-

sume that the index category D is equipped with a dimension function dim :

ob(D) −→ N to the natural numbers, satisfying the following conditions for

all objects d, e ofD:

• If dim(e) < dim(d), thenD(d, e) is an initial object of the base categoryV.

• If dim(e) = dim(d), then d and e are isomorphic.

The two examples that we care about in this book are the category of orthogo-

nal spaces and the category of orthogonal spectra. In both cases the dimension

function is the dimension as an R-vector space.

We denote by D≤m the full V-subcategory of D spanned by all objects of

dimension at most m. We denote by D∗≤m = (D≤m)∗ the category of enriched

functors fromD≤m toV. The restriction functor

D∗ −→ D∗≤m , Y 7−→ Y≤m = Y |D≤m

has a left adjoint

lm : D∗≤m −→ D∗

given by an enriched Kan extension as follows. For every k ≥ 0 we choose

an object k of D of dimension k. The extension lm(Z) of an enriched functor

Z : D≤m −→ V is a coequalizer of the two morphisms inD∗:
∐

0≤ j≤k≤mD(k,−) ⊗D(j, k) ⊗ Z(j) // //
∐

0≤i≤mD(i,−) ⊗ Z(i) (C.14)

One morphism arises from the composition morphisms

D(k,−) ⊗D(j, k) −→ D(j,−)
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and the identity on Z(j); the other morphism arises from the action morphisms

D(j, k) ⊗ Z(j) −→ Z(k)

and the identity on the represented functor D(k,−). Colimits in the functor

category D∗ are created objectwise, so the value lm(Z)(d) at an object d can

be calculated by plugging d into the variable slot in the coequalizer diagram

(C.14). Kan extensions along a fully faithful functor do not change the values

on the given subcategory, see for example [90, Prop. 4.23]. For the inclusion

D≤m −→ D this means that the adjunction unit

Z −→ (lmZ)≤m

is an isomorphism for every functor Z : D≤m −→ V.

Definition C.15. The m-skeleton, for m ≥ 0, of an enriched functor Y : D −→
V is the functor

skm Y = lm(Y≤m) ,

the extension of the restriction of Y toD≤m. It comes with a natural morphism

im : skm Y −→ Y, the counit of the adjunction (lm, (−)≤m). We set D(m) =

D(m,m), aV-monoid under composition. The m-th latching object of Y is the

D(m)-object

LmY = (skm−1 Y)(m) ;

it comes with a naturalD(m)-equivariant morphism

νm = im−1(m) : LmY −→ Y(m) ,

the m-th latching morphism.

We agree to set sk−1 Y = ∅, an initial object of D∗; then L0Y = ∅, an initial

V-object. The two morphisms im−1 : skm−1 Y −→ Y and im : skm Y −→ Y

both restrict to isomorphisms on D≤m−1, so there is a unique morphism jm :

skm−1 Y −→ skm Y such that im ◦ jm = im−1. The sequence of skeleta stabilizes

to Y in a very strong sense. For every object d, the morphisms jm(d) and im(d)

are isomorphisms as soon as m > dim(d). In particular, Y(d) is a colimit, with

respect to the morphisms im(d), of the sequence of morphisms jm(d). Since

colimits in the functor categoryD∗ are created objectwise, we deduce that Y is

a colimit, with respect to the morphisms im, of the sequence of morphisms jm.

Example C.16 (Latching objects of represented functors). Let d be an ob-

ject of D of dimension m = dim(d), and A an object of V. Then the functor

D(d,−) ⊗ A is ‘purely m-dimensional’ in the following sense. The evaluation

functor

evd : D∗ −→ V
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factors through the categoryD∗≤m as the composite

D∗ −→ D∗≤m

evd−−→ V .

So the left adjoint free functor A 7→ D(d,−)⊗A can be chosen as the composite

of the two individual left adjoints

D(d,−) ⊗ − = lm ◦ (D≤m(d,−) ⊗ −) .

The objectD(d, e)⊗A is initial for dim(e) < m, by hypothesis on the dimension

function, and hence the latching object Ln(D(d,−) ⊗ A) is initial for n ≤ m.

For n > m the latching morphism νn : Ln(D(d,−) ⊗ A) −→ D(d, n) ⊗ A is

an isomorphism. So the skeleton skn(D(d,−) ⊗ A) is initial for n < m and

skn(D(d,−) ⊗ A) = D(d,−) ⊗ A is the entire functor for n ≥ m.

We denote by

Gm : D(m)V −→ D∗ , A 7−→ D(m,−) ⊗D(m) A

the left adjoint to the evaluation functor Y 7→ Y(m). As a consequence of the

previous example, the enriched functor GmA is purely m-dimensional for every

D(m)-object A.

Proposition C.17. For every enriched functor Y : D −→ V and every m ≥ 0

the commutative square

GmLmY
Gmνm //

��

GmY(m)

��
skm−1 Y

jm

// skm Y

(C.18)

is a pushout in the categoryD∗. The two vertical morphisms are adjoint to the

identity of LmY respectively Y(m).

Proof All four functors are ‘m-dimensional’, i.e., isomorphic to the exten-

sions of their restrictions to D≤m; for GmLmY and GmY(m) this follows from

Example C.16. So it suffices to check that the square is a pushout in V when

evaluated at objects d of dimension at most m. When the dimension of d is

strictly less than m, then (GmLmY)(d) and (GmYm)(d) are initial objects and

the morphism jm(d) : (skm−1 Y)(d) −→ (skm Y)(d) is an isomorphism. So

for dim(d) < m both horizontal morphisms are isomorphisms at d. When

dim(d) = m, then d is isomorphic to m, so we may suppose that d = m.
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Then the square (C.18) evaluates to

D(m,m) ⊗D(m) LmY
D(m,m)⊗D(m)νm //

��

D(m,m) ⊗D(m) Y(m)

��
LmY

jm(m)
// Y(m)

So for dim(d) = m, both vertical maps are isomorphisms at d. �

Given any morphism f : A −→ B of enriched functors in D∗, we define a

relative skeleton using the commutative square of enriched functors:

skm A
skm f //

im

��

skm B

im

��
A

f
// B

The relative m-skeleton of f is the pushout

skm[ f ] = A ∪skm A skm B ; (C.19)

it comes with a unique morphism im : skm[ f ] −→ B which restricts to f :

A −→ B respectively to im : skm B −→ B. Since (skm−1 A)(m) = LmA we have

(skm−1[ f ])(m) = A(m) ∪Lm A LmB ,

the m-th relative latching object. A morphism jm[ f ] : skm−1[ f ] −→ skm[ f ] is

obtained from the commutative diagram

A skm−1 A
skm−1 f //im−1oo

jA
m

��

skm−1 B

jB
m

��
A skm A

skm f

//
im

oo skm B

by taking pushouts. The original morphism f : A −→ B factors as the compos-

ite of the countable sequence

A = sk−1[ f ]
j0[ f ]
−−−→ sk0[ f ]

j1[ f ]
−−−→ sk1[ f ] −→ · · ·

jm[ f ]
−−−−→ skm[ f ] −→ · · · .

If d has dimension n, then the sequence stabilizes to the identity map of B(d)

from (skn[ f ])(d) onward; in particular, the compatible morphisms jm exhibit

B as a colimit of the sequence. The pushout square (C.18) also has a relative
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version. We contemplate the following commutative diagram:

Gm(A(m) ∪LmA LmB)
Gm(νm f ) //

��

GmB(m)

��
skm A ∪skm−1 A skm−1 B //

��

skm B

��
skm−1[ f ]

jm[ f ]
// skm[ f ]

(C.20)

All three horizontal morphisms are isomorphisms at objects of dimension less

than m. At the object m, the two upper vertical morphisms are isomorphisms.

All four objects in the upper square are ‘m-dimensional’, i.e., isomorphic to

the extensions of their restrictions to D≤m; so the upper square is a pushout

of enriched functors. The lower square is also a pushout, by definition of the

relative skeleta. We conclude that the outer composite square in the diagram

(C.20) is a pushout in the categoryD∗.

The following proposition is an immediate application of the relative skele-

ton filtration. It is the key ingredient to the lifting properties of the various level

model structures in this book. We recall that a pair (i : A −→ B, f : X −→ Y)

of morphisms in some category has the lifting property if for all morphisms

α : A −→ X and β : B −→ Y such that fα = βi there exists a lifting, i.e., a

morphism λ : B −→ X such that λi = α and fλ = β. Instead of saying that

the pair (i, f ) has the lifting property we also say ‘i has the left lifting property

with respect to f ’ or ‘ f has the right lifting property with respect to i’.

Proposition C.21. Let i : A −→ B and f : X −→ Y be morphisms of enriched

functors inD∗. If the pair

(νmi = i(m) ∪ νB
m : A(m) ∪Lm A LmB −→ B(m), f (m) : X(m) −→ Y(m))

has the lifting property in the category of D(m)-objects for every m ≥ 0, then

the pair (i, f ) has the lifting property in the functor categoryD∗.

Proof We consider the class f -cof of all morphisms in D∗ that have the left

lifting property with respect to f ; this class is closed under cobase change and

countable composition. Since the pair (νmi, fm) has the lifting property in the

category ofD(m)-objects, the morphism Gm(νmi) belongs to the class f -cof by

adjointness. The relative skeleton filtration (C.19) shows that i is a countable

composite of cobase changes of the morphisms Gm(νmi), so i belongs to the

class f -cof. �

Now we discuss a general recipe for constructing level model structures on
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the functor categoryD∗. As input we need, for every m ≥ 0, a model structure

C(m) on the category ofD(m)-objects. We call a morphism f : X −→ Y inD∗

• a level equivalence if f (m) : X(m) −→ Y(m) is a weak equivalence in the

model structure C(m) for all m ≥ 0;

• a level fibration if the morphism f (m) : X(m) −→ Y(m) is a fibration in the

model structure C(m) for all m ≥ 0;

• a cofibration if the latching morphism νm f : X(m) ∪LmX LmY −→ Y(m) is a

cofibration in the model structure C(m) for all m ≥ 0.

Proposition C.23 below shows that if the various model structures C(m) satisfy

the following ‘consistency condition’, then the level equivalences, level fibra-

tions and cofibrations define a model structure on the functor categoryD∗.

Definition C.22 (Consistency condition). For all m, n ≥ 0 and every acyclic

cofibration i : A −→ B in the model structure C(m) on D(m)-objects, every

cobase change, in the category ofD(m + n)-objects, of the morphism

D(m,m + n) ⊗D(m) i : D(m,m + n) ⊗D(m) A −→ D(m,m + n) ⊗D(m) B

is a weak equivalence in the model structure C(m + n).

For example, the consistency conditions holds if the functor

D(m,m + n) ⊗D(m) − : D(m)V −→ D(m + n)V

is a left Quillen functor in the given model structures, for all m, n ≥ 0.

Proposition C.23. Let C(m) be a model structure on the category of D(m)-

objects, for m ≥ 0, such that the consistency condition holds.

(i) The classes of level equivalences, level fibrations and cofibrations define

a model structure on the functor categoryD∗.
(ii) A morphism i : A −→ B in D∗ is simultaneously a cofibration and a

level equivalence if and only if for all m ≥ 0 the latching morphism

νmi : A(m) ∪LmA LmB −→ B(m) is an acyclic cofibration in the model

structure C(m).

(iii) Suppose that the fibrations in the model structure C(m) are detected by a

set of morphisms J(m); then the level fibrations are detected by the set of

morphisms

{Gm j | m ≥ 0, j ∈ J(m)} .

Similarly, if the acyclic fibrations in the model structure C(m) are de-

tected by a set of morphisms I(m), then the level acyclic fibrations are

detected by the set of morphisms

{Gmi | m ≥ 0, i ∈ I(m)} .
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Proof We start by showing one of the directions of part (ii): we let i : A −→ B

be a morphism such that the latching morphism νmi : A(m)∪LmA LmB −→ B(m)

is an acyclic cofibration in the model structure C(m) for all m ≥ 0; we show

that then i is a level equivalence.

The map i(n) : A(n) −→ B(n) is the finite composite

A(n) = (sk−1[i])(n)
( j0[i])(n)
−−−−−−→ (sk0[i])(n)

( j1[i])(n)
−−−−−−→ . . .

( jn[i])(n)
−−−−−−→ (skn[i])(n) = B(n) ,

so it suffices to show that jk[i] is a level equivalence for all k ≥ 0. The pushout

square (C.20) in level m + n is a pushout ofD(m + n)-objects

D(m,m + n) ⊗D(m) (A(m) ∪LmA LmB)
D(m,m+n)⊗D(m)(νmi)//

��

D(m,m + n) ⊗D(m) B(m)

��
(skm−1[i])(m + n)

( jm[i])(m+n)
// (skm[i])(m + n)

The consistency condition guarantees that the lower horizontal morphism is a

C(m + n)-weak equivalence.

(i) Several of the axioms are straightforward: the functor category D∗ in-

herits all small limits and colimits from the base categoryV; the level equiv-

alences satisfy the 2-out-of-3 property; the classes of level equivalences, cofi-

brations and fibrations are closed under retracts.

Now we prove the factorization axiom, i.e., we show that every morphism

f : A −→ X in D∗ can be factored as f = qi where q is a level acyclic

fibration and i a cofibration; and it can be factored as f = p j where p is a

level fibration and j a cofibration and level equivalence. We start with the first

factorization and construct an enriched functor B and morphisms i : A −→ B

and q : B −→ X by induction over the dimension. Since the objects m for

m ≥ 0 form a skeleton of the categoryD, it suffices to construct all the relevant

data on these objects. In level 0 we choose a factorization

A(0)
i(0)−−−→ B(0)

q(0)
−−−−→ X(0)

of f (0) in the category of D(0)-objects such that i(0) is a cofibration and q(0)

is an acyclic fibration in the model structure C(0). Now we suppose that the

enriched functor B and the morphisms i and q have already been constructed

for all objects of dimension less than m. Then we have all the data necessary

to define the m-th latching object LmB; moreover, the ‘partial morphism’ q :
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B −→ X provides aD(m)-morphism LmB −→ X(m) such that the square

LmA
Lm i //

νA
m

��

LmB

��
A(m)

f (m)
// X(m)

commutes. We factor the resulting morphism A(m) ∪LmA LmB −→ X(m) in the

category ofD(m)-objects

A(m) ∪Lm A LmB
νmi−−−→ B(m)

q(m)
−−−−→ X(m) (C.24)

such that νmi is a cofibration and q(m) is an acyclic fibration in the model

structure C(m). The intermediate D(m)-object B(m) defines the value of B at

the object m, and q(m) defines the m-th level of the morphism q. For 0 ≤ i < m,

the structure morphism is the composite

D(i,m) ⊗ B(i) −→ LmB −→ A(m) ∪LmA LmB
νmi−−→ B(m)

and the composite of νmi with the canonical morphism A(m) −→ A(m) ∪LmA

LmB is the m-th level of the morphism i.

At the end of the day we have indeed factored f = qi in the categoryD∗ such

that q is a level equivalence and level fibration. Moreover, the m-th latching

morphism comes out to be the morphism νmi : A(m) ∪LmA LmB −→ B(m) in

the factorization (C.24), which is a cofibration in the model structure C(m). So

the morphism i is indeed a cofibration.

The second factorization f = p j as a cofibration and level equivalence j

followed by a level fibration p is similar, but instead of the factorization (C.24)

we use a factorization, in the model category C(m), as an acyclic cofibration

followed by a fibration. Then the resulting morphism p is a level fibration and

the morphism j has the property that all its latching morphisms νm j are acyclic

cofibrations. So j is a cofibration (by definition) and a level equivalence (by

the part of (ii) established above).

It remains to show the lifting axioms. In each of the model structures C(m)

the cofibrations have the left lifting property with respect to the acyclic fi-

brations; so by Proposition C.21 the cofibrations in D∗ have the left lifting

property with respect to level equivalences which are also level fibrations.

We postpone the proof of the other lifting property and prove the remain-

ing direction of (ii) next. We let i : A −→ B be a cofibration and a level

equivalence. The second factorization axiom proved above provides a factor-

ization i = p j where j : A −→ D is a level equivalence such that each latch-

ing morphism νm j is an acyclic cofibration in the model structure C(m), and

p : D −→ B is a level fibration. Since i and j are level equivalences, so is
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p. So the cofibration i has the left lifting property with respect to the level

equivalence and level fibration p by the previous paragraph. In particular, a lift

λ : B −→ D in the square

A
j //

i

��

D

p

��
B

λ

??

B

shows that the morphism i is a retract of the morphism j. So the latching mor-

phism νmi is a retract of the latching morphism νm j, hence also an acyclic

cofibration in the model structure C(m). This proves (ii).

Now we prove the remaining lifting property. We let i : A −→ B be a

cofibration that is also a level equivalence. By (ii), which has just been shown,

each latching morphism νmi is an acyclic cofibration in the model structure

C(m). So i has the left lifting property with respect to all level fibrations by

Proposition C.21.

Property (iii) is a straightforward consequence of the fact that the functor

Gm is left adjoint to evaluation at m. �
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